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THE AMERICAN CATHOLIC

QUARTERLY REVIEW
" ContribntoiB to the Qcartbuy will be allowed all proper freedom in the

expression of their thoughts outside the domain of denned doctrines, the
Review not holding itseu req>onsible for the indivulnal opinions <k its coa-
tribntora." (Bxtiact from Salutatory, July, 1890.)

VOL. XXXII.WANUARY, 1907—No. 125

THE CARDINAL KING.—HENRY IX.*

"Here's a health to the King whom the Crown does belong to;

Confusion to those who the right King would wrong so;

I do not here mention either Old King or New King;
But here is a health, boys—a health to the True King !

"Here's a health to the Qergy, true sons of the Church,
Who never left King, Queen or Prince in the lurch;
I do not here mention either Old Church or New Church;
But here is a health, boys—a health to the True Church I"

Jacobite Song.

EVERAL biographies have been published at various

periods of His Elminence the Cardinal, Duke of York, and

His Royal Highness Prince Henry Stuart, second son of

the Old Pretender, King James III of Great Britain, France and

Ireland, the only son of the unfortunate James II and of his de-

voted, holy and self-sacrificing wife, Marie Beatrix d'Este. The
eldest brother of the Cardinal was the once chivalrous Prince

Charles Edward Stuart, the Young Pretender, whose nearly suc-

cessful attempt to recover the throne of his ancestors in 1745 has

formed the theme of much song and story. It is doubtful, how-

ever, if any more interesting record of the life of the Prince Car-

*The last of the Royal Stuarts: Henry Stuart, Cardinal Duke of York,
by Herbert N. Vaughan, B. A. (Ovan) London, Methuen Co., igo6.

Entered according to Act of Congress, iu the year 1907j by P. J. Ryan, in
the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.
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dinal has ever been produced than that which now stands to the

credit of Mr. Herbert Vauglian, upon whose valuable stores of

information concerning a charming personality I now propose to

draw.

The Old Pretender—^James III—was married to Maria Clem-

entina Sobieska, co-heiress with her sister, the Princess Maria

Charlotte Sobieska, of the Royal Polish House of Sobieska. The
latter married Charles Godefroi de la Tour, Due de Bullion, de-

scendant of the famous Crusader King of Jerusalem. Queen
Maria Qementina, to give her her rightful title recognized by
the Holy See and by all Englishmen, Irishmen and Scotchmen

who clung to the Jacobite belief in the eventual certainty of the

re-establishment of the Stuart dynasty, was a woman of remark-

able religious characteristics, whose scrupulous sense of the ob-

ligations of morality was sorely tried by the conduct of her royal

husband, who appears to have inherited the worst frailties of his

father, King James II, and to have imitated in some degree the

example set him by his licentious but admittedly worldly wise

uncle. King Charles II. Maria Clementina, on the other hand,

was devoted to ascetic practices, carried to a pitch which

is asserted to have aggravated an internal disease from which

she suffered and which brought about her death at the early age

of thirty-three years, in 1735. Fifteen years previously, on the

last day of 1720, her eldest son, Charles Ekiward, Prince of

Wales, was born in the Palazzo Muti, Rome, the residence as-

signed James III by Pope Clement XI on the exiled monarch

seeking a home in the Eternal City. The building in question

was capacious, if not remarkable for architectural beauty, and

within its walls-the legitimate King of Great Britain and Ireland

maintained the semblence of a royal court. Before its doors a

squadron of Papal cuirassiers daily mounted guard, in precisely

the same fashion as their comrades did at the portals of the Vat-

ican and the Quirinal. All the honors due to a reigning sover-

eign were rendered to the refugee Prince, and he was accorded

the precedence appertaining to his titular dignity at all the cere-

monies and receptions of the Papal court.

In the Palazzo Muti, on March 6th, 1725, Henry Benedict,

Duke of York, was born. At this period the reigning Pontiff

was Pope Benedict XIII and James lost no time in communicat-

ing to His Holiness news of an event which created unbounded

satisfaction in Jacobite circles, and corresponding depression

amongst the adherents of the Hanoverian dynasty, not only in

England, but also in Rome, where—even at the College of Car-
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dinals—King George had friends who thus early realized the

hopelessness of a Stuart restoration. In virtue of his inherited

prerogatives, James at once conferred on his second son the title

of Duke of York, a dignity the validity of which, curiously

enough, was never questioned even in England. As soon as the

Pope received the announcement of the birth of the Prince he
repaired to the Palazzo Muti in full panoply of state. Mr.
Vaughan records that on the arrival of the Pontiff "the delighted

monarch, advancing to meet his august visitor with the new-
born baby in his arms, proudly exhibited the young Prince with

these words : *I present the Duke of York to Your Holiness, that

you make him a Christian.' " The Sacrament of Baptism was
immediately afterwards administered by the Pope in the private

chapel of the palace, no less than twelve names being bestowed

on the infant, of which four only, Henry Benedict Maria Clement,

were ever made use of by the future Cardinal—Henry in memory
of eight English Kings, Benedict in honor of the Pontiff, and

Maria Qement out of respect for his Polish mother. Later in

the day every Cardinal resident in Rome called on James II in

order to congratulate him on the birth of the Duke of York.

It is noted by Mr. Vaughan, as a singular coincidence, that the

birth of the Duke of York synchronized with the occurrence of

serious disagreement between his father and mother. Almost on

the eve of the birth of the child James, with singular callousness,

had grievously offended his wife by appointing as his Secretary

of State the Earl of Inverness. Rightly or wrongly, the Queen

had formed the impression that Lady Inverness had supplanted

her in the affections of her husband and was furiously indignant

at what she viewed as something worse than an ordinary disre-

gard of her feelings to neglect of which she seems to have been

pretty well accustomed. A proposal, seriously entertained by

James, that the child should be removed from Rome, to be

brought up in Spain, still further incensed the Queen. This no-

tion was not carried into effect, but within twelve months after

the birth of the Duke of York, Her Majesty left her husband and

went to reside in a Ursuline Convent close to the Palazzo Muti,

where she remained until Lord and Lady Inverness put an end

to an intolerable and disgraceful situation by removing from the

Eternal City. The reconciliation between the royal couple, such

as it was, did not take place until February, 1728, when the

Queen was already stricken by the malady which terminated her

earthly existence in January, 1735. As to the intensely religious

character of Maria Clementina abundant evidences exist, and it
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is said that her ascetic practices largely contributed to the

breaking down of her health. The poor Queen had long en-

dured cruel anxiety regarding the personages to whom her more
careless husband was willing to confide the education of her sons,

her main care being to secure that their tutors should be ortho»-

dox Catholics. This requirement satisfied, Her Majesty seems
to have paid but slight attention to the question of merely schol-

astic attainments. It is, however, unjust to argue on this point,

as Mr. Vaughan does, from the fact that the eldest son, Charles

Edward, Prince of Wales, was always sadly deficient in or-

thographical knowledge of the E^iglish language. This circum-

stance was quite compatible with a fair acquaintance with the

classics, as well as with French and Italian. The teachers finally

selected for the two Princes were Sir Thomas Sheridan, a Cath-

olic Irishman, and the Abbe Legouz, of the University of Paris.

Mr. Vaughan, who seems to find it hard to treat Maria Qem-
entina with ordinary generosity, says that:

"Her intense spirituality and neglect of all mundane interests, qualities

that were certainly out of place in one who was at once a queen, a wife and
a mother of children, had long unfitted her to dwell in a practical, unldnd
world. Though for the last seven years of her existence she had dwelt under
her husband's roof the pair had in reality lived wholly apart for ten years.

Stuart King was ever absorbed in his endless political schemes, whilst his

consort, suffering equally in mind and body, had grown to care for nothing
except her good works in Rome, nor did she pay any attention to her sons'

upbringing, save at such times as her suspicious nature led her to detect the
dreadful Protestant influence of the Prince's governor, James Murray, titular

earl of Dunbar."

To ordinarily fair-minded persons the characteristic last al-

leged will scarcely seem discreditable. When the poor Queen
died she was accorded a magnificent funeral by command of the

then Pope, Qement XII, the Vatican Basilica, in the crypt of

which her body was laid, being draped in black velvet adorned

with the regal escutcheons of England, Scotland, Ireland and

Poland. The procession to the Basilica had been composed of

squadrons of Papal troops, of the members of the College of Car-

dinals, of all the religious and secular notabilities of Rome, and

of the many confraternities of the city. We read

:

It was commonly reported that formal application would some day be
made to obtain the Beatification of the late Queen on account of her severe

piety and extensive works of charity, and particularly as her confessor, the

noted Father Leonard of Port Maurice (afterwards beatified and canonized)

had latterly superintended her many benevolent schemes amongst the destitute

and sinful of Rome. But no such plea seems ever to have been formally

advanced although the reported sanctity of John Sobieski's granddaughter
evidently came to be regarded as efficacious in her native Poland for there is

included amongst the "Stuart Papers" a curious account of a Polish noble-

man's child being healed of a putrid fever," through her direct interven-

tion.
I
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That Queen Maria Clementina was an extremely holy woman
is unquestionable, and the story of the life of her youngest son
would seem to attest that over him, at any rate, her example
must have exercised a considerable influence for good.

Mr. Vaughan says that as his two sons increased in years James
began to initiate them into all the intricacies of his perpetual

schemes and intrigues, both boys expressing the greatest eager-

ness to recover their grandfather's lost crown. It would have
been strange if things had been otherwise. Whatever the per-

sonal faults of James, he was undoubtedly an affectionate father,

a man of decidedly religious turn, like his own parent, James II,

and that he honestly endeavored to bring up his sons under moral

influences is quite certain. That he was disappointed in the case

of the Prince of Wales is an unfortunate fact, but he had, at least,

the satisfaction of knowing that his fondest hopes were fulfilled

by the Duke of York. So early as the year previous to the death

of his mother, Charles Edward served his first apprenticeship to

the art of war, at the siege of Gaeta, whither he was brought by
his cousin, the Duke of Liria, and where he gave ample proofs of

the possession of the military courage he afterwards constantly

manifested. The two lads, while still little more than children,

mingled in all the g^yeties of Roman society, which was one of the

most brilliant in Europe, and demeaned themselves In a fashion

which onlookers recognized as worthy of scions of a royal house.

An impartial French visitor to Rome, M. Charles de Brosses, has

left an interesting account of the mode of life at this period of

James III and his two sons. He wrote:

The King of England is treated here with as much respect as though he
were a real reigning sovereign. He lives in the Piazza die Santi Apostoli in a

large palace not remarkable for beauty. The Pope's soldiers mount guard
there as at Monte Cavallo and accompany him whenever he goes out, which
is not often the case. It is easy to recognize him for a Stuart, of which
family he has every trait ; for he is tall and lean and in fact strongly resembles

the portraits we have in France of his father, King James the Second. He
is also very like Marshal Berwick, his natural brother, except that the Mar-
shal's face was sad and severe while that of the Pretender is sad and silly.

* * The Pretender's dignity of manners is extraordinary. I never

beheld any Prince preside over a great assembly so well and so gracefully.

Yet his life in general is very retired and he only comes for an hour to take

part in the entertainments he occasionally provides to the ladies of Rome for

the amusement of his sons. He is pious in the extreme and he passes much
of every morning in prayer at his wife's monument in the Church of the

Santi Apostoli. Of his talents my own lack of information forbids me to

speak with certainty; they do not appear to me to be great, but his conduct

is reasonable and his behaviour dignified. Although I often have the honor to

see him it is but for a moment on his return from church, for he then retires

to his own chamber until dinner time. He speaks seldom at that meal, but

always courteously and pleasantly, and he withdraws from the room as soon

as dinner is finished. * * When he sits down to dinner his two sons

before seating themselves go to kneel before him for his blessing. He usually
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speaks to them in English, but to the others in Italian or French. The young
princes have a small supper in the evening at which the King never appears.

Such was the manner of life at the Palazzo Muti, and it seems
a pity that dynastic and political ambitions should ever have
changed the even tenor of its course. De Brosses formed a
higher opinion of the abilities of Charles Edward than of those of
his brother Henry, and there appears to be little doubt that, re-

garded from a purely worldly standpoint, the former was the

more distinguished and soldierly of the two. Events were to

prove, however, that the latter possessed many qualities far more
valuable than those which won so much admiration for the

Prince of Wales.

The turning point in the careers of the two young men was
rapidly approaching. Quarter of a century had elapsed since

the disastrous ending of their father's attempt to recover the

crown of Great Britain and Ireland, when the outbreak of the

War of the Austrian Succession brought the Stuart claims once

more within the domain of practical politics. England was
already at loggerheads with Spain, when the aggressive action

of the Elector of Bavaria towards the Queen-Empress Maria
Theresa brought about a European conflict. Spain and France

were on the side of the Bavarian Prince. So, too, was the King
of Naples. It was a case of the Bourbons against the rest of the

world. England, on the other hand, backed Maria Theresa, and

Tuscany acted similarly. Frederick of Prussia made a grab for

himself in the midst of the general confusion and occupied

Silesia, and Charles Emmanuel of Sardinia, following his ex-

ample, invaded Lombardy, hoping to wrest it from Spain, which

then claimed to rule. The only neutral states were the Republic

of Venice and the Papacy. The fates seemed propitious for the

Stuarts. Both France and Spain were eager to see a blow struck

against the Hanoverian King of England, whose German inter-

ests alone had induced him to oppose their policy towards Aus-

tria. Mr. Vaughan's method of describing the situation at Rome
and alsewhere at this period can scarcely be regarded as entirely

accurate, but neither can it be condemned as wholly wrong so

far as it deals with actual facts. Where he errs is in the imput-

ing of motives where wholly different causes of action might at

least equally correctly be alleged. However, this may be, he

cites as follows:

In Rome itself there existed side by side two antagonistic parties, the

stronger of which upheld the claims of the Bavarian Prince and sympathized

with Bourbon aggression, whilst the weaker, that included some of the most
astute and able politicians, » such as Cardinal Alessandro Albani, him-
self a connection of the Austrian Imperial House, openly declared in favor

Digitized by
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of Maria Theresa and her husband. The Stuart Court naturally sided with
the Bourbon faction for it was to the monarchs of France and Spain that
James had ever looked for the outside assistance that was absolutely essen-
tial for the success of his own restoration. » « * For some time past
Charles had been carefully studying the European situation and it seemed
to his youthful, eager mind that the favorable moment for action had at last

indeed arrived when the cautious and pacific Cardinal Fleury died, and there
arose to power at Versailles Cardinal Tencin, * * • genuinely enthusiastic
in his support of the Stuarts.

It was not, however, merely on the prospect of help from

France and Spain that James and his sons knew they could rely

in making an effort to recover the throne of the realms which

they believed to be rightly theirs. Not only were Ireland and

Scotland largely Jacobite, but even in England itself there existed

a considerable body of opinion—^not among the. masses, but

among politicians—^favorable to a Stuart restoration.

Under such favorable conditions Prince Charles Edward em-

barked on the most glorious, if the only glorious, adventure in

his career. It was necessary, of course that he should make his

way to the court of the French King, and his journey thereto

was made with the utmost secrecy, in order to guard against in-

terruption by the many agents and friends of the Hanoverian

King who were vigilantly watching his movements in Rome and

elsewhere. Some of the latter indeed were to be found amongst

the members of the Sacred College. The arrangements for the

departure of the Prince of Wales were made with so much secrecy

that even his brother. Prince Henry, knew nothing about them.

His Royal Highness arrived in Paris at the end of January,

1744. Remaining more than two months in the French capital,

while an expedition to England was being organized under

command of the famous Marshal de Saxe, the Prince eventually

set out with that gfreat master of the art of war, in one of the best

vessels of a splendid fleet, which carried a large army to invade

his ancestral dominions. Scarcely, however, had the flotilla left

Dunkirk than a violent storm arose. In the result those of the

transports which were not wrecked were either captured or de-

stroyed by the British, whose ships had practically control of the

Channel. No more striking example of the efficiency of sea

power, about which Captain Mahan has written so much, is rer

corded in military or naval history. Bitterly disappointed though

Charles Edward was, at what had occurred, he was determined

at any risk to make personal appeal to the people of Great Brit-

ain to support his cause. Eventually, as every one knows, he

was successful so far as landing in Scotland and in bringing

about the marvelous display of bravery and loyalty on the part

of the Highland clans and their chiefs which ended so disas.-
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trously at Culloden. The earlier successes of the Prince of

Wales, overthrowing as he did all the British troops which at-

tempted to bar his progress, naturally filled the hearts of his

father and brother with hope and pride. The latter insisted on

being allowed to proceed to France, with a view to his accom-

panying a French force which King Louis was assembling at

Dunkirk to send to Scotland to support the Prince of Wales.

Mr. Vaugfaan says:

"On bis arrival at Versailles Henry, who was introduced at Court by bis

cousin, the Duke de Fitz-James, was well received by Louis and treated with
the full dignity due to a younger son of a reigning King. * * * As soon
as possible he proceeded to his assigned post, the nominal command of the
forces collected at Boulogne^ Dunkirk and other ports."

The Duke of York's actual headquarters were fixed at the sec-

ond named place, and here he spent many weary months sur-

rounded by as dissolute a military staff as even the court and
army of Louis would produce.

The truth appears to be that Henry was utterly disgusted by
the conduct of his comrades, with whom he had absolutely noth-

ing in common. Instead of joining in their revels he spent hours

at his devotions, and when their oi^es were running fast and
furious he was kneeling before the tabernacle in some silent

church. To the Duke de Richelui—^who was the real com-
mander of the French troops

—
"the Italian bigot," as he styled

him, was well-night incomprehensible. "You may perhaps gain

the Kingdom of Heaven by your prayers," he remarked angrily

one day to the Duke of York, who by attending mass had kept

a council of war waiting, "but never the kingdom of Great Brit-

ain." It does not appear, however, that the pious Prince

neglected any of his proper military duties and it is certain that

he was sorrow-stricken by the inaction forced upon him by the

fact that the prowess of the British squadrons made the Channel

an English lake. At length the end of a fretful and wearisome

time came with the tidings of Culloden and the eventual return

of the fugitive Prince of Wales, with whom Henry journeyed

to Paris, where both took up their residence. During his stay in

Scotland and his maintenance there of a semblance of a royal

court, Charles Edward appears to have lived a wild and dissi-

pated life, and it is to be feared that his conduct in the French

capital was no better. As a consequence the brothers became

more and more alienated, until at last Henry resolved on a step

he had long been contemplating. This was neither more nor less

than to return to Rome with a view to seeking admission to

holy orders. His father was the confident of his dearest hopes.
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and it is to the immortal credit of James III that, so far from
endeavoring to dissuade his son from taking a course which he
was too astute not to know must, in the then state of Protestant

feeling in England be almost ruinous to the Stuart cause in that

country, he actually aided him to accomplish his desire. Know-
ing that the Prince of Wales was quite capable of resorting to

violent means to prevent his leaving Paris for the purpose he

had in mind, the Duke of York maintained complete secrecy

towards him, and in order to evade suspicion of his design, act-

ually sent him an invitation to dinner at his residence at Clichy

for the evening of the day he left for the frontier. Diaries Ed-
ward, acting on the note, repaired to Clichy, where he was
alarmed and puzzled to find a splendid repast and the usual ret-

inue of servants, but no brother. Eventually he returned to Paris

where the next day he learned what had happened, although it

was not for some weeks that he ascertained the actual cause of

Henry's departure. The information was conveyed to him by his

father in a letter which shows quite plainly that he realized how
seriously the decision arrived at by his youngest son, after much
ccMisultation, prayer and thought, was likely to affect the dynas-

tic and political interests of the family. The communication in

question was a very human document, full of pathos, and indica'-

tive of a rightful sense of both paternal and religious duty. It

read as follows

:

I know not whether you will be surprised, my dearest Carlucchio, when
I tell you that your brother will be made a Cardinal the first days of next
month. Naturally speaking you should have been consulted about a resolution

of that kind before it had been executed ; but as the Duke and I were unalter-

ably determined on the matter, and as we foresaw you might probably not
approve of it, we thought it might be showing you more regard and that it

would be even more agreeable to you that the thing should be done before

your answer could come here and to have it in your power to say it was done
without your knowledge and approbation. It is very true I did not expect the

Duke here so soOn, and that his tenderness and affection for me prompted him
to undertake that journey; but after I had seen him, I soon found that his

chief motive was to discourse with me fully and freely on the vocation he had
long had to embrace an ecclesiastical state, and which he had so long con-
cealed from me and kept to himself with a view, no doubt, of having it in his

power of being of some use to you in the late conjunctures. But the case is

now altered ; and as I am fully convinced of the sincerity and solidity of his

vocation, I should think it a resisting of the Will of God, and acting directly

against my conscience if I should pretend to constrain him in a matter which
so nearly concerns him. • The resolution is taken, and will be execut-

ed before your answer to this can come here. If you think proper to say

you were ignorant of it and did not approve of it, I shall not take it amiss
of you ; but for God's sake, let not a step which naturally should secure peace

and union amongst us for the rest of our days become a subject of scandal

and eclat which would fall heavier upon you than upon us in our present

situation, and which a filial and brotherly conduct in you will easily prevent.
* God bless my dearest Carlucchio whom I tenderly embrace— am
all yours.

Albano, June 13, 1747.

James R.
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So far from Charles Edward displaying the "filial and brotherly-

conduct" implored by his father, he indulged in violent denuncia-

tions of all concerned in proceedings, the effect of which in his

personal interests in England, he only too acutely and accurately

realized. For years he declined to communicate with either

James III or the Duke of York, refrained from visiting Rome, and
plunged into the course of drunkenness and dissipations—only

briefly interrupted by a fruitless and loveless marriage—^which

culminated in a pretended perversion to Protestantism and the

ruining of his health.

Mr. Vaug^ian reminds the readers of his interesting work that

Henry Stuart was by no means the first English prince to enter

the religious life. Odo of Bayeux, and Henry of Winchester, in

Norman times, may perhaps be considered as statesmen rather

than bishops ; but of the royal line of Plantagenet, Henry Beau-

fort, son of John of Gaunt, and Reginald Pole, grand-nephew of

King Edward IV, and last Papal Archbishop of Canterbury, had

both been raised to the purple. 'We are further told that

:

On June 30th, 1747, the Duke of York received the tonsure at the bands
of the Pontiff in the chapel of the Stuart palace and in the presence of his

father and all the metnbers of the Jacobite Court. Four days later, on July
3rd, he proceeded, in full state, to the Vatican where, at the altar of the Sis-

tine Chapel he accepted the Scarlet Hat of a Cardinal Deacon from Bene-
dict XIV. The ceremony ended, the Pope pronounced an allocution to the

many Cardinals present wherein he alluded most pointedly to the royal rank
and the eminent virtues of this new member of the Sacred College. In the

course of his address, Benedict dwelt at some length upon the sacrifices made
at various times by King James III for the Catholic faith, and upon the good
works and redoul^able piety of the late Queen Oementine, predicting from
her noble example that the son of such a pair was destined to become an orna-

ment, not only to the College of Cardinals, but to the whole Church.

The Pontiff's prognostication was abundantly fulfilled. Dur-

ing the month of August, 1788, the Duke of York received the

four Minor Orders, together with the Orders of Sub-Deacon and

Deacon. On the ist of September he was ordained Priest, and

on the great Feast of Our Lady, on the 8th of September, he cel-

ebrated his first mass in his father's domestic chapel. On the

festival of the Holy Innocents he celebrated his first Missa Can-

tata in the Sistine Chapel, James III and twenty-two Cardinals

being present. Moved, no doubt, by wise motives, the Pontiff

simply showered honors and emoluments on the now Cardinal

Priest. He bestowed on him the high and remunerative office

of Arch-Priest of the Vatican Basilica. In the same year Louis

XV, who had not improperly expelled Charles Edward from Paris,

in exercise of the utterly wrong prerogatives he enjoyed as dis-

penser of ecclesiastical preferment in France, conferred on him

the wealthy Abbacies of Auchin and St. Amand, the revenues of
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which amounted to about £6,000 sterling, or, say, $30,000 an-

nually. The Pope also nominated the Cardinal Duke as the

holder of the dfice of Camerlengo, in the event of his own death,

which took place in May, 1758. The Duke, in this capacity,

played an important part in no less than four conclaves held for

the election of successive Pontiflfs. It is related of him that, in

the first of these assemblies, he strongly supported the claims of

the Cardinal whose election was desired by Austria, declaring to

his father, who sought to influence him in favor of Cardinal Carlo

Rezzonico, of Venice, that "he had rather lose his head than do

anything against his conscience." He adopted this line of con-

duct, he said, although he was not left unaware that the Bourbon

patrons of himself and his family desired the election of the

Venetian Cardinal. The conclave lasted no less than four

months and finally resulted in the election of Cardinal Rezzonico,

who was crowned Pope under the title of Clement XIII. The
new Pontiff showed his chivalrous sense of the impartiality of

the Cardinal Duke by immediately re-conferring on him the dig-

nity of Camerlengo, which,—in accordance with custom—^he had

resigned at the close of the election. This was on July i6th,

1758, and in a consistory held in October following the new Pope

created him Archbishop of Corinth in partibus inMelium. Fur-

thermore, Qement XIII, in July, 1761, bestowed on the Duke the

then richly endowed Bishopric of Frascati, near Rome. Six

years later the same Pope appointed the Cardinal Bishop of

Frascati to be Vica-Chancellor of the Holy See. In addition to

his bishopric, his French abbeys, and his Papal offices, the Car-

dinal owned rich prebends in Mexico and Spain, so that his in-

come ranged between £30,000 and £40,000 a year, or $150,000 to

$200,000.

Nothing is more clearly proven than that the Cardinal Duke

of York applied practically every penny of this huge income in

acts of private and public beneficence. He cared nothing for

money for its own sake. It is true that he maintained semi-regal

state, asserting his right to rank as a royal prince, but he never

forgot his duties as a Priest and Bishop, and even the humblest

member of his flock could gain admission to his presence. He
built and endowed a college for the education of ecclesiastical

students, bestowing on it a splendid library. He erected

churches and chapels and, so far as he could, he made the whole

community within his jurisdiction sharers in his prosperity.

Meantime his own life was one worthy of his sacred office and

no breather of scandal has ever dared to sully his name. As
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Vice-Chancellor he maintained a residence in the Cancellaria at

Rome, another in closer proximity to the Vatican, his episcopal

palace at Frascati, and a summer abode, the Villa Muti. In

1769 he presided over a second conclave, on the death of Clem-
ent XIII, and in his capacity as Vice-Chancellor exercised his

prerogative, during the Papal interregnum, of issuing coins from
the Roman mint bearing his own effigy. In the midst of all this

pomp and power, of active religious and beneficent labor, the Car-
dinal was constantly tortured by brotherly anxiety for the spir-

itual and material welfare of his dissipated brother, who for

years refused to hold communication with him or their father,

and over whose general course of conduct it is as well to draw a
veil. On the accession of Benedict XIV the Vice-Chancellorship

was not re-conferred on the Duke of York until some years after

the death of James III, which took place on the ist of January,

1766. The exiled King had long suffered from an incurable in-

ternal complaint, but his demise was not expected at the time it

occurred. In his dying moments, however, he received all the

consolations of the Church and there is no doubt that he had dur-

ing many years lived a life which must ia the mercy of the Most
High have largely atoned for all the errors and frailties of the

past. His devoted son, the Cardinal Prince Priest, knelt by his

death-bed. The funeral was conducted with all the panoply of

royal state befitting the obsequies of a sovereign, but this was
the last occasion on which the Papal authorities recognized the

royal claims of the Stuarts. There was good reason for this.

The heir to the claims which James III had maintained was a

man wholly unworthy of the throne of England even if he could

have conquered it. Later on, when he died, to have lent active

support to a Catholic and Cardinal claimant to rule a nearly

wholly Protestant realm would have been something worse than

absurd and could only have inflicted irreparable injury on the

interests of the Church, not only in that country, but also in Ire-

land and Scotland.

The Cardinal had long sought to induce Charles Edward' to

come to Rome, where he evidently hoped his influence might lead

to an amendment of conduct which sadly needed correction. All

his efforts, however, proved vain until the death of James III

created in the mind of Charles III—as the dissipated Prince now
dubbed himself—the notion that the Pope might receive and en-

tertain him in the same fashion as he had harbored and sub-

sidised his father and mother. Nothing, however, could have

been further from the mind of the Pontiff and his advisers, but
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the Cardinal long refused to believe that this could be the case,

and he exhausted expostulation and supplication in an effort to

secure recognition of the rank of his brother as a reigning mon-
arch. The Holy See, happily, was not made a party to any such

arrant humbug and imposture. The day when Stuarts could

reign had passed away just as the era when Bourbon rule, carry-

ing with it as it did all kinds of parasitic abuses, was hastening

to a close. The Cardinal Duke, however, could not see the ab-

surdity of the Pontiff continuing to make the restoration of an
impossible dynasty a portion of his policy in dealing with a gen-

erally friendly Protestant nation which absolutely rejected the

aforesaid dynasty. Consequently he bombarded the Pope and
his ministers with petitions in which he pointed out "the india-

pensible necessity for the Holy See to recognize at this moment
the House of Stuart as the only true and legfitimate sovereigfns

of the kingdom of England." Clement XIII, however, was not

to be led into an act of folly which would have most seriously

affected Catholic interests not only in Great Britain and Ireland,

but also in America, Canada and the West Indies. Notwith-

standing this state of things, Charles III determined to proceed

to Rome. Mr. Vaughan says

:

On January 23rd, the eagferly expected news was brought that Charles
Stuart, under the incognito of plain John Douglas, was neanng the city and
the Cardinal Duke at once setting out to meet him, found him waiting for fresh

horses at an inn some miles from the Porte del Popolo. The meeting be-
tween the two royal brothers, after nearly nineteen years of estrangement at

the mean hostelry on the Flaminian road, would afford an interesting subject

for an historical picture for there is eloquent pathos to be found in the mark-
ed change that bad occurred both in their appearance and circumstances since

they had last met In the soured, bloated, middle-aged man, with legs so

swollen as to need assistance, the Cardinal Duke must have been shocked to

recognize the handsome, brilliant youth, full of fire and confidence, who had
once conquered Scotland; whilst in the stately prince of the Church, with
flowing robes and jewelled cross the Chevalier must have found grreatly

altered the timid, wayward boy who had deserted him years ago in Paris.

It would appear that, influenced by the Cardinal Duke, the

heads of the English and Scotch Colleges, as well as of the Irish

Dominicans and Franciscans, in Rome welcomed Charles III in

their respective establishments with royal honors, acclaiming

him King of Great Britain and Ireland, but each of the personages

in question promptly received a Papal missive politely pointing

out that their speedy removal from the Eternal City would be

most agreeable to the Holy Father. Needless to say, they went,

and there were no more regal receptions for King Charles. He
and his devoted brother had to make the best of a bad situation.

Moreover, the Pope ordered the removal of the royal arms of

Great Britain and Ireland from the entrance to the Palazzo Muti,
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in which he permitted Charles to reside in succession to his

father, and the mandate was duly carried out. There was no
denial of refuge to the exile Prince, but he was sternly refused

permission to masquerade as a sovereign with his court in

Rome.
The Cardinal must have often regretted the presence of his

brother in Rome. His Majesty King Charles III was constantly

drunk, but whether drunk or sober he was pursued by creditors

who, when they failed to obtain money from him, generally im-

portuned His Eminence. Seeing that the Duke of York had
already surrendered in favor of Charles his own pension of 12,000

crowns paid by the Papal treasury, and was aiding him in other

ways, it is scarcely matter for wonder that he eventually refused

to be made paymaster of his brother's extravagances. In Feb-

ruary, 1769, Qement XIII died and was succeeded by Clement

XIV, the unfortunate Cardinal Ganganelli, the record of whose

occupancy of the Papal chair remains forever stained by his sub-

mission to the dictation of the Bourbons in the matter of the

suppression of the Society of Jesus. For a while Charles cher-

ished the hope that Qement XIV would recognize him as King,

but the poor, timorous Pontiff was the man least likely to take a

step which, however foolish, would have demanded courage.

The dissipated Prince had to remain content with the title of

Duke of Albany, save within the precincts of the Cardinal's epis-

copal palace at Frascati, where he was always received with the

ceremonies and honors due to a reigning king. On this point

the Duke of York was as adamant. He not only regarded

Charles as King of England, but himself as heir to that position.

Probably one of the crudest tragedies ever perpetrated in the

way of royal marriages was the wedding on April 17th, 1772, of

the wretched, sottish Charles to the beautiful but brainless Prin-

cess Lxiuise Maximilienne Caroline Emmanuele, daughter of the

deceased Prince Gustavus Adolphus of Stolberg-Gedern. The

Cardinal was kept in ignorance of the negotiations which led up

to this most unhappy union, but, although bitterly annoyed when

he heard that it had been decided upon, he overcame his pru-

dential and resentful feelingfs and determined to endeavor to do

his best to secure the permanence of the alliance. Accordingly

he did all that lay in his power to accord the newly wedded pair

a royal reception on their arrival in Rome from Macerata,

Ancona, where the marriage ceremony had taken place. We are

told by Mr. Vaughan that

:

The Cardinal Duke despatched his Chamberlain, the Marchese Angeleli, with

his state coach-and-six to meet them at the Ponte MoUe the ancient bridge
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that spans the Tiber to the north of St. Peter's. With their four couriers rid-
ing in advance, with their outriders in scarlet Hveries and with their own and
the Cardinal Duke's equipage, "their Majesties the King and Queen of Great
Britain, France and Ireland," were enabled to make a tolerably imposing
entrance into the city where at the Porta del Popolo and in the Corso a large
crowd of idlers had assembled. On the following day (April 23rd) the Cardi-
nal Duke drove into Rome in person in order to pay his compliments to his
sister-tn-law.

No one could possibly have acted with more kindness or tact,

but the marriage was doomed to unhappiness from the outset.

There is no need to recount in these pages the history of a

wretched alliance, suffice to say that no series of events in the

life of the Cardinal Duke stands out more abundantly to his

credit than those in which he played a fatherly, as well as a

priestly, part in endeavoring to avert the scandals which resulted

in the separation of a nearly equally erring husband and wife.

Probably, of the two, Charles Edward was the least base. He
at any rate made no attempt to hide his faults. The Princess,

however, was mean enough to trade on the generosity of the

kindly, simple Cardinal, and while sheltered in one of his palaces

to allow all others to know that she had forgotten the sacredness

of the marriage vow. Naturally, when the Duke of York came
to learn of these facts, the refuge thus abused was denied her.

It is impossible, however, to read the narrative of what happened

without realizing that the holy Cardinal was essentially a lovable

and paternal character. If his solicitude for the spiritual and

material welfare of his brother and sister-in-law could have lifted

them to better life than both lived, their sad story had not been

what it was. The Princess, after many wanderings, died in

Florence in January, 1824, drawing to the last an annuity for the

payment of which the Cardinal had charged his own estate in

order to enable her to maintain the dignity of a Dowager Queen
of England. After their legal separation by mutual agreement,

Charles had definitely fixed his residence at Florence, whither he

called his natural daughter whose mother was a Scottish lady

who had been his companion in his campaign of 1745, and whom
he had brought to France. The girl in question he created

Duchess of Albany and proclaimed his legitimate heir. Her
mother's name was Gemintina Walkinshaw. The new-made

Duchess showed intense devotion to her broken-down father and

undoubtedly exerted herself to the uttermost to cheer the de-

clining years of his sad existence. Suffering though she was
from an incurable internal malady, she brought a new light into

his gloomy surroundings and exercised an influence over him

which was essentially good and religious in its nature. On Jan-
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uaiy 30th, I788^the anniversary of the execution of his great-
grandfather at Whitehall—Charles III died in the Palazzo Muti,
Rome, in which his mother and father had died before him. By
his death-bed two Irish Franciscans—Father James and Father
Francis McCormick—watched and prayed. To the very last he
was aflfectionately tended by Her Royal Highness the Duchess
of Albany, the title which he had bestowed upon her, and which
was recognized by the Papal court and that of France.
Immediately after the demise of his brother, the Cardinal

caused a medal to be struck bearing his own effigy, surrounded
by the abbreviated inscription, "Hen. IX. Mag. Brit. Fr. et Hib.
Rex. Fid. Def. Card. Ep. Tusc." TransUted, at length, these ab-
breviations stand for "Henry the Ninth, of Great Britain, France
and Ireland, King, Defender of the Faith, Cardinal, Bishop <rf

Tusculum." On the reverse of the medal appeared a female
figure, symbolizing Religion supporting a large cross with the
British lion couched at her feet, where also lay a royal crown and
a Cardinal hat. While His Eminence thus asserted his royal

dignity the Pontiff much to his chagrin, refused to recognize him
as a reigning monarch and he was compelled to remain content
with being received at the Papal court as being what he un-
doubtedly was, a Prince of the Church. The splendid days of

benevolent affluence and learned ease, as well as of devoted pas-

toral effort, were, however, rapidly coming to an end for the Car-
dinal as for many others. On February loth, 1798, the forces ot

Revolutionary France, under the command of General Berthier,

occupied Rome, and the population of Frascati having become
inoculated with the wild ideas of universal equality of which the

soldiers of the First Republic were at once the propagators and
the contradiction, the Cardinal Duke was compelled to seek

refuge in Naples, then still the capital of an independent king-

dom. Here he remained ten months, at the expiration of which
he removed successively to Messina, Trieste, and finally to Ven-
ice, all the time in sore straits through poverty. In September,

1799, Cardinal Stefano Borgia, moved to pity by his necessitous

condition, appealed to Sir John Hippisley, who had long acted as

an unofficial representative of Great Britain in Rome, but who
was then resident in London, for monetary assistance from the

British government for the Cardinal Ehike. It is to the immortal

credit of King George III that the moment the facts of the case

were brought under his notice he obtained an annual pension of

£4,000 sterling for the rival claimant of his throne, who still ob-

stinately called himself King Henry IX of Great Britain, France
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and Ireland. On July 13th, 1807, the Cardinal Duke of York
died peacefully in his episcopal palace at Frascati, whither he had

been enabled to return on the conclusion of the peace between

France' and the Holy See, which the genius of Napoleon saw
was essential to the restoration of France to her olden place

amongst the nations of Christendom. At his interment in St.

Peter's, the reigfning Pontiff, Hus VII, and twenty-seven Cardi-

nals were present and an immense concourse followed the re-

mains of the last legitimate Catholic King of England through

the streets of the Eternal City. Papal soldiery guarded the hearse

and stood sentinel 'round the bier in the great church, while the

cannon of St. Angelo's fired minute guns in mournful salutation

of the last earthly triumphal passage of a truly noble prince and

saintly priest.

HOULD not have imagined that the following impressions were

worth recording, had I not chanced on the following passj^

in Bodley's work on France. "A stranger's first ideas of a
country are not to be despised, if only he will not parade them as a

definite and weighty judgment. A new comer is often struck with

characteristics which, apparent to this superficial view, soon evade

the notice of the most observant student as the land and its people

become familiar to him. A writer is wise, therefore, to note early

impressions, as they indicate the points on which his countrymen

need information."^ Acting upon this suggestion I will set down, as

faithfully as I may, the impressions which I received not many

weeks ago when I visited France for the first time. What Catholic

is there worthy of the name, who is not intensely interested in the

struggle of the French Church for liberty, and who does not desire

a closer acquaintance with the men engaged in the desperate en-

counter ? I had followed closely the events which led up to the pres-

ent crisis, and I had a gfrowing desire to hear from their own lips

what Catholics were saying and thinking in France itself. It oc-

cured to me that a valuable sidelight might be thrown on the

^France by J. E. C. Bodley (new and revised edition, 1902, p. 16.

William F. DIennehy.

Dublin, Ireland.

A PARISH IN PICARDY.
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matter by settling down in some quiet spot far away from the

haunts of politicians and the Chamber of Deputies. A provincial

town, a priest's house seemed to me to be a vantage ground from

which both priests and people might be studied, and so I decided to

spend my holidays with a vicaire^ in a certain town of Ficardy.

It so happened that before I set out the Encyclical of Pius X had

come like a bolt from the blue creating wonder and surprise in poli-

tical circles. The English papers were loud in its praise or Uame,
and fearful for the safety of French clergy and their Churches. In

a short space, according to some prophets. Catholics would be driven

from their beautiful Cathedrals and old parish churches, public

worship proscribed, and the faithful would be assisting at Mass in

bundle sheds if not hidden away in nooks and crannies. Here, then,

were two all-suiiicient reasons for seeing something of France with-

out delay. First, it was high time to witness for oneself the faith

or want of faith in parish, in town and country church before this

terrible persecution should have changed the face of the land.

Again, there could be no better opportunity for observing at close

quarters how the people most concerned regarded the near prospect

of Penal Laws and Penal Days.

It was a very hot day in September, the eve of the momentous

meeting of the French Bishops in Paris, that I found my way to

the quaint old town of X. As the train dragged its weary length

along and finally deposited me at what seemed to me a make-shift

station, I could not help thinking, 'they will be all excitement to

get the latest news from Paris. During the next few weeks I shall

hear nothing but talk of the Bishops, the law of Separation, the

Anti-clericals, the Freemasons, etc'

The house to which the good Abbe welcomed me had little of the

Presbytery about it. It was simply one of a row of bumUe dwell-

ings in the Rue Pasteur. Hard by at s(mie little distance from the

church lived the second Vicaire. Their diief (Af. le Doyen) kept

a third establishment under the walls of the parish church. My host

proved to be the senior curate, and owing to the feebleness and ill-

health of his parish priest, was practically in charge of the parish.

He was young for this important position—not many years ordained

—but his calmness and imperturability dispelled all idea of the

"new curate." Kind, courteous, thoroughly pious, with a keen sense

of humour, he answered very well to the description one reads of the

French abbe. It is not unkind to add that like the great mass of his

fellow clergy he had no other experience of the world, than that

lit is hardly necessary, I suppose, to warn my readers that the terms
Vicaire and cure correspond respectively to the &iglish words curate aad
parish priett.
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gained in his native village, his seminary, and his parish. But it

is unjust to. imply, as many writers have done, that men of this

type are narrow in the objectionable sense of the word. Their hori-

zon is not so limited as would appear, for they are almost to a man,

students, and have as their hobby some intellectual question of the

day. One will be interested in the results of the higher criticism,

another will talk enthusiastically about Newman and the future of

his philosophical system. In those parts I made the acquaintance

of an abbe who has turned his inventive genius to account. After

many years of labour and study he has manufactured out oi honey

a non-alcoholic liqueur which he calls "Melina." Many good judges

have declared it equal to the famous Benedictine, and—surest test

of approval^—having formed themselves into a Cwnpany are build-

ing a large factory of which M. I'abbe is to be the Managing Direc-

tor. He, at least, will be able to keep a roof over his Presbytery and

Church. Would that other priests in France were as independent

of government pensions also!

A vicaire's home is a model of frugality and unworldliness. Gen-

erally, it seemed, the priests could not afford to keep more dian one

servant—a demure housekeeper anywhere between the ages of fifty

and seventy. My host was most fortunate. His old parents kept

house for him, and a delightful couple they were. Good, pious, and

simple country folk, their one earthly joy and consolation was their

only son. They troubled little about the days of persecution ahead.

They were calmly prepared for the worst and ready to suffer any pri-

vation with and for Af. le Vicaire. Of the world they knew little and

cared less. They had rarely left their native place before their

son's ordination, then they had accompanied him to his first mission,

and later migrated with him to X., his second charge. True, they

had sometimes visited the great town of Amiens, but those were

rare days, and furnished sufficient excitement for a decade of years.

Their simplicity was charming because far removed from the world

of telephone and motor-bus. Niothing gave them greater delight and

amusement than to listen to a song in a strange and barbarous

tongue. They had heard of the English long before I appeared. I

have reason to hope I was not in their eyes the personification of

everything English. For it was easy to discover that "the English-

man" had three characteristics and three only for them. "Riche,

pratiquant and mechant" were epithets more than once applied. They

were rich enough to afford a holiday on the Continent. They were

pi^ical too, for did they not provide themselves will all the neces-

saries for such a p)erilous journey, and show themselves equal to all

the emergencies of travel. It was hardly worth while to stoop to
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disillusion, for my practice of taking notes daily confirmed this last

impression. "Voila, pratiquant toujours! (See, he is forever prac-

tical)" was their constant comment. But why "mechant (wicked) ?"

"Ah!" replied Madame, "parce qu'ils ont tue La Pucelle," (because

the English killed Joan of Arc). It was all to no purpose that I

tried to shift the blame on to the French who had treacherously

handed her over to the English. In vain I explained that the sin

was committed a very long time ago and that since that time English-

men had done their best to make amends. To her dying day the

dear old soul will firmly believe we are still harbouring the murder-

ers of Joan of Arc or their immediate descendants. Another instance

of the same "naivete" was not without its lesson for me. Apn^>os

of the sultry weather and the ennui occasioned by the least exertion.

Monsieur fell to lamenting Father Adam's sin and its worldwide

ocHisequences. We were at one in blaming the folly of this mutual

relation of ours, and in wishing he had never made the acquaintance

of Mother Eve. So far, my orthodoxy was above susfHcion. But

when I volunteered the remark that even if Adam has bduved
comme U fcutt, every one of us would in all probability have had his

trial and his chance of Hell, at once I became a suspect "Voila

I

ce n'est pas la metne religion" (There ! it is not the same rdigioa)

,

I heard Madame remaric to her husband in an undertone. Is it

surprising that all is stmshine to this happy couple and the gather-

ing clouds pass unnoticed? As we sat round their humble board,

one wondered what change the New Year would bring. Would it

rudely disturb the heavenly peace and calm of hundreds of homes

like this? Will poverty and want knock at the door of every

Presbytery? Hitherto, their native frugality has enabled these

priests to live in tolerable omifort Their slender resources have

forbidden them luxuries common to the middle-class. Their table

is simply that of the working man. It is difficult to see how they

can retrench without feeling the pinch of poverty.

I had read much about the decay of faith in France and its empty

churches, and was anxious to see for myself if religion around X.

was at the same low ebb. As far as one could discover Catholicity

there enjoyed no particular advantages, yet it laboured under no

special disadvantage. There was no colony of Jews in the town,

and a Protestant was an imknown quantity. Perhaps it was well for

X. Not fifty miles distant there was a Protestant Church and small

congregation, and the cure whom I visited told me that one of his

chief anxieties was the existence of this community in his parish.

Defectk»is of nominal Catholics to the Protestant Church were not

infrequent but conversions to Catholicism unknown, possibly because
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the cure was not as generous as the "ministre." X. has many claims

to be considered a typical French town. Its population according

to the official returns is four thousand, three hundred and sixty

(4,360) . All are nominally Catholics. There is a certain amount of

diversity of employment. Roughly speaking, one half the popula-

tion are factory hands earning their living in a shirt factory, a toy-

factory, or a brewery. The other half is engaged in agricultural

pursuits, chief among them being the cultivation of the beetroot in

summer, and the manufacture of sugar in winter. The town is

divided into two unequal parishes. Three thousand, six hundred

souls are apportioned to the Mother Church, whose cure happens to

be the Dean of that district. Another cure, singlehanded, had

charge of the smaller church, in what was considered the poor

quarter of the town. My curiosity did not allow me to rest satisfied

with round figures and average number in the matter of church-

going. I determined to make some statistics for myself, and con-

trived to count the numbers of those who heard Mass at the Mother

Church the first Sunday after my arrival. Here are the figures as

nearly as possiUe exact

:

Mass 7, total 47, men 12; Mass 8, total 56, men 20; Mass 9.45

(Grand Messe) total 280,' men 43; Mass 11.20, total 98, men 27;

Grand Total, 481, men 102.

In the afternoon, the congregation present at Vespers and Bene-

diction numbered 49 and included 7 men.

On enquiry I was assured that this attendance was quite an average

one. There was no particular reason why it should be cwisidered in

any way abnormal. At the other church, I found the percentage

even worse. Out of a population of a thousand, not more than a

hundred, all told, heard Mass on Sunday. The explanation vouch-

safed was that they were nearly all poor, but it must be remembered

there is nothing to be seen of the rags and nakedness of our slums

among them. It is fairly accurate to say that in this town of four

thousand, three hundred and sixty (4,360) not more than six hun-

dred (600) usually fulfil their Sunday obligation. "Do they fulfil

their Easter obligation any better?" I naturally asked. The answer

was generally the same in neighbouring country missions as in the

town. "Only those who are regular at Mass trouble to make their

Easter duties." I was prepared to hear that the number would be

greater, as with us many of the poor who are irregular at Mass

never fail to approach the Sacraments once a year. If there was

any qualification strangely enough it reduced the percentage of

yearly communicants. Some priests complained that many (men

3 This included about a hundred scholars in uniform.
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principally), who always fulfilled their Sunday obligation, never ful-

filled their Easter duties. The respectable citizen considers himself

above that sort of thing and holds himself excused.

I had it on good authority that in a parish near Abbeville number-

ing one thousand, nine hundred Catholics, not more than ten men
todc the trouble to receive the Sacraments at Easter-time.

There was another noticeable feature of the sparse congregations,

which could not fail to strike a stranger. The children (between

six and sixteen) were fewer than the men. Apart from the hundred

who attended High Mass in some distinctive uniform, I have no

hesitation in saying (although I did not count them) that their

numbers at the various Masses never equalled the figures I have

given for the men, and sometimes fell far short. I do not lay undue

stress on this feature because the school children were taking their

holiday, a time when it is admittedly difficult to get them to Church.

Still my friend woefully admitted that their attendance is very little

better during term time. "What else can you expect?" he exclaimed,

"when our elementary schools (Ecoles communales) are staffed by

anti-clericals. They are not merely indifferent, but are afraid they

will lose their situations, if they do not prove themselves anti-relig-

ious. It is only by dint of the most stringent regulations that the

children can be prevailed upon to attend a full course of instruction

for their first Confession and first Communions. "Is M. Bersot's re-

mark true of X., I asked, that 'First Communion is the end of rel^-

ion.'* "No! it is not quite so bad as that, thank God, but it is safe to

say that no more than a quarter of our children come to church once

they have made their first Communion."

Since my return two leading questions have frequently been put

to me, "are the priests in touch with the people ? What is their fore-

cast of the immediate future ?" To neither query is a summary an-

swer fair or sufficient. I will take the last first as it can be answered

more simply.

Conversations with the priests not only of the town, but with very

many in the neighborhood of X. revealed a difference of opinion.

Some candidly expected the worst and were convinced that the gov-

ernment would not be satisfied until it had laid violent hands on the

churches and the clergy. The more sang^ne took a less gloomy view.

The anti-clericals would persecute as far as they dared, but they

would stop short of this sacrilege, not from any sentimental motive,

but because, this violence would drive the people to open rebellion.

This much I gathered by dint of frequent enquiries. Amongst them-

selves the crisis was seldom mentioned. If ever it was, the priests

*q. y. La Separation et les Elections par Jean Guiraud, p. 300.
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unanimously agreed that nothing could be done until the Bishops had

spoken, and to a man they showed they were ready to obey loyally

the voice of authority. The usual topics of conversation seemed to

be as domestic as any that agitate the minds of modem Utc^ians

—

the weather, the crops, the sick, and tidings of absent friends. To
anticipate events, to prepare for eventualities, to educate public

opinion is doubtless regarded as fooliiardy, or even suicidal. A for-

eigner's strictures on this policy of laissez-faire might betoken in-

sularity and narrowness of view. But strangers are not alone in

thinking that more energetic measures should be taken in

without delay. A distinguished contributor to La Quinsaine has

ably put forward this view.^ After making a study of Ireland, not

from Ixx^s or periodicals but by travelling its length and breadth,

the abbe Tresal tells his fellow clergy that they have nothing to

fear from the separation of Qiurch and State. Catholicism is all the

more vigoi-ous in Ireland because of this separation and the same

should obtain in France. Only the French priest must become 'a man
of action and command,* for it is by virtue of these qualities that the

Irish priest 'has solidly established his Church, and has succeeded

preserving the faith midst the darkest days of persecution.'

What, then, are the actual relations between the priest and his

flock? A little experience of mission-life warns one to be very

careful in estimating the influence of the priest in his parish. It is

a quality too subtle and evasive for a visitor to guage with any

degree of accuracy. Besides, he is sure to notice much that will

fit in with preconceived notions, and in the present instance his bias

is likely to be that the French priest has little or no influence with

his people. Certainly, there is prima facie evidence tor the charge.

Our ordinary devices for keeping in touch with the congfregation,

and for keeping the young together—men's clubs, concerts, social

gatheringfs and the like—did not exist around X. The priest only

ccanes into perscmal contact with them when administering the Sac-

raments in Church or at the sick bed. At Church the convenience

of the laity is not always studied. On Sundays and holidays of obli-

gation there is indeed ample opportunity for hearing Mass. But oae

noted with regret the absence of all popular services during the

week, e. g. Sodality devotions and congregational singing—which

forms such an attracti(»i elsewhere. To give our concrete example.

The feast of Our Lady's Nativity is a day of some solemnity in

Cathdic countries. At X. there was a Missa Cantata at 9 A. M., and

Vespers and Benediction, not in the evening but in the afternoon at

* Enquete sur rorganitafioH (fune grande eglise separee de I'etat par M
I'abbe J. Tresal-La Quinzaine. December ist, 1905. (Since published as a

brochure.)
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3.30 P. M. The result was what might have been expected

when all the people were at work. The congregation numbered not

more than twenty, (priests and servers included). The singing on

this occasion, as on every other, was left entirely to the two paid

Cantors. During Lent it is the custom for the priests to pay their

one aimual visit to all the houses in the Parish. As the anti-clerical

party in X. formed the usual 60 per cent, of the population, I was

curious to know what happened when the priest called on them. He
was received kindly, I learned, and sat chatting with the master and

mistress for some time. "On what topics—religion?" "Oh no!

about the weather, the crops, and the state of trade." Apparently

Sunday Mass and Easter duties are forbidden subjects. There is a

tacit understanding that he does not remind them of these obliga-

tions. I asked myself, "Is a bad Catholic more or less likdy to go

to Church after this formal visit?" This timidity and fear of offend-

ing the wortMess appears sometimes extreme. I did not object oa

principle to saluting everyone we met in the streets—man, woman,

and child. Yet there were occasions when my inward soul rebelled.

We constantly came across bands of young men returning home from

work. The abbe invariably raised his hat and I followed suit, while

they as often as not passed us by with a gibe and a sneer. "You will

not salute those fellows again," I protested. "Yes, he said, we must

make no distinction." Remonstrance was useless. It was the cus-

tom. But surely, politeness to this extent is taken for servility and

weakness, whereas a little independence might b^^ some respect.

These and similar experiences made one wi^ that the Frendi

priests would break down the barriers that keep them a class apart

—shut off from the people. While all the clergy admit that more in-

timacy is desirable, most declare it to be utterly impractical, and some

even argue it would prove a scandal and a stumbling-Uock. The
abbe Laude is one of the few who believes that the need for some

change coincides with the opportunity. "Now or never," he says,

"the French priest must leave the pious retreat of his Presbytery

and sacristy and mix as much as possible with his flock—^not with

the good and fervent only but with the young and careless—above

all with the men. He should get rid of the idea that he is in a

Catholic country and adopt the ways and methods of a missionary

in a heathen land. He must re-order his duties according to their

vital importance:—ist, direct and frequent contact with the people

in their homes; 2nd, Mass, sermons, instructions at the time, and

after manner most likely to prove attractive : Lastly, the establish-

ment of pious confraternities, altar societies, etc., which though ex-

cellent in their way are relatively unimportant."*

^L'acHon ecclesiastique sous le regime de la separation, q. v. Revue du
clerge francais—August isth, 1906.
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My readers will gather that during my stay in France, I heard

very little of the Law of Separation and the Freemasons. On the

other hand I gained a clearer notion of the difficulties which hamper

the movements of every French priest—the burden of rusty tradi-

tion weighing him down, the fetters of despotism binding him fast.

And from this clearer knowledge springs a deeper sympathy. Trifl-

ing limitations cannot obscure their sterling qualities and their ex-

emplary lives. To me they were the most delightful of companions.

To the countryside they should be an incentive to virtue and a re-

proach to vice. It is a Protestant authority and not a Frenchman who
declares that the French priest is still the "Salt of the Earth." "The
clergy represent all the best features of the French peasantry who
form the robust backbone of the nation ; for it is to be noted that they

are recruited exclusively frcmt that class and from the minor bourg^

oisie. The descendants of the nobility which mtmopolised the rich

benefices of the old r^ime, who, in the intervals of their modem
diversions, profess loud devotion to the Church successfully dis-

courage their sons frcwn entering orders of the secular clergy, now
that it is ill-paid, laborious, and virtuous. The parish priests of

France, than whom there is not ^ more exemplary body of men in

any land, illustrate the better qualities, refined by discipline, of those

great categories of the people which constitute the real force of the

nation."'

N reading the chronicles of the Middle Ages there looms up as

one of the most interesting personages the imposing figure of

Innocent the Third, the most majestic and imperious of the

Popes. His career has a particular interest in our day from the fact

that he was the ideal Pope ofLeo XIII. In the ancient church of St.

John Lateran in Rome, over the door leading into the Sacristy,

to the right of the choir, is the marble sarcophagus of Innocent

III, beautifully severe, with a recumbent figure of the Pope, and

ornamented with trac€ry of gold. This monument was erected

by Leo XIII at his own cost, and after his own design ; and over

the corresponding door upon the opposite side will be placed

Leo's permanent tomb.

'Bodley's France, p. 42.

Francis de Capitain.

Birmingham, England.

INNOCENT III.
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Elevated to the pontificate in 1198, Innocent comes to us in the
dawn of the wonderful Thirteenth Century, which because of its

grand developments, of the political and spiritual progress made
by the peoples of Europe, is one of the most memorable epochs
in the history of the world. To this century we owe the growth
of the great middle class, the freedom of cities, the admission of

Commons into Legislatures, great universities, the Mendicant
Friars, and the magnificent Gothic cathedrals which stud the

cities of England, France, and Spain—monuments to the fervent

faith of the Middle Ages and to the creative power of the Cath-
olic Church. Then also was formed that more wonderful struc-

ture, Scholastic Philosophy, the study of which is advocated by
Leo XII at the close of the Nineteenth Century as the means of

dissipating the false theories prevalent in modern society, the

great Pontiff, in his Ejicyclical Aetemi Patris, exhorting the dergy
to restore the g^olden wisdom of St. Thomas.

In the conclave at which Lothair Conti was elected Pope un-

der the style of Innocent III, there was witnessed in the historic

city of Popes a scene which has been re-enacted many times

since,, and in our own day at the elevation of the illustrious pa-

triarch of Venice—a man of ability, fully conscious of the power

and awful responsibility of the office, shrinking from assuming

what Dante calls "the mighty mantle of the Papacy."

Innocent was sprung from the noble Italian house of Conti,

and numbered amongst his relatives some of the foremost eccle-

siastics of Rome. In the region of Monti in the city of Rome
can still be seen the high walls of the Tor de Conti, the ru'.ns

of the greatest mediaeval fortresses built within the city, and

which was the stronghold of the family to which Innocent be-

longed.

He was educated in theology at the great university of Paris,

and in law at the University of Bologna ; he was made Cardinr.5

at the age of twenty-nine years, during the pontificate of his

uncle, Clement III, and became one of the ablest advisers of that

Pope. But he was now only thirty-seven years of age ; he knelt

at the feet of the Cardinals, who were unanimous in his nomina-

tion, and prayed that the burden be not placed on his shoulders.

His election was received with general applause, though a con-

temporary German poet, Walter von der Vogelweide cries out

:

"Woe to us, we have a stripling for a Pope

;

O Lord, have mercy on Christendom."

But it soon became apparent to the world that a great man
was seated in the chair of St. Peter.

Digitized by
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Of unsullied purity of character and gifted with lofty ideas,

none of his predecessors surpassed him in grandeur of intellect.

He has been called the Augustus of the Papacy, the claims of

supremacy developed by circumstances and by .the vote of

Christendom, formulated a hundred years before by Gregory VII,

and bravely contended for by that Saint and by Alexander III,

Innocent exlercised in their plenitude to the day of his death.

His ecclesiastical supremacy was undisputed, and as the repre-

sentative of Christ on earth he was regarded by the world as su-

perior to every temporal power. He was the supreme arbiter

between kings arid between peoples and their rulers. He deposed

kings, at his word great armies were set in motion, and his com-
mand sufficed to arrest the army of Philip Augustus when that

monarch was about to wrest the crown from the most worthless

of the Plantagenets. He organized a system vaster than that of

<he Roman Empire, the kings of the world did him homage, his

cardinals and legates traversed the length and breadth of Christ-

endom publishing his decrees, settling the differences among
churches and monasteries, interfering in behalf of the oppressed,

compelling rulers to obey the moral law, and laying interdicts on

kingdoms. The aims of Innocent during his pontificate were:

To reform the Church by raising the standard of its ministers in

holiness and dignity, and by securing their independence from

temporal power—to make the influence of the Pope as head of

the Church felt throughout Christendom, that the nations should

acknowledge that in him resided the principle of spiritual su-

premacy, that as God's representative on earth he was superior

to every temporal authority—added to these was his ardent desire

to rescue Palestine from the hands of the infidels.

On his accession to the throne Italy was in a state of chaos, the

fairest parts of the land were in possession of German adventurers

holding under authority of the German Empire, the throne of

which was now vacant, no successor to the tyrannical Henry VI,

who had died in 1 197, having been yet elected.

Innocent's first thought was to deliver the city of Rome from

alien rule. Winning to himself the hearts of the people of Rome
by his benevolence and generosity, he compelled the prefect,

who had been nominated by the Emperor, to swear allegiance to

himself. He re-established the office of senator, named the sen-

ator himself, charged to represent the interests of the people of

II.
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Rome, and taking the oath of fidelity to the Pope and the Roman
Church. Supreme in his own city, Innocent proceeded to drive

the vassals of the <Jerman Empire from the patrimony of St.

Peter.

The most formidable of them, the Seneschal Markwald, was in

possession of the Marches of Ancona and of the Romagna. Re-
fusing to restore these possessions to the Roman Church at the

demand of Inncent, an excommunication was hurled against him,

he was by a Papal army driven from the territory held by him,

into the south of Italy. The other adventurers were successively

forced to withdraw ; the cities of the Duchy of Tuscany, which
had been a century before during the life of Gregory VII, be-

queathed by the Countess Matilda to the Holy See, expelled their

German governors. Of these cities Innocent formed a league un-

der the Papal authority, providing for their freedom, and the,

protection of the Church. Thus within one year from his eleva-

tion to the throne he regained the possessions tttken from the

Church by Henry VI, asserted his rights as an Italian prince, and

was the dominant power in Italy.

The Emperor Henry VI had left surviving him his widow Con-

stance and his little son Frederick, five years of age, rightful heir

to the throne of Sicily and Naples. To strengthen his position

against troublesome factions Constance requested of Innocent

the investiture of the realm for her son, as the kingdom was rec-

ognized as a fief of the Holy See. Innocent consented, but keep-

ing in view his purpose of freeing the Church from all secular in-

fluence, insisted on the surrender of certain privileges wrung
from Adrian IV. These included the right of the king to appoint

bishops. Constance consented, these prerogatives, the Four

Chapters, were annulled, and the solemn investiture granted.

Queen Constance, before her death, which took place shortly af-

terwards, appointed Innocent as guardian of her son, and for nine

years he acted as regent of the kingdom defending the interests

of his ward against internal factions and the attacks of Markwald

and other adventurers who plotted the ruin of the young King,

and when his ward attained his majority Innocent turned over

to him his inheritance in a flourishing condition. Dollinger, in

his Church History, bears testimony to the fidelity with which

he carried out his trust, and Emerton says: "In spite of the tradi-

tional enmity of the Papacy to the house of Hohenstaufen, the

great Pope seems to have carried out his trust in entire good

faith."
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III.

Before the death of the Emperor, Henry VII, he proclaimed
his son, Frederic II, King of the Romans and heir to the German
Empire, but the empire was an elective one, and an infant em-
peror was contrary to German usage and unsuited to the troub-

lous times. An election was necessary and at once there revived

the fierce feud between the two great factions which divided

Europe—the Guelphs and the Gibbelines.

The Guelphs elected as Emperor Otho, duke of Aquitaine,

nephew of Richard Coeur de Lion of England; the Ghibbelines

elected Philip of Suabia, the uncle of the young Frederic. Each
was solemnly crowned, the former at Aix la Chapelle, the latter

at Mentz, and war between the claimants at once broke out.

Both parties 'Submitted their claims to the Pope for investiga-

tion, a recognition of the supreme authority with which the pub-

lic law at that time clothed the sovereign Pontiff.

After some delay Innocent in 1201 declared in favor of Otho.

This interposition, as they termed it, of Innocent in the affairs of

Germany, has been condemned by many English and German
historians hostile to the Papacy. Says John Henry Milman:

"Ten years of strife and civil war in Germany are to be traced, if

not to the direct institution, to the inflexible obstinacy of Pope

Innocent III."

But the contention is manifestly unfair, his act was not an

inter-meddling, both claimants appealed to him. His Protestant

biographer, Hurter, says : "By intervening in the election of the

German Emperor Innocent III did not encroach upon the rights

of the empire to the profit of the Holy See, he simply complied

with the expressed wish of all Europe which stood in expectation

of his decision." In making his decision Innocent was appar-

ently governed by an earnest desire to safeguard the interests of

the empire and of the Church. As Bryce says, the empire was

essentially an elective one ; the object of this policy was the selec-

tion of the fittest man. To confirm the election of Philip would

be to place a fourth Emperor of the house of Hohenstaufen upon

the German throne, to virtually declare the office hereditary in

one family.

The members of the house of Hohenstaufen, and the Ghibbeline

party of which it was the head, had shown themselves at all

times the implacable enemies of the Papacy, while the Guelphs

were the supporters of the Popes and of the Free Cities. Milman

acknowledges that in Italy at least, the cause of the Guelphs was
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more than that of the Church, it was the cause of freedom and
humanity.

Philip himself was under the ban of excommunication for as-

sisting his brother, Henry VI, in usurping Church property.

Innocent believed that it was not for the best interest of Eu-
rope that the crown of the Holy Roman Empire, the first of all

crowns, to which was attached the duty of protecting Christ-

ianity, should, contrary to the spirit of its institution, become the

patrimony of a family whose princes were notorious for their

hostility to the Church, and thtir cruelty to their subjects.

But as the War progressed the majority of the German princes

inclined to the side of Philip, and Innocent had made prepara-

tions to reverse his decision and declare him Emperor, when in

1208 Philip was murdered by a nobleman to whom he had given

personal affront. Dissension in Germany now ceased, the diet

at Frankfort recognized Otho as Emperor, and he was crowned

by the Pope in the basilica of St. Peter's with great splendor.

Before his coronation Otho solemnly promised to grant free*

dom of ecclesiastical elections and to respect the rights of the

Church. But when secure on bis throne he seized upon the Papal

territory in Tuscany, and invaded the possessions of the young
King of Sicily. He miscalculated the power of the Pope, whose

services he had repaid with ingratitude, and whose authority he

defied. Innocent pronounced against him the sentence of ex-

communication, his adherents fell away from him as if he had

been stricken with the plague, and at the diet of princes at Nu«-

remburg Innocent declared as Emperor the young Frederic II,

who had now reached his majority.

One of the most important problems which confronted Inno>

cent upon his accession to the throne was the settlement of the

marriage relations of Philip Augustus, King of France. On the

death of his wife, Isabella of Hainault, Philip had espoused Ingel-

burga, sister of the King of Denmark described by historians as

an attractive and virtuous princess distinguished by her long

bright hair. But immediately after his marriage Philip showed

an uncontrollable aversion to his young wife and determined to rid

himself of her. Obsequious bishops were easily found to declare

the marriage invalid because of affinity based on fiUeged relation-

ship. Ingelburga was confined in the convent of Beaurepaire,

and Philip wedded Agnes the beautiful daughter of the Duke of

Meran. Ingelburga, defenseless in a fofeign land, appealed to

IV.
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the Church of Rome, which has ever been the champion of the
inviolability of the marriage tie, and which never rendered a
better service to humanity than when in the turbulent Middle
Ages it asserted the sacredness of the domestic relations against

the violent passions of the young, untamed people of Europe.
Ingelburga's appeal reached Rome in the last years of Pope

Celestine III, and the aged pontiff bequeathed its settlement to
his successor.

One of Innocent's first acts as Pope was to warn Philip through
the bishop of Paris of the sin he was committing, and to exhort
him to take back his lawful wife. But this warning Philip

treated with cool indifference. Pope Celestine had hesitated to

bring about an open rupture with the King of France, and it was
even more to the interest of Innocent to maintain peace. Philip

Augustus was the ablest, the most ambitious, and the craftiest

monarch of his age. It was important to Innocent to have his

good will in the dispute between the Papacy and the empire,

and his aid was indispensable in the Crusade, the enterprise

which was so dear to Innocent's heart.

But when Innocent determined on a course of action which he

believed was his duty, he ever pursued it with single-heartedness

and indivertibility of purpose. He sent to France as his legate

the Cardinal Peter of Capua, commissioning him to compel the

King of France to receive his discarded wife, and in case of the

King's refusal, to subject the realm of France to an interdict,

suspending all the divine offices of the Church except the baptism

of infants and the absolution of the dying.

This dreadful form of punishment seems strange in our day,

as the innocent suffered with the guilty, but it did not seem

strange in the Middle Ages, wben under the feudal law the King

and his subjects were brought into such close relationship and

reciprocal responsibility that their interests were regarded as

identical. It grew into frequent use in the Eleventh Century,

and because of resentment it caused amongst the people against

their offending rulers, it became an efficacious weapon in the

hands of the clergy against the aggressions of Kings and nobles.

Philip remaining obdurate, the interdict was published. Darras

gives a graphic account of its proclamation, from which one can

form an idea of its solemnity and importance. "On the I2th of

December, 1199, at midnight, the mournful tolling of the cathe-

dral bells summoned the Fathers of the Council of Dijon. The

bishops and priests repaired in silence to the Basilica, lighted on

their way by flaming torches. The image of the Crucified was

covered with a black veil. The sacred relics had been removed
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to the crypts ; the last remains of the consecrated hosts had been
burned. The legate wearing a violet stole, as on the day that

commemorates the Saviour's passion, pronounced the ecclesias-

tical interdict "upon all the provinces subject to the rule of the

King of France, so long as that prince refused to break off his

adulterous commerce with Agnes of Merania."

"At these words all the torches were thrown to the ground and
extinguished, adding the horror of deep darkness to the awe in-

spired by the impressive ceremony itself; the arches of the Cathe-

dral resounded with the mingled groans and sobs of women,
children and old men. 'The last great day,' says a contemporary
writer, 'seemed at hand.'

"The execution of the interdict threw a veil of mourning over

the whole of France ; all was consternation, and the writers of the

day describe the general grief in the most pathetic terms. Num-
bers of the faithful thronged to Normandy and other territories

of the Engjlish King solely to enjoy the consolation of re-

ligion."

For nine months Philip resisted all appeals, but his people be-

coming mutinous and his barons rising in rebellion he sedt en-

voys to Rome to intercede for him with the Pope, but it was his

misfortune to have come into conflict with one of the most in-

flexible of men. To the threats and entreaties of Philip's envoys

Innocent answered: "He knows our decree; let him put away his

concubine, receive his lawful wife, reinstate the bishops whom
he has expelled, and we will raise the interdict, and examine into

the case." "I will turn Mohammedan," cried Philip, "happy

Saladin, he has no Pope above him."

The King at last yielded, the interdict was lifted, and six

months afterward Philip recognized Ingelburga as his lawful

wife, although he never gfave her his love, and the Pope legit-

imized the children of Agnes of Meran.

The extraordinary powers claimed by the Papacy in those days

were fully exercised in the conflict between Innocent and King

John of England. The quarrel arose on the filling of the vacant

see of Canterbury. Upon the death of Archbishop Hubert in

1205, the monks of Christ Church, according to ancient usage,

claimed the right to elect his successor; the junior monks with-

out license immediately elected as archbishop their superior, Reg-

inald. But King John had determined to place in the see of

Canterbury John de Gray, a man entirely devoted to his inter-

V.
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ests. He ordered the monks to proceed to a new election, and by
his direction his favorite was elected as Archbishop. Both claim-

ants appealed to Rome, and sent embassies to represent them be-

fore the Curia
;
King John sending to the Pope a messenger offer-

ing him three thousand marks if he would decide in favor of

John de Gray. Innocent set aside both elections for irregularity

and ordered the monks of Canterbury present in Rome from both

sides, to meet together and select a new archbishop, recommend-
ing to their choice an eminent Englishman, Stephen Langton,

then residing in Rome. Langton was one of the most learned

men of his day, had been rector of the University of Paris, and

was cardinal of the Roman Church. He will be ever remem-
bered as the patriot under whose leadership the barons secured

from King John the Magna Charta. He was duly elected Arch-

bishop of Canterbury, and Innocent himself consecrated him at

Viterbo. This news infuriated John. He wreaked his first ven-

geance on the monks of Christ Church, driving them into exile

and seizing their possessions, and he prohibited Langton from

setting foot in England.

Thereupon Innocent placed the entire kingdom under an inter^

diet; this proving of no avail, was followed in two years by a

bull of excommunication against the person of the King, cutting

him off as a withered branch from the Church.

The King still remained defiant in spite of the mutinous con-

dition of his kingdom and the disaffection of his barons. He
sought alliances on all sides, and even solicited the aid of Moham-
med al Nasser, agfreeing to embrace the Mohammedan faith.

Finally in 1212 Innocent solemnly pronounced the deposition

of John as King of England, absolving his subjects from their

allegiance to him, and calling on all Christian Kings and nobles

to carry out the sentence. Philip Augustus of France was noth-

ing loth to take this opportunity of adding to his realm the pos-

sessions of his ancient enemy and gathered together a formidable

army for that purpose.

But John, feeling his crown slipping from him, gave up the

contest. He had defied the power of the Roman Pontiff for a

much longer time than had Philip; his humiliation was deeper.

He agreed to admit Archbishop Langton to his see, to recall all

exiles, liberate from prison all adherents to the Pope, and to

compensate the clergy for their losses.

He solemnly resig^ned into the hands of the Papal legate, Pan-

dulph, his kingdoms of England and Ireland, reserving to himself

and his heirs the administration of justice and all the rights of
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the crown, taking the usual oath of fealty to the Pope. He re-

ceived back his kingdoms to be thereafter held in fee of the

Bishop of Rome by the annual rent of one thousand marks; this

annual tribute amounting in modern money to about sixty-four

thousand dollars, was paid by the Kings of England with some
irregularity until the seventeenth year of the reign of Edward I.

Because of this transaction the memory of King John has been

4 consigned by English writers to eternal infamy. But without

defending it, we should consider that John preserved the throne

and secured a powerful protector; that it was no uncommon
thing in those days for sovereigns to do homage to other rulers

for parts of their possessions. And this cession was granted

with the advice of the great council of his barons, and it had an

important bearing on the securing of the Magna Charta, for, as

Dr. Lingard says, "To the barons it offered a protector to whom
as superior lord they might appeal from the despotic government

of his vassal. From that moment they began to demand the

grant of their liberties. On his refusal they appealed by their

agents to the gratitude of the Pontiff, reminding him that 'it

was not to the good will of the King, but to them and the com-

pulsion which they had employed, that he was indebted for his

superiority over the English Crown.'

"

Some writers condemn Innocent because in the subsequent

conflict between the King and the barons over the great charter

of liberties he espoused the cause of the King. He annulled the

charter because it had been obtained by violence. But this con-

duct is consistent with Innocent's character; he was a strict in-

terpreter of the duties and limitations of his office under the

feudal law. England had become a fief of the Holy See, and he

could not countenance an open rebellion against his vassal. But

he promised the barons, if they would properly lay their com-

plaints before him at Rome, that all grievances would be abol-

ished, that the Crown should be content with its just rights, and

the people should enjoy their ancient liberties.

In like manner the same writers charge that while Innocent

punished Philip Augustus for a breach of the matrimonial laws,

he ignored the cases of the King of England and King Pedro of

Arragon. But it is admitted that in these cases there was no

appeal ta Rotic. Innocent never cited a case before the Holy

See except upon formal complaint made or upon an appeal to his

decision made by either party to the controversy, and when an

appeal was made he never failed to mete out exact justice irre-

spective of the rank or condition of the parties.
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VI.

One of the cherished objects of Innocent's ambition, and the
only one which he failed to attain, was the rescuing of Palestine
from the rule of the Mohammedan. But the results of the great
expedition he inspired were so momentous as to render it a mem-
orable event in the history of the world.

Of all the territory in Palestine won by former crusades, only
Antioch and a few minor towns remained in the hands of the

Christians. The sad condition of the holy places was the burden
of letters written by Innocent throughout his pontificate to the

clergy, the princes, and the people of Europe. His eloquent ap-

peals first brought fruit in the hearts of the chivalrous noble-

men of France. Fulk of Neuilly was the preacher of the fourth

crusade, and soon an imposing army headed by the foremost sol-

diers of France, Flanders, Italy and Germany were arrayed under
the standard of the cross.

The dangers and difficulties of the land journey had been

shown by the former expeditions to Syria, and it was determined

to proceed by sea. But who were to furnish the means of trans-

portation. All eyes were instinctively turned to the Republic of

Venice, to the descendants of "the hardy men who fleeing from

the wrath of Attila had sought a shelter in the islands of the

Adriatic Gulf," and who had there built up a commonwealth
which because of its maritime situation had grown to commercial

greatness during the first crusades. The Venetians engaged to

transport the entire army and provision the fleet for nine months

for the sum of 85,000 silver marks, but this amount the crusaders

were unable to pay, although some of the leaders sacrificed their

plate in an endeavor to make up the amount. Then the Doge,

ambitious for the glory of the republic, proposed to waive the

deficiency if the crusaders would first lend their aid in the con-

quest of the city of Zara, lately taken from the Venetians by the

King of Hungary.

This proposition to turn their arms against a Christian city

caused disapproval and dissension in the ranks of the crusaders,

but time pressed, and necessity seemed to indicate the action

proposed. The treaty was signed, the aged Henry Dandolo,

Doge of Venice, blind, but of remarkable energy and ability,

took the cross and joined the expedition at the head of fifty gal-

leys, and on the 8th of October, 1202, the imposing array of four

hundred and eighty ships in all moved down the Adriatic.

The city of Zara was soon reduced, but here another diversion

took place. Isaac Angelus, Emperor of Constantinople, had been
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deposed by his brother Alexius, imprisoned and deprived of his

eyesight, and his son, Alexius Commenus, was a suppliant in

the camp of the crusaders, praying their help to replace his father

on the throne. He promised in return that he would end the

schism which had so long separated the Greek and Roman
Churches, that he would furnish the crusaders with money and
provisions, and add ten thousand soldiers to their ranks. Rely-

ing on these promises and dazzled by the prospects of adventure

and gain which such an enterprise held out, and believing that the

conquest of Constantinople was a step towards the recovery of

Jerusalem, the crusaders espoused the cause of the blind emperor

and turned their prows toward the Hellespont.

Against these two diversions Innocent protested, appealed,

and threatened, and he finally excommunicated the Venetians who
had been the instigators of these collateral expeditions. It was
on the 23rd of June, 1203, that the fleet of the crusaders appeared

before the great capital of the East, whose massive walls enclosed

over a million people. But they were an effeminate race, ener-

vated by luxury and dissipation and soon yielded to the impet-

uous assaults of the Western knights, Isaac and Alexius w«re

restored to the throne, soon to be displaced by another usurper

;

then came the second storming of the city by the crusaders, and

Constantinople, with its palaces and churches rich with the ac-

cumulated wealth of centuries was treated as the lawful prize of

the conquerers. Baldwin, Count of Flanders, was proclaimed

Emperor, the reunion of the Greek and Roman Churches was
solemnly proclaimed in the Church of St. Sophia, Innocent as-

sumed the full ecclesiastical administration of the East, and nom-
inated the patriarch of Constantinople. But the Latin Emperors

of the East and the reunion of the church lasted for little more

than half a century ; the strength of the crusading army was spent

in defense of the empire of Baldwin and his successors.

Venice was the chief gainer by the expedition ; her commercial

primacy was secured. Many treasures and relics of the Saints

found in the churches of Constantinople were distributed among
the cities of Europe. In Venice the horses of Lysippus over the

main portal of St. Mark's are memorials of the romantic ending

of the Fourth Crusade.

It may be easily supposed that a pontiff so enterprising and

vigilant as was Innocent, summoning the hosts of Europe to bat-

tle with the infidels on the wastes of Syria, would not look with

VII.
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indifference on the increasing growth of dangerous heresies

which had spread over some of the fairest parts of Europe.

History has g^ven to these sects whose origin can be traced

back to the Gnosticism and Manichaeism of the East, the general

name of Albigenses; they were also known as Cathari, and in-

cluded the Paterines and Paulicians. Differing from each other

in many things, these sects were united in their anti-clericalism,

manifesting a fierce hostility to whatever was connected with the

Church. The most advanced of these sectaries held that the evil

spirit created all visible things, and denied the fundamental

teachings of Christianity. While some taught that matrimony
was an alliance whose author was the evil spirit, others found

authority for unbridled sensual indulgence.

In Languedoc a license of manners had grown up adverse to

Christian morals. Much of the teachings of these sects was
subversive not only of the religious, but also of the social rela-

tions; vandalism was rampant amongst them, churches were

burned and holy things profaned. They were to be found in

many of the cities of upper Italy, but were most numerous in

the sunny regions of the south of France, and especially in Lan-

guedoc, where they were under the open protection of Raymond
VI, Count of Toulouse. Innocent endeavored at first by, gentle

means to bring back the unbelievers into the church. In' the

first year of his pontificate he issued to them letters and man-

dates ; he sent among them able preachers to exhort and to dis-

cuss controverted points. The first sent were Rainer and Guido,

two Cistercian monks; then followed the Bishop of Osma in

Spain, and the sub-prior of his cathedral, Dominic, afterwards

known to the world as the great founder of the Dominican order.

These two men traversed Languedoc barefoot and in the poor

garb of Apostles. They were followed by the Papal legates,

Peter of Castelnan and Raoul.

For eighteen years this missionary work went on with but lit-

tle success and was finally terminated by the assassination of the

legate, Peter of Castelnan. His murder caused a sensation in

Europe similar to that of the murder of Becket at Canterbury.

Count Raymond of Toulouse was strongly suspected of having

instigated the deed, and the murderers were received into his

court after their guilt was known. Innocent now felt constrained

to resort to force ; he proclaimed a crusade against the heretics,

excommunicated Raymond and absolved his subjects from their

allegiance.

The army that answered the call of the Pope was chiefly from
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France, the ranks of those who entered the crusade for love of

religion were swelled by the addition of adventurers inspired by
the baser motives of ambition and desire for spoils. The cele-

brated Simon of Montford was leader of the campaign and the

war that ensued was one of pitiless cruelty and ended in the

complete overthrow of the heretics.

. At this day no one will defend the use of force in securing re-

ligious uniformity, but in considering the Albigensian crusade we
should look at it, not from the viewpoint of today, but from that

of the Middle Ages. Creighton in his work on the Papacy,

states the proposition fairly thus:

"Others again had absorbed Manichaean heresies and vague

Oriental mysticism, while others used these sects for Antinomian

views, for religious heedlessness and profligacy of life. Looked

at from the point of view of our own day, they seem a strange

mixture of good and evil ; but from the point of view of the Mid-

dle Ages they could only be regarded with horror. They Je-

stroyed the unity of the church, Christianity became in men's

eyes a mockery. It was in vain to hope for God's blessing on

their arms against the infidels in the Holy Land if they allowed

unbelievers within the pale of Christendom to rend asunder

Christ's seamless robe."

And that this is the proper way to study the history of the

past is tersely stated by Professor Ewing as follows

:

"How often is there not forgotten that truth—that the senti-

ments and ideas of men change with the ages. It is lamentable

that partisans will read into the story of the past the ideals of

today, and so mar the true history of men's acts."

The personal bearing of Innocent in this crusade is not incon-

sistant with the general character for mildness which history

has given him. Several times during the war he interposed in

favor of Count Raymond and his son. The excesses which were

committed caused him great grief.

"Although great excesses may have been committed in the

south of France against humanity and justice, and although the

forces sent thither to re-establish the authority and faith of the

Church carried on instead, a war of indiscriminate rapine, still

Innocent cannot be held responsible for either. His orders were

not carried out, and he was led by false reports to take measures

which he never would have taken had he known the true state

of affairs." (Hurter.)

The history of the different nations at this period is filled with

the deeds of Innocent and show how complete was the suprem-
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acy he exercised, and how widespread his sovereignty. We see
him arranging a peace between the Kings of Portugal and Cas-
tile, compelling Alphonse IX, King of Leon, to break off the
marriage he had contracted with his niece, summoning to Rome
Pedro II o£ Arragon, to whom he gave the Crown in payment
of the promised annual tribute to the Holy See. In Hungary
he is acting as arbitrator between the two claimants for the

crown, Emmeric and Andrew, receiving the submission of the

Prince of Dalmatia, and crowning the Duke of Bohemia. He
extends his authority over Servia and Armenia ; and the mission
of his legate to Iceland, and his letters to the bishops there, are

evidence that even that remote region was not outside his watch-
ful care.

The foundation of the two great orders of Mendicant Friars

—

the Dominicans and Franciscans, has been called the crowning
religious event in the pontificate of Innocent.

At the beginning of the thirteenth century the Church had
reached a critical point in its history. The age was a turbulent

one, society was passing through a transformation; it was nec-

essary that the Church should adapt itself to the changing condi-

tions, and the parochial organization of the clergy was not ade-

quate to the wants of the growing population of towns and
cities.

Through the devotion of the people and the gfratitude of princes

the Church had gfrown rich, and wealth had brought about a lax-

ity of discipline. Under the feudal system the bishops were tem-

poral lords, and much of their time was spent in executive duties

foreign to their sacred office. By means of the administration of

the splendid ritual of the Church the priests did indeed keep alive

the faith of the people, but much of the preaching was of a per-

functory character.

The monks were the exemplars of the age, their monasteries

were the schools, the universities, of the people. But although

they were the favorite preachers, appeared before kings and

princes, and were called from their cloisters to settle important

disputes, the monks were by the rules of their orders secluded

from the world, inhibited from mingling with the people, and

thereby prevented in a great measure from counteracting the

dangerous influence of the heretics. Heresiarchs had arisen on

all sides and many of them by their abstemious life and poverty

illustrated the severe asceticism which they taught. They be-

came popular preachers, and in public places charged the clergy

VIII.
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with immorality and denounced their wealth and indolence.

To preserve the Church from the dangers which menaced it,

two men successively offered their services to Innocent. Macau-

lay says that the Catholic Church "Thoroughly understands

what no other church has ever understood—how to deal with

enthusiasts;" and the wisdom and foresight of Pope Innocent

was never more fully shown than when he sanctioned the projects

of Francis of Assisi, and Dominic of Castile, for reforming

the Christian world.

St. Francis, of whom Tennyson sings, "Sweet St. Francis of

Assisi, would that he were here again," was but twenty-eight

years of age when he appeared before Innocent whilst the pontiff

was walking in the garden of the Lateran. Seeing that riches

and pride were driving the love of God from the hearts of men,

that wars brought on by the ambition of princes were grinding

and crushing God's poor, he had four years before taken up the

work of an Apostle. He had literally followed the precept of the

Gospel, had given up his kindred and his worldly possessions;

his enthusiasm had attracted to him a band of eleven young
men.

Now, emaciated, bareheaded, barefooted and half clad, he asked

the great Pope that he be commissioned to organize a body of

men who would endeavor to convert the world by bringing it

back to the evangelical ways of poverty and charity.

Although canons had been adopted limiting the number of re-

ligious houses to those already in existence, the Pope felt that

in the case of St. Francis he was called to recognize one who had

a divine vocation, and he sent him on his mission with his ap-

proval and blessing.

Of all the men whose names are inscribed on the list of the

sanctified, there is none that is dearer than St. Francis. Others

might adore the omnipotence and justice of God, and fear his

punishments, but it was the divine attribute of goodness which

enraptured the soul of St. Francis. Loving God in his goodness

with a mystical fervor, his love extended to all created things as

God's creatures. He surpassed the pantheists in his love for na-

ture, the birds and beasts were his brothers, and when his emac-

iated body was stretched on his pallet in his last sickness, he

welcomed "Sister Death." He placed little value in learning, in

homely language he preached the words of Christ, the love of

God. The zeal and sanctity of St. Francis soon increased the

number of his followers ; into them he infused his own contempt

for riches; he enjoined upon them absolute poverty; they were
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for riches; he enjoined upon them absolute poverty; they were
to live upon the alms they would receive. Two by two, clothed

in garments not differing from those of beggars, he sent them to

the poor and the outcast, to comfort the suffering, to nurse the

sick, the lepers, and to reclaim the sinful from the error of their

ways. Wherever there was suffering and sin, there was the mis-

sion of the begging brothers, the mendicant friars. The success

of the undertaking of St. Francis was immediate, the order sprang

at once into importance and soon extended into all parts of the

civilized world. At the second Qiapter held in 1219, ten years

after its foundation, 5,000 friars attended, and in forty years

more it numbered 8,000 convents and nearly 200,000 members.

Our ideals have not advanced beyond those of our forefathers of

the thirteenth century ; the call of St. Francis to a purer and sim-

pler life created a spiritual revolution throughout Europe. It

was a time when thousands left home and country, crossed seas

and deserts, and sacrificed their lives under the burning sun of

Syria to rescue from destruction the soil sanctified by the feet

of our Saviour during his mission on earth. Today our ideas are

limited by a gross materialism, the lust of gain and the desire

for place are excluding from our minds fraternal charity, the

ideals of truth, justice and goodness. We need another St.

Francis to lead us back to first principles, to convince us of the

truth that in all that we posses we are but the trustees of God

;

that to be rich in this world's possessions, whilst our brothers are

in misery and want, to live thus and to die thus, and yet escape

the condemnation of God, is a moral impossibility.

In a magnificent tomb in the City of Bologna lie the mortal

remains of St. Dominic, whom the Catholic Church honors as

one of the greatest of her champions. Dominic was a noble Cas-

tilian who, while yet a young priest accompanying his patron, the

Bishop of Osma, to Languedoc, found himself in the midst of the

Albigensian heresies, and realized the danger that menaced the

Church from within. Meeting the Papal legates who were sent

to convert the heretics, he rebuked them for the pomp and mag-

nificence in which they traveled through the country, and ad-

vised them to dismiss their splendid retinue, and in apostolic

simplicity and humility, and with earnest preaching endeavor to

reclaim those who had wandered from the right path. He set

the example himself and for ten years traveled through the

country on foot, preaching to the heretics, accomplishing the only

successful missionary work done in Languedoc. Some writers

assert that he took part in the crusade which followed, but mod-
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ern research has shown that these statements are without founda-
tion. Lea acquits him of the charge, stating that Dominic's pro-
ject looked only to the peaceful conversion of the heretics and to

performing the duties of instruction and exhortation; that the

accounts we have of him show him to be kindly in heart and of

winning disposition, and that all the miracles related of him are

beneficent ones.

The only weapons he used were a persuasive eloquence, a pas-

sionate devotion for the spread of the Catholic faith, and a firm

belief in the intercession of the Mother of God, in whose honor
he instituted the beautiful exercise of the Rosary, which has since

entered into the devotional life of every Catholic.

During his stay in Languedoc Dominic had founded at Prouille

a community of sixteen men to assist him in his work, and in

I2IS he obtained from Innocent authority to found a new order

under the rule of St. Augustine. The evils he desired to combat
were ignorance and prejudice, and his aim was to form a band of

4 practical missionaries, competent to teach.

According to his rule as fully developed his followers were
required to take the vow of poverty so that they might be able

to devote their entire energies to their work.

The success of the Dominicans, or Friars Preachers, as they

came to be called, was marvelous, and rivalled that of the Fran-

ciscans. At the holding of the second Chapter of the Order in

I22I, the year of Dominic's death, the brotherhood which had

begun with sixteen disciples, numbered sixty convents, and had

spread all over Europe. Although the two orders at first differed

in their aim, they were similar in their organization, and in time

they exercised a reciprocal influence on each other; the Fran-

ciscans realized that learning is not inconsistent with Godliness

and the Dominicans followed the lead of their rivals in adopting

the vow of poverty. They formed communities of women
known respectively as the Poor Sisterhood of St. Clare, and the

Dominican nuns. And to comply with the demands of the mul-

titudes who pressed for admission into their ranks, and to further

identify themselves with the people, they founded orders for lay

people, called the "Tertiaries," whereby men and women without

abandoning their social duties could become assimilated to the

Friars and live according to their teachings. Thus the influence

of the Friars permeated all classes of society, and it is no wonder

that, as Brice says, "they were all-pervading, all-powerful."

They formed two great armies of volunteers ready to do service

for the Church, and always at the command of the Pope. Their
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advent caused a great moral reformation and brought the

Church again in touch with the people. Pulpit oratory revived,

the tide of heresy was rolled back. "Francis made a new ideal

to shine out before his contemporaries, an ideal before which all

these fantastic sects vanished as birds of night take flight at the

first rays of the sun." (Paul Sabatier.)

An intellectual awakening followed, Italian poetry had its be- •

ginning, architecture received a new inspiration. From the

ranks of the Friars rose popes, cardinals, and bishops; and in

their schools were found the greatest theologians of the age —
Thomas Aquinas, Bonaventure, Albertus Magnus, Roger Bacon
and Duns Scotus.

These two gfreat men, St. Francis and St. Dominic worked out

their theories independently of each other, yet history has al-

ways linked their names together; their memory is enshrined in

the verse of Dante

—

"The one was all seraphic in ardor;'

The other by his wisdom upon earth,

A splendor was of light cherubical."

Warned by his failing health that he had not much longer to

live. Innocent in 1213 determined to carry out the plans which

he had long conceived, of crowning the great achievements

which he wrought for the Church by convoking a General Coun-

cil. It met on the day appointed, November ist, 121 5, in the

venerable Basilica of St. John Lateran, in the palace of which

Innocent had fixed his home, at the beginning of his pontificate.

This Council, known as the Fourth of the Lateran, or the

Twelfth General Council, was the largest and most imposing as-

semblage of the universal Church which the world had yet seen.

There were present seventy-one primates and archbishops, four

hundred and twelve bishops and eight hundred abbots and priors.

The patriarchs of Jerusalem and Constantinople came in person

and those of Alexandria and Antioch sent their representatives.

There were also in attendance ambassadors and representatives

of every prince in Christendom
;
counting the ecclesiastics, rep-

resentatives of princes, theologians, notaries, etc., there were in

attendance 2,283 persons. It was a parliament of the world. "It

is a weighty illustration of the service which the Church

has rendered in counteracting the centrifugal tendencies of the

nations that such a federative council of Christendom, attainable

in no other way, was brought together at the summons of the

Roman Pontiff. Without some such cohesive power, modern

civilization would have worn a very different aspect."—(Lea.)
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Innocent opened the Council with an eloquent sermon begin-

ning with the words of Christ, "With desire, I have desired to eat

this Pasch with you before I suffer."

One of the principal objects of the Council was to organize a

new crusade. It was ordered for the ensuing year and all prep-

arations were made therefor. One of the first acts of the Coun-
cil was to condemn the errors of the Albigenses. Against their

principle—that there are two Supreme Principles, one of good
and the other of evil, the Council declared that there is but one

God, one Principle, one Creator of all things, visible and in-

visible.

Against the attack made upon the doctrine of the Holy Eu-

charist, the Council in enunciating the doctrine always held by
the Catholic Church, used for the first time the word now become
famous—Transubstantiation—declaring that "The body and

Blood of Jesus Christ are truly contained in the Sacrament of

the Altar under species of bread and wine, the bread being

Transubstantiated by the Divine Power into the Body, and the

wine into the Blood."

It promulgated the celebrated canon by which all the faithful

over the years of discretion are commanded to receive the Sac-

rament of Penance and the Holy Eucharist at least once a year,

and the latter Sacrament at Easter time, under penalty of being

cut off from the fellowship of the Church. The impediment of

kindred in marriage was declared to extend to the fourth degree.

The Council enacted seventy disciplinary canons correcting and

governing clerical life. It cut off heretics from the communion

of the Church, and made them amenable to the civil authorities

;

it settled the rights of the claimants to the Albigensian territory,

confirmed the election of Frederic II as Emperor of Germany,

and the policy adopted by Innocent in all parts of Europe was

confirmed and approved.

The Fourth Council of the Lateran was the culmination of In-

nocent's career ; within eight months after its close, while on his

way to establish a peace between the cities of Pisa and Genoa,

he died in the city of Perugia on the i6th day of July, 1215. He
was 56 years of age and had reigned 17 years, 6 months and 17

days ; he was buried in the Cathedral of St. Lawrence in Perugia,

where his body remained until the pontificate of Leo XIII, when

it was removed to the Church of St. John Lateran. Innocent

was of middle height, graceful in form and carriage, and the

brilliancy of his eyes revealed the eager soul within.

X.
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His disposition was gentle and courteous, and many traits of

his character have endeared him to us as being very human.
Those whom he relied on he trusted implicitly, and he was often

blamed for the acts of his legates, who deceived him and misused

their powers ; but in so vast an administration, the delegation of

plenary power was unavoidable, and Innocent was ever ready to

repair injuries and to punish the offenders. Many anecdotes are

related of him showing his tenderness of heart and his fidelity

to his old friends. Among his professors in Rome was Peter His-

mail, whom soon after his election he made Bishop of Sutri. One
of his professors in Paris, Peter of Corbeil, he sent on many im-

portant missions, and made him Archbishop of Sens. To show
their intimate relations it is stated that in a dispute between them
the Pope said to Peter, "I have made thee Bishop," to which
Peter replied: "I have made thee Pope," referring to the won-
derful progress which Innocent had made under his tuition in

the study of theology and the Holy Scriptures, and which had
contributed to his elevation to the Papacy.

From the day of his election he disposed of all the gifts which

were offered in the basilica of St. Peter, and one-tenth of all his

revenues, toward the support of the poor ; all the gifts laid at his

feet, according to ancient custom were immediately sent to his

almoner. Of the money on hand in the Papal treasury at the

time of his election, he distributed nearly all amongst the poor,

the widows and orphans, the churches and convents of Rome.
During a famine in Rome he fed 7,000 poor every day, in addi-

tion to those whom he was supporting at their homes; he con-

sidered it his special mission to support the poor and to care for

the sick. Dr. James J. Walsh in a late number of "The Messen-

ger" has demcmstrated the fact that it b to Innocent III we owe
the institution of city hospitals. The growth of city life in the

early part of the thirteenth century, and the consequent danger

from the spread of epidemics and the need of systematic treat-

ment of the sick and injured, early attracted the attention of In-

nocent. He founded in Rome the great hospital of Santo Spirito,

which exists to this day ; it soon became famous for its treatment

of medical and surgical cases; not only were those treated who
came voluntarily, but attendants went out into the poorer quar-

ters of the city to search for the sick and injured, who were then

transported to the hospital. During his pontificate he succeeded

by his influence and command in establishing hospitals on the

model of the Santo Spirito in the cities in all parts of Christen-

dom. The great work he did in founding these social blessings
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has drawn from the celebrated pathologist Virchow the following
remarkable testimonial.

"It may be recognized and admitted that it was reserved for the

Roman Catholic Church, and above all for Innocent III, not only
to open the bourne of Christian charity and mercy in all its full-

ness, but also to guide the life-giving streams into every branch
of human life in an ordered manner. For this reason alone the

interest in this man and in this time will never die out."

Innocent's knowledge of the Can(Hi Law and of the Civil Law
was so thorough that collections of his decisions were made after

his death by succeeding pontiffs and have always been regarded

as valuable precedents. Public sessions of his Consistory were
held in Rome three times a week, at which he personally pre-

sided, examining documents and witnesses, displaying his famil-

iarity with the laws and a marvelous insight into human nature.

The decisions of this tribunal were so far-reaching from a polit-

ical as well as from an ecclesiastical point of view, that they at-

tracted to Rome a large concourse of clients, witnesses and spec-

tators from every part of the Christian world ; this was strikingly

shown by the fact that during one summer when Innocent was
holding his court at Viterbo, nearly forty thousand strangers so-

journed for a month in that city.

Innocent preached frequently, his sermons were of a striking

character, rich in imagery and permeated with the Holy Scrip-

tures. He was the author of two works, one, "On Contempt of

the World," showing the contemplative cast of his mind; the

other, still highly valued, "On the Sacrifice of the Mass."

The letters of Innocent, six thousand of which have come down
to us, "are yet," says Sismondi, "one of the great monuments of

the Middle Ages." From them we can form a proper estimate

of the genius of the man, his benevolence and love of rectitude,

and the watchful care with which he governed the Church.

Noticeable amongst their characteristics are his firmness, and the

lofty tone which he. uses in addressing monarchs. Writing to

Philip Augustus to make peace with King John, he says : "If the

complaint is just, thou will be forced by means of ecclesiastical

discipline to refrain from making war upon him. If maternal

kindness does not produce this effect, we will be compelled to

make thee feel our paternal severity. Let come what will, we
fear God more than men. We are willing to submit to persecu-

tion for the sake of justice ; we will accept no advantage at the

expense of truth." In another of his letters he says : "Our resolu-

tions are fixed and unalterable, and neither gifts nor supplica-

tions, nor love, nor hate, can turn us from the right way."
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XI.

Innocent has had many critics, from the brilliant infidels. Gib-

bon and Hume, down to Mrs. Oliphant. Gibbon says : "Innocent
could boast of the two most signal triumphs ever gained over

good sense and humanity—the establishment of the dogma of

Transubstantiation, and that of the first foundation of the Inqui-

sition." But Innocent made known no new doctrine in the expo-

sition of Transubstantiation; the Lateran Council simply enun-

ciated in proper and precise terms the constant belief of the

Church in the Real Presence. Prominent writers later than Gib-

bon fix the year 1229, during the pontificate of Gregory IX, as

the date of the first appearance of the Inquisition as a recognized

tribunal. This is supported by the authority of Lea; in his work
on the Inquisition he shows that its gradual organization was the

process of evolution and that the influence of Innocent was for

mercy. In speaking of the prior crude forms adopted by eccle-

siastical bodies and states in the inquisition of heresy, notably

of the ordeal, he says : "With the study of the Roman law, how-
ever, this mode of procedure gradually fell into disfavor with the

Church, and the enlightenment of Innocent III peremptorily for-

bade its use in 1212, when it was extensively employed by Henry
of Vehringen, Bishop of Strassburg, to convert a number of

heretics, while in 121 5 the Council of Lateran, following the ex-

ample of Alexander III and Lucius III, formally prohibited all

ecclesiastics from taking part in the administration of ordeals of

any kind."

It is asserted that he was ambitious, that he strove to make the

Papacy a great political power in Europe, and that the suprem-

acy he claimed and exercised over kings and states was an unwar-

ranted arrogation of temporal power. That he was ambitious

goes without sajring, but there was no trace of personal vanity

in his ambition
;
simple and unaffected in his private life, he had

an exalted opinion of the dignity and power of his g^eat office.

He appealed to the pastors of churches and to the religious orders

to be constant in their prayers to God that he might be kept

from error, and that all his acts might inure to the glory of God
and the welfare of Christendom.

He was ambitious, not for his own aggrandizement, but for

the elevation and spread of the Church. As vice-gerent of God
on earth he believed that he had the power to compel Kings in

ruling their subjects to obey the laws of religion and morality.

In considering the supremacy claimed by Innocent, we must

remember that we are dealing with an age that has gone by,

when religion was the very life of society, with conditions which
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disappeared at the rise of European nationalities. To the stu-

dent of the Middle Ages, nothing is more evident than that in

deposing monarchs for certain reasons, the Roman pontiffs were
acting in accordance with the constitutional law of the day ; and
that this power was adapted to the social conditions of the age

and was productive of great good in the preservation of peace and
morality. Representatives from all the Christian powers were in

attendance at the Lateran Council, but no protest was made
against the passage of decrees vitally affecting political govern-

ments, and in which the power of the Church was asserted.

Speaking of the value of such Supremacy properly exercised,

Voltaire says: "The interests of the human race required some
check on sovereigns and some protection for the life of the sub-

ject; this religious check could, by universal consent, be placed

in the hands of the Pope. This chief pontiff by never meddling

in temporal quarrels, except to appease them, by admonishing

kings and nations of their duties, by reproving crimes, by inflict-

ing excommunication on great offenders only, would have been

regarded as the image of God on earth."

Many striking testimonials to the inestimable work done by the

Church in the Middle Ages for the cause of civilization and

Christianity have been given by profound writers. To use the

strong words of Canon Farrar

:

"During this period the Church was the one mighty witness

for light in an age of darkness, for order in an age of lawlessness,

for personal holiness in an epoch of licentious rage."

And the historian Lecky says:

"By infusing into Christianity the conception of a bond of

unity that is superior to the divisions of nationhood, and of a

moral tie that is superior to force, Catholicism laid the very

foundations of modern civilization."

And Samuel Laing:

"Law, learning, education, science, all that we term civiliza-

tion in the present social condition of the European people, spring

from the supremacy of the Roman pontiff, and of the Catholic

priesthood, over the kings and nobles of the Middle Ages."

In her ceremonies, Mother Church presents us with many
evidences of her continuity and unity through the ages. In lis-

tening to the familiar hymn, "Veni Creator," and to the mourn-

ful plaint of the "Stabat Mater," both placed in the ritual by In-

nocent, and in viewing the throngs of the faithful kneeling at the

altar rail at Easter time, obeying the Paschal precept, our minds

are carried back seven hundred years to the time of the great

Pope of the Middle Ages.

Dubuque, Iowa.

JOHN I. MULLANY.
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GEOGRAPHY AND THE CHURCH IN THE MIDDLE

AGES.

N the course of a controversy which concerned the supposed

opposition of the Church to the study and developments of

science in general, but especially of the sciences related to

medicine, during the middle ages, I was somewhat startled to

have the sentence, "Geography and Geology were not tolerated,"

crop up as expressive of the Church attitude towards these sci-

ences. Passing over for a moment the question of toleration of

Geology, which is a distinctly modem subject, I could scarcely

understand at first what was the basis for the thought that Geog-

raphy, the science of the description of the earth's surface, and

of the inhabitants as influenced by the physical conditions in

wliich they live, could be considered as the special subject of

condemnation by the Church. It is evident, however, that the

false impressicMi in the matter has arisen because of a confusion of

ideas as regards one special subject in geography. It was con-

cluded that the study of geogfraphy was practically impossible be-

fore modern times because the denial of the existence of antipodes

precluded the possibility of a proper realization of the actual con-

<litions of the terrestrial surface.

To think that this false impression, however, prevented the de-

velopment of geography in the proper sense of that term would

be a very serious mistake and a very short-sighted error of judg-

ment. While there were some theologians who denied the ex-

istence of antipodes, there were others who as constantly ac-

cepted their existence. In this matter it must not be forgotten

that Bishop Nicholas of Cusa, afterward a cardinal, said just be-

fore the close of the middle ages in the early fifteenth century

:

"I have long considered that this earth cannot be fixed, but

moves as do the other stars." This would evidently mean that

he considered the earth also round as the other stars seemed to

be. As he does not insist on the opinion as new, it is probable

that it had been entertained by many thinkers before him and

had very likely been discussed for a long time by lecturers on

Cosmology—^the science of the ordered Universe, which was a

favorite topic with scholastic philosophers of the thirteenth and

fourteenth centuries.

As a matter of fact it seems clear that many of the great trav-

elers and explorers of the later middle ages harbored the notion

that the earth was round. As we shall note a little later in men-
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tioning Sir John Mandeville's work the writer, whoever he was,
took the pseudonym, believing thoroug^y jn the rotundity of the
earth and did not hesitate to say in some striking expressions
which have been often quoted, that he had heard of travelers who
by traveling continually to the East had come back eventually to
the point from which they started. While in the schools then
the existence of antipodes may have been under discussion there
was a practical acceptance of their existence among those who
were better informed with regard to countries and people and all

the other topics which form the proper subject matter, of geog-

It must be realized, moreover, that though the existence of the

antipodes was an important matter in geography it was really a
side issue compared with many other questions relating to the

earth's surface and its inhabitants which the medieval mind was
occupied. To consider that no knowledge of geography could be

obtained until there was a definite acceptance of the right view
of the earth's surface, would be to obliterate much precious

knowledge. The argument as to the existence of antipodes a»
it was carried was entirely outside of geography properly so-

called. It never influenced in the slightest degree the men who
were consciously and unconsciously laying deep and broad the

foundation* of modem geography. To consider such a matter

as vital to the development of as many-sided a subject as geog-

raphy illustrates very typically the narrowness of view of the

modern scholar who can see the value of nothing which does not

entirely accord with modem knowledge. The really interesting

historian of knowledge, however, is he who can point out the

beginnings of what we now know, in unexpected quarters in the

medieval mind.

A very similar state of affairs existed with regard to astron-

omy. It is as if we were to declare that there could be no ad-

vances in astronomy until the acceptance of the Copernican the-

ory. Until the admission of course that not the earth but the

sun was the centre of our universe, observations made upon the

heavens could not have their full significance, but to take this to

mean that such observations were entirely without significance is

to misunderstand astronomical progress. Any such conclusion

would blot out of the history of astronomy some of its very im-

portant chapters. Copemicus' doctrine was not absolutely ac-

cepted by astronomers for more than a century after its presenta-

tion in complete form and nearly two centuries after its prelimi-

nary presentation. Francis Bacon, the putative father of modern

raphy.
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inductive science, who lived a century after Copernicus, weighed
all the arguments for and against the great clerical astronomer's
doctrme and decided against it. Tycho Brahe, the great Danish
astronomer, was of the same opinion, though during a long life-
time he had made many more interesting and important observa-
tions on the positions of the heavenly bodies, their relations to
one another, and to the earth and sun.
The history of astronomy does not begin with a full acceptance

of the Copernican system, and in the same way the history of
geography does not begin with the absolute acceptance of the
doctrine of the rotundity of the earth. Many valuable observa-
tions had been made by travelers before geography had ad-
vanced to this point, and they served to fill up gaps in knowledge
and proved an incentive to further exploration in subsequent
centuries.

As the story of these travels and explorations is really a glor-
ious chapter in the history of the Church's encouragement of
things intellectual, as well as an interesting recital of important
origins in a great department of science it has seemed worth tell-
ing briefly. The thirteenth century was a great leader in this
matter as in so many others. Undoubtedly one of the greatest
travelers and explorers of all times was Marco Polo, whose book
was for so long considered to be mainly made up of imaginary
descriptions of things and places never seen, but which the de-
velopment of modern geographical science, by travels and expe-
ditions, has proved to be one of the most valuable contributions
to this department of knowledge that was ever made. It took
many centuries for Marco Polo to come to his own in this re-
spect, but the nineteenth and twentieth centuries have almost
more than made up for their predecessors' neglect. Marco Polo
suffered the same fate as Herodotus, of whom Voltaire sneered,
"Father of history, say, rather, father of lies." So long as suc-
ceeding generations had no knowledge themselves of the things
which both of these great writers had described they were dis-
trusted and even treated contemptuously. Just as soon, how-
ever, as definite knowledge began to come, then it was seen how
wonderfully accurate both of them were in their descriptions of
things they had actually seen, though they admitted certain
over-wonderful stories on the authority of others. Herodotus
has now come to be acknowledged one of the greatest of histor-
ies. In his lives of celebrated travelers James Augustus St.

John stated the change of mind with regard to Marco Polo rather
iorcibly.
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"When the travels of Marco Polo first appeared, they were generally re-

garded as fiction; and as this absurd belief had so far gained ground, that

when he lay upon his deathbed, his friends and near relatives, coming to take
their eternal adieu, conjured him as he valued the salvation of his soul, to
retract whatever he bad advanced in his book, or at least many such passages
as every person looked upon as untrue ; but the traveler whose conscience was
untonched upon that score, declared solemnly in that awful moment, that far

from being guilty of exaggeration, he had not described one-half of the won-
derful things which he had beheld. Such was the reception which the dis-

coveries of this extraordinary man experienced when first promulgated. By
degrees, however, as enterprise lifted more and more the veil from central

and eastern Asia the relations of our travelers rose in the estimation ot
geographers ; and now that the world though containing many unknown tracts

has been more successfully explored, we begin to perceive that Marco Polo,

like Herodotus, was a man of the most rigid veracity, whose testimony pre-

sumptuous ignorance alone can call in question."

After all we have said with regard to anticipations of what is

most modern in human interest it will not be so surprising to

find that this traveler of the thirteenth century succeeded in find-

ing his way through most of the countries that were the subject

of thrilling experiences in exploration in the nineteenth century,

and left a record of definite information with regard to them

which must have proved a great incentive to geographical study

down until Columbus' time. There is many a fable that clings

around the name of Marco Polo, but this distinguished traveler

needs no fictitious adornments of his tale to make him one of

the greatest explorers of all time. It is sometimes said that he

helped to introduce many important inventions into Europe and

one even finds his name connected with the Mariner's Compass

and with gunpowder. There are probably no good grounds for

thinking that Europe owes any knowledge of either of these great

inventions to the Venetian traveler. With regard to printing,

there is much more doubt and Polo's passage with regard to

movable blocks for printing paper money as used in China may

have proved suggestive.

There is no need, however, of surmises in order to increase

his fame, for the simple story of his travels is quite sufficient for

his reputation for all time. As has been well said, most of the

modern travelers and explorers have only been developing what

Polo indicated at least in outline, and they have been scarcely

more than describing with more precision of detail what he first

touched upon and brought to general notice. When it is re-

membered that he visited such cities in Eastern Turkestan as

Kashgar, Yarkand and Khotan, which have been the subject of

much curiosity in quite recent years, that he had visited Thibet

or at least had traveled along its frontier, that to him the mediae-

val world owed some definite knowledge of the Christian king-

dom of Abyssinia and all that it was to know of China for cen-
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turies almost, his merits will be readily appreciated. As a mat-
ter of fact, there was scarcely an interesting country of the East
of which Marco Polo did not have something to relate from his

own personal experiences. He told of Burmah, of Siam, of
Cochin China, of Japan, of Sumatra, and of the other islands of
the great archipelago, of Ceylon and of India, and all of these
not in the fabulous dreamland spirit of one who has not been in

contact with the East, but in very definite and precise fashion.

Nor was this all. He had heard and could tell much, though
his geographical lore was legendary and rather dim, of the coast

of Zanzibar, of the vast and distant Madagascar, and in the re-

motely opposite direction of Siberia, of the shores of the Arctic

Ocean, and of the curious customs of the inhabitants of those

distant countries.

It is not surprising then that the twentieth century, so inter-

ested in travel and exploration, should be ready to lay its tributes

at the feet of Marco Polo, and that one of the important book an-

nouncements of recent years should be that of the publication of

an annotated edition of Marco Polo from the hands of a modern
explorer, who considered that there was not better way of put-

ting definitely before the public in its true historical aspect the

evolution of modern geographical knowledge with regard to east-

em countries.

It can scarcely fail to be surprising to the modern mind that

Polo should practically have been forced into print. He had

none of the itch of the modern traveler for publicity. The story

of his travels he had often told, and because of the wondrous tales

he could unfold and the large numbers he found it frequently so

necessary to use, in order to give proper ideas of what he had seen

in some of his wanderings, had acquired the nickname of Marco
Million!. He had never thought, however, of committing his

story to writing, or perhaps he feared the drudgery of such liter-

ary labor. After his return from his travels, however, he had

bravely accepted a patriot's duty of fighting for his native coun-

try on board one of her galleys and was captured by the Genoese

in a famous sea fight in the Adriatic in 1298. He was taken pris-

oner and remained in captivity in Genoa for nearly a year.

It was during this time that one Rusticiano, a writer by pro-

fession, was attracted to him and tempted him to tell him the

complete story of his travels in order that they might be put into

connected form. Rusticiano was a Pisan who had been a com-

piler of French romances, and accordingly Polo's story was first

told in French prose. It may seem surprising that a native of
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Pisa should write out in the French language a Venetian pris-

oner's story while both of them were in Genoa. French was,
however, more commonly used by literary folk than any other
modern language, and indeed was only surpassed in this respect

by Italian. The story was told within a few years after Dante
had begun his Divine Comedy, which was to establish the vulgar
Tuscan tongue as the classic idiom of Italy. Probably most of

Dante's friends considered that the poet was making a mistake
in trusting the expression of his great thoughts in poetry to his

native Tuscan. More than half a century later Petrarch pre-

ferred to write the great epic on which his fame was to depend

—

his Africa—in Latin, and thus condemned it to even more com-
plete obscurity than might otherwise have been the case.

It is not surprising that Rusticiano should have chosen
French, since he naturally wished his story of Polo's travels to be
read by as many people as possible and realized that it would be

of quite as much interest to ordinary folk as to the literary cir-

cles of Europe. How interesting the story is only those who
have read it even with the knowledge required by all the other

explorers since his time, can properly appreciate. It lacks en-

tirely the egotistic quality that usually characterizes an explor-

er's account of his travels, and indeed there can scarcely fail to be

something of disappointment because of this fact. No doubt a

touch more of personal adventure would have added to the inter-

est of the book. It was not a characteristic of the thirteenth

century, however, to insist on the merely personal and conse-

quently the world has lost a treat it might otherwise have had.

There is no question, however, of the greatness of Polo's work

as a traveler, nor of the glory that was shed by it on the thir-

teenth century. Like nearly everything else that was done in

this marvelous century he represents the acme of successful en-

deavor in his special line down even to our own time-

It has sometimes been said that Marco Polo's work greatly in-

fluenced Columbus, and encouraged him in his attempt to seek

India by sailing around the Globe. Of this, however, there is

considerable doubt. We have learned in recent times that a very

definite tradition with regard to the possibility of finding land by

sailing straight westward over the Atlantic existed before Colum-

bus' time. My friend, Father DeRoo, of Portland, who has

written two very interesting volumes on the History of America

before Columbus, does not hesitate to say that CcJumbus may
even have met in his travels and spoken with sailors who had

touched on some portions of the American continent, and that
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of course the traditions with regard to Greenland were very-

clear. Polo's indirect influence on Columbus by his creation of
an interest in geographical matters generally is much more clear.

There can be no doubt of how much his work succeeded in draw-
ing men's minds to geographical questions during the fourteenth
and fifteenth centuries.

After Marco Polo undoubtedly the most enterprising explorer
and interesting writer on travel of the thirteenth century was
John of Carpini, an author of a wonderful series of descriptions

of things seen in Northern Asia. Like so many other of the
travelers and explorers of his time John was a Franciscan Friat

and seems to have been one of the companions and disciples of

St. Francis of Assisi, whom he joined when he was only a young
man himself, very early in St. Francis' career. Before going on
his missionary and ambassadorial expedition he had been one of

the most prominent men in the order founded by St. Francis. He
had much to do with its propagation among the northern nations

of Europe and occupied successively the offices of custos or prior

in Saxony and of provincial in Germany. He seems afterwards

to have been sent as an organizer into Spain and to have gone
even as far as Barbary Coast.

It is not surprising then, that when in 1245 Pope Innocent IV
(some time after the Mongol invasion of Eastern Europe and the

disastrous battle of Legamites, which threatened to place Euro-

pean civilization and Christianity in the power of the Tartars)

resolved to send a mission to the Tartar monarch, John of Car-

pini was selected for the dangerous and important mission.

At this time Friar John was more than 60 years of age and

such was the confidence in his ability and in his executive power

that everything on the embassy was committed to his discretion.

He started from Lyons on Easter Day, 1245. He sought the

counsel first of his old friend, Wenceslaus, King of Bohemia, and

from that country took with him another friar, a Pole, to act as

his interpreter. The first stage in his journey was at Kiev, and

from here, having crossed the Dnieper and the Don to the Volga,

he reached the camp of Batu at this the senior member of Ching-

his Khan's family. Batu, after exchanging presents, allowed

them to proceed to the court of the supreme Khan in Mongolia.

As Col. Yule says, the stout-hearted old man rode on horseback

something like three thousand miles in the next hundred days.

The bodies of himself and companion had to be tightly bandaged

to enable them to stand the excessible fatigue of this enormous

ride, which led them across the Ural mountains and river past the
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northern part of the Caspian across the Jaxartes, whose name
they could not find out along the Dzungarian Lake till they

reached the imperial camp called the Yellow Pavilion, near the

Orkhon river. There had been an interregnum in the empire

which was terminated by a formal election while the Friars were

at the Yellow Pavilion, where they had an opportunity to see

four thousand envoys and deputies from all parts of Asia and

Eastern Europe, who brought with them the homage and trib-

utes and presents for the rulers to be elected.

It was not for three months after this, in November, that the

Emperor dismissed them with a letter to the Pope written in

Latin, Arabic and Mongolian, but containing only a brief, imper-

ious assertion that the Khan of the Tartars was the scourge of

God for Christianity and that he must fulfill his mission. Then,

sad at heart, the ambassadors began their homeward journey in

the midst of winter. Their sufferings can be better imagined

than described, and Friar John, who does not dwell on them, tells

enough of them to make their realization comparatively easy.

They reached Kiev seven months later, in June, where they were

welcomed by the Slavonic Christians as arisen from the dead,

then continued their journey to Lyons, where they delivered the

Khan's letter to the Pc^.
Friar John embodied the information that he had obtained in

this journey in a book called Liber Tartarorum (the Book of

the Tartars, or, according to another manuscript. History of the

Mongols whom we call Tartars). Col. Yule notes that like

other medieval monks' itineraries it shows an entire absence of

that characteristic traveler's egotism with which we have become
abundantly familiar in more recent years, and contains very little

personal narrative. We know that John was a stout man and

this, in addition to his age when he went on the mission, cannot

but make us realize the thoroughly unselfish spirit with which

he followed the call of holy obedience to undertake a work that

seemed sure to prove fatal and that would inevitably bring in its

train suffering of the severest kind. Of the critical historical

value of his book a good idea can be obtained from the fact that

half a century ago an educated Mongol, Galsang Gomboyev, in

the Historical and Philiological Bulletin of the Imperial Acad-

emy of St. Petersburg, reviewed it and bore testimony to the

great accuracy of its statements, to the care with which its details

had been elaborated, and the evidently personal character of all

its observations.

Friar John's books attracted the attention of compilers of in-

Digitized by
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formation with regard to countries very soon after it was issued,

and an abridgement of it is to be found in the encyclopedia of

Vincent of Beauvais, which was written shortly after,the middle

of the thirteenth century. At the end of the sixteenth century

Hakluyt published portions of the original work, as did Borgeron

at the beginning of the seventeenth century. The geographical

society of Paris published a fine edition of the work about the

middle of the nineteenth century, and at the same time a brief

narrative taken down from the lips of John's companion, Friar

Benedict, the Pole, which is somewhat more personal in its char-

acter and fully substantiated all that Friar John had written.

As can readily be understood, the curiosity of his contemporar-

ies was deeply aroused so that Friar John had to tell his story

many times after his return. Hence the necessity he found him-

self under of committing it to paper so as to save himself from

the bother of telling it all over again, and in order that his

brother Franciscans throughout the world might have the op-

portunity to read it.

Col. Yule says the book must have been prepared immediately

after his return, for the Friar Salembene, who met him in France

in the very year of his return, (1247), gives us very interesting

particulars

:

"He was a clever and conversible man, well lettered, a great discourser, and
full of diversity of experience. He wrote a big book about the Tartars (sic)

and about other marvels that he had seen and whenever he felt weary of
telling about the Tartars, he would cause this book of his to be read, as I
have often heard and seen." Chron Fr. Salembene Parmensis in Mmium.
HHstor. ad Provinciam Placent: Pertinentia, Parma 1857.)

Another important traveler of the thirteenth century whose
work has been the theme of praise and extensive annotation in

modem times was William of Rubruk, usually known under the

name of Rubruquis, a Franciscan friar thought, as the result of

recent investigations probably to owe his cognomen to his birth

in the little town of Rubruk in Brabant (now Belgium), who was
the author of a remarkable narrative of Asiatic travel during the

thirteenth century, and whose death seems to have taken place

about 1298. The name Rubruquis has been commonly used to

designate him because it is found in the Latin original of his

work which was printed by Haluyt in his collection of Voyages

at the end of the sixteenth century. Friar William was sent

partly as an ambassador and partly as an explorer by Louis IX
of France into Tartary. At that time Chinghis, or Jenghis Khan,

ruled over an immense empire in the Orient, and King Louis was
deeply interested in introducing Christianity into the East, and if
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possible making the great ruler a Christian. About the middle
of the thirteenth century a rumor spread throughout Europe
that one of the nephews of the great Khan had embraced Christ-

ianity. St. Louis thought this a favorable opportunity for get-
ting in touch with Jenghis himself, and so he dispatched at least

two missions into Tartary at the head of the second of which
was William of Rubruk.

His accounts of his travels proved most interesting reading to

his own and to many subsequent generations, perhaps to none
more than our own. The Encyclopedia Britannica (ninth edi-

tion) says that the narrative of his journey is everywhere full ot

life and interest and some details of his travels will show the

reasons for this.

Rubruk and his party landed on the Crimean coast at Sudak
or Soldia, a port which was the chief seat of communication be-

tween the Mediterranean countries and what is now Southern

Russia. The Friar succeeded in making his way from here to

the great Khan's court, which was then held not far from Kar-

karorum. This journey was not less than five thousand miles.

The route taken has been worked out by laborious study and the

key to it is the description given of the country intervening be-

tween the basin of the Talas and Lake Ala-Kul. This enables

the whole geography of the region including the passage of the

River Hi, the plain south of Bal Cash, and the Ala-Kul itself, to

be identified beyond all reasonable doubt.

The return was made during the summer time and the route

lay much farther to the north. The travelers traversed the Jab-

kan valley and passed north of the River Bal Cash, following a

rather direct course, which led them to the mouth of the Volga.

From here they traveled south past Derbend and Shamakii to

the Uraxes and on through Iconium to the coast of Cilicia, and

finally to the port of Ayas, where they embarked for Cyprus. All

during his travels Friar William made observations on men and

cities, and rivers and mountains, and lang^iages and customs, im-

plements and utensils, and most of these modern criticism has

accepted as representing the actual state of things as they

would appear to a medieval sightseer. Occasionally during the

period intervening between his time and our own scholars who
thought that they knew better have been conceited enough to ber

believe themselves in a position to point out glaring errors in

Rubriquis' accounts of what he saw. In these cases, however,

subsequent investigation and discovery have proved the accuracy

of the earlier observations rather than the modern scholar's cor-

Digitized by
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rections. An excellent example of this is quoted in the Encyclo-

pedia Brittanica article on Rubruquis already referred to.

The writer says

:

"This sagacious and honest observer is denounced as an ignorant and un-
truthful blunderer by Isaac Jacob Schmidt

; (a man, no doubt, of useful learn-
ing, of a kind rare in his day, but narrow and long headed and in natural
acumen and candour far inferior to the thirteenth century friar whom he
maligns), simply because the evidence of the latter as to the Turkish dialect
of the Ungurs traversed a pet heresy long since exploded which Schmidt
entertained, viz. : that the Higurs were by race and language Tibetan."

Some of the descriptions of the towns through which the trav«

elers passed are interesting because of comparisons with towns
of corresponding size in Europe. Karakorum, for instance, was
described as a small city about the same size as the town of St.

Etenis, near Paris. In Karakorum the ambassador missionary

maintained a public disputation with certain pagan priests in tlic

presence of three of the secretaries of the Khan. The religion of

these umpires is rather interesting from its diversity; the firs:

was a Christian, the second a Mohammedan, and the third a

Buddhist. A very curious feature of the disputation was the

fact that the Khan ordered under pain of death that none of the

disputants should slander, traduce or abuse his adversaries or en-

deavor by rumor or insinuation to excite popular indignation

against them. This would seem to indicate that the great Tar-

tar Khan, who is usually considered to have been a cruel, ignorant

despot, whose one quality that gave him supremacy was military

valor, was really a large, liberal-minded man. His idea seems to

have been to discover the truth of these different religions and

adopt that one which was adjudged to have the best ground-

work of reason for it. It is easy to understand, however, that

such a disputation argued through interpreters wholly ignorant

of the subject and without any proper understanding of the nice

distinctions of words or any practice in conveying their proper

significance could come to no serious conclusion. The argu-

ments, therefore, fell flat and a decision was not rendered.

Friar William's work was not unappreciated by his contemp-

oraries, and even its scientific value was thoroughly realized. It

is not surprising of course that his g^eat contemporary in the

Franciscan order, Roger Bacon, should have come to the knowl-

edge of his Brother Minorite's work book and should have made

frequent and copious quotations from it in the geographical sec-

tion of his Opus Majus, which was written some time during

the seventh decade of the thirteenth century. Bacon says that

Brother William traversed the Oriental and Northern regions

atid the places adjacent to them, and wrote accounts of them for
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the illustrious King of France, who sent him on the expedition to

Tartary. He adds: I have read his book diligently and have
compared it with similar accounts. Roger Bacon recognized by
a sort of intuition of his own certain passages which have proved
to be the best in recent times. The description for instance of

the Caspian was the best down to this time, and Friar William
corrects the error made by Isidore and which had generally been
accepted before this that the Caspian Sea was a gulf. Rubruk,
as quoted by Roger Bacon, states very explicitly that it nowhere
touches the ocean, but is surrounded on all sides by land. Foi

those who do not think that the foundation of scientific geog'

raphy was laid until recent times a little consultation of Roger

Bacon's Opus Majus would undoubtedly be a revelation.

It is probably with regard to language that one might reason-

ably expect to find least that would be of interest to modern
scholars in Friar William's book. As might easily have been

gathered from previous references, however, it is here that the

most frequent surprises as to the acuity of this medieval traveler

await the modern reader. Scientific philology is so much a pro-

duct of the last century that it is difficult to understand how this

old-time missionary was able to reach so many almost intuitive

recognitions of the origin and relationships of the languages ot

the people among whom he traveled. He came in contact with

the group of nations occupying what is now known as the near

East, whose languages, as is well known have constituted a

series of the most difficult problems with which philology had to

deal until its thorough establishment on scientific lines during

the nineteenth century enabled it to separate them properly. It

is all the more surprising then to find that Friar William should

have so much in his book, and even the modern philologist will

read with attention and unstinted admiration.

With regard to this, Col. Yule, whose personal experiences

makes him a trustworthy guide in such matters, has written a

paragraph which contains so much compressed information that

we venture to quote it entire. It furnishes the grounds for tlie

claim (which might seem overstrained if it were not that its

author was himself one of the greatest of modern explorers) that

William was "an acute and most intelligent observer, keen in the

acquisition of knowledge, and the author in fact of one of the

best narratives of travel in existence."

"Of his interest and acumen in matters of language we may cite examples.

The language of the Pascatir (or Bashkirds) and of the Hungarians is the

same, as he had learned from Dominicans who had been among them. The
language of the Ruthenians, Poles, Bohemians and Slavonians is one, and is
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the same with that of the Wandals or Wends. In the town of Equinus (im-
mediately beyond the Hi, perhaps Aspara) the people were Mohammedans
speaking Persian, though so far remote from Persia. The Yugurs (or Uigurs)
of the country about the Cailac had formed a language and character of their

own, and in that language and character the Nestorians of the tract used to
perform their sacred offices and write their books. The Yugurs are those
among whom are found the fountain and root of the Turkish and Coman-
ian tongue. Their character has been adopted by the Monghals. In using it

they begin writing from the top and write downwards, whilst line follows

line from left to right. The Nestorians say their service, and have their holy

book in Sjrriac, but know nothing of the language, just as some of our Monks
sing the mass without knowing Latin. The Tibet people write as we do,

and their letters have a strong resemblance to ours. The Tangut people write

from right to left like the Arabs, and their lines advance upwards."

There were other matters besides language and religion on

which Friar William made observations and though his book is

eminently human, giving us a very interesting view of his own
personality, and of his difficulties with his dragoman which

many a modern Eastern traveler will sympathize with, and a

picture that includes the detail that he was a very heavy man,

valde ponderosus, which makes his travel cm horsdKick for some

10,000 miles all the more wonderful ; it also contains a mass of

particulars marvelously true, or so near the truth as to be almost

more interesting, as to Asiatic nature, ethnog^raphy, manners,

morals, commercial customs and nearly ever)rthing else relating

to the life of the peoples among whom he traveled. A typical

example is to be found in the following suggestive parag^raph

:

"The current money of Cathay is of cotton paper, a palm in length and

breadth, and on this they print lines like those of Mangu Kahns seal:— im-

primunt lineas sicut est sigillum Mangu"—(a remarkable expression). They

write with a painter's pencil and combine in one character several letters form-

ing one expression:
—

"faciunt in una figura plures literas comprehendentes

unam dictonem"—(a still more remarkable utterance, showing an approximate

apprehension of the nature of Chinese writing).

There are other distinguished travelers whose inspiration came

to them during the thirteenth century though their works were

published in the early part of the next century. Some of these

we know mainly through their adaptation and incorporation into

his work without due recognition by that first great writer of

spurious travels, Sir John Mandeville. Mandeville's work was

probably written some time during the early part of the second

half of the fourteenth century, but he used material gathered

from travelers of the end of the thirteenth century and the be-

ginning of the next century. Sir Henry Yule has pointed out

that by far the greater part of the supposed more distant travels

of Sir John Mandeville were appropriated from the narrative of

Friar Odoric, a monk who became a member of the Franciscan

order about the end of the thirteenth century, and whose travels

as a missionary in the East gave him the opportunities to collect
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a precious fund of information which is contained in Odoric's
famous story of his voyages. Of Odoric himself we shall have
something to say presently.

In the meantime it seems well worth while calling to attention

that, though the narrative of Sir John Mandeville, as it is called,

and which may have been written by a French physician of the

name of John of Burgoigne under the now well known pseudo-

nym contains a number of interesting anticipations of facts that

were supposed to enter into the domain of human knowledge
much later in the intellectual development of the race. In cer-

tain passages, and especially in one which is familiar from its be-

ing cited by Dr. Johnson in the preface of his dictionary, Mande-
ville, to use the name by which the story is best known, shows
that he had a correct idea of the form of the earth and of position

in latitude as it could be ascertained by observation of the Polar

star. He knew also as we noted at the beginning of this article,

that there were antipodes, and if ships were sent on voyages of

discovery they might sail completely around the world. As
Col. Yule points out, Mandeville tells a curious story which he

had heard in his youth of how "a worthy man did travel ever

eastward until he came to his own country again."

Friar Odoric, of whom we have already spoken, must be con*

sidered as the next great missionary traveler of this age. He
took Franciscan vows when scarcely a boy and was encouraged

to travel in the East by the example of his Holy Father, St.

Francis, who, it will be recalled, went to the East to convert Sal-

adin, and also by the interest and missionary zeal to convert the

East, which had been aroused by Marco Polo's travels. His

long journeys will be more readily understood, however, if we
realize as is stated in the article on him in the Encyclopedia Brit-

annica, an authority that will surely be unsuspected of too great

partiality for the work of Catholic missionaries, that "There had

arisen also during the latter half of the thirteenth century an en-

ergetic missionary action, extending all over the East on the part

of botfi the new orders of Preaching and Minorite (or Dominican

and Franciscan) Friars which had caused the members of these

orders, of the last especially, to become estaUished in Persia and

what is now Southern Russia, in Tartary and in China.

la the course of bis travels in the East Odoric visited Malabar,

touching at Pandarini (20 miles north of Calicut) at Craganore

and at Quilon, proceeding thence to Ceylon and to the shrine of

St. Thomas at Mailapur near Madras.

Even more interesting th?in his travels in India, however, are
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those in China. He sailed from the Hindustan Peninsula in a

Chinese junk to Sumatra, visiting various ports on the northern

coast of that island and telling something about the inhabitants

and the customs of the country. According to Sir Henry Yule

he then visited Java and it would seem also the coast of Borneo,

finally reaching Kanton at the time known to Western Asiatics

as Chil Kalan or Great China. From here he went to the g^eat

ports of Fuhkeen and Schwan Chow Chow. Here he found two
houses of his order ; thence he proceeded to Fuchau, from which

place he struck across the mountains into Chekaeng, and then

visited Hang Chow, at that time renowned under the name ol

Gansay, which modem authorities in exploration have suggested

might be King Sae, the Chinese name for royal residence, which

was then one of the greatest cities of the world. Thence Odoric

passed northward by Kankin and crossing the great Kiang em-

barked on the Grand Canal and traveled to Cambaluc or Pekin,

where he remained for three years, and where it is thought that he

was attached to one of the churches founded by Archbishop John

p{ Montecorvino, who was at this time in extreme old age.

The most surprising part of Odoric's travels were still to

come. When the fever for traveling came upon him again he

turned almost directly westward to the great wall and through

Shenshua. From here the adventurous traveler (we are still

practically quoting Sir Henry Yule) entered Thibet and appears

to have visited Lhasa. Considering how much of interest has

been aroused by recent attempts to enter Lhasa, and flie sur-

prising adventures that men have gone through in the attempt,

the success of this medieval monk in such an expedition would

seem incredible if it were not substantiat.ed by documents that

place the matter beyond all doubt even in the minds of the most

distinguished modem authorities in geography and exploration.

How Odoric returned home is not definitely known though cer-

tiain fragmentary notices seem to indicate that he passed through

Khorasan and probably Tabriz to Europe.

It only remains to complete the interest of Odoric's wondrous

tale to add that during a large portion of these years and long

joumeys his companion was Friar James, an Irishman, who had

been attracted to Italy in order to become a Franciscan. To
him, as appears from a record in the public books of the town of

Udine in Italy, where the monastery of which both he and

Odoric were members, was situate, a present of two marks was

m^d^e by the. municipal authorities shortly after Odoric's death.

The r«asQn for the gift wsis stated to be that the Irish Friar had
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been for the love of God and of Odoric (a typical Celtic express-

ion and characteristic) a companion of the blessed Odoric in his

wanderings. Unfortunately Odoric died within two years after

his return, though not until the story of his travels had been
taken down in homely Latin by Friar William of Bologna.
Shortly after his death Odoric became an object of reverence on
the part of his brother friars and of devotion on the part of the

people who recognized the wonderful apostolic spirit that he had
displayed. In his Icmg wanderings and the patience and good
will with which he had borne sufferings and hardships for the

sake of winning the souls of those outside the Church of Christ.

He was formally raised to the Altars under the name of Blessed

Odoric by Papal authority some four centuries later.

We may indicate a few passages from his book which stamp
Odoric as a genuine and original traveler. He is the first Euro-

pean who mentions Sumatra. The cannibalism and community
of wives which he attributes to certain races of that island cer-

tainly belong to it, or to islands closely adjoining. His descrip-

tion of Sago in the archipelago is not free from errors, but they

are the errors of an eye-witness. In China his mention of Can-

ton by the name of Chin Kalan, his description of the custom of

fishing with tame cormorants, of the habit of letting the finger-

nails grow extravagantly, and of the compression of women's
feet, as well as of the division of the empire into twelve provinces,

with four chief ministers, are all peculiar to him among the trav-

elers of that age. Marco Polo omits them all.

Sir Henry Yule summed up his opinion of Odoric in the fol-

lowing striking passage which bears testimony also to the

healthy curiosity of ^e times, scientific interest in the strict

sense of the term, with regard to all these original sources of in-

formation which were recognized as valuable because first

hand.

"The numerous MSS. of Odoric's narrative that have come down to our
time (upwards of forty are known), and chiefly from the fourteenth century,

shows how speedily and widely it acquired popularity. It does not deserve the

charge of general mendacity brought up against it by some, though the lan-

guage of other writers who have spoken of the traveler as a man of learn-

ing is still more injudicious. Like most of the medieval travelers, he is in-

discriminating in accepting strange tales; but while some of these are the

habitual stories of the age, many particulars which he recited attest the

genuine character of the narrative and some of those which Tiraboschi and

others have condemned as mendacious interpolations are the very seals of

truth."

Besides Odoric there is another monkish traveler from whom
Mandeville has borrowed much, though without giving him any

credit. This is the well-known Praemonstratensian monk Hay-
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ton, who is said to have been a member of a princely Armenian
family and who just at the beginning of the fourteenth century
dictated a work on the affairs of the Orient and especially the

history of the nearer East in his own time, of which from the

place of his nativity and bringing up he had abundant informa-

tion, while he found all round him in France, where he was liv-

ing at the time the greatest thirst for knowledge with regard to

this part of the world. His book seems to have been dictated

originally in French at Poictiers and attracted great attention

because of its subject, many copies of it being made and trans-

lations into other languages produced within a few years after its

original appearance. Mandeville apparently did not have access

to the account of Marco Polo's writings, since only one circum-

stance that can be definitely traced to Polo occurs in Mandeville

and this seems to have come to him through Odoric.

The story of these monkish travelers is a forcible reminder of

how much the missionaries accomplished for geography, eth-

nology and ethnography in the thirteenth century as they did in

succeeding centuries. If what the missionaries have added to

these sciences were to have been lost there would have been

enormous gaps in the knowledge with which modern scholars be-

gan their scientific labors in philology. It may be a surprise to

most people, however, to be thus forcibly reminded of the won-
derful evangelizing spirit which characterizes the later middle

age. Needless to say, these graduates of the thirteenth century

universities who wandered in distant eastern lands brought with

them their European culture for the uplifting of the Orientals

and brought back to Europe many ideas that were to be fruitful

sources of suggestions, not only for geographical, ethnological,

philological and other departments of learning, but also in man-

ufactures and in arts.

We mentioned the fact that Odoric in his travels eventually

reached Cambalus or Pekin, where he found Archbishop John of

Monte-Corvino still alive, though at an advanced age, and was

probably attached for the three years of his stay to one of the

churches that had been founded by this marvelous old friar, who
had been made archbishop because of his wonderful power of or-

ganizing and administration displayed during his earlier career

as a missionary. The story of this grand old man of the early

Franciscan missions is another one of the romances of thirteenth

century travels and exploration which well deserves to be studied

in detail. Unfortunately the old archbishop was too much occu-

pied with his work as a missionary and an ecclesiastic to return
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to Europe in order to tell of it or to write out any lengthy ac-

count of his experiences. Like many another great man of the

thirteenth century he was a doer and not a writer and, but for the

casual mention of him by others, the records of his deeds would
only be found in certain ecclesiastical records and his work
would now be known to the Master alone for whom it was so un-

seHishly done.

It will be noted that most of these traveling missionaries were
Franciscans, but it must not be thought that it was only the

Franciscans who went on such missions. The Dominicans es-

tablished about the same time, at the beginning also of the thir-

teenth century, also did wonderful missionary work, but did not

record it as did their Franciscan brothers. Undoubtedly the

Franciscans surpassed them in the extent of their labors, but the

Dominicans were founded with the idea of preaching and uplift-

ing the people of Europe rather than of spreading the good news
of the Gospel outside the bounds of Christianity, as it then ex-

isted. From the very earliest traditions of their order the Fran-

ciscans had their eyes attracted towards the East. The story of

St. Francis himself, who went to the Holy Land at the end of

the twelfth century in order to convert Saladin, the eastern mon-

arch whose name has been made famous by the stories of the

crusade in which Richard Coeur de Lion took port, have been

doubted, but they seem to be founded on too good contemporary

authority to be considered as entirely apocryphal. St. Francis*

heart went out to those in darkness who knew nothing of the

Christ whom he had learned to love so ardently, and it was the

supreme desire of his life that the good tidings of Christianity

should be spread by his followers all over the world. While they

did this great work they accomplished unwittingly great things

in all the series of sciences now grasped under the term geogra-

phy and gathered precious information as to the races of men,

their relations to one another, and to the part of the earth in

which they live. The scientific progress made will always re-

dound largely to their credit in the story of intellectual develop-

ment of modern Europe. Most of their work was far ahead of

the times and was not properly appreciated until quite recent

generations, but this must only emphasize our sympathy for

those obscure, patient but fruitful workers in a g^eat field of hu-

man knowledge. As to what should be thought of those ignorant

of their work who proclaim that the Church did not tolerate

geography is hard to say. Our geographical knowledge comes

mainly from travelers whose wish it is to gain commercial op-
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portunities for themselves or their compatriots. That of the

middle ages was gained by men who wished anxiously to spread

the light of Christianity throughout the world. The geographi-

cal societies of those earlier days were the religious orders who
sent out the explorers and travelers and furnished them on their

return with an enthusiastic audience to hear their stories and

then helped to disseminate their books all over the civilized

world.

ALF way up the hill of Fiesole, overlooking Florence, the

lovely "City of the Flowers," stands the old Dpminican

Monastery of San Domenico, so long the home of the peer-

less painter, the world-famous monk, known as Fra Angelico. The

convent was founded in the year 1406, by Blessed John Dominici,

afterwards Cardinal ArchlMshop of Ragusa. Blessed John had been

chosen by Saint Raymond of Capua, at that time. General of the

Dominican Order, as Vicar-General of all tiiose convents, the in-

mates of which were willing to return to the rigor of the primitive

discipline. Having established the Reformed Rule in Venice, Cor-

tona, and other Italian cities, Blessed John conceived an ardent desire

to see it restored in the famous monastery of his native city, Santa

Maria Novella. Numerous obstacles arose to hinder the good work,

and the holy Dominican wisely resolved to found a new convent in

some retired spot, far from the distractions of the city. His confrere

in religion, Fra Jacopo Altoviti, then Bishop of Fiesole, came to his

assistance, and at his request, gave him a plot of ground situated

in the parish of the ancient cathedral of Fiesole. The building of

the church and convent was immediately commenced. The woric

was carried an with such zeal and earnestness that in the following

year (1406), Blessed John with thirteen companions took up his

abode in the new convent, whither, ere long, flocked numerous candi-

dates for admission to that home of prayer and study. In the year

1406, the youth, Antonio Pierozzi, then barely sixteen, presented him-

self to Blessed Joim, requesting from him the holy habit of Saint

Dominic. Wishing to test the vocation of the applcant, who, on be-

ing questioned as to the nature of his studies, had replied that his

favourite reading was Canon Law, Blessed John told him that it was

James J. Walsh.
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not his custom to receive as novices any but those who mastered the

"Decretum," telling him at the same time to return when he had

committed to memory the whole of this abstruse volume. At the

close of the same year the youth re-appeared, having actually ac-

complished the herculean task. Blessed John hesitated no longer ; he

bestowed the habit on the ardent youth who was destined to be-

come sucfa a brilliant light in the Annals of the Church in Florence.

He was nconinated Archbishop of Florence in 1459, and we now
know his as Saint Antoninus.

One day, in the year 1408, two brothers knocked at the gate of

the convent at Fiesde, seeking admission among the Brethren of

St Dominic. The elder of the two brothers, then 21 years of age,

was he whose name will go down to all time inscribed on die death-

less page of Fame as Fra Angelico.

Guido, or Guidolino, to give him his baptismal name, was bora

in 1387, at Vicchio, a beautiful village in the Appennines in the

Province of Mugello, not far distant from the birthplace of Giotto.

Little or nothing is known of the Angelical Painter's early works

beyond the fact that he was called Guido, or Guidolino; that bis

father's name was Peter, and that he had a brother younger than

himself, whose name was afterwards associated with his sanctity and

his genius. The most precious record of those early days is from the

pen of Vasari :

—

"He could easily have led a pleasant life in the world, for he was

in easy circumstances, and his brilliant talent would have supplied

him with the means to gratify all his desires, but his sweet and

humble spirit preferred to seek salvation in the shadow of the cloister,

and he entered the Dominican Order."

Doubtless the young aspirants to the religious state were closely

questioned as to the nature of their studies, and they were not ad-

mitted within the walls of the monastery until they had gfiven some

proof of their suitability. It was discovered that Guido possessed

undoubted talent for painting, while his brother was skilled in cali-

graphy.

At that time Dominici no longer ruled at Fiesole. Gregory XII.,

in 1406 had appointed him to the Archiepiscopal See of Ragusa, at

the same time elevating him to the dignity of Cardinal. His succes-

sor, in the convent of San Dominico, satisfied as to their fitness,

gave a warm welcome to the two postulants. He bestowed upon

them the Habit of St. Dominic, giving to the elder brother the name

of Brother John, and to the younger that of Brother Benedict.

They were afterwards sent to the Novitiate at Cortona, where they

remained for a year, their whole time being devoted to prayer and
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the practice of mortification. The whole of Fra Angelico's after life,

as we gather from the records handed down to us, proves how deeply

the lessons learned at the foot of the Crucifix during those months

of prayer and penance sank into the Seraphic Painter's soul.

There is a touching anecdote told by Vasari, which illustrates

admirably for us the exquisite simplicity of the artist monk. Long
years had passed since those days when he studied the science of the

Crucifix in the novitiate at Cortona. Fame had found out the

gentle Brother; princes and nobles sought, as for some priceless

treasure, the productions of his magic brush. Pope Nicholas, who
held the humble Dominican in the highest esteem, invited him to

breakfast, and, feeling pity for the toil-worn frame before him, of-

fered him some meat, but the meek Religious humbly excused him-

self, while thanking His Holiness. He could not touch the prof-

fered viands, not having his Prior's permission to eat meat. In

the whole-hearted childlike simplicity of his obedience, he forgot

that in the Pope, as Supreme Head of the Churdi, was vested all

authority, and that his offer implied permission which rendered

that of his Superior unnecessary. The same historian tells us further

that the Angelical Painter "shunned the worldly in all things, and

during his pure and simple life was such a friend to the poor that

I think his soul must be bold in Heaven. He painted incessantly,

but would never lay his hand to any subject not saintly. He might

have had wealth, but scorned it, and used to say that true riches are

to be found in contentment. He might have ruled over many, but

would not, saying that obedience was easier and less liable to error.

He might have enjoyed dignities among his brethren, and beyond

them all ; but he disdained these honours, affirming that he sought

for none other than what consisted in a successful avoidance of

Hell, and the attainment of Paradise. Himiane, and mortified, he

lived chastely, avoiding the errors of the world, and he was wont

to say that the pursuit of art required peace and a life of holy

thoughts ; that he who illustrates the acts of Christ should live with

Christ. He was never known to indulge in anger with anyone—

a

great, and to my mind, all but unattainable quality; and he never

admonished but with a smile. With wonderful kindness he would

tell those who sought his work, that if they got the consent of the

Prior, he would not fail. He never retouched or altered any-

thing he had once finished, but left it as it had turned out, consider-

ing it the Will of God that it should be so."

Beautiful is the sketch, thus drawn for us by the old art-loving

historian of the Seraphic Painter. Who that ever gazed on those

divine creations of his, whether as they shine forth with celestial
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softness and beauty from the dim recesses of the time-worn cells

of that old Mcwiastery of St. Mark, which he adorned so lavishly

with the works of his genius, or as they are revealed to us in those

store-houses of Art's richest treasures, the Pitti Gallery and the

Louvre ; who can doubt gazing on those radiant forms that are to

us as a revelation of Heaven, that such a manner of man was the

sweet Monk Painter ? Soft, tender, as unsullied in purity as a child,

must have been the heart and mind whence emanated those match-

less creations.

After the year of novitiate at Cortona, the two brothers returned

to Fiesole, but, troublous times intervening, they were obliged to

quit the peaceful retreat, and once more seek shelter at Cortona. It

is probable that they resided there for eleven years, but nothing

is known of those years spent in calm obscurity and ceaseless study.

Br. Benedict pursued the study of theology and philosophy with

such brilliant success that he was later chosen as Sub-Pnor of ttie

Florentine Monastery, which office he retained for a long time. Ac-

cording to the Dominican ordinances, this post can only be held by

preachers and theologians. His brother, the subject of our sketch,

at the desire of his Superiors, did not devote much time to these

studies. His brilliant genius induced them to curtail the period of

preparation for the priesthood, so that he might the better devote

himself to his divine art. This was the more easily done, because

Dominic was an ardent lover of painting, being himself skilled in

the art of illumination. In' his eyes science and art were but to be

used as efficacious means to spread the Gospel. Fra Angelico was

to preach the Grspel by means of his brush, just as others of his

Order preached it with their pens, or from the pulpit. Duting this

sojourn at Cortona, Fra Angelico executed four paintingfs. The

most important was painted for the Dominican Church at Cortona,

and is to be seen at the present day in a chapel near the High Altar.

Father Marchese regards this as one of the best work of his illustri-

ous Brother in Religion, and other competent critics have concurred

in his opinion. In this painting, one of the Prate's earliest creations,

we find a work of art, perfect of its kind. It represents Our Lady

seated on a throne, wearing a blue mantle, which almost entirely

covers her red robe. The Divine Child seated in her lap, holds in

His baby hand a damask rose. On each side are two angels bearing

baskets of flowers of the most brilliant hues, whilst at the foot of the

throne are bouquets of magnificent roses. In separate compartments

appear the figures of St. Mary Magdalen and St. Mark, St. John the

Baptist and St. John the Evangelist. Above the central picture, in

an arched frame, is Jesus crucified, with Mary and St. John. One
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would never weary of gazing at this masterpiece, the v.ojouring of

which, as in all the Angelic Painter's works, is most brilliant, yet

at the same time of such ethereal softness and freshness that the eye

rests upon them with delight.

In 1418, the difficulties which had kept the Dominicans so long

•exiled from Fiesole vanished, and they were enabled to take posses-

sion once iTKwe of their beloved convent. Here our glorious Painter

was to spend nearly twenty years in peaceful seclusion. Earth has

few fairer views to offer than that presented from the Hill of Fiesole.

Far beneath him the spectator sees the City of Flowers, with the

noble dome of its majestic Cathedral lifting itself up against the

glowing Italian sky, and Giotto's Tower, like some fair lily on its

slender stalk, pointing heavenwards ; while the Amo winds its tor-

tuous course like a thread of silver through the valley, and, far awray

in the distance, loom the lofty Appennines. What visions of en-

trancing loveliness revealed themselves to the Seraphic Painter dur-

ing those long years of blessed seclusion, as he paced the terrace of

his convent home! In the early dawn, when the first faint flush in

the Eastern sky announced the coming morn ; in the glowing hours

of noontide, when the City was veiled in a luminous haze; at the

sunset hour when the evening sky was the palette whereon Nature

blended her loveliest tints in such bewildering, entrancing comtuna-

tions, each and every hour brought some fresh revelations of her

magic tints, while her loving pupil looked on with eyes so keen to

note her every loveliness, and to treasure those ravishing hues to

reproduce them later for the delight of all ages. In the hushed and

solemn calm of the holy night when the moon flooded the lovely val-

ley and the olive groves on the hillsides with silver light; at all

hours, in all seasons. Nature was forever unfolding, as still she un-

folds, some fresh loveliness, but alas ! there are no eyes touched by

genius to note them now. True, it was a somewhat different city

which met the gaze of Fra Angelico from what we now behold.

Brunelleschi was still working' at the Cathedral dome, which was not

finished until 1439, while Giotto's Tower begun in 1334, was not

yet ccxnpleted. Before the belfrey rose the ancient Baptistry, but of

its matchless doors, said by Michel Angelo to be worthy of being the

doors of Heaven, Ghiberti had only begun the second in 1403, while

the third was still unfinished in 1425. In the interior of the Cathedral

Donatello was working in collaboration with Michelozzo at the mon-

ument erected by Cosmo Medici to the memory of John XXII., who
died in 1419.

Behind the Cathedral the tower of the Signori rose proudly in the

air, as if to dominate the surrounding country. Between the .Duomo
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and the Palazzo Vecchio was the Chapel, finished in 1412, and called

Or San Michele (S. Michael in Orto). Just at this time, the

facade was being adorned with a series of colossal statues, represent-

ing the patron saints of the various Guilds, magnificent works, chisel-

led by the famous sculptors, Donatello, Ghiberti, and Michelozzo.

Within the chapel itself was erected in 1350, a splendid marble altar,

surmounted by a ciborium, the work of Andrea Orcagna. From
his convent at Fiesole, Fra Angfelica could see, to the right, the Dom-
inican Church of Santa Maria Nbvella, a building with three naves,

which was begun in 1278, by his Brethren in Religion, Fra Sisto

and Fra Ristoro, who were regarded in Italy, and justly so, as the

best architects of their time. Many a time the monk painted must

have knelt in prayer in the Chapel of the Rucellai in the same Church

of this Order before Cimabue's famous Mad<Mina, which, in 1280,

was placed in that sanctuary amidst the acclamations of the people.

In the ancient cloisters, were still to be seen in all their first fresh-

ness, those frescoes, now Uurred and half-effaced, representing

scenes from the Old Testament. In the Spanish Chapel (Capella

Degli Spagnuoli) resplendent in their brilliant colouring were the

frescoes of Christ's Passion, the legend of St. Dbminic and of St.

Peter, Martyr, as well as the Triumph of St Thomas of Aquinas.

To the left of the Duomo, our young Painter could see Santa

Cioce, the magnificent Church of the Franciscans. It was begun

in 1294, by Amolfodi Cambio, but it was not until 1442 that the

finishing strokes were given to the stately edifice, reared by the sons

of St Francis to the glory of God. Giotto had adorned several of

the Chapels with the Coronation of the Blessed Virgin, and scenes

from the lives of St. Jc*n the Baptist, St. John the Evangelist, and

St. Francis. Even yet, those paintings—half effaced, and what re-

mains, dull and retouched—charm tiie beholder with the beauty of

their composition and the soft harmony of their colouring.

We have but little record of those twenty years passed by Fra

Angelico at Fiesole. Contemplating and studying Nature in her

fairest moods, communing in sweet familiarity with God and His

Saints, practising the loftiest virtue in the simplest manner, in

penance, and in mortification, so passed the years. God was the

source whence flowed all those inspirations which took form under

the peerless brush, and which thrill the beholder as if at a vision of

Heaven. Gazing at those divine compositions, those heavenly forms

and faces, how easy it is to believe Vasari when he tells us that.

"Fra Giovanni never took brush in hand without first, on his

knees, invoking God's assistance in humUest prayer, and, when he

painted a Crucifix, the tears would flow in copious streams from
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his eyes. And," adds Vasari, "the saints painted by Fra Angelico

have more the air of saints than those of any other master. We rec-

ognize in the faces and attitudes of his figures the depth and intensity

of his faith."

The soul of Fra Angelico was pure as that of a child. He knew
nothing of the passions which rend the human heart like the erup-

tions of a fiery volcano. He lived in an atmosphere of holiness and

innocence, hence it is that his creatures are living, breathing embodi-

ments of heavenly purity, while, when the pure-hearted monk has to

paint the wicked, he invests them with ugliness so strange as to be

almost grotesque. There is a painting of the Last Ju<%ment in the

Pitti Gallery, in which the ugliness of the devils and the lost souls

almost provokes a »nile.

Heaven's deepest calm reigned in Fra Angelico's soul. The lower

depths of human sorrow and anguish were unknown to him, and

hence it is that even when he depicts the Crucifixion the pain and

suffering he represents have a strangely calm effect upon the be-

holder ; those sorrow-stricken faces are so soft and sweetly heavenly

that they seem to breathe forth peace and resignation like some

rare flower that, when crushed, exhales the sweetest fragrance.

It was but natural that Fra Angelico should give the first fruits

of his years of study to the convent at Fiesole. Upon one of the

walls of the Refectory, be painted the Crucifixion with the figures of

Our Blessed Lady and the Beloved Disciple. Father Marchese is

of opinion that the figures of St. Dominic there represented was

afterwards added. The picture was restored in 1566, and suffered

considerably thereby, much of the original delicacy of the work being

destroyed. During the French Revolution, the refectory was trans-

formed into a storeroom, to the considerable 'damage of the paint-

ing. It was afterwards sold for 40,000 francs, removed frtMn the

wall, and taken to the Louvre.

Another fresco, painted on the wall of the Chapter Room of the

convent, suffered the same fate, being purchased by a Russian noble

for the sum of 46,000 francs. Although this picture has also suffered

at the hands of the "restorers," it may still be classed amongst the

best of the master's works. The Divine Infant is represented stand-

ing on His Mother's lap, while at the side are St. Dominic and St.

Thomas Aquinas holding an open book. In none of Fra Angelico's

paintings are the faces and form more divinely beautiful. Unfor-

tunately some of the draperies and the lower part of the picture have

suffered from damp and unskillful retouching.

The "Coronati<Mi of the Blessed Vii^^in," also painted for the

FiesoIe Convent, was removed in 1812, and is now in the Louvre.

Digitized by
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The picture painted for the High Altar is now in the National Gal-

lery, London. Its place in the Church at Fiesole is occupied by a

bad copy.

In 1436, Fra Angelico painted, for one of the Florentine Guilds^

his famous Madonna with angel musicians; at the same time he

finished three pictures for the Cistercians in Florence. But his prin-

cipal work of that time was the Descent from the Cross, painted for

the Church of the Trinita, Florence, and now in the Academia ddle

Belle Arti in that City. In this marvellous painting, we see the

Sacred Body of Our Divine Lord bearing upon it all the marks of

the terrible sufferings inflicted upon it, but yet retaining all its

Divine Majesty and Beauty. As it liglitly rests on the arms of

Nicodemus, the Sacred Limbs seem scarcely to have any of the rigid-

ity of Death. The Sacred Feet reach downwards to Mary Magdalen,

who kneels with out-stretched hands covered with a transparent veil

to receive them, whilst she bows her head in lowliest adoration ; Jo-

seph of Arimathea stands on a ladder opposite Nicodemus. He still

retains hold of one Divine Arm, whilst Saint John sustains the weight

of the Beloved Master's Sacred Body, still lower down, we see the

kneeling figure of a young man wearing a crown, who seems as he

strikes his breast, to accuse himself as the cause of his Saviour's

death. The forms of two other men are visible between Magdalen

and Joseph of Arimathea, as they support from behind the Sacred

Body in such a manner as to assist John and Nicodemus, and to

allow the Precious Burden to sink gently to the ground. On the

right of the {Mcture the Holy Women are grouped. Mary, with out-

stretched hand, awaits the moment when the mangled remains of

Her Divine Son shall be laid upon her lap. She is seated on a

slight elevation of the ground, whilst the others stand respectfully

around ; two women hoid the winding sheet.

In this lovely picture the master has chosen his colours with the

greatest care, and their harmony is perfect ; Magdalen and the man
who stands opposite her are robed in red. The amber reflections,

verging on brown, cast by the Sacred Body, harmonize perfectly

with Magdalen's robe. Saint John and the two men whose figures

appear between Magdalen and Joseph of Arimathea, are vested in

blue. The garment worn by Nicodemus and also Joseph's under

vestment are of a delicate purple. The upper tunic of the last-named

is deep green, thus completing the perfect harmony of the colour-

ing.

Regarding this masterpiece, Montalembert says, "Oh ! what super-

abounding love of God ; what immense and ardent contrition must

the saintly Fra Angelico have experienced when painting this Cruci-
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fixion. How he must have meditated in his narrow cell, and wept

over the suffenngs of Our Divine Master. Every touch of the brush,

every detail, seem so many loving regrets coming from the depths

of his soul. What a touching sermon is preached by such a picture

!

Others may only see therein a work of art, but I feel that I derive

therefrom ineffable consolation and profound instruction."

In the year 1436 Fra Angelico quitted Fiesole to take up his abode

in the Convent of St. Mark in Florence. The latter convent was but

recently rebuilt by Cosmo de Medici. This powerful Prince who
owned a villa near the convent at Fiesde, had constituted himself the

patron of the religious who dwelt there. Ever the munificient patron

of Art, he soon discovered the rare genius oif the lowly Dominican.

At his request, Fra Angelico had painted several pictures for him,

and it was now, through his solicitations that the Angelic Painter

was transferred to the newly restored Convent of St. Mark.

Cosmo de Medici had entrusted the task of rebuilding the Convent

to Michelozzi but St. Antoninus modified the prince's magnificent

designs as being opposed to the spirit of the Dbminican Order.

Hence, resulted a building of noble yet simple architecture. Only

in the construction of the two clcMsters and of the library did the

genius of Michelozzi find full sway. The library is divided into

three naves by two rows of magnificent Doric pillars.

When the monks of Fiesole entered St. Mark, nothing but bare

whitewashed walls met their gaze, a particularly repellant sight to

the beauty-loving Italian, but not long did they so remain. Those

smooth walls afforded boundless opportunity for the exercise of the

Angelic Painter's divine talent.

At the end of the outer cloister, called the Ooister of St. Anton-

inus, because of a series of frescoes on its walls, representing scenes

from the life of the holy Archbishop of Florence which were ex-

ecuted at the close of the sixteenth century, a beautiful "Christ on

the Cross" is seen. The Divine figure, hanging on the Cross is

painted with the artist's tender matchless skill. St. Dominic kneels

below, clasping the foot of the Cross in his loving embrace, whilst he

gazes with eyes full of sorrowing love op his crucified Master. All

art critics are unanimous in praising this work, which is, notwith-

standing, of the utmost simplicity. The figures are but few, and it

lacks brilliant colouring, but yet what lessons does that picture

preach. What profound self-abnegaticxi ; what utter oblivion of all

save Christ Crucified in that rapt figure of St. Dominic, as he con-

II.
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templates with eyes from which his love-filled soul shines forth, the

bleeding mangled form of his Redeemer! What lessons in prayer

and meditation for the white-robed sons of St. DcMninic, as they

stood in the silent cloister before the ecstatic figure of their Founder

!

There was their standard, there the principles, the life and soul of

their Order, self-immolation at the foot of the Cross ; forgetfulness

of everything, save Jesus Crucified. Eloquent is the sermon, indeed

which Fra Angelico preaches still by the might of his genius, from

that old Convent wall.

Nbt far from this painting, and over the door leading to the sac-

risty is a painting of St. Peter, Martyr, holding in his left hand a

bode and a palm-branch, whilst, with the forefinger of his right hand

placed on his lips, he enjoins silence. An eloquent reminder to the

Brethren of the silence and recollection which should reign in the

cloisters. Near the door leading to the refectory is a representation

of Our Lord, standing erect in His Tomb, and showing His pierced

hands. Nowhere has Fra Angelico painted face and form of diviner

beauty. Over another door (that of the guest-room of the mon-

astery) the same masterhand has depicted two Dominicans receiv-

ing Our Divine Lord Himself under the guise of a pilgrim. The two

relig^ious are receiving their guest, represented as a beautiful

young man, with countenances which beam with heavenly charity.

Over the refectory, Fra Benedetto (our Painter's brother) has re-

presented the scene of Emmaus, but his work is far inferior to that

of Fra Angelico. A beautiful figure of St. Thomas Aquinas, alas

!

much damaged, completes the decoration of the cloister.

In the Chapter-room of the Convent is the great picture of the

Crucifixion, usually regarded as the Angelic Painter's greatest work.

The Divine Redeemer hangs from a Cross of great height, whence

he dominates the whole world ; on each side hang the two thieves. At

the foot of the Cross a death's head indicates the consequences of sin.

Grouped around are the faithful few who have followed the Master

to Calvary. Our Lady, fainting beneath the load of sorrow, is sup-

ported by one of the holy women, while Magdalen, kneeling at the

foot of the Cross, turns round to receive in her arms the Mother of

God. This group is of divinest beauty. A little apart, we see St.

John the Baptist, St. Mark, the patron of the Convent, Saint Laur-

ence, Saints Cosmas and Damian, the two last being the patrons of

the Medici family; on the opposite side is Saint Dominic in an

ecstasy of sorrow, Saint Thomas of Aquin, and a number of other

saints. It would be impossible to give an idea of the marvellous skill

with which the painter had depicted on each face the varying ex-

pressions of tenderest love and agonising sorrow.
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It is much to be regretted that partial attempts at restoration have

seriously injured this magnificent work, by destroying the delicate

harmony of its tones, replacing the original blue of the badcground

by a shade of red, hurtful to the eye.

In addition to the Crucifixion in the Chapter Room, Fra Angelico

painted another in the Refectory, but this last was destroyed in 1434.

The Crucifixion was pre-eminently the Angelic Painter's favourite

subject It is repeated seventeen times in the cells of St. Marie's

Monastery. On the bare walls of these narrow cells Fra Angelico

has left visions of beatuy, entrancing the beholder, even now after

the long ages which have passed into Eternity, since the Painter's

magic brush g^ve life and colour to those exquisite creations. What
a revelation of the Artist's humility! No thought of earthly fame

or of the applause of admiring crowds crossed the mind of the

humble monk, as he lavished the treasures of his genius on these

bare narrow cells where there was scarcely space for a table, a chair,

and the couch whereon the mortified Religious »iatched a few brief

hours of slumber. The strict convent enclosure forbade all such

dreams, but Fra Angelico worked for the glory" of God and the

sanctification of souls, carrying out those great aims of his Order

as effectually in his silent cloister as the preacher or the missionary.

On the outer wall of the row of cells, Fra Angelico has aeptcted

the Annunciation with surpassing g^ce and purity. The Blessed

Virgrin is represented seated on a small stool, while the Angel kneels

before her. The small cell opens on a portico, and beyond we see a

closed garden, glowing with beautiful flowers; Underneath the

painting the saintly artist has written, "Hail, Mother of Love ; Mary

the august temple of the Holy Trinity," and then he adds, "When
you pass before the picture of the Immaculate Virgin, remember, as

you pass, to say an Ave."

In one of the cells there is another Annunciation of even more ee-

lestial loveliness. Our Lady is kneeling ; the Angel stands before her

and seems to await her reply. Behind him is St. Peter the Martyr

so distinguished for his purity. Words fail to do justice to this

exquisite fresco. In one of the cells, larger than the others there

is a beautiful Adoration of the Magi. Cosmo de Medici had this

cell built for himself, and thither he frequently came to pass a few

days in the company of the Prior, Saint Antoninus, and our Painter,

for whom he entertained great affection. Pope Eugene IV. also

occupied this cell on the occasion of his visit to Florence in 1442,

for the purpose of presiding at the ceremony of the consecration of

St. Mark.

The Adoration of the Magi was a favourite subject with the paint-
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ers of the Renaissance on account of the scc^ it afforded for rich

costumes and flowing draperies. In choosing it for the decoration of

the cell occupied by the rich and mighty Medici Prince, doubtless

Fra Angclico meant to inculcate the lesson that the g^eat ones of earth

should lay their sceptres and their riches at the Feet of Jesus Christ.

The scene is admirably arranged. In the background are the mount-

ains of Judea, which the three kings have crossed. The side of a

wall indicates the cave of Bethlehem. Our Lady is seated on the

saddle of an ass, holding on her lap the Kvine Child, who blesses the

dd king, while the latter, prostrate before Him, scarcely dares to

kiss the feet of the Desired of all naticms. He has just offered his

gift, which St. Joseph, who is standing near, holds in his hand. Be-

hind are the two other kings and their suite, composed of warriors

and wise men, in oriental costumes. One of the king^ holds a sj^re

to indicate the science, the pursuit of which has led them to the

New-boin Saviour. Two men on horseback are gazing at the star

just over the stable. The whole design is masterly in its conception

and treatment.

In another cell there is an exquisite "Coronation of the Virgin."

This subject was very dear to Fra Angelico, and he has treated it

here with the full perfection of his genius. Our Divine Lord and

His Immaculate Mother are represented seated on light clouds ; Our
Lady bends humbly, while her Divine Son places on her head a radi-

ant crown, her whole attitude seems to suggest that she is once more

repeating, "Behold the Hand-maid of the Lord." Both figures are

clothed in robes of dazzling whiteness. Around are grouped numer-

ous saints in adoring ecstasy.

As we wander through these silent deserted cells, once the abode of

sanctity and learning, and gaze in mute admiration on the forms and

faces which gleam from the bare walls like soft glimpses of celestial

regions, many are the thoughts suggested of the two mi^ty spirits

who lived and moved such long centuries ago, within those cloisters

;

each so different in his giant intellect, and yet each striving for the

same end. The stern reformer, Savonarola, and the gentle brother,

the Angelic Painter. The fiery Champion of God's honour, who fear-

lessly denounced sin, and the saintly artist who, in the depth of his

cloister, preached and still preaches sublime lessons in the Science of

Salvation.

The saintly Dominican artist was not to end his days in the Con-

vent of St. Mark, upon the decoraticwi of which he had been so pro-

digal of his brilliant talent, nor yet, was he to die in the peaceful

calm of fair Fiesole, the scene of his early religious life.

In 1445, Pop^ Eugenius IV. summoned Fra Angelico to Rome,
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and there he passed the last ten years of his life. The Pope had al-

ready conceived a great regard for the Angelic Painter during his

stay in the Convent of St. Mark.

In 1445, Zabarella, the Archbishop of Florence died, and some

historians, amongst them Vasari, tell us that the Pope wished to

nominate Fra Angelico to the vacant See. In reality, Antoninus,

the Prior of St. Mark, was the one upon whom the Pope's choice fell.

In connection with his election, Vasari tells the following story,

amusing in its quaint simplicity :

—

"The Pope, knowing Fra Giovanni as a man of most holy life, gentle and
humble, judged him worthy to fill the Archepiscopal See of Florence, just

then vacant. When the humble Religious heard the news, he besought the
Holy Father to choose another, alleging that he felt himself utterly unfit to
govern others, and then the simple-minded monk went on to inform the Pope
that in his Order there was a brother, ardently devoted to the poor, most
learned ; who understood how to rule, and filled with the fear of the Lord. Far
better would it be that Kis Holiness should elect such a man."

The Pope, we are told, recognised the wisdom of the humble

Friar's remarks, and acting on his advice, nominated Antoninus

Archbishop of Florence. This illustrious member of the Dominican

Order, famous alike for his learning and his sanctity, was canonised

in the reign of Pope Adrian VI.

Possibly this story, told by Vasari, has but little foundation. Be
that as it may, the fact remains that Fra Angelico was called to

Rome in 1445, and took up his abode in the Convent of His Order,

Santa Maria Sopra Minerva. He had the happiness of enjoying the

friendship of two of the greatest PraitifFs who ever sat in the Chair

of Peter.

Eugenius IV., whose mission it was to restore discipline and heal

the wounds which schism had inflicted on the Church, was a man of

the most exalted virtue, and endowed with the rarest gifts. Noble

by birth and possessed of great fortune, he might have aspired to

earth's highest honours, but he fled from the world to a convent in

Venice, having first distributed his fortune amongst the poor. When
raised to the Pontifical Throne, he proved himself the devoted friend

of the poor and an apostle full of zeal for God's Church.

Very touching is the account of the last hours of the g^eat Pope.

On Christmas Day, after celebrating Mass, he was seized with sud-

den illness, and at once announced to those around that his death

was at hand. He summoned Saint Antoninus to his bedside, and

received from him the last Sacraments. The Saint spoke at length

to the dying Pontiff on the joys of Heaven into which he was about

to enter. Just as the words with which the Church speeds the soul

about to set forth on the journey to eternity, "Depart, O Christian

Soul," were being pronounced the saintly Pontiff calmly expired.
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The conclave summoned to elect his successor met in the Domi-

nican Church of the Minerva, and thus it happened that our Angelic

Painter was one of the first who rendered homage to the new Pope,

the Cardinal Archbishop of Bologna, who was elected under the

title of 'Nicholas V. This Pope was a most liberal patron of the fine

arts, and did much towards beautifying Rome. His sincere affec-

tion for Fra Angelico lasted until the death of the latter, and it was

he who wrote the epitaph engraved on the grat Painter's tomb.

Amongst the fruits of Fra Angelico's labours during those last

years passed in the Eternal City, were the mural decorations of two

chapels in the Vatican. One, the Chapel of the Blessed Sacrament,

was demolished in the reign of Paul III., to allow the erection of the

staircase leading to the Sistine Chapel. The other chapel, known as

the Chapel of Nicholas V., has fortunately been preserved. It is

small and lighted by a window. On three sides are represented the

scenes from the lives of St. Stephen the Martyr and Saint Laurence.

These compositions are, even amongst the master's works, remark-

able for the beauty of their design and the purity and brilliancy of

their colouring.

In 1447, an appeal was made to the great Dominican artist, by

the people of Orvieto, that he would decorate cme of the chapels of

their noble Cathedral, of which the first stone was laid in 1290.

The origin of the building of this Cathedral is very remarkable.

A priest, who doubted of the Real Presence, was one day terrified

while saying Mass, to behold the Corporal dyed with Blood. God
had lifted the veil which hides His Kvine Presence from our mortal

eyes, and allowed the Precious Blood to flow visibly as on Calvary.

The people witnesses of this stupendous miracle, resolved to erect

a shrine, magnificent as their gpreatest efforts could make it, for the

reception of the Blood-stained Corporal. Thus it is that the vast

Basilica of Orvieto, with all its marvels of painting and sculpture,

its stained glass, and gorgeous g^m-studded reliquary, is a people's

act of faith in the Real Presence.

Fra Angelico accepted the invitation to Orvieto, and we find him

during the months of June, July, and August, working at the decora-

tion of one of the chapels in the Cathedral. The subject he had

chosen was the Last Judgment, a subject which he had already

treated with consummate skill. In September he returned to Rome,

leaving his work unfinished. During these three months he painted

Christ, surrounded by the Prophets, with Hell yawning beneatn. In

one hand the Divine Saviour holds a globe, emblematic of the

world, whilst the other is raised in malediction against the damned.

From this fragment we may form some idea of what the entire com-
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position would have been if carried out. Nothing similar was ever

attempted by the painters of the period, and those figures will re-

main to all times as models of religious painting.

Fra Angelico did not return to Orvieto, for what reasons we know
not, although the people never ceased to hope for his return until

that last moment, when "Envious Death dashed from him his brush,"

tiius rendering hope impossible.

Amidst the magnificent tombs, which adorn the Church of the

Minerva, may be seen in the sacristy a simple monumental stone

on which is represented a Religious sleeping the sleep of the just.

This stone marks the spot where rests Fra Angelico of Fiesole.

He died on the i8th March, 1445, in the sixty-eighth year of his

age. There is no record left to us of his last moments, but who can

doubt but that this pure angelic soul passed in happy ecstasy to

Heaven. There were no gloomy remorseful memories to rise irom

the past to disturb the peace of his last moments. From early youth

Fra Angelico had b**Ji consecrated to God's service. The marvellouft

g;ift which God had bestowed upon him had never been used save

for his Divine Master's Glory and the salvation of souls. May we
not feel certain that when, according to the beautiful custom of their

Order, his brethren gathered round his dying bed to chant the Salve

Regina, the Queen of Heaven graciously hearkened to their prayer ?

She who had been the light, the sweetness of his life, whose sweet

image he had never wearied reproducing, would she not now turn

her loving eyes on her faithful client, and show unto him the Blessed

Fruit of her womb? And, so surrounded by rejoicing angels, the

pure soul of the Angelic Painter passed from earth.

The humble Dominican's death evoked universal regret. The

Pope, as we have said, cc»n(>osed the epitaph for his tomb. The
pec^le, who revered him as a saint, bestowed upon him the title of

II Beato. The gentle Brother who, during his life shrank from

earthly fame or glory, will live to all time in the hearts and on the

lips of men, winning, by means of his heavenly creations, souls to

the love of God ; even the most worldly-minded, as they gaze on his

immortal works, feeling their hearts strangely stirred with yearning

after better things.

In the Uffizi Gallery, Florence, there is an exquisite Coronation

of the Blessed Virgin, painted by Fra Angelico, for the Church of

the Carthusians, near Florence. In this masterpiece are represented

no less than forty angels, robed in garments of dazzling brightness,

glittering with gold embroidery. Next to Our Divine Lord and His

Immaculate Mother, Fra Angelico loved to paint the angelic inhabi-

tants of Heaven. Never does his genius shine more transcendantly
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than when thus employed. Those radiant figures full of celestial

grace and beauty, breathing of Eternal youth, are indeed angels. We
feel instinctively that those peerless forms are beings far removed

irom us. No wonder that Vasari should exclaim that the man who
painted such must have first seen them in Heaven. In this picture

Our Lord is represented bending over His Blessed Mother. His

right hand is raised to insert one last gem in the radiant diadem with

which she is already crowned. Besides, the rejoicing angels, we see

a large number of the elect, amongst whom are St. Peter, St Domi-

nic, and St Benedict on one side ; oa the other, St Mary Magdalen,

St. Catherine, St. Stephen and St. Peter, Martyr. The harmony of

the colouring in this work is perfect, and the beauty of tiie whole

is indescribable.

Amongst the most precious of the treasures in the Naticmal Gal-

lery, London, is a picture executed by Fra Angelico for the Domini-

can Church at Fiesole. The painting is divided into three compart-

ments; in the centre Our Divine Saviour is represented ascending

gloriously to Heaven, in His hand the victorious standard of the

Resurrection ; a multitude of adoring angels surround Him, and an-

nounce His victory to the whole worJd with the sound of trumpets

and other musical instruments ; in the two side compartments a great

number of saints are seen, all sharing in the glory of the Redeemer's

triumph over the powers of darkness. Celestial beauty and sweet-

ness breathe from this inspired composition.

Truly do we feel as we gaze on these creations of his genius that

th Divine Painter is not dead, but still lives and preadies to all men
the Beauty of Holiness.

£. Leahy.
Dublin, Ireland.

WHENI DID ISRAEL GO OUT OF EGYPT?

WE have many decisive proofs of the existence of other

nations in the remote ages of antiquity, as powerful as

the Egyptians, and even more enlightened. Yet, of

those nations, no vestige remains ; their buildings, and other public

works are totally effaced. The country which they cultivated and

embellished, is, at present, a barren desert, destitute of every remain

that might mark its ancient state, and inhabited, or rather ravaged,

by wandering barbarians." Thus wrote Karsten Niebuhr in 1792.*

Since then great changes have been operated in the world of histor-

ical investigation, floods of light have poured in upon us from the

iTravds through Arabia.

Digitized by
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East, and the deserts have surrendered many of their secrets. Long

buried civilizations live again, and people of the most remote ages

rise up from the mists of fable, assuming the shape of real and tan-

gible history. The progress made, since Grotefend and Rawlinson

began the deciphering of the cuneiform inscriptions is enormous.

Egypt and Babylonia have both grown to be inexhaustible treasures

to fhe archaeologist, and consequently, to the historian. It has be-

come possible to reconstruct the history of the Land of Ae Nile, as

wdl as that of the EujArates valley. Not the least interest in the

discoveries made is the light, direct or indirect, which has been cast

upon our Sacred Writing^, and we look forward with pleasure to

the day, still remote, when out of the dead past, the sun will rise, to

cast its brilliancy over points still obscure.

There are few questions so near to the heart of the Biblical student,

and, perhaps, of the Egyptologist, as the date of the Exodus in

Egyptian history. Strong authorities have placed this cardinal event

of Israelite history in the reign of Memeptah, successor to the

second Harnesses, and in favor of this opinion, many illustriotis

names might be cited. This belief, though quite common until re-

cently, has not been without its adversaries. As early as 1840, Sir

J. Gardner Wilkinson regarded Thothmes IIL of the XVIII Dy-

nasty, as the Pharaoh of the Exodus.' Captain A. £. Haynes, R. E.,

writes that "it is possible to show, that the evidence daily accruing,

points with peculiar and increasing persistency, to one perkxl of

Egyptian chronology, as the period in question, in preference to the

other (the times of the XIX Dynasty).'

The arguments in favor of the reign of- Memeptah may be briefly

summed up. In 1881, Maspero and Emil Brugsch discovered,

among others the mummy of Ramesses II, in the rock-pit be-

tween the mounds of Shaikh Abd el Qumah, and the Temple of

Der-el-Bahri. This g^eat conqueror of Western Asia had reigned in

Egypt sixty-seven years. One of the store cities built for Pharaoh by

the Israelites, bore the name of Rameses, or Ramesses (Exod. I,ii.).

This fact appeared to be a sufficient reason to identify the gpreat man
who bore this name with the Pharaoh of the oppression, as no ruler

is known to have borne it before the XIX Dlynasty. The other city

constructed by the Hebrews was Pithom. The site of this city has

been identified by M. Nairlle, in the mound of Tel-el-Maskhuta,

where bricks and inscriptions were found, showing that there had

existed the city of Per-Tum, the city of Turn, or Tmu, the God of the

Setting Sun. The name of Ramesses II. frequently recurring, led

'The Ancient Egyptians. Vol. I., p. 52.

* Quarterly Statement Palestine Exploration Fund, 1896.
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to the conclusion that the city was founded by him. The Egyptian

name of the district in which Pithon, or Per-Tum, lay, was called

Th'ukut which coresponds to the Soccoth of Exodus (XII, 37.)

It is also remarkable that the walls which divided the compartments

of the storehouses were found to be made of bricks without straw.

"Therefore he commanded the same day the overseers of the works

and the taskmasters of the people : you shall give straw no more to

the people to make brick, as before, but let them go, and gather

straw." (Exod. V. 6, 7.). Another argument may be drawn from

the length of Ramesses' reign of sixty-seven years. He was ninety

years of age, when he died. We know from the Bible, that the

Pharaoh of the oppression had a long reign. "Now, after a long

time, the King of Egypt died." (Exod. II. 23.).

If Ramesses II. was the Pharaoh of the Oppression, it has been in-

ferred, that his son and successor, Memeptah, must be the Fliaraoh

of the Exodus. The Book of Exodus leads us to believe that this

Pharaoh was a man of weak and vacillating character. Whenever
the plagues afflict him, and evils gather round him, he takes the

place of a suppliant. No sooner, however, has the danger passed,

than he hardens his heart, returning to his evil ways, and cruel per-

secution. From the monuments, we know comparatively little of

Memeptah's life, and this alone places him in striking ccmtrast with

his g^eat father, Ramesses, whose memory has remained crystalized

in stone by the commemoration of his victories on the walls of the

great temple of Karnak. In Memeptah's reign, Egypt was weakened

and it no longer inspired the terror, connected with the name of

Ramesses. An inscription on the temple of Ammon at Thebes al-

lows us, moreover, to conjecture that Memeptah was regarded as

pusillanimous. "Put away the dejected heart from thee," was the

admonition given to him.* The funeral temple of Memeptah at

Thebes was explored, in 1896, by Petrie, who discovered there a

statue of the king, and an inscribed stele of his reig^. The face

bears the impress of softness and effeminacy, so different from the

energetic features of Ramesses II. Upon the stele in question, men-

tion is made of the Israelites. The inscription has thus been trans-

lated: "The Israelites (I-s-i-r-a-e-ra) are ruined (lost) ; their crops

are destroyed."^

About 1899, Loret found in his tomb the mummy of Amenophis II.

Here too, with others, was discovered that of Memeptah, son of

Ramesses II. This fact does not, in reality, militate against the

< Light from the East C. T. Ball.

B For other arguments in favor of Memeptah's being the Pharaoh of the

Exodus, see "The Pharaoh of the Exodus and his son," by John A. Paine

in the Coitury Magazine, September 1889, p. 706.
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theory of his having been the Pharaoh of the Exodus ; for it is not

stated that Pharaoh himself was drowned with his army in the Red
Sea, or, even if he had been drowned, his body would surely hava

been recovered, if possible. That the possibility existed, is evident

from Exod. XIV, 31, where we are told, that the dead bodies might

be seen upon the seashore, after the catastrophe. From the forego-

ing, we may conclude, that there are arguments in favor of the opin-

ion of Memeptah being the Pharaoh of the Exodus, which are not

to be despised. The strongest of these is the identification of the

cities of Pithom, and the name of the city of Ramesses.

We may now turn our attention to tradition. One fact must be

r^arded as certain, and that is that the persecutors of the He-

brews belonged to a dynasty, different fromi that, under which

Jacob had entered Egypt. The king "that knew not Jo-

seph" was not likely to be of the family of the Pharaoh

who had raised him to the most exalted position in the land.

Josephus says that the persecutors of the Hebrews belonged

to a family, distinct from that, under which Jacob and his children

went to Egypt.* It has generally been believed that Jaseph was sold

into Egypt during the period, a very obscure period, of Hyksos

domination. One of the Hyksos kings, according to Manetho, cited

by Josephus, was lanias.'' The Arab list of Egyptian kings gives us,

among the Amalekites who had conquered Egypt, Reijan, and an

old Arab tradition, extant in Egypt makes Reijan, son of El Welid,

the Pharaoh of Joseph. In 1888, Naville discovered the statue of •

Ian, the cartouche of whom styles him the "Son of Ra," and who, as

an Arab said, had been known as the Pharaoh of Joseph.' This

Reijan should, therefore, be identified with the lanias of Manetho,

the lan-Ra of the discovery of Naville, and Khian, the best known

king of the Hyksos.' The Arabs make Walid, grandson of Rdjan,

in the same dynasty, the Pharaoh of the Exodus.*"

In Manetho's dynasties, as given by Africanus, we find Amosis

the first king of the XVIII I>ynasty. This agrees with the monu-

ments, for which Aahmes is the first monarch of the same dynasty.

According to Africanus, the Exodus occurred in the reign of this

monarch. The Manetho lists in Eusebius place the same event

under Ohencherres, several reigns later, but in the same dynasty.

This Chencherres must be the same as the one named in Africanus,

« Antiquitates, Book II, IX. 1.

7 Contra Apionem, bb. I, 14.

*The Bible and Modern Discoveries. Henry A. Harper, 1891.

• Breasted's "History of Egypt," p. 221.

"> Sayce, "The Ancient Empires of the East," p. 382.

According to Georffios Syncellos, Josq>h was in Egypt in the reign of

Apophis, one of the Hykstte Kings.
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Akherres, and by Eusebins, elsewhere AWienkherres, Abencherres,

Sayce identifies him with Amenhotep III. Tradition points, then,

evidently to the fact that the Jews left Eg>pt under the dynasty that

immediately followed the expulsion of the Hyksoe, that is the

eighteenth.

A word on this mysterious race may not be out of place here.

We know from Exodus (XIV, 9.) that Paraoh's army contained

many chariots and horses, and it is also known, that the horse was

introduced into Egypt by the Hyksos. It may not be impossible

at some future day, to identify the Hyksos with the Hittites, that

mysterious people that have left us their, thus far, undeciphered

monuments. It is a remarkable fact, that the prominent God of the

Vheta (Hittites) was Sutekh, and that the Hyksos, also honored

Sutekh, the son of Nut, as the supreme god of their country."

It is, at least, not at all improbable that the leaders of the Hyksos

were Hittite princes. Their features, as revealed by their scanty

monuments, belong to a very pec;uRar and non-Semitic type."

The period of Hyksos domination is quite uncertain as to its dura-

tion, some extending it to more than 500, and others limiting it to less

than 200 years. If there is a foundation in the traditions, to whicli

we have referred, and we must look for the Exodus in the eighteenth

dynasty, we should have to put that event, at the latest, about 1450

B. C. Allowing the full period of 430 years for the sojourn of

Israel in Egypt, contrary to a current opinion among Biblical

scholars and beginning that period with the entrance of Jacob into

Egypt, we should find the Hyksos firmly established in the land in

1880 B. C. We should also conclude, that they had been there for

a considerable period, for the rulers of Egypt, in Joseph's time were

entirely Egyptian in manners, as well as in language. There are

two ways of avoiding the chronological difficulties that would present

themselves. One would be to limit the sojourn of the children of

Israel in Egypt to little more than 200 years, as is generally done, or

place the entrance of Joseph into Egypt in the Xllth Dynasty. The

latter mode of procedure would be in contradiction with the tradi-

tion, that makes one of the Hyksos kings the Paraoh of Joseph.

The former would be based upon very solid grounds, and it would

harmonize better with Egyptian chronology, by allowing us to limit

the period of Hyksos domination. On the other hand, it would render

it very difficult to make Abraham a contemporary of Hammurabi, as

some Assyriologists have done, and as the names of the kings in the

fourteenth chapter of Genesis would incline us to do. The opinion

iiBrugsch Broderick, Egypt, etc., p. 108, 284.
U Sayce. The Ancient Empires of the East, p. 22.
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giving 430 years to the Israelites in Egypt would agree better with

the Hebrew text

In Gen. XV, 13, God says to Abraham : "Know thou beforehand

that thy seed shall be a stranger in a land not their own, and that

they shall bring them under bondage, and afflict them four hundred

years." The four hundred years may either apply only to the words

"shall be a stranger in a land," or they may have reference to "they

shall bring them under bondage, and afflict them." In the latter

hypothesis, we should infer, that the Hyksos were expelled, soon

after the death of Joseph, when, the Israelites, foreigfners as they

were and friends of the hated Hyksos race fell under the ban of per-

secution. The four hundred years, it is clear, must be taken as a

round number. At all events, the text gives no occasion to include

as some have done, the whole of Jacob's life, and, also, the wander-

ing in the desert, or, with others, to begin the 430 years, with the

vocation of Abraham, unless we admit, that the Lord intended to

beg^n the period with the covenant He was about to make, for

which there does not appear to be sufficient ground from the text

Further, in Exodus XII, 40, it is said; "And the abode of the

children of Israel that they made in Egypt, was four hundred thirty

years." The complete period of 430 years would afford more time

to explain the great increase of the Hebrews who, as Loch and Reis-

chl assume, numbered about three millions, when they left Egypt

On the other hand, the opinion limiting the abode of Israel in

Egypt appears to be more in accord with Hebrew tradition. The

LXX interpreters may first be cited as an argument. In the Greek

version we read: "The abode of the children of Israel that they

abode, they and their fathers, in the land of Egypt and Chanaan

was four hundred and thirty years.""

Jewish tradition, at the time of Josephus, when the LXX was ex-

tensively used, seems to favor the opinion there expressed, for the

author of the "Antiquitates" makes the sojourn in Egypt 205 years.

St. Paul also, might be cited in this sense. In Galatians III, 17, the

Apostle would appear to make the 430 years begin with the coven-

ant, established by God with Abraham.

If then we place the Exodus in 1450 B. C, 215 years earlier

would bring us to 1665 B. C, more than a hundred years after the

close of the Xllth Dynasty, and quite easily, within the period of

the supremacy of the Hyksos princes who reigTied in Egypt in the

north, while, it is altc^ther probable the old native monarchs con-

13 See Heiligen Schrifter des Alten Testatnentes nach der Vulgata, by Dr.

Wilhelm Reischl. Cursus Scripturae Sacrae, by Schouppe, vol. I., p. 147, A.

Lapide, Exod. XII., 40.

itself.
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tinued to rule in the south, at least during a portion of the time.

One generation would have sufficed for the conquerors to adopt the

language of the civilized inhabitants, of the land they had made

their own, and thus Joseph might have found the Hyksos court

at Tanis, to all intents and purposes thoroughly Egyptian.

Joseph himself had acquired the language of the country when

his father arrived in Egypt (Gen. LXII, 23). The Hyksos kings

had adopted the old title of Pharaoh, together with other Egyptian

institutions, as well as the religion of their subjects. The old Egyp-

tian god Ra was in honor among them, and the venerable priest-

hood of Heliopolis retained its prestige. It was in titis Joseph mar-

ried. "And he turned his name, and called him in the Egyptian

tongue, the Saviour of the World. And he gave him to wife Asen-

eth, the daughter of Putiphare priest of Heliopolis." (Gen. XLI.

45). Aseneth was the mother of his two sons, Manasses and

Ephraim.

The dignity of Joseph was, prc^bly, that of chief minister, or

vizier to the Pharaoh, a dignity entirely in accordance with Egyp-
tian customs. We now return to the mOTuments. Thotmes, or Ta-

hutimes III. was the greatest king of the XVIII. dynasty ; his reign

lasted fifty four years, during which time, he established his sover-

eignity over the petty principalities of Canaan and Aram, and ex-

tended his dominions into Mesopotamia. The inscriptions on the

temple of Kamak exhibit him as a grtit conqueror, and among the

conquered peoples of Palestine in his reign, we find the names of

Jacob-el and Joseph-el, a fact I will not undertake to explain. He
employed foreign captives to build the temple of Ammon at Thebes,

and a store house of the god Amman in the same city was erected

in his reign. The character of this king, and the length of his reign

would lead us to compare him to Ramesses II.

Thotmes III, was succeeded by his son, Amenhotep II., whom Cap-

tain Haynes regards as the Pharaoh of the Exodus. Then followed

Thotmes IV., Amenhotep III., and Amenhotep IV, Ikhnaton, or

Khuen-Aten.

The relations between these two last sovereigns, and the land of

Canaan are made clear to us by the Tel-el-Amama letters, discovered

in 1885. They show us the country in a state of unrest and disintegra-

tion, while Egyptian rule had been weakened and enemies were press-

ing hard on all sides, the Hittites from the north, and the Khabiri

from the region of the; desert. The Palestinian princes are earnest

in their appeal to their Egyptian lord for assistance. If the Exodus

belongs to the reign of Amenhotep II., we should look for the en-

trance of the children of Israel into Egypt about this period.
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At this juncture, it becomes necessary to invoke the aid of chron-

ology. Egyptian, like Babylonian chronology, presents to the student

numberless embarrassments, owing to the tremendous discrepancies

among the savants. Tix day has not yet arrived, when we may
speak with any degree of certainty regarding the time of events in

the second millennium before Christ. Ramesses II. is grenerally located

somewhere in the XIII. or XIV cntury.'* Over and against this

contradictory Egyptian chronology, we possess a most venerable

time-reckoning which, in spite of what its critics, among Catholics

and Protestants alike, may say, deserves, at least, as much credit

as that based upon the imcertain statements found on Egyptian mon-

uments, or Babylonian tablets It is indeed, strange, that those wha
place such implicit faith in the monuments of antiquity should in-

stinctively hesitate when there is question of a venerable compila-

tion of documents which has commanded the respect of thousands of

years. Although the Holy Scriptures were never intended to teach

chronology, yet, beginning with the Elxodus, there runs through the

Bible a well defined and generally consequent system of dates, the

sequence of which forces itself upon the mind of an attentive student.

The true Jewish chronology, says Julius Oppert, begins with the

Exodus. ^ Speaking of the Bo<^ of IQngs, the same distinguished

schcdar writes that we are not permitted to thrust aside such an

entirely historical chroiudogy, for the sake of misunderstood cunei-

form texts. "

Wherever, he adds, we find in the Bode of Kings, an apparent

contradiction of dates, we may be sure that there is a falsification

of the text which has been long since adcnowledged.

This discrepancy of texts has long been observed, nor did it es-

cape the notice of St. Jerome. The diflFerence between the reckon-

ing of the kingdoms of Israel and Juda, may be explained, accord-

ing to Father Comely, by the falsification of texts, or it may be

by possiUe interr^;na."

In order to establish satisfactorily the date of the Exodus, it be-

comes necessary to fix with certainty some other event in Jewish

" I subjoin a few authorities : Hoka's Manuel, d'Histoire, de Genealogical

de Qironologic—^places him between 1406, 1340 B. C. Wilkinson puts him
erroneously in the XVIII. Dynasty between 1355-1289. Pastor, The Early
History of Syria and Palestine—following Lehmann and Steindorflf, ^ves us
the period 1347-1258, as that of the reiftn of Ramesses. Petrie gives the

approximate date 1257 for Ramesses II. Breasted, in his "History of Egypt,"

one of the latest authorities, places Ramesses II., between 1292 and 1225 B. C.

i^La Chronologic de la Genese in the Revue des Etudes Juives, No. 31,

1895-

MDie Biblische Chronologic, festgcshellt nach den Assyr. Kcilschrifter,

in the Zictschrift de, Dentschen Morgcnlandischen Gescllschaft. XXIII.,

1869-
17 Historica et Crkica Introductio in V. T. libros sacros.
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history, as a starting point. The one most convenient, and most cen-

tral, is that connected with the erection of Solomon's temple. This

date may be most conveniently settled by having recourse to the

synchronism of Jewish and Profane history. Unfortunately, how-

ever, we do not find at this time any date upon which all agree within

a period of fifty years. If, with what seems to be the common opin-

ion, we accept the Assyrian Eponym Canoni* as an unbroken suc-

cession, we lose fifty years and are carried forward that length of

time toward the birth of Christ. If, on the other hand, we agree with

the late Dr. Oppert, and admit an interruption of the canon, we gain

the same length of time, and are carried away from the first year

of the Christian era.

Looking around for an event from which we may proceed, two

Assyrian monuments come to our assistance, one the black obelisk of

Shalmaneser III., discovered at Nimrud, and now in the British

Museum, the other the stele of the same monarch in the British

Museum which was found at Kurkh.These monuments give us an

account of the king^s victories in Syria, and notably of the battle of

Karkar, where Achab, king of Israel, was defeated. This victory

occurred in the sixth year" of his reign, after the 14th of the month

Lyar, about April or May. Twelve years later, as we read on a

pavement slab from Calah, in the eighteenth year of his reign,

Shalmaneser received tribute from Jehu, king of Israel. It appears

from data in the Books of Kings, that the destinction of the house of

Achab by Jehu took place about twelve years and a half after Achab's

death. Hence we infer that the death of Achab and his defeat by

Shalmaneser must have nearly coincided in point of time, and we
are, consequently, justified in placing Achab's death in the sixth

year of Shalmaneser's reign. This year coincided, as we learn from

the monuments, with the Epon)^ year of Daian-Asshur. It is thus

important that this year be located. A solar eclipse is recorded as

having taken place in the Eponym Pur-ilu^Sagal-e, in the month

Sivan. Can this eclipse be determined? Astroncwnical calculations

have shown that there occurred a total eclipse at Nineveh on June

15th, 763 B. C, On the other hand, according to Oppert, there was

a similar eclipse in Assyria on June 13, 809 B. C, and this he identi-

fies with that of the Eponym year in question. Want of time and

of sufficient data have not permitted me to verify the statement of

Dr. Oppert, though it is by no means likely, that a man of his learn-

ing and reputation would have made it without sufficient ground.

1* For this canon, and for the Assyrian Expedition lists, see Rogers' His-

tory of Babylonia and Assyria, vol. I., p. 323, and Schrade's "Keilinschrifter

und Geschictsforscheony," p. 299, 356.
1* This account is supplementary to the history in Kings, and the battle of

Karkar belongs before III Kings XXII.
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The Eponym Pur-ilu-sa-gal-e is according to Oppert, in the series

91 years later than that of Daian-Asshur. To fix then the latter, we
have to choose between the years 763, and 809 B. C. In the former

hypothesis, we would have the year 854 B. C. for the battle of Kar-

kar, and the death of Achab, and, according to the latter, the year

900 B. C. for the same event, giving us a difference of 46 years.

As some 80 years elapsed between the death of Achab and that

of Solomon, the latter occurred either in 934, or 980 B. C. Solomon

reigned 40 years, and the construction of the temple beg^n in the

fourth year of his reign, consequently in 971, or 1017 before Christ.

Both dates differ but little from Challoner's computation, wMch
places the finishing of the temple in A. M. 3000, B. C. 1000, and the

death of Solomon in A. M. 3029, B. C. 971. We can then well afford

to admit that the building of the temple took place approximately

about 1000 B. C. An important question now is : how many years

elapsed between the beginning of Solomon's temple and the Exodus?

We have here four sources of information to guide us,, first the state-

ment of III Kings 'VI, I., that the temple was begun in the four

hundred and eightieth year after the children of Israel came out of

E^ypt, secondly the chronolc^y of the Book of Judges, thirdly the

generations of the sons of Levi, as we find them in I Paral. VI., and,

finally, the genealogy of David in Ruth IV. 18. Can these be made
to agree?

Taking first the generations of Paralipomenon, we find that be-

ginning with Eleazar, the son of Aaron, and continuing to Azarias,

the first highpriest in the temple, we have fourteen generations. As-

suming the average of a generation to be thirty-five years, we reach

the result of 490 years between the Elxodus, and the building of

the temple.

The genealogy in Ruth will cause greater difficulty. Counting from

Ntahasson who lived at the time of the Exodus to Jesse, the father

of David, we have only five generations. The same average of a

generation would give us only 175 years to the birth of David, plus

73 which elapsed from his birth to the building of the temple, and

we would have only 248 years between the Exodus and that event.

In order to reach the required figure, it becomes necessary to stretch

the generations of the descendants of Juda to a period of eighty

years. This would give us 473 between the Exodus and the temple.

There are two things to be remarked here, first that the reckoning

by generations is a most uncertain process, and, secondly, that it is

by no means improbable that the ancestors of David were very old

men, who added to the number of their family, even at an advanced

period of life.
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We now come to the chronology of the Book of Judges. Whatever

opinions may exist concerning this very complicated period of Israel's

history, it is certain that it is not in antagonism with the statement

of the Book of Kings. One calculation gives us 543 years between

the Exodus and the temple, an excess oi some 63 years. We may
admit with Father Comely that some of the Judges were simultane-

ous, and that sixty years may possibly be eliminated. Hulskamp,

cited by Rohrbacher,^ makes an ingenious calculation which gives

the exact number of years, 479.

Comparing these various data, we are led with Captain Haynes,

to place explicit confidence in the statement of the Book of Kings,

that 479 years elapsed between the Exodus, and the beginning of

the temple. If we place the latter event aK>roximately about 1000

B. C, we should look for the former about 1480 B. C.*^

As it is impossible to put back so far the reign of Memeptah, we
feel constrained to leave the XIX dynasty out of the question, and

look else where for a solution of our difficulty. By assuming the

3'ear 971 to be the date of the beginning of the temple, taking

763, as the year of the Solar eclipse, we must place the Exodus in

1450 6. C. This would land us, according to the Toxxt recent au-

thorities, in the last years of the reig^ of Thotmes 11 1. His succes-

sor, Amenhotep II, began his reign in 1448 B. C. Allowing for er-

rors of calculation which are quite in order for that remote period of

time, it will be found that it is quite possible chronologically to make

Thotmes III. Pharaoh of the oppression, and his son and successor,

Amenhotep II, Pharaoh of the Exodus. TTie entrance into Canaan

would then belong to the reign of Amenhotep III., and the period

of confusion in Palestine, portrayed by the Amama letters. This

would agree well with tradition which places .the Exodus in the

eighteenth dynasty.

By letting the sojourn of the children of Israel in Egypt last 215

years, we should be carried back to the year 1665 B. C. Two hundred

and ninety years back of that date, basing the figure on Biblical texts,

would bring us to the birth of Abraham, which we would have to

place in 1955 B. C, 37 years after the date accepted by Dr. Challoner,

or 2008 A. M., 1992 B. C.

The question as to whether it is possible to bring the life of the

Patriarch of the Hebrews into that of the Babylonian, Hammurabi

cannot be treated here. Let it suffice to say, that the chronological

figures of Genesis do not afford a basis for an accurate computation

of time. Neither can we rely upon an uncertain Babylonian chron-

20 Histoire Ecclesiastique.
*i A Lapide places the Exodus in 1496 B. C, and, therefore, the Temple in

1016 or 17.
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ology. For that remote period, much is necessarily left to vague
conjecture.

But what of the cities of Pithom and Harnesses ? The difficulty

vanishes when we reflect that there are other instances in Scripture

of passages which could only have been inserted at a date posterior

to the events narrated. Thus in Gen. XXXVI 31 the words: "Be-

fore the children of Israel had a king," must belong to a later epoch,

unless we accept the interpretation of those who by "King" under-

stand chief. In Gen. XII. 6, the writer says: "Now the Chanaanite

was at that time in the land," as thought he had ceased to be there,

when the words were written. The name Hebron used in Gen.

XIII, 18, and elsewhere, is a post-Mosaic name for Kiriath Arbe

(Josue XIV, 15, XV, 13). The name Dan for Lais is post-Mosaic

There is no doubt that Pithom and Ramesses bore the impress of

the great conqueror of that name, but Naville's excavations have

proved that Tel- el- Maskhuta occupies the site of the ancient Exo
or Heroc^lis, where Josephus says that Joseph met his aged father,

on tlie latter's entrance into Egypt.** The name may have been

changed to Per Turn at a later period.

In Genesis XLVIL, 11, we read that Joseph gave a possession to

his father and his brethren in Egypt, in the best place of the land,

in Ramesses, as Pharaoh had commanded." In the days of Joseph,

there was no Ramesses, hence the name is retrospective, and at-

tributed to a site known thus, when the text was written, but which,

in Joseph's day, bore another name. In the 13th century B. C, the

central portion of the Eastern Delta was known as the land of

Ramesses, owing to the great enterprises there of the monarch of

that name.

It is not at all unlikely that the city which, at a later period bore

the name of Ramesses was the ancient Zoan or Tanis.** Thus we
have an answer to this difficulty.

In what manner can the Israel stele of Memeptah be explained,

on which it is stated that "Israel is destroyed; their crops are

ruined?" Very easily. It is a matter of Egyptian history, that in

1222 B. C. or thereabouts, Memeptah undertook a campaign into

Palestine to quell a revolt. His father, Ramesses, had fought in

Syria before him, waging fierce wars in the Hittite country, where

the famous battle of Kadish was fought. Egyptian zuzerainty had

evidently not completely died away in Palestine, where the Israelites

had now been established more than two hundred years, waging wars

M Antiquitates 1 II., C. VII., 5.

23 See Egypt under the Pharaohs, by Brugsch Bell.

(Josue XIX, 47).
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against the Canaanites and the Philistines. There is a likelihood,

that the Jews may have borne arms against Memeptah and that his

victory over them may be the one recorded on has stele.

I may here add that the mummy of Thotmes III was found in 1881

in the same place as that of Harnesses II., and that of Amenhotep or

Amenophis II. was discovered in 1898, together with Memeptah,
son of Harnesses, so that whether we r^rd Ramesses or Thotmes

as the PTiaraoh of the oppression, and Amenhotep or Memeptah
as of the Exodus, we may now, after the lapse of thousands of years,

gaze upon their inanimate forms

As time goes on, and the land of Egypt reveals to us more and

more of the past, the conclusions of to-day will, no doubt, be modi-

fied tomorrow but the world will, at least, have the satisfaction of

drawing nearer to the truth.

Cbakles Warren Curkier.

Baltimore, Md.

HUS VI. AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

WHEN the troops of the French Republic invaded Savoy in

September, 1792, and began the long series of campaigns

which had such disastrous results for Italy, that country

had enjoyed uninterrupted peace during forty-four years, since the

treaty of Aix-la-Oiapelle which in 1748 had put an end to the coo-

test caused by the disputed succession to the throne of Austria.

Italy was, therefore, in a prosperous condition ; the population of all

the states had increased, and, together with that of the islands of

Sicily and Sardinia amounted to about nineteen millions the taxes

were generally light, especially in the States of the Church and in

those of the Republic of Venice; in Lombardy, Tuscany and the

Kingdom of Naples, the abuses to which the feudal power of the

nobles had given rise, had been suppressed. Agriculture and com-

merce had been much developed, especially in Lombardy where the

government of the Empress Maria Theresa had also introduced

many financial reforms ;^ the hindrances to trade caused by the an-

cient system of levying tolls in the interior of the various states had

been almost universally abolished, and both Pius VI and Leopold of

Tuscany had brought large tracts of land under cultivation the

drainage works which they had carried on. Unfortunately, as a

1 Carlo Denina—^Delle Rivoluzioni d'ltalia, Mikmo. i8ao. III., p. 632.

iCesare Cantu—Storia degli Italiani, Torino. 1877. XIL, p. 395.

Digitized by
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result of the long peace and of the love of pleasure which prevailed

among all classes, most of all among those who should have been

the leaders of the people, the warlike spirit which had of old dis-

tinguished the Italians, had become much enfeebled, and instead of

the 600,000 soldiers which Italy could easily have maintained, there

were not towards the end of the i8th century, more than 80,000 men
under arms; half of whom formed the army of Piedmont, the only

Italian State where the taste for a military career still existed among
the aristocracy.*

Judging by the description of the country given by travellers in

Italy in the i8th century the peasantry seem to have been on the

whole contented with the governments and this was still more the

case under the rule of the Pope and of the Republic of Venice, than

. under that of the reforming princes and ministers who were guided

by the doctrines of "les Philosophers," such as Leopold I in Tuscany

and du Tillot in the Duchy of Parma.*

The writings of Voltaire and Jean Jacques Rousseau had long^

been circulated in Italy, mostly among the middle classes, and had

produced, though in a much less degree, the same feeling of dis-

content, the same desire of overthrowing all existing institutions,

and the same hostility to religion which had prepared the way for

the French Revolution.^ The ^>ectacle indeed of the outrages which

followed the taking of the Bastille, and still more the massacres

in Paris and other cities soon opened the eyes of many of those

who were looking forward to the advent of an era of universal

*Denina—p. 630.
* Roland de la Pfcitriere—Lettres ecrites de Suisse, d'ltalie, de Sicile, et

de Make par M. . . . Avocat au Parlement, a Mme. ... a Paris en
1776-1778, Amsterdam 1780. II., p. 211. "II faut rendre cette justice aux
employes des Etats du Pape, qu'ils sont moins interesses, qu'ils tracassent

et vexent moins les voyageurs, que ceux d'aucun lieu de I'ltalie et de la

France." Idem IV., p. 412. (On arriving in the Papal States from Naples, 6th
February, 1777.) "A resumer mes idees, d'apres les examens que j'ai ete a
portee de faire et toutes les informations que j'ai pu prende jusqu'ici, je

trouve que le Gouvemment de I'Eglise, est un des plus doux, et que partout

on I'influence de I'air n'est pas contraire aux hommes, ils sont en aussi

grand nombre, aussi vigouroux, aussi actifs qu'aucuns Transapennins, et beau-
coup plus que dans plusieurs parties du Royaume de Naples."

Idon II., p. 18, (At Parma.) "Les impots sont excessifs, le depense ex-
cede le revenue ; la perception se fait avec riguer, avec avidite, tout le monde y
parait apre et necessiteux."

Idem p. 116. (At Florence.) "Ony voit, dit-on, un despcrtisme reel, bien

^tabli, et le but unique est de tirer beaucoup d'argent."
B Roland de la Platriere—II., p. 116. (At Florence.) "On y est fou de

Voltaire on devore Jean Jacques Rousseau. ... on fait de sciences et

d'arts, on s'accorde a mettre la France au dessus de tout."

Idem II., p. 3SS. (At Palermo.) "Cependant le litterature Francaise perce

ici . . . nos livres de philosophie surtout s'y repandent bien plus qu'un
ne I'imagine. Les editions qu'on a faites de I'Encydopedie a Lucques et a
Livowme, ont fourin a toute I'ltalie, et en la Palerme."

Idem II., p. 408. (At Girgenti.) "On trouve chez eux (les habitants de
Girgenti) I'Encydopedie, edition de Lucques avec son plat commentaire."
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liberty and equality, and their belief in the Utopias they had con-

structed was rudely shaken, but it was then too late to prepare to

offer any resistance to a hostile invasion. The sovereigns of Europe

had, however, begun to be alarmed by the anarchy which prevailed

in France and by the diffusion of revolutionary ideas among their

subjects; but, though they willingly gave an asylum in their states

to the royalists who fled from France, they were restrained by their

mutual jealousies from undertaking an armed intervention for the

rescue of Louis XVI and the restoration of order, and they sought

to obtain their objects merely by diplomatic methods.' The Na-

tional Assembly soon obliged them to interfere more actively in the

affairs of France, for along with the prqperty of the French

Church it confiscated the lands belonging to the Order of Malta,

and to some of the E^lesiastical Electors of Germany, and it

annexed Avignon and the Comtor Venaissin which had been held

by the Holy See since four centuries. This was not theonly out-

rage offered to the Sovereign Pontiff
;
for, when the Brief of April

13th, 1791, by which Pius VI. formally condemned the Constitu-

tion Civile, and the members of the clergy who had taken the oath

which it exacted, had become known, an effigy of the Holy Father

clothed in Pontifical robes and wearing the tiara, was carried

through the streets of Paris and burned in the garden of the Palais

Royal; (May 4th, 1791), and as Mgr. Dugnani, the Papal Nuncio

was unable to obtain any satisfaction or apology for this insult, he

retired from his post, and the Holy See remained without a re-

presentative in France.

The flight of Louis XVI from Paris, his arrest at Varennes and

the decree of the National Assembly surrendering him from the

.exercise of his reg^l functions, at last impelled the Emperor \jety-

pold to seek to bring about some decided action on the part of

Europe in defence of the unfortunate monarch. He therefore ad-

dressed a circular from Padua to the other sovereigns, inviting

their co-operation in checking the excesses of the Revolution, and

on August 27th, 1791, a conference took place at Pillnitz in Saxony

between him and Frederic William II, the King of Prussia, but

which had no other result than the expression of a hope that all the

Powers would combine to take the most efficacious steps in propor-

tion to their strength to enable the King of France to establish a

monarchical government which should both acknowledge his rights,

and be advantageous to his subjects ; but no formal coalition was en-

tered into.^

SAmedee Gabourd—Histoire de la Revolution et de I'Empire, Paris. 1848-

51, I., p. 41a
'Comte d' Allonville—Memoires tires des Papiers d'un Homme d'Etat,

Paris. 1821, I., p. 144-
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On the acceptance by Louis XVI on September 13th of the Con-

stitution drawn up by the Assembly the European powers suspended

their preparations for war as they hoped that, at last, order was

about to be restored in France. A further delay was caused by the

sudden death (which has been ascribed to poison)^ of the Emperor

Leopold on March ist, 1792, and the assassination on the i6th of

the same month of Gustavus III, King of Sweden, who had long

been anxious to take up arms against the rebellious French, and who
had declared himself ready to land his troops at Ostend, if England

would but support him with 12,000 Hanoverians.* But if the Powers

in their negotiations, offered to desist from their warlike projects

on condition that the monarchy should be re-established as it was in

1789; that Avignon should be restored to the Pope and the pro-

perty of the French Church and of the German Electors given

back; a part, at least, of the Assembly was anxious for a war, as

it seemed the most efficacious means of imposing their ideas on the

other nations. The strongest advocates of this method of spreading

principles of the Revolution and therefore those who were really

responsible for the war were the Girondins or Moderates,^* who still

consented to acknowledge a monarchical form of government, while

the Jacobins, who were already ardent republicans, dreaded the

popularity which a successful war might confer on the King and his

Constitutional Ministry, and would have preferred to wait until

their own party had obtained the supremacy." As the Girondins

then formed the majority in the Assembly, Louis XVI had been

obliged to select his Ministers from among them and on April 20th,

1792, acting on the advice of General Dumouriez the Minister for

foreign affairs he declared war against Austria.

With regard to the campaign which ensued on the northern and

eastern frontiers of France against the armies of the Emperor of

Austria and of the King of Prussia, it will be enough to remark

that much of the ill-success of the Allies has been ascribed to the

intrigues of the Illuminati, the members of the secret society founded

by Weishaupt and affiliated to the Freemasons and Jacobins, who
on many occasions rendered important services to the Revolutionary

generals by causing the speedy surrender of fortresses which could

otherwise have offered a prolonged resistance. The same secret

8 Idem I., 157.
9 Nicomede Bianchi. Storia della Monarchia Piemontese dal 1773 sino al

1861, Torino. 1877, I., p. 651.
10 Gabourd—II., p. 133.
U d'Allonville—op. cit. I., p. 276. "Les emigres surtout deplorerent la mort

du roi de Suede. ... La plupart attribuaient a la propagande la premiere

idee du complot sous lequel venaiy de succomber ce prince. 'Le coup est parti

de France, s'ecriaient ils, et les regicides preparent bien d'autres forfaits.'

"
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organizations had also been at work in Italy, and Victor Amedeus
III (1726-1796), king- of Piedmont was well aware of the agitation

which was being excited in his states, especially in Savoy by the

emissaries of the association known as the Club de la Propagande.^

In October, 1791 he tried to induce the other Italian States to form

a league for the purpose of hindering the diffusion of revolution-

ary principles and of rendering each other mutual assistance in

the case of disturbances among their subjects, pointing out to them

at the same time that Piedmont was their only protection against

an inundation which threatened to devastate every part of the

Peninsula." The King's proposal met with no success, for the

Italian princes dreaded the projects of aggrandisement which tbe

House of Savoy was known to entertain, and the Rqwblic of

Venice declared that it would observe an absolute neutrality.

As the Girondins had no desire to plunge France into a war with

all Europe, they sought to detach Victor Amedeus from the coalition

and be at least assured that he would remain neutral; the French

resident at Genoa, M. de Semonville was therefore instructed to

proceed to Ttirin and to offer the King the Austrian possessims in

Lombardy, which the rulers of Piedmont had long coveted, in ex-

change for Nice and Savoy, which would g^ve France the Alps for

a frontier. But as de Semonville was known to have JacoUn prin-

ciples, and was accused of circulating seditious pamphlets through-

out Italy to excite the people to rise against their sovereigns, Victor

Amedeus ordered him to be arrested and expelled from Piedmont

;

(April, 1792) and when Dumouriez offered to send him a more
acceptable envoy, he refused to negotiate "with a Government

founded on the sands and while France was on the brink of a preci-

pice."^* And yet the King could not find out what were the exact

terms of the agreement between Austria and Prussia; he did not

know what conditions might be demanded from him in return for

the assistance which might be g^ven him or even if he could reckon

on any. He was so sure however of his army that he declared

himself to be ready to invade France and conquer Dauphine, if the

Emperor would g^ve him 15,000 men; but Prince von Kaunitz told

U Le Club de la Propagande was a dub founded about 1786 by Condorcet
and Sieyes with freemasons of the highest order. By the subscriptions of its

members it owned before the end of 1791 30,000,000 of livres (£1,200,000),

Its object was to spread atheism throughout the world, and to excite the

people everywhere against their govertuncnts.

L'Abbe Barruel. Memoires pour servir a I'histoirt du Jacobinisme. Lon-
don, 1797-98. Vol. II., p. 434.
U Abate Cristophoro Tentori—^Raccolta cronolopco—ragionata di docu-

ment! inediti che formano la storia diplomatica della rivoluzionc e caduta

della republica di Venezia. August, 1799- P- 33-

i^Bianchi—I. 662.
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his ambassador at Vienna, that an alliance with Piedmont was not

of much importance to Austria, as it was known that the King

would make no alliance with France, and the Austrian troops suf-

ficed to defend Lombardy. After repeated requests Victor Amedeus

was at last promised the aid of 10,000 men, on condition that he

should undertake to feed them ; but, as he still refused to n^otiate

with France and to offer any reparation for the expulsion of de

SemonviUe, Savoy was suddenly invaded by General de Montes-

quiors who crossed the frontier on the night of September 21st and

occupied Chambery without resistance on the part of the Piedmon-

tese troops, (for, though the men were brave, they were commanded

by aged and incapable officers,) while Nice was seized by General

Anslin. The Jacobins of Savoy were soon organized by emmis-

saries from the Paris Commune, and a National AssemUy of depu-

ties from its 658 municipalities was convdced at Chambery, which

confiscated the property of the Church, swept away all the ancient

institutions of the country and declared for annexation to France.

A decree of the Convention ratified this prc^sal on November 27th,

1792 giving to Savoy the name of Department du Mont Blanc;

and on January 31st, 1793, the territory of Nice was also united as

the Departement des Alpes Maritimes.^

Four commissioners among whom was the victorious Gregoirc,

the constitutional bishop of Eure-et-Loir, were sent to introduce

the institutions of the French Republic into Savoy. They immedi-

ately expelled the bishops; suppressed the religious communities,

and proclaimed la Constitution Civile du Clerge, substituting, how-

ever, for its original oath, that more recently adopted, "to mamtain

liberty and equality," but which had also been condemned by the

Sovereign Pontiff, for it implied the acceptance of the preceeding

decrees which had been rejected by the Holy See. As had been the

case in France, the g^eat majority of the clergy refused to take the

oath, and were either imprisoned or had to seek safety in flight;

while the people remained firmly attached to their faith, though the

churdies and all they contained were seized, the bells carried off and

melted down, and the steeples demolished under the government of

Albitte who succeeded Gregoire in the administration of the depart-

ment. This representative of the Convention persecuted not only

the Catholic Oergy, but eveti those priests who had accepted the

Constitution Civile and taken the oath, and many of them were

driven hy the terror which he inspired, to sign a declaration by which

they openly apostatised and renounced their sacerdotal character.'*

15 Gabourd—III., p. 16a
"Ludovic Sciout—Histoire de la Constitution du Oerge, Paris 1872-1881.

IV.. p. 63-
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As soon as Freemasonry had been introduced into Italy, the vigil-

ance of the Sovereign Pontiffs had detected the power for evil which

it derived from the secrecy in which it enveloped its proceedings,

and the dangers with which it menaced both the church and the

state in spite of its protestations of philanthropy and benevolence.

It was therefore condemned in 1738 by Clement XII and forbidden

under pain of excommimication, a sentence which was renewed in

175 1 by Benedict XIV. Notwithstanding these prohibitions, a lodge

bearing the name of "Gli Amici Sinceri" was opened in Rome in 1787

by an American, a Pole, and five Frenchmen, which received its

instructions and watchwords from the Grand Orient of Paris, and

was in correspondence wth lodges in Milan, Naples, Lyons, Malta

and other towns.

The celebrated Sicilian swindler and imposter Giuseppe Balsamo

who, under the name of Count Cagliostro, had for many years, suc-

cessfully traded on the credulity of all classes in various countries

and who had been admitted into the society in London in 1777,

joined this lodge on his arrival in Rome; and founded another in

the Villa Malta on the Pincian Hill, according to the Egyptian rite

of which he was the originator. He seems to have acquired some

adherents among the higher classes, but at the end of December, 1789

he was arrested and condemned to be imprisoned for life in the

fortress of San Leo where he died in 1795. But though the lodge

was suppressed, and some of its members driven from Rome, it

had left traces of its influence like those which had been established

in other Italian cities, where they had served to organise the disaf-

fected and prepare them to be ready to take the lead if they found a

favourable opportunity.

Since the year 1769, France had been represented in Rome by

Cardinal Francois Joachim de Pierre de Bernis, but when the As-

semblee Nationale enacted from all functionaries the serment

civique^'' by which they swore fidelity to the new Constitution and

thereby accepted all the measures about to be decreed against the

Church, he refused to take the oath, and resigned his post as French

Ambassador on March 16, 1791. As the Comte Louis Phillipe de

Segur who was named as his successor, had taken his oath,^* the

Holy Father refused to receive him, and France was thenceforth tm-

" The serment civigue was decreed by the Assemblee Natiotiale on Febru-
ary 4th, 1790. It was: "Je jure d'etre fidele a la nation, a la loi et au roi, et

xle maintenir de tou mon pouvoir la Constitution decretee par I'Assemblee

Nationale et acceptee par le Roi." Every public functionary was obliged to

take it.

18 Joseph du Tiel—Rome, Naples et le Directoire. Armistices et Traites,

Paris, 1902, p. 4.
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represented in Rome, save by the Cardinal's secretary, Alphonse

Timothee Bernard.^*

The French plenipotentiary at Naples was Armand Louis, Baron

de Mackau,^ who had been appointed by Dumouriez in April, 1792

;

when the Republic was proclaimed on September 22, King Ferdi-

nand resolved to break oS all diplomatic relations with France and

requested him to leave, but before he took his departure, the arrival

in the Bay of Naples of a French squadron commanded by Rear-

Admiral Latouche-Treville and the threat of a bombardment obliged

the King to acknowledge the Republic and accept the Baron as its

envoy. By the order of Lebrun, the minister of Foreign Affairs, de

Mackau had sent to Rome in November his secretary Hugon de

Bassville, not in any official capacity, but rather as a spy, to obtain

information with regard to the plans of the Papal Government, and

the state of its fortresses, especially Civita Vecchia. On his arrival

in Rome, Bassville took up the position of protector of the turbulent

French residents in Rome, mostly artists or tradesmen,who were well

known to be ardent partisans of the Revolution and engaged in

spreading its principles, and were therefore suspected by the Papal

Government and held in detestation by the people. Though without

other credentials than a letter of introduction from M. de Machan to

Cardinal Zelada, the Secretary of State, and without intellectual g^fts

or diplomatic experience, he terrorised by his overbearing insolence

the Papal Court, which was aware of its weakness, and knew that

Admiral Truguet's fleet was coming off tlie coast of Italy; though

it could not have learned as yet that its commander had been in-

structed by the Convention "to chastise the Pope and the Sacred

College, and teach them the respect due to the French Republic."

This dictatorial conduct on the part of Bassville produced intense

irritation among all classes in Rome, and the bitter satires circu-

lated against the French contributed to influence still more the anger

of the people ; but the disaster which overtook Admiral Latouche's

fleet which, shortly after leaving Naples, was scattered by a violent

storm and lost many vessels, relieved the anxiety experienced by the

Papal Government and Bassville's influence declined. De Mackau

still hoped to bring about some revolutionary manifestation in Rome
against the Sovereign Pontiflf, though nothing in the relations of

the Roman people with its rulers denoted any seditious tendencies

19 L. Vicchi. Les Francais a Rome pendant la Convention (1792-1795).

Roma, 1892.
*" His family, originally Mac Hau, emigrated from Galway in the time of

Queen Elizabeth, to Warem in the Diocese of Liege (Belgium) and thence to

Strasburg in 1675, and got the title of Barons of the Holy Roman Empire in

1698. Armand Louis Mackau served in the French army, then entered the

diplomatic service, and was named by Dumouriez plenipotentiary at Naples,

in 1792. (Masson p. 26.)
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(Ml their part, and to carry out his plans sent to Rome on Decem-

ber 20, one of Latouche's officers, Jean Charles de Flotte, a man of

noble family, but an enthusiastic republican, with a circular which

Mouge the minister of Marine had sent to all the French Consuls,

ordering them to remove the scutdietMis bearing the fleurs-de-lis of

the Bourbons from all buildings belonging to France, and to rei^ce

them by the emblem of the Republic ; the figfure of Liberty wearing

the Phrygian cap ; provided that in so doing they met with no op-

position.

Cardial Zdada offered no abjection to this order and the large

stone scutcheon with the fleurs-de-lis over the door of the French

Academy,*' as well as that over the French Consulate were removed

during the night of January ist, 1793; but the Bourbon arms were

still allowed to remain over the Churches belonging to France and

over the French Embassy, where the Cardinal de Bemis still con-

tinued to reside though he was no longer ambassador. They were

not, however, replaced by the image of the goddess of Liberty lor

M. Digne, the French Consul, would not allow it without the per-

mission of the Pope, which the Holy Father refused to gfive, as his

own arms had been torn down from the Papal Consulate at Mar-

seilles in the month of August, dragged through the streets and

burned. Bassville and de Flotte still continued their seditious mani-

festations
; they appeared everywhere, even at the 'Vatican, wearing

the tricolour cockade, and, tc^ther with the French students, they

pulled down the statue of Louis XIV from its pedestal in the Court-

yard of the Academy, and crowned with laurels a bust of Brutus

which stood in their dining room. The Roman people deeply re-

sented this conduct ; there was a general feeling that a sudden out-

break of popular indignation might take place at any moment, and

by Bassville's advice, most of the students left for Naples, where

de Flotte had gone to bring to de Mackau a memorandum from

Cardinal Zelada recapitulating the many insults which had been of-

fered to the Holy See by France, and finally refusing permission to

raise the emblem of the Republic.

De Flotte returned to Rome on January 12th, with de Mackau's

orders to place the arms of the Republic over the doors of the

Academy and of the Consulate within twenty-four hours; but M.
Digne declined to obey him unless he were authorized to do so by

^ The French Academy in Rome was founded by Colbert under Louis XIV,
in 1666, and occupied the Palazzo Mancini (now Salviati) on the Corso from
1725 until 1803, when it was removed to the Villa Medici on the Piitcian Hill.

In 1792 there were in Rome about 100 French artists and men of letters,

besides workmen and shopkeepers. (Masson, p. ao.)

The French Embassy was then in the Palazzo do Carolis, oi^osite the

Church of San Marcello in the Corso (Vicchi, p. 22.)
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the Papal Government. On the same day Cardinal Zelada gave an

audience to Bassville and de Flotte, and though the latter threatened

him in the most violent language that, if he hindered the raisii^ of

the new scutcheon, a war m^ht ensue which would result in the

humiliation of Rome, he still refused to yield, and warned de Flotte

to beware of taking any steps which might increase the irritation ot

the people. But this warning produced no effect on the two entnusi-

asts for they left the Vatican fully resolved to raise the arms at least

over the French Consulate.

The following day, January 13th, was a Sunday; about three

o^clock in the afternoon, at a time when the Corso is usually thronged

Bassville and de Flotte tc^ther with BassviUe's wife and child, and
his secretary, drove along it in an open carriage wearing tricolour

cockades in their hats as had the coachman and the two footmen.

As they approached the Piazza Colonna the people closed round

them, hooting and insulting them and became at last so menacing

that the coachman turning his horses drove rapidly down a side street

to the Palazzo Palombard in the Via dell' Impresa, the residence oi

the French Consul Etienne Moutte with whom Bassville was lodg-

ing. The crowd pursued him thither, smashed the windows of the

palace with showers of stones, brdce open the doors and rushed

through the apartments seeking him ; and before a patrol of soldiers

which was in the neighborhood could come to his assistance, Bass-

ville was mortally wounded, while de Flotte escaped through a win-

dow. Bassville was then carried by the soldiers to a guard-room in

the Via Frattina where he died on the folowing day and the Papal

Government assisted his family and de Flotte to leave Rome where

their lives were not in safety, and return to Naples. The populace

then sacked the French Academy and many French shops; it was

restrained with difificulty from burning down the Ghetto, as the

Jews were believed to be partisans of the Revolution and it was
only by employing strong patrols and by sending missionaries to

preach in the more disturbed quarters that order was again restored

in Rome.

The minister of Foreign Affairs, Labrun, while still unaware of

BassviUe's death, had written to him to order him to return to his

post at Naples, and to inform him that the Executive Council was

about to send a representative who would treat with the Court of

Rome ;
observing at the same time, that as the Pope had not recog-

nised the Republic, the attempt to substitute so hastily its emblem

for the ancient arms of France must have seemed strange to him.

It was, in fact, a reprimand to Bassville and an intimation that his

post was not at Rome but at Naples. When, however, the fatal
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news was received in Paris on February ist, the Executive Cbundl

in its report to the Ccwivention declared that Bassvtlle was invested

with an ofiicial character and was the victim of a people led astray

by the fanatical suggestions of its Government, and tihe Convention,

without making any inquiry into the matter, decreed that the

murder of Bassville, who was described as the charge d'affaires of

the French Republic in Rome, should be promptly and terribly

avenged.

In consequence of this decree M. Francois Cacault, the new envoy

to the Sovereign Pontiff, was directed to request General Biron who
commanded tlie troop at Nice to prepare an expedition against

Rome; but the project could not be carried out, for Biron's army

could hardly maintain its positions in front of the Piedmontese, and

the £uiances of the Republic were not in a sufficiently flourishing

condition to allow it to engage in a distant campaign. Cacault

therefore, came on to Florence, and finding that the Papal Court

still declined to receive a representative of the Republic, he re-

mained there to watch the course of events ; which Mackau, acting

on his own responsibility, tried to induce the Neaoolitan Govern-

ment by the offer of a portion of the Papal States, to take up the

cause of the Republic. This proposal was rejected ; for the Court

replied that public opinion would not allow any hostile measures to

be adopted against the Holy Father; it broke off all relations with

the envoy after the execution of Louis XVI, and on September ist

ordered him to leave Naples within eight days.

The wars in which the French Republic was eng^ed during the

three following years on all its frontiers against the armies of

Prussia, Austria and Piedmont, and in the interior against the

royalists in la Vendee, hindered the Convention from carrying out

the projects of vengeance it had formed against Rome; its armies,

indeed, made but slow progress in Piedmont, where no decisive

results were achieved on either side ; but the influence of the Revo-

lution gradually penetrated into the Kingdom and gave rise to con-

spiracies which gradually prepared the way for the eventual down-
fall of the monarchy. The arrival of General Bonaparte on March
26th, 179s, to take the command of the army of Italy, was followed

by a rapid succession of brilliant victories over the Piedmontese and

Austrians; until Piedmont was obliged to demand an armistice at

Cherasco on April 26th, and by the treaty of peace signed on May
15th to place all its fortresses in the hands of the French. It must

however be observed that this success was tarnished by the merci-

less plundering of the villages and the ill-treatment of the peasantry

along the line of march of the Republican army and that in many
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cases its operations were much facilitated by Piedmontese traitors

in the pay of the Directory.*^

After the occupation of Milan, the Directory wishing to execute

the plans of the Convention against Rome and always seek-

ing an opportunity of inflicting some injury on the Church,

ordered Bonaparte to march with half his troops against

Rome and Naples, leaving the other half under the com-

mand of General Kellermann to follow the Austrian army; but

Bonaparte refused to undertake a distant expedition before the

Austrians were completely driven from Italy and he even offered

to send in his resignation, which the Directory, though they feared

and mistrusted him, did not dare to accept as they dreaded the out-

cry which the disgrace of so successful a leader would have excited

throughout France. Although therefore not in any immediate dan-

ger, Pius VI thought it prudent to come to terms with the con-

queror, for the Dukes of Parma and Modena who had not taken any

part in the war, had just been obliged to purchase an armistice by

the sacrifice of several millions, and the King of Naples, who had in-

deed sent troops and vessels to help the English at the siege of Tou-

lon, and who had still 2000 cavalry serving with the Austrian army,

was preparing to withdraw from the alliance. So by a secret article

in the treaty concluded between France and Spain** in the preceding

year (23d July, 1795) it had been stipulated that in case any negotia-

tion took place between the Pope and the French Republic, Spain

wouid be allowed to mediate; the Holy Father requested Don Jose

Nicolas d'Azara, the Spanish Ambassador in Rome, to accompany

his envoy the Marchese Gnudi for that purpose to Milan, where they

arrived on May 28th.

The surrounding country was already in a state of revolt; there

*2Memoires de 1'Adjutant-General Jean Andrieux, chef d'Etat-raajor de
la Cavalrie de TArmee d'ltalie, charge du bureau secret (i79S-i797) Paris,

1893, I., p. 8. "Lorsque I'invasion de Ventose et Germinal de I'an IV. (March
and April, 1796) commenca, les esprits se trouverent disposes de telle sorte

qu'il fur tres facile d'y trouver des traitres, au point que tout autre general,

meme tres mediocre, y fut entre (en Italic) presque sans resistance."

P. 21. "... Quantite d'individus parmi lesquels on comptait meme
de tres honnetes gens . . . favorisaient en secret les nouvelles doctrines.

. . . On dut meme a quelques uns de ces innocents de bons details sur

quantite de sentiers inconnus ou il scmblait que la chose seule fut passer. lis

en donnerent sur les positions diverses de I'ennemi, sur ses forces, sur ses

desseins et sur ce que valaient les generaux qui nous etaient opposes. lis

ne furent pas meme etrangers aux marches faits avec quelques traitres qui

liverent les principaux defiles."

The recent discovery among the archives of the Vatican by the Vicomte
de Richemont of Mgr. Caleppi's minutes and notes which had been considered

as lost, has enabled him to publish in "Le Correspondant," of September 10,

1897, an interesting account of the negotiations in Milan, Bologna, Paris,

Florence and Tolentino, by means of which the Papal government, though
weak and friendless, was able to ward off for nine months the attacks of tiie

Directory and its victorious general.

Digitized by
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had been riots against the French at Milan, and the people of Fsvia,

irritated by the exactions of the invaders, who had been enthusias-

tically greeted on their arrival by the local Jacobins, who had at once

planted a tree of liberty and formed a club, had risen on the morn-
ing of the 23d to the cry of "Viva I'Imperatore"** and forced the

small French garrison which held the Castle to surrender. The
peasantry of the environs had also taken arms, but the rising was
speedily suppressed by Bonaparte who ordered the town to be plun-

dered for several hours as well as the neighboring village of Big-

nasco, half of which was reduced to ashes. At Milan, in consequence

of the disturbances eighty of the principal citizens had been arrested

and carried away as hostages and the representatives of Hus VI
saw the sacred vessels which had been taken from the churches of

Pavia and Bignasco being sold in the streets."

The Directory expected to find immense treasures in Rome, and

when d'Azara began to negfotiate with Soliceti and Garran, the com-
missioners of the Republic, they demanded the payment of a war
tax of 50,000,000 of francs which the Ejivoy rejected as absurd,

and offered ten millions; a proposal which required to be referred

to the Directory. The answer did not arrive till a fortnight later,

when Bonaparte invited the envoys to meet him at Bologna, which

General Augereau had seized on June 19th without declaration of

war. The Papal soldiers had offered no resistance, for Pius VI,

who knew that the small detachments of troops stationed in the

Legations could not stop the n^rch of the Republicans, had given

orders that the French should be received peaceably, but that the au-

thorities should make a protest ag^nst the occupation." Ferrara,

Faenza, Imola and Ravenna were also taken by the French and the

Papal Legates expelled ; but though the middle classes in the large

cities who were already gained over to the cause of the Revolution,

hastened to manifest their hostility to the Papal Government, and the

Senate of Bologna swore fidelity to the French Republic, the pea-

santry and the inhabitants of the small towns remained faithful to

the Holy See. This was shown at Lugo not far from Ravenna

where the people, irritated at seeing the reliquary of S. Ilara, the

patron of the town, and the jewels which ornamented an image of

the Blessed Virgin,, carried away by the Commissioners charged

with the collection of the war tax imposed by the French, rose in

arms and called the peasantry from the surrounding villages to

* Silo Manfredi—L'Insurrezione e il sacco di Pavia nel Maggio, 1796.

Pavia, 1900.
25 De Richmont in le Correspondant, September 10, 1897, p. 804.
»« Giov. Batt. Tavanti—Fasti d«l S. P. Pio VI., 1804, III., p. 279.

" Giov. Fr. Rambelli—Cenno storico del nvoto e saqcheggiamento chi Lugo
nel, 1796, Bologna, 1834.
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their help. They expelled two attacks of the French, but a third com-

manded by Augereau and supported by artillery overcame their

resistance and after long and desperate fighting, the town was

taken and plundered and the leaders of the insurrection shot.

When the negotiations began at Bologna, Bonaparte sought to

intimidate the Papal envoys by the insolence of his demeanor, though

he knew that while the Austrians were still in Italy, he could not

venture to advance upon Rome, especially at that season of the year,

when, as he wrote to the Directory, each day's march would have put

200 men on the sick list. Azara, indeed, soon contrived to elicit this

fact from Saliceti and Garran, to Bonaparte's indignation, and he

has been accused of not having made sufficient use of it to obtain

less onerous conditions for the Holy See.** The armistice was signed

on June 23rd, 1796 and by it the Sovereign Pontiff was obliged to

pay to the French Republic 21,000,000 of livres toumois;*' 15,500,-

000 in gold and silver, and 5,500,000 in provisions, merchandise, etc,

and to give up 500 manuscripts from the Vatican library, as well

as 100 works of art, among which should be the busts of Jimius

Brutus, and Marcus Brutus. A plenipotentiary was to be sent to

Paris for the conclusion of a definite peace, and in the meanwhile

the French troops were to occupy the Legations of Bologna and

Ferrara, as well as the citadel of Ancona, but the town might still

remain under the Papal authorities. All persons imprisoned for

political offences were to be released ; the ports of the Papal States

were to be closed to the ships of the powers at war with France ; and

three hundred thousand francs were to be paid to the family of Bass-

ville and to the persons who had suffered any loss by the riot in

which he had lost his life.

Independently of the millions by which the Sovereign Pontiff

was forced to purchase peace, enormous sums were raised in the

Legation, where the cash in the public treasuries and the pledges

in the Monts-de-Piete were seized and heavy contributions of com
and cattle imposed for the support of the army. The generals too,

the army contractors, and the agents charged with the collection of

the war taxes, plundered on their own account both the conquered

people and their own government; amassing thereby colossal for-

tunes while the troops were starving and in rags, and though Bona-

parte's efforts to put a stop to this disgraceful speculation were

sincere, for he saw the odium and the contempt it was bringing on

the French nation, and the dangerous animosity it was exciting

among the Italian people, his protests and his chastisemoits were

of no avail.

Sciout—Lc Directoire, Paris, 1897, I., p. 668.

2»The value of the livre toumois in modem French Currency is 0.987 fcs.
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The envoy sent to Paris to conclude a treaty of peace was the

Abate Pieracchi, who, to satisfy the prejudices of the Directory, was

obliged to lay aside the title and the dress of an ecclesiastic and travel

as a layman. He was instructed to call attention to the fact that no

satisfaction had as yet been made for the insults offered to the

Sovereign Pontiff, for the invasion of his States and the annexation

of Avignon and the Comtas Venaissin, but not to touch upon

religious questions, with regard to which there could be no discus-

sion. The Abate also brought with him the draft of a brief which

was to be addressed to the Catholics of France, exhorting them to

submit to their Government and expressing the hope that their sub-

mission might induce their rulers to protect religion and to tolerate

the observance of the precepts of the Gospel and of the rules of

Ecclesiastical discipline. But the Directory at their first interview

with Pieracchi on August 12th, insisted, as a primary condition of

the treaty, that the Holy Father should disavow, revoke and annul

all the briefs, bulls, rescripts, and decrees which had been published

relatively to the affairs of France since 1789 ; that is to say, all the

acts by which he had condemned the Constitution Civile du Clerge

and the schismatical church established by it, which the Directors,

who were bitterly hostile to all religion, were, at that moment, en-

gaged in persecuting quite as actively as they had persecuted the

Catholic Church. They also demanded that Pius VI should pay

300,000 francs a month until the peace was signed ; that he should

give up Benevento and Pontecorvo as well as the Duchies of Castro

and Ronaglione ; close his ports to the enemies of France, and admit

French garrisons into Civita Vecchia and Ancona.

As Pieracchi refused to discuss the question of the withdrawal

of the briefs, he was ordered to leave Paris at once and he withdrew,

without having alluded to the brief of which he was the bearer, but

after his departure, the Directors received from Cacault, who was

then in Rome, a copy of this document which had been communicated

to him by Azara ; they published it in the Press, but it excited only

mistrust among the Catholics who refused to accept it, and it is not

comprised in the official collection of the Acts of the Holy See."

The decree by which theDirectory put an end to the negotiation

with the Abate Pieracchi, under the pretext that his powers were in-

sufficient, was followed by another which authorized Garran and

Saliceti, the commissioners of the Republic in Florence to treat with

the plenipotentiaries who should be named by the Sovereign Pon-

tiff. Mgr. Lorenzo Caleppi, who had already acquired the reputa-

tion of a talented diplomatist in his missions to Vienna and Naples,

WDe Rkhmont, p. 812.
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was the Envoy selected for the purpose, and the Cavaliere d'Azara

again consented to act as mediator. Mgr. Caleppi was instructed to

demand some mitigation of the harsh conditions imposed at Bologna,

and with reg^d to the revocation of the acts relating to the French

Church, to which Pius VI could not consent, he was authorised to

state, that the Sovereign Pontiff had often declared in his briefs that

his sole object was to guard the rights of the Church and of the

Holy See; that he had never sought to interfere with the adminis-

tration of temporal affairs, and that therefore, in order that there

might be no doubt on the subject, he was ready to advise the

Catholics to render obedience to their rulers, as long as religion was
not in danger.

When Mgr. Caleppi met the French Commissioners in Florence

on September 9th, he found them inflexible with regard to the ques-

tion of the briefs, and not only resolved to make no concessions, but

with orders to exact even more than had been demanded at Bologna.

Still more of the Papal territory was to be ceded to France ; heavier

contributions were to be levied ; the Holy Father was to treat as his

enemies those of the Republic, to suppress the Inquisition and to

proclaim religious liberty in his States, and that at a time when in

France the Catholic clergy were under sentence of deportation or

death.

On learning these conditions, Mg^. Caleppi immediately left for

Rome to seek further instructions, without having been able to pres-

ent to the French representatives the conciliatory proposals of which

he was the bearer ; and on his arrival a Consistory was summoned

to deliberate on the question. Mgr. Caleppi's notes have preserved

for us the opinions of the members of the Sacred College. They

unanimously rejected the ultimatum of the Directory, and the reply

to it, which Mgr. Caleppi was instructed to' draw up, stated in frank

and dignified language that it was absolutely impossible for the

Holy See to withdraw its censures, or to submit to conditions which

should be prejudicial to the Catholic religion or to the rights of the

Church, and that the Sovereign Pontiff would persist in his refusal

even at the risk of his life.

This resolute answer instead of provoking the indignation of the

Commissioners, on the contrary surprised them and embarrassed

them, and at Azara's suggestion they willingly agreed to accept the

mediation of the King of Spain, to which the Holy Father con-

sented ; but only with regard to the temporal questions ; as he could

not recall the measures he had taken concerning the Church; and

the responsibility for the interruption of the negfotiations thus re-

mained with the French Government. At the same time Pius VT
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appealed to all the Catholic powers for assistance and suspended

the execution of the conditions imposed by tfie armistice of Bolc^a.

The herds of cattle, the sums of money and the works of art which

were on their way to the French, were therefore brought back to

Rome, for the Holy Father saw that the Republicans were bent on

war and were only waiting for the payment of his contributions to

continue it.

A civic guard of 6000 men was at once formed for the defence of

Rome and the nobles showed their loyalty by oflFering large sums of

money and raising soldiers from among the peasants on their estates

;

the most notable example being that of Prince Colonna ytho fur-

nished a regiment of infantry of fourteen companies fully dothed

and armed.

WitJi the exception of the Emperor of Austria who sent one of

his officers, Marshall Colli to take the command of the Papal army,

the Catholic powers gave the Holy Father no assistance and by an

incredible act of perfidy, while the Neapolitan envoy in Rome, the

Marchese Dd Vasto was negotiating an alliance between Naples and

the Holy See, and promising the help of an army of 15000 men com-

manded by the King, the prime minister Acton ordered Prince

Belmonte Pignatelli, the plenipotentiary in Paris, to conclude peace

with the Directory, thus leaving the Holy Father completely isolated.

It was a severe blow to Pius VI ; but Ferdinand IV apparently re-

penting his action, wrote at once to the Directory that he feared that

the peace would not last long if a republic were established on the

frontiers of his kingdom, and that before ratifying the treaty he

would wait until the inviolability of the Papal States was recog-

nised. In reply, the Directors sent the King a vague assurance that

they would do all in their power to maintain the tranquillity of the

kingdom of Naples, and that the duration of the armistice with

the Pope, would depend on the good faith with which its conditions

should be observed by the Holy See.

General Bonaparte was then engaged in besieging Mantua, and

hoped to carry the war against Austria into Tyrol; he must also

have known that the irritation produced throughout Italy by the

harshness of the French Commissioners towards Pius VI was such

that if he were to experience the slightest defeat, the people would

rise en masse and not a Frenchman should recross the Alps. He was,

therefore, anxious for a peace which would have given him the

money which he wanted, but the Holy See now declined to ask for

peace and preferred to wait for the course of events ; and when the

general wrote to the Krectory, to explain how impossible it was for

him to lead an expedition against Rome, he expressed his displeasure
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with tiieir blundering diplomacy in beginning the n^otiaticms for

peace before the contributions demanded by the armistice of Btdogna

had been paid. As, nevertheless, the Directors were still obstinately

determined to insist on the revocation of the briefs, and made no

furtiier attempt to come to an understanding, Mgr. Caleppi came

back to Rome ; but on October 28th, Bonaparte received full powers

to n^otiate with the Holy See, or to adopt hostile measures if he

thought it necessary, provided he could reckon on the neutrality of

Naples; and he instructed Cacault to request that a plenipotentiary

should be sent to him for that purpose. Cardinal Busca, the Secre-

tary of State, tocAn no notice of his request for the Vatican could not

discuss the question of the withdrawal of the briefs, and there was

still some hope that a victory of the Austrians in the north of Italy

would cause the retreat of the French and the restitution of the lost

provinces. In the meanwhile preparations for defending Rome and

what remained of the Papal States were actively continued; addi-

tional troops were raised and sent to the frontiers ; on the Feast of

the Epiphany, 1797, the Papal Standards bearing the Cross with the

motto, In hoc signo vinces were solemnly blessed at St. Peter's; and

on the 19th January, General Colli, sent by the Emperor to take the

command of the Papal army, made a triumphal entry into Rome
where he was received with enthusiasm by the people.

Cacault was still making vain attempts to enter into communica-

tion with the Vatican, which toc^ no notice of his applications;

but whilst he was complaining to the Directory that he had been

waiting two months and a half for an answer, and that neither the

Pope nor the Romans showed any signs of fear, Bonaparte seized at

Mesola on January loth a Venetian courier, bearing a letter dated

January 7th from Cardinal Busca to Mgr. Albani, the Papal re-

presentative in Vienna, in which the Cardinal stated that the cession

of Ferrara and Commacchio, which was the price demanded by

Austria for an alliance, was out of the question ; that as long as nego-

tiations were being carried on at Vienna, he did not consider it

honourable to treat with the French in spite of their threats, and of

the efforts made to induce him to answer Cacault; and that the

Directory was then intriguing with Spain, and offering to gfive

Rome to the Duke of Parma in exchange for his Duchy ; a measure

which it was the interest of Austria to prevent.

Bonaparte was rendered furious by the discovery of this intended

attack; he wrote to Cacault on January 22d to leave Rome within

six hours ; on the ist of February he declared the armistice to be at

end, and invaded the territory of the Holy See. On the Stli the

Papal troops which defended the bridge over the Senio were defeat-
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ed, Faenza and Ancona were taken without resistance Loreto was
seized on the 9th, but the greater part of its treasures had already

been removed to Rome, and when Bonaparte halted his army on
the i6tib at Tolentino, he was met there by the envoys sent by the

Sovereign Pontiff to ask for peace. The plenipotentiaries were

Cardinal Mattei, Mgr. Caleppi, Duke Braschii, the nephew of Pius

VI, and Marquis Canillo Massini, along with Prince di Belmonte,
the representative of Naples as mediator. Bonaparte had received

full powers to treat, and he prudently put the religious question

aside and made no demand for the withdrawal of the briefs, for he

had no desire to excite a religious war in Italy by taking the defence

of a schismatical Church which the Directory was then engaged in

persecuting, and he was also anxious to avoid causing the interven-

tion of the Neapolitan army, and return with as little delay as pos-

sible to the north of Italy after having plundered the States of the

Church to the utmost of his power. M. Cacault had come to assist

Bonaparte in the negotiations ; he had learned from d'Azara that

Emperor of Austria had refused to form an alliance with the Pc^,
and that the Cardinals in a consistory had decided on continuing

the war; and both the general and the diplomatist, reckoning on

the terror which the French army inspired, put forward the most

exhorbitant demands, while the Papal representatives were not al-

lowed even three days to send to Rome to ask for further instruc-

tions. Bonaparte also reminded them that there could no longer be

any question of the discussion of an ordinary peace but of the capi-

tulation of a besieged city, for he considered Rome as being already

in his power the dread of the devastation which would be caused

in Rome by the invasion of a French army, at last induced the envoys

to submit to the conqueror's will, and on February 19th, 1797 a

peace was signed which was ratified by Pius VI on the 23d.

By this treaty the Sovereigfn Pontiff relinquished his rights to

Avignon and to Contat Venaissin ; to the Legations of Bologna,

Ferrara and Ravenna, in favor of the French Republic, which was

also allowed to occupy the towns and fortresses in the territory of

Ancona until a Continental peace. He agreed to pay fifteen millions

of livres tournois, of which ten millions were to be in coin and five

millions in diamonds or other precious stones, to complete what still

remained due of the amount promised by the armistice of Bologna

;

and besides that, another fifteen millions of livres in money or prec-

ious stones. The rare manuscripts and the works of art mentioned

*i Mgr. Pietro Baldassari—Relazione delle avversita e patimenti el glorioso

Papa Pio VI., Roma, ifflp, I., p. 129. (Mgr. Baldassari was Secretary to Mgr.
Innico Diego Caracciolo, the Maestro di Camera, of Pius VI., and was, there-

fore, an eye witness of all the events which he relates.
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in thfi armistice were aJso to be given up, and according as these

clauses were executed, the French troops wre to evacuate Umbria,
and the provinces of Fano, Urbino and Macerata. Three hundred
thousand livres were also to be paid as indemnity to those who had
suffered any loss by the riot in which Bassville lost his life; all

persons imprisoned for their political opinions were to be released,

and the Hody Father was to renounce all offensive or defensive al-

liances against the Republic, and to refuse to give any assisiance

to its enemies or to receive their vessels into his ports.

The Papal Government spare no eflfort to collect the enormous

amount of money exacted by the treaty ; the works of art which had

been sent to Terracina were brought back to Rome; a proclamation

was issued calling on all Papal subjects to give up their jewelry

and ornaments, and the Vatican was despoiled of its most valuable

historical treasures. Among these were the gems whidv adorned the

Papal chasubles and copes, some of which dated from the times of

Innocent VIII, Julius II and Leo X; four tiaras which had belonged

to Julius II, Paul III, Clement VII and Urban VIII ; and the gold

morse made by Benvenuto Cellini for Qement VII. The pearls and

diamonds which had adorned the shrine of Loreto were also sacri-

ficed, and before the 3d of June, 1797, Pius VI had paid i6,300/xx>

francs in coin, bullion, and biUs, and 11,271,000 in precious stones;

in all 28,071,000 francs. Even this did not satisfy the rapacity of the

commissioner Haller, though Cacatdt sought in vain to check his in-

solence and dishonesty, for he insisted on having the jewels re-valued

at Modena by a Jew who estimated them at a lower rate and he ex-

acted a further contribution from the Holy Father to make up the

deficit.

Although the Directory, which viewed the invasion of Italy chiefly

as a means of replenishing their treasury, would have been willing

to give back Lombardy to Austria after it had been drained of all

its wealth, in exchange for Belgium, Bonaparte preferred to form

it into a republic under the name of la Republica Cisalpina with

Milan as its capital, which should be a menace to the States of the

Pope, of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, and of the Duke of Parma,

by keeping alive there a feeling of unrest, and a spirit of discontent,

of which he might take advantage whenever he might wish to over-

throw those govenunents. He then founded another at Modena,

named la Republica Cispadana of whidt R^^o, Bologna and

Ferrara formed part ; it was united to the Cisalpina on July i8th,

1797, and the new republic was given a constitution similar to that

of France with an Executive composed of five Directors, and a Legis-

lature formed by two Councils.

Digitized by
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The destruction of the Papacy and the estabhshment of a RepuUic
in Rome had long been desired by the Directory who had sent emis-

saries there with that object, although Cacault, a man whose views

were much more moderate than theirs, had begged of them not to

encourage the Roman Revolutionists, as there was not enough of the

Republican spirit in Rome to create a Republic, and whatever dis-

content existed, was directed against the French whom the people

detested for carrying away their money and their artistic treasures.

The prudent advice of Cacault and also that of Talleyrand, then

minister of foreign affairs, two experienced diplomatists would seem

to have somewhat subdued the ardent Jacobinism of the Directors,

for, when Joseph Bonaparte replaced Cacault as ambassador in

RiCMne, he was not instructed to prepare the way for a Republic, but

to defend the interests of the Directory in case Pius VI died and a

Condave were held for the election of his successor. This more
moderate policy was also that of his brother, the general, who said to

Cardinal Mattel at the signature of the peace of Tolentina, "If I were

the master, we should have a Concordat tomorrow ;" for he saw the

necessity of pacifying France and that the Catholics, by whom he

did not wish to be considered as an enemy of the Church, were

gradually regaining power. Nevertheless Joseph Bonaparte brougnt

with him to Rome a list of 35 persons, mostly lawyers and doctors

together with a few nobles on whom he could reckon in case of any

movement against the Papal Government, and the Palazzo Corsini,

where he lived, soon became the meeting place of all the disaffected

in Rome.

After the coup d'etat in Paris, on the i8th Fructidor (4th Sep-

tember, 1797) by the more Conservative section of the two Councils

and the more moderate members of the Directory, Barthelemy and

Camot were proscribed and deported, a more hostile policy towards

the Holy Father was adopted by Rewbell, Barras and La Revelliere

-Lepeaux who represented the intolerant and Jacobin party among
Directors, for on October loth Talleyrand wrote in their name to

Joseph Bonaparte not to discourage the good dispositions of those

who believed that it was time that the rule of the Popes should come to

an end, but rather to encourage the aspirations towards liberty which

the Roman people was apparently manifesting. General Bonaparte

too laid aside the friendliness he had sometimes shown towards the

Vatican ; either because he felt that he had lost the influence he had

had with the Directory with which he did not wish to quarrel, or

because he was irritated by the refusal of the Holy See to acknowl-

edge the Cisalpine Republic, as well as by the nomination of the

Austrian General Provera to the command of the Papail army, and

he also suspected that there was an alliance between the Pope and the
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King of Naples. He therefore wrote to his brother on September

29th at a time when Fius VI was dangerously ill, that if the Pope
were to die, he should do all in his power to prevent the election

of another and to bring about a revolution, and the Directory ap-

proved of these instructions in a letter to the General from La
Revelliere on October 21st, 1797.

In spite of the treaty of Tolwitino, the Directory still continued to

aim at the overthrow of the temporal power of the Holy See, by

exciting insurrections in the towns which still remained subject to

the Pope. Thus on November 19th the town of Ancona proclaimed

itself an independent repuUic without any opposition bcom the

French garrison, and the troops of the Cisalpine Republic consisting

chiefly of Polish refugees and deserters occupied Rimini and Cesena.

The Cisalpine Government even sent an ultimattmi to Rome, de-

manding that die Holy See should recognise their Republic writhin

eight days under pain of a declaration of war ; but though the Papal

Government yielded immediately to this request (25th November)

the invasion still continued. The fortress of San Leo was seized on

December 2d, Pesaro and Fano rose and established provisional

Governments on the 22d, while Sinigallia, Macereta and Vinno were

occupied by detachments of French soldiers from the garrison of

Ancona, and Republican Governments were at once proclaimed in

all these towns.

The Republican party in Rome had also sought on more than one

occasion to excite an insurrection, and had even tried to blow up the

Castle of St. Angelo on June 28, but were foiled in all their attempts.

The French Government, however, openly to<^ the defence of those

whom the Papal police arrested for these crimes, aad Joseph Bona-

parte was instructed to demand the release of the prisoners, among
whom were three men who had been accused of intending to assas-

sinate the Pope; though, indeed, the Directory consented to allow

these men to be expelled from Rome for some time, "until their pres-

ence should become necessary, when they might be brought back

cautiously."^ For the Directors, much as they desired to overthrow

the Papal Government and plunder Rome, could not do so openly

as they did not wish to incur the risk of a war with Naples which

might also bring on a renewal of the hostilities with Austria; but

to afford the revolutionists some assistance, a band of ardent Ja-

cobin agitators, among whom' were three adjutants-general, Avighi,

Sherlock, and Duphot, was sent to Rome, and the last named is

known to have had interviews with the leaders of the Republican

party."*

82 Sciout—Histoire du Directoire, III., 257.

WAugusto Franchetti, Storia politioa d'ltalia, Milano, 1881, P. 304-
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An attempt at a rising took place at last on the night of December
27th, when a crowd of sixty or one hundred insurgents, after a ban-

quet in the Villa Medici on the Fincian Hill, came down the Via

Sistina, led by the sculptor Ceracchi and a notary named Agretti

with the intention of planting trees of Uberty and calling on the

people to revolt but they were dispersed by a patrol of dragoons

and fled, leaving behind tbem their tricolour flags and cockades.

During the following day money and tricolour cockades were dis-

tributed by the conspirators among the people in the poorer quarters

of Rome, without, however, causing any disturbance ; but in the after-

noon a band of insurgents led by two Frenchmen, attacked the bar-

racks occupied by a detachment of Papal troops near Ponte Sisto.

They were driven away by a patrol of cavalry and the officer in com-

mand of the guard staticMied an advanced post of a few soldiers

under the Porta Settimiana, an ardiway which crossed the Lungara

not far from the Palazzo Corsini, with orders to allow no persons

in arms to pass, while the cavalry, accompanied by some of the

foot soldiers, pursued the fugitives firing on them, towards the Em-
bassy where they took refuge. Joseph Bonaparte accompanied by

Generals Duphot and Sherlock, in uniform and with their swords

drawn, came out to calm the disturbance, and ordered the soldiers to

withdraw ; they obeyed ; but General Duphot rushed forward at the

head of the insurgents, with the cry of "Viva la Liberie^' towards the

Porta Settimiana where the soldiers of the advanced post seeing

themselves in danger of being surrounded by the armed mob, fired a

volley beneath which he fell, and the rioters fled back to the pailace

in disorder.

Cardinal Doria the recently named secretary of State alarmed by

the dangerous consequences which he foresaw would result from this

unfortunate event, wrote at once to the ambassador to express his

regret, but was unable to appease his indignation or to dissuade him

from leaving Rome on the following morning, while the Directors

on learning of the death of Duphot, arrested the Papal representa-

tive in Paris, Marquis Massini and seized his papers. They then pre-

pared to put in execution their long cherished plan of destroying the

temporal power of the Papacy by a sudden attack upon Rome
;
pre-

cautions were taken to g^ard against intervention on the part of

Austria or Niaples by assuring them that the Directory had no in-

tention of seizing Rome, or inflicting any injury on religion, but de-

sired merely to avenge the outrage offered to France in such a way

that it should not be repeated. What the Directors really sought to

guard against was an attempt on the part of these Catholic powers to

assert the hardly veiled pretentions which heir diplomatists had al-

^ Baldassari, I., p. 27a
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ready put forward to a share of the States of the Church as com-
pensation for the aggrandisement of France and the foundation of

the Cisalpine Republic.

General Berthier then in command of the French army in Italy

was charged with the organisation of an expedition against Rome
for which General Bonaparte sent him very detailed instructions,

with regard to the disposition of his troops so as to guard against

a sudden invasion of the Austrians in his rear. He was also to ad-

vance with the utmost secrecy and with the greatest haste so as to

reach Rome before the Neapolitan army should be able to intervene

;

and when at two days march from Rome he was to threaten the

Pope and his Ministers so as to fill them with terror and drive

dbem to take flight. When in Rome, he was to employ all his influ-

enci* to establish a Republic, but to avoid whatever might tend to

prove that the Government had formed such a project. Berthier

who accepted with much displeasure what Bonaparte termed "the

honour of taking Rome," left Ancona at the end of January, after

issuing a proclamation which declared that his expedition had no

other object than to punish the murderers of Duphot His army,

numbering 14,696 men, mostly unshod, badly fed, and without pay,

encountered no opposition, with the exception of a rising of the

peasantry near the town of Gesi which was soon suppressed, as the

Papal troops had been ordered to fall back without resistance. While

on his march, the General received a letter from Cardinal Doria stat-

ing that a friendly power was about to offer its mediation and re-

questing him to stop his advance, but he gave no repJy to it. At

Temi on February 7th, Berthier had an interview with Prince Bel-

monte the Neapolitan ambassador in Rome whom he assured that

France would be satisfied with a humble apology, and that he would

state the demands of the Directory when the French army should

have reached the walls of Rome ; but he refused to receive Cardinal

della Somagtia, Mgr. Arrigoni and Prince Giustiniani whom Pius

VI had sent to ascertain the conditions which he intended to impose.

On the 9th Berthier reached La Storta about 10 miJes from Rome
while his advanced guard under General Servoni, a Corsican, oc-

cupied Monte Mario, the hill which commands the approach to Rome
by the Ponte MoUe, and where on the following day he established

his headquarters.

General Berthier then sent for Cavaliere d'Azara and charged him

to inform the Holy Father that as soon as the Castle of Saint Angelo

should be given up to the French, he would state what was the satis-

faction demanded by the Republic, and that the entrance of the

Frendi troops into Rome would not be of a hostile character, pro-
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vided the people did not insult them. The Castle was surrendered

at once, as Kus VI knew that it was useless to resist, though he

placed no confidence in Berthier's assurances. Still, no republican

movement took place in Rome and Berthier wrote despairingly to

Bonaparte, that Rome was in a state of the utmost consternation ; he

had not found a trace of the spirit of liberty ; he had been visited by

only one patriot who had offered to set free 2000 galley slaves, and

that it was easy to imagine how he had reached such a suggestion.

The principal conditions imposed by General Berthier which were

made known to the Holy Father after the occupation of the Castle

of St. Angelo by the French, were, that twelve hostages, among
whom were four Cardinals and four Roman princes, were to be

given up ; several members of the Council of State were to be dis-

missed, and thirteen persons known to be hostile to the French, two

of whom were Cardinals, were to be arrested and sent to the Gen-

eral within 24 hours. The Papal army was to be disbanded, with the

exception of the Swiss guard and 500 infantry, a war tax of four

millions of piastres in coin, and two millions of piastres in kind, was

to be paid within thirty days, and three thousand horses were to be

furnished for the use of the army within ten days. Everything be-

longing to the Governments at war with France or to their subjects

was to be confiscated, and all the painting^, statues, books, manu-

scripts and works of art which a commission named for that pur-

• pose should judge worthy of being transported into France, were to

be carried away. On the places where Bassville and Duphot had

been assassinated, monuments were to be raised, bearing inscrip-

tions recording both the crime committed and the satisfaction which

had been exacted for it. Religion and its ministers, as well as the

Churches and aJI private persons and their property would be res-

pected. The French army was to march to the Capitol and there do

homage to the great men who had rendered the Roman republic il-

lustrious.

This convention, or rather capitulation, was signed on the part of

Pius VI, by Prince Gabrielli and Giustiniani and on the nth the

advanced guard of the Republican army entered R(Mne and oc-

cupied several commanding positions ; but General Berthier still re-

mained in his camp on Monte Mario, waiting, as he confessed to the

Directory, until he had organized the people into making a demon-

stration which was to ask him to grant them liberty. It took some

days to do so; for the Roman Jacobins had perceived that they were

not supported by the majority of the people, and the attitude of Joseph

Bonaparte towards them had not been sufficiently frank to make

them feel certain that France was resolved to support them in their

rebellion against the Holy See. They therefore hesitated to declare

themselves until Berthier had taken some decisive steps to convince

Digitized by
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tfiem of what were his real intentions. The demonstration which he

required to enable him to throw off the mask was organised by an

apostate priest, Jean Bassal, who had been constitutional parish priest

at Versailles ; then a member of the Convention, and President of the

Society of Jacobins, and who along with his accomplices, by means
of various false assertions, obtained signatures to a petition, which

Berthier accepted as a proof of the desire of the Roman people for a

Republic.

At last, on February 15th, the twenty third anniversary of the

election of Pius VI while the Cardinals were assisting at Mass in

the Sistine Chapel, a crowd of about three hundred patriots as-

sembled at the foot of the Capitol on the Campo Vaccino, the site

of the Roman forum where a numerous body of French troops com-

manded by Murat was drawn up. At the same time the leaders of

the movement met on the square of the Capitol where, in presence of

General Cervoni, they planted in front of the Statue of Marcus Au-
relius, a tree of liberty decorated with the black, white and red tri-

colour flags of the new republic, and three notaries drew up in the

name of the Roman people a manifesto which proclaimed its soverei-

gnty and independence. A long list of functionaries, beginning with

seven consuls named by Servoni, followed this document, and a

deputation of which Duke Bonelli and Duke Sporza-Cesarini form-

ed part was then sent to request Berthier to enter Rome. The gene-

ral accompanied by a brilliant staff, came to the Capitol, where he

made a speech in which he invoked the shades of Pompey and of

cato, of Brutus and of Cicero, and declared that the sons of the

Gauls had come with the olive branch of peace to rebuild the al-

tars of Liberty on the spot where they had been raised by the first

Brutus; but in a few days he changed the provisional govern-

ment, keeping only five of thb seven Consuls, and appointing Bas-

sal nominally as their secretary, but in reality as their master.

That evening General Cervoni came to the Vatican ; Pius VI had

already retired to rest but rose to give him audience, and his vener-

able and majestic appeared so overawed the General that he apolo-

gised in an embarrassed and hesitating manner for having come as

tlie bearer of disagreeable intelligence. Being encouraged by the

Holy Father to proceed, Cervoni was saying that the exercise of the

Catholic religion had been guaranteed and that the spiritual power

of the Head of the Church would remain free and mtact, when he was

interrupted by the Pope who said "that Spiritual power was given us

bv God and no human authority can take it from us." Cervoni then

informed him that the Republican Government of Rome was under

the protection of France, that Berthier would support it with his

army, and that His Holiness had ceased to be a temporal sovereign.
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He would still however be allowed to keep his g^uards, and the

Roinan Republic would provide for his subsistence. To these vague

promises the Sovereign Pontiff merely replied that he humbly sub-

mitted to the inscrutable decree of Providence; that the gpood faith

and the sincerity which he had always shown towards France ought

to have withheld from his lips the bitter cup which he had been

made to drink to the lees ; but that he was consoled by the testimony

of his conscience and by his confidence in the protection of God,

and that he hoped that the Catholic religion would be respected, and

that the blood of those who had served his government zealously and

honourably, should not be shed.

The cavalry who had formed the Papal Guard and the soldiers

who had been promised by Berthier, were disarmed and dismissed

almost immediately; the French occupied the Vatican, and then

handed it over to men .of the civic guard which they had just formed

out of the dregs of the populace, whose drunken cries and licentious

songs resounded through the palace. The revolutionary party hoped

by these insults and humiliations to wear out the patience of Pius

VI and to oblige him to ask to leave Rome, as they dreaded the effect

which the forcible expulsion of the Holy Father might have on the

minds of the people, but he was determined not to leave Rome of his

own free wiU.

On the 17th the Swiss Calvinist, Rodolph Haller, the treasurer-

general of the French army whose duty it was to collect the forced

contributions imposed on Italy, and who had organized for that pur-

pose a body of "Agents for the seizure of Church plate," a man who
was despised and looked upon as a robber by the revolutionists them-

selves, came with thirteen of his subordinates to the Vatican which

he visited minutely and plundered without mercy, everywhere plac-

ing the seal of the French Republic. He seized the Pope's private

library of 40,000 volumes which the Holy Father intended to leave

to his native town, Cedena ; he seized his collection of precious ob-

jects and works of art which had been given or bequeathed to him

during his reign, and threatened to break open the doors which

were not unlocked at once. Entering then the room where the Holy

Father was breakfasting, and seizing a small box oh the table, he

asked insolently if it contained diamonds, but the Pope replied that

it held only biscuits and courteously offered them to him. As he

was convinced that there were many jewels still concealed in the

Vatican, he obliged the Holy Father to open all the presses in his

bedroom, although assured that all the precious stones from Loreto

and much besides had already been given up. Haller also tried to

persuade the Sovereign Pontiff to leave Rome, telling him roughly
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that the Roman Republic wanted his palace; that he ran great danger
' of being the victim of some popular tumult, and that he would do

well to provide for his safety by a speedy departure. But the Holy

Father replied that he had no reason to fear the people; that his

safety had just been publicly guaranteed ; and that he would never

leave the Vatican voluntarily. That evening, however, by General

• Berthier's orders. Cardinal Doria informed the Holy Father that

both the French and Roman authorities insisted that he should quit

Rome without delay, as otherwise he should be carried away forc-

ibly in the custody of a French officer, and yielding to the Cardinal's

advice he consented to leave, and fixed upon Florence as his future

place of residence. Any attempt to escape in the meanwhile was

impossible, as the two rooms which were all that was left to the

Holy Father, were watched by sentinels at the doors who allowed

no one to have access to him without the permission of the oflBcer

on guard in the anti-chamber.

The necessary precautions had already been taken by the Sover-

eign Pontiff to provide for the safety and legality of the election of

his successor, for after the death of General Ehiphot and the depar-

ture of Josefrfi Bonaparte he had foreseen the dangers which the

Holy See was probably destined to encounter, and he therefore de-

creed by a Bull dated 30th December, 1797, that the Cardinals pres-

ent in Rcwne at the time of his death should at once decide by the

votes of the majority in what place it would be convenient ta hoJd

the Conclave ; and also, in case of any popular tumult or war taking

place, to advance or retard the date of its opening, instead of wait-

ing until the tenth day after the death of the Pope according to the

usual custom.

About an hour before dawn on the morning of February 20th,

in foggy, rainy weather, while the streets of Rome and the road lead-

from the Porta Angelica to the Ponte MoUe were patrolled by nu-

merous detachments of cavalry and infantry, Pius NT. left the Vati-

can accompanied by Mgr. Caracciolo his "maestro di cameraf Mgr.

Giuseppe Rossi, his doctor; Father Maroti, a former Jesuit, his

secretary, as well as sixteen other members of his household, and es-

corted by two majors of the French army and a squadron of dra-

goons. On the previous day eleven thousand Roman crowns had

been given to the Holy Father by the Republican Government, and

it was all that he ever received from it, although it had promised

to provide for his subsistance.

As soon as the Sovereign Pontiff had left Rome, the plunder of

the Vatican by Haller and his agents began. The sacristies of the

Papal chapels were robbed of their chalices, crosses and illuminated
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missals, as well as of two jewelled mitres and several richly em-
broidered vestments, which had been carefully concealed, until a
fciithless servant revealed their hiding place. These were burned

for the sake of the gold and silver they contained, and the same fate

befell one of the celebrated tapestries designed by Raphael which

were sold to a Genoese Jew. Ail the linen of the palace and even

the kitchen utensils and the locks of the doors were also carried off.

Masons were employed to sound the walls of the palace lest other

treasures might be concealed there. The Vatican library lost its

precious collections of cameos, coins and medals, only a few of which

were restored after the fall of Napoleon. The same devastation

took place in the Qiurches, monasteries and convents of Rome,

either then or in the course of a few months ; in some places even

tombs were broken open in order to obtain the leaden coffins they

held, and if those of the Popes were spared, it was because it was

feared that the expense of breaking them open would be greater

than the profit to be derived from them.

As in spite of the enormous sums which had been plundered not

only irom. the public treasuries but also from the wealthy inhabi-

tants in every town which the Republican armies had invaded, the

French soldiers were still in rags, unshod and without pay since

five months, serious mutinies had taken place in Mantua and other

towns of the north of Italy and had only been appeased by exhort-

ing more money from the conquered countries. In Rome the arrival

of Massena, who was accused of being the most rapacious of all

the generals, to replace Berthier was the signal for a revolt of all

the officers under the rank of major, who protested against the

shameless system of plundering carried on by their superiors and the

agents of the Government, to lead a life of scandalous luxury, while

the officers and soldiers were in the utmost misery, and they insisted

on being paid within twenty four hours and on the restitution of all

that had been stolen from private houses and from the Churches be-

longing to Powers which were at peace with France.

While the generals were vainly attempting to appease the indigna-

tion of their officers and restore discipline, the inhabitants of the

poorer quarters of Rome, the Trastevere, the Monti, and the Regola

rose in arms on the night of February 2Sth, to the cry of "Viva il

Papa,-" but the insurrection was suppressed by General Berthier

after four hours fighting, and twenty two of the rebels were sJiot on

the following days in the Piazza del Popolo.

The mutiny of the officers was ended by the substitution of General

Gouvion Saint Cyr for Massena, and the payment of a portion of

the arrears due to the soldiers ; but the example of the people of the
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Trasteverc was followed in many of the small towns near Rome:
at Albano, L'Aricda, Genzano and VeUetri, the peasantry todc

arms and marched towards Rome to the number of seven or eight

thousand until met by a French column commanded by Murat who
defeated them with gp-eat loss. Other insurrections soon followed

caused by the exactions of the French troops and the seizure of the

Church plate by the Commissioner of the Roman Republic; that at

the end of April in the mountains round Lake Trasimene was only

suppressed after a de^arate resistance; and though the risings at

Orvieto and in the villages round Ascoli, were not of much import-

ance, a much more serious revolt took place in July in the Hermician

mountains and the plain at their feet, where Ferentino and Frosm-

one guarded by their ancient walls, and Terracina protected by the

surroimding woods and marshes, were after a stubborn defence,

taken at the point of the bayonet by the Polish troops in the service

of the Cisalpine Republic, which had been sent to the assistance of

the Roman Government.

But in Rome, the expulsion of the religious orders from their

monasteries and convents, and the sale of Church property was car-

ried on unmercifully, though checked for a short space of time by

the invasion of the Neapolitan army.

DoNAT Sampson.

London, England.

MEDIAEVAL COURTESY.

IN an age when it is constantly thought, and frequently said,

that chivalry is dead, courtesy dying, and good manners

dead and buried in the past, it may not be amiss to take

a peep into the middle ages when courtesy was an art if not

a science, whose principles formed a considerable part of the

education of the jrouth of the nobility and gentry.

There is no lack of material left to show us how our ancestors

behaved to each other; how the young treated the old and were

treated by them; how servants served their masters; how the

tables of the rich were appointed; how they carved, how they

ate and drank; how they comported themselves at table; how

they dressed; how, in short, the machinery of daily life was

oiled, and how it worked. Rather is there an "embarras de

richesses" among the various "Books of Nurture" and "Books

of Courtesy" which remain to us and have been edited and pub-

lished by the Early English Text Society.

Digitized by
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Of these the three oldest are "Stans Puer ad Mensam," attrib-

uted to Lydgate, date 1430. "How the Good Wife taught her
Daughter," and the companion, but inferior, poem, "How the

Wise Man taught his Son," of about the same date, 1430, though
it is possible "The Wise Man" may be much older. The "Book
of Courtesy" from the Sloane MS. is rather later, from 1430 to

1440, The MS. of John Russell's "Book of NHirture," sometimes

thought to be an older work touched up and edited by him, in-

stead of an original composition, is considered to date about 1460

to 1470. The "Babees Book," perhaps the most popular of all,

bears date about 1475, and "The Young Children's Book," a few
years later, 1480. The oldest extant edition of. Wynkyn de

Worde's "Book of Carving" is 1858. Hugh Rhode's "Book of

Nurture" was first printed in 1554, and Seager's "School of Vir-

tue"' a few years later, 1557.

Thus the period dealt with in these various works ranges over

a century and a half, and probably longer, as the original MSS.
of the earlier ones may be still more ancient than 1430. With
the exception of the "Book of Carving," and two or three chap-

ters of Rhodes's "Book of Nurture," all these treatises were writ-

ten- in verse, that they might the more easily be committed to

memory.

It was the custom as far back as the 12th century, among the

upper classes in England, to send their sons and daughters to

the houses of other nobles or gentlemen, to learn to read and

write, to talk French and Latin, and especially, and before all

else, to learn manners and courtesy, the art of carving, and a

knowledge of the rules of precedence ; and these three last items

were considered the most important part of the education of the

nobility and gentry.

This same system of bringing up prevailed also among what

we should call the lower middle classes, where the young were

sent away from home to learn some trade, and to live mean-

while with their masters, to whom they were bound as appren-

tices, and a very hard time they had of it, for they were servants

as well as apprentices, though in due course they became mas-

ters.

These Books of Courtesy, however, were intended for the use

of the upper classes, between whom and the people the line of

demarcation was much more strongly marked then than at pres-

ent, when all classes shade upwards into each other, each striv-

ing to be in the one above it.

Yet Society was really more knit together then than now.
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when money is the only medium of exchange between employer
and employed; in the olden times, when old feudal customs pre-

vailed, and the tenants had to fight for their liege-lords, and la-

bor was paid in land, or in kind, or in meals taken so many times

a week, at the baronial hall, below the salt, rich and poor were
much more dependent on each other, and the'bonds between them
were much stronger than at present.

The first thing that strikes a reader who dips for the first time

into one of these old Books of Nurture, is not how well the people

behaved at table in those days, when they learnt so much about

manners, but how villainously, if such instnictioas, some of

which are quite impossible to quote, were necessary.

It is rather a comfort in what some would have us believe to

be our degenerate days, to find that disgusting manners and cus-

toms, such as we cannot conceive a ploughman would be guilty

of now, actually then prevailed among the aristocracy to such an

extent that the young had to be taught to avoid them.

The fact that similar instructions are given in all the books,

shows that the customs alluded to above must have been pretty

general, and the authors took care to call a spade a spade ; there

are no veiled allusions ; they left us no doubt as to their meaning.

But if on the one hand we have certainly improved in ov»

manners at table, and our personal habits, as we shall presently

see, on the other hand, in more important matters, such as the

conduct of children to parents, of servants to masters, and in

mutual courtesy in our social relations we have to confess we
have deteriorated to such an extent that many of the instructions

here given seem to us to be ridiculous and laughable, rather than

praiseworthy and to be imitated.

In the present day parents and masters and mistresses err

perforce on the side of leniency; in the Middle Ages they erred

on the side of severity ; and this plan of sending their children to

other people to bring up alienated the affection of both children

and parents from each other, as complained of in some works of

the time.

Very harsh treatment was meted out to girls as well as to

boys; grown up girls were beaten sometimes by their mothers,

and pinching and nipping were favorite methods of correction;

boys were cruelly beaten by their schoolmasters, servants and

apprentices by their masters; flogging was looked upon rather

as a virtue, and is highly recommended in some of these old

books.

"The Good Wife" taught her daughter to beat her children
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well if they were rebellious, in the following lines : (slightly mod-
ernized)

"And if thy children shall rebel, and will not to thee bow,"
"If any of them do wrong, neither ban them nor blow," (strike)

"But take a smart rod, and beat them in a row,"

"Till they cry mercy, and learn their guilt to know."^

The author of "Stans Puer ad Mensam" holds similar views

to the "Good Wife" on the virtue of corporal punishment, and
says when children quarrel and complain, let the parent pay no
heed to their complaints, but punish them

:

"To their plaints give no credence,"

"A rod reformeth all their negligence ;"

"In their courage no rancour does abide,"

"Who that spareth the rod all virtues sets aside."

Hugh Rhodes, who wrote a hundred and twenty-five years

later, is more merciful, and though he advises severity, yet he

recommends that it be tempered with mercy, when he cautions

parents to choose for their children such schoolmasters:

"As fear God and live virtuously, such as can punish sharply,

"with patience, and not with rigour, for it doth oft-times make

"them to rebel and run away, whereof chanceth oft-times much

Rhodes must have been of a very gentle nature himself, as be

is at great pains to inculcate gentleness and politeness, as well

as reverence to parents.

"Reverence to thy parents dear

"duty doth thee bind;

"Such children as (in) virtue delight,"

"Be gentle, meek and kind;"

"Against thy parents multiply"

"no words, but be demure."

"It will redound unto thy praise,"

"and to thy friends pleasure."

It was the custom for children to bow and courtesy to their

parents, and to kneel and ask their blessing if they had been

away for any time. Thus Seager in "The School of Virtue,"

says:

1 How the Good Wife taught her daughter, line 188-192-

« The Book of Nurture, p. 14. Ibid lines, 27-48.

harm."*

'Unto your elders gentle be,"

' 'Gainst them say no harm.'
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"When that thy parents come in sight,"

"do them reverence;"

"Ask them blessing if they have"

"been long out of presence."*

It appears inferiors knelt on one knee before superiors, for in

"The Babees Book" the author telling the Babies how to enter

their lord's place, says:

"Hold up your head, and kneel but on one knee,"

"To your sovereign, or lord whether he be."*

and in the "Book of Courtesy," (Sloane MS.) the reader is coun-

selled to:

"Be courteous to God, and kneel down,"

"On both knees with g^eat devotion;"

"To man thou shalt kneel upon the one,"

"The other, to thyself thou hold alone."*

In Seager's "School of Virtue" children are taught on returning

from school to say good-bye, at the door of their home, to their

companions, and:

"The house then entering, in thy parent's presence,"

"Humbly salute them, with all reverence."

This is the latest of the "Books of Courtesy," but here two di-

rections are given to children to wait upon their parents at table,

and if they were big enough, to bring in the dishes

:

"When thy parents down to the table shall sit,"

"In place be ready for the purpose most fit
;"

"With sober countenance looking them in the face,"

"Thy hands holding up, begin this gfrace,"

"Grace being said, low curtsey make thou,"

"Saying, much good may it do you."

words which evidently bore a different meaning then from the

ironical sense in which we use them.

"Of stature then, if thou be able,"

"It shall become thee to serve the table
;"

"In bringing to it such meat as shall need"

"For thy parents upon that time to feed."

"Dishes with measure thou oughtest to fill,"

"Else mayst thou happen thy service to spill."

"On their apparel or else on the cloth,"

"Which for to do would move them to wrath."*

'Rhodes's Book of Nurture.

Babees Book, line 63-4.

6 The Book of Courtesy, Sloane MS. line 63-63-

• Seager's "School of Virtue," 330-344-

*
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This last contingency seems exceedingly probable in days
when such mishaps were treated as serious faults, and probably
met with severe punishment.

After instructing his readers how to wait at table, the curtsey

is again mentioned as a duty, much in the way country people

will still tell their children to "make their duty" to their super-

iors, in some counties.

"All things thus done, forget not thy duty,"

"Before the table make thou low curtsey."^

Hugh Rhodes, in his "School of Good Manners," a part of his

"Book of Nurture," urges the same act of obeisance at the end
of dinner ; after saying "Much good may it do ye," which appears

to have been the regular formula at the close of a meal, he tells

the child:

"Then go to your Sovereign,"

"Give him obeisance duly;"

"That done, withdraw thyself aside,"

"At no time prove unruly."

This expression so frequently used, of "Sovereign" as applied

to the master, who might be of noble birth, perhaps, but was not

a king, shows in what reverence superiors were then held, and

what sovereign rights they exercised over their dependents.

In many cases the boys who served at table were of as high

rank as their "sovereigns" or their "lords," but they were not

allowed to sit down in their presence, nor in that of their parents,

until bidden to do so, even at table.

In all the books this attitude of standing is insisted on, and as

we have seen, it g^ves the title to one book. Even the "Babees"

of tender age, "whom blood royal with grace, feature and high

ability hath adorned," are told to take no seat till commanded

to do so, but to be ready to stand* and serve their lords, with

clean hands, till the time comes for them to sit down to their own
meal.

In the "Young Children's Book" the same rule is given

:

"Stand, and sit not fortb-withal,"

"Till he bids thee, that rules the hall
;"

"Where he bids, there must thou sit,"

"And for none other change nor flit."

"Sit upright, and honestly,"

"Eat and drink, and be fellowly," (sociable)

"Share with them that sit thee by"

"That teaches thee Dame courtesy."'

t Ibid, 420-421.

*The Babies Book, lines

»The Young Children's Book, 93-6.

*
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To take the seat assigned to them is insisted on in "Stans Puer
ad Mensam," and there they are also cautioned not to lean against

a post or stare.

"Sit thou in that place thou art assigned to."

"Be simple in cheer, cast not thy look aside,"

"Gaze not about, turning thy sight over all,"

"Against the post, let not thy back abide,"

"Neither make thy mirror also of the wall.""

Hugh Rhodes, who seems to have been a clerk or chaplain of

the Kingf's Chapel, and probably write his book primarily for the

gentlemen and boys of the king's chapel, devotes a whole chap-

ter to the rules of precedence and carefully directs his clients on

no account to go up higher than the place- appointed to them.

"And of this thing »beware, I wish,"

"Press not thyself too high;"

"Sit in the place appointed thee,"

"For that is courtesy.""-

Apparently it was the custom for these boys for whom Rhodes

wrote, to wear their caps during meals, and they were to remove

them and stand, when spoken to by their masters.

"And if thy master speaks to thee,"

"Take thy cap in thy hand;"

"If thou sit at meat when he talketh"

"To thee, see thou stand."

"Lean not aside when thou shalt speak,"

"Upright be thou standing;"

"Hold still thy hands, move not thy feet,"

"Beware thou of trifling.""

We find similar instructions with regard to standing quietly,

without leaning or staring ; and as to sitting where told to sit, in

the "Book of Courtesy, Sloane MS."
"Also, if thou have a lord,"

"And standest before him at the board,"

"While that thou speakest, keep well thy hand,"

"Thy foot also, in peace let stand."

"Gaze not on walls with thine eye,"

"Far nor near, low nor high."

"Before thy lord no mouths thou make,"

"If thou wilt courtesy with thee take."

"Look thou sit—and make no strife
—

"

"Where thou art commanded, or else thy wife."

10 Stans Puer ad Mensam, 8-i3.

u Rhodes' Book of Nurture, 134-136.
u Ibid, I43-I5a
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Evidently this striving after a high place at table was a common
fault, for we find it alluded to in all these books. Seager, whose
"School of Virtue" is rather more religious in tone than the

other books, though all are pious works, says

:

"Presume not too high, I say, in no case,"

"In sitting down, to thy betters give place."

"Suffer each man, first served to be,"

"For that is a point of good courtesy."

It was the custom during the period over which these books

extend, to wash the hands before and after eating at table; and
in large households a good deal of ceremony attended the func-

tion. It was the duty of those who waited to bring the basin and
ewer and towel to their"sovereign," or lord, or parents, before and

after the meal. There was a cloth or upper towel on purpose to

spread over the table-cloth during the washing, which was called

the "sur-nape," and was like the side-slips which were in fashion

some years ago, that were removed before dessert.

In Russell's "Book of Nurture," which is the most valuable for

its record of table manners of the period, elaborate directions are

given for the folding and laying of this sur-nape, which the mar-

shall was to slip along the table, and after it was finshed with,

the chamberlain was to remove it with both his arms, and carry

it back to the ewery.

John Russell, be it said, was usher to a royal prince, Duke
Humfrey, of Gloucester, and his book is a guide to the duties of

the Butler, Footman, Valet, Carver, Taster, Server, or Arranger

of Dishes, Hippocras-maker, Usher, and Marshall of the Noble-

men of the period, so his instructions as to the ritual of this

hand-washing are very elaborate.

In the "Babees Book" the ceremony is simplified

:

"Now must I tell in short, for I must so,"

"Your observance that ye shall do at noon

"When that ye see your lord to meat shall go,"

"Be ready to fetch him water soon."

"Some pour water; some hold till he hath done,"

"The cloth to him, and from him do not pace"

"Whilst he be set, and have heard said grace.""

And again at the end of dinner the "Babees" are bidden, some

to fetch water, some to pour it over their lord's hands, and some

to hold the towel.

In the Sloane "Book of Courtesy" directions for washing the

lord's hands, both before and after dinner are given in the Third

M The Babees Book, 127-133.
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Book, which was written for the servants in the courts of great

noblemen.

The Ewerer first pours water into two basins and folds a
towel "with full great lore" on the top of the upper one; the

water is then "assayed," which seems to mean here, poured into

a cup of white wood by the carver and "tasted." Two knights

then hold the towel "before the lord's sleeves, that be so dear,"

which is an allusion to the elaborate, long and fantastically cut

sleeves of the period. One knight holds the upper basin, while

the carver pours water into the lower, apparently through the

upper.
"For a pipe there is inside so clean"

"That water devoids of silver sheen,"

"Then sets he the lower, I understand,"

"In the other, and voids with both his hands.""

The whole of this passage is obscure, but it seems to mean:

The lord held his hands between the two basins, while the carver

poured water through the clean and shining pipe of the upper

one into the lower.
j

The tasting or "assaying" of food and water was to discover

poison if there had been any foul play, and was only done for

the highest ranks down to an earl.

After dinner the sur-nape and a broad and narrow towel were

spread before the lord and lady and after they had washed their

hands and grace had been said, these were removed.

In the "Young Children's Book" the child is directed to wash

his own hands before he leaves the table.

"And sit thou still, what so befall,"

"Till grace be said unto the end;"

"And till thou have washen with thy friend."

"Let the more worthy than thou"

"Wash before thee, and that is thy prow" (duty)

"And spit not in the basin,"

"My sweet son, that thou washest in.""

In "Stans Puer ad Mensam" the boy is directed, not without

reason if the boy of 1430 resembled him of 1905, to wash his

hands and clean his nails before he comes to table, and Hugh
Rhodes gives the same advice:

"Before that you do sit, see that"

"Your knives be made bright,"

' 5four hands clean, your nails pared;"

-It is a goodly sight.""

i^Sloane's Book of~Courtesy, lines 696-720.

16 The Young Children's Book, 82-S&.

"Book of Nurture, 169-173.
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Perhaps it was also somewhat a rare one, as it was evidently one
devoutly to be desired.

Seager in his "School of Virtue," anticipates that the towel may
be wanting, which suggests that perhaps the custom of washing
at table was falling into disuse, when he wrote, or it may be
only because he wrote for simpler households, where the children

served the parents. When they have cleared the table he tells

them:

"A clean towel then on the table spread,"

"The towel wanting, the cloth take instead,"

"And basin and ewer to the table bring,"

"In place convenient their pleasure abiding."

"When thou shalt see them ready to wash,"

"The ewer take up, and be not too rash."

"In pouring out water more than will suffice."

"The table then void that they may rise."

Knives seem to have been very inferior articles in those days,

for all these authors direct, that the knives be not only cleaned,

but sharpened, before they are brought to table.

The "Babees" are enjoined to keep their knives sharp and

clean, and not to cut their meat like farm-labourers, who reck

not how they hack their food ; and when the meal is over, they are

to clean their knives and put them back in' their places.

The "Young Children's Book" has similar instructions:

"Keep thy knife both clean and sharp,"

"And be not busy for to carp," (kerpe—to chatter)

"Cleanse thy knife with some cut bread,"

"Not with thy cloth as I thee rede." (advise)

Wynkyn de Worde tells the Carver that his knife must be

fair, and his hands clean, and that in carving fish, flesh, fowl or

bread he must be careful to put only two fingers and a thumb on

his knife. He also adds that the carver must carve carefully,

especially for ladies, as they soon get angry, "for their thoughts

be soon changed, and some lords will be soon pleased and some

will not, as they be of complexion ;" which seems a very reason-

able criticism from one who had doubtless had a good deal of

experience, of the humours of women and the tempers of men.

There were no salt-spoons, even when the latest of these

books, "Seager's School of Virtue," was written. So to take salt

with your knife was the proper thing to do, and certainly it was

better than dipping the meat into the salt-cellar, as those who

were wanting in "good courtesy" used to do.

In some of the earlier books, "The Babees" and the "Young
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Children's," the use of the knife as a salt-spoon is not mentioned,
but the children are warned in both, "not to dip their meat in

the salt-cellar, but to lay the salt honestly on their trenchers."

In "Stans Puer ad Mensam" the knife is recommended:
"And wheresoe'er thou be to dine or sup,"

"Of gentleness take salt with thy knife;"

"And be well ware thou blow not in thy cup,"

"Reverence thy fellows
; begin with them no strife."^'

Hugh Rhodes mentions both customs:

"Dip not thy meat in the salt-cellar,"

"But take it with thy knife."

"The Book of Courtesy" (Sloane MS.) alludes to dipping food

in the salt-cellar as a vice; and Seager counsels his readers to

reach and take salt with the knife.

The use of the knife as a tooth-pick is frequently inveighed

against; it is first mentioned in the "Young Children's Book,"

and Hugh Rhodes has a very quaint suggestion to offer as a sub-

stitute.

"Pick not thy teeth with thy knife,"

"Nor with thy fingers' end;"

"But take a stick or some clean thing,"

"Then you do not offend.""

The "Book of Courtesy" forbids picking the teeth at all at

table, whether with knife or straw or stick.

Forks were not introduced till later, and are not mentioned in

any of these books
;
spoons were used, and various hints are given

as to their management:

"And when thou hast thy pottage done,"

"Out of the dish thou put thy spoon.""

and again:

"In thy dish set not thy spoon,"

"Nor on the brink, as unlearned done."

is the advice of the author of "The Young Children's Book."

It was the approved fashion to wipe the spoon at table; this

is recommended in "Stans Puer ad Mensam," and in Rhodes's

"Book of Nurture," where the owner is cautioned to take care it

is not stolen; from which we gather each person had but one

spoon and had it in his own keeping. The "Book of Courtesy"

quaintly says:

"Lay not thy spoon on thy dish side,"

"But cleanse it honestly without pride."^

W Stans Puer ad Mensam, 64-68.
M Book of Nurture, 246-250.

"Young Oiildren's Book, 41-45-

MThe Book of Courtesy, 73-74.
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Handkerchiefs were not in general use in the 15th century, but

by Hugh Rhodes's time they had come into fashion, as he men-
tions them. The management of the nose is a topic dealt with

very plainly, and also exhaustively in all these books, and evidently

the advice given was very necessary.

It is rather singular to find that to cut your bread instead of

breaking it is considered better manners by all these authorities

on courtesy; thus we find the "Babees" told to "cut with your

knife your bread and break it not," the "Young Children" are

ordered not to break their bread, and not to put pieces into their

pockets, thus the mediaeval version of "eat all you like, and

pocket none," is

"The morsels that thou beginnest to touch,"

"Cast them not in thy pouch."

People apparently sometimes shared the same dish and ate

out of it together, as late as Rhodes wrote, for he says

:

"If any man eat of your dish, crumb you therein no bread."

He also advises the bread be cut into little bits to put in the

soup or broth: "Of bread, slice out fair morsels to put into your

potage."

The Sloane "Book of Courtesy" directs minutely how the

bread, evidently a dinner roll, was to be cut:

"Pare thy bread, and carve in two,"

"The upper crust the nether fro'
;"

"In four thou cut the other dole,"

"Set them together as it were whole."

"Then cut the nether crust in three,"

"And turn it down, learn this from me."

A few lines further on it is directed that bread be broken, not

bitten, and the remains given to the poor:

"Bite not thy bread and lay it down,"

"That is no courtesy to use in town;"

"But break as much as thou wilt eat,"

"The remnant to the poor thou shalt Iet."»

The reader is also warned in this book not to sop his bread

in his "dish," and after biting it, dip it in again:

"Thou art unkind if thou do so."

This giving of some of the food from the tables of the rich

to the poor was a regular custom and a religious duty ; in large

households there was an officer called the "almoner," whose duty

it was to bring in the alms-dish and keep the broken food and

wine that was left, and he was sworn to give it all to the poor.

The first loaf was put into this dish by the carver, and a piece of

»Book of Courtesy, Sloane MSTas, 41-50.
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everything the lord was served with, except any m-bit that the

lord sent to any stranger.

After the washing of hands the almoner said grace and set

down the alms-dish:

"Therein the Carver a loaf shall set,"

"To serve God first without let." (hindrance)

"The other iloaves he pares about,"

"Lays it in the dish without doubt;"

"The almoner a rod shall have in hand,"

"As for alms-office, I understand."

"All the broken meat he keeps, I wate," (know)
"To deal to poor men at the gate

"And drink that is left served in hall,"

"Of rich and poor, both great and small."

"He is sworn to oversee the service well,"

"And deal it to the poor."»

In Bishop Grossetest's "Household Statutes," it is laid down
that these alms are to be g^ven to the poor and sick, not to the

servants for their table. The date of the MS. is about 1450, the

directions are worth quoting for the sake of their delightful

frankness.

"Command ye that your alms be kept, and not sent to boys and

knaves, neither in the hall nor out of the hall, nor be wasted in

suppers nor dinners of grooms, but wisely, temperately, without

bate or betyng (abating or eating) be it distributed and then

parted to poor men, beggars, sick folk and feeble."

The balance between the relative values of speech and silence

is very evenly held in these old books especially by Seager,

whose judgment in this matter we must quote:

"Let not thy tongue at the table walk,"

"And of no matter neither reason nor talk ;"

"Temper thy tongue and stomach alway,"

"For 'measure is treasure,' the proverb doth say."

* * *

"For silence keeping, thou shalt not be shent,"
^

"Whereas thy speech may cause thee repent"

"Both speech and silence are commendable,"

"But silence is metest in a child at the table."

^L * *

"And Cato doth say that 'in old and young,"

"the first of virtues is to keep thy tongue.'

The "Babees" are admonished not to chatter, and when their

M Book of Courtesy, 730-744-
*» School of Virtue, 472-492.
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lord is drinking, to observe "right stable silence without loud

loud laughter, or jangling; whispering, joking or any other in-

solence."

The Book of Courtesy (Sloane MS.), while urging moderation

in speech, truthfulness and prudence, and forbidding arguing with

the lord or whispering, tells the reader to answer cheerily when

greeted, and not to be dumb, lest people say, "he has no mouth."

"Go not forth as a dumb freke," (fellow)

"Since God has left thee tongue to speak."

The author of "The Young Children's Book" makes a very

wise and true remark, on the evil of much speaking, as dangerous

a habit in those days as now.

"Look thou laugh not nor grin,"

"And with much speech thou may'st do sin."

and again:

"Of whom thou speakest, where and when,"

"Advise the well, and to what men."

"Advise thee well, and to what men."
easy to do, and sums up too much talking very succinctly and per-

haps very truly also:

"Babble not o'er much, my friend,"

"If thou wilt be called wise,"

"To speak or prate, or use much talk,"

"Engenders many lies."

The counsels to servants in his "Book of Nurture," especially

in the matter of speech, are very shrewd, as for example

:

"Be not checkmate with thy master,"

"For one word give not four;"

"Such a servant continueth too long,"

"If he pass but an hour."

and apparently would have received prompt notice to quit if Mr.
Rhodes had been his master.

"Few words in a servant wise,"

^
"Deserveth commendation;"

"Such servants as be of much speech"

"Are ill of operation."

Yet Mr. Rhodes did not approve of changing servants often

:

"A hasty or wilful master,"

"That oft changeth servant ;"

"And a servant of fleeting,"

"Lack wit and wisdom, I warrant."

He would have a servant ptft up with his master's temper

:
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"For a servant to suffer in anger,"

"To his master is a treasure,"

and dress according to his degree, and avoid looking at himself

and his clothes

:

"Behold not thyself in thy apparel,"

"In church nor in the street."

"To gaze on thyself men will think,"

"It is a thing unmeet."

We have not space to quote further from Rhodes's instructions

for the "Waiting Servant," which are very diffuse, and can only

not be be called prosy because they are written in verse.

Bishop Grossetest ordered that all the servants were to be

made to sit together in the hall, not three or four in one place

and the rest at another table, and no private meals were to be

allowed them, "for of such cometh great destruction, and no wor-

ship thereby gfroweth to the lord."

On the whole enough has been quoted, though the worst cus-

toms have been omitted, to show that although as said above in

many ways the manners, especially at table, of the Middle Ages,

strike us as disgusting, yet our want of courtesy to elders and

superiors would shock our ancestors equally. Courtesy with

them was a religious duty, moreover they realized what we have

long since forgotten, that:

"Courtesy came from heaven,"

"When Gabriel our Lady g^eet,"

"And Elizabeth with her met,"

"All virtues be enclosed in courtesy."**

So while we reserve to ourselves the right of thinking we
have vastly improved in some ways since Rhodes and Russell

wrote, in other ways we are willing to stand aside and let the

Middle Ages pass before us,

"For that is Courtesy."

** Youitg Children's Book, 6-9.

DARLEY DALE.
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ENCYCLICAL LETTER OF OUR MOST HOLY FATHER,
POPE PIUS X.

To Our Venerable Brethren the Cardinals, Archbishops,

AND Bishops of France and to the French Clergy and People,

PIUS X., POPK

Venerable Brethren and Beloved Sons, Health and Apostolic Bene-

diction.

ONCE again the serious events which have been precipitated

in your noble country compel Us to write to the Church of

France to sustain her in her trials, and to comfort her

in her sorrow. When the children are suffering the heart of the

Father ought more than ever to go out to them. And so, now that

We see you suffer, from the depths of our fatherly heart floods of

tenderness break forth more copiously than ever, and flow to you

with the greater comfort and sweetness.

These sufferings. Venerable Brethren and beloved sons, now find

a sorrowful echo throughout the whole Catholic Church; but We
feel them more deeply stiU and We sympathize with a pity which

grows with your trials and seems to increase day by day.

But with these cruel sorrows the Master has, it is true, mingled

a consolation than which none can be dearer to our heart. It springs

from your unshakable attachment to the Church, from your unfail-

ing fidelity to this Apostolic See, and from the firm and deeply

founded unity that reigns amongst you. On this fidelity and union

We confidently reckoned from the first, for We were too well

aware of the nobleness and generosity of the French heart to have

any fear that oa the field of battle disunion would find its way
into your ranks. Equally great is the joy that We feel at the

magnificent spectacle you are now giving to the world; and with

our high praise of you before the whole Church, We give thanks

from the depths of Our heart the Father of mercies, the Author

of all good.

Recourse to God, so infinitely good, is all the more necessary be-

cause, far from abating, the struggle g^ows fiercer and expands

unceasingly. It is no longer only the Christian faith that they would

uproot at all costs from the hearts of the people ; it is any belief which

lifting man above the horizon of this world would supematurally

bring back his wearied eyes to heaves. Illusion on the subject is

no longer possible. War has been declared against everything
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supernatural, because behind the supernatural stands God, and be-

cause it is God that they want to tear out of the mind and heart of

man.

The war will be bitter and without respite on the part of those

who wage it. That as it goes on harder trials than those which

you have hitherto known await you is possible and even probable.

Common prudence calls on each of you to prepare for them. And
this you will do simply, valiantly, and full of confidence, sure that

however fiercely the fight may rage, victory will in the end remain

in your hands.

The pledge of this victory is your union first of all amongst your-

selves, and secondly with this Apostolic See. This twofold union

will make you invincible, and against it all efforts will break.

Our enemies have on this been under no misapprehensions. From
the outset, and with the greatest clearness of vision, they determined

on their objective ; first to separate you from Us and the Chair of

Peter, and then to sow disorder among you. From then till now
they have made no change in their tactics ; they have pursued their

end without rest and by every means ; some with comprehensive and

catching formulas; others with the most brutal cjmicism. Spe-

cious promises, dishonorable bribes offered to schism, threats and

violence, all these have been brought into play and employed. But

your clear-sighted fidelity has wrecked all these attempts. There-

upon, thinking that the best way to separate you from Ds was to

shatter your confidence in the Apostolic See, they have not hesitated,

from the tribune and in the press, to throw discredit upon Our
acts by misrepresenting and sometimes even by calumniating Our
intentions.

The Church, they said, is seeking to arouse religious war in

France, and is summoning to her aid the violent persecution which

has been the object of her prayers. What a strange accusation!

Founded by Him who came to bring peace to the world and to re-

concile man with God, a Messenger of peace upon earth, the Church

could only seek religious war by repudiating her high mission and

bel)ring it before the eyes of all. To this mission of patient sweet-

ness and love she rests and will remain always faithful. Besides,

the whole world now knows that if peace of conscience is broken

in France, that is not the work of the Church but of her enemies.

Fair-minded men, even though not of our faith, recognize that

if there is a struggle on the question of religion in your beloved

country, it is not because the Church was the first to unfurl the

flag, but because war was declared against her. During the last

twenty-five years she has had to undergo this warfare. That is
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the truth and the proof of it is seen in the declarations made and re-

peated over and over again in the Press, at meetings, at Masonic

congresses, and even in Parliament, as well as in the attacks which

have been progressively and systematically directed against her.

These facts are undeniable, and no argument can ever make away
with them. The Church then does not wish for war, and religious

war least of all. To affirm the contrary is an outrs^^us calumny.

Nor has she any desire for violent persecution. She knows what

persecution is, for she has suffered it in all times and in all places.

Centuries passed in bloodshed give her the right to say with a holy

boldness that she does not fear it, and that as often as may be neces-

sary she will be able to meet it. But persecution is in itself an

evil, for it is injustice and prevents man from worshipping God in

freedom. The Church then cannot desire it, even with a view to

the good which Providence in its infinite wisdom ever draws out of

it. Besides, persecution is not only evil, it is also suffering, and

there we have a fresh reason why the Church, who is the best of

mothers, will never seek it.
^

This persecution which she is reproached as having provoked, and

which they declare they have refused, is now being actually in-

flicted upon her. Have they not within these last days evicted from

their houses even the Bishops who are most venerable by their age

and virtues, driven the seminarists from the glands and petits sem-

inaires, and entered upon the expulsion of the cures from their

presbyteries ? The whole Catholic world has watched this spectacle

with sadness, and has not hesitated to give the name which they

deserved to such acts of violence.

As for the ecclesiastical property which we are accused of having

abandoned, it is important to remark that this property was partly

the patrimony of the poor and the patrimony, more sacred still, of

the dead. It was not permissible to the Church to abandon or

surrender it; she could only let it be taken from her by violence.

Nobody will believe that she has deliberately abandoned, except

under the pressure of the most overwhelming motives, what was con-

fided to her keeping, and what was so necessary for the exercise of

worship, for the maintenance of sacred edifices, for the instruction

of her clergy, and for the support of her ministers. It was only when

perfidiously placed in the position of having to choose between

material ruin and consent to the violation of her constitution, which

is of divine origin, that the Church refused, at the cost of poverty,

to allow the vrork of God to be touched by her. Her property, then,

has been wrested from her ; it was not she that abandoned it. Con-

sequently, to declare ecclesiastical property unclaimed on a given
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date unless the Church had by then created within herself a new
organism; to subject this creation to conditions in rank opposmo
to the divine constitution of the Church, which was thus oompelled

to reject them'; to transfer tiiis property to third parties as if it had

become sans maitre, and finally to assert that in thus acting there

was no spoliation of the Church but only a disposal of the prop-

erty abandoned by her—^this is not merely argument of transpar-

ent sophistry but adding insult to the most cruel spoliation. This

spoliation is undeniable in spite of vain attempts at palliating it

by declaring that no moral person existed to whc«n the property

might be handed over; for the state has power to coofer

dvil personality on whomsoever the public good demands

that it should be granted to, establishments that are Catholic as

well as others. In any case it would have been easy for the state

not to have subjected the formation of associations cultuelles to

conditions in direct opposition to the divine constitution of the

Church which they were supposed to serve.

And yet that is precisely what was done in the matter of the as-

sociations cultuelles. They were organized under the law in such

a wav that its dispositions on this subject ran directly counter to

those rights which, derived from her constitution, are essential to the

Church, notably as affecting the ecclesiastical hierarchy, the in-

violable base given to His work by the Divine Master himself. More-

over, the law conferred on these associations powers which are the

exclusive prerogative of ecclesiastical authority both in the matter

of the exercise of worship and of the proprietorship and administra-

tion of property. And lastly, not only are these associations with

drawn from ecclesiastical jurisdiction but they are made judicially

answerable to the civil authority. These are the reasons which have

driven Us in Our previous Encyclicals to condemn these assodationa

cultuelles in spite of the heavy sacrifices which such condemnation

involved.

We have also been accused of prejudice and inconsistency. It

has been said that We had refused to approve in France what We
had approved in Germany. But this charge is equally lacking in

fotmdation and justice. For although the German law was blame-

able on many points, and has been merely tolerated in order to avoid

greater evils, the cases were quite different, for that law contained

an express recognition of the Catholic hierarchy, which the French

law does not do.

As regards the annual declaration demanded for the exercise of

worship, it did not offer the full legal security which one had a right

to desire. Neverthless—though in principle gatherings of the faith-
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ful in church have none of the constituent elements proper to puUic

meetings, and it would, in fact, be odious to attempt to assimilate

them—the Church could, in order to avoid greater evils, have

brought herself to tderate this declaratSon, But by providing

that the "cure or officiating priest would no longer," in his church,

"be anything more than an occupier without any judical title or

power to perform any acts of administration," there has been im-

posed on ministers of religion in the very exercise of their ministry

a situation so htuniliating and vague that, under such conditions, it

was impossible to accept the declaration.

There remains for consideration the law recently voted by the two

Chambers.

From the point of view of ecclesiastical property, this law is a law

of spoliation and confiscation, and it has completed the stripping

of the Church. Altiiough her Divine Founder was bom poor in .a

manger, and died poor on the Cross, although she herself has known

poverty from her cradle, the property that came to her was none the

less hers, and no one had the right to deprive her of it. Her
ownership, indisputable from every point of view, had been, more-

over, officially sanctioned by the state, which could not consequently

violate it. From the point of view of the exercise of worship, this

law has organized anarchy ; it is the consecration of tmcertainty and

caprice. Uncertainty whether places of worship, always liable to be

diverted from their purpose, are meanwhile to be placed, or not

placed, at the disposition of the clergy and faithful; uncertainty

whether they shall be reserved from them or not, and for how long;

whilst an arbitrary administrative regulates the conditions of their

use, which is rendered eminently precarious. Public worship will be

in as many diverse situations as there are parishes in France; in

each parish the priest will be at the discretion of the municipal au-

thority. And thus an opening for conflict has been organized from

one end of the country to the other. On the other hand, there is

an obligation to meet all sorts of heavy charges, whilst at the same

time there are draconian restrictions upon the resources by which

they are to be met. Thus, though but of yesterday, this law has al-

ready evoked manifold and severe criticisms from men belonging

indiscriminately to all political parties and all shades of religious

belief. These criticisms alone are sufficient judgment of the law

It is easy to see. Venerable Brethren and beloved sons, from what

We have just recalled to you, that this law is an aggravation of the

Law of Separation, and we can not therefore do otherwise than con-

demn it.

The vague and ambiguous wording of some of its articles places
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the end pursued by our enemies in a new lig^t Their object is,

as we have already pointed out, the destructi<ai of the Church and

the dechristianization of France, but without people's attending to

it or even noticing it. If their enterprise had been really popular, as

they would not have hesitated to pursue it with visor raised, and to

take the whole responsibility, they try to clear themselves of it and

deny it, and in order to succeed the better, fling it upon the Church

their victim. This is the most striking of all the proofs that their

evil work does not respond to the wishes of the country.

It is in vain that after driving Us to the cruel necessity of reject-

ing the laws that have been made—seeing the evils they have

drawn down upon the country, and feeling the universal reprobation

which, like a slow tide, is rising round them—^they seek to lead

public opinion astray and to make the responsibility for these

evils fail upon Us. Their attempt will not succeed.

As for Ourselves, We have accomplished Our duty, as every other

Roman Pontiff would have done. The high diarge with which it

has pleased Heaven to invest Us, m spite of Our unworthiness, as

also the Christian faith itself, which you profess with Us, dictated

to Us Our conduct. We could not have acted otherwise without

trampling under foot Our conscience, without being false to the oath

which We todc on mounting the chair of Peter, and without violat-

ing the Catholic hierarchy, the foundation given to the Church by

our Savior Jesus Christ. We await, then, without fear, the verdict

of history. History will tell how We, with Our eyes fixed immutably

upon the defence of the higher rights of God, have neither wished

to humiliate the dvil power, nor to combat a form of government,

but to safeguard the inviolable work of Our Lord and Master Jesus

Christ. It will say that We have defended you. Our beloved sons,

with all the strength of Our great love; that what We have de-

manded and now demand for the Church, of which the French

Church is the elder daughter and an integral part, is respect for its

hierarchy and inviolability of its property and liberty ; that if Our de-

mand had been granted religious peace would not have been troubled

in France, and that, the day it is listened to that peace so much de-

sired will be restored in the country.

And, lastly, history will say that if, sure beforehand of your

magnanimous generosity. We have not hesitated to tell you that

the hour for sacrifice had struck, it is to remind the world, in the

name of the Master of all things, that men here below should feed

their minds upon thoughts of a higher sort than those of the perish-

able contingencies of this life, and that the supreme and intangible

joy of the human soul on earth is that of duty supematurally carried
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out, cost what it may and so God honored, served and loved, in

spite of all.

Confident that the Immaculate Virgin, E>aughter of the Fatlier,

Mother of the Word, and Spouse of the Holy Ghost, will obtain for

you from the most holy and adorable Trinity better days, and as a

token of the calm which We firmly hope will follow the storm, it is

from the depths of Our heart that We impart Our Apostolic Bless-

ing to you, A'tnerable Brethren, as well as to your clergy and the

whdle French people.

Given at Rome, at St Peter's on the Feast of the Epiphany, Janu-

ary 6, 1907, the fourth year of Our pontificate. ,

PIUS X., POPE.
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THE CHURCH IN ABYSSINIA.

ARLY in the year 1905 the attention of the Catholic world

was drawn to the heroism of two mendicant friars, two
French Capuchin missionaries who in the seventeenth cen-

tury suffered martyrdom in Abyssinia in defence of the Catholic

Faith against heresy—Father Agathange of Vendome and Father

Cassien of Nantes, whom the Living Voice of the Church, speak-

ing in the person of the Sovereign Pontiff, Pius X, has solemnly

beatified.

The story of their lives opens up a page of the early history of

the Capuchin Order, when that austere reform of the observance

of the Franciscan Rule was in high repute in France, when the

Capuchins were in their first fervour, drawing all hearts towards

them and leavening French society, high and low, with their own
spirituality, counting among them cloistered ascetics and great

missionary preachers. The Bourbons were still firmly seated

on the throne and the descendants and successors of St. Louis

had no apprehension of the great revolutionary cataclysm which

about a couple of centuries later was to overthrow throne and

altar and involve Church and State in one red ruin.

Francois Noury, to be known hereafter in the annals of hagi-

ography as the Blessed Agathange of Vendome, was the son of

Francois Noury and Marguerite Begon and was bom at Ven-
dome on July 13, 1598. His father belonged to the magistracy or

elite of Vendome, occupied an important official as well as social

position and was related to the Beauvillier family of Blois

which produced counts and dukes of Saint-Aignon. Marie de

Beauvillier, daughter of Claude de Beauvillier, Count of Saint

Aignan, was abbess and reformer of the Benedictine Abbey of

Montmartre at Paris, where from 1598 to 1656 she admitted to

profession 227 religious, forty of whom were called to direct other

nunneries. Of her Henry IV said his conscience had no misgiv-

ings when he recommended as superioress a nun formed by Mdme
de Beauvillier. Cardinal de Saurdis sent her as spiritual director

and counsellor an eminent Capuchin, Father Benedict of Canfeld

who was subsequently imprisoned for three years in England in

the penal times and was succeeded in his charge at Montmartre

by another distinguished Capuchin, Father Ange de Joyeuse. The
Beauvilliers were very devout to St. Francis and very generous

to the Franciscans. Honorat de Beauvillier, Count of Saint Aig-

nan, married Jacqueline de la Grange de Montigny, daughter of

Marshal de Montigny, governor of Berry and built at his own
expense in 1616 the Capuchin convent at Saint Aigrnan. His
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wife, full of confidence in the holiness of Father Benedict of Can-

feld, earnestly commended herself to his prayers in order to ob-

tain a son. The friar made her promise, if her prayer was an-

swered, to give the child the name of Francis and clothe him in

the Franciscan habit. He then foretold that she would have a

son who himself would become the father of a son whose
glory would surpass that of all his family. Nine months after-

wards she gave birth to Francois de Beauvillier who wore the

Capuchin habit until he was seven. He entered the army, distin-

guished himself by a bravery worthy of his birth, was made Gov-

ernor of Louisiana, of the city and castle of Loches and Havre de

Grace, cultivated literature successfully and became an Academi-

can and in 1667 took the Caen prize for a Franciscan thesis on

the Immaculate Conception. He was beloved and esteemed by

Louis XIV, was a prominent figure in the Court of the Grand
Monarque, and died in 1687, leaving a son, Paul de Beauvillier,

Duke of Saint Aignan, a man of austere virtue who likewise gained

the affection and esteem of the King who confided to him the

education of the Dauphin, Duke of Burgundy, and then the Duke
or Anjou (Philip V) and the Duke of Berry. It was he

who made choice of Fenelon and formed an intimate

'friendship with the great Bishop of Cambria which
nothing could alter. He became Minister of State and acquired

considerable influence at court through the king's affection for

him and the authority he exercised over the Dauphin. Profound-

ly Christian, he never allowed himself to be dazzled by the decep-

tive brilliancy of human dignities, and always fulfilled his duties

with scrupulous exactitude. He died in 1714.

The Capuchins were established in France for a quarter of a

century and already possessed numerous convents, the cities and

towns vieing to procure those austere and charitable friars who
were among the most powerful adversaries of Protestantism,

which then threatened the tranquility and prosperity of the king-

dom. In compliance with a petition from the leading inhabitants

of Vendome, who procured a suitable site, a church and convent,

begun in 1606 and finished in 161 1, were built in that town where
Francois Noury, father of the Blessed Agathange, was syndic or

temporal father to the community, the man of business of the

convent, so to speak ; a Franciscan lay office usually filled by a

member of one of the best families, in order to leave the religious

more time to devote themselves to prayer, study and the work of

the ministry. It was one of those links in the providential chain

of events which has identified him and his family with the Order,

culminating in the recent beatification ; and it was in the fitness
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of things that he should have taken the most active part in the

foundation of the Capuchin friary at Vendome.
Young Francois Noury was eight when Father Raphael of

Orleans took possession of the site, and thirteen when the com-
munity was definitely formed. Brought up in an exemplary
Catholic home, he was deeply impressed by the enthusiastic recep-

tion given to the Capuchins by the inhabitants of Vendome and
at the sight of men and women of every age and condition labor-

ing with their hands at the building of the convent. A few years

previously, in 1601, the city of Tours had offered a still more
moving spectacle of the same kind. He must have heard of the

vow of his noble relative and seen the young Francois de Beauvil-

lier clad in the Capuchin habit. He frequently visited the con-

vent along with his father and was gradually attracted to the

life he saw led within. He was hardly twenty when he entered

the novitiate at Le Nans and received from Father Giles of Mon-
nay the Capuchin habit and the religious name of Brother Aga-
thange. After his profession, he was sent to the convent at Poi-

tiers to continue his studies under the direction of Father Ignatius

of Nevers, then assisted by the celebrated Father Joseph du

Tremblay, and three years subsequently to Rennes for his philos-

ophy and, theology. Nothing specially marked him out from his

ifeilow students, except great generosity in the fulfilment of duty

and a love of silence, sometimes called taciturnity ; charity alone

inducing him to quit his converse with God to converse i/ith men.

It was in these dispositions he prepared to receive the priesthood

to which he was called by obedience just when he was finishing

his studies in 1625. His ardent desire to be employed in the mis-

sions was gratified by Father Joseph who secured him for the

mission of Poitou, then under his direction. When he delivered

the Lenten sermons at Vendome in 1626 he made a deep impres-

sion on his fellow citizens and acquired a reputation for learning

and eloquence which was not effaced a century later, when the

Abbe Simon introduced him into his History among the dis-

tinguished personages of Vendome.

Father Joseph du Tremblay who, by order of Louis XIII and

his Minister, Cardinal de Richelieu, had founded the mission of

the Levant, with the double object of promoting the growth of

Catholicism and ensuring French preponderance in the East, and

having been nominated by the Pope Prefect Apostolic, was seek-

ing in all the Provinces of France for religious suitable for this

ministry. One of those selected having been stopped from going

by a serious malady, Father Francis of Treguier at once called

upon Father Agathange to take his place. "Give me two hours
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to think it over," said the latter, who went and passed the time

in prayer before the altar. Then, rising, he took his breviary

and travelling staff and returned to the superior. "Here I am,"

said he, "send me wherever you like"
; and, having knelt and re-

ceived his blessing and advice, rose at once and set out.

He went, with a companion, as the disciples were sent by the

Saviour or the first Franciscans were sent by the Seraphic

Father, on foot, braving all weathers and all difficulties, begging

their daily bread or a night's lodging. Knocking at the door of

a monastery or some Catholic house at sundown after they had

wearily wended their way some distance and asking in the name
and for the love of God for the hospitality which was rarely re-

fused. The next morning, after saying Mass for them, they

thanked their hosts, and, leaving behind them their blessing in

exchange for their generosity, they resumed their journey. Thus
they traversed the whole of France from Rennes to Marseilles.

Those were happy times for French religious, whatever the faults,

follies and short-comings of the ancien regime may have been

from a moral or economic point of view, when they could thus

travel leisurely and unmolested under the blue sky and bright

sun by day or when the tender tints of twilight softened the light

upon the horizon ; courteously and charitably treated by the peo-

ple. They stopped a few days in Paris to receive from Father

Joseph the needful obedience and instructions for their mission.

At Marseilles they found a vessel about to set sail for S)rria, and,

after a good passage, they landed at Alexandretta, from whence
they proceeded to Aleppo to which their obedience assigned them,

and where the Capuchins had a house founded and maintained by
the liberality of Louis XIH. Aleppo was then, as now, a con-

siderable city and its population extremely mixed, the numerous

native Christians belonging to every denomination—Latin Catho-

lics, Greeks, Maronites and Syrians, Schismatic Greeks and Ar-

menians, Nestorian heretics or Jacobites mingling with the

Mussulmans. The Christians were allowed freedom of worship

and self-government on condition that they did not try to con-

vert the Mussulmans, which was forbidden under the death

penalty. Father Agathange varied the study of Arabic with an

active apostolate among Europeans and natives, getting a large

number to return to the truth and the practice of virtue by his

exhortations. A Greek Schismatic bishop abjured his errors and

became a fervent apostle and powerfully seconded the zeal of the

European missioners. The Mussulmans themselves listened at-

tentively to his exposition of the Gospel and some asked to pass

into Europe in order to embrace Christianity. The Turkish
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Pasha was favorable to this movement and gave all the protection

in his powers to the missioners' preaching.

Toward the close of 1629, being able to address the people in

Arabic, he was invited by the Maronites to preach in their

church. "They were," they said, "like children asking for bread

and no one to break it to them." But the Vicar-General of the

Patriarch of the Maronites would not, despite their entreaties,

permit him to preach in the churches dependant on his authority,

and Father Agathange was sent to the mission in Egypt. In

crossing the mountains of the Lebanon to reach his new post he

visited the Maronite Patriarch who received him with great kind-

ness, disapproved of the action of his vicar, and asked him to

return to his mission. This was impossible, but he consented to

remains some months in the Lebanon, evangelizing the popula-

tions. He visited almost all the villages where his preaching

produced abundant fruit, his austerity of life making a deep im-

pression on the people, so that in a short time the religious con-

dition of these mountaineers, who long remembered his edify-

ing sojourn among them, was marvellously changed. After eight

months he took leave of the Patriarch and his diocese and pro-

ceeded to his destination, Cairo, which contained the largest popu-

lation in Egypt, composed of Arabs, Turks, Moors and the older

inhabitants of the country reduced to a kind of serfdom by suc-

cessive conquests and elbowed at every step by negroes from

Central Africa, Jews and Europeans or Franks. All the sects of

Islam, every Christian communion being represented in an ethno-

logical conglomerate in the midst of this Babylon, as it had been

called in the middle ages. The Catholics, properly so called, were

comparatively few, most of the Christians, very numerous and

in the enjoyment of religious freedom, having been separated

from the church for centuries through adoption of the errors of

Eutyches and Dioscorus, to which they added a crowd of prac-

tices borrowed from Judaism or the ancient religious traditions

of their country. They have several bishops, a large number of

priests and monks, and are under the jurisdiction of a self-styled

Patriarch of Alexandria. Their priests, married like those of the

Greeks, are very illiterate; only the monks and bishops, chosen

from among the monks, have preserved the traces of learning.

They are proud of the antiquity of their church, which dates from

the Apostolic age, and, ignorant of theological and historical

truth, hold strongly to their errors and still more to their indepen-

dence. Attempts at reunion, which occasionally gave some
grounds of hope, have been only partly successful.

Father Agathange possessed everything desirable for such ar.
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undertaking, solid learning an intelligent appreciation of the posi-

tion, striking virtues and austerity of life, which yielded noth-

ing to that of the Coptic monks. Those who preceded him in

the Cairo mission had only addressed themselves to individuals

;

he resolved to go at once straight to the heart of the difficulty

and labor to lead back to Catholic unity the Patriarch himself;

for he alone is independent and his conversion should determ-

ine that of all the others, bishops, priests, monks, and laity. He
found the Patriarch, Mattaios, who usually lived in the monastery

of St. Macarius, a venerable old man, gentle in speech, of affable

manners, extensive information, elevation of mind, piety and up-

rightness of judgment which inspired the best hopes. He only

needed to have been brought up in the Catholic religion to be

one of the most remarkable prelates of his time. The Capuchin

missioner was received with the greatest kindness and hospitality.

After a few days spent in gaining his good graces, he made known
the object of his journeys. His overtures met with a favorable

reception, and conferences on the controverted point at once be-

gan. Several weeks were passed in discussions in which the spirit

of charity always prevailed. The Patriarch, who showed the

greatest good faith, finally declared himself convinced and recog-

nized the truth of Catholic doctrines. There only remained the

question of the reunion of the church. The Patriarch held out the

greatest hopes, he even gave assurance of his intention of effect-

ing it solemnly and soon. He had to go to Cairo for his visita-

tion and he would avail of that occasion to assemble a council,

exhort his suffragans and all his subjects and put a final seal upon

this great work. He got Father Agathange to write to Rome to

have everything ready. The Prefect of the congregation of Propa-

ganda replied in a most fraternal and affectionate letter to the

Patriarch, encouraging him to overcome the last irresolutions

which still withheld him far from unity. The Patriarch then

wrote to Pope Urban VHI, manifesting the greatest desire for

union. Unhappily Mattaios was old ; his great age prevented him
from going to Cairo and assembling his council ; his irresolution

returned, perhaps also the regret of renouncing the Primacy still

restrained him ; and he died a few years afterwards without abjur-

ing his error, at least publicly.

Returning to Cairo with a letter of recommendation from the

Patriarch in which he enjoined all his priests to receive the Latin

missioner in their churches, allow him to celebrate Mass accord-

ing to the Roman Rite, catechise the people and disseminate

Catholic doctrine, and the faithful were exhorted to hear him

as a minister of Jesus Christ whose teaching was true, morals
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edifying and faith free from error, he immediately put himself

in relations with the Coptic priests who served the fourteen

churches in the city, and who promised to help him in the ful-

filment of his mission. Numerous conversions rewarded his zeal

and a general movement towards the Catholic Church became
more marked every day and filled the hearts of Father Agathange
and his companions with joy.

Realizing that it is from the monasteries the religious initiative

should come, he returned to his primitive project, the conversion

of the monks. Built by Saints contemporaries of St. Anthony,

St. Macarius and St. Athanasius, the monasteries still contain a

large number of religious, following the same rule as of yore.

Successors of the saintly Ascetics of the Thebaid, these monks
have preserved a great number of antique traditions and their

manner of life is a distant reflection of the austerities of the early

anchorites. Despite the ravages of time and the successive in-

vasions which have devastated ^ypt, some remnants exist

therein of the libraries founded in every monastery by order of

St. Athanasius and increased by his successors, so jealously

guarded that modem travellers find great difficulty in getting to

see them and taking an inventory of the literary treasures they

contain. The monks, more careful perhaps, to preserve their

books than to study them, are generally uncultured, but never-

theless some are found above the ordinary level. Besides they

are very superior to the secular clergy and their learning, such

as it is, adds a lustre to their piety which g^ves them great in-

fluence. It is from their ranks the Patriarch and bishops are al-

ways chosen, for celibacy, which is not obligatory upon secular

priests, is for bishops among the Copts as well as the Greeks.

The esteem they are held in, the conviction of their influence and

learning, far inferior, however, to that of the Latin clergy

renders them self-opinionated and difficult to lead into Catholic-

ism. The monasteries are still very numerous, and there were

three large communities. They recognize no superior distinct

from the Patriarch, but they are united by the bonds of charity,

mutually helpful, and the monks can readily exchange from one

to the other. Father Agathange went to the monastery of St.

Anthony, one of the most celebrated in Egypt, but after success-

ive conferences only one could make up his mind to return to

Catholicism and abjure his errors. Recalled to Cairo by the

needs of his mission, new converts were added to the precious

ones who were confirmed, while the multitude promised to sub-

mit to the Roman Church as soon as the Patriarchs set them

the example of submission. Meanwhile reflection, aided by grace.
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had its effect on the hearts of the monks, the good seed he had

sown had fructiHed, and they all expressed a wish to see him
again. Upon his return he received the abjuration of a certain

number who became apostles in turn and zealously strove to

Catholicise the entire community.

Father Agathange's attention was diverted from these contro-

versies by the arrival of a Syrian Catholic bishop who came to

invite him to accompany him into his diocese. These Chris-

tians called Syrians on account of their rite, and Jacobites from

their sect, were subject to a Patriarch who, later on, yielding at

the instance of the Latin raissioners, made submission to Pope
Alexander VII (1660). At the epoch referred to (1634) this sub-

mission had not yet taken place, but the prelate was already giv-

ing evidence of better dispositions, and was not preventing the

bishops and faithful of his obedience from submitting to the

authority of Rome. The bishop who had come to see Father

Agathange was already a Catholic and had under his jurisdic-

tion a rather numerous Christian flock scattered over all lower

Egypt. They visited the Syrian Christians together aiid paid a

short visit to the monastery of St. Macarius. On his return

to Cairo he found Father Cassien of Nantes, who was to be

the companion of his labours and to share in his martyrdom.

Father Cassien, who was born at Nantes on January 15, 1607,

belonged to a family of Portuguese origin. Loppez Netts, his

father, was very much attached to his native country, and his

mother, Guyonne d'Almeiras, was also a Portuguese. It is

said that on their arrival at Nantes, after their marriage, a beg-

gar, who got mixed up among the crowd of relatives and friends

who went to welcome them, exclaimed, "See the bride! She
will have three boys, one of whom will be crowned." The fam-

ily consisted of three boys and three girls. The eldest son was
a doctor, who exercised that noble profession in a spirit of char-

ity on a par with his scientific attainments, and died at Saint

Bruens in great reputation of sanctity, having edified the whole

town by the practice of every Christian virtue. One of the

girls, Beatrix, twin sister of Father Cassien, refused the most

advantageous offers of marriage in order to serve God with

more freedom of mind and without entering religion, led a celi-

bate life in the world. The youngest of the sons was the only

one who was married, to perpetuate the name and family of

Loppez-Nelto in Nantes. Father Cassien, the second son, re-

ceived in baptism the name of Consallo, and when very young

was confided to the care of pious priests who then directed the
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college of Saint Qement. Even in his youth he began to prac-

tice mortification and to cultivate a spirit of prayer, rising very

•arly in the morning to spend an hour meditating on the Pas-

sion. The Capuchin convent being very near his father's house,

he made acquaintance with the friars who liked to talk with

him and looked upon as an angel. They related to him the life

of St. Francis, taught him the methods of mental prayer, and
were astonished as well as edified by the ripe wisdom of his

observations. Moved by a desire to communicate the faith to

infidel peoples, he was already wishful at nine of being admit-

ted into the Order. The missions of the Levant had been found-

ed and the home missions, organized to bring back to Catholic-

ism the provinces which Protestantism had invaded were at-

tended with the happiest results. The Capuchins engaged warm-
ly in both. The son of Loppez-Nelto doubtless heard the friars

often talk of them and, listening eagerly, believed himself call-

ed by God to join in this work. He asked Father Giles of Mou-
nay, then guardian of the Nantes convent, to admit him into

the noviciate in order to prepare to convert heretics and infidels,

but the latter smilingly replied, "You are yet too young: then

to convert heretics and pagans needs learning and piety. Strive

to become a learned man and a saint and, in a few years, when
the rules of the church will permit, we may make you a novice

and a religious, later on a missioner and perhaps, a martyr."

He applied himself earnestly and successfully to study and when
he was fifteen, and had finished a course of rhetoric, he re-

newed his request to the Capuchin Superiors who consulted his

parents. At his father's suggestion his entrance was deferred

for two years and, that period of probation having elapsed, he

repaired to Angers where the noviciate of the province of Bret-

ange and Touraine was situated, and where he received the

Capuchin habit and the name of Brother Cassien on February

16, 1623, being admitted to profession the year following.

He studied at Rennes under Father Francis de Treguier who
bad taught Father Agathange and formed several other religious

who shed their blood or spent their lives in the missions of Syria,

Palestine or Egypt. In the year he was ordained, 1631, Rennes

was ravaged by the plague. The victims were so numerous and

the terror so widespread that it was difficult to get parents to

care for their kindred when stricken with the contagion. All

the sick were then conveyed to the sanatorium, transformed sub-

sequently into a general hospital. It was given in charge of the

Capuchins. Father Cassien was one of those sent to serve the
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sick. Although he caught the infection he did not cease to ad-

minister the spiritual and temporal succor needed, forgetting

himself to think only of others, taking no rest until he was worn
out with fatigue. When the last vestiges of the contagion dis-

appeared, he returned to the convent to resume his course of

studies which he finished in 1663.

For a long time the foreign missions had been the object of

all his most ardent desires and he had earnestly begged his super-

iors to send him. At length he got his obedience for the Cairo

mission from Father Joseph du Tremblay and set out witB Father

Benedict of Dijon, who had been his companion in the noviciate.

After a long voyage from Marseilles, during which a furious

tempest threatened to engulf the vessel, and a few weeks so-

journ at Alexandria, he arrived at Cairo and at once applied him-

self to the study of Arabic. Some Portuguese from Abyssinia,

on their way to Jerusalem to visit the holy places, passed through

Cairo and asked hospitality of the French Capuchins. Father

Cassien, who spoke their language perfectly, received them with

great cordiality. They expressed a wish to see new mission-

ers in Abyssinia replace the Jesuits, persecuted and driven out

of the country. Father Agathange, then in Cairo, listened to

this conversation and, along with Father Cassien, conceived

the project of going to sustain the faith in Abyssinia, menaced

after the persecution of the Jesuits. They wrote to Father Jos-

eph to obtain the necessary permission from Rome. Meanwhile

Father Cassien acquired from the Portuguese pilgrims the ele-

ments of the Ethiopian language, and both the Capuchins pur-

sued their missionary work, feeling the sacred thirst of martyr-

dom deep in their souls with the growing consciousness that

Abyssinia was to be the scene of their combats.

Christianity had been primitively introduced into Ethiopia,

now known to us as Abyssinia, by the eunuch whom St. Philip

baptized; but it does not seem to have made much progress in

the beginning. In the fourth century that great Christian apolo-

gist and doctor of the Church, St. Athanasius, sent thither a

bishop'*' and missioners formed in his school and soon the reign

of Christ extended over the vast plains of equatorial Africa. This

new and flourishing Church depended on the patriarchal See of

Alexandria and shared its destinies. When schism and heresy

were seated on the throne which had so long been the bulwark

of the faith, the different churches dependent on it became in-

fected with the same moral poison. The errors of Dioscorus and

* Frumentius consecrated by Bishop of Ethiopia by St. Athanasius, A. D.
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Eutyches took possession of all minds, distance from the centre

of unity and unceasing political revolutions favoring their growth.

Old Jewish or pagan traditions still existing were mingled with

this degenerate Christianity, without, however, changing the im-

plicity and earnestness of the people's faith. When Islamism

overflowed like a torrent and subjected the greater part of the

eastern countries, Ethiopia remained free under the authority

of kings or emperors called Neg^s-Nagasti (king of kings) who
pretended to be direct descendants of Solomon and the Queen
of Sheba ; but, isolated from every other portion of Christendom,

it was, as it were, shut up in error and has since remained more

or less stationary. Only one bishop, called Abun or Abouna,

sent by the Schismatical Patriarch of Alexandria, resides there;

subject to him are a multitude of priests and monks who follow

a rule analogous to that of the Coptic priests and monks already

referred to. History records several attempts at reunion with

the See of Rome ; delegates were sent to several councils ; union

was even officially proclaimed, but in vain, for soon this feel-

ing evaporated through the malevolence of princes. The zealous

ambition of Egyptian heretics and all the causes that had con-

tributed to the planting of schism there. In 1605, the grand

Negus Zadinghel, enlightened by some Portuguese travellers,

had sent ambassadors to Pope Clement VIII and Philip III of

Spain to ask for mlssioners capable of instructing his people and

bringing them under obedience to the Sovereign Pontiff. Both

Pope and King, delighted with this proposition, confided the mis-

sion to the Portuguese Jesuits. Numerous conversions quickly

followed, the Catholic Hierarchy was established, a Patriarch of

Ethiopia was sent from Spain (Spain and Portugal were then

united) and the time when all Abyssinia would become Catholic

seemed imminent. But Zadinghel, not content with this pro-

gress, however rapid it was, wanted to hasten conver-

sions, and actuated more by his own blind zeal than

the true spirit of the gospel, which gives no sanction

to constraint as a method of apostolate, issued an edict ordering

all heretics or schismatics to quit his kingdom if, within a given

time, and a short time, they did not embrace Catholicism. The
time having elapsed, he put to death a considerable number of

obstinate non-conformists. The others revolted against his

despotism, took up arms, and the well-meaning but misguided

monarch fell in an engagement with the rebels.

Sussries, or Sussinios, his son, succeeded and walked in his

footsteps. A still more general rising threatened him with the
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loss of life and scepter; but he triumphed over his enemies and

established his throne upon a land steeped in blood. During the

rest of his reign, willingly or unwillingly, in good faith or through

hypocrisy, Catholicism seemed to prevail over the whole coun-

try. But Sussries did not live long enough to realize all that

he expected from his victory and violence; he died soon after,

leaving the throne to his son Basilides, too young yet to govern

by himself, but old enough, however, to have seen his father's

faults, the troubles he had experienced and the dangers he had

run for the cause of religion. His mother, Sussrie's widow, seiz-

ed the reigns of government. She had never been a Catholic

at heart, although she outwardly appeared to be. As soon as

her husband was dead she threw off the mask, and, encouraged

by Europeans who made her dread the power of Spain, she re-

solved to destroy Zadinghel's and Sussrie's work. An edict

was soon issued which forbade, under the severest penalties,

the exercise of the Catholic religion; Catholics at court who re-

mained steadfast in the faith were exiled; the Jesuits were pro-

scribed and forbidden to enter the kingdom; those who re-

mained, despite the prohibition, had to conceal their identity and

several fell victims to their zeal. To consummate the schism

the King sent to the Patriarch of Alexandria for an Abouna or

bishop.

Since the departure of Alfonso-Mendez, Catholic Patriarch of

Ethiopia, there was no other bishop in the country but an Egyp-

tian imposter who was neither priest nor cleric and did not even

know how to read. He drove the priests ordained by the Jesuits

out of the churches and inducted others whom he "consecrat-

ed" by breathing on their faces and pretending to read some

words in an Arabic book. The King finally discovered the im-

poster and it was then he sent to the Patriarch Mattaios for a

bishop.

Father Agathange was with his friend the Patriarch when the

delegates arrived. His heart was painfully moved when he heard

in detail of the events of which he had partial knowledge from

the Portuguese pilgrims. He was, nevertheless, not discouraged,

but even strengthened in his design of going to the succor of

the few Jesuits hiding in the country or intrenched in the moun-

tains where some Catholics were defending themselves against

the troops of Basilides. But time was needed for the obedience

from Rome and the delegates would not tarry any longer.

I'ather Agathange, availing of the good dispositions of Mattaios.

already a Catholic at heart, although outwardly a schismatic,
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got him to consecrate as arch bishop of Ethiopia, a monk of the

Abbey of St. Anthony, won over to Catholicism, and upon
whom he thought he could count.

This was Abbot Mark Ariminios. In a letter to the exiled

i'atriarch Mendez he wrote: "I have often conferred with him
on several articles of faith and found by the grace of God that

he was persuaded that all the dogmas of religion we profess

are true. I cannot, however, venture to assure you that he is a

Catholic, which I should greatly desire, but I may say that he

Is well intentioned towards the Roman Church. He is taking

with him a Lutheran of German origin who gives no real ground

for alarm. I know his bad designs and he has been a great

obstacle to the propagation of the faith here. I hope God will

bring his influence to naught, and that all the efforts the devil

is making against us will turn to his confusion and our advan-

tage. The Patriarch Mendez was at Souakim when Ariminios

and Peter Heyling, the Lutheran referred to, delivered this let-

ter. He had several conversations with them and formed a dif-

ferent opinion of them than Father Agathange. He foresaw

that the Abouna, frankly Jacobite and crafty, would be a perse-

cutor of the Catholics, and found Heyling mild and insinuating,

but did not think there was much likelihood of the spread of

Lutheranism through his instrumentality as the Abyssinians are

very much attached to their religion. In the sequel Ariminios

was the cause of the failure of Catholicism in Ethiopia and the

Lutheran was the instigator of his shameful apostacy. Of
Swedish extraction and by profession a doctor, Heyling, better

known by the name of Peter Leo, was animated with the dead-

liest hatred of Catholicism and resolved on its destruction in

Abyssinia. To reach his ends he first disguised his Lutheranism

under the guise of Catholicism. Father Agathange, who had

intimation of his secret designs, did everything to prevent his

going to Ethiopia and, along with Father Michael of Saxony,

superior of the Dominican mission in Egypt, had him closely

watched. He saw in the consecration of Ariminios a favorable

opportunity for the executions of his project and, under an as-

sufned name asked the Patriarch Mattaios to receive him into his

monastery, affecting a great desire to help in the instruction

of his monks and to embrace Catholicism. Admitted to the

noviciate, in order to receive the habit of the monks of St. Ma-
carius he submitted to the ceremony of circumcision, and after

a short time was professed. Having obtained permission to ac-

company the newly-appointed bishop and a letter of recommen-
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dation to the Negus, he warmed himself into the confidence of

Arminios during the voyage and tried to wean him from the

true faith. He pretended to be very zealous for the Coptic

Church, which he rated above all others, saying that it ought not

to be subject to the Roman Pontiffs, that if the Coptic bishops

listened to the emissaries of Rome they would soon be over-

thrown and the long series of the successors of St. Mark, St.

Athanasius and other great Patriarchs would be interrupted. The
bishop began to conceive a dread of the Roman Church and of

union with it. Seeing that the prelate cherished a g^eat affection

for Father Agathange and had a great veneration for his virtues,

Heyling impressed him with the latter's superiority, and insinuat-

ed that, in getting him consecrated bishop, his only object was
to introduce himself into Abyssinia to gain, under the shelter

of the episcopal throne, the confidence of the King and people,

when nothing would remain for Ariminios but the fate of Simeon
his predecessor who, vanquished in a public discussion by the

Jesuit Paez, was covered with confusion, obliged to leave the

kingdom and earn his living as a miller. Who knows, he added,

if Father Agathange has not had himself consecrated bishop in

place of Alfonso Mendez, driven out of your See and exiled by

King Basilides? He so far prevailed over the weak and distrust-

ful character of Ariminios that the latter resolved to keep Agath-

ange at bay. Heyling went farther. He resolved to compass his

death. In these dispositions they arrived in January, 1637, at

Gondar, one of the capitals of Ethiopia, where they found Basil-

ides with his mother and his whole court. The Negus received

the Abouna with great demonstrations of piety and solemnly in-

stalled him, and Ariminios presented Heyling who promptly

acquired such influence that on account of his knowledge which

appeared greater to the ignorant Abyssinians than it really was,

he was asked to open a school, which was soon filled with schol-

ars into whose lessons he introduced his Lutheran errors. Mean-

while Ariminios saw that things were hardly favorable to union

with Rome; that the resistance to the Jesuits, the civil war

which had desolated the country, and the old prejudices revived

and strengthened by victory would not admit of a moverhent

in that direction. He threw his lot in with the party which suited

his interests and gave himself up completely to schism ; he even

obtained from the Negus an order to stop at the frontier all for-

eigners who were trying to penetrate into the country on the

pretext that they only wanted to introduce disorder. Heyling

now felt assured of the success of his scheme and fancied the day
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was near at hand when all Abyssinia would be captured by

Lutheranism.

After making a pilgrimage to the holy land, to pray in the

very place where our Lord had shed His blood for love of us, for

courage to shed theirs for love of Him and obtained letters for

Basilides and Ariminios from the Patriarch Mattaios, who sug-

gested, as a measure of safety, wearing the Coptic religious habit

over that of the Capuchins, they prepared to proceed to Abyssinia,

their obediences having arrived from Rome during their absence

in Palestine, Father Benedict of Dijon and Father Agathange of

Morlaix being included therein. It was more difficult then, than

now, to get to Abyssinia from Cairo. Happily Providence came
to their relief. The Sultan of Constantinople exercised a certain

authority over the city of Souakin where a Pacha ruled in his

name. A new Pacha had just been named and the missioners.

having got permission to accompany him, set out on December

23, 1637, reaching Souakin about the middle of March. From
Souakin . they made their way to Arkiko, one of the principal

ports on the Red Sea, in the escort of a Turkish official, and from

thence in a caravan towards Dembea, where the Negus and his*

court then were, having as a precaution donned the Coptic habit.

After eight days march, they arrived at Barba, the capital of one

of the Ethiopian provinces, the governor of which had received

orders to stop all foreign religious, a priest sent by Ariminios see-

ing carefully to the execution of this order, furnished with an

exact description of the French friars, who were immediately

recognized on their arrival. Questioned by the governor, Theo-

dore and the Albounas envoy, the missioners did not at first say

what they were, but simply bearers of letters from the Patriarch

Mattaios to the Negus, the bishop, and the Abyssinian people.

Theodore ordered their luggage to be searched, whereupon the

discovery of portable altars, sacred ornaments and European

books caused them to be recognized as priests and missioners.

They thought their letters would ensure their being respected,

but even these letters, with everjrthing that belonged to them,

were seized ; they were stripped of their Coptic habits, loaded

with heavy chains and thrown into a dungeon. The governor of

the province, Mathias, informed of what was going on, sent for

the letters, forwarded them to Gondar and ordered the prisoners

to be strictly guarded. His orders were rigorously executed.

They were kept for three entire days without food. God, how-

ever touched the heart of a good Coptic nun named Monica,

sister of the Governor Theodore, who visited the imprisoned
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friars, brought them provisions, and cared for them. She was
rewarded by being led back to the true faith by their words, was
absolved from her heresy, and later on, merited to be miraculous-

ly informed of the martyrdom of her benefactors. During the

forty days of their captivity they only partook of a half pound of

bread and some water every day, wishing by mortification to pre-

pare for martyrdom, for which they daily yearned since their de-

parture for the missions.

At length the Emperor's orders arrived. He commanded the

prisoners to be sent to Gondar, well gfuarded, and treated as state

criminals. They were then completely stripped of their habits,

bound with thick cords so tightly drawn that they penetrated

the flesh, attached to the tails of mules ridden by their guards,

whom they were obliged to follow on foot, with no time for rest

except what they were forced to give the animals. The journey

took nearly a month. At last they reached Gondar on June 3,

1638. Then their religious habits were returned to them, and

they were presented to the Emperor, who, without caring to hear

them, sentenced them to be hanged. The missioners, without

complaining of this sentence, asked to be allowed to speak to the

Albouna. Basilides had a great veneration for this prelate and

did nothing without consulting him. He would not proceed fur-

ther without having his advice. The prisoners were sent away
under guard, pending the audience.

Ariminios, fearing to face Father Agathange, who had receiv-

ed his objuration and whom gratitude obliged him to venerate

for many reasons, moved in addition by Heyling who dreaded

losing his influence, refused this interview. He would have

wished to obtain the immediate execution of the death sentence

;

but the King, who already regretted his first impulse, and who
did not know the secret motives of Ariminios' insistence, persist-

ed in his opinion and finally fixed a day for the interview.

The Catholics, still rather numerous, apprised of what was
going on, crowded to the prison gates, drawing along with them

a multitude of heretics. Father Cassien, who spoke their lang-

uage, discoursed to them on the blindness of those who were

separated from the See of Rome. His style of speaking naturally

pleasing, and the Ethiopian language, very sweet sounding in

itself, further favored his talent, so that his address made a

great impression on the people, but the court, informed of this,

had him thrown into a dungeon until the day of audience.

The tribunal at length assembled, the Negus himself presid-

ing, having near him the Abouna, the whole court being present.
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as well as a considerable number of people. The friars came for-

ward with courage and boldness, but without vain audacity, and,

confiding in the promises of Christ, replied to the questions put

to them. The Negus first asked them who they were and why
they had come to Abyssinia. Father Cassien replied that they

were Catholics, religious of the Order of St. Francis, called

Capuchins, that their country was France, that they might have

lived there happy and tranquil, but that a divine inspiration urged

them to leave their country to carry the light of faith to infidels

;

that this same inspiration had led them to Abyssinia to labor for

the reunion of that country to the Roman Catholic Church, out

of which there was no salvation. They were not asked what
they had to say to the Abouna who was present and ready to

hear their message. "All we have to say to him," responded

Father Cassien, "is contained in the Patriarch's letter to the

Negus, the Abouna, and the people of Abyssinia." Ariminios and

Heyling had prevented Basilides from opening these letters.

They were now brought and publicly read. Matteos recommend-

ed equally to all to receive with honor Fathers Agathange and

Cassien as men of holy life and irreproachable monks ; he exhort-

ed the King and his subjects to hearken to their doctrine as

the only true one concluding by praying God to bless these

apostles that they might do as much good in Abyssinia as they

had done in Egypt where he had known and conversed with

them long enough to be able to answer for their virtue and re-

ligion. Ariminios, who had listened impatiently to the reading

of these letters, as soon as it was over, broke out into a furious

invective against the Patriarch, "That monster, half Copt, half

Roman"; adding that Father Agathange had taken advantage

of his senility to fascinate and pervert him and was a scoundrel

worthy of the greatest punishment. "I have seen him in Egypt,''

he pursued. "I know better than anyone his malice and hardi-

hood, and I have sad experience of it. . . . People should

not be deceived; this Father was sent by the Pope of Rome to

be Archbishop of the Abyssinian Catholics, as he was already

of the Egyptian Copts." He ended by ordering, as bishop, that

the chalices and ornaments, and all the objects of worship found

in the luggage of the Catholic religious should be burnt or broken

up as objects of witchcraft or abomination.

The Negus, without letting himself be carried away by this

attack, continued the examination and asked the missioners why
they had dared to penetrate into Abyssinia despite the edicts for-

bidding entrance to all Roman Catholic foreigners. Father Cas-
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sien replied that truly they knew of the edicts prohibiting en-

trance into the kingdom by Portuguese Jesuits, but that they

were Frenchmen by birth and were not included in this prohibi-

tion, since their country never had any contest with Abyssinia;

that, moreover, they were bearers of letters from the Patriarch

of Alexandria, whose jurisdiction was recognized in the whole
country, and that, consequently, they did not think they were
disobeying the laws. "But why," continued Basilides, "assume

the costume of Coptic monks ? People are not thus disguised ex-

cept for grave reasons and to conceal bad designs." "No, assured-

ly," responded Father Cassien, "We had no evil designs; we
acted thus in obedience to the Patriarch, who thought we should

have less to suffer and more facility of approaching you in that

costume venerated by everybody, than in ours which is unknown
to you."

After the examination, Basilides and his officers were thinking

that it would suffice to send away the missioners without inflict-

ing any other punishment upon them, and, pending their expul-

sion, to keep them in prison. But this moderation was not pleas-

ing to Ariminios, no more than to the Queen-mother and Hey-
ling, who used their influence to move the people to a seditious

tumult to clamor at the palace gates and furiously proclaim that

the Negus was favoring Catholics like his father and that it was
on that account he was keeping the prisoners at Gondar in order

to later on do all that the Pope's emissaries would wish. They
loudly demanded their immediate banishment and that of the

bishop of Nissa and two other Jesuits still in the country. Arimi-

nios's instructions had not been understood by the crowd, so the

insidious prelate availed of the opportunity to return to the

charge, exaggerated to the Negus the importance of the rising

and told him that if he wished to preserve his throne and live

more tranquilly than his father, he should not send the missioners

out of his kingdom, but compel them to profess the Coptic reli-

gion under the outward guise of which they had penetrated into

Abyssinia, or on their refusal to put them to death; thus, the

people would be appeased and the throne rendered more se-

cure.

This expedient was deemed wise by the council. They at once

sent to the prison for the friars and had them brought before

the tribunal, again presided over by the Negus. They were ask-

ed if they were baptized and circumcised. Father Cassien replied

that as Christians they were baptised, but not circumcised ; cir-

cumcision being a ceremony of the old law, became not only need-
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less but even prohibitory under the new law. The Abyssinian

people adhere strictly to this Mosaic ordinance, although all do

not submit to it; they regard it as a mark of greater perfection.

On hearing Father Cassien the crowd grew indignant with the

missioners and called them Jews, children of fornication, pagans.

As soon as this clamor ceased, Basilides said, "What you say

is very well, but it proves nothing ; you have only to choose be-

tween the Alexandrine religion and the Roman religion. If you

choose the former, you shall have life, liberty, riches and pleas-

ures; if you choose the Roman Communion, death awaits you.

Make haste, then, and decide for our worship, otherwise your

blood be upon you."

Father Cassien promptly made an eloquent profession of faith,

of submission to the council of Chalcedon which condemned the

errors of Eutyches and Dioscorus, and to the Roman Church,

out of which there is no salvation. "We are too little attached

to life," he added, "that the fear of death should make such a

great impression upon us, and if, as Capuchins, we have re-<

nounced the pleasures and possessions of this world, it was not

now to acquire them by a shameful apostacy. We shall remain

firm in our belief, and we prefer death a thousand times to for-

getfulness of our God," The Neg^s, not irritated by this lan-

guage, and perhaps touched by the constancy of the servants of

God, or calling to mind the Catholic truths he had professed in

his father's reign, turned to Father Agathange and asked him if

he was of the same sentiments as his companion. The latter did

not at once understand the King's words, the Ethiopian lan-

guage not being sufficiently familiar to him; but, when Father

Cassien explained them, he made his profession of faith in Arabic

and Turkish, unable to make it in Ethiopian. They then con-

versed for a few minutes in a language which none present under-

stood, after which Father Cassien said to the Emperor: "My
companion thoroughly shares my sentiments ; we have both been

sent by the Sovereign Pontiff, not to seek your gold and pearls,

which we despise like dirt, but to get you to enter into commun-
ion with the Catholic Church, the only true church, to follow the

example of your illustrious father and grandfather; and if our

words cannot convince you, we shall willingly shed our blood for

you, and, dying, pray God that our death may be more effective

than our speech. Ariminios would not let them continue, but

rose in a fury and declaimed passionately against the Pope and

the Catholics, and in conclusion said : "These two men who want

to separate you from our traditions and precipitate you into error.
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are not worthy of life, they deserve death" ! The people applaud-

ed, the King did not venture to contradict him, and pronounced

anew the sentence which condemned them to be hanged for not

embracing the Ethiopian religion.

Both religious, hearing this sentence, fell on their knees to

thank God for a favor they had long asked, gave each other abso-

lution of their faults and the plenary indulgence granted by the

Church to missioners who die while engaged in missionary work

;

then, rising. Father Cassien began to again make profession of

the Catholic faith, and, addressing the faithful mingled with the

crowd, exhorted them to persevere to the last in their faith and in

submission to the Church of God.

The executioners did not leave them time to make long speech-

es, but led them to the customary place of execution, stripped

them of their garments, and prepared to hang them from the

trees which served the purpose of gallows. In their precipitation

they had forgotten the ropes; Father Cassien perceived it, and

said smilingly: "There should be no ropes needed here, since

we have two which we use as cords." The executioners seized

them and threw them round the necks of the friars whom they

hanged from the trees. But the ropes were too thick and the

suffocation was not quick enough to gratify the fury of the peo-

ple. Then the heretics, at the instance of the Abouna, who had

threatened with excommunication those who would not aid in

the execution of the French religious, took up stones ready to

hand and stoned thtfm until they were dead. They next cut

them down from the trees and continued to shower stones upon

them so that their bodies were soon completely covered, and

even then everyone wanted to bring his stone and co-operate in

this work of death. Thus died these two holy religious, victims

of their zeal for the conversion of heretics and of their attach-

ment to the Catholic faith. The crown of martyrdom, which they

had so earnestly asked, at last encircled their brows.

God was not slow to shew for the glory of His servants. The
very night following their martyrdom, brilliant lights, which at-

tracted all the inhabitants of Dembea were seen over the heap of

stones under which they were buried. The prodigy should have

made then enter into themselves and recognize the truth of the

missioners' teachings; but they were content to admire and re-

mark, "See what a fire these Jews make." The Catholics, on the

contrary, were transported with joy, and strengthened in their

belief, and came every night, with the heretics to look at these

lights which lasted eight days. Basilides was informed of them
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and despite the entreaties of Ariminios and Heyling, who sought

to persuade him that it was only a specimen of the witchcraft

or knavery of the Catholics, he would see for himself what it

was and examine everything attentively, resolved to punish

severely those who were the cause of this deception. But, after

a conscientious examination, he was convinced of the reality of

the fact and seized with admiration and dread ; but was not con-

verted on that account. However, on returning to his palace,

he sent orders to have the bodies of the two Capuchins interred

in a more becoming place. They set to work, and had removed

a portion of the stones which covered them, when a sudden storm

of extreme violence arose and dispersed the terrified schismatics

;

whereupon the Catholics, reassured by the prodigy and full of joy,

carried away the precious remains out of the precincts of the city

and interred them without external pomp but with lively grati-

tude for the grace which God had accorded them in the martyr-

dom of these two religious.

Other marvels likewise signalized their glorious death'. On
the night following it. Father Cassien appeared to the nun whom
he had converted at Barba during his first captivity ; he was rad-

iant in glory and ascending to Heaven holding in his hand a glis-

tening standard. Simultaneously another apparition of the mar-

tyrs appeared to the Capuchin nuns in Tours.

Ariminios, after getting rid of the French Capuchins, remain-

ed confronted by the Swedish Lutheran, Heyling or Peter Leo

who had made profit out of the spoils of the Jesuits and by his

learning acquired considerable influence over the court and the

people. Immediately after the events narrated he tried to dis-

seminate his errors and first attacked the worship of the saints,

then combatted the honors paid to the Blessed Virgin and even

forbade his pupils to recite the Hail Mary at the beginning and

conclusion of class. The angry parents complained to the Abouna
who, less through zeal than the jealousy which was already de-

vouring him, the growing influence of Peter Leo detracting from

his, echoed the people's voice, and, after a rather long resistance

on the part of the King, finally obtained Heyling's banishment.

Basilides, however, as a token of his good will, load-

ed him with rich gifts which, added to what he al-

ready possessed, would have enabled him to lead a life of

pleasure wherever he liked. But the blessing of God did not

rest upon this money, stained with the blood of His servants.

When Heyling, escorted by a large number of slaves and carry-

ing all his ill-gotten wealth with him, reached Souakim, the
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Pasha—the same who had so well received the French Capuchins
—^knowing the share he had in their death, had him seized on

his arrival and at once beheaded. The Turk then took possession

of all his property, with the approbation of the whole town.

The martyrs long continued to be objects of veneration in

Abyssinia and Egypt, even schismatics and Turks made pilgrim-

ages to their grave. The Capuchins of Cairo, when they heard of

their death, sought to secure authentic accounts of their martyr-

dom. Letters verifying it from Father Antonio of Virgoletta and

Father Bonaventure of Lude, Capuchin, were sent in

1639 to Propaganda, and in the year following others

from Father Sylvester of Sant 'Aniano, Capuchin, Father

Antonio of Virgoletta and Father Antonio of Pietrapa-

gana observantines. At the same time and shortly after was add-

ed the testimony of the exiled Patriarch Alfonso Mendez, who
had retired to Goa. This prelate, on December i, 1639, sent to

Father Peter of Viviers and Father Zeno of Bange, Capuchin

missioners in India, an account he had received from Father

Louis of Cardeira, a Portuguese, and Father Bruno of Santa

Croce, Italian, two Jesuits who had been in Abyssiania at the

time of the persecution, which record had been already sent to

Urban VIII. The two Observantine Fathers, who had been sent

to Abyssinia as missioners Apostolic, were most diligent in pro-

curing exact information for Propaganda and never relaxed their

labors until they were able to send a complete, authentic and cir-

cumstantial relation of the acts of the two Capuchin martyrs,

confirmed by a letter from the Most Rev. Francesco Antonio of

San Felice, Archbishop of Mira, and Verbally by Father Elzear,

Capuchin.

Nor was Rome, with its solicitude for all the Churches and its

particular maternal solicitude for its missioners, who form the

vanguard of its sacred armies, slow to move. Already on June

27» 1639, the Cardinal of Sant 'Onofrio had communicated the

matter to Propaganda, of which he was Prefect, and the Cardi-

nals having diligently examined them, advised Innocent X to

begpin the Process of Beatification which, by a decree of February

17, 1648, was begun, and had already made much progress when
on January 7, 1655, the Pope died. His successor, Alexander VII

was petitioned by several distinguished personages in France,

notably Louis XIV in a letter dated May 17, 1655, to authorize

its resumption, which he did, but it was often interrupted on

account of other and more urgent affairs. The process was again

retarded by the death of Alexander on May 22, 1667. It was
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only after the lapse of two years, on July 20, 1669, under the

Pontificate of Clement IX that a definite result was reached when
the Congregation of Rites replied, conformably to the conclusions

of the Promoter of the Faith, to the relations or authentic records

submitted to its consideration by Propaganda. Further informal

tion being required, a more extensive and circumstantial account

was prepared by one of the Capuchins ; and most important docu-

ments, long sought for, having subsequently been discovered,

Leo XIII, by a decree of the Congregation of Rites, dated Janu-

ary 10, 1887, granted the petition of the Most Rev. Father Mau-
rus of Leonessa, Postulator Genera} of the Causes of the Servants

of Gbd of the Capuchin Order, that these documents be accepted

in lieu of the Process of the Ordinary. It was reserved to Pius

X, happily reigning, the seal of his Pontifical authority to the

ultimate conclusion of the Congregation of Rites and beatify

these two Capuchin martyrs.

THE FRENCH ECCLESIASTICAL REVOLUTION.

\ EQUISITE formalities not being completed last year, the

measure carried in such hot haste through the French Par-

liament at the close of December is known as the Lflw of

January 2, 1907.

In the Encyclical Letter, dated The Epiphany, January 6,

addressed to the French Cardinals, Episcopate, Clergy, and peo-

ple, the Vicar of Christ categorically condemns it as "a law of

spoliation and confiscation that has completed the stripping of

the Church. From the point of view of the exercise of worship

this law has organized anarchy; it is the installation of uncer-

tainty and caprice. Uncertainty whether places of worship, al-

ways liable to be diverted from their purpose, are, meanwhile, to

be placed, or not to be placed, at the disposal of the Clergy and

faithful
; uncertainty whether they shall be reserved for them or

not, and for how long: whilst administrative arbitrariness regfu-

lates the conditions of their use, which is rendered eminently

precarious. Public worship will be in as many diverse situa-

tions as there are parishes in France; in each parish the priest

will be at the discretion of the municipal authority.

And thus an opening for conflict has been organized from one

end of the country. to the other. On the other hand, thexe is

an obligation to meet all sorts of heavy chaises, whilst at the

R. F. O'Connor.
Cork, Ireland.
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same time there are draconian restrictions upon the resources by

which they are to be met. Thus, though but of yesterday, this

law has already evoked manifold and severe criticisms from men
belonging indiscriminately to all political parties and all shades

of religious opinion. These criticisms alone are enough for pass-

ing judgment upon the law.

It is easy to see from what has just been summarized that this

law (of January 2, 1907) is an aggravation of the Separation Law,

and we cannot, therefore, do otherwise than condemn it.

The vague and ambiguous wording of some of its articles places

the end pursued by our enemies in fresh light. Their object, as

we have already pointed out, is, the distraction of thd Church

and dechristianization of France, but without people generally

attending to it or even noticing it. Their evil work does not re-

spond to the wishes of the country. Universal reprobation, like

a slow tide, is rising round them.

As to the annual declaration required for exercising public

worship, though it does not offer all the legal security that can

properly be desired, to avoid still greater evils to come the

Church might have been induced to tolerate the said declaration.

But, by the provisions that, the parish priest or the celebrant

would not henceforth be anything more in his Church than an

occupant without legal title there; that he would no longer be

entitled to perform any administrative act there; a situation so

vague and humiliating is created for the ministrants of public

worship when exercising their ministry that under such condi-

tions, it is impossible to accept the said declaration.

A pastoral letter to his diocesans from Mgr. Gieure, Bishop of

Bayonne, which is the centre of a zealous and important Basque

Catholic population, supplies an admirable supplement to the

Encyclical. This Prelate points out: "Dechristianizing France

goes on with as much perseverance as passion, bishops and reli-

gious are condoled with, for, undoubtedly, they are despoiled,

hunted down, persecuted. But, in reality, the greatest injury will

be suffered by the Christian population. To whom do these

stolen properties really belong? To the people. From whom
did they originally come? From the people. Who has mainly

profited by them until to-day ? The people. Bishops, priests, reli-

gious, will, if they must, get away safely and will, wherever they

may go, take their religion with them. If recruiting the clergy

be stopped through closing seminaries, if priestly ministrations

be rendered impossible, how can the population practice religion?

Who will distribute the sacraments? Who will aid the sick?
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Who will bless remains of the beloved dead? If the people clear-

ly understood all they would perceive that, in the long run, they

will be the principal sufferers in this savage war. To such lengths

has hatred of Jesus Christ brought us . To destroy His benefi-

cient reign over souls, over the French nation, everjrthing has

been sacked or shattered ; individual apostasy, national apostasy,

have brought us to this pass at last."

Before the Epiphany Encyclical was published the Chambers

reassembled, after the holidays, on January 8, when M. Passy

—

Deputy Senior in age—presiding at the opening, told his col-

leagues some wholesome truths about "the course of events and

the new mechanism of parliamentary organization which have

hurried political parties into manifestations that disturb the parti-

sans and friends of a Liberal Republic." A few extracts from

this bold discourse are relevant here, for they remind one "Still

waters run deep," and reveal under currents of feeling that will

not be unseen forever.

"Honor, in governing, means justice, and justice for every citi-

zen ought to be the aim of a Republic. The only method of at-

taining that ideal of justice is Liberty; a word so attractive,

so necessary, that all men, all parties, aspire to and claim its

advantages, though everyone understands it in his own way ; and

liberty for you may mean servitude for me. We can say to-day,

we shall say for a long while yet, with Madame Roland as she

ascended gloriously the steps of her scaffold, 'O Liberty! how
many are the faults committed, and that will be committed, in thy

name !' Liberty does not exist without security for persons and

for interests. Now neither the constitution nor our political

customs give us this complete security. Parliamentary omnipo-

tence, exercised on every subject matter under the pressure of

political passion and pre-conceived systems, is a permanent dan-

ger for the security of French citizens. Liberty in the press is

not enough for us, and to ensure that security there must be

created, as in the United States of America, institutions for guar-

anteeing it. In this ministerial declaration the Premier told us

'the legitimate exercise of Liberty must first of all be guaran-

teed against administrative arbitrariness.' Well, a proposal to

suppress the motto on our coinage, 'God protects France' was

rejected in 1899 by the Chambers; in 1906 it was adopted without

any Parliamentary report as preliminary, with Government's con-

sent.

Yet the word and the idea of "God" are important factors in

mundane policy, for, if suppressed from republican language
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they will still remain a reason for concord in universal language,

and it is a political mistake to break any bond of international

solidarity. The Ambassador Count Tomielli, speaking on New
Year's day for the whole diplomatic corps, finely told the Presi-

dent of the Republic, 'nothing happening to-day to any people

is indifferent to the other peoples of the world. Deliberate appre-

ciations and judgments prevailing among all nations of equal

civilization form the commonalty of an universal public opinion.'

Happily, the time has yet to come when the nations of the world

shall all renounce the word and the idea of "God." And all who
see brilliantly shining in infinite space those lights of hope and

justice which nothing shall ever extinguish will continue to say

from their hearts' inmost depths, "May God protect France!"

The allusion is, of course, to the following passage in the

speech (that was placarded at cost of the State in every town,

village, and hamlet, as well as in all cities) delivered by the

Socialist, atheist, and Minister of Labor, M. Viviani, on Novem-
ber 3, 1906, in the Chamber: "Unitedly, our fathers, our elders,

and ourselves, we have been devoted to the work of anticlerical-

ism and irreligion. From the human conscience we have plucked

our belief in another world. Together, with dignified attitude, we
have extinguished in the heavens lights that no one shall again

kindle." On this insensate falsity the Protestant Pastor of Mon-
od, of Roven, well said: "To extinguish the lights in heaven

Christ must be taken away, but that is an impossibility. If ever

there was an attitude of dignity it is that of Christ dying on the

cross at Golgotha, and giving to His brethren in humanity su-

preme consolations, supreme hopes."

To procure by lawful agitation constitutional reforms, of which

M. Passy so courageously affirmed the crying need, is the cHief

work undertaken by the powerful Catholic association "Popular

Liberal Action," whose founder and President (the Catholic

Parliamentary leader) M. Pion, at their annual congress held last

November in Lyons, described it thus : "Without constitutional

reforms public liberties and citizens' rights are unguaranteed.

The way whereby Parliamentary majorities manage to play ducks

and drakes with essential liberties and the most sacred rights

proves there is a worse tyranny than that of an individual, name-

ly, a collective anonymous tyranny which coolly does as it

pleases. France, deeming herself initiator of progress, and civili-

zation's leader, lives under a regime none of the neighboring

countries would endure a day. She is without, or at the best has

only half a constitution. Turkey is the one European country
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worse off in this respect than we are. Our legislators in 1875

hastily drafted and voted a law upon the organization of State

powers, but they omitted guarantees of private rights. In 1797

the Chambers placarded on schools and town halls the famous

declaration of the rights of man, but as that declaration was abro-

gated two years afterwards, and the abrogation has been con-

firmed by a series of subsequent constitutions and charters, the

pompous placarding was a deception, it was one of those expe-

dients whereby the masses are mystified and duped. The decla-

ration is so much waste paper. A Frenchman has not one right

of which he cannot easily be deprived." After declaring every

liberty had been violated ;
liberty of association, liberty of teach-

ings liberty of public worship, M. Pion proceeded: "If we had a

constitution, if we had a Supreme Court that would make our

rights respected, if our electoral system were sincere and honest

we should not have been perpetrated, one after another, the out-

rages against liberty from which our country so cruelly suffers.

Freedom of conscience is imperilled when the despoiling State,

professedly irreligious, pretends to represent the Christian com-

munity and to impose upon Christians a system of worship

organized by itself."

However, to M. Etienne Flandin, deputy for the Yonne, be-

longs the honor of taking the first decisive practical step in Par-

liament in the direction of indispensable reforms.

Failing to obtain a hearing in December for his proposed

amending clause to the Spoliation Law then being discussed with

fire and fury, this genuine Statesman moved on January 15, a

short project of law providing that public meetings might freely

be held without preliminary authorizations, declarations, or other

formalities, anywhere excepting on the public roads, but subj'ect

to being dissolved by the constituted authorities in case of trou-

ble developing, or threatening to develop, into violence or blows.

Almost unanimously approved at once the project was referred

to a committee, to whom exactly a week later the. Government

submitted (fyy a decree of the President of the Republic) a pro-

ject of law of their own, drafted by M. Clemenceau, as follows

:

Article I. Public meetings, for whatever object, may be held

at any hour without any preliminary declaration.

Article 2. Everything contrary to the foregoing that may be

in the laws of June 30, 1881, Dec. 9, 1905, and January 2, 1907, is

here abrog^ated."

With this project the Ministry submitted a lengthy statement

of reasons and agreements for the altered course it had so sud-

denly been decided to steer.
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The committee having expressed their satisfaction, M. Flandim

withdrew his own proposal, and the Ministerial project being im-

mediately considered, he was requested as their chairman to re-

turn it with their report thereupon, which he did on January 2a,

that the Premier might move this supremely important measure.

M. Flandin's analytical report concludes: "This law doubtless

brings a solution of temporary difficulties, but before all else it is

a common law, creating no privileges, available for all French-

men, and increasing our patrimony of freedom. Let us be less

suspicious of freedom, let us have a more generous faith in it.

If France has, perhaps, profited less than other peoples by those

ideas of emancipation she first preached it is because, too often

among us, the mania of making rules for people and keeping them
in leading-strings, has discouraged initiative and paralyzed pro-

gress." This bill, moved on January 29, after an excited discuss-

ion lasting two days was carried by 532 votes against 4, two
brief amendments dealing with the duty of mayors to provide

places for meetings, and with provisions for repairs having been

added to the original draft as gfiven above. On January 31,

the Senate received the bill with a request from the Cabinet to

discuss it without delay. For unless promulgated as law on Feb-

ruary 3, the law of January 2 operates to suppress stipends to

priests contravening its requirements of a declaration. How-
ever, the Senate, even more anti-clerical than the Chamber,

shelved discussion by adjourning until February 7, so that Gov-

ernment must, applying the law of January 2, proceed as before

against priests guilty of the (still legal) crime of celebrating

Mass without a declaration. This move on the part of tRe Sen-

ate was possibly a pre-arranged one, for there have been grand

squabbles not only in the Bloc but between Messieurs Clemen-

ceau and Briand; now should a Ministerial crisis ensue and a

change of Cabinet result, it might easily happen that this ex-

cellent bill could not become law. ^ The actual political situa-

iThat any gn'and international matter has altered a fixed deliberate policy

to destroy Christianity, pursued during a generation by M. Viviani, his father,

elders, and associates, is unlikely; because, were any such cause known to

these men of yesterday, it would surely be known at the Vatican. Rome is

now a leadipK political centre. At this season the Eternal City is crowded
by diplomatists and Statesmen of the first distinction. Now, at the Vatican,

three or four days after the Briand circular nothing more, evidently, was
known as to why it was indited than is known by the present writer. The
French Government is credited there with sincerity, and with being animated by
loyal intentions, so that peace is now considered possible and even probable.

It was said, in the Papal entourage, two envoys from the French bishops

are expected with information for the Holy Father and instructions to repre-

sent need of urgency for a Papal pronouncement, inasmuch as the fall of the

Ministry before signature of the contracts would upset everything, which,

once signed, restoration of existing incoherence would be very hard.
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tion is one of latent and lasting Cabinet crisis, not alone due to

the ecclesiastical revolution, but to Socialistic proposed legisla-

tion on several matters not at all to the taste of the Senate. In

the language of a deputy of the right, the proposed income tax

if suitable to the Socialists means, coalition of Senators against

the Cabinet; if framed in a spirit of compromise means war to

the knife with extremists in the Bloc; hence the Clemenceau

Ministry is tolerably sick after three months of office.

The third meeting of the French episcopate, held at the Chateau

de la Muette, Paris, January 15-19, resulted in a declaration (ap-

proved by the Holy See) of their unanimous consent to essay the

organization of public worship in churches to be placed at the

Bishops' disposal free; an essential condition being a legal con-

tract (authorized by Government) between themselves or their

clergy and the Prefects or Mayors to whom such churches

(sequestrated in December) have been handed or will be hand-

ed over; the contract to be for a term of eighteen years, during

which term (being fixed by the common law for municipal kases

of communal properties) neither Mayors nor Prefects shall in

any way interfere either in parochial administration or in re-

gard to the conditions of occupancy of the edifices, which must

be, as regards police, under control of the priest in charge, the

mayor intervening only on grave occasions when his official

duties require him according to law to re-establish disturbed

order. *

This document, published on January 29, was immediately with

a form of contract, sent by each Bishop to the Parish priests in

his diocese with a request to be informed immediately whether

the proposed contract would be entered into by their respective

I Now, the declaration of the Bishops on January 29th, expressly proclaims

their solidarity, and announces that if private worship is not to become general,

the Mayors, the whole country, must universally accept the proposal their

Lordships make as to leases. "All or none."

Governments have, of course, far better means of knowing the truth than

the writer, who himself believes anything approaching to national unanimity

in favor of leasing for eighteen years churches seized a few weeks ago in

virtue of powers to despoil and confiscate (pven by an overwhelming national

vote less than a year ago, is in the last degree unlikely.

These anti-Christians are, perhaps, confident there can be no such revolsion.

At any rate it is highly suspicious the extreme anti-clericals m the Chamber
refused to "interpellate," or they actually approved in conversation the circu-

lar of M. Briand, who was absent (having, it was given out, been obliged to

go home, "suffering from influenza"; immediately after settling the draft con-

tract in Council) ; although an adequate explanation of the Ministerial and

party silence during the week ending with the departure of King Edward
may be, that visit; which certainly, at such an inclement season, would not

have been undertaken without good reason.
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mayors, and instructing them if possible to get it signed at once

and return it to the Bishop. Of course, from every parish where

Catholics are strong and zealous the signed contracts were quick-

ly obtainable or obtained. But so soon as the Minister of wor-

ships learned these proceedings, he circularized the Prefects of

France on February i

:

"You will shortly receive instructions concerning the applica-

tion of the Article in the Law of January 2, 1907, providing that

free use of Communal buildings intended for worship, and of

their fittings, may, subject to the requirements of Article 13 in the

law of 9 December, 1905, be accorded by an administration act of

the mayors to the ministers of worship specified in declarations

of worship-meetings. It is extremely urgent, to prevent mayors

being entrapped into giving their signatures, that you should

telegraphically warn them, they are not entitled to enter into a

contract of this kind without preliminary deliberation by their

municipal council, and that they should, pending the vote of

that body, confine themselves, if asked for it, to giving an

acknowledgment of receipt of any request for use of edifices they

may have received. You will also assure them they shall at a

very early date receive instructions defining the conditions to

be observed to render such contracts valid, and will direct them

to do nothing until those instructions reach them."

It is due to M. Briand to acknowledge: first, that he lost no

time .whatever in fulfilling this promise
;
second, that his new cir-

cular on the application of the law of January 2, 1907, which bears

date Paris, February 3rd, and was published the following even-

ing, lays down i^gulations concerning the leases of Churches

and Communal ChapeU which on the face of these are fair, rea-

sonable, and likely to be universally acceptably. The main condi-

tions are, approval of the agreements by the municipal councils,

failing which mayors cannot enter into them ; maximum term to

be eighteen years ; the lessee (whether a cure, or a worship as-

sociation) to keep the buildings in proper repair ; leases for long-

er periods than eighteen years to be sanctioned by the prefect

;

that the cure acts by permission of his ecclesiastical superior may
be stated in the lease, but such superior is not to be entitled

in any way, once the document is signed to interfere, or exercise

authority. It is not clear whether the bishop may himself con-

tract with the Mayor, and there are words in one clause of the

circular which may be taken (and perhaps are designedly used)

to mean that the contracting cure must previously make a decla-

ration as required by the law of January 2, 1907. If this he the
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meaning, the lengthy circular is merely pompous waste paper. ^

In Paris the appearance of the circular was hailed with satis-

faction by Catholics and reasonable men. Paul de Cussagnac

regards it as a departure to Canossa, all honor being, he says, due

to the Episcopate's final noble attempt to save public worship,

and as a practical summary of conditions embraced within ponti-

fical teachings. Opinion generally is, the circular manifests a

sincere intention of concessions upon the main issues, is the para-

phrase of the Episcopal declaration of January 29th, and ac-

cords satisfaction to the principles laid down as necessary by
the Holy Father. In the afternoon of Monday, February 6th,

the Paris cures met at the Archbishop's, where they learned

Cardinal Richard had determined to authorize "declaration de

reunion." Monsignor Ametta, coadjutor of the Cardinal Arch-

bishop who was slightly indisposed presided and declared that

contracts with prefects or mayors on the conditions indicated

in the circular, guaranteed sufficiently the dignity and security

of the situation of the Church; the circular indicated in precise

terms the ecclesiastical hierarchy, and expressly recognized the

hierarchical principle.

Mgr. Amette concluded: "The contract gives the cure a juri-

dical title to use the Church and, consequently, the right to

perform administrative acts, so that he ceases to be a mere bird

of passage in the Church, and is no longer in the vague and

humiliating situation given to him in previous ministerial instruc-

tions. Such being the case the reasons for refusing a declaration

have disappeared on which the Supreme Pontiff wisely laid so

much stress. Accordingly Cardinal Richard deems it proper

and useful to direct his priests to make the declaration, after the

contract is duly signed, and when His Eminence shall authorize

them to make it." In the political world the anti-clericals are

displeased; disagreement between Messieurs Clemenceau and

Briand is inferred, interpellations are spoken of. "A circular is

not a law" people say. There is no denying that M. Briand has

*The French Cabinet on Tuesday, February 5th, settled the form of con-

tract they desired. The only fresh feature in this document is the final novel,

excessively objectionable, and most dangerous clause, as follows: "La ces-

sion du benefice du present acte est subordinnee a I'adhesion du Prefet"; that

is to say, "The grant of the advantages accruing from the present contract is

subject to the Prefect's adhesion thereto." In other words, Government,
whose creatures the Prefects (several being Jews and Freemasons) generally,

are, and each of whom holds office absolutely at the pleasure of Government,

—

reserves to itself power to tear up through Prefectures any or all of many
thousands of leases before legal effect is given to the contract obtained after

so much exertion ! Probably every American and Englishman of business

who reads the clause, be his profession or opinion what they may, will say,

"This is not busmess," and will agree with Messieurs. Passy and Pion as to

the need of Constitutional reforms.
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acted more like a statesman desirous of religious peace than as

a sectarian hungering ior the applause of the dangerous maniacs

of anti-clericals. Why this sudden volte face is taken remains

a mystery, but the motive is in all likelihood one of an interna-

tional character, and therefore providentially enforced upon the

Freemason Pontiffs.

M. Briand had announced as soon as he saw the declaration

that he considered it to be the first evidence of ecclesiastical dis-

positions to behave legally, although it was worded harshly,

threateningly, and prescribed absolutely inacceptable conditions.

M. Clemenceau in the Chamber next day, January 30th, denounc-

ed it as "An insolent ultimatum the Government kicks out of its

way {repousse de pied) : if it is said to be an overture to discus-

sion the Government declines any; they tell us the Church asks

for all or nothing; in that case the Government reply, nothing

you shall have. The document amounts to nothing, or to no

more than a bad newspaper article." In the course of his

speech he remarked that M. Briand, author of the Separation

Law, had never anticipated its condemnation in Rome. "M.
Briand foresaw everything except what actually happened.

Consequently it is perfectly true that we are floundering in quag-

mires. But it is not I who plunged into them. I was placed

there and I remain there" (in 'incoherences').

Incoherent indeed is the political situation. While the anti-

Christian Minister of Worships cogitates conditions that shall pre-

vent the Mayor of Toul from contracting if he wishes in the

twentieth century with the dispossessed Bishop for using the

Cathedral for Christian devotions it is announced, "The Masonic

Lodge of Toul has expressed the hope that the Cathedral will

be converted into a public market"

The chapel of the Marist Brothers, 46 Rue Pemety, Paris, has

been sold to a cafe-concert proprietor, and, after closing all

seminaries and sending over 3500 inmates to barracks for two
years, ministers announce that the seminary of St. Sulpice is to

be turned into a picture gallery. From vulgar impertinence,

political quagmires, intrigues, incoherence, inconsequence,

sacrilege, and impious absurdities, it is a relief to turn to actions

by a few men of sense and principle. Here are some.

The Prefect of the Dordogne, M. Esteble, in January, circular-

ized the mayors of his department as follows

:

"Communal Churches, notwithstanding that, in default of

worship association they are now legally possessed by the com-

munes, retain, along with their fittings, their former character.
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They must remain open as tormerly to the faithful and to the

ministrants of worship. The cures or priests in charge are there-

fore not to be asked to give us the keys they have ; both on ac-

count of containing to hold them and because of their occu-

pancy of the Churches they incur responsibility to the communes,
and are bound by a ministerial circular of December i, last, not

to allow third parties to damage the buildings or the objects fur-

nishing the buildings. Accordingly, when exceptional circum-

stances arise, and while the present state of things lasts, there

seems to be no need, notwithstanding the absence of sequestra-

tion, for you to organize a guardianship that would risk creation

of obstacles to worship."

The Count of Pimodan, Lieut. Col. of Cuirassiers in January

retired from the army, sacrificing his career to his convictions,

and as a token of respect (noblesse oblige) for the cause in which

his father, General Pimodan, laid down his life at the head of

pontifical troops in the field of Castelfiardo. The Count was
among the youngest officers of equal military rank, and has pub-

lished accounts of his travels in Japan and Algeria. Capt. Le
Texier, a Breton, resigned his commission rather than assist at

an inventory, and Captain Magniez, in the North of France

(who, like Captain Le Texier had arisen from the ranks) had

to do the same because he refused to obey orders counter to his

Catholic convictions of right and wrong.

M. Belard, Secretary to the Mayor of Ispagnac (Lozere) de-

clined to assist in taking the inventory at the Church, protested

against that proceeding, and was sentenced in December to a

fortnight of imprisonment.

The Garde-Champetre, or rural policeman, of Saint-Martin du

Bee (Seine-inferieure) a widower with ten children (a fact that

speaks volumes) in 1905 had one of them sick with typhoid

fever and his wife on her deathbed. The parish priest during

several nights watched beside mother and son. Last December

the poor man (who is no more clerically minded than his fel-

lows) was ordered to witness his benefactor offering Mass and

take notes for the purpose of prosecuting the offender. He re-

fused and was instantly dismissed. So far as I know this martyr

to gratitude has received from his Catholic countrymen and

brethren no more aid in his terrible position than a ten franc

piece from one of them.

M. Maurice Trubert was offered by the minister for foreign

affairs the post of secretary to the French legation in Buenos-

Aires, but resigned, considering, he said, "I, as a Catholic can-
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not any longer represent abroad, where my future career should

be, a government officially proclaiming its irreligion and treating

the head of the Church as it does."

Such heroic examples of conduct unhappily are exceptional

and more than rare. But it is an edifying fact that in the depart-

ment of Magenne, where at the elections last year Catholics won
all along the line, the Assize Court in January had to close after

opening, there being no offenders to try. *

An heroic defence of hearth and home was made by the super-

ior and i6o seminarists of the Angers diocesan seminary of Beau-

preau on Saturday, January 19. The expulsion was to have beea

by surprise before dawn at 6 o'clock, and troops from Angers

and Cholat were ordered to march thither during the night ; but

the country was on the qui vive, and the alarm was given at 3 ia

the morning by automobile from Angers. The tocsin being

sounded Catholics flocked in to defend, and they succeeded in-

keeping the considerable force engaged at bay the whole day.

The first assault being repulsed dynamite was used by the besieg-

ers, all the windows within a radius of fifty to sixty yards being

broken and the flooring of a neighboring house giving away. Dur-

ing the fight, the Sub-Prefect of Cholet, the commander of the

gendarmerie, and the commissary of police were wounded, the

last seriously. Reinforcements were sent for to Cholet and to

Angers. About 2 in the afternoon the prefect of Angers and the

commandant of gendarmerie there arrived with army sappers

and miners, and at 3 a fresh attack was made, the soldiers with

fixed bayonets and trumpets sounding the charge. The besieged,

from dormitory windows flung on the assailants articles of furni-

ture ; fifteen soldiers in this assault being wounded and the colonel

of the 77th Line Regiment getting his jaw bone broken. This

attack was vigorously repulsed. The superior, to avoid more
effusion of blood, then negotiated, and, after obtaining a promise

*In the department of Magenne, (that of exclusively Catholic deputies
and of white gloved assize) in the first forty-eight hours 150 Mayors agreed
and seven refused to contract In that of Aveyron 420 accepted and ten re-

fused. In the diocese of Auch, 180 accepted and ten refused. At Lyons on
the other hand, the second city of France, and a Catholic centre with its

Cardinal Archbishop, its shrine of Fouvierres, its annual universal illumi-

nation on December 8th, and its primitive martyrdom rendering it an ideal City

of the Saints, the Mayor on February Sth, informed his municipal council

that three cures had, on behalf of all the Lyons cures, inquired whether he
would contract, and had been told he declined to entertain their application

or even to submit it to the council, which it would have been his duty to da
had cures separately applied, each for himself. It is significant, perhaps, that

the first example since Robespierre's dictatorship of an indispensable resort

to private worship, was simultaneous with the Briand circular. At Pellestre,

near Perpignan, the Mayor took on himself (illegally) to close the Church!
so the cure has been forced to celebrate functions in private houses.
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that no proceedings would be taken against any of the defend-

ers, capitulated. The total number wounded was some 150, one-

third seriously, the police commissary dangerously.

Despite the promise given by the prefect, early in the following

week proceedings were taken by the authorities against M. Bon-
net, manufacturer; M. Subileau, carpenter; M. Setieroe, hair-

dresser ; M. Lampriere, painter ; M. Saulard, mason ; and Madame
Bourget, cultivator, for manifesting against the despoiling force.

A fortnight after the siege the War Minister, General Picquart,

visited Angers and distributed sundry decorations and medals to

the officers, soldiers and gendarmes who had distinguished them-

selves I

A significant contrast to this brave struggle was the seizure

on January 24th, of the Minor Seminary of St. Anne-d'Auray,

in the diocese of Vannes, Brittany, by the prefect of Vannes, the

sub-prefect of Lorient, and M. Hennion, a director of the Paris

police, specially sent; protected by an imposing force of 2,000

troops (200 being gendarmes) commanded by General Lamezac.

Sainte-Anne d'Auray is a famous place of pilgrimage; on the

annual feast 100,000 may be seen there. In so Catholic a dis-

trict, naturally all the country people crowded in from the earliest

hour ; at half.-past 7 the tocsin sounded ; at 8 the peasantry poured

in by all the roads; at 11 the troops. The seminary door being

burst open, the great Basilica was entered by the soldiers, to

take the inventory (already taken) being the purpose ; and a

skirmish between them and the people in the church followed

;

the Abbe Daniel and a few laymen, including the Marquis of

Anglade, were arrested, together with his Lordship's sister, the

Marchioness of Caverville, accused of striking with her parasol

the police commissary.

M. Hennion expelled the vicar-general, the superior, and

several professors, while the Catholics outside cheered the ex-

pulsed students and chanted hymns. At half-past 4, the inven-

tory was finished and all was over ; the troops departed amid loud

hootings, with cries of "Long life to the Prussians!" and "To
Berlin !" The local account concluded : "The courage and nerve

of the population has greatly increased, and their anger was in-

tense when, contrary to expectation, a new inventory of the

church properties was taken. It was a splendid, imposing mani-

festation of Catholic faith. One hundred and twenty gendarmes

and two companies of sappers and miners slept in the Basilica

which remained open all night."

This is a case, I submit, where a few works like to those at
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Beaupreau would have impressed France and the world more
than such "imposing" faith; while doing more for the cause of

Uncertainty, arbitrariness, incoherence, characterize the num-
berless cases where prosecutions for contraventions of recent laws

have been instituted. Fines for the same ofEence of saying Mass
have varied from a franc to ten francs, while probably there

have been fewer condemnations than acquittals of accused priests

or bishops.

In the provinces about a dozen minor churches up to the

end of January had been closed. The first to enjoy that dis-

tinction being at Azay-sur-Indre (in Indre et Loire) under the

following circumstances: The mayor, M. Boucher, on Decem-
ber i6th, wrote to the cures : "In execution of the law of 1881,

and failing any worship-declaration I have the honor to inform

you the commune of Azay-sur-Indre to-day takes possession of

the Presbytery and Church which you are requested to quit at

once. In case of your refusing, a statement of contravention will,

conformably to law, be drawn up against you." The Archbishop

gave unlimited leave of absence to the cure, who left the parish,

and the church was closed.

The Paris courts have to settle a singular case arising out of

the sequestration and proposed retention by the State of moneys
bequeathed for Requiem Mass. M. Isely, a musical publisher,

deceased in 1904, left by will yfioo dollars each, to a lady,

the faculty of medicine and the three conieils de fabrique of the

three Parish churches of Notre Dame le Lorette, Saint Vincent

Paul, and Notre Dame des Champs ; each church to employ the

interest of the 7,000 dollars bequeathed to it in Masses forever

for M. Isely and his two parents. The lady and the faculty claim

their respective proportions of the $35,000; and the executor,

M. Graux, seeks a judicial decision on the following points : First,

Ought the 3x7,000=21,000 dollars bequest to be annulled, since

no worship-associations have been formed that might claim the

money; or, second, ought the will to be annulled on the ground

of bequests to unknown persons? or, third, should the 21,000 dol-

lars be handed over at once to institutions for benevolent uses

(as provided in the recent ecclesiastical legislation) ? In that

case ought not the court to refuse to decide finally upon the will

until the 21,000 dollars are actually handed over? The Govern^

ment propose to "reserve" those 21,000 dollars.

A schismatic worship^association (the first of these bodies)

was organized last November at Culey in the department of

Christ.
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Meuse, by the cure (repudiated by his bishop) and the munici-

pality. The cival tribunal of Bar-le-Duc decided in January that,

notwithstanding the Separation Law requirement of episcopal

acquiescence, the sequestrator of the Church and properties must
hand over to this worship-association, (excommunicated by the

bishop) forthwith, all deeds, documents and moneys. This, al-

though the Council of State (not consulted) alone has legal

status to decide whether the Culey worship-association has been

validly constituted; because the Council of State has not, up
to the present, made any pronouncement against that course.

A personage tolerably well-known to ritualistic circles in

America and England, viz: the Frenchman by race but Ameri-

can citizen by naturalization, styled "Archbishop Vilatte of the

ancient American Catholic Church" arrived in Paris in Decem-
ber, and, in the parish of Notre Dame de Lorette, tc^ether with

a few laymen, founded (of course, without consulting the cure

or the Cardinal Archbishop) a worship-association that (equally

of course) filed a demand for the handing over to it of the parish

church and its possessions. In the meantime the Archbishop es-

tablished himself at 22 bis Rue Legendre, formerly belonging

to Barnabite Fathers (expulsed) and provided with a chapel,

where a public function of high Mass was partly celebrated on

Sexagesima Sunday by the Abbe Roussih, from the diocese of

Toulouse, a priest under a cloud, who is to be the cure of the

ex-Barnabite chapel, and who preached, in presence of his pontiff

arrayed in full figure. Much disorder and tumult followed upon

his appearance in the pulpit, which he was speedily forced to

quit by missiles flung at him. The Archbishop having vainly,

from the sanctuary, tried to quell the storm was also obliged to

beat a retreat. M. Vilatte, bom in Paris in 1854, was validly

baptized, and educated by gallican-minded parents in gallican

opinions. His sister, ultramontane he says, is an expulsed Augus-

tinian now at Cape Breton, formerly in the Montronge, Paris,

convent.

He was ordained in the priesthood in June, 1885, by the Ber-

nese Old Catholic Bishop Herzog, himself ordained and conse-

crated by the famous Reinkens ; and seven years later was conse-

crated Archbishop in Ceylon on the Feast of Pentecost, by the

Archbishop of that island and of Goa ; Antoine, Francois-Xavier,

Julius I, "By the grace of God," aided by the Eastern Bishop of

Kottayam, and the Bishop of Ninanam Malabar, as is certified

by M. Morey, United States Consul, Ceylon. This episcopal

consecration is generally assumed to be valid, but the Cardinal
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Archbishop of Paris, in the official portion of the February 2

Semaine religieuse, warns the Catholic public against the soi-dis-

tant "French Catholic worship" installed in the Rue Legendra.

by "a certain M. Vilatte, styling himself Archbishop, and a M.
Roussin taking the title of non-Roman Catholic Priest. For, it

appears from a document dated 3 September, 1889, signed by
Monsignor Bonjean, Archbishop of Columbo in the island of Cey-

lon, that validity of the episcopal consecration of the oriental pre-

late who would have conferred episcopal consecration on M.
Vilatte was doubtful, wherefore M. Vilatte's consecration is it-

self uncertain. However that may be, both M. Vilatte and M.
Roussin are out of communion with the Catholic Church.

Offices celebrated by them are consequently illicit and sacri-

legious, and Catholics are forbidden to assist thereat."

The majority of the congregation present at this debut of

"French Catholic worship" were, however Catholics; but they

did not "assist" sympathetically, on the contrary. The chapel

was crowded with men, only a couple of score ladies venturing

in and a few hundred persons had to remain outside, where a

force of police kept the road clear.

In the nave were collected Jews, Protestants and persons pro-

fessing no religion. M. Des Houx, the well-known apostle of

schismatic associations, whereof he has formed about seventy

that are officially recognized, though all but a dozen or less are

still without priests, was in the chapel with his family. At 1045
Messieurs Vilatte and Roussin entered the choir, accompanied

by a sacristan and two choir-boys in scarlet cottas and white

slips. After Asperges the Mass beg^n, and after the gospel M.
Roussin mounted the pulpit ; when cries of insignificant oh ! oh I

beg^n. The preacher declared the worship celebrated there

would be Catholic ; "we are tolerant, we shall say nothing to of-

fend others," he sair, and proceeded to eulogize Vilatte, "conse-

crated by the Patriarch of Antioch, successor of St. Peter," where-

upon the row began. M. Roussin threatened to call in the po-

lice, and did so, which restored calm, and resumed, "Roman
Catholicism is merely a part of universal Catholicism," a state-

ment provoking fresh clamor ; and M. Vilatte, advancing to the

choir front, informed the congregation he had travelled as mis-

sionary during thirty-six years and had been through America

and India, where, "you should have stayed," was shouted.

Taunted with being excommunicated he called out, "Yes, it

is true and I am all the better for it." A wine dealer next twitted

him with failing to pay his wine bill of some 300 dollars, the
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police interfered, order was re-established, the office was re-

sumed and concluded, after 200 persons had been expelled from

the chapel.

M. Vilatte was excommunicated by decree of the Holy Office

April 15, 1896. At Rome to-day the assurance is given his conse-

cration was absolutely invalid, and that he is no bishop.

J. F. Bom
Plymouth, England.
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"Les Saints." Saint Theodoke, par L'Abbe Marin. Pp. IV., 195.
Le Bxenheuseux Fra Giovanni Amgelico de Fiesole, par Henry Cochin. Pp.

La Bienheurese Vakani, Princess de Camerino, par la Comtesse de Ram-
buleau. Pp. VIII., 187. Paris, Lecoffre, igo6.

The collection of Lives of the Saints whereto these volumes

are the latest accessions possess a many-sided interest ; nor need

we go beyond these same volumes for illustration of at least

three distinct types thereof—devotional, historical and apologeti-

cal. All of them manifest, though in different degrees, the latter

quality, since the living embodiments of holiness which they por-

tray are the most convincing testimony to the faith that alone

fructifies in genuine sanctity. All of them, it need hardly be said,

are devotional else did they not deserve a place in the series to

which they belong. No less obvious, however, is the historical

element which indeed would alone justify their existence and

give them a unique value in the eyes even of those to whom the

personal note in their respective subjects might unfortunately

not so much appeal.

St. Theodore is almost an unknown saint to the modern
mind. And yet he is one of the most striking figures of imperial

Byzantium and the story of the Eastern Church in the Ninth

Century. One of the last of the Catholics of Constantinople ho

was probably the very last ecclesiastical writer there who refused

to become a tool of the Greek emperors. His eloquence, which

rivalled that of Demosthenes and Chrysostom, was ever raised

in warning against the perils threatening Christian faith and

discipline, while he defended Catholic morality by his intrepid

condemnation of the divorce of Constantine VI., and by his fear-

less scourging of the court theologians. He lived in the midst of

persecutions which resemble in various aspects those that now
beset the Church in France, and his sufferings are almost the

exact parallel of those endured by St. Paul.

The works of St. Theodore constitute an entire volume of

Migne's Greek Patrology. Here are found two early lives of the

Saint. One, by the Monk Michael, a disciple of Theodore, was

written a few years after the death of the latter; the other was

left anonymous, but follows closely the earlier narrative.

The Abbe Marin; while utilizing the material furnished by

these biographies, and the works of St. Theodore, embodies in the

present volume the results of much original research into other

X,285.
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sources bearing on the history, religious and political, of the age

of the Greek schism. The work thus enables one to view the

great champion of faith, morality and liberty and his relation to

the spiritual and secular surroundings of his times, their in-

fluence on him and his corresponding reaction.

What M. Marin has done for St. Theodore, the warrior saint

of the ninth century, M. Cochin has done for Fra. Giovanni the

artist saint of the fifteenth. The reader whose judgment has

been prepossessed by an uncritical estimate of the "ages of faith"

is wont to picture the blessed religious of Fiesole painting on
his knees in his lonely cell those gentle Madonnas that have been

forever associated with the sanctified genius of Fra. Angelico.

Doubtless such an idealization has a foundation and expresses

at least one side of the actual. But, as the author of the present

life insists, Fra. Angelico is a Florentine, and a Florentine of the

fifteenth century. He is a Friar Peachur, et un Frere Precheur

reforme. He expressed what he himself saw and believed, as

well as the aspirations of other religious souls at the opening of

the fifteenth century, and the eve of the great schism. He is the

symbolical historian of the Thomistic theology within his order,

but likewise of the interior life and Christian thinking in Italy at

the close of the Middle Ages. He is a witness of events and ideas

which he in great measure wrought or moulded. He can never

be understood unless one know the personages, events, doctrines

that went to form his mind and his character—unless one study

him in the contemporary trusty social and religious of his coun-

try, his order and the Church. It is the singular merit of the

present biography that it enables one to see its subject in this

historical environment. Though based on Vasant, who enjoyed

exceptional advantage in getting at the original data, it has failed

to utilize no source of information that reflects light on the times

and life of Fra. Angelico. The evidence of thus thorough re-

search is manifest in the bibliography which alone occupies five

pages of the present volume. On the other hand the work of

the scholar is not obtruded. The literary artist conceals without

effacing the craftsman. The graceful style bespeaks the author's

ideal not to make un livre d'erudition mais de lecture.

Bl. Varani was born just three years after the death of Fra.

Angelico, 1458. She died in 1527. Her girlhood was spent at the

gay court of Camerino where the worldly refinement of the

Renaissance had succeeded to the bloody conflicts of the out-

going MiddleAgeswas characterized mostly by an incessant strug-

gle between love and pleasure, and the promptings of divine gr&ce.
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The latter triumphed and her subsequent life was devoted to

the religious duties of a Poor Clare. She left the record of her

life in a diary which for its spiritual insight, open candor and

simplicity remind one of the letters of St. Catherine of Sienna,

and the autobiography of St. Teresa. The present Life by the

Countess De Rambuteau is drawn mainly from that Journal sup-

plemented by material from early biographies. These documents

are harmoniously combined and accompanied by opposite reflex-

ions of the gifted authoress. The whole recital is skillfully set

in its geographical and historical framework—the Umbrian land^

scapes and the artistic atmosphere of the Italian Renaissance.

The book is at once edifying, instructive and interesting.

CoNSBCKANDA. Rites and Ceremonies Observed at the Consecration of

Churches, Altars, Altar-Stones, Chalices and Patens. By Rev. A. J.

Schulte, Professor of Liturgy at Overbrook Seminary. With numerous
Illustrations. 12 mo., pp. 297. Benziger Brothers : New York, Cincimiati,

Chicago.

In these days of the multiplication of books in every field

so rapidly that it is impossible to keep up with them, it is more

than ever necessary for an author to begin by proving a need.

Dr. Heuser, the learned editor of the Ecclesiastical Review, is

apologist in the case before us. He says

:

"Most priests who have taken part in the Ceremonial at pub-

lic functions of the Church must have realized at times a distinct

want in our manual literature of liturgical practice. This want

consists not so much in the lack of texts and commentaries

which point out and interpret to us the ceremonies and rubrics

of the liturgy, as rather in the need of one or more manuals which

contain what we want for certain occasions, and that only, but

that completely. The Pontifical and the Ritual prescribes defi-

nitely what is to be done in each case, but everybody who uses

these official texts has experienced the embarrassment caused

by the necessity of immediately locating the precise ceremony or

prayers wanted, which are often merely referred to in the text ; and

which are to be found in some other part of the book, under a

different function, or in one of the Appendixes. The advantage,

therefore, of having a manual for the celebrant and ministers at

any public function which contains all that belongs to one cere-

mony in compact form, with such directions as to leave no doubt

about what has to be done hie et nunc, and with all the prayers in

full, must be at once apparent from a practical point of view;

Digitized by
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for it saves annoyances and delays which are at times a source

of irreverence and disedification to the critically disposed specta-

tor, and which prevent the dignified and prompt performance of

the ceremonies of the Church.

Having thus created the need we must find the author. Here
he is:

Father Schulte, whose experience for many years as instruc-

tor in Rubrics and professor of Liturgy in the Seminary, has

enabled him to meet all the difficulties occasioned by the use of

the liturgical text books as a manual in the performance of the

various priestly and episcopal functions, has devoted long and
serious study to their removal. With a mind singularly accurate

and careful to obtain in every case the most approved authority

and interpretation, he has set about preparing a series of liturgical

manuals of which the present volume represents the first instal-

ment.

We feel inclined to add a word to this. Father Schulte is

gifted in an unusual degree with the natural qualities required

for a work of this kind. Then he has had practical experience

that is exceptional. He was diocesan master of ceremonies for

several terms when a student at Overbrook, and he spent several

years in Rome, as alumnus and acting rector of the North

American College. He has always, been recognized as a model

master of ceremonies in his own diocese, and has frequently been

called upon to act on very important occasions.

The present volume is the result of his experience as si

teacher of liturgy, and director of ceremonies.

In brief it contains the rites and ceremonies of some of the

principal functions in which a bishop is celebrant. It is not

merely a Ceremonial, but a Pontifical, containing complete direc-

tions, together with the prayers, psalms and antiphons in which

the words are marked with the proper accents for chanting or

reading. In describing the ceremonies the compiler has followed

such recognized authorities as DeHerdt, Martinucci, Van der

Stappen and Hartmann, and has consulted the latest edition of the

authentic Decrees of the Sacred Congregation.

For the sake of greater clearness it seemed desirable to pre-

face the subjects treated by some preliminary remarks, setting

forth the matter in the light of Canon Law and the Decrees of the

Sacred Congregation of Rites. In the section entitled "Prepara-

tions," which usually follows, the compiler has enumerated all

the articles that are necessary for the ceremony. In the section

called "Function" the rites and ceremonies proper are described.
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A large number of illustrations will assist materially in the inter-

pretation of the rubrics. Indeed, a more practically useful work,

tending to the edification of the Church, we can hardly conceive

under present circumstances. The text is in Latin, of course, but

all the directions are in English.

La Theou>gie Sacramentale. Etude de Theologie Positive, par P. Pourrat,

Prof, au Grand Seminaire de Lyon. Paris, Lecoffre, 1906.

It is one of the stock objections urged by liberalistic Protest-

antism that the sacramental doctrines of the Church are of purely

human origin, and her sacramental rites borrowed from pagan-

ism Dr. Pourrat has set to himself the task of examining criti-

cally and scientifically the facts herein involved. His study is

based on the traditional idea of the development of dogma formu-

lated in the fifth century by St. Vincent of Lerins, and expounded

so ably by Cardinal Newman in the nineteenth, and assumed by

the Council of the Vatican : cresdt intelligentia, scientia, sapientia,

—sed in eodem dogmate, eodem sensu eademque sententia. As

a fact the historical development of sacramentary dogma coin-

cides with the logical. The doctrines of the Trinity, the Incarna-

tion, Sin and Grace developed successively in the explicit con-

sciousness of the early Church. It was only at a later time that

Christian reflection became formally centered on the Sacraments,

the means of grace and of the remission of sin. The Sacrament-

tary doctrinewas explicated in the MiddleAges by the Scholastics,

the representatives of Catholic tradition to their epoch, as the

Fathers had been in the centuries previous. Nevertheless though

the development of that doctrine was retarded, the Sacraments

themselves were administered from the beginning by the Church

who had received them from her Founder. The sacred rites were

always there, but the systematic and philosophical form of the

doctrine has been progressive. Three schools from the twelfth

century onwards contributed to the development of Sacramentary

Theology ; that of Abelard. that of Saint Victor, and that of Peter

the Lombard. The Sentences of the latter author mark the be-

ginning of an epoch which was completed by the great Francis-

can Theologians, Alexander of Hales, St. Bonaventure and Duns

Scotus, and the no less great Dominican Bl. Albert Magnus, and

St. Thomas Aquinas. The influence of these writers is indicated

throughout the work here under notice. But much more than

this is therein accomplished. The history of the definition of a
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sacrament, that of the theory of the composition of the sacra-

mental rite and the historical development of the dogmas as to

the effect ex opere operato, the sacramental characters, the num-
ber of the Sacraments, their divine institution, the doctrine of

intention—^these important subjects are analyzed on a rigidly

scientific method which follows them from their beginning up to

the present day. The work is, therefore, in this respect, a practi-

cal illustration of Newmans theory of development. It also

brings into prominence the sacramentary doctrine of St. Augfus-

tine and of the theologians of the eleventh and twelfth centuries

—notably the Abelardian school—factors in the process .of

development that have hitherto been inadequately estimated. It

will thus be seen that the book is in various respects an original

contribution to the literature of positive theology, and therefore

has special interest for the professor as well as the student,

the clergy and religious as well as the educated laity.

Larger Catechism. Part Second of the Abridgment of Christian I>octrine

for Higher Classes. Prescribed by His Holiness Pope Pius X, for all the
Diocese of the province of Rome. Translated by the Right Rev. Thomas
Sebastian Byrne, D.D., Bishop of Nashville. Fr. Pustet and Co., Rome,
New York and Cincinnati.

The translation of this Catechism was undertaken at the sug-

gestion of the Bishops of the Province of Cincinnati.

It was thought that the absence of scripture texts, usually cited

in proof of the doctrines of the Church, might be an objection.

As a matter of fact none are given except four or five, and these

are cited as much in explanation as in proof of the palmary doc-

trines to which they are attached. The Catechism proceeds on

the fundamental Catholic principle that the Catholic Church is

the Divine Teacher of mankind ; that she is invested with this

authority by Jesus Christ, her Founder, that her sanction is the

sufficient attestation of the truth of any doctrine and that, gifted

as she is with the prerogative of infallibility, her authoritative

declaration is infallible, and carries with it the same weight

as a direct revelation from God. This is the true Church princi-

ple and one not sufficiently insisted on. In this Catechism it is

constantly kept in view.

Moreover,! the Sacred text, as Cardinal Newman says, was
never intended to teach doctrine, but only to prove it, and, if

we would learn doctrine we must have recourse to the formular-

ies of the Church, that is, to the Catechism and the Creeds.
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The one important thing in the case of children is to teach

them the doctrines of the Church, to bring them clearly to under-

stand their meaning and import and their bearing on practical

life; and, once this is done, they will be better able to give a

reason for the faith that is in them, than if they know by heart a

score of scripture texts and have only a hazy idea of the doctrines

to which they apply and are intended to prove. And how few

children are there, or even adults, who have a clear idea of the

meaning, bearing and force of Scripture texts as applied to the

doctrines in proof of their truth and divinity?

At any rate this seems to be the view the Holy Father takes

of it, otherwise he would have directed that Scripture should

be cited, in proof of the several doctrines set forth in the Cate*

chism.

He seems to be familiar with the Catechism, to know it in

detail, and to have selected it after mature deliberation.

He says, that after examining several texts, he has adopted

this one already in use in many of the Provinces in Italy, and he

makes it obligatory in the Diocese and Province of Rome, and

expresses the wish that other Bishops will also adopt, it, so that

at least in Italy there may be one text. The qualification at least

seems to imply that it is his wish that the Catechism should be

adopted by the Bishops of other countries also.

And this is borne out by what he said to the two priests who
had translated the Catechism into French, and went to Rome to

present him with a copy of their work. They were presented to

the Holy Father by the Bishop of Orleans, and the account goes

on to say that he thanked them, blessed them, and expressed his

gratification that his wish to have one Catechism for the whole

world was in a fair way to be carried out. And this seems to be

the fact for the Catechism has been for some time translated and

published in German.

L'Eguse et l'Orient au Moyen Ace: Les Croisades, par Louis Brehier.

Pp. XIII, 373. Paris, Lecoffre, 1907.

The Library of Ecclesiastical History to which the present

volume belongs was inaugfurated in 1897 by the enterprising pub-

lisher Lecoffre. The aim of the series was to realize so far as

this is possible by employment of private initiative alone, the pro-

ject entrusted by Leo XIII to the Cardinals De Lucca, Pitra and

Hergenrother, viz. : the formation of "a universal History of the
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Church, abreast of the progress of present-day criticism," The
program has been distributed over a series of volumes each of

which has been assigned to a scholar authoritative in the perti-

nent field, the object being not to furnish manuals for more or

less elementary teaching nor for merely popular reading, but to

provide monographic studies on the successive development of

the Church and specially important phases of her history—^studies

that shall meet the wants of the educated student—cleric and lay.

The realization of this aim has been largely assured by the fact

that the "Library" is under the editorship of Mgr. Batiffol, Rec-

tor of the Institute Catholique of Toulouse, and one of the most

scholarly writers at the present time in France. The actualiza-

tion, moreover,, of the design is evidenced by the dozen or more
volumes of the series already issued, which deal, in a thoroughly

critical method, with some of the most vital points of early and

medieval history, and the majority of which have already passed

through multiplied editions. The latest volume to appear, the

one at hand on the Church and the East in the Middle Ages, and

principally, of course, the Crusades, fully sustains the high stand-

ard of scholarship and literary excellence manifested in its pre-

decessors. One need but examine the extensive bibliography

placed as an introduction to the volume and arrayed at the be-

ginning of the individual chapters and referred to minutely at

every page, to be at least prepared to find which continues read-

ing afterwards confirms, viz. : an original and, within the limits

of its scope, a thorough treatment of an eventful and a too often

misunderstood or misinterpreted period and movement of his-

tory. But while an immense multitude of sources are drawn upon

tor the luxuriant wealth of facts illustrative of the period in

question the picture loses nothing in the way of unity, harmony

or interest by the crowding of the canvas. M. Brehier has the

sense of just proportion and of clear presentation for which his

scholarly countrymen are deservedly aoted. His work is at once

instructive and attractive.

Questions D'Historie et D'Arcreoiagie Chsetiennk. Par Jean Guirard.

Pp. 304. Paris, Lecoffre, 1906.

The author of these essays, professor at the University of

Besancon, is well-known to students of history by his work on

the Holy See and the Renaissance and Life of St. Dominic, both

which works, by the way, have been honored by the French Acad-
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emy. He is also the author of a timely book dealing with the actual

situation of the Church and State in France {La Separation et les

Elections.) The volume at hand is a collection of essays cover-

ing a considerable variety of historical questions. The subjects,

while independent are sufficiently connected to lend a sort of

unity to the work. The first essay dealing with the Church's

treatment of heresy during the Middle Ages, finds more than a

merely temporal relation to the two succeeding subjects the moral

doctrines and practices, Albigenses, and the initiatory rites of the

Cathari. The fourth chapter wherein the relation of St. Dominic

to St. Francis of Assisi is discussed, is easily associated with the

three subjects just mentioned. The fifth essay containing a study

of the great Roman Archeologist, De Rossi, associates naturally

with the next chapter on the Roman Pontificate of St. Peter and

with the subsequent chapter on Roman Relics of the Ninth Cen-

tury. The chapter on the spirit of the Catholic Liturgy pves a

fitting conclusion to a series of studies which are at once rich in

fact, critical in method, logical in reasoning, temperate in tone,

and pleasing in style—a valuable and a readable miscellany.

The Casuist. A Collection of Cases in Moral and Pastoral Theology. 8
vo., pp. 339- James F. Wagner, New York.

Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels. Edited by Rev. James Hastings,

D.D. Volume i, royal 8 vo., 950 pages, with Map, etc. New York, Charles

Scribner's Sons, 1907.

Proposed Re-Pubucation of the Works of the Right Reverend John
England, first Bishop of Charleston. Edited under the direction of the

Most Rev. Sebastian G. Messmer, ArchBishop of Milwaukee, with Intro-

duction, Notes and Index by Rev. /. T. McDermott, D.D.
Medulla Fundamentalis Theologiae Moralis, q^uam Seminaristis et Presby-

teris Paravit Gulielmus Stang, Episcopus Riverormensis, S. Theologiae

Doctor, Ej usque Lovanii Quondam Professor. Editio Altera et Aucta.

Neo-Eboraci, Cincinnati, Chicago. Benziger Brothers.

Meditations for the Use of the Secular Clergy. From the French of

Father Chaignon S. J., by Right Rev. L. De Goesbriand, D.D., Bishop of

Burlington. In Two Volumes, 8vo., pp. 695 and 512. New revised edition.

Benziger Brothers, New York, Cincinnati, Chicago.
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SAINT FRANCIS AND BUDDHA.

A COMPARATIVE study of St Francis and Buddha, strange

as it may appear at first, is amply justified by the fact that

frequent assertions are made, in the ever-increasing Fran-

ciscan literature, of a similarity between these two religious reform-

ers and the movements which they have created.

Cesare Cantti, in his "Gli eretici d' Italia,"' published in i866,

alluded to a probable influence of Buddhism on Christianity, par-

ticularly at the time of the Crusades, when the order of the Templars

was founded and St. Francis appeared, "in whom we find so many
points of contact with the solitaries of India."

Ernest Renan's "Nouvelles etudes religieuses," which appeared

in 1884, contain two essays on Buddhism and one on St. Francis.

The study of these two g^eat movements and of their authors

naturally brought to his mind the idea of a comparison, which he

expresses in several passages.'

After Renan many authors, mostly non-Catholic, have compared

Buddha and Francis. Perhaps the most prominent among these

are A. Kuenen, professor at Leiden,* and Henry Thode.* Since

many subsequent writers on Franciscan matters have largely repro-

1 Three vols. Turin, 186«, Vol. I., Diss. vl.

2 Paris. 1884, pp. 161, 826, 380.

*Cf. "The Hlbbert Lectures, 1882;" "National Religions and Universal

Religions," Berlin, London, 1882; Lecture V., "Buddhism," pp. 271-275.

* "Franz von Assist And die Anffinge der Kunst der Renaissance in

Itallen," Berlin, 1886. pp. 59-60, 66.

Entered according to Act of Congress, In the year 1907, by P. J. Ryan, In

the Office of the Librarian of Congress, at Washington, D. C.

Digitized by
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duced the ideas of Thode, or, at least, have met on the same ground,

the following quotation from him seems appropriate, as expressing

the main trend of thought on the subject in non-Catholic Franciscan

literature

:

"Buddha and Francis! Both arose to oppose a religion reduced

to mere formulas and to a spirit of caste ; both, impressed by the

awful forebodings of death, renounced a life of pleasure and sen-

suality ; to both absolute poverty appeared as the means of freedom

from all things earthly. Both attained a depth of spiritual insight

which led them to absolute control over the body. . . . Both

had a community of homeless, wandering monks, who spread their

doctrines through the country and soon seemed to fill the world.

"And yet what an immense difference ! One, according to what

we may conjecture, was a thinker, who sought in himself the eternal

laws of a self-existing, self-governing universe; the other, a poet,

who, leaving as it were his own self, hailed the eternal ideal of a

God-man, Creator and Preserver of the world. For both the real

world disappears ; but one breaks away from it only to centre all

his powers on his own self ; the other joins his destiny with that of

the world, yet soars above it. Of Buddha under the tree of knowl-

edge, nothing at last remains but thinking; of Francis on Mount
Alverna, nothing remains but feeling. The consequences have been

that the spiritual achievements of Buddha, though the possession

of only a privileged minority, yet have exercised an influence on

thousands of years; while, on the contrary, the ideals of Francis,

at first the property of the people, were, after a few centuries, sup-

planted by other ideals more progressive than his. As far as the

originality and significance of the thought are concerned, Francis

could hardly compare with the Indian religious founder."

Professor John Herkless, in his "Francis and Dominic and the

Mendicant Orders,"' reproduces almost textually these words of

Thode, though he does not go so far as to make Buddha superior

to Francis. Raffaele Mariano, in his excellent work, "Francesco

d'Assisi e alcuni dei suoi piu recenti biografi,"* highly proclaims

the superiority of Francis, but maintains the comparison, and draws

an interesting parallel between the Third Order and the lay

Buddhistic communities. The first chapter of Miss Anna Stoddart's

"Francis of Assisi"' brings out cleverly some points of contact

between the Oriental and the Franciscan religious movements.

At a time when the Oriental religions, the reform movements of

all ages and all countries and the psychology of reformers are

New Tork, 1901, pp. 7S-80.

• Napoll, 189S, pp. 16S, 192-19S.

T London, 1908, pp. 1-12.
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favorite studies such comparison cannot fail to be rich in sugges-

tions, and it would be interesting to see how far it might be carried.

Nor is there anything derogatory to the character of St. Francis

in the fact of joining his name to that of Buddha. The personality

of the latter contains many a trait which would be an object of

admiration in a Christian saint; this is so true that a Syrian monk
of the seventh century presented him in a Qiristian garb as tlie

hero of a novel entitled "Barlaam and Josaphat," and so saintly did

he appear to Christian admirers that he passed into the Roman
martyrology under the name of St. Josaphat, his feast being cele-

brated on the 27th of November with that of St Barlaam.'

The circumstances amidst which Buddha came on the world's

stage were not unlike those in which St Francis arose, and we may
already find many points of resemblance in the conditions which

made their reform necessary. Both were representative men
;
the}-

were the product and the image of their time
;
they incarnated the

ideas, the spirit and aspirations of their contemporaries, and in this

we must see largely the secret of their success.

Buddha, or rather Gotama the Buddha, as we should call him,

for "Buddha" is a common noun, is generally looked upon as the

reformer of Brahmanism, a religion which had done good in its

time, but had lost much of its former influence and efficacy. The
spirit of caste distinction had invaded it, and the four classes

—

Brahman priests, Kshatryas or warriors, Vaisyas or farmers and

Sudras or conquered natives—^much remind one of the four classes

which divided society in the Middle Ages—the clergy and monks,

the lords, the serfs and the slaves. The slaves had disappeared

from Italy by the time of St. Francis, but a new class, that of the

merchants, had arisen, which was becoming more and more powerful

and had taken its position as a middle class between the lords and

the serfs. Both Buddha and Francis belonged to one of the middle

classes. According to some, Buddha was the son of a prince of

North India, while other recent Orientalists hold that his father

was a wealthy landowner. Francis was the son of a merchant.

In India at the time of Buddha, as in Italy at the time of Francis,

the wealth and power of the few were used as a means to oppress

and crush the poor and little ; hence tyranny and pride on one side,

» P. Max MuUer, "Chips From a German Workshop," Now York, 1887, pp.

177-180; "Annales du Mus«e Gulmet," Vol. XIX., pp. 43-50; Journal of the

Royal Asiatic Society, 1890, pp. 119-121; "Revue des Questions Hlstorlques,"

Vol. XXVni. (1880), pp. 679-600; H. Delahaye, S. J., "Les legendes haglo-
grraphlques," Bnixelles, 1906, p. 72.

I.
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envy and revolt on the other. As the Brahmans considered them-

selves superior to all by their birth, their position, their wealth, so

also the lords of the Middle Ages and at times some less apostolic

members of the clergy and the monastic state, held aloof from the

rest of the people, whom they considered inferior to them and hardly

worthy of their compassion. Our two religious reformers came to

teach their contemporaries that true greatness is not proportioned

to rank and honors, but to virtue, and that true happiness does not

consist in wealth and worldly pleasures, but in the peace of mind
which is in the reach of all.

Again, the Hindoos of Buddha's time shared largely the char-

acteristics of the youthful people of the Middle Ages. Like them

they knew no measure in their conduct for good or for evil ; they

were equally attracted by great pleasures and by extreme asceticism^

The austere life of the solitaries captivated the Hindoo heart not

less than the most luxurious enjoyments. Buddha as well as Francis^

changed brigands into saints. The people of these two epochs of

history were not theologians, and they were struck by the sight of

these poor monks, by their simple sympathetic preaching much more

than by the philosophy which lay at the base of their practices.

We have no contemporary record of Buddha's life. From what,

we may conjecture, he lived from 622 to 542 B. C. As in the case

of St. Francis, it was announced from his earliest years that he

would be a great man. Yet the efforts of his father to bring him

up in comfort and dignity, according to his rank, could not check

his natural melancholy. The older he grew the more intense became

this melancholy, increased as it was by his tender sympathy for so

many around him who suffered from the numerous ills which afflict

mankind. All possible distractions were tried in vain. Shortly

after his marriage he decided to flee the false joys of this world.

Old age, sickness, death overbalanced all that the world could oflfer

to its votaries. The calmness alone of the monk attracted him;

but his father refused to let him embrace the life of a hermit. At
twenty-nine he left the palace secretly, cut his hair with his sword,

exchanged his rich garments for a hunter's rough brown habit and

began to go from school to school, hoping to find in the teaching of

masters the happiness that he was seeking. Disappointed again,

he went to a desert where, with five disciples, he gave himself up^

to a life of incredible austerity. But after six years, emaciated and

having failed to find in mortification the happiness for which all

human hearts crave, he gave up the practice of extreme mortifica-

tion, losing by this act his five disciples. He made up his mind that

happiness consists in a middle way between worldly pleasures and

extreme asceticism. "There are two extremes," he said to his dis-
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dples, "which he who has given up the world ought to avoid, . . .

a life given to pleasure . . . this is degrading, sensual, vulgar,

ignoble and profitless ; and a life given to mortification ; this is pain-

ful, ignoble and profitless."* It was, however, through meditation,

through ecstasy that the final secret to all happiness, the supreme

truth, the "Bodhi," could be found. Sitting under a tree motionless

at Bodhgaya with his legs crossed, he resolved to remain in this

position until he found the Bohdi. Mara, the seducer, attacked

him by all forms of temptations, but he resisted them all and finally

found the Bodhi and became a Buddha. He had then reached the

age of thirty-five.

Before Francis was thirty-five his movement had already spread

all over Italy and part of Europe.'* Yet if we consider the facts

that led to the reform life of these two men, it may be seen frcMn the

preceding sketch that there are striking points of resemblance. To
Francis also were offered the best opportunities in life. True, he

spent some happy years in his youth; but he, too, experienced the

most touching sympathy for the poor and the suffering. Neither

the comforts of home nor the amusements and distractions which

his friends and admirers lavished on him, nor even the adventures

of warfare, of which he had so often dreamed, could now satisfy

his heart, and he soon became disgusted with all that wealth and

the world could offer him. Like Buddha, he left the world and

exchanged his costly garments for the habit of a farm-hand. He
then betook himself to a life of mortification and asceticism until

one day, when he was hearing Mass in the little chapel of the

Portiuncula, he was struck by the words of the Gospel of St Mat-

thew :" "Do not possess gold nor silver, nor money in your purses,

nor two coats, nor shoes, nor a staff." Like Buddha in ecstasy

under the Bodhi tree, he had now found his ideal.

From these turning epochs in their lives the points of resemblance

become -more and more striking. Both went forth full of enthusi-

asm, convinced that they were then in possession of the secret of

true happiness. It is true some doubt came to their minds as to

whether they should keep to themselves the knowledge won and

lead the life of contemplatives, or share this knowledge with others

and consecrate themselves to an active life. Disinterestedness and

sympathy for others had the greater weight in the scale, and both

went and proclaimed to all the truth which they had found. "Being

delivered, deliver others; having arrived at the other shore, bring

• Mah*wa«raa I.. S, 17, Sacred Books of the BJast. Vol. xni., p. 94.

ioJa«. Vltr. Epist. I., Jan., 121C, In H. Boehmer's "Analecten lur Oesch.

des Franc, v. Abb.," Tubingen, 1904, pp. 98-99; N. Qlassbergrer In "Analecta

Frandscana," Vol. ni., pp. 9-10.

" Mat. X., 9, 10.
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the others there; being consoled, console others; having attained

perfect Nirvana, bring others there,"" was Buddha's maxim, and

St. Francis reminded his disciples that "God had called them not

only for their own salvation, but for that of many."" Buddha con-

verted to his ideal the five disciples who had spumed him after his

flight from the desert, and Francis saw flock to his standard of

poverty those who had turned him into derision.

Much has been said about Buddha's "Bhikkhus," that is, beggars

or mendicant monks, who, like the first Franciscans, practiced abso-

lute poverty and preached detachment from the goods of this world.

They should not inflict on themselves voluntary sufferings, which

Buddha proclaimed dangerous, but should avoid all that attaches

to this life and existence. Hence they could not possess anything

except a set of clothes composed of three pieces, nor receive anjrthing

except the food begged for the day. They could not marry and

were forbidden to converse alone with women. When out on a

mission or on their daily begging tour they were to be extremely

modest and to watch carefully over their eyes. In the beginning

their dwellings were very simple, consisting of little huts under the

trees. Even these they occupied only during the rainy season; at

other times they roamed about from place to place. Later they

received from benefactors more substantial, yet plain, convent

houses, which were generally located on the outskirts of towns,

where they could beg and preach. Their time was divided between

begging, preaching and praying. They begged in the morning,

took their only meal at noon and spent the rest of the day in preach-

ing, teaching children, meditation or holy conversations on Buddha's

doctrine. They considered preaching and the teaching of children

a fair return for the alms they received. The public confession of

external faults was as regular among them as it is in the Franciscan

and other monastic orders. There was no discrimination in the

reception of candidates, no regard to castes. With Brahmanists,

only members of the sacerdotal caste could be monks ; it was a

distinction from birth. But now the contemptible Sudra as well

as the noble Brahman was received into the brotherhood, and all

lived like brothers. "My law is a law of grace for all," said Buddha

;

"it is the law under which beggars as miserable as Duragata and

others may become religious.""

The success of Buddha was wonderful. The purity of his life,

his simplicity of manners, his love for all, particularly those who

i»E. Bumouf, 'Introduction ft I'hlstolre du Buddhlame Indlen," Vol. I.,

Puis. 1844, p. 254.

" ni. Soc., 36.

i*B. Bumouf, "Introduction ft I'hlstolre du Buddhlsme Indlen," Paris,

1844, Vol. I., p. 198.
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suffered, attracted all to him. When he returned to his native

place all wanted to follow him; women were abandoned by their

husbands, sisters by their brothers, mothers by their sons. He was

soon forced to limit to one in each family the number of those who
could join the new confraternity.

Necessity also compelled him to fotmd an order for women, for

they, too, wished to give up home, family, riches, pleasures to join

the society of the perfect and lead a life of solitude, abstinence,

chastity and obedience. They lived in convents built in the vicinity

of those of the monks, but entirely separated from them. No monk
was allowed to travel with a nun, and only one especially appointed

for that purpose could preach to them. They also lived on alms

and spent in retirement and meditation the time not g^ven to beg-

ging.

Finally a class of lay adherents was organized to satisfy the

universal demand, and into it flocked many who, for some reason or

other, were unable to leave the world, but yet wished to participate

in the privileges of Buddha's disciples. In this Third Order, as

we may well call it, both sexes were admitted. The main duties

of the members, beside that of supporting the monks and assisting

them in their life, were: to observe chastity according to their state

of life, to avoid stealing and lying, the use of intoxicating liquors

and the taking of life, even that of animals.

Any one acquainted with the life of St. Francis will have noticed

the close parallel between him and Buddha. Not more than Buddha

did Francis believe in extreme asceticism. Though his companions,

like those of Buddha, had to observe certain fasts, they were allowed

to "eat of all foods which were placed before them, according to the

Gospel,^' and when, during his trip to the Holy Land, Francis heard

of the introduction of new fast days by some over-zealous disciples,

he repeated emphatically: "Let us eat what is placed before us,

according to the Gkjspel."*' Francis and his disciples "were satis-

fied with a single tunic, often patched up inside and outside, with a

cord and breeches."*' The rule was a little more generous, allowing

" Cel. L, 89, Testam.
them two tunics. The regulations respecting chastity and their

conduct towards women, particularly the manbers of the Second

Order, were very much like those stated above for the Bhikkhus.

Before joining the order they were required to give up all their

goods, nor could they own anything, either in private or in common

;

the very houses in which they lived were the property of others.

In fact, in the beginning they went from place to place, having no

home but the broad expanse of heaven and the little huts or public

IB First Rule, chap. ill.

i*N. Olassberser In "Anal. Franc," II., p. 16.
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hospitals which they found on the country roads. Later they

received permanent abodes ; but these also were poor, and remained

the property of others. The little church of the Portiuncula, the

mother house of the order, belonged to the Benedictines of Mount

Subasio. When the labor of their hands did not suffice to support

the community, they would go out and beg what was necessary to

satisfy their immediate wants, giving in return to their benefactors

the spiritual bread of the word of God, which they dispensed gen-

erously to all. The time not consecrated to begging, working and

preaching was given to the sweets of contemplation, which Francis,

like Buddha, relished so much that he long hesitated between an

active and a contemplative life. All were accepted into the order

—

lords and serfs, rich and poor, great and little, learned and ignorant.

There was no distinction of castes and conditions; the poor Giles,

John the Simple, the foolish Juniper, farm hands and brigands were

welcomed into the order with the same joy as priests like Silvester

and Leo, as the wealthy Bernard of Quintavalle, the noble Rufino,

the Knight Angelo Tancredi, the lawyer Peter of Catania, the

learned Thomas of Celano, or the poet laureate Pacifico. Like

Buddha, Francis never thought of abolishing the existing conditions

and the differences of classes in society ; there was no revolutionary

spirit in these two men; their reform did not aim at any political

subversion, but merely at the change of individuals; classes and

distinctions were of no importance in their orders, and virtue was

the only title to greatness. Francis insisted that respect be shown

to those of the higher classes in society ; but the example of equality

in the orders should act as an antidote both against the arrogance

of the rich and powerful and the envy of the poor and little.

Both Buddha and Francis merit our admiration for having taught

man the proper harmony of his faculties. Reason, not sense, must

be the dominant power, and the body must be under the control of

the will. Yet, though the pleasures of the senses lost in their eyes

the value which they have for most men, they always preserved a

remarkably sensitive soul. They sought souls, not bodies ; yet they

did not neglect the care of the body. As the Buddhist monk car-

ried around his medicine box and administered to sufferers all the

comforts in his power, so Francis and his companions would go to

the lazar house and wash and dress the lepers' wounds. In fact,

they loved everything endowed with life. Buddhist monks would

watch attentively where they put their feet, lest they might destroy

or injure some living insect or reptile, while Francis would save

from death the poor sheep led to the shambles or the fish g^ven him

for his repast, or even the wolf of the Fioretti, which had been the

terror of Gubbio.
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When Buddha was asked to extend the privil^es of his order

to women and later to lay people, his sympathetic nature could not

resist the appeal and, as a result, he organized a second and a third

order. So also Francis could not send away Qara of Sciffi nor all

the holy virgins who after her wished to consecrate themselves to

God under the rule of St. Francis ; and when families threatened to

go to pieces owing to the number of members who joined the order,

Francis was led by necessity to promise them a third order, the

members of which could remain in the world while enjoying the

privileges of the religious life.

Two elements contributed to the success of Francis and Buddha

and to the influence which they exerted on their epoch : on the one

hand there were their personal qualities, their love for all, their

simplicity, their purity of life, their earnest and enthusiastic desire

to do good and make others share in their own personal happiness

;

but at the same time they brought to the world an ideal which cor-

responded to the demands and the desires of all. Social unrest was

characteristic of the two epochs. A remedy was needed which no

one seemed to possess or even to know. Buddha went from master

to master hoping to find what he and his contemporaries were so

much in need of, but was disappointed until his own efforts brought

him to the discovery that desire is the tyrant of man, but that desire

can be annihilated and liberty and happiness thereby restored to

humanity. In Francis' time the Albigenses, the Waldenses, the

Humiliati and many others were offering to the Christian world

what they thought would save it from destruction, but with little

success, until Francis presented to them the ideal of povery, which

captivated all. Both laid their fingers on the root of the trouble

and formulated the remedy. It is wealth and worldly pleasures that

crush and oppress mankind; fling them away, embrace poverty,

despise bodily comforts and seek the comforts of the soul and you

will find true happiness and solid joy. It is the multiplicity of

desires and the craving for all things lawful and unlawful which

overcome man. Destroy the desires by the practice of a poor and

simple life, and you will be at rest

Nor was it an impossible doctrine which they were preaching.

Buddha had exchanged the opulence of a princely life for a life of

poverty and had found therein the rest which he had long sought.

Francis was a promising young merchant before his conversion;

he gave up all and found a happiness to which no other might be

compared. They were too happy to be selfish, and from the day

when their ideals were revealed to them—Buddha under the Bodhi

tree, Francis at the Portiuncula—they spent the rest of their lives

traveling from town to town to spread everywhere the joyous
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tidings. Their eloquence was irresistible; tiiey were so earnest, so

much engrossed with their subject, so anxious to have all follow

them and be happy. Neither Buddha nor Francis belonged to the

"clergy," to the class which so far had monopolized preaching, and

their preaching was very different from that heard before them.

The Brahmans were proud, pedantic, exclusive. The sermons of

St. Francis' time were generally preached in Latin on more or less

dogmatic subjects and little understood by the people. But Buddha

and Francis were so sincere, so simple, so gentie, so modest, so

humble; they made themselves "all to all." Buddha hated nothing

more than spiritual pride ; it was one of the four sins punished by a

prompt dismissal from the order.** Francis was the humblest of

all men, loved every one and every thing that was humble and little,

and insisted on his brethren being called "Minores," and the super-

iors "Ministri."

They rejoiced at their happy liberation from all that enslaves man,

and longed to see others happy. "Let us live happily, then, not

hating those who hate us," sang the followers of the Hindoo prophet.

"Let us live happily, then, free from ailments among the ailing!

Let us live happily, then, free from g^eed among the greedy I Let

us live happily, then, though we can call nothing our own!"" and

Francis never ceased to inculcate the duty of joy on all his disciples,

condemning sadness as unnatural in those who had left the world

and all causes of misery and had embraced a life of poverty and

holiness. Even insults, temptations, sufferings could not disturb

their peace of mind. They would return good for evil and rejoice

in sufferings. "Let a man overcome anger by love," we read in the

Buddhist Scriptures;*" "let him overcome evil by good; let him

overcome greed by liberality, the liar by truth !" while Francis, when
sending his disciples on an apostolic mission, exhorted them in this

manner: "You will find some men that are faithful, gentie and

kind, who will receive you and your words with joy; others, the

greater part, that are faithless, proud and blasphemous, who will

revile you and oppose you and your words. Prepare, therefore,

your hearts to bear all things patiently and humbly."**

It was indeed a beautiful doctrine which they preached and prac-

ticed, and the success with which it was received shows what a

g^eat ideal can accomplish when announced in word and example

by fascinating characters like Buddha and Francis. Perhaps they

aimed too high and failed to take into account the awful weakness

of human nature. After their death their disciples divided into

1* Sacred Books of the East, Vol. xm., p. 6.

1* Dhammapada, Sacred Books of the Skust, Vol. X., p. 63.

*• Op. Oit., p. 68.

» nL Soc., 8«>
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two parties, that of the strict adherents to the rule of life traced

by the founder, and the "mitigating'' party, whose tendency was to

bring the rule to a level more accessible to the majority of men. The
division in St. Francis' order occurred soon after his death; the

early history of Buddhism is not sufficiently known to fix dates, but

we know that the division has remained until this day, and though

the Southern Bhikkhus represent only imperfectly the original dis-

ciples of Buddha, they stand far above their co-religponists of the

North, whose doctrines and practices are rather those of the Brah-

mans than those of the early Buddhist monks.

What shall we conclude from this parallel? No suspicion can

ever arise that the Buddhist movement had any direct influence on the

Franciscan. Neither Francis nor his companions thought of Buddha
and his gjeat work, nor did they, in all probability, ever hear of it.

Shall we say that there has been an indirect influence through

Christianity? It is not the purpose of this short study to enter into

a discussion of such a difficult problem as the relations of Buddhism
and Christianity. Besides, its solution would lead us only half

way, as Christianity offers fey, if any, religious movements pre-

senting such striking points of resemblance with Buddhism.

The question may be simplified. The common features are largely

monastic or personal. Some Oriental scholars have thought they

could trace monasticism, or at least many of its features, to the

Buddhist organization. The possibility of such an influence cannot

be denied. After Alexander's conquests and the foundation of

Alexandria, communications were established between the East and

the West, and the Essenes and Thereapeutae have often been named
as the links between the monastic movement of India and that of

Christianity. Whatever may be said of Christian monasticism in

general, it may be asserted at once that there are some striking

resemblances between the Essenes and the Franciscans. Philo and

Josephus give us the most interesting details regarding the Essenes

"Some cultivate the soil, others pursue peaceful arts, toiling only

for the provision of their necessary wants. . . . Among all men
they alone are without money and without possession, but never-

theless they are the richest of all, because to have few wants and

live frugally they regard as riches. Among them there is no maker

of any weapon of war, nor any trader . . . nor do they follow

** Pbllo, In his treatise, "To prove that every man who Is virtuous Is also

free;" "On the oontemplatlve life," etc. Josephus, "Wars," Book n., chap,
vlii.; "AntiqulUes," chap, xvii., rviii., quoted in "Jewish Encyclopedia"
article, "Essenes."

II.
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any occupation that leads to injustice or covetousness. . . .

They distributed their goods to their relatives and friends before

joining the order and renounced all conjugal pleasures. There were

no masters among them, but all were brethren and served one an-

other. No one possesses a house absolutely his own, one which

does not at the same time belong to all. . . . They have one

storehouse for all, and the same diet. Their garments belong to all

in common, and their meals are taken in common. . . . What-

ever they receive for their wages after having worked the whole

day, they do not keep as their own, but bring into the common
treasure for the use of all. . . . Some of these observe a still

more rigid practice in not handling or looking at a coin which has an

image." But resemblance does not imply dependence, and from

the possibility we cannot conclude to the fact that the Buddhists

have had an influence on the Essenes and that the Essenes have

exerted an influence on the monastic state of the Occident, in par-

ticular on that of St. Francis' stamp.

There is another hypothesis which might perhaps bring us nearer

the truth, though again it is only an hypothesis. It is admitted by

many that Gnosticism contained a strong element of Buddhism. E.

Renan thinks that the Gnosticism of Plotinus was an "emanation from

Buddhism,"** and J. Kennedy made a strong argument** to prove that

"the famous scheme of that arch Gnostic (Basilides) was an attempt

at fusing Buddhism and Christianity." The relationship between

Gnosticism and Manicheism and the influence of the latter on the

Cathari and Albigenses of the Middle Ages cannot be denied. But

we fall again into an intricate question, though much nearer to our

subject—^has any influence been exercised on St. Francis by the

heretical sects of the Middle Ages? St. Francis' mother was a

Proven9al, and it is in the South of France that the Albigenses were

the strongest. His father was a merchant, and it is through the

merchants that many heresies were spread. Yet St. Francis' mother

was an excellent Christian, who certainly impressed on her child the

greatest devotion to the Holy Father and the Roman Church.

Though his father was highly incensed at seeing his son embrace

a life of poverty when he had dreamed only of worldly success for

him, we have no reason to suspect his perfect submission to the

Church. Francis himself was the most devoted child of the Church,

which he loved as his mother and respected to the last day of his

life. Yet the great remedy offered by St. Francis against the ills

of his time, the ideal which he cherished and taught to all, was
M Op. Cit., p. 72. Add to this that the Pseudo-Dyonlsiua, which exercised

such an Influence on Chrlstlon asceticism, largely depended on Plotinus.
M Journal of the Rojral Asiatic Society, "Buddhist Gnostlclsin, the Sys-

tem of BasUldes," 1902, pp. 377-415.
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substantially that same poverty which the religious reformers of

his time practiced and preached. The heretics of St. Francis' time,

like the Manicheans, the Gnostics and Buddhists, taught a doctrine

which indeed was not St. Francis', but which brought them to the

same conclusions. They resolved the problem of evil by the dual

principle of good and evil. The soul came, they said, from the

good principle; but matter and everything material, like wealth,

temporal possessions, trade and commerce, matrimony, are an evil

and must be avoided, for they all come from the evil principle.

Many held like Buddha that the soul had been imprisoned in the

body to atone for the faults committed during some previous life,

and would continue transmigrating from body to body until perfect

purity is attained. As a consequence of their doctrines, they prac-

ticed g^eat austerities and, above all, poverty. However, as among
the Buddhists and later among the Franciscans, so also among the

Cathari and the Albigenses there were two classes—^the "Perfecti,"

who avoided as much as could be done in this life contact with

matter and renounced property and marriage, and the "Credentes,"

whose obligations were much lighter and who could own property

and live in marriage. Of course, there remains this great difference

between Francis and these heretics, that they based their practices

on a philosophy in opposition to the doctrines of the Church.

Francis had no philosophy; speculation was the very opposite of

his simple, concrete understanding of things. He could rather be

compared—and has often been compared—to the Waldenses and

the various bands of Apostolicals, who simply preached a return

to apostolic poverty. Yet the ideal of poverty was in the air among
all good-minded Christians, heretics or faithful children of the

Church, and there is no doubt that the success of the Cathari and

Albigenses largely contributed to disseminate the idea of the "poor

life" among the people, particularly the suffering classes, and so far

there may have been an indirect influence of Buddhism on the Fran-

ciscan movement.

Besides this probable, though indirect influence, there is an element

which we must not overlook and which goes further to account for

the similarity between these different movements. The same crav-

ing of the human heart after unhampered happiness has a tendency

to manifest itself in a similar manner, particularly when the circum-

stances of time, place, conditions, etc., are largely similar. Hence

the same disgust which fills every human soul at the inability of

earthly joys to satisfy the demand for happiness has led Buddha, the

Essenes, the Therapeutae, the heretics of St. Francis' time and St.

Francis himself to g^ve up the seeking of happiness in wealth and

sensual pleasures and to adopt poverty as the means to a perfect life.
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It is the same frame of mind from which arise to-day numerous

protests against the conventionalities and enslaving customs of our

age and the appeals to the "simple life," to a life more natural, more

conducive to health, virtue and happiness.

In Francis, however, this craving for a life of poverty was en-

nobled by a deep supernatural sense and a most lively spirit of faith.

The example of Christ and the Apostles was for him a greater in-

centive than the desire to free himself from worldly cares. Then
Qirist Himself, he thought, had revealed to him that he should, and

how he should, practice the new life. All he did and said he did

and said on the word of Christ. He did not want to hear of the

rule of St. Augustine, St. Benedict and others ; his rule came directly

from Christ. If it had been a human product he could have modified

it ; but since it came from Christ, he had no right to make the slight-

est change in it. His brethren would go to Cardinal Ugolino and

plead with him that he interfere and "persuade Brother Francis to

follow the counsel of wise brethren and to allow himself now and

then to be led by them. And they alleged the rule of St. Benedict,

St Augustine, St. Bernard, who taught thus and thus." But even

Cardinal Ugolino could not do anything, and Francis would not

hear of any other rule than "that which the Lord had shown and

given him in His mercy."" In fact, his brethren as well as himself

could hear the voice of Christ in the air : "Francis, there is nothing

in the rule which is thine, but whatever is there is Mine, and I will

that the rule be thus observed to the letter, to the letter without

gloss, without gloss, without gloss."*'

If we examine more closely the parallel drawn between Buddha

and Francis and their movements, we will soon notice the fact that

the similarity is rather external, while there are internal differences,

differences in character, spirit, aim, which are essential and point

to opposition.

The foundation of Buddha's life and work was the belief in the

transmigration of the soul. Brahmanism, of which Buddhism was

an offshoot, entertained a very pessimistic view of human existence.

Rebirth was at best a punishment for some previous guilt, and life

was looked upon as an expiation. Nor did Buddha improve much
this gloomy view of life. For him life was not worth living, and

the only purpose of man should be to extinguish it, not by suicide,

because the consequence would have been a rebirth in a state worse

than the former, but by the destruction of all desires, even of all

z< Spec Pert. Gap., 68.

20 Spec. Pert. Cap. I.

III.
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conscious actions. Pessimism was the cause of Buddha's change

of life. Existence was a burden to him from his very earliest years

;

nor was there any hope for the future until he had found the secret

of annihilation, or rather of an unconscious repose in Nirvana, a

state very much akin to annihilation. If all our desires, even the

most legitimate and the most generous, are an evil ; if our ideal must

be a passive indifference to all that exists; if the best that can be

hoped for is the destruction—^not the satisfaction—of our natural

cravings, then indeed life is not worth living. True, there is an

element of joy in Buddhism, as said above, but it is nothing else

than the doubtful satisfaction of having destroyed all desires.

Very different was the foundation of Francis' reform. There

was no pessimism in him ; his was from the very beginning a joyous

existence. It is true he did not find in the pleasures of the world

all the satisfaction that he expected, but it was because there ap-

peared to him something more beautiful, greater, nobler than any-

thing that he had seen before or ever dreamed of. The gaiety of

the "corti," the glory of the battlefield were dwindling into insignifi-

cance when compared to the vision of Lady Poverty, Francis' bride

forever. Life for Francis was well worth living ; it was the gift of

God and a great gift, given us to be enjoyed, and none enjoyed it

more than Francis and his first companions. It was a joy so intense

that he could not help congratulating the birds, the lambs, all the

animals of creation for having received from God this g^eat bless-

ing.".

It is true Francis taught men to control their desires ; but it was

to harmonize them better. Men had lost sight of the proper order

of things ; they had forgotten God and thought only on themselves

;

heaven was obscured by the enjoyment of earth. Francis shows

them again the proper hierarchy ; earth is God's creature, created for

the use of man, but only to help him to reach heaven more securely.

Hence Francis and his companions enjoyed earth and its joys ; but

there was for them a higher and better home, heaven ; a nobler object

of their love, God. Hence they repressed all low desires of the

soul to transfer their energy to the higher desires of all that is God's

and heaven's.

Hence the opposite views of Buddha and Francis on marriage and

labor. With a perfect Xo^c, Buddha condemned the procreation of

life and matrimony. The lay members of his community, who lived

"h Cel., 68, Tract Mir. 20. A comparison between the Buddhist beati-

tudes given In the tenth volume of the Sacred Books of the East, n., "Sutta
Nlpfcta," pp. 48-44, and the seventh chapter of the Floretti on Perfect Joy
will prove most interesting to the reader. Both extracts are later writings

and not strictly historical, but they Introduce us into the spirit of the move-
ments and throw light on the different conceptions of happiness held by
Buddha and Francis.
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in the married state, could not expect to attain Nirvana, but only to

prepare themselves for a rebirth in a somewhat less miserable exist-

ence. Labor, which serves only to support life and to satisfy the

desires of man, was likewise condemned. It was the teaching of

Brahmanism that labor was unworthy of a Brahman. Agriculture,

cattle-raising and a few other occupations were merely tolerated in

case of necessity. Most trades which we consider as honest, like

those of the carpenter, tailor, tanner, physician, were held by Brah-

mans to be impure. Buddha made no attempt to rehabilitate labor,

which could bring no advantage, no improvement. The members

of his order should not work, but must live on alms, or, in the words

of the Buddist Scriptures, the Bhikkhu "must gain his subsistence

by the labor of his feet," that is "beg for his food . . . with the

exertion of the muscles of his feet."*'

Marriage was never condemned by Francis, and the members of

the Third Order who lived in the state of marriage could reacli

heaven as well as the members of the First Order. The latter, how-

ever, practiced chastity in order to imitate more closely Our Lord

and His Mother, to be better united to God and better able to conse-

crate their lives to His service and to the salvation of others. What
an immense difference between the reformer who censured procrea-

tion and the sweet St. Francis, who made a nest for the "chaste"

doves "that they might bring forth their little ones and multiply

according to the precept of their Creator."" Labor was to him a

duty for all men. The brethren themselves, who by their profession

of dispensing spiritual food to the people seemed exempt from

manual labor, were required by their rule to practice a trade or at

least some manual occupation, not only as a means of avoiding idle-

ness or out of virtue, but also as a means of supporting themselves.

It was only when this means failed that they were allowed to have

recourse to the "table of the Lord," that is, to begging. Francis

approved not only of agriculture, but of all honest trades. Son of

a merchant, he became the apostle of towns which were the head-

quarters of merchants and artisans.

There was something more in the characters of Buddha and

Francis which made them the very antipodes of each other. Buddha
had a very indistinct view of the spiritual world, of God, or rather

of the gods, for he had no belief in a supreme personal God. Like

the Brahmanists of his time, he believed in a multiude of gods,

men, animals, continually interchanging conditions. But for him

there was no God to love, to serve, to honor. Vagueness and even

contradiction affect all his teaching regarding Nirvana and the future

aap. Blgandet, "The Life or Liegend of Oaudama," II., p. 278; two vols.,

London, 1880.

»Act B. Franc, Cap. 24.
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life. The subsistence of the "ego" in the future state of those who
attained the perfection of "Buddhas" should not be affirmed nor

denied. It was the absence of desires, fears, joys, pains, in fact, of

personal existence itself. Beyond that nothing could be said nor

should be said. To over-inquisitive disciples he replied: "What-

soever has not been revealed by me, let that remain unrevealed ; and

what has been revealed, let it be revealed."**

For Francis, on the contrary, nothing was more real than the

spiritual world. There was a constant and immediate intercourse

between him and the saints in heaven, between him and God. He
lived with them, saw them, spoke with them and loved them with all

his heart. For him heaven was a goal to reach, not so much because

it was the end of a laborious life as because it was the beginning

of a new life, better, happier, in the company of God and of the

saints, without any fear of offending Him whom he loved.

These opposite views of the spiritual world are the source of

other contrasts between Francis and Buddha. While Buddha gfave

up all the pleasures of this world and condemned himself to a life

of asceticism merely to attain the subduing of his desires and pas-

sions, Francis did all for very love of God and of his neighbor.

While Buddha aimed only at the extinction of suflFering, Francis

sought suffering for the glory of God ; but for him suffering was a

joy and a treasure. We cannot be blind to the disinterestedness of

Buddha, who spent a long life in efforts to communicate to others

what he thought was the key to the abolition of suffering; nor can

we be blind to the admirable principles by which he inculcated in all

the love for each other : "By love alone can we conquer wrath. By
good alone can we conquer evil. . . . Do to others that which

ye would have them do to you. . . . Say no harsh words to your

neighbor."** Yet we must not lose sight of the ultimate motive

—

the avoidance of suffering, both in this world and in the next.

Francis believed in the reform of the world through love, and the

words last quoted from the Buddhist text often, no doubt, passed

his lips ; but they had a higher and nobler import : "Love one

another as God has loved you. . . . Love all God's creatures

because God loves them all, etc." Not only was Francis unselfish

in his love ; he wanted this unselfish love in all men ; let them all act

for the very love of God, of Christ, of the saints, of all.

A further comparison may be made between the miracles of

Francis and those of Buddha. The latter's are childish feats, which

»« Hermann Oldenberg, "Buddha, His Ufe, His Doctrine, His Order,"
lK>ndon, 1882, p. 276.

«i A. Llllle, "The Influence of Buddhism on Primitive Christianity," Lon-
don, 1893, pp. 47-48.
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raise a smile on the face of the serious ; nor have they any character

but that of extravagance. The miracles of Francis, on the con-

trary, are all wonders of charity, grace, simplicity and love.

Hence, in character, spirit and aim Francis is infinitely superior

to Buddha. Yet we find ourselves in the face of an apparently

strange fact, the same fact to which H. Thode calls our attention:

"The achievements of Buddha . . . have exercised an influence

on thousands of years," while "the ideals of Francis . . . after

a few centuries have been supplanted by other ideals more pro-

gressive than his." A movement is to be judged by its success.

Now the Franciscan movement, begun in the first quarter of the

thirteenth century, lost its first fervor and first efficacy soon after

the death of the first generation of Franciscans. Some attempts

were made now and then to rouse its torpent power, but it was only

for a short time. True, it has not ceased to do good, and to-day

the three orders of St. Francis are not only still in existence, but

even prosperous. Yet what is the Franciscan movement to-day

compared to the Buddhist? The number of Buddhists throughout

the world is generally stated to be about four hundred and fifty

millions. This may be exaggerated, and some bring it down to as

low an estimate as one hundred millions. But even at' this low

figure, how can Franciscanism compare with Buddhism?
It must be kept in mind that Buddhism, though probably not

intended by its founder as a new religion, became such as a matter

of fact, while Franciscanism was and remained only a movement
within a well organized religion. In other words, Buddha has

founded a new religion ; Francis has reformed the members of an

existing religion. Virtue and love were at a low ebb when Francis

appeared ; the movement that he inaugurated had no other aim but

to bring back the first fervor. Nothing was further from Francis'

mind than to create a new philosophy, a new sect; his three orders

were to be the instruments of a beneficent action on the Christian

Church by inciting all her children to a better and holier life. In-

deed, the First Order has had its ups and downs, but it has never

ceased to do the good for which Francis had destined it, and the

mention of a comparison between these saintly and zealous apostles

and the slothful, ignorant and inefficient Buddhist monks of our day

sounds like an outrage. What has become of the order of women
founded by Buddha almost against his will ? The Poor Qares and

all the branches of tlie Second Order of St. Francis have ever pros-

pered since their foundation. The Third Order has done wonders

in the political and social as well as in the religious field, and in

this respect far surpasses the lay foundation of Buddha. Buddhism

has not raised its adepts to a higher level, and its members to-day
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can hardly be said to be much superior in civilization to those of

Buddha's time, more than twenty-five centuries ago. It is not,

however, that we wish to attribute to St. Francis all the glory of our

social progress; but he has done his share and has given to the

cause of civilization an impetus which still lasts. His work cannot

be separated from that of Qiristianity, and it is as much superior

to that of Buddha as Christianity itself is superior to Buddhism.

Leo L. Dubois, S. M.
Washington, D. C.

"NEW THEOLOGY," OLD SUPERSTITION AND MODERN
SCIENCE.

DR. CRAPSEY startled the world not a little by his recent

pronouncements on Christianity and morals. An English

divine. Rev. Dr. Campbell, of Cambridge, following his

arguments to the reductio ad absurdutn point, reasoned to his own
satisfaction that the sinner, when he sins, is but rendering homage
to God in his own way and according to his conceptions of his

obligation to God.

Rev. Mr. Campbell is the logical heir-at-law of Rev. Dr. Crapsey.

His work on "The New Theology" made its appearance soon after

the sentence of expulsion was decreed against that bold but by no

means original theorist. Its statements of a revised "Christian

doctrine" are now being discussed all over the Protestant world, and

Protestants, as a consequence, are asking themselves what the

"Reformation" meant and what "Calvinism" meant as a reformation

of the "Reformation." The principal articles of the Campbell creed

are embodied in these extracts from his book, placed under head-

ings:

God—"The mysterious Power which Is flndlngr expression In the universe,
and which is present In every tiniest atom of the wondrous whole." "Where
... is the dlvldlncr line between our being and Ood's? There is no
dividing: line except from our side." "My Ood Is my deeper self and yours,
too."
Bvn.—^Bvil "is not a thinjr in itself. It is only the perceived privation of

what you know to be grood, and which you know to be good because of the
very presence of limitation, hindrance and Imperfection."

Siif—"Sin is the opposite of love. . . . Sin is therefore selfishness."
"But sin has never injured God except through man. It is the Ood within
who is injured by it rather than the God without."
DrviNiTT OF Chbibt—"In Him humanity was divinity; and divinity,

humanity." "Any special Insight which He possest into the true relations of
God and man was due to the moral perfection of His nature, an dnot to His
metaphysical status. He was God manifest in the flesh because His life

was a consistent expression of divine love, and not otherwise. But He was
not God manifest in the flesh In any way which would cut him off from the

Digitized by
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rest of human kind." "Jesus was the child of Joseph and Mary, and had an
uneventful childhood."

"Humanity was divinity; and divinity, humanity." Could any-

thing be more simple in the way of dialectic statement? One is

immediately reminded of the dual character of Wordsworth's literary

form, according to Byron—the genius

A large part of the Protestant world is shocked at the conduct

of Dr. Crapsey and the book of Dr. Campbell. The spectator at a

bout of target practice might as well be surprised and pained that

a cannon ball hits something when its course is run. The shot that

was "heard around the world" when Luther fired his mortar is now

well nigh spent, and the shell may soon be expected to burst, to the

dismay of the cannoneer's friends and followers and the satisfaction

of the friends of peace with God.

The "New Theology," or rather its author, disclaims pantheism,

no doubt ; but the disclaimer is useless. He cannot place limitations

on logical inference, no more than he can sweep away limitations

and then try to establish others. The doctrine he preaches as to sin

and its punishment—so far as he admits that sin is anything sub-

stantial—sweeps away the whole Christian system resting on the

doctrine of the Atonement. As to the future life he postulates these

dogmatic propositions

:

"Everlasting punishment is impossible. While sin remains in the

universe God is defeated ; everlasting punishment involves His ever-

lasting failure. There is no such thing as punishment, no far-off

judgment day, no great white throne, and no Judge external to our-

selves. The true resurrection is spiritual, not material. Heaven
and hell are states of the soul. . . . When a guilty soul awakens

to the truth, hell begins. Salvation and atonement are just as opera-

tive on the other side of death as on this."

But Dr. Campbell's theories may seem to himself new ; in reality,

their substance is very, very old. Other theorists have maintained

that sin and pain are unreal, on the principle propounded by Berkeley

and earlier enunciated by Shakespeare, through the mouth of Lady
Macbeth, "The living and the dead are but as pictures." The bold

theory of Luther which, recognizing the reality of sin, made its

commission something like a virtue, as a debt for which the great

Ransom was paid, finds its fitting climax in the new discovery of

Cambridge that sin is really a tribute to the God of holiness—^not

the sort of homage that vice pays to virtue, but the sinner's mode of

carrying on the quest for the higher life and ultimate happiness.

This view accords pretty closely with that of the great impostor of

Who both by presecept and example shows
That prose Is poetry; and poetry, prose.
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Mecca. But belief in the truth of the theory is not altogether con-

fined to Mahometans or unorthodox Church of England preachers.

We find a partial adherence to it, every year or every couple of

years, embodied in the resolutions of grand juries in this coimtry,

Protestants for the most part, on the subject of immorality in cities.

These postulate that such vice is "a necessary evil," and advocate for

it, on that account, a recognition and a protection by the State and

municipal law.

Renan, who b^;an this work of destroying belief in the Divinity

of Christ, was successful with a wide circle mainly because of the

fascination of his literary style. Dr. Campbell possesses a like gift,

though he is not so profoundly versed in Oriental lore as Renan was,

it is to be presumed. Anglican organs affected to make light of the

effect of his book. The Morning Post, the organ of the aristocratic

element in Church and State, declared that it was "impossible to take

the book seriously," and that there was "not enough brain work

behind it to make it of the least value to philosophical discussion."

This lofty attitude only proves that the steam gauge is out of order,

and is therefore an unsafe guide for the man in charge of the gen-

erator. In the enormous demand for the hook the first effect of its

message is best seen. Twenty thousand copies of it were sold in

ten days, immediately after it was put on the publishers' counters.

Everybody in England is discussing it—railway porters, traveling

salesmen—even cattle dealers, most unlikely class of all as polemical

debaters. There is nothing more striking in the moral phenomena

of our age than the avidity with which the unreasoning world—the

man in the street—snatches at novelties in the sphere of religiot^—

and particularly at such new ideas as tend to lessen its obligations

as to practical fulfillment and conscientious satisfaction. The argu-

ment from conscience once removed, all restraint must be cast to the

winds by the many. Fear of future punishment vanishes in the

contemplation of a Deity who looks with equal complacency on sin

and holiness. Mahomet, Dowie and Mrs. Eddy have demonstrated

that the most successful theology is that which teaches that "the

easiest way is the best way."

It is curious to observe the make-up of the forces which, starting

out from different realms of thought, now work toward a common
objective—the citadel of Christianity. Theology, Science and Soci-

ology—all claiming the right to the word "new," in the sense of

improved or modem, or what is smartly called "up to date"—form

the triple line of attack. The first work to be done before the abattis

is reached is the destruction of the chevaux de frise of morality.

This is still a formidable obstacle, for even though the idea of the

supernatural be demolished, there is still the tanglework of conven-
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tionality and inveterate custom and tradition to be broken down.

Of late the quest for the great panacea, proclaimed by Lessing, and

Marx, and Tolstoi, has developed some new and often unpleasant

tendencies, especially among members of what we still reverently

term the gentler sex. The lines of investigation taken up by many

frequently lead into what has been hitherto regarded as forbidden

ground, but that fact does not deter the race of the emancipated.

Readers of social magazines know that the female mind, when the

desire for knowledge, useful or the reverse, is aroused, do not hesi-

tate to enter the temple of Eleusis and penetrate to the places re-

served for the initiated. This boldness is not without its effect upon

the multitude. What is learned in the class room and discussed at

the feminine symposium following is soon reflected in the mirror of

fiction. Hence such startling literary excursions as were found in

"The Heavenly Twins" and "The History of Sir Richard Calmady."

There are many roads, highways not merely, but byways too, to

Eleusis. They do not all bear sign posts, but may look innocent and

inviting enough to the unwary or careless traveler. No harm, it

may well be thought, can arise from attendance at a ladies' gathering

for the purpose of discussing social problems. Such academic things

serve to dissipate ennui and afford openings for the ambition of the

learned among womankind. Let us take a glance at a few of the

seances and observe how such an easy-going view fits in with the

actual conditions.

Quite recently there was a gathering of ladies here for the con-

sideration of social and ethical problems. One of the papers read

produced a mild sensation. It was a strong defense of superstition

among remote and semi-civilized peoples. The fair investigator

found that such populations are ignorant of religion, and are very

rich in superstitions. They have a dread of wrongdoing because of

the inevitable consequences that they believe ensue when occult influ-

ences are defied. This is the only restraint such peoples possess.

Therefore superstition, the fair logician postulated, was a good thing.

She may have been striking at people in Wall street or among the

American "four hundred," under the designation of uncivilized tribes

—for Wall street has its superstitions about lucky and unlucky things

no less than the Cimmerian Esquimaux, and the "four hundred" be-

lieve as implicitly in the sinistemess of No. 13—even to the White

House—as the Calabrian rustic in the evil eye. But the purpose of

her argument was to demonstrate the utility of superstitions, and it

therefore had the same meaning and intent as the theory of our

high-minded moralists, the grand jury men, that what is "necessary"

ceases to be evil when it is found to be "necessary"—or at least too

deeply rooted in our social system and our fallen nature for sue-
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cessful attack. If our implements are too short or too weak for the

work of eradication or demolition, the best course is to throw them

away and say the task is too great for Hercules. Such is the infer-

ence dedudble from this sort of reasoning.

Before Calvin condemned his rival, Servetus, to the stake he

asked him did he mean to sustain the proposition that the devil was

a part of God, as he maintained that the benches on which they sat

in the court house were parts of God. "Can you doubt it?" sneered

Servetus, by way of affirmative. To maintain that sin is part and

parcel of the agencies by means of which the Lord of Holiness works

out His mighty will is to maintain that two things mutually destruc-

tive can meet and mingle in safety—^to maintain that wisdom and

madness, love and hatred, purity and lewdness are indistinguishable.

And it is precisely this ridiculous sort of proposition which the new
school of homiletics has been started to maintain.

What essential difference is there between this view of human
existence and the relation of men to the universe, and that of the

Epicurean Greeks, which they embodied in the system called Hedon-
ism? Everything that afforded pleasure, no matter whether it

agreed with the moral law or not, became with that school an

agency of good. The "new theology," as the thing is called in Eng-
land, is only a Hedonism, nor is this Hedonism by any means new.

It is simply old Epicureanism—^the same unutterable abcMnination

that made the life and practice of great philosophers like Plato and

Aristotle, even Socrates, some say, so gross a contradiction to their

moral teachings.

The plea for the preservation of superstition is the same in essence

as the plea for the maintenance of the bagnio and the gambling

house. Human nature, divested of responsibility before God, irre-

sistibly inclines toward unlawful pleasure and the desire of gain.

Gambling, in the new theology—^that is, endeavoring to gain the

property of some one else by means other than honest labor—is

condemned as immoral. But the gratification of sensuality is looked

upon as a mere foible. Therefore, as the task of legislating it out

of existence is regarded as impracticable, it is separated from the

other form of lust and recommended to the tutelage and protection

of the law.

The flag of Great Britain to-day flies over the temples of supersti-

tion and idolatry in India and protects both. But it will not allow a

gambling house openly to carry on its trade under its imperial cog-

nisance. It will not permit a smuggler to cheat the imperial revenue.

But it affords full protection to the heathen temple and the indulg-

ence in the orgfies of fanatical followers of Siva and Vishnu. The
Rev. W. J. Mulcahy, in the New Ireland Review, quotes an official
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document laid before Parliament by one of the Magistrates in Lower
Bengal, Mr. Oakley, on the subject of idolatry in India and its terri-

ble results, thus describing the worship of Kale, one of the most

popular of the Hindoo goddesses : "The murderer, the robber and

the prostitute all aim to propitiate a being whose worship is obscenity

and who delights in the blood of man and beast, and without implor-

ing whose aid no act of wickedness is committed. The worship of

Kale must harden the hearts of her followers, and to them scenes

of blood and crime must become familiar."

Now, when learned people, even women, come forward to plead

for toleration of superstition as a kind of moral restraint, in the

absence of any better, are we not entitled to ask, could the abandon-

ment of the superstition which results in such conditions as this

English Magistrate describes result in any more hideous form of

chaos than what he depicts ? Possibly we might be reminded that in

Ashanti and along the Zambesi and Congo there is one step lower,

when men and women feed on the flesh of fellow-creatures like

themselves. The practice, too, is a portion of the religious system

which regards the gratification of human passions and instincts as

a fitting acknowledgment of man's dependency upon superior powers.

A favorite form of depreciation of the Christian system with non-

Catholic writers is to try to trace a genetic connection between the

customs of paganism and those of the New Law. It is a very old

idea, but the flavor of age does not make it musty, but rather

enhances it to the gusto of those who delight in the process of

dethroning God and placing Him on a level with the debased crea-

tions of man's imagination who were styled deities in the archaic

systems. A paper devoted to such an object appeared in the issue of

the American Journal of Sociology for March, 1906, from the pen

of Dr. Elsie Clews Parsons. While its literary treatment is severely

scientific, its examples and illustrations are quite Pompeiian in their

unabashed expositicm of detail. Into these it is not necessary to

enter. It is sufficient to say that the process of moral vivisection

is fully as cold-blooded as the physical horrors denounced by those

who shrink from the enrichment of knowledge at the cost of animal

pain. The immediate aspect of old paganism brought under com-

parative criticism is the "Religious Dedication of Women." Here

the investigator starts from a theory that such dedication is an

offshoot of the basic idea in the offering of tribute to gods—^namely,

blood sacrifice. Cannibalism, it is suggested, was also another mode
of offering such sacrifice. The suttee, or immolation of widows or

favorite concubines to the manes of departed chiefs was not in all

cases a propitiatory rite; it was the belief in some countries where

the practice obtained—and it obtains in many still, as in Ashanti
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and Dahomi—that the gods to whom the victims were offered were

human in their passions, and the victims were intended for their

gratification.

As the dedication of women in pagan lands, whether to the

service of imaginary deities or to deified monarchs like the Incas

or the Mikados, demanded the surrender of female honor, it will be

at once perceived how nice a sense of delicacy in drawing distinctions

or establishing analogies is shown in tracing a genetic connection

between the objects of dedication of pagan women and of the Cath-

olic religious orders of women. In Peru there were cloisters for

the women devoted to the service of the Sun-god, as well as others

devoted to that of the Incas, who were believed to be direct descend-

ants of the Sun and the Moon. The writer's treatment of examples

shows that the same inability to differentiate between the spiritual

and the carnal distinguishes her ideas as to the fusion of Church and

State. For instance, this passage: "It would be interesting to

know whether the cloistered women of Peru developed frc»n the

home-staying celibates" (of the Incas' time) "as in early Christen-

dom, or vice versa. The severity of the punishment inflicted upon

violators of the Sun's women" (strangulation, to wit; while the

women were buried alive) "is also suggestive of the early Christian

practice."

Mark the foregoing
—

"the early Christian practice." No author-

ity is cited for this implication of a horrible cust(Mn. Only this

illustration is adduced: "In 826, for example, Louis le Debonnair

decreed that the seduction of a nun was to be punished by the death

of both partners in guilt; that the property was to be consecrated

to the Church, and that if the Count in whose district the crime

occurred neglected its prosecution, he was to be degraded, deprived

of his oflice, undergo public penance and pay his full over-gpld to

the fisc."

Mr. Henry Lea is the authority quoted for the foregoing, but it

will be remarked that he is silent about the burying alive part of the

indictment. But the chief point to be noted is that the law was

that of the Emperor (Louis was the son of Charlemagne, and was

crowned as Emperor by Pope Stephen IV.). It was not the act of

the Church. The comparatively recent case of Mr. Rider Haggard
and his story of a walled-up nun seems to have been quite lost on

such learned writers as this scientist.

The want of perception of the spirit of Christianity is painfully

apparent in this remarkable dissertation, as the writer went on to

develop the argument: "The Christian nun may well be thought

of as the descendant of the African wife-priestess and the Peruvian

Sun-wife. In Christianity sacrifice passed over frcwn the gfift stage
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to the self-abnegation stage. And this change in the general con-

ception of sacrifice involved a change in the ideas of the meaning

of religious female celibacy. In Christianity, too, the exclusive

character of divine proprietorship was thought of rather as preclud-

ing sexual intercourse with men than as leading to it with deity.

Besides, the idea of a mystical union with deity took the place of

ideas of sexual union with deity."

This woful attempt to appreciate and explain the idea of Christian

female celibacy is saddening enough, as an evidence of the failure of

"science" to grasp the meaning or the spirit of the Catholic religfion.

But a foot-note to the passage quoted still further emphasizes the

inability of the ordinary scientific mind to differentiate between a

symbol and a creation of the mind. It runs thus : "Mariologfy, the

widespread medieval beliefs in the existence of incubi and succubi,

the endless instances of sexual pathology in the lives of the saints,

and the consecration of the nun with its simulated marriage rite of

'taking the veil' as the "bride of Christ' show that the primitive atti-

tude of mind was still held by many."

The mystical sense in which imagery is employed both in the

Old Testament and the New ought to be sufficiently well understood

by people of education. Here we find that, g^eat as the power of

language is, it yet falls short of the task demanded of it in the

illumination of some special cM-ders of minds. The X-ray is needed

here ; the ordinary electric light is insufficient

In more than one passage the writer now under consideration

declares than an exhaustive study of the subject of celibacy, mascu-

line as well as feminine, would be necessary in order to have a satis-

factory analysis. The question naturally arises. Are the conditions

for a satisfactory analysis possible to such minds? Is the concep-

tion of the perfect holiness of the Triune God likely to be attained

by intellects steeped for years in the corroding solution of material-

istic acids? If the due conception of God's awful sanctity could

be formed, then might it be not difficult to understand that His all-

conquering grace might subdue the imperfect in the human heart

and elevate the human soul, by anticipation, to that high plane of

sanctification whidi must be reached by all who desire in spirit and

in truth to consecrate their earthly life and all its possibilities of

spiritual achievement to His service. But we are dealing here with

the mental measurements of Spencer and Darwin : "At present we
need only note that religious male chastity may also develop from

religious female chastity by the process of false analogy, which

plays such an important part in many other social phenomena.

When the origin of religious female diastity in divine proprietorship

is lost sight of, and the state is also considered one of self-sacrificing
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worship, it is naturally thought of as fit for male worshipers as

Of course the authority of the Saviour of mankind is of no

account in the determination of this delicate question by female

logicians—or one that ought to be treated as delicate but is not, but

handled entirely "without gloves," to use a graphic popular aphor-

ism. The men whom He selected for His service were bidden to

leave father and mother and wife and hcnne, and devote all their

hours and all their capabilities of every kind, mind and body, heart

and soul, to the sublime task to which He assigned them.

Still there is a minor-key morality—^the utilitarian—recognized

by such thinkers, as we find in such verdicts as this: "Manu and

St. Paul are certainly responsible for untold human misery" (because

they preached that continence is a virtue), "but they may also be

credited with helping to give a religious sanction to social control

of sexuality."

Human happiness, conversely, according to sociological ideals,

consists in the gratification of our lower nature. This is not the

Christian standard of happiness. The conquest of the baser part

of humanity is the triumph of the Christian system. The pure in

heart and deed enjoy a beatitude of spirit which can never be esti-

mated by the materialist. To minds steeped in the disgusting lore

of the hideous deities of the old Gredc mythology and their awful

saturnalia, it can hardly be vouchsafed to rise to the conception of

the chaste Christian ideal. Can such tell of the horrors of Priapus

worship in minute detail, and of the various forms of human d^a-
dation which the Hindu system entailed, and pronounce, in the same

breath as between the Christian ideal of sanctity and the pagan one?

If the inquiry into "sociology" involve such topics, it may reason-

ably be asked where the line of decency is to be drawn. The young

ladies who are instructed by professors of this kind are not of the

age that brings the stoic spirit, and if they prove impervious to the

impressions inevitably left upon their minds by the study of humanity

in its lowest condition, they must be marvels of invulnerability. Let

us see do they prove so. We are enabled to form a judgment on

the question by means of an inquiry recently held, and the results

of which have been published in the International Journal of Ethics.

Seventy girls of Wilson College were asked by Miss Amy E. Tanner

to put in writing their ideals and views upon some of the most

important issues in feminine life. The questions were arranged and

formulated thus

:

Who l8 nearest to your ideal person?
What occupation do you wish to follow upon leavlner college?
What position of honor would you most like to hold?
Would you rather be the best loved person or the best?

well.
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Which do you consider of the most importance, honesty, love of humanity,
self-control, chastity or Justice?
What do you consider the grreatest vice?

It will be noted that the interrogator placed questions of a material

or selfish character above those relating to the spiritttal and ethical

side of human nature. In this fact, which may have been uninten-

tional or accidental, there is an indication of the spirit and tendency

of the principle which obtains in secular collegiate life. The institu-

tion in question may fairly be taken as typical of the average secular

college, and the seventy young ladies questioned all beloi^ed to the

upper classes. The replies elicited may also be fairly accepted as the

legitimate fruit of the system which makes the study of sudi subjects

as ladies like Mrs. Elsie Qews Parsons make part of their regular

classwork, whether the students are destined for the medical profes-

sion or not, as we may perhaps not unreasonably assume. The

young ladies answered the different queries in the following propor-

tions, as to choice of occupation: "Thirty-five per cent, of them

would like to be teachers, ten and a half per cent, doctors, nurses

and concert singers, nine per cent, instructors in music, three per

cent, mothers, and 'small numbers' kindergartners, librarians, settle-

ment workers and authors."

This is interesting enough as evidence of the level of

ideals prevalent in such colleges. Disappointment may be

felt over it, yet there is nothing to startle the feelings, as

there must be most certainly in the revelations relating to the ideals

on the respective moral virtues. The "ideal person" was in nearly

every case chosen from other girls in the college; only one-fourth

chose an historical character for emulation; and Miss Tanner does

not say whether she was Joan of Arc or Elizabeth of England. The
order of virtues in the college girls' mind, as Miss Tanner found it,

stands thus : "A little more than one-third take honesty ; one-fourth,

love of humanity; one-sixth, chastity, and one-fifth, self-control.

One-sixth consider dishonesty the greatest vice ;
one-third, drunken-

ness ; one-fifth, impurity of life or unchastity, and one-fifth, murder."

A truly remarkable showing. Men regard chastity as the jewel

of womanhood, without which all other virtues are merely negative.

But to find that only a dozen out of seventy women, picked from

the best class and the flower of young maidenhood, regard it as of

the highest importance, is, as Paul Kruger said, something to stagger

humanity. To shock, indeed, as well as to stagger. We could wish

that the Sun, which commented in a tone of surprise on the revela-

tion, had emphasized its meaning and drawn attention to the fact

more strongly, since that celebrated journal reaches a very large

Catholic auditory, and a good many foolish Catholic parents prefer

one of these secular colleges for the education of their sons or
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daughters to a Catholic one, merely because of some vain idea that

a better system prevails in the teaching and a certain social super-

iority is to be gained by secular college life. Can any better service

be rendered than that of attracting widespread attention to the low

moral tone which forms an accompaniment to this supposititious

social superiority? It is now seen that it is at the cost of risk to

the noblest possession of womanhood, purity of thought, that such

social "betterment," if any, is achieved. Let the foolish Catholic

ponder on this startling fact and recall the warning of the Lord of

all purity to those who expose the young to scandal. The levity

with w^hich the matter was treated by the Sun njay be due more to

an inveterate habit of thought than to a want of discernment as to

the relation of the several feminine virtues, but it is, all the same, a

matter to be deplored in so influential a mouthpiece of contemporary

ethics. "It was a delightful and informing symposium," remarked

the Sun, "and yet not so informing, for we take it that the girl

undergraduates are pretty much the same in their sentiments and

yearnings at all the seats of learning. Unspoiled by the higher

education, they are not translated to a seventh heaven of perfection

to which man could never attain, but they remain on the earth with

him, to comfort, delight, improve and sustain and share his futile

strivingfs after the ideal." Wilson College, then, may be regarded

as a sample. Much the same may be found in Vassar, Bernard, or

any of the other secular colleges for women. Such is the rational

inference.

Now, apart from the question of the utility or desirability of

forcing on women the study of such subjects as Mrs. Parsons treats

in the sociological magazines, the public has a right to ask why she

has chosen to introduce the odium theologicum into the subject. It

is a far-fetched idea and utterly uncalled for. If the law of separa-

tion between Church and State be recc^ized as operative in State-

supported schools and private "non-sectarian" foundations, why
should insidious attacks upon the holiest ideals in Christianity be

suffered to take place under the guise of instruction in physiology,

sociology or any other form of pedagogic science ? The great object

of education is to elevate while informing. We see plainly, from

the facts set forth by Miss Tanner, that that object is largely frus-

trated as far as girls' colleges are concerned, and we would be fairly

justified in assuming that the line of studies chosen by ladies who
do not shrink from proposing that "trial marriage" shall replace

the present order in matrimony, is not free from responsibility as

to the failure.

When the lowering of feminine standards is not a deterrent from

the pursuit of scientific, or pseudo-scientific, lines of investigation.
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it is not to be wondered at if a connection is again sought to be

traced between the sublime ideals of the Christian system and the

gross sensualism of the sad and tragic pagan era. The real reason

for wonder is the indifference of all such discoverers to the charge

of plagiarism. All those threads of connection were traced long ago

by forgotten fingers. In an old work called "The Veil of Isis" all

the points of resemblance indicated by Henry Lea and Mrs. Elsie

Qews Parsons were gone over with great zeal and avidity, but it

must be owned that the early discoverers and commentators had the

decency to refrain from putting into print the details of that debase-

ment that often makes a man of the present day blush to remember

that his descent is not from the unreasoning brute rather than the

reasoning prototype of himself. Superstition, even of the darkest

and most hideous kind, is regarded as a form of seeking after God,

and therefore to be tolerated, if not fostered and honored. We
have more than once heard the sigh of regret for the extinction of

Aztec "civilization" and its supersession by the "idolatry and super-

stition" of the Catholic system, while not a spasm of horror or a

groan of angiiish was discernible over the awful hecatombs of

slaughtered human beings cut to pieces on the colossal sacrificial

stone before the sanguinary deity of the Aztec worship. We see

rather a disposition to connect Christianity with such horrible

butchery and debauchery by a sort of infernal "apostolic succession,"

and make the cause of the slaveholder and the slave liberator one

and the same.

These woful aberrations of the modem mind are traceable, for

the most part, to the new spirit of scientific inquiry. This spirit

often proceeds on a false assumption. It looks upon religion much
as a cat does upon a dog, as its natural enemy. In discussing the

place of science in modern civilization, Professor Thorstein Veblen,

writing in the same Journal of Sociology from which we have been

quoting, admits the false pretensions on which the sort of science

that seeks to substitute itself for religion in the philosophy of life

and morals rests. "On any large question which is to be disposed

of for good and all, the final appeal is by common consent taken to

the scientist." So much for the statement of procedure, but what

of the efficacy of the process for the vindication of the truth ? "The
solution offered in the name of science is decisive, so long as it is

not set aside by a still more searching scientific inquiry." In the

proviso we have italicized lies the refutation of the bold claim that

science is to be looked to as the provider of the ultimate truth.

When its gnomon is shifting unceasingly, where is the ultimate truth

to be looked for ? To put the idea in a homely way, it is a case of

"Live, horse ! and you'll get grass."
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The human soul is not interested in science ; it is the human thirst

for material knowledge that leads the human mind on and on from

one point d'appui to the next. Science cannot bring balm to the

penitent sinner, nor bid the tear of the mourner cease to flow. This

is the oflice of Christ the Consoler, who taught the world the dis-

tinction between God and Caesar. Science now occupies the place

of Caesar in the new crux which the children of Belial offer for the

Christian's solution. Its exponents refer to the defenders of Chris-

tianity as "the enemy." The discovery is theirs. Christianity is

not an enemy to true science ; nor can it be true science which pro-

claims enmity between the two. Were Caesar identified with God in

his laws and rule, Christ would not have raised a barrier of demar-

cation. Still the probability that the guide which present-day

materialism looks to may be, after all, rather a Will-o'-the-Wisp, a

mere lambent marsh exhalation, seems to weigh with the advocates

of science not very lightly. As Professor Veblen says: "It has

come about that men assign it this high place, perhaps idolatrously,

perhaps to the detriment of the best and most intimate interests of

the race. There is room for much more than a vag^e doubt that

this cult of science is not altogether a wholesome growth"—^that it

makes for race deterioration, he believes, no doubt, because of the

lowering of human ideals. And in very truth, the close following

of the technological arguments in which these nebulous ideas of

"science"—such as Professor Loeb's—are sought to be defined can

hardly fail to lead to deterioration, since each successive step seems

to contradict the preceding one's lessons, and the intellectual process

becomes at length very much akin to that of Sisyphus in the fable.

If we may admit the pleas of some schools of "science" for an

unlimited process of repetition in all nature in the forgotten past

as well as in the prospective future, there were "scientists" in the

twilight ages of the world no less daring than those who now seek

to dethrone God and put Science in His place. There was Pro-

metheus, for instance. The fable of his daring seems to have been

left the world only as a stimulative, while the story of his failure and

his punishment has lost its moral.

Pleas for the maintenance of ancient superstitions, as moral

agencies in their own way, are nothing different in their essence from
pleas for the acceptance of the New Theol<^ in its major premiss.

God being the author of all things, both good and evil, if these super-

stitions operate for good, they serve as useful a purpose in the

scheme of creation as the things of light. This is really the gist of

the argument, no matter what the verbiage which embellishes it.

If the theory of divine immanence which it preaches be a true one,

Servetus should never have been sent to the stake. The stake and
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fagots which burnt him were portion of God, the bench hom which

Calvin's decree was pronounced was portion of God; nay, the very

Devil himself, whom he was supposed to have renounced in baptism,

was of God's personality, which pervades all things ever made or

ever to be made.

Old superstition, it must be owned, was innocent, childlike belief,

in its logical deductions, as compared with the reasoning of the New
Theology and some tenets of the new science. The curious feature

in the theory of the first-named is the inability to perceive its self-

destructive character on the part of those who propound it. If the

word God mean "good"—^as most philolc^sts maintain—^byderiva-

tion, then such a thing or quality as good there must be ; and if all

things be the quality known as good, then there hardly be any need

of classification into good and evil. All creation is a vast monosyl-

lable. Virtue and vice are identical; sin disappears; sense is the

same as nonsense; the millennium of fools has arrived.

Philadelphia, Pa.

SOME CRITICISMS ON "SUPERNATURAL RELIGION.'"^

t I MIE authenticity of the New Testament, and especially of the

Gospels, is a question which during the last century has

very much exercised the minds of critics and has been dis-

cussed with the most intense eagerness. The controversy began

in the latter part of the eighteenth century, and it was brought to

a crisis which aroused the gravest anxiety throughout Europe by

the publication of Strauss' life of Jesus in 1835. His destructive

criticism was succeeded by that of Baur and the Tubingen school

and subsequently by Renan.

Numerous writers of great critical acumen rallied from all creeds

to champion the divinity of the Christian religion thus imperiled,

and our adversaries have been beaten back from point to point, till

such critics as Renan and Baur have to take refuge in the impos-

sibility of the Supernatural. That this citadel is far from impregna-

ble it will be my endeavor to show in the first part of this paper.

The prolonged and vehement diaracter of the contest about the

Gospels is certainly not disproportioned to its importance ; for noth-

ing can be of more consequence to Christians than to know whether

they are merely a pot-pourri of more or less edifying and interesting

1 Rationalist Preas Association, London.

John J. O'Shea.
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but fictitious reading, or whether, on the contrary, we have in them

four faithful records of the life, the teaching, the death and the

resurrection of Our Lord and God.

The work entitled "Supernatural Religfion" has been published

anonymously and has enjoyed a very wide popularity. It has passed

through several editions and has evoked replies from some of the

most eminent scholars in England.* It has recently been issued at

a popular price by the Rationalist Press Association. The first part

of the work is an elaborate attack on the credibility of Revealed

Religion in general, and in the second part it is sought to undermine

in detail the authority of the Gospels and of the Acts of the Apostles.

The author is not a grt&t critic like Strauss or Renan, but he can-

vasses with great industry and discrimination the views of others,

so it may be taken for granted that his book contains the last word

that unbelief has to say against the Christian postion. This fact,

as well as the device of anonymity, no doubt accounts for the great

popularity of the work.
,

In the beginning of the book the author essays to show that on

Christian principles we can never know whether a supposed miracle

(and consequently the revelation which it guarantees) is from God
or the devil, especially as it is only from revelation itself that we
can know the existence of God, and hence that we are completely

in the dark as to the evidential value of any particular miracle.

This contention is quite innocuous as far as Catholics are con-

cerned, who can prove from reason the existence of a just and holy

God, who has a loving care for His creatures, but it completely

demolishes the traditionalist position which many Anglican divines

such as Mansel and Wescott seem to have taken up. In his efforts

to prove from Scripture that the devil can effectually mask his

deformity and pose as an angel of light to our undoing, the author

considerately ignores the fact that we are told that in the case of

antichrist the just will not be led away, and in the case of the

sorcerers before Pharaoh that their connection with the father of lies

was evidently proved by the superior miracles of Moses.

He next devotes several chapters in proving to his own satis-

faction from Milman, Newman and others that when the miracles

of the New Testament are supposed to have been performed, reputed

miracles were the order of the day; all nations had them in abund-

ance and expected them of every new religion. "The Jews," he

says, "and their heathen neighbors were too accustomed to supposed

* LlghUoot and Sanday and Weacott.

I.
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preternatural occurrences to feel much surprised at the account of

the Christian miracles," and again: "No attempt is made to deny

the fact that miracles are common to all times and to all religious

creeds."* The inference being, of course, that it was easy for the

Apostles, having imagined the miracles of Christ, to foist them on

the belief of an uncritical age. But surely Christ knew the signs of

the time in which He lived, and it would be fatuous for Him to

appeal, as He did, to miracles as a definite proof that His doctrines

and those of His Apostles were from above if miracles were a matter

of course in His day. In this connection our author never mentions

Gibbon, so he probably never read his history or heard of his famous

third cause ; and Gibbon is an honorable man, whose knowledge of

those early times is unrivaled and whose bias in favor of Christianity

is not sufficient to warp his judgment as to the cogency of miraculous

or professedly miraculous evidence in the early days of our faith.

The author next comes to Hume's famous argument against the

possibility of miracles, which he religiously accepts, indeed, defends

with the misdirected zeal that he considers the peculiar characteristic

of religious apologetes. This argfument colors his views throughout

the entire book as to the sufficiency of evidence; in fact, in one

place he almost says that he would accept the resurrection on St.

Paul's testimony if it were not a priori incredible. To the same

intent Baur has said: "The capital argument for the later origin

oi our Gospels remains always this, that they represent so much in

the life of Christ in a manner in which in reality it never could have

happened," and Renan says much the same. More recently M.
Loisy assigns to the Gospels Matthew and Luke a date subsequent

to 70 A. D., and for one reason because the historian, as such, can-

not admit the existence of a prophecy such, for instance, as that of

the destruction of Jerusalem. It is of the greatest importance, then,

to examine closely Hume's argument—the stock-in-trade of all who
deny the credibility or possibility of the miraculous or supernatural.

Our author, too, invites special attention to it and twits apologists

with having seldom ventured an attack on such a stronghold of unbe-

lief. Here is the argument as it is set forth in extenso in "Super-

natural Religion" in Hume's own words

:

"A wise man proportions his belief to the evidence. In such

conclusions as are founded on an infallible experience, he expects

the event with the last degree of assurance and regards his past

experience as a full proof of the future existence of that event."

Having developed this point, he goes on : "A miracle is a viola-

* I/Oisy, "Auteur d'un Petit Lilvre." 82, Insinuates the same.

II.
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tion of the laws of nature, and as a firm and unalterable experience

has established these laws, the proof against a miracle from the

very nature of the fact is as entire as any argument from experience

that can possibly be imagined. Why is it more probable that all

men must die; that lead cannot of itself remain suspended in the

air; that fire consumes wood and is extinguished by water, unless

it be that these events are found agreeable to the laws of nature, and

there is required a violation of these laws, or in other words a

miracle to prevent them ? Nothing is esteemed a miracle if it once

happened in the common course of nature. It is no miracle that a

man seemingly in good health should die on a sudden, because such

a kind of death, though more unusual than any other, has yet been

frequently observed to happen. But it is a miracle that a dead man
should come to life, because that has never been observed in any

age or country. There must, therefore, be a uniform experience

against every miraculous event, otherwise the event would not merit

that appellation. And as a uniform experience amounts to a proof,

there is here a direct and full proof from the nature of the fact

against the existence of any miracle; nor can such a proof be

destroyed or the miracle rendered incredible but by an opposite proof

which is superior. Hence," he concludes, "when any one tells me
that he saw a dead man raised to life, I immediately consider with

myself whether it is more probable that this person should either

deceive or be deceived, or that the fact which he relates should

really have happened. I weigh the one miracle against the other,

and if the falsehood of his testimony would be more miraculous

than the event which he relates, then, and not till then, can he pre-

tend to command my belief." So far the arg^ument. Now what is

to be said in answer to it?

The first remark that suggests itself is that Hume's objection is

completely irrelevant. It does not touch miracle at all according to

the Catholic or Christian idea. For, according to Hume, the essence

of a miracle consists in the fact that it is opposed to the uniform

and unalterable experience of mankind. "It is a miracle," he says,

"that a dead man should come to life, because that has never been

observed in any age or country." With us, on the contrary, it would

be a true miracle, though people in every age and country were raised

to life again as fast as they died. In our view a miracle is essen-

tially the violation of a certain objective order that is entirely inde-

pendent of our experience. Nor is this an acddental misapprehen-

sion of the Christian position by Hume, for being a Sensist and

denying all causality, and even the existence of the material world

other than as a cluster of transitory impressions on our minds, his

only concept of a law of nature could be as something within us, the
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product of experience ; and hence his only idea of miracle something

that ran counter to experience. If Hume had lived when the planet

Neptune was discovered or radium, he should either revise his con-

cept of the laws of nature and of the objective value of our ideas,

or else admit the hated existence of a miracle. But to carry the war

into the enemy's country, I would remark in the next place that it

is but beating the air on Hume's part to take such elaborate trouble

to negative the possibility of a miracle, or, which is the same thing,

to establish the inviolability of the laws of nature, when he makes

such laws beforehand the products of an experience that is firm, in-

fallible and mark the word unalterable. Query : How does Hume
bring infallibility and inalterability into his theology, when he and

the other Sensists contemptuously reject any such mystical tie as

causality, which an ordinary man would think alone competent to

account for these high attributes? It will be observed, of course,

that Hume's statement about a dead man having never come to life

is an impudent petitio principii. Another very important point:

Hume says if any one ask me to believe that a man was raised from

the dead, I have urging me to believe the miracle the testimony of

this individual, and urging me to disbelieve I have the universal

experience of mankind. But even granting that a man never was

raised from the dead, have I—the individual—the universal experi-

ence of mankind testifying that? I—the individual—^have nothing

of the kind, for I must rely on the word of individuals as to what

was or was not the experience of all. I cannot get at the experience

of the race but through the testimony of individual members. In

the particular case in question I have only the testimony of one or

more who heard it from one or more others, and so on back, that a

dead man never came to life.

As a consequence, when I as a prudent man want to make up my
mind as to the reality or the reverse of a supposed miracle, I have

to contrast the trustworthiness of the person telling me the story,

not at all with the trustworthiness or experience of all men, as

Hume supposes, but with the trustworthiness of the one or more

individuals that told me on the authority of one or more others that

the story in question is opposed to the universal experience. Lastly,

if the belief of men is able to generate a law of nature, as Hume
seems to suppose, then the existence of miracles is such a law, for

all men, practically speaking, believed in them up to very recent

times. You will the better realize how little there is against the

possibility of miracles when you see Huxley—certainly no partisan

of the Christian cause—expressing in the nineteenth century

(August, 1886) his preparedness to examine with an open mind the

testimony in favor of any particular miracle.
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In concluding the remarks on the first part of "Supernatural Re-

ligion," I have only to say that our author would have inspired more

respect for his sincerity if, instead of endeavoring to eliminate the

supernatural from the times of Augfustine and TertuUian, he had

boldly tackled some of the miracles reported every other day from

Lourdes, and many of which hard-headed men of science are com-

pelled to give up as susceptible of no natural explanation.

The second and most important part of "Supernatural Religion"

is occupied entirely in endeavoring to depreciate the external testi-

mony usually brought forward from the first and second centuries

in proof of the authenticity of the Gospels and the Acts of the

Apostles.

It would be out of the question, of course, for me to discuss in

detail the arguments from the writers of that era. Nor is this very

necessary, for the fact whether many of those early writers, who all,

as we contend, recognized our Gospels and quoted from them with-

out, however, mentioning their authors' names expressly—^whether

these writers, I say, bear testimony to the authenticity of our Gospels

or not depends on the validity of a certain canon of criticism which

the author lays down at the beginning of his remarks and applies

consistently all through. So if this canon breaks down on analysis,

we have, as our author himself confesses, these writers on our side,

at least as far as the Synoptic Gospels go, and in this paper we shall

concern ourselves only with them. Having examined this canon,

we shall consider at some length his treatment of the evidence of

Papias, which is very important both by reason of its definiteness

and antiquity.*

The writers whose testimony the canon in question is intended to

elucidate are principally Basilides, a heretic who flourished about 125

A. D. ; Valentinus, another heretic who lived about 140 ; Qement of

Rome in his first epistle to the Corinthians, written not later than 70
probably; Polycarp, who wrote about 120, and in particular Justin

Martyr, who died 164.' We shall pay special attention to Justin,

both on account of his numerous quotations from the Gospels and

the semi-official character of his apologies.

This canon may be conveniently put in the form of a syllogism,

thus : The quotation of certain parts of our Gospels by these early

writers, who do not state where they quote from, does not prove that

these writers used our Gospels, if they had other sources at hand

* St Irenceus tells us he was a disciple of St John and famlllarls Poly-
oarpl.

s The author grlves these dates as approximately correct

III.
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whence to get these quotations. And such was the fact, for there

were many Gospels which would now be called apocryphal con-

temporaneous with these early writers—Ergo. Our author thus

illustrates this canon : "Let us suppose for a moment," he says, "the

Gospel according to Luke to have been lost, like the Gospel accord-

ing to the Hebrews, the Gospel of Peter and so many others. In

the works of one of the fathers we discover the following quotation

from an unnamed evangelical source : 'And he said unto them, the

harvest truly is great, but the laborers few; pray ye therefore the

Lord of the harvest that he would send forth laborers into His

harvest. Go your ways; behold I send you forth as lambs in the

midst of wolves.' Apologetic critics," he goes on to say, "would

probably maintain that this was a compilation from memory of

passages quoted freely from the First Gospel, but as a fact it is a

literal quotation from Luke, which, as we have assumed, has been

But even though we acknowledge the existence at a very early date

of all those apocryphal Gospels, if we have any regard for a ciunulus

of probabilities, if we do not reject moral certainty, if we do not

consider it incumbent on us to eliminate every element of doubt, how-

ever ill-founded, before we accept any proposition, we must hold in

consistency that these quotations are taken frcHtn our Gospels and

from them alone. For they are so numerous, especially in the

Qementine epistle and the two apologies of St. Justin ; there are so

many indescribable and unpremeditated correspondences between

them, the turns of expression and sequence of ideas and the con-

texts in which they occur so coincide, that any reasonable man must

be convinced that they are from our Synoptic Gospels rather than

from any others, unless, indeed, those others were exact replicas

of the canonical ones, and this supposition, of course, would not suit

the Rationalist book. Many examples of these quotations can be

seen in any introduction to Scripture. As we might expect, our

author endeavors to minimize the points of agreement and to exag-

gerate the divergencies between the sayings and incidents as given

in these early writers and in our Gospels ; but in his own despite he

has to admit the absolute identity of many passages, and as for the

others, he grudgingly concedes that statements from the Old Testa-

ment are quoted just as loosely. In fact, in many of the quotations

the difference between the words of the writers and the words in

the Gospels do not differ as much as many of the quotations in the

New Testament from the Old diflFer from the original. To show

how hard set our author is to find striking discrepancies, on one

occasion he shows up as something that settles the question the

difference between a statement of Christ in Oratio recta and the

lost'
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same statement put in Oratio obliqua by Justin Martyr. And on

another occasion, to explain what he calls a misquotation from the

Old Testament which Justin says he found in the "Memoirs" and

which occurs in our First Gospel, he has the effrontery to remark

that Justin did not find this quotation in the "Memoirs" at all, but

merely imagined that he did.

But what is the evidence for the existence in the first and second

centuries of the Apocryphal Gospels which St. Justin is supposed to

call the Memoirs and which he says very suggestively were com-

posed by Apostles and their disciples? The evidence is so slender

that it would satisfy no one but the apostles of pure reason where

they have a point to make against the Church of God. The first

argument is from the preface to St. Luke's Gospel, where he says

that "many have taken in hand to set forth in order a narration of

the things that have been accomplished among us
;
according as they

have delivered them unto us, who from the beginning were eye-

witnesses and ministers of the word : It seemed good to me also to

write to thee in order."* The Vulgate equivalent here for "taken

in hand" is "conati sunt." The Latin would rather favor the

view that the projected narration was not brought to a

successful issue by St. Luke's predecessors, but I am bound

to confess that the same shade of meaning is not conveyed

by the Greek, and besides it is very improbable that no one out of

the many succeeded, well equipped as they were for the work accord-

ing to St. Luke. Having granted this much, I submit that it has

to be proved that St. Luke refers to written sources of information

at all. And remember that our author does not allege that Justin

Martyr and the others may have got their information from oral

sources, for very often at any rate they are clearly quoting from

some written record. I think, though I have no authority for saying

so, that the presumption is that St. Luke refers to oral tradition

because when he mentions what the others did he uses the phrase

"to set forth in order," and apparently contrasts with that "his own
writing in order." Besides, if the accounts he refers to as given by

those who were ministers and eye-witnesses of the word from the

beginning were actually written, there would be no point in his own
writing, and his explanation of how he came to write would be

ludicrous, for surely it would be easier and more satisfactory to

send on one of these many written and authentic documents to

Theophilus than to write a new one himself with knowledge got, as

he confesses, at second hand. Such an attempt, apart from inspira-

tion, to supersede the narration of the personal followers of Christ

would be an outrage on modesty and good sense, with which we

« SL L«k« L, 1, 2, t.
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have no right to charge St. Luke. But you will object at once and

say that this argument proves that our St. Matthew and St Mark
were not in existence when St. Luke wrote. It does not ; it simply

proves that he was not aware of their existence, which might very

easily happen, especially seeing that St. Matthew wrote in Hebrew.

But even if we admit that these accounts mentioned by St Luke

were written ones, our author makes no attempt to show that St.

Matthew, St. Mark and St Paul are not referred to, who all, on

our author's own showing, wrote before St Luke.

The next proof, which indeed can be called a proof only by

courtesy, for the early existence of these pseudo-gospels is that in

the third and fourth century we find several apocryphal Gospels

mentioned as written by the Apostles—St James, St Peter, St
Simon, and so on. Our author does not pretend that these were in

the possession of St. Justin and the others, but he asserts—^the more
vehemently as he does not advance any proof—^that their proto-

types were. Now, bear in mind that at the end of the second

century and beginning of the third our Gospels, and those only (if

we except the Gospel according to the Hebrews, of which I shall

speak in a moment), are mentioned or at all events recognized as of

authority.

They alone were recognized by Irenaeus

—

& disciple of Justin and

of Polycarp, who wrote between i8o and 190. He was a native of

Asia Minor and a Bishop in Gaul, and thus united in himself the

traditions of East and West. Our Gospels only are mentioned by

the author of the Muratorian fragment, who wrote a few years

earlier still, probably in Rome; by TertuUian, who died 207; by

Origen, Qement of Alexandria and Tatian, another disciple of St.

Justin. Now if Justin, writing about 150, had these Gospels before

him and treated them as canonical Scripture (for the Memoirs were

read, he says, in the churches equally with the Old Testament),

where did they go to? How did they fall into such utter oblivion

that none of these later fathers knew anything of them? How is

it that Tatian and Irenaeus, both disciples of Justin, utterly ignored

them, though put by their master on an equality with the Old

Testament? You remember Irenaeus' fanciful explanation of why
there should be four Gospels and only four. Was it that Irenaeus

despised the authors of these Gospels—St. Peter, for instance ? No.

You know his statement about the Roman Giurch's authority as

being the seat of SS. Peter and Paul. Was it perhaps that he dis-

covered that these Gospels, admitted as of the highest authority by

his master, were spurious? No; for according to our author he

was the most ignorant and uncritical of men, and besides he would

have mentioned the discovery ; nor would he be so confident in using
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his far-fetched analogies that there were four Gospels and only four.

But not to labor the point further, if it were proved that the Apostolic

F. F. were acquainted with a Gospel, say by St. Peter (and this one

and that according to the Hebrews are supposed to be the only ones

Justin used), it would be much more resasonable to hold that it was

identical with our St Mark' than that every one at the end of the

second century and since forgot or ignored its existence.

Whether or not these arg^unents avail to show that no Gospels

distinct from ours existed in the early Church, I contend that they

are at least conclusive evidence of the fact that the Apostolic F. F.

did not acknowledge their authority, and so that they are not the

works these writers quote from as of the highest authority and

equiparate in every way with the Scriptures of the Old Testament.

Coming now to the Gospel according to the Hebrews, it is in

quite a different category from the other apocryphal Gospels, for

Qement of Alexandria, TertuUian and Origen speak of it with

respect and veneration, and we find frequent and honorable mention

of it in the works of other early fathers as well. It was written in

Hebrew, and it is evident that the title it now bears cannot have been

its actual superscription, but is merely a name descriptive of the

readers for whom it was prepared or amongst whom it chiefly

circulated. Corrupt copies of it under different names were in cir-

culation among the Ebionites, the Nazarites and other heteredox

communities. As far as I can make out, this Gospel is almost cer-

tainly the original of our St. Matthew.' Our author acknowledges

that this was the general opinion of the early Church, and he believes

the same himself, but, of course, he is committed to the view that it

was hopelessly diflferent from our First Gospel. But let us consider

the probability of this last subterfuge of his, and the question arises

at once if our Gospel is not a faithful translation of this work, how
was the original lost sight of? How was this true work of St.

Matthew confessedly extant in the time of Justin and used exten-

sively by him—^how was this work, I ask, unknown to his disciples,

Irenaeus and Tatian, and a false work, utterly different, palmed off on

them as the genuine Gospel of the Apostle? How was it overlooked

by the author of the Muratorian fragment, who wrote in Rc»ne

probably within twenty years after Justin? Again, how is it that

Irenseus knows nothing of this Gospel, and his contemporaries,

Gement of Alexandria and Origen, quote it as an authority and with

the same respect as the other Gospels? These facts can only be

explained on the supposition that the Gospel according to the

T For all admit that St. Mark's Gospel simply reflects the teachlngr of St.

Peter.

• What countenance Faplas lends to this view we shall see In the sequel.
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Hebrews, substantially at least, agreed with our St. Matthew. The
great difficulty of our author to this view is that St. Jerome trans-

lated it into Greek, and he goes on to say that if the Greek Gospel

had been an accurate translation, of course there could have been

no inducement to make another. He forgets, apparently, that St.

Jerome corrected the Latin version of the Old Testament and then

made a new Latin version of his own.

Finally, it is not without significance, I think, that our author in

another place says that this Hebrew Gospel bore the same relation

to our St. Matthew that the Gospel Marcion mutilated bore to our

St. Luke, and in his last edition he is forced to confess that this

Gospel of Marcion was our identical Third Gospel. Now, I contend

that the canon on which our author rested his case has been spiked,

the bogey of the apocryphal Gospels has been laid and the Apostolic

F. F., and particularly St. Justin, bear luminous witness to the exist-

ence and authority of our three first Gospels.

IV.

Let us now consider briefly the evidence of Papias, disciple of

St. John and Bishop of Hierapolis, who wrote about 140 A. D. in

favor of our Synoptic Gospels. He wrote a work in five books

entitled "Logion Kyriaka." Only such fragments of this work have

come down to us as were preserved by Irenaeus and Eusebius."

The meaning of the first word of the title brings us in medias

res at once. And the question is, does this word suggest, as

our author contends, that Papias meditated a compilation on his

own account of the oracles of the Lord, or rather an interpretation

—

an explanation—of these oracles as already contained in some

existing record? Though sometimes used in the first sense, it is

generally employed in the second, and in that sense only it is used

by Irenaeus and Eusebius.** That it is used in the same sense here

is proved from the following words in the preface, preserved for

us by Eusebius : "But I will not scruple also to ^ve a place along

with my interpretations to all that I learned carefully in times past

from the elders—Peter, James, Simon, etc." Here the sense of

ex^sis in the title is determined by the unambiguous word "inter-

pretations." Of what, then, was the work an interpretation? Cer-

tainly not of the oral traditions, for the interpretations are presup-

posed and the oral traditions are mentioned subsequently,being intro-

duced to illustrate the interpretations, as is obvious from the words,

"I will not scruple also (kai) to gfive a place along with my inter-

pretations to all that I learned carefully in the past from the elders."

• Buseb. H. B., m., 89.

i*IilffhtfooL
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The "also," which, by the way, our author omits, and the entire

structure of the sentence make it evident that his own view and

that of the elders were co-relative and did not hold the place respec-

tively of comment and work commented on. Hence it is only

reasonable to infer that Papias had before his mind (i) a written

text which he doubtless mentioned expressly in a previous passage,

of which we have now no record, (2) his own interpretation of said

text and (3) the interpretation of it derived from oral tradition. It

is obvious, too, that this written collection of Our Lord's oracles

were held in high estimation by Papias, otherwise he would not have

taken the trouble to comment on it But our author hastens to

rejoin that Papias asserts in the same context that "he gained no

such profit from the contents of books as he did from the living and

abiding voice," and so that he despised these books and would not

have commented on them. This statement, we contend, conveys

no reflection on the written records of the oracles, because Papias

was well acquainted with St. Matthew's written account of them

(for our present argument it does not matter whether or not his

St Matthew was different from ours), and it is incredible that he

would have preferred that author's views through tradition, that is

to say, at second hand. And ag^in he tells us that St Mark made
no mistake in writing down what St. Peter said. How, then, could

he prefer a hearsay version of that Apostle's preaching? Another

proof of the same fact is scmietimes given, viz. : That Eusebius did

not understand this disparaging remark of Papias as reflecting on

the Gospels, but this is to prejudge the identity (in the mind of

Eusebius) of the oracles of Matthew and Mark (spoken of by

Papias) without first two synoptics. The written source of Gospel

history that Papias had before his mind, and which he held to be

of little account, was probably a commentary on the Gospels by the

Gnostics, for Irenaeus upbraids the teachers of these sects as having

tampered with the oracles of the Lord and having shown themselves

bad expositors of things well said.

So far we have proved irrefragably that Papias instead of making

a new compilation of the oracles simply wanted to supply a correct

interpretation of a written compilation of them already in existence

and of some authority.

Is there any evidence to show that this compilation was identical

with our Gospels? There is convincing evidence in the fragments

of Papias' work preserved for us by Eusebius that it included our

First and Second Gospels at least. For says Papias: "This also

the presbyter John** said; Mark having become the interpreter of

lilt is not certain whether this John was the Apostle or not. Papias
says he was a disciple of the Lord. (E)usebius, I>. ni., c. 89.)
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Peter, wrote accurately whatever he remembered, though he did not

arrange in order the things which were either said or done by Christ.

For he neither heard the Lord nor followed Him; but afterwards,

as I said, accompanied Peter, who adapted his teaching to the occa-

sion and not as making a consecutive record of the Lord's oracles.

Mark therefore committed no error in thus writing down some

things as he remembers them." Now the question we have to decide

is the identity of the work thus described with our second canonical

Gospel, for our St. Mark, imlike the work described, would seem to

be an orderly and accurate narrative of our Lord's life. But, on

the contrary, our Gospel is in reality both incomplete and the events

are not recorded in strict chronological order.

These two phenomena are explained by St. Mark's position and

opportunities, which were necessarily limited. His work was com-

posed from reminiscences of St Peter's teaching, and this teaching

was necessarily fragmentary and adapted to the immediate require-

ments of his hearers. St. Mark could not possess either the ma-

terials for a complete account or the knowledge for an accurate

chronolc^cal arrangement. As evidence of St Mark's deficiency

in these two particulars, "it will be sufficient," says Lightfoot, "to

call attention to the fact that any of our other canonical Gospels

records many doings and, above all, many sayings which are

omitted by him, and hence it is by far the shortest of the four." As
regards order, again it may, I believe, safely be said that no writer

of a life of Christ finds himself in a position to preserve the sequence

of events as it stands in St. Mark. His narrative does not profess

to be strictly chronological. The order of time, no doubt, is ob-

served here and there, but throughout a considerable portion of

Our Lord's ministry the events are recorded quite irrespective of

chronological considerations. But, responds our author, it does

not depart in any important degree from the order of the other two

synoptics. But here he can be hoist with his own petard and that

of his friends, for they are forever proclaiming that the contradic-

tions of the Synoptics make them utterly untrustworthy. Besides,

Papias might have the Gospel of St. John (who was his master) in

mind exclusively, and from him, of course, St. Mark differs toto

coelo.

So far we have established the possibility that the two works were

identical, but our great positive argument lies in the utter improba-

bility of this important work of Mark and Peter having completely

disappeared, as it must have done if it differed from our Second

Gospel. Our author deprecates the discussion of this question and

says it is no business of his to account for its disappearance. But

surely this attitude of his is in the last degree shocking to the critical
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sense. How Christian apologists would be sneered at if they con-

sidered it unnecessary to account for the placing of certain books

on the canon or to reconcile their apparent discrepancies. We then

will not let him shirk the difficulty, and for once will be more critical

than the critics themselves. "Honest and painstaking inquirers will

observe," says Lightfoot, "that not the faintest indication of this

other Mark can be traced in all the remains of Christian antiquity.

They will observe that if the date which our author himself adopts

be correct, Irenseus was already grown up to manhood when Papias

wrote. They will remember that Irenxus received his earliest edu-

cation from a friend of Papias, and that his sources of information

in everything that related to Christian tradition are the associates

and friends of Papias." They will remark that having the work

of Papias before him and holding it in high esteem, he none the less

is so impressed with the conviction that our present four Gospels,

and those only, have formed the title deeds of our religion from

the beginning, that he is ever on the search for analogies to the

sacred number ; and all the time we are asked to believe that he was

ignorant of, or despised, the authentic views of the prince of the

Apostles as to the beginning of Christianity and which were em-

bodied in the work of St. Mark referred to by Papias. This same

conviction of Irenaeus, who represented the tradition both of Asia

Minor and of Gaul as to the four-fold number of the Gospels, was

shared by the author of the Muratorian fragment, by Qement of

Alexandria and TertuUian in Africa. The inference from all this

is clear as the noonday sun, viz. : that the St. Mark of Papias was,

in the opinion of these fathers and in reality, none other than our

Second Gospel. None but those as jealous as the author for the

supremacy of reason could withstand the converging testimony from

so many different sources.

Coming now to St. Matthew, Papias says that "Matthew com-

posed the oracles in the Hebrew language and every one translated

them as he was able." There can be no doubt, and we are happy

to agree with our author for once, that the Greek in this passage

means "translated," and not merely "commented on ;" and there can

be as little doubt that being in the aorist tense, the translations by

individuals were no longer made when Papias wrote. And the only

reason for this could be that some universally recognized and

authentic Greek translation existed at that time. I need not call

your attention to how perfectly all this tallies with the Catholic

tradition about our First Gospel.' If it be contended, as it is, that this

Aramaic original by St. Matthew and its recognized Greek transla-

tion have nothing to say to our canonical Gospel, the same argumen^

against their complete disappearance, in the rationalistic hypothesis,
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can be employed totiden verbis that we employed in the case of St.

Mark. The argument is even stronger here, for two works are

supposed to have totally disappeared. Such a supposition is so

weighted with improbabilities that reason utterly revolts from its

acceptance. This being the case, we have an obvious answer to

this statement of our author that "there is no linguistic precedent

in the time of Papias for straining the word 'logia' to mean any-

thing beyond a collection of sayings of Jesus which were estimated

as oracular or divine, nor is there any reason for thinking that

'logia' was here used in any other sense." There is the best of

reasons to strain the meaning of the phrase if it were necessary so

as to include the events in our St. Matthew; for the entire disap-

pearance of such a work in twenty years when the author of the

Muratorian fragment wrote, would be simply miraculous. But, as

it happens, there is no need to strain the meaning of the word, for it

is frequently used in contemporary literature and even by Papias

himself to include events as well as discourses. For instance, the

Scriptures which Ephraim of Antioch recognized consisted of the

old Testament "ta kyriaka logia," and the preaching of the Apos-

tles where "logia" is obviously a synonym for the Gospels. Again,

in Romans iii., 2, the word is used, and the Apostle explaining his

contention in the next chapter depends much more on the narrative

of God's general dealing with the Hebrews than in His mere words

to them. Again, in Hebrews v., 12, where he speaks of the first

principles of the oracles of God, he elicits the divine teaching quite

as much from the history as from the direct precepts of the Old

Testament. But above all Papias himself, in the few fragments

that have reached us, uses "logfia" in the more extended sense where

he says that St. Mark "wrote . . . not consecutively, because,"

he says, "St. Peter in his preaching did not give a consecutive narra-

tive of the oracles of the Lord." In this passage things said or

done by Christ and the oracles of the Lord evidently mean the same

thing. Curiously enough, however, our author does not admit this,

for he contends that the two expressions are contrasted in this

passage. But if Mark wrote the things said and done as the inter-

preter of Peter, as Papias says, and as our author apparently admits,

it would be impossible for him to be ignorant of the oracles of the

Lord as expounded by St. Peter, for every one must admit that the

oracles embrace the "things said" at least. Hence the point of the

quotation is not a contrast between the thing^s said and done and the

oracles, but a simple explanation of the want of order in St. Mark's

work. The meaning of "logia" in the vocabulary of Papias will

become even clearer when we remember that he applies it to the

narrative of Christ's life given by St. Peter to the Romans. For
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surely it would be absurd to suppose that the addresses of the

Apostle to them consisted merely of Our Lord's discourses ; beyond

all question he must have mentioned miracles and signs, and those

of the highest order, as the authentic vouchers for the value and

authority of these discourses, unless indeed one adopted our author's

theory, on which I animadverted in the beginning, as to the total

want of evidential value in miracles during the first ages of the

Qiurch.

Hence I think I have disposed of the objection that Papias cannot

have referred to our St Matthew, because "ta logia" simply means

discourses, for I have shown that it means, on the contrary, a collec-

tion of the sayings and doings of Christ such as we have chronicled

in our First Gospel

A CATHOLIC VIEW OF HAMLET.

ESTHETIC criticism, the analysis and criticism both of the

character of Hamlet and of the motive of his intellectual

parent, Shakespeare, have gone to such lengths in this often-

est quoted and most misunderstood play that many, in disgust, have

ruled out aesthetic criticism altogether as unscientific and unprofitable.

However, like the ghost in Macbeth, this spirit will not always down,

and it will be found with classes of students, to make the question a

practical one, that what most interests them, and also, it may be

added, aids to the formation of their character, is, not so much the

study of grammatical forms and philological curiosities, but just

these questions that are understood under the head of aesthetic crit-

icism.

Briefly, there are two schools of critics—Goethe, Coleridge and

Schlegel to represent the old school, now called the subjective, and

the modem, objective school, ably represented by Professor Dowden,
Professor Corson and, best of all, by our only eminent Catholic

commentator, the late and talented but now little known George H.

Miles, of Mount St. Mary's, Emmitsburg. His "Review of Ham-
let," perhaps the most scholarly and finished literary exposition of

Hamlet in modern times, published originally in the Southern Re-
view, has long been out of print Very few copies are now in exist-

ence, and it is practically unknown except in the stray quotations

which the eye may chance upon among the footnotes of the New
Variorinn Shakespeare. The pity is that no Catholic student has

apparently displayed any sorrow for its loss. Catholic teachers and

David Bakhy.
Ijlmeridc, Ireland.
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Catholic students resting c»ntent with Protestant interpretation of

the most glorious products of Catholic thought in sixteenth century

literature. Yet Goethe, Coleridge and Schlegel were utterly mis-

taken in Hamlet's character. He was to one or other of them a

weak, vacillating creature, without a plan, a mouther of words, a

procrastinator in action, pushed on by events and only accomplish-

ing his one aim in life by a mere accident at the close.

Goethe expressed his opinion in Wilhelm Meister: "When the

ghost has vanished, who is it we see standing before us ? A young

hero panting for vengeance? No! Amazement and sorrow over-

whelm the solitary young man." Again: "Here is an oak tree

planted in a costly vase, which should have received into its bosom

only lovely flowers; the roots spread out, the vase is shivered to

pieces ... a beautiful pure and most moral nature, without

the strength of nerve which makes a hero, sinks beneath a burden

which it can neither bear nor throw off ; every duty is holy to him,

this too hard."

Schlegel tells us that his far-fetched scruples are often mere pre-

texts to cover up his want of determination, and Coleridge : "Ham-
let is brave and careiess of death, but he vacillates from sensibility

and procrastinates from thought and loses the power of action in

the energy of resolve." So far the subjective school. Hamlet is

weak, more of a dreamer than doer, delaying action till action is of

no use. The oak tree and vase of Goethe crystallizes the critical and

popular estimate of Hamlet. So said George Miles of his day, while

he reminds us that the Hamlet of the critic is not the Hamlet of

Shakespeare ; that a close review of the play will show that Hamlet

is strong ; that the basis of his character is strength ; that his acts and

utterances manifest power; slow, cautious, capricious perhaps, but

always strong, always large-souled, always resistless.

Modem critics of the type of Dowden and Corson and, among
the text-book editors, Hudson, Rolfe, the editors of the Riverside

Literature Series and of the Arden Press "Hamlet," the standard

texts, generally in the hands of teachers and students, all these dis-

card the subjective view we have above exposed. No modern would

wish Hamlet to wade through slaughter to a throne without ques-

tioning the morality of his act, to the satisfaction and ease of his

own conscience or without concern for the tremendous scandal his

precipitate action would give to those of his kingdom who could not

by any means appreciate the lawfulness of his deed had he accom-

plished it in the summary way our friends of the subjective school of

critics would desire. Yet even in the modem books mentioned there

is not enough to show that Hamlet's plan was fashioned on anything

higher than a natural motive; nay, not enough to show that it was
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not founded on a very low motive of revenge. The Rev. Henry

Hudson on page 22 of his introduction complains that the critics talk

"just as if it were a mattery lying solely between Hamlet and

Claudius, just as if the people of Denmark had nothing to say, no

rights involved, no concern in the question. Hamlet does not see

it so. Every lover of his kind naturally desires both in life and

death the good opinion of his kind, and so Hamlet has a just, a

benevolent and an honorable concern as to what the world may
think of him." So he says

:

O God, Horatio! what a wounded name.
Things standing thus unknown, shall live behind me!
If ever thou didst bold me in thy heart,
Absent thee from felicity awhile.
And in this harsh world draw thy breath in pain.
To tell my story.

This is well and good. Hamlet did have this desire, but also a

higher and better, as we shall see. To the question, "why the poet

does not make Hamlet strike," Mr. Hudson makes better answer:

"Shakespeare portrays many great criminals, men and women, too,

who for a while ride in triimiph over virtue wronged, persecuted,

crushed. And he always brings them to punishment, so far as this

world can punish them, but he never in a single instance does this

till their crimes are laid open to the world, so that all about them

recognize the justice of their fate and are righteously glad at what

befalls them. . . . The very nature and idea of a proper tragic

revenge or retribution require that the guilty be not put to death

till their guilt has beeen proved, and so proved that the killing of

them shall be manifestly a righteous act, shall stand to the heart and

conscience of mankind as an act of solemn and awful justice. To
such a revenge—the only revenge that Hamlet can execute or ought

to execute ; the only revenge, too, consistent with the genius of the

work—to such a revenge punishment is necessary; to punishment

justice is necessary; to justice the vindication of it in the eyes, not

merely of the theatre, but of those among whom the action takes

place." This is better, higher and nobler, but it does not tell us

whether Hamlet was gfuided by this motive, knew and followed the

supernatural leading. / must bide my time until I know that my
act is right in the eyes of God.

Rolfe's edition is more satisfactory, though the editor does not

venture his own views. The excerpt from the London Quarterly

Revieiv for 1847 comes nearer our idea of conscience. "Hell, whose

support he rejects, is forever returning to the mind and startling

his conscience. It is this that makes him wish for the confirmation

of the play, for evil spirits may have abused him. It is this which

begets the apathy he terms oblivion, for inaction affords relief to
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doubt. It is this which produces his inconsistencies, for conscience

calls hira different ways, and when he obeys in one direction he is

haunted by a feeling that he should have gone in the other." We
shall prove presently that Hamlet did not delay so very much, after

all. Mr. Rolfe quotes at great length from Professor Dowden, the

celebrated modern critic. Agreeing in great part with his conclu-

sions, we cannot be so favorable to the following: "This long

course of thinking, apart from action, has destroyed Hamlet's very

capacity for belief, since in belief there exists a certain element con-

tributed by the will." Again: "All through the play he wavers

between materialism and spiritualism ; between belief in immortality

and disbelief; between reliance upon Providence and a bowing

under fate." According to this critic Hamlet is not incapable of

vigorous action if only he be allowed another chance of thinking the

facts away into an idea.

The Riverside Literature Series of Houghton Mifflin is inflicting

upon the country the interpretation that conscience, in "thus con-

science doth make cowards of us all," means only consciousness or

too much thinking. In treating "The Hesitation of Hamlet," Helen

Gray Cone, the editor of this edition, does not give her own conclu-

sion. Any reader, she says, who believes with Mr. Hudson that

Shakespeare regards the ghost's injunction as a temptation to crime,

logically ascribes the singular hesitation of Hamlet to a moral

scruple. But those who believe that revenge is here treated in a

conventional manner only, hold that this very hesitation of the hero

is itself the real theme of the play and has its source either in Ham-
let's intellecttul constitution or in the peculiar phase of human ex-

perience through which he is passing. Now if Hamlet as a tragedy

of a high order and the outgrowth of Shakespeare's maturer judg-

ment, founded on his own experience of life, is to conform to Mat-

thew Arnold's definition of poetry as a criticism of life and fulfil its

three canons of seriousness and truth as well as of liquid verse, the

revenge, it would seem, must be treated in a more than conventional

manner. Even the casual reader of Shakespeare cannot but be

struck by the marked diflFerence that exists between the lighter, more
youthful, conventional plays of his earlier years, such as "Love's

Labor Lost" and "Midsummer Night's Dream," and the riper, more

serious, truer representations of life in the "Merchant of Venice,"

"Hamlet" and the crown of his whole life work, "King Lear" and

"The Tempest." When he was writing these great plays he was

treating life as it is in reality, not judging by its outer rind. If this

be true, the revenge scheme in "Hamlet" should be treated in more

than a conventional way, and Hamlet should reflect in the words of

the play, in his thought and his act the living man of flesh and blood
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in all the circumstances in which Shakespeare supposes him to be

placed, of the period in which he is supposed to have lived and the

religious principles by which he was governed.

This, then, is the constructive part of our subject, and for clear-

ness sake we may consider the following points: At what period

of the world is this Hamlet supposed to exist? According to the

ethics of his time was such an act as his allowable? How long did

he delay the accomplishment of it? What is there in the play to

show that he was guided by the motive of his religion ?

It must be conceded that Hamlet is believed by a certain class* of

critics to-day to be the incarnation of Protestantism. It is held

that Shakespeare wishes to hold up the mirror of Hamlet's soul to

the world and let all men see therein the inconsistencies and doubts,

the darkling ways of a soul around whom Protestantism has thrown

its fatal net of private judgment, skepticism and despair. With

them he is always "divided in the swift mind," in act to do, never

doing ; of him, say they, the words of the King are true

:

It may be so, but if so, it can only be a secondary thread in the

woof of Hamlet's character, not at all interfering with the great

general scheme of the whole frabric. Shakespeare can scarcely

have intended this Titanic play to be a mere burlesque or comedy of

Protestantism. This theory is built up, first, on the modem text,

which was not Shakespeare's text, as finally approved by him and,

secondly, on the assumption that Hamlet dawdled and delayed. We
shall see how long precisely Hamlet idled.

Wittenberg is a fortified town of Prussian Saxony on the right

bank of the Elbe, on the railway from Berlin to Leipsic. Its uni-

versity, founded in 1502, was transferred to Halle in 181 5. It was

the cradle of the Reformation. The Augustinian monastery, now in

ruins, had been Luther's home ; in the university he was a professor,

and on the door of one of its churches he nailed his theses. There,

in 1520, Luther burned the Pope's bull of excommunication, and in

its schlosskirche he is buried, with Melancthon and their common
friends, the Electors Frederick and John. In its narrow, tortuous

streets Hamlet is supposed to have walked and read and pondered,

as we see him reading and pondering in the play, yet it is in the

irony of fate that the hero of the g^reatest tragedy of the English

stage, by an anacronism of more than five hundred years, should

have been made a student within its Protestant walls, without ever

reflecting in all his glorious bursts of intellectuality a single one of

its doctrines. We might explore the great caves of thought and

Like a man to double business bound,
I stand in pause where I shall first bearin.
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torrents of eloquence in vain to discover one adulterate drop of false

doctrine. Protestantism was to have no such herald—the only men-

tion of her system may be one of scorn

:

This Hamlet is supposed to have been a student at Wittenberg;

in reality, the play is written of a much earlier period. It is founded

on the work of Saxo Grammaticus, a Danish historian, written as

early as 1204. The scene of the earlier work is laid in Denmark,

before the introduction of Christianity and at a period when Eng-

land was under the sway of the Danish hordes. In Shakespeare's

hands the personages of the old tale have all been Qiristianized with

the feelings, thoughts and actions of the early Christian times preced-

ing the Norman conquest, when, however, England still recognized

the suzerainty of the Danish crown. Hamlet may, nay, does, reflect in

his speech the social and intellectual life in England of a very much
later period still—indeed of the dramatist's own day. Nevertheless,

as he stands, Hamlet is Catholic Prince of Denmark, sole heir to the

throne of a murdered father, barred from his succession by an adult-

erous uncle, who, as the play reads, to all Denmark save only Ham-
let, appears the lawful King; for the customs of the times, had the

marriage been lawfully brought about, would have realized the

succession of Qaudius before that of the younger Hamlet Mr.

Hudson, in what is perhaps the most widely known text-book we
have, states that Qaudius holds the crown by the same legal title

and tenure as Hamlet's father had it. This is not true, if it means

that this ."King of shreds and patches" is lawful King. The king-

ship question cannot be so easily settled out of hand. The same

editor continues: "The Danish Crown was partly elective, partly

hereditary; elective within the circle of a particular family and

kindred; the hereditary right belongs to the Queen. She was the

only child of the former King, and Hamlet's father was brought

within the circle of elegibility by his marriage with her." So far

so good. "Of course, when her first husband died and she married

a second, the second became eligible just as the first had done."

This last statement is certainly not correct in the case under dis-

cussion.

Claudius, supposing the Christian character of the Danish Court,

was not and could not have become King of Denmark by this mar-

riage, even were he free of the charges of treason and homicide. It

was within the forbidden degrees. The prohibition among the

Saxons* had been extended at the commencement of the eleventh

1 Llngard, "The Antiquities of the Anerlo-Sazon Church," First American
Eldltlon, c. vil., p. 1S8.

There are more things In heaven and earth, Horatio,
Than are dreamt of in our philosophy.
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century to the sixth degree, and there is no reason for supposing a

difference in legislation for the Danes. Moreover, the words of

Qaudius in the play assure us that he was fully aware of the unlaw-

fulness of this union.

Again, the Queen was now, by Church law, inhabilitated for

another lawful marriage. The dispensation would not have been

granted without urgent necessity, and there was no such necessity,

with Hamlet ready to succeed. If the Witan confirmed Qaudius
without Church dispensation, as the play seems to indicate, this

would have meant a rebellion against the Church discipline, of which

there is absolutely no mention in the play, and would have been an

extremely unlikely occurrence. Had Hamlet died in the ordinary

course of nature and there were no second marriage, the Witan
would have given the preference to the younger Hamlet, according

to the custom of the time. This would make Qaudius an usurper

and Hamlet the legitimate King-elect, only wanting the voice of the

Witan to assume the kingly dignity. That the Witan has approved

the marriage and accepted Claudius as King, without reference to

Church laws, seems not to have troubled the dramatist, who was
more concerned, no doubt, for the canons of dramatic art than for

the requirements of canon law. That the Danish throne professed

obedience to the See of Rome is clear from all the burial proceedings

of the last act. The inconsistency must be laid at Shakespeare's

door.

All these considerations brand Claudius as an usurper, but at the

same time do not, by any means, justify Hamlet in taking the law

into his own hands by inflicting the death-stroke. That penalty was
reserved for the Witan. "The Witan chose the King and could

depose him ; they could freely elect him from the family ruling by

hereditary succession. A certain preference was given to first sons

of crowned Kings, to prominent characters or to members recom-

mended by the dying King. The Witanagemot was the court of

justice in the last resort and could impose banishment, outlawry and

capital punishment."" To Horatio, before that terrible final scene,

summing up all his arguments, Hamlet asks: "Is it not perfect

conscience to kill him with this arm?" Neither Horatio nor

Shakespeare have answered that question. Madness or a very false

conception of duty alone could free him from formal guilt.

Before passing to the question of the delay in following out the

ghost's demand, we may remark that much of the false criticism of

Hamlet as a weak and vacillating character is built upon the modem
text which is an amalgamation of the Second Quarto and the Folio

> augrgenberjrer, "Qeneral History of the Christian Era," Vol. I., Sect 299,

p. 192.
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of 1623. But the text in our hands to-day is not Shakespeare's text.

The last text approved by Shakespeare and used as the acting copy

was the Folio of 1623, and in that folio many passages are omitted

which now are relied upon as intrinsic proof of Hamlet's weakness

of character.

The question of the delay is interesting.* Some have thought

that the play covers a period of ten years. This certainly would

make of Hamlet an irretrievable dreamer. But let us see. The
tragedy opens at midnight and continues until dawn, and at its dose
Marcellus says of Hamlet:

I this momlngr know
Where we shall find him most convienentljr.

In scene 2 Horatio says of the ghost

:

My lord, I think I saw him yesternUrht.

And Hamlet says:

m watch to-night . . .

This watch is given in scenes 4 and 5, while scene 3 occupies

the day before the night comes on. The first act, therefore, occupies

one day and two nights. Between the first and second act the one

delay occurs for which Hamlet can be held strictly to account. In

all, it was little more than two months. In the first act we are told

that Hamlet the elder was

But two months dead, nay, not so much, not two.

In the third act the time since his death is stated to be "twice two
months." The period of delay, therefore, was not so long as a first

reading would lead one to suppose. But what had he done during

this time? His studied plan had been to fall

Into a sadness, then into a fast,
Thence to a ligrhtness, and by this declension
Into the madness wherein now he raves.
And all we mourn for.

Partly true, Polonius; but we in the audience who know Hamlet
in the broad landscape view of his character, all the hills and valleys,

sunlit streams and dark flowing rivers of thought, all the shade and
sunshine, know well that it was all feigned. "I must be idle," said

he, the word idle meaning mad. To be a madman requires no art,

but to feign one needs a master. We can forgive Hamlet if he took

more than "a little month" to accomplish it. He had to change his

countenance before them, as David before Achis in the days of yore,

or as the young nobles feigned madness in the arena in the early

Roman days.

* The Bankside Shakespeare, Vol. XI., "Hamlet," Introduction, p. xxiil., etc.
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All this had Hamlet to do lest the King should pluck the heart

out of his mystery while he was awaiting his chance to catch the

ccMisdence of the King. The wicked Qaudius, with Hamlet, alone

of all Denmark, knew of the former's crime, for the ghost we cannot

strictly call an inhabitant of Denmark. Surely two months was not

too long a time to wring the confession from the murderer's lips,

to save his mother's soul, to prove his cause aright to the unsatisfied.

Many a man nowadays, with all the appliances of law to boot, would

take much longer to prove his cause without being branded a weak

dreamer. Hamlet's best answer to those who consider him a pro-

crastinator, a dawdler, or a mere thinker are his words to his

mother

:

Forgive me this my virtue,
For In the f&tness of these pursy times
Virtue Itself of vice must pardon bear.
It would have been vice to act, It was virtue to delay.

There is one more interval of any moment, that between scenes 3
and 4 of the fourth act. This time has been calculated thus : In the

last scene there are named pansies, columbines, daisies, crow flowers,

nettles and long purples, flowers which in England, of which

Shakespeare speaks rather than of Denmark, are in bloom during

the month of April. The time of Polonius' death, on the other hand,

is fixed with beautiful precision by the words of Ophelia

:

I would give you some violet, but they withered all when my father died.

It is in March that the English violets bloom and pass away. The
tragedy, therefore, ends in April ; during the month of March Polo-

nius was slain ; the action began two months or a little more before

that time, or during the first half of the month of January, at a time

when "the air bites shrewdly, it is very cold;" about two months

before this, or early in November, the murder took place, and in

December the marriage. For thirty days the ghost said not a word

to Hamlet, and why? Marcellus tells us

:

Bver 'gainst that season comes
Wherein our Saviour's birth is celebrated.
The bird of dawning slngeth all night long,
And then they say no spirit dare stir abroad.

It was not, therefore, until after the Christmas holidays that the

ghost of Hamlet's father could bring his message from the grave.

Two months then, the interval between act i and 2, is the true

measure of Hamlet's delay. After Polonius' death he was a

prisoner.

And what had Hamlet to do during these two months, and what

did he accomplish ? A giant's task indeed ! The promptest man of

action could not have made a speedier end of his work. A veritable

knight of mind and tongue and sword ! "All the flash and motion of
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Geraint," says Miles, in every word and thought and deed. The

play opens with his suspicion, "I have that within which passeth

show"—absolutely nothing but suspicion.

It Is not, nor It cannot come to good;
But break my heart, for I must hold my tongue.

The ghost appears, the injunction is given and Hamlet, afire with

knightly indignation, cries:

Murder . . .

Haste me to know't that I, with winds as swift
As meditation or the thoughts of love.

May sweep to my revenge.

He is ready, sword in hand, till the voice of faith, in that ghostly

spirit, whispers back:

Howsoe'r thou pursuest this act,

Taint not thy mind, nor let thy soul contrive
Against thy mother ought

Faith and filial affection win. During the rest ol the play those

two Christian duties are clear before him. He must not act until

he has devised a plan to catch the conscience of the King.

ru have these players
Play something like the murder of my faRier,
Before mine uncle: I'll observe his looks;
I'll tent him to the quick; If he but blench,
I know my course. The spirit, that I have seen.
May be the devil: and the devil hath power
To assume a pleasing shape; yea, and, perhaps.
Out of my weakness, and my melancholy
(As he Is very potent with such spirits),
Abuses me to damn me: I'll have grounds
More relative than this: the play's the thlnf.
Wherein I'll catch the conscience of the king.

About eighty years before the days of Shakespeare St. Ignatius

of Loyola had written : "It is peculiar to the bad angel, transfigur-

ing himself into an angel of light, to enter with the devout soul and

to come out his own way ... by drawing the soul into his

secret snares and perverse intentions." Was this more than a coin-

cidence ?

Is Hamlet weak and irresolute? From the moment he realizes

that his life, in the outcome, is doomed, that he will never come forth

alive from the terrible disaster he foresees, he sacrifies his affection

for Ophelia outright and forever. Was this weak? Is he seeking

after justice or rather indulging a brutal lust for revenge in his

ambition for kingship? When those conventional euphuistic no-

bodies—Rosencrantz and Guildenstein—try to play upon him, to

know his stops, to pluck out the heart of his mystery on this very

point of ambition, he turns to them : "O, God, I could be bounded in

a nutshell and count myself a King of infinite space." And revenge?

How is it the first act closes, after the interview with the ghost?

That ever I was bom to set it right!
O cursed spite
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No mere brutal animal craving for revenge there. The word

revenge in his mouth and in his play, as he saw it, spelled justice.

In his g^nd soliloquy Hamlet tells us that he bears the whips and

scorns of time, the oppressor's wrong, the proud man's contumely,

pangs of disprized love, the law's delay—not the delay of a vacillat-

ing mind for the pleasure of building castles in the air and the base-

less fabric of dreams, as some would have it, but the law's delay

—

that which was required to report his case aright, to have grounds

more relative than were his at the start, to make assurance doubly

sure; and why? Because of the dread of something after death;

because conscience does make cowards of us all, and thus the native

hue of resolution common to the good and bad ; enterprises of great

pith and moment, which might be either morally good or bad, with

this regard their currents turn awry and lose the name of precipitate

and thoughtless action.

After the interlude, when the King's conscience has been caught

and he rises in dismay, crying, "Give o'er the play," Hamlet says,

"I'll take the ghost's word for a thousand pounds," and to Horatio

:

"Did'st perceive?" Horatio: "Very well, my Lord," and, while

they are speaking enter Rosencrantz and Guildenstern with, "The

Queen, your mother, . . . desires to speak with you," and Ham-
let, "We shall obey, were she ten times our mother." On the way he

passes the King at prayer, and this passage is the only objection to

our lofty view of Hamlet's intent:

Why, this Is hire and salary, not revenge . . .

To take him in the purging of his soul . . .

Up, sword; and know thou a more horrid hent;
When he Is drunk, asleep, or in his rage; . . .

At gaming, swearing; or about some act
That has no relish ot salvation In't:

Then trip him, that his heels may kick at heaven;
And that his soul may be as damn'd, and black.
As hell, -whereto it goes.

But this is not Hamlet's true motive. We must remember he

said, a moment before, when referring to the coming conference

with his mother: "Now could I drink hot blood, and do such.

. . . I will speak daggers to her, but use none." The last will

give us the cue to his true character. "My mother stays." It

would serve no purpose in the work of saving his mother's soul, to

which he has pledged himself, to come to her red with the blood of

her husband's brother.

Hamlet as Shakespeare gives him to us is a Catholic Prince of

the eleventh century. Let us view him through Catholic eyes. Let

Now might I do it, i>at, now he Is praying;
And now I'll do it; and so he goes to heaven.

But then

:
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us judge him by Catholic principles. When the ghost first crosses

his path, that frosty night under the stars, he breaks into prayer,

"Angels and ministers of grace defend us." When again it comes

to sharpen his blunt purpose, while in conference with his mother,

he meets it with a prayer, "Save me and hover over me, you heavenly

guards." He has been condemned for weakness and scrupulosity;

but the scruple comes after the act. Hamlet's hesitancy is before,

and is immediately dictated by faith counseling the good, bidding

him be wary and cautious lest the evil one abuse him to damn him.

He will not be cozened by this foul fiend, for the devil hath power

to assume a pleasing shape. The motive of faith as the main influ-

ence in Hamlet's hesitancy throughout this play every Protestant

critic seems to have completely ignored. Can it be ignored ? Ham-
let has an after life to look to. That puzzles his will. Were this a

Greek tragedy, all well and good. Let CEdipus be pushed on by

fate, and death and the grave will end all. We shall not lode for

him beyond. "When the grave is the consummation," wrote Miles,

"the absolute finale of existence, it is easy to round the heroic evenly

and symmetrically up to that margin. But when death is the door to

vaster spheres and wider experiences; when this little life is but

the prelude to unending futurities of infinite bliss or infinite despair,

the deeper faith should find its echo in deeper art. In Hamlet, as

in Faust, more grandly, though less avowedly, the immortal weal

or woe of the hiunan soul is at stake, and we catch ourselves listening

for the spirit voices at the end : 'He is judged, he is saved.'

"

The fact that his act was altogether unjustifiable and reserved to

the supreme assembly of the land does not rob his previous conduct

of the higher motives ascribed to it. He erred in the conception

of his duty, and his hesitancy was dictated by the faith that was

in him to learn whether he was prompted to his revenge by heaven

or by hell. A true Catholic Hamlet would have been saved all this

anxious hesitancy by the recourse to a spiritual adviser, and in this,

at least, his conduct exemplifies the blind paths in which he strays

who relies on private judgment in matters of faith and morals.

The material fashioned by Shakespeare into this great drama of

retribution was the chronicle of a day of blood before the dawn of

Christianity in Northern Europe, when might was right. For the

sake of the world of literary and moral good opened up to us in this

play, we may pardon him if at times in the broad, clear light of

Hamlet's soul one may still detect here and there a shadow of pre-

Christian barbarism.

WiixiAM Devlin, S. J.

Woodstock, Md.
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THE TRIAL OF JESUS CHRIST.

"Valeur de Li'AssembMe qui prononca la Peine de Mort Confre Jesus-
Cbrlst." Par MM. lies AbMa Lemann. (Paris: Llbralre Victor IieooSre,
1877, third ed.)

\ BOOK appeared not long ago that excited a good deal of

attention and raised what may be called a reserved and

reverent curiosity, the tone of which left nothing to be de-

sired. An Italian writer treated of the trial of Jesus, analyzing the

evidence and all its parts in view of the conclusion that the final

sentence was illegal. No doubt the subject of this book was not

quite so novel as it was supposed to be. It must, indeed, have

occurred, no doubt, to many legal minds in former ages. Acute

intellects must have taken a comprehensive view of all the facts.

The general opinion of all Christian peoples is enough to know that

the condemnation of Jesus was long ago reprobated and rejected as

unjust Was it technically illegal? This is the question, strictly

speaking, reserved for our times. Were the forms of justice ob-

served? Was the trial "according to law?" On the ground of

equity, there was never any doubt on the subject The ground of

legality had equally to be cleared and made plain. The writer in

question weighed all the points and drew the conclusion that Jesus

Christ was not condemned either by equity or by law. The subject

and the book were noticed in many journals as if they were entirely

new. The work now before us, which I propose to consider, antici-

pated the recent Italian writer's by many years. The subject is not,

however, quite the same, for whereas the Italian author treated of

the proceedings at the trial, the writers under consideration took

the ground of considering the legal powers and rights of the assem-

bly that issued the sentence. They strike at the root of the authority

that took to itself the conduct of the trial and condemnation. In

this respect their work goes deeper than that of the Italian author

and demands a greater amount of learning and research.

As we see, this work was published many years back. Thirty

years ago it was in its third edition. It was written apparently by

converted Jews, to judge by their name.

This work is divided into two parts. The first is called "Valeur

des Personnes;" the second is called "Valeur des Actes." The
"assemblee" or tribunal is the famous Sanhedrin, or great council of

the Jewish nation. The authors describe the rise and vigor of the

Sanhedrin. As they impressively say: "Among the assemblies

which are responsible to posterity, there is one which bears an excep-

tional responsibility; it is the assembly which presided over the last
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da3's of the national life of the Jewish people. It was this that

arraigned and condemned Jesus Christ."

The name Sanhedrin, we are told, pronounced before the Jews,

was enough to remind them of the most learned, most equitable and

most honorable assembly that ever existed. It was reverenced and

loved. No one dared to impugn its decisions or question its rights.

But, the authors say, the Jewish veneration had become tainted with

ignorance. The Sanhedrin rested largely on prescription; its his-

tory and its rights were lost in the mist of antiquity. Its decisions,

therefore, were founded in great part on common law, when just;

when unjust, were based on doubtful rules and traditions.

At the time of Christ the Sanhedrin occupied a peculiar position

derived from the peculiar state of the Jews themselves. The people

were half free and half captives, half Roman and half Jewish, half

national and half foreign. Their state of subjection was varnished

over with a pretense of freedom, and a dignified show occupied a

throne in opposition to the authority of Rome.

The Sanhedrin, or great council, was the high court of justice,

the supreme tribunal of the Jews. It was established at Jerusalem

after the Babylonish captivity. The famous cotmcil of seventy elders

instituted by Moses was its model. By reason of this resemblance

the rabbins pretended that it was the same council; but this was

evidently an exaggeration. The council of Moses lasted but a short

time, and it disappeared on the entrance of the people into the

Promised Land. The Sanhedrin of the second epoch, as we may
call it, appeared in the age of the Macchabees. From this fact we
may judge of its age. The word Sanhedrin is Greek, and means an

assembly of members in session, and this is enough to negative its

claim to a remote antiquity, for it was bom of the union between

Palestine and Greece, which certainly existed not in the age of

Moses. It was composed of seventy-one members with the Presi-

dent (Josephus). At the time of Christ these seventy-one were

divided into three chambers—the Priests, the Scribes and Doctors

and the Ancients. The Chamber of Priests was composed of those

who enjoyed sacerdotal rank. The Chamber of the Scribes and

Doctors was composed of the Levites and lay persons versed in the

law. The Chamber of the Ancients was composed of the most con-

siderable men of the nation outside of the other two ranks. The

Sanhedrin had authority in matters of life and death. It could,

however, only pronounce sentence in one court in Jerusalem, situ-

ated in a part of the temple. The Sanhedrin, having power of life

and death, had, nevertheless, suffered a serious limitation of its

powers, according to our authors, twenty-three years before the

trial of Jesus. When Judea was made a Roman province under
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Augustus, the Sanhedrin lost its rights over life and death. This

fact has not only been overlooked, but it has been suppressed by the

Jews and ignored in every way possible. The Jews have in a great

degree successfully concealed it. The jus gladii was taken away

from the Sanhedrin. It kept the right to imprison, to condemn, to

scourging; but the right to decree death it lost. This was a great

blow, and the contemporaneous Jews did all they could to assist the

Sanhedrin in concealing and disguising this loss of power. Rabbi

Rachmon is quoted as depicting the event as one of general mourn-

ing: "The members of the Sanhedrin covered their heads with

ashes and clothed themselves in sackcloth, saying, 'Woe to us, for

the sceptre has departed from Judea and the Messias has not come."

They repeatedly tried to recover the power, pretending that although

they had lost the power of executing sentences, they still had the

right to pronounce them in religious affairs. This was an assump-

tion and a delusion on their part.

The authors prove this point very clearly. They explain also

why the Jews obstinately adhered to the shadow of a vanished right

and pretended to a power they did not possess. The reason was

because they refused to acknowledge the expiry of Judea's regal

sceptre and the consequent obligation of bowing the knee to Jesus

Christ. Their attitude was bound up in the advent of the Messias.

Something must also be put down to the side of national pride,

always so strong among the Jews. They looked back to a long past,

to Abraham, Isaac and Jacob, to Moses and Josue, to Samuel and

David; and they felt a pride and a consciousness of prerogatives

which no other nation could realize in the same degree. They were

the chosen people, and they knew it. If they had only realized also

the conditions and principles of their having been so chosen, they

would not be outcasts to-day among all nations.

Thus the judges of Christ were seventy-one, distributed into three

chambers. Their names and characters throw great light upon the

cause. Few of them have been hitherto known. We know Caiphas

and Anna, and we know Pilate. As to the rest, no one thought of

discovering their names. The documents, it was thought, were

wanting. We have the Gospels, Josephus and the Talmud. We
can now discover many of them.

The second part of this interesting work is entitled "Valeur des

Actes" ("Value of the Acts of the Sanhedrin"). It must be pre-

sumed that I only give the substance of what the authors themselves

relate, without in any way vouching for the accuracy of their asser-

tions. They cite facts, as they say, to prove that the Sanhedrin was
prejudiced and prepared to decree the death of Our Lord. The
facts in support of this view are derived first from three decisions
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of the Sanhedrin in three meetings previous to that held on Good

Friday. The authors describe these meetings. The first is men-

tioned in John vii., 37-53. This issued in a decree of excommunica-

tion. There were in the law of the synagc^e three degrees of ex-

communication—separation, execration, death. The last was re-

served, as a rule, for false prophets.

The second assembly is described four and a half months after the

first. This was on the occasion of the resurrection of Lazarus,

Jdm xi., 46-56. In this the death of Jesus was decided upon. It

was decreed rashly, without examination or deliberation, hesitation

or interrogation. The third assembly was held about twenty-five

days after the second. It is described in Matthew xxvi., 3-5 ; Luke

xxii., 1-3. In the assembly the time of Christ's death was settled

and the manner of His arrest All this is brought forward to prove

that Jesus was not fairly tried, but that His enemies so arranged

matters that He was pre-condemned and prejudged.

The authors next go on to consider the rules of justice and legal

forms of obligation on the Sanhedrin in all criminal cases. It is

very necessary, they say, that we should know the criminal legisla-

tion of the Jews. The Old Testament presents its principles, but

much was carried on by tradition. This tradition is now to be

found in the celebrated book, "The Mischna," the work of the Rabbi

Juda, who lived at the end of the second century A. D., and was

called the second law, or Mischna. It comprises sixty-three

treatises, grouped under six titles. From this we learn the hours

prescribed for every judicial sitting, under pain of nullity, viz. : It

was forbidden to hold it on the Sabbath or feast day. It was for-

bidden on the eves of the Sabbath or feast day. It was forbidden

to consider a capital charge at night. It was forbidden before the

completion of the morning sacrifice. As regards the hearing of the

witnesses, the following rules were enjoined : i. There must be two

witnesses. 2. The witnesses were to be separated from each other,

but in the presence of the accused. 3. The witnesses must promise

to tell the truth. 4. The Judge must listen attentively to the wit-

nesses. 5. The witness is invalid unless the witnesses agfree as re-

gards the examinations of the accused; the attitude towards the

accused was to be one of humanity and benevolence. The accused

pleaded his own cause. Such is the summary of the rules regarding

the administration of criminal justice. The authors proceed to show
that these were violated in the trial of Jesus.

Two sittings were given to the trial of Jesus. The first was held

at night, and is mentioned by SS. Matthew, Mark and John. The
second, convoked in the morning of the same day, is indicated by

St Matthew and Mark (Matthew xxvi., Mark xiv.). "It was
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nig^t," says St John. "Erat autem nox" (John xiii. and xvii.)-

This, the authors say, was the first irregularity. The meeting was

held after the evening sacrifice. Second irregularity. It was the

first day of the azures and eve of the great feast of the Pasch. Third

irregularity. The fourth irregularity is found in the interrogation

of Caiphas, accuser and judge. He had been the accuser (John

xviii.). He could not lawfully be both. He did not call witnesses,

but interrogated by accusing and by captious questioning. Fifth

irregularity. The illegal blow is also to be noticed. Christ asks

for witness on this occasion and appeals to His own public doctrine.

In the deposition of witnesses these facts are to be observed. Christ

had appealed for witnesses. Some appeared, but against them is the

fatal record, "Many false witnesses" were brought forward (Mark
xiv., Matthew xxvi.).

Then we have the second interrc^tion of Caiphas, "Dost thou

reply nothing to these witnesses against thee?" (Mark xiv.) He
replied not (Mark xiv., 61), and His silence was the most eloquent

protest possible against their falsehoods and inventions. Then
comes to pass the third interrogation of Caiphas : "I adjure thee by

the living God to tell us if thou art Christ the Son of God" (Matthew
xxvi., 63 ; Mark xiv., 61 )

.

The scene was changed. No charge was further made, no wit-

nesses appeared. This form of trial was quite invalid. Then the

Chief Priest rent his garment, saying, "He hath blasphemed. What
need have we of further testimony? You have heard the blasphemy.

What think ye?" (Matthew xxvi., 65-66.) Another grave irregu-

larity is thus to be ascribed to Caiphas. The Chief Priest was for-

bidden to tear his garments in this manner. (Levit. xxi., 10.)

Further, two irregularities were committed in criminating the ac-

cused's answer before examining it, and the charge and sentence

being compounded together. Caiphas anticipated the judgment of

the other judges. The sentence was not given by the judges in

order, but by them on the word of Caiphas alone, "He is worthy

of death." (Matthew xxvi., 66; Mark xiv., 64.) Another irregu-

larity was the neglect of the prescription of the law that the sentence

was to be postponed till the next day. Such was this night sitting

and its fatal issue.

In conclusion, the authors say: "In its members this Court of

Assize presents us with an assembly of men in great part imworthy

of their functions. No piety, no justice, no moral value can be seen

;

nor pity for the accused, nor grave deliberation of legal forms. In

their acts there are twenty-seven irregfularities, any one of which

would make a fatal flaw in the proceedings."

I have given a brief summary of this interesting work because
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it is written by authors apparently brought up in the Jewish tradi-

tions and habits of thought; because it is a book bearing upon a

subject that has come prominently to the front of late, and because

this book is unknown and has a claim to be known and valued

beyond others of a more pretentious character.

The question here debated is whether the forms of justice were

violated at Our Lord's trial or not ? Such a theme must in the eyes

of all be one of paramount importance. In the Gospels the trial

as it stands is evidently one-sided and unfair. It is well to have this

drawn out and made a subject of study for all.

THE PROGRESS OF THOUGHT AND THE CATHOLIC
FAITH.

tT HAS become a fashion of late, if indeed it be not a fashion

nearly as old as the dogma which it professes to wish recast.

to express a desire for a restatement of Christian truth upon
lines in keeping with the rapid advance of modern science. Our
language, as is natural in a vehicle that embodies and conveys a

thought not so much really changing or developing as g^rowing in

completeness of detail, itself changes so rapidly and so continuously

in its shades and gradations of meaning, that for a Christian dogma
to be correctly grasped and even to be understood at all, it must be

stated as clearly and as definitely as is possible in those terms in

which we actually and habitually think. This is doubtless true, even

to a marked extent in some cases, in the mere modification of mean-
ing which a word insensibly undergoes in consequence of a long

service in popular usage. But it is the more striking, and in some
senses the less to be looked for, in those cases in which our old con-

cepts of things have received, or seem to us to have received, a

sudden shock; when our philosophy or our science has summarily

closed an old, to open a new, road upon which, under pain of solecism,

to say nothing of positive error, we are thenceforth to travel if we
are ever to reach a true and human solution of the g^eat problems as

to the real nature and meaning of the universe or of our own place

within it. The progress of the century just closed has done more
to remodel and reconstitute our mental horizon than perhaps any

other in the long history of the Christian era. The greatest impetus,

possibly, to the popularization of a scientific terminology, though

Wilfrid Lescher, O. P.

Hinckley, BQgland.
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certainly not at the same time to an outpouring of the true scientific

spirit, was given by the French encyclopedists. The fascinating

charm of the style in which the famous "Dictionnaire Raisonne"

was written was doubtless tlie cause chiefly contributing to its popu-

larity ; but while the materialistic science it inculcated was absorbed

into and spread through the literature of the period, it steadily

sapped the vigor alike of science and of philosophy. As Merz has

appositely pointed out, the brilliant literary work of the encycloped-

ists, the witty sarcasms of Voltaire, the irreverence, skepticism and

flippancy of Diderot and D'Alembert, the scientific monism of

Holbach, did nothing to advance the genuine spirit of scientific re-

search and accuracy, while, on the other hand, it undoubtedly had

the effect of slurring over that exactness of significance in precise

terms and ideas which is the first requisite of all knowledge. Thus

begun, the work developed under the hands of La Mettrie and

Cabanis. "It is unnecessary to say," I quote one of the most sober

and able of modern authors,* "that none of them had the sanction

of their great masters for the application they made of principles

which had been established and used for special scientific purposes.

From his (Lange's "History of Materialism") exhaustive refer-

ences, it is evident that the extreme views of La Mettrie, Diderot and

Holbach cannot be fathered on any of the gn"eat scientists or philoso-

phers." It was an attempt, foredoomed to logical failure, though

emulating and attaining a certain degree of popular adhesion and

applause, to apply scientific principles, true enough in their place

and for the purposes of science, to political, ethical and religious

problems. It did not register or record new discoveries in the

realm of concrete experience ; but it attempted to build a new edifice

of interpretation upon the old.

Far different was the work of the real men of science—Lavoisier,

Gay, Lussac and Pasteur, in France
;
Liebig, of Giessen ; Schleiden,

of Jena, and Schwann, of Louvain
;
Harvey, Bell, the English chem-

ists and natural philosophers. If they, too, drew conclusions reach-

ing sometimes beyond the borders of their actual experiment and

observation, they at least advanced the true cause of science at the

same time by the work they did. And, whatever the shortcomings

of certain scientific hypotheses advanced may be when they are used

in connection with problems for which they were not framed and to

which they will not apply, no exception can reasonably be taken to

tliem as long as they are urged in the name of science for scientific

purposes and with all the safeguards of scientific limitation. The
doctrine of chemical equivalents, the periodic law, the molecular,

> John Theodore Merz, "A History of European Thought In the Nineteenth
Century."
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atomic or electronic hypotheses, the discoveries connected with the

phenomena of life and consciousness—^the circulation of the blood

and sensory and motor nerve action—the cellular theory in botany and

in biology, the empiric work of Priestly, Cavendish, Dalton, Herschel,

Davy, Faraday, Kelvin, Qerk-Maxwell, the observations as to CMn-

bining weight, pressure and density of gases, structural crystal-

lography and right and left handedness in atomic combination, bac-

teriology—^all these things, with the innumerable other observations

and hypotheses of science, both theoretically of interest and practi-

cally of use to mankind, have enormously increased the horizons.

They have done that much at least, if they have not been able to

alter our power of vision, so that throughout the extended plain of

our knowledge we still read the old philosophical problems in the

same old way.

On the lines of applied science, too, the advance has been increas-

ingly rapid. In chemistry, both inorganic and organic, in electricity

and mechanics, in the prophylactics and antiseptics of medicine and

surgery, in the increased knowledge of anatomy and the use of

anaesthetics—^to record again only a few points—^the g^reater com-

fort, ease and health of the individual and of the race has been

studied. Hardly is a new discovery made but it is the next day

on the market in one practical form or another. The first grain of

radium was scarcely separated out in the laboratory of the Curies

when it was to be found in the hospitals. Indeed, so g^eat is the

respect for science in its utilitarian—^and financial—^points of view

that, were it not for the genuine devotion of men of science, it would

almost seem to be in danger of ceasing to be science at all and

becoming a purely huckstering and mercantile affair.

In any case, its having become vulgarized in at least one of its

aspects, and its terms having slipped quietly and persistently into

more or less general use, have insensibly had the effect of shifting,

if not actually changing, the outlook. People, as a rule, are in too

much of a hurry to ask what the true inner meaning of the phe-

nomenon is when they are anxious only to apply it as soon as possi-

ble to some practical purpose.

And yet it might occur to the most ardent of modem exact scient-

ists (using the term in its broad contradistinction to "philosophers")

to enquire as to whether he ever breaks loose from the bonds of

the actual phenomena with which he has to deal; whether the very

forms of thought in which he habitually thinks and the terms with

which he enriches the vocabulary are not actually forging fresh

bonds of the purely phenomenal in which he becomes more and

more shackled in any search for the noumenal and the real. It is

a simple question to ask, even if it is not one that is asked often;
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and it admits of a simple answer. There is one test, easy of appli-

cation, that will show whether science enfranchises itself and gets

beyond the boundaries of phenomenal observation. A child may
describe something that he has seen

—

& small island, for instance

—

fairly accurately. He may draw a picture of it from the observa-

tions that he has made as to its position, contour and elevation,

noting its principal bays and promontories, its greater hills and

valleys. The surveyor or geographer would go further. With the

aid of his theodolite and chain he would measure and calculate

accurately. His trained observation is more careful and more

detailed than that of the child; and his map of the island will be

more complete, truer to scale, in every way more correct. Just so

the man of science pushes his accurate observations as far as they

will go. He adjusts the nicest of instruments to aid his senses.

But take two, out of the many, of his doctrines to examine. In the

seventeenth century Harvey discovered the systematic circulation

of the blood. Now the systematic circulation of the blood is itself

a phenomenon. It may be traced, as to a cause, to the muscular

expansions and contractions of a living heart, sending the blood

pulsing through the arteries in a systematic circulation. But that

also is phenomenal. The working of the muscular tissue may be

referred to the stimulation of involuntary nerves and nerve centres

;

but all this is phenomenal also, and the true explanation ever eludes

and escapes behind it. A certain section of modem science is in-

tolerant of any "vital principle ;" and, to a certain extent, rightly so,

since the vital principle is not in itself a phenomenon that can fall

under any observation that science is capable of making. Conse-

quently, so far as the observational method applies in Harvey's

discovery, no advance whatever is made in the explanation or under-

standing of the realities ; and this obviously, since the methods of

experimental science and of essential philosophy are incommen-

surate.

To throw further light upon this distinction, one might do well

to consider the latest theory, or hypothesis, of ions. Sir William

Ramsay tells us that "it is always advisable to form a mental picture,

if possible, of any physical phenomenon, pour prSciser les idSes, as

the .French say." He goes on to form for his readers such a mental

picture of the motion of anions and kations. Now a mental picture

is an imagination; and we are incapable of imagining anything

whatever that has not, in some guise or another, come to us through

the channels of sense and remains in our memory as a sense-im-

pression. But whatever comes to us direct through sensation is

phenomenal. Indeed, Ramsay quite concedes the phenomenal na-

ture of ions in the sentence quoted. So that, here again, no advance
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is made towards ultimate reality or its explanation. But it is quite

clear that anything that is capable of taking up an electrical charge

and of moving locally from anode to kathode, or vice versa, is a

particle of matter, and that to explain it is quite as difficult, or quite

as easy, a task as to set out at the beginning to explain matter before

its structural delineation is presented in "mental pictures" to our

minds.

Notwithstanding this vet}- obvious distinction, drawn by such

undoubted men of science as Sir William Ramsay, there is a very

general feeling that science really has penetrated to the arcana of

nature. And the glibness with which scientific terms and formulae

fall from the lips of the multitude would apparently force a recon-

struction of views even in the sphere of religion.

What were, before this cheap popularization of science and of

scientific terminology, questions confined to purely theological limits

—the conflicting of theological systems, which all, however illogical

some might be as a matter of fact, had a basis in common upon which

to argue upon common topics ; what in other centuries was a duel

between revealed religion on the one hand and pure speculation upon

the other, as exemplified in the Deists and Theists of the seventeenth

and eighteenth centuries, has latterly become narrowed down, in the

popular estimate at any rate, to a newer and a more pertinent issue.

There is not now so much need to sharpen the weapons of logic or

to furbish up the defensive armor of Holy Writ against those who,

while calling themselves Christians, have lost touch with the centre

of Christian unity. There is little advantage, even, in taking the

field against professedly philosophical systems apparently inimical

to the sure data of divine revelation. The conflict to-day, if indeed

conflict there can be said to be at all, is supposed to lie between the

results of modem science and religious truth. I use the safeguard-

ing words with purpose; for there is in reality no conlict between

science and faith; as a matter of fact, science and revelaticm are

incommensurable. Still, certain interpreters and popularizers of

science have so far made it their business to evolve theories that

apparently militate against the explanations and general bearings of

dogma that there seems to be and is, in common opinion at any

rate, a very real discrepancy between the findings of the exact

sciences, as they are called, on the one hand, and the truths of divine

revelation on the other.

For many people the strong a priori presumption that the one

divine Author of revealed and of rationally discovered truth cannot

contradict the one in any part of the other becomes a weapon that

is drawn, in the name of a sturdy and certain faith, to check the more

daring sallies of a wildly speculative scientific spirit. Such men are
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accustomed to point to the Church and to advance no other reason

for any one particular point of dogma than that the Church teaches

it. And this they do wisely, for they know that lacunae lie behind

the assumptions of all science; and while they may realize that

similar lacunae may lie between the natural interpretation of the

world and the supernatural verities, they have the scaffolding of

personal religious experience and the inviolable pillar of faith to

connect them in such fashion that there can be no room for doubt as

to the reality, truth and continuity of the two.

For others the experience of observation seems to furnish so good

a ground for the "scientific" beliefs that are raised upon it, that it

is practically impossible for them not to stigmatize the claims put

forward in favor of any supernatural revelation as altogether child-

ish, effete and untrue.

Between these two extreme positions, the one filled by such men
of faith as have little interest in or desire for scientific study pure

and simple, the other holding few besides materialists of whose

principles the most notorious exponent at present is, perhaps, the

somewhat discredited and much overrated professor of Jena, there

are many half-compromises.

The true theologian of the twentieth century, imbued with some

such spirit as St. Thomas Aquinas poured out upon the schools of

his day, invokes the presumption of identical authorship of both

kinds of knowledge, revealed and natural, not to suppress or degrade

either, but to harmonize and explain them both.

A fact that is often lost sight of, and indeed that seems again and

again to have been wittingly distorted and misrepresented, may well

be alluded to in this connection. St. Thomas, as the best representa-

tive of the truest and highest phase of the philosophy of the

mediaeval schools, was quite accustomed to treat the problems upon

which he wrote and taught by a method that would do credit to

any modern man of science. We often hear of the baseless specula-

tion, the trivial hair-splitting, the a priori argumentation of the

scholastics. We are all familiar with the samples of reasoning that

these misguided spinners and weavers of logical webs employed:

"How many angels can stand on the point of a needle?" "Is it

possible for God to substitute Himself for the devil, for an ass, for

a gourd, for a flint? If so, in what way would the gourd preach,

work miracles or be fixed to the cross ?" These and similar samples

are given to the world as a fair specimen of the scholastic doctrine

and discipline.* Any one, however, who has made any pretence of

reading such works as those that bear the name of St. Thomas, is

*And in the Prefatory Note of such a volume as Pronfs translation of

the "Cur Deus Homo?" In the Christian Classics Series.
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aware of the utter ignorance and crass stupidity that makes such a

presentation of scholasticism possible. When we are told, for

example, in a note appended to the twenty-first chapter of the

second book of St. Anselm's work that "this was one of the specula-

tions of the Schoolmen. It is assumed that angels are distinct and

isolated creations of God. They are of the same nature, but not of

one race," we can only wonder hopelessly as to where the writer of

that note obtained his knowledge of the Schoolmen and their teach-

ing. The youngest students upon the benches of the theological

class room could have put him right. Nothing of the kind is as-

sumed. The doctrine, to which the writer of the note refers so

cavalierly as "one of the speculations of the Schoolmen," flows

logically and necessarily from the conception of the angel as a

created being composed, not of matter and form, but of essence and

existence. He may well be excused his ignorance in so difficult and

so abstruse a question; but the same excuse cannot by any stretch

of charity be extended to those whose knowledge of the scholastic

work is so limited that they are able to stigmatize it as unscientific,

puerile and absurd.

In the monumental work which he has bequeathed to posterity,

the "Summa Theologiae," St. Thomas reasons wherever it is possi-

ble from actual experience and observation. He at least cannot be

blamed if his experimental data were meagre. They were as good

for his purpose, to all practical intent, as the most modem of modem
investigations, and from them he reasoned in the light of the great

metaphysical principles to conclusions that will weather all the stress

and strain of time. Until the mind of man changes, and that is to

say, until man ceases to be man, the "Summa Theolc^ae" will prove

to be the norm of theological thought. Its principles are the peren-

nial gliding principles of reason. It enshrines the tmest philosophy

and it embodies the most perfect scientific method.

In such a spirit, as I have said, the- true theologian approaches

his task of reconciliation. In such a spirit, too, the true man of

science—and by far the majority of eminent scientific men have, as

a fact, been, and are, men of this stamp—envisages the multifarious

problems set him by nature. Not, indeed, that it lies in his province

to concord his discoveries and the inferences correctly or incorrectly

drawn from them with the teaching of the Church—for to science

has not been accorded the guardianship of all truth—but rather

because, interested as he naturally may be in revelation, he at least

has no previous bias in favor of one apparent scientific truth rather

than another, and, having none, he leaves revelation, which is not

his subject, untouched in order that he may work out to their con-

clusions the actual problems which he finds before him.
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It will be found as an almost invariable rule that the great men
of sdence have not themselves been responsible for the difficulties of

reconciliation that prompt, in the first instance, the desire of a dog-

matic restatement. Some, no doubt, may be found who have added

philosophizing to investigation and speculative to the exacter and

more mathematical treatment of their subject. But, for the most

part, the popularizers of scientific results, the small philosophers of

new discoveries, are to blame for the apparent contradictions and

difficulties that so make themselves felt. For in no case can any

result of an exact science transcend the matter and material measure-

ments with which all sdence deals. To be exact sdence must be

experimental and observational; it must be formulated mathemati-

cally. And if the formulae of one department of sdence be found,

as in several instances they have been found, to hold good in others,

they are none the less formulae expressing the relations of mass,

measurement or distance and time. Even in the sdence of chem-

istry, in which time is neglected and space only beginning to enter

into the calculations, the proportional masses of bodies fixes th^

fundamental concept.

Consequently it is fairly obvious that it does not belong to exact

science, so long as it remains exact, to probe the real questions

which are so familiar in theology. And if, leaving the spatial, tem-

poral and material conditions which are its guarantee of experi-

mental accuracy, sdence attempts to formulate for itself a system of

realities, it has then and there ceased to be science and is philosophy,

and, moreover, it has no cogent scientific proof whatever to offer

for the validity of its new speculations. Such speculations, at any

rate, could never rightly lay claim to a scientific continuity, though,

in a sense, they might point to an obscurely scientific origin.

This is a point which is often forgotten or lost sight of. It is

so easy, so alluring, so entirely human, to speculate; so extra-

ordinarily difficult to practice the abnegation of methodical exact-

ness. The line separating science from philosophy is so thought-

lessly crossed and recrossed, that it is always with greatest venera-

tion and respect that we ought to look upon those geniuses of sdence

who resolutely refused to leave the noble lowliness of pure investiga-

tion for the alluring, but oftentimes perilous, heights of an imagina-

tion unfettered by the yoke that sober fact imposes.

On the other hand, such a well bestowed veneration should put

us upon our guard against those who, while professing to tread

steadily in the paths of science, in reality begfuile us with a pseudo-

sdentific philosophy.

For to these latter knowledge is not so much growing in detailed

extent as changing in nature. Old established principles of thought
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are breaking down that new forms may take their place. Venerable

arguments are being set aside as not fitted to the requirements of

the modern mind. It may be that a merely relative value is given

to the new forms of thought
; but, if it is so, in the same breath all

absolute values are swept away ; and the principles by which human
reason is governed—and we must concede human reason as it

actually is, not as it might or ought to be—by being catalogued as

relative, are rendered absolutely worthless.

But if they be wrong, these scientist-philosophers, leaving their

miscroscopes and their balances, their test tubes and their calculus,

and filling up the gaps in their data by creations of their own fertile

minds, logically enough evolved there, no doubt, if the principles

they seek to establish be granted beforehand ; if they turn from their

measures and retorts to a theoretical construction of matter, which

may represent fact as it does spatially picture it, but which undoubt-

edly leaves the only real point of the problem to be solved without

even the ghost of a solution; if they be wrong in this, then the

theologians have no need to adapt their teaching to new principles

or theories, but only to explain and unfold the old dogmatic truths

upon the old lines in the light of modem exact research, discovery

and statement.

As an example of the explanation rather than adaptation which

is urged, the treatment due to-day to almost any theological term

would suffice. Consider, for example, the word person and its mean-

ing. Has exact science in any sense caused the conception expressed

by this word to shift? It is not here a question of the etymological

changes accompanying and denoting the growth of language. When
we employ the word, even in this twentieth century, we know per-

fectly well that we do not mean a masked actor ; and if any doubt

exists as to what is the precise signification—the full extent and

content—of the word, the old philosophical definition, fitting the

root thought congenial to our minds, will easily banish it.

Has, then, modern science discovered in its researches that we,

who are persons, are anything else than "individual substances of a

rational nature?"

Doubtless we should be assailed with a storm of criticism for such

an exact definition. Atomistic philosophers and upholders of the

broader theory of evolution would come to the attack armed with

hypothesis and theory. We should be told that there is no such

thing as substance in the sense in which we employ the term; that

an individual is the aggregate result of as many individuals as there

are atoms in his composition ; that the rational nature is the outcome

of the irrational, and that, were our record of nature perfect we should

find included in it an infinity of variations and degrees of rationality.
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But it is certainly worthy of notice that not one such criticism

—

if we except, perhaps, the second—comes from a scientist speaking

formally as a man of science. They are the cavils of scientists, if

you will, but of scientists speaking as philosophers, indulging in

speculations, imagining realities and freed from all the tests of

scientific exactness. And with these Catholic theologians are

familiar, with the familiarity of long acquaintance gained by several

thousand years of recrudescent heresy.

Is it necessary, then, to accommodate dogmatic teaching to the

newer phraseology of pseudo-scientific philsophy? Would there

be any real gain in translating our terms, supposing that such a

proceeding were feasible, into their equivalents in these self-con-

fessed relative schools? If we wished to present the truths of

dogma in an easier form to the world there would undoubtedly be

such a gain, in tlie one supposition that these schools of philosophy

had caught the public ear and at the same time were radically true

or, at least, not radically false and incapable of correction. But

since it is impossible to suppose that the scholastic doctrine, say, of

matter and form, is in any real sense translatable into the chemico-

philosophical theory of physical atoms, plus their shape and position

in space and minus a substantial reality determining the resultant,

before attempting to make so radical a change in a terminology that

has crystallized around the root theological ideas and been conse-

crated by an immemorial service, it would be pertinent first of all to

examine as to which of the two theories claims with the better right

our allegiance.

It might be easy—to continue the use of the term person as our

example—to suppose that we were, as a matter of fact, no more

than aggregates of uniformly similar atoms in a perpetual state of

violent vibration, kept in order and thus relatively in place by some

such principle as the §oul. And this would doubtless hold good,

when adjusted, for all material beings. They would—^we would

—

be as it were porous; and omitting any mention of the undoubted

diiHculty of one formal principle extending itself to separated indi-

vidual atoms, the aggregate of particles, existing as such because

of the soul, would take the place of what scholastics know as materia

prima.

But the modern philosophical atomists would have us consider the

constituent atoms as already of themselves matter of a definite kind,

necessitating our labelling them substances. In this event we should

be as far from a reconciliation as ever; for we should be obliged

to look upon the human person as an accidental, rather than as a

substantial, unity.

It is quite obvious that whichever view of these two is to be trans-
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lated into the terminology of the other must undergo an extra-

ordinarily labored accommodation. No matter to what extent the

molecular particles be theoretically attenuated, they can never cease

to be of a definite material nature, possessing definite material quali-

ties and constituting in their aggregation a definite mass. From the

various activities of the resultant being certain structural, physical,

chemical, biological and internal alterations can be inferred; and,

it is conceivable, could be written down in the symbolism of atomic

formulae with an almost surprising degree of mathematical exact-

ness. It is likewise obvious that this view leaves altogether out of

account the question of the possibility of spiritual natures, since it

is unable to include them under its own specific terminology.

More than this; it is unable to explain or to refer to any of its

own formulae the immaterial functions which are manifested and

acknowledged in the case of man. The crudities of those who would

refer to thought as a secretive product of organic tissues will never

be taken seriously by the thoughtful, much though it might be desir-

able to include many, and indeed all, processes, physical and psychical

alike, in a single algebraic concept.

The mind is confronted here with a consideration which does not

have reference to degrees of organicity but to real diversity of prin-

ciple ; and, although we may well adopt everything that exact science

has had to tell us in the past and be prepared to listen with respect

to all that it may teach us in the future, we should do well to pause

before admitting too readily the extraordinarily far-reaching con-

clusions that are not seldom built upon its exact, though meagre,

data. It is well to remember that Cavendish, who first separated

the constituents of water; Liebig, whose laboratory at Giessen was

perhaps the most fertile of all in results, and Michael Faraday did

not admit any possible existence of physical atoms. For the same

reason. Sir Humphry Davy used the word "proportion," and Dr.

WoUaston "equivalent," in place of that which has now come into

general use. Sir William Ramsay warns us that "we must beware

of confusing this (the atomic) theory with the facts on which it is

founded." Indeed, though in the preparation of mere text-books

of chemistry or physics we should hardly be led to expect any very

deep philosophical considerations set before the student, there are

books in which some reference is made to the fact that the theory

is, after all, a chemical or a physical one in the strict sense of the

words, and not in any way an attempt to account for the ultimate

constitution of matter; and, if this is not the case with all text-

books, it should not be forgotten that such works are written for

the sole purpose of teaching the sciences of chemistry, or heat, or

electricity.
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When in the hands of the scientist philosophizer, the laws of pro-

portions, affinity, periodicity are exalted into an explanation of the

essential nature of matter, the beauty of the whole fabric of the

science of chemistry vanishes in an instant and shrinks into the dis-

torted semblance of a philosophy like that of Democritus or

Leucippus. The actual data will not support the theory when it

goes from an imaginative structural account of matter to a descrip-

tion of its essential nature.

Comparatively long as this discursus into a particular aspect of

transmuted science has been, it is far too brief to do anything like

full justice to the better claims of the really philosophical theory that

wisely distinguishes between the actually and the potentially existent.

But it does bring out to some extent the force of the contention that

the old explanation of the essence of material beings has had and

has nothing to fear from the advance of exact scientific learning.

It puts the fact in its true light—that philosophy must ever strive

with philosophy, that there is really no level meeting ground between

an exact science and one that, transcending all the conditions upon

which that exactness is based, professes to account for natures and

essences.

The concept which we denote by the word person has in no sense

been changed by the enlarging of the boundaries of science. That a

revived philosophy should attempt to change it only puts the hands

of the clock back some twenty-five hundred years in the history of

reason. Is it, then, the case that those who urge a reconstruction

of theological statement in the light of modern science really wish

to have dogma explained and retranslated into the terms of new or

revived philosophical systems?

While speaking of the theological term chosen as one example out

of many, I have naturally spoken of it as denoting a reasonable

rather than a revealed concept. We must have the stable and com-

mon elements of thought that are conveyed by the elements of

language before any revelation can, by combining them, make any

real impression whatever upon our understanding; unless a revela-

tion is so purely unique and personal as to be incommunicable.

And even where revelation has deepened and broadened our

native ideas by unfolding the possibilities of the radical concept, as

it has in the case of the word we have been considering and its true

signification, it has had those natural and necessary ideas as its

primitive data, else it could not have conveyed supernatural truth

to us at all, save, as I have said, as a unique, intuitive, incommuni-

cable vision.

Hence, though for the purposes of an exact theological system

as much of the full content and extent of every concept and cor-
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responding term as is possible should be gained, to teach consistently

and accurately the truth of Christ, the exact natural meaning of

words and the exact natural value of concepts is all that is required.

And with no less than this is such teaching possible.

In this, rather than in any accommodation or adaptation of the-

ology to either science or systems of philosophy, a clear statement

and a simple explanation of the perennial and unchanging natures of

things and of thoughts is to be desired.

To take refuge in the exaltation of mysticism would appear to

be as fatal as to yield without a struggle to false philosophies; for

the supernatural does not conflict with natural truth. To give

credence to every wayward theory that is proposed with any faint

shadow of a truthful consistence with observed facts is one of the

worst traits, and a vicious trait, of the modern mind ; a trait neither

scientific nor philosophical. And if the taunt that a virile science

has at length been found to combat the pretensions of an antiquated

philosophy or theology irks or shames in any way, those of us who
hold that even humanly gained truth is inviolable and unchangeable

may comfort ourselves with the reflection that as in the infancy

of philosophic thought lips babbled their crude explanations of

reality, so now, in the extreme decrepitude and decay of the philo-

sophic temper, they again babble in the halting syllables of their

childhood.

What, then, is the true attitude that churchmen should take up
with regard to science? Ought they to neglect it altogether in all

religious questions as oiiFering neither possible support nor possible

criticism? Ought our theology to be closed up in some secret part

of our mind as having nothing whatever in common with our other

knowledgfe—in something the same way that the religion of some

people is shut up by itself, away from and out of touch with the

other influences and interests of their lives? Surely not. While

remembering that the brilliant forward march of exact science has

done nothing of itself to invalidate the claims of revelation or the

truth of its teaching, we should surely not throw it over as of no

possible use to theology. But whereas upon its findings conclusions

have been raised that are in the highest degree untrustworthy and

dangerous, upon those same findings, correctly understood, ought

to be arranged and consolidated the eternal and natural verities that

are at the same time the bulwark and interpretation of God-given

truth.

Few men can acquire even a moderately comprehensive view of

their own subject from outside—^seen, as it were, in its place in the

totality of knowledge. Fewer still seem to attempt to adjust the

growing mass of exact observations to the changeless forms in which
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we all must of necessity think. It would be a real service to science

to relate it to the great comprehensive principles of sane philosophy.

It is necessary that theology should be taught in plain terms.

But the plainest terms are, after all, those that are in themselves the

truest; and they are not to be found in any pseudo-scientific phil-

osophy.

THE FRENCH ECCLESIASTICAL REVOLUTION.

T WILL be useful to record here a translation of an Inquisition

decree dated March 6, 1907

:

"The Supreme Congregation has already with the greatest

care decreed major excommunication against Joseph-Rene Vilatte.

It is related that having several times unsuccessfully tried to obtain

priestly or episcopal dignities which he ardently desired, he at last

found two heretic and schismatic men alleging themselves to be

Bishops, although not known by the Church. One of them con-

ferred the priestly, the other the episcopal, dignity on him. Vilatte

visited Rome to ask pardon and absolution, which were not granted

because it was perceived he was not sincere. Subsequently he went

so far as to presume by a sacrilegious ceremonial to consecrate as

Bishop the rebellious priest, Paul Miraglia.

"In consequence of these acts the major excommunication was

pronounced on June 13, 1900, against the pseudo-Bishop. Vilatte

being now established in Paris and unblushingly provoking a schism

by profaning Catholic worship, the Congregation of the Inquisition

deems well to renew the sentence of excommunication already pro-

nounced against the said Vilatte.

"Accordingly, let the faithful, especially priests, take care not to

participate in or favor his sacrilegious actions, lest they, too, fall

into the same situation he unfortunately occupies; let such persons

as, deceived by him, are in any manner communicating with him,

return immediately to wiser thoughts in order to escape ecclesiastical

penalties and to avoid utter ruin
!"

This charlatan had to leave the former Barnabite Chapel after

eight weeks' tenure, from Sexagesima to Easter Day, inclusive, and

to notify no function elsewhere for Low Sunday, at the instance of

the liquidator who is selling those premises. Lecturing there on

the Mass, he declared it would be more logical and conformable to

F. AVELING.

IX)ndon, England.

II.
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modern notions of what is fitting to say it in French. He was, when
he quitted Rue Legendre, unprovided with a theatre of operations.

Nothing more had been heard of the mountebank up to Pentecost

;

but the premises in the Rue Legendre were acquired at the public

auction (with consent of the Bamabite Fathers, as required by

canon law) for $145,000 by the Cardinal Archbishop of Paris, who
has transformed the chapel into the parish church of a new parish of

25,000 souls, taken from the territories of four existing parishes.

While this restoration was in progress the President of the republic

was not ashamed by decree to "disaffect" from religfious uses the

large and handsome Church of St. Peter's, in Lyons, because, on

Sunday, May 5, festival of St Philip, a Solemn High Mass was

celebrated therein by the French Ro}ralists, a political group this

year fast receiving many accessions from unexpected quarters,

which is nowise surprising, seeing what has been undone by the

republic, while all it has done of importance is to more than double

the debt and taxation.^

M. Etienne Flandin intends proposing to the Chambers a project

of proportional and equitable representation that, if adopted, would

probably go far towards introducing justice into the actual system

and making Parliament a fairly faithful image of the country, but

adoption by the present majority is an inconceivable hypothesis.

In the January number, on page 175, it is stated that Cardinal

Richard had authorized declarations by his clergy after the proposed

leases for eighteen years should be actually signed. His Eminence

lost no time in submitting to the Protestant prefect of the Seine,

M. de Selves, a draft lease of the Paris Cathedral (Notre Dame)
and the historical St. Denis Basilica. It was understood that, if

settled and signed, this contract should serve as the model to be

followed in the remaining eighty-five French dioceses. The Car-

dinal Secretary of State at the Vatican authorized these negotiations,

against his personal judgment, without any illusions as to the result,

simply to satisfy the French episcopate* and a minority in the Sacred

College.

1 A notable schismatic centre has been established at Lyons, In the parish
of Saint Georges, by its parish priest, the Abb« Soulier, who has had for
years disputes with his superiors, to whom he never submitted. On
November 4, 1902, the Cardinal Archbishop interdicted him from celebrat-

ing Mass or any ecclesiastical function, as well as from preaching- and
administering sacraments, in the parish—an ordinance conflremd on appeal
by the ConclUar Congregation on July 18, 1903. Late last year a worship
association was formed, and to it M. Soulier transferred, on December 10,

1906, the church properties. Cardinal CouUM towards the end of February
deprived him, and declared the benefice vacant.

* At their third meeting, related on page 173, two-thirds took the same
view as His Eminence; one-third were too sanguine about their project.
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M. Briand, not less determined than M. Combes to strangle the

French Church, though he puts on, when it seems expedient, velvet

gloves before acting, pursued, as the Holy Father had foreseen, the

usual tactics. Accordingly, after n^;otiations extending over three

weeks, the Prefect informed the Cardinal (in writing, on February

23) that His Eminence's proposals were inacceptable, but the gov-

ernment invited amended ones based on ministerial declarations

made in the Chamber during a stormy debate on February 19, when

M. Briand found himself forced to confess the churches were left

open in view of the truth that a parliamentary majority had "no

right to hinder millions of Catholic compatriots from practicing their

religion." The Cardinal Archbishop replied immediately that the

text of the draft submitted embodied the extreme limits of possible

concessions. His Eminence told his entourage that further negotia-

tions, it was to be feared, "would be useless, would produce no

result and would entail preoccupations alien to the true object of

archiepiscopal duty, namely, instruction of souls. We have suffi-

ciently manifested our good will, let us now have recourse to Divine

grace. The Church is not a diplcmiatic institution. Her business

is the edification of souls. Duty before everything. We shall

avail of the open churches so long as government do not oppose

our usage thereof. If they should do so, we will preach Jesus

Christ's Gospel elsewhere. It is time to resume evangelical work
freed from discussions only profitable to politicians."*

* The archiepiscopal Bemaine ReUgieuae, of Paris, March 2, says In regard
to the referendum to Mayors ordered by the episcopate: "It was, in our
view, essential for an impartial appreciation of the men and things of our
time to learn not only the intentions of the central power, <. «., the Cabinet,
in respect of the Church, but also those of local and provincial powers, i. «.,

of the forty thousand Mayors and municipal councils, who are In direct
contact with the clergy and the population. For the first time, then, not
merely some hundreds of 'representatives,' more or less faithful Interpreters
of popular win, but the people themselves have had to face a question eon-
clsely, clearly put: Do you purpose preserving your churches and seeing
that worship is freely exercised there by ministers who shall be free from
any material or moral restriction on the part of the State? And the reply
is, categorically, yes, despite hostile pressure of all kinds. This national
consultation. Incomplete as it was, has therefore had a grand result, and,
better still, a consoling result."

In Lyons Archdiocese there are seven hundred communes, but only ten
Mayors refused to contract, and baU of the total number replied uncondi-
tionally they were ready to sign. Picardy is notoriously the most religiously
indifferent province in France, possibly owing to its vicinity to England and
to several considerable HSiglish Protestant colonies; but in the North
generally the great majority of Mayors were desirous to contract. There
are exceptional cases elsewhere. At Neffles, In Montpeller Diocese, the
council refused "because the parish priest does not suit us," and the church
is closed. At Beyssac (In Correze) the Mayor replied to the invitation by
closing the church, and Mass Is said in a bam a mile away.
At Cressia, in the Jura, the Mayor refused use of the sequestrated presby-
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Earlier in the month the Bishop of Agen announced: "Failing

to arrange contracts, we shall remain as simple occupants in our

churches until expulsed." A common-sense policy now universally

adopted.

Every one at last feels time has been lost, ground surrendered

through counsels of dilatoriness and a spirit of compromise prevail-

ing, instead of prompt enthusiastic response to the first trumpet-call

last year from Rome, "Arm for fighting!" Pearls of patience and

meekness ought not to be thrown away upon "swine, lest, perhaps,

they trample them under feet and, turning, tear" would-be propiti-

ators, however well-intentioned. Less sentimental, more muscular

Christianity are wants of France. The holy war consistently

preached from the Vatican is practiced successfully as well as skill-

fully by Cardinal Merry del Val himself. That fighting Prince of

the Church has made the most of the unprecedented outrage against

international law and usage which the Qemenceau Cabinet perpe-

trated last December by seizing Papal archives and premises when
expulsing without any notice from the country the guardian, Mon-
signor Montagnini ; nor will this matter be dropped by the Catholic

powers whom His Eminence induced to intervene on behalf of the

Holy See.

On the other hand, the army has ignored the warlike Papal injunc-

tion addressed to all French Catholics. Obeying instead the Free-

mason word of command, generals, colonels, officers, privates have

everywhere been fighting seminarists, women, children or defenders

of shrines.* Military eloquence has been reserved for gasconade

tery to the parish priest. In spite of the petition of 186 out of the 180 heads

of families in his commune, claiming to retain the priest, whom the Bishop of

St. Claude took away, as the Bishops generally have done when no place to

live in could be had from hostile Mayors either refusing one absolutely or

asking exaggerated rentals for the accustomed homes now seized. Canon
Gadeune, priest of Ranches (Nord) for sixty years, resided in a presbytery

Gadenne, priest of Ranches (Nord) for sixty years, resided in a presbytery

built by himself, the taxes of which he has always paid. In the one hun-
dred and flrst year of his age he is "invited" to quit it or pay the munici-

pality $50 yearly rental for it! However, as in the case of the referendum,

the great majority of communes have granted use of presbyteries at low or

nominal rentals, or even free. At Montsanche (Nlevre) the municipality,

considering the "Incoherent state of the laws, and that no people can sub-

sist without its religion," unanimously granted use "In perpetuity" to their-

"priest, Dean Gaudry, and all his successors." In Nancy Diocese two hun-
dred municipalities (one-third of the total number) granted their presby-

teries free, but the Prefect arbitrarily quashed all these grants, although
M. Briand declared In the Chamber on February 19 Prefects are not in law
entitled to annul mayoral contracts. The Mayor of Bolssy de Cutte
(S. et O.) offered the priest his presbytery for a franc per day, payable
weekly In advance to the village policeman.

* In the two Departments of Nord and Pas de Calais alone the doors, etc.,

of one hundred churches or sacristies were burst or blown open In Novem-
ber to take inventories, those operations being protected by mobilisation of
10,000 troops. The expense amounted to $40,000, which taxpayers had to-

pay.

Digitized by
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in the casernes about an impracticable revanche, and illusory con-

quests of territory where Catholics, being free and favored, are

to-day contented under an unsought for rule providentially given

them a generation ago. When Napoleon III. had followed his

army into that same territory on his road "to Berlin," General

Trochu, in Paris, assured the Empress Eugenie, hand on his heart,

that his "last drop of blood," whenever occasion arose, would be

shed in her defense. Very soon the Empress appealed to this

chivalrous champion for protection against the furious mob outside

the Tuileries. The general excused himself; it would not do for

him, in his position, to stir a finger. The lonely sovereign had to

seek in the street herself a fiacre, and drive to the American dentist,

Dr. Evans, at the hospitable mansion in the (then) Avenue de

rimperatrice.*

The one bright feature in the general situation is that the declara-

tion repeal bill has, after incomprehensible delays, become law, being

finally voted by the Chamber on March 27 in the form adopted by

the Senate. Its text will be found on page 171 (striking out the

three words, "at any hour," which the Senators sagaciously refused

absolutely to accept). This bill, No. 4, and its predecessor, No. 3
(the law of January 2, 1907), now enable the French clergy to

freely use the open churches as hitherto (until mid-December next),

notwithstanding the separation law of 1905, which forbids their

doing this, and notwithstanding the ministerial declaration at the

opening of the paraliamentary session on November 5, 1906, whereby

AI. Clemenceau engaged : "We shall apply the separation law with-

out weakness, in the whole of its dispositions; and should it appear

to us that the penalties established are insufficient (1. e., to compel

compliance with all its requirements) we shall not hesitate to pro-

pose additional ones." Very tall talk ; and a long climb down within

five months ! Thanks to the brute forces of soldiers, police, officers,

guns and dynamite, the persecutors have secured, so far, sacril^ous

possession of ecclesiastical properties now valued by M. Briand as

s While dressing for a small dinner party he Intended giving (Mrs. Evans
being at the seaside), the doctor was informed a lady in mourning urgently
-wished to see him. "Have I not often said I can only see ladles at the con-
sultation rooms?" "Tes, sir; but this lady's air Is such that I dared not
refuse to announce her." "Well, let her write on this scrap what her
business is." The lady scribbled something, folded the paper, and the valet
took it up-stalrs. Not long afterwards, Mrs. Evans' wardrobe having been
hurriedly requisitioned for necessary articles, and the doctor's friend, Mr.
Drexel, having replaced him as host at the table. Empress and dentist were
driving in a closed carriage and pair to Pontoise railway station, where
train was taken for Dieppe. There Sir John Burgoyne's yacht, which for-
tunately happened to be in harbor, received the distinguished fugitive, who,
in her dire extremity, had been thrown over by "the General with a plan."
Generals of to-day have followed the lead.
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productive of a hundred million dollars yearly. They liave, it is

true, also seized, thanks to those material forces at their beck and

call, nearly fifty thousand edifices, but are now discovering these are

mostly white elephants.

Catholics "without juridical title," pronounced to be "simple occu-

pants" pro tern., and at the pleasure of anti-Christian Ministers and

bloc, are certainly unlikely to put their hands in their pockets or draw

largs checks to defray repairs of those edifices. The up-keep of the

Cathedral of Notre Dame de Paris alone costs from $12,000 to

$16,000 yearly. It is estimated repairs of all the national churches

cost ten million dollars yearly. The clergy have now no funds for

such expenses. The budget of worships being suppressed, they

have been deprived furthermore of some seven or eight million

dollars yearly for most meagre and modest stipends, and now look

only to the faithful for wherewith to live. Neither will Providence

fail His servants.*

All the surrenders grudgingly made by the Ministry are attribut-

able (under the same unfailing providence of what is necessary) to

the fighting policy urged from Rome and pursued by the parlia-

mentary minority and by the faithful in provinces where (unlike lax

Picardy) religion is esteemed.

Monsignor Pechenard, the distinguished and scholarly rector of

the Catholic Institute in Paris for several years, now Bishop ot

Soissons, shortly after his consecration, in a letter to the chapter last

January, affirmed "the devastation of the Christian vineyard was

—

fera singularis devastavit earn—the work of a ferocious beast, unique

of its kind, predicted in the Apocalypse, and whose mark will shortly

have to be in the hand of every buyer or seller." The contest be-

tween that repulsive Masonic goat and the Bride of the Lamb must

be fought to a finish, in Parliament, the chancelleries, the law courts,

the press, the streets—if anti-Christ is not to trample order, the

family, civilization, as well as religion, under insupportable unclean

hoofs.

Between such natural enemies, for whom there can be no via

media, three noteworthy struggles in progress, diplomatically or

legally, appeal to foreign Catholic hearts, viz., sequestrations of the

Irish College in Paris, the Montmartre Church of the Sacred Heart,

the Grotto and Sanctuaries of Lourdes.

• The Holy F&ther has not only refused any Peter's Pence from France,
but Is assisting the French dersy. The education budget voted InDecember
last amounted to $42,000,000, or about six times as much as the suppressed
budget for religion. This secular instruction, unlllumlned by any "heavenly
lights," Is that given exclusively now by what M. Ghiiry, academy inspector,

In February told a congress of teachers Is "the Qodless school, a title flung

at us, but which we claim as a title of honor, a title expressing the reason

for our establishment and a part ot our programmaL"
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That the Masonically engineered entente cordiale, a rather frail

and sickly exotic, might not suffer chill, Lord Lansdowne left in the

lurch the English Benedictine Congregation, who naively dreamed

of the British Lion procuring justice for their Douay College and

properties, if not immunity from dispersion under the associations

law of 1901. But just now the Irish race and votes are highly

esteemed in Downing street, so it is highly probable that MM.
Qemenceau, Briand and the bloc will, before autumn, be taught

through the British Foreign Office and the Paris Embassy some

needful lessons in settling knotty questions arising out of their pro-

posed confiscation of the college in Rue des Irlandais, Paris.

In the Rue des Carmes (No. 14) is still to be seen the chapel of

the Lombard College, built for Irish ecclesiastical students forced

to quit Ireland by the various persecutions of the Royal Tudor Blue-

beard, his illegitimate daughter and the regicide Cromwell. The
French monarch, by letters patent in 1672, authorized its constitu-

tion as a corporate body, and a century later Dr. Lawrence Kelly,

its rector, by royal permission, acquired for a larger seminary the

considerable additional freehold property in the Rue des Irlandais,

from the first destined and used for seminarists, the Lombard Col-

lege (now leased to a Catholic workmen's club) being reserved for

priests. When the sequestration period arrived there were seventy

Irish seminarists in this Irish College, under the charge of Irish

Vincentian Fathers, directed by the Irish episcopate and perfectly

independent of the French Church, State or public, being maintained

by Irish foundations. During three centuries the successive French

Governments have recognized and protected the important estab-

lishment. The existing government want to sell what they have

claimed so unjustifiably to seize, viz., the valuable freehold and

invested "foundations," converting the proceeds into three per cent

rente, and creating bourses (scholarships) therewith for English,

Scotch and Irish seminarists (nominated by the British Embassy)

who will follow their theological course in France, where the few

Catholic institutions still available to such students are threatened

with final suppression sooner or later. The difficulties under which

seminaries suppressed and reconstituted labor are explained further

on in this paper.

Unnecessary is it to enumerate the manifold absurdities of this

fantastic scheme.^ It is energetically opposed by the present Am-

1 The thbnble-rig game played by these conflscators, once the P. (for

product) Is in their hands, was, shortly before Easter, exposed in the cirtl

tribunal at Lorlent, where Madame Glotin, a widow, sued and obtained
Juderment against the official sequestrator of a considerable sum she had
paid to the Church fabrique at Merville for Masses of requiem that have
ceased to be said since the December seizures in that parish, althoug'h when
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bassador of the Protestant State that is (originally) responsible for

the formation of an Irish College on French soil! Sir Francis

Bertie told Monsignor Montagnini, referring to it before the Papal

guardian of archives was expulsed (last December) : "I said to

M. Pichou (the French Foreign Minister) Great Britain never al-

lowed, never will allow, British subjects to be despoiled with im-

punity in any part of the globe." After the expulsion and the out-

rage against international law as well as against diplomatic manners,

the envoy of another Protestant State (Holland), Chevalier Stuers,

remarked : "This may astonish civilized folks, but what better can

be expected from such duffers {muAes) ?" The same outspoken

diplomatist truly said to Mgr. Montagnini the French Catholics were

"fighting not only for the Pope, but for Christianity."

On December 13, 1906, an order of the Protestant Prefect of the

Seine nominated a sequestrator of the Sacred Heart Basilica at

Montmartre, Paris, as forming part of the ecclesiastical properties

of the archbishopric, and the diicial designated at once notified

tenants of dependent buildings to pay their rentals on January i to

him. The Church has long been coveted by the Grand Orient, but

the will of the lodges has not, up to now, been decided and indicated

to the obedient Cabinet. In December, 1870, two Parisians who had

fled to Poitiers made a vow there to cause a national church dedi-

cated to the Sacred Heart to be built, that the calamitous war, then

at its worst stage, might cease. Several Bishops approved the

project, the Pope assented, a subscription list was started and the

work, constituted thus by private initiative, began in the early months

of 1871, Paris being chosen as headquarters of the undertaking,

which the Archbishop, Mg^r. Guibert, approved in the January fol-

lowing. Four years later His Grace became its president, and on

March 5, 1873, addressed a letter to the Minister of Worships,

which was submitted during the parliamentary session to the Cham-
bers with a project of law that was discussed during two days, voted

on July 24 and promulgated as law July 31, 1873, as follows:

"Art. 1. The construction of a church on the hill of Montmartre

conformably to the demand made by the Archbishop of Paris in his

letter of March 5, 1873, to the Minister of Worships is decreed to

be of public utility. This church, which shall be constructed exdu-

the money -was paid taxation upon It was also paid to the proper ofiDclal

bureau In order to legalize the transaction; so that to levy that tax and
then lay hands on the whole fund taxed Is, In the words of Canon Mincil,

of Rhelms, simple robbery. The sequestrator's defense was merely the

legal quibble that he was Incompetent to plead In an action which could

only In law be brougrht after all the property sequestrated should be handed
over to benevolent uses. This, although the Oovemment has declared no
moneys destined for such pious uses should be handed over to any one for

any purpose; all such are to be "reserved."
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sively with funds provided by subscriptions, will, in perpetuity, be

used for exercising public Catholic worship. Art. 2. The site shall

be settled by the Archbishop of Paris in concert with the Prefect of

the Seine. Art 3. The Archbishop of Paris, for himself and his

successors, shall substitute themselves for and take on themselves

all administrative rights and obligations, and are hereby authorized

to acquire the ground requisite for constructing the church, with its

dependencies, either by private treaty or, if necessary, by expropria-

Thus the work of the national vow to the Sacred Heart of Jesus

was legally declared to be of public utility.

The land necessary was acquired solely by means of public and

private subscriptions, gathered from probably every country in the

world as well as from French citizens. On the faith of this law eight

million dollars were collected and expended on the vast temple and

the land, every subscriber reckoning on . that perpetual use for

Catholic worship of this church which the Republican Legislature in

Article i had guaranteed. The work has always been kept inde-

pendent of the archiepiscopal properties, among which the Prefecture

seeks to include it. Appeal against the iniquitous sequestration was,

after the Christmas holidays, made to the Council of State and other

proceedings were also taken in the Tribunal of the Seine.

Many readers of this Review have made the pilgrimage to

Lourdes once or oftener. All must have at least read Henry Las-

serre's delightful classic, "Our Lady of Lourdes," a book that has

had a much greater circulation than any volume (excepting the

Bible) published in any country last century, and that is printed in

some eighty languages.

Universal satisfaction was experienced when it became known
that on November 25, 1906, some three weeks before the operation

of the separation law of 1905, a lease was signed before notaries

between the Bishop of Tarbes and the Count Etienne de Beauchamp,

Mayor of Morthemer, departmental councillor of Vienne, and presi-

dent (these many years) of the corps of brancardiers, or litter-

bearers who take the infirm and sick daily to and from the Grotto;

the lessee to have uncontrolled possession of the Grotto and gfrounds

for periods of three, six or nine years (customary periods in French

leases), at his option, at an anual rental of $1,300. The basilica,

crypt and Rosary Church, by Papal directions, are not included in

the property leased, but, of course, access to them can only be had

through grounds leased to the Count, who can exclude whom he

pleases. Nevertheless, before Christmas a sequestrator was nomi-

nated and sequestration notice was served. The Count is wealthy

and will contest his rights to the last.

tion.
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French judgments about their compatriots, the causes of the

lamentable situation and its probable future are more interesting

than are the views of foreigners. Here, then, are some observations

from lay native authorities on such questions : "The present perse-

cution is a Divine chastisement. Blind indeed is the man who
cannot see this. Sad to acknowledge, it is true to say that, like to

some fallen great ancestral house, France lives only on her andent

reputation. In name the eldest daughter of the Church and a Chris-

tian nation, she is really scarcely one or the other. Where are the

true Christians whose actions correspond to their faith? They are

an elite, and every elite is a small body. The g^eat mass of Chris-

tians set foot inside a church for baptism, First Communion, mar-

riage, burials only. They are indifferent, forgetful, degenerate

Catholics, without regard to either the law of Sunday observance

or that of Easter duties. Business, amusements constitute in two

words their ideal and represent their life. Practically they ignore

God, Jesus Christ, the Church. Such, I am bound to say, is a great

part of what we style 'Christian France'—a mere shadow of itself in

the past. This being so, how could the Almighty, who chastises

in order to enlighten and cure, refrain from permitting to sweep

over the land this purifying wave of persecution? The illustrious

St. Cyprian of Carthage in the third century hoped for a persecu-

tion to awaken his 'sleeping faithful,' many of whom were frequent

or daily communicants ; and would not that martyred Bishop, did he

appear among us, far more earnestly desire a wind of persecution

to rouse from mortal lethargy innumerable French Catholics all but

dead, without faith or Christian life?" (M. de Bonneval.)

Compare these denunciations with the following eminently pru-

dent, faithful and acute criticisms of the distinguished lay sociologue,

the Catholic author of "Jewish France." He writes of his country

:

"Every one tries to discover the cause of these evils in his own
way. It is the incomprehensible baseness of our generals, says one,

which has lost everything. Another says, it is our principal mis-

fortune to have had no true parliamentary opposition. Others

charge the education given to our youths by the congregations with

failure to produce the results expected. Public opinion is strongly

impressed by the contrast between the very real sufferings of our

clergy and the luxurious, pleasant lives led by a section of our aris-

tocracy. The real cause of our evils is, in my opinion, that our race

is used up. Not only are beliefs weakened, but the characters and

temperaments wherein they were sown are weakened. We are told

in the Gospel parable of the seed lost among stones and weeds, how
the Word of God is choked and stifled by the cares and pleasures of

this life. During two decades the Jesuits have had the education
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of the yonth of the aristocracy and upper middle class ; but instead

of therefore being now masters in France, they are treated as pariahs,

not as French citizens. Their colleges are shut, their communities

dispersed. Profoundly unjust would it be to deny that many who
were formed in those establishments are among our best and most

devout; still, it is incontestable these instructors, incomparable in

certain respects, have not produced a strong generation, prepared

for every sacrifice, ready to dare and do everything to ensure the

triumph of their ideas. If you broach these questions with the

religious they will tell you all that is true, but they had not the right

sort of stuff to work on. It is quite certain, at any rate, they never

taught their pupils 'Don't trouble about the crimes, scandals and

cowardly acts that dishonor your country; infamies committed

against everything Giristian, everything inspired by love for Christ,

who died for you, are no concerns of yours. AH you need think of

is how to amuse yourself, how to get the best places in the fashion-

able theatre of the day to see the piece of the season.' The fact is,

the religious did their best to turn out a courageous and resolute

generation. Others did their best. Everything has failed."

The same experienced observer, contrasting his decadent con-

temporaries with their predecessors of the days of Montalembert,

Gratry, Gaume, de Raviguan, Veuillot, Berryer, Lamoriciere, says:

"I suppose traces of character, manliness, firmness are not to be

expected in the magistrature now, nor in the parliamentary worlds

any more than in the army. Nothing is more instructive than the

feebleness, the sterility of our so-called republican regfime, which

has nothing republican about it beyond the name. Base, contempti-

ble oligarchy as it really is, directed by a syndicate of Jews and

Freemasons. This regime has so demoralized, corrupted, perverted

the country by numberless scandals, by the spectacle of robbery,

conspiracy, deception, practically become inherent to our customs

and institutions, that the notions of forty years ago are completely

altered. The question of public or private morality has no longer

importance or meaning. Formerly had an African compaigner been

ordered to attack, in time of peace, seminary or convent, he would

have ang^ly said his business was to defend his country, not to do

such dirty work. Now, officers who have had better Qiristian

training than that blunt African veteran, and who on occasions

approach the sacraments, obey without a frown Masonic commands
that are outrages on their faith. There is an atrocious irony about

our times when ever\ thing done for the best has turned out for the

worst; and to point this out from time to time is the only earthly

consolation left to us unfortunate writers for persevering, indefati-

gable labors, for courageous and devoted efforts in the good cause."
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A highly competent authority on Freemasonry, M. Paul Nour-

risson, in a conference at Paris in February, complained: "How
often among Catholics do we hear it said, 'Oh, the Freemasons won't

do this; they don't dare,' and then every one goes quietly to bed.

It is a woful mistake. Our enemies have an end in view and will

go on until they reach it. They may pause now and again to give

us time to calm down, but presently a fresh wave will come to sweep

us under it. Let us not say Providence will save us. God does not

owe any miracles to us. It is for us to labor at our salvation and

our country's salvation. Giod once did for France what He never

did for any other nation, but then it was to favor a Joan of Arc.

Are we to-day worthy of like Providential help? We ought to take

action upon every ground, the religious, the social, the commercial

;

bearing in mind the admirable reply Joan made to her judges'

question why she did not negotiate with the enemy instead of giving

him battle, 'Because,' said Joan of Arc, 'I knew I could only get

peace at the point of the lance.' It is at the lance's point we, too,

are bound to reconquer peace for ourselves, liberty and independence

for our holy religion."

It is not exaggerating to say that if such counsellors as I have

quoted had been listened to and followed, there would have been no

"ecclesiastical" legislation since 1901. The opposition and the gov-

ernmental party voters are within about a quarter of a million equal

in their total numbers in the whole country ; and it is said—no doubt

with some truth—the scale is weighted on the wrong side by the

603,566 functionaries and employes of State, departments and com-

munes.

If Providential interposition to do what is the duty of Catholics

themselves need not be hoped for, yet unexpected judgments have

already befallen the hapless nation, others are in store for it.

On December 1 1 last the guardian of Papal archives in Paris was

arrested, then conducted to the Italian frontier, which he crossed

next morning on his way to Rome, where, on the day of Monsignor

Montagnini's arrest, the guardian of the French Government arch-

ives in the Eternal City, M. Arnoux, had breathed his last His

papers were placed under seal by the French Embassy to the Quirinal

about the same hour (on December 11) as the seals were being

placed in Paris on Monsignor Montagnini's papers, and his corpse

passed by the free prelate on the same Italian railway line on its

way to the French capital.

Exactly three months passed. The last seventeen naval chaplains

remaining of that body of priests—suppressed by a gradual process

of extinction a few years ago, but whose term not being arrived, had

been unexpectedly anticipated by sudden ministerial decree—com-
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pleted their service and finally quitted fleet and dockyards in the

afternoon of March 11. Accordingly, for the first time the French

navy began the day of March 12, festival of the Pope St. Gregory

the Great, without a single ecclesiastic or a single Mass. Immedi-

ately after the midday meal there occurred the sudden destruction

of the Jena and 1 10 officers and seamen, a score of whom were so

utterly consumed that no trace or particle whatever of them or their

dress could be discovered.

These Divine warnings and punishments are commonly unheeded

by the men who provoke them, however remarkable or awful they

are. Hence it was not surprising to Christians of experience that

strict orders were given by ministerial direction not to admit any

priest to the naval hospital in Toulon, where the injured seamen and

officers lay, unless indeed the wounded man expressly asked for one.

Mr. Thomson—Freemason, Protestant and married to a Jewess

—

who is Minister of Marine, sent like orders to Rennes, in Brittany,

where a Solemn Requiem for the dead sailors, many of whom were

Bretons, was sung in the Cathedral on the 21st, prohibiting (at mid-

night preceding the function) the attendance at this Mass of any

officer, seaman or official even in a private capacity.

On the day of the funeral in Toulon, the i6th March, after Mass
in the crowded church the burial ceremonies were celebrated in the

principal square, where the Prefecture stands (the Place d'Armes),

and where a kiosque had been erected in its centre, by the Bishop,

assisted by all the parochial clergy. The imposing function, which

lasted an hour, was attended by naval representatives of England,

Germany, Russia, the consuls of all foreign States having consulates

in Toulon and delegations from municipalities of the city, of Mar-
seilles and of most places in the department. The absolution having

been given by the Bishop (of Frejus) and the coffins blessed, the

cortege then started for the arsenal, and not until then did the Naval

Prefect, the President of the Republic, the Premier, Qemenceau;
the Ministers of War and Marine, the Vice Presidents of Senate and

Chamber and the delegations from both, who had arrived from Paris

the even before, make their appearance! The President Fallieres'

wife and daughter attend Sunday Mass, but he (like most of his

predecessors) never hears one. The writer already quoted in regard

to decadence of his countrymen, remarks : "This cousin of a Bishop,

this hypocrite who surpasses in ignominy Loubet himself, affects not

to be able to cross the porch of a church where the dead are prayed

for. These naval officers, who used to be pictured as lofty and noble

characters, accept humbly all this. Such obedience is perhaps more
alarming in view of the future than the revolt of workingmen who,

braving authority by striking, show that at least there is blood in
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their veins. By follies inconceivable, by insanities more contempti-

ble, degrading and repugnant than any of their other acts, our gov-

ernors are striving to the utmost to weaken our last supreme

strength, to extinguish the very last flame. A day or two after one

of those catastrophes that usually elevate and purify mankind

through the involuntary meditations inspired by death, especially

when tragical, these scoundrels prevent the priest from approaching

these Breton seamen who, like our fathers, are Christians, as Chris-

tian as they are French. It is utter folly to suppose a people given

over to such anarchy can exercise any action or influence, or count

for anything whatever in the universe."

However, it is cheering to know Christians in Paris did not follow

the lead of politicians in Toulon on Holy Thursday and Easter Sun-

day, when all the churdies of the capital were magnificently adorned

and crowded with worshipers. Many carriages drove from one to

another before it was possible for their occupants to squeeze them-

selves past the thresholds. The parochial clergy are able to record

numerous unexpected conversions or returns to the practice of

religious duties, which they not unreasonably attribute to the eflfect

produced on the average human mind and heart by the unscrupulous

persecutions that distinguish this century, for which better things are

still hoped by more sanguine persons than the present writer.

The most edifying feature in the Easter devotions was ths spec-

tacle (which must have been a profitable object lesson to the thought-

ful) of male communicants in thousands at Notre Dame. Another,

that all Paris churches were almost as crowded at afternoon Vespers

as in the morning. Another surprise was the increased numbers

over last year's records. Yet worshipers at the Madeleine, the Trin-

ity, St. Augustine's, St. Roch, St. Philippe du Roule, St Louis

d'Autin, St. Germain I'Auxerrois or even St. Vincent de Paul (all

profusely decorated florally and provided with customary magnifi-

cent music) are not classes that must bear the brunt of the persecu-

tion. Wealthy or well-to-do people in Paris can and will help them-

selves to get what they desire, let governments (who seldom venture

to interfere much with the upper ten anywhere) do their worst. It

is the majority, i. e., those with slender means, the poor, the helpless

(such as conscript youth driven out of seminaries and wounded
sailors), especially in country places or provincial towns, who are

at the mercy of unscrupulous demagogies attained to the temporary

dignity of law-makers as rewards for their successful careers of pro-

fessors of zeal for toilers. Not ecclesiastics attached to fashionable

churches, but the rural clergy, that peasant clergy which is the back-

bone of the French Church, and dispersed religious of the smaller

congregations, are now silently enduring miseries that, if known.
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must excite unmeasured indignation in the Protestant and Moham-
medan worlds. For instance : At a small commune of Aube, where

there is no resident priest, a pauper died whose daughter asked the

priest of a neighboring commune what the fees would be for re-

ligious burial. "You have nothing to pay." At the hour and on

the day fixed this priest presented himself, after a six-mile walk, to

the weeping woman, who told him the Mayor having vowed the

commune should not pay for coffin or bearers if the body entered a

church, there must be a civil interment, the family being penniless.

The sudden death on the eve of Passion Sunday of the parish priest

at Manthelon (Tours diocese), who, a sufferer from heart disease,

received then a notice to quit his presbytery on the Monday, is

another case of mayoral brutality. On Good Friday a man of

seventy died at Liffre, a commune near Rennes of 3,000 inhabitants,

after refusing the sacraments. The priest accordingly refused

Qiristian burial and was surprised on Easter Monday to see a funeral

cortege, including Mayor and his deputies, enter the church with

what turned out to be the old anti-clerical's corpse. He protested,

some one cried, "This belongs to us ; we can sleep here if we like,"

and the Mayor ordered one mourner to recite the rosary, another to

toll the bell, saying to the priest, "If you won't do your duty, I will

do mine." Consequent on this sacrilege the Archbishop, from Low
Sunday (when three Low Masses were said), has suspended public

worship in Liffre, one vicar being left in an adjoining commune for

emergencies ; the other and the parish priest are removed away.

When the three priests left the church 1,200 persons awaiting

outside escorted them to the railway station, dianting hymns and

aying "Vive Jesus Christ! Vive la Republique!" The Abbe
Imblet, one of the vicars, with much feeling thanked the Catholics

in the commune for their welcome spontaneous demonstration. After

the train left with parish priest and vicars, the procession and its

flag-bearers betook themselves to the Mayor's house, to manifest in

other fashion. At the solicitation of the municipality the Bishop

consented to raise this interdict and the church was reopened a fort-

night afterwards.

The Mayor very soon afterwards thought it prudent to resign

crfBce. And in Angers diocese, the parish priest of Champ refusing

to lease his presbytery on the terms fixed by the municipality, and

threatening to quit the commune, a formidable popular demonstra-

tion resulted, during which the Mayor, despite his seventy years, was

hustled, struck and was himself turned out of (his own) doors.

Some time ago the Mayor of Lens, in the Nord, having prohibited

"religious demonstrations" on public roads, a priest dared, notwith-

standing, to go on foot vested to a house where a corpse awaited
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burial with religious rites, and was prosecuted, but was acquitted

by the local tribunal. The righteous decision being appealed against,

was, in tlie last week oi April, quashed by the high Court of Cassa-

tion.

Thus it is now declared to be illegal for the poor (because they

cannot afford the expense of a carriage funeral) to have their dead

escorted religiously to a cemetery in the land of equality! In the

same land of liberty, in the same week. Colonel Septans, an "officer

in reserve," was "suspended for a year" from his functions by the

War Minister, General Picquart, for the offense of attending a Cath-

olic demonstration protesting against the expulsion of his diocesan

Bishop from the episcopal residence. This officer early last year

retired into civil life after forty-two years' military service and an

experience of many campaigns.

Twenty-seven Ursuline nuns at Nantes early in March were pros-

ecuted there and condemned to pay fines amounting to $85 for the

offense of obstinately persisting to live together as a religious com-

munity in what the prosecution and the judge admitted to be legally

their own house, built long ago out of their own resources upon their

own freehold land. This, although they had, as required by the law

of 1901, ceased to carry on a school or to teach, which they were

legally authorized in last century to do. They must, to obey the law

in 1907, become homeless, though several are infirm or bedridden!

Out of the 130,000 religious women dispersed a large proportion are

absolutely penniless and friendless. Few indeed know anything of

the world into which they are thus brutally flung. Legislation by

African savages could scarcely be more barbarous at this time of

day.*

The appeals against their dissolution and dispersion, which had

been ordered in July, 1904 («. e., nearly three years ago), by decrees

of the Minister of Interior under Combes—of the Congregation

"Daughters of the Cross" and other congregations combining teach-

ing with the boarding of "paying guests"—have at last been pro-

nounced upon by the Council of State. This supreme tribunal an-

nuls the decrees in question on the ground that the appellants prior

to 1903 had ceased to teach, and there is no law to prevent their

carrying on, as they were doing solely in 1904, the business of receiv-

» The same legal tribunal (correctional) at Marseilles, some weeks later,

acquitted twelve defendants accused of reconstituting as a "free school"

the boarding school in the Rue Hozler, which they used (prior to dissolu-

tion) to carry on together as the school of their religious congregation.

The court found that the defendants, although formerly members of a dis-

solved congrregatlon, could not be deemed to have reconstituted it from the

mere fact of living together to teach. Here Is "Incoherence" between the

two courts.
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ing into their houses females of any age under the conditions laid

down by their statutes.

The serious losses of Sisters, houses and means sustained by the

congregations so illegally scattered and partially ruined, in particular,

as I can testify, by the Filles de la Croix, of Treguier; Loudeac,

Nagour and Guingamp, will not be recouped by M. Combes nor by

his Minister of Interior nor by Clemenceau & Co.

This decision is, nevertheless, so far satisfactory ; but, in the case

of the Nantes Ursulines, who were so shortly before fined for daring

to live together, teaching had been long given up, and unless their

sentence be quashed the "incoherence" follows that religious may
live together in their own house in the land of liberty, equality,

fraternity only if they take in boarders; otherwise they must quit

their country to live together ! The boarders may be children, but

cannot be taught

!

The deplorable results of this persecution upon children of the

struggling classes can be realized from a letter addressed in April

25 by the Bishop of Nancy to M. de Marcere, Senator and president

of the French Patriotic League. Mgr. Turinaz says: "I applaud

with niy whole soul the contest waged by you and your friends

against the perverters of children and youth in our country. It is

impossible, I will not say for believers in any religious body, but for

any man imbued with those principles, wanting which society and

nations perish in dishonor, in bloodshed and in the gfutter, to tolerate

any longer the flagrant, impudent and perhaps soon to be universal

violation of the professed neutrality of our sdiools. For large num-
bers of the masters and mistresses are now attacking and outraging

not alone religious doctrines, but the great fundamental truths called

by Cicero 'the patrimony of mankind ;' the existence of God and the

soul, the superiority of man over the unreasoning animal, his free-

dom and consequent responsibility, the essential distinction between

truth and error, good and evil ; all the living forces of our country

in this present time, all its lofty, noble traditions in the past. There

are in certain villages schoolmasters, and even schoolmistresses yet

more unworthy and contemptible, who not merely inculcate envy,

hatred, the setting class against class in social life and socialistic

dreams, but have introduced the promiscuous mingling together of

boys and girls of ten, eleven, twelve years on the same school

benches. In one such school in a thoroughly Christian parish of my
diocese the father of a child induced the Mayor to visit the school

with him and rebuke the master for doing this. The answer they

received was, 'Your beasts are well enough placed so in your stables.'

These disgraceful words are a revelation, I might say a prog^ramme

;

for to bestiality do such masters seek to drive the French people.
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Your appeal and organization deserve national gratitude. Jointly

with your League, in which Catholics should take a large part, there

should be a great league of all faithful men, all true liberals, all

honest folk against the perverters of childhood and youth."

Many expulsed religious who have established themselves in Eng-

land are conducting boarding schools there for children whose par-

ents caimot bear to expose them to the new dangers besetting French

youth in their own country. To part with their children for long

periods thus is grievous sorrow to a French father and mother.

Family and home life are cherished in France far more strongly

than in England, where it is a common practice to send young peof^e

during several years away from the parental circle. Not so in

France. But now the French Catholic parent feds that to preserve

the faith and purity of his child he must send her across the frontier

or the Channel. Accordingly, numerous Ursuline nuns, whose

speciality has long been teaching for classes of limited means, have

opened several boarding schools in England that are exclusively

places of refuge for their expulsed Sisters and for French children,

whose parents (in many cases barely able hitherto to make both ends

meet) are thus forced to suffer other painful and arduous sacrifices

by the tyrants who boast of and glorify "ancestral" precursors

—

Robespierre, Danton, Marat, et hoc genus omne.

In a report to Rome, which will appear in the White Book now
preparing at the Vatican in full, by Mgr. Montagnini the prelate

says: "The masses are not hostile to the Church; they are even

sympathetic to a certain extent with us. In the provinces, in the

North, Brittany, the Lozere, in Auvergne, Normandy, the people

are believing; in Beauce, Champagne, Burgundy, indifferent; in

country places generally the population are practical Catholics, less

so in towns, still less so in manufacturing centres. Generally relig-

ious instruction is deplorable, Catholics are disunited, and the ma-

jority of practical Catholics belong to the aristocratic and well-to-do

middle classes; though just now the freethinking wind appears

sweeping the latter class away. Protestantism and its propaganda

are spreading. Eleven per cent, of the magistracy are Protestant.

In the Menilmontant quarter of Parish sixty per cent, of the chil-

dren are unbaptized. The catechism is taught in Paris in rather a

routine way, and instruction in it is so fragile that after First Com-
munion the child forgets what principles he had been taught."

The Bishop of Digne, which is the poorest French diocese, writes

when acknowledging a remittance in aid : "I have a modest second

floor, no valet, only an old general female servant, and live economi-

cally. My priests astonish one by their poverty and self-denial.

Were I to indulge in anything not necessary it would have to be at
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their expense. You should see an average presbytery. Two dollars

quarterly is not, for many of them, an unusual rent. Several occu-

pants of such dwellings have had to quit theirs because the roof gave

way or the rain came in, though in their hamlets of fifty or sixty

people no other quarters could be had. Some parishes are half the

year under snow, storms being so violent that weeks sometimes pass

without anybody communicating with the outside world. Pec^le

and priest must provide a store for the whole winter and make thetr

own bread. Fortunately my clergy are industrious ; they are accus-

tomed to be content with little. One lives on $60 a year, giving

for good works the rest of his stipend. Another does not trouble

about the future, for, he says, his honorarium of a franc for Mass

and another daily franc earned by his sister for working outside

are enough for them. Some earn their bread by repairing dodcs or

watches or making beehives; others make knitted articles, work on

the land or live by agriculture."

A Catholic association that has been formed is occupied in pro-

curing necessary teaching or finding congenial work for clergy who
may need thus to eke out grants which the Bishops may be enabled

to make from proceeds of the fund they have organized, Denier du
Culte, or worship penny. Still only priests who had been used to

some handicraft of their father's, or to field and stable, before enter-

ing the Little Seminary, are likely to earn money by manual labor,

which anyhow can be but a makeshift, a very temporary expedient

to keep the wolf from the door. It is idle to quote St. Paul's

determination to be "chargeable to no man" or his testimony that he

and St. Timothy "in labor and in toil worked night and day, lest we
should be chargeable to any of you," for he was an Apostle, his

"beloved son" a Bishop. Neither saint was a parish priest. And
the same extraordinary Apostle repeatedly affirmed that he had for

an extraordinary purpose refrained frcxn using the power and right

he possessed, as do all parish priests possess it, since "the Lord
ordained that they who preach the Gospel should live by the

Gospel"—not by plowing, sowing, knitting or mending old shoes.

Had the dispersed congregations kept steadily in mind the policy of

the wise maxim, "every man to his own trade," it is highly ques-

tionable whether the Bloc and Grand Orient could have succeeded

in enlisting enough of an acquiescent spirit in French public opinioa

to enable them to carry the associations law of 1901.

In Digne the despoilers could have got little or nothing. Let us

see what they secured in two other dioceses. At Nancy the French

rente devoted to pious uses that is confiscated represents a yearly

revenue of $22,000, not reckoning rente devoted to charities or

other uses, nor lands and buildings also "sequestrated."
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In Orleans, besides the Bishop's palace, Monsignor Touchet

enumerates as follows: "For our minor seminary of La Chapelle

the Bishop in 1844 bought the land and began the building. This

was continued by the next Bishop, Mgr. Dupanloup; by his suc-

cessor, now Cardinal CouUie, and completed with the fine church

built by the actual vicar general. In i860 an old convent of minims

was bought by the diocese and ceded for a grand seminary, that of

Holy Cross, with its handsome chapel, old cloisters, fine class rooms

and dormitories. For these two buildings the State never con-

tributed a cent; the Catholic body did everything, paid for every-

thing, from the ground itself to the building stone and the roofing

slates. Not a nail in Sainte Croix, not a shrub or tree in La Chapelle

can the State claim as its own. Nevertheless the State lays daring

hand upon Holy Cross and La Chapelle ; robbing the diocese of them,

it takes them simply without ado.* The Grand Seminary owned in

Orleans six houses given it with the consent and guarantee of the

State for maintaining poor seminarists, besides some land in the

suburbs ; the State simply takes all this property. The Grand Sem-
inary also possessed with the same State consent and guarantee, for

the same mainatenance of poor seminarists, rente inscribed in the

State ledgers as payable to specific persons (not to bearer). The
State simply takes the whole, producing $2,200 yearly. A house

bought by the diocese with its own money, another bequeathed to

us—^both are simply taken by the State. Rente of $800 yearly for

supporting aged infirm priests, the State simply takes. Capital for

providing foundations of 17,217 Masses for the dead the State simply

takes. Having 'taken' goods of the living, the State takes likewise

goods of the dead. Goods of the poor, of the invalid clergy, of the

departed, the State takes, takes; takes all. 'Ill-gotten goods profit

little,' says the proverb. Does the proverb refer only to individuals ?

For the sake of my country,! wish it did. But with history before me
I cannot doubt it concerns States, too, and the thought terrifies me."

The enormous difficulties in repairing some of the evil wrought

are apparent from the ensuing account of what has been done

towards reconstituting g^and seminaries, whereof every one in

France by the middle of February was dissolved, dispersed and com-

pletely evacuated by students and personnel. Indeed, by that time

some had twice (within two months) been subjected to these legal

• This is what the French republican State has done throughout France
in the dawn of the twentieth century. Its cordial ally, one hour's steaming
from Calais, whose statesmen and Journalists for generations lectured the

world as though Its unique teachers were apostles of freedom, Justice and
the rights of property—every Briton's house being his castle—has been

dumb while these deeds of darkness were being done. Only two or three

newspapers (after all was over) denounced the Iniquities.
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outrages, viz., a few whose occupants after a first expulsion had

returned under rights of lease of the premises from the former

Seminary Bureau. For the vital importance to the Church of those

essential organs of life, its seminaries, is felt to call for repair of

the mischief perpetrated without an instant's loss of time ; hence a

reconstitution began from the 15th December last that will go on

indefatigably as dissolution follows each reconstitution. One diffi-

culty encountered at once is tlie choice of a place; a second is tlie

legal basis for the proposed teaching ; and in many dioceses a solution

of the first is not yet discovered, the seminarists in the meantime

being scattered in all directions. In some, albeit, what could be got

has had to be put up with
;
though the situation is less bad, it is

not free from much that is inconvenient. Dwellings separated from

teaching rooms are often too small for the number of youths, who
have to be divided among two, three, four houses, while everywhere,

cells being too few, sleeping has had to be arranged in dormitories

and work to be done in common hall. Then, the seminaries having

lost all their regular resources, the regime of living is so poverty-

stricken as to verge on misery. As to tlie legal basis whereon it

has been obligatory to reorganize without delay the system of teach-

ing, rules, with the Supreme Pontiff's approval, have had to be

settled according to the laws applicable. With a few hesitations

at the outset all the grand seminaries are being, or will be, organized

under the law of 1875, and in "establishment" form, very rarely in

"private course" form. Persons interested can obtain information

from the secretary of the "Alliance des Seminaires" at their c^ce,

74 Rue de Vaugirard, Paris.

On this footing the seminaries have, in a large majority, as best

they could, contrived to reopen. But one important difficulty in

the way is still without solution, viz., their legal right to possess!

This can only be certainly secured by creating regular associations

legally entitled to own freeholds and movable property. As matters

stand there is much uncertainty whether such a legal right is enjoyed.

Briefly, summarily, everything has yet to be done, and the good-will

of Catholics able to cooperate has many more channels for its exer-

cise in the work than they can fancy. For many a long day yet the

zeal, the material activity, the practical devotion of the faithful,

clerical and lay, will be necessary to maintain and restore what their

bitter foe is bent on destroj'ing.

This account is translated from a paper by M. Lorphand in the

Univers: "The wasteful extravagance in dealing with its ill-gotten

gear displayed by the plunderers is exemplified by their utilization

for accommodating sixty girls from the Ecole Normale (or Normal

School) of St. John's School, Versailles, valued at $120,000, a mag-
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nificent establishment built by the dissolved Eudist Fathers, who
boarded 300 youths there."

A couple of hours elapsed from the moment of penning the last

paragraph when the news from Rome, dated April 6, reached this

writer: "Monsignor Montagnini is appointed Apostolic Protono-

tary. Cardinal Merry del Val instead of resigning (as one conse-

quence of the publication by M. Qemenceau of portions of the seized

Papal archives) continues to enjoy the entire confidence of the Pope

and the Sacred College."

Simultaneously there arrived in print what is doubtless a true

copy of a despatch marked "very confidential," from the Cardinal

Secretary of State at the Vatican February 27, 1906, to Monsignor

Montagnini in Paris, desiring the prelate to tell Cardinal Richard

(the Archbishop) that the Holy Father up to that date had no

thought or intention of accepting the separation law "worship asso-

ciations." This was to be communicated to the Cardinal-Archbishop

"in the most absolute secrecy ;" and violation of the secret was the

handiwork of M. Qemenceau with the prefect of police, M. Lepine,

on December 11 last. Its publication in the Autorite before three

months is the doing of the Premier. From this important document,

which will surely redound in the minds of all intelligent fair thinkers

outside France, whether Catholic or anti-Catholic, to the highest

credit and advantage of its writer and of Pius X., the following

weighty expressions and indications of Papal views and aims appro-

priately conclude this paper, pending the announced publication as

soon as practicable of a second White Book devoted to a faithful

copy of the whole correspondence so violently captured in the

Nunciature Hotel owned by the Pope in Paris. Cardinal Merry del

Val wrote then, long before the elections that were mostly won by

the Bloc of indifferents, anti-clericals and anti-Christians

:

"I am greatly disquieted because I clearly see we are now at a

historical turning point in the history of the Church Universal. The

whole forces of evil, of international Masonry, are opposed to the

Church, and in this struggle France is found in the front rank.

What shall be done in France shall serve as an example to all other

peoples. On this account the decisions that shall be arrived at will

be of utmost importance. Evidently, if the majority of French

Bishops pronounce for a practical trial of the separation law, it will

be difficult for the Pope, although assured of their obedience, to

command action contrary to their convictions. But it is false, most

false, that the Pope, if he be supported by the views of a sufficient

number of these Bishops, is not ready to proclaim resistance. The

Pope awaits the Bishops' opinion before pronouncing the final word.

Each will be able to state his personal opinion."
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Shortly after Easter the Councils Generals assembled. Each de-

partment has it own, consisting of the Deputies, Senators and other

local notabilities, who are elected by a select body in order to look

after local interests. The Council General of Maine et Loire listened

sympathetically to an eloquent opening discourse by its president.

Monsieur Grignon, denouncing the religious persecution, "so dis-

astrous to the country," and severely reproaching the Prefect for

his ill-judged intervention at the siege of Beaupreau Seminary

(described on page 178), "which all but provoked a revolution in the

district and the Cholet regfion." After a heated discussion between

the Prefect and the Duke of Blacas, supported by other members,

the Council unanimously approved the declaration by its president

that he was "bound to protest energetically against the consequences

of laws violating rights of conscience and deeply troubling their

provincial populations."

The Aveyron Council General, after a long debate, voted (by 28

against 3) that the episcopal residence at Rodez be leased to the

Bishop for eighteen years from July i at a rental of $300 annually,

all important repairs to be at the charge of the department. The
municipality had offered twice that rental for the premises—built

by Bishops of Rodez and now of high artistic value. The Haute-

Mame Council General voted a request to government that the in-

terest of moneys or investments confiscated be placed at the disposal

of the parties interested, "in order that wishers of testators and

donors be respected." On the other side, the Council General of the

wealthy manufacturing and mining department of the Nord, which

contributes seven per cent, of the country's total taxation, voted a

motion, proposed by Socialist Councillors, demanding suppression of

Catholic faculties at Lille University.

On May 7 and 8 will be celebrated at Orleans the annual national

commemoration of Joan of Arc Accordingly a month previously

M. Clemenceau officially forbade all State functionaries to attend or

take any part in these fetes because, the Premier said, eleven Bishops

will be present. He could not prevent the proceedings, which are

the business of the Orleans municipality, but in the land of liberty

he can prevent any participation in these national rejoicings by the

army, magistrature, the universities, ftmctionaries high and low,

from postmen to Ministers, and used his power, disregarding the

pressing remonstrances of the Radical Deputy for Orleans, who is

a brother Freemason high in rank. The aged General Charette at

once addressed an eloquent appeal to all his companions in arms of

1870, inviting their attendance at Orleans on May 8 to salute the

heroine and supplicate her to drive out of beautiful France all its

enemies, "whoever they may be."
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Never did the city wear such a gloomy aspect as during this year's

festival, which is fittingly styled "a mourning procession in a dead

city." It was practically a military affair, the official corps of Mag-
istrates, Judges, professors, delegates from Chamber of Commerce,

etc., being surrounded by troops, the Court of Appeal Judges, for

instance, being protected by forty soldiers under a lieutenant. The
cortege, preceded by a picket of gendarmes, a squadron of chasseurs

and two sub-divisions of fire brigade men, began with a group of

Freemasons thirty in number, whereof only seven Orleans citizens,

one Paris and one full-blooded Negro Mason, never before seen in

the city any more than had been a few Jewish featured brethren.

Besides the troops, these thirty, who marched with an uneasy air,

were protected by police in uniform and in plain clothes. The only

Masonic emblem was a branch of artificial acacia worn in a button-

hole. Next came some local societies, municipal council, two Sen-

ators, four Deputies, the general commanding, the Prefect, President

of Appeal Court, and then diverse functionaries and corps, with

several detachments of different troops. In the Rue Jeanne d'Arc,

where customarily from end to end there was profusion of drapery

and flags, every house, excepting two so decorated (the State College

and the residence of the central commissary), had its shutters close-

drawn ; and the same was the situation in the Rue Royale excepting

only three cafes, a librarian's and three dressmakers' shops. Madame
Bnichon, the Mayor's daughter, has a hide and skin warehouse in

this street, and when the municipal group approached it the crowd

saw this lady advance to the window and herself draw down the

iron shutters closing its front, the Mayor outside turning pale and

frowning as he passed. An explosive petard was thrown into the

Masonic group, who scattered affrighted in all directions, but no

damage was done.

In afternoon and evening games and fireworks attracted the

country people. When these were over and the city was deserted,

its sad, mourning, closed aspect returned. The gfreater part of its

well-to-do population had left it the previous week instead of receiv-

ing as guests for the festival friends and relatives from without;

accordingly Orleans "commerce" is furious and "Catholicity" is dis-

gusted.

M. Clemenceau, an eminent Freemason himself, not content with

arbitrary ministerial interference with State servants' rights,

promptly proceeded to stir up his sect to harass Catholic clergy

and laity in regard to commemorations one would naturally suppose

in no way interested Masons otherwise than as objects for ridicule

by aproned anti-Christians.

On November 21, 1894, their generalissimo, the notorious Italian
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Jew Lemmi, circularized French lodges: "The eternal adversaries

of reason and progress wish to glorify an hysterical girl whose

existence was a bigoted and vicious fraud, and hold her up to uni-

versal admiration. French chauvins for some time past have used

her name as a standard. We invite our French initiated brethren

to resist this priestly agitation under the name of Joan of Arc. The
movement must by every means be paralyzed. Give orders accord-

ingly everywhere, and point out how association with this Joan

glorification under pretext of patriotism is really to fall into clerical

snares. We date this encyclical voute on the anniversary of the

immortal Voltaire. Written, given and signed in solemn voiite the

1st day of the moon Nisan, being 17th day of the 2d month of the

year of True Light 000894." (Translated from "The Jew as Sec-

tarian" by L. Vial.) And on February 2, 1898, eve of a debate in

the French Chamber upon a petition for appointing a yearly national

festival in honor of Joan, the "Venerable" Monteil, from the "Orient

of Paris, 2 February, year CVI.," circularized all French Free-

masons : "We entreat you, dear brethren, declining sordid compro-

mises, to prevent the institution of the proposed national festival.

This Qement Friendship Lxxlge has repeatedly opposed energetically

the proposal. We cried and still cry, 'This is clerical reaction. It

would be a festival of civil war.' We count upon your opposition."

("Le Juif Sectaire," by L.Vail.) Upon which "the Convent" adopted

as its own the following resolution: "The Lodge of the True

Friends felicitates the Clement Friendship Lodge for having initiated

a protest against instituting a national Joan of Arc festival. Con-

sidering Joan lived at a time when our country did not yet exist,

and that the very idea of country was not formulated in France until

long afterwards ; that this personality is before all things legendary,

and could not from any point of view be a concrete figure of our

country of France, such as the apologists of the festival try to make
people believe in

;
considering, further, that a national Joan of Arc

festival would be an anachronism as opposed to historic truth as to

popular tradition—for these reasons the True Friends Lodge ener-

getically protests against the institution of a national festival styled

Joan of Arc fete, which would be an outrage on historic truth, a

pretext for machinations by the Church, a cause of internal troubles,

a menace to liberty of conscience, a defiance to republican France

and to free thought." By these three documents the attitude of

Freemasonry is so authoritatively, clearly defined officially that, while

formidable, unscrupulous, opposition to this year's commemoration

of the Maid of Orleans was expected as a matter of course, nobody

could have anticipated the sect—hypocritical fundamentally and

radically destitute of real principle though it is—would play the part
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that shall be concisely described at the instigation of the demagogue

who so unworthily fills a place occupied in all other important coun-

tries by sagacious statesmen.

But the old saying teaches us circumstances alter cases, so no

surprise was felt when the public learned that on Sunday, April 28,

1907, 200 Freemasons, half of them Orleans citizens, had assembled

to consider a letter from the Mayor to the "Venerable" of the local

lodge. This letter was an urgent appeal for the sake of the "liberal

traditions" of the sect, to facilitate arrangements for the city's annual

commemoration by refraining from attending in the street procession

as a Masonic body. After lengthy deliberations the lodge unani-

mously decided to demand officially place in the said procession for

the Masonic body as such, the alleged reason for this unwelcome

decision being an episcopal declaration made about ten days pre-

viously by Monsignor Touchet that His Lordship and clergy could

participate in this essentially religious procession (which dates from

A. D. 1429) only if allowed the customary processional cross ; and,

secondly, to halt as usual for prayers before a cross (not yet demol-

ished by the iconoclasts) at a spot in the route historically associated

with the English defeat by the inspired Maid ; and, thirdly, if assured

there would be no official Masonic association with the procession.

Various proposed anti-clerical modifications or abandonments of

the usual ceremonial the Bishop had courteously, while regretting

the departures from practices consecrated by long usage, consented

to accept.

On the next day, April 29, the Municipal Council deliberated on

the Masonic demand. Fourteen members voted for acceding to it,

fourteen for rejecting it, whereupon the Mayor voted in its favor

and for inviting as well any other association hitherto not repre-

sented at the commemorations. Of course, it was thus rendered

impossible for the Bishop and clergy to take any part. For the first

time the sacred cross must be absent, must be replaced by Masonic

fripperies.

A brief resume of proceedings and negotiations during the three

weeks preceding this final municipal enunciation of Christ for

Barabbas will set the true motives of the parties concerned in better

light. On the 12th of April M. Clemenceau made an officious an-

nouncement that encouraged these Orleans Masons to apply to the

Mayor on the 14th for permission to participate in the procession

that is so emphatically stigmatized in the foregoing quotations from

M. Vial's book. The application was made, they say, in a mani-

festo, because the lodge considered neutralization of the commemora-

tion would constitute "a. philosophic progress," wherefore, though

Masons "are not accustomed to participate in public ceremonies, they
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could, and should, by their presence associate Masonry with this

official consecration of mutual toleration and liberty of conscience."

This Pecksniffian rhodomontade, far from impressing the Mayor,

caused him to convene next day, 15th, a special meeting of the

municipality, which drafted at his instances an urgent letter to M.
Qemenceau representing: "We have learned with profound regfret

your decision prohibiting this year's celebration of the Joan of Arc
festival in the customary fashion. Our citizens are attached to this

patriotic anniversary, consecrated by usage, and whose special,

unique character yearly attracts to our city numerous strangers, the

source for local commerce of most important profits. Tradition

requires each of us to forget, for that anniversary, yesterday's dis-

sensions in order to salute with united energy and harmony the

heroine who saved France. Those material interests, these imperish-

able souvenirs your decision seriously affects, and local feeling is

therefore greatly stirred." This document, unanimously voted, was

replied to by the Premier next day, i6th, in an ironical, sardonic

letter of considerable length, assuring the municipality, the presi-

dents of the Chamber of Commerce, the union of Loiret syndicates

and the syndicates of commerce and industry, as well as the two

Radical Deputies of Orleans, that their joint representations

(whereof the principal passages are given above) had been read by

him "with the greatest attention." "The social evolution," said M.
Clemenceau, "can be achieved only by a progressive abandonment of

certain 'customary forms,' of certain 'traditions.' Now, by voting

separation of the Church from the State, Parliament and Republic

renounced one of those 'customary forms,' one of those secular 'tra-

ditions.' This grand new fact has changed many other things than

arrangements of a mere procession. We are all bound to accept its

natural consequences loyally. If Orleans commerce needs religious

ceremonies, allow me to tell you that ought to have been thought of

before the separation law was voted. But, far from cherishing any

such apprehensions last year, the city of Orleans, which had two

Deputies, only one of whom voted against it, replaced that one after

the project became law by a partisan of the new state of things. We
are, therefore, it would seem, agreed about the principle. How,
then, can you ask government to do what you did not wish to do

yourselves ?" Negotiations between the Mayor and the Bishop fol-

lowed, during the course of which M. Qemenceau declared the Free-

masons must be allowed to join the cortege if they desired ; but the

prelate announcing the Church's irreducible minimum (which in-

cluded exclusion of Freemasonry), the Mayor replied on the 26th

to the local lodge's application of the 14th of April by a categorical

refusal to accede to it, a refusal denounced by the recipients as
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"injustice, iniquity, flagrant violation of popular rights in a lay

rq}ublican city." Three days later this same Mayor gave way,

though he had declared he could "not understand the Premier's inter-

ference in a celebration that would be useless and meaningless if it

did not preserve its traditional character." This weak-kneed Mayor,

M. Courtin-Rossignol, whose conduct down to the 28th of April was
perfectly fair and correct, is now said to be also a Freemason. Such

is the calibre of public men in France to-day. "We are the sons of

the Crusaders," gravely affirmed Montalembert

!

In a_ neighboring village, Crecy, seven miles from Orleans, with

a railway station, Joan slept the night before freeing Orleans from

the foreigner, and it has been customary to piously celebrate her

anniversary there also. This year, on Sunday, 5th, and Monday, 6th

of May, had to resort thither pious crowds from Orleans for relig-

ious ceremonies of which Orleans is deprived, much to the dissatis-

faction and indignation of its population. They were regaled in-

stead on Tuesday, 7th, and Wednesday, 8th, with an exclusively lay,

military and civil perambulation of the ordinary route; though, as

the Mayor on April 30 reminded the Bishop, His Lordship could

"not entirely keep aloof from the festival," wherefore it was settled

that on Sunday, 12th of May, the civil "rejoicings" being over,

Bishop and clergy would, in the Cathedral where Joan prayed,

"fulfill their duty of preserving the memory of the religious mystery,

lacking which the inspired liberating Maid of Orleans becomes

wholly inexplicable."

Monsignor Touchet closed his letter (on April 30) with an assur-

ance that: "Later, this festival of fraternity and tradition will be

reestablished, for, history tells us, such has always been the course

of events."

The banner of the heaven-sent Maid was not included in the

inventory taking, and is in safe custody waiting the fulfillment of

monsignor's forecast. As to his casting vote on the wrong side,

which converted the ancient Catholic celebration into a purely civil

perambulation of streets, the Mayor assured the Bishop it was given

solely from business motives. His exact words, literally translated,

are : "Apart from religious considerations, my duty as Mayor was

to regard the material interests of my fellow-citizens ; that reflection

alone, setting aside my personal sentiments, influenced my decision

to vote for a purely civil festival in honor of Joan of Arc."

On the other hand, the "Orelans free-thinking group," meeting

together on the 28th, resolved an expression of "regret that associa-

tions claiming to exercise free thought forget its fundamental prin-

ciples so far as to demand place in a religious procession beside those

of whom they profess to be the foes." As for General Charette, he
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could not wait idly in Orleans for a fortnight, and invited Pontifical

Zouaves and other comrades to honor Joan in Rouen.

On April II the Abbe Jouin, parish priest of St. Augustin's,

Paris, was tried at the Correctional Tribunal by the president of the

section, assisted by two other Magistrates, one being a Jew, the

advocate prosecuting on behalf of the Ministry of Justice being a

Protestant. The charge was a breach of the separation law by pub-

lishing in his parish Bulletin "a direct provocation to resist the execu-

tion of laws or of lawful procedure by public authority and calcu-

lated to excite hostility between citizens or to arm a part of our

citizens against another part." In announcing a mourning Mass on

December 12, 1906, the day that, the paragraph stated, "will con-

summate the apostasy of official France and its rupture with the

Church, which it will henceforth only know as an object for persecu-

tion," the abbe had said : "War has begim ; let us wage it valiantly

like Christians. Our mourning, however sad and profound it may
be, must be an armed mourning. To keep the faith is not enough.

We must defend it." The defendant pleaded that energetic resist-

ance of an unjust law was what he intended to urge as a duty, but

repudiated any intenticxi of suggesting use of other armor than the

helmet, shield and sword St. Paul exhorted Christians to assume

for the good fight of faith ; and the Court, accepting this view instead

of the interpretation alleged by the prosecution, nevertheless, after

an adjournment until the 13th of April, condemned the abbe to pay

a fine of 16 francs on grounds stated by the presiding Judge as fol-

lows:

"In law the defense would have prevailed, were it not that the

separation law of 1905 has made a penal offense any provocation to

resistance thereof by a minister of worship, and independently of all

anterior prescriptions of our penal code. From explanations made

by the mover in the Chamber before the voting of that law it is clear

that it is now inadmissible for a priest in a sermon to the faithful

to incite them to resist its exeaition. Those explanations were

accepted as its own intention by the Chamber in voting the law, so

that to invoke anterior precedents is useless. The law of 1905

regards as 'incitement to resist' any provocation to resist in principle

its provisions without there being any need to have distinctly specified

any particular act of resistance in the discourse or the writing im-

pugned. The reproach addressed by the prosecution to the defend-

ant of advising acts of violence when using the expression 'armed

mourning' is groundless, since the phrase does not mean materially

armed, but only means a persistent will to create objections and set

up obstacles in hindrance of the law's operating, and by such ob-

stacles to prevent its due execution."
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Thus, while any citizen except a priest may so resist the new law

unscathed, a priest only is punished by the law. Is this or is it not

persecuting the clergy?

The Minister of Justice has appealed to the Court of Cassation

against this judgment, alleging the grounds for the decision are

improperly and inadequately stated! It is generally believed gov-

ernment carry that Court of Cassation in the pocket, or at beck

and call at any rate. If the judgment be quashed, there may be a

retrial, should the Qemenceau Cabinet last and consider it politic to

keep the business open ; otherwise the affair will be quietly dropped.

It is not hard to perceive the vast importance to Masonic government

and Bloc of getting this remarkable judgment annulled for the pre-

cise reasons given.

I submit the judgment supplies solid ground for parliamentary and

other action to obtain annulment of the separation law of December,

1905, as being ultra vires constitutionally. The French Constitution

confers the rights of free speech and of free press upon French

citizens, while that law deprives a class—^the clergy—as appears from

this judgment, of both rights. Now, a parliamentary majority

dearly cannot legislate contrary to the Constitution of the Republic I

Therefore the whole "law" is illegal surely.

J. F. Boyd.
Plymouth, Ehigland.

THE MEN OF THE GREAT SYNAGOGUE.

Such Js th« name given by the Jews to the great council assembled at
Jerusalem by Ezra the Priest, its president after the Babylonian exile. By
Its aid and support he restored the whole Church of Jerusalem and Judsea,
purged It of many corruptions, faults and vices contracted In Babylon, and
constructed it afresh. . . . Ezra and Nehemiah associated with them-
selves certain other of the more noble and learned of the people, so that
the entire council, or ecclesiastical senate, embraced the number of 120
men.

—

Buxtorf: Tiberiat.

TOWARDS the end of the Fourth Book of Kings we read

of the unconditional surrender of the King of Juda to the

powerful Babylonian army which appeared before the wall

of Jerusalem under the command of Nabuchodonosor. This leader

had already defeated the Egyptian host and broken their power, and

now for a time at least the ascendancy was to remain with the Chal-

dxan. The ambition of the Egyptians was thus suddenly crushed

and they saw the land which they had held as far as the Euphrates

pass out of their dominion to augment the vast wealth of the King

of Babylon. The overthrow of Egypt left Palestine an easy prey

Digitized by
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to the foreign army, and Joachim of Juda soon became a vassal of

Nabuchodonosor. For three years Joachim was loyal to his new
lord, but then he revolted, perhaps at the instigation of Pharao

Necho, and in 597 the Chaldsean forces, aided by bands of Syrians,

Moabites and Ammonites, came against him. From the Books of

Kings and Paralipomenon it is not an easy matter to gather what

was the immediate outcome of this encounter; this at least is clear,

that the King of Juda was succeeded on the throne by his son, also

called Joachim. After but a brief reign of three months the vic-

torious army of Babylon under the personal leadership of their King

came to assault the city of Jerusalem. Joachim, seeing that resist-

ance was useless, went out with his mother and the seniors and nobles

to offer his submission to his enemy ; and with him he carried all the

treasures of the house of the Lord and the treasures of the King's

house.* He himself, with many thousands of the people, were led

captives to Babylon, and over the remnant Matthanias, the uncle of

Joachim, was appointed King in Jerusalem, his name being changed

to Sedecias.*

During the nine years that followed this event Juda and its new
King were entirely subject to the sway of Babylon, and it had been

well for them if they had willingly submitted to the foreign yoke

in accordance with the reiterated advice of Jeremias. But again

the standard of revolt was raised and retribution was quick to follow

;

for Nabuchodonosor came forth from his royal dty and all his army

with him to finally crush the power of Juda. On this occasion King

Sedecias was taken prisoner to Babylon, to be soon followed by the

remnant of the people. The walls of the city were broken down;

the temple, the King's palace and the other buildings set in flames.

Treasures that were not burnt were taken away to adorn the Qial-

daean capital.'

The captivity lasted, we are told, till the reign of the King of

Persia.* It would be interesting to know the manner of life followed

by the Jews during these years, their relations with their idolatrous

conquerors, the degree of freedom with which they were allowed to

practice the religion of Jahveh. It would be pleasing to know
whether they carried with them into the strange land the sacred

books containing the law of God and their historical records, or

whether these were all destroyed when the city was fired by the

Chaldaeans. Possibly they were saved from the flames by Seraias,

the High Priest, Sophonias, the second priest, and the three door-

keepers whom the general of the army led away among the cap-

irv. Klnga xxiv.,13; ~ ~

»JM* 17.

» IV. Kings XXV.
* IL Paralipomenon xxxvl., 20.
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tives,' or possibly they were entrusted to the poor of the land, hus-

bandmen and dressers of vines, who were left the sole guardians of

the land against the day of return. History has not preserved for

us the answer, and it is in the endeavor to trace the history of the

sacred text about this period that we meet with the Talmudic Tradi-

tion of the Men of the Great Synagogue.

When again we take up the history of Juda we have as our g^ide

the Book of Esdras, which opens with the proclamation of Cyrus,

King of Persia, in favor of the exiles. Babylon had now passed

away from the Chaldseans, and one of the first acts of its new sov-

ereign was to "shepherd" the people of God and to allow them to re-

turn to their native land. Many thousands* availed themselves of

this royal concession, and they brought back with them the vessels of

gold and silver belonging to the temple to the number of 5400.^ It

was probably in the year 536 B. C. that the people returned from

exile under the guidance and leadership of Zorobabel,* the son of

Salathiel.

The first care of the chief of tlie people was to reconstruct the

temple of the Lord. The manner in which from the beginning the

old accustomed rites and ceremonies were duly performed, and this

many years before the arrival of Esdras in the city, suggests that

through the years of the captivity the law of Jahveh had lived in the

hearts of the people and had been handed down from the fathers who
went into exile to their offspring, who returned the same way seventj'

years later and were again rejoicing in their newly acquired freedom.

But even more than this : various references to the written law and

to other documents prove that either during those days of trouble

they had kept the sacred books in their midst, or in their leisure

hours had committed again to writing what may have been destroyed

at the capture of the city. Then in the list of those that accompanied

Zorobabel we read of certain families "who sought the writing of

their genealogy and found it not, and they were cast out of the

priesthood."' The word translated writing in the original is

Katab,'" and refers to the priestly book called "the enrolled" or

"the register." Thus, for instance, in Ezech. xiii., 9, the same

word occurs and is used of the "register" of the House of Israel.

It would appear, therefore, that the priestly registers at least had

been preserved. A further reference, however, is also made to the

written law, for we are told that an altar was built "that they might

• IV. Kings xxy., 18.

• Close on to SO.OOO, according to I. E^sdras 11., 64-6S.

T Cf. I. Esdras 1., 11.

» Cf. I. Etedras HI., 2.

• I. Esdras 11., 62.

10 The same word occurs In I. Esdras Iv., 7, where It means "a letter."
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offer holocausts upon it, as it is written in the law of Moses, the man
of God.""

Another interval of some seventy years now occurs in the narra-

tive of the people of God. Not all the exiles and their families had

returned to Jerusalem in accordance with the permission granted by

Cyrus. But further exodus was made during the reign of Artax-

erxes, when Esdras "went up from Babylon . . . with some of

the children of Israel, and of the children of the priests, and of the

children of the Levites, and of the singing men, and of the porters,

and of the Nathinites to Jerusalem."^*

Esdras himself was a "velox scriba."" "He had prepared his

heart to seek the law of the Lord and to do and to teach in Israel the

commandments and judgment."'* Not long after the first return

from Babylon many of the people had fallen away from the teaching

of the prophets and had joined in unlawful wedlock with the neigh-

boring tribes. Iii language taken from the Book of Deuteronomy

(vii., 3) Esdras rebuked his fellow-countrymen for their sin and

succeeded for a time in reestablishing the literal observance of the

law, so that many were ready to put away their "strange wives."

The work of reform, however, soon relaxed until the advent of

Nehemias, the son of Helchias. He was cupbearer in the palace of

Artaxerxes, and moved by the depressing news that reached him

from Jerusalem he asked and obtained permission to pay a short

visit to his people." Fired with fresh enthusiasm, the citizens un-

dertook the renovation of the city walls, so long neglected, and soon

brought the work to completion in spite of the opposition of the

neighboring tribes, who strove to prevent the breaches in the wall

from being filled in.

The story of Nehemias' labor is told in this Second Book of

Esdras. Having finished the circuit of the city walls and built

towers and placed watchmen, Nehemias began the work of moral

reform, and in this he fotmd a ready and willing ally in the person

of Esdras, who again came forward as the exponent of the law of

Jahveh. The people gathered together as one man to the street

which is before the water gate and spc^e to Esdras the scribe to

bring the book of the law of Moses.'* And on the first day of the

civil year Esdras the priest brought the law before the multitude of

the men and the women and all those that could understand and

read it plainly from morning until midday. And the ears of all the

" I. ESsdras Ui., 2.

» I. SSadras vU., 6-7.

1* L Esdras vil., 6.

" I. Esdras vii., 10.

" n. Esdras i.. II.

11 n. Esdras Till., 1.
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people were attentive to the book. The work of interpretation was
undertaken by Esdras and Nehemias and the scribes, and thus in

solemn assembly day by day for seven days the Book of the Law
was read aloud. And on the eighth day they made a solemn cove-

nant with God to observe the law they had heard and understood,

and the covenant was formally sealed and signed by Nehemias and

the chosen representatives of the priesthood and the people.

It was necessary to give this sketch of the history of the period

in order to understand the questions that gather round the tradition

of the "Great Synagogue." Indeed, it would seem that this tradi-

tion has arisen from the account of the assembly given in chapters

8, 9 and lo of the Second Book of Nehemias, to which reference

has already been made. That Esdras did good and lasting work

for the transmission and preservation of the sacred text seems most

probable, and most likely in his work of reform he had some chosen

men to help him ; but we have not sufficient trustworthy evidence to

convince us that he founded the permanent body of men known in

the Talmudic writings as the Great Synagogue.

"The 'Great Synagogue' according to Jewish tradition," says

Driver,*^ "was a permanent council established by Ezra, which con-

tinued to exercise authority in religious matters till about 300 B. C.

But the statements respecting it are obscure and vague; already

critics of the last century doubted whether such a permanent body

ever existed, and in the opinion of many modern scholars all that is

told about it is fiction, the origin of which lies in the narrative (Neh.

viii., 10) of the convocation which met at Jerusalem and subscribed

the covenant to observe the law."

Previous to the Christian era the Old Testament text was secure

in the hands of the "Scribes," but it is impossible to trace the rise and

early history of these guardians of the sacred writing^. Yet, on

the other hand, there was undoubtedly a time when Israel ceased to

number prophets among its teachers. The law had been given and

God's dealings with His people explained and justified by the

prophets, and these now passed away, leaving to others to carry on

the traditions of Israel and to see the fulfillment of the written

law. History does not record the manner in which the interval

between the last of the prophets and the first of the scribes was

bridged over. Nor is it till about A. D. 200 that we find an attempt

made to supply this want that must have been felt by all who cared

to study the history of the text from the time of Esdras to that date.

The reference occurs in the Mishnic tract Abuth, and the fdlowkig

is the translation of this important document as given the edition

of the "Tahnud" (page i) by Rodkinson:

11 Introduction to "Lit ot Old Testament." nKlM.
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"Moses received the law on Sinai and delivered it to Joshua;

Joshua in turn handed it down to the elders. From the elders it

descended to the prophets, and each of them delivered it to his suc-

cessors until it reached the men of the Great Synagogue. The last

named originated three maxims: 'Be not hasty in judgment; bring

up many disciples, and erect safeguards for the law.' (Page 22.)

Simeon the Just was one of the remnants of the Great Assembly.

His motto was, 'The order of the world rests upon three things : on

law,on worship and on bestowal of favours.' (Page 27.) Antigonus

of Socho, who received it from Simeon the Just was in the habit of

saying (page 27) : 'Be not like slaves, etc' The "Pairs" of Jewish

scribes preceding Hillel and Shaminai are then enumerated.

This, then, is our earliest evidence of the existence of the Great

Synagogue, and the testimony amounts to this, that in the chain of

tradition from Moses to the scribes of the second century B. C. the

Great Synagogue intervened between the prophets of the "Pairs"

of scribes and that Simon the Just was its last surviving member.

It is the only Mishnic evidence we have of the existence of this

Great Synagogue ; the rest of the Talmudic testimony is Gemara and

therefore not earlier than the fourth, fifth or sixth centuries A. D.

Against this testimony, if such it may be called, we may balance

another piece of evidence, also Mishnic, in which there is no mention

of the Great Synagogue as the link between the prophets and the

scribes. It occurs in the treatise called Peah (corner tithes), in

which minute instructions are given concerning the tithes to be paid

for grain. It would appear that these tithes were assessed with

reference to the number of angles in the field. The passage may be

translated as follows : "Rabbi Iimion the Masphatite, when he had

sown two sorts of grain in his field, chanced to question R. Gamaliel

what he ought to do in that case concerning (the comer tithe) . The
rabbi, not knowing what answer to g^ve, they betook themselves to

the tribunal to seek a solution. Nahum the scribe said it was re-

ceived from Rabbi Moses, who received it from Rab (1. e.. Rabbi

Ichudah), who received it from 'Pairs,' who received it from the

prophets, that in accordance with the Mosaic ordinance and tradition

from Mount Sinai, if a man sow two kinds of grain, he must pay

for it double the comer tithe if it is separated into two, but not so

in the contrary case."

It will be observed that here the chain of tradition from Moses

to the later days of the scribes does not contain the Great Synagogue

as one of its links. This piece of evidence is important, inasmuch

as it weakens considerably the only other early testimony we have

for the existence of this body of men. Had such an influential

assembly really existed and labored with Esdras in the establish-
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ment and transmission of the Torah after the return from the exile

some mention of it must have been made during the six or seven

centuries that intervened before the Rab committed to writing the

Mishna. Yet we find no reference to it in the Apocrypha written

during that period ; the books of the Macchabees contain no allusion

to it ; neither Josephus nor Philo seem to have known of its existence.

The first of these writers would surely have made some allusion in

his "Antiquities of the Jews" to a permanent body of men which, if

we are to believe the modern ujrfiolders of that theory, played such

an important part in the religious and social life of the nation during

the whole period of the Persian dominion over Judsea. Yet nowhere

does Josephus even hint at the "men of the Great Synagogue." In

his work against Apion written to estabUsh the antiquity of the Jews

and the trustworthiness of their early history,Josephus rather implies

that from the time of Artaxerxes to his own day there had existed no

permanent body of men such as would be required by the theory of

the Great Synagogue. (Pages i and 8.) "For we have not," he says,

"myriads of discordant and conflicting books, but twenty-two only,

comprising the record of all time, and justly accredited as Divine.

Of them five are the books of Moses, which embrace the laws and

the traditions of the origin of mankind until his own death, a period

of almost 3,000 years. From the death of Moses to the death of

Artaxerxes the prophets who followed Moses narrated the events

of their own time in thirteen books. The remaining four consist

of hymns to God and maxims of conduct for men. From Artax-

erxes to our own age the history has been written in detail ; but it

is not considered worthy of the same credit on account of the

exact succession of the prophets having been no longer maintained."

Thus far, then, we have found only one piece of evidence testify-

ing to the existence of the "Great Synagogue," which evidence is at

the least very doubtful. In studying the later development of this

tradition it will be necessary to bear well in mind how weak is the

foundation on which it rests. Writers in later ages, Talniudic and

Rabbinical, constructed from this small and shadowy begfinning a

Wonderful edifice that apparently showed strength and power of

endurance; but gradually the stones have fallen away and again

laid bare the first foundation, and one wonders how an edifice so

built could have stood so long. It is interesting to watch its gradual

growth and see how stone by stone has been added in succeeding

generations, and having seen the building in progress and knowing

the foundations on which it has been erected, one is not surprised to

find it later crumble and fall away.

Five or six centuries, therefore, after the cessation of prophets in

Israel we are told by one only authority that these were succeeded
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by the men of the Great Synagogue, who receiving the law of Sinai

from their predecessors, delivered it to later generations. The exist-

ence of this Synagogiie is not definitely connected with the work

of Esdras and Nehemias, nor does it appear from the text of the

Mishna that the members of that Assembly were concerned with

any other part of the sacred text except that in which is embraced

the law Joshua received from the hands of Moses.

From the Mishna we may now pass to the Gemara or Rabbinical

commentaries to study a further stage in the tradition of the Great

Synagogue. This second part of the Talmud dates back to the

fourth or fifth century, 1. e., at least 200 years after the composition

of the Mishna itself. We shall have to quote from the Palestinian

and Babylonian Talmuds ; these are but the two sets of explanatory

notes and illustrations appended by the rabbis of the different schools

to the traditional text of the Jewish "Second Law."

From the Palestinian Talmud," Tract Berakholl (Blessings), we
learn that the Great Synagogue numbered 120 members, including

more than eighty prophets, and these men, according to Rabbi Jere-

mias, arranged and put in order the prayer containing the eighteen

blessings. Similarly in the Tract Megilla" of the Babylonian

Talmud we read: "If the 120 elders, and among them many
prophets, have arranged the eighteen blessings, why have we learned

in another place that Simeon of Peaite had ordered them? They

had been forgotten, so he reintroduced them is the answer. But

according to Ryle the number of elders is given as eighty-five in the

same treatise of the Palestinian Talmud and in the Midrash Ruth.

It has already been said that possibly the theory of the Great Syna-

gogue arose from the historical fact of the convocation that met in

Jerusalem to hear the law read by Esdras ; and very probably the

Talmudic traditions of the numbers constituting that Assembly owe
their origin to a combination of the lists of names mentioned in

chapters 8, 9 and 10 of Nehemias, to which reference has been made.

One list gives us eighty-four or eighty-five signatures to the cove-

nant ; a second names twenty-six who stood by Esdras at the promul-

gation of the Torah, and finally there were eight Levites who sang

and offered prayer on that occasion. Admitting that these three

lists are distinct from one another, we get a total of close on 120.

The later schools of rabbis have given the names of many of the

members who constituted the Great Synagogue. But in the Talmud
itself, besides the single statement that "Simon the Just" was of the

remnants of the Great Synagogue, there is no other direct allusion

by name to members of that body.*"
" J«~Sclrn-ari.r 40^

~~~~
I" Rodkin, p. 48.
2" Except we admit the following from "Baylonian Megllla," Rodk., p. 33:
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We may now gather from the Talmud some notices of the work
done by the members of the Great Synagogue. At first we find

various references to Esdras himself and his book. Thus in the

Babylonian Tract Sanhedrin we read:*^ "Mar Zutra, according to

others Mar Ugba, said: Oi'iginally the Torah was given to Israel

in Hebrew characters and in the Hebrew language ; the second time

it was given to Israel in Ezra's time, but in Assyrian characters and
in the Aramaic language; finally the Assyrian characters and the

Hebrew language were selected for Israel, and the Hebrew char-

acters and the Aramaic language were left to the Acdiolim (Idiots).

Who are meant by Idiots? Said R. Hissa: The Samar-

itans. . . A similar passage occurs in the Palestinian Tract

Mojilla: "R. Jonathan said there are four beautiful languages

appropriate to the usage of the world, to wit : Greek for song, Latin

for precise exposition, Syrian (Aramaic) for threnody, Hebrew for

ordinary speech. Others join to these Assyrian (square characters)

for writing. This last is perfect as written, not when spoken, while

Hebrew, though perfect when spoken, leaves much to be desired

when written. Thus the Jews in their day chose the square char-

acters for writing, but Hebrew for speech." Two explanations are

then given of the name Assyrian as applied to writing ; one of these

is because the Jews under Esdras brought it with them from Assyria.

The words of R. Jose are then quoted, "that Ezra was worthy that

the Torah should be given through him if Moses had not preceded

him," and that although the Torah was not given through him, the

characters of it were changed. Two other statements are made con-

cerning the writing of the sacred texts—one that in the very begin-

ning the Torah was given to Israel in the Assyrian characters, the

other that the characters underwent no change at all. These three

traditions are all supported by quotations from the Testament itself,

and the reader is left to draw his own conclusion.

We shall take one more reference^' to Esdras. The passage

occurs in the Babylonian Talmud Tract Sanhedrin, and is a good

specimen of the method of reasoning among the rabbis: "All

which is written in the Book of Ezra was said by Nehemias ben

Chackhalyah. Why then was it not named after him? Said R.

"And the thing: became known to Mordecal." R. Jonathan said Bigrthan and
Thevesh were Taraess, and spoke their own langruage and said amons
themselves: "Since EJsther has come into the court we know no sleep.

Therefore, let us put poison into the king's drink in order that he should

die." And they knew not that Mordecal was of the great Sanhedrin, eTerjr

one of whom knew seventy languages. In "Mlsthna. Schequalim," r. 1.,

Kardochie (Balsan) is reported to have known seventy languages,
» Rodk., 68-69.

ti Schwal. vl., 212.

M Rodk., p. 284.
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Nehemias b. Abah: Because he was proud of it. As it reads:

"Remember for me, my God for good, all that I have done for this

people" (v., 19). But did not David also say similar to this (Ps. Ivi.,

4) : "Remember me, O Lord, when thou favourest thy people?"

This was said only as a prayer. R. Joseph said: "The Book was
not named after him because he slandered the former gfovemors

. . . (v., 15), and in the slander Daniel, who was greater than

he, was also included, as he was of the former governors who made
their exodus from Babylon a long time before Nehemias. And
whence do we know that Daniel was greater than he ? From Daniel

X., 7 : "And I Daniel saw alone this appearance ; but the men that

were with me did not see the appearance ; nevertheless a gfreat terror

fell upon them, so that they fled to hide themselves." Who were

these men? Said R. Jeremiah—Haggai, Zechariah and Malacfai.

In one respect he was better than they, because he saw the appear-

ance, but they did not. And in another respect they were better

than he, as they were prophets, while he was not Though they did

not see it, their guardian angels did. Said Rabhina : "Infer from

this that if a man is shocked unaware of the cause his guardian

angel must be aware of it, and his remedy is stepping back four ells

or reading the portion of them."

The mention of the three prophets recalls another passage in the

same tract (page 24) : "The rabbis taught: Since the death of the

last prophets, Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi, the Holy Spirit has

left Israel ; nevertheless, they were still used to a heavenly voice. It

happened once that they had a meeting in the attic of the house of

Gariah, and a heavenly voice was heard: Among these people

there is one worthy that the shekinah should rest upon him; but

his generation is not fit. And the sages turned their eyes on Hillel

the Elder. And when he departed they lamented him. 'Woe, pious

!

Woe, modesty ! O, thou disciple of Ezra.'
"

Our next passage contains a strange piece of exegesis on the

words," "And Ezra blessed the Lord, the Great God," and a!t the

same time assigns a reason for the name of the Great Synagogfue.

It occurs in the Babylonian Tract Gormah.*' "Great," because he

pronounced the express name of God. R. Matter says: "What is

written 'the great' means that he said,*' 'Our God, the gre&t, the

mighty, the terrible.' . . . Why is it called the Great Assembly ?

Because they restored the old crown. What is it? Moses had said

(Dt. X., 7) : 'The God, the Great, the mighty, the terrible.' Then

rose Jeremiah and said: 'The idolaters are destroying his temple.

>« Nehemias Till., 6.

» Rodk., p. 101.

** Nehemias Ix., 82.
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Where is his terribleness ?' So he said only 'the great, the mighty,

omitting terrible.' Then came Daniel and said: 'The idolaters

keep us slaves, His children. Where is His might?' So he omitted

'mighty.' Then came the men of the Great Synagogue and said:

'On the contrary, this is His might that He is patient towards the

wicked, and this is His terribleness that if men had not felt His

terror, how could such small peoples (as Israel) keep itself among
so many peoples of idolaters? Therefore they introduced again

the phrase 'the God, the Great, the Terrible, the mighty.'

"

It is constantly stated in the Talmud that the men of the Great

Synagc^fue brought again into currency this collocation of epithets

which had fallen into disuse. The fact that this exact phrase occurs

in the Levites' prayer during the assembly in Jerusalem*' under

Nehemias suggests again the possible source from which may have

arisen the traditional story of the Great Synagogue.

We find another reference to the men of the Great Synagogue

in the Tract Pesachim. It is therein stated, on the authority of the

rabbis, that there are four professions, from the proceeds of which

one can never perceive a sign of blessing. These are the scribes,

criers, those who earn their money from orphans and, finally, those

who traffic at sea. As to the scribes, R. Jehoshua b. Levi said:

"Twenty-four days the members of the Great Assembly fasted and

prayed that the scribes of scrolls . . . should not become

wealthy, for if they did they would not write any more."**

Such passages are certainly unsatisfactory, nor do they afford

much historical evidence for the existence of the Great Synagogue.

Yet, together with the quotation which we are about to give from

the Babylonian Tract** Baba Bathia, they are the chief references

to this body to be found in the Talmud. The passage opens with

an interesting discussion on the order of the prophets and of the

hagiographa, and then continues : "And who wrote all these books ?

Moses wrote his book and a section of the Bil'am (Numb, xxii.) and

Job. Jehoshua wrote his book and the last eight verses of the

Pentateuch, beginning, 'And Moses, the servant of the Lord, died.'

Samuel wrote his book. Judges and Ruth. David wrote Psalms with

the assistance of ten elders, viz., Adam the First, Malachi Zedek,

Abraham, Moses, etc. Jeremiah wrote his book. Kings and Lamenta-

" U. ESsdras Ix., 32.

2« Besides fostering the work of copyingr the Torah, we learn from other

tracts that this body of men introduced certain corrections in the text of

the Old Testament to prevent mlsunderstandlner (MIdrash. Tanchuma, 26 a.),

and that they are responsible for the directions concerning the reading of

the book of Esther and the keeping of the feast "Purim" (Makkoth. 2S.

Jeras. Meg. 1).

28 Rodk., p. 44.
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tions. King Hezechiah and his company wrote Isaiah, Proverbs,

Songs and Ecclesiastes. The men of the Great Assembly wrote

Ezechiel, the Twelve Prophets, Daniel and the Book of Esther.

Ezra wrote his book and chronicles the order of all generations down
to himself. And who finished Ezra's book? Nehemiah ben. Chak-

halyah."

Even to the rabbis themselves this passage presented many diffi-

culties, and hence it is followed by a lengthy debate. As being of

present interest we may be allowed to make the following selection

(page 46) : "One of the rabbis said: ']oh never existed, and he

is mentioned in the Scripture only for an example.' Said he (R.

Samuel) to him : 'The Scripture is against your theory, as it states

plainly (Job i., i), "There was a man," etc. But according to your

theory it is also written (11. Sam. xii., 3), "But the poor man had

nothing," etc. Was it so in reality? It was written only for an

example. The same may be said concerning Job? If it were so,

why then his name and the name of the country he came from?"

Different opinions are then given as to the generation in which Job

lived, and each opinion is proved from some verse in Scripture.

Thus, for example, the proof that Job lived in the days of Ahasuerus

is drawn from xlii., 15 : "And there were not found such hand-

some women as the daughters of Job" (page 47), and in which gen-

eration were handsome women sought for if not in the generation

of Ahasuerus?

This style of argumentation would be sufficient to throw discredit

on the whole passage ; at least it suggests the attitude of mind in

which the rabbis themselves looked upon many statements found in

the Talmud. Thus it is difficult to understand how the rabbi who
held that Job lived in the time of Ahasuerus could believe that Moses

wrote the history of the man of the land of Hus. Nor is it easy

to see what assistance David received when engaged in the composi-

tion of the Psalms from Adam, Abraham, etc., or at least in what

undefined way he was influenced by these patriarchs when he gave

form to their words. (Cf. Driver, Introd. to Lit. of O. T., xxxiv. n.)

Among the compositions again of the Great Synagogue we find

the writings of Hosea, Amos, Micah and Ezechiel, prophets who
lived long before the earliest date that is assigned to the supposed

institution of Ezra's Assembly.

We may now pass from the witness of the Talmud to that of later

Jewish rabbis, remembering that we are watching the gradual growth

of a tradition built upon a single Mishnic text of the second century

A. D. We shall find the connection between Esdras and the Grreat

Synag(^e becoming more marked and the field of their labors much
extended. As early as the tenth century the names of the members
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of that body are mentioned, and these can be identified with the Hst

of names given in the Book of Esdras, another proof, if further proof

were needed, that this tradition has arisen from an interpretation of

the events recorded in those chapters. Thus the Targum of "Song

of Songs" speaks of "Ezra the priest and Zerabbabel and Jeshua and

Nehemiah and Mordecai and Belsan, the men of the Great Syna-

gogue, who are likened to roses that they may have strength to

labour in the law day and night" (vii., 1-2). Other authorities add

to this Hst Haggai, Zechariah, Malachi, also Daniel, Mishael and

Azariah. One author makes the list up to twelve and says that these

went up from Babylon to Jerusalem at the beginning of the age of

the second temple, and that others were added from among the lead-

ing men of Israel to make up the total to 120. In these rabbinical

writings there is hopeless confusion in chronology. Zorobabel came

up from Babylon in 536 and was not followed by Esdras till 458,

yet the Great Synagogue founded by Esdras, according to tradition,

numbers among its members Zorobabel and men who had come up

with him from captivity eighty years previously, and one of the

remnants of this Assembly was Simon the Just, who lived in the

time of Alexander the Great. That these men should have been

contemporaneous is just possible on the Talmudic computation, ac-

cording to which Alexander occupied the throne in the generation

after the return from exile ; but historical evidence forces us to place

the career of Alexander two centuries after that event and one cen-

tury after the mission of Esdras.

According to the rabbis these wise men established good laws for

the right government of the people. They "restored the law to its

former condition," for they collected the Scriptures, which had been

scattered at the first captivity, and by careful study and scrutiny of

the MSS. established a text free from doubtful passages, and finally

they divided the Scriptures into three divisions, the Law, the

Prophets and the Hag^ographa.'"

Though many references to the Great Synagogue and its supposed

functions may be found in the writings of the rabbis who lived be-

tween the age of the Talmud and the sixteenth century, the first

really important work was not published till 1538. In that year

Elias Levita edited his commentary on the Massorah, in which he

defended the tradition of the men of the Great Synagogue, and

advanced that tradition along a line that attracted the attention of

the scholars of the Refonnation. .'Xccording to Elias, Esdras, witli

the assistance of the men of the Great Synagogue, promulgated the

MWlth wonderful facility do these Jewish scholars fall back on the

authority of the Great Synagogue, tracing to them anything ancient, the

exact origin of which had been lost in a remote antiquity.
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correct consonantal text, and at the same time formed the canon

of the Hebrew Scriptures. It is well to note that according to this

book the whole period of the Great Synagogue did not exceed forty

years. The reputation of Levita as a scholar obtained for his theory

ready acceptance among Protestant divines of the seventeenth and

eighteenth centuries. But a still more exhaustive treatise appeared

from the Basle press in i6ao entitled "Tiberias S. Commentarius

Masorethism," by John Buxtorf, containing all that was then known
from Jewish tradition concerning the Massorah. Buxtorf endorses

the theory of Elias concerning the canon of the Scriptures that Ezra

and the men of the Great Synagogue defined the limits of the Mosaic

prophetical and other books that were written by special inspiration

of the Holy Spirit. He also strives to prove against Elias that the

principal source of the Massorah was the same body of men.

"Authores ejus (t. e., Massora) Massoretha vocantur quos Hebrai

communiter viros Synagoga Magna esse volunt."

The theory of Elias Levita and Buxtorf that Esdras and the men
of the Great Synagogue established the canon of the Hebrew
Scriptures is a distinct advance on the early tradition, and a very

important one. That Divine inspiration and prophecy de facto came

to an end among the chosen people some time after the return from

the exile seems to have been the common belief among the Jews.

Yet previous to the sixteenth century we do not find any writer

stating that the Hebrew canon was closed by an authoritative act

of the Great Synagogue. Josephus, it is true, maintains in his work

against Apion that from the days of Artaxerxes the exact succession

of the prophets had ceased in Israel; and in the Babylonian Tract

Sanhedrin we learn on the authority of the rabbis that since the

days of the last Prophets Haggai, Zechariah and Malachi the Holy

Spirit has left Israel. But it was reserved for later writers to

assign the closing of the Scripture canon to the first generation after

the return from Babylon.

No further advance has been made in the tradition of the Great

Synagogue since the publication of the "Tiberias," and subsequent

supporters of the theory have been engaged in defending it against

the attacks of adversaries. As early as the seventeenth century there

were gifted scholars—as Alting (1618-1697) and Burmann (1632-

1679)—who began to question Jewish tradition and were unwilling

to admit the existence of the men of the Great Synagogue. At the

beginning of the next century (1727) Rau published at Utrecht his

"Diatribe de Synagoga Magna." Though written under the influ-

ence of strong prejudice against the authority of Jewish scholars, this

work gives a full account of the tradition of the Great Synagogue

and shows how devoid it is of any substantial foundation.
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In more recent times Ruemen's historical investigation of the

tradition has considerably weakened it, so that its supporters, in

order to meet the attacks of criticism, have been forced to change

in some important points the traditional story. Being unwilling to

reject the Mishnic testimony, according to which Simeon the Just

was of the remnants of the Great Assembly, men like Ginsbury, in

his edition of Levita's work (1867), and Westcott (Bible in the

Church) have departed from the old Jewish chronology and assigned

to the Great Synagogue a much longer existence than is justified by

the evidence at our disposal. At present, therefore, the weight of

authority based on historical evidence seems to be entirely against

the existence of the Great Synagogue.

In conclusion, therefore, we may ask ourselves, was the Great

Synagogue a religious body instituted by Esdras to establish again

Jewish worship and to last for a generation only, or was it a

permanent body? The first hypothesis is in keeping with the Tal-

mudic writings and the rabbinical tradition up to the seventeenth

century, but is untenable because, among other reasons, it sup-

poses that one of its members was Simeon the Just, a contemporary

of Alexander the Great. The second hypothesis is equally untrust-

worthy, for the supposition that the Great Synagogue was a distinct

religious body, playing an important part in Jewish history during

the 200 years subsequent to Esdras, is a departure from the tradi-

tional story and is unsupported by any historical evidence.

The convocation under Nehemias, called together to pray, to con-

fess their sins, to fast, to hear read the Torah, might fitly be called

a Synagogue-Keneseth—an assembly met for worship—and a

Great Synagoglie indeed, as it was epoch-making in the religious

life of the Jews. But such a Great Synagogue met once for all,

and its history is told in chapters 8, 9 and 10 of the second canonical

Book of Esdras.

Joseph Bullen, S. J.

Chesterfleld, England.
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PIUS VI. AND THE FRENCH REVOLUTION.

V.

HE French Republicans who had seized Rome and their

Roman adherents whom they had installed as nominal

rulers of the city had not been restrained by any feelings

of veneration or compassion from driving Pius VI. into exile, but

they seem to have dreaded the odium which they would have in-

curred had his death been the result of their brutality, and the aged

Pontiff was allowed to bring his first day's journey to a close at

the village of Monterosi, about twenty-six miles from Rome.' The

greater part of his escort of dragoons had been withdrawn on reach-

ing the French camp beyond Ponte Molle; the remainder left him

at La Horta, the first post station, after insisting on being paid for

their services, and the two majors continued to accompany him to

the end of his journey. Pius VI. was then in his 8ist year. He
had barely recovered from a long and dangerous illness, and such

was his state of exhaustion on reaching the Benedictine Abbey of

Monterosi that he had to be lifted out of his carriage by his attend-

ants and carried to his apartments. He was able, however, to con-

tinue his journey on the following day, in spite of the inclemency

of the weather, and traveled to Tuscany by easy stages, stopping at

Viterbo, where he prayed at the shrine of Santa Rosa, whose body

is still preserved intact in the convent of the Franciscan nuns at

San Lorenzo Nuovo, Radicofani and San Guirico.*

At many places along the road followed by the Holy Father the

peasantry assembled from the neighboring villages to receive his

blessing, and in the towns where he stopped the crowds were so

great that his carriage could hardly make its way through them ; but

on arriving at the Tuscan frontier no representative of the Grand

Duke came to welcome him. Ferdinand III. and his Ministers, who

^Mgr. Pletro Baldassarl: "Relacione delle avrersita e patlmentl del grlo-

rioao Papa Flo VI. negU ultlml tre anni del suo Pontifacto." Romat 1889.

Mgr. Baldassarl was secretary to Mgr. Innlco Diego Caracciolo, the Maestro
dl Camera to Plus VI. Though he did not accompany the Holy Father
when he was carried away from Rome, he rejoined him when he was living

at the Carthusian monastery near Florence, and was able to obtain a
minute account of his Journey.

i Sclout (l.udovic) Le Dlrectolre, Paris, 1897, Vol. M, p. 330. The Direc-

tors had at first intended to send Plus VI. to Portugal, and on the lat

Ventose (19th February, 1798) had sent General Berthler a decree to that

effect They then changed their minds, and by a decree of the 8th Ventose
(26th February) they ordered him to send the Holy Father to Brazil on
board of one of the frigates at Incona or Clvlta Vecchla. But the Pope was
already in Tuscany.
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knew how powerless they were to offer any resistance to the armies

of the republic, were much embarrassed on learning that it was the

intention of the Directory to send Pius VI. into Tuscany, as they

feared that a snare was being laid for them, and that any manifesta-

tion of sympathy with the misfortunes of the Holy Father might

afford the French Republicans a pretext for invading their country.

The government had therefore decided that the Pope should not be

allowed to live in Florence, and Mgr. Zondadari, the Archbishop

of Sienna, was requested to prepare lodgings for the Papal Court

in some monastery in that town. Notice was also g^ven to the

Bishops, to the heads of religious orders and to the police that, as

the Grand Duke believed that the Pope was traveling merely as a

private person, he forbade any public demonstration in his honor,

such as the ringing of bells, ceremonious receptions or even the

applause of the people.'

Pius VI. arrived at Sienna on February 25, which was the first

Sunday in Lent, and though great crowds had assembled to greet

him, no acclamations were allowed, all signs of rejoicing were

sternly suppressed and the people could only show their veneration

for the Holy Father by kneeling in silence to receive his blessing.

The Augustinian monastery at Sienna had been chosen as the resi-

dence of Pius VI., who was received on his arrival by Mgr.

Odescalchi, his Nuncio at Florence, and a few days later the

Marchese Manfredini, one of the Ministers of Ferdinand III., came

to compliment him on the part of his sovereign and to request him

to take up his abode at Sienna rather than at Florence. The Holy

Father willingly consented, but as many prelates and persons of high

rank, both French and Italian, known to be hostile to the republic,

came to reside in Sienna, the anxiety of the Tuscan Ministry to

avoid gfiving any offense to the Directory was such that Lieutenant

General Martini, the Governor of Sienna, received orders in the

beginning of May not to allow any persons who had formed part

of the Papal Court in Rome, with the exception of those actually

in attendance on the Holy Father, to remain in the town for more

than forty-eight hours, or, in very exceptional cases, three days at

the utmost. Few even of the Cardinals who passed through Sienna

were allowed to stay so long, and every obstacle was placed in the

way of the Bishops of Tuscany to prevent them from coming to do

homage to the Head of the Church.

Before the French troops entered Rome some of the Cardinals

who, on account of their official connection with the Papal Govern-

» Count A. F. D'AllonvUle, "Memolres tires des peplers d'un Hoinin«

d'Etat sur lea causes secretes qui ont determine la politique des Cabinet*

dans lea suerres de la Revolution," Paris, 1831-1S37, Vol. V., p. 261.
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ment or their well-known hostility to France, had reason to dread

the vengeance of the republic, had taken the precaution of seeking

a refuge in the kingdom of Naples ; others fled to Tuscany soon after

the departure of Pius VI. Of the thirteen who still remained in

Rome, six were arrested on March 8 and imprisoned in the Convent

of the Convertile, together with the Governors of Rome and Perugia

and some other prelates; the others were ordered to leave Rome
and to return to their native cities. Two Cardinals, unfortunately

—

Tommaso Antici and Vincenzo Marias degli Altieri—when threat-

ened by the consuls of the new republic, first with imprisoimient and

then with deportation unless they renounced the dignity of Cardinal,

yielded to these menaces, and said to the Holy Father that their

great age and their infirmities rendered it impossible for them to

fulfill any longer the duties attached to their position or to uphold

it becomingly, and they therefore requested him to accept their

resignation. Pius VI. was deeply affected by this cowardly act,

and in the hope that the erring Cardinals might repent and revoke

this abdication of their rank, he deferred taking any decision in the

matter until the month of September, when, finding that they still

persisted in their determination, he accepted their resignation and

declared them to be no longer members of the Sacred College.*

The six Cardinals who had been imprisoned in the Convent of

the Convertile were sent after a few days to the Dominican man-

astery at Civita Vecchia, and it was suggested to them also that

they should lay down the dignity of Cardinal, but they rejected

the proposal with indignation, and even refused to purchase their

liberty with money, as they considered that it would be dishonor-

able to make such a concession to those who had arrested them so

unjustly. They were soon joined by Cardinal Archetti, Bishop of

Ascoli, and by the prelates who had been Governors of Frosinone,

Loreto, Ascoli and Spoleto, and their imprisonment lasted until the

end of March, when they were ordered to leave the territory of the

republic and were obliged to embark in very stormy weather for

Legfaom, frtMn where they retired to various parts of Italy.

The banishment of the Sovereign Pontiff, the dispersion of the

«Baldassari, p. 45. Cardinal Altieri died on February 10, 1800, aged
seventy-flve. He had deeply repented the weakness of which he had been
guilty, and when dying he wrote to the Cardinal Dean of the Sacred College,

asking him to obtain for him the forgiveness of the Pope who should be
elected In the conclave then being held. In renouncing the dignity of Car-

dinal he had acted by the advice of a theologian who held Jansenist opinions.

Cardinal Antici passed the rest of his life in retirement at Recanati. At the

time of the conclave in 1800 he sought to be readmitted into the Sacred
College, but his demand was rejected, and he died in 1812, after having
written to Pius VTI., who was then imprisoned in Savona, to express his

repentance and ask pardon for his fault. iNd, p. B7.
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Cardinals and the consequent disorganization of the congregpitions

for the administration of ecclesiastical affairs over which they pre-

sided was apparently considered by the French Directory as pre-

senting a favorable opportunity for inflicting further injury on

religion by the creation of an anti-Pope and of a schismatical

church, which, like that which had been founded in France, might

furnish a convenient pretext for further confiscations and proscrip-

tions. The candidate selected for the purpose by the French author-

ities in Rome was Mgr. Emmanuel di Gregorio, of the family of

the Marquises of Squillace, the civil vicegerent of the Cardinal

Vicar of Rome, a prelate distinguished by his learning and whose

kindness and affability had rendered him very popular in that city.

He was privately informed that it was the intention of Generals

\\&\ and Dallemagne, who commanded the French garrison, to

name him Patriarch of the West and Pope, and on his objecting

that the Sovereign Pontiff was still alive, he was informed that Pius

VI. would be persuaded or forced to resign, and that as the Car-

dinals were absent from Rome, the election would be made by the

parochial clergy and the people. Mg^. di Gregorio was astounded

at this proposal, and fearing to excite the anger of the Republicans

by refusing to act the part of an anti-Pope, he fled irom Rome and

rejoining Pius VI. at Sienna, revealed to him this conspiracy which

threatened the unity of the Church. It was not, however, carried

any further, for the French and Italian revolutionists were con-

fronted with more difficult problems which demanded an immediate

solution, namely, the extortion of more money from a country which

had already paid such heavy contributions, and the suppression of

the insurrections which had been excited in many parts of the Papal

States by the insults offered to religion, the spoliation of the

churches and the taxes levied by the newly created republican

authorities for the celebration of patriotic feasts in honor of gov-

ernment.*

The rising of the inhabitants of the villages near Rome, so easily

put down by Murat, was followed in April and May, 1798, by a

far more serious revolt in the mountainous region near the Lake of

Trasimen. From Castel Rigone, where it began, the movement

was spread rapidly throughout the district by bands of from 400

to 800 armed peasants carrying the Papal flag, who pulled down

• ".Memolres du General Baron Thiebault," Paris, 1894, Vol. 11.. p. 204:

"L'insurrectlon du Traslmene eut les memes causes que toutes les Insurrec-

tions qui I'avarent precedee; la composition des nouvelles autorltes; le

choise de agents tres mal fames les contributions forcees des vllles pour

des fetes dites patrlotiques: les requisitions pour ainsl dire incommes des

«ttjets du Pape; les vexations et concussions des percepteurs ... la

loi qui defandait auz religieux de queter et aux pretres de falre des

aumones."
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the trees of liberty, and at last concentrating their forces, seized

Citta di Castello, where they massacred the French garrison and

the republican municipality. A strong French column which at-

tacked the town was repulsed with loss, but when it returned to the

assault with artillery, the insurgents left the town during the night

and the inhabitants surrendered. What remained of the bands was

soon scattered and the country was apparently pacified, but the

commissioners who represented the Directory in Rome, instead of

acknowledging that the rapacity of their agents had driven the

people to take up arms and adopting measures to put a stop to their

dishonesty, preferred to throw the blame on the clergy, and especially

on the Holy Father. They wrote, therefore, to the Grand Duke of

Tuscany asserting that the signal of revolt had been given from

Sienna; that the agitators had received their instructions from

Pius VI. and from those about him; that these facts showed the

necessity of removing the Pope from the neighborhood of the

frontier, and they requested His Serene Highness to send him to

Leghorn, where they would provide a vessel which should bring him

to Cagliari. The commissioners probably hoped that in the feeble

condition of the Pope's health the sea voyage to Sardinia might

prove fatal to him; but Ferdinand HI., though careful to avoid

whatever might irritate the republic, refused to yield to this insolent

demand. He sent Marquis Manfredini to Rome furnished with

medical certificates to prove that to send the Holy Father to Sardinia

would endanger his life, and at the same time to remind General

Gouvion de St. Cyr and the commissioners of the precautions which

he had taken to isolate Pius VI. and to remove from Sienna the

prelates who had been in the service of the Holy See; but he was

only able to obtain as a favor that the Pope should be allowed to

reside at the Certosa di Val d'Ema, a Carthusian monastery about

two miles from Florence, which he should be ready to leave for

some other place whenever the Directory might judge fit.

This uncertainty as to his future movements, and the fear that

at some future period he might be deprived of all communication

with the faithful, caused Pius VI. before leaving Sienna to send to

Cardinal Albani, the Dean of the Sacred College, who, together

with the greater number of the Cardinals, had taken refuge at

Naples, the bull "Christi Ecclesia," which he had signed on December

30 of the preceding year, and by which he had authorized the election

of his successor, to be held wherever the majority of the Cardinals

should judge most convenient and without observing the delay of

ten days which should elapse between the death of a Pope and the

opening of the conclave.

In obedience to the will of the French Commander-in-Chief, the
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Grand Duke issued the order for the departure of the Holy Father

on May 26, and on the same day a violent earthquake took place

in Sienna by which the Augustinian convent was much damaged,

and the Pope, who narrowly escaped with his life, was obliged to

take refuge in a villa outside the town. He left for Florence on

June I. Crowds of people had assembled along the road from Sienna

to Florence to see him pass and ask his blessing,but between Florence

and the Carthusian monastery patrols had been placed to prevent any

demonstration or concourse of spectators, and such was the Grand
Duke's anxiety to avoid whatever might displease the Directory,

that when he had paid one ceremonious visit to the Sovereign Pon-

tiff shortly after his arrival, he had no other interview with hira

during his stay of nearly ten months at the monastery. It was a

period of almost absolute seclusion for the Holy Father, who while

at Sienna had been allowed to receive visitors and give audiences

every day, but at the Carthusian monastery this liberty was denied

him. Neither the inhabitants of Florence nor strangers passing

through were allowed to visit him, and the French Ambassador

Reinhard, who caused him to be narrowly watched, denounced to

the Grand Duke the persons suspected of wishing to see him and

requested him to expel them from the city. Before long the Holy

Father's health became still more enfeebled; he was unable even to

stand without the assistance of two persons, and was obliged to cease

from the celebration of Mass.

The Emperor of Austria and the King of Spain, at the request

of the Nuncios at Vienna and Madrid, had vainly endeavored to

persuade the French Government to allow Pius VI. to remain at

the Carthusian monastery, but finding that the Directors were re-

solved to expel him from Italy, they expressed their desire to receive

him in their States. The King of Spain proposed to convey him

to one of the Balearic Islands, but the Holy Father could not accept

this offer. The Emperor demanded that he should be allowed to

reside in the Venetian territory recently added to Austria, and he

also invited the Cardinals to take up their abode there, promising

them that in case of the Pope's death he would assure the liberty of

the conclave for the election of his successor. Pius VI. advised the

Cardinals to accept this offer, and those who were living in various

towns of Northern Italy went to Venice, where those who had taken

refuge at Naples followed them when King Ferdinand left his capital

and fled to Palermo on the advance of the French army. The

demand for the expulsion of the Holy Father from Tuscany and

his exile to Sardinia was again renewed by Reinhard in the month

of July, while Manfredini suggested, on the other hand, that the

Convent of Melk, in Austria, would be a more suitable place of
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residence ; for, besides the danger which might result to the Pope's

health from a journey by sea, he would also run the risk of being

captured by an English cruiser or an Algerine corsair, and the

matter was again referred to the Directory for their consideration.

The Grand Duke, indeed, had made every effort to please the French

Government; he had expelled the French emigrants; he had recog-

nized the Cisalpine Republic, though its emissaries were seeking

to revolutionize Tuscany; he had also been obliged, in spite of his

protestations, to grant at least a partial recognition to the Roman
Republic by taking down the Papal arms from the Nuncio's palace

;

but he saw that the Directors aimed at causing the death of the

Holy Father without rendering themselves directly responsible for

it, and he steadfastly refused to allow himself to be made a tool for

the execution of their odious intrigues.

The derogations which Pius VI. had made by the bull "Christi

Ecclesia" to the laws regulating the election of a Sovereign Pontiff

did not seem to many of the Cardinals sufficient to provide against

all interference with the liberty of the conclave or the danger of the

election of more than one Pope by isolated groups of Cardinals.

Yielding therefore to their request, the Holy Father by the bull of

November 13, 1798, "Quum nos, superiori anno," granted a still

further relaxation of the laws and constitutions of his predecessors

and decreed that if all the Cardinals were not able to come together,

those who were in greatest number in the States of a Catholic

monarch were alone to exercise the right of election. They were

also allowed to make preparations for the conclave during his life-

time, but they were not to discuss the choice of a candidate. Two-
thirds of the votes of the Cardinals present would suffice for a valid

election. The bull was sent to the senior of the Cardinals residing

in the Venetian provinces in the beginning of March, 1799, but on

the death of Pius VI., as the exceptional case to be guarded against

did not occur, it was not necessary to have recourse to it.

The Directory continued to aim at the conversion of the Italian

States into vassal republics humbly devoted to the interests of

France. It still pretended, indeed, to recognize the independence of

the King of Piedmont, but it encouraged invasions of his territory

by armed bands from the adjacent Cisalpine and Ligurian Com-
monwealths for the purpose of exciting his subjects to revolt ; but

Charles Emmanuel appealed to his people, who rallied round him

and crushed the insurgents. When the Directors found that all

attempts to excite a revolution in Piedmont were of no avail, they

imposed on the King a new treaty, by which a French garrison was

to occupy the citadel of Turin for the space of two months, and

they promised in return to guarantee the tranquillity of his kingdom
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and not to assist directly or indirectly those who sought to overthrow

his government.

It was only the dread that the Directory might side openly with

the revolutionary party, which by itself was unable to overcome the

loyalty of his troops, and the hope that Austria would soon declare

war again that could have induced Charles Emmanuel to make such

concessions. They did not, however, satisfy the Directors; they

sought to extort from the King by threats several millions for the

support of their army. The French troops continued to hold the

citadel of Turin long after the expiration of the prescribed time,

and when at last the King's downfall had been decided, a demand

was made for the contingent of 9,000 men which had been agreed

on by the previous treaty. As the King could not comply at once

with the request, Eymar, the French envoy at Turin, withdrew to

the citadel as though his life were threatened, while the French

troops in the Cisalpine Republic, crossing the frontier by night,

surprised and disarmed the garrisons of several towns (15 Frimaire

an VII.—5th December, 1798). At the same time General Joubert,

the French Commander-in-Chief at Milan, published an order of

the day in which he accused the Piedmontese Court of plotting

against France and shedding the blood of French and Piedmontese

republicans and declaring that his army, which was about to invade

Piedmont, would respect property and religion and assure the peace

and happiness of the country. General Grouchy, who commanded

the citadel of Turin, then, by gaining over some of the advisers of

Charles Emmanuel, persuaded the King to abdicate, though without

making any formal proposals to him, so that it might seem that the

act was voluntary;' and on the night of the 9th December, 1798,

the royal family left Turin for the Island of Sardinia, the only

possession which was left to them. On the following day a pro-

<> Marquis de Costa de Beauregard, un Homme d'Autrefois," Paris, 1877,

p. 486. After the hasty retreat of the French on the approach of the Austro-
Russlan forces, a copy of General Orouohy's secret report to the Directory

on the abdication of Charles Kmmanuel IV. was found, in which he described

the perfidious mode whereby, without binding himself by any engagement,
and although war had not been declared, he persuaded him to abdlcaite.

"Le moment etalt venu de falre Jouer tous les ressorts secrets que J'avais

prepares, je les mis en mouvement, et trentat un envoye du rol m'arrlva

c'etalt I'avocat (name omitted) homme a gagner, et 11 le fut. D'autres

personnes I'etalent egalement; mals la grande difllculte etalt que les propo-
sitions emanaasent du Rol; qu'il lit ce qu'on voulait, et que sa volonte

seule le lul fit falre sans que rlen d'ecrit ne Vlenne de mol; afin que dans
tous les cas Je pulsse etre desavoue. Cette condulte etalt d'autant plus

necessalre que la guerre n'etalt pas declaree au Rol de Sardalgne, qu'on

Ignoralt le parti que seralent forces de prendre le Directolre et le corps
Leglslatlf, et qu'il fallait agir de telles manieres que I'acte du Rol parals-

sant voluntalre ne put amenter I'Burope entiere contre la Republlque
Francalse et falre rompre le Congress de Rastadt."
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visional government was established in Turin. The French repub-

lican calendar was imposed on the Piedmontese people; many of

the principal nobles were sent as hostages to France ; a war tax of

two millions of francs was levied on the country, and on February 8,

1799, the annexation to France was voted by the provisional gov-

ernment.

The overthrow of the King of Sardinia was followed in a few

months by that of the Grand Duke of Tuscany, from whom Rein-

hard, the French Ambassador, continued by order of the Directory

to demand the deportation of Pius VI. to Sardinia. The temporary

occupation of Leghorn by an Anglo-Neopolitan force on November

28, 1798, when the King of Naples was marching upon Rome, and

the seizure there of some French privateers, was made the pretext

for demanding an indemnity of 2,500,000 francs, of which half

was paid, although the Grand Duke had remained neutral and was

in no way responsible for the invasion of the port. The arrival, too,

of the King of Piedmont in Florence (January 18, 1799) while on

his way to Sardinia under the escort of an adjutant-general named

Chipault, was taken advantage of by the Directors to make fresh

efforts to induce the Holy Father to accompany him to that island,

and thus cast on Charles Emmanuel instead of on the Grand Duke
the responsibility for the fatal consequences which mig^t ensue.

But Pius VI. was then dangerously ill of fever; his limbs were

covered with sores ; the doctors had lost all hope of saving his life,

and he had received the last sacraments. When, therefore, at the

end of January, 1799, Adjutant-general Chipault came to visit the

Holy Father with orders from the Directory that he should embark
for Sardinia along with the royal family, he was so much shocked

and affected on finding that he presented more the appearance of a
corpse than that of a living being, that he did not venture to carry

out his instructions, but merely said that the King of Piedmont,

being about to leave, invited the Holy Father to accompany him,

to which the Pope replied that it was impossible for him to comply

with the request. The King sailed, therefore, for Sardinia, and

on March 10 Chipault was again commanded by the Directory to

make every effort to oblige Pius VI. to leave Italy, and it was only

by the production of a protest written by the Holy Father, accom-

panied by medical certificates which proved that it was absolutely

impossible for him to undertake the journey, that he was induced

to desist.

Before the certificates had been placed before the Directors the

Grand Duke was warned by a despatch from his representatives in

Paris that if he wished to preserve his States and ensure the tran-

quility and welfare of his subjects, he should at once insist that
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Pius VI. should leave for Sardinia. Ferdinand III.,who fully under-

stood the hopelessness of his position, yielded at last to these re-

peated threats. He assured Mgr. Odescalchi, the Papal Nuncio,

that nothing should ever induce him to constrain the Sovereign

Pontiff to leave his States, but that he hoped that Pius VI. would

consider how impossible it was for him to withstand the power of

France, and that in case of an invasion, Tuscany would be over-

whelmed with the same misfortunes which had befallen the rest of

Italy. He therefore requested the Holy Father to take whatever

steps he might judge advisable and promised to respect his decision.

Pius VI. received this intelligence calmly and fearlessly. He
declared that he was prepared to undergo any suffering in obedience

to the will of God, and that he would not allow his dread of under-

taking a journey to Sardinia to serve as a pretext to the Directory

for invading Tuscany. Preparations were therefore made for the

departure of the Holy Father, but on the following day Reinhard

suddenly informed the Grand Duke that the Pope was to remain at

the Certosa.

Neither the contributions which had been exacted from the Grand
Duke nor whatever concessions he might be induced to make with

regard to Pius VI. could avail to preserve him from sharing the

fate of the other Italian sovereigns, and when the Directors thought

that their interests demanded that Tuscany should adopt republican

institutions they accused Ferdinand III. of conspiring with Austria

and Naples against the French republic and of having consented

to the occupation of Leghorn by the Anglo-Neopolitan expedition.

The legislative councils in Paris, therefore, declared war against

both Austria and Tuscany on March 12, 1799, and though when
the news was received in Florence, Manfredini was despatched to

Mantua to treat with General Scherer, the Commander-in-Chief of

the French army in Italy, and offer whatever terms might be neces-

sary to obtain peace, and though Reinhard assured that he had

received no information on the subject, the French troops in the

province of Bologna crossed the frontier on the 24th under the

command of General Gauthier and entered Florence on the 2Sth,

while another detachment coming from Lucca took possession of

Leghorn and seized all the merchandise belonging to the English,

the Russians and the Portugese. The Grand Duke and the members
of his family were allowed to leave Florence for Vienna, and when
a few days later General Scherer received orders from Paris to

arrest and bring them as prisoners to Briancon, they were happily

beyond his reach. The occupation of Tuscany by the French was
followed by the grotesque ceremony of planting "trees of liberty"

in the various towns, as was customary on the proclamation of a
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republic. The Tuscan troops were disarmed and sent to the Genoese

territory ; a provisional government was installed in Florence under

the guidance of Reinhard and the usual band of French agents and

commissioners who accompanied the French armies plundered the

palace of the Grand Duke of all its treasures.

On the day following the arrival of the French troops a detach-

ment of sixty men was sent to guard the Certosa, and next day

Pius VI. was informed by a French general that it had been

decided that he was to leave that night for Parma, to which he

merely replied : "For Parma ? Very well," and though the prelates

who accompanied the Holy Father and the representatives of Spain

made every effort to obtain from General Gauthier a delay of

twenty-four hours, his departure was fixed at 2 o'clock on the next

morning (28th March) in order that he might pass through the

streets of Florence before dawn. Such was the helplessness of

Pius VI., the lower part of whose body was paralyzed, that he

required to be lifted by four servants into the carriage in which he

was to travel, and the effort caused him so much suffering that some

of the troopers who formed his escort were affected to tears.

The Directory had already decided that Pius VI. was to be im-

prisoned at Briancon, a fortified town in the department of des

Hautes-Alpes, but that fact had not as yet been made known to him,

and he had been allowed to believe that his ultimate destination was

to be Parma. Before, however, entering on the description of the

long and painful wanderings in which Pius VI. was merdlessly

forced to pass the last year of his life, it will be necessary to follow

the prc^ess of the armies of revolution, as under pretense of in-

augurating an era of liberty, equality and universal prosperity, they

spread bloodshed and desolation throughout the southern provinces

of Italy.

The Neopolitan army of nearly 40,000 men which had invaded the

Papal States had been hastily raised. It was largely composed of

untrained recruits and its officers belonged to the aristocracy, among
which the Masonic lodges had been allowed to diffuse the principles

of the revolution almost without hindrance. It had been beaten at

all points by Championnet's troops, which did not reckon more than

15,000 or 16,000 men, forced to evacuate Rome and retreat hastily

across the frontier. The French followed it in several columns,

committing the same error as that of which Mack had been guilty,

but without paying the same penalty. General Duhesme, marching

along the shores of the Adriatic, seized the important fortresses of

Civitella del Fronto and Pescara, both strongly fortified and gar-

risoned, without meeting with any serious resistance, and on the

coast of the Mediterranean the town of Gaeta, generally considered
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to be impregnable, was surrendered to General Rey after a few

shells had been thrown into it.''

General MacDonald alone was checked in his advance by a re-

trenched camp under the walls of Coyma, where the defeated

Neapolitan army had been rallied. The King, who was warned on

December i8 by General Mack that he despaired of offering any

serious opposition to the progress of the French, had already issued

a proclamation to the inhabitants of the Abruzzi, calling on them

to take up arms for the defense of their religion, their King and

their homes, and reminding them of the bravery with which their

ancestors had fought to place the crown of Naples on the head of

his father. Though this appeal met with an immediate response,

and though the laesaroni or populace of the capital asked for arms

to defend the King and attacked those whom they suspected of hold-

ing revolutionary opinions, Ferdinand IV. felt that his position at

Naples was untenable. The nobles about him urged him to come to

terms with the French, but the fate of the King of Sardinia deterred

him from accepting their advice. His army was disorganized and

the majority of its officers had shown themselves to be traitors or

cowards. The fleet could not be manned, as the gfreater part of

the sailors refused to serve, though offered double pay,* and the

turbulent lazzaroni inspired but little confidence, for their mani-

festations of loyalty took the form of pillage and assassination.

The King decided, therefore, to take refuge in Sicily, where he

T The fortress of Clvltella del Pronto stands upon a steep rock which
commands the surrounding country; the town at Its foot Is defended by
strong walls washed by a deep torrent. Its works were In good condition

and armed with twelve guns. Its garrison of one hundred men was suffl-

clent for its defense. It surrendered after an attack of a few hours.

"Thlebault," n., p. 296.

Pescara was strongly fortified. It had eighty guns, was well provided

with stores and had a garrison of two thousand men, while General

Duhesme had only four small field pieces, yet It surrendered after a few
hours' fire. IWd, p. 307.

Gaeta was generally looked upon as an impregnable fortress. It had
seventy heavy guns, twelve mortars, twenty thousand muskets, a garrison

of three thousand men and provisions for a year; but its commander,
Marshall Tachudy, a Swiss officer, surrendered It when General Rey had
sent a few shells into It from a howitzer. Ibid, p. 340.

» Freiherr von Helfert. Fabrizlo RufTo. Revolution und Gegran—Revolu-
tion von Neapel, November, 1798, bis August, 1799. Wlen, 1882, p. 517.

Letter from Queen Caroline to the Smperor of Austria, 2l8t December, 1798:

"Nous sommes completement malheureux, les fuyards arrivent en grand
nombre, toute la vUle est decouragee, le peuple crie, hurle, se rassemble,
mais dit voulolr saccager punir les Jacobins Internes, non chatler, les com-
battre, c'est a dire 11 voudrait saccager avant la venue des Francals et cecl

est une populace tree nombreuse ... la noblesse ne fait rlen que
blamer tout ce que fait le Gouvernment; le militatre et la marine est

douteuse, ... II faut tenir avec le canon les matelots a bord, car tous
veulent s'enfulr."
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might form another army with which to reconquer his States, and
on the night of December 21 he left the palace by a secret passage,

together with the royal family, and embarked on Nelson's flagship,

the Vangfuard. They carried with them over £2,000,000, the crown

jewels and the most precious works of art from the royal palaces

and the museums, which would otherwise have fallen into the hands

of the French. On the following day a deputation of all classes of

citizens, headed by the Archbishop of Naples, came to implore of

the King to remain in his capital, but he refused and sailed on the

23d for Palermo, accompanied by two vessels of his fleet, the crews

of which had remained faithful, after naming Prince Francesco

Pig^atelli-Strongoli vicar general of the kingdom and General Mack
captain general of the army.

Before the French columns which had marched along the Adriatic

and through the central provinces could rejoin General Championnet

at Capua they had to fight their way through the Abruzzi, where the

mass of the population had risen, and though badly armed and

without organization, were opposing the invaders with an undaunted

courage which offered a splendid contrast to the feeble resistance

made by the regular army. At Aquila every house had to be taken

at the point of the bayonet ; at Pepoli nearly all the inhabitants were

massacred; at Isernia, where the churches, the convents, the houses

were loopholed and changed into so many fortresses, no quarter

was given, and all those taken in arms were shot, to the number of

1,500. If General Mack had taken advantage of this rising and

cooperated with it, Championnet, whose communications with Rome
had been intercepted, would have been obliged to surrender; but

Mack had lost all confidence in his army, for a revolutionary com-

mittee formed in Naples and comprising many members of the aris-

tocracy had gained over some of his superior officers. He and

Prince Pignatelli decided, therefore, on demanding an armistice

for the purpose of concluding a peace, and the Prince di Migliano

and the Duke di Gesso were sent to treat with Championnet. The
French general was hemmed in on all sides; the mountaineers had

taken Itri, Fondi and San Germano; they had blown up a park of

artillery, and his troops were almost without provisions or cartridges,

but he refused at first to treat unless Naples were surrendered. The
envoys came back next day and were again dismissed ; it was only on

their third visit to the French advanced posts at Sparanisi that Cham-

pionnet, who had just learned that General Duhesme was within

two days' march, consented to grant a truce to an army which, were

it properly led, had it in its power to make him surrender uncondi-

tionally. By the terms of this armistice, which was to last two

months and was signed on January 12, 1799, Capua was to be sur-
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rendered, the Neopolitan troops were to be withdrawn behind a line

passing across Italy from the mouth of the Lagni on the Mediter-

ranean to that of the Ofanto on the Adriatic, thus abandoning a

third of the kingdom to the French ; the seaports were to be declared

neutral, and the King was to pay to the republic ten millions of

livres tournois (about $2,000,000) . The French entered Capua on

the 14th, and Championnet fixed his headquarters in the palace of

Caserta, where a committee of Neapolitan revolutionists, presided

over by the unfrocked monk Bassal, who had organized the Roman
revolution and whom the Directory had just dismissed from his post

of secretary to the Roman Consuls, maintained an active correspond-

ence with the disaffected in the capital. But when the French Com-
missioner Archamba appeared at Naples to receive the first instal-

ment of the war tax, the lazzaroni, considering themselves betrayed,

rose to the cry of "Death to the French!" They disarmed and

expelled the troops which had just returned from the expedition to

Leghorn; they seized the four castles which commanded the dty

without resistance from their garrisons, threw open the prisons,

set free the galley slaves and proceeded to massacre the persons

whom they suspected of being Jacobins. Representatives elected

by the people then chose as their leader the Prince of Molitemo, a

distinguished cavalry officer, in whom they had much confidence,

but who had been secretly gained over to the cause of the revolution.

He succeeded in appeasing the people and restoring order and placed

the four castles under the command of members of the aristocracy.

Prince Pignatelli was then requested to leave, and he set sail for

Palermo, where the King caused him to be arrested and imprisoned

in the castle of Girgenti, while Mack fled to Championnet's camp,

surrendered to him and was allowed to return to Vienna.

It was only a minority of Neapolitan revolutionists which wished

to introduce the French army and French institutions into the king-

dom ; the majority hoped to repel them and to found an independent

State based on democratic principles, while the populace had but one

idea—^to fight against the Jacobins for their religion and their King.

When, therefore, the Prince of Moliterno went to request Cham-
pionnet not to enter Naples, a demand which the general (who con-

sidered the amistice as having been broken) roughly rejected, the

lassaroni denounced him as a traitor, seized again the arms which

they had laid down and dragged several pieces of cannon to posi-

tions which commanded the approaches to the city. They then

renewed their onslaught on persons reputed to be partisans of the

French, plundering and burning their houses until, towards nightfall,

Cardinal Capece-Zurlo, the Archbishop, succeeded in calming their

fury. They marched out on the following day with the intention
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of seizing the French camp near Aversa, but were repulsed with

heavy loss, and during their absence the revolutionists, who were

now all united in desiring the coming of the French as their only

safeguard against this state of anarchy, took by surprise the castle of

Saint Elmo, the most important of the Neapolitan fortresses. On
January 21 Championnet, whose army now amounted to over 22,000

men, attacked Naples from three sides, and though the city was not

protected by walls of bastions, the laszaroni, aided by a few thousand

of the disbanded foreign soldiers of the royal army, disputed every

inch of the gjroimd with such courage and tenacity, though can-

nonaded by the castle of St. Elmo and repeatedly charged with the

bayonet, that it was only after a combat of three days that the

French overcame their opposition and were masters of the capital.

The lazzaroni, decimated and exhausted by a struggle which had

lasted sixty-seven hours, offered no further resistance to the revolu-

tion, and Championnet proceeded to inaugurate the new common-
wealth, which took the name of the Parthenopean Republic. He
appointed a provisional government, with Carlo Lauberg, an un-

frocked monk, as President, which under the influence of Bassal

introduced the French republican calendar, decreed the formation of

a national guard and divided the kingdom into eleven departments.

A war tax of 2,500,000 livres tournois was imposed on Naples and

one of 15,000,000 on the provinces. It must be said, however, to

the credit of Championnet,-that he expelled from Naples the Frencli

Commissioner Faypoult, whose plundering he considered to be on too

large a scale, but he was recalled in consequence by the Directory

and replaced by General MacDonald.

In order to cause the authority of the provisional government to

be acknowledged in the provinces and its representatives accepted,

General Duhesme was sent with three columns toward Lucera and

Foggia, meeting with no resistance until reaching San Severe, a

town in the neighborhood, where on February 25 he fought against

a royalist army of 12,000 men composed of peasants and disbanded

soldiers, defeated them with a loss of 3,000 men and then plundered

the town. Another expedition under General Broussier was sent

in March to relieve Bari, the inhabitants of which were republican

and had held out against royalist bands for over a month. On their

way the French attacked Andria, and though repulsed at first, took

it, burned it and massacred 4,000 of the inhabitants. Trani under-

went the same fate on April 25, though it was defended house by

house after the walls had been scaled by surprise. It was plun-

dered and burned, "and this once beautiful, rich and populous city

was changed into an abode of misery and desolation." Even Bari

was not saved by its republicanism from the imposition of a war
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tax of 40,000 ducats and the payment of forced contributions for

the support of the army.

The courage which these towns displayed in maintaining their

fideHty to the cause of royalty is a proof that the entire kingdom
was far from following the example of the capital, where since so

many years the ideas of the French philosophers had been spread

among the aristocracy and the middle class ; but in many provincial

towns the Jacobins, owing to their better organization, had been

able to impose their will on the royalists and establish a republican

form of government. Nevertheless, the partisans of the Bourbons,

though scattered and disorganized, were so numerous that the pres-

ence of a representative of the crown would suffice to rally them

and enable them to restore to his throne a sovereign who had been

overthrown by a foreign invader rather than by the will of his sub-

jects. It was for this reason that, shortly after the arrival of Ferdi-

nand IV. in Sicily, Cardinal Fabrizi'o Ruffo was chosen by him to

be his lieutenant, with the title of vicar general and with full powers

for the reconquest and reorganization of the kingdom, and on Feb-

ruary 8, 1799, he landed at Catona, on the coast of Calabria, with

a few companions and a sum of only 3,000 ducats. He was met

by a body of three hundred of the tenants of his family, which owned
extensive possessions in that province, and immediately issued an

address to the Bishops and the clergj', calling upon them to make
the people take arms for the defense of religion, of their King and

of their country. His appeal met with a response which surpassed

his expectations. From all sides the people, led by their priests

and wearing white crosses in their hats, thronged around him, and

in a few days two camps were formed of several thousand men
each—at Palmi, for those from the low country ; at Mileto, for those

from the mountains. Out of this crowd of badly armed volunteers,

which comprised rich landowners, townsmen, peasants, working-

men, disbanded soldiers and retainers of noble houses (armigeri

baroniati), Cardinal RufFo, who throughout the campaign displayed

the talents of a great administrator and of a great general, suc-

ceeded in organizing an efficient army," which when he passed it in

review towards the end of April, when it had been two months in

the field, was composed of ten battalions of 500 men each, consisting

of soldiers of the disbanded regular army, while the irregular troops

formed too companies of 100 men each. He had also 1,200 horse-

men and eleven field pieces. The Cardinal had also organized a

commissariat, and to provide pay for the troops he sequestrated the

revenues of the landed proprietors who were residing not on their

* Abate r>omenlco SacchinelU, "Memorie storlche sulla vita del Cardlnale

Fabrizlo Ruffo," NapoU, 1836.
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lands, but in Naples. The towns in the province of Calabria, where

the republicans had most power, were Monteleone, whence they fled

on the Cardinal's approach
;
Catanzaro, where the royalists rose and

expelled them; Cotrone, which the royal army stormed and plun-

dered, and Altamura, from which its defenders fled at night after

making a short resistance and shooting in cold blood fifty of its

royalist inhabitants.

The Cardinal had not to fear any opposition to his progress from

the French, for the war which had again broken out between

France and Austria in Switzerland (on March 6) and in Lombardy
(on March 26, 1799) had proved so disastrous to the armies of the

republic, especially when on the arrival of a strong Russian con-

tingent the command of the allied armies was given to Marshal

SuvarofF, that it became necessary to recall General MacDonald from

Naples. He therefore broke up his camp at Caserta on May 7,

leaving a garrison of 3,000 men at Capua and of 700 both in the

castle of Saint Elmo and in the fortress of Gaeta, and marched with

7,000 in two columns by Itri and San Germano. That which took

the latter road was commanded by General Watrin and was that

which had invaded Apulia under General Duhesme. The soldiers

who composed it, brutalized by the atrocities they had committed,

"seemed especially anxious to shed the blood of priests, but every

human being who came within their reach fell pierced with bullets."

They massacred some Trappists in a monastery near Veroli
; they

burned part of the town of San Germano and plundered the mon-

astery of Monte Cassino; they took, after five hours of desperate

fighting, the town of Isola, which had been strongly barricaded,

plundered it and reduced it to a heap of ashes ; while the column

under General MacDonald had to fight its way through the defiles

of Itri and Fondi, "losing men and baggage at every step.""

After taking the chief towns in Calabria the march of Cardinal

Ruffo was continued through the other provinces without meeting

with serious resistance until he reached Naples. Near Manfredonia

he was joined by a detachment of 480 Russian marines and later on

by some Turks. The Neapolitan republicans established a fortified

camp at the Ponte della Madalena, an adjacent fort, and gunboats

10 "Thiebault," Vol. 11., p. 824: "Peu d'lnsurrectlons ont ete aussl forml-

dables. C'etalt une croiaade: or, alnsl que je I'ai dlt, apres nous avoir forces

a lea meprlser comme soldats ces NapoUtalns nous avalent appris a lea

redouter comme hommes . . . cf^at, pour alnsl dire lorsqu'll n'y eut

plus d'armee NapoUtalns que le gruerre de Naples devlnt effrayante. Quolque
as NapoUtalns de 1798 farouches et superstltleux alent ete battus partout,

quolque sans compter les pertes qu'Us flrent dans les combats, plus de
60,000 des leurs alent ete passes au 111 de I'epee sur les decombres de leurs

villes ou sur les cendres de leurs chaumieres nous ne les avons lalsses

valncus sur ancun point."
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commanded by Admiral Caracciolo also commanded the position;

but on June 13 it was stormed by the Calabrian bands, which after

a few days' more fighting were masters of Naples. The lanzaroni

in the meanwhile had arisen against the republicans and slaughtered

all the partisans of the French who fell into their power, in spite of

the efforts of the Cardinal to restore order. The forts of the

Castle Nuovo and the Castle del Novo soon capitulated, and though

the Cardinal consented to allow the Neapolitan prisoners to leave for

France together with the French soldiers, Nelson on his arrival with

the English fleet refused to recognize the capitulation and seized

those who had the most active share in promoting the revolution,

an action which has given rise to much bitter controversy which it

would be impossible to examine here. The castle of St. Elmo
capitulated shortly afterwards, and its commander, General Mejean,

surrendered to the Neapolitan Government those of its subjects who
had joined the French revolutionists and founded the Parthenopean

Republic.

MacDonald's troops passed through Rome on the i6th and 17th

of May, where they were reinforced by a few thousands of the

division of General Gamier, who remained in command of the dis-

trict with 2,400 men, while 1,900 of MacDonald's sick and wounded
filled the hospitals. Garnier before long replaced the consuls by a

provisional government, put Rome under martial law and tried to

raise the national g^ard to the number of 10,000 men. A large

number of towns and villages in the Papal States still showed the

utmost hostility to the revolution. Civita Vecchia, rendered inde-

pendent by the Neapolitan invasion in November, refused to submit

to the Roman consuls, stood a regular siege, repelled several assaults

of the French troops and capitulated only on March 7. The neigh-

boring village of Tolfa was then attacked by the republican army

and stormed, though defended house by house. It was reduced to

ashes and 156 persons taken in arms were shot. In July an insur-

rection at Ronciglione was suppressed by the massacre of eighty-six

of its citizens, but the armed bands of Rodio, Pandigrano and Michele

Pezza, of Itri, better known under the name of Fro Diavolo, were

advancing from the south, and though they were sometimes driven

back by the French, they soon regained their positions and put them-

selves in communication with the bands coming from Tuscany.

There, on May 6, the citizens of Arezzo had revolted and, aided

by the peasantry of the neighborhood, who came, led by their clergy,

they had driven out the French garrison and formed a league known

as the Federation of Arezzo, which barricaded the town and gov-

erned it in the name of the Grand Duke. Disciplined and led by

an Austrian officer. Baron Schneider, they spread the insurrection
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to the neighboring towns. Together with some Austrian troops they

entered Florence on July 7 after it had been evacuated by the

French troops. They took Perugia in August, Monte Rotondo and

Finmicino in September, at which time only Rome and Ancona

remained in the power of the French. The latter town and the

adjacent provinces were defended by General Monnier against the

bands of Ascoli and the Marches commanded by Donato de Donatis

and Giuseppe Gistantini, sumamed Sciabolone; but though win-

ning many victories with a handful of troops, he was gradually

driven back on Ancona, which after a brilliant fight of three months

against an allied army of Austrians, Russians and Turks, he sur-

rendered to the Austrians on November 13, 1799.

General Gamier, who could put only 2,000 men under arms, saw

that further resistance was impossible; he did not wish to expose

Rome to be taken by indisciplined mountaineers, and preferred, there-

fore, to negotiate with Commodore Troubridge, who commanded
an English squadron then cruising before Civita Vecchia. He con-

cluded with him a capitulation, by the terms of which Civita Vecchia,

Cometo and Tolfa were to be occupied by the English and Rome
by the Neapolitan troops of the regular army commanded by Marshal

Burckhardt, a Swiss officer whom Cardinal Ruffo had sent forward

after he had taken Naples. The French soldiers were allowed to

keep their arms and the Romans who had been compromised in the

revolution and who wished to leave were also to be brought to

France by the English. Marshal Burckhardt entered Rome on Sep-

tember 30 and immediately formed a provisional government to take

charge of the State in the name of the King of Naples.

A month previously to the overthrow of the republican govern-

ment in Rome the sufferings of Pius VI. had come to an end at

Valence, in the south of France, the last stage of the long and

painful journey which the Directory had obliged him to perform

without consideration for his age and his infirmities. At Bolc^a,

through which the Holy Father passed on his way from the Certosa

di Val d'Ema to Parma, he had been allowed to rest for a night at

the Spanish College, but was brought away hastily on the following

day, for the French troops had been defeated by the Austrians near

Legnano, on the Adige, and it was feared that he might be rescued

by the Imperialists. For the same reason his stay at Parma, where

he was lodged at the monastery of St. John the Evangelist, was

suddenly ended. An officer arrived at dawn on April 13 with a

despatch from the Commander-in-Chief at Florence ordering the

Holy Father to leave for Turin within two hours and stating that

if the Duke of Parma hindered his departure or did not furnish

him at once with everything requisite for his journey, Pamia and
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Piacenza should be treated as hostile towns. It was only on the

production of certificates by two doctors testifying on oath that

such was the state of exhaustion of the Holy Father that he could

not be removed without endangering his life that the officer con-

sented that the Pope's departure might be deferred till the following

day. Pius VI., however, had expressed his resolution not to leave

Parma, but the Duke's minister, the Marchese Ventura, represented

to him so dolefully the dangers to which his refusal would expose

Parma and its inhabitants, that the Pope, interrupting him in the

course of his lamentations, answered calmly that he would be very

sorry to be the cause of any misfortune to the Duke or his people

;

that he was resigned to the will of God, and that at any risk to

himself he would continue his journey. He left Parma, therefore,

at an early hour on April 14, and at the request of the French officer

who escorted him, the Duke, who had no cavalry, furnished a guard

of twelve halbardiers, who followed in carriages.**

The Holy Father passed that night at Borgo San Donino in the

Bishop's palace and the next at the College of San Lazzaro, belong-

ing to the missionaries of St. Vincent of Paul, near Piacenza. His

journey next day by Lodi to Milan was interrupted, as it was reported

that the Austrians were approaching, and he was again brought

back to San Lazzaro ; but only a short rest was allowed him, and at

<laybreak on the 17th he crossed the swollen waters of the Trebbia

by a ferry. Castel San Giovanni, Voghera, Tortona, AUessandria,

Casale and Crescentino were the stages by which Pius VI. reached

Turin. With very few exceptions the people received him every-

where with signs of veneration and compassion, crowding around

his carriage in the towns, and in the country hastening from a

distance to kneel by the roadside and ask his blessing as he passed.

At Voghera the French commandant had the courtesy to allow him

to rest beyond the appointed time, but at Tortona the officer in com-

mand insisted on his immediate departure for Alessandria, and it

was only because heavy rains had rendered impossible to ford the

Scrivia, a mountain torrent which crossed the road, that he was

allowed to remain for the night The citizens of Tortona showed

such indignation at this brutality that the C(»nmandant judged it

prudent to put the garrison under arms, but Pius VI., with the

courage and resignation which never abandoned him, calmly said:

11 Abate Coppl, "Annall d'ltalia dal 1760 al 1829," t. n., p. 15. In May,
1796, Bonaparte had made an armistice with the Duke of Parma, by the

Intervention of the Spanish Ambassadors which enabled him to remain
independent from 1796 to 1801, on condition of paying: 2,000,000 francs and
furnishing 1,700 horses fully equipped, 10,000 qulntauz of wheat, 6,000 of

oats, 2,000 head of cattle and 20 paintings (1 quintal = 100 kilgrammea =
220 pounds).
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"Everything depends on the will of God. We are in His hands;

may His will be done." At Alessandria the Pope was received with

enthusiasm by the people and by many of the aristocracy, who came

a long way from the town to meet him. At Casale the national

guard rendered him military honors on his arrival at the Bishop's

palace, and he met with equal respect at the little town of Crescen-

tino, where he passed the night in the house of the Fathers of the

Oratory. General Grouchy, on the contrary, who commanded in

Turin, irritated by seeing the people leave the city by thousands to

salute the Holy Father, ordered his journey to be delayed at the

village of Chivasso, where he was obliged to stay at a filthy inn until

nightfall. Even then he was not allowed to pass through the streets

of Turin in order to reach the citadel, but he was brought to it by

a long and circuitous road outside the walls, broken up with deep

ruts and quagmires, and so great were the sufferings he underwent

that he fainted several times.

The general was persuaded by the prelates who accompanied the

Holy Father to allow him to rest for a day before continuing his

journey, but he would not permit him to have an interview with

the Archbishop of Turin or with Don Pedro de Labrador, who had

been just named representative of Spain in the place of Cardinal

Lorenzana; and he made him leave Turin at midnight for Suza, at

the foot of Mont Cenis, on the road to Grenoble, where he said the

Directory intended that he should reside. The Holy Father arrived

at Suza on the evening of April 26, where he was received with

military honors and lodged in the Bishop's palace; but he was so

exhausted that the commandant, who was more courteous and

friendly than most of the officers of the republic, ventured to dis-

obey the instructions he had received and consented to let him stay

till the 28th. He also told the Pope that his destination was Brian-

con, and not Grenoble, and the commissioner who had accompanied

him from Turin stated that General Grouchy had purposely con-

cealed the fact, as he feared an outburst of indignation on the part

of the citizens if they learned that the Sovereign Pontiff was to be

imprisoned in a town situated high among the Alps with a rigorous

climate. It was therefore necessary to dismiss, after satisfying

their exorbitant demands, the drivers who had been hired for the

crossing on Mont Cenis and to hire a sedan chair and bearers to

bring the Holy Father over Mont Genevre by steep and rugged

paths covered with snow, as well as mules for the prelates and at-

tendants who accompanied him.

It was on April 30 that Pius VI. crossed the Mont Genevre.

He had been detained for more than a day at the little village of

Oulx, for a heavy fall of snow had covered the path leading over
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the mountains and workmen had to be assembled from the environs

to clear the way; but though the delay was involuntary, he was

made to pay for the maintenance during that time of the detachment

of cavalry which escorted him. At Briancon the Holy Father was

respectfully received. The town was crowded with people from the

neighborhood and the national guard came to meet him and render

him military honors ; but the Jacobin municipality, fearing a demon-

stration on the part of the Catholics, had decreed that the keys of

the belfry and of the church should be kept in the town hall.

Pius VI. and a few of his servants were lodged in a house belong-

ing to the hospital of the town, where they had four rooms. The
sitting room was large, the windows had neither glass nor shutters,

but were closed with linen, and the chimneys smoked. Some of the

servants slept there, and when their beds had been removed in the

morning Mass was said there, after which it served as a refectory

for the Papal household. The Pope's bed room, where he remained

all day, opened off this room. The prelates and the other priests

who accompanied the Holy Father and formed the Papal household

had lodging^ in the town, but passed the day along with the Holy

Father. Sentinels guarded the door and allowed no one to enter

who was in the service of the Pope. The commissioner who
represented the Directory in the town was named Berard, a man
despised for his vice and his impiety, who reprimanded the com-

mandant because his wife heard Mass in the Pope's apartment, and

ordered her not to assist at it again.

The Austro-Russian troops were at that time not far from Brian-

con. Their leader. Marshal Suvaroff, had reconquered Lombardy
and was still driving the armies of Moreau and Victor before him.

He seized Tortona on May 9 and Novi on the 15th, and the Pied-

montese peasantry were everywhere taking up arms against the

French, undeterred by the atrocious cruelty with which these risings

were suppressed. The citizens of Turin opened their gates to

Suvaroff on the 26th, and on June 20 the citadel capitulated. A
panic terror prevailed among the troops at Briancon ; the forts round

it were hastily armed and put in a state of defense, but Suvaroff,

who, it was reported, had orders to rescue the Holy Father, and

whose advanced posts had taken Suza on May 28, withdrew them

on June 10 and marched in the direction of Parma.

A large number of Italian republicans, flying before the allied

armies, had taken refuge in Briancon, and from hatred for the

Qiurch they sought to excite the authorities against the prelates of

the Papal household by accusing them of manifesting their joy at

the news of French defeats and Austrian victories; of correspond-

ing secretly with the enemies of France and sending them plans of
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the forts. Berard, who always tried to inflict as much annoyance

as possible on the Holy Father, laid these denunciations before the

cexnmandant and requested him to send Pius VI. to some town in

the interior of France ; but a council of war held by the officers of

the garrison rejected the accusations as calumnious and declared

that the Directory alone had the power to order the Pope to be

removed. Berard then applied to General MuUer, who was in com-

mand of the department, aiid the general ordered the Pope and his

household to be transferred to Grenoble, or, if he were too feeble to

undertake the journey, he might remain at Briancon, while the pre-

lates and the servants who were not absolutely necessary should

leave.

The remonstrances and the supplications of the prelates could

obtain no modification of this decision, though the oxnmandant
allowed them to delay their departure until they procured traveling

carriages from Embrun; but when General MuUer arrived at

Briancon on June 7 he severely reprimanded the ommandant for

not having executed his orders and insisted that the Pope's house-

hold should leave immediately for Grenoble, and that Pius VI.

should remain at Briancon. A strong protest against this act of

injustice and cruelty was drawn up by the principal citizens of

Briancon, but it was rejected by the general, who allowed only a

few servants to remain with the Holy Father and but one priest, his

confessor. Padre Girolamo Fantini, of the Trinitarian order, a very

pious monk, but unused to the world and not fitted for the task of

aiding the Holy Father with his advice in the intricate matters

which he laid before him. On the evening before their departure

the prelates had an audience of Pius VI., when he granted them all

the faculties and privileges which are usually granted in the coun-

tries where the Church is openly persecuted, and named Mgr. Spina,

Archbishop of Corinth, Apostolic Delegate with power to sub-

delegate his authority whenever he should judge it necessary for

the greater glory of God and the advantage of souls. The Abate

Marotti, his secretary, then said: "Let us pray to the Lord that

we may not be hindered in the exercise of these faculties." This

apparent want of confidence displeased the Holy Father, who replied

in a loud voice: "When will you then leave aside these doubts of

yours?" "Habete fiduciam!" They had a last interview with the

Sovereign Pontiff on the morning of the 8th before they left, when
he gave them his blessing and looking at them affectionately, merely

said: "Andate nel name del Signore." (Go in the name of the

Lord.)

When the prelates arrived at Grenoble on the 12th they were

closely guarded by sentinels at the inn where they had alighted and
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were informed that on the following day they were to continue their

journey to Dijon. By a happy coincidence, however, Don Pedro

de Labrador, who had been vainly trying to find out to what place

Pius VI. had been carried, arrived in Grenoble on the same day and

hastened to visit the prisoners. He obtained from the general that

they might remain at Grenoble, and some of them even were about

to be allowed to return to Briancon when the Directory by a decree

of 22 prairial an VII. (lo June, 1799) decided that Pius VI. was to

be transferred to Valence, in the department of la Drome. A com-

modious carriage was therefore to be sent from Grenoble and a

doctor, who should take charge of him during the journey, but

though General Muller authorized the commandant of Briancon to

delay the Pope's departure until their arrival, and though the

surgeons of the hospital bore witness that the Holy Father was so

infirm and feverish that he could not be removed without endanger-

ing his life, the commissioner of the Directory for the Department

des Hautes-Alpes, whom Berard had asked to come to Briancon,

insisted on his leaving and said : "Alive or dead, the Pope must be

brought away to-morrow morning."

On the 27th of June, therefore, the Holy Father was carried by

his servants down to the gates of the city (for no wheeled vehicles

can pass through its steep and narrow streets), and there placed in

a carriage which was little better than a cart. Padre Fantini sat

beside him and two servants before him. A large number of soldiers

had been put under arms to suppress any disturbance on the part

of the inhabitants, but they could not prevent them from manifesting

their grief and their indignation by their tears and the reproaches

which they addressed to the representatives of the republic.

All that day the Pope remained in a state of lethargy, from which

even the jolting of the carriage failed to arouse him. On the fol-

lowing day the commissioner who accompanied him refused to stop

at Embrun, where the most distinguished citizens were anxious

to receive the Sovereign Pontiff, but went on to the village of

Savines, and there made him pass the night in a filthy inn, though

the owner of a neighboring castle begged to be allowed the honor

of offering him hospitality. Dr. Duchadez, who had been sent from

Grenoble to attend the Holy Father and to whom General Muller

had given full powers to regelate his journey as he might judge fit,

met him not far from the town of Gap, where he made him rest for

two days, and this repose so revived the Pope's strength that he

was able to give audience to the administration of the department

and to the municipal council.

The towns of Corps, la Mure and Vizille were the stages where

the Holy Father stopped on his way from Gap to Grenoble, and
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during this progress the people of the neighboring villages came from

all sides to line the road along which he passed or surround the

houses where he stopped and to testify by their enthusiasm that in

spite of the persecution which the Catholic Church was even then

still undergoing, the French people had not lost their faith.

The house of la Baronne de Vaulx at Grenoble, where Pius VI.

was to reside, had been surrounded by guards in order to keep the

people at a distance, but vast crowds left the city to greet him, and

though the authorities, irritated at the sight of such enthusiasm,

ordered the gates to be closed as soon as the Pope's carriage passed,

other crowds assembled in the streets and accompanied him to his

destination. There he had the happiness of being received by Mgr.

Spina, Mgr. Caracciolo, the Abate Marotti, the Abate Baldassari

and Padre Pio, of Piacenza, from whom he had been so long sepa-

rated; while the people which thronged the street and filled the

windows and covered the roofs of the surrounding houses, asked

for his blessing with such persistency that the commissioner of the

department, fearing a disturbance, allowed him to be carried to a

window and shown to the crowd. Cries were at once raised of

"Viva la Saint Pere!" but as the commissioner stood insolently be-

side him, wearing his hat, other cries were also raised of "A bos le

chapeau! A has le commissaire !" on which he angrily withdrew

and closed the window. . •*

The Holy Father, escorted by cavalry and gendarmes, continued

his journey to Valence on July lo. The prelates and secretaries

had left the day before, and his carriage was again surrounded by

enthusiastic crowds, who barely left room for it to pass. Tullins,

Saint Marcellin and Romans were the towns where he stopped,

being received everywhere with the same demonstration of affec-

tion and respect, while some of those present uttered cries of indigfna-

tion at the treatment to which the Holy Father was subjected and
asked if he, too, were about to be led to the scaffold like their own
priests.

The house where Pius VI. was to reside at Valence was situated

in the citadel and had been occupied by the Governor of the town.

The rooms were then completely bare and some noble families of

the environs offered to send what should be necessary to furnish

them, but the administration of the department refused to accept

any loan from the aristocracy, and as nobody else offered anything

the rooms were still unfurnished shortly before the Pope's arrival.

Then the authorities announced their readiness to accept assistance

from any one, and in less than forty-eight hours they received more
furniture than was wanted.

The administrators of the department, who, with the exception
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of one of their number were bitterly hostile to the Church, an-

nounced by a decree dated July 12, two days before the arrival o£

the Holy Father, that he was under arrest (dans un etat de deten-

tion), but that the persons along with him mig^t circulate freely,

on condition of not causing any assemblage, and both the Pope and

his household were warned to be "very prudent in their language and

to avoid any expression which might afford a pretext for male-

vcdence or fanaticism." A strong guard prevented any one having

access to the Holy Father without permission. There was a sentinel

at the door of his room, and the thirty-two priests who were im-

prisoned in an adjacent monastery were not allowed to go into the

courtyard of their prison at the same time that the Holy Father

was carried out by his servants on the terrace in the garden of the

dtadd lest Hxey shotild communicate with him by signs.

The Directory, apparently, still dreaded that the Pope, whom they

regarded as a hostage, might be rescued from their power, and they

therefore decreed on July 22 that he should be transferred to Dijon.

On being informed by Mgr. Spina of this new act of barbarity,

the Holy Father, with that patience and fortitude which never

abandoned him, merely remarked : "Let it be as Cktd wills. Truly

we had hoped that we should have been allowed to remain here to

die in peace. But in this, too, let the will of God be done." The
paralysis from which the Holy Father had long suffered had since

some time become more developed, and the doctors certified that it

was absolutely impossible that he. could leave Valence. Cumier,

the commissioner of the department, had always shown himself well

disposed to the Pope and willing to render his captivity less painful

;

he, too, was anxious that the Pope's journey should at least be

deferred until he should regain his health, and he was therefore

dismissed from his post and replaced by one Brosset, whom the

Directors considered more adapted to carry out their views. But

even the new commissioner and the administrators had to agree

that it would be impossible to execute the decree, and on t]ie i8th

of August the Directors consented to suspend it.

The Holy Father had been able to take part in the devotions for

the novena of the feast of the Assumption, but on the 27th of

August, feeling his strength becoming exhausted, he asked to re-

ceive the Viaticum, which was administered to him by Mgr. Spina

after Mgr. Caracciolo had recited for him the Profession of Faith,

of which he was able to pronounce the last words. On the i8th he

received Extreme Unction, and about midnight his household was

warned that the end was near. The Holy Father could still, how-

ever, recognize them, and when Padre Fantini asked him to forgive

his enemies, he was able to reply: "Domini, ignosce illis." Then
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while Padre Fantini was reciting the prayers for a departing soul

he gave his blessing three times to those standing round his bed,

and a few minutes later tranquilly passed away. He was then aged

8i years, 8 months and 2 days and 24 years, 5 months and 14 days.

The authorities consented to allow the body of Pius VI. to be

embalmed and placed in a leaden coffin, which remained exposed in

the chapel of the citadel for nine days, according to the Roman
usage, but the administrators made every effort to exclude the Cath-

olics who came to pray around it, and finding that the national

guard would not execute their orders, replaced them by a detach-

ment of regular troops. The coffin was then deposited in a vault

beneath the altar. Mgr. Spina and the Spanish Ambassador ap-

plied to the Directory for leave to transport the remains of Pius VI.

to Rome, but their request was not answered, though the servants

received passports and were allowed to leave.

On October 10 as the two prelates and the secretaries were walk-

ing on the road to Lyons they were overtaken by some carriages

accompanied by an escort of gendarmes. In one of these was Gen-

eral BcMiaparte, along with General Berthier, just returned from

Egypt Bonaparte questioned the prelates about Pius VI., whose

death he deplored, and then asked them what were their plans.

When he found that they could not obtain leave to convey the re-

mains of the Pope to Rome, or even to correspond with their fami-

lies, he expressed his indignation, and taking leave of them courte-

ously, continued his journey. When the passports were furnished

a few weeks later the exiles returned to Italy, with the exception of

Mgr. Spina, who remained to watch over the tomb of the Sovereign

Pontiff, and it was not until December 30 that Bonaparte, then First

Consul, decreed that Pius VI. should be buried in France and a

monument raised over his grave. The ceremony took place on Jan-

uary 30, 1801, when the remains of Pius VI. were interred in a

specially constructed vault in the cemetery of Valence. There were

no religious rites, for it had been the intention of the authorities

that the constitutional clergy should have officiated on the occasion,

but Mgr. Spina, anxious to prevent what would have been an insult

to the deceased Pope, succeeded in persuading them to change their

decision.

It was not until 1802 that the remains of Pius VI. found their

proper resting place. On January 10 they were placed in charge

of Mgr. Spina, who had come from Italy to receive them, and on

February 17 they entered Rome by the Porta Flaminia. The richly

decorated car which bore them was received by the clergy of Rome
and by all the Bishops then present in the Eternal City and brought

in procession to Saint Peter's, where Pius VII., surrounded by

Digitized by
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eighteen Cardinals, was awaiting it, and they . were placed in a

temporary tomb until the time came to deposit them in the crypt of

the basilica, and the statue which commemorates the illustrious

Pontiff represents him kneeling in front of the tomb of the Apostle.

SOME RECENTLY BEATIFIED MARTYRS.

HE persecution that is now being waged against Catholicism

in France gives a special significance to the ceremony that

took place in Rome on May 27 last. Without treating the

separation of the Church and State, taken as a bare fact, as an

unmitigated evil, it would be childish to ignore that in France, owing

to attendant circumstances, it is fraught with grave danger to the

cause of religion. Given the well-known opinions of the politicians

who have brought it about, a change so radical cannot, in their hands,

be innocent of evil.

The French Government, as our readers are aware, is at the

present time in the possession of atheists and Freemasons, who
openly express their determination to unchristianize the country.

To them separation does not imply liberty and independence as

regards the Church. It means not merely that she is no longer

supported by the State, but that she is to be gradually and craftily

despoiled of her possessions and influence. The art treasures that

generations of believers have bestowed upon her will be taken away,

her utterances and teaching will be hampered, her work maimed,

her power restricted in every way.

The law, so severely condemned by Pius X., is full of hostile

provisions, expressed in subtle language, but all tending to this result.

In course of years the undying vitality of the Church will evidently

assert itself and she will come out from the ordeal triumphant, but

the present moment is none the less full of solemn import to th«

Catholics of France.

To minds familiar with the history of the terrible upheaval of

1789 there are symptoms abroad that are strangely significant.

The suppression of religious orders throughout the country, the

confiscation of their property, the attempts made to secure the

allegiance of the clergy and detach it from Rome, all these things

are merely a repetition of what happened in France at the outset of

the great Revolution just a hundred and seventeen years ago.

DoNAT Sampson.
London, Engrland.
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Even the indifference and light-hearted frivolity with which a certain

section of French Catholics look upon the events that are now taking

place remind us of the careless "insouciance" of the nobles of the old

regime, and the revolutionary spirit that is rampant throughout the

land adds another alarming trait of resemblance to the parallel.

All these circumstances give a peculiar interest to the beatification

of the sixteen Carmelite nuns that has lately taken place in Rome.
It is the first time that the Church has officially recognized the

fact that among the hundreds of innocent men and women who
perished on the scaffold in 1793 and 1794 a certain number were

put to death solely from religious motives, apart from any political

consideration.

The verdict of the Church in this matter has a twofold result: it

illuminates with the golden halo of martyrdom some of the darkest

pages of modem history, the horrors of which were hitherto unre-

deemed, and which now appeal to us in the same light as the heroic

episodes of the early Church. Secondly, the honors paid to the

Carmelites of Compiegne, we may hope, in due course of time, to

see conferred on other religious men and women whose case is

similar to theirs.

Thus the priests who in 1791 were butchered within the Paris

prisons, the thirty-two nuns who in 1794 were beheaded at Orange

and others no less heroic who perished at Valenciennes, were martyrs

in the same sense of the Compiegne Carmelites and their "cause"

is being minutely examined by the ecclesiastical authorities appointed

for the purpose. In the evil days that have already dawned for

the Church in France these examples are fraught with meaning, and

to the persecuted religious and priests of the twentieth century they

appeal with inexpressible earnestness.

The Carmelite monastery of Compiegne, of which sixteen mem-
bers were solemnly beatified only a few days ago, was founded in

1641. Compiegne, a small town situated in the "departement de

rOise," possesses a royal palace where the court was accustomed

to spend some weeks every year and a magnificent forest where

Napoleon III. delighted to hunt. In fact, the town was one of the

Emperw's favorite residences, and its splendor departed with the

fall of the second empire.

The convent was swept away after the Revolution. It stood dose

to the royal palace and was placed under the patronage of the

Annunciation of Our Lady. Many pretty stories are told in the

convent annals of the cordial relations that existed between the

daughters of St. Teresa and their rojral neighbors. We hear of

Louis XIV. as a small boy visiting the nuns and holding tightly

clasped in his little hands a golden chalice which his mother, the
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Queen Regent, presented to the community. His younger brother,

the Duke d'Orleans, was fond of putting on an apron and helping

the "soeur cuisiniere," much, we may believe, to the latter's dismay.

Many, many years later, when the close of his brilliant reign was

marked by public reverses and family bereavements, Louis XIV.
again visited the convent. He spoke much of his mother and in-

quired if any nuns were still living who remembered her. The
neglected consort of Louis XV., Mary Leckzinska ; her daughter-in-

law, Maria Josepha of Saxony, and her unmarried daughters, "Mes-

dames de France," were on affectionate terms with the Carmelites.

Sometimes, says the convent journal, the Queen brought her work

;

the Dauphiness, Maria Josepha, did likewise and, adds our annalist,

her fingers often bled when she stitched coarse garments for the

poor. One day the Queen, whose feet were cold, asked the prioress

to allow the nuns to dance a "ronde" with her that she might get

warm. The permission, as may be imagined, was readily granted.

Among the young princesses who on these occasions accompanied

their mother was one Madame Louise, who absorbed the influence of

the Carmelites more earnestly than the rest, and when some years

later she made up her mind to join their order, she secretly applied

to the prioress of Compiegne to procure her a hair shirt. This she

wore under her royal robes until she had won her father's permission

to enter the Carmelite Convent of St. Denis.

The close neighborhood of the court and the friendliness with

which its inmates treated the nuns in no way infringed upon the

latter's religious habits of humility and penance. In all respects

the community was a model one, and the reports of its ecclesiastical

superiors during the eighteenth century are unanimous in praising

the zeal and fervor with which the nuns observed their rule. Their

devotional spirit was, we are told, further stimulated by a curious

prophecy that was handed down from one generation of religious

to another. It implied that a bloody upheaval would take place in

the country, during which a community of women would perish for

the cause of religion.

This prophecy formed a frequent subject of conversation among
the nuns, and when towards 1789 the political horizon grew more

and more threatening and the attitude of the government became

openly anti-religious, they were naturally inclined to wonder whether

its fulfillment might not be at hand, but fearful of seeming presump-

tions, they hardly ventured to express a hope that the crown of

martyrdom alluded to might be their portion.

At this critical juncture the community was governed by a woman
who, both in a natural and in a supernatural point of view, was a

worthy daughter of St. Teresa. Madeleine Qaudine Lidoine,
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prioress of the monastery, was bom in Paris in 1752 and baptized in

the Church of St. Sulpice. Her family being in straitened circum-

stances, the small sum required by the Carmelites from their postu-

lants was paid on her behalf by the young Dauphiness, Marie

Antoinette, at the request of Madame Louise de France, the royal

Carmelite of St. Denis. Out of gratitude Madeleine Claudine on

taking the habit assumed the same religious name as her pro-

tectress—Teresa of St. Augustin.

She had been carefully educated, and from her letters and the

testimony of those who knew her best she seems to have combined

in a singular degree a wise and well balanced intelligence, a warm
and loving heart, great courage and presence of mind. To these

natural gifts she added the virtues of a perfect religious and a spirit

of heroic generosity and self-sacrifice that she ccxnmunicated to her

Sisters. These, through circumstances of no common difficulty,

remained peacefully and happily disciplined under her motherly rule.

To the last tragic scene, when at the foot of the scaffold she stood

at the head of her little band, she was deeply conscious of her

responsibilities; forgetful of self, her one thought was to sustain

her spiritual daughters through their ordeal, and, faithful to her

mission, she insisted on being executed the last.

The other nuns form a ccMnpact group, among which stands out

the ex-prioress, Mother Henrietta of Jesus, who was mistress of

novices when the Revolution broke out. She was Mademoiselle de

Croissy, a great niece of the Minister Colbert, and she became a

nun when only sixteen. Her sweetness and kindness of heart made
her generally beloved. Between her and the prioress there existed

a close friendship, and Mother Henrietta's influence powerfully con-

tributed to support her Sisters in their upward path.

Like the prioress, she was pursued by the thought of martyrdom.

In 1792 her novices presented her, on the occasion of her feast,

with a picture and some verses that seemed to point to suffering and

death. "Oh, my child, God grant that you may be right," she ex-

claimed. About the same time Mother Teresa of St Augustin, with

an intimate conviction that a violent death awaited her community,

proposed to her Sisters that they should daily offer their lives to

God as a peace offering for their country.

These forebodings seemed justified by the distinctly irreligious

policy of the National Assembly. In February, 1790, it suppressed

religious orders throughout the country, and six months later its

delegates visited the convent of Compiegne and informed the nuns

that "their fetters were broken" and that they were free to leava

the monaster)'. The Carmelites seem to have been in no hurry

to take advantage of a privilege that they had neither sought nor
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desired. Each member of the community was called up separately

and asked whether she wished to return to the world. The answers

are expressed in different words and bear the impress of the distinct

personality of the speaker, but the same spirit reigned throughout,

and evidently in this matter, as in all else, the Carmelites were of

one mind and one heart. All stated that their desire was to remain

within the convent walls. Mother Henrietta adding that she "eagerly

seized this opportunity of renewing her religious promises." An-
other protested that she was resolved to keep her rule and habit

"at the cost of her blood, if necessary." The lay Sisters proved no
less courageous. "Nothing shall make me forsake Our Lord Jesus

Christ, my Divine Spouse," said Soeur Verolat.

During two more years the religious were allowed to remain

within their monastery walls. They continued to lead their usual

life of penance and of prayer, while throughout the kingdom the

tide of revolution and anarchy was increasing in violence, threaten-

ing to overthrow both the King's throne and God's altars. Al-

though separated from the outer world by their rule, the nuns dur-

ing these two years of anxiety and suspense were kept informed of

the storm that was gathering. Many priests and a few faithful

Catholic men and women found their way to the convent and came

away soothed and strengfthened by their intercourse with its inmates.

The Carmelites looked upon the future with untroubled eyes, not

that they were blind to the perils ahead, but they were ready to

face the worst and were accustomed in their daily conversations to

talk of the possibility of the old prophecy being fulfilled in their

persons. One Sister owned to her confessor that these conversa-

tions were painful to her. She was, we are told, young and timid

and secretly dreaded the thought of the "guillotine" and its attend-

ant horrors. "My child," kindly replied the priest, "when your

Sisters talk thus, does it really hurt you?" "No, father." "Now,
if you were led to prison would you suffer tortures ?" "No, father."

"Let us imagine that you are condemned to death, would your suf-

ferings be beyond bearing?" "No." "Now you ascend the scaf-

fold and are told to bend your head under the knife ; is this in itself

acute pain ?" "Not yet, father." "Well, the knife falls, and before

you realize that this is death you are safe in heaven. Are you still

so frightened?" "No indeed, father." This poor little Sister

proved, when the hour of trial came, as brave and as cheerful as the

rest.

At last, in August, 1792, the Carmelites were informed that within

the space of two months they must leave their convent, which was

to be seized by the State. The blow was not unforeseen, and the

nuns had decided that whatever happened they would remain
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together and continue to practice their rule under the government

of their prioress. Mother Teresa, yielding to their wishes, secured

lodging for her community in the town, and thither, after taking

off their beloved religious habit, which they were now forbidden

to wear, the nuns repaired on September 14, 1792. It was the feast

of the Exaltation of the Holy Cross, a curiously significant anni-

versary for those who were entering on a path full of difficulty and

suffering.

The lodgings where the Carmelites took refuge on leaving their

monastery still exist. They are situated near the Church of St.

Antoine, the "cure" of which, although he had taken the schismat-

ical oath required by the government from the French clergy, was

kindly disposed towards the Sisters. He allowed their chaplain to

say Mass in the church and even appointed one chapel to be kept

exclusively for their use.

Only a few days after their dispersion the nuns, who were now
divided into three groups, were summoned by the prioress to meet

the Mayor of Compiegne, who had a gfrave communication to make
to them. To understand the part that this episode played in their

future history and ultimate fate, we must remember that the French

Revolution was anti-religious in its spirit and proceedings. Tlie

oath required of the priests, which is known as the "Constitution

civile du clerge," was condemned by the Pope Pius VI. as unlawful,

and hundreds of faithful confessors suffered poverty, exile, im-

prisonment and death itself rather than take it. But another oath,

couched in other terms, was demanded of all men and women who
were pensioned by the State, and the Carmelites, after the confisca-

tion of their property, came under this head. It ran thus: "I

swear to be faithful to the nation, to uphold liberty and equality and

to die at my post." The formula seems simply harmless and even

absurd where women were concerned. The Pope, to whom it was

submitted, had not condemned it, and the superior of St Sulpice, M.
Emery, a prominent member of the ecclesiastical body, pronounced

it to be harmless. The same opinion was professed by the Carmel-

ites' superior, M. Rigand, and by their chaplain. Abbe Courouble.

It was to induce the nuns to subscribe to this oath that the Mayor
of Compiegne, M. de Cayrol, begged them to meet him at the

prioress' rooms. He assured them that he had no desire to per-

suade them to make any concession that their conscience might

reprove, but that merely for the sake of insuring their safety he

begged them to write their names at the bottom of a blank page.

To this the prioress objected that neither she nor her Sisters were

willing to sign a page that might possibly be filled up by a formula

of which they disapproved. The Mayor insisted that what he
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required from them was merely a promise to do nothing against

public peace and order. Trusting to his good faith, Mother Teresa

and her daughters consented to affix their names to the paper, but

some days later, they heard that the Mayor, contrary to what he

had promised, had filled up the page with a declaration stating that

the Camelites had subscribed to the oath "liberte egalite."

The first impulse of the nuns on hearing of the trap into which

they had fallen was to protest against the Mayor's want of good

faith. Although the oath was generally looked upon as lawful by

the clergy in the north of France, their natural instinct prcnnpted

them to reject it. However, their friends urged them to refrain

from moving in the matter at so critical a mcnnent. They therefore

consented, somewhat unwillingly, to remain silent, but we shall see

how, at no distant period, they fearlessly disowned the unfair use

that had been made of their signatures. For the time being they

continued, as best they could, to observe their rule and, in spite of

the difficulties of their position, they clung to their religious life.

The departure of their chaplain, who in November, 1792, was ex-

pelled from Compiegne, deprived them of his spiritual ministrations.

Their conscience forbade them to have recourse to the schismatical

clergy who were in possession of the parish churches, and the faith-

ful priests who had rejected the oath could only exercise their min-

istry with the utmost secrecy. In spite, however, of these spiritual

privations and of material difficulties that increased daily, the nuns

spent the year 1793 and the first months of 1794 in comparative

peace. Several among them were strongly urged by their families

to leave Compiegne, but nothing could break their resolve to remain

together under the rule of their prioress, whose wisdom and pru-

dence kept up the closest and most loving union between the differ-

ent members of her scattered flock. The three gfroups were in con-

stant communication with each other and with the prioress, and the

increasing violence of the Revolution, the excesses of the Reign of

Terror only stimulated the generous aspirations of these holy souls.

They continued to offer themselves to God as voluntary victims for

the crimes of their country, but although she was the first to en-

courage them in this generous oblation of their lives, Mother

Teresa was careful to avoid any idle demonstrations. "May God
preserve me," she used to say, "from exposing my Sisters to needless

danger or pain."

In June, 1794, the mother prioress, although unwilling to leave

Compiegne, was obliged to go to Paris, where urgent business

matters claimed her attention. Here she found another member of

her community, Sister Mary of the Incarnation, whom she had

allowed to come to Paris some weeks previously on a similar errand.
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The Reign of Terror was then at its worst. The King and Queen
had already perished, together with hundreds of innocent persons

of all rank and age. The hideous "guillotine," after being erected

on what is now the Place de la Concorde, had been transferred, on

June 17, 1794, to the Place de la Nation, where from forty to fifty

victims were daily put to death. One day the two religious found

themselves close to the carts in which the condemned prisoners were

seated and which were slowly wending their way along the Rue St
Antoine. Sister Mary of the Incarnation, to whom we owe these and

many other valuable details regarding the ccMnmunity, tells us that

her first impulse was to draw back. "Oh, no," said the prioress;

"let us remain and see how saints go to their death." Two of the

victims looked steadily at the Carmelites. "They seem to say, 'Soon

you will follow us,' " exclaimed the Sister. "What happiness it

would be if God bestowed such a grace upon us," was the prioress'

earnest answer. The next day she heard that a young girl had

just died at Passy in odor of sanctity. On her death bed she opened

her eyes wide at the sight of a vision that remained invisible to those

around her. "I see," she exclaimed, "a ccmimunity of nuns wearing

white mantles; they perish together on the scaffold and heaven

opens to receive them!"

Mother Teresa was deeply impressed by the tale. "I hardly

venture to hope," she humbly said, "that it is our community whom
<3od calls to so happy a fate."

A few days later, on June 21, the prioress returned to Compiegne.

It was agreed that her companion, whose business was not com-

pleted, would join the community later. Little did the two religious

imagine that the meeting to which they looked forward would take

place not in this world, but in the next. News of grave import

awaited Mother Teresa on her arrival. The Sisters who came to

meet her informed her that they had been denounced as "fanatics,"

who continued to live under religious rule. In consequence their

lodgings had just been ransacked and their papers carried away.

These consisted of letters on spiritual subjects, hymns, prayers and

other devotional papers, to which were added some rosaries, scapu-

lars and pictures of the Sacred Heart.

Such as they were, these apparently harmless documents were

pronounced by the revolutionary committee to prove that the nuns

were endeavoring to "reestablish royalty" and to "destroy the repub-

lic." In consequence they were immediately put under arrest.

Five of the religious lived in a house bel<Higing to M. and Mme.
de la Valine, whose direct descendant is still alive. His g^eat-

grandmother was a young girl in 1794. She remembered how,

when the nuns were led away, the sub-prioress courteously thanked
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M. and Mme. de la Vallee for marks of kindness received during

their stay. "We leave you all we possess," she added. "If we
return, you will give us back what is ours, but if we do not, pray

keep these things in remembrance of us and as a testimony of our

gratitude."

The sixteen Carmelites were taken to a former convent of the

Visitation that served as a prison. It was already inhabited by a

community of English Benedictine nuns from Cambrai who had

been arrested in the previous month of October and whose suffer-

ings from cold and hunger during the winter had been severe. No
communication was allowed between the two communities, but in a

letter written after her release the Benedictine abbess, Dame Mary
Blyde, owns that twice she succeeded in speaking to the Carmelites

"with great fear."

While their fate was being discussed before the revolutionary

committees in Paris, where their papers had been forwarded, the

daughters of St. Teresa were calmly preparing for death. Their

first move on being imprisoned was to send for the new Mayor of

Compiegne, a revolutionist named Scellier, to inform him of the trap

which his predecessor, M. de Cayrol, had laid for them. They now
one and all repudiated the oath "liberte egalite" and required the

Mayor to insert their protestation in the official register of the

"maisie." They knew that this act meant certain death, but al-

though the oath had not been formally condemned, they had been

lately informed that it was blamed by the Bishop of Soissons and

that in the south of France it was universally rejected as schis-

matical. The case was a complex one, and M. Emery on the one

hand, the Bishop of Soissons on the other, were equally in good

faith; but the Carmelites disregarded these subtle arguments and

went straight to what was the most perfect and most perilous line

of conduct—the uncompromising rejection of a doubtful formula.

After three weeks' stay in the prison of Compiegne the nuns were

transferred to Paris, where they were to be judged. They were

informed of the fact on July 13, and they understood from the

words in which the Mayor Scillier conveyed the intelligence that the

sacrifice they had so earnestly contemplated from afar was now
close at hand.

In a valuable account of their imprisonment written by one of

the English Benedictines, Anne Teresa Partingdon, mention is made

of the departure of the diosen band. The English annalist tells us

that they left the prison "like saints." Before taking their place in

the carts they affectionately embraced eadi other and with cordial

gestures they bade adieu to their fellow-prisoners.

At three in the afternoon the carts, escorted by nine soldiers and
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two policement, started. The nuns, whose hands were tied behind

their backs, sat cahn and recollected. Probably during the long,

weary journey they recited some of the prayers that, in happier

days, they were in the habit of repeating in their convent chapel or

prepared themselves by silent meditation for the sacrifice that they

were about to offer. They reached Seulis at eleven o'clock, but

only stopped to change horses and pursued their journey along the

rough and lonely roads in the silence of the night.

Next day, under the burning heat of a July sun, the carts entered

the g^eat city, where at that moment terror reigned supreme.

They proceded to the prison of the Conciergerie, the "ante-room

of the guillotine," as it was called, and drove into the large court,

la "Cour de Mai," the aspect of which is much the same now as it

was in 1794. The wide staircase that still exists was generally

crowded with a tumultuous and bloodthirsty multitude, men and

women, who reveled in sights of horror and who feasted their eyes

on the departure of the condemned prisoners for the scaffold and on

the arrival of new victims destined to share the same fate. Min-

gling with these fiends in human shape, whose presence at all the

worst scenes of the Revolution proves to what depths human nature

can sink, were sometimes friends and well-wishers of the prisoners,

and it is to one of these. Mile. Fouchet, that we owe the account of

the nuns' arrival.

They had performed the long journey with their hands botmd,

and were numb and stiff in consequence. One of the elders, Sister

Qiarlotte of the Resurrection, endeavored in vain to obey the guards

who bade her alight from the cart. Furious at the poor woman's

incapacity to move, one of the men seized her and roughly threw

her on to the stone pavement. Even the mob protested. "You have

killed her," indignantly exclaimed the bystanders. The old nun,

streaming with blood, struggled to her feet. "Believe me," she

said, turning to her enemy, "I bear you no ill will, but I thank you

for not having killed me; if you had done so, I should have been

deprived of the joys of martyrdom, to which I am looking forward."

The Conciergerie was at that time crowded with prisoners who
were waiting to be judged and executed, for in most cases the terms

were synonymous. They were huddled together in filthy dungeons,

deprived of all save the barest necessities of life, and every day a

certain number were brought before the tribunal and summarily

condemned without being allowed to put in a word for their defense.

It had been decided that in order to hasten proceedings they should

no longer have a counsel, and the execution invariably took place a

few hours after the sentence had been rendered.

We should know nothing of the Carmelites' sojourn at the Con-
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ciergerie were it not for the single testimony of a peasant named
Blot, one of the few prisoners who, having crossed the threshold of

the "ante-room of the guillotine," lived to tell the tale. He came

from Orleans and seems to have been a worthy man whom the

"concierge" of the prison employed as a servant. Owing to this

circumstance Blot had free access to the other prisoners and was

fortunate enough to escape being sent before the dread tribunal.

When, after the Revolution, Sister Mary of the Incarnation, the

historian of the community, collected evidence regarding her mar-

tyred Sisters, she went to Orleans and the details that she gadiered

from the lips of the honest peasant are inexpressibly toudiing. He
told her how "these holy ladies," as he called them, arrived at the

Conciergerie on the 13th of July, a Sunday, and remained there till

the 17th, when they were executed. One of them, he said, begged

him to give her a piece of burnt wood 9nd a scrap of paper. With

this she wrote a hymn, composed on the lines and to the tune of the

"Marseillaise." Sister Mary of the Incarnation was able to copy

it some months later, and thus it has come down to us. The verses,

insignificant in a literary point of view, breathe a spirit of heroic

enthusiasm. Blot added that on the l6th, feast of Our Lady of

Mount Carmel, the nuns seemed to celebrate a solenm anniversary.

Their sweetness, serenity and evident gladness impressed him deeply.

They appeared, he said, to be "going to a marriage feast," and were

radiantly happy.

On the morning of the 17th they were informed that they were

to be judged immediately. Our readers are already acquainted with

Mother Teresa of St. Augustin, the leader of the little band, and with

Mother Henrietta of Jesus, the mistress of novices, her right hand

in all things. The others were: Sister Charlotte de la Resurrec-

tioa, whose forgiving spirit revealed itself on her arrival at the

Conciergerie, and Marie of Jesus Crucified, also an aged religious;

the sub-prioress. Mother St. Louis ; the portress. Mother of the Heart

of Jesus ; Mother Teresa of St. Ignatius, sumamed by her Sisters

"the hidden treasure," and Sister Euphrasee, who had been Queen

Mary Leckzinska's special favorite, were all women in the prime of

life. Sister Louise Julie de Jesus was a widow, whose broken heart

found peace in the cloister ; Sister Marie Henrietta Petras, a lovely

woman from the south of France, who possessed the enthusiasm of

her race ; she was only thirty-two, but younger still was Sister Con-

stance, the novice whose family had made many vain attempts to

induce her to leave her community. Added to these eleven choir

nuns were three lay Sisters, as brave and devoted as the rest, and

two "tourieres," or outside servants, who were bound to the nuns

only by ties of affection and who voluntarily shared their fate.
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Such were the sixteen victims who on the fateful 17th of July

appeared before the revolutionary tribunal, together with seventeen

odier persons. One and all were accused of having "conspired

against the sovereignty of the people," but the Carmelites' position

was roidered still more perilous from the fact that they had openly

refused to take the oath "liberte egalite"—^a mortal offense—and

because scapulars, hymns and letters on religious topics had been

found in their possession.

Summing up the case, the public accuser declared that the women,

who sat so serene and still while their fate hung in the balance, were

"thirsting to see liberty drowned in torrents of blood."

As we have already mentioned, during the last days of the Reign

of Terror the most elementary forms of justice were cast aside ; the

prisoners were often not informed beforehand of the charges brought

against them and were never allowed to defend themselves. How-
ever, Sister Mary of the Incarnation, whose information was gath-

ered from eye-witnesses, tells us that the prioress interfered once

or twice in the debates in the interests of the Sisters. She did so

with a presence of mmd, a firmness and dignity that are in keeping

with all we know of her character.

The president having accused her of keeping firearms in her

house, "Here," she replied, producing a crucifix, "is the only weapon

we possess,and yon are not able to prove that we ever had any other."

She also repudiated the accusation of having corresponded on

pcJitical subjects^ but acknowledged that she had corresponded on

purely spiritual matters with the exiled chaplain of the community,

and she generously assumed the undivided responsibility of what

was looked upon as a crime. "You cannot," she urged, "punish

my Sisters for an act where they had no part I alone am responsi-

ble ; my Sisters are innocent" And when the president replied that

the other nuns were her accompUces, she attempted to save the

"tourieres," who, being the paid servants of the community, were

"obliged to obey the orders that they received."

The real crime of the sixteen Carmelites lay in their devotion to

their religious rule, and they were condemned to death "for having

kept up a fanatical correspondence," for "holding anti-revolutionary

meetings," etc, etc. The word "fanatic" in revolutionary parlance

meant religious. It attracted the attention of one of the nuns.

Sister Mary Henrietta Petras, and she begged the Judge to explain

its significance. "I mean," he angrily replied, "your attachment to

childish superstitions, to silly practices of religion." With a radiant

look of happiness the Sister turned to the prioress. "You hear,"

she exclaimed, "we are to die for the sake of our holy faith. . . .

What happiness it is to die for one's God !"
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The sixteen religious returned to the Condergerie with a light

step, and their sweet serenity moved the peasant, Denis Blot, to

tears. He wept bitterly on hearing that they were to be executed

that same evening, and the nuns had to comfort their new-found

friend. "Why do you weep?" said one of them. "Our sufferings

are about to end. Pray for us, and this evening when we reach

heaven we will not forget you."

It was, as we learn from the memoirs of the time, difficult to

procure food at the Conciergerie, and at midday the Carmelites were

still fasting. With motherly forethought the prioress felt that she

must sustain her daughters' physical strength no less than their

moral courage, and by disposing of a pelisse belonging to the sub-

prioress she was able to procure for each one a cup of chocolate.

After partaking of this last refreshment the nuns began to recite

the Office for the Dead, and they were still praying when the sum-

mons came.

According to a tradition, the Carmelites went to execution wearing

the white mantles of their order that they had brought with them

from Compiegne. Sister Mary of the Incarnation, however, does

not mention the fact. Another well authenticated tradition tells

us that when they were seated in the carts that were to convey

them to the place of execution the nuns began to sing the "Te Deum"
and the "Salve Regina." The distance was great between the

prison of the Conciergerie, situated in the island "de la Cite," and

the Place de la Nation that lies at the extremity of Paris, near the

"Porte de Vincennes," and as the mournful procession proceeded

along the crowded streets the little band of sweet-faced, singing

women attracted general attention. Forty victims were executed

that day, but among them the Carmelites were, naturally enough, the

most prominent, and the sound of their glad voices singing the

hymns of the Church seems to have hushed the rough and hostile

multitude. For once the mob refrained from insulting the

victims.

One of the most touching circumstances connected with the Reign

of Terror is the devotedness with which the spiritual needs of the

condemned prisoners were ministered to by a certain number of

priests, who were appointed by M. Bechet, vicar general of Paris,

to follow the carts from the prison to the scaffold. Each in turn

these courageous men, closely disguised, kept as close as possible

to the tumbrils and gave the victims a last absolution. On Thurs-

day, the day of the Carmelites' execution, the priest on duty was a

certain Abbe Renaud, but we have no means of knowing whether

he was able to fulfill his mission. Be this as it may, when towards

7 o'clock in the evening the mournful procession reached the "place,"
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the sixteen Carmelites had lost none of their joyous serenity. They

gathered round their prioress and, falling on their knees, they sang

the "Veni Creator" and then renewed their baptismal and religious

vows. For the only time during the Revolution the guards, the

executioner and the bystanders seemed awed by the mere presence

of tlie victims. Not a murmur was heard while the nuns quietly

performed their acts of devotion.

When they rose the prioress, who had begged that she might be

executed the last, took up her station at the foot of the "guillotine,"

and one by one as their names were called her daughters knelt down
to receive her blessing. The first to die was the novice, Sister

Constance. She walked up the bloody staircase with a light step,

singing the "Laudate Dominum, omnes gentes." Fifteen voices

took up the strain. Then as one head fell after another the voices

were silenced, and at last the prioress sang alone.

Then she, too, followed. The souls that had been committed to

her guardianship were safe in the Lord's arms. Through the sor-

rows and perils of the last weary years she had kept her daughters

closely and happily united to God and to one another. Her task

was over, and, free from all anxiety, she might now lay down her

heavy weight of responsibility and go to her rest.

The bodies of the victims were taken at nightfall to a deserted

sand pit at a short distance from the "place," and it is here that the

Carmelites lie, together with thirteen hundred and seven victims

who were executed between the 17th of June and the 27th of July,

when the fall of Robespierre put an end to the Reign of Terror.

After the Revolution the spot was bought by a Princess Hohen-

zollern, whose brother, the Prince of Salm, was among the dead.

She built a wall round the little cemetery, which still belongs to

her family. It is German property, and is thus safe to remain

untouched among the changes and vicissitudes that for the last

hundred years have swept over France.

Adjoining the enclosure, still call "le cimetiere des guillotines,"

is another cemetery, a church and a convent. These were founded

by the children and grandchildren of those who perished on the

"Place de la Nation." The convent belongs to the Sisters of the

Sacred Hearts of Jesus and Mary, commonly called the Sisters of

Picpus. They were, like all teaching orders, condemned by M.
Combes, and had already prepared to leave when, through some

unexplained agency, the order was revoked and they were allowed

to remain. The Fathers of Picpus, however, belonging to the same

congregation, have been sent adrift and their house has been seized

and sold by the government.

A curious prophecy that for many years has been current among
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the nuns of Picpus seems so far to have been fulfilled. It says that

the fathers will have to leave, but that the Sisters, although they

will pack and prepare to depart, shall be left in possession of their

house.

There are few spots in Paris more impressive than this quiet

convent, far away from the noise and turmoil of the great city.

In the church, where two white robed nuns kneel night and day

before the Blessed Sacrament, are large marble tablets bearing the

names of the thirteen hundred persons who were beheaded on the

neighboring "place" in the short space of six weeks. All the great

names of France are here represented, together with hosts of poor

and obscure martyrs—^peasants, servants, shopkeepers, sailors and

soldiers, and among them the sixteen Carmelites of Compiegne.

Beyond tlie church, close to the "cimetiere des guillotines," is

the enclosure where the descendants of the victims elected to rest

near their beloved dead. The illustrious French families La Roche-

foucauld, Montmorency, Noailles, des Cass, Grammont have here

their burial place. Among these tombs two will appeal in a special

manner to Catholics and to Americans. One is the g^ave of Monta-

lembert, the great Christian orator and writer, the other that of

Lafayette, above which wave the "Stars and Stripes."

Lafayette's noble and holy wife was Adrienne de Noailles, whose

mother, sister and grandmother perished on the scaffold five days

after the Carmelites. It was in great measure owing to her exer-

tions that the ground adjdning the "cimetiere des gfuillotines" was

bought and devoted to religious purposes.

One word now of the religious whose absence from Compiegne

when the community was arrested deprived her of the martyr's

crown. The circumstances that led to her being parted from her

Sisters seem truly providential, when we remember that it is owing

to her that the story we have just related has been handed down to

posterity.

After the fall of Robespierre Sister Mary of the Incarnation set

to work to collect all possible evidence on the subject of her mar-

tyred companions. At Ccanpiegne she visited the English Bene-

dictines, who were still in prison. In Paris she conversed with

persons who had been present at the trial of the nuns and who had

seen them on their way to the scaffold. At Orleans the WMthy
peasant Pierre Blot gave her all the information in his power con-

cerning the Carmelites' stay at the Conciergerie. The Sister, an

intelligent, accurate and highly conscientious woman, subsequently

retired to the Carmelite convent at Sens, where she died. Her

carefully written account of her Sister's heroic death was published

by M. Villecourt, afterwards Cardinal, who as vicar general of the
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Diocese of Sens had been personally acquainted with Sister Mary
of the Incarnation, whom he held in high esteem.

The evidence so zealously collected by one who was the con-

temporary and friend of the martyrs has served as a gfroundwork

for the official inquiry set on foot by ecclesiastical authorities with

a view of obtaining the beatification of the Carmelites of Com-
piegne. This inquiry was happily completed last year and resulted

in a decree by which Pope Pius X. declared that the sixteen nuns

were in truth martyrs for the faith.

It was our privilege to be present at St Peter's on the 27th of

May last, when by the voice of the Sovereign Pontiff the Catholic

Church laid her seal on the holy lives and heroic deaths of the

martyred nuns and proclaimed their right to rank among the "beati,"

to whom public homage is paid throughout the Catholic world.

When the solemn sound of the "Te Deum" rolled through the

great basilica our thoughts fiew back to the other hymn of praise

that the Carmelites sang as they ascended the bloody steps of the

scaffold, and remembering the perils that now threaten the Catholics

of France, we felt more deeply the imports of to-day's ceremony.

It told us that glory is the outcome of pain ; that happiness without

end or limit is the portion of those who in evil days prove faithful

to God and to their conscience. It reminded us, too, that the Master

loves a "cheerful giver" such as the sweet-faced, simple-hearted

women who went to death as to a feast and whose joyous "Laudate"

echoed under the very knife of the guillotine.

Barbara de Courson.
Paris, France.

A FRENCH VIEW OF ENGLISH CATHOLICITY.

I.

"La Renaissance Catholique en Angleterre au XlXme SUcle." Par Paul
Thureau-Dangin, de TAcad^mle Fran$alse. Trols volumes. Trolsidme
partle, Paris, 1906.

IT IS a difficult and rare achievement to be both able and willing

to place oneself in another's intellectual position and to estimate

his work, his opinions, his surroundings with insight and with

fairness from his own point of view. The difficulty is increased

indefinitely when barriers of race and language are added to those

of various mental training, circumstances and inherited tradition.

It is precisely this difficult achievement, so desirable and so infre-

quent, that M. Thureau-Dangin appears, in our judgment, to have

successfully undertaken. In any case, such a study, written by an

Digitized by
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author of literary ability and renown, must have been deeply inter-

esting to Anglo-Saxon readers, especially, of course, to Anglo-Saxon

Catholics. But what continually strikes, and indeed surprises, the

student of M. Thureau-Dangin's book is the extraordinary sympathy

he shows with the English character and with English modes

thought and the remarkable grasp of English prejudices which he

has managed to make his own. Probably few foreigners have been

able to enter so completely into the inner life of another nation.

There is no wonder that the religious side of English life during

the last seventy years should arrest the attention and the interest of

any student. It is difficult to imagine anything more miserable,

dead and scandalous than England's religion, viewed as a whole,

at the beginning of that period. The Established Church seemed

crumbling to her utter dissolution. Nearly three centuries of

triumphant and almost indisputed heresy had ended by robbing her,

in practice, of most of those fragments of the faith which even the

"Elizabethan Settlement" had left her from the wreckage of the old

religion, and on which the High Churchmen of the sixteenth cen-

tury had vainly tried to found a sort of counter-reformation. In

the eyes of the world, and practically by her own confession, she

was the mere creature of the civil power. For some eight genera-

tions she had burnt incense to Cjesar instead of Christ, and Csesar

had repaid her worship by binding her hand and foot with fetters

that she had come to glory in. Her hold on the English people was

that of legal claim and the strong arm of the State, of which she

seemed as much an official department as the Home or Foreign

Office. The nation had never loved her, and the more earnest and

devout of her children were, in spite of disabling statutes, continually

tending to separate from her communion. She had shown them the

way to schism, and how, in the light of that action, had she the

logical or moral right to blame them if they learnt the lesson per-

fectly? With few exceptions the ideal of the best of her clergy

was that of an educated gentleman, living a life of ease and refine-

ment, kindly and beneficent to his neighbors, a good judge of horses

and of wine, an uncompromising High Tory in politics, well read

in some of the pagan classics and profoundly ignorant of the very

elements of Christian theology. Those who remember some of the

later survivals of this type will agree, we believe, that it was not

without a solid worth of its own ; but the type was that of a well-

meaning, correctly-living layman. Of, alas ! too many of the clergy

the ideal was something immensely lower. It is unnecessary to

paint the picture, one all too common, of the dissolute, intemperate,

utterly slothful and careless parson of the eighteenth and early nine-

teenth centuries.
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And yet this Establishment held by English law the monopoly of

the spiritual rights of the English nation ! In theory every English

subject was a follower of her creed and a communicant at her altars

;

in practice the services, the liberal professions, the universities, par-

liamentary and municipal life were closed to all who avowed them-

selves dissenters from the State religion. Such abominable enact-

ments as the "Test Act" at once deprived law-abiding Englishmen

of the rights of English citizenship, put a premium on hypocrisy and

sacrilege and made the Establishment hated by a large proportion of

the people. It was only in 1828 that the Corporation and Test Acts

were wiped off the statute book.

The condition of English Catholics at this period has often been

described, notably in Mr. Ward's "Life of Cardinal Wiseman." They
were, in the words of Mr. Purcell,* "a scattered remnant of a mighty

people that had filled the land from sea to sea." Cardinal Newman,
with his unfailing touch of deep and eloquent pathos, has told how
they appeared to "a boy's curious eyes" in his childhood

:

"No longer the Catholic Church in the country ; nay, no longer a

Catholic community, but a few adherents of the old religion, moving

silently and sorrowfully about as memorials of what had been,

. . . a mere handful of individuals who might be counted like the

pebbles and detritus of the great deluge."*

To the eyes of the world there was as yet no sign of the coming of

"The Second Spring." Various partial measures of relief had

recently culminated in the Catholic Emancipation Act, passed by an

unwilling government under the pressure of circumstances rather

than from any sentiment of justice or love of liberty, in 1829. As
Sir T. Erskine May (whose writings show neither intimate knowl-

edge of nor any real sympathy with the Catholic faith) writes in his

fascinating "Constitutional History of England :"* "At length this

great measure of toleration and justice was accomplished. But the

concession came too late. Accompanied by one measure of repres-

sion* and another of disfranchisement," it was wrung by violence

from reluctant and unfriendly rulers." We may well take exception

to part of the last sentence, but there is enough of truth in it, in view

of the state of feeling in Ireland at the time, to justify a Protestant

writer in its use. "Violence" was dreaded by the government—an

exasperated and downtrodden people will turn at last—^but no vio-

lence had been attempted.

In another way, too, "the concession came too late." Not too late,

1 "Life of Cardinal Manning," Vol. n., p. 641.

» "Occasional Sermons," p. 172.

• Vol. m., p. 176.

* An act suppressing the "Catholic Association" of Ireland.

B The Irish Franchise Act of 1829.
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indeed, for the revival and eventual triumph of the Church, but too

late for many of her children's spiritual welfare. The penal laws

had done their diabolical work only too effectually. As in the days

of Henry and Elizabeth, and later still, unnumbered thousands had

stifled their deepest convictions and thrown aside their best and dear-

est treasure in view of the rack and the halter, the knife and the

cauldron; so, as the generations went by, men whose fathers had

faced martyrdom, poverty and exile lost heart and courage and,

despairing of better things, submitted to the State-made and State-

upheld religion, the profession of which at once opened to them all

possible honors and emoluments. The bitterness to a patriotic Eng-

lishman (as to any other loyal son of his fatherland) of finding him-

self cut off from his country's service must have been such as to

pierce to his very soul. And so there were thousands who, without

any real change of conviction, accepted the established order of

things and gave over a Catholic family to the heresy and schism

which in their hearts they detested and despised. Again, the penal

laws had made the shepherding of the faithful a physical impossi-

bility, except to a limited degree. The heroism and splendid charity

of our priests in those dark days can never be exaggerated; their

story is written in the eternal records and in the brave lives, the

patience and the perseverance of those to whom they ministered.

But there were not and could not be sufficient men for the work. If

the act of 1829 had come half a century earlier, the whole history

of the Catholic Revival would probably have run in a different

channel. There would have been to-day in England many thou-

sands more of hereditary Catholics; but the "heroic age"* of the

Revival—coinciding with the career of the three great English Car-

dinals, Wiseman, Newman, Manning—could scarcely have been

what it was, and there might have been many thousands less of

converts.

The "Renaissance Catholique," as M. Thureau-Dangin points out,

naturally forms a history with two distinct currents of life and

thought. On the one hand it is the uplifting once more of the

ancient Church—the winning back, step by step, through frequent

disappointment and patient struggle, a place and an influence in that

life of England that was once all her own—the restoration, not yet

indeed to her rightful throne, but to something of her former sway,

of the discrowned Queen. On the other hand, it is the marvelous

and all unlooked for revival of Catholic thought and instinct, inchoate

and necessarily imperfect as it was, in the Anglican Church. When
the worst seemed to have come to her, there arose a craving and a

sense of loss which led the best and most devout of her members to

c M. Thureau-Dangln's expression.
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ask if there were not some better foundation for their creed and
their ecclesiastical life than the State connection which had proved

so intolerable a burden and so rotten a support. Anglican church-

men began to look backwards to the old faith of England and to ask

whether they might not find there the satisfaction of their wants and

a basis on which to rest their belief and their position. They looked

out on Christendom and asked why it was that a small island in the

North Atlantic should have arrogated to itself a position of spiritual

as well as geographical insularity. There was no thought as yet of

the position of the communion to which they belonged being in itself

hopelessly unsound. When Keble, on July 14, 1833, preached his

famous Assize sermon on "National Apostasy," when, on September

9 following, the first of the Tracts for the Times appeared, and

throughout the seven years signalized by their successive appearance

the endeavor and the hope of the leaders of the "Oxford Movement"
was to restore to Anglicanism, as a practical system, what they were

wholly convinced belonged to her in posse. She had but disused her

supernatural powers; her children had forgotten much of her un-

questionable teaching; through deplorable circumstances, that hap-

pily did not touch her essential life, she had drifted into a position

of separation which it must be her children's aim and prayer to termi-

nate. This was the theory on which the movement depended for

its very life. When it was shattered, in the face of inexorable his-

tory and hard facts of the present day, but one path was left—^that

of submission to the authority of the One Universal Church.

There were two other streams of thought and action no less

marked out than the "Tractarian" school from the typical Anglican

parson of the early nineteenth century. The Evangelicals still num-

bered a large following, though the zenith of their influence was

passed, and the decadence of the party had set in rapidly. Several

high ecclesiastical positions were still held, and some would be held

for many years, by members of the party, but already, as the out-

standing active influence within the Anglican Church, its work was

done. Another school was just rising into prominence and num-

bered amongst its disciples some of the most intellectual and ardent

spirits of the time. It was known as the "Liberal," later as "Broad

Church" party, and its first leaders were Whately, fellow of Oriel,

afterwards principal of Alban Hall and Anglican Archbishop of

Dublin, and Arnold, who in 1827 had been appointed head master

of Rugby. This school also dreamt of a revival, the foundation of

which was to be an intellectual but undogmatic piety ; disdainful alike

of High Churchmen and Evangelicals, it nevertheless had nothing

about it of the arid unbelief of the eighteenth century. It sought to

express itself by social as well as intellectual activity, and had con-
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siderable influence on a limited section of contemporary English

thought. The Lutheran-latitudinarian element introduced into the

court by Queen Victoria's marriage to Prince Albert of Saxe-

Coburg naturally found sympathy and sought alliance with this

school, and this led to the promotion of some of its members, notably

Arthur P. Stanley, who was chosen to be the Prince of Wales' travel-

ing tutor and was appointed Dean of Westminster. But as a party

its career was short, if brilliant, and it is represented to-day by scat-

tered individuals, rather than by a school, in the Anglican Church.

M. Thureau-Dangin g^ves in his opening chapter an admirable

picture of the relations of these various elements, to which we have

briefly referred, at the period when the "Oxford Movement" began

its course. He traces the antecedents of the first leaders and relates

how they came into touch with each other. They formed, indeed,

a wonderful group, those men who set themselves to stem the liberal-

izing tendency of the day, who declared themselves the adherents

of a tradition that was well-nigh forgotten and which the dignitaries

of the Established Church, with few exceptions, regarded as cer-

tainly dead and, so far as they could see, comfortably buried. Keble,

Newman and Froude were, all Oxford knew, three of the most

brilliant of her sons. Pusey, who joined the movement somewhat

later, and who occupied, as professor of Hebrew and canon of Christ

Church, a more prominent position in the university than the others,

was known as a man of stupedous learning and as a student of the

rationalizing German theolog}' which was still a closed book to most

English readers. He had gone abroad for the express purpose of

learning on its own ground what that system really was, its strength

and its weakness and how Christianity could best repel its attacks.

With these leaders were associated other friends, such as Hugh
James Rose, Arthur Perceval and William Palmer, in general sym-

pathy with the principles of at least the earlier Tracts, but possessed

by a spirit of intense caution and conservatism that feared to shock

the dominant Protestantism and the inert, self-satisfied respectability

of the Anglican fold. If their counsel had been followed, it is

scarcely too much to say that the history of the last seventy years

would need to be rewritten.

The movement, however, in spite of the outspoken hatred of

Puritanism expressed by Hurrell Froude and shared by some of the

younger followers of the revival, was entirely and intrinsically

Anglican in its methods and its aim. The vicar of St. Mary's (New-

man had filled this post since 1828) designed to awaken the Church

of England to a sense of her dormant capacities and her lost tradi-

tions. He and his colleagues looked back to the seventeenth century,

with its famous Anglican theologians, who for the first time since
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the break with the old religion (Hooker only excepted) strove after

a constructive system of theology rather than laborious briefs against

the Catholic faith. The earlier Tracts were full of attacks on the

Catholic Church, which was declared to be "incurable, malicious,

cruel, pestilential, heretical, monstrous, blasphemous;" she was said

to have apostatized at the Council of Trent, and fear was expressed

that the whole Roman communion was bound to Antichrist by a per-

petual compact! Froude blamed this violence, and Newman
acknowledged that such language was violent and declamatory, but

maintained that he really believed what he wrote, and that such pro-

tests were necessary to the position of the Anglican Church and

conformable to the tradition of all her theologians.

It was obvious that Anglican practice was in phenomenal contra-

diction to the Anglican formularies. It is so to-day, but not in the

same extraordinary degree. Seventy years ago, for the great ma-

jority of the clergj', for almost the whole of the laity, such truths

as the regenerating grace of holy baptism, the benefit of sacramental

confession and of penitential exercise, the power of the keys as

exercised in absolution, though plain enough in the pages of the

Book of Common Prayer, were either utterly ignored or were indig-

nantly and contemptuously denied. Such practices as the observ-

ance of holidays, the daily recitation of the prayer book offices, the

keeping of Lent and other fast days, the Friday abstinence, though

expressly commanded, shared the same fate. To-day there are

many who try to be loyal to these doctrines and practices in the

Church of England. But they are still, alas! in opposition to the

general trend of Anglicanism, and it may be said with a good deal

of truth that the more loyal a man is to his profession of prayer book

religion, the more he will be treated as a traitor and a renegade by

those in authority. So impotent is truth when it merely exists on

paper, so ineffectual the best of rules when there is no Living Voice

behind them.

The hero of M. Thureau-Dangin's work is not only in his account

of the Oxford Movement, but throughout his three volumes, John

Heniy Newman. The movement was what it was because Newman
was its real, if unacknowledged, leader. Keble had retired to his

country parish in Hampshire and was seldom in Oxford. Pusey,

who was afterwards recognized as leader, was essentially a uni-

versity professor and an ecclesiastical dignitary; reverenced in the

highest degree, he did not possess the personal fascination nor the

intellectual splendor, marvelous both for its agility and its strength,

that characterized the vicar of St. Mary's. Pusey was a man of

immense gifts as well as of deep piety, but Newman was one of

those souls lit with the fire of genius, of whom but very few are
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granted to each generation. Not England alone—not even the Eng-

lish-speaking race alone—^but the educated world knows to-day that

among the mightiest—on the very heights of Olympus—^John Henry

Newman has not the least or the lowest place.

The tremendous force of his sermons—a force that owed nothing

to oratorical declamation or conventional pulpit action, but was sim-

ply the result of the preacher's own moral jmd spiritual being acting

on the hearts and consciences of his hearers—is dealt with by our

author with the most complete appreciation and discernment. The
theme is not a new one to English readers, but it is one that never

tires. The intense quiet of the preacher, the wonderful pathos of

his voice, the absolutely simple yet masterly language in which every

thought was clothed and which even in his young manhood pro-

claimed Newman one of the great masters of the English tongue

—

more than all, the thrilling reality of both the man and his words

—

have often been described by none more feelingly and eloquently

than by Newman's early and unfailing friend, Dean Church. And,

as is the case with his other writings, Newman's sermons have dur-

ing the last ten years attracted, in a way altogether new, the atten-

tion and the admiration of various French writers. As long ago as

1897 his preaching formed the subject of an interesting article by
P. Bremond in the Etudes Religieuses, while six of the "Uni-

versity Sermons" have lately been published in a translation by M.
Saleilles, an introduction being provided by the Abbe Dimmet, him-

self a keen student of English religious life and a writer on the

subject.

The story of the Hampden controversy, the appearance on the

scene of English life of Dr. Wiseman, then rector of the CoUegfio

Inglese in Rome, the rapid growth of adherents to the movement,

including such names as Oakeley, Marriott, W. G. Ward, Church,

F. W. Faber, Hope-Scott and (though by no means unreservedly)

Afanning, are admirably told in the chapter entitled "L'Apogee du

Mouvement." It seemed as if the Anglo-Catholic school were to

carry all before it. Not alone at Oxford, but in the sister university

in London and in the provinces generally what were known by

friends as "Apostolical," by enemies as "Tractarian," principles were

making way. Newman himself, in the "Apologia,"^ states : "In the

spring of 1839 my position in the Anglican Church was at its height.

I had supreme confidence in my controversial status, and I had a

great and still growing success in recommending it to others." He
refers to an article in the British Critic for April, 1839, as contain-

ing, though he "little knew it at the time," " the last words which

1 p. 180, original edition.

8 "Apologia," p. 182.
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I ever spoke as an Anglican to Anglicans."' For the g^eat leader

was on the point, unknown to himself, of recognizing the impossi-

bility of maintaining the solidity of that Via Media in which he

believed himself to have found, and which he had pointed out to

others as furnishing a sound basis for the Anglican position as

distinguished from what he termed respectively "Roman corruption"

and "Protestantism" or "Ultra-Protestantism." In the long vaca-

tion of that year he "began to study and master the history of the

Monophysites. ... It was during this course of reading that

for the first time a doubt came upon me of the tenableness of Angli-

canism."* And though he sought, and for a time believed he had

found, a more secure foundation for the Via Media, it was hence-

forth, however unconscious he might be of the fact, but a question

of time before this doubt should deepen into absolute distrust.

Still his whole longing was to find a resting place which could sat-

isfy his understanding and his conscience in the communion that

was so dear to him and which he had served so faithfully. All

that he could do, besides, to restrain others from submission to the

Catholic Qiurch he did with earnestness and vigor. This was the

motive of the publication, on February 27, 1841, of the famous

Tract XC. To retrace the storm of controversy that immediately

broke out would not be desirable, even if it were possible, in this

place. Oxford and England have been ashamed of it for two gfen-

erations. And the principle of interpretation which it applies to the

"Thirty-nine Articles of Religion" is to-day a commonplace amongst

probably half of the Anglican clergy. In these day, in fact, it seems

so evident that we wonder at the intellectual position of the heads

of houses, tutors and Bishops, whom it threw into a state of such

strange excitement.

The story of the censure passed on the Tract and of the subse-

quent events is well known and is told well and sympathetically by

M. Thureau-Dangin. He has entered in a remarkable degree into

the attitude, not only of the great leader, but of the other actors in

those long-past scenes. One point that he develops with especial

interest is the line taken by Dr. Wiseman, now become Vicar Apos-

tolic of the Midland District, with the title of Bishop of Melepotamus.

It was no doubt natural that the old hereditary Catholics of Eng-

land should look with suspicion on the movement within the Angli-

can Church. They remembered how, under Laud's primacy, there

had been an apparent drawing towards the Catholic Church of

many within the Established communion, and how the hopes then

raised had crumbled in utter disappointment. The long era of per-

secution had so depressed the faithful remnant that they even shrank

» p. 208.
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from the coming of converts into the Church, lest the new element

should be one of danger and disquiet. Mgr. Wiseman, trained in

the free atmosphere of Rome, where the Qiurch was able to live her

life unchecked and to manifest her Divine strength, shared none of

these fears and suspicions. He watched with deepest interest and

with undismayed, albeit patient, hope the struggles that were lead-

ing so much of what was noblest and best in Anglicanism to the

threshold of the Church. He was able to gauge, and not afraid to

confess, the superiority, in all things but the possession of the truth

and communion with the true Church, of these men to the Catholic

clergy, to whom the benefits of an English university training and

the stimulus of taking part in England's social and intellectual life

had so long been denied. In a "Letter to Lord Shrewsbury," which

became justly celebrated, Wiseman treated the question of the re-

ligious crisis in England with a sympathy and a delicacy all his own.

He protested against all bitterness and uncharity on the part of the

hereditary Catholics ; he showed a wonderful appreciation of the

good faith, the piety and the gifts of the Oxford leaders. In fine,

his letter was in all respects worthy of a Christian Bishop, and we
do not wonder that our author writes in comment

:

"Pour Newman et ses amis, il y aurait eu certes plus d'une

reflexion a faire sur le contraste entre le ton dont parlait d'eux cet

eveque catholique et le langage qu'a cette meme epoque leur tenaient

leurs propres eveques." The unmeasured, and often coarse and dis-

graceful, condemnations passed upon the "Tractarians" in nearly

all the (Anglican) Episcopal charges of the day might well make

Newman exclaim to Pusey: "We have leant upon the Bishops,

and they have broken down under us."

It would take too long to follow the account, as given by M.
Thureau-Dangin, of the retreat of Newman to Littlemore, his long

months of waiting there, surrounded by some of his most ardent

disciples ; the storm raised by the publications of Ward's "Ideal of a

Christian Church" and his condemnation by convocation; the dra-

matic scene at the same convocation when the "Nobis procuratoribus

non placet" of Guillemard and Church alone stayed the proposal of

the vote condemning Tract XC. and, by implication, Newman, his

teaching and his work. No one has described this scene more effec-

tively than Dean Church in that simple, because so intensely schol-

arly, English of which he was a past master.

The closing chapter of M. Thureau-Dangfin's book is aptly en-

titled "Le Denouement." The long retreat at Littlemore was indeed

leading up to one of the greatest and most far-reaching results that

could be conceived for the Anglican Church. Two years had
passed since Newman had preached (on September 25, 1843)
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last Anglican sermon at Littlemore—that famous, wonderful, elo-

quent, pathetic "Parting of Friends" which so long as the English

tongue shall endure will be reckoned as one of the greatest of English

sermons. A man who can read it without emotion is scarcely to be

reckoned a deep-thinking Christian or a true Englishman. Its burn-

ing words of terrible disillusionment, of touching appeal, brand with

eternal shame the Anglican Church of those days. Her rulers, case-

hardened in their ignorance and prejudice, the slaves of an evil tradi-

tion, had not had the eyes or the hearts to recognize her noblest son.

• The world-renowned "Apologfia pro Vita sua" has made all read-

ers familiar with the thoughts and aims of Newman during this

time of retreat. He was, in the first place, forcing to a decision,

however long might be the time before he attained to this point, the

doubts and perplexities which had so long assailed him. Besides

this, he was providing a shelter for younger men who themselves

were perplexed and undecided as to their duty in religious matters.

He used all his influence to hinder them from taking the serious

step of submission to the Catholic Church, at least without long

reflection sustained and directed by a life of discipline and devotion.

If he could by any means have found a way to reconcile his con-

science, the voice of history, the testimony of all Christian times

and his position in the Anglican Church, with what unspeakable

relief—with what triumphant joy, indeed—would he not have re-

mained at his post and restrained by his effectual influence any

movement on the part of his disciples

!

Toward the end of the winter of 1844-5 (M- Thureau-Dangin's

phrase "a la fin de I'hiver de 1845" is somewhat misleading) New-
man, ever loyal to his friends, began to tell them frankly that his

reception into the Church could be only a matter of time. He was

working hard at the "Essay on the Development of Christian Doc-

trine," devoting many hours each day to its composition. The motto

on the title page of this, his last Anglican (in a sense, his first

Catholic) work is full of pathos and significance, not only in rela-

tion to this particular volume, but when applied to the whole relig-

ious character and career of the author, and in a special degree to

these long months of anxious waiting and searching for the light

:

"Oculi mei defecerunt in salutare Tuum." The essay was written,

as he tells us, "not in the first instance to prove the divinity of the

Catholic religion, though ultimately they furnish a positive argu-

ment in its behalf, but to explain certain difficulties in its history,

felt before now by the author himself, and commonly insisted on

by Protestants in controversy as serving to blunt the force of its

prima facie and general claims on our recognition."" On October

10 Preface to the edition of 1878.
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6 Newman penned the last lines of his essay, the composition of

which had been the final means of bringing his last doubts and

hesitations to an end. "As I advanced, my view so cleared that

instead of speaking any more of 'the Roman Catholics,' I boldly

called them Catholics. Before I got to the end I resolved to be

received, and the book remains in the state in which it was then,

unfinished."**

Two days later John Henry Newman was received into the Cath-

olic Church. Many years before, in the great monastery of SS.

Giovanni e Paolo, on the Ccelian Hill, Fr. Dominic, one of the son»

of S. Paul of the Cross, filled with the spirit of the Founder, in

whose great heart England ever found so dear a place, was told (as

he ever believed, and as his whole society bear witness) as he

prayed before a venerable picture of Our Lady, that one day his

work would lie in that northern land where heresy and schism

seemed all triumphant Long years passed, and at length the com-

munity found it possible to send a mission to England, but another

father was chosen to be its head, and the monk to whom the prcwnise

was made was not even included in the chosen number. Almost

on the eve of their setting out the appointed leader found himself,

through ill health, unable to leave his monastery, and, utterly con-

trary to all expectation, the superior, sending for Fr. Dominic, named

him as the head of the mission. How little the Passionist Father,

as he found his dream thirty years fulfilled, knew that he was to be

the chosen instrument of reconciling the foremost ecclesiastic of

the Anglican Church to the Rock of Peter and the City of the

Saints 1

Dean Church—^than whom none bears a more deservedly revered

name in the records of Anglicanism—may well, writing of course

from the Anglican standpoint, entitle the last chapter of his "Oxford

Movement" (the best and fairest of all the many histories of the

revival) "The Catastrophe." Gladstone may well have said that the

reconciliation of Newman was the greatest victory the Church of

Rome had gained since the (so-called) Reformation. With it ends

the first chapter of the "Anglo-Catholic" revival and the first volume

of M. Thureau-Dangin's book.

It seemed for a moment as if the movement was wrecked and as

if the Liberalism, against which it was the protest, were to win all

along the line. Certainly the Oxford of the next decade differed

widely from the Oxford of the palmy days of the movement The
"Tractarians" were no longer the supreme religious force of the

11 "Apologia," p. 366.

IL
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university; for a while the growing Broad Church school was tlie

most evident, and in a limited sense the most influential. During

these years, also, a series of disasters came upon the Anglican

Church which affected chiefly, but by no means solely, its High

Church section. In 1846 an old trouble was revived. The absurd

and offensive "Jerusalem Bishopric" scheme, which at its inception

five years before had no small effect in opening Newman's eyes to

the realities of Anglicanism, took a still more unhappy turn. Ac-

cording to the extraordinary arrangement of this ecclesiastical betise,

the King of Prussia had the alternate nomination to this titular "see,"

and now designated a Mr. Gobat, formerly a Lutheran minister,

now an Anglican deacon, as his choice. This gentleman had pub-

lished a book suspected of heresy on the doctrine of Our Lord's

Incarnation (whether in a Nestorian or Eutychian direction does

not clearly appear) , and in other respects was scarcely a likely person

to represent Anglican interests in the Holy City satisfactorily. The
most earnest protests were made by the Bishop of Exeter, Pusey,

Church,- Marriott and others, but all to no purpose, and Mr. Gobat

went to Jerusalem. But his administration was the end of the

arrangement
;
Anglican feeling was too strong, and the English and

Prussian Governments cared too little about the scheme for another

appointment There is to-day an Anglican Bishop in Jerusalem,

but he is there under completely different conditions and represents

no longer the Protestantism—the Anglican-Lutheran alliance—of

sixty years ago, but the Anglican communion in its distinctly High
Church aspect.

The second scandal, in the following year, was the nomination of

Dr. Hampden, whose appointment to the regius professorship of

divinity eleven years before had caused a storm of protest and

denunciation on the part of both Tractarians and Evangelicals to the

See of Hereford.

Lord John Russell, then Premier, was delighted to have this

opportunity of at once hindering the revival of the Church of Eng-

land, scandalizing her most loyal and fervent members and emphasiz-

ing her complete bondage to the State. It was an insult of a grave

character, against which even a number of Broad Churchmen pro-

tested Thirteen Pishops presented a joint remonstrance to the

Minister; others wrote privately to express their disapprobation.

The Dean of Hereford, with two of his chapter, refused to obey the

"conge d'elire;" the protesting laymen at the "confirmation" in

Bow Church, who appeared in answer to the invitation given to all

to state any cause against an episcopal appointment, were told that

they could not be heard. All was in vain. Hampden was conse-

crated on March 26, 1848, and thenceforth sunk into obscurity.
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Lord John Russell went on his way triumphantly. Once more the

rulers of Anglicanism had failed their people. The men who
claimed to bear Christ's awful pastoral staff had bowed again to

Caesar.

Yet another blow was to shake in innumerable minds their confi-

dence in Anglicanism. The notorious "Gorham case" began in 1847,

when the Bishop of Exeter refused institution to the clergyman of

that name on the ground of his rejection of the Catholic doctrine of

holy baptism, on which, at least, the Anglican formularies are uncom-

promisingly orthodox. The Court of Arches sustained the Bishop's

action, but on March 8, 1850, this decision was quashed by the judg-

ment of the judicial committee of the Privy Council, to which Mr.

Gorham had appealed. The excitement was tremendous throughout

the country. The Bishop of Exeter, in his famous letter to the

Archbishop of Canterbury, avowed his intention of breaking off

communion with any one pretending to give mission to Mr. Gorham
in his diocese ; the letter had reached its fourth edition by the even-

ing of the day of its publication. Lord Selborne (then Sir Roundell

Palmer), Gladstone, Pusey, Keble, all the best of clergy and laity

in the Establishment, entered their protest in the strongest terms.

Meetings were held, addresses presented, an attempt made to modify

the jurisdiction of the Privy Council by a bill introduced into the

House of Lords by the Bishop of London. Once more all was futile.

The government were determined to force the supremacy of the

Crown (or rather, as it had now become, the supremacy of Parlia-

ment) on the consciences of Englishmen, as had been so often done

before. With regard to the fate of this bill, defeated by 84 against

51 votes, M. Thureau-Dangin excellently notes : "Detail significatif

:

quatre eveques seulement ont vote pour; les autres, y compris

I'archeveque de Canterbury, se sont abstenus." And Mr. Gorham
was instituted under a fiat of the Primate, in spite of the Bishop of

Exeter's renewed and most solemn declaration that he would repudi-

ate communion with the institutor. The smoke of the incense went

up in clouds once more—before the idol of Caesar. Poor England

!

these were the chains her tyrants forged for her children when they

broke away from obedience to the Vicar of Christ. A hard ex-

change, truly.

It is characteristic of Anglicanism that when some g^eat scandal

occurs or some fresh wrong is perpetrated on the part of the civil

power, intense excitement blazes for a while—meetings are held,

petitions and declarations circulated and signed by thousands, elo-

quent speeches are made by the very flower of her clergy and laity,

resistance a I'outrance is proclaimed—and then, one scarcely knows

when or how, though the scandal is not removed nor the wrong
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repaired, all is quiet again. New arguments have been found why
the resistance should not be uncompromising, and so things settle

down until the next strain upon those bonds which so often seem

upon the point of breaking, and which most assuredly will break

some day.

The Catholic Qiurch was, inevitably, the haven to which many
of the distressed sons and daughters of the Anglican body turned

in those times of distress, 1847-50, to which we have referred. By
this time the movement, which had seemed almost destroyed in 1845,

had developed new energy and, under changed conditions, was

stronger than before. Oxford was no longer its home or centre.

It had spread throughout the country, and was every day permeat-

ing all that was most active and most devout in the Established

Church. One of the most conspicuous figures in the revival was

now Henry Edward Manning, Archdeacon of Chichester and rector

of Lavington. An evangelical by training, during his early clerical

years he was looked on as the rising hope of the Puritan section of

Anglicanism, which was rapidly waning in numbers and influence.

He gradually, however, came to embrace the wider and more his-

torical theology of the Tractarian leaders, but never thoroughly

attached himself to their school. He was, by temper and conviction,

an administrator far more than a theologian ; and he was persuaded

that the interests of his Church demanded a moderate policy in all

things. No ecclesiastic of his time was more popular in London

society; and yet it would be a grievous wrong to Manning to

imagine that, even as an Anglican dignitary, he belonged to the

worldly type of parson then so prevalent. His piety was deep and

intensely real, and his personal life simple to asceticism. For years

his effort was to keep back from submission the many souls under

his spiritual guidance who were distressed and shaken by the scan-

dals and apparent helplessness of Anglicanism. In fact, his anti-

Roman zeal made a serious division between him and Dr. Pusey and

other leaders of the movement. This zeal manifested itself in his

archidiaconal utterances, and most remarkably in a university sermon

preached on "Gunpowder Plot" day—a feast appointed by the State

and provided with an office bound up usually with the Anglican

prayer books of those days. It is only just to add that the Anglican

Church had never given authority to either the festival or the pre-

scribed service. Both fell into desuetude and were abolished by an

order in Council in 1859.

The Gorham judgment was to Manning and many others the last

straw that broke their confidence in their ecclesiastical position;

or, rather, the fact that the judgment was met by no effectual repudi-

ation on the part of the Church. Others went before him, such as
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his brother-in-law, Henry Wilberforce, Mr. Dodsworth, Mr. Markell,

Mr. Serjeant Bellasis and Mr. Allies. Manning, with his dear friend

Hope-Scott, followed them after a long struggle. On Passion Sun-

day, April 6, 185 1, he was received into the Church by Fr. Brownbill,

S. J. The following Sunday, at St. George's Pro-Cathedral, South-

wark, he received not only the Sacrament of Confirmation and

Holy Communion at the hands of Cardinal Wiseman, but also the

tonsure. The minor orders, sub-diaconate and diaconate, followed

quickly, and on Trinity Sunday, June 15, he was ordained priest

by the Cardinal. It was but ten weeks from his reception, and the

Cardinal was subjected to a good deal of severe criticism in conse-

quence; but Wiseman, "large-hearted and sympathetic," as Mr.

Purcell well terms him," knew his convert, and knew, too, the mind

of Rome, and had obtained express sanction for his unusual

action.

It is necessary to glance back a few months from Manning's con-

version to an event of profound significance to the Catholic Churcli

in England, and which roused the ignorant Puritanism of the country

into a fever heat as ignominious as it was disgraceful. For some

years the question of the reestablishment of the hierarchy had been

debated in Rome ; the timidity of the hereditary Catholics had been

alarmed, but the Holy See knew that the time was come, and on

September 29, 1850, Pius IX. published the brief restoring the

hierarchy in England and creating an archbishopric with twelve suf-

fragan sees. In the consistory of the following day Wiseman, then

in Rome, was created Cardinal. He had already been nominated

Archbishop of Westminster and metropolitan. On October 7 the

Cardinal-Archbishop announced the news in a pastoral letter dated

"From without the Flaminian Gate," according to the well-known

rule which prohibits Bishops, when in Rome, from addressing their

dioceses as from within the city—a privilege which belongs alone

to the Holy Father as Bishop of Rome. It is amusing, but humiliat-

ing to an Englishman, to read the story of the Protestant tempest

that broke out. Lord John Russell had the stupid insolence, which

only made the Minister ridiculous, to threaten to stop the Cardinal

from landing on English shores ! The Times, of course, outdid itself

in ignorant declamation and foolish abuse that could hurt only the

paper or its Puritan readers. The Premier's "Letter to the Bishop

of Durham," too long to quote here, was an example of all that a

responsible Minister of the Crown, or a man claiming the name and

manners of a gentleman, should have been ashamed to write. The

popular clamor, thus roused and encouraged, became deafening.

Any society but the Church of God must have trembled under the

« "Life of Manning," Vol. I., p. 628.
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storm of calumny, lying and blasphemy. But the great Cardinal

was unmoved, and his "Appeal to the English People," published a

few days after his return to London on November 11, brought back

to sanity all that was capable of such a return. The good feeling

and the good sense of the country recognized and rendered homage
to the loyalty both to the truth and to his country, the intellectual

power, the logical reasoning and the unfailing courtesy of the Car-

dinal-Archbishop, who followed up this marvelous success with a

course of lectures at St. George's Pro-Cathedral, to which men of all

creeds, or of none, came in crowds.

The tide was turned. Mr. Disraeli, on the conservative side of

politics, Mr. Roebuck on the liberal, raised their protest against the

Prime Minister's infamous "Letter." Mr. Roebuck's words, which

M. Thureau-Dangin gives in a translation which preserves the fire

and dear eloquence of the original, were worthy of a man who was

known throughout England as one who, without thought of his own
interests, lived his political life simply for the liberty and the good

of his countrymen. When the member of Sheffield died, many years

afterwards, it was felt that a force that made continually for political

purity and unselfishness had been lost to England.

The government, nevertheless, persuaded Parliament to pass the

worse than absurd "Ecclesiastical Titles Bill," prohibiting under

severe penalties the appropriation of any territorial designation by

any Bishop but those of the Establishment. The measure was bom
dead, was never put in force, and twenty years later, Mr. Gladstone

being Premier, was wiped off the statute book almost without notice.

The episode, however, did not tend to enhance the dignity of the

"Mother of Parliaments."

It might well have been expected that this anti-Papal outburst

would have retarded the progress of the High Church revival in the

Anglican communion. The "Durham Letter" had attacked the fol-

lowers of the movement with even greater bitterness and more un-

measured abuse than had been showered on the Catholics them-

selves. The Anglican Bishops, too, were unrelenting in their an-

tagonism, with but few exceptions. The foremost member of the

episcopate was Samuel Wilberforce, who for some years had been

Bishop of Oxford. A man of great administrative and oratorical

gifts, of strong ambition and possessing a large measure of influence

at court and among the leading social and political powers of the

day, he was looked upon generally as the outstanding representative

of Anglican principles of the "moderate High Church" school. He
most undoubtedly helped the progress of the movement ; his diocesan

administration was, in its fairness to all, a happy contrast to the

management of some other dioceses. He had a strong sense of the
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rightful freedom and spiritual independence which are the Church's

heritage, and he believed most intensely in the position and the

prospects of Anglicanism. His life-long antagonist on the episcopal

bench was, naturally, Archibald Campbell Tait, nominated Bishop

of London in 1856 and translated to Canterbury in 1868. Tait was

of Scottish and Presbyterian origin and had been brought up in the

evangelical theology, of which, however, he was neither admirer nor

defender. His sympathies were with the Broad Church party, but

he was certainly no latitudinarian with regard to the fundamental

articles of the faith. But what was above all characteristic of the

man and his administration was the most intense, undisguised

Erastianism. He had no conception of the Church as a spiritual

society ; he leant, for the well-being of Anglicanism, on the Toyal

supremacy and the omnipotence of Parliament. At the same time

his personal piety was unquestioned. Amid the troubled waters in

which the Anglican then, as now, found herself tossing, Tait

was scarcely the man to pilot her to safety ; but in view of the origfin

of the Anglican schism and the history of its relation to the civil

power, it would be hard to say that he had not most correctly

gauged its spirit. Anglicanism is the child of the State ; Erastianism

is its official atmosphere, and only one act can deliver it from that

evil possession. All history and the state of the world to-day tell

us that the choice lies between that bondage and submission to the

Chair of Peter.

Wilberforce undoubtedly brought a new spirit into the relations

between an Anglican Bishop and his clergy, and gave his com-

munion a new ideal of episcopal work and administration. But it

would be an utter mistake to imagine that he had any real theological

sympathy with the "Anglo-Catholic" section of the clergy and laity.

He was dominated by an extraordinary hatred of all that savored of

Rome, and many of his utterances, especially in his later life, rather

suggest an irresponsible Protestant firebrand than the dignity of a

great prelate. It was, besides, very difficult to know how far one

could be sure of his action in any given matter. In the appoint-

ment, e. g., of Dr. Hampden to Hereford, he at first was an ardent

leader of the protesting High Churchmen and Evangelicals, but just

when the real difficulty came he followed the will of the court and

the government. In the diocesan theological college he founded at

Cuddesdon, near Oxford, he encouraged the practice of sacramental

confession, but his public utterances in an opposite sense were vehe-

ment and declamatory to a degree. It is not for us to judge any

man, and Wilberforce on many counts will always deserve the grati-

tude of the Anglican communion. But we do not wonder that M.
Thureau-Dangin, who finds matter for admiration in men of the
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most opposite characters and opinions, well—does not include the

Bishop among his heroes.

An excellent account is given of the troubles of St. Saviour's,

Leeds, founded by Pusey; of the partly successful resuscitation of

the two provincial convocations through the energy of Bishop Wil-

berforce, and of the trials of Archdeacon Denison and Bishop Alex-

ander Forbes of Brechin on the charge of teacliing Eucharistic

doctrine contrary to the Anglican formularies. Nothing seemed to

hinder the progress of the revival. One great cause, no doubt,

of the utter failure of the Bishops to stay its course was the gfrow-

ing distrust in which their lordships were held by both clergy and

laity. It was a terrible scandal to the religious feeling of England

—

and it is not forgotten yet—when in 1857 a number of the Bishops,

including the Primate and Tait, voted for the iniquitous law that

still disgraces the English statute book, which authorized divorce

and the religious "remarriage" of divorced persons, and which com-

pelled an Anglican clergyman, in spite of his convictions, to allow his

church to be used for such sacrilege. Gladstone, in the House of

Commons, and Wilberforce, in the Upper House, to their eternal

honor, vindicated, though unsuccessfully, the unalterable claims of

the Christian moral law. And yet the Bishops who voted with the

majority were men who ventured to lay down what they conceived

to be the "true doctrine of the Church of England," and to condemn

for supposed lack of conformity thereto men such as Pusey, Keble,

Denison and W. J. E. Bennett! Truly the City of Confusion is a

sad dwelling place.

J. Faber-Scholfield.
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THE CATHOLIC ENCYCLOPEDIA. An International Work of Reference on
the Doctrine, Discipline and History of the Catholic Church. Edited
by Charles G. Herbermann, Ph. D., LL. D., Bdward A. Pace, Ph. D.,
D. D., Conde B. Pallen, Ph. D., LL. D., Thomas J. Shahan, D. D., John
J. Wynne, S. J., assisted by numerous collaborators. In fifteen volumes.
Vol. I. Royal octavo, pp. 826, with maps and illustrations. New York:
Robert Appleton Company.

The appearance of the first volume of the "Catholic Encyclopedia"

marks an epoch in book making in this country. From the begin-

ning the need of such a work was felt. As the Catholic Church

grew and spread throughout the country, the need became more

pressing and was not confined to Catholics only, because as the

organization increased in number and importance it compelled the

attention of the non-Catholic public in such a way as to create

demands for knowledge concerning its history, doctrine, ceremonial

and discipline. The increase of literature in general, and especially

of non-Catholic church literature, emphasized the need. The pub-

lication of detached volumes on various questions of interest in the

Catholic Church from time to time by no means supplied it. Such

detached treatises lacked the unity and cohesiveness necessary for a

comprehensive view of the whole subject. Only those who were

best fitted for study and best disposed to seek information could

cover the whole field and find an answer to the questions which were

constantly arising. Thinking men in the Church, and out of it, too,

agreed that a comprehensive work on Catholic subjects is impera-

tively necessary for the right understanding of the Church by Cath-

olics themselves as well as by Protestants, Jews and non-believers.

In making this statement we do not detract in the least from the

faithfulness of churchmen in teaching their congregations. In

Catholic countries with parishes rightly arranged and equipped and

the discipline of the Church rigidly carried out, nothing more would

be required than the spoken word, but taking into consideration

all the conditions of modern times, especially in non-Catholic coun-

tries, we must admit that something more is needed.

With this thought in mind, the founders of the "Catholic Encyclo-

pedia" banded themselves together and formed an organization

which has done phenomenal work, considering all the difficulties in

the way. It must be remembered that, for various reasons. Catholic

literature in this country, or perhaps we might more truthfully say

in the English tongue, has not made as rapid strides as we wish.

We are stating the case mildly. An illustration of this truth is

found in the fact that no English Catholic publisher in the world
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has had the enterprise or the will or the means to get out a Catholic

Encyclopedia. In striking contrast to this state of affairs is the

action of a publishing house in the United States which brought out

a "Jewish Encyclopedia" at an enormous expenditure without any
outside aid, as far as is known. We repeat, then, that the editors

of this work, who are not capitalists at all, and who had the courage

to undertake so great a task in the face of the enormous difficulties

which stood in their way, have placed the English-speaking world

under an obligation to them which it will never discharge.

One of the most remarkable things about the first volume of the

"Catholic Encyclopedia" is that it needs no apology. If it were

only passably good, we should feel inclined to praise it unstintedly,

but it is as nearly perfect as a work of the kind can be, and therefore

without any violation of conscience whatever we congratulate the

editors, the publishers, the collaborators, the stockholders and the

advance subscribers for giving the first volume of this monumental

work to the English-speaking world.

They made a promise in the beginning which was very difficult

of fulfillment They proposed to gfive "authorative information on
the entire cycle of Catholic interests, action and doctrine ; what the

Church teaches and has taught; what she is doing and has done

for the highest welfare of mankind ; her methods, past and present

;

her struggles, her triumphs, and the achievements of her members,

not only for her own immediate benefit, but for the broadening and

deepening of true science, literature and art." They announced that

"the book would not be exclusively a Church encyclopedia, nor

limited to the ecclesiastical science and the teaching of churchmen,

but that it should be a record of all that Catholics have done, not

only in behalf of charity and morals, but also for the intellectual

and artistic development of mankind; that it should record what

Catholic artists, educators, poets, scientists and men of action have

achieved in their special .provinces ; that it should contain not only

precise statements of what the Church has defined, but also an

impartial record of the different views of acknowledged authority

on all disputed questions ; that the work should be entirely new and

not a mere translation or compilation from other encyclopedic

sources; that the contributors should be chosen for their special

knowledge and skill for presenting the subject, and that they should

represent Catholic scholarship in every part of the world. The first

volume proves beyond a doubt that the editors have lived up to their

promise, and the list of contributors to the first volume shows that

the writers have been chosen without respect of location for their

special fitness for the respective subjects assigned to them. Each

contribution is the work of a scholar. Each is original. Even the
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shortest shows the same care as the longest. A striking feature

is the bibliography which follows each contribution.

The illustrations are unusually excellent. The whole book is

printed on a paper that serves to bring forth the very best results

in this regard. On the whole the "Catholic Encyclopedia" is a

monumental work. Each volume has a distinct value because it

begins to open up a field which is extremely rich and which broadens

with the appearance of each successive volume.

We sincerely hope that the work will receive the encouragement

which it deserves at once, and that the public will realize the wisdom
of subscribing for it immediately. It should be in the library of

every English-speaking priest, of every student, irrespective of creed,

of every institution of learning, ecclesiastical or secular, of every

State or community. It is simply indispensable.

GuiLLAtnn; I. Rol des Pays-Bas et rEgUse Catholique en Belgique (1814-
1880). Par Ck. TerHnOm, LL. D. Tome I., La lutte entre rOgUse et
I'EStat (1814-1826), pp. xxi.+626. Tome II.. Le Concordat (1826-1830),
pp. 470. Bruxelles Librairle, A. Dewitt, 1906.

We have in these two royal octavos—royal no less for their his-

torical merits than for their material construction—the most note-

worthy attempt to tell the story of the events and the struggles that

led up to the Revolution of 1830 and the severance of the Nether-

lands into the two independent kingdoms of Belgium and Holland.

It is true M. de Gerlache's "Histoire des Pays-Bas" and the intro-

ductory materials of Juste, de Bavay, Nothomb, to say nothing of

the more general works of Balan, Xuyens and perhaps a few others,

and more especially the learned researches of PouUet and Colem-

brander and most of all of Albers, S. J., have thrown much light on

the period in question; but the work here presented is the first

attempt to draw forth from the original sources a complete account

of the history of Belgian independence. Indeed, a work of this

kind has until lately been hardly possible, for it was only very

recently that the bringing together in the general archives of the

Dutch Government at the Hag^ue of all the documents preserved in

the various ministerial departments for the period from 1814 to 1830

has placed within the available control of the scholar the original

materials for such a history. Besides these materials the present

author had the exceptional advantage of drawing upon the hitherto

secret archives of the Secretariat of State and those of the Congre-

gation of Extraordinary Affairs at Rome, while the British Museum
furnished him with a number of highly important documents per-

taining to religious conditions in the Netherlands. Tributary to
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these main channels of supply have been various other sources of

more or less original materials, so that the author has been able to

bring forward the primal witnesses to attest the deeds and tlie

motives of his country's founders. We say deeds and motives; for

while M. Terlinden's aim is before all else historical—to narrate

deeds, events—and in the furtherance of this aim he sacrifices not a

little of that literary grace to which popular works of history owe
so much of their interest, nevertheless he is too thoroughly a his-

torian to pass by the interpretative finality of such widely human
events as lead to a revolution that brings about the political inde-

pendence of a people. And so the motives that brought about that

revolution are not left concealed in the chronicle of the events.

Religion was one of the main if not quite the primary cause of the

Belgian severance in 1830. It was the persecuting policy of Will-

iam's government that impelled the Catholics of Belgium to ally

their forces with the liberalistic party, themselves groaning under

the oppressive exactions of the Orange King. Neither party could

have secured independence without the other. Together they suc-

ceeded under the combining impulse of religion and political liberty.

The fact and the urgency of this dual motive are convincingly

established by M. Terliden, though it must not be inferred from

this that his work is a brief for a partisan cause. In no true sense

can the work be called polemical. It is first and last a narrative of

historical events—events which themselves bespeak the personal

element, the struggles of a sturdy people for their natural rights

—

the claims of conscience and legitimate freedom from tyrannical

oppression.

Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels. Bdlted by Rev. Jatnea Haatiniig.
D. D. Volume I., royal 8vo., 950 pages, with map, etc. New York:
Charles Scrlbner's Sons, 1907.

"The purpose of this Dictionary is to give an account of every-

thing that relates to Christ—His person, life, work and teaching.

It is in a sense complementary to the 'Dictionary of the Bible,' in

which, of course, Christ has a great place. But a dictionary of the

Bible, being occupied mainly with things biographical, historical,

gec^aphical or antiquarian, does not give attention to the things

of Christ sufficient for the needs of the preacher, to whom Christ is

everything. This is, first of all, a preacher's dictionary. The
authors of the articles have been carefully chosen from among those

scholars who are, or have been, themselves preachers. And even

when the articles have the same titles as articles in the 'Dictionary

of the Bible,' they are written by new men and from a new stand-
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point. It is thus a work which is quite distinct from and altogether

independent of the 'Dictionary of the Bible.'

"It is called a 'Dictionary of Christ and the Gospels' because it

includes everything that the Gospels contain, whether directly related

to Christ or not Its range, however, is far greater than that of

the Gospels. It seeks to cover all that relates to Christ throughout

the Bible and in the life and literature of the world. It will be

observed at once that a large number of the titles of the articles

are new. Again, there are certain topics which are treated more
fully here than in the 'Dictionary of the Bible,' because they have

specially to do with Christ All these articles, moreover, have a

range which is greater than the corresponding articles in the 'Dic-

tionary of the Bible' if they occur there. They describe some aspect

of Christ's person or work, not only as it is presented in the Bible,

but also as it has been brought out in the history of the Church and

in Christian experience. The subject is inexhaustible. It has not

been exhausted in this work. Perhaps the most that has been dcHie

is to show how great Christ is."

This description of the work shows at once that it is very im-

portant in conception and execution. Throughout it bears the

marks of earnestness and accuracy. We must repeat what we said

in reviewing the Bible Dictionary from the same house, and we do

so in no fault-finding spirit, but for the sake of accuracy, this is not

a Catholic book. As far as we know, and we have glanced over

the list of contributors, there is no Catholic among them. We are

sorry for this, and we think it is a mistake, but it is the publisher's

business. We have Biblical scholars who are unexcelled and who
could treat certain subjects as well or better than any one else. And
then there is the Catholic interpretation of many texts which cannot

be ignored. It is true that in the present work the writers some-

times refer to the Catholic view, and this is a decided advancement

But it is not done always, and it is generally done too briefly.

We repeat that we are not finding fault with the Dictionary,

because it does not pretend to be what it is not, and we must take

it for what it is. We have here a fund of information carefully

collected, attractively and clearly set forth and printed in a manner

to attract and hold even the less zealous student.

The Castist. A Collection of Cases in Moral and Pastoral Theology. 8vo.,

pp. 839. James F. Wagner, New York.

"The present volume, made up chiefly of cases that appeared in

The Homiletic Monthly, is issued in answer to the request of some
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of the subscribers to this magazine who have expressed their desire

to possess these cases in such form as to be easily accessible when
reference to them is necessitated by the exigencies of daily mission-

ary life.

"The cases are plain and practical, such as come into the sphere

of activity of the priest whose duty brings him into intimate relations

with souls, either as confessor, or adviser, or friend.

"In fact, many of the cases presented are original, and were sent

to the editor for solution by busy or perplexed missionaries. Others,

taken from the various periodicals, have been chosen for their

practical value, and to such cases the author's name is appended."

This book opens up the question again: Should works on moral

theolc^ be published in the vernacular? We think not, because

Latin is still taught in our seminaries for good and sufficient reasons,

and we presume that all theological students are able to read the

language well enough to understand books of moral theology. The
informati<Mi contained in these books ought to be confined to priests

or persons preparing for the priesthood. The laity should get their

knowledge of moral theology in other ways. We must add, and do

so with pleasure, that the bo<A: is of real practical value. The cases

are well chosen. They fit right into our every-day needs. They

answer questions that arise every day and that require special inter-

pretation and application of the law. There is one serious draw-

back that should be remedied in a future edition: the name of the

author is not on the title page. It will not do to say that authorities

are quoted at every step. The name of a responsible author would

induce us to accept these quotations as correct and would encourage

us to follow his conclusions more readily.

MEDITATIONS FOB THE USE OP THE SscxTLAR Clbbot. From the French of
Father ChalKnon, S. J. By Right Rev. L. De Chjeahriand, D. D., Bishop of
Burllnerton. In two volumes. 8vo., pp. 696 and 512. New revised edi-
tion. Benziger Brothers, New York, Cincinnati, Chicago.

When this book was first published the pious translator spoke of

it as follows:

"A book in the English language containing a course of medita-

tions for the use of the secular clergy is very much needed in the

United States and elsewhere. The work of which we give a trans-

lation was not, however, written by a secular priest ; it is the work

of a reverend Jesuit Father, who died in 1883 at Angers. But the

venerable father had received from God the vocation to devote him-

self to the sanctification of the secular clergy, with the details of

whose life he was perfectly acquainted. Father Chaignon wrote
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of himself: 'Through a merciful and providential disposition, for

which we shall be forever thankful, God designed to make use of us

in a great number of pastoral retreats, during more than thirty

years, to remind His ministers of the glorious privileges and the

grave obligations of the priest and the pastor.' It has also been

written of Father Chaignon : 'Over three hundred retreats preached

with admirable success in nearly every diocese of France are an

evidence of his particular vocation.' The learned lecturer has repro-

duced the substance of his conferences in books which are known
and admired by all priests. They constitute a remarkable monu-

ment of eloquence and piety, which secures to their author a con-

spicuous place amongst the most eminent masters of the spiritual

life. The idea of the dignity and excellence of the priesthood had

taken possession of the whole soul of Father Chaignon, and to com-

municate it strong and luminous to the minds of the clergy he

applied all the resources of his talent and the wealth of his learning."

Since these words were written other excellent books of medita-

tion for clergy and laity have appeared, and therefore the same

need does not exist now. The excellence of this work has not, how-

ever, grown less, nor does it suffer by comparison.

After preliminary chapters on the necessity of meditation and on

the different methods, the author treats in the first volume of the

sanctification of the priest, and in the second he furnishes medita-

tions for the Sundays and feasts of the year and for the feasts of

some saints. Each meditation is arranged simply. First the sub-

ject is announced, then the points. After the points have been

developed consecutively there is a resume of them.

An Indexed Synopsis or the "Oramicab of Assent." By Rev. Joltn J.
Toohey, 8. J. 12mo., pp. 220 Liongrmans, Green & Co., 91 and 93 Fifth
avenue, New Tork; London and Bombay.

"The philosophy of Cardinal Newman is arousing such widespread

interest and is assuming such a prominence in the controversial and

apologetic literature of the day that there seems to be a call for a

work which shall bring the contents of that philosophy within easy

reach of inquiring minds and make it possible to pursue with

facility a systematic study of it. The present volume is an attempt

in this direction as regards that portion of Newman's philosophy

which is developed in the 'Grammar of Assent.' And whatever

be the individual judgment upon Newman's philosophical system,

it is hoped that this synopsis will commend itself to serious students

generally as contributing in some way towards an adjustment of

the claims of that philosophy upon our acceptance.
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"This volume departs considerably from the ordinary plan of a

synopsis
; by being thrown into the form of an index, it is intended

to serve at once as an analytical index to the 'Grammar of Assent,'

as a dictionary of Newman's philosophy, as a catalogue of his doc-

trines and as a summary of his arguments. Moreover, this synopsis

has not aimed at presenting a bare outline or skeleton of Newman's
thought such as is commonly found in a synopsis or index; it goes

much further. As far as is consistent with the scope of the book,

Newman has been allowed to speak in his own words, without

abridgment; for it was considered that those who should read this

synopsis would be much better satisfied if Newman's thought was
presented to them in his own language, and with a certain fullness,

than if it was unduly compressed or interpreted for them by the

words of another."

We imagine that no one will question what the author says about

the excellence of Newman's philosophy and the desirability of

making it more accessible. Nor will any one be likely to question

the means which the author uses to that end. We can assure our

readers that the plan of action has been faithfully followed and that

the result is admirable.

La Doctbine de la Pbedestination. Dans rBglise R6fonn6e des Pays-
Baa depuis roriglne jusq'au Synode National de Dordrecht en 1618 et
1619. Etude Historlque par TModore Tan Oppenraay. Pp. xiv.+272.
Lovanlt: Joseph Van L«uthout, 1906.

The monographs written by the candidates for academic honors

in the theological faculty of Louvain are magisterial not only in the

sense that they worthily represent the dignity and sustain the splen-

did reputation of that university, but more literally in that they are

books which truly teach, works that increase, widen and freshen

the existing fund of information on their respective subjects.

Looking over the long list of these publications—some three score

in all and dating back as far as 1841—one is struck by the wide

range and interest of the subjects which they cover. Theology

—

dogmatic and moral—Sacred Scripture, ecclesiastical history, canon

law—all the departments of divinities are enriched by these re-

searches. The latest accession to the list, the essay here presented,

is obviously one that will not attract the general reader; but the

student whose Fach—as the Germans call it—lies in the doctrinal

history of the Reformation will find this monograph highly instruc-

tive and interesting. The author has limited himself to a relatively

brief period of time, the first portion of which covers the second

half of the sixteenth century, during which portion certain preachers

of the new evangel endeavored to introduce the doctrine of condi-
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tional predestination into the Reformed Church of the Netherlands.

The second portion covers the first eighteen years of the seventeenth

century, the period of the Arminian movement in behalf of the same

teaching. In following the course of this doctrinal history the

author's aim and spirit is in no sense polemical. His interest is

exclusively historical and his material is drawn from the original

sources—-the dogmatic books used by the first and the successive

Reformed communities. A glance over the extensive bibliography

assures the reader of the painstaking research that has made the

work possible and has placed within reach of the student of the

characteristic tenets of Calvinism so thorough and reliable a medium
of information.

LiES OmoiNES DV STTI.E OoTHiQUX EN Bbabast. Par iZoymoiMi Lemoirt,
D. Be., mor. et Mat. Partie L, ^'Architecture Romalne. Vromant et
Cie, Bruzelles, 1906, pp. zl.+312. Fourth ed.

The origin and early development of the architectural glories of

the thirteenth century are still but imperfectly known, notwithstand-

ing the amount of research they have elicited and the extensive

literature they have called forth. Nor will that knowledge become

adequate until detailed studies of the individual localities wherein

those monuments exist enmass the necessary data. A study of this

kind is embodied in the above work. The author has confined his

investigations to Brabant, a province whose numerous early and

mediaeval religious edifices offer abundant material. The field thus

restricted would not at first sight seem likely to have more than a

local or at the most a professional interest. However, the relation

of historical development under which the author has conceived his

subject gives to his book a much wider appeal. The universalizing

relation here meant is the history of the Roman architecture in gen-

eral and in Belgium—Brabant—in particular. To each of these

introductory viewpoints M. Lemaire has devoted interesting though

withal brief chapters. The larger bulk, however, of the present

volume consists in the textual description—fully and richly illustrated

by photogfraphs, outlines and plans—of the relics of the Roman style

existing in Brabant, especially in the neighborhood of Louvain,

Brussels and Tirlemont. The foundation is thus laid in the Roman
period of the Belgian temples for the subsequent transition to and

development of the Gk)thic style—the style which is to form the main

theme of the next installment of the author's work. The present

volume, therefore, while wholly introductory to that theme, has its

own completeness, due to the singleness of its subject matter

—

Roman architecture—^and should as such have an interest not only
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for the professional student of architecture, but likewise for the

general reader, especially for one who is preparing to travel in the

pertinent regfion. For the latter the author's luminous descriptions

and illustrations will have a unique value.

Pboposed Republication of the Wobks of the Right Reyebend John
EiNOi^ND, BMrst Bishop of Charleston. Edited under the direction ot
the MMt Rev. Sebaatian O. Mettmer, Archbishop of Milwaukee, with
Introduction, Notes and Index by Rev. J. T. MoDermott, D. D.

From the Arthur H. Qark Company, Qeveland, Ohio, we receive

the announcement that they will, in case sufHcient orders are

promptly received, republish the collected works of Bishop England.

This is an undertaking of vital interest to American Catholics and

affords them a rare opportunity to do a service to the cause of

Catholic literature and education.

Bishop England's works have a permanent value not only as

literature, but as an important and almost the only source for the

early history of Catholicism in America. In the present age of

criticism and controversy these rare volumes are being sought on

account of their inestimable value as a repository of argument and

illustration of the important tenets of the Catholic faith, couched

in language so apt and expressive as to be valuable for all time both

to clergyman and layman. Scholars are just now beginning to

appreciate Bishop England as a man of letters.

He possessed one of the most vigorous and versatile intellects

that the Church in this country has produced. His writings are

veritable storehouses of information on subjects literary, historical

and ecclesiastical. As a champion of the faith in the early days

he engaged in many notable controversies, and his addresses and

arg^uments in every field of polemics have almost the character of

a standard reference work on the subject. The clergy and laity

will therefore welcome this work, and it is indeed surprising that

it has been allowed to remain inaccessible for so long a time.

Meditlla PnNDAUENTAi.is Theolooiae M0RALI8, quam Semtnarlstis et
Presbyteris Paravit Oulielmut Slang, Bpiscopus Riverormensis, S. Theo-
loglte Doctor, Bjusque Lovanli Quondam Professor. Edltio Altera et
Aucta. Neo-Bboracl, Cincinnati, Chicago: Benzlger Brothers.

The appearance of a second edition of Bishop Stang's book

emphasizes the loss which the Church in this country has suffered

in his death. He had a rare combination of talents, and he made
every one bring forth fruit a hundredfold. In this little book.
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already well known, we have a synopsis which he formerly made
for his pupils at Lorain. His motto was briefness and clearness,

and he has lived up to it. He was not mistaken when he resolved

to make the work accessible to a larger number by publishing it in

book form. It will do all that he expected it to do. It will bring

the principles of moral theology back to the mind quickly, and it

can be kept at hand and carried about much more easily than fuller

and larger volumes. It is not necessary to say a word about the

manner in which the work is done. Bishop Stang's name is a

guarantee of excellence.

Benedicenda; or, lUtes and Ceremonies ot Some of the Principal Func-
tions of the Roman Pontifical and Roman Ritual. By Rev. A. J. Sohulte.

8vo., cloth, net, $l.fiO.

A companion volume to Father Schulte's excellent book called

"Consecranda." The work of the same skillful hand, guided by

the same clear, well-informed, experienced mind, and possessing the

same value, not only for Bishops, priests and such clerics as take

part in the ceremonies, but also for students in ecclesiastical semi-

naries who can gain from it at once that clear, intelligent and

comprehensive understanding of the blessings of the Church, which

comes to most priests only after years of labor and study, and

perhaps blundering, and sometimes doesn't come at all. Any one

who has used Father Schulte's books in practice knows their true

value. We have had that happy experience, and therefore we can

recommend them unreservedly.

Studies in Ibish History. 1603-1649. Beinir a course of lectures delivered
before the Irish Literary Society of Liondon. Eklited by R. Barry
O'Brien. Second series. 12mo., pp. 324. Brown & Nolan, Ltd., Dublin,
Belfast and Cork.

The subjects of the lectures are: "The Plantation of Ulster,"

by Rev. S. A. Cox, M. A. ; "Strafford"—Part I., "The Graces ;" Part

II., "The Eve of 1641"—by Philip Wilson, M. A.; "1641," by

Arthur Houston, K. C, LL. D., and "The Confederation of Kil-

kenny," by Dr. Donelan, M. Ch., M. B.

The subjects have strong historic interest and are treated at lengfth

by gentlemen of national reputation in an able and interesting man-

ner. The value of the lectures is much enhanced by notes and

bibliographies.
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A FRENCH VIEW OF ENGLISH CATHOLICITY,

ROM the "Anglo-Catholic" current our author turns to the Cath-

olic Revival, properly so called. The chapter entitled "Les

Progres du Catholicisme" is devoted chiefly to Newman, con-

fessedly the greatest of all the converts the Church had gained through

the Oxford Movement. It is in some respects a sad history. There

existed, among a certain section of English Catholics, a distrust of

Newman's methods, and even a suspicion that he was tainted with

that form of "Liberalism" which had attacked some continental

Catholics, and which issued in the deplorable and now rapidly dying

"Old Catholic" schism. Manning himself imagined that Newman's
desire was to create a sort of Oxford flavored, Anglican Catholicism,

while his own conviction was that what the Church and the Christian

faith needed then was insistance on the authority and infallibility of

the Church's central and sovereign power—the Supreme PontiflF.

The fact was that Manning, above all things a man of action, failed

to appreciate the peculiar width and subtlety of Newman's grasp of

any question, which enabled him to see and weigh both sides of a

problem in a^ay that few are able to do. This wonderful capacity

was remarkably manifested in Newman's line with regard to the

Rambler, a review published under the auspices of some Catholics

of "liberal" tendencies, and with regard to which he was asked to

intervene by the Bishops. The moderation of his action caused him

to incur the vehement opposition of certain members of the so-called
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Ultramontane school, notably W. G. Ward, in the Dublin Review.

The whole controversy can merely be alluded to here, but the lack of

confidence in the great Oratorian on the part of a section of English

Catholics hindered the work he might have done in various public

undertakings and cast a shadow over the next twenty years of his

life

—

a. shadow only wholly removed when our Holy Father Leo

XIII. raised him to the Sacred College in 1879. The intense sym-

pathies of Newman's nature and his extraordinary sensitiveness of

heart had a twofold result: they often caused him, simply because

he tried to look at every question with sympathy for another's point

of view, to be wholly misunderstood and his motives entirely mis-

construed, and at the same time they brought to himself deep suffer-

ing of mind and heart which a shallower or less complex nature

could not have experienced. But anything more opposite to the

facts than the suspicion that Newman belonged to the liberalizing

school, or was touched with the "Cis-alpine" heresy, could not be

conceived. Never had Rome a more devoted son; never did the

Vicar of Christ raise to the sacred purple a more faithful servant

of the Church.

In view of this there is a pathetic note in a letter written by him

to the Rev. Fr. Whitty on March 19, 1865, in which the following

passages occur:

"I think, and with some comfort, that I have ever tried to act as

others told me, and, if I have not done more, it has been because I

have not been put to do more, or have been stopped when I attempted

more.

"The Cardinal brought me from Littlemore to Oscott, he sent me
to Rome, he stationed and left me in Birmingham. When the Holy

Father wished me to begin the Dublin Catholic University, I did

so at once. When the Synod of Oscott gave me to do the new
translation of Scripture, I began it without a word. When the

Cardinal asked me to interfere in the matter of the Rambler, I took

on myself, to my sore disgfust, a great trouble and trial. Lastly,

when my Bishop, proprio motu, asked me to undertake the mission

of Oxford, I at once committed myself to a very expensive purchase

of land and began, as he wished me, to collect money for a church.

In all these matters I think (in spite of many incidental mistakes)

I should, on the whole, have done a work had I been allowed or aided

to go on with them ; but it has been our God's Blessed Will that I

should have been stopped.

"If I could get out of my mind the notion that I could do some-

thing and am not doing it, nothing could be happier, more peaceful

or more to my taste than the life I lead."

With regard to the action of our second great Cardinal-Arch-
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bishop in his relations with Newman, we can scarcely do better than

refer to the admirable remarks of M. Thureau-Dangfin ("Seconde

partie," pp. 331-333), who quotes, as applicable to these two Princes

of the Church, Newman's own vivid sketch of the contrast between

the characters of S. Gregory of Nazianzum and S. Basil, in his

"Arians of the Fourth Century." The Catholic Church in England

and the English people could have spared neither their Gregory nor

their Basil.

Long before his elevation to the Cardinalate Newman had won
the regard and reverence of all his countrymen, of whatever creed,

whose regard was worth having, and who were capable of reverence

for what was great, and noble, and saintly. The attack made on
him, charging him and his brethren in the priesthood with possessing

no love for truth, and, in fact, with placing dexterous lying among
the virtues of a Christian character, by Mr. C. Kingsley, then a well-

known clergyman of the "Broad Church" school, was the occasion

of Newman's writing his immortal "Apologia." It was deplorable

that a man, in many respects worthy of admiration, as Mr. Kingsley

was, should have sunk to such controversial depths. The first

edition of Newman's reply—^now by no means easy to procure

—

contains his rejoinder to Kingsley's personal attacks and mis-

statements, taken seriatim, under the title of "Blot No. i," "No. 2,"

and so on. It is delightful reading, sparkling with the writer's

finest irony. He withdrew it, however, in later editions as possess-

ing a temporary rather than a permanent interest, and as not affect-

ing the main thesis of the book.

Mr. Kingsley's is to-day an almost unknown name among the

majority of AngUcans; his calumnies have been relegated to the

limbo of forgotten scandals, but the "Apologia" of Cardinal New-
man will live and win from countless readers admiration and love for

its saintly author so long as our English tongpie shall last From
the day of its publication the English nation—all of it that was

willing to be and capable of being enlightened, and this in spite of

our proverbial prejudices, is surely the vast majority—recognized

the honesty and the greatness of Newman, trusted and admired him

and was proud to think that he was "English of the English." The
result to the Church was necessarily of the happiest kind. "Quelque

chose ,de son prestige, de sa popularity reconquise, rejaillissait sur

tons les catholiques. De cette date, le nom de 'converti' a cesse

d'etre decrie" (p. 362).

Another event, shortly following, served to show the altered feel-

ing of the country. Cardinal Wiseman, who had been for many
years winning his way in the public life of England, died on February

15, 1865, after a life of magnificent service for God, the Church and
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the English people he loved so deeply. His funeral wore all the

signs of a national mourning. London had seen nothing like it, as

the Times itself afifirmed, since the funeral of the Duke of Welling-

ton. It was difficult to think that this was the country that, with

many honorable exceptions, had shrieked itself into hysterics fifteen

years before at the restoration of the hierarchy.

The last chapter of M. Thureau-Dangin's second volume returns

to the affairrof the Anglican Church. It deals first with the "Broad

Church" section, with Stanley, now Dean of Westminster; Jowett,

master of Balliol and regius professor of Greek at Oxford ; with F.

D. Maurice, Anthony Hort and Frederic Robertson. The author

shows a fine and accurate judgment in his treatment of the teaching

and influence of these various leaders. He recognizes that, from

the point of a believer in the Christian Revelation, it would be rank

injustice to associate the two first of these with the other three. The

two groups represent a perfectly diflferent "Broad Churchism." In

fact, by Stanley's own avowals, and still more by Jowett's, we cannot

class their opinions as belonging to "churchism" of any sort. Both

believed conscientiously that they were justified in retaining their

position in the Anglican communion, though dogmatic Christianity

was a matter of indiflference to both, and Jowett scarcely professed

to retain any belief in it. They have their followers to-day, though

of less celebrity than themselves, and the possibility of such phe-

nomena throws an illuminating light on the life, the supposed wit-

ness to the faith and the discipline of Anglicanism. The "Essays

and Reviews" controversy, in which writings synodically condemned

by convocation were declared by the judicial committee of the Privy

Council to be not repugnant to the doctrines of the Anglican Church,

is a further illustration of them. So is the Colenso case, in which

the Bishop of Natal, condemned and deprived by ecclesiastical au-

thority, was supported by the same civil power in the temporalities

of his see. Both these controversies were a terrible scandal to the

best Anglican clergy and laity. M.' Thureau-Dangin gives a fair

and lucid account of them. And he has some wise words as to the

undue haste with which, ipropos of these deplorable affairs, Biblical

criticism as a whole was decried and condemned. Many statements,

critical and historical, now accepted generally, have been at first

treated as heresies against the faith. It is good to compare the lack

of proportion and the hasty conclusions of certain individual theo-

logians with the wise patience of our Mother the Catholic Church.

The Biblical Commission, appointed by the Holy Father, is just now
turning the eyes of Catholics to this subject, and they know that the

conclusions reached at Rome, whatever they may be, will assign to

theological, historical and natural science their rightful place.
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M. Thureau-Dangin's third and concluding volume is, as he tells

us in his short foreword, composed of two distinct parts. The neces-

sity, in the preceding volume "de dedoubler, en quelque sort, mon
sujet, pour suivre separement les deux courants issus du Mouvenaent

d'Oxford, d'une part le courant proprement catholique, de I'autre

le courant 'anglo-catholique,' qui tendait a catholiciser plus on moins

Tanglicanisme," he finds still more imperative as he proceeds in his

work. "Plus on s'eloigne du mouvement originaire, plus cette

separation devient manifeste, et, plus, par suite, elle s'impose 4

rhistorien." The first five chapters, therefore, treat of the history

of the Church in England from the death of Cardinal Wiseman to

that of Cardinal Manning, and this history, as the author remarks,

develops itself around the two great leading figures of Newman
and the second Archbishop of Westminster.

The question of Cardinal Wiseman's successor in the metropoliti-

cal see of England raised much discussion and some contention.

The Chapter of Westminster, meeting a month after the Cardinal's

decease, sent to Rome a tema, the first name on which was that of

Mgr. Errington, followed by those of Dr. Clifford, Bishop of Qifton,

and Dr. Grant, Bishop of Southwark. Mg^. Errington had been

Wiseman's coadjutor, cum jure successionis, but owing to the diffi-

culties that arose between the Cardinal and himself (difficulties that

had their source in temperament, upbringing and a difference of

ideal as to the right course for the Church in England to pursue in

order to win back her rightful place), the Holy Father had revoked

the appointment. It was understood that, while the Cardinal repre-

sented the policy of the Vatican, Mgr. Erringfton stood for the

representative of the old hereditary Catholics of England. How-
ever regrettable may have been the difficulties between them, no

blame whatever can be attached to the Cardinal, while Mgr. Erring-

ton's line of action—his modesty and ready self-effacement—won
for him the added respect and affection of those who knew his real

piety and worth.

His nomination by the Westminster Chapter seemed, however,

like a declaration against the splendid administration that had just

closed; and we can scarcely wonder that Pius IX. characterized it

as un insulto al Papa. The other two Bishops nominated were

viewed with favor by Cardinal Bamabo, Prefect of Propaganda,

Dr. Grant being known as a persona grata to the English sovereign

and government, and Dr. Qifford as the same to the English Cath-

olic aristocracy. If the matter had been left with Propaganda, one

of these would in all likelihood have succeeded to the Archbishopric.

But, following a rare precedent, Pius IX. took the matter into his

own hands, and putting aside the three candidates of the chapter

—
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all Bishops and Catholics by birth—named Henry Edward Manning,

a convert and a simple priest, Archbishop of Westminster and head

of the Church in England.

Nothing could redound more to his honor than every step he took

on this almost unparalleled elevation—his simplicity, his earnest devo-

tion, his self-distrust, his universal kindliness and geniality. Nothing

could redound more to the honor of the Chapter of Westminster than

the whole-hearted welcome they gave to their new Archbishop.

Manning's administration carried on and developed that of his

illustrious predecessor. M. Thureau-Dangin (pp. 9 et seqq.) gives

an appreciation, at once admiring and discriminating, of the char-

acter and work of the Archbishop. He was a bom ruler and held

the reins of power inflexibly in his own hands. His capacity for

work, his influence over men of all grades and all kinds, his intense

love and pity for the poor, for all suffering and oppressed, his

unfailing sympathy with his clergy—^these were some of the out-

standing notes of the twenty-seven years during which he ruled

England's primatial see. His zeal for education was immense; the

Westminster Diocesan Education Fund, which he founded in 1866,

enabled him to double the number of children in the Catholic schools

of the archdiocese, raising them from 11,245 to 22,580. There was

scarcely a g^eat social or philanthropic enterprise in London whicli

did not seek the support of the Archbishop. A "Mansion House
Fund Committee" would have seemed strange if his name had not

appeared amongst its members. We remember, the Sunday after

his death, hearing a celebrated Anglican clergyman declare that he

had been, more than any other man, instrumental in restoring Cath-

olics to their place in the respect and confidence of their fellow-

countrymen. We should demur to the exclusiveness of this state-

ment, but if we associate Wiseman and Newman with their brother

Cardinal it is undoubtedly a simple statement of a fact that cannot

be challenged.

There is one feature in Manning's character which, in view of the

uncompromising nature of his line in religious and ecclesiastical

matters, might easily be lost sight of—a feature which appears most

emphatically in his later journals. We mean the tenderness he felt

for those outside the Church, his sympathy with their difficulties, his

wide toleration (in the true sense of the word) for those in error.

It was another side of that sensitive generosity of heart that went

out so unrestrainedly to all in suffering. In presenting the faith

to his countrymen he never lost sight of their limitations, their preju-

dices, or those inherent instincts (so often overlaid by ignorance and

distorted by inherited tradition) of fair play and justice which mark
the Anglo-Saxon character.
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M. Thureau-Dangin treats at length two interesting events which

brought the Church into definite relations with Anglicanism and

which, though in neither case could CathoUc authority approve, yet

were no doubt of service in developing, for many minds, the progress

of "Anglo-Catholicism" towards the fullness of the faith. The first

of these was the Association for the Promotion of the Unity of

Christendom, founded on September 8, 1857, by Ambrose Phillips

de Lisle, a convert since 1825, and George Frederick Lee, vicar of

All Saints', Lambeth. De Lisle was known as one of the most

admirable of Catholic laymen; he was, in a measure quite unshared

by other English Catholics, enthusiastically hopeful of the return of

the Anglican Church to Catholic communion, and in this sense he

wrote at length, some months before the A. P. U. C. came into

being, to the Cardinal Prefect of Propaganda. His motive was
beyond praise, but his miscalculation of the extent of the movement
towards reunion among Anglicans, and of the real temper of even

most High Churchmen, was both pathetic and extraordinary.

Among those looking towards reunion and submission to the Apos-

tolic See he reckoned ten Bishops, and among these he included the

violently anti-Roman Samuel Wilberforce ! The association at first

numbered many Catholics as well as Anglicans ; the prayer "Domine

Jesu Christe, Qui dixisti apostolis Tuis," which immediately follows

the "Agnus Dei" in the Mass, was chosen for the daily recitation of

the associates, and a periodical called the Union Review was estab-

lished, in which articles from both Catholics and Anglicans were

published, some—and those not entirely from the Anglican side—of

a description that ecclesiastical authority could not allow to pass

unnoticed. However admirable the intentions of the founders, we
cannot wonder that, in April, 1864, the English episcopate addressed

a memorandum to Rome against the participation of Catholics in

the association, and that this was condemned in the following Sep-

tember by a rescript from the Holy Office. Since then the associa-

tion has consisted of Anglicans only. From it, however, sprung,

in 1877, the "Order of Corporate Reunion," which had in view the

special object of clearing away the initial obstacles to reunion which

lay in the (at least) insecurity of the sacraments—of the episcopate

and priesthood—of the Anglican Church. In the following year

three members of the O. C. R. were secretly baptized, confirmed,

ordained priests and then consecrated Bishops by—it is currently

believed—one or more of the schismatic Jansenist Bishops of Hol-

land. To avoid questions of jurisdiction, the consecration is said

to have taken place on the high seas. Dr. Lee, one of the originators

of both the A. P. U. C. and the O. C. R., was one of these Bishops

thus consecrated ; Dr. Thomas Mossman, rector of Torrington, Lin-
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colnshire, was another. It is matter of great thankfulness to know
that both died in the bosom of the Church. Who the third was is

a question still shrouded in mystery. A number of Anglican clergy-

men were conditionally reordained, it is said, by them. The number

has been put as high as 800, but probably this is a gross exaggera-

tion. We heard it computed by a convert in Rome two years ago

as about 200, but the facts will perhaps never be really known. It

is not believed that any successors were consecrated to the episco-

pate.

The other event to which we have alluded was the publication of

Dr. Pusey's famous "Eirenicon," which took the form of a letter to

Mr. Keble, and which saw the light in September, 1865. It was, in

fact, a development of the thesis of Tract XC. Pusey saw nothing

in the authoritative teaching of the Catholic Church with which the

Anglican formularies could not be reconciled, but he laid stress on

what he termed the excrescences of Catholic popular teaching and

practice. The Council of Trent formed, in his eyes, no difficulty to

reunion. In pursuance of this conviction he paid a visit, in the

month following the appearance of the "Eirenicon," to several

French Bishops, among them Mgr. Darboy, tfie Archbishop of Paris,

afterwards martyred at the barricades in the Commune of 1871. He
believed himself to have received so much encouragement that he

returned to France during the following winter and, among other

prelates, visited the celebrated Mgr. Dupanloup, Bishop of Orleans.

Unfortunately, the biographies both of Mgr. Darboy and of Mgr.

Dupanloup are silent on the subject, and the possessors of the private

papers of those illustrious prelates have not been able to furnish

M. Thureau-Dangin with any information. In England,both among
Cadiolics and Anglicans, there was a flharp divergence of estimate

as to the line taken by the "Eirenicon." Probably it is never read

nowadays ; but it remains a witness to Pusey's good faith and pious

hopes, and it was the means of producing in a letter to the author

a magnificent defense of the homage paid by Catholics to the Mother

of God on the part of Dr. Newman—a homage which, strangely

enough. Dr. Pusey had vehemently attacked while delivering what

he desired to be his earnest plea for peace and union.

Another remarkable publication of this period was a commentary

on the Thirty-nine Articles by Bishop Alex. P. Forbes, Anglican

Bishop of Brechin, a man of wide culture, real scholarship and deep

piety. He had been some years previously censured by his fellow-

Bishops in Scotland for the strongly Catholic character of his teach-

ing on the Blessed Eucharist. The censure had, of course, been, like

other Anglican sentences, wholly inoperative, and the Bishop's

present publication emphasized more strongly than ever the ad-
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vanced nature of his convictions. In great part this commentary

on the Articles was a manual, so far as it went, of Catholic theology.

Like Sancti Qara's book in the seventeenth century and Tract XC.
in 1841, the Bishop demonstrated the ease with which the equivocal

statements of the Articles could be interpreted with little violence to

Catholic truth. We have heard an Anglican Bishop in Scotland

describe the work as "special pleading." The charge may be true,

but every interpretation of the extraordinary document so much
prized by Protestant-minded Anglicans is no less special pleading.

It is almost impossible to believe in the good faith of the original

framers of the Articles, but they were certainly past masters in the

art of concealing their real purpose and in saving themselves, by

some dexterous tour de force, from a conclusion to which their

previous statements seemed expressly designed to lead up. It has

always been a puzzle to us why a section of Anglicans are so at-

tached to the Articles, when at almost every point you may drive a

coach-and-six through this supposed bulwark of Protestant ortho-

doxy.

A long chapter is, inevitably, devoted to the CEucumenical Council

which was opened at the Vatican in December, 1869. M. Thureau-

Dangin gives a clear and impartial account of the state of feeling,

in England especially, on the subject of the definition of Papal infal-

libility which, it was clearly understood, would be brought before

the Council. The attitude of both the Opportunists and Inoppor-

tunists is fairly described, though it is clear that the author's sym-

pathies are with Newman rather than with Ward and others who
represented what was regarded by some as an extreme of "Ultra-

montanism." Even to trace the outlines of the great Council and

its work would be impossible here, but there are two points in

connection with that work which are too often lost sight of and

which we may briefly refer to. There is a widespread notion that

the Council met simply for the definition of the infallibility, and

that its other proceedings were unimportant. In reality, the Council

dealt with a long list of subjects, all of capital importance to

religfion, the Church and human society; and but for the invasion

of the city by Victor Emmanuel's troops in September, 1870, would

no doubt on its reassembling have dealt with many more. The
infallibility of the Supreme Pontiff, when speaking ex cathedra as

supreme pastor and doctor he defines any point in faith or morals

to be held by the whole Church, was only one of these subjects.

Again, the definition is commonly looked upon as the victory of the

extreme Ultramontanists in the Council. Nothing could be further

from the truth. The Divine guidance of the Church was never

more clearly manifested. The Council had but expressed, in terms
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of guarded moderation, what the whole Church believed. M.
Thureau-Dangin's thoughtful words deserve to be quoted. After

speaking of the misunderstanding of the real scope of the definition

on the part of Dr. Pusey and others, he continues

:

"Plus tard, quand on a pu juger les choses avec plus de sang-

froid et qu'on a mieux connu les deliberations du condle, on s'est

rendu compte qu'en depit de certaines apparences, loin d'avoir

consacre la victoire d'un parti, la haute assemblee s'est 61evee dans

une region superieure a celle des rivalites de personnes et des

querelles d'ecoles, qu'elle a ecarte les idees excessives que certains

pretendaient lui imposer, que, si elle a donne tort a la minorite sur

I'opportunite de la definition, elle a tenu un large compte de ses

observations, en ecartant les formules trop absolves, d'abord pro-

posees, en precisant et en limitant les cas tres exceptionnels ou

s'exerce I'infaillibilite, si bien que le dogme ainsi defini differe

notablement des theses sontenues par les plus vehements des contro-

versistes infaillibilistes d'avant le condle, et que cette definition est

moins un succes pour eux qu'une garantie contre leurs exagerations.

Ainsi, en depit des passions des homces, s'est relisee la divine

promesse de I'assistance de I'Esprit Saint" (Pp. 144, 145.)

And if anything were wanted to show to the world the splendid

unity of the Church, that want was supplied in the not merely sub-

missive, but willing and joyful acceptance of .the definition by Oppor-

tunists and Inopportunists alike. Not one Bishop in the whole

Catholic Church hesitated for one moment as to his adhesion. The
pitiful "Old Catholic" schism, now rapidly nearing its final extinc-

tion, scarcely availed to make, even for an hour, a false note in the

harmony of the kingdom of Christ.

Among non-Catholics the failure to understand the drift of the

definition of infallibility was extraordinary. Bismarck made the

result of the Council the pretext for the "May Laws" and the Kultur-

kampf that followed his anti-Catholic legislation—^proceedings that

were made the subject of enthusiastic acclamation in a large meet-

ing held in London of so-called Liberals, men who did not under-

stand how liberty of conscience is the foundation of all true liberty

in human society. Lord John Russdl, who was to have presided

at this meeting, but was hindered by ill health, published a letter,

the tone of which recalled only too accurately that of his notorious

"Durham Letter," more than twenty years before. This "Liberal"

statesman secured by his action the thanks of the German Chancdlor

and of his imperial master—^truly a strange political alliance!

What was far more astonishing, however, and far more deplor-

able was the line taken by Mr. Gladstone, who in November, 1874,

published a pamphlet under the title "The Vatican Decrees in Thdr
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Bearing on Civil Allegiance: A Political Expostulation." The
burden of this publication was that the Church, in consequence of

her recent action, had changed her character, with results that no

civil government could view without suspicion and alarm. The
renown of the author caused, within a few weeks, the sale of no less

than 120,000 copies. The Protestant section of the community was,

of course, overjoyed to find an ally so illustrious and so unexpected,

and the extraordinary strength and even violence of the language

of the pamphlet stirred up all that was most unworthy in English

prejudice. Manning replied to the great statesman in a powerful

letter to the Times, and a few weeks later in a more elaborate and

extended refutation. But what brought back the mind of the coun-

try to sanity was the famous "Letter to the Duke of Norfolk," which,

before Manning's second protest, appeared on December 27, 1874,

from the pen of John Henry Newman. The venerable Oratorian

showed how the Syllabus, published in 1864, which had shared

Gladstone's vehement denunciations, was simply a list of errors con-

demned in recent Pontifical pronouncements; how the definition of

infallibility had simply declared the possession by the Pope of an

authority which had not only been constantly acknowledged, but

continually put in practice. The allusion made to the unhappy

schism of the "Old Catholics" was at once pathetic and uncompro-

mising. The whole tone of the "Letter," its splendid English, its

firmness, joined to its tender sympathy, produced a wonderful effect.

As M. Thureau-Dangin writes

:

"Les protestants de bonne foi sont ebrantes,touches par cette argu-

mentation sincere, forte, oraiment liberale, ecrite en une langue qu'ils

comprennent, qu'ils admirent, et ou rien ne les blesse. Gladstone a

recontre le contradicteur qui est le mieux en mesure de contenir et de

desarmer les passions qu'il a sonlevees. Les catholiques, en general,

sont fiers de leur champion et reconnaissants du secours qu'il leur

apporte dans cette crise perilleuse" (p. 182). There were a few,

indeed, who affected to see in this act of noble service to our holy

religion the work of a "minimizer ;" but Rome did not see the matter

in their light. Newman had stood forth as the champion and de-

fender of the rights of the Holy See. Pius IX. recognized the good

the "Letter" had accomplished, and a few years later the saintly

recluse of Oscott took his place—^his merit and the gfrandeur of his

work no longer doubted, or obscured, or mistrusted—^among the

Princes of the Church. Rome and Christendom rejoiced in the long-

merited and long-deferred honor when our Holy Father Leo XHL
crowned that splendid career with the dignity of the sacred purple.

The chapter following that which treats of the Council has for

its title "Les Deux Cardinaux," and relates the creation of both the
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illustrious English ecclesiastics to the Sacred College. It was signifi-

cant of how times were altered to note the universal satisfaction

when the Archbishop of Westminster, in 1875, was thus promoted,

and still more when, four years later, the great Oratorian received

the same dignity. We say "universal," for all Protestants of good

will were conscious that two of the foremost Englishmen of the day

had received a recognition which reflected honor, not on the recipi-

ents alone, but on their country. The last years of both Cardinals

were spent amidst the veneration and deep appreciation of their

fellow-countrymen, and each passed away surrounded on every side

by the grateful homage of the land they had loved and served so

devotedly. Henceforward no sane person could imagine that good

citizenship and devoted Catholicity were incompatible terms.

The later years of the Cardinal-Archbishop were full of manifold

activities, not only spiritual and ecclesiastical, but scientific, social and

philanthropic His enthusiasm for the cause of temperance is well

known and won him a profound influence among the London poor.

Still more striking was his work in connection with the great strike

of the "dockers" in 1889. It was to him far more than to any other

man that the suffering and danger of that long period of trouble was
finally brought to an end; and it was in simple recognition of this

that the agreement at last effected was known by London and by

the country generally as "The Cardinal's Peace." The Anglican

Bishop of London, who had been associated in the efforts to bring

the strike to an end, had retired in despair from a task, the difficulties

of which he felt to be insurmountable; the aged Catholic prelate

had been able to achieve a complete triumph for the social peace of

East London. No wonder that, when he lay in state at the Arch-

bishop's house, in January, 1892, among the many thousands who
flocked to pay him a last homage were countless workmen, their

wives and families, whom his efforts had rescued from dire distress.

The very fact that he was a Prince of the Church seemed forgotten

in the sense that between those tall burning candles lay the un-

wearied, invincible friend of London's poor and suffering millions.

Nothing could be a greater contrast to this life, full of outward

activities, than the quiet obscurity of S. Philip's house at Oscott.

Yet Newman was none the less in intimate touch with all that was

best in the life and thought of his country. M. Thureau-Dangfin's

account of those last years—^their calm and intense serenity after the

storm and stress of the long life—is eloquently touching and worthy

of his subject. The famous Archbishop he admires and venerates in

fullest measure ; but the illustrious son of S. Philip is to the last his

hero, on whom he lavishes all the homage of a loving reverence.

We cannot refrain from quoting a few sentences

:
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"Le temps, loin d'avoir efface la gloire de Newman, I'a consacree.

Plus quejamais, I'Angleterre entiere reconnait en lui un de ses plus

glands hommes, admirant son genie, honorant sa vertu et subissant

encore, par-dela le tombeau, le charme singulier que, vivant, il

exer9ait sur ceux que I'approchaient. Ce qui vaut miex que la con-

firmation de cette gloire, c'est la persistance de Taction bienfaisante

qu'il exerce sur les ames. Aujourd'hui encore, nuUe conversion

d'anglicans au Catholicisme oti Ton ne discerne son influence. Ses

ouvrages, sans cesse reedites, sont lus avidement par chaque gen-

eration nouvelle. II n'est pas de nom qui ait, aux yeux des cath-

oliques anglais, un tel prestige et dont ils se parent avec autant

d'orgfueil" (p. 290).

The world has seen few writers so many-sided in their genius.

The preacher who could give to the world the "Parochial and Plain

Sermons" before and the "Sermons to Mixed Congregations" after

his submission to the Church; the scholar and historian who could

write the "Arians of the Fourth Century" and the "Historical

Sketches;" the theologian who could produce the "Essay on the

Development of Christian Doctrine" and the various theological

tracts ; the Christian controversialist whose keenest shaft was winged

with charity, who has given us the "Difficulties of Anglicanism"

and the inimitable "Present Position of Catholics in England;" the

poet who could leave behind him such a chef-d'oeuvre as the "Dream
of Gerontius," and, lastly, the writer who could pen such stories as

"Callista" and "Loss and Gain," must indeed be reckoned as in the

very front rank of the immortals. Of the "Apologia" we have

already spoken at some length.

With the departure of the two great Cardinals the history of the

Church in England necessarily entered on a new epoch. Two gen-

erations of heroic effort had lifted her from die obscurity and de-

pression of the penal laws ; she was once more an evident power in

the land that once was all her own. The years that have passed

since 1892 are too recent to be weighed as yet in the balance of

history, but M. Thureau-Dangin's estimate of the present period of

English Catholic life is no doubt a true one : "On dirait un instant

de repit apres un effort violent, une pose en terrain plat apres une

laborieuse et heureuse ascension. Personne toutefois n'a le senti-

ment que cette situation suit durable et definitive, et que revolution

commenc^e, il y a soixante ans, doive s'arreter la. Si peu qu'il en

paraisse maintenant au dehors, le ferment catholique qui a ete depose

dans la conscience anglaise, n'est pas mort; il y continue, dans

I'ombre et le silence, son mysterieux travail" (p. 309).

The last four chapters of this long and exhaustive study of the

religious side of English history during the last century are occu-
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pied with an interesting and sympathetic account of the Anglican

Church, especially in her more Catholic aspect, in the period follow-

ing the "Tractarian" epoch. The movement had taken, to a large

extent, a new form. It was no longer essentially the work of learned

university men, whose names as scholars and writers were well

known to the public ear; it had become, primarily, the inspiration

of a new ideal of parochial life, marked by intense activity and true

devotion. Also, while the older school, while gfrasping with invinci-

ble firmness certain Catholic principles and doctrines, had shrunk

from any remarkable outward manifestation of these, their later

followers were persuaded that Catholic convictions must issue in

Catholic worship ceremonially expressed; that men inust be taught

by the eye as well as by the ear. The "Ritualists," as this younger

school of High Churchmen came to be called (it was a singular

misnomer, as very few of them were authorities on the Roman or

any other rite!), were far from receiving the entire sympathy of

the older "Anglo-Catholics;" but they have succeeded in causing

such a revolution in Anglican worship and the ornaments of Angli-

can churches as would have been deemed impossible even half a

century ago. The triumphant "Moderate High Churchism" of

to-day, in its ceremonial aspect, would have been in those days

branded as unblushing Popery. The kind of function now beloved

by Bishops and the fashionable Anglican world is immeasurably

more "advanced" than what in many parishes caused riot and uproar

in our fathers' days. It is another question whether this wide

acceptance of ceremonial at all connotes acceptance of such Catholic

doctrine and discipline as were the very life of the Oxford leaders

of 1833 and afterwards—^men whose outward expression of their

earnest faith would be considered nowadays bold, inadequate and

even grotesque.

In the earlier days of "Ritualism" this was not so. Men like

Charles Lowder, Alexander Mackonochie and Arthur Henry Stanton

cared nothing for vestments, lights and incense, in themselves.

There was no aesthetic self-g^tification in the worship at S. Peter's,

London Docks, or S. Alban's, Holbom. But such men, like thou-

sands of the best of Anglican clergymen and laymen to-day, were

convinced that this ceremonial was part of their heritage as belong-

ing to "a branch of the Catholic Church," and was, also, expressly

ordained by the "Ornaments Rubric" in the Book of Common
Prayer; moreover, they knew by their own experience the effect

that it produced in impressing the truth they held and in drawing

their people to a fuller faith and a devouter worship.

There were two great objects that the "Ritualists" of forty and

fifty years ago and their successors to-day set before themselves

—
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to restore the homage due to our Divine Lord in the Holy Eucharist,

and by means of the Sacrament of Penance to bring souls out of the

bondage of sin to a new and loyal Christian life. And these were

the men whom Bishops charged against and persecuted, and whom
wretches like the paid spies of the "Church Association" were al-

lowed to bear witness against in civil courts—^these men whose whole

lives were spent in the service of the poorest, and whose one aim was

the restoration of the fallen and the guiding of the faithful. The
story of the "Victorian Persecution," as it used to be called, is a

story of true heroism displayed in the face of overwhelming odds

;

of quiet, unassuming sacrifice, and of suffering borne unflinchingly

and uncomplainingly; and, on the other hand, of meanness, cruelty

and persistent malice, that makes an Englishman blush that such

things could be in a country that prated of tolerance and religious

freedom.

Beginning with the troubles, more than half a century ago, at

S. Barnabas', PimliCo, M. Thureau-Dangin traces the history of the

"Anglo-Catholic" movement through the riots at St. George's-in-

the-East, the futile Royal Commission, the prosecutions of Mr.

Mackonochie, Mr. Bennett (who secured for his teaching on the

Eucharist a favorable judgment from the judicial committee of the

Privy Council) and Mr. Punhas, the controversy on the Athanasian

Creed, the storm which attended the petition addressed to convocation

of 483 clergymen desiring the proper instruction and due license of

those who were to act as confessors in the Anglican Church, and

the disgraceful and wholly abortive Public Worship Regulation Act

of 1874. The implacable Protestant section of Anglicanism, after

trying with very indifferent success to obtain anything more than

words from the Bishops, turned to Parliament, and there the Pri-

mate, Dr. Tait, introduced a bill, which the government of the day

supported, with the avowed design of "putting down Ritualism."

Looking at the whole question from without, it was at any rate

obvious that the Ritualists had, to say the least of it, as much stand-

ing ground within the wide limits of Anglicanism as their persecutors.

The position is not logical, nor is it possible to a Church that really

pretends to authority in teaching; but, given the conditions that

prevail in that society, it is inevitable. From every point of view,

therefore, the action of the Protestant section was intolerable. To
a dweller in the United States, where religious freedom is really

understood, such action must seem an impossible anachronism; yet

it took place in England towards the end of the nineteenth century

!

The result at the moment was an immense majority in both Houses

of Parliament in favor of the policy of persecution. Nineteen

Bishops voted in favor of the bill, two abstained from voting, only
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one (Dr. Moberley, of Salisbury—let his memory be had in honor

for his solitary stand for justice and equity) against the measure.

The eventual result, after several prosecutions and the imprison-

ment of a nimiber of hard-working, devoted clergy, was absolute

failure
—"un coup manque," as M. Thureau-Dangin terms the act

The "Persecution Gjmpany, Limited," however, was hard to quell,

and the fatuous bitterness of its relentless persecution of Mr. Mac-
konochie is a dark episode in English religious history. Utterly

discredited as it was, it still had power to vex and harass and

eventually to shatter, both in body and mind, one of the best, bravest

and most self-sacrificing of the Anglican clergy. The well-known

story of the exchange between him and Mr. Suckling, vicar of St
Peter's, London Docks, at the suggestion of the dying Archbishop

Tait, of Mr. Mackonochie's continued persecution and deprivation,

and of his pathetic death amid the snows of the Mamore Forst, in

the Western Highlands, is told with much sympathy. After a short

lull in the strife Mr. Bell Cox, of St. Margaret's, Liverpool, was

added to the ranks of the clergy imprisoned for conscience sake.

Then followed the St. Paul's "reredos case," in which the veto pro-

nounced against the prosecution of the Dean and Chapter by Temple,

Bishop of London, was sustained by the House of Lords. This was

a severe blow to the persecutors, and the result of the trial of the

venerated Bishop of Lincoln before the Archbishop of Canterbury

(Dr. Benson), confirmed as it was by that very judicial committee

which in times past had shown itself as intolerant of the introduction

of "Ritualistic practices," was a still more crushing one. The later

campaign of ruffianism and sacrilegious disturbance of church serv-

ices carried on by John Kensit, a London bookseller in a small way,

and his bands of "Wickliff preachers" are shortly mentioned. They

were exhibitions that disgusted all religious-minded and fair-

minded people of whatever creed, and the best cause in the world

could scarcely have sustained the assistance of such defenders. No
general recrudescence of persecution was to be feared from the

grotesque and blasphemous performances of these latest champions

of so-called Protestantism.

In fact, the Ritualists have, to a great extent, triumphed all along

the line. But there is one underlying fact which hopelessly vitiates

the comparatively favorable decisions of later years. Archbishop

Benson would not even hold his court as metropolitan (or in virtue

of the old rights which belonged to the successor of St Augustine

as ex officio Papal Legate, which, according to one opinion, he was
attempting to exercise!) until he had secured the recognition of his

jurisdiction from the Privy Council. And from his judgment an
appeal lay to the judicial committee and was actually carried there.
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as to the Supreme Court in ecclesiastical cases. These facts reduce

the apparent victory to something very like an accident, for who
can foretell what the next decision of the committee may be? Unless

the Anglican Church succeeds in ridding herself of this temporal

supremacy in spiritual matters, all other questions, however decided

for the moment, must appear as mere side issues. And, in spite of

the brave and noble stand against Erastianism made by such clergy

as the leaders of the "Ritualists" and such laymen as Lord Halifax

(nomen semper laudabile!), we caimot but ask, looking at the origin

of the Anglican position, how is it to be expected but that the State

will, so long as any bonds of establishment connect it with the

Anglican body, suffer any supremacy but its own ? The very raison

d'etre of the schism under Henry VIH. was the substitution of the

royal supremacy for that of the Vicar of Christ, and the royal

supremacy is now represented by the Ministers and Parliament of

the day. No doubt the time will come when the State itself will

sever the connection, with little regret on the part of many Angli-

can churchmen. And then the disintegrating forces that are now
merely kept in check through the accidental pressure of establish-

ment will have full play, with what eventual results it is easy to

speculate, but impossible to foresee. Of one thing we may be toler-

ably confident—that Anglicanism, as it is at present, will be pro-

foundly influenced in some (firection by the severance of the Angli-

can Church from all secular control, but in what direction? This

present generation will, it is not tmlikely, read the answer to the

query.

In the meantime the "advanced" section continues more and more

to gather into itself all that is best, most devoted and most hopeful

for the future in the Anglican body. There have been—there are

to-day—the most extraordinary bisarreries of both teaching and

practice in the ranks of this section; and it is obvious that by their

entire lack of any lizfing authority to which they acknowledge defer-

ence and obedience to be due, they are, in fact, resting on the very

root-principle of the Protestantism which they so exuberantly (and

honestly) denounce. But through their ranks there is another

spirit at work, which has already brought thousands, and must bring

thousands more, by the path of advanced Anglicanism to the gate of

the Catholic Church. What for England, Scotland and the empire

of "Greater Britain" is to be the final outcome of the revival of

seventy years ago? Those who have embraced—^illogically, no

doubt, but with intense reality—so much of Catholic truth, can they

indefinitely endure to be a merely tolerated section of a communion

which admits as equally true (or equally indifferent) teaching in

<lirect denial of what they know to be vital points of the Christian
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faith? Our own experience coincides entirely with M. Thureau-

Dangin's judgment as to the growing tendency towards separation

of the conflicting elements: "L'extreme gravite des consequences

peut faire hesiter les plus convaincus et let plus hardis. Toutefois,

il est evident que I'idSe marche."* The recent report of the Royal

Commission on the "Disorders in the Church" may have a far-

reaching effect in this direction if its recommendations are attempted

to be carried out with any consistency.

And if the break-up of Anglicanism comes, what then? Let the

closing sentences of M. Thureau-Dangin's last volume answer the

question

:

"Le Rev. Walworth, pretre americain, etait un jour en visite, chez

le Cardinal Newman, avec un pretre etranger, a cause de ce dernier,

la conversation avait lieu en latin; comme il etait demande si les

anglicans, deja portes si loin de leur point de depart par un courant

mysterieux, ne le suivraient pas jusqu'au bout et ne flniraient pas

par atteindre le plein catholicisme, Newman se boma a repondre ces

deux mots : 'Spero fore.' C'est aussi par ces mots que je veux con-

clure: Spero fore."

THE CATHOLIC POINT OF VIEW IN PHILOSOPHY.

"AOPULAR works on Catholic Apologetics have so familiarized

us with the discussion of the attitude of the Church towards

the social, political and scientific problems with which she

has been confronted in the course of her historical career, that the

educated Catholic of to-day is expected to be able to take up the

defense of the Church and to explain how she stands towards the

study of history, sociology or natural science. Philosophy, however,

seems to interest only the technical student, and it is safe to say

that few even among our best educated are prepared to give an

intelligent account of the Church's attitude towards the study of

philosophy. The little fellow who defined a philosopher as "a man
who rides a philosopede" unconsciously voiced the sentiment of

the majority of people, who are inclined to r^ard the philosopher

as one who rides an especially objectionable hobby. And it is not

difficult to account for this sentiment of indifference, not to say

hostility. The problems with which philosophy busies itself most

lie outside the boundary of our commoner interests. The science

* p. 681. The italics are mine.

J. Faber-Scholfield.
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of philosophy, too, is hampered by peculiar difficulties of expression.

It has a language of its own, which is just technical enough to con-

fuse the untrained student, yet not so technical as to command the

respect which high-sounding Greek and Latin words exact from the

uninitiated in physiology or paleontology. In philosophy the un-

trained reader tmderstands just enough to enable him to misunder-

stand. Moreover, philosophy, in its effort to encompass all truth,

has often wandered from the path of truth, and its aberrations do

not always invite attention and interest. Yet there is a phase of

philosophical inquiry which appeals to all who have at heart the

highest interests of human life ; philosophy in its relation to conduct,

to literature, to education, to religion, appeals not merely to the

student of psychology and metaphysics, but to every man who is

desirous of rounding out his education.

A brief consideration of some of the technical definitions of

philosophy will reveal this wider aspect of the science and lead to

a discussion of the Catholic attitude towards the study of philo-

sophical problems. The definition most commonly quoted in our

text-books is that given by Cicero: Philosophy is the science of

things human and divine—a definition sufficiently comprehensive of

the various relations of the science to other forms of intellectual

activity. Equally comprehensive is the definition given by the

Pythagoreans : Philosophy is the love of wisdom ; or that ascribed

to Aristotle: Philosophy is the art of arts and the science of

sciences. Next comes a group of definitions which, like Plto's,

single out the ethical aspect of philosophy and define it as the

medicine of the soul, the meditation on death; or Kant's, which

defines philosophy as the attempt to answer the three questions:

What can I know? What ought I to do? What may I hope for?

The answers to the last two are, according to Kant, the constructive

part of philosophy. In more recent times it has become the fashion

to define philosophy in terms of its ultimateness as the search after

ultimate causes, or the systematization of the concepts furnished by

science, or, more simply, completely unified knowledge. Now, these

various definitions are mentioned here merely in order to point out

that, whether we consider the comprehensive claim of philosophy

to be a science of all things human and divine, or consider it as a

science that is concerned in a special manner with the problems of

human conduct, or as a science which aims at carrying human
knowledge to the highest point of unification and systematization,

such a science must have essential and inevitable relation to the

wider field of life—^literature, education and religion; it must have

its word to say about those things—conduct, destiny and the value

of life—^which are, and always will be, of deepest concern to thinking
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men. In its eflfort to comprehend the nature and reason of all

things, to discover the rational rule of life and unlock the secret

of human destiny, it falls within the sphere of interest of each and

every one of us. We may still be unable to sympathize with the

labors of the technical metaphysician, we may endorse the verdict

of him who pronoimced metaphysics to be "looking in a dark room

for a black hat that isn't there;" but we must acknowledge, at the

same time, that there is a non-technical aspect of philosophy; for,

as some one else has said, "metaphysics is merely an unusually

obstinate effort to think accurately." In this sense we are all

philosophers ; for we must all, at one time or another, look around

among our mental impressions and convictions and try to set them

in order, arranging them under metaphysical concepts of some sort

We have no choice in this matter, or, at most, we have a choice

merely between good philosophy and bad philosophy ; for, as- Aris-

totle said, "if you are a philosopher you must philosophize, and if

you are not a philosopher you must still philosophize," if only to

show reason why you are not a philosopher.

The science of philosophy is, then, peculiar in this—that its rela-

tions to life and the manifold interests of life are deeper and more

abiding than those of any other science. This truth was recognized

long ages ago by the first speculative thinkers in Hindustan. For

them philosophy was never a matter of knowledge merely; it was

something to be lived as well as known, a way of life, or, more

specifically, a means of deliverance from the bondage of the flesh.

For the Chinese it was preeminently a way. Even in Greece, where

the theoretical mind learned to value knowledge for its own sake,

there took place, about the middle of the sixth century B. C, a deep

stirring of the religious sense—^marked by the beginning of the

mysteries, the foundation of the brotherhood of the Pythagoreans

—

which led in literature to the substitution of problems of conduct

in tragedy and comedy for the old-time buoyant optimism of the

Homeric poems. Henceforth for Socrates, Plato and especially for

the Stoics, philosophy becomes a matter of living as well as of

thinking.

And, as philosophy remained in closer touch with life in general,

it naturally maintained its relation to literature. Indeed, without

going very deep into the subject of the nature of literature, we may
take for granted that, since literature is a presentation of life—^not

every presentation, but a certain kind of presentation—and since

philosophy is concerned with life in its highest interests, the relation

between philosophy and literature is essential and vital. The

ancients were altogether right when they refused to draw a line of

demarcation between the two, when they placed, as Plato did, the
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most finished literary art at the service of philosophy, or when they

sought, as Dante did, the inspiration of a great poem in a living

system of philosophy. If others have refused to follow where they

have led, both literature and philosophy have been the losers.

On the relation between philosophy and education it is needless

to dwell at length. The history of education furnishes ample proof

of the mutual dependence of these two. We are told by psycholo-

gists that every mental state tends to find expression in action, and

we need but glance at the succession of educational systems to realize

that a change in philosophical theory leads sooner or later to a

change in pedagogical practice. And, of course, education reacts

on philosophy. We have here a typical instance of the reciprocity

of which Hegel speaks when he says that cause becomes effect and

effect, in turn, becomes cause.

If philosophy stands in close relation to life and literature and

education, it stands to religion in relations still closer, still more

vital and, therefore, more abiding. Philosophy, said Aristotle,

begins in wonder, and Plato is reported to have said it ends in

astonishment. A modern writer says, somewhat paradoxically, the

chief attraction of philosophy is that it is an inexact science. It

leaves so many questions unsolved. When Plato, who more than

any other philosopher devoted himself to the task of solving the

problem of man's destiny, has brought forward his strongest argu-

ment for the immortality of the soul, he represents the Socratic

group as yielding their ready assent and protesting that they now
have no doubt, "except such as arises from the greatness of the

subject and the feebleness of the human mind." A remarkable

admission. In these words of Plato we have the supreme lesson

of philosophy—the necessity of reverential awe in the presence of

the problems which, even in the face of the most rigorous proof,

continue to trouble the mind on account of the magnitude of the

interests at stake. And from this reverential awe to religion there

is but a step. Thus does philosophy lead up to religion. There is,

however, another and a more important relation between religion

and philosophy. Philosophy, by its natural birthright, claims to

solve certain problems, which it is entirely competent to solve, but

which are so vital to religion that the latter cannot afford to be

indifferent to the treatment of them in philosophy. Should philos-

ophy, for example, deny the existence of God, the freedom of the

will or the immortality of the soul, it is evident at once that the

rational foundation of religion is assailed.

All this is obviously true of any and every religion that under-

takes seriously the functions of religion. It was true in Greece

whenever the Greeks took sufficient interest in religion to care about
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the matter at all. It is still more obviously true of Christianity,

which claims to be a religion divinely instituted to lead men to Giod,

not merely by the performance of ceremonies and the practice of

piety and devotion, but also by faith, that is, by assent to super-

natural truth. Like philosophy itself, the Qiristian religion, by

virtue of the revelation of which it is the guardian, is all-compre-

hensive in its interests; with the highest concerns of humanity it

deals in a manner peremptory, that is, with a decisiveness to which

no merely human system can lay claim.

There is, then, a Christian philosophy, and, more specifically, a

Catholic philosophy. This combination of words has often been

criticized as unwarrantable. Why, we are asked, should we speak

of a Catholic philosophy at all? We never hear of Methodist

mathematics, or Presbyterian physics, or Calvinistic chemistry. It

is true, we do not speak of Calvinistic chemistry; neither do we
speak of German chemistry, or French chemistry, or Italian chem-

istry. But we do speak of German, French and Italian philosophy,

just as we speak of German, French and Italian poetry, because

philosophy, like literature, is closely related to the language and life

of a nation. Similarly, we are warranted in speaking of Catholic

philosophy because of the intimate association of philosophic doc-

trines with the dogmatic system of the Church. It is not because

philosophy is a science that we so speak of it, but because it is a

science sui generis, a science, and yet more than a science, because

/ it is a matter of life and destiny and conduct and happiness.

What, then, is Catholic philosophy ? What is the distinctive char-

acteristic of the Catholic point of view in philosophy? Here it is

necessary to remove at once a possible source of misapprehension.

The Church which Christ founded is not a school of philosophy.

Christ Himself spoke the simple language of the people among
whom He lived. Discarding all formal definition and formal proof.

He addressed His hearers in natural, direct exhortation, using the

most common things in life to illustrate His meaning and convey

His message. Yet His teaching not only reformed the ideals of

human conduct, but also revolutionized the world of speculation

^^and set up a new point of view for the contemplation of the problems

I

of human life and human destiny. The Church which He founded

i speaks with His authority. By virtue of its divine commission, "Going,

teach ye all nations," it rises above the contentions of the schools

and proclaims the Gospel, not as a mere philosophical conclusion,

but as a truth divinely revealed and divinely proposed for our belief.

.But, although the Church is not a school of philosophy, it is a vital

!organization which grows with the progress of the ages; and,

ialthough it cannot add to the revelation it has received, it unfolds
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that revelation and develops it according as the (q)portunity for

dogmatic definition affords itself. Nicsea, Chalcedon, Lyons, Flor-

ence, Trent and the Vatican do not mark additions to the Church's

dogmatic system, but merely new formulations of her doctrine in

accordance with the needs of the times. In this task of formulating

her doctrines she makes use of the terminology of the philosophers

—

thus, in our catechism we learned to formulate our beliefs in terms

of person, nature, substance and appearance. And, besides, since

Christ's teaching reformed the world of speculation. His Church/

claims that from the time of His coming there has always been the

religious aspect of questions which the ancient world discussed

without any reference to authority other than that of reason. The^

Christian_philosopher is he who accepts
, the^ authority of revelation

as supreme, and the rationalizing philosopher is he who tries all

truth, even that of revelation, at the tribunal of reas<»i without

allowing the right of appeal to a higher court

The concrete situation, as it presented itself to the early Church,

was one of exceptional difficulty. By the end of the first century

of our era Christianity had entered into the unequal contest with

pagan culture, and for four centuries that contest continued. First

came the great apologists, Justin, Irenaeus and TertuUian; then

came the constructive Christian thinkers of the school of Alexandria,

namely, Oement and Origen, and finally the typical Christian

Platonists, of whom the chief is St. Augustine. In the beginning

there was, of course, no Christian philosophy ; there was not even a

Christian literature, for the books of the New Testament could not

bear comparison with the pagan classics as models of correct style

and elegant expression. What was to be the Church's attitude?

Some, like the stem TertuUian, placed a ban on all pagan literature

and condemned both Plato and Aristotle as teachers of vain and

perverse subtlety. For them the Gospel was enough without any

of the word-chopping of the philosophers and the rhetoricians.

Others, on the contrary, like Justin, Qement, Origen and St Augfus-

tine, took the larger view. They believed that the civilization and

philosophy of pagan times were to be regarded as a praparatio

evangelica, a preparation for the Gospel of Christ. They turned,

therefore, to the pagan philosophers for inspiration; they turned

especially to Plato, in whom they found a preeminent power to lift

us from the sordid cares and mere ephemeral interests of things

terrestrial and to raise us to the contemplation of the things that

are above us. In this way the first Christian philosophers regarded

it as providential that Plato (whom they believed to have been

inspired by the Word) lived before Christ came and prepared men's

minds for His message. They did not hesitate to make use of
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Plato's philosophy for the upbuilding of the Christian system of

thought. "I call him truly learned," writes Clement, "who brings

everything to bear on the truth so that, from geometry and music

and grammar and philosophy itself culling what is useful, he guard

the faith against assault."' And St. Augustine is still more em-

phatic. "Let every good and true Christian," he says, "know that

truth is the truth of his Lord and Master, wheresoever it is found."*

Their knowledge of the errors into which Plato had fallen did not

deter these men from welcoming the sublime truths which he taught

or from blending them with Christian revelation. They were fully

persuaded that all truth, from whatever source it is immediately

derived, comes ultimately from God, and is therefore capable of

adjustment with the truth of Christianity.

Christian philosophy, then, during the first stages of its career,

was Platonic in spirit and method. Discarding those doctrines of

Platonism which were found to be inconsistent with revelation, the

first Christian philosophers appropriated as part of their speculative

system whatever they considered to be common to Platonism and

Christianity. To this extent they "baptized" Plato. But the age

of Platonism passed away with Augfustine. Soon after his time

came the invasions of the barbarians, which for three centuries

continued to inundate the Roman Empire and finally submerged

in an era of almost complete illiteracy the last vestiges of the culture

and philosophy of Greece and Rome. With the Caroling^an

revival came the reconstruction of Europe and the beginning of the

Middle Ages. A new element was now working its way to various

forms of expression in the life of the nations in the first crude

literary and artistic achievements of the converted barbarians. To
the Greek and Latin spirit a new spirit had been added, the spirit

of the Celt and the Teuton, which was to attain, before the end of

the Middle Ages, its fullest expression in Romance literature, in

Gothic architecture and in scholastic philosophy. Plato, the

heavenly-minded, the mystically inclined, the philosopher whose

scendent importance of the unseen world, best suited the age which

scendant importance of the unseen world, best suited the age which

witnessed the decay and dissolution of all that the Roman Empire

represented. But when the Celtic-Teutonic spirit—the spirit of

freedom and individuality and self-reliance and love of nature

—

began to make itself felt a change came over the trend of philosoph-

ical enquiry, and the philosophy which had satisfied the decadent

Latin Europe of the fifth century failed to satisfy the aspiration of

the Neo-Latin Europe of the twelfth. Christian philosophy, there-

1 Strom. Lib. I., cap. »; Migne, Patr. Qt., Vm., 739.

a "De Doctr. Christ.," Lib. IL, cap. 18; Miffne. Patr. Lat, XXXTV., 49.
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fore, turned from Plato to his great rival, Aristotle, who, though

he had been denounced in unmeasured terms by writers of the

Patristic age, was now appreciated as a student of nature, and came

in the end to be recognized as the "master of those who know."

Above Plato, the idealist, the mediaeval thinkers placed Aristotle,

the investigator of nature, the master of exact method, the practical

student of political institutions. It was natural that one age should

choose Plato and the other Aristotle. For it is with epochs as it

is with individuals. Schlegel says very truly that we are all bom
f

either Platonists or Aristotelians; to some the dreamer appeals, to|

others the scientist ; some love the genial warmth of the philosopher-

i

poet, others prefer the clear, cold light which the philosophers

scientist turns on the facts of our every-day experience. Thel^

Qiristian age that chose Plato chose well ; the Christian age that

chose Aristotle chose well also. E^ach chose him who best suited'''^

its temperament and responded to its needs.

With the beginning of the adoption of Aristotelianism by

Christian philosophers the history of the relation of the Church to

the study of philosophy enters into a new phase. The Church is

now a powerful institution, complex in its hierarchical and educa-

tional system and keenly alive to its responsibilities as the majestic

guardian of Christian truth in the midst of a vigorous and venture-

some young race of mingled Celtic, Teuton and Latin stock. When
she speaks now it is with all the pomp of her most impressive

ceremonial or with all the terrors of her c^cial censures. Her
policy is complicated by many extraneous circumstances. Her
success is impaired by heresy, disaffection and the encroachments of

princes. In her dealings with the first Aristotelian philosophers of

the twelfth and thirteenth centuries she was confronted with condi-

tions of a special kind, the chief of which was the inaccuracy of

the current translations of the text of Aristotle's works. For this

reason the career of Aristotle in the Christian schools of the Middle

Ages is a checkered one. First condemned, then corrected and

finally adopted almost without reserve, Aristotle emerges at the close

of the Middle Ages as a kind of Christianized pagan, holding pre-

cisely the same place which Plato held at the close of the Patristic

age.

But while these two great systems, Platonism and Aristotelianism,

have held the most protracted domination over the minds of Chris-

tian philosophers, Catholic philosophy is by no means identical with

Platonism and Aristotelianism. For not only are St. Augustine,

the greatest of the Christian Platonists, and St. Thomas, the greatest

of the Christian Aristotelians, to be regarded as representatives of.

Catholic philosophy, but also such men as Boscovich, the Newtonian

;
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De Bonald, the Traditionalist; Pascal, the Fideist; Gerdil, the

»Ontolog^st, and Balmes, the Eclectic, an_of whom recognized the_

authority of revelation as expounded by the Catholic j^iurdi^^^and

ire, therefore, to be ranked among Catholic philosophers^ It isnoF

as if the Church were to take a certain system of philosophy and

to say to us: "Here is the only true philosophy; adopt it or reject

it at the peril of your immortal souls"—something which the Church

has never done. One need not be an Aristotelian, nor a Hatonist,

nor an Idealist, nor a Transcendentalist, in order to be a Catholic

philosopher. One may be any or several of these and still be a

Catholic philosopher. The relation of philosophy to national life

once more affords an illustration. There are German Platonists,

German Aristotelians, German Idealists and German Transcendental-

ists, and yet one may be a German philosopher without belong^ing

to any of these schools. The term "Catholic," then, when applied

to a system of philosophy, does not imply adherence to any <Mie of

the recognized typical systems of philosophy; it is a determinant

similar to the qualifications "German," "French" or "English,"

which may be added to any of several systems.

. What, then, is this distinctive quality of Catholic philosophy which

I
differentiates it from non-Catholic philosophy? The answer most

|commonIy given is that Catholic philosophy is subservient to ecclesi-

astical authority, while non-Catholic philosophy recognizes no such

jrestrainL The description is correct in so far as it represents non-

'Catholic philosophy. Philosophy outside the Church does not

acknowledge the right of any tribunal, lay or ecclesiastical, to decide

or influence its conclusions, to direct or dictate its method of investi-

gation. Catholic philosophy, on the contrary, recognizes that its

rconclusions are amenable to the authority which decides questions

of faith and morals, but this recognition is far from implying sub-

servience in the sense in which the word is used by unsympathetic

icritics.

Let us be philosophers for the moment and go to the root of the

question. Christ's teaching, we have said, reformed the theoretical

world of ideas as well as the practical world of ideals. We are all,

non-Catholics as well as Catholics, agreed as to the latter. Christ

set up an ideal of conduct for all Christians to strive to attain. He
is our great exemplar in all that pertains to right living and to

nobility of sentiment. We are all agreed on this. But we are not

agreed as to the importance of His theoretical teaching. Catholics

hold that when Christ sent forth His Apostles with the command,

"Going, teach ye all nations," He gave to His Church divine author-

ity to teach and develop^ a body of dogmatic truth which has essential

relation to our ideas, just as Christ's own precept and example have

Digitized by
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essential relation to our ideals. Catholics believe that the religion

which the Apostles preached was, indeed, a religion of conduct

which appealed to the consciences of men ; but they believe also that

the Apostles preached a religion of faith which appealed to the

intellectual assent of their converts. Catholics maintain that the

successors of the Apostles preserved and developed ^ system of

dggjnaticjruth, \v^^ ofjthilQS(4)hy, in so far

.as it rests not on reason, but on revelation, but which, nevertheless,

is in essential relation with philosophy, in so far as both have truth

for their object. And what, in general terms, is the message of

revelation as contained in the simple teachings of the Gospel and

developed in the dogmatic system of the Church? All students of

philosophy have felt the attraction of the "intelligible world" of

which Plato speaks—the world of Ideas—that sphere invisible

which moves in shrouded majesty above the sordid world around

us ; that home of true beauty, of true greatness, of all that is good

and loveable and inspiring. How the eye and the heart of the

weary wayfarer among the dim shadows of earthly existence turn

to that other world, where all is light and life and love! Now,
Christian revelation opens up to us just such a world, which differs

from the Platonic world of Ideas chiefly in this—that it is not a

thing of fancy, but a reality, the existence of which is believed on

the authority of God Himself. It is the world of the supernatural,

of the ovemature, if one prefers so to style it, the world of Divine

Life and Divine Truth and Divine Grace. Of Divine Life we get

a glimpse in the mystery of the Trinity; of Divine Truth we gain

a faint realization whenever we bow our reason to the truth of the

things that are above us ; of Divine Grace we attain a faint participa-

tion in the struggles of our own hearts towards peace and charity.

The supernatural world opened up to us by the mysteries of faith

is not only real to us, but really beautiful. Unlike the Platonic

world of Ideas, its reality gfrows on us as our spiritual experience

increases with the years; but, like the Platonic world of Ideas, it

attracts us by its contrast with the material world around us. To
accept this over-world as real is not a task imposed on us by author-

ity ; it is a sweetly persuasive vision that appeals to all that is good

and aspiring in our natures. The saints and the mystics are they

who fully realize its nearness and feel the deepest longing to leave

an imperfect world for a world of infinite truth and goodness and

beauty. In Tennyson's "Ancient Sage" knowledge, which sees only

the world of physical being, is contrasted with faith, which sees the

world invisible:

Kno^ledgre Is the swallow on the lake
That sees and stirs the surface-shadow there.
But never yet hath dipt Into the abysm.
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and to the youthful representative of knowledge these words are

addressed

:

Thou canat not prove the Nameless, O my son;
Nor canst thou prove the world thou movest in;
Thou canst not prove that thou art body alone.
Nor canst thou prove that thou art spirit alone.
Nor canat thou prove that thou art both in one:
Thou canst not prove thou art Immortal, no.
Nor yet that thou art mortal—nay, my son.
Thou canst not prove that I, who speak with thee.
Am not thyself in converse with thyself.
For nothing worthy proving: can be proven.
Nor yet dlsproven: wherefore, be thou wise;
Cleave ever to the sunnier side of doubt.
And cling to faith beyonad the forms of faith!
She reels not at the storm of warring words;
She brightens at the clash of "Tea" and "No;"
She sees the best that glimmers through the worst;
She feels the sun Is hid but for the night;
She spies the summer through the winter bud;
She tastes the fruit before the blossom falls;

She hears the lark within the songless egg;
She finds the fountain where they wailed "Miraffe!"

These lines seem to illustrate admirably the point on which we
have been insisting—namely, the faith which is superior to knowl-

edge recommends itself naturally and, so to speak, by the persuasive-

ness of its spiritual beauty. They illustrate also the next point in

our description of the Catholic position. When the poet says that

"Nothing worthy proving can be proven" he is not to be taken

literally ; for then there would be an end of all rational investigation,

and, therefore, of all philosophy. One may, however, without incur-

Jring the imputation of skepticism, venture so far as to assert that,

Nafter all its efforts, the human mind unaided has really accomplished

ylittle that is of undoubted certainty concerning God, the universe

jjand the destiny of man. To-day the clash of "yes" and "no" goes

on just as merrily as in the days of the Greek skeptic who gave up

the contest in disgust, declaring that "Nothing exists; even if it

existed, it could not be known; and even if it could be known, we
could not express our knowledge of it in words." We need not

go so far as to accept this disheartening verdict, yet we are forced

to admit that on all the most vital problems of philosophy there are

still the "yes" and the "no" and the more modem "I know not."

^The human mind has its limitations that hem it in and hedge it

•closely around. We dwell in "a twilight of truth and error, of

I

reality and false appearance," and when such questions as the nature

• of God, the destiny of the human soul, the meaning and value of

; life are discussed, we are, to use Aristotle's comparison, like the owl

I

that blinks in the sunlight because of the excessive brightness of

J

the day. In the presence of the most momentous problems of

j

philosophy we feel the inadequateness of our own mental powers

! and turn confidently to the authority of Him from whom all truth

5 comes.

Digitized by
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The Catholic position, so far as it has been described above, may
be resumed in two principles: i. There is an order of truth, the!

supernatural order, which we cannot understand, but which wel

accept on the authority of revelation. 2. When by faith we assent 1

to truths of the supernatural order we perform an act which, fan

from being an unreasonable submission to arbitrary authority, is,|

considering the weakness of our reason, entirely justifiable. Wcj
may now pass to a third principle—namely, that in dignity andj

authority the supernatural, quite as a matter of course, takes preced- ,

ence of the merely natural. When there is a clash between the
{

conclusion of the individual mind and the truth clearly set forth in i

Divine Revelation, who can hesitate to say that reason must be
j

wrong and that revelation must be right?

A Catholic philosophy, therefore, is one which, no matter what

its tenets as a philosophy, be it Platonism, or Aristotelianism, or

Cartesianism, or Kantism, or H^^lianism, acknowledges the ulti-

mate supremacy of faith in the dogmatic system of the Church.

Non-Catholic philosophy makes no such acknowledgment. Herein

lies the most fundamental difference between the two—a difference

which is intrinsic, basic and, some think, fatal to anything like a

mutual understanding between the two. The non-Catholic philoso-

pher seldom understands our position, although (if one may be

pardoned for saying what seems so ungracious) we understand his
^

position very well. De Maistre says: "Truth understands error,

but error does not understand truth." This, like most of the sayings M
of the great ultramontanist, sounds harsh to modern ears. If we i

admit that it is true, we hasten to acknowledge that truth has been

unfortunate in its defenders, and that they who view the question

from the outside may be pardoned if they fail to distinguish what

is essential in the Catholic position from what is merely a matter

of personal conviction in the Catholic philosopher. We understand

the point of view of the non-Catholic philosopher in so far as he

rejects the authority of the teaching Church, and we believe that we
are right when we trace this rejection back to the influences of

Descartes, who divorced philosophy from theology and implicitly

proclaimed the doctrine of the twofold truth, according to which

what is true in theology may be false in philosophy, and vice versa.

This way of looking at the relation of natural to supernatural truth

is well expressed in the question so often asked us : IVhy can you

not keep your theology out of your philosophyf The question shows

a ccnnplete misunderstanding of our position. We do keep our

theology out of our philosophy. Theology we define as a science

which draws its arguments and its definitions from the Scriptures,

from the decrees of the Councils, from the authoritative declarations
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of the Roman Pontiflfs. Philosophy we regard as a science which

derives its definitions and its arguments from reason alone. In

philosophy the argument from divine authority is rigorously ruled

out We do keep the two sciences apart; what we refuse to do is

to admit that there can exist a contradiction between them. The-

ology investigates supernatural truth; philosophy is concerned with

truth of the natural order. But all truth is the truth of God. When
He speaks to us in nature and in history His voice is the voice of

truth as well as when He speaks to us in the sacred text of the

Bible or in the infallible decisions of the Churdi. He is our teacher

in all things. By revelation He unfolds to us the mysteries that are

above our understanding; by science and literature and philosophy

He teaches us truths which the human mind can grasp. Whether

He teaches us by revelation or by reason, His teaching is, and must

be, consistent. In this sense all truth, as has been well said, is

orthodox. Cardinal Newman was echoing a profound thought of

St. Augustine when he wrote: "It is the highest wisdom to accept

truth of whatever kind wherever it is clearly ascertained to be such,

though there be difficulty in adjusting it with other known truth."*

This is what the great Catholic thinkers have considered to be the

distinguishing mark of Catholic philosophy. Non-Catholics, many
of them at least, hold the same doctrines as we do concerning the

Trinity, the Incarnation, creation, providence and redemption; but

they keep their theology entirely apart from their philosophy. This

we cannot consent to do. For while we hold that each science has

its own proper sphere of activity, we hold at the same time that both

deal with truth, and that all truth, from whatever source derived,

must be capable of harmonious adjustment.

This is the central point in the Catholic position. There is a

supernatural order of truth, a world above us which cannot under-

stand ; theology deals with this truth and relies on the authority of

Scripture and the Church as its source. There is a natural order

of truth, a world within and around us
;
philosophy deals with this

truth and relies on the evidence furnished by our reasoning faculty.

Now, one may confound the two sciences by obliterating the distinc-

tion of sources; one may try to prove the mysteries of faith from

reason alone, or one may invoke the authority of Scripture when
dealing with problems that belong exclusively to philosophy. There

have been men of this type among Catholics ; there was one particu-

larly, who with the best possible motive outstepped the bounds of

orthodoxy in this matter—^the Spaniard Raymond Lully (1234-

1315). On the other hand, one may keep the two sciences entirely

separate; one may assign supernatural truth to the faculty of faith

* "Idea of a University," p. 492.
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and natural truth to the faculty of reason and refuse to admit that

they are (to use a colloquial phrase) on speaking terms. This atti-

tude always calls to mind the well-known Arabian legend which tells

of a certain sage whose head, severed from the body, continued to

expound the maxims of his cult, the brain acting automatically, as

it were, out of all relation to the heart and general nervous system.

There is the third alternative—to distinguish the two sciences, to

assign to each its proper sphere, to allot to each its own special

domain and yet to hold that they live, like good Christian neighbors,

in perfect accord with each other. And this is the Catholic position.

Here an illustration is afforded by philosophy itself. Greek phil-

osophy in the earliest stages of its development was materialistic in

its concept of the human soul. The Atomists, who represent the

latest development of the Ionian school of philosophy, taught that

the soul is of the same nature as the body. It is one of Socrates'

chief merits that he resisted the Atomists as strenuously as he did

the Sophists. After Socrates came Plato, who not only distinguished

between soul and body, but went to the opposite extreme and advo-

cated the ultra-spiritualistic idea of a soul dwelhng in the body as

in a prison. After Plato came Aristotle, who, while he distinguished

the soul, which is immaterial, from the body, which is, of course,

matter, refused to separate them, but taught that both together form

one substance, man ; that as the body without the soul is dead, so

the soul without the body is an incomplete being (if, indeed, the

soul without the body has, according to Aristotle, any being at all).

This seems to us to be the highest achievement of Greek philosophy

in its speculation concerning the nature of man. The materialists

were wrong in confounding body and soul ; Plato was wrong when
he ascribed to each a separate existence in man ; Aristotle was right

when he distinguished without separating. Now the relation of

reason to faith, of philosophy to theology, is similar to that which

exists between soul and body in man. What the Greeks accom-

plished in their discussion of the nature of man the mediaevel Chris-

tian philosophers, working in the Greek spirit of wholesomeness and

completeness, established in their discussion of ultimate truth. There

is this wholesomeness, this sense of totality in Greek art and litera-

ture, where it taught instinctively the golden mean between realism

and idealism, and in Greek philosophy, where it taught just as

instinctively the happy compromise between materialism and trans-

cendentalism. So there is a similar spirit of wholesomeness in the

mediaeval philosophers who, while they refused to confound reason

with faith, refused also to admit that reason and faith can contradict

each other.

Reason and faith should work, and do work, for the advantage
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of both. Reason aids faith by showing forth in many ways the

reasonableness of the truths which God has revealed ; by the refuta-

tion of error ; by supplying analogies to help our unbelief ; by show-

ing how powerful, how beneficent, how all-seeing and all-providing

is the God whose authority is our warrant for believing the things

we do not understand. And faith aids reason; for on many of the

most vital problems of philosophy—on the questions which concern

the meaning and value of life, the nature and destiny of man, the

foundation of the responsibility of conduct—there is, as has been

said, a lack of clearness and ultimateness in the message which phil-

osophy has brought us. When we realize this partial failure of

philosophy, when we realize especially that for the vast multitude

in whom belief in God and freedom and immortality is an absolute

necessity if they are to live and act as human beings, when we realize

how few among them can appreciate the reasonings of philosophy

or can understand its message, we perceive at once the necessity of

faith; we perceive how wise are they who lean not on the broken

reeds of human wisdom, but on the word of God, whose care it is

to bring all men to a knowledge of the truth. Maine de Biran, who
was not in any strict sense a Catholic philosopher, realized this

when he wrote: "Religion alone solves the problems of philoso-

phy;" and in this sense religious faith is truly the metaphysics of

the multitude. And this recognition of the ultimate supremacy of

faith has not been detrimental to philosophy. If we study its work-

ings in the minds of men like St. Augustine and St. Thomas, we see

that, far from making them subservient to authority, it left them

free to employ their splendid gifts in the investigation of natural as

well as supernatural truth. They were free with the freedom of

the sons of God. Faith merely enlarged their horizon and gave

them new fields to explore ; it placed them on a vantage ground, from

which they surveyed new realms of thought.

If, then, there is, as we maintain there is, an order of supernatural

truth ; if we realize, as all reasonable men realize, that the powers of

the human mind are limited to the order of natural truth, and if,

as all the greatest of human thinkers admit, the problems of phil-

osophy often lead tip to a point at which reason confesses its inability

to go a step farther, it is entirely natural and reasonable that at such

a point the supernatural should be given precedence over the natural

and faith should supply the defects of reason. This, I say, is natural

and reasonable ; the authority of faith is neither arbitrary nor tyran-

nical. As the vine sends out its tendrils in this direction and in that,

seeking support in tree or trellis or even in the crevices of the rock;

as the offshoot from the seed struggles through the soil and seeks

the surface of the earth, where it finds light and heat, which are
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essential for its growth, so the mind of man spontaneously and

naturally seeks the light of evidence, and where evidence fails turns

quite as spontaneously and naturally to the light and warmth of

divine faith which it finds in the authority of revelation. In obeying

this impulse we are not dwarfing our growth, but living the higher

law of our natures, and far from blighting philosophy, such a method

fosters and cherishes its growth and brings it to its fairest flowering,

to its richest fruitage.

It remains to study the application of this method to those prob-

lems of philosophy which are concerned with our knowledge of God,

of the soul and of human destiny. These are problems the solution

of which have engaged the minds of the world's greatest thinkers,

and, though the conclusions at which these minds grrived have been

varied, there has been one effect which the discuss^jn of such ques-

tions has always produced—that of reverential a\v.\. Speaking of

philosophy in general, Aristotle said that it is not a human possession

—that is, it is not a natural birthright of man, but something bor-

rowed from the gods. To- know the world around us in its spatial

grandeur, to study the myriad forms of life with which it teems, to

trace the history and development of human institutions, to study

our own nature in its manifestations of thought, emotion and voli-

tion—^this is the proper study of mankind, the task which the mind

of man may propose to itself without presumption. But to lift the

veil of Isis, to penetrate in thought behind the material world, to

try to know Him whose thoughts are but dimly shadowed forth in

nature, to try to know ourselves in our spiritual being and essence,

to dip into the future and read the secrets of the life beyond the

tomb—this, indeed, seems to belong to the gods rather than to men

;

to be an infringement on the prerogatives of the divinity, an act of

daring worthy of the fate of Prometheus, who stole the divine fire.

And so all who approach these problems of God, the soul and immor-

tality witfi any profit to themselves and others must approach them

in the spirit of reverence and feel that here, indeed, is where angels

fear to tread.

The philosophical discussion of the idea of God comprises two

questions: (i) The existence of God and (2) the nature and at-

tributes of God. The first of these questions need not detain us

very long, because atheism is so opposed to the spirit and methods

of Catholic philosophy that it would be a waste of time to discuss

the points of contrast between them. There are, as far as our

present purpose is concerned, four ways of contemplating the world

around us: i. That the universe is sufficient unto itself; that it is

its own explanation ; that it calls for no cause outside itself ; that it

contains in itself no underlying principle of unity and order; in a

Digitized by
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word, that it is a chaos in which, indeed, we imagine a certain

illusory harmony or accord, while in reality natural phenomena

drift and eddy around in a perfectly irrational manner, and once in

a whole cycle of aeons produce by chance an apparently rational

eflfect This is atheism. 2. We may imagine that underlying the

phenomena or events in the universe there is some rational principle

of their being, a force whose all-pervading energy sustains and

permeates and directs all things, but is utterly unknown and un-

knowable. This is agnosticism. 3. We may look upon the world

as the embodiment, the corporeal realization of an eternal, omni-

present impersonal force, not only indwelling in the universe, but

animating it, a force which is to the universe what the soul is to the

body. This is pantheism, according to which God is all and all is

G!od. Finally (4). We may look upon the world as the work of

God, a work which shows forth His power and wisdom and good-

ness ; in which, indeed, He dwells, but without being identified with

it, for He is a person, not a force, and though He is in all and

through all. He is above all and beyond all His works. This is

theism.

The relation of Catholic philosophy to atheism, it would, as has

been said, be profitless to discuss. With agnosticism, too, we need

not deal at any great length. Catholic philosophy, as represented

by St. Augustine and St. Thomas and as taught in our Catholic

schools to-day, has always admitted and admits the element of truth

that there is in agnosticism : We cannot comprehend or adequately

understand the nature of God. The agnostic is fond of repeating

that a God whom we could know is no God at all ; Catholic philos-

ophy emphatically insists that if we adequately know God, either

He is finite or we are infinite. The agnostic proclaims the inade-

quacy of all human concepts to represent God and of all htunan

speech to utter our thoughts of Him. In almost identical terms St.

Augustine exclaims : "Verius Deus cogitatur quam est, et verius

cogitatur quam dicitur." We say that God is power, but before we
apply the term we must rob it of all trace of imperfection ; we speak

of Him as goodness, but we must first empty the term goodness of

all imperfection, for we are good only at the cost of struggle against

evil, and He is good by nature and essence. Again, when we speak

of His justice and mercy and wisdom, we are using terms which we
know to be inadequate, just as when by metaphor we say that Christ

sitteth at the right hand of the Father. Catholic philosophy, then,

agrees with agnosticism when it proclaims our inability to compre-

hend God or to speak of Him in adequate language. But it differs

radically from agnosticism when it says that we have an imperfect

knowledge of God, so far as from the things that we see we can
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argue to things invisible, from the works of the Creator to the

Creator Himself. Catholic philosophy teaches that this imperfect

knowledge is not misleading so long as we know it to be imperfect,

and finally it teaches that where our imperfect knowledge ends faith

begins. And this is all important. For we cannot worship the

unknown, we cannot pray to an abstraction. A worthless legend

ascribes to Aristotle the prayer, "Cause of Causes, have mercy on

me." No reasonable man could give expression to a petition so

utterly absurd. But if we cannot worship the unknown, we can

worship the imperfectly known ; we can pray that we may grow by

faith in knowledge of Him, until faith becomes lost in the higher

contemplation of the beatific vision.

Now let it be clearly understood in what sense this remedy

against agnosticism is said to be peculiar to Catholic philosophy.

We know many non-Catholic philosophers whose religious belief is

as quick as ours and who find in faith the inspiration which we find

in it. But they do not bring it to bear on their philosophy. They

keep their theology entirely apart from their philosophy, and the

effect (so at least it seems to us) is detrimental to both,

With regard to pantheism, which identifies God with the universe,

describing Him as an absolute, a force, an indwelling world-soul,

a power, but not a person, the advantages of the philosophy which

acknowledges faith as a supplement of reason are still more apparent

than in the case of agnosticism. It might be said without exaggera-

tion that all purely rational philosophy as well as all reflective poetry

tends towards the pantheistic view of the universe. Philosophy

began with the pantheism of the first Hindu speculators, and ever

since that time, in Greece, in the Arabian Empire, in mediaeval

Europe and in the modern world the gravitation of the most serious

philosophic thought has been towards pantheism. There have been

critical ages, epochs of unrest and intellectual fermentation in which

Atheism for the moment obtained full sway; but sooner or later

(generally very soon) the pendulum swung surely back to panthe-

ism. All mysticism tends that way, all mystic poetry is swayed

by the vague pantheistic realization of the divinity in nature, and all

the half-articulate yearnings of the artistic temperament (as soon

as it once begins to interpret nature symbolUcally) are towards the

view that nature is but the divinity hidden from the eye of the body,

yet visible to the aesthetic sense.

Now the corrective of this erroneous view of the nature of God
(for that it is an erroneous view we shall not stop to prove) lies in

the thought that God is not merely a power, but a person; that,

while He is immanent in the world around us. He is also transcend-

ent; that while He is in all. He is above all and distinct from all
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His works. It was the Christian school of Alexandria, especially

Qement and Origen and Athanasius, that first clearly defined

the notion of personality, which even the greatest of the Greek

thinkers had failed to precise, and the immediate occasion of the

discussion of this problem was the question of the Trinity. This is

one clear and incontrovertible case in which theology aided philos-

ophy. And, what is most noteworthy in this connection, the thoughts

of these Christian teachers became part of the formulae of faith;

they found their way into the manual of Christian doctrine; by

means of symbols and ceremonies they were kept before the minds

of the most ignorant and simple of the faithful, so that they, too,

who are debarred from the philosophical discussion of the nature

of God are made to feel and think in accordance with truth.

It is,, as is well known, a famous question among theologfians as

to whether the faith of the educated man is more meritorious than

that of the ignorant person, whether the Academician who can give

a learned defense of his faith is as pleasing to God as the coal-heaver

who believes as he has been taught, but can give no learned reasons

for his belief. There is no question as to which can do more good

in the modem world, where every Christian is in duty bound to

defend and explain his convictions and give a reason for the faith

that is in him. On the other hand, it is the great merit of Christian

teaching that it has reached the minds of the least cultured and by

symbols and ceremonies given them a grasp on the world that is

above them. Christianity brings thoughts to the thoughtful, but

to those that are incapable of thought it brings concrete images of

the truths which are essential to human life, if it is to be human and

not brutal. Christian philosophy has always conceived God as a

personal being, and Christian piety and the practices of devotion

have developed this concept, preserved it against the natural tend-

ency towards pantheism and disseminated it so that it is implanted

in the minds of all, simple and gentle, uncultured as well as cul-

tured, unlettered as well as learned. Indeed, it might be said without

exaggeration that the God of pre-Christian philosophy was imper-

sonal; the God of Christian philosophy is necessarily a person.

Who then can blame Catholic philosophers if on this point they

refuse to keep their theology out of their philosophy? The course

they have pursued is the reasonable one; they have acknowledged

the debt they owe to revelation and have ever and always contended

that the errors and vagaries of reason in its attempt to realize the

nature of God must be supplemented and, if necessary, corrected

by an appeal to the message of revelation.

There is one other point on which it is necessary to touch before

leaving the question of theism, and that is the problem of evil in its
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bearing on the question of God's existence. The realization of pain

as one of the ills of life is, of course, as old as life itself. Men
needed no Buddha to teach them that suffering is one of the stem

realities which we cannot think away as men have thought away
matter and motion and change and all the physical world around us.

The latest doctrine that suffering is all imaginary does not help us

much, for the man who thinks he suffers really suffers. But what
is modern is the knowledge that has come to us of the universality

of suffering. Men always knew that there are pain and suffering

around us, but it is only in recent years that it dawned upon us how
essential to the plan of life is suffering, not only widespread, but

universal. "Nature red in tooth and claw" is a modern conception

of the physical universe. Nature is full of cruelty and has put a

premium on cruelty when she ordained that the stronger shall survive

at the expense of the weaker. The "struggle for existence" implies

this. Now how can a nature inherently cruel be the work of a God
absolutely omnipotent and supremely benevolent? Philosophy

answers that pain is everywhere prophylactic; that it warns us

against sickness ; that it is the alarm which heralds danger to health

and life. Philosophy, again (as represented by the Cartesians),

suggests that much of the apparent pain of animals is only apparent

;

that their cries are, to some extent, mere automatic reactions ; that

their contortions are merely mechanical contractions of the muscles.

Again, philosophy warns us that much sympathy is irrelevantly

injected into the discussion ; that we let our hearts run away with

our heads, and so on. But when all is said philosophy somehow has

made a poor case of it. There is suffering, and the innocent suffer

as well as, perhaps more than, the guilty. How reconcile this with

the goodness of God? Here faith takes up the question. Its first

lesson is that we see only in part ; that we see that portion of God's

great plan which makes the largest demands on our sympathy ; that

there are larger views which we cannot attain, for our ways are not

like His ways nor our thoughts like His thoughts, but as the heavens

are exalted above the earth, so are His ways above our ways and

His thoughts above our thoughts. There are tiny creatures dwelling

in the sand of our seashores who in the wisdom of their experience

or their instinct never build their homes outside the line of the full

tide. They forage and roam through the dry sands everywhere,

but never build where the incoming tide will flood and destroy their

little homes. But when a spring tide comes whole cities of these

diminutive dwellings are destroyed, for the tihy builder, who allowed

for the diurnal variation of the sea level, knows nothing apparently

of the larger cycle of changes extending over a period which is for

him what a thousand years is for us. Now, when we judge the
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ways of God we are no more sensible than they, for we see in part,

and the cycle of all human experience is small, indeed, in the plans

of Him to whom a thousand years are as a single day. When the

existence of evil baffles our reason, faith teaches us that here is a

mystery, the deepest and most perplexing of all mysteries.

Leaving now the problems connected with the existence and nature

of God, we come to the questions of the nature and destiny of the

human soul. Here reason speaks to us, and our own consciences

plainly tell us that mind is more than matter; that to the universal

law of death and dissolution the human soul forms an exception.

Philosophy from the beginning recognized the superior dignity of

man and his claim to a hereafter of some kind. The Hindus were

so profoundly convinced of this that they never condescended to

prove the soul's immortality. For them it was a datum of reason,

a self-evident truth. And Greek philosophy at a very early date

—

from the beginning, perhaps—accepted this truth, though it wasi

long in attaining a full consciousness of it. But with the progress

of human knowledge, the advance of physical science rendered it

necessary in each succeeding age to adjust our ideas of the soul and

its destiny to our conceptions of the laws of nature. At times the

material conception of the world as made up of merely physical

elements and forces and ruled by inexorable natural laws seemed

to crowd out freedom and the spiritual soul and immortality. And
then, again, even when the spiritual concept of the soul seemed to

dominate, there was always a vagueness, a lack of decisiveness, a

consequent hesitation on the part of reason when it tried to bring

home to itself the reality of the life beyond the grave. It will be

remembered how Plato himself dismissed the problem of immortality

by declaring that there are now no grounds for hesitating except

such as are due to the sublimity of the problem and the weakness of

the human mind. Some say that reason is inadequate to solve the

problem of man's destiny; others, on the contrary, maintain that

reason is quite adequate to the task. But even those who maintain

the adequacy of reason to unravel this riddle of existence must con-

fess that the question is beset with difficulties, and that few are

capable of appreciating the arguments which to the philosophic mind

are most convincing. The multitude looks for tangible facts, not

for abstruse reasons. To the majority of men literature and science

are unattainable owing to circumstances, the need of daily toil, the

pursuit of the necessities of life. To all but to the few philosophy is

a sealed volume. And yet to each and every one it is a matter of

vital importance to grasp once and for all the reality of the future

life, to know and be convinced that we are made for something

more than material existence, to realize that we are not children of
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time, but pilgrims of eternity ; that we must live and act and plan,

not for an existence that is reckoned in days and years, but for an

eternal and immortal existence in the world beyond the grave.

Now the fact to which Christian thought appeals is the resurrection

of Christ, which to any mind, however undeveloped or however

highly cultivated, is an argument incontrovertible for the existence

of a future life. While reason can reach a state of probability, a

hope reasonable indeed, but yet merely a hope, this fact puts the

matter beyond the region of doubt and exhibits it as a certainty.

In this sense it is the Gospel that has brought life and immortality to

light We do not, to be sure, maintain the inadequacy of reason

alone to prove that the soul is immortal, but we contend that while

the argtmient of the philosopher appeals to the few, the Gospel

narrative appeals to all alike. In the second place, it is necessary to

remark that in a strictly technical discussion of immortality, in a

philosophical treatise, it would be false method to introduce as an

arg^ument the facts narrated in the Gospel. That would be to con-

found the science of theology and philosophy. But while we may
not confound the two sciences, here, it seems to us, is a striking

instance of the advantage which the one science can gain from the

other. If, when reason hesitates, faith speaks authoritatively and

in tones of decision, does not common sense approve the policy of

bringing faith to the aid of reason ?

And if we have touched on these points—^the existence and nature

of God, the dignity and destiny of the soul—it is in order to show

the reasonableness of the method of Catholic philosophy. We do

not claim to believe more than other Christians do about God, the

soul and immortality ; these are the common inheritance of all Chris-

tians. What we claim is that Catholic philosophy methodically

makes use of this inheritance. And who will say that it has suf-

fered by adopting this method? It suffers, we are told, by its sub-

servience to authority. This is the bugbear of the agnostic and the

rationalist, and it must be confessed it is the one objection which

sticks in the minds of many excellent men who, far from being

atheists or agnostics or rationalists, share with us the common
inheritance of Christian faith, yet are unwilling to bring their Chris-

tian belief to bear on the conclusions of philosophy. To such men
we can make no answer except to ask them to consider our position

somewhat more sympathetically. We will tell them at once that

we are as keen as they are for the maintenance of the prerogatives

of reason, and we ask them to believe us. They will surely agree

with us that reason may err and has often erred. When, then,

there is open and unmistakable conflict between reason and revela-

tion; when reason thinks that there is no God; when it denies
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spirituality, immortality and freedom, while faith teaches these

things to be real, we claim that we are entirely reasonable when we
say that as revelation must be right reason must be wrong. When
there is no open contradiction, but reason simply confesses its inade-

quacy, we think we are right when we welcome the light which

revelation throws on the problem. And when in the theologfical dis-

cussion of the mysteries of faith we go beyond the domain of natural

truth we contend that we are not slaying reason on the altar of faith.

The same God who stayed the hand of Abraham when he would

sacrifice his son because He was satisfied with the willingness of the

patriarch to offer up his first bom is satisfied with us when we bow
down before the truths which are above our comprehension. When
we show ourselves willing to sacrifice our reason, which we love as

dearly as Abraham loved Isaac, He is pleased to stay our hands and

never makes it necessary for us to make the actual sacrifice.

Philosophy has to do with thought; it also has to do writh life.

Christianity has to do with life ; it also has to do with thought. It

is a legitimate boast of Catholic philosophy that it attempts to bring

these different phases of philosophy and Christianity into an organic

synthesis. The genius of the Cathedral builders, the great Latin-

Teuton spirit that knew how to construct, is the genius of the great-

est of our Catholic philosophers—Thomas of Aquin, who in his day

was the most daring innovator, who certainly gave to God the things

tiiat are God's and who also gave to reason the things that are

reason's. The conviction which inspired his constructive effort was

this: Revelation is reasonable and reason is divine. This is the

conviction which g^ves to Catholic philosophy its ethos, its peculiarity

among systems of philosophy, and by this is it distinguished from

non-Catholic philosophy. There is a Catholic philosophy, not merely

in the sense that there are philosophers who are Catholics, but also

in the sense that there is a philosophy possessing a character of its

own on account of its intimate connection with the Catholic faith.

William Turner.
Catholic University, D. C.
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BRIGITTINE MONASTERIES.

HERE are at the present time only four Brigittine monas-

teries in existence, exclusive of the five Spanish houses of

the Brigfittines of the Recollection. Each of these four

monasteries, the surviving daughter of the once great and powerful

mother house of Vadstena, has its own history, scarcely less inter-

esting than that of Vadstena itself, for whose restoration all the

children of St. Bridget constantly pray. Vadstena was founded

by St. Bridget, to whom, as she believed, our Lord Himself revealed

the rule of her order, whose proper title is the Order of St Saviour

and whose members are popularly known as the Brigittines, so

called after their holy mother and foundress, St. Brigit, or Birgfit,

of Sweden, born at Finstad in 1303 and married in 1316 to Ulf,

Prince of Nerida, with whom she led a most saintly life and by

whom she had eight children.

It was after the death of Ulf, who had embraced the religious Ufe

in a Cistercian monastery shortly before he died, that St. Brigit

laid the foundations of Vadstena and drew up the constitutions of

her order. It was on her own estate of Vadstena, near Linkoping,

that the monastery was built, which was at one time the centre of

Catholicity in Sweden and played a most important part in the

history of the country. Diets and synods were held there ; Queens

chose it as a place of refuge in troublous times, and as a place of

retreat from the pomps and vanities of the world in prosperity, and

it was sometimes used as a royal house of detention.

It was the scene of processions and of various magnificent ecclesi-

astical functions; it provided Linkoping with Bishops, and the

Cathedral chapter of that city furnished Vadstena with learned

monks, for it must be stated that it was a double monastery, one

wing being set apart for the monks and the other for the nuns ; the

church, common to both, separated the convents, and only the con-

fessor of the nuns among the monks had access to their part. This

was the original model of all Brigittine monasteries, though in course

of time this arrangement had to be modified owing to the Reforma-

tion and various other causes, and, needless to say, at the present

day these double monasteries no longer exist.

The number of monks appointed for each monastery by the rule

was twenty-five, of which thirteen were to be priests, four deacons

and the remaining eight lay Brothers. There were to be sixty

choir nuns and four lay Sisters, and the abbess, who had the title

of lady-abbess, was supreme and was called the sovereign. But

though she governed both monks and nuns, she had no authority
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in spiritual matters over those of the monks who were priests, and

one of the monks, called the confessor general, directed the nuns in

spiritual things.

King Magnus II. helped St. Bridget to build Vadstena, which

the saint did not live to see finished, and the superioress of some

Augustinian nuns trained the first members of the order, while St
Bridget was making a pilgrimage to Rome, where she lived for

some years, and to Jerusalem. On St. Bridget's death her daughter

Catherine, also a widow, after having labored in Rome for her

mother's canonization for some years, went to Vadstena, where she

was chosen as the first abbess, the nuns considering the years she

had lived with her mother at Rome, during which she became imbued

with her spirit, as a sufficient novitiate. Catherine was very beauti-

ful and also very holy, but the process of canonization of her mother

was stopped, like so many others, by the Reformation. After her

installation as abbess she went to Rome again, and during her visit

there the great schism of the West broke out, when Qement II. was
proclaimed anti-Pope to Urban VI.; but ultimately Urban wrote

Bridget's name in the Golden Book of the saints, and when Catherine

returned to her monastery in 1380 the process of canonization only

wanted the Papal approbation. She died soon after her return,

before the great event for which she had labored so zealously actually

took place, in 1391.

Catherine was succeeded as abbess by her niece Ingebord, who in

the words of St. Bridget's bic^apher, the Countess of Flavigny,

"brought more dowry than virtues" to the monastery, and having

certainly broken her vow of poverty and having been accused of

breaking other vows, was compelled to resign and was succeeded

by one Gerdica, a simple bourgeoise. The influence of the order

under Ingebord, who was very rich and of noble birth, had been

very great and wide. A foundation was made in Italy near the

gates of Florence, afterwards known as the Monastery of Paradise.

She also maintained excellent relations with the Holy See, and it

was through her influence that Queen Philippa, wife of Eric XIII.,

came to Vadstena and indirectly through her that the Brigittines

came to England.

The fourth abbess of Vadstena was Benedicta Gunnari, who
reigned from 1422 to 1447. Her brother Birger was prior at the

same time. Great storms raged inside and outside the monastery

during Benedicta's reign, and in 1430 Queen Philippa, who was

now the patroness both of Vadstena and of the order, died in the

monastery a few weeks after her arrival and was buried there in

the crypt of the royal chapel which she had erected. King Eric

gave large sums of money for Masses for her soul to Vadstena, and
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Philippa herself left them her jewelry, but Christian, who succeeded

Eric, carried oS a great deal of the money. In the stormy times

which followed several synods were held at Vadstena, and a revolu-

tion took place, during which exciting scenes were enacted there.

The church was broken into and an assault made upon the convent

in 1439, when Eric was deposed and Christopher the Bavarian pro-

claimed King in his stead. In 1442 he visited Vadstena with much
ceremony, and again in 1446 with his bride. He died in 1448 and

was succeeded by Charles Bonde, who in his turn visited Vadstena

in 1448, and while there received a threatening letter from King

Christian of Denmark, who ultimately invaded Sweden and became

King. His daughter Richildis took the veil here. He bought the

crowns and jewels which had belonged to Eric, and added to the

church and endowed the convent with a revenue.

In 1458 Christopher visited Vadstena,' when his aunt, the abbess,

on his demand delivered to him the money which Eric had left the

monastery to found a college of twelve canons on certain conditions,

which the King never fulfilled. Wars and plots followed between

the two Kings, during which the daughter of Charles, Richildis, and

his niece. Marguerite, were living as nuns in the monastery peace-

fully under the rule of Christopher's aunt, the abbess.

From the time of Stan Steere, who was administrator of the king-

dom after King Charles' death, the political importance of Vadstena

declined and is rarely mentioned in the Vadstena diary, which fell

into the hands of the Protestants and was mutilated. Steere's only

daughter was a nun at Vadstena for over fifty years, and before she

died, in 1536, saw the downfall of the convent under Gustavus Vasa.

On August I, 1489, Stan Steere was present at a tremendous

function which took place on the occasion of the exaltation of the

bones of St. Catherine. Four Bishops and over a hundred clergy

all went in procession to meet the Archbishop of Upsal, and the next

day there was a solemn procession of the relics, the Brigittine

Fathers leading and Stan Steere bearing the skull of St. Catherine.

Gustavus Vasa spared no pains to try and pervert the learned

monks of Vadstena, and, sad to say, some yielded to the temptation

and left the faith and one nun also apostatized, while Gustavus' own
sister remained true to the faith, and so did all his nearest relations.

In 1568 a brief period of prosperity recurred at Vadstena under

John III., who allowed the community to have a Catholic priest to

say Mass and permitted them to receive new members and restored

the building. In 1580 the King, who had been reconciled to the

Catholic Church, held a diet at Vadstena, at which the celebrated

Nuncio, Possevin, was present.

John's descendants obtained the throne of Poland on account of
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their faith, and when Sigismund, his son, succeeded to the throne

he resigned the crown of Sweden and went to Poland, and the

Vadstena nuns went with him to the convent of Mary Triumphant,

the chief Brigittine house in Poland, situated at Lublin. And thus

ends the history of the once great and powerful mother house of the

Brigittines.

One of the most interesting of the daughter houses is that of

Altomiinster, in the Archdiocese of Munich Freising. Altomunster

itself is a small unpaved town of about 10,000 inhabitants. The
monastery was founded by St. Alto, a hermit of royal descent, in the

eighth century. He was living the eremitical life in the primeval

forest when King Pepin gave him a large territory, on which he

built a church and monastery. Some Benedictine monks from

Ammergau joined him and he became the abbot. In 1047 some

Benedictine nuns at Altdorf exchanged their residence with the

fathers at Altomiinster. They abandoned it in the fifteenth century,

and Duke George of Bavaria gave it to the Brigittines, who built a

church dividing the two convents, with a high wall surrounding it

The community continued to flourish until the Thirty Years' War.
In 1632, as Gustavus Adolphus and his army entered Altomiinster,

the nuns fled to Munich, where they were taken in by the Poor

Qares. The fathers had a house at Meran, and they fled there, and

only a few old nuns and Brothers remained at Altomunster. Two
of these monks were shot and one died from the savagery of the

soldiers. Three old nuns were found starved—all over eighty years

of age. Part of the convent was destroyed by fire, part was spared

because the soldiers found that St. Bridget was a Swedish Princess.

The community returned to the monastery as soon as it was con-

sidered safe to do so, but in 1646 they had again to flee, this time

before the Swedes and French. After the Peace of Westphalia, in

1648, the monks and nuns returned and the relics and treasures were

brought back from Munich.

In 1703 all had once more to flee to Freising and then to Munich.

In the following year the enemy burnt both houses. In 1714 peace

was again declared and the community all returned once more. In

1723 a new monastery for men was built, and in 1745 the present

church. The monastery now flourished. The nuns, many of whran

were of noble birth, by their sanctity and their strict observance of

the rule, won respect from all. They were also noted for the beauti-

ful lace they made.

In the revolution of 1803 the convent was suppressed; the library

and art treasures were carried off and many valuable things lost.

The religious received small pensions from the government, and

the nuns lingered on in their part of the house till, in 1844, they
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were released by Papal dispensation from any connection with the

monks, and Ludwig of Bavaria, at their request, restored the order,

and since that date a community of Brigfittine nuns has been estab-

lished there and carries on the work.

During the tenancy of the abbey by the Benedictine nuns abuses

crept in, for only postulants of high rank were admitted, and only

twelve of these were entitled to vote for the abbess. After the com-

munity had been dissolved and Duke George and his wife Hedwig,

who knew the Order of St. Saviour well, had given the convent to

the Brigittines, having rebuilt it, they added some land to the prop-

erty and fifteen nuns and eight monks were chosen from the Brigit-

tine monastery of Mary Mayingen, in Getting Wallerstein, to make
a foundation, and they acquired g^reat fame for their learning.

At the Reformation no less than ten members of the community

—

four priests, five lay Brothers and one nun—apostatized and em-

braced Lutherism, but after this terrible defection the numbers

increased and the buildings were enlarged, and the monks maintained

a high reputation for learning and the nuns for their artistic work,

especially lace making and miniature painting. A beautiful little

legend is told of a nun in this connection. She tore herself away

from a vision of the Holy Child Jesus in her cell to obey the

call of the bell and fetch some firewood, and on her return she

found Our Lord waiting for her in her cell as a grown Man, to

show her the growth in saintliness she had made by her prompt

obedience.

When the community returned to their beloved monastery in 1842

there were among them six venerable mothers who had made their

vows fifty years ago and ten postulants were clothed. They found

the monastery very dilapidated, and an eye-witness reports a touch-

ing sight seen in the garden, where these six venerable nuns, bowed

down with age, were walking, and pausing every now and then and

bowing profoundly to north, south, east and west, they said a

"Gloria Patri" for all those who neglect to worship God. Five of

these six nuns died before 1845, but Mother Rosa lived till 1848,

by which time she had trained the ten novices and taught them to

sing the office, and besides training them in the religious life had

taught them various kinds of work, for which the convent was cele-

brated. Among these was lace making, as we have said, also mount-

ing relics, making wax candles for use in the choir and making

quince preserve. This good work is still carried on by the descend-

ants of those trained by Mother Rosa.

Holland possesses two Brigittine monasteries at the present day

—

one at Weert and the other at Uden. The Brigittine monastery at

Weert is a plain whitewashed building in the middle of the little
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quiet market town of Weert, in the province of Limberg. The chapel

has Gothic windows covered Hke those of the convent with blinds,

which are always drawn down. The nuns' choir is above the en-

trance and vestry and part of the church. This arrangement is

similar to the old double monasteries where the nuns' choir was

always over that of the monks. A visitor to Weert now would be

shown into a spotlessly clean parlor with a grille, at which some of

the nuns in the habit of their order sit to interview strangers. The
peculiarity of the Brigittine habit is the white linen crown with five

little crosses made of red cloth to represent the five wounds of Our
Lord worn over the veil. The habit is gray.

The history of Weert is briefly this: In 1840 William II. of

Orange gave permission to all convents to receive novices, and the

lady-abbess of Uden, who had been long praying to open another

house, in 1843 was able to buy an old disused convent in Weert, and

here four nuns from Uden took up their residence. Others soon

followed. F'or the first few years they suffered much from poverty,

but as other subjects joined they were able to rebuild the house to

suit their requirements. At the request of the dean of Weert the

nims in 1844 undertook the infant schools, and in 1846 they opened

a school for girls, and in the next year a poor school. The dean

died in 1863. He had been for twenty years their patron and con-

fessor, and his death was a g^eat loss to the community, but his

successor, his former secretary, was equally good to them. Then
came the Kulturkampf in Germany, which drove many educational

orders to Holland, where they grained their living by teaching.

Some of these orders relieved the Brigittines of these schools, and

they were able to give themselves up to an enclosed contemplative

life, for which they were intended and to which they are now devot-

ing themselves.

Uden, the mother house of Weert, was founded from the cele-

brated convent of Maria Wasser, which had a marvelous beginning.

According to the pious belief of the order, a certain farmer at

Rosmelin, in the Netherlands, one night heard a great commotion

among his beehives, so he got up and went to see what was the

matter. On reaching the hives he heard heavenly music coming

from them, and on opening one he saw a model in white wax of a

church, and on each side of the church was a convent with bees

keeping guard. He was so impressed that as soon as it was light

he fetched the priest and some other people, who also beheld this

wonderful sight, the news of which ultimately reached a rich widow

named Mila von Kamfen, who went to Rosmelin and bought the

farm from this Peter Gorter, the farmer, and with the sanction of

Pope Eugenius in 1434, she built a double convent for the Brigittines
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and a church, with the high altar over the place where the beehive

had stood.

The dean and chapter of Herzogenbusch at first opposed it, but

finally the dean himself became one of the monks and afterwards

prior of the monastery. The first abbess and three nuns came from

Maria Thron, in Stralsund; one monk came from the convent of

Paradiso, in Florence, and two others from Mariboo, in Denmark.

The pious foundress of this convent herself took the veil, and ulti-

mately became the abbess and died there in 1453, aged sixty-six.

Many persons of noble birth entered the community, which grew
in sanctity and importance until the Reformation, when, between

1566 and 1572, the inmates had to abandon it; but they afterwards

returned, though the date of their return is not known.

When the monks were expelled from Holland, in 1629, a few were

allowed to remain here as secular priests. The property of the

monastery was all confiscated, the nuns received a small pension and

a few lingered on in the convent till in 171 1, when the last one having

died, the monastery was sold and passed into secular hands. Before

the last nuns died they had trained several young girls who had a

vocation in the rule of the order, and these formed the nucleus of

Uden, where they took refuge when the last nun of Herzogenbusch

died in 171 1, as it belonged to the Elector of Pfalz, who was, happily,

a Catholic. The superior bought a ruinous building here which had

formerly belonged to the Knight Templars, and later built the stately

pile now occupied by the present community. The style of archi-

tecture chosen is what is known in England as Queen Anne's, intro-

duced into England by William of Orange from Holland. The nuns

at first opened a boarding school, which lasted till 1794, when they

were obliged to flee on account of the French Revolution ; but they

were able to return the next year, when they found their church had

been robbed of its ornaments, the beautiful trees cut down and the

furniture all destroyed. The buildings, however, were left standing.

Again in 1812, when Napoleon ordered the dissolution of the mon-

asteries, the nuns were driven out and took refuge in a small house

in Uden till 1814, when under William of Orange they were enabled

to return; but they were not allowed to receive any postulants for

many years, until in 1840 an act was passed permitting them to do

so, and Uden now began to flourish until -in 1850 it had fifty nuns

besides having, as we have seen, founded the house at Weert. The

confessor of the nuns is now a secular priest with the title of rector,

and he lives in the outer buildings of the monastery. Uden possesses

some precious relics of St. Bridget, including a skull cap of red

velvet, now faded to a fawn color. Here, too, the choir of the nuns is

above. The church, which is very fine.was built in 1739. It was struck
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by lightning in 1879, when the tower ceiling fell and would have

crushed the nuns, but an alarm of fire caused them to leave before.

The house of St. Bridget in Rome, where the saint lived during

her residence there, was not a monastery, though from time to time

some of the monks lived there. This house originally belonged to a

Roman lady and was in the Campum Florum. St. Bridget went

to it after Ulf's death and also after all her pilgrimages. She died

there in 1373. There, too, she wrote her revelations, the most

popular work in Swedish literature after the writings of Linnaeus.

Here St. Catherine of Vadstena, her daughter, stayed for five years

when after her mother's death she came to Rome to work for her

canonization. The formal transmission of this property did not take

place till two years after the death of the first Abbess Catherine,

when the original owner, Francesca Papazi, transferred it to the

former chaplain of Bridget, Magnus Petre, then staying in Rome
for the canonization of the saint. It was at first quite a white

elephant to the Vadstena community, and it seems always to have

been a source of trouble and anxiety, owing to its remoteness in days

when communication between the countries was slow and difficult

The Vadstena nuns proposed to the Bishops to use it for a hostel or

hospice for Swedes visiting the Eternal City. Later on they ap-

pointed two monks of the order to govern the house, which arrange-

ment lasted with some interruptions until 1554, when the tie between

the two houses was snapped and all connection between Sweden and -

the hostel came to an end. A century later two monks from Alto-

miinster were put in to take charge of the hospice in 1692, and the

usufruct of the property was granted forever to the Brigittine Order.

At the present time the Sisters of the Blessed Sacrament inhabit the

house and use the church, which was built over St. Bridget's chamber

and her chapel.

The fourth Brigittine monastery is that of Syon Abbey, Chudleigh,

Devon. This community returned to England in 1861, after having

been in exile since 1539, when their original home in England, Sycxi

House, founded by Royal Charter on the 3d of March, 141 5, was

suppressed by Henry VHI., although Cardinal Pole reported of it

in one of his visitations that "it was in a high state of fervour and

regular observance."

Syon House, situated on the Thames, was founded from Vadstena,

which monastery sent four fathers and four nuns to begin the

foundation. In 1420 the first English professions took place in the

presence of the King, Henry V., the founder and patron, who
endowed the monastery for sixty religious and twelve priests. At

this first profession twenty-seven nuns, five priests, two deacons and

four lay Brothers took their vows.
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The first stone of the church was not laid till six years later, and

the buildings of the monastery were not finished till 1468. The
community flourished for one hundred and fifty years, and the mon-

astery received additional endowments from Henry VII., "in honour

of the Resurrection of Our Lord."

At the suppression in 1539 there were twelve fathers, five lay

Brothers, fifty-two choir nuns and four lay Sisters. These all

received a small pension and were sent to their homes. The father

general had been executed in 1535, on May 7, with the Carthusian

monks, for resistance to the supreme will of the King, Henry VIII.

Syon House was then turned into an ordinary dwelling house and

was the scene of some strange historical events. The catalogue of

the large and valuable library of 14,000 volumes is still preserved

among the MSS. of Archbishop Parker at Corpus Christi College,

Cambridge. Here Catherine Howard, one of Henry VIII.'s wives,

was imprisoned in 1541, and in the following year she was led forth

from here to execution. Five years later Henry's own body rested

here on its way to Windsor to be buried, and the coffin burst at

Syon House, thus fulfilling the prophecy of Friar Peto, who had

said fourteen years before : "Dogs shall lick up thy blood, O King."

The place belonged to the Lx)rd Protector, the Duke of Somerset,

until his execution, and from here Lady Jane Grey was taken to the

Tower to be executed. In 1553 the Duke of Northumberland, Lord

Dudley, took possession of it, and that very same year he was

beheaded for treason, and then Syon House became crown property

again. Thus it seemed as if no blessing rested on any of the inmates

of the monastery after its rightful owners had been expelled. While

all this was happening in the once peaceful monastery the expelled

nuns, with Katherine Palmer as their superior, went to one of their

houses in Holland, at Dermonde or Dendermonde, founded from the

Dutch monastery of Maria Koudewater, where they were received

with great kindness. They returned to Syon House on the accession

of Queen Mary, but only to be driven out again when Elizabeth

came to the throne. The Duke of Feria, Ambassador to the King of

Spain, obtained the Queen's permission for them to embark for

Flanders, and he also furnished them with a vessel, in which they

sailed for Flanders and again took refuge at Dermond, where they

lived on alms sent them from their friends in England in a separate

wing of the monastery, and they received many subjects from Eng-

land, and here they remained till 1563, when they moved first to

Zurich Zee, where they did not stay long, then to Meshagen, near

Antwerp, from whence they had to flee to Mechlin, where they

remained for seven years, where Sir Francis Englefield secured a

house for them. Here the Abbess Katherine Palmer died, to the
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great grief of the community, and as they were now deprived of

their annuity, some of the nuns resolved to come to England to ask

for alms to support themselves, but they were arrested by Elizabeth's

myrmidons and cast into prison, where by their patience they edified

all who saw them. Meanwhile their sisters in Mechlin were not

faring much better, for they were persecuted by the Lutheran

soldiery, who insulted them, and if it had not been for some English

Protestant officers who protected them they would have been in as

bad or worse condition than those in England. Eventually, with

the assistance of their own countrymen, they escaped to Rouen,

where they remained fourteen years, and then finally settled at Lisbon

under the protection of the King of Spain.

While they were at Rouen they twice endured the horrors of a

siege, and they were constantly subject to persecution from the

Huguenots, and at last when Henry of Navarre came to the throne

and the English Ambassador of Elizabeth, his great Protestant ally,

arrived at Rouen it was imperative to move the Brigittines out of

France, or at any rate out of Rouen.

They had at this time for their confessor general Father Foster,

who had taken the Brigittine habit in 1584 and devoted himself to

the spiritual care of these nuns, who had suffered so much for their

holy religion. He proposed to them either to return to Flanders or

to migrate to Spain. After a good deal of deliberation and many
prayers for guidance, they chose the latter alternative, and with

Father Foster the community of monks and nuns set sail on Good
Friday, 1594, from Rouen to Havre. Here they were detained for

twenty-four days and subjected to much annoyance, but eventually,

after many difficulties. Father Foster succeeded, on May 5, in obtain-

ing a passage for them in a Flemish vessel from Havre to Lisbon.

After an eventful voyage, in which they experienced many dangers,

they arrived safely at Lisbon on May 20. Here they were kindly

received and at first took refuge with the nuns of the Esperanza,

but the Queen gave them sc«ne land at Sitio de Mocambo, where

they built a church and monastery, and Philip of Spain settled an

annuity upon them, and here at last they found a home for upwards

of two centuries, until they returned to England in 1861. Their

convent was destroyed by the g^eat earthquake at Lisbon in 1775,

but no member of the community was injured. The monastery was

soon rebuilt and the nuns continued to reside there for another fifty

years. An attempt to return to England was made in 1809, but it

did not succeed.

On their arrival in England they first went to Spettisbury, where

they had bought a house of some Augustinian nuns, and here they

settled after an exile of nearly three hundred years. There were
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then eleven nuns. Neither the climate nor the situation of their new
home in Spettisbury suited them, but their poverty prevented them

from moving for twenty-six years, though they never seem to have

looked upon Spettisbury as more than a temporary residence. At
length a very suitable site was given them by an English Catholic

gentleman near Chudleigh, in Devon, and the present abbey and

church were built, and thither the nuns moved in 1887.

Stroud, England.

THE THOUGHT-VALUE OF PROOF: AN EIRENICON.

I"
F IT can be truly said that all men are naturally desirous of

acquiring knowledge, the g^eat majority can be said also to

be desirous of possessing some sort of proof substantiating it.

It is not only in a carping or critical spirit that man asks for a

demonstration of what is put forward, or of what he himself ad-

vances as truth. The mathematician certainly does not undertake

to explore untrodden paths in his pure science with any desire to

find flaws in his own work ; nor does the pioneer in a science that is

striving to make itself "exact" put forward an hypothesis in the

expectation of finding it false. Yet both require proof in their

respective sciences, and rightly so. The mathematician has certain

fixed principles which he has undertaken to observe. He has certain

definite lines to work upon prescribed for him by the very nature of

his subject. The man of science welcomes any criticism of his

h)rpothesis as best tending, in the long run, to secure that very result

for which he labors. A clear sequence from its principles is the

triumph of mathematics. The hypothesis that comes out of a storm

of criticism unscathed has gone very far towards establishing itself

upon a firm basis. For truth is g^eat and will in the end prevail.

Proof, in matters where proof is possible, will always be demanded

by the reasonable man. He is anxious to see clearly and distinctly

just how far his knowledge holds together ; and proof, he is confident,

will show the links that bind it into a unity with its first principles.

For he has certain fixed principles of thought that he cannot dispute,

and he naturally wishes to have all the conclusions that he adopts

properly related to them. Therefore he asks for proof.

Even in those matters of which he is certain, about which no doubt

lingers in his mind, he desires to have further corroborative evidence,

to see clearly the foundations of his certitude. Many men go further

Darley Dale.
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than this. They are not satisfied until they have actually seen the

chain of evidence welded and have personally tested every link of it

Even then they examine it again and again, lest some flaw in the

workmanship should have escaped them and the proof be not so

valid as they thought. And when they have got their valid proot

they do not always stop. They go behind it and ask for the justifica-

tions upon which the demonstration rests. They question the first

principles themselves and demand a satisfactory theory of human
knowledge. Even when they have done all in their power to satisfy

their craving for knowledge and certainty, there are some who do

not rest content, but go on, over and over again, probing and testing

and verifying what has been done. For the skeptical habit of mind

often makes its own conditions as to just how far it will go in

accepting evidence of any particular sort.

The desire for proof, in the first instance, is not necessarily a sign

of doubt. The mind is held perfectly free to accept whatever oomes

to it, provided it comes clearly and distinctly. The search for further

evidence of truth already possessed has its root in a desire to know
clearly and distinctly the mental process by which it was attained.

We ask for demonstrations of things because we desire to perceive

them for ourselves. And, recognizing that the demonstration, if it

is to be of any real value, must be our own, in asking for proof we
are doing no more than attempting to project our own consciousness

outside ourselves, as it were, in order that we may examine its

nature, its sources and its processes. Proof, then, is principally a

setting forth of the method by which our reason has already reached

its conclusions. It has no place in the fixing of axioms or first prin-

ciples, since these cannot be said to be methodical. If the mind

assents to first principles, it is for no other reason than that it is of

the nature of the mind to do so. But, strictly speaking, no proposi-

tion that is untrue can be proved. No falsehood can really be

demonstrated. For once consciousness is projected in the form of

propositions, the mental processes by which they were reached can

be reviewed and tested. They are themselves the proof of the truth

or falsehood of the projected propositions. Thus everything that

is a natural object of contemplation on the part of the mind can be

proved, or else can be shown to occupy the position of a first princi-

ple, for it can be projected as an origin or as a conclusion with its

process.

If knowledge in general is a possession of mind, it follows that

the mind is in a sense identified with the truth it possesses. There

* It ia hardly necessary to point out that "projection" is used here In a
sense excluding In the strict sense any participation of the Divine natur»

on the part of creation.
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is no natural truth outside mind that is capable of entering into

knowledge. Even the truth of beings (or ontological truth) is only

true in so far as it is for mind. Our concepts—to go at once to the

raw material from which the whole intellectual fabric is built—^are

true only in so far as they are accurate mental representations of

those things of which they are the concepts. They are true because

in the mental representation there is a conformity between intellect

and thing. And the things, to a conformity to which the truth of

our concepts is due, are true in so far as they express imitable modes
of the Divine Mind. The projection of the Divine consciousness

in creation is the world of actuality, the realities with which we are

surrounded ; and that world is true in itself (ontologically) in so far

as it conforms to the imitable modes of the Divine consciousness.

For us it seems to be true primarily in itself, since the truth in our

human consciousness is first of all perceived as in conformity with

it. But in reality it is only true because of its relationship to God.

Thus, while we have a primary likeness to God in ourselves (since

we, too, are parts of external nature and thus conform to imitable

modes of the Divine consciousness), we acquire another likeness

also when our concepts conform to those realities that express, each

in its own fashion, the consciousness of God.

But when we go on to formulate truth as judgments, when we
affirm or deny, we leave the early stages in the subjective genesis of

knowledge. We compose and divide, we analyze and sjoithesize, until

the stately fabric of knowledge rises in its greater or less complete-

ness as a mental counterpart of the world of realities. It is not so

difficult to realize that such a growth of consciousness can be a

faithful counterpart of that real world when we remember that the

real world itself is a counterpart of consciousness.

But all natural human knowledge must of its nature be limited

and fragmentary, for it is thus seen to be made up of many items

of truth derived from created beings. The ontologfical truth of any

creature, as has just been pointed out, exists by reason of the infinite

intelligence. It exists as true for God. But it is an expression of

truth limited by the nature of that particular created being to which

it belongs. And, consequently, the truth that we possess of any

sensible being is a limited truth. Moreover, it is also limited by the

finite nature of our own minds ; so that, even were an infinite truth

before us, we should be unable to include it as such in our knowledge.

The only absolutely unlimited truth is God's own knowledge of Him-
self. For He is infinite. His understanding is infinite. And the

truth of God's knowledge is God. Because of the limited and frag-

mentary nature of the truth we possess, it is not always an easy

matter to project consciousness in the form of valid propositions;
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and for many kinds of proof the partial contributions of several con-

sciousnesses are required to make its validity apparent.

It may be asked, What is the force of proof if this is what it

means? How can proof be said to convince? First principles, as

has been noted, need no proof. They are evident. But the manner

in which assent is given to them illustrates to a certain extent the

way in which proof may produce its effect. If an intelligence reflects

upon its contents, or, in other words, upon itself, it perceives a certain

number of truths that it is unable to break up into any more primary

ones. It can refer them to no other truths from which it has derived

them. Similarly, when a real first principle of knowledge, using

the term in its broad sense, is formulated and presented to an intelli-

gence, its truth is immediately perceived. The human mind recog-

nizes a certain number of truths naturally. They are clearly seen

and they are evidently true. In other words, they are congenial to

the nature of the intelligence, and that is their best title to the claim

of full assent that they make upon it.

There are other principles less broadly applied, as a rule, and gen-

erally belonging rather to departments of knowledge than to knowl-

edge as a whole. They are limited to a definite subject-matter. For

this reason it follows that when such axiomatic principles are offered

for consideration their truth is not always seen at once. When the

intelligence first evolves them it does not give its full assent to them

with the same freedom and spontaneity as characterize its acceptance

of the first principles of a broader application. In such cases a

certain amount of mature reflection is necessary. The terms in

which the axiomatic principles are announced, the ideas in the rela-

tion of which they are found, must be carefully and exactly de-

termined by a deep and searching meditation. Their full import-

ance must first be realized. And the result of such a process, which

is not reasoning, but scrutiny, is the development of their lights and

shadows. They rise into consciousness with greater clearness and

evidence. Their truth is perceived.

The two cases in which these principles are seen by the intelligence

can be compared by a rough simile to physical vision. It needs but

to open the eyes to see certain objects. To see others an accommo-

dation of focus may be necessary. In the one case we see easily and

without any effort. In the other we stare, we look again and again.

The dispute raised by some philosophers as to first principles does

not affect materially the statements just advanced, for it relates not

so much to first principles in general as to the order of precedence

which first principles should have among themselves. And there

may be a confusion of thought involved in any attempt to place one

before another in the same order. The principle of contradiction
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undoubtedly expresses a truth, but for us it is true because it is evi-

dent. The principle of evidence also expresses a truth to which we
are obliged to assent by our very nature. Yet if the principle of

contradiction were conceivably false, the principle of evidence would

not necessarily be true. May not both, and others as well, be classed

together as first principles of different orders? May not the prin-

ciple of contradiction be the first ideal truth—that is to say, a prin-

ciple presupposed by every truth whatever, and that of evidence the

declaration of a primitive necessity of our nature, as the first accepted

fact upon which all our intellectual activity is based? All real first

principles are seen to be naturally congenial to the mind in which

alone they can have their place as truths. No proof is asked for and

none is legitimately desirable in their regard, for they are the funda-

mental conditions of knowledge in the intelligence of man.

Besides the truth expressed by the first principles of all knowledge

and the axiomatic principles, there is the great bulk of truths which

are not so easily perceived. These are the truths that are not seen

with a sufficient degree of clearness and evidence to produce their

immediate recognition. This fact doubtless follows from the natural

limitation of the mind. It is conceivable that a created intelligence

should exist which would be capable of recognizing all finite truths

immediately. And, as a matter of fact, it has been said that there are

certain individuals for whom what for the majority of men are con-

clusions reached by processes of reasoning are so plain and evident

in themselves that they do not need any demonstration. The proposi-

tions of Euclid over which many of us spent our youthful hours in

labor and tears did not present the same difficulties to the mind of

Isaac Newton or Rene Descartes. It is difficult to be certain that it

is not the result of the process of thought by which the truth was

once reached, but there are those to whose minds the Pons Asinorutn,

say, does not appear to stand in need of proof. Are not the angles

at the base of an isosceles triangle evidently equal ? And might not

truths such as' this be evident in other cases as well? The difficulty

of speaking positively upon such a point arises from the fact that a

mental process has de facto been gone through ; and it may be pre-

cisely because of that mental process that the conclusion now seems

to be as fevident as its own principles. However this may be, it is

certain that conclusions can rise in consciousness with a strength

and evidence similar to that of principles; and where they do not

so rise, but remain as conclusions, they can be shown to be connected

with an evolution and construction that takes place in the mind itself.

By the method of induction, by reflection upon principles, by the

evolution of their contents and by the gradual unfolding of their

implications, the non-intuitional truths are readied. The mind has
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the power of acting upon and transforming unique sensible experi-

ences that can only be united, related and combined in the spiritual

simplicity of a perceiving subject, into factors of truth. There is

no truth but for and in a mind. Why, then, are proofs ever ad-

vanced ? Why do we seek to demonstrate in forms of words those

conclusions of whose certainty we are persuaded? There are at

least two possible answers to be given. If we are consciously certain

of our conclusions we are, by implication, certain also of the process,

whatever it may be, by which they were obtained. And if that pro-

cess can be communicated to others, we shall have succeeded in

adding to the common store of knowledge by helping their minds

to unfold the truth for themselves. Moreover, even if we think we
are consciously certain of both conclusion and process, we know by

experience that not all conclusions have been true for us in the past,

nor all processes legitimate. In either case, therefore, we advance

what we call our proofs as lines of thought projected without our-

selves, as objectivized processes, by which our conclusions have been

evolved within our consciousness. If those lines of thought or pro-

cesses really are legitimate, if they represent the normal and natural

workings of the mind, they will, when expressed in words as proof,

appeal at once with a convincing force to any one who has, con-

sciously or not, developed intellectually along the same lines. In

the case of him who has never directed his attention to the subject-

matter in which the proof is the natural expression of the mind's

activity, they will act inductively in producing or setting up similar

evolutions and trains of thought

In any case, when the subjective process is objectivized and set

out in order, it can be followed and tested—that is, proved—step by

step, as it can never be while it remains in globo, part and parcel of

the living intelligence. This is really the prindpal function and

office of proof ; for it is the expression of the method and growth ot

truth within the intellectual subject. There is no truth in it, for

truth is only in mind, in the actual and vital nexus of ideas; and

proof consists of words spoken or of written or printed symbols.

Only can it be compared to ontolog^cal truth—the truth of beings as

expressions of the imitable modes of God's consciousness. For proof

can be likened to this truth, in that it is the expression of the con-

sciousness of man ; and the consciousness of man, being itself a real

effect and likeness of the Divine consciousness, its projection should

be in harmony, according to its nature, with world of realities.

Etymologically, "to prove" signifies to test, to try, to verify. In

this sense I conceive proof to have its true thought-value. It does

not prove in the sense popularly supposed. By it the thought-pro-

cesses, the working of the intellect, the mental development of
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themes, is approved. Even a valid proof cannot force certainty. It

can at most only induce a process similar to that of which it is a

projection. In most cases it does not even do that much, but merely

serves as an objectivized process for another intelligence consid-

ering it.

Naturally the htunan mind is set like a compass towards all natural

truth. Like a compass, it is deflected from its object by various

causes and for various reasons. Truth is its life-blood, and in so

far as it is deflected from truth it becomes withered and decrepit.

Ignorance and error are the sicknesses of the intelligence. Now,
natural truth is reached both naturally and spontaneously, provided

the mind is not deflected from its object. Only when it is called in

question, or when man wishes to know precisely how he has obtained

it, are the hidden processes of the intelligence by which it came into

being reviewed. And in their projection and examination an anti-

dote is found for the false or erroneous processes worked in the

unhealthy mind. Conclusions and processes can be checked when

they are expressed formally, baldly, categorically, in words—^pre-

cisely as proof.

But proof thus advanced by one has no effect upon a second intelli-

gence considering it unless it does in truth correspond to the similar

processes of that second intelligence. It fails to convince. It carries

little or no weight. In that case, if in consequence of a careful

examination of and a profound meditation upon it, a similar line of

mental activity is inductively set up, the proof approaches more

closely to that which is meant in the ordinary use of the word.

It is thus that in conversation—even with those with whom few

ideas may be shared in common—such valuable thought-processes

are so often set up. The fact will be patent to the reader. The

process of the one mind induces processes in the other; and, from

the interchanging play of heightening inductions, the subject of con-

versation rises with a vivid exactness of definition and a newly per-

ceived evidential value.

Another factor, however, enters here of which it may be well to

take notice in passing. The objectivized or projected processes of

the one, by reason of his personal modifications, idiosyncrasies and

bias, tend to modify, counteract and neutralize what may be the

result of personal modifications, idiosyncrasies and bias in the other.

And as the heightening of induction continues and the extraneous

matter is stripped off from both conclusion and process, what may
at first have been blurred and indistinct outlines come out sharp and

clear with an evidence that is the measure of their truth.

It has been said—^and for this very reason probably—that con-

versation is like the forming of a model in clay. We are able to
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round off the curves and cut the angles sharply while the model is

yet plastic. If there is truth in this statement, it is precisely because

of the intelligence acting inductively the one upon the other and cor-

recting what in either may be abnormal or purely personal.

Up to this point the nature and force of proof has been considered

only in subject-matters which nature has made the potential common
property of the human mind, and the considerations advanced make
no claim to be exhaustive, though by them the conclusion seems to

be well established. Proof is the objectivized expression or projec-

tion of those mental processes which express the natural life of the

soul in its faculty of reason as distinct from will.

But, more than this, the human mind is capable of an elevation to

supernatural truth, just as the human soul is capable of an elevation

to supernatural life. And as the natural life of the intelligence con-

sists in those vital processes that develop natural truth within it and

spiritually identify it with the things that it understands, so its

supernatural life, we must suppose, consists of parallel but higher

vital processes developing supernatural truth and conforming the

faculty, in a sense similar to intentional identification, with the beings

or truths supernatural which are the objects of its higher understand-

ing. In its identification with this higher truth the soul leads a new
life—or, rather, its life is at the same time more complete and more
intense. It is furnished with new motives for action, not so much
considered as ends without, but as real motive springs within itself.

And this new life is normally lived with all its consequences. The
implications of the supernatural life of truth in the intellect are un-

folded and developed, not in that faculty alone, but in the will as welL

There is not only a faith; there is also a love. And in the mani-

festations of either, as well as in the mutual play and interchange

of influence between them, is to be discerned the full spiritual life

of the human soul raised above nature by the grace of a living faith.

For faith is not a mere supplement of reason. The supernatural life

is not a mere appendix to the natural. In the order of truth, as in

the order of goodness, it is the fulfilling, the completion, the pleni-

tude. It is not a radical change that is wrought. It is not an addi-

tion as brick is added to brick in a building. It is an elevation of

the natural individual to a supernatural order, an identification of

his intelligence with supernatural truth, a strengthening and per-

fecting of his will by supernatural love.

To narrow the question once more to its intellectual aspect, the

soul holds or is identified with supernatural truth in virtue of its

II.
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elevation to the supernatural life. But what criterion has it of the

validity of that truth? Can it be proved to be true? Such ques-

tions differ very little from those relating to purely natural truth.

The nature of the faculty is not destroyed by grace. Its elevation

to the supernatural order does not supplant reason. It perfects and

transcends it. In its newer life it may still perceive its old principles

unchanged in substance, but taking on a newer and a fuller meaning.

It may be prepared to find new principles as an evidence of its larger

horizon and of its more certain power. To it they are clear and

evident. It does not dispute them. It cannot doubt them. They
are as fixed and as immutable as the principles of natural knowledge

;

even more fixed and immutable, since they add their own peculiar

guarantee to the clearness and the evidence of the latter. So also

the conclusions in this supernatural order are evident and clear in

the light of the principles. They are part and parcel of the elevated

intelligence with which they are identified as truths, just as the

natural conclusions are part and parcel of the purely natural mind

in so far as they are identified with it. But if a merely negative

doubt should arise, or if an individual wishes to render an account

of the possession of such truths, he inquires, as before, as to their

origfin. He projects them and the processes connected with them, as

it were, outside his consciousness. He renders them objective. Then
he examines the processes. He tests. He approves. The same

desire to see the chain that binds all, conclusions and principles,

together welded and tested link by link obtains again. Again he

is certain of his truths and, by implication, of the processes of con-

sciousness also. He is as anxious to have a complete, related state-

ment of his supernatural faith as of the natural certainties occupying

the place of principles and conclusions in his knowledge. Thus he

labors to project and objectivize the certain principles of what may
here at once be called revelation, as well as its certain conclusions.

He projects the processes, either of the natural or of the super-

natural life of the intelligence, by which both principles and conclu-

sions are identified with his consciousness. And this objectivized

form of consciousness is for him the proof not only of the super-

natural life and its truth, but also of the validity of the processes.

In other words, he uses proof suitable to the subject-matter with

which he is occupied. He projects his supernatural consciousness

not to criticize, but to approve. He objectivizes that which is identi-

fied with his elevated consciousness to test it for himself, to see that

it is normally in accord with that of others, to induce similar pro-

cesses and their conclusions from similar premises—in short, to

prove.

It may seem that a hard and fast line is here drawn between the
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natural and the supernatural; that in laying down a distinction

between the two the thought-value of the former is minimized and
that of the latter thrown into an altogether undue and mystical

prominence. I do not think that this can be urged precisely as an

objection to the doctrine. It is not, surely, as an objection, but

simply as a statement of fact, that a certain mystical value can and

ought to be attributed to the principles, conclusions and processes

of a consciousness that is really elevated and expanded to a fuller

and a supernatural life. The principles are not repugfnant to those

of the same consciousness taken upon a lower plane. The conclu-

sions are not incompatible with the results in a more restricted order.

The processes are not diametrically opposed to the processes obtain-

ing in the purely natural intelligence. At least we should be led

to expect as much in a comparison of the projection of both. And
we do find it so; for they are not really two distinct and separate

consciousnesses, but one and the same. The fact that it is super-

naturalized does not alter its nature. Even when we abstract the

one from the other we observe a sameness of nature and method in

our abstractions. In the one case of proof the condition of ap-

proval is the naturalness of the method by which the intelligence is

seen to have been working. In the other, to this condition is added

the consideration that the natural intelligence is strengthened, filled

out, perfected. In the first case the compatibility of the various

items of certain truth is perceived in their cohesion, when projected,

to the fixed and fundamental truths that justify themselves by their

own evidence. A conclusion is said to be evident in its principles.

The justification of a conclusion, then, is the naturalness of the intel-

lectual process by which it g^ew out of its principles and came to be

identified with the intelligence as truth.

In the other case, the same method holds. The compatibility of

the various items of certain truth is perceived in their projected

cohesion to the principles of revelation. These principles are justified

by their own evidence. They are identified with the supernatural

life of the intelligence. The justification of the conclusions, here

again, is the evidence that they are one part of legitimate thought-

processes of which another part is the principles. As truths, they

also are identified with the intelligence and thus are neither approved

nor disapproved. They simply convince. And it is noteworthy that

here, as in the natural consciousness, false principles carelessly

adopted and erroneous conclusions depending upon non-normal

processes also simply convince. Thus he who acts according to his

mistaken conscience and, not having any doubt as to the validity of

the processes of his consciousness, adopts its principles and conclu-

sions, is said to act erroneously, indeed, but not sinfully. He is
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morally bound to examine when there is a prudent doubt, not before.

So the religious consciousness is projected or objectivized in order

that it may be approved. Thus proof is seen here again not to be

proof in the popular meaning of the word, but a mere setting out

objectively of the truth with its thought-process. Argumentative

demonstration can never convince directly, for conviction is a state

of mind in which it perceives the truth as part of itself. It presup-

poses experience.

It may be asked, Does not such a view take away all vestiges of

reality from the truths of revelation? Is it not an extreme and

hopeless subjectivism, in the last scrutiny of the purest individual-

istic type? I think it can be shown not to be so. In our natural

knowledge, if we search among its fixed and certain principles, we
shall find one in virtue of which we are obliged to concede an

objective reality to things. We are not, as a matter of fact, able

to rest in a pure subjectivism. The truth of such a principle as that

of causality, in so far as it is a truth and thus identified with the

mind, must be subjective. But we refer, and by the constitution of

our nature we are obliged to refer, it to realities external to our-

selves. We point to external things as evident. We cannot but

realize the objective value of the principle, and that realization, itself

also a truth and identified with intelligence, takes us very far back

along the essential lines of our nature. We grope here at the very

roots of intelligence. Like Pyrrho, we find it hard—impossible—^to

throw off human nature. No matter what detailed account we are

prepared to give of the origin of our knowledge, it can never be a

purely subjective one in the face of this principle. While truth lies

within only, reality is recognized as being without the mind.

And so for the subjectivism of revelation. We objectivize it in

order to appreciate it and approve it as consciousness and as valid

processes of consciousness. In that sense, objectively, it contains

no truth. Our words and formulae can only be considered as true

in a sense analogous to the truth of beings. They are true in so far

as they faithfully represent and embody our consciousness. But we
should be unable to rest in such an appreciation were there no

more than this. As we are obliged, naturally, to refer the truth of

natural consciousness, expressed by the principle of causality, to

realities without the mind, so are we obliged to refer these truths of

the higher supernatural consciousness to realities without itself.

And as we can point to fact external to ourselves in the one case

as evident; so, in the case of supernatural truth, we can point to

external historic fact as evident In the one case we can adduce the

evidence of our senses here and now. In the other we can appeal

to the evidence of history. And it is necessary that we should do so.
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Our consciousness, even in its spiritualized and supernatural plane,

must get into touch somewhere with reality. In the manifestation

of the Christ—to take the concrete case—tlie two planes coincide.

Our consciousness of Christ, our experience here and now, the facts

of revelation and the grace of intellectual strengthening are referred

to and derive from the historic Christ. If, then, the supernatural

consciousness is necessarily subjective and out of touch with objec-

tive reality, so is the natural. As a matter of fact, neither the one

nor the other is so.

What we know as the laws of nature are only generalized expres-

sions of external facts, the extreme generalization of which is the

law, or principle, of causality. But precisely as they are generalized

expressions they can only have their place in consciousness. Never-

theless, the facts of which they are the mental expression are exterior

to and exist independently of ourselves. Just so, the dogmas of

revealed theology' can only be found in the intellectual consciousness

;

but they have their ontolog^cal truth in real and exterior facts. To
point to the one and to appeal to the other is to follow the permanent

and necessary working of consciousness towards the real objects of

which it has knowledge, with which it is identified in truth. To
project the whole subjective aspect of truth, to objectivize the entire

consciousness, is to put forward a proof.

Proof, then, would of its nature seem to be quite secondary. It

does not, and it is not intended to convince. It only registers the

process of conviction. Moreover, it only registers the results of

reflex action. It objectivizes what the mind finds in contemplating

itself, and the processes and the convictions are often there before

any such contemplation is begun. This is true for him, at least, who
advances proof.

Among the natural functions of all proof, the following might be

noted as summarizing the results already obtained

:

I. It is a function of proof, considered as objectivized and projected

consciousness, to show the natural identification between the pure

—

or the elevated—intellect and the things understood; to account for

principles, processes and conclusions by presenting them in an

orderly and related manner for inspection.

II. It is a function of proof to appear to demonstrate conclusions

to those who recognize it as a projected statement of their own con-

sciousness. To such it at once appeals as identical, in a sense, with

themselves. It also has the fimction of inductively setting up similar

processes and evolutions of consciousness in other minds. In this

function it most closely approximates to the common idea of proof.

III. It has the function of providing a basis for the weeding out

and minimizing of error arising from extraneous factors entering
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into the mental processes, personal peculiarities, unequally balanced

attention to the various parts and details of the process, lack of

attention.

IV. Lastly, it has the function of satisfying the purely intellectual

craving for knowledge by exhibiting the bare essentials in which it

consists stripped of and removed from all unnecessary matter. It

shows how those bare essentials are really involved in the process by

which consciousness identifies itself with trutli, and that they are

necessitated by the very nature of the human intelligence. And it

does this by bringing that consciousness and intelligence reflexly

into a state in which its own evidence is apparent to itself.

It may be interesting, by way of illustration, to consider how the

foregoing theory of proof works out in concrete examples. Cer-

tainty is a condition, a subjective attitude, of consciousness. Truth

is the conformity of consciousness to the realities known. The
implicit trust in the worth of our intellectual faculty—or, better

perhaps, for we need not build all on "belief," the nature of our

minds impels us to invest all certainty with the character of truth.

The only possible test of the value of our consciousness is evidence

;

and evidence, as we have seen, is to be sought in the principles and

processes of thought.

It was at one time commonly held that the sun moved round the

earth. This was to many, at the time, a certainty and held as true

;

but it was not a truth. A fuller knowledge of facts and of the

quasi-axiomatic principles connected with them was suiHcient to

dispel the error. The principles, but not necessarily the processes,

were at fault. The conclusion was valueless because its process

lacked true foundations. The old conclusion and process were not

to be welded to the new principles. So the conclusion went by the

board as a certainty of consciousness, not because it was not a part

of a valid and natural process, but because the process, when

separated from its principles, was incomplete. A process nowhere

coming into touch with reality is barren. Thus A is B, B is C;

therefore A is C is fruitless and worthless (except as a generalized

formula). And how could these principles be mistaken? Because

they were not first principles, but secondary ones. Because they

were not axiomatic in the sense of the mathematical axioms, but as

inductions. They were, in fact, false conclusions of another and a

prior process of consciousness, the result of hasty and incomplete

generalization. And so, just here, where the planes of reality and

thought ought to have crossed, there is no contact between them;

III.
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and, this point once perceived, the certainty of the conclusion had to

be abandoned as having no real contact with facts.

A form of the atomic theory that is sometimes advanced is a good
example of the way in which an apparently legitimate mental process

may be seen, when projected, not to be congenial to the nature of

consciousness. Granted here that the observations which are gen-

eralized are true and that the guiding thought-principles are valid,

when the process bearing with it as a conclusion this form of the

atomic theory is objectivized it is seen to exceed the normal lines of

mental activity. There is a break in the continuity of what ought

to be one continuous process, where the mind apparently leaves the

thought-forms of chemistry to plunge abruptly into the middle of

another process having to do with the ultimate constitution of sub-

stance. The evidence of the original facts and principles induced is

clear. To a point, also, the process is evident. Then comes a gap.

The new process, were there evident principles to justify it, would

tiself be evidently natural. But the first set of principles and their

dependent process will not stand the strain of the second process

and its conclusion. The evidence is seen to be lacking in a scrutiny

of the complete objectivized consciousness, for the second process and

its conclusion has nowhere a contact with reality and fact

A further example may be borrowed from the pages of theology.

An intellectual being confirmed in grace is incapable of sinning.

Radically, of course, since the nature of the being is unchanged by

grace, the power of choice of evil or of good remains intact. The
free will is not destroyed. But to that power of choice is presented

a something which, as a matter of fact, secures the constant actual

choice of good. The free choice of the will is irrevocably set towards

good. Now, since the will follows the intelligence—since nihil

volitum nisi pracognitum—we are free to suppose that something

to be in the latter faculty. In the light of the thewy advanced, it

will be that certainty of principle, process and conclusion which is

identified with the consciousness and which is perceived reflexly to

be indeed congenial to its nature. The "confirmation in grace" of

theology obtains in the supernatural order; and the principles of

that order come from without consciousness in some form of revela-

tion. They are not evolved by the mind or generalized from ob-

servations. The consciousness with which they are identified lives

its life, strengthened, perfected, heightened by grace. Its processes

are, if it may be so expressed, supematurally natural. Its conclu-

sions are adequately seen. And its reflex vision of its own being and

contents is so clearly evident that there is no possibility of its

mistaking. It is certain of its identification with truth. The will

follows it in a complete adhesion to good.

Digitized by
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Although the number of examples could be prolonged indefinitely,

a last one can be found in an account of mysticism. It is difficult

to find a precise and distinct definition of the subject. I here take

it to express that attitude of mind towards things spiritual which

cannot be accounted for by any identification with purely natural

principles, processes and conclusions. Mysticism is, apparently, non-

natural and exotic. In the intellect it is denoted by new and fuller

conceptions; in the will by a stronger adhesion to its object; in the

senses by a downward play of the higher nature which sharpens and

intensifies; in the whole individual by a heightened life. This is

clear from the lives and writings of such mystics as St. Teresa or

St. John of the Cross. Interpreting these characteristics in the light

of the theory of proof advanced, it would seem that either the con-

clusions of the natural consciousness rise as evident principles of

the supernatural or new supernatural principles become self-evident.

In any case the natural consciousness would be quickened beyond

its normal intensity and scope and the mental processes would close

in certain conclusions. For their truth the evidence of the princi-

ples and processes are the guarantee. All the implications of such

supernatural certainty, as of the natural, work out in the other

faculties. The constancy of the mystic in adverse circumstances,

his—to the ordinary man—curious estimate of the facts and realities

in the natural order, his domination of the lower plane of conscious-

ness and of his sensitive nature, find an explanation. He is living

the supernatural life. His mind is raised to a higher plane and is

more closely identified with truth. His will follows in its closer

adhesion to the good. His natural imagination is subdued and

responds to the higher quickening.

But to certify to all this reflex scrutiny is necessary. To perceive

the certainty as also truth an objectivization of consciousness is re-

quired. Thus it is possible to understand the existence of false

mystics. The projected consciousness is tested, first as consistent

with the thought-principles of the supernatural life, then as a real

filling out of the natural. And where it is inconsistent with itself,

where the principles, in the last resort, are not evident in fact or in

revelation, or the processes congenial to the strengfthened faculty,

or the "certain" conclusions related as parts of the processes, the

thought-value of the whole is nil; the mysticism is false. And as

a further test there is the comparison of the supernatural with the

natural consciousness that can be made by means of a mental abstrac-

tion of the one from the other. Since the latter is not destroyed by

the former, its principles, processes and conclusions must remain

intact. But though no contradiction must exist between the two

under penalty of false mysticism, the discovery of an entire shifting
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of principles and conclusions need not surprise us. That the prin-

ciples are all evident in consciousness and the processes are congenial

to its nature are the tests. In the projection of the whole conscious-

ness as a related and coherent unity lies the evidence, or proof, of

mysticism and the guarantee of its implications and consequences

in all departments of life.

Francis Aveling.
Liondon, Bnarland.

THE IRONY OF SHAKESPEARE.

WHEN Marc Antony said, "I am no orator as Brutus is," he

was talking ironically and thereby transgressing the

boundaries of truth in an opposite sense to that of Fal-

staff when he related his memorable adventure with the men in

Lincoln Green. St. Thomas, after Aristotle, opposes ironia to

jactantia, or boasting, each being a species of lie involving, the one

an understatement, the other an overstatement of our own merits.

When the Pharisees disfigured their faces in order to show men that

they were fasting, they were gfuilty of both these forms of lying,

because they concealed one kind of excellence in order to make

pretence of another. The prophet Amos when he says, "I am no

prophet," is acquitted^ of the charge of irony because the truth of

his words is saved by the fact that he did not, by birth, belong to

the class of professional prophets. For similar reasons, doubtless,

Antony might be found guiltless of the charge of irony as under-

stood by St. Thomas. At any rate, if we contrast him with Sir

John Falstaff he was in comparatione illius multo innocentior.

Of the morality of the different forms of irony it is not our present

intention to speak. The irony or feigned ignorance of Socrates is

a device which many a schoolmaster would be loath to forego. The

graceful humility of an author who pretends that his choicest in-

spirations are due to some unknown fifteenth century manuscript

instead of to his own sweet inventiveness is an excess of reserve

which may or may not edify the reader. But even those who per-

ceive ethical defectiveness in such departures from the way of plain

truth would still be willing, probably, that the transgressor should

keep his tongue in his cheek and follow his own conscience, such

as it is.

The irony of life in its manifold forms, and dramatic irony, which

1 2a 2ae ozili., 1.

Digitized by
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is a poetic presentment of these, imply the striving of a human agent

who shapes his destiny in ignorance of some impending catastrophe,

or in despite of certain facts which change tlie issues of his action.

The defect from truth here consists not so much in an actual under-

statement of the facts as in the withholding of complete knowledge.

The irony resides in the mind of him who, whether studiously or

otherwise, withholds such knowledge and permits the agent to live

for unattainable ends or to reap the consequences of his ignorance.

Thus irony is attributed to fate or necessity, which endows an
Achilles or an CEdipus with all the gifts which seem to mark him
out for a great and prosperous career, and then gives the lie to its

promises by plunging him in undeserved calamity. The irony of

God, who allowed Adam's culpable ignorance to work out its own
retribution, is expressed in Scripture by the words, "Behold Adam
is become as one of us, knowing good and evil."

Examples of the studied irony, which prepares the situation on

dramatic lines in order to deliver a blow with greater effect, are to

be found in Nathan's rebuke of David, delivered suddenly home
with the words, "Thou art the man," and in the pageant organized

by Assuerus when he had Aman hanged on the gibbet prepared for

Mordecai.

The leading motif of the Greek drama was the idea of necessity

considered in its inexorableness rather than in its irony. Yet this

latter element was naturally prominent as a consequence of the

former. The Athenians, always keenly alive to the subtleties of

terse dialogue, loved to hear an CEdipus, in language of double

import, allude unconsciously to the network of destiny that was

already enfolding him.

The irony of things may be reflected in a peculiar and personal

manner in the mind of an author, and when this subjective or reflex

irony is connected with the power that comes from reserve, it will

contribute not a little towards giving a character to his style. It

enables him to suggest more than he says, or to point to conclusions

the opposite of those which his words might be taken to imply.

We like to moralize on the various vanities of life, but the moral

must not be pointed too directly by one who does the moralizing

for us. Thucydides avoids the didactic shoal by means of the

speeches which he puts into the mouths of his historical characters.

In that made by the Athenian envoys in the council hall at Melos

we have an elaborate picture of the kind of pride that comes before

an unexpected fall, while from this dialogue and others we gather,

too, the peculiar cynicism and contempt for the democracy which lay

deep in the mind of the author himself.

A favorite form of irony with certain quasi-scientific writers con-
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sists in the suppression of a "but." It is used by those who, standing

on a superior level, "classify" the beliefs and most cherished convic-

tions of their less enlightened fellow-men. They do not refute or

condemn, they merely state the position of their victims and with

sympathizing condescension set forth all that is to be said for the

grounds of it. Their statement is so like a panegyric that the reader

is apt to be deceived unless he can find between the lines the adversa-

tive clause which dashes the victim from the pedestal to which he

was lifted. The author knew, though he did not state, where the

weakness lay.

A Jesuit father once complained in a review of a well-known

novel that the author had made an ignorant and unfair presentment

of the typical Jesuit. While regretting that he had gfiven offense,

the author protested that he had depicted what he considered to be

a line character. He had expected, no doubt, that it should be said

:

"They were classified and were not ashamed."

It is one of the ironies of the drama that it is unable, or nearly so,

to deal successfully with absolute perfection. The Christian hero

as such, at any rate, does not appear to advantage on the stage.

Whether from the necessity of the case, or that the genius to deal

with him has not yet arisen, he is apt to look very like a prig. Who
would wish to see St Edward the Confessor or St Louis on the

stage? The hero must have his faults and his weaknesses or else

he will be undramatic.

No dramatist knew this truth better tlian Shakespeare. Macbeth

is even more sinful than he is heroic. Othello is unrestrained in his

jealousy and without that resignation which would have checked

and saved him, while it would have spoiled the play. Lear is bar-

barous and extravagant alike in his love and in his hatred.

The irony of life is nowhere more powerfully reflected in the

drama than when a noble character is undone or rendered mis-

chievous by some inherent and even unrecognized weakness. When
the weakness is obvious, as in the three cases just cited, the minds of

the spectators are divided between pity and admiration in the propor-

tion intended by the author. But when party passions and party

principles are at play it is not always clear what kind of sympathy

the author wishes to evoke.

For purposes of illustration we will take the case of an imaginary

dramatist who produces a trilogy of which the rise, the glory and

the fall of Napoleon are the respective subjects. In the second

piece, let us suppose, the hero appears in the character of the ideal

patriot who has raised his country from the state of confusion and

terror so powerfully represented in the first. Such is the enchant-

ment of his personality that, at a crisis in the battle, every (^cer
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about him begs for the privilege of dying for him on a forlorn hope.

In a speech to his men he asks for forgiveness if he has sinned in

loving glory even more than he has loved his country, adding that,

.

if this be a sin, he is conscious of none other. No one is even

tempted to condemn him. The curtain falls and the spectators

depart, each one fired with an overwhelming sense of patriotism.

But certain indications in the piece itself and the whole tenor of the

sequel go to show that the author was all along much more reserved

in his sympathies. The hero in exile soliloquizes on the outcome of

his glorious career. The manhood of France, many times decimated

and sacrificed to his favorite goddess of glory, haunt him in spirit

and reproach him for having left their country,widowed and defense-

less, a prey to the invaders whom they had so often defeated for

him and not for her. His glory has been his ruin and their own.

With the purpose of the action thus clearly forced upon them, the

critics of such a dramatist would hesitate to say that, in any part

of the series of events, he has stooped from his high level of detach-

ment and thrown himself in with his hero. If the series had ended

with the second play, the known facts of history and certain sugges-

tions in the play itself might have led some of the spectators to

suspect his irony, but the majority would not have recognized it.

As it is, they are able to see that the hero is a creation of the poet

rather than an emanation from his mind ; that he has a quasi-inde-

pendent existence, acts, as it were, according to the nature where-

with he was originally endowed, but that the whole sphere of his

activity and his interests is made subordinate to the higher purpose

of showing his creator's vision of life.

Now, instead of an imaginary Napoleonic trilogy, let us take

Shakespeare's "Henry V." The author of it more than any other

dramatist has the name of being a true creator of his characters.

They are individualized types, thrown off from his mind, and he

does not send them as prophets to utter his messages among men.

They mirror life as he sees it, and while doing so, they reflect, by

their combination, the fairest vision of all—the mind of Shakespeare.

If the word of God is in Scripture, the character of God is in nature,

especially in mankind ; and in the poet's imitation of the creative act

his mind and character are analogously impressed on the creatures

of his fancy. All that is true and real in human life has God for its

author, yet human life by no means expresses God's idea of things

as they ought to be ; nor is the poet's world, nor any part of it, in-

tended to convey lessons of absolute perfection. His idealizing

consists in so adjusting the circumstances to the characters that the

latter may work themselves out more rapidly and consistently than

in the humdrum of real life. Moreover, since he idealizes life as he
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sees it and not as it ought to be, it will be harder to find a man after

the poet's own heart in the drama than a man after God's own heart

in the world.

Yet among Shakespeare's heroes many find a notable exception

in the case of Henry V. Here, at any rate, there would seem to be

no such thing as irony, no implied suggestion of wasted greatness

and no reserve on the part of the poet in identifying himself with

his hero. Shakespeare seems here to be simply abandoning himself

to his sense of patriotism and throwing himself into the effort to

produce a truly national play. The hero has plucked away the weeds

which sprang from the exuberance of his nature and comes forth to

answer the hopes of a nation weary of division and longing to be

united under a King who is at once a God-fearing Christian man
and a leader without fear and without reproach. If he is not an

ideal monarch in the strictest sense, if he has not the spotless integrity

of a King Arthur nor the fenced and guarded majesty of Caesar, he

is at any rate a complete Englishman. His character is pitched in

an attainable key, and no one more exactly than he could fit in with

the special needs of the time. If there is irony at all, it will be

discovered only by such as would look for the note of exalted

majesty in their national hero and find a dramatic disappointment of

their hopes in his love of practical jokes and his rather undignified

wooing. But of irony on a gfrand scale, of the hanging of great

destinies on the fall of a handkerchief or the belying of high promise

through some unnoticed flaw in the character, there seems no sug-

gestion in Henry V.

It is true that there is, properly speaking, no sequel to this play,

and therefore no studied attempt on the part of the poet to effect

in his audience a sudden change of feeling towards his hero. The
possibility of creating such a transformation might have been too

strong a temptation for a weaker man than Shakespeare, as it has

proved too strong for many a rhetorician exulting in his power of

swaying the feelings of his audience. The expressed "but" is not

to be looked for in "Henry VI.," which seems to have been written

earlier and which probably is not entirely from the hand of Shake-

speare. Yet the known facts of history are such as to prevent a

sober moralist from allowing his undivided sympathies to go out to

the hero of Agincourt. Henry's claim to the French throne was
based on a palpable fiction, and his attack upon France in the hour

of her weakness was as unchivalrous as it was unjustifiable. The
policy, moreover, which prompted it was of that desperate character

which sometimes drives the ruler of a divided nation into foreign

wars in order to escape from civil strife at home. In Henry's case

this policy, though successful for a time, in the end only aggravated
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the evil it was intended to cure. The wars of Edward III. had

given rise to a class of professional soldiers or retainers who, like

the condottieri in Italy, were the curse of the country and the terror

of all peaceful citizens. Under a capable military ruler like Henry

V. they were attached to the throne, but when the pageant of con-

quest came to an unexpected end they poured back into their own
country and sought employment there. Under the unwarlike

Henry VI. this sudden influx of landless resolutes had its natural

consequence in the Wars of the Roses and in a long period of

anarchy, which came to an end only when these bravos and their

employers were destroyed by mutual slaughter.

Regarded from the point of view of that larger patriotism which

has not only country but Christendom for its object, the Hundred

Years' War was even more deplorable in its consequences. Cressy,

Poitiers and Agincourt were fought at a time when the Ottoman

Turks were gfrowing rapidly in power and threatening to overrun

Europe. That they did not succeed in doing so was scarcely owing

to the patriotism of Christian peoples and princes. These latter

were doing their best to prepare the way for the common enemy by

warring with one another. If the military undertakings of Richard

Coeur de Lion and St. Louis in the East ended ingloriously, they at

least had the merit of a larger public spirit and gained some measure

of respect for the Christian arms. The performances of their suc-

cessors in the fifteenth century were surely less creditable from every

point of view. "People are apt to ask," says Newman,* "what good

came of the prowess shown at Ascalon or Damietta, forgetting that

they should rather ask themselves what good came of the conquests

of our Edwards and Henries, of whom they are so proud. If

Richard's prowess ended in his imprisonment in Germany, and St.

Louis died in Africa, yet there is another history which ends as

ingloriously in the Maid of Orleans and the expulsion of tyrants

from a soil they had usurped."

With this view of the facts before us \ve shall do well to ask

ourselves whether Shakespeare is in reality maintaining considerable

deserve in his presentment of Henry V. or whether he identifies

himself with that idea of patriotism which is current among the

unthinking multitude. Is it his purpose to stir up universal admira-

tion for his hero, or is there an appeal for the more discriminating

among his audience to their sense of tears in human things? The
mind of Shakespeare is not merely many-sided but universal, and

when he deals with facts under some particular aspect he does not

lose sight of their bearing on the whole scheme of life. Hence

when, with an Englishman's pride, he recalls the glories of Agin-

a "Historical Sketches," Vol. I., Lect. VI., sec. 4.
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court, he can hardly wish to banish from his mind certain deeper

sympathies evoked by the whole course of events of which those

glories were but an episode. Were it otherwise "Henry V.," amid

the unity of Shakespeare's plays, would appear with an incongruity

resembling that of certain monuments in Westminster Abbey which

display a species of patriotism strangely out of keeping with the

spirit of the place. Henry's own tomb in the Abbey and that of

King John in Worcester Cathedral are both monuments of patriotism

tempered and elevated by religion. The glory recalled by the one

and the weakness and disgrace associated with the other are left to

the judgment of God, while the dust of either monarch reposes in

the peace of God's temple. So, analogously, in the temple of Shake-

speare's mind nothing is extenuated and naught set down in malice,

while over the hurly-burly of human passions and human interests

reigns that peaceful influence which creates and embraces all.

The whole series of plays which deal with the rise and fall of the

Lancastrian dynasty naturally suggest the idea of the working out

of a gfreat retribution—^the penalty which has to be paid for the

usurpation of Henry IV. and the murder of Richard. The keynote

is truck by the Bishop of Carlisle in the fourth act of "Richard H. :"

That it ever occurred to Henry V. that he himself, by his victories,

was preparing the way for this retribution, so as to render it the

more heavy for his own house and his people, there is no indication

in the play. The shadow of Nemesis does not haunt him as it

haunted Orestes. Yet it seems hardly consistent with the character

of Shakespeare's genius, as gathered from his works as a whole, to

suppose that the thought of the coming Nemesis was not actively

present to him as he wrote. If he does not point the irony, it is

because it is already pointed by our knowledge of his mind.

But there is another kind of irony which does seem studiously

pointed. It concerns the inherent injustice of the claims by means

of which Henry sought to reconcile his conscience with his passion

for military glory. His claim to the English throne was question-

able enough, and he was eager to begin his reign by showing con-

clusively that, whatever might be thought of his title de jure, he was

fit to be King de facto. His dying father says to him

:

The woe's to come; the children yet unborn
Shall feel this day aa sharp to them as thorn.

By what by-paths and Indirect crook'd ways
Heaven knows, my son.

I met this crown . .

. . Therefore, my Harry,. . xuerviure, luy xiarrjr.

Be It thy course to busy giddy minds
With foreign quarrels; that action, hence borne out.

May waste the memory of the former days.

To this his son replies, with true English logic

:
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My gracious Uece,
Tou won It, wore It, kept it, gave it me;
Then plain and right must my possession he.

But though actual possession and the will of the nation were in

his favor as sovereign of England, there was not a shadow of reason

in his pretensions to the throne of France. If the claim of his great-

grandfather, Edward III., could not bear examination, his own was

still less worthy of serious attention. Yet he has made up his mind

that glory must be won, and, being no less desirous to square his

conscience with the enterprise, he determines to abide by the judg-

ment of the highest prelate in the land.

Archbishop Chichele was a penitent of the same school as Henry
IV. That monarch had designed to atone for his usurpation by the

conquest of Jerusalem. The Archbishop, who was perhaps more

sincere in his repentance, founded All Souls College in order to

provide Masses in perpetuity for the souls of those for whose death

he felt himself responsible when he counselled the invasion of France.

He appears before us in the play as a man hardly less well formed

for dealing with the practical side of life than Henry himself, and

as little given to counting the difficulties that lie in the path he has

once chosen to follow. His knowledge of divinity seems on a level

with the King's, of whom he says

:

He sees clearly that the King's eagerness for ready money provides

him with a favorable opportunity of averting a wholesale confiscation

of ecclesiastical property, threatened by the Commons. He therefore

makes a generous offer on the part of the clergy as a contribution

to the war. Henry, who thus knows what sort of decision to expect

from him, has no hesitation in laying before him all his scruples,

and begs him to answer according to his conscience. The Arch-

bishop, without looking either to the right or to the left, takes the

Kingf's own point of view and makes the whole question turn upon

the interpretation of the Salic law. With a great parade of special

knowledge and an argument from Scripture, he proves that the law

in question is no bar to Henry's title, and bids him unfold his flag

in God's name. The King's scruples are completely set at rest, and

without any misgivings about the justice or the policy of the proceed-

ing, he promptly invites the French King to yield up his dominions.

His buoyancy and confidence last through the campaign, and his

splendid unconsciousness of guile is fittingly expressed by his words

after the victory

:

Hear him but reason In divinity,
And, all-admiring, with an Inward wish,
Tou would desire the king were made a prelate.

Do we all holy rites;

Let there be sung Non tioMs and Te Daum.
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Henry, the man of action, brings all his purposes to a successful

issue because, unlike Hamlet, the man of many thoughts, he is not

g^ven to "thinking too precisely on the event." Both men are con-

scientious, but Hamlet is the slave of doubts and fancied possibilities

suggested by a conscience which he cannot control, while Henry, on
the contrary, has the fortunate g^ft of being able to form his con-

science very much in accordance with his wishes. The irony in this

case lies in the shaping of a career which seems to display all the

qualities of heroism in action, but which is in hidden antagonism to

the moral law. In the mind of Shakespeare Henry, at least in his

regenerate days, is the typical English gentleman, the soul of sin-

cerity and honor, wanting in subtlety of mind, but possessed of a

practical judgment which, though sound in most respects, is capable

at times of ignoring objective morality in the most invincible per-

suasion of righteousness.

Not less devoted to principle than Henry V., and far more philo-

sophically studious of principles in the abstract, is Brutus, the

secondary hero of "Julius Caesar." He is sometimes considered the

principal hero of the play, but it is hard to see how this can have

been intended by Shakespeare. It is true that Qesar appears but

seldom, and that in him there is no serious attempt at characteriza-

tion, whereas Brutus is the most prominent actor in the drama and

his character is minutely drawn. But then Caesar is the dominant

influence which, whether in life or in death, shapes the whole action

of the play. He is foremost in the minds of men, and even his

murdered body is the energizing centre of all the passions that play

around it. As in a religious picture the central figure is sometimes

conventionally drawn, out of reverence or from a feeling of inability

on the part of the artist to rise to the dignity of his subject, so

Shakespeare is content to mark the position of his hero above the

common level by portraying him in a manner that is somewhat

angular and melodramatic. Caesar's high estimate of himself is

expressed in language which in real life would appear ludicrously

bombastic and calculated only to destroy the dignity it was supposed

to maintain. A great man in real life endeavors to hide the naked-

ness of his pride by clothing it in dignified language so that the flaw

in his greatness is not betrayed at every turn. But it is precisely

the flaw in Caesar's character that Shakespeare wishes to make
prominent, and he does so by making his words express the naked-

ness of his thoughts. The conventional method which is adopted

justifies such treatment. It distinguishes the resultant from a mere

caricature and effects the main purpose of exhibiting acknowledged

greatness marred by extreme self-consciousness.

Brutus is no doubt a better man than Caesar, but he is a much
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smaller figTire on the stage of life. The irony of his fate is that his

sense of rectitude and his presumably stern devotion to principle

lead him on to the murder of a greater and wiser man than himself

at the bidding of a lesser. He sees life through the medium of

books and is incapable of estimating the characters of living men.

He thinks that Cassius is actuated by the same high principles as

he is himself and takes Antony for what he pretends to be, "a plain,

blunt man," from whom no harm is to be feared. But the great

flaw in his character is the lack of a certain healthy opportunism

which should have supplemented his philosophy and led him to see

that the Rome of his day was not the Rome of old, and that the

strong hand of Caesar was needed to prevent license and anarchy in

a State in which freedom had become impossible. Brutus was

Caesar's friend. Caesar had a power of surveying things as they

are, an initiative and a masterly force of will which were entirely

lacking in Brutus. Yet Brutus had qualities admirably fitted to

supplement those of such a leader, and Caesar was well aware of it.

"For Brutus, as you know, was Caesar's angel." That was his true

destiny. A governor of a province or as a counsellor at home, his

uprightness, gentleness and amiability would have corrected what

was harsh or arrogant in his master and plucked the sting of tyranny

from his rule. To bring his philosophy to bear usefully on life, to

enable him to do great things, he needed the direction of a man of

action capable of giving the necessary impulse to his practical energy

for good. He deliberately chooses to take his lead from Cassius,

under whose guidance he misses his destiny. His active qualities

are called into play, but they are directed upon a course which ends

in the murder of his benefactor and the ruin of his country.

In the management of his conscience Brutus stands in a position

half way between that of Hamlet and of Henry V. He fails to get

rid of his scruples, but he does not allow them to interfere with his

purpose. He is partly conscious that the motive which chiefly

sways his mind is the personal influence of Cassius, and when he

seeks for arguments in justice for the murder of Caesar he finds

them so intrinsically weak, while those telling against his resolve

are so strong, that his solitude is tortured and he cannot sleep. He
tries to satisfy his conscience that the murder is for the general

good, but the only reason he can find is that Caesar's elevation to

power is likely to convert him into a tyrant

:

Hence he is in a state of mental anarchy common to all habitually

conscientious men who have made a doubtful resolve.

* Act n., scene 7.

So Cssar may;
Tbon, lest be may, prevent.*
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Between the acting of a dreadful thing
And the first motion, all the Interim is
Like a phantasma, or a hideous dream.

It is the single purpose born of a double mind that upsets the

balance of his judgment. There is no such conflict in the counsels

of Henry V. nor in the well-poised scheming of such a calmly reso-

lute villain as lago.

It is in the company of his fellow-conspirators, where he is nerved

by contact with others, that the resolution of Brutus gathers force.

He even becomes the leading figure in the plot, though the real prime

mover is Cassius.

The habit of meditating on general principles and the conscious

endeavor to apply them in action is apt to make a man somewhat

stilted and angular in his movements and to give a certain character

of pedantry to his judgments. This want of complete naturalness

is very noticeable in Brutus, in whom high principle has to supply

the place of real depth of feeling. The balanced rhetoric and the

formal appeal to reason in his speech on the death of Caesar make
some impression on his hearers, but the effect of it is soon swept

away by Antony's direct appeal to their feelings. Antony is almost

the exact counterpart of Brutus, for his is a strong character marred

by the absence of principle, while in Brutus it is precisely the adher-

ence to principle that gives a certain measure of steadfastness and

nobility to a character otherwise inconsistent and weak. There is

irony in Antony's words when he says, "But were I Brutus," but

behind the irony of the man there is the irony of his destiny, for

had the better part of Brutus been blended with Antony, there had

been no Qeopatra and no Augustus Caesar.

Speaking from the depth of strong feelings directed by a clear

judgment, Antony is able to bend the minds of his audience entirely

to his will, and in this kind of power he compares with his rival as

a giant with a pigmy. His grief at Caesar's death is sincere and at

least as deep as that of Brutus when he hears of the death of Portia.

But it does not destroy the balance of his mind. It gives fire to his

oratory, and yet is no bar to the cold-blooded scheme of proscription

which he concerts with Octavian. Brutus attributes his resig^tion

on the loss of his wife to his "meditating that she must die once."

The probable reason, however, why he is so little shocked by the

tidings is that his spirit is already dulled by anxiety. His stoic

calmness is more affected than real. It does not prevent him from
being irritated with the meddling poet who trangresses his cherished

principles of military discipline, nor from running pell-mell into

unnecessary personalities in his famous wrangle with Cassius.

Cassius is the first to master his own feelings in the encounter, and
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when he has done that he has little difficulty in calming Brutus.

He rightly regards the poet as too inconsiderable an object for his

wrath, but, in order to humor his irritable friend, he allows him to

be summarily dismissed. For the sake of peace he even sacrifices

his better judgment to the military theories of Brutus and allows

the army to descend from an advantageous position and so invite

destruction.

The suicide of Brutus is confessedly against those stoic principles

which gave a general direction to his life, though they never really

formed his character. His philosophy forbids him.

but the dread of adorning Antony's triumphal car, the counsels and

example of Cassius and his own natural love of notoriety are motives

too strong for his philosophy. He dies as he has lived, "with himself

at war," and his last words

:

are an unconscious acknowledgment that he himself has been his

greatest enemy. His dying consolation is the thought that his name
will be remembered as that of one who has made great sacrifices and

done great things for his country in the stem, grand manner of the

ancient Romans. Antony's kindly estimate of him when he says

that he was "honest" and that "his life was gentle" gives us a truer

summary of his character. There seems to be a touch of irony on

Shakespeare's part when he makes Brutus reject the name of Cicero

from the list of conspirators, for of all the characters in the play

Cicero is the one that most resembles Brutus, and his name is pro-

posed for the same reason that led Cassius to make Brutus his first

accomplice—viz., to give dignity to the plot by connecting with it

the most respected names in Rome. Moreover, though Brutus has

more of the militant spirit than Cicero, who, besides.

yet it is precisely his own pragmatical insistence that ruins the cause

at Philippi.

The two examples of Henry V. and Brutus are here selected

because they especially seem to illustrate that reflex and covered

irony which is characteristic of the mind of Shakespeare and which

is distinguished from the more objective irony of life which it is the

business of every dramatist to mirror in his works.

In order to understand Shakespeare aright considerable effort is

necessary, as he expects much from the cooperation of the reader's

imagination. The unities of time and place are set at defiance in his

For fear of what might fall, bo to prevent
The time of llfe^

Ctesar. now be still:

I klU'd not thee with half so cood a wlU,

Will never follow anything
That other men begin.
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plays, and even the unity of action is often only verified in the unity

of thought. Hence minor incidents such as the interference of the

poet, alluded to above,are thrown in in order to give play to particular

traits of character, even though they break the continuity of the

action. The incident of the glove in "Henry V." has nothing to do

with the main plot, but it adds to knowledge of the hero's character.

Among Shakespeare's greater plays such interruptions are least fre-

quent in "Othello" and most so in "Hamlet." Voltaire's pleasantries

at the expense of the latter play are well known, and Manzoni speaks

of the poet as "un barbaro che non era privo d'ingegno."* The
absence of regular development in the plot seemed an unpardonable

defect to critics of the classical school, but, though unity of action is

desirable, it is not so important as the perfect adjustment of the

circumstances to the characters, so that these latter may be enabled

to reveal themselves fully and consistently. If this adjustment is

consistently made there will be unity of thought in the play and unity

of action, too, at least in so far as every action is made subservient

to the one purpose of illustrating the characters in their relations

with one another.

The appeal to the intelligence of the reader is made by inviting

him to use one incident as a commentary on another and so to grasp

the bearing of the several parts on the central idea. Similarly, in

order to discover the true orientation of the author's mind so as to

see everything from his point of view, it is necessary to use one

play as a commentary on another until we perceive how the whole

series of plays, taken in conjunction, fulfills its purpose as a com-

mentary on life. The more carefully this process is carried out by

one familiar with the genius of the English language, the less reason

will there appear for being shocked by that uncouthness and want

of finish in Shakespeare which so often makes him distasteful to

readers of the Latin races. It is the very comprehensiveness of his

view on life as a whole that causes the defects in question. He
differs from Sophocles as a beautiful landscape differs from a perfect

garden. We love the wild freedom of the one no less than the

tasteful restraint of the other, for nature is ultimately the presiding

genius in both. It is his masterly sweep, too, over the whole range

of human nature which gives to Shakespeare his peculiar attitude

of irony with regard to life. Like Coheleth he has "seen all things

that are done under the sun, and behold all is vanity." Yet he is

neither a pessimist nor a cynic. He can enter with equal sympathy

into the follies of a FalstaflF or the etherial musings of a Prospero,

and all the while maintain the detachment and preeminence of his

own mind. Modern art is commonly most successful when it deals

* Promessi Sposl, c. vli.
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with the strengfth of morbid passions and the humors of low Ufe,

and the power of the writer or artist comes from the fact that his

own mind is impressed and dominated by his subject. There is a

partisanship in his sympathies which indicates that he has surren-

dered rather than lent himself to the emotions with which he deals.

He portrays life as the sensitive plate of a camera rather than reflects

it with the unsullied cleanness of a mirror. Hence he is too greatly

identified with his subject to rise to that preeminence which is the

mark of a master mind. The mind of Shakespeare, on the contrary,

seems to contract no stain of vulgarity nor to be overmastered by

any strength of emotion through inordinate attachment to his crea-

tions. He lends himself to his work. His attitude towards life

is analogous to that of the perfect Christian as summed up by St.

Paul:* "It remaineth, that . . . they that weep [be] as

though they wept not; and they that rejoice as though they rejoiced

not; . . . and they that use this world as if they used it not;

for the fashion of this world passeth away." It is as a passing

thing that life is reflected in the mind of Shakespeare, as passing

objects are reflected in a mirror. We see at one and the same glance

both the mirror and the image, but the two are distinct and inde-

pendent. The warm rays and the dry light are received and thrown

back in new directions by a surface which is indifferent to either.

This power of dealing with the subtlest thoughts and most violent

emotions without endorsing the one or being shaken by the other is

inseparable from a certain attitude of irony. The comparison of

the poet's mind to a mirror is imperfect in so far as he throws back

more than he receives. There is always that coloring from his own
mind which renders his work not merely an image of but a com-

mentary on life; but it is his reserve and economy in using this

element of himself that constitutes his subjective irony.

Atlother consequence of this calmness of his inner self is the habit

in Shakespeare of mingling an abundance of healthy dry light with

the warmth of the passions he calls forth. It is not administered in

regular doses by a chorus—the chorus in "Henry V." is anything

but impartial—but must be sought for in all the circumstances,

however trivial they may appear, which form the intellectual setting

of the play. The studious reader of Shakespeare has this advantage

over the average theatre-goer, that he is better able to arrive at that

intellectual standpoint which is the cenre of unity of the whole action

and towards which all the minor incidents converge. These last will

not appear to him to be mere appendages, for they are all bound

together in the unity of thought which, by careful study, he is trying

to grasp. To any one who looks for a supposed unity of emotion

»L Cor. vll., 29-Sl.
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rather than to the unity of thought, they may seem unnecessary and,,

as a fact, are often omitted. But then the result is not the pure

essence of Shakespeare, who, if sensuous and passionate, is not sen-

sational for sensation's sake. In him the emotion is for the sake of

the idea and not the idea for the emotion. Hence he is never lurid.

Healthy, regulated, average human nature is his zero point, from

which all intensities, whether positive or negative, swing towards

either infinity and balance one another. His heroes, in whatever

key their character is pitched, breathe the same atmosphere as

ordinary mortals, though the interaction of their passions and their

relations to their environment are defined with more visible purpose

than in ordinary life. The general tendencies of life are accentuated

and freed from irrelevant circumstance, so that the present results,

though not the Providential aims, of human action are revealed in

the light of the poet's mind. In his world of active character the

perfect blending of high qualities is never realized, and the high tide

of life, in love and victory, lasts but for a moment. It is the theory

of Thucydides. Every htmian agent is moved by an inscrutable

destiny which seems to withhold permanent fruition as a thing not

to be granted to mortal men, and to bestow the gifts that make for

success with studied disregard for the fitness of the recipients.

Political wisdom is stored up in the mind of Polonius as in an

uncut manual; the moral utterances of lago are no indication of

his inner mind, and the kingly bearing of Richard II. is no sign of

his fitness to rule. If such, then, is the irony of life so often and so

pointedly reflected in Shakespeare; if a deep but not cynical irony

pervades his whole view of human life, it would seem that there is a

strong presumption for the existence of the same note of irony in

disputed instances, and that the hypothesis of its presence in the

cases of Brutus and Henry V. provides us with a useful clue in our

attempt at forming a full and consistent estimate of their characters.

James Kendal, S. J.

Malta.
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SIDE LIGHTS ON THE CHILD-LIFE OF OUR LORD.

HE Gkjspels leave a veil over the childhood of Our Lord from

the return to Nazareth till the first Pasch at Jerusalem, that

is to say, from the beginning of the second to the end of

the twelfth year of His life. Since the earliest era of the Church

there have not been wanting writers to peer through the twilight,

often with luckless results. There have been the foolish false

gospels of "Thomas the Israelite" and others, and the last century

gave us the sentimental "Lily of Israel.""

Christian poets have done better by leaving miracles alone, and

remembering that the "first beginning" of these was at Cana of

Galilee, hastened indeed by Our Lady's prayers, but not until Our
Lord was in the prime of manhood. Their gift of poesy, ennobled

by musings on the Incarnation, has empowered them to gaze betwixt

warp and woof in such wise that the Church has never said them nay.

Yet all their holy songs might be put into six words of St. Luke:

"And He was subject unto them."

The reconstruction of what may be called the routine life of the

Nazareth home, after nineteen ages of Christendom, has been left

to scholars of the dawning century.

Arianism sent Catholics to their books and widened and deepened

their knowledge of Scripture and the Fathers. So also what is

needlessly called the "higher criticism" (for the profane carpings

of Colenso and Ingersoll were not textual criticism at all) is raising

rich fields of wheat within our borders for all the cockle it has sown
without. Such is the fate of heresies. From Arius to Haeckel

assailants of the Church have done her scholars service. Need it be

added that the gain of the Church Teaching is the consolation of

the Church Taught?

The Infant Jesus, as our children love to call the Child of Naza-

reth, was brought up like other Galilean little boys. What follows

from this? Surely that a careful study of Jewish tradition and

social life in the days of Christ, together with the tiresome yet

invaluable Talmud and such works as Simon's "Education de

I'Enfant Juif" will give in bold outline a picture of the child-life of

Our Lord.

A FRENCH professor's REVERENT RECONSTRUCTION.

I.

The Christ-child lay on Mary's heart;
His hair was like a Are.

(O weary, weary is the world,
But here the world's desire.)—Gilbert K. Chesterton.
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A little book' has been written on these lines by the Abbe Chauvin,

sometime professor of Holy Scripture at the Seminary of Laval.

Of the author's learning and safeness as a g^ide, no more need be

said than that he is a consultor of the Biblical Commission now sit-

ting in Rome. Let us dip into his pages, in the spirit, however, of

devout recreation rather than of research. For the "Childhood of

Christ," exquisitely simple as the title sounds, is written mainly for

priests, who will certainly find the first three chapters invaluable.

Their compression is intense, but the references are so full that any

book-loving pastor with leisure could readily amplify them into

lectures. They deal with: i. Legends and Errors Concerning the

Divine Childhood. 2. Christmas Night: The Time and the Hour:

The Ox and the Ass : and The Shepherds at the Crib. 3. The First

Weeks and Months of the Holy Childhood.

This last would well repay a little patience spent in turning up

the authorities cited. It deals with the eighth day and the thirtieth

day (the Circumcision and the Presentation), the Magfi and the

Massacre of the Innocents. In the author's view, the babes mur-

dered by Herod numbered no more than fifty. I am tempted to

give the abbe's persuasive argument, but it would lead us far from

our purpose. Let us turn to the next chapters of the Abbe Chauvin

and muse upon the child-life of our rescued Lord after His safe

return from the Egyptian village of Matarieh.

Like most little Israelites, Our Lord would be at the breast for

some two years. "His Mother, blessed amongst women," writes the

Abbe Chauvin, "would carry Him in the village street, now in her

arms, now on her hip, or even upon her shoulders, as was the wont

of Nazareth women then, and still is at this very day." St. Joseph

toiled all day, combining blacksmith work with carpentry, according

to Christian tradition, at least to the extent of fashioning plough-

shares as well as ploughs. We need no scholarship to divine how
often the dear saint would pause from his labor to caress the God-

made Man for us.

In due time came the day of weaning. From the time of Abraham

this was a festival in the Jewish home. Our Lady and St. Joseph

would offer a simple feast, in token of rejoicing, to their Nazareth

friends and kinsfolk.

When Our Lord was three and a half or four full years of age

Our Lady would dress Him every morning in the fringed garment

made according to the rule given to Moses by God: "Speak to

the children of Israel, and thou shalt tell them to make to themselves

fringes in the comers of their garments, putting in them ribands of

1 "Li'EMffince du Christ lyAprts lea traditions julves et chrfitlennes.*

Par M. rAl>b« Constantin Chauvin. Paris, Bloud et Cle.
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blue; that when they shall see them, they may remember all the

commandments of the Lord, and not follow their own thoughts and
eyes going astray after divers things, but rather being mindful of

the precepts of the Lord, may do them and be holy to their God."

(Numbers xv., 38-40.)

Catholic mothers may like to hear the Abbe Chauvin's explanation

of the twists and knots in the fringes upon Our Lord's little robe.

He prefers to call the fringes "tassels ;" the Hebrew word, in English

characters, is TSITSITH, and I must leave the matter there, for

the sacred tongue of the Old Law is beyond me.* In the New
Testament the word of St. Matthew, kraspedon, seems to fit in better

with the "fringe" translation of our Douay Version. According to

Liddell and Scott, this means the "edge, border, margin or hem" of

anything. The Abbe Chauvin's "tassels," however, may give house-

wives a better understanding of the meaning of the tsitsith.

Each of these was made of eight strands of wool, seven of white

wool and one of blue—^the "riband of blue" of both the Catholic and

Protestant versions. The white wool was an emblem of purity:

"If your sins be as scarlet, they shall be as white as snow; and if

they be red as crimson, they shall be white as wool." The blue

strand typified heaven, the throne of God.

These eight woolen strands were so twisted and knotted that they

indicated to their wearers the oneness of God and the number of

His written precepts—six hundred and thirteen. The explanation

must be followed with some care, and we should remember that

Hebrew letters were used for arithmetic as well as for spelling.

Each character so used had a definite numerical value, not a varying

one, like the x and y of our algebras. We may think ourselves

advanced, with our convenient i, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8, 9 and o. Yet

these are only imitations of letters from the Arabic alphabet, as any

traveler will tell you.

The fringe, or "tassel," was, first of all, given seven twists and

knotted once ; then it was twisted eight times and knotted twice. By
this means the number 15 was arrived at (7 plus 8). In Hebrew

letters the number 15 is written I H, and this, to the Jew, is the all-

holy name of God written short, being the first two consonants of

the sacred tetragram or four-lettered cipher IHVH (lehovah, or

lahveh). This stands (without vowels) in Holy Writ for the unut-

terable name of the Most High.

The tassel was again twisted, receiving thirteen turns and another

double knot.

Now the consonants of the Hebrew word meaning one, in their

* Apart from Hebrew, which he generally translates, the Abbe's book Is

too plentifully besprtaikled with Greek and Latin terms for popular reading.
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arithmetical values amount to just thirteen. Oddly enough, there-

fore, to our notions, this third twisting conveyed the idea of unity.

And the seven-fold, the eight-fold and the thirteen-fold turns

together brought forth the root-teaching of the Old Testament—t. e.,

the Oneness of God, "Hear, O Israel, the Lord our God is one God."

The Hebrew child was taught to spell out the shortened name of

God by counting the fifteen twists, and from the thirteen to arrive

at the word "one" by figuring it out as we have seen. Thus his

tsitsith said to him : "God is One."

Further, in the word tsitsith we have three consonants, for the ts

sound (many readers may need to be informed) was made by one

character, as was the th. The ts stood, in Hebrew arithmetic, for 90.

The » was 10. The th was 400. So the two ts's, the two and the

th came to i8o-f-20-f-400=6oo. Taking with this the number of

knots, one single and two double, 5, and the number of woolen

strands, 8, we reach the figfure 613, and there we stop.

For this is the number of the precepts, including, of course, the

ten which are binding upon all mankind, to be found in the law of

Moses, according to the careful reckoning of the Jews. They num-
bered 248 positive commands in the Mosaic writings. This number

(their surgeons said) was also that of the members and organs of

the human body.

Of prohibitions, their sedulous poring discovered 365, the number
of days in the year. Together the affirmative and negative precepts

made 613, and home teaching made this number, worked out as has

been described from the fringes on a child's garment, synonymous

with the law of God.

"Thus the Jews," exclaims the Abbe Chauvin, "from childhood

to extreme old age had ever beneath their eyes the remembrance of

the One God and His law."

The first time the Blessed Virgin put the tsitsith on Our Lord, she

would say, with Him and St. Joseph, the following customary

prayer: "Blessed be Thou, O God, King of the world, for that

Thou hast hallowed us by Thy commandments, and ordained our

wearing of the fringes that betoken them."

As the days went by. Our Lady would teach her Son some verses

of the Holy Scripture by heart. The earliest of these were texts

proclaiming the unity of God : "Thou shall love the Lord thy God
with thy whole heart, and with thy whole soul, and with thy whole

strength," from Deuteronomy, and similar texts. These learnt, the

Blessed Virgin would teach Him others. She also taught Him to

join His little hands in prayer every morning, and to repeat to His

Heavenly Father a shortened form of the sacred Schema, which the

Jew said every dawn and even of his life: "Hear, O Israel, the
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Lord alone is God. Thou shalt love Him with they whole soul,

forever. His commandments shall be always in thy heart; in the

house ; when thou shalt set out on a journey ; when thou liest down
and when thou risest up; thou shalt bind them as a seal upon thy

hands. I am the Lord thy God who brought thee out of the land

of Egypt to be thy God. I am the Lord thy God,"

So prayed Our Lord every morning on His awakening, while the

birds He had made were twittering beneath the eaves of the holy

home of Nazareth.

The saying of the Schema, it may be noted, was not binding upon

a Jewish child until his legal "manhood," when he was twelve years

of age. But it was taught and practised long before this, as soon,

indeed, as the baby boy could lisp the sacred words.

Besides the large phylacteries, or prayer bands, against the exag-

gerated Pharisaic use of which Our Lord inveighed, the Jews had

smaller strips of inscribed vellum for the use of children containing

striking passages of the law, memorable words from the prophets

and the high deeds, under Divine guidance, of the chosen people of

Israel. When the day's work was over, or the Sabbath rest came,

St. Joseph would take Our Lord upon his knees and put one of these

small rolls into His hands, telling Him what is contained concerning

His Father's dealings with the stiff-necked race.

Another small sacred scroll that played a part in the home life of

Our Lord was the Mesusah. Our Lady and St. Joseph, like all

devout Israelites, fastened over the transom of their door a tiny roll

of parchment containing, in twenty-two lines, two passages from

Deuteronomy; the first (Deut. ix., 4-9) upon the love of God; the

second (Deut. xi., 13-21) declaring the blessings that follow obedi-

ence to His law. The writing was enclosed in a white metal case

and nailed over the doorway well in sight. How often did the Child

in Mary's arms instinctively stretch forth His little hands to the

bright Mesusa box, especially when He saw His Mother and others

touch it reverently as they entered or went out. It would be for St

Joseph to explain the meaning of this pious practice and to repeat to

Our Lord the words sealed up within the shining tube.

To St. Joseph, again, fell the task of explaining, every seventh day,

the excellence and the origin of the Sabbath. He would teach his

Foster Son the meaning of the blessings prescribed by custom for the

day, the significance of the rites observed on festivals, the reason for

the leafy bowers erected at the feast of Tabernacles and for the

solemn reading of the Book of Esther at the feast of Purim, or

"Lots," and why Pentecost recalls the giving of the Law on Mount

Sinai. As Sabbath after Sabbath came round, he would unfold to

the Christ-child the glories of the Pasch, with the mystic meaning
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of its rites, the unleavened bread, the bitter herbs, the varying cups

of wine, the joyous chant of the Hallel and—unfathomable mystery

of the Word made Flesh—the Paschal Lamb itself.

At six years of age the boys of Israel began to learn to read, copy

and memorize the Bible. Their days were no longer spent with their

mothers, but at the "Bethhassepher," or "bookhouse"

—

i. e., school-

house. The Abbe Chauvin thinks it likely that Nazareth had no

regular Bethhassepher during the days with which he deals, but that

there was an informal school dependent on the synagogue. To this

Our Lord and the little Nazarenes would go, if not daily, several

times a week, and always on the Sabbath day.

The schoolmaster, or hazzan, of Nazareth would make it his busi-

ness to develop the memories of his pupils. Even nowadays small

people in Palestine are drilled in the synagogue to know their Bible

by heart by means of a droning, mechanical repetition. The success

of this sing-song method astonishes the Western mind. Dusky little

scholars absorb text after text with ease and a glue-like tenacity that

recalls the Talmud's metaphor of childish memory—"a well-mortared

cistern from which no drop of the water poured into it escapes."

We may safely picture Our Blessed Lord, seated on a little mat,

repeating the Messianic prophecies of His coming, or attentively

watching the teacher's hand as the hazzan traced on a tablet or on

the wall the characters of the Hebrew alphabet.

Often, and especially on the Sabbath, the lesson was given in

catechetical form. The Jewish method of question and answer was

not, as with us, one-sided. At times it was on the lines of the

catechism we are familiar with, but at least as often the hazzan

expounded the subject of the lesson and the pupils catechized him.

His replies were in the form of parables, which in their turn elicited

further questioning from his class.

As the twelfth year approached—the year when Our Lord began

to earn His living as St. Joseph's apprentice—He would do a

hundred and one little tasks for His parents, especially for Our Lady.

Imagination may securely depict Him aiding Our Lady to draw

water and to carry the earthenware pitcher used then as now by

women in the East. Often He would do this work Himself—He
who came on earth to give men Living Water, of which whoso

drank should never thirst again.

Our Lady was kept busy in household cares, especially wool-

spinning and the weaving of garments, while the grinding of corn

in a small stone hand-mill would take yet more of her time than the

actual preparation of meals. She who sang the "Magnificat" dis-

dained not to knead bread from flour which her holy hands had

ground.
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Emmanuel—our God with us—was the joy and the glory of this

home. His voice, sweeter than that of angels, rang through the

little rooms ; the beauty of His humanity glorified all with soft radi-

ance from the Godhead. From on high His Heavenly Father looked

tenderly upon Joseph and Mary and the beloved Son in whom He
was well pleased.

Father Chauvin' opens his study of Our Lord's twelfth year by

the simple words of St Luke: "And when He was twelve years

In the life of the Jews this date was very solemn. The child then

became "a son of the commandment" and was obliged to observe

the law. For the first time, then, the Child Jesus went up to

Jerusalem, as of obligation, for the Pasch with Our Lady and St
Joseph, "according to the custom of the feast"

It was a good step from Nazareth to the Holy City—a journey

of four days on foot. There is some uncertainty as to which route

across

was chosen by the Holy Family. Galileans as they were (and as

Our Lord was slightingly called in His public life), they had the

choice of three routes—that by Samaria, leading straight to Jerusa-

lem through Jezrahel, Eng^nnim, Sichem, Jacob's Well, Bethel and

Beroth; that of the Jordan Valley, through Scythopolis, Succoth,

Jericho and Bethania, and the seaside road, by Carmel, Joppa and

the plains of Sharon and of Sephela. Most writers deem the first

of these the one chosen by St. Joseph.

Father Chauvin demurs, on the ground that in the first century

relations between other dwellers in the Holy Land and the Samar-

itans were strained to so dangerous a breaking point that Galilean

caravans bound for Jerusalem would select either the seaboard track

or the further bank of the Jordan. In his view, the Holy Family

chose the latter. Then, according to his method, he patiently sets

about reconstructing the events in which the Child Jesus took part.

On leaving Nazareth Jesus, Mary and Joseph joined a party of

their neighbors making their way, like themselves, to Jerusalem.

* Consultor to the Biblical Commission now slttingr In Rome, and author
of "L'Bnfance du Christ, d'apris les traditions Julves et chrfitlennes."

XL

The Chrlst-ohlld stood at Mary's knee.
His hair was like a crown,

And all the flowers looked at Htm,
And all the stars looked down.

—Gilbert K. Chesterton.

old.

Those hallowed fields
Over whose acres waJked those blessed feet
Which (nineteen) hundred years ago were nailed
For our advantage on the bitter cross,
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The men walked together in one company, the women in another,

precisely as did the exiles of the Irish famine when they came seeking

work in the English counties during the years of the Great Hunger

—

a custom which, with a dozen others enumerated in "Luke Delmege"

by Canon Sheehan, gives color to his brilliant conjecture that the

Irish race is of Oriental origin.

Children were children ever, and joined their fathers or their

mothers as they listed. It was only at nightfall that families reas-

sembled, when a halt was made by some fountain or well or on the

outskirts of a friendly village.

The separation of the sexes on the Paschal pilgrimage throws a

vivid light upon the loss of Our Lord in the temple. "And thinking

that He was in the company, they came a day's journey and sought

Him among their kinsfolk and acquaintance. And not finding Him,

they returned into Jerusalem seeking Him." Until the first even-

ing's halt of the return, St. Joseph among the men and Our Lady

among the good women, had minds innocently untroubled by the

absence of Our Lord.

The road which the Abbe Chauvin is convinced was chosen by

the Holy Family winds down from Nazareth to Naim and Jezrahel,

across the rich plain of Esdrelon. It is a smiling countryside. With
the Pasch at hand, "winter is over and gone." The after rains have

yielded place to spring and to floods of brilliant sunshine. The
wheat is in the ear; vast harvests wave in the plain beneath the

warm breezes. The barley is golden-hued and awaits but the sickle.

Flowers bespangle the green sward, as yet unscorched by the heats

of summer. The lovely anemone is their queen, the "lily of the

fields" of Holy Gospel. It is everywhere, this flower of the Pales-

tinian spring—along the valleys, by the wayside, on the hill-slopes,

in the meadows, even in waste places overgfrown with briars, flaunt-

ing the exquisite crimson petals that are a more wondrous array

than Solomon's in all his glory. On one of these days the Spouse

in the Canticles sang to her beloved, whose footsteps we now are

following:

The flowers have appeared In our land, the time of pruning Is come: the
voice of the turtle Is heard in our land.
The flsr tree hath put forth her green figs: the vines In flower yield their

sweet smell. Arise, my love, my beautiful one, and come. Hy beloved to
me, and I to him who feedeth among the lilies.

The pilgrims from Galilee fared on cheerfully. Some said prayers

in common ; others sang the maaloth, the psalms of pilgrimage

:

I rejoiced in the things that were said to me: We shall go into the house
of the Liord.

Now joined by many others, the caravan crept forward, happiness

in all hearts, prayer on all lips. In one of the two Nazareth com-
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panies was the Holy Child, now with Mary, His Virgin Mother, now
with Joseph, his foster-father.

There were several stages in the first day's journey of some nine

hours on the march. Very probably one halting place was Nairn,

or perhaps Sunam, the home of the good Sunamitess who was kind

to the prophet Eliseus. Towards noon the Galileans would camp

near Jezrahel, not far from the modem tourist's fountain of Djaloud,

with its abundant sparkling waters. Thence, making their way
again down the valley, they would reach Bethsan (Scythopolis).

Here, in the author's careful conjecture, they would finally halt for

the night. "The place," he says, "was favorable, secure and well-

watered."

At early dawn the Holy Family and the Nazarene caravan set

forth on the second day's journey, severer than the first, and amount-

ing to twelve hours on the road. At nightfall the camp would be

in the valley, no matter where, on the Jordan side, to leeward of

dense thickets that shield both banks of the river. Some of the

travelers might know of deserted ruins, relics from richer days in

Israel; if so, a surer shelter might be secured. At all costs, they

must avoid contact with the loathed and dangerous Samaritans.

On the third day the caravan would wind along the valley in the

shade of tamarisks, palms and evergreen oaks. Four hours' marcla

would bring them to Sartaba, where the noonday halt could be made.

Towards evening they would make for Phasaelis, a new town built

by Herod the Great, and safely spend the night there.

Another three hours' march next morning and they would reach

the gates of Jericho. "What memories of His home teaching,"

€xclaims the Abbe Chauvin, "must not this name have awakened in

the mind of Jesus!" Glorious memories assuredly. The walls of

the city crumbling to the blare of Josue's trumpets, the bitter waters

of the neighboring fountain made sweet by the Prophet Eliseus, the

Jordan curbing its tide close at hand to let the Ark of the Covenant

pass over its naked bed—^these had been among St. Joseph's Sabbath

lessons.

Jericho, "the town of palms," was the last halt before Jerusalem.

The ancient stronghold stood in a refreshing oasis at the extreme

end of the hot valley traversed by the Holy Family. Another six

hours or so, and they will stand before the walls of the Holy City

and see the house of the Lord. The weariness of the journey was

all but forgotten as the pilgrims gladly renewed their maaloth:

Ehren as the hart panteth after the water-brooks, so doth my soul pant
after Thee, O Ood.
When shall I go and appear before the face of the living God?

The journey is uphill on the advance from Jericho to Jerusalem.
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The path grows narrow and climbs between two rugged mountains.

At the bottom of the ravine runs a noisy torrent. This last day's

journey must have been painful to the boyish limbs of Our Blessed

Lord. Tradition called the forbidding heights He trod the "Red
Ascent"

—

maaleh adutnim—^word for word the ascent "of red men"
—^probably on account of the blood there spilt by outlaws.

At length the ridges of Mount Olivet appeared upon the horizon.

Our pilgrims were soon at Bethania. Another half hour to wind
round the summit of the hill, and Jerusalem was in sight.

All knelt. With "Alleluias" the I2ist Psahn was triumphantly

sung:

Our feet were standing in thy courts, O Jerusalem,
Jerusalem, which Is built as a city, which U compact togethw.
For thither did the tribes go up, the tribes of the I<ord: the testimony of

Israel, to praise the name of the Lord.

For the first time through human eyes Our Lord beheld—^with

what yearnings of the Sacred Heart it is not now our purpose to

consider—the vast and splendid panorama unrolled beneath His feet

The Holy Family descended the Mount of Olives, crossed the

brook Cedron, climbed the opposing slope and entered Jerusalem by
the Sheep Gate. Thence they turned at once towards the temple.

Let us follow them into the Court of the Gentiles, by which they

have entered. It is a vast arcade, superbly paved with mosaic,

surrounded with lofty colonnades and so thronged that the uproar

is deafening. Buyers and sellers are jostling, cheek by jowl, for

the feast day is upon them. They haggle, they shout; they even

quarrel. The money-changers sit at their little tables offering sacred

coin for Roman silver bearing the heathen head of Caesar.

Further on are countless cages of pigeons and turtle doves. Then
folfows a row of shops and small bazars, where hawkers vend oil

and wine and flour and the incense used for sacrifices. They have

their wares in packs swung about their bodies by the girdle.

Assuredly Our Lord can scarce restrain His wrath. But His hour

has not yet come—the hour when

What must also grieve the Sacred Heart is the irate discussion

of rabbis and doctors of the law. Nearly all of these would be

present, drawn thither by the Paschal feasts from the remotest

corners of Palestine. Here are Sadducees, pagan in morals and

disbelieving in the God of that temple in whose vestibules they

swarm. Proudly swathed in silken robes, they disdain the common
people, especially Galileans, who, like St. Peter and doubtless the

Holy Family themselves, speak with their provincial burr or accent.

with angered face.
With knotted lash and word of blazing Ire,

He drave both trafficker and foolish buyer
From forth His temple's consecrated space.
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Then we have others, Pharisees, affecting austerity of mien, mincing

along the porch with eyes half closed. They pass by, muttering

prayers, their garments fringed with tremendous tsitsith, their fore-

heads bound with great phylacteries—broad strips of parchment

inscribed with holy texts.

Roman soldiers mingle with the throng, showing proud Italian

faces, looking with half-humorous indifference upon the disorder

which they hardly attempt to control.

The Holy Family makes no long stay in the throbbing Court of

the Gentiles. Our Lady, with St. Joseph and Our Lord, at once

goes up the short stairway leading to the Azarath Naschim, or

"Women's Court." Entering one of the galleries, she remains there,

for her sex forbids her to go further. If the gallery be not full, she

takes a place at its front nearest the sanctuary by a balustrade low

enough for her to see over. There she remains and prays.

St. Joseph and Our Lord go on further, to the Azarath Israel, or

Court of the Israelites. There, of course, they find only men, who
have come to praise the Lord. From where they thus pray they

can see the scaffold "of benedictions," whence the priests bless the

people. Further on is the still smoking Altar of Holocausts, and

beyond it the door of the Holy Place, into which only priests "accom-

plishing the office of sacrifices" may enter.

St Joseph and Our Lord bow down their heads and pray.

As the head of the household, St. Joseph bought the Paschal lamb

as soon as possible after reaching the Holy City. Indeed, the law

wished the choice to be made no later than the tenth day of the

month, within four days of the Pasch. We do not know with

exactitude what "lambs without blemish" then cost, but it is certain

(says our guide) that a poor carpenter of Nazareth must have saved

from his wages for a year to find the price of the victim.

On the evening of the 14th of Nisam St. Joseph betook himself

to the temple, accompanied by Our Lord. He carried the lamb on

his shoulders, and offered it to the priestly slaughterers. These

were awaiting at the entry of the priests' court, barefooted and

wearing the garb of their office, the white tunic and girdle and linen

breeches, and what our version calls the "mitre" and the abbe the

"sacerdotal turban." Beside them were Levites, holding bowls of

silver and gold.

At three in the afternoon of our reckoning a trumpet sounded,

and the slaying of the lambs beg^n. "At this sight," exclaims the

Abb^ Chauvin, "must not Our Lord have mused upon the day when

He Himself would be immolated on Calvary for the redemption of

the human race?"

Yes, the Boy who stood watching the mute little victims being
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killed was "Christ our Pasch" (I. Cor. v., 7), of whom these were

but types. The abbe does not dwell, in what is not primarily a book

of devotion, upon the fulfillment of the foreshadowing of the Pass-

over. But readers may readily consider for themselves that Our
Lord was slain at the very time of the Pasch ; that no bone of Him
was broken, "so that the Scripture might be fulfilled;" that He
saved the world from the bondage of sin while the Paschal lamb

commemorated Israel's rescue from the bondage of Egypt, and that

He was truly the "lamb without blemish" in an infinitely and

eternally higher sense than the spotless little creature St. Joseph

was carrying.

"The priests are hurrying," writes the Abbe Chauvin, "with Gallic

swiftness; the victims are innumerable. St Joseph's lamb is

slaughtered, flayed and drawn. The fat is laid aside to be burnt at

evening, with incense, on the altar; then the bowels are replaced.

St. Joseph and Our Lord pick up the victim, withdraw from the

temple and return to Our Lady in one of the huts put up in the vale

of Gethsemane, whither Galileans have betaken themselves, crowded

out of the swarming city. The lamb is spitted crosswise on two

pomegranate sticks and set to the fire to roast"

Let us also follow our author verbatim in his details of the Holy

Family's Paschal supper: "By set of sun, when the feast must

begin, Mary and Joseph have gathered their acquaintance and kins-

folk to help them to eat the lamb. As they wait Our Lord and the

rest remain seated upon mats. Then the ritual repast begins and

is celebrated in the customary order. To begin with, a first cup

of red wine, called the 'Cup of Bitterness;' then a second, entitled

the 'Cup of Rejoicing.' On the table are set forth the lamb, the

unleavened loaves, the charoseth and the bitter herbs. When this is

done the Holy Family and their guests intone Psalm cxii.

:

The 113th Psalm—the In Exitu Israel—follows, as far as the Non
Nobis, Domine, which in the Hebrew division begins another psalm.

The Child-God blends His voice with theirs to sing the songs of

David his forefather. The feast goes on in cheerfulness. The

hallowed lamb is eaten, a third cup of wine is drunk, the 'Cup of

Blessing;' then comes a fourth, the 'Cup of Hallcl,' Psalms

cxiv.-cxvii. are sung, and all is over."

We are not told the garb in which the Holy Family ate the Pasch,

nor of its being girded, probably because they were already dressed

as wayfarers, and thus no change was needed to fulfill the precept

The next day, the 15th of the month of Nisan, was the solemn

"Praise the Lord, ye children

:

Praise ye the name of the Lord.
Blessed be the name of the Lord,
From henceforth now and forever.
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day of the feast. The Jew was forbidden to do any work whatever

throughout its hours, and thus the Holy Family spent them all in

prayer.

At the third hour and the ninth (9 A. M. and 3 P. M.) they went

up to the temple to be present at the sacrifices. And, for the first

time in the troublous history of that fabric, perfect praise was offered

up within its walls, so soon to be destroyed forever.

When the Pasch was over. Our Lady and St. Joseph set out with

the Nazareth caravan. Unknown to them. Our Lord remained in

the temple, "about His Father's business," in the midst of the doctors,

hearing them and asking them questions.

There were three places in the temple where the doctors taught;

one near the main entry of the court of the Gentiles, another beneath

Solomon's Porch, while the third was in the Hall Gazzith, where

the Sanhedrim met, adjoining the priests' court Built of hewn
stone, it drew its Hebrew name from this fact, and was thus readily

distinguished from the two neighboring halls, "Of Wood" and "Of
the Spring."

Who were these masters that the Child-God astonished with His

wisdom and His answers ? The Gospel tells us not, nor does tradi-

tion. All we know is that there was no dearth of rabbis then in

Jerusalem. These belonged to the opposing schools of Hillel and

of Schammai. Their disciples gathered about their feet, squatting

in Eastern fashion on the ground or on thin strips of matting. There

they would silently drink in the words of the oracles of rabbinism.

When the Rabbi Jonathan expounded the law, says the Talmud,

"birds scorched themselves at the flaming wings of angels gathered

to hear him I"

We must picture Our Blessed Lord, then, in the boyish beauty

of His twelve accomplished years, sitting on the floor with many
others, while the doctors of the law held forth. Little attention

would at first be paid to this unknown Galilean boy of quiet garb

and manner. Besides, there were so many lads of his age, on whom
the Paschal precept had newly fallen, to be found in the courts of

the temple. But with the utterance of His opening question

—

doubtless a divinely pregnant one, which we shall never know till

hereafter—^all eyes were fixed upon Him. Then the keen theologians

in their chairs set to questioning the wise Child seated on the floor

and were "astonished"—that is to say, for the most part disconcerted

—^by the depth and piercing truth of His replies.

As this went on, the dear bewildered and sorrowing St. Joseph

and Our Lady approached the eager group. If Our Lord had been,

as some think, in the Hall Gazzith, by the priests' court, where

women might not enter, Our Lady's presence would be hard to

Digitized by
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explain. It is likelier that the gathering of the doctors at which

Our Lord was present took place further down, under Solomon's

Porch or in the gateway of the court of the Gentiles.

Here we must take leave of our devout and learned cicerone. Let

us turn to another writer for the inspired words which round ofiF

the childhood of Our Lord in the hour when, by Jewish observance,

His legal manhood began : "And seeing Him, they wondered. And
His Mother said to Him: Son, why hast Thou done so to us?

Behold, Thy father and I have sought Thee sorrowing. And He
said to them : How is it that you sought Me ? Did you not know
that I must be about My Father's business? And they understood

not the word that He spoke unto them.

"And He went down with them and came to Nazareth, and was
subject to them."

ST. CYPRIAN AND THE "LIBELLI MARTYRUM."

T. CYPRIAN is dear to the hearts of Anglicans. Besides pre-

senting the rare spectacle of exalted holiness of life throughout

a controversy with Rome, he has passages in his writings like

the famous Episcopatus unus est, cujus in solidum pars tenetur,

which have made the followers of the Tractarian movement claim

this martyred doctor as peculiarly their own. His treatises are

among the earliest translations gotten out by the Oxford divines

in the "Library of the Fathers," with its prophylactic prefaces and

ready footnotes for protecting readers against obvious "Romish"

errors in the text. Dr. Pusey, in his foreword to St Cyprian's letters,

feelingly acknowledges, "How much we owe to God through him

(St. Cyprian) as mitigating to us the difficulties of a position as yet

unavoidable and justifying our adherence to it;" and some ten years

ago, when the validity of Anglican orders was being so warmly

discussed, an Archbishop of Canterbury brought to an end a

biography of the saint with which he had long been occupied.^

It is from this same St Cyprian, nevertheless, that our theologians

draw some of their strongest proofs, ex praxi quae viguit in primis

Ecclesiae seaculis, for many a distinctively Catholic tenet; and this

is especially the case when the existence in early times of so very

Roman a doctrine as that of indulgences is called in question. For

IB. W. Benson, "St. Cyprian: His Idfe, His Times, His Work."

John Hannon.
Xjonion, England.
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nowhere, perhaps, are better arguments for the "primitive" character

of the theory and practice of this seemingly modern dogma to be

found than are supplied by numerous passages in the correspondence

of this third century Bishop.

It is the purpose of our paper to gather together these passages

and to examine the force of the arguments drawn from them, sus-

taining at the same time the reader's interest by placing both letters

and correspondents in this proper historical setting.

Thrasdus Caecilius Cyprianus was Bishop of Carthage from 248

to 258. A teacher of rhetoric and quite well-to-do, he became a

Christian in middle life, when conversion calls for a. "true holocaust

of the heart." Only two years after his baptism he was forced by

the clamors of the people and the gentle violence of the clergy to

emerge from the hiding place to which, according to the ancient

practice on such occasions of many holy men, he had retired, and was
constrained to become a Bishop.

Two years later the short but sharp Decian persecution broke out

St. Cyprian, being admonished in a heavenly vision to withdraw,

"preferred," as his affectionate biographer and deacon, Pontius,

bears testimony, "to be dutiful to God's precepts rather than be

crowned together with the breach of them." So he bowed to the

storm, sought a place of concealment, and from there, as long as

the persecution raged, glided and comforted his flock, with great

wisdom and sweetness, in a series of magnificent pastorals which

form, in the main, the documents used in preparing this paper.

And his sheep, truth to tell, were sorely in need of comfort and

guidance. For the thirty-eight years' peace the Church had enjoyed

since the close of the Severian persecution had chilled the fervor

and relaxed the spiritual vigor of many of her children, particularly

those of Northern Africa. For in his pastoral "On the Lapsed" St
Cyprian complains that:

"Every one was applying himself to the increase of wealth. . . .

Priests were wanting in religious devotedness, the ministers in en-

tireness of faith; there was no mercy in works, no discipline in

manners. . . . Ties of marriage were formed with unbelievers

;

members of Christ abandoned to the headien Numerous

Bishops, despising their sacred calling, engaged themselves in secular

vocations, deserted their people, strayed among foreigfn provinces,

hunted the markets for mercantile profits and multiplied their gains

by accumulated usuries."*

So God, "to prove His family" and to sift the wheat, permitted

2 The references are to the Benedictine text of St Cyprian's worka,

Mlgne, Patrol. Lat. Tom. IV. For the most part, the Oxford translation la

used.
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the third great persecution. What made the Decian persecution

such a fierce one was the fact that the Emperor ordered torture to

be used expressly for forcing Christians to apostatize. The imperial

edicts formerly read: "Whosoever confesses himself a Xtian shall

be put to death;" now they ran: "Shall be tormented till he re-

nounces his faith."

The result was that throughout the empire thousands of Catholics

recanted. In St Cyprian's diocese especially the tempest, as he

writes, "overthrew the greater portion of my people and even reached

a portion of the clergy, too."* Surprised and terrified by the edict,

large numbers did not even wait to be arrested, but hastened to prove

themselves no Christians by spontaneously offering sacrifice.

Many, too, who at first courageously confessed the faith, yielded

in the end to torture. "While I was contending in the struggle,"

Cyprian imagines one of this sort saying, "my successive torments

and protracted pains became too much for me. My mind continued

steadfast, and my faith kept its courage; my spirit long wrestled,

unswerving, with the torturing penalties. But when my most hard

judge's cruelty again freshened, and my body was tired and wearied

out, and the scourges lashed me, clubs bruised me, the rack strained

me, the iron claw dug into me and the flame scotched me, the flesh

fell short in the effort, the infirmity of my frame yielded and my
body, not my mind, gave way beneath the suffering."*

But besides those who offered incense to idols, or who shared in

sacrificial feasts in honor of some pagan deity, there was another

class of "lapsed" called libellatici, who had in some way persuaded

themselves that they could keep the faith and at the same time escape

the torturer by accepting from the venal Roman magistrates in return

for a substantial "consideration" a piece of parchment or libellus,

which formally certified that the holder had either denied that he was

a Christian or had actually sacrificed, whereas he had done neither.

But while these "libellatics,'.' now no longer molested, were con-

gratulating themselves on having "witnessed a good confession" by

paying a fine for not conforming, their watchful shepherd, writing

from his retreat, caused consternation in their ranks by showing that

those who were "defiled with the profane certificates of idolatry"

were little better than those "who had tainted their hands with im-

pious sacrifices." Such did "in profession what another had done in

reality."

Now those who by word or deed formally denied the faith were

ipso facto excommunicated. Homicide, adultery and especially

idolatry were held in early times to be such heinous crimes that those

s EplB. V.
* De IjBpsla, Xm.
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guilty of them could hope to be absolved, and thus restored to "the

peace of the Oiurch," only after long years of severe penance, though

the African Church of Cyprian's day does not seem to have required

such sinners to pass through the four penitential stages we find so

widely in vogfue by the middle of the fourth century.

So, while the prisons filled with staunch confessors and the torture

chamber and the arena ran red with martyrs' blood, "the lapsed,"

stricken with remorse for their crime, and realizing too late the

value of the prize they had thrown away, eagerly sought to avail

themselves of a well-known means that then existed of being restored

to communion in an easier and quicker manner than the rigorous

penitential canons of the period afforded—viz., by having recourse

to "the martyrs."

In the primitive Church a "living martyr" was not an oxymoron.

All those in Christ's name "had resisted unto blood," though not as

yet unto death, and those, too, it would seem, who were merely

awaiting in prison their day of torture or of execution—nowadays

we should call them confessors—were then styled "martyrs."" These

Christian heroes enjoyed a peculiar privilege. For in letters to the

Bishop they could recommend that certain excommunicated sinners,

named therein, who had with g^reat contrition already performed a

large portion of this canonical penance, should forthwith receive

absolution, the rest of this penance being remitted in view of the

vicarious satisfaction the martyrs were ready to make for them by

a voluntary death for the faith.

The dogmatic basis on which this practice rests is familiar. The
Church, remembering that Christ has promised that all who confess

Him before men He will confess before His Father in heaven, has

always taught that martyrdom, "a second baptism," washes every

stain of sin away and pays fully every debt incurred by sin. There-

fore heaven opens at once to receive the soul of Christ's triumphant

witness. "Without the penalty of delay," writes St. Cyprian, "the

reward (of martyrdom) will be rendered by God, the Judge."* "He
wrongs a martyr," St. Augustine says, "who prays for him."

But as the martyr designatus, rich in merit, knew that he would

have no need himself of the vast propitiatory power of his sufferings

and death, he naturally desired to transfer it, if he might, to friends

of his who still had satisfaction to make for actual sin. And this

the Church permitted, her Bishops, by the power of the keys, grant-

ing leave to the martyrs "to fill up" by their torments "what was

wanting to their fallen friends "of the suffering^ of Christ."

Nor was the practice a novelty in St. Cyprian's time. It had been

> It Is generally In this sense that the word Is used In our essay.

• De Martyrlo, Cap. Xni.
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in vc^e as early at least as the persecution under Severus in 212.

For the Catholic TertuUian in his "Exhortation to the Martyrs"'

says: "This peace (reconciliation), some not finding in the Church,

have been wont to entreat of the martyrs in prison. And therefore

you ought, were it only for this, to have and to cherish and to keep

it among yourselves, that you may be able, if need be, to give it to

others also." And the same TertuUian, when a Montanist, by his

condemnation of the practice in his treatise "On Modesty," bears

witness to its prevalence. "But you go so far," he storms at the

Catholics, "as to lavish 'power' upon martyrs withal! No sooner

has any one . . . put on bonds . . . than adulterers beset

him. . . . Instantly prayers echo around him; instantly pools

of tears from all the polluted surround him; nor are there any who
are more diligent in purchasing entrance into the prison than they

who have forfeited communion with the Church."*

And the custom of excommunicated sinners, according to Tertul-

lian, had seeking "peace" through the intercession of the martyrs

that the Emperor Severus had made, also existed at the time of the

Decian persecution, as is plain from frequent references to the prac-

tice in St. Cyprian's letters; as, for instance, in the Tenth Epistle,

where he exhorts the martyrs "to weigh cautiously the requests of

your petitioners," and in the Eleventh he says: "The blessed

martyrs have written me about certain persons, requesting that their

desires be considered," and again, in Epis. X. he refers to certain

letters "you (martyrs) sent me, wherein you desired that your

requests might be examined and peace granted to certain lapsed."

In fact, almost every citation from St. Cyprian in this essay shows,

at least by allusion, how common the custom then was.

But the question now arises were these libelli which the martyrs

gave really indulgences—indulgences in the same sense as the word

is used to-day? Yes; in all essentials, it may be safely said, they

xmdoubtedly were. For an indulgence, broadly speaking, is a relax-

ation, valid in foro divino, of the temporal punishment due to sin

by means of an application made in favor of worthy penitents, of the

satisfactory works of Christ and the saints, by those who have the

power of distributing the spiritual treasures of the Church.

Now that the object a martyr had in giving his fallen friends a

libellus was to secure for them a mitigation of the severe canonical

penance of the period is clear from what has already been said, and

that such a relaxation, if granted by the proper authorities, was valid

in foro ecclesiastico, is also plain. But was it considered equally

valid in foro divino? Yes ; there are many indications that it was.

1 Cap. I.

• Cap. XXil.
,
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Otherwise St. Cyprian would scarcely be so vehement as we find

him in correcting disorders in the use of the libelli, nor so earnest as

he is in exhorting the martyrs, when giving letters, to be guided by

the advice of priests and deacons who have carefully examined the

dispositions of all who thus sought the "peace of the Church." That

nothing might be done "contrary to the Gospel, contrary to the pre-

cepts of the Lord," the saint wished only those who were truly con-

trite and who had already done part of their penance, to be favored

with indulgences.

For thus he writes to the martyrs : "The anxiety of my station

and the fear of the Lord oblige me, most valiant and most blessed

martyrs, to admonish you by my epistles that they by whom faith

in the Lord is so devotedly and valiantly maintained ought, moreover,

to maintain the law and discipline of the Lord. For as it behooves

all the soldiers of Christ to g^ard the injunctions of their Com-
mander, so it is more in keeping that you should more diligently

obey His precepts, in that you have been made an example to the

rest, both of constancy and of the fear of God. And I had trusted,

indeed, that the presbyters and deacons who are with you were

advising and instructing you most fully in the law of the Gospel,

as was ever done in times past under my predecessors, that the

deacons visiting the prisons, by their advice and by precepts from the

Scriptures, guided the requests of the martyrs. But now with the

utmost pain of mind I learn that the divine precepts, so far from

being suggested there to you, are even hindered, etc, etc."'

And surely it was because the martyrs' petitions, when duly

authorized by the Bishop or his representative, were valid in foro

divino that the saint directed : "That they who have received letters

from the martyrs, and may be helped by their privilege with God,

if they are seized with any ailment or danger of sickness, may with-

out waiting for my presence make confession of their sin before any

priest at hand, . . . that so receiving imposition of hands unto

repentance, they may go to the Lord with that peace which the

martyrs in their letters to me have requested for them."" And
again in the same tenor : "They who have received letters from the

martyrs, and may by their aid be assisted with the Lord amid their

sins, if they begin to be sore pressed by any sickness or peril, may,

after they have confessed and received imposition of hands from you,

be remitted unto the Lord with the peace promised them by the

martyrs,"** which seems to be the third century way of saying:

"They may gain a plenary indulgence at the hour of death."

• BpiB. X
10 x:piB. xn.
11 Epia. xm.
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Nor was this belief, either, a novelty in St. Cyprian's day. For

Tertullian, the Montanist, some thirty years before the above letters

were written again bears witness by attacking it to the existence of

a similar belief among the Catholics of his time. "Let it suffice to

the martyr," he writes, "to have purged his own sins ; it is the part

of ingratitude or of pride to lavish upon others also what one has

attained at a high price. If you are a sinner, how will the oil of

your puny torch be able to suffice for you and for me?"" Now,^

unless what was loosed on earth at the martyr's intercession was

believed to be loosed in heaven also, the taunt of this keen-witted

third century Puritan would be robbed of its sting.

This same passage would indicate that the penitents of Tertullian's

time were firmly persuaded that they could satisfy the Divine justice

for their own sins through the imputation to themselves of the super-

abundant satisfactory works of martyrs. And if it were not a tenet

of St. Cyprian's faith that only by martyrdom could the imprisoned

confessors pay the debt due Almighty God for others' sins, he would

hardly blame certain priests, as he does, for reconciling the lapsed

"almost before the departure of the martyrs themselves."** The
correspondence, too, of the confessors Celerinus and Lucianus, as

will shortly be seen, testifies to the strong faith of the martyrs them-

selves in their power to give by their own death "peace" to their

fallen brethren.

As is not surprising, the conditions under which an indulgence

was granted were far stricter in early times than now. The greatest

care was taken that libelli should be given only to the worthy. Those

penitents only were to be named in the martyrs' petitions who had
given undoubted signs of true contrition and who, by already per-

forming a large part of the conventional penance imposed for their

sins, had shown themselves deserving of having the rest remitted

at the martyrs' intercession. And to be sure that penitents were

deserving, priests and deacons were appointed to examine in the very

prisons all applicants for letters. Nor was this examination deemed
sufficient. For another scrutiny into the lives of those the martyrs

recommended seems to have been made by the Bishop himself in the

presence of the laity. For St. Cyprian in one of his letters to his

flock, after referring to certain petitions sent him by the martyrs,

promises that, "When peace is first given to us all by the Lord, and

we have begun to return to the Church, each case shall be examined

in your presence and with the aid of your judgment.""

And another safeguard against any relaxation of penance being

12 De Pudlcitia, Cap. XXIL
i< Epis. DC.
i« Epls. XI.
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granted to those unworthy of it was the martyrs' custom of expressly

naming in their letters just whom they wished to recommend for an

indulgence. "Designate by name," their Bishop bids the martyrs,

"those to whom you desire peace to be granted."" Indeed, from

the neglect of this precaution many evils resulted.

Finally, ancient indulgences, like modern ones, could be granted

only by those who possessed, through the power of the keys, authority

to distribute the spiritual treasures of the Church—namely, by the

Bishops. The letters of recommendation, accordingly, which the

lapsed received from martyrs were addressed to the Bishop and had

no value as indulgences until endorsed and executed either by him

or by those with faculties from him. This is plain both from many
passages in St. Cyprian's letters already cited and from his stem

rebuke of certain factious priests who were restoring to communion,

without Cyprian's leave, some lapsed that the martyrs had recom-

mended: "For what peril must we not fear from the displeasure

of the Lord when some of the priests, mindful neither of the Gospel

nor of their own station, and, moreover, nothing heeding the future

judgment of the Lord nor the Bishop now set over them, do that

which was never at any time attempted under our predecessors, with

contempt and dishonor of the Bishop, arrogate sole authority to

themselves ?"^*

The saint again complains of this abuse in a letter to the martyrs,

and then earnestly entreats them like the martyrs, their "predecessors

in times past ... to weigh anxiously and cautiously the re-

quests of your petitioners . . . lest an)rthing should have been

rashly and unworthily either promised by you or executed by us.""

Consequently when we read in Cyprian's correspondence of the

martyrs granting penitents "peace," it is to be understood that they

gave it only mediately, the Bishop's confirmation being necessary

before the indulgence was really g^nted.

From indulgences, moreover, as thus used, many great spiritual

advantages followed. Discouraged sinners, for example, took hope

and did penance; added prestige was given to martyrdom, and the

comforting doctrine of the communion of saints and of the efficacy

of vicarious satisfaction became a commonplace with the people.

Such being the case, if St. Cyprian appears in places to inveigh

against the libelli martyrum, it will be found on more closely studying

these passages that it is not the lawful practice of seeking and grant-

ing indulgences, but its abuse that he condemns. For abuses in the

use of indulgences there unfortunately were, even in the primitive

" BplB. X.
i« Bpls. IX.

" Bpis. X.
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Church; abuses arising from ignorance, laxity or greed—just as

there have been since.

It is easy, for instance, to understand how multitudes who had

fallen from grace during a fierce persecution, in their desire to be

restored to communion as soon as possible, but filled with little love

for the long and thorny road of penance, would hasten to the prison

where the martyrs were confined, bribe the jailer to let them see

their friends, and then beg piteously of them commendatory letters

to the Bishop. It is equally easy to understand how some of the

martyrs, being but men, flattered by the confidence shown in their

power, wearied by the importunity of the suppliants or blinded by

affection, without examining each case as they should or neglecting

the advice of the clergy, lavishly granted letters of peace to many

who were quite unworthy of them.

How could a martyr, for instance, steel his heart against the

pleadings of a poor old mother, who had been frightened into offer-

ing sacrifice, and now finding herself outside the Church, ran to

the prison and tearfully begged the means of speedy restoration frcxn

her martyr son? It was wrong, of course, to recommend for recon-

ciliation those who had not already done a good portion of the

canonical penance imposed for apostasy ; but now the petitioner was

his own mother.

Another grave abuse arose from the ignorant belief of some of

the martyrs that, without making any inquiry themselves into the

worthiness of those they recommended for reconciliation, and without

even bothering about writing any names in the libelli, they might

give general letters of indulgence to any of the lapsed who happened

to desire them.

Considerable trouble and anxiety was caused St. Cyprian by the

prevalence of this mistaken idea. Two letters especially which have

come down to us along with his correspondence, the one from a

Roman and the other from a Carthaginian confessor, while showing

admirably how strong the faith was of third century Catholics in the

efficacy of indulgences, also seem to indicate that one of the writers

did not understand perfectly just how indulgences should be granted.

Celerinus, the Roman, having himself steadfastly confessed Christ

in the very presence of the tyrant Decius, was therefore the more

sorely grieved at the spiritual death of his two sisters, Numeria and

Candida, one of whom had denied the faith by offering sacrifice to

idols, and the other by purchasing a certificate. So in his sorrow

and shame he sends to a brother confessor named Ludanus, who was

confined with many others in an African dungeon, and asks for a

libellus expressly in favor of his repentant sisters. "Great as is their

sin, I believe," he writes, "that God will pardon them on the entreaty
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of you, his martyrs. Therefore, my lord, I beg and entreat, by our

Lord Jesus Christ, that you would refer the matter to the rest, your

colleagues, your brethren, my lords, and entreat of them that whoever

of you shall first be crowned will remit that so great sin to those

our sisters Numeria and Candida. . . . When their cause was

lately heard the ruling priests bade them wait as they are until a

Bishop is appointed, but as far as you may, by your holy prayers

and petitions, in whidi we confide, since ye are friends, and, more-

over, witnesses of Xt, that you will indulge us in all things. . . .

I entreat, therefore, dearest Lord Ludanus, that you would remem-

ber me and grant my petition.""

Celerinus thus expressly states for whom he wants libelli sent, and

his sisters' billets of indulgence were presumably sutaiitted to the

proper authorities for confirmation, for he is afterwards praised by

St. Cyprian for his moderation and caution and was subsequently

"incardinated," as we should say nowadays, into that Bishop's

diocese, being made a lector as a preliminary step to the priesthood.

Ludanus, on the other hand, "glowing indeed in faith," as St
Cyprian bears testimony, "and strong in courage, but insufficiently

gfrounded in the word of the Lord,"** in his answer to Cderinus,

and also in a pompous note to Cyprian, presumes in his ignorance to

grant "peace" so illegally and lavishly as to arouse the episcopal

wrath of his ordinary.

"When the blessed martyr Paulus was still in the body," Ludanus
writes his Roman friend, "he called me and said to me : 'Ludan, I

charge thee before Xt, that if any one shall ask peace of thee after

I am summoned away, grant it in my name.' Moreover, all of us

whom the Lord, in this so great tribulation, hath deigned to summon,

all of us by mutual compact have by our letters given peace to all.

. . . Therefore, dearest brother, greet Numeria and Candida,

who shall be . . according to the injunction of Paulus and

of the other martyrs, whose names I subjoin.""

And in his note to C}^rian Ludanus condescendingly informs

him with what princely generosity "we have granted peace to all of

whose behavior since the commission of their crime you are satisfied

;

and we desire, through you, to make known this decision to other

Bishops also. We wish you to maintain peace with the holy

martyrs.""

In spite of the mollifying dause, "of whose behavior you are

satisfied," these two letters of Ludanus, on account of their conse-
______

i» Epis. xxn.
20 The sense la Incomplete: "Ptirdoned?"
" Bpls. XXI.
» Epla. XVI.
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quences, evidently vexed St Cyprian exceedingly. For it was no

sooner noised abroad that the martyrs themselves had magnificently

gfranted peace to all the lapsed than multitudes throughout "Arch-

bishop" Cyprian's large province clamorously besought their Bishops

to give formally the absolution which the people believed had already

been granted by the martyrs.

St C}rprian rightly considered such proceedings quite subversive

of all ecclesiastical order and discipline. For in a letter written dur-

ing the vacancy of St Peter's chair to the "presb)rters and deacons

abiding at Rome," St Cyprian speaks of the announcement Lucianus

had made in the name of all the confessors as one, "Whereby the

whole bond of faith, and the fear of God, and the commandment of

the Lord, and the sanctity and strength of the Gk)spel were well-nigh

dissolved. The blunder has stirred up the odium of the people

against me in that when I have begun to hear and examine the cases

of individuals, I must seem to deny to many what all now insist that

they have received frcwn the martyrs and confessors."**

And worse still, a like abuse, which some of the martyrs counte-

nanced, opened the door to an unholy traffic in indulgences on the

part of unscrupulous men. For after securing from the martyrs

billets loosely recommending for reconciliation "such a one and his

friends," these simoniacs for a suitable sum were willing to number

some twenty or thirty frantic penitents among "their friends." This

practice the saint in his Tenth Epistle sternly condemns. And in a

letter written to the Clerus Romaus during the vacancy of the chair

of "the principal church, whence the unity of the priesthood took its

rise,"" as St. Cyprian elsewhere styles the Roman See, he takes

occasion, while rendering the priests and deacons there an account of

his "acts, discipline and diligence," to deplore the fact that many
of the lapsed in Carthage had been "canvassing the martyrs every-

where, ... so that without any discrimination or inquiry into

the several cases, thousands of letters were daily gfiven against the

rules of the Gospel,"*' presumably through the hands of those who
sought profit from an illicit traffic.

It should be noted also that these abuses in the use of indulgences

crept in the more easily because while Cyprian was in retirement a

half dozen seditious clerics of Carthage had headed a schism, arro-

gated to themselves the powers of a Bishop, and with a view to

winning the people's favor, presumed to reconcile to the Church,

without examination, all who seemed to be recommended by the

martyrs. These fomenters of discord St Cyprian, of course,

promptly suspended and excommunicated.

2» Epls. XXII.
i* Patrol. Lat., Vol. HI., colum. 841.
SB EJpls. XIV.
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It was doubtless on account of such abuses as these in the use of

the libelli martyrum that St. Cyprian decided to stop granting indulg-

ences until peace was restored to the Church. An exception, how-

ever, was made, as has been shown, in favor of those lapsed who
had fallen seriously ill. All others were ordered to keep their letters

for formal examination till the close of the persecution.

This, then, is a sketch of the manner indulgences were granted

in Africa some 1,600 years ago. Such spiritual favors are now much
easier to get than in the days of Cyprian. Just by devoutly using

certain aspirations, twentieth century Catholics can gain indulgences

that penitents of Cyprian's time got with difficulty only after a long

period of rigorous penance. And these relaxations were, no doubt,

more highly valued by those who received them than are present-day

indulgences by us. For there was a very perceptible reality about

an indulgence which actually shortened by several years the grim

canonical penance of the early Church that modem Catholics, who
regard indulgences chiefly as a means of obtaining for themselves

or others a speedy release from Purgatory, can scarcely realize.

Nor were indulgences so lavishly granted in the third century as

now. During and after the Decian persecution especially, the ques-

tion of how the lapsed should be treated was a burning one. A
Bishop's or a cleric's attitude of mind on this point was almost a

test of orthodoxy. Stem and exacting as we should now consider

St. Cyprian's treatment of the fallen, we must remember that severity

with flagrant offenders against God's law, and especially with apos-

tates, was a characteristic of Church legislation in primitive times.

Cyprian's rigor, too, is accentuated, perhaps, by the laxity of the

schismatics among his clergy and the weakness of some of his "suf-

fragans." Yet he regarded himself, and was apparently considered

at Rome, as almost too indulgent toward apostates. "I am well-

nigh a delinquent myself," he writes, "in remitting delinquencies;"

and the purpose of more than one of the saint's letters to Rome was

to clear himself, it would seem, of the charge of laxity in reconciling

the lapsed. Indeed, compared with the Novatians of his time, or

with those Spanish Bishops who framed some fifty years later the

decrees of the Synod of Elvira, Cjrprian was a veritable St. Francis

of Sales for sweetness.

It should be also remembered that throughout the duration of the

Decian persecution the Bishop of Carthage in goveming his diocese

very probably had the direct guidance, in those famous visions of his,

of the Holy Spirit—an extraordinary grace that many a modern

Bishop would doubtless value highly—^while it is the remarkable

knowledge of the Scriptures and of canon law, of which the writings

of this new-made Christian give evidence, that makes Baronius of
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the opinion that the saint had either been miraculously enlightened

at baptism or else had studied the books of the Christians for many
years prior to his conversion.

Be it observed, finally, that if this great doctor seemed hard od

others, he was much harder on himself. As Newman, in a char-

acteristic paragraph, sums up the life and work of our saint:

"While exhorting to almsgiving, he is already an example of volun-

tary poverty ; if he praises virginity, he has himself embraced a single

life; he insists on the nothingness of things earthly, having first

chosen contempt and reproach ; he denounces the heathen magistrate,

with the knowledge that he is braving his power; and he is severe

with the lapsed, because he himself is to be a martyr."**

A martyr, indeed ; for eight years after the close of the persecution

that raged under Decius that of Valerian broke out, and one of its

most distinguished victims was the great African Bishop. Warned
in a vision that he was soon to be crowned with martyrdom, he set

his affairs in order, and being in all probability fully restored by

Pope St. Xystus to communion with the See of Peter, he who had

so earnestly exhorted others to martyrdom received that palm him-

self, being beheaded within sight of his episcopal dty, as he had
desired, and surrounded by his faithful clergy and beloved flock. St
Cyprian suffered in the year 258, on the 14th of September. His

feast, however, is annually celebrated two days later, together with

that of his dear friend and "brother," Pope St. Cornelius, who pre-

ceded him to martyrdom by six years, and with whose name St.

Cyprian's is also united in the Canon of the Mass.

Woodstock College, Md.

CATHOLICITY IN SPENSER.

COLLIGITE QUAE SUPERAVERUNT FRAGMENTA.

HE temptation to interpret an author in a way differing frcxn

the ordinarily accepted one is by no means uncommon. We
have seen a story turned inside out; as in the hands of

Browning the tale of the Glove, where, the current of sympathy is

diverted from the knight whose ladylove has shown an exactingness

bom of an abnormal vanity, to her in whose face the Glove, recov-

ered from the lions, has been flung. And as in the hands of Mrs.

Boole, who once turned the hair of even the youngest members of

the New Shakespeare Society white by proclaiming that Portia,

2< Preface to the Oxford translation of St Cyprlaa's treatises.

Walter Dwight, S. J.
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whom all had been brought up to admire, was a barbarous and

unfeeling woman, the hard-hearted cause of evils too terrible to

conceive. To make a hypothesis and fit facts thereto; to take a

story and find in it a meaning hitherto undiscovered, a meaning

unknown to the author himself, has had, and always will have, a

fascination for some among us. But to say that such and such is

a writer's meaning is one thing, and to find in him that large sug-

gestiveness which is an unfailing mark of the greater among the

poets is another ; for the measure of a poet's mind is not to be taken

merely by what he has thought and said, but by that also which he

has made others think, or say, or do ; not only by the ear delighted,

but also by the tuning of the voice ; also not only by the deaf ears

unstopped, but by the tongue of the dumb made to sing. The great

poet will make us sing, in our hearts at least, because of the beauty

of his music, as he will set us thinking because of the depth and

height and breadth and justice of his thought. If, as Emerson says,

there is a double meaning, or a quadruple, or a centuple, or a much
more manifold meaning in every sensuous fact, there is also a

manifold meaning in the word, words being, to quote again from

Emerson, a kind of action. Thus, may it not be granted that to give

out something of what Spenser has suggested as Catholicity is not

necessarily a mistake ?

There seem naturally to be two divisions of this subject—what

might be interpreted in a Catholic sense and what is, in its nature

and expression, essentially Catholic.

We may, I think, illustrate the former of these divisions by the

mode which Browning adopts in his treatment of the story of

Alkestis. To the Greek the death of the young where the old might

possibly have been a substitute would have seemed in its very nature

an outrage on the eternal laws of fitness, and hence on the law of

beauty. Browning goes deeper with a plummet surely belonging

to the ages that have lapped in the clothing of Christianity; and so

with him Pheres must through his grief find purgation from his sin

and redemption from the power of his selfishness. And do we not

all, consciously or unconsciously, read into the stories of the olden

days meanings which, if not always larger, are at any rate different

from those which they would have conveyed, or even could have

conveyed, to those in whose ears the story first was told?

I am not, of course, going to make any attempt to prove that

Spenser was a Catholic. I am perfectly aware that he cannot be

claimed as such. But he certainly was no Puritan; and it would

be difficult to study his work without feeling that in some ways he

was less far from the kingdom of God, by which, of course, I mean
the Church, than many of his readers would haVe us to believe.
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It is quite true that our poet exhibits an animus against the Cath-

olic Church which it would be dishonest, even if it were possible, to

attempt to explain away. Whenever he directly refers to the Church

of his forebears he has no good thing to say of it ; he thinks of the

Spanish King, and of the throwing away of the shield of his faith

by Henry of Navarre, and of attempts to overthrow the sacred

queendom of Elizabeth Tudor by the false rebels who clung to her

Popish cousin, and of the horror of superstition and blindness of

heart, and evil and cunning, and all that deserves his deepest hatred

and loftiest scorn. But I think it is rather as an Englishman to

whom the independence of his country is passing dear that Cath-

olicity seems to embody for him lack of patriotism, and disloyalty,

and the preference of darkness to light When there is no question

of foreign attempts at usurpation, no thought of an England less

free than the England he has known, no dream of a ruler less heart

enthroned than his beloved gloriana, Spenser walks in a larger space,

in a lovelier liberty.

he tells us. How much, then, does not his pound of sweet outweigh

any sour he may have pven us ?

Was there nothing in Spenser's environment to account for his

sympathy with Catholicity'in at least some of its aspects ?

We remember that his very earliest recollections would be those

of a little Catholic boy ; for he was six years old when the brief time

of the restoration of the altar ended, and five of those years would

have been spent under the gfuardianship of the ChurcH. Again, in

his day there must have been a good many who, not recognizing the

significance of outward change, held practically to their old beliefs,

thinking, as many English people now think, by a revival of the

theory allowed to pass away so many years ago, that it is possible

to be a member of the Church Catholic without being under the

Papal obedience. And in Elizabeth herself as well as in others a

certain comfortable eclecticism arranged at least a meeting between

Catholicity and Protestantism ; though for the matter of their kissing

each other, the less said the better.

There was also in Spenser's literary environment much of the

affirmative element which so essentially distinguishes the old faith

from the new. He had browsed on poetry made in the atmosphere

of the ages of belief, as well as on the great classic literature whose

long-neglected pastures the children of the Church had been the

first to reenter. Chaucer, as we know, was his beloved master, his

well of English undefiled; that Chaucer who, curiously, has been

supposed in sympathy with Wiclif and that ilk, because, forsooth,

A dram of sweet Is worth a pound of sowre.
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he hated a bad life and took no pains to conceal that most of all he

hated it in priest and religious—as all good Catholics have always

done, and, please God, always will do. He must have well known
that wonderful book of Malory's, steeped as it is in the glamor that

Tennyson could never succeed in capturing. That, too, of Tasso

and Ariosto, to say nothing of the greatest of all Catholic poets,

Dante. Edward Kirke says of Spenser, in speaking of his language,

that, "having the sound of these ancient poets still ringing in his

ears, he mought needs, in singing, hit out some of their tunes." May
it not also be said that echoes of the bells of holiness and consecration

were sounding in his spirit ears so that he could not but give out

some of their sound ?

Plato was a strong influence upon Spenser; and, as we know, it

had not been left for Protestants to trace in the teaching of the

great Greek something of that which found its highest expression

in the teaching of Him who spoke as never man spoke, even the

Supreme Teacher by whose word all who have taught any part of

truth have found their utterance.

To consider first what might be read in a Catholic sense or taken

as suggesting Catholicity. In "An Hymne of Heavenly Beautie"

we have a lovely description of that eternal wisdom which found

its incarnation in the Mother of Our Lord.

There in His bosome Sapience doth sit.

The soveralne dearllng of the Deity,
Clad like a Queene In royall robes, most flt

For so crreat powre and peerelesse majesty.
And all with gemmes and Jewels gortreously

Adomd, that brljrhter than the starres appeare.
And make her native brltrhtness seem more cleare.

And on her head a crowne of purest gold
Is set, in signe of higrhest soveralgnty:

And in her hand a scepter she doth hold,
With which she rules the house of Ood on hy,
And menageth the ever-moving sky,

And In the same these lower creatures all

Subjected to her powre Imperlall.

The fairenesse of her face no tongue can tell;

For she the daughters of all wemens race
And Angels eke. In beautie doth excell.
Sparkled on her from Oods owne glorious face,
And more Increast by her owne goodly grace.

That It doth farre exceed all humane thought,
Ne can on earth compared be to ought

Let Angels, which her goodly face behold
And see at will, her soveraigne praises sing,

And those most sacred mysteries unfold
Of that falre love of mightie heavens King;
Enough Is me t' admyre so heavenly thing.

And, being thus with her huge love possest.
In th' only wonder of her selfe to rest.

But who so may, thrise happy man him hold.
Of all on earth whom Ood so much doth grace,

And lets His owne Beloved to behold;
For in the view of her celestial face
All Joy, all bllsse, all happinesse, have place;

Ke ought on earth can want unto the wight
Who of her selfe can win the wishfuU sight.

Digitized by
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For she, out of her secret threaaury
Plentie of riches, which there hidden ly
Within the closet of her chastest bowre.
Th' eternal! portion of her precious dowre.

Which mighty God hatta given to her tree.

May we say, as St. Paul said to the Athenians, "What therefore

ye worship without knowing it?" Have not poets and thinkers in

all ages sung and spoken of what, indeed, they knew not in anything

like its fullness ?

As I have said, I think it will be found that Spenser is not g^ven

to inveigling against Catholic doctrine. In the "Shepheards

Calendar" the criticism of the unfaithful pastors applies to conduct,

not to teaching or belief. It would apply equally well to unfaithful

priest and unconscientious minister. We require the argument to

the fifth eglogue and E. K.'s Gloss to make us understand that

Catholic pastors are a bad lot and Protestant ones the reverse. It

is true that in the first book of the "Faerie Queene" we have Archi-

mago, the deceiver, masking under the semblance of a religious,

breviary at side and eyes bent lowly on the ground, who leads Una
and the Red Cross Knight to his little lowly hermitage with its holy

chapel close by; he bids his beads, and strows Ave Marys "after

and before." But how well Spenser knew that the spiritual life is

fed by contemplation we see in the tenth canto of the same book,

where again we have a little hermitage close to a sacred chapel, not

now—and this is surely significant—in a dale, but on a hill both

steep and high. Here heavenly contemplation lives apart—^that

heavenly contemplation who leads the knight up to the highest mount

and shows him the path that leads to the city of God

:

It is also true that we have Blindheart (Corcoca) praying day

and night upon her beads, with her nine hundred Our Fathers and

her two thousand seven hundred Hail Marys every day ; her painful

penances, her sackcloth and ashes and her fasts. But, as we shall

see, all these things are also represented as accessories to the life of

devotion, most fruitful as most deep. For sham does not disprove,

but prove, the existence of reality, and, "Though all foul things

should wear the brows of grace, yet grace must still look so."

How nobly this poet sets forth the beauty of that chastity which,

alike in man and woman, the Church has always glorified. Cath-

olics in all ages have reverenced this virtue, its cherished revelation

in all the magnificence of its glory being in and by the Mother

Immaculate. Una, Belphoebe, Britomart, Florimel, all are lovely

in its sheen. If, indeed, the Elizabethans, in honorbg this virtue

with a special honor, idealized the Queen of England instead of

The new HleruBalem, that God has built
For those to dwell in, that are chosen his.
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realizing the Queen of Christendom, let us ask whether such an

ideal would have been possible had the Reality never been known?
The spirit of praise had poured out precious perfume upon the feet

of the lady of ladies before it vulgarized itself to kiss the shadow

of Elizabeth Tudor.

In seeking to point out marks of the Catholic spirit in Spenser,

I. do not intend to reverse the allegory of his greatest and loveliest

work, the "Faerie Queene." I am not going to make Una the

Catholic Church, slandered and robbed by Duessa, as Protestantism.

But Spenser, who, I am fain to believe, sees now "with larger, other

eyes" than of yore, could not resist the form and pressure of the

influences that had gone to shape him as man and poet.

Who is the Red Cross Knight?

In one aspect, as we know, the England of Elizabethan days

—

that England which knew not the faith as the "one entire and perfect

chrysolite," and yet had some light from the fragments that still

remained after the shattering and the trampling on, and the casting

upon the dunghill. He is also called the Knight of Holiness. Yet

surely he appears rather as the seeker after holiness than as the

actual personification thereof. And so with Una, for she is more
the truth seeker than the very truth itself, and in this would, of

course, correspond to the non-infallibility of the Church of Protestant

theology. And yet, imperfect the allegory would be which in her

shadowed forth the Living Truth, there are certain things which

suggest that the poet had at least some conception of the meaning of

a Church. In her name we have the first of the four names by which

we know the Church of God—^Una, Sancta, Catholica, Apostolica

—

and so we have an acknowledgment, at least a tacit one, that unity

must accompany truth; or, rather, indeed, be of its very essence,

and inseparable from its conception. Without unfairness, we may
surely see in Una a witness to Spenser's belief in the existence of a

truth that is worth living for and dying for; as well as in Duessa

the protest of heart and soul against the multiform falsehood which

ever seeks to sunder us from the living truth. In her garb, as we
see her at first, Una has the look of Holy Church as in England for

centuries she went, black stoled and as one that inly mourned ; and

how can we be grateful enough for the toleration by which, though

it may be bom of indifference as well as of charity, is yet indeed

toleration, our goodly Royal Lady may approach to the wearing of

her fullest earthly splendor? So, in canto 12, we have this descrip-

tion of her glorious gear:

For ahe had layd ber moumefull stole aside.
And widow-like sad wimple throwne away.

Wherewith her heavenly beautle she did hide.
Whiles on her wearle journey she did ride;
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And on her now a garment she did weare
All lllly white, wlthoutten spot or pride^

That aeemd like sllke and silver woven neare,
But neither sllke nor silver therein did appeare.

The blazlngr brlshtnesse of her beauties beame.
And glorious light of her sunshyny face.

To tell, were as to strive acralnst the stream e:

My ragged rimes are all too rude and bace
Her heavenly Uneajnents for to enchace.

Ne wonder; for her own deare loved knight,
All were she daly with hlmselfe In place.
Did wonder much at her celestiall sight:
Oft had he seene her faire, but never so talre dlght.

Spenser's Una, rather, on the whole a sweet and pathetic figwre

than an august God-sent lady, is yet not wholly without strength,

for she has some power to rebuke as well as to comfort, which is

shown when (canto 9) she snatches out of her kni^t's hand "the

cursed knife" which the Red Cross had, at the urging of Despair,

lifted to destroy himself

:

And threw It to the ground, enraged rife,

And to him said. Fie, fle, faint harted knight.
What meanest thou by this reproachful strife?

Is this the battell, which thou vauntat to fight
With that fire mouthed dragon, horrible and bright?
Come, come away, fralle, feeble, fleshly wight,

Ne let vaine words bewitch thy manly hart.

But truth as Spenser conceived of it is not our truth. His is a
truth that, going in company with the Knight of Holiness, makes

no attempt to keep him out of the wood of error, but simply enjoys

the beauty around her, as they together "joy to heare the birdes

sweet harmony, . . . and praise the trees so straight and hy."

She, the Lady of Truth, no more than he, the Knight of Holiness,

can find the path to return

:

Led with delight, they thus beguile the way,
UntlU the blustring storme is overblowne;

When weening to retume, whence they did stray.
They cannot find that path, which first was showne.
But wander to and fro In wayes imknowne,

Furthest from end then, when they nearest weene,
That makes them doubt their wits be not their owne:

So many pathes, so many turnings seene.
That which of them to take In diverse doubt they beene.

At last they come to a hollow cave, amid the thickest woods.

Even then Una can only warn him to withhold his stroke till he

has made further trial. Then she tells him that she better knows

the peril of the place than he, and bids him beware, after informing

him that this is Errour's den, a monster vile, whom God and man
does hate.

Neither does Una see through Archimago's wiles, but is help-

lessly separated from her defender. Does not this, to a Catholic,

inevitably suggest the hopeless uncertainty of Protestantism? Is

not truth, to the Protestant, at least largely the creation of his own
mind ? How else could we be told of such and such a one that he
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beat out his belief; that he found a religion that was comprehensive

enough for him ? As truth cannot even swerve, much less fail, the

confusion by which Una is made to enter the Wood of Error is

quite inexplicable on any hypothesis than that of the entire subjec-

tivity of truth, as conceived of by a post-Reformation poet

In the introduction of the old story of the taming of the lion we
have the witness to the truth of the Catholic doctrine of virginity.

The passage is so lovely that no amount of repetition can ever dull

or stale it to our ears. And we may also find in it an unintended

parable of the might of our Mother's purity to tame and subdue the

untamed and the unsubdued, and to use the power of the strong:

One day nigh wearie of the yrksome way.
From her unha:stie beast she did alight.

And on the grrasse her dainty limbs did lay
In secret shadow, far from all mens sight:

' From her faire head her fillet she undight.
And laid her stole aside. Her angels face,
As the great eye of heaven sbyned bright.

And made a sunshine in the shadie place;
Did never mortal eye behold such heavenly grace.

I

It fortuned out of the thickest wood
A ramping lyon rushed suddainly,

Hunting full greedy after salvage blood;
Scone as the royall virgin he did spy,

' With gaping mouth at her ran greedily,
To have att once devourd her tender corse:

, But to the pray when as he drew more ny.
His bloody rage aswaged with remorse,
And with the sight amazd, forgat his furious forse.

, In stead thereof he kist her wearie feet.

And lickt her llUy bands with fawning tong.
As he her wronged Innocence did weet.
O how can beautle maister the most strong.
And simple truth subdue avenging wrong!

Whose yielded pride and proud submission.
Still dreading death, when she had marked long,

Her hart gan melt In great compassion.
And drlzllng teares did shed for pure aftectlon.

The lyon would not leave her desolate.
But with her went along, as a strong gard

Of her chast person, and a faithful mate
Of her sad troubles and misfortunes hard:
Still when she slept, he kept both watch and ward.

And when she wakt, he waited diligent,
With humble service to her will prepard:

From her falre eyes he tooke commandement,
And ever by her lookes conceived her Intent.

How fine is the description of the arrival of Kirkrapine at the

"cottage small" of Blindheart and Abject (for so we may render the

names of Corcoca and Abessa), where Una and her lion have taken

shelter

:

Now when Aldeboran was mounted hte
Above the shinle Casseiopelas chalre.

And aJl in deadly sleepe did drowned lie, -

One knocked at the dore, and in would fare;
He knocked fast, and often curst, and aware.

That readie entrance was not at his call

:

For on his backe a heavy load he bare
Of nightly stelths, and pillage several!.
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Which he had got abroad by purchase crimlnall.
He was, to weete, a stout and sturdy thiefe.
Wont to rob churches of their ornaments.

And poore mens boxes of their due reliefe,

Which given was to them tor good Intents;
The holy saints of their rich vestments

He did disrobe, when all men carlesse slept;
And apoUd the priests of their habiliments.

How significant is that spoiling of the holy saints of their rich

vestments

!

And when the lion fiercely encounters this robber and presses

him down under his lordly foot, is it possible to imagine that the

poet really meant by the lion His Majesty Henry VIH. ?

Are wo not given a very parable of Catholicity in the three

brothers, Sansfoy, Sansloy and Sansjoy, and even in the significant

order in which they appear ? Without the faith, given over to law-

lessness, bereft of joy.

It is after Duessa has guided the Knight to the House of Pride

that we come to the Catholic teaching of Spenser concerning sin.

The group of the deadly sins meets us, at whose head is the sin of

Pride, the sin most protean of all, as our poet knew ; the sin that

turns to the noble a side different from that which she turns to the

ignoble or the weak or the sensual. Spenser represents Pride in

various forms, but, in the canto in which we have all the sins that

kill the soul, Pride appears as Lucifera, throned in state, disdaining

earth, sitting high. So a still greater than Spenser represented him

who is in himself all sin and the very foimtain thereof. Lucifera

is the usurping queen, with neither rightful kingdom nor heritage

of rightful sovereignty ; nor is she a law-maker nor a ruler by law.

She is Sansloy, or rather includes in herself all that is signified by

Sansloy.

The House of Pride is a goodly building, led to by a broad high-

way. Here we see at once by the application of our Lord's words

the identification of pride with destruction; nor could the unity of

sin, if I may use such a phrase, be more clearly and powerfully

denoted than by this grouping of Lucifera and her six terrible

postillions, the evil wizards who uphold her kingdom with their

counsels bad. There she sits in her great coach, "drawne of six

unequal! beasts, on which her six sage counsellors did ryde." Each

of them rides an animal partaking of or symbolizing his own nature.

Thus, Sloth, who leads, is on a sluggish ass ; Gluttony, upon a swine,

and so forth. In the description of Envy there is an interesting

evidence of Catholic feeling as opposed to Antinomianism

:

In the various aspects in which Spenser shows us the sin of pride.

And who with gratlous bread the hungry feeds.
His almea for want of faith he doth accuse.
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he never exhibits a trace of that sympathy with, or at least tenderness

in condemning pride, as if indeed it were, like Milton's Fame, the

last infirmity of noble minds. Spenser does not look upon sin as

mere negation of goodness, but as the terribly active principle which

it took the death of the Son of God to break.

It is perhaps in the tenth canto of the "Faerie Queene" that we
find the strongest evidence of the Catholic spirit of Spenser. And
here I may say that when I had almost finished my paper I came

across this passage in Aubrey de Vere's essay on "The Two Chief

Schools of English Poetry," which expresses what I had long felt.

"We can nowhere meet an exposition of the Christian religion in

its completeness and proportions, doctrinal, devotional and practical,

more searching, while so brief, than exists in the tenth canto of his

(Spenser's) first book (of the 'Faerie Queene'), describing the visit

of the Redcross Knight to the House of Holiness."

That Spenser's soul was far from being at odds with the Great

Mother; that he was not, indeed, a willing alien from her courts,

can here be most plainly seen.

The Redcross Knight has fallen after manifold temptations, after

much struggle, indeed
; but, separated from Una (and this is signifi-

cant), he cannot attain to anything like a complete conquest. He
has escaped from the power of the pride of luxury and worldliness

and falls under that of Orgoglio, who perhaps represents the pride

of power, thus escaping one form of pride to fall by another. De-

livered by Arthur, whom Una brings to his rescue, the Redcross is

overcome by despair, that despair which is, after all, but another

form of pride. As we have seen, it is Una who delivers him from

this foe. It is she who leads him to the House of Holiness, which

is opened to them by Humility, in contrast to the "gentle husher,"

Vanity, of the House of Pride. Una requests of Fidelia, or Faith,

to instruct the Knight, and, accordingly, he is taught and brought to

deep contrition. His agony is such that Una comes to Cselia, the

mistress of the House of Holiness ; comes in her perplexity to her

who surely is a truer type of Holy Church than Una, as her very

name indicates, for she is the kingdom of heaven. Cselia sends for

a "leach," or doctor, "the which has great insight in that disease of

grieved conscience, and well could cure the same." Who can be

intended here other than the spiritual healer, the priest of God?
What is it but the Sacrament of Penance that is described ?

Who, coming to that soule diseased knight.
Could hardly him intreat to tell his grief:

Which knowne, and all that noyd his heavle sprlgbt
Well searcht, eftsoones he gan apply relief
Of salves and med'clnes, which had passing prlef;

And thereto added words of wondrous might

What can be meant by this but the confession, so difficult to make.
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so wisely assisted by the skilled confessor, who gives the penitent

medicine indeed of surpassing excellence and brings him to his right

mind? [By which to ease he him recured (recovered) brief.] But

there is yet more to come. The words of wondrous mig^t are to be

pronounced in their awful sweetness : Absolvo te in nomine Patris

et Filii et Spiritus Sancti.

The satisfaction has yet to be made, and no light penance is laid

upon the pardoned one. The body is arrayed in sackcloth and ashes,

and "dieted with fasting every day;" and his prayers go up early

and late ; and "bitter Penance" disciplines him with a whip of iron,

and the smart of salt water bathes the body, and all for the healing

of the soul. He is led to Una then, who puts him under the care of

Giarissa (Charity). Charity instructs him "in everie good behest

of love and righteousness" and well doing, and teaches him the ready

path to heaven. Mercy is called upon to guide "his weaker, wander-

ing steps," and she goes with him, tenderly helping him and doing

away with the hindrances in his way, until they come to the holy

hospital, or hostel, wherein dwell the Seven Beadmen, who are the

Seven Corporal Works of Mercy.

The first of them, that eldest was, and best.
Of all the house had charge and govemement.

As guardian and steward of the rest:
His ofBce was to give entertalnement
And lodging unto all that came and went;

Not unto such, as could him feast agalne.
And double quite for that he on them spent.

But such as want of harbour did constralne:
Those for Oods sake his dewty was to entertains.

The second was the almner of the place.
His office was the hungry for to feed.

And thirsty give to drlnke, a worke of grace:
He feard not once hlmselfe to be in neede,
Ne cat'd to hoord for those whom he did breede:

The grrace of Qod he layd up still in stor,
Whiche as a stocks he left unto his seede;

He had enough, what need him care for more?
And had he lesse, yet some he would give to the pore.

The third had of their wardrobe custody.
In which were not rich tyres, nor garments gay.

The plumes of pride, and wlnges of vanity.
But clothes meet to keep keene cold away,
And naked nature seemely to aray;

With which bare wretched wights he dayly clad,
The images of Ood In earthly clay;

And if that no spare clothes to give he had.
His owns coate he would cut, and It distribute glad.

The fourth appointed by his office was
Poors prisoners to relieve with gratious ayd.

And captives to relieve with price of bras
From Turkes and Sarazins, which them had stayd;
And though they faulty were, yet well he wayd.

That Qod to us forglveth every howre
Much more than that, why they in bands were layd;

And he that harrowd hell with heavle stowre.
The faulty soules from thence brought to his heavenly bowra.

The fifth had charge sick persons to attend.
And to comfort those, in point of death which lay;
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For them most needeth comfort In the end.
When sin, and hell, and death do most dismay
The feeble soule departing hence away.

All Is but lost, that llvingr we bestow.
If not well ended at our dying day.

O man have mind of that last bitter throw;
For aa the tree does tbll, so lyes it ever low.

The sixt had charge of them now being dead,
In seemely sort their corses to engrave.

And deck with dainty flowres their brldall bed.
That to their heavenly spouse both sweet and brave
They might appeare. when he their soules shall save.

The wondrous workmanship of Gods owne mould.
Whose face he made all beastes to feare, and gave

All In his hand, even dead we hlnour should.
Ah, dearest God me graunt, I dead be not detould.

The seventh, now after death and burlall done.
Had charge the tender orphans of the dead

And widows ayd, least they should be undone:
In face of Judgment he their right would plead,
Ne ought the powre of mighty men did dread

In their defence, nor would for gold or fee
Be wonne their rightfull causes downe to tread.

And, when they stood in most necessities.
He did supply their wsjit, and gave them ever free.

In verse 39 there is a clear allusion to the story of Martin the

catechumen, who clothed the Lord.

In verse 40 the ransom of captives from Turkes and Saracins

refers to a custom which it had not been left to the "reformers" to

inaugurate. Had not the Christian world long since known of the

foimding of the Order of Our Lady of Mercy and of the work of

its holy son, St. Raymond Nonnatus?

The forty-first verse is very noticeable as expressing the Catholic

doctrine of "Bona Mors." Some years ago at a meeting of the

Browning Society an Anglican clergyman, in speaking of the poem
"Childe Roland to the Dark Tower Came," found "an intrinsic con-

trast between the English or Protestant ideal and the Catholic, as

expressed in these two poems (this poem and "The Dream of

Gerontius"), speaking slightingly of the Catholic ideal, as shown
in Newman's poem. The Hon. Roden Noel, who was chairman on

this occasion, himself a poet, though not a Catholic, spoke for the

Catholic view taken by Cardinal Newman as inculcating a wise

passiveness and humility in face of the mystery of death. Spenser,

at all events, thought in the atmosphere of the faith on this subject.

May we not, indeed, say that, in some ways at least. Catholicity

is in Spenser no mere picturesque setting, as in the work of some
moderns, but an integral part of his thought, and, consequently, of

its expression? That we do find in this poet very definite Catholic

teaching on certain points I think there can be no doubt. To the

old faith he owes some at least of his strength, some at least of his

sweetness. He owes it directly, as in the instances which I have

given. Indirectly his debt is gfreater still ; for the Catholic Churdj
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is the mother of all Christian art, plastic or poetic This separated

son of hers simply cannot help himself. He has had to accept what

has been given him ; accept it as we accept light and air and all the

influences that go to the making of man. And so Spenser has had

to accept the influence of the Church involuntarily as well as of

free will.

If he girds at her, may we not pity the child who knows not his

mother ?

He tells of a springing well whose silver flood could restore

health to the sick and life to the dead. He tells of a goodly tree by

God's hand planted whence ever flowed a stream of sovran balm,

giving life and long health and the healing of deadly wounds.

Surely drops of that water had touched his brow with their vitalizii^

grace; surely he knew sconething of the healing of that precious

balm.

Not*.—It will easily be aeen that I have left a very large iMrtlon of

Spensei'a work unaurveyed from my point of view. As Chaucer says,

There Is, Indeed, a lar^e field—larger even than seema at first sight. I

shall be more than glad if I have at least opened a farrow tor some one
whose plow Is drawn by oxen less weak than mine.

GOD'S HAPPINESS AND OURS.

S FAR as it is possible, through the ideas we have of Him,

to know God, we apply to Him certain names, and in order

to express the infinity of His characteristics, we emphasize

them with the help of some affixes, and we say : The Most High,

the Almighty God. But there is an attribute of God of which,

perhaps, we do not think enough, at least directly, although indirectly

and in relation with us we make much of it. I mean happiness.

God is to be our happiness. Why ? Because He is His own happi-

ness first, and, moreover, because He is in Himself all happy. It

may not be, perhaps, a useless and fruitless task for us to contem-

plate this attribute both with regard to God and to ourselves ; it is a

theological contemplation, both high and beautiful, as well as a very

practical meditation in our present day, when some thinkers go so

far as to dream of a destiny for man in which neither a personal

God nor a permanent possession of personality should find a place.

E. Rickey.

I have, God wot, a large feeld to eere.
And wayke ben the oxen In my plow.
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as if immortality meant nothing but our survival in the memory of

others as long as they remember us, or as long as they themselves

exist.

In the first place, we must approach our subject from a meta-

physical point of view. These three terms, happiness, goodness,

being, are intimately connected one with another, and we shall deal

first with the last two.

According to the very old definition, goodness is what all desire

;

evidently not in the sense that something cannot possibly be good

except it be universally desired, but in this, that nothing can be

desired unless it be good ; or, to put it briefly, the object of all desires

is goodness. So far this definition seems to be merely nominal;

there are desires, in fact, and these desires tend to something, and

this something we call good and goodness. But what is it? We
can arrive at the answer by studying the very object of the desire

itself. What is it that every being desires? Its own perfection;

that is to say, according to the very etymology of the term, its perfect

development ; and to that end every being has a tendency, an "ap-

petitus," for this latter word well expresses both the claims advanced

for the possession of any element of perfection and the steps taken

to grasp it. Every being abounds in beginnings which have a

tendency to complete perfection. The seeds and germs are animated

by a motion of development into the complete plant or animal of

which they are the living principles. The bud is impelled to grow

up and unfold into the radiant and perfumed flower. All its life-

long the animal seeks after the satisfaction of its desires. And what

is man's pursuit after truth and morality except a means of attaining

to a perfect intellectual and moral being? This, then, is the general

law : Every being desires its own perfection ; that is to say, desires

the complement of those elements which its nature demands.

We can sum up our conclusions by a series of propositions. G!ood-

ness is the object of desire; desire implies incompleteness; incom-

pleteness and imperfection are correlative terms
;
therefore, desire

caused by incompleteness has for its object perfection ;
perfection is

complete development, or existence in its fullest sense. Thus we
arrive at the identification of these two terms, goodness and being.

Goodness is the object of desire ; it is desired because it is perfection

;

it is perfection because it is being.*

Let us now consider God and try to apply to Him the notions we
have just defined. The correct idea of God's goodness may be

expressed in the following short definition: The goodness of God

1 Bum. Theol., la., Q. 6.

I.
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is in the very measure of His being. But what is He ? If we apply

the three well-known methods or "ways of causality, negation, emi-

nency," we may conclude at once: By the first, that, as He is the

first Cause of all things, He must be all things; by the second, we
modify the inaccuracy of the foregoing assertion and say that He
cannot be all things as they are ; by the third, we sum up the former

results and arrive at the conclusion that He is all things eminently,

that is to say, in a higher mode of being. He is perfect, as the first

Cause of all perfections.

But this very word "perfect" must change its ordinary meaning

when applied to God, as St Gregory says : "In halting speedi, as

far as our weakness permits, we proclaim the high things of God;

the Unmade cannot be said to be made up." We can, however, use

the word with a corrective: God is made up. He is the sum total

of perfection, but without succession, without acquisition, without

addition, at once, by His very nature, from eternity. He is all-

perfect, that is to say. He has all the perfections which are scattered

abroad through this world, but He has them unsullied by the con-

jnndion of eardily imperfectioos. Further, He does not possess

them in a composite manner, because all that is in Him is blended

together in the utmost simplicity and oneness. Furthermore, not

only is He the sum total of all the perfections in which creatures

share, which belong to Him as their centre and cause, but He has

all possible perfections because there is no cause of Himself, because

He is self-existent, because He w.' And under that name God pre-

sented Himself to Moses : "I am, who am." This appellation ranks

first amongst those ascribed to God because it embraces all others in

its unity; even as being embraces everything in itself. It is pecu-

liarly applicable to God, because He is "the infinite and unbounded

Ocean of Substance," to quote the far-reaching words of SL John
Damascene.'

God is, and therefore is good, and the characters of His goodness

coincide with the characters of His being. And how infinitely does

the divine goodness tower above that of poor created beings. In our

being, which is a limited essence called out of nothing, we have the

first degree of our perfection and goodness ; but how imperfect and

how dependent for its progress is it upon the powers and tendencies

within us and upon other things without. And, when by those three

steps we have reached some stage of goodness, or even the highest

at which our nature may aim, then, as we had to attain it by the

law of progress, immediately our further efforts are arrested by the

law of decay. How deeply did St. Augustine feel it, and how

< Sum. Theol., la., Q. 4.

* Sum. Theol., la., Q. 13, art. 11.
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pathetic are his words : "Whithersoever the soul of man turns itself,

unless towards Thee, it is rivetted upon sorrows; yea, though it is

rivetted upon things beautiful. . . . They rise and set, and by

rising they begin, as it were, to be; they grow that they may be

perfected; and perfected, they wax old and wither; and all grow

not old, but all wither. So, then, when they rise and tend to be,

the more quickly they grow that they may be, so much the more

they haste not to be. This is the law of them."* But it is not so

with God. His essence is one with His existence, and so is not

this or that way of being, but Being itself ; there are no powers sur-

rounding it of increasing His goodness, since His goodness, like His

being, is infinite, and there are outside Him no other things from

which He could get any increase ; and, lastly, as there is no beginning

nor progress, there is no decay and no end in God, the King of

Etemi^.»

As God is goodness because He is being, so is He happiness be-

cause He is goodness. We need not here conclude from the fact

that there is happiness in creatures that it exists also in their

Creator ; it is enough to know that in Him there is goodness ; the

.

conclusion, therefore, that there is consequently happiness is evident

to any one who knows what happiness means, which is "nothing

else than the perfect good of an intellectual being, capable, as such,

of knowing its sufficiency in the good which it possesses. . . .

Both these conditions belong to God in the most excellent form.

Therefore happiness supremely belongs to God."* He is the Most-

Happy God. What is in the ontological order a want of being and

perfection is, in the psychological order, a desire and a suffering,

when such want is felt by consciousness. On the other hand, what

is satisfaction of this want, and consequently of this desire, is pleas-

ure, and, in a higher degfree, happiness. So numerous and common-
place would be the examples that it is better to omit them and to

form our opinion, on the ground of evidence, that in God there is

supreme happiness.

But when we try to find out and to describe what is divine happi-

ness, once more we encounter the same difficulty—to know the

unknowable, to utter the unutterable. Here also lie open before us

some ways of imperfect knowledge as a path at the foot of a lofty

Sinai, leading to its summit, which disappears amidst a cloud of

dazzling lig^t. By the way of causality, we ascend from creatures

to God; and we conclude that "every earthly shadow of happiness,

however small it may be, existed before, perfectly, in the divine

« Confess., Book IV., Ch. X.
> Sum. Theol., la., Q. 6, art S.

• Sum. Theol., la., Q. 26, art 1.
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happiness." And if we try to analyze and reckon up all these

shadows of happiness which are to be found around us, we shall

draw, with human colors, a very faint picture of the divine happiness.

As for the happiness of contemplation, God has the continuous, most

certain and perfect insight of Himself and all things. As for that

of action. He has the government, not of one man, of one dty, of

one kingdom, but of the whole universe. As for that which men
dream of finding in pleasure, riches, power, dignity and glory, God
has His pleasure in the most excellent enjoyment of Himself and all

good, without any mixture of evil ; He has His riches in the perfect

sufficiency which any wealth could promise; He has His power in

His infinite might ; His dignity rests in the headship and government

of all things ; He has His glory in the admiration of all creatures,

according to the measure of their knowledge."*

But we must, at this point, apply the method of negation to correct

the imperfections of such a picture. Happiness represents for us,

and is defined accordingly, the union and accimiulation of all good

things. They are in God, indeed, but not by way of composition,

but of simplicity, because, as we have said before in speaking of

perfections, that which is composite in many creatures preexists in

the one God in simplicity and unity. We also represent happiness

as the reward of virtue, but that is not essential to happiness; it is

a mere fact that happens to those who deserve and acquire thdr

happiness, just as to be generated happens to those who begin to be.

But as God has His being without having been bom, so He has His

happiness without any previous merit, the contrary implying that

there could be a time when He had neither happiness nor being.*

Lastly, by the way of eminency, our mind soars upwards to God
Himself and sings to Him : "O, God, we know that Thou art the

Most Happy God, but what is the nature of Thy happiness we do

not know, as we are likewise ignorant of Thy very being. We know
that all happiness in the world created by Thee must needs be in

Thee most perfectly ; but we know also that there must be in Thee a

happiness of Thy own, although we cannot even fix our eyes upon

that Inaccessible Light in which Thou contemplatest Thyself and

lovest Thyself, not alone, yet not many. One and Three, in the

unspeakableness of Thy eternal ecstasy."

God's happiness is in Himself, but where is our happiness ? The
general answer is simple: Without God or in God. First of all

» Sum. Theol., la., Q. 26, art 4. Sum. a Gont. lib. I. c. 102.

» Sum. Theol., la., Q. 26, art. 1, ad 1 et 2.

II.
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that there must be some is a conclusion which seems to spring out

of the very depths of our nature. Naturally we all aspire towards

our well-being and perfection, but where is happiness to be sought

and found ? Many things, indeed, can give us happiness, and there-

fore be pursued as definite ends of our activity ; but what things can

give us perfect happiness, and therefore be pursued as the end above

and beyond all others, as our ultimate end ?

Will it be riches, "which seem to supply whatever men can desire?"

They can be, at most, an instrument for purchasing happiness which

they do not contain in themselves. Will it be honor, glory, power?

These three are insufficient, for one may have them and be at the

same time perfectly unhappy. They remain, as it were, outside us.

The first two are only signs, sometimes very deceptive ones, of some

eminence and perfection, and the third may be an instrument of good

or evil for him who possesses it Will it be pleasure? That, indeed,

is more closely connected with our very being, but though our body

is part of ourselves, it is not our better self, our very self. Our
intellectual soul is in some way infinite compared with that portion

of matter to which it is united ; the welfare of our body must be of

little consequence compared with the welfare of our soul, much less

can it be our perfect good and happiness. We are compound of a

body and a soul, but the former is for the latter, and it would be an

abuse to make the soul nothing more than the purveyor of our body.

Not so, but as we naturally prefer our body to all external things,

so we ought to prefer our soul to our body.

Therefore, if there is any true happiness at all for us, it is to be

found in our soul. But our soul is not self-sufficient ; it has powers

of knowledge and powers of love. On what, then, can it exerdse

these powers to give us perfection and happiness ? Moreover, these

powers of ours are great, immeasurably great; they go beyond all

material and concrete things to their general ideas and laws, beyond

all particular perfections and beauties to their ideal and type ;
beyond

this world, with its order, magnitude, splendor, being, to the One
above, the principle and cause of such order, magnitude, splendor

and being.

Are we not stranded between a double view of happiness equally

unsatisfactory ? On the one hand, a kind of happiness too low and

too little; on the other hand, a kind of happiness too high and too

unattainable. Yea, all earthly happiness is too little or at least too

brief, as it has "an answer of death." So far hedonism is wrong

and pessimism is right. Yea, if there is happiness at all for us,

perfect happiness, I mean, worth being pursued as equal to our very

being, it must be from God and in God, in whom we can have the

accumulation of all good through our tmion with Him, who is the
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universal spring of all good ; but is such ideal happiness attainable,

and which are right—^the optimists of hope or the pessimists of

despair ?•

Why has God created us ? This is indeed the question. To fulfill

what end ? This question is implied in the more general one : Why
has God created at all? That God had a reason and an end in

creating is beyond dispute ; to act for an end is the law of all agents

;

they must act determinately for this or that end, for from an inde-

termined cause nothing would follow. Much more is it the law of

intelligent *causes, as we experience in ourselves in the deliberation

of our intelligence and the choice of our will, and much more is it so

in the Supreme Intelligence.

Now, what is the end of God's actions? Here appears the differ-

ence between God, the Infinite and Uncreated, and the finite and

created beings. The latter may act in order to transmit to others

something of their being, perfection and goodness ; but as they are

perfectible as well as in some degree perfect, they endeavor to gain

for themselves something at the same time; thus they act as by a

law of exchange, of action and reaction, intending together to give

of their goodness and to add something to it.

It is not and cannot be so with God. On the one hand, God is

solitary, in the sense that before creation there was no other being

at all besides Himself; and on the other hand, He is fully self-

sufficient. These terms, granted as they must be, the question sup-

plies the answer. For what end did God create? For Himself,

because nothing was but Himself. He is the First Cause in the

order of finality as well as in the order of efficiency. Everything

comes from God, and in some way or other everything must return

to God, just as the ocean is the primary cause of all waters, from

which they rise up and are condensed into clouds, float in the air and

then fall down in flakes of snow upon the lofty white-headed moun-

tains ; at their feet the rivers spring forth and carry the waters back

to the place of their birth.

God has, therefore, created all things for Himself. As He is the

Cause, so is He the End of all things. But we must rightly under-

stand how God is such an end. It is not as a result that is to be

obtained by the composition of all thingfs, as some modem pantheists

have maintained (for their theory is that God's perfection is in

process of completion), but as something already existing and which

is to be reached by every being according to its own nature and in

its own way. It is not as if all things struggled to obtain some good

for God, as soldiers fight to obtain victory for their King. No, God
is not the end of all things in the sense that He may acquire anything

> Sum. Theol., la., 2ae., Qq. 2 et 3.
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through them, but rather as something to be acquired by them. He
is not in want of anything, but, on the contrary. He bestows His

gifts with unsparing hand from His inexhaustible treasury. When
the earth turns up to the sun its side which had been hidden from it

during the night, the sun itself remains unchanged and simply

lavishes upon it some of the bright and warming rays of its glorious

crown. As a consequence redounding to the glory of our God, He is

the only truly and infinitely generous One, as He is the only One
truly and infinitely rich, in whom is no lack and therefore no want;

He gives, but does not receive.*"

So, then, God has created all beings for Himself, that is to say,

that they may reach, acquire, possess His own goodness. But we
ought to explain immediately such an assertion by recalling that

every being is all that it is by and from God, as an emanation, a

participation, a reproduction and truly something of the goodness of

God. Thus we may say both that everything is good by the Divine

goodness, and that everything is good by its own goodness ; the one

and the other affirmation not being contradictory, since everything

has in itself a goodness inherent in itself, which is really its own and

on account of which it may be called good ; and since, also, the good-

ness of everything comes entirely from God's goodness. So that we
may say that there is one goodness of all, and, at the same time, that

there is more than one. It is just the same with the good as with

being. Plato's theory of Separate Ideas is true for once. There is

something real separated from this material world which is first

being and good by its own essence and from which every other thing

holds its being and goodness.**

As a consequence, God's goodness appears to us in a twofold

aspect—in the world and in Himself. In the world it is nothing

more than His goodness, or, as we have explained, a shadow of His

goodness; but in Himself it is His goodness unfolding into His

happiness. Now, all created beings, every one according to its own
nature, desire God, since they cannot but desire good, and there is

nothing good except by the goodness of God spread all through this

world by creation. The rational creature has an immense and two-

fold privilege, first by his nature and secondly by the grace of God

—

viz., the power of rising up to God Himself, "Homo est capax Dei,"

man has a capacity for God, that is, he can know and love God Him-
self. The supernatural order consists essentially of God's own self

in Himself, beyond the natural order of beings and laws created by

God, and in such a superior order we have our place, since we are

called by God to enjoy with Him life eternal. We can participate

i« Sum. Tbeol., la., Q. 44, art. 4.

11 Sum. Theol., la., Q. 6, art. 4.
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in the divine goodness, as it is in itself, through our acts of knowing

and loving God. And therefore Giod is preeminently the end towards

which the rational creature moves, desiring the divine goodness itself,

of which the irrational creature desires an image only.

So God's goodness appears to us in three degrees—^the supreme

degree, as perfectly possessed by God Himself, who is His own good-

ness and happiness ; the second degree, as capable of being possessed

by us, not as an integral part of our being, but as so known and loved

by us that we may be said to take our share in the goodness and

happiness of God; the third degree, as it may be possessed not in

itself, but through the medium of all the good things created by

God and presented here below in and to all creatures. Thus other

beings may be said to have been made in some way for the goodness

of God ; we are made for the very happiness of God.'*

We hold by faith that we have to find our happiness in God, and

this belief is entirely consistent with the superior instinct of our

nature, when it becomes conscious of itself and takes cognizance of

the vanity of created things and of itself among them. Unto what

will that happiness be like? As we have tried to represent to our-

selves God's happiness through our human ideas of earthly happi-

ness, so we may try to picture our happiness.

We must not too much despise created things ; it would be a mis-

take. They are insufficient, indeed, as our ultimate end, but they

are good and can certainly bestow a certain amount of happiness

upon us. But, moreover, all that they do and can do in this respect

we are sure to find in God, since every kind of goodness and perfec-

tion found in various creatures is gathered totally and as one in

their Creator as in the source of all goodness. Thus, if we can

draw happiness from the brooks, with what rapture shall we drink

from the very source, which is a boundless and fathomless ocean

!

Thus all goodness will be found in God by us, and therefore all

our desires satisfied and our happiness fulfilled. Our desire as intel-

lectual beings of knowing the truth will be satisfied by seeing all

truths together in the very light of the First Cause and last explana-

tion of them all. Our desire as moral beings of ruling over our-

selves and ordaining everything within us according to reason and

right conscience will be abundantly satisfied by a clear perception of

and intense devotion to the Eternal Law, beyond all question of

deficiency. Our desire of honor will be gratified by our devation to

the supreme dignity of union with God and of a share in His eternal

Kingship. God, who can neither deceive nor be deceived, will crown

our desire of praise and glory by bestowing those same marks upon

us. We shall receive the fullness of riches in the possession of One

" Sec. n. Sent. dlst. 1, Q. 2, art 2.
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who comprehends in the most complete and perfect degree all that

is good. With what depth and with what rapture will not such a

One be beloved by us ! Although such a happiness is beyond the reach

of our senses, our body itself will share in it; happiness is for the

whole man, but beginning in his superior and immortal, and over-

flowing upon his inferior and material part. Our body here below

darkens and materializes the soul, but hereafter our soul will en-

lighten and spiritualize our very body, as the night begins at the

foot of the mountains and climbs up to their peaks, and as the morn-

ing sun touches their peaks first and creeps along their sides to

enwrap them in a robe of light.**

When we have thus tried to express with the elements of earthly

happiness the heavenly one, we must confess that it is nothing more

than a mere drawing from life, which is powerless to give the relief,

the colors, the expression, the very life of the original. The heavenly

happiness will be all we can conceive, yet not like, but infinitely

superior to it. Our belief outdistances our knowledge of it. "Thou

shalt fill me with joy with Thy countenance." (Ps. xv., ii.) "Eye

hath not seen nor ear heard, neither hath it entered into the heart of

man what things God hath prepared for them that love Him." (I.

Cor. ii., 9.) These two words express our faith and our humility.

Let these two virtues serve as wings to carry us up to God's happi-

ness, which is also to be ours, through His infinite goodness, forever

and ever.

T. D. FOLGHERA, O. P.

Hawkesyard Priory, Elngland.

11 Sum., Contra Gent, Lib. m., cap. 63.

THE FRENCH ECCLESIASTICAL REVOLUTION.

III.

THE Court of Cassation on May 17, pronouncing upon the

Ministerial appeal against the judgment in the case of Abbe
Jouin (see page 297 of this Review), upheld the ruling and

phraseology that is so awkward for all legislating blocards who, as

I contend, voted in 1905 or executed in 1906 and this year unconsti-

tutional enactments. The Appeal Court strikes out from the text

of the important judgment merely this first ground {motif) alleged

by the Correctional Tribunal for its verdict: "Attenuating circum-

stances are found in the fact that defendant's personal feelings of

Digitized by
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a praiseworthy character are attacked by certain of the consequences

following from the law he resisted." But the Appeal Court refused

to interfere with the statement alleged by the tribunal as their second

ground (motif), thus: "The (separation) law of December 9, 1905,

appears an excessive (exorbitante) law of exception to our common
law, inasmuch as it creates an offense special to ministers of worship,

although, under this very law, they have become ordinary citizens."

The Court of Cassation then declares that in the sentence thus trans-

lated, the expression "excessive law of exception to our common law"

(hi d'exception exorbitante du droit commun) "must be construed

in the sense commonly given it in jurisprudence." This is a crush-

ing legal defeat for Governments and Chambers.

Cardinal Richard on the 19th of May informed the Parisian parish

priests a new diocesan regulation instituted councillors to assist them

in temporal parochial administration. The Archbishop said: "It

is traditional that representatives of the Christian people participate,

under pastoral authority, in managing the resources available for

maintaining divine worship. The task of the clergy is thus lightened

while their responsibility is more securely protected." These parish

councillors will be nominated by the Archbishop on presentation of

names selected by the cures. They are to incur no financial or legal

liability, the cure only remaining responsible for all acts of parochial

temporal administration. A similar organization is to be created

for the denier du culte, or worship-penny fund.

On the 27th and two following days was held, at the Institut

Catholique, the third diocesan congfress of Paris under the presidency

either of the coadjutor. Mgr. Amette, or the vicar general. Mgr.

Odelin. The stances—morning, afternoon and evening each day

—

were all crowded. The pressing need for dividing most of the exist-

ing parishes, whose average population is 37,000, a few counting

nearly 100,000, a figure unexampled in history, and for organizing

new ones, was shown.

The delegate from Lyons assured the congress what should be

decided upon there would have immense influence in other dioceses,

where details of Parisian organizations were awaited impatiently

as types to be followed. Throughout France strongly organized

Catholic union was desired. A letter read from Cardinal Merry del

Val recommended creation of parochial committees consisting of

selected Catholics as starting points for more extended organizations.

The type foreshadowed, then, by the Holy Father is the parodiial

committee. Mgr. Odelin said the end in view should be a provincial

grouping of parochial and diocesan committees, with finally a

national federation. There should be in France a vast popular Catholic

union like the German Volkverein, founded by Windthorst, which
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had been so fruitful in good results. Mgr. Amette explained that

the Vatican desired a creation of committees having limited numbers
of councillors, ccnnposed of proved Catholics, who should direct the

movement and group around each their adherents, each committee

to be the centre of more extended Catholic groupings. Papers were

read, questions discussed upon the following subjects: Popular

dispensaries, workmen's dwellings, cooperative societies, savings

banks, popular Catholic clubs, reading rooms, music halls, cafes,

etcetera, the new Sunday rest law, systematized conferences, mutual

help societies for the laity, similar associations for ecclesiastics (of

which there are none yet in Paris, but several in the provinces, in

the Dioceses of Rheims, Grenoble, Amiens, Soissons and Digne),

the social duty of Catholics, the religious press and on Catholic clubs.

On the last matter the Abbe Fonssagrives, chaplain of the Luxem-
bourg (Paris) Catholic Qub, founded shortly after the last German
war by M. Beluze, with the aims of opposing by Catholic action the

free-thought action of the "Teaching League," and preparing for

creation of Catholic universities, stated their club organized between

120 and 130 conferences yearly, so that during his twentynone years'

tenure of office he had held 2,485, and each conferencier (or lecturer)

was usually asked to repeat his address five or six times in Paris or

provinces. The club had started long ago (and had soon been fol-

lowed in this by the Jesuit Fathers, the Catholic Institute and others)

a conference for practice in public speaking, the "Ozanam Confer-

ence," which had supplied and will, it is hoped, long continue to

supply a large number of devoted orators to the Church, skillfully

equipped for oratorical tournaments in public controversial gather-

ings. The Abb^ Thellier de Poucheville read a paper advocating

the use in conferences in churches of luminous wall projections of

great Gospel scenes, of grand historical events during the score of

centuries of Catholicity, offering as they do such inexhaustible

resources for these illustrations, the good effect of which upon

popular incredulity cannot be overestimated. "Our duty," concluded

the speaker, "is to contribute by such images to the Christian educa-

tion of the French people. Several parish priests corroborated the

abbe's views. At St. Nicolas du Chardonnet, at St. Margaret's, at

Aubervilliers, at the Sevres parish church conferences with these

luminous projections have given unhoped for results. The Abbe
Pelez de Cordova said he had formed a service for supplying the

cliches that quickly became important and extensive. He is now
creating one for cinemotography.

While this congress, which was an unprecedented success, pro-

gressed the Cardinal Archbishop presided over an assemblage at the

Catholic Institute of twenty-eight Bishops—one-third of the French
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episcopate—^protectors of that institution, whose rector, Mgr.

Baudrillart, read a report concerning the course of studies and the

mental attitude he had to deal with now ; the new chairs to be

founded, in particular those of Christian origins and patristic the-

ology; the history of religions, the reorganization of the faculty of

philosophy and the urgency for sending students there, the question

of the faculty of law and the financial situation. During the ensuing

discussion it was settled the spirit of the faculty of philosophy should

more and more conform, as desired by the Pope, to the sound philo-

sophical tradition bequeathed by St Thomas and the schoolmen.

For founding the two new chairs (one of which, history of

religions, will be occupied by a series of lecturers) the Holy Father

presented Mgr. Baudrillart at Rome with $20,000, and in a letter

to the Bishops-protectors of 6 May, 1907, His Holiness declared:

"It is easy to perceive that under the existing circumstances, so

unfortunate for France, what is above all else in great danger is her

youth, withdrawn in large measure from tutelage of the Church and

driven in crowds into public colleges and huge lyceums seemingly

made expressly for the purpose of uprooting religious sentiment

from souls. la regard to philosophy we ask you never to allow in

your seminaries relaxation in observing the rules laid down with such

foresight by our predecessor in his encyclical 'i^^terni Patris.' This

is a point of utmost importance for maintaining and protecting the

faith. It is certainly for you as well as for us very painful to wit-

ness the publication that proceeds from clerical ranks, particularly

from the young clergy, of novelties in thinking full of danger and of

errors about the very foundations of Catholic doctrine." The

Bishops decided to send more students to the institute, particularly

such as were destined for professorial duty in their seminaries ; and,

further, to constitute a new seminary in Paris, whence the courses

of the institute could be followed by the seminarists, but that the

courses of philosophy at the Sorbonne (State University) should

not be followed before securing adequate sound scholastic formation

of their minds. Finally their Lordships decided on forbidding

ecclesiastics within their respective dioceses to contribute to the Abbe
Loisy's Historical and Literary ReTneiv}

In the same last week of May during four days there were morn-

ing and afternoon crowded seances in the conference hall of the

Institut Catholique of the Joan of Arc Federation, presided by

1 The Holy Father has desired the French episcopate to take the Initia-

tive by themselves condemning, as they are entitled to do, works dangrerous

for faith, InsteeUI of submitting them to the Congrregatlon of the Index,
whose labors will thus be lightened. The writers condemned can, of course,
appeal to Rome.
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Mgr. Foucault, Bishop of St. Die, assisted at the two first by Mgr.

Baudrillart and at all by the secretary general of this ladies' associa-

tion, Mademoiselle Maugeret, who in her annual report announced

the federation to be a work of both union and studies, with the

further end of joining in the protests against attacks on the memory
of Joan. Papers were read describing a large number of good
works undertaken by various ladies, many of high rank, most of

them "in society/' such as patronages, free dispensaries, hospital

visiting, Sunday lectures, protection of work girls, assistance by

procuring work. Madame de Prat has founded and presides over

an association for the latter purpose at Fontainebleau, which acts

as intermediary between employers and employes. To carry out the

business properly she has become a traveling agent for her associa-

tion and regularly calls at the large Paris shops on behalf of her

protegfes, a fact disclosed to the meeting by the secretary and ac-

claimed enthusiastically. A discussion concerning methods to be

pursued by ladies willing to imitate Madame de Prat followed. The
Bishop advocated a cooperative form of guild by workers in the

same line; the secretary general (and other ladies) preferred workers

and employers should be syndically united : "Union must necessarily

be created against the consumer, who is the chief exploiter, always

anxious to buy in the cheapest market; whereas, if employer and

employed are agreed together, prices can be fixed uniformly and

wages can be raised to a reasonable figure. The solution of the

social problem lies in a rise of. wage for the female worker."

The Countess of St. Laurent, herself founder and president of a

vast Catholic association at Lyons—League of Frenchwomen—in

an address lofty in thought and style, declared that league to be the

apostle of the royalty of the Sacred Heart, its principal social mission

being to bring the various social classes to act together, for which

effort a complete success has ensued. "We must," she said, "defend

religion, not in the name of liberty, but because it is essentially

divine," a formula provoking impassioned applause. The Countess

went on to urge the need for propagating a good press, insisting

upon the influence wielded by the daily paper. The press above all

else can do good, wherefore the good journals should be unweariedly,

widely distributed. "Resistance is the true Catholic watchword

to-day."' Madame Danielou gave some particulars of the Catholic

Normal School for ladies founded at 90 Rue de Rennes, Paris, in

October, 1906, by herself and Madlle. Desrey, which is patronized

by the Cardinal Archbishop and the professors of the Institut Cath-

» Madame Boursler read a report upon the work styled "The Press for

All" that, foiuded In 1903, distributes free fifty thousand journals daily,

and subscribes besides for another fifty thousand daily.
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clique. Madame Danielou, herself aggregated to the University,

prepares female professors to obtain the diplomas now required by

law for the secondary instruction of girls above thirteen in all

schools and colleges, and she successfully appealed to the well-to-do

for aid in a work intending to save "free instruction" from the

Freemason. Two-thirds of her pupils have already passed. This

institution is a complement to the Institut Catholique.

Admiral de Cuverville expressed the warm thanks of the navy to

the federation for protesting against the suppression of naval chap-

lains (recorded on page 280), and gave a touching account of the

situation now created by an anti-Christian ministry for sick seamen.

Countess Lecointre spoke eloquently about divorce on the stage, and

the Catholic journalist, M. Maurice Talmeyr, discoursed admirably

upon morality ; demonstrating the immorality so fast increasing and

disgracing Parisian streets under sundry forms results from a

deliberate plan, settled long beforehand, and tenaciously prosecuted

by Freemasonry during generations. In support of this assertion

(that would, of course, have been received with a smile of pity by

the ordinary American and British Mason), he read these passages

from a secret circular of the High Italian Lodges dated in 1838:

"To destroy Catholicism woman must be suppressed; but, since she

cannot be, let her be, instead, corrupted. . . . Let us popularize

vice among the masses ; make hearts vicious and you will have no

more Catholicism." The lecturer declared the actual rSgime in

power sought to induce a return to the bestial customs of paganism.

Speeches were made by the presiding Bishop and M. Thery on the

indissolubility of marriage vows and on divorce, which subject the

working class speaker, Madame Goutheraud, treated in simple

language, without formalities, with an air of extreme timidity, but

with perfect sincerity and natural eloquence, reading her paper on

"Children in the Divorce."

The Bishop, much moved, rose, saying he saluted respectfully the

gray hairs of this daughter of the people who had so excellently

demonstrated by simple reasoning from the heart, but with not less

power than M. Thery, the thesis of that orator, who had shown the

State, being unable to confer a legfitimate marriage, could not dis-

solve one. An ovation was accorded to Madame Goutheraud,

unable to restrain her tears, who was warmly embraced by many of

the ladies round her.

These siances gave to those present as auditors "the impression

of a vast renaissance of Christian works distributed over French

territory under the impetus of generous and devoted souls—renais-

sance of ideas, renaissance of actions, provincial works, comparisons

of a syndical with a corporate rSgime, dispensary work, the work of
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the good press, national resurrection through a female apostolate,

popular and prison libraries, books for the blind, divorce questions,

combat against vice. Such was the extensive prog^mme, while all

these matters were handled with a good sense, a good will and
especially with that devotedness of spirit which is woman's sublime

characteristic." (H. de Rauville.)

On the last evening in the same week, under the presidency of the

Abbe G>ube, at the Paris Winter Circus was held a crowded meeting

of the "League for Resistance by French Catholics," organized by

Messrs. Paul and Guy de Cassagnac and the Deputy M. Jules Dela-

hage. The abbe pointed out that wherever Catholic groups resisted

government gave way, wherefore to organize resistance was a duty.

M. Paul de Cassagnac affirmed "the day is nearing when armed

legions will rise in defense of religion, country and freedom." M.
Guy, urging resistance, blamed his brother Catholics for their far too

slender aid to officers and others who made sacrifices for the sake

of religion. He said: "Only one situation has been offered our

league ; it was by a Jewess Baroness requiring a secretary decorated

with the Legion of Honor ribbon !" Sketching Messieurs Clemen-

ceau and Briand, he styled them "worthy successors to the great

bandits of the Revolution."

The first reflection provoked by these various highly necessary,

most admirable, ecclesiastical and lay programmes announced for

the future is that the whole of the popular undertakings, and of the

reforms decided upon, and also these resolutions to resist revolu-

tionary bandits to the last extremity ought to have, might have, been

adopted and practiced a decade ago. About that time has expired

since I read in an anti-clerical journal a smart article comparing its

adversaries to a party contemplating an arduous journey, and, after

much debate as to whither and by what route, at last setting out in

company for the railway station, only to find there ils out manguS le

train—they had lost the train. It certainly is "never too late to

mend" good material as an abstract proposition. Let us then hope

the French Catholics will persevere, "with a strong pull, a long pull

and a pull all together," until the destroyed edifice is solidly restored

;

but delays are dangerous. It is right to say there is a settled convic-

tion among the most intellectual and cultured as well as fervent of

the religious expulsed and sheltered in England that the worst events

will come to pass ; that blood will be shed in torrents before peace

can return to their country, whose sins against Love and Light are

so heinous and obstinate.

Assistance at magnificent Corpus Christi processions in all Paris

churches was numerically greater than in former years. At Saumur

the Masonic Mayor refused to authorize them in the streets ; never-
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theless, 8,000 persons at least formed one that was not interfered

with by a strong body of gendarmes and troops from the cavalry

school, directed by a special commissary with several police officers,

sent "to preserve order," from Angers. But at Tourcoing, a manu-

facturing town near Lille, whose radical Socialist Mayor, the Deputy

M. Drou, had likewise forbidden them, an assembly of 2,000 from

all the parishes in front of the principal church sung hymns and

liturgical chants in protest until a body of fifty mounted gendarmes

arrived and charged them. Several persons were wounded and

twenty-five arrested, including the cure. The Correctional Tribunal,

Lille, punished several of these "manifestants" by sentences of im-

prisonment for from two to eight days, and Sub-Lieutenant Bodin,

of the reserve forces, was referred for punishment to a court-martial

for words he addressed to the gendarmes. On the other hand, two

days previously the Council of War of the Eleventh Corps at Nantes

acquitted Lieutenant Couesdic by six again one vote (one of its

members is a Jew), his offense being the observaticwi to a commercial

traveler at the window of the hotel where they both were staying on

the 4th of May: "The band of ruffians! What dirty work they

are doing!" The lieutenant defended himself by saying: "I do

not want to shirk responsibility for these words, said in a private

conversation and not addressed to those executing such work. As
a Catholic and a religious man I expressed what I felt, and it was
my right, as it was every other man's right, to say what I did to

testify indignation at the expulsion from their homes of those Ursu-

lines." The annual pilgfrimage to the immense Church of Our
Lady of Hope at St. Brieuc, closing the month of May, ended with

a grand procession through the streets, decorated with flags and
brilliantly illuminated. Two Bishops assisted, several thousand

pilgrims arriving in special trains. This has no doubt incited the

watchful Cabinet to try and hinder people from going to the g^and

Breton annual festival at St. Anne d'Auray (see page 179) by

requiring the Western and Orleans Railway Companies to notify

organizers of this year's pilgrimages they must state numbers and

apply for the usual fifty per cent, reduction in prices five weeks in

advance—a requirement amounting practically to interdiction. At
Tours on June 2 M. Flourens, Liberal ex-Minister, and M. Guyot

de Villeneuve, Deputy, addressed a meeting of 2,000 persons under

the auspices of the departmental committee of "Popular Liberal

Action." The sterility of parliamentary and ministerial proceedings,

their "incoherence," the mischievous role of Freemasonry were

denounced. "Catholics must be organized, prepared for action, be

practical, have confidence in the future of the country and remember
that twice—in 1885 and 1898—universal suffrage nearly gave them
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a majority. The one question to-day is, will our France of history,

the country the world has hitherto known and admired, will that

France continue to exist, or will she make place and give way before

a new entity proscribing private property, substituting for Christian

monotheism the Masonic paganism now stifling her national genius

beneath international cosmopolitanism ?" M. Flourens proceeded to

contrast the sinister influence of Freemasonry, encouraging the revolt

of the Commune in presence of the foreign army with the devoted-

ness to France in her hours of trial of the Holy See, and its aid

towards furthering and consolidating the foundation of the republic

by rallying round it partisans of fallen dynasties.

On the festival of Saints Peter and Paul in the Salle Wagram,
Paris, at a meeting of 10,000 convened by the "Action Francaise

Association," founded a year ago, to present him with a gold bust

medallion of himself costing the subscribers $7,000, General Mercier,

War Minister in the Dreyfus days,* in a speech starting with the

maxim, "Do your duty, happen what may," attributed to the Dreyfus

campaign "the condition of anarchy and dissolution of the moment,

the measures tending to uproot religion and ruin magistrature and

army, those three pillars of a nation's stability and security. The
watchword of true Frenchmen should be, "Jewish and Masonic

power must be destroyed." It seems to the writer so important a

gathering of opponents- to the Bloc may fittingly be recorded here.

But unquestionably appropriate is notice of the significant fact that a

grandiose white marble statue (carved out of one enormous block)

of "The Eagle of Meaux" was about the same time erected in that

city, of which Bossuet was Bishop.

The great orator is represented standing draped with a mantle,

the right hand pointing to heaven. At his feet are grouped the

personages whose virtues he celebrated in the popularly famed

funeral orations—the least able and learned of all his manifold dis-

courses and literary works,* in my humble opinion, and I have care-

fully read every one of his thirteen score sermons, some of which

are, I think, only equaled by St. Anselm's "Cur Deus Homo."

This monument to the Christian mystic who genius formed, as

* The rehabilitated Dreyfus has now retired from the army, probably as

the result of mess boycottlngr.

* The reason of this odd fact Is, not want of discrimination, but because
so few care or are able to form opinions. It Is easier to follow the crowd
and the "gooA" form of the day. The Ave funeral sermons are read as

school exercises, but who for two generations passed has cared to read a
long sermon, were it preached by an angel? My own debt to good sermons
Is Incalculable.

» The ashes of that wretched corrupter are to be officially removed to the

Pantheon In October. Ministry of Fine Arts (save the mark!) has not yet

settled where his statue shall be erected.
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the bestial, Masonic and cremated Zola' deformed and disgraced, the

modern French language, is the work of the sculptor Ernest Dubois

and was exhibited this season at the Paris Salon of French artists.

M. Briand, who had shortly before decided the church properties

of St. George's parish, in Lyons (see page 270), should be trans-

ferred to the schismatic worship association—in violation of the

principle laid down in the separation law that "general rules regulat-

ing exercise of public worship in each religious body must be

respected"—early in May circularized the prefects concerning pro-

tests from Mayors against prefectoral decisions in regard to grants

of presbyteries such as are related in the note on page 272. This

circular says: "The legislator's intention when prescribing your

intervention by the law of January 2, 1907, was, emphatically, to

insure execution of the (separation) law of December 9, 1905, by

avoiding the contracting of any lease on such low terms as would

manifestly make it take the character of a subsidy, indirectly, to

worship. But your right of approval thus conferred should be

exercised with constant care to leave to the municipalities that liberty

of action on this subject which in principle belongs to them. I am
at your disposal always for giving any useful hints in cases where

you may find yourself faced by practical difficulties that you may
consider especially delicate to deal with." In other and plainer

words, "do all you can to injure and as little as possible to help

religion." To stimulate such action, this Minister of Public Instruc-

tion, Worships and Fine Arts a month afterwards addressed the

prefects again as to the measures they must take "in cases where

municipalities persist in a manifest spirit of resistance to law to

allow the parish clergy to occupy gratis and without a lease the

ancient presbyteries disaffected by the law of January 2, 1907, and

that are now communal freeholds. Such a situation cannot be pro-

longed, contrary as it is to the principles of the new legislation for-

bidding any direct or indirect subvention in favor of public worship,

and prejudicial to the good management of communal interests. It

is your duty to address to such municipalities observations calculated

to make them respect legal enactments. If your observations are

unheeded, you will have to seek what powers are available for your

recourse to. In particular you will examine the feasibility of using

your powers of controlling the communal budget ; whether it would

not be an opportune occasion for disallowing credits asked for ex-

penses not absolutely necessary. Those facultative credits might

be disallowed to the extent corresponding to the rent that could be

obtained for the presbytery if let. Or you might add to the declared

receipts, as though overlooked by the municipal council, such a sum

as you consider represents the rent obtainable for the presbytery
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were it let. When, in special cases, municipalities instead of thus

«luding their legal obligations, do their best to fulfill them as

promptly and as easily for you as they can—then consider how best

you can lend them support of your authority."

Within ten days from publication of these instructions a large

number of communes in the Jura resolved to pay no direct taxes if

the circular should be enforced in the department.

The murder at Aubervilliers, a Parisian industrial suburb, on Sun-

day evening, June 2, on which day the Corpus Christi procession took

place at the small neighboring village of Dugny, of Hippolyte

Debroise, excited much emotional interest and sincere widely spread

sympathy in France. A party of some 200 youths and children from

the patronage at 38 Rue des Epinettes, accompanied by two priests,

the Abbes Firmery and Vitu, its directors, had been to Dugny for

the afternoon function, and returning, some in vehicles, others in

bicycles, others on foot, the group, nearing the patronage about six

o'clock, was attacked by a dozen young ruffians from Aubervilliers

and Bourget, in ambush at the roadside, who fired a shower of

bullets from the revolvers wherewith several were armed. The Abbe

Firmery received three balls, one in the thigh, penetrating deeply,

and was in hospital for a fortnight. A lad was struck on the hand,

but the young Debroise, of Aubervilliers, in his twentieth year, fatally

wounded in the chest by two bullets, threw up his arms and fell.

Conveyed to the Lariboisiere hospital and confessing to a priest on

the way, he expired there at 1 1 that night. Three lads (all of them

mechanics), from sixteen to eighteen years old, were arrested for

the crime, each denying he fired the fatal shot, but the youngest

averred he had aimed at the Abbe Firmery. The circular issued by

the committee of the Association of Catholic Students at the Luxem-

bourg Qub, Paris, appealing for attendance of comrades at the

funeral, says: "Hippolyte Debroise has just been assassinated in

hatred of our common faith. He belonged to one of those patronages

so willingly aided by Catholic students, and where they pass fra-

ternally several hours a week with young workmen and employes.

We doubt not Paris Catholics will make a point of attending the

funeral of this first' victim of anti-clerical education."

Hippolyte, youngest of three sons, was apprenticed ; the elder is a

military engineer ; their father is a hackney coachman, and the family,

much respected at Aubervilliers, have lived in the same house there

since 1893. The central committee of the League for Resistance of

French Catholics, founded by the brothers De Cassagnac and M.

« At the Inventory taklngrs last year there were two other victims slain,

l>oth, like Hippolyte, sons of workmen or artisans—namely, Ghysel and
Anclr« Regis—but, "Sanquls martyrorum Semen ecclesis est."
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Delahaye, undertook the arrangements and expenses of the funeral

on June 6 (octave of Corpus Christi), the religious functions being

celebrated at the young martyr's parish Church of St Michad,

Batignolles. The ceremonies attracted 10,000 followers of the bier,

whereof nearly one-third were delegates from various bodies in the

city and country, such as 150 Parisian patronages, numerous semi-

naries, great associations, as Popular Liberal Action, Catholic Asso-

ciation of French Youth, with their president and chaplain, Union

of Free Workmen, the Catholic Action, the French Action, French

Anti-Masonic League, Catholic Committee for Religious Defense,

French Patriots, besides many others. The funeral car was followed

by 300 members of Hippolyte's patronage, with their sub-director.

Abbe Vittu ; then came the family, next groups of Deputies, munici-

pal councillors and Parisian notabilities, including M. Legrand,

president of the Royalist committee of the seventeenth arrondisse-

ment, with his committee, M. Fresnay, Senator; M. Jacques Piou,^

MM. Xavier and Amedee Reille, M. Jules Delahaye, M. Groussau,

M. Castelnau, M. Pugliesi-Conti, Gaston Mery and the brothers De
Cassagnac, General Jacquey, Colonels de Ramel and d'AUemagne

and a delegation representing the Patriotic French League com-

posed of the Baroness Reille, Viscountess de Montrichard, Vis-

countess de Wall, Madlle. Gervais and M. Leon Qement. Inside

the church 3,000 people were packed. More than twice as many
remained outside. Six tricolor flags surrounded the catafalque, one

of them in the white division bearing a Sacred Heart image, these

flags after the sermon being carried before the patronage deputaticms

through the streets in the re-formed cortige to the Batignolles Ceme-

tery.

The ceremonies were presided by the Coadjutor Mgr. Amette,

assisted by Mgr. Fages, archdeacon, who received the body at the

porch and accompanied it to the entry of the choir, where "De Pro-

fundis" in plain chant produced grandly solemn effect.

The ritual over. Mgr. Amette mounted the pulpit steps, and de-

livered a funeral oration that provoked no little applause and affected

many present to tears. "The spectacle before our eyes," said His

Grace, "is more moving than any words can be, yet I cannot silence

the interior voices within all hearts in presence of this manifestation,

at once so grandiose and so sorrowful. Why this immense, unusual

concourse of clergy and faithful around the blood-stained remains of
an humble child of the people ? Why these elected from city, town
and country? Why all these directors of good works, these crowds
of pastors and ecclesiastics? Why did His Eminence the venerated

'Deputy, founder and president of the great "Popular Liberal Action,"
and Parliamentary leader of French Catholics.
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Cardinal Richard desire me to represent him here? For if he has

not come himself, it was on account of age and infirmities. Ah!
what brings us round this cofRn is, in the first place, sentiments of

pity for this child, for these weeping parents ; but we desired also to

bear protest against an odious crime and to affirm our attachment to

the cause for which Hippolyte Debroise died—the grandest cause in

this world, the cause of faith, of God. For his faith, for his God,

did Hippolyte die, returning joyously from a religious festival.

. . . It was the priest they sought, it was the Soutane they aimed

at, and because he was close to it was the poor youth struck.

. . . Disciples of the forgiving God as we are, we still are en-

titled to say to those who daily by word and pen excite the populace

against the Church—this is your work ! We mourn for them more

than for this martyr of twenty years. . . . This blood will be

fruitful in results for our two mothers, Holy Church and France.

If it be true there must be innocent victims to insure triumph of just

causes, let us implore our Lord to render this blood prolific of good

for the Church of Paris, the Church of France
!"

M. Henri de Rauville declares no fair idea could be given of the

tone, the sympathetically communicative emotion of the orator,

whose words evoked profound emotion and also irrepressible enthus-

iastic applause, reminding him of the axiom "the spoken word is a

living, the written is a dead, word," and he estimated the numbers

of people at the cemetery to have risen to 12,000. During the whole

way there were sympathetic crowds on both sides of the roads, and,

getting foothold upon a boundary stone, he could see the great extent

of the cortige from the Barrier along the whole Avenue Clichy to

its junction with the Avenue St. Ouen, "floral crowns and palms like

a clear, light cloud floating over a sombre stream and pointing

heavenwards in a burst of hope and consolation." The Abbe Fons-

sagrives, chaplain of the Luxembourg Catholic Qub—whose paper

read at the congress has already been summarized—received, before

the parish church was left, a telegram from 900 inhabitants of

Rheims "saluting young Hippolyte Debroise, fallen on the field of

honor," and recording their recc^ition of "the cowardly assassina-

tion as the fruit of Masonic teaching." The defile from church to

cemetery lasted one and one-half hours. There were many police,

gendarmes armed with muskets, and near the Barrier Clichy was a

reserve force of mounted guards ; but no disorder occurred.

M. Gaston Mery, who was a spectator of many pagan funerals of

eminent Masons, as Victor Hugo, President Carnot, Zola, declares

he never experienced anything like the sentiments evoked by these

harmonious, simple Christian obsequies. "No banal gossiping

between earless 'mourners' waiting arrival of the corpse. An un-
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usual, surprising, dignified bearing testifying the sincerity of general

emotion. An atmosphere of melancholy rather than of mourning.

Perhaps in that Church of St. Michael, without a history as yet,

invincible, resolutions were bom from whence shall proceed the

merciful revolution that shall restore our France."

The Catholic Union has initiated a subscription for a monument
to Hippolyte Debroise at Bourget on the spot where he was slain.

The Cardinal Archbishop has sanctioned another, initiated by the

Abbe Baston, cure of St. Michael's, for subscriptions from French

patronages for erecting a monument in memoriam at the Batignolles

Cemetery. The two subscription lists are distinct and do not clash.

As to the murderous gang, it is unlikely any serious consequences

to them will result. The three ruffians arrested had the artful

effrontery to avow they only intended to kill a priest "Killing is

no murder" in such a case. M. Guy de Cassag^ac, in the Autoriti,

asks : "After firing at a cure, is not one sure to end one's days in

the skin of a bourgeois blocard? Where are the assassins of Mgfr.

Darboy, President Bonjean, Abbe Deguerry, Father OUivaint?

Where are the assassins of Generals Lecomte and Qement Thomas
(when the actual Premier, Qemeiiceau, was Mayor of Montmartre

and close by while they were shot) ? Where are the assassins of

Colonel Henry, of the heroic Mores, of Syveton? Never, in Rome
under the Caesars, in Italy during the Middle Ages was political

assassination exalted, as with us to-day, to the rank of a principle of

government. These Apaches frcwn below, of sixteen years old, are

merely the products of Apaches above, the gray-haired Apaches of

political life." If the language is exaggerated, the thought is sound

and strictly logical.

8 In the spring of this year the freethinkers associated In the republic of

lamented Oarcla Moreno voted unanimously a programme as follows, real-

ization of which they demanded from their National Assembly:
1. Sequestration of all malnmorte properties.

2. Secularization of cemeteries.

8. Suppression of noviciates.

4. Abolition of exterior ceremonies in public worship.
6. New law of police for public worship.

The Socialist Journal of Charlerol (Belgium), praising this programme,
proceeded to say that as most Ecuadorian Deputies are freethinkers, these

resolutions will surely become laws. "Tet a few years ago the Jesuits

reigned and constituted an actual theocraty in this Republic." What would
the Charlerol Journal say did Belgrlan Catholics talk of closing the Temple
of Science (so called) and prohibiting Socialist manifestations? But to

dose noviciates and suppress procesBlons of Catholics seems to it a natural

proceeding. However, the great majority of Belgians think differently. In

their land of liberty would-be oppressors of compatriots are ill received,

and could not withstand general indignation. Belgian Catholics, unlike

their brethren In the land the Illustrious Garcia Moreno graced but yester-

day, will never, like them, be reduced to slavery, whatever may hapen to

Frenchmen.
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One of the fellow-coachmen with Debroise the father years ago

said to him : "You are wrong to send your sons to the Patronage.

It is out of fashion now. I let my boys do as they like. You will

see the neighbors will not think well of you or your boys." But,

says Bebroise pere, "his sons have turned out badly, and he is in

despair about them now. As to us, we haver lived in this neighbor-

hood twenty years. I am proud of my sons, of the dead one as of

the two living; and I find in this calamity how well we are thought

of by all honest folks."

Excepting possibly the Masonic Republic of repudiating Ecuador,'

I believe in every country outside France, statesmen^ whether Cath-

olic or Protestant, recognize that the Catholic patronage is a school

of good and loyal citizens, which ought to be fostered by wise rulers.

Under Qemenceau and his Bloc these admirable institutions are

proscribed and ruined. Numerous examples of this are forthcom-

ing. The freehold patronage of St. Joseph at Lorient, confiscated

along with the property of St Louis' Church, was in June handed

over to the municipality ; and Canon Duparc, protesting against such

spoliation and forbidding the Catholic public, on pain of incurring

the rigors of ecclesiastical law, to take part in the adjudication, is

prosecuted for "interference with the freedom of public auction."

In the Code Napoleon any act of life can be found to be criminal.

For many years there has been carried on at 126 Boulevard Mont-

pamasse, Paris, a Catholic workman's club directed by Brothers of

St. Vincent of Paul. The liquidator of that congregfation's proper-

ties, M. Menage (about whom more will hereafter be said), included

therein the club properties and sold them this summer for $60,000.

Now, the club belonged to a civil society legally constituted long

before the spoliation laws were voted; but the tribunal of first in-

stance and the Court of Appeal have decided the civil society was

a mere blind. If, writes the club's director. Abbe Piche, "if this

property belonged to religious devoted to interests of children of the

people, of workmen, of those earning bread by sweat of the brow,

it was a sacred patrimony successive governments should have

endowed and protected ; if it belonged to a civil society legally formed

before 1901, no just law can hinder religious from uniting with

laymen to found such a society, a thing so just and reasonable, indeed,

that lawyers, consulted before its foundation, would not foresee as

possible such an aberration from the sense of justice in French laws

;

if, finally, this property be (and facts prove it is) the fruit of sub-

scriptions by poor and rich, of laborious begging by its owners, of

charity sermons and charitable bazar sales, I ask myself, by what

right then, in spite of all, government confiscates and sells it, and

the first comer installs himself as lawful owner of it, had he even
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paid a million of francs for this property?" So will every just,

impartial man say who studies this matter. Those who acquire this

property for money are profiting by stolen goods, as they must have

learned from the reception accorded them by the young men at the

club, which has been carried on for upwards of half a century and

is despoiled of all its property through simple anti-religious hate.

Hundreds of workmen, thus robbed, expelled from their own house

and obliged to find another, a thing not easily done nor to be done

at all without important capital ! The Abbe Piche has indignantly

memorialized President Fallieres, suggesting to the Freemason head

of the State that the chapel in his Elysee Palace, which he never uses,

might be generously given to the despoiled club

!

Not content with depriving youth of their homes as well as of

proper instruction, government now attacks infants. A creche

receiving daily fifty babes at 27 Chaussee d'Autin, Paris, directed

by Sisters of Charity, received on July 11 notice of "expulsion"

within the ensuing week.

The Official Journal on July 5 published a list of eighty-one schools

conducted by religious in Paris and in ten departments, from north

to south, from east to west, that, by two decrees of the Premier M.
Qemenceau, dated 2 July, are to be closed on September i. The
Christian Brothers, the Daughters of Charity (S. V. P.), the Ladies

of the Sacred Heart, Ursulines and Sisters of St. Joseph are the

principal congregations concerned, but there are also many smaller

congregations.

Upon this wholesale proceeding Cardinal Coullie, Archbishop of

Lyons, addressed to the Christian Brothers and the religious ladies to

be dispersed this letter: "The hecatomb will soon be completed

which is destroying our scholastic establishments, the primary,

superior and professional schools. Responding to the admirable

initiative of Cardinal Fesch (a century ago), our populations, in-

spired by faith, called into the diocese a considerable number of the

sons of St. John-Baptist de la Salle. . Thanks to their direction and

to the generosities of the faithful, numerous schools flourished pros-

perously. Generations of children and young girls were trained to

respect God and His laws, in parental veneration, and to love their

country. We were proud of this regfiment of 900 Christian Brothers

spread through the parishes of the diocese and fighting the good

fight in the simplicity of a life of poverty and the heroism of hidden

self-devotedness. We are now vainly seeking successors and asking

ourselves to whom we shall entrust the work? Our g^ef is great,

for it ought to be thoroughly made known the disaster consequent

on your removal effects social and religious ruin both ; and they who
do not shrink from taking the responsibility of measures so grave

Digitized by
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inflict a cruel wound upon France as well as the Church. Notwith-

standing our grief and anxieties, we say to you, take courage, dearest

Brothers ! You will return to France. The tempest sweeping over

our beloved land cannot last always ; an hour shall come when the

plain good sense that characterizes the Franks shall resume its

rights."

A week previously Mgr. Henry, Bishop of the adjoining Diocese

of Grenoble, presiding at St. Laurent du Pont (near the former

Carthusian monastery), a congress of the association for insuring

school neutrality, said: "No one can charge me since I came to

the diocese with lacking a conciliatory spirit. Without sacrificing

essential principle, I have labored to the best of my power at the

pacification of minds, in respect for our institutions and for opinions

of others ; for I imagined there was room in my country for a tolerant

republic sheltering all her children under one flag. Such a republic

has not been given us ; we still await its advent to salute it respect-

fully. But the proceedings of our government are taking us back

to the worst Caesarism, and we will have none of such Caesarism."

Every American republican will applaud these sentiments from a

Bishop who does not mince matters.

At the Vatican there seems to be complete sympathy with the

views of the French episcopate that continuance of the oppressive

situation is dangerous ; that the present "camping" in churches must

completely cease, and as soon as possible ; that the ministerial instruc-

tions about presbyteries inaugurate a fresh campaign against Cath-

olicism, and that a strenuous, legal resistance without violence or

provocations will tend to create a national movement against excep-

tional "laws" and against violations of the text of those very "laws."

The Prefects of Meuse and Puy-de-Dome lately attempted, con-

trary to provisions of the separation act, to foist schismatics upon

the parishes of Besson and St. Hilaire. M. Aubert, Prefect of the

Meuse, required the Mayor of Besson to insist by force that the

schismatic cure of Culey* should baptize a child in Besson parish

church, "a building affected to free exercise of public worship."

The Mayor refused, resigned office and the parish priests shut the

doors on the would-be intruders.

A phrase of the ex-Minister Rouvier, an anti-clerical, is continually

quoted now: "France is dissolving." Words that may be para-

phrased by our so familiar line from "In Memoriam,"

The old order changeth, giving place to new!

which naturally remind one here of an opinion reoorded in the

Gospel, "The old is better." Evolution is a natural, necessary pro-

• See page 180.
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cess—from excellent to excelsior, from bad to worse—and Rouvier,

as an old man of business, must feel the fruit absolutely proves what

the tree really is that has produced a result he deplores. An unde-

fined sense of this is rising in the minds of Frenchmen, a conviction

there is something radically wrong, or the state of the country could

not be what it is. We Catholics have been assured by Vicars of

Christ that our good "God has made the nations curable;" accord-

ingly we know France is not, as thinkers uninfluenced by divine faith

may fancy, incurable; but that her salvation and restoration can,

indeed must, proceed from renaissance of faith to begin with. In

the meantime, assuredly, France dissolves.

The national finances are in so unsatisfactory a condition that the

cost of the persecution, government extravagance in a multitude of

matters and heavy expenses incurred as result of ministerial inca-

pacity,*' are attracting attention, assisting active and passive resisters

of the Masonic tyrants. A milliard of francs, or two himdred

millions of dollars, were promised half a dozen years ago by the late

Waldeck-Rousseau as proceeds of seizure of properties of congrega-

tions to be suppressed, and that sum would, he assured the world,

be available for working class old age pensions. Up to now gov-

ernment have received nothing;** but instead have advanced to the

various liquidators one and one-quarter millions of dollars, and

disclosures of distribution of much plunder, not to the people, but

to political supporters, are made from week to week. Meantime

the one and one-quarter millions of dollars have had to be provided

in budgets. Three hundred thousand dollars are asked now to con-

vert the seized St. Sulpice Seminary into a picture gallery and the

seized archbishopric into a Ministry of Labor adequate to the wants

of M. Viviani, the lights extinguisher. Two ministerial colleagues

ask $55,000 for installing steam heating; $120,000 are asked for

alterations to the opera house.

However, on July 1 1, a day before their session closed, the reporter

» M. Aynard, Progrreaslst Deputy, at a banquet in the Rhone department
on July 7, pronounced the grathertngr to be a manifestation in support of
electoral liberty. It is, he said, "the abandonment during a certain number
of recent years by the Republic of liberty that has misdirected our whole
policy. There remains only the liberty which is license to disorder. Of
electoral liberty not a vestige is left Our actual policy it is hard to define.

I should say it was an 'incoherence,' if the word had not been used so much
by every one. It is a negative policy, sterile in every point, obeying no
ruling idea and based on private interests. For years we have had but a
single policy, the ontl-rellgious policy."

11 The property at Umoges of Sisters of the Incarnate Word was sold for

$1,064. Expenses of liquidation, including State taxes, amounted to $541.

The liquidator awarded $S20 to himself for his labors, and $8 remain at

disposal of the Sisters. At St Btlenne a final balance settled two and a
half years ago of $891 is not yet paid over.
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of the Senatorial Financial Commission, M. Poincare, Senator, ex-

Minister, candidate for and probable successor to the post still occu-

pied by M. Clemenceau, made it known that for the first time during

a quarter of a century the commission had decided to withdraw from

discussion that session and to throw over until October or November

all the "supplementary credits" asked for by Ministers, and voted

by the Chamber of Deputies, amounting to no less than eight and

one-half millions of dollars, on the alleged ground that large total of

items had been submitted to the Senate too late for serious examina-

tion and discussion of the details.

M. Poincare, who is no friend to the Church, had, exactly a fort-

night previously, delivered, at a banquet of the Federation of retailers,

a discourse very like to a ministerial programme. Among its prin-

cipal passages are what follows : "At this troubled epoch the duty

of politicians is rather to listen than to speak. One main cause of

existing disquiet is, in my opinion, that Senators and Deputies are

too much unaccustomed to hear the country's voice. They live

wrapped up in themselves in a factitious world whose frontiers are

the Luxembourg Palace Gardens and the Pont de la Concorde, in an

atmosphere so rarefied that the image of every object is refracted

and altered, more and more gradually isolated, instead of keeping

in continuous touch with the nation they represent They regard

themselves as holders of sovereignty, gifted with a magical faculty

to dispense to the people all sorts of material satisfaction and human
joys. . . . When one carefully examines current signs of spon-

taneous anarchy one is painfully struck by their analogy with those

admirably described by Taine in his pages concerning the eve of the

Revolution—power slipping away from hands whose mission was

to keep it from the hands of the masses ; evil instincts profiting by

disorder to enjoy free course; soldiers betraying passwords and

refusing their service ; lastly, as Taine says, 'a building whose main

beams have bent, successive and multiplying cracks in all the minor

supports and crossbeams.' Changed morals and still more changed

methods are wanted. In their daily exercise of the legislative man-

date Senators and Deputies keep on snatching at rent morsels of

executive power, interfering in nominations to this position or that

office, dictating their capricious wishes to public administrations,

imperiously exacting what favors they think they can obtain for

their electors' profit or that of friends or relations, reserving the

right of indignantly protesting against the like favors claimed by

opponents. There must be a change of morals and of methods, too,

in the country, which, intoxicated by promises and nurtured on illu-

sions by well nigh all political parties, shall otherwise soon unlearn

her essential traditions and the permanent conditions of national
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grandeur. . . . Let us not hypocritically call 'humanitarian'

weaknesses of character, calm egotisms, blind desires for peace and

quiet. A nation cannot be vigorous and resisting without a spirit

of devotedness, abnegation and sacrifice. Let us talk a little less

of our rights, a little more of our duties ; let us unite our efforts to

maintain or revive conscience in our restless country."

Fine words, brave words, true words, yet the orator regaining

power would be (as he was before) a servant of Freemasonry.

Unfortunately, to quote the anti-clerical, semi-official Matin, the

Paris daily newspaper with the largest influential circulation, from

an article by its principal leader writer, M. Lauzanne, on June 19,

entitled "It is Cracking:" "For a quarter of a century France has

been governed by phrases alone. Little of the ancient edifice (of

government) remains standing. Those two foundation stones called

authority and discipline are daily more and more crumbling away.

There still are left some vestiges of amour-propre; Ministers remem-

ber they ought to be severe on those who show want of respect for

themselves, but they forget to be severe on law-breakers. It is

cracking; the worst cracks are at the top. A general mocking and

sneering is splitting up the whole house. They who are administered

are ridiculing functionaries, who, in turn, slight their chiefs, while

these snub Cabinet Ministers. Everywhere shocks are weakening

the walls. The front itself now and then trembles. To avert com-

plete wreck of the whole concern we have words from the govern-

ment, speeches from the government, phrases from the government."

The blocard journal Le Radical, in a leader signed by M. Paul

Leconte, discussing M. Rouvier's pithy sentence, says it "has created

much emotion on account of the character of its author, who does

not put words together for the pleasure of doing so, who only speaks

about things he understands. His opinion, so disquieting because it

comes from him, had in view only the state of things resulting from

the manifold antagonisms disclosed by agitation among functionaries,

by the outrageous claims and manifestations of syndicated bodies,

by the excesses committed in private strikes anticipating the uni-

versal strike, by the increasing propensity everybody begins to

remark, to consider private interests before the public interest.

Every one else clearly saw we are in a great social and moral crisis,

characterized by the daily growing and evident weakening of the

sentiments of discipline, modesty, civic abnegation, that are the real

forces of States, especially of popular States, where the break which,

whatever may be done, is always absolutely, indispensably necessary,

is placed, not in the more or less brutal hands of one man, but in

the reason, mind and heart of all. Every other spectator's eye

perceived we have reached a point where the violence of unbounded
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appetites generally dominates sense of principles, where desire to

enjoy universally conquers antiquated honorable convictions. But

this outcry of Rouvier is already a month old; it is then ancient

history, it no longer corresponds to actual reality. However pessi-

mist it may have seemed last month, it has become almost an euphem-

ism in presence of events now preparing, confronted by enormities

now close at hand. We are, most probably, about to see what was

seen by our fathers of the convention and the committee of public

safety. This is no dream, no romancing; it is reality; it is the very

last cry of actuality."

M. de Boisandre observes upon these two articles : "This fright-

ful situation, so perilous for France and for themselves, is their own
work, the work of Rouvier and Qemenceau both ; the collective work
of the whole band of unscrupulous politicians who have during thirty

years been preparing this 'dissolution ;' it is their joint complicity in

the poisoning of a country, but yesterday so robust and healthy,

realizing the consequences of which complicity they can now only

utter terrified bowlings."

The Parliamentary session begun in November 5 last ended on

Friday afternoon, July 12, the very last work done being the voting

of a little bill (opposed by the Right, who were not allowed speech)

to make things still more pleasant for divorced persons who remarry.

The characteristic of this session is legislative barrenness. It is

shown on page 273 how the Cabinet ecclesiastical programme has

been stultified by its propounders themselves. The other important

measures promised on November 5 in the Premier's declaration to

Parliament were: i. Law to suppress military councils of war.

"The discussion of this project is inopportune now," declared M.
Qemenceau a fortnight before dose of the session, and, by aid of

the Right (who deem it always inopportune), he obtained a ma-

jority of 93 against proceeding then with that bill. 2. Law to

abolish capital punishment. Murders are increasing so fast that the

French respectable public everywhere have protested against this

reform, through municipalities, departmental councils and other-

wise, the general feeling being that of Alphonse Karr, "let assassins

begin first;" nor has government therefore ventured to introduce

the promised project. President Fallieres, however, as make-weight

in favor of Apaches, has, within seven months, annulled the death

sentences of no less than twenty-eight assassins, and it is notorious

French juries can be induced to give such verdicts only when the

most inhuman monsters are the principals concerned. 3. Law for

working class old age pensions. Of this nothing whatever has been

heard since the 6th of November. 4. Law for such a taxation of

incomes as should lighten the burdens of voters who toil and sweat,
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but increase those pressing on capitalists' shoulders. This philan-

thropic project has been introduced and discussed at some lengtli in

the Chambers, at very great length elsewhere; indeed, has been

pulled to pieces and dissected, to universal disgust of all classes

excepting the voters of the proletariat, too ignorant to comprehend

such matters. The Senate (where M. Poincare has explained its

effects) will certainly never vote it 5. Law to authorize the State

to "purchase," in short to confiscate, the Western Railway, AU the

Councils General of the departments served by this line are opposed

to the scheme, as are all the Deputies for places in the territory it

traverses, excepting one or two, and the owners of the railway. The

Senate will not hear of it. Accordingly that project likewise hangs

fire. 6. Law to assist the French wine producers, "so cruelly tried

and so urgently needing now legislation to rigorously repress the

frauds" from which the Viticulture suffers, said Clemenceau in his

declaration on November 5. No project whatever was produced

until after the southern demonstrations and strike against taxation

in mid-June; then a scheme was laid before Parliament, and after

lengthy discussions a measure was finally voted twenty-four hours

before the session closed that is universally held by the vineyard

proprietors and dealers practically interested to be quite futile.

"After nearly ten months of ahnost dictatorial power, Qemenceau

appears not only odious, inspiring horror on account of the blood

shed (at Narbonne), but impotent; a man thoroughly incapable,

unfit for govenmient or for realizing the useful and fruitful." (E.

Drumont.)

Some reader of this paper will here say to himself : "The agony

is piled up too high ; there surely must be a good deal of exaggera-

tion. If the situation is truly pictured, why did not the Chamber

vote want of confidence, and so get rid of the Ministry of misman-

agement and misery ?" My reply to this is twofold, a. The Cabinet

majority in the Chamber of 350 votes on February 19, when their

ecclesiastical procedure was impugned, had fallen to 67 on June 28,

when the question concerned a proposed parliamentary inquiry by a

committee of twenty-two Deputies into the events in Southern

France, that was moved for by M. Paul Meunier (Socialist-Radical),

yet refused by M. Qemenceau, who a few hours previously said he

would agfree to it. 256 votes recorded for and 323 against show

there were practically no abstentions from this final trial of strength,

591 being the total elected last year. b. M. Clemenceau, inventor

of the Bloc, shortly after the meeting of this first Parliament, in

which he is for the first time a Prime Minister as well as Chief

Blocard, insured himself a sufficient majority under any circum-

stances short of utter revolution by arranging that a project of law
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should be, without any public notice, sprung upon both Chamber
and Senate in their houses on the same day increasing the parlia-

mentary salaries of Deputies and Senators from $i,8oo to $3,000.

The measure passed each house without any debate within half an

hour, and has added a million dollars or so to the yearly budget;

but to a Chamber half whose members are impeamious (a reasonable

estimate, seeing that during their first month of session against a

third of them detainers of their salaries were lodged with the

Treasurer by their creditors), their salary is a boon that will not be

let go for any immaterial consideration. A subsequent decision of

a higher court that creditors are not entitled to seize or lodge de-

tainers against more than $1,000 yearly of these representatives'

salaries has put each Deputy—half being men of straw elected by

single straws—into the happy position of seeing his private indebted-

ness automatically, without trouble to himself, reduced by the State

to the extent of $1,000 annually and of also receiving from the State

for himself twice that sum annually, besides getting free railway

passes from New Year's Day to next New Year's Eve, as well as

free lunches, drinks, smokes, teas, besides numerous banquets,

etcetera, during the whole session, and other rewards of virtue

alluded to in M. Poincare's criticisms hereinbefore dted. The Bloc

can always hunt with the hounds and still content the hare when
dissatisfied. The party whips can arrange votes to serve both ends.

Hence the government is strong enough, happen what may, short

of a revolution or a general strike against the tax gatherer, to stop

where they find themselves, hoisted far above the noisy crowd, for

three more years if they choose. As to dissensions among the

motley blocards, Ministers know they can be stayed at any time by

treating them as a huntsman treats a pack of ravenous hounds.

There are church properties seized producing $100,000,000 yearly

still to be distributed among their yelping supporters. Under the

anti-clerical flag all quarrels can be stilled and a solid Bloc formed

at any moment. This happy after thought perhaps decided M.
Briand not yet to introduce, as he suddenly, to general amazement,

announced on July i he would do at once, an ecclesiastical law No. 5

for distributing immediately those stolen goods under a project the

details of which were published officially in that week. It is useless

to give them here.

The Masonic family in office, however, have several lugubrious

skeletons in their cupboards on which doors cannot be shut. First

of all, in that hot-bed of heresy and revolution, the Sunny South,

there is the Viticulture agitation, long brewing, inaugurated on May
12 by a meeting at Beziers of 100,000, followed by four others, at

Perpig^an on the 19th of 180,000, on the 26th at Carcassonne of
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250,000, on the 2d of June at Nimes of 300,000, and on June 9th at

Montpellier of fully 600,000 manifesters, who dedded upon a gen-

eral strike throughout four departments against all direct taxation

and the resignation of their offices by all Mayors and municipalities

—

about half of which bodies, to the number of over 500, have resigned

and adhered to their resignations. Into the economic causes and

the practicable remedies for this well founded popular movement

this is not the place, nor are the government demagogues and their

supporters qualified to deal with such arduous problems, as the par-

liamentary course followed during the final four weeks of the session

conclusively shows. But 50,000 troops are quartered in the large

disaffected district, blood has been shed, public edifices have been

destroyed, the original leaders are in prison, misery prevails, great

costs are accruing to the State, no solution is in view, though civil

disorganization reigns in cities and communes. The Southern Depu-

ties are mainly anti-clerical and blocards, so the district reaps what

it has always sown.

"It is an ill wind that blows nobody good." From these events

resulted a gain for religion in Besse, a commune near Toulon, whose

anti-clerical municipality resigning in sympathy with the movement,

the Bishop of Frejus at once raised the interdict with which the

parish had been stricken, the offices are again celebrated and the

cure has retaken possession of his presbytery. Elsewhere, there

being no civil functionaries at closed mairies, many marrii^s have

been celebrated in church without previous "civil marriage," as

required by law. But for so marrying a lady and gentleman of

rank. Mgr. de Beausejour, Bishop of Carcassonne, had to appear on

July 16 before the correctional tribunal in that city and was fined

ten dollars.

A respected Catholic tradesman in Perpignan keeps a grocer's

shop there and sells petroleum, of course, to all comers for the article.

The rioters in that city, who, among other Anarchist exploits, set

fire to the prefecture, bought some petroleum for that purpose at

Faget's shop. Faget happens to be a Royalist as well as a practicing

Catholic, wherefore officialdom tried to discover a plot or to concoct

one. Pending any proof Faget and his shop boy were arrested and
imprisoned. After spending three weeks in jail, Faget*" was con-

fronted on July 12 by the Magistrate, M. Mouret, with his accuser,

who turned out to be his fellow-prisoner, fifteen years of age. The
lad said in open court to the Magistrate: "I declare that you, Mr.

Judge, promised to release me very quickly, and that my father was
with you at the time, assuring me you would do so if I would say

what you would tell me to say."

" StUl In prison as I write.
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Most ungainly Cabinet skeletons are, anti-militarism and its conse-

quent military mutiny. In several regiments there have this summer
been serious revolts. The One Hundredth Line, the Second and

Seventh Engineers, Twelfth Infantry, Seventeenth Infantry,

Eleventh Line, Fifty-eighth Line, Twenty-fourth Colonial, Eighty-

sixth Line and Twentieth Dragoons, all in the South, are those con-

cerned. M. Qemenceau stated to the Chamber on June 21 : "So

soon as it became a question of a military pacification of the South,

I learned—^but did not know before—that the system (introduced by

the late War Minister Andre) of regional recruiting had produced

in the garrisons of the Southern departments a spirit which did not

allow discipline to be maintained. The colonels wrote: 'I cannot

answer for my men.' The generals said : 'If you send a regiment

to replace one here I cannot answer for my men not marching against

those who may be sent to replace them !'
" The War Minister,

Picquart, was as ignorant as the Premier of the state of things

!

The worst mutiny was that of nearly half the Seventeenth Infantry

stationed at Agde. Four hundred soldiers broke from barracks

about midnight on June 20, blew doors and gates open, took from

the magazine 200 cartridges each and, bayonets fixed, marched for

Beziers (thirteen miles distant), where they arrived at six in the

morning of the 21st and were enthusiastically received by enormous

crowds of the populace, who supplied them with rations and wine

(not gfiven to French troops by the State). Late in the day General

Bailloud boldly trusted himself among them, harangued them, urged

their return to duty, promised them free pardon if they did submit

then and there, obtaining their submission on the spot. Marching

back to Agde they were disarmed, ordered off to Gap, court-mar-

tialed there and transported with all haste to a naval seaport, whence

they were shipped to Gaisa, in Timis, and will spend the summer in

what government assert is "an oasis" in that torrid land, as punish-

ment for their grave mutiny. The inquiry into their motives and so

forth began in Gap was continued at Gaisa, where "a certain depres-

sion, due to their transportation so far away from home and to the

total absence of distractions has succeeded the excitement of the

outburst caused by their contact in Agde with a populace at fever

heat. They regp-et their culpable behavior, but were deceived into

believing there was to be a general military rising in the Southern

region."

Such is the official information published, dated Tunis, July 16.

M. Qemenceau refused to ratify General Bailloud's pledge of full

pardon. The general before approaching the mutineers telephoned

M. Clemenceau, some four hundred miles away, for necessary

authority, and received it by telephone, but the Premier denies hold-
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ing any such conversation. Who did "speak" through the instru-

ment has not appeared, nor does it much matter. M. Qemenceau

had told the Deputies of his party on June 12: "In the One Hun-

dredth Regfiment there are officers who go to Mass, who are responsi-

ble for the insubordination of their soldiers; an inquiry has been

opened upon their attitude!" But insubordination is not confined

to the army in the South. From a multitude of places at every

point of the compass the public hear of unpleasant incidents. M.

Jules Delahaye told the Senate on the 9th of July: "The chief

cause of disorder in France is the present Ministry. The example

of breach of discipline was given our soldiers by the War Minister.

The real culprits are on the ministerial benches."

Prosecutions of twelve anti-militarists out of twenty-one whose

names appeared at the foot of placards and posters headed "To

Soldiers," that two months previously were widely distributed in

street and barrack (though promptly torn down by the police), were

conducted in the Paris Assize Court on June 24 and 25. All the

prisoners were acquitted. The remaining nine the police could not

During the night of April 23, a week prior to the annual May i

demonstrations, the objectionable poster was placarded by the Inter-

national Anti-Militarist Association. Among other things it asked

"workers in factory or field" whether they would any longer "consent

to become defenders of the well-fed portly bourgeoisie who take from

you freedom to-day and will take the fruit of your labor to-morrow.

The prevailing eflfervescence allows one to suppose that to-morrow

may be the day of the Grand Strike, prelude of the Revolution. If

that day come, comrades, do not hesitate. Society exists thanks

only to you; help us, will you not, to demolish it? Imitating cleri-

cals, you will refuse to obey the orders gfiven you ; if it must be so,

be still more energetic; show by a yet more finished attitude that

you know no monitor but conscience for your obedience. Oppressed

in barracks to-day, you will be oppressed to-morrow in the factory

tuiless you avail of events to return into the ranks of the revolted

and take part with us in lighting parasites and cheats. ... If

called upon to interfere in strikes, comrades, do not hesitate; with

your rifles held aloft, break your ranks
!"

The twelve prisoners arrested and tried were made up of three

printers, two jewelers, two house painters, a blacksmith, a fitter, a

cabinetmaker, a waiter, a handy man of a cafe. All entered the

court in the best spirits. Before the trial actually began M. Jacques

Bonzou, one of the advocates defending them, rose and asked that

Messieurs Qemenceau, Briand and Guyot-Dessaigne (Minister of

Justice, and whose coat has been repeatedly turned) should be cited

find.
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as witnesses on the grounds that "the accused are prosecuted for a

crime of opinion, and it is essential justice should know whether

the accusers ever changed or varied their own opinions, or whether

they ever themselves propagated the precise theories concerning the

attitude of a republican army towards the proletariate that are to-day

submitted to the jury." M. Bonzou said he desired to ask these

questions

:

Of M. Guyot-Dessaigne : "Were you not Attorney General ( Pro-

cureur) of the Empire? In exercising those functions, how many
Republicans did you cause to be condemned by your advocacy ?"

Of M. Briand : "Have you not, as lecturer, journalist, barrister,

even as Deputy, counselled revolutionary violence, advising the

opposing legal violence by arms and inciting soldiers to mutiny when
ordered to fire on the people ?"

Of M. Clemenceau : "Did you not start in active politics by shar-

ing as Mayor of Montmartre in the events of 1871 ? (Year of the

Commune.) Were you not mixed up with the massacre of the two

generals (in the Rue des Rosiers that year) ? In 1878 did you hot

demand amnesty for Blanqui ? In 1898 did not you attack the army
side by side with Zola?"

Some applause and disturbance in the court, quelled by the police,

ensued, and one of the prisoners exclaimed: "Briand and Clemen-

ceau were my teachers. The doctrines I am prosecuted for here I

learnt from them. Did they not formerly continually preach

violence ?"

The demand of their counsel was refused and the trial began.

One of the accused, in course of his interrogatory by the Presiding

Judge, asked : "Did not M. Qemenceau in his 'Melee Sociale' write

more violent phrases than our poster contains? A manifesto quite

as violent as ours is signed by fifty Deputies of the unified Socialist

group. They were not prosecuted. Yet we have spent two months
in prison. Is this because all the republican jails are too small for

all of our opinions ?" The waiter, a lad of nineteen, said during his

interrogatory : "The soldiers in the South have set a good example.

Those who fired on the crowd are criminals. But the greatest

criminals are those who ordfered them to fire. It is Qemenceau,
Briand and Guyot-Dessaigne who ought to be gfuillotined."

M. Albert Willm, one of the defending advocates, urged and read

a letter of M. Briand as Minister protesting against prosecuting the

signatories (not of this but) of the first anti-militarist appeal, and
another advocate, M. Chesne, read newspaper articles by Qemenceau
as journalist, contradictory of the acts of Clemenceau Minister. M.
Bonzou in a final summary of the defense congratulated the Magis-

trature on having taken down from the praetorium the image of
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Christ, "for it beheld too rascally procedures" there

!

The jury had twenty-four questions submitted to them, and in

forty-five minutes returned with a negative to all. The acquittal

was received with applause from friends and relatives of the accused

in court and with cries of "Vive the Red Flag!" The verdict may
seem strange, so shortly following the mutinies at Beziers, Avignon,

Agde and Lurzac," and it astonished the legal world in the Palace

of Justice, where, by nearly every barrister, a severe sentence was

anticipated. But says a competent critic and auditor: "The jury

by acquitting the disciples condemned their masters. The verdict

is a stinger in the face for masters in socialism and anti-militarism,

MM. Briand and Qemenceau, whose articles and speeches read to

the jurors contained tenfold what the incriminated poster (that was

immediately torn down) contained, bearing the signatures of their

twelve feeble followers, prosecuted for pale reflections of teachings

by "arrived Ministers of State."

Plymouth, Eaigland.

i» On July 17, In the Twenty-fourth Colonial Regiment, quartered at Perplg-

nan, a serious muUny of three hundred soldiers led to their breaking out of

the caserne and atacklng civilians in the street, with whom they bad quar-
relled, with fixed bayonets, according to the Temp* correspondent, though
the official version minimizes the occurrence into a small soldiers' row.

A RECENT INDICTMENT OF IRISH ECCLESIASTICAL
POLICY.

J OTWITHSTANDING the force and vitality of Burke's law.

that "You cannot frame an indictment against a whole

nation," the number of writers in the public press who
attempt such a task is legion. Indiscriminate generalization is,

indeed, the besetting sin of this period of restless typewriting

activity. International hatred, interstate antipathy, class animosity,

commercial rabies are all being sedulously nourished all over the

civilized globe by the propagation of the deadly poison of the half-

truth and the attribution of special wrong to whole communities, the

class being held accountable for the sin of the individual. This is

one of the most depressing symptoms of our age. We have only

to look at the columns of the daily press to become aware of the

mischievous effects of generalizing. Strikes and boycotts, frightful

crimes of violence often being the deadly accompaniment, abound.

The name of the capitalist enrages the labor union ; the labor union

is regarded by the capitalist as far more deadly in its influence than

the upas tree. It is a reading age—at least more newspapers are

J. F. Bom
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read now than ever before—^and this fact does not bring the enlight-

enment that would abate class animosities, but rather adds to the

inflammatory condition, since newspapers are printed rather to sell

than to propagate a love of the verities of hiunan existence.

It is an old form of iniquity. The Carthaginians were perfidious,

in Roman eyes, hence they should be eliminated from a social system

which would poison a Hannibal and starve a Jugurtha in a dark

hole. The Greeks are liars; the Franks are foresworn, argued the

followers of Mahomet, as an excuse for sweeping Greek and Frank

from power and existence. When Henry H. sought for an excuse

to seize the territory and government of Ireland he employed the

Welshman Giraldus to report upon the character of the people and

to use the half-truth method in the cunning task. Nothing could be

more successful. The Irish at large were painted as a half-civilized

people relapsing into barbarism. After having been for some cen-

turies the light of the world, this was the very irony of cruel fate;

and it was completely successful. But the race of Giraldus still

flourishes, after the lapse of nigh eight centuries—^and, to make it

worse, they rank not as Welshmen, but as Irishmen.

One signing himself "A Catholic Irishman" recently was accorded

nearly two columns of space in the New York Evening Post for a

powerful arraignment of the Catholic population of Ireland, episco-

pal, clerical and lay. Clericalism he blamed, to put it briefly, for

the whole unhappy condition of Ireland in the past

—

i. e., since the

"Reformation" period—as well as in the present. The bill of indict-

ment was framed without the least qualification. Mr. Darrow,

summing up the case for the defense in the Western Miners' cases,

was not a whit more severe than this "Catholic Irishman" in his

fulminations against the Irish Bishops and clergy and his contempt

for the flocks whom, according to him, they drive to their ruin.

Now, the Evening Post is a paper of high standing—not quite so

high now, perhaps, as when Mr. Lawrence E. Godkin was editor;

therefore the unexpected attack may work some mischief by reason

of the prejudice it cannot fail to inflame. Had Mr. Godkin been

alive, it is safe to say that the letter would not have found a place,

or else, if it did, that some of its propositions would not have been

suffered to pass unchallenged, since the editor had a good knowledge

of the state of affairs in Ireland, and since his father, the Rev. W.
Godkin, an Episcopal clergyman, had been one of the commissioners

selected to wind up the fiscal affairs of the Irish Disestablished

Church—an institution for whose destruction the Irish Catholic

Bishops and clergy are held responsible by the correspondent of the

Evening Post. The Rev. M. Godkin knew well how utterly ridiculous

and unfounded was such a charge, since, having been for many years
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the Dublin correspondent of the London Times, he was intimately

acquainted with everything that transpired in Irish national affairs

during his period. He knew well that ever since the "battle of

Carrickshock" and the passage of the Tithes Relief Act there had

been no agitation whatever against the Irish Protestant Church, or

the Irish branch of the Established Church, as it was officially

known, because there was an end of the system of levying on

farmers' stock and shopkeepers' stores for tithes and "ministers'

money," since the responsibility for these taxes had been transferred

to the landlords. These quietly added it to the tenants' rent,

thereby avoiding odium and turmoil and enabling the Protestant

clergy to pretend that there was no longer any tithe grievance to

sustain the hostility of the Irish people to the "Establishment."

For the purposes of the writer's argument, it was necessary to

show that there was really no g^rievance to the Irish Catholics in

the maintenance of a Protestant Establishment—^no substantial griev-

ance, that is; only a sentimental one—in a country almost wholly

Catholic. But in a country like this, where there is no difficulty

about moving a house or even a church fabric bodily from one

locality to another, such a literary feat as this line of argument

demanded was a mere bagatelle. A little boldness in preliminary

statement was nearly all that the enterprise required. The half-

truth, like the cantilever principle, was serviceable to bridge the big

gap between fact and fancy. So the writer wrote these sentences:

"The Irish Protestants being in a minority, of course their church

was 'the church of a minority.' Like the lay holders of land in

Ireland, the clerical holders traced back their endowments to the

seizures of property which marked the politico-religious wars of the

sixteenth and seventeenth centuries. This was enough for a cry that

the church of the minority must be disendowed, and about thirty

million of dollars were accordingly scooped up by the English

Treasury in order to benefit Ireland. It so happened that the prop-

erty of the Protestant Church had never been taken from the Irish

at all, but was almost exclusively composed of the fat abbeys and

prebends erected by the English Catholic Kings on the necks of the

Irish clans during the four-century domination of Roman London

over Celtic Ireland. But this little fact was never mentioned by the

priestly orators of Maynooth and the priestly parliamentarians of

Westminster."

This is certainly heroic treatment of an awkward historical

dilemma. For whether it was by English Kings or by Irish Kings

that the churches in Ireland were built, it was certainly the Irish

clans who furnished the ground and the materials and at least the

unskilled labor. Every principal ecclesiastical edifice in Ireland was
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built before the coming of the English. We have yet to learn what

English Catholic King built a cathedral in Ireland. Those in Dublin,

Armagh, Cork, Limerick, Cashel and other cities were centuries old

before Cambrensis was sent over to make out his fantastic report.

O'Neills and O'Donnells in the North and O'Briens in the South had

erected most of the great ecclesiastical buildings either prior to or

during the English invasion. The Protestants seized the best of

these in the time of the Tudor tyrants. The cathedral churches

founded in the sixth century by the Irish Kings Laogare, Oilioll-

Molt and Lugha VII., and which existed down to the time of the

Abbe McGeoghegan, were Ardmach (or Armagh), Ossory, Emly,

Ardagh, Elphin, Killala, Clogher, Kildare, Down and Connor. Sub-

sequently there were built the cathedrals of Cork (St. Finn Barr's),

Limerick, Cashel, Sligo, Tuam, Thurles, Ferns, St. Patrick's, Dub-

lin; the Holy Trinity, or Christ Church, Dublin; Cloyne, Clones,

Kilkenny—^to enumerate only the principal ones. Many splendid

abbeys, priories and conventual establishments were also fotmded in

Ireland centuries before the English made their appearance, by pious

Irish Kings and chieftians. A diligent search through Irish history

fails to show any great cathedrals, abbeys or monasteries which were

the foundation of English Catholic Kings, as asserted by the "Cath-

olic Irishman." Even in Dublin, the seat of English government,

the two cathedrals, St. Patrick's and Christ Church (otherwise called

the Cathedral of the Holy Trinity) were erected originally respec-

tively, by the saint whose name it bears, by the help of the native

princes and people whom he baptized there, and by a Danish prince

who ruled in Dublin during the period of Danish occupation in

Leinster. The cathedral of Emly was founded, even before St.

Patrick's advent, by one of his predecessors, St. Ailbe ; and that of

Cork by one of his disciples, St. Finn Barr, who brought Chris-

tianity to the natives of the Southern capital and the surrounding

territory of the McCarty clans. The cathedral of Cashel was

founded by the monarch, Aongus, whom Ailbe converted and bap-

tized in the place adjacent to the famous rock called Gowlinvale (cor-

rupted into Golden Vale). The primatial diocese of Ardmach was

the first in which Patrick began the erection of a cathedral ; and the

last was probably the diocese of Dercon, in the country of the Dal-

reida. The old historians declare that during his apostolate in

Ireland he built, or caused to be built, three hundred and sixty-five

churches. The ground for these was given freely by the owners of

the soil. The first mention of a religious foundation by an English-

man in Ireland was that of the Priory of Kilmainham for the Knights

Templars, by Richard Strongbow, Earl of Pembroke. A few years

later the Monastery of Thomascourt, in Cork, was founded by the
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first English viceroy, William Fitz-Adelm. Hugh de Lacey, the

succeeding viceroy, founded two small chapels or priories for the

Augustinians in the County Lx>uth. The ruffian nobleman, John de

Courey, founded several other houses for the same order—for, like

most of the robber nobles of his time, he alternated fits of piety with

fits of ferocious savagery ; and Hervey de Monte Morisco (or Mont-

morris), in order to expiate the crimes of pillaging other churches in

Ireland, in the course of his career of conquest, or robbery, founded

the Abbey of Dunbrody, in Wexford. Philip de Wigorne, another

viceroy, founded a priory for Benedictines in Tipperary after he had

plundered the clergy of Armagh! The young prince John, in the

midst of his debaudieries and petty guerillas in Ireland, found leisure

to give another example of this peculiar versatility by building the

priory of St. John the Evangelist, for Benedictines, at Waterford.

A few other religious houses were founded by tlie English invaders

;

also the abbey of Little Tinterne, in Wexford, by William Marshall,

Earl of Pembroke ; the abbey of the River of God, Westmeath, was

founded by the Daltons, and a priory for Augustinians at Trister-

nach, in the same county, by Geoffry de Constantin; the priory of

SS. Peter and Paul in Wexford, founded by the Roches of Fermoy,

also for Augustinians, and the priory of St. John the Baptist at Naas,

County Kildare, founded by the English lord of the soil. The
Roches of Fermoy also founded the abbey called "De Castro Dei,"

in County Cork, and Richard and Adam De Hereford founded the

priory called the "Scala Coeli," in County Kildare ; in the same coimty

Miles Fitzhenry founded a priory, and Thomas, the seneschal of

Leinster, founded another in County Kilkenny. Near Finn, in

County Meath, Simon Rochford, Bishop of Meath, founded a priory.

These priories were all for members of the Augustinian order.

There were abbeys for Cistercians also at Owny, in County Limerick

;

at Douske, in County Kilkenny, and at Beaubec, in Meath—founded

respectively by Theobald Fitzwalter, founder of the Butler family;

William Marshall, Earl of Pembroke, and Walter De Lacey. Rich-

ard Tuite, lord of Granard, founded an abbey for Bernardins of

Qairvaux, near Granard, and Danish settlers founded the priory of

St. Catherine, in the neighborhood of Waterford city. About the

thirteenth century the Dominicans and the Franciscans came to help

the Augustinians and the Cistercians in the religious work in Ireland.

The Talbots, the Prendergasts, the Fitzmaurices, the Barrys, the

Graces, the Walshes, the Butlers, the Dillons, the De Burgos and
other Anglo-Norman settlers, founded many religious houses at a

later period of the same epoch ; but side by side with the names of

these foreign founders we find those of the old Irish lords of the

soil, the McCartys, the O'Reillys, the O'Briens, the O'Kennedys, the
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O'Donnells, the O'Neills, the O'Flaherty's, the O'Haras, the Mac-

Namaras all through the period of activity in religious settlement in

Ireland prior to the Tudor regime. It was about this period that

the Carmelites went to take part in the religious work of the country,

and the Butlers and Dillons erected several houses for their accom-

modation. But a diligent search into the genesis of all these founda-

tions fails to show that English settlers were more conspicuous for

their liberality (at the expense of the Irish people) than the Irish

lords of the soil of that period proved themselves to have been, or

that they had any claim whatever to place against that of the Irish

founders, whose zeal in erecting edifices for the worship of God and

the training of students for the divine service had been constantly

manifested during the six centuries previous to the Anglo-Norman

invasion. There is not one syllable in Irish history to justify the

belief that English Catholic Kings erected cathedrals in Ireland

at any time. But there is plenty of evidence to show that the agents

and dependents of such Kingfs frequently pillaged, burnt down and

destroyed such cathedrals—^as in the cases of Armagh and Cashel

notably—and left the people to repair the injury as best they could.

So much for the false assertion that the Catholic Kings of England

had founded fat abbeys and prebends on the necks of the Irish clans.

As for the accompanying pretense that the real property of the

Protestant Church had never been taken from the people of Ireland,

it ought to be sufficient to ask where, if such were really the case,

did that property come from ? That property, when capitalized, suf-

ficed to pay lump sum commutations or annual stipends to between

three and four thousand rectors, incumbents and curates—many of

whom performed the manoeuvre popularly described as "commuting,

compounding and cutting"—that is, taking flight to England or some

other place where living was inexpensive and amusement cheap.

After paying off this army of claimants in full, the capitalized wealth

of this innocent ecclesiastical importation afforded a surplus of

twelve or thirteen million pounds, which Mr. Gladstone got put

safely away in order to meet future distress in Ireland, or other

"national emergency," as he declared. A large portion of this sur-

plus still remains in the English treasury, after various g^nts in

relief of distress, fishery grants and other bonuses, have been,

from time to time, paid out of it. So that from its ability to

meet all these demands, the huge amount of value which

the original fund represented may be vaguely estimated. Every

iota of this had been forcibly plundered from the Irish Catholic

chiefs and people—for the chief and the people held the land as the

tribe or clan, under the old Brehon law. Hence the attempt to show

that the Established Church in Ireland represented no wrong inflicted
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upon the Catholics of Ireland is certainly bold. But there is more
still. As a consequence of Disestablishment, the writer says:

"Hundreds of Protestant ecclesiastical families, all resident em-

ployers of labor and consumers of local commodities, had to quit

Ireland. Hundreds of places of Protestant worship were closed.

Thousands of Irish Protestant families, deprived of the facilities for

the exercise of their religion, tended every day to follow their pastors.

Thousands of Irish Catholic employes of all kinds wandered to

America for want of employment in their own land. That no ele-

ment of grim jocosity should be wanting, while the clerical party

were 'saving' these thirty million dollars of ecclesiastical funds as

above mentioned, Ireland was being overtaxed by the Westminster

Parliament to the tune of fifteen million dollars a year, as has been

formally admitted by a committee of the House of Commons ! That

is to say, every pair of years, the English Government took out of

Ireland the full equivalent of all that was stolen from the Irish

Protestant Church under the lying pretense of an imaginary restitu-

It is difficult to believe that the foregoing was intended as serious

writing, or, if so, that the writer possessed any reliable knowledge of

the subject which he had in hand. There was no exodus of Pro-

testant families on such a scale as he pictures, nor any such whole-

sale shutting up of churches. What really took place was something

very diflEerent. Prior to the passing of the Act of Disestablishment

a commission had gone into the question of plural holdings and

superfluous churches, and found many glaring abuses. It found that

in a large nimiber of cases rectors had been charging the State

—

that is, the Irish taxpayers—for the services of curates for "chapels

of ease," whereas they themselves performed the duties which these

curates were supposed to perform, and drew the double salary,,

the curate being usually, or at least very frequently, a myth. Many
of the "chapels of ease" had no need of the services of a curate,,

inasmuch as the "congregation" was limited to the verger or bell

rkiger and family, as in the case of the Dean of St Patrick's and

his "dearly beloved Roger." As soon as the fact that the govern-

ment really intended to act on the report was made known, the

pluralists took steps to man the depleted ranks of the Church. They

advertised in the Daily Express and other "loyal" Protestant organs

for clerical help, and they induced the Dublin University authorities

(it was generally believed) to permit such modifications in the

divinity examinations as would enable them to rush through a suffi-

cient number of students to fill the gaps still left. When the bat-

talions were cranplete the State was asked to pay for the whole

corps. A large number of the new arrivals took advantage of the.

tion.
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golden opportunity, and summarily "commuted, compounded and

cut;" so glaringly eager to do so that even some of the organs of

dethroned Ascendency held them up to ridicule and denounced the

operation which led up to the exodus as a public scandal.

But these exhibitions of fiscal wisdom were not by any means the

only incidents that lent to Disestablishment the lightening touch of

judicial comedy. In several instances the holders of benefices who
claimed "compensation for disturbance" were placed in an awkward
predicament. They held their benefices on false pretenses. A strik-

ing case in point was that of the obsolete Church of St. Nicholas

Within, in Dublin. This church was founded as the result of a

bequest made by a pious merchant, the condition being that one day

in every year a Mass be celebrated for his spiritual benefit, after his

demise. The holder of this benefice, at the time of Disestablishment,

was the Rev. Tresham Dames Gregg, an aggressive polemical divine

and writer. The church had long fallen into desuetude and disre-

pair. It had no congregation and no roof—only a portion of one

sufficient to shelter the Rev. Mr. Gregg when he went through a sort

of service one day in each year, in order to entitle him to draw his

salary as minister. That service he did not attempt to show to be

the Mass, as stipulated in the bequest, nor any sort of prayer for the

testator's soul, but something that seemed to satisfy the Rev. Mr.

Gregg's conscience as beneficiary. He contrived to have a couple of

persons present as witnesses. For this ludicrous travesty of fulfill-

ment he drew the handsome salary of four hundred pounds a year,

and on this he claimed capitalization. The claim aroused some

caustic and irreverent comment, but some substantial recognition was

given it. Memory now fails to recall to what amount, but it was no

trifle. The benefice of St. Audoen's Church, also in Dublin, was

of similar foundation, but the edifice had a congregation and is still

in practical use. What the incumbent did, as a substitute for the

stipulated religious service was not very clearly explained.

In an obscure by-way of old Dublin, called Onnond Gate, may
be found a memorial of the means employed in old times to imple-

ment defective title, in like cases. The original name of the place

was Gormund's Gate. It had, by process of looseness in pronuncia-

tion, become transformed into Ormond Gate. Gormund was a myth-

ical personage, invented by a resourceful lawyer of Elizabeth's time,

to make good her claim to the confiscated estates of Shane O'Neill,

Gormimd being represented as a common ancestor of the Tudors and

the O'Neills, a prince who had plenty of lands at his disposal. There

never existed any such personage. But the myth answered all the

purposes for which it was invented, and Elizabeth got the title she

needed. So with the gentlemen who claimed compensation for the
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curtailment of services which they had never rendered, and never

could render, by reason of their creed pronouncing such services to

be "damnable and idolatrous," and therefore illegal as a matter of

course.

It is in the last degree unjust to the Irish hierarchy and clergy

of that time to lay the responsibility for the obliteration of the State

Church at their doors. They wanted nothing but the right of the

people to live in peace, and since the tithe wars were terminated by

the intervention of Parliament, this desideratum was an accomplished

fact Catholic and Protestant lived everywhere, save in Ulster, on

the most amicable terms, the best of friends and neighbors in very

many places. When Mr. Gladstone began his agitation for Dis-

establishment he sprang a surprise upon the whole of the people,

Irish as well as British. The daring of the Fenian leaders, and the

widespread disaffection in Ireland as a consequence of their propa-

ganda, had thoroughly alarmed him. He began to seek for the

causes of the discontent and disloyalty, and he looked in the wrong
direction. The Irish sought for independence, but this palpable

aim and object he either did not see or pretended not to see. He
thought by removing grievances he might succeed in allaying dis-

content. The inquiry into the position of the Established Church

which preceded formal legislative action was begun by Sir John

Gray, a Protestant, proprietor of the leading Irish Liberal newspaper.

Neither the Irish Bishops nor the Irish people asked for Disestab-

lishment. Mr. Gladstone began it of his own volition. What the

Bishops asked for most insistently—^namely, facilities for the higher

education of their people—^he refused to give ; what the people asked

for, to the point of armed insurrection—^namely, the restoration of

their native Parliament—^he at the same time ignored. When the

Church was swept away the Protestants proved how dependent was

their loyalty on material advantage by forming a Home Rule Union

and inviting the Catholics to join them in seeking for a restoration

of the right stolen from them by Parliament. Mr. Gladstone, years

afterwards, in explaining in Parliament his reasons for introducing

his famous Home Rule Bill, laid the responsibility for the rape of

the Irish Legislature on the shoulders of William Pitt squarely and

unequivocally. Now, here comes this anonymous "Catholic Irish-

man" denying that imputation by the Prime Minister who was the

best-read historian of his day and who had all the State papers relat-

ing to the transaction ready to his hand. He puts the charge in the

form of an inverted syllogism, thus

:

"The Catholics passed the Act of Union."

This is the conclusion ; then come the premises

:

"In the first place, the whole of the present dependence of Ireland
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upon England, the whole of its reduction to provincialism under the

heel of Unionism, was the work, not of the Irish Protestants, but of

the Irish Catholics, headed by their venerable Archbishops and

Bishops, all in a row. The Irish Protestants, in fact, formed the

patriot party, who never could have been overthrown by the corrup-

tion or the menaces of Pitt and Castlereagh, but for the 120,000

Catholic electors, recently enfranchised by the Irish Protestant

Parliament, who followed like sheep their venerable pastors to vote

for the destruction of the Irish Legislature. There is no longer an

historical secret about the motives which led Archbishop Troy and

Archbishop O'Reilly, and their four and twenty mitred coadjutors,

to do the work of Mr. Htt. It was as notorious that there was a

market for venerable prelates in Upper Castle Yard as that there

was a market for fat farm stock at Ballinasloe."

This neat capsule of historical medicine, made to be swallowed

without a question by the unprepared reader, depends for its efficacy

altogether upon the capsule covering. If any one be curious enough

to go behind that and examine the component ingredients thus con-

veniently lumped, he will discover that Protestant authorities alone

may be relied on to confute the audacious indictment. To begin

with one of the most eminent—Sir Jonah Harrington. He was a

member of the Irish Parliament for many years, and voted against

the government when the question of union was first broached as

well as when it was carried. He knew every man who voted for it,

and the golden arguments that had converted him to the views of

Castlereagh. He knew also all the loyal antagonists of the mournful

scheme. He was familiar with what passed in Parliament, before

the public eye, as well as with everything that transpired among the

gossipers at the club houses and in the drawing rooms of Dublin

society. In his invaluable work on "The Rise and Fall of the Irish

Nation," he lays the blame, primarily, for the destruction of the Irish

Parliament on Henry Grattan. Of course, he holds Grattan in inten-

tion blameless, but his action, in withdrawing from Parliament

because of his quarrels with his rival Flood, he considers to have been

the beginning of the process of destruction. These quarrels resulted

in a conflict between the Volunteers and the Irish Parliament; the

government in London was delighted with the turn things had taken,

and fomented and encouraged the break by every vile art of the rich

and unscrupulous debaucher of conscience and honor. Pitt laid his

plans deeply. He would never again permit the formation of an

armed force that could defy England's usurped authority in Ireland

;

the plan for the dispersion of the Volunteers was laid simultaneously

with one for the fomenting of an insurrection of the unarmed and

untrained peasantry as an excuse for thrusting on the country the
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overwhelming armed forces of the British Crown. Referring to the

withdrawal of Grattan and Curran from Parliament, in the belief

that Parliament had then become powerless to resist English force

and fraud, Barrington observes that: "Never was any step more

indiscreet, more ill-timed, or to themselves more injurious ; that the

cause of Ireland should lose two such advocates, at the very moment

she most required them, was truly unfortunate. Mr. Grattan re-

turned to Parliament when too late ; Mr. Curran never ; and his fine

talents were lost to himself and his country forever."

As for the Machiavellian plan conceived by Mr. Pitt, Barrington

summarizes in one crisp passage the leading features of the scheme

and the methods employed by the arch-conspirator to insure its suc-

cess. The country, under the Viceroyalty of Lord Westmoreland,

had been for some years at peace. This did not suit the game of

Pitt; so he sent emissaries from Dublin to Ulster to inaugurate a

war of religion by starting the Orange Society. Then he allowed

the formation of the Society of United Irishmen and the free passage

of agents of the French Revolution, or men pledged to its principles

throughout the country. Barrington says:

"His (Westmoreland's) recall, and the appointment and deposi-

tion of Lord Fitzwilliam, his successor, within three months, com-

pleted the train which Mr. Pitt had laid for the explosion. Having

divided the country and obtained the means of packing the (Irish)

Parliament through the Place Bill, he suffered some men to dis-

seminate the French revolutionary mania ; and . . . encouraged

others to raise their loyalty into the region of madness."

By the simple artifice of bracketing the clergy and laity of Ireland

together under the common term "Clericals," the anonymous assail-

ant of both as traitors to their country produces, or seeks to produce,

the impression that they invariably cooperated in policy and means

of effecting political or religious ends. It is a transparent trick. An
equal patriotism has warmed clergy and laity in Ireland, from the

days of Columbkille down to this present time. But they each see

their duty differently. The Bishops and clergy have the heavy

responsibility of guarding their flocks from their two deadly enemies

—crime and Enghsh provocation to crime. They beheld then the

working of the fearful double-action engine of the plotting Minister.

They saw their flocks being goaded into rebellion by means of the

cruelty of the Orange yeomanry. They beheld the skies lit up with

the glare of burning chapels and cottages, night after night, and

thousands of people driven from their homes by Peep o'Day Boys,

Hearts of Steel Boys and other anti-Catholic secret organizations.

They knew, on the other hand, that the agents of the revolutionary

movement were moving amongst the peasantry, getting them to
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enroll themselves in the unarmed army and playing the game of the

arch-enemies of their religion and their nationality. Were they to

behold these infamies and remain supine under the awful knowledge ?

If they did they would be false indeed to God and country.

With the cold-blooded malice of the primeval serpent the govern-

ment, while the storm of horrors it had let loose raged over the

country, had its agents moving among the hierarchy and clergy

showing how it was in their power to mitigate so fearful a situation,

or prevent a recurrence of it, by using all their influence in favor

of the mooted project of a Parliamentary Union. Promises of a

measure of Catholic emancipation were made without qualification

by the secret emissaries ; the same promises were implied in the public

speech made by Mr. Pitt in Parliament when introducing the omi-

nous measure. But if some Irish prelates were impelled by the

horror of the situation in their country and the prospect of a removal

of the causes of bloodshed in the future, will that fact justify any

conscientious writer in charging them with venality?

Barrington gives the names of all the representatives who were

bribed to sell their country in his Black List. There is not a Catholic

name in that list, because no Catholic sat, or could sit, in the Parlia-

ment which was solicited to betray the country.

It is a base charge that the Irish prelates sought a market or had

a market in Dublin Castle. It is a fact that Lord CornwalHs offered

them, through Dr. Troy, Catholic emancipation if they cooperated

for the restoration of peace in Ireland. The text of the document is

reproduced in John Mitchel's "History of Ireland." But at that time

of bloodshed and horror, when men, wild with fear for the fate of

the whole population, or maddened with daily outrages that might

well excuse a saint for taking up a sword, what influence could any

one prelate or priest hope to exert for peace beyond the limits of his

own immediate locality ? Until the measures which Lord Cornwallis

was deputed to carry out had done their work—^until the Rebellion

was crushed in blood, that is to say—the words of the peacemaker

must fall on heedless ears.

But if the Irish Bishops and clergy of that day, acting without

any prompting or promises of Viceroy or Prime Minister, did take

action to preserve the people from destruction, would not the cir-

cumstances have fully justified them? The horrors of the French

Revolution were fresh in the public mind. Could they look calmly

on the prospect of a repetition of such horrors on Irish soil ? They
were the official representatives of the Church whose altars were

turned to stages for lewdness, whose temples were profaned by

bacchanal orgies, whose priests and holy women were driven as sheep

to the shambles. Mr. Pitt's French revolutionary agents were lead-
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ing up to the preparation for such an orgie, while his Orange auxil-

iaries were making a recourse to such ^ents and their programme

the only hope of the desperate Catholic peasantry. Truly no shep-

herds were ever placed in so direful a dilemma—or flock in such

pitiable strait. Neither Barrington nor Mitchel—leaving out of

sight such rabid historians as Musgrave and Maxwell—^is qualified

to pass judgment on the action of the Irish hierarchy and clergy at

the heartrending hour of a nation's agony. It would take a judg-

ment and a pen like Sienkiwicz's to convey a comparative idea of

the working of that "impression of horror" which the earlier Eng-

lish generals were sent over to create by the savagery of their troops,

and Cornwallis to utilize, before allaying, as the g^eat means to Pitt's

great end.

On this subject volumes might easily be written, but this is neither

the place nor the time for extended disquisition. It is enough to say

that the pastors of the Irish people acted for the best. If they were

deceived—^as indeed they were—^by English Ministers and Viceroys,

theirs is not the blame. Let us now turn to the charge of traitorism

in so far as it applies to the Catholic laity. Mr. Goldwin Smith is

the only historian of weight that has undertaken to show that the

Irish Catholic population was, as a whole, indifferent about the

efforts to abolish the Irish Parliament and substitute the discarded

rule of a British one. He asserts it, but seems to think his assertion

to be sufficient. This is not the case by any means. We have the

testimony of contemporaries and eye-witnesses of what really oc-

curred, to refute his assertions.

In the first place, the people of Dublin, Protestants as well as

Catholics, took the keenest interest in the debates which followed

the development of the Union plot. They assembled in the streets

leading to the Houses of Parliament, night after night, and by their

cheers or their groans and hisses manifested their sentiments as the

various champions of the Irish or English side passed into or out

of the porticos. They burned Qare and Castlereagh in effigy on

side streets. They attacked Qare's carriage and would have hanged

him to a lamp-post, as he drove home one night, were it not for the

timely arrival of troops. Armed soldiers kept them at bay, all

through the closing days and nights of the struggle. The mob was

with difficulty kept from storming the Chambers, at one period. At
length, to drive terror into the people's breasts, the military authori-

ties ordered a massacre—for martial law was still the rule—in the

streets of Dublin. This was done during the closing hours of the

great struggle. Without an instant's warning, troops were ordered

out from the old Custom House. They took their stand on Essex

bridge, and fired straight into the crowds assembled in Capel street,
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killing many innocent and helpless people, including women and

children.

In the provinces a similar system of terrorism was resorted to to

prevent the circulation of petitions against the Union among Cath-

olics. Sir Lawrence Parsons, member for Birr, told in Parliament

how the freeholders and inhabitants of the locality had been pre-

vented from holding a meeting to protest against the proposed Union

by the military commander of the district, Major Rogers, who
actually sent out a force with artillery to fire on the protesters if they

dared to assemble. Many similar acts of terrorism are testified to

by Barrington. In the metropolis itself the audacious game of in-

timidation was tried, but the effort was abandoned, on second

thought, by Lord Qare, as being a little too daring a stretch of

military despotism, with Parliament sitting in the very same street

—

for the place of meeting was the Royal Exchange, which is only a

few hundred yards distant from "the old House on College-green."

The opposition to Union was intense. Those who composed it were

the substantial trading class, the artisan class, both Catholic and

Protestant, and a very large proportion of the professional classes.

The meeting was, on sober thought, allowed to take place, and the

leading spokesman at it was Daniel O'Connell, a young barrister

who was afterwards to play a g^eat part in the effort to undo the

evil of the shameful transaction against which he then lifted up a

potent voice. His speech on that occasion seems happily antici-

patory of some such calumnies as those now flung out by the anony-

mous calumniator in the Evening Post. A few sentences from that

remarkable fore-answer will give one an idea of its apposite force

and point. The distinguished speaker said, inter alia

:

"Every Union pamphlet, every Union speech imprudently put

forth the Catholic name as sanctioning a measure which would

annihilate the name of the country, and there was none to refute the

calumny. In the speeches and pamphlets of Anti-Unionists, it was

rather admitted than denied, and, at length, the Catholics themselves

were obliged to break through a resolution which they had formed,

in order to guard against misrepresentation, for the purpose of

repelling this worst of misrepresentations. To refute a calumny

directed against them, as a sect, they were obliged to come forward

as a sect, and in the face of their country to disavow the base conduct

imputed to them and to declare that the assertion of their being

favorably inclined to the measure of a legislative incorporation with

Great Britain was a slander the most vile; a libel the most false,

scandalous and wicked,that ever was directed against the character

of an individual or a people. It is my sentiment, and I am satisfied

it is the sentiment not only of every gentleman who now hears me.
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but of the Catholic people of Ireland, that if our opposition to this

injurious, insulting and hated measure of Union were to draw upon

us the revival of the Penal Laws, we would boldly meet a proscrip-

tion and oppression which would be the testimonies of our virtue,

and sooner throw ourselves once more on the mercy of our Protestant

brethren than give our assent to the political murder of our country

;

yes, I know—I do know, that although exclusive advantages may be

ambiguously held forth to the Irish Catholic, to seduce him from the

sacred duty which he owes his country ; I know that the Catholics of

Ireland still remember that they have a country, and that they will

never accept of any advantages as a sect which would debase and

destroy them as a people."

It is sufficient to add that while the petitions in favor of the Union

were signed by nearly every felon in the Irish jails, on promise of

pardon, every means to prevent petitions against it were used by

the terrorizing government. But all this industry was futile. It

is believed that the signatures contra ran up to over a million, while

the numbers on the Union side were comparatively few. However,

it is, at this period, not easy to get at the true facts on this point.

But in O'Connell's speeches on Repeal the numbers in opposition,

despite the pressure exerted to keep them low, was a point frequently

emphasized. The broad fact stands out that the "Catholics" di3

not contrive or assent to the Union. The action of a few individuals

is not a condemnation of the general body.

Another national crime charged against the Irish "Qericals" by

this anon>'mous accuser is the destruction of Ireland's agriculture.

It is put in this form

:

"This was done by O'Connell's alliance with the English free-

traders, who, for purposes of their own, wanted the free import of

foreign com. In spite of the opposition of the Irish landlords to a

measure which must turn the com lands of Ireland into ranches for

sheep and bullocks, but who were unable to oppose O'Connellism

since the disfranchisement of the rural democracy, the free import

of corn was voted by triumphant majorities of English Whigs and

Irish Clericals, and the venerable prelates in this manner presented

a universal notice to quit against four-fifths of the farmers of Ire-

It is straining an argument, surely, to hold any political leader

responsible for all the effects of the policies for which he struggles.

O'Connell was no prophet; he could not possibly have foreseen the

effects that either the policy of Free Trade or the reduction of the

elective franchise in Ireland would be likely to produce on the agri-

cultural or political condition of the country in after years. Free

Trade was a fiercely debated economical novelty in Great Britain

—

land.
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none ever more fiercely. The lowering of the franchise was an

experiment, indulged in for the purpose of achieving certain results

in the way of giving the Liberator a number of followers upon whom
he could depend to help him in carrying out his programme of Irish

reform, civil and religious. It ought not to be forgotten that it was

not very far back in history that the Irish Volunteers demanded

Free Trade, with the notice of the demand suspended significantly

from the muzzles of cannon on College-green. The agfricultural

resources of the American Continent were at that time little dreamed

of, either by Irishmen or Englishmen. The competition of an im-

mense country, where rent is practically unknown, with one where

rack-rents were the rule, could never have been thought possible at

the time when the debates over Free Trade and Catholic Emancipa-

tion were strenuous. We can all be very wise after the event. It

was that competition that cut down rents in Ireland and started so

many millions to cross the ocean and brought on the Land League

and the Land Courts and all the machinery, in popular organization

and legal procedure, which has been set in motion during the past

thirty years in Ireland. Neither Bishops, nor clergy, nor laity, as

Catholics, have had anything to do with these results; they were

but helpless participants in a mighty economic movement as silent

and as irresistible as that of a glacier.

But there is one fact that cannot be lost sight of, in the review of

the many conflicting circumstances that brought about the downfall

of the Irish Parliament. This fact is that it was not so much a

religious antagonism that insured its ruin as a commercial policy.

It was that cry of Ireland, "Free Trade, or else
—

" that aroused

Pitt. The Irish Protestant Parliament had taken advantage of

Britain's weakness to enforce a show of fair play for Irish indutries,

after the laborious efforts of the English traders, with the help of

William of Orange, to crush them out of existence. England's

impudent claim to be the "predominant partner" had been success-

fully resisted, and England's supremacy in Irish trade legislation

was at stake when the Volunteers came forward with the demand
for Free Trade spoken by adamantine Hps. It was a case of neck

or nothing with the greedy predominant party, as it has ever since

been down to the forcing of the war on the Transvaal.

Although O'Connell at one time protested, in his own characteristic

way, against the Times italicizing some passages in his addresses,

saying that he "did not speak in italics," John Mitchell disregarded

the objection in reproducing the speech ,from which the extracts we
have quoted are taken. Had O'Connell thought that italics would be

employed, he doubtless would have been more careful to distinguish

between "a sect" and a portion of the one true Church Universal.
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But in the swift current of oratorical passion the most circumspect

are sometimes hurried past their usual mental landmarks and lay

themselves open to the charge of inconsistency in the use of defini-

tive terms. There was soon to arise a controversy which was to

prove that O'Connell was as keen on the claims of the Church to be

more than a sect as he was on the boimds that were to be set on

those claims when the national and ordinal rights of the Irish

hierarchy, and the national and civic rights of the Irish laity were at

stake. This controversy was the famous one known as that of the

Veto. Those cavillers who, judging the attitude of the Irish Bishops

toward foreign domination by the isolated action of a few prelates

and peers during the insurrectional troubles, pronounce them to be

habitually false to their country's national claims, must be covered

with confusion when they discover how determined was the resist-

ance of another generation of prelates, priests and laity to not merely

the arrogant pretensions of England, but even the wishes of the

Pope himself, acting through his representative, who sought to gain

the friendship of the British Government by sacrificing the rights of

the Irish priesthood in the selection of their Bishops.

A prisoner of Napoleon's, Pope Pius VII. was compelled to

intrust the conduct of the most important business of the Church

to the management of a representative, Monsignor Quarantotti.

This dignitary undertook negotiations with the British Government,

whereby in return for certain concessions to the Papacy the privilege

of veto in the selection of Irish Bishops was to be accorded the

British monarch. The idea originated, it may be thought, with Lord

Castlereagh, who proposed it, as a condition of Catholic emancipation

to the board of Maynooth College, composed of ten of the Irish

prelates, including the Primates of Armagh and Dublin, Drs.

O'Reilly and Troy. But the proposal was scouted by the majority

of the Bishops at a meeting in National Synod, nine years later, in

plain and unmistakable resolutions to the effect that "the Roman
Catholic prelates pledge themselves to adhere to the rules by which

they have hitherto been uniformly guided" in relation to the election

of Bishops. These resolutions were signed by twenty-three of the

Bishops, and dissented from by three others who had been assenting

parties at the Maynooth Board meeting in 1799. Edmund Burke,

a Protestant, was strongly opposed to the concession of the veto;

so was Daniel O'Connell. The struggle over the question con-

tinued for several years, but in the end the determination of clergy

and laity prevailed, and Monsignor Quarantotti retired from the

contest a wiser and a sadder man.

More recently the Irish Bishops have proved on more than one

memorable occasion that they are no King's men or Castle men, but
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men of the people, by refusing educational measures offered for

their acceptance which would give the British Government control

of Irish education. They were the means, it may be here stated, of

having the quietus given Mr. Birrell's simulacrum of an Irish Coimcil

Bill, because of its offensive provision debarring the Irish clergy from

a voice in the National G)uncil, so-called. They have profited well

by past lessons in English perfidy and will certainly never sell their

birthright for England's mess of pottage.

There are several other counts in the patchwork indictment of

the anonymous accuser to whom this influential New York publica-

tion gave the hospitality of its columns. They are all of the same

shallow character—^mere rhetorical fustian such as one might expect

to hear from the rear end of a peddler's wagon on a side street on

a Saturday night, when working people have a leisure hour and their

spirit of philosophic inquiry is roused or lulled, as the case may be,

by the flow of something that stimulates to loquacity that may pass

muster for logical oratory. The method of "lumping^' facts so as

to substantiate loose theories founded on rank prejudice may do for

such followers of Demosthenes. But the scholar and the historian

will not be satisfied with the pestle-and-mortar method of historical

debate. Men and motives must be sorted and classified, and an

intelligent line of study be constructed. In the long centuries of

struggle through which Catholic Ireland has passed, her religious

guides have been powerless to dictate the conditions of the country's

fate, but they could at least uphold untarnished the faith that

was handed down to them, for the salvation of the people. This

was a higher duty than the proving of the truth of any commercial

theory, or any other material consideration whatsoever, even though

the one thing may have a most intimate bearing on the other. They
could only seek for the maintenance of a great principle, leaving the

material effects of its assertion to the disposition of an All-seeing

Providence.

John J. O'Shea.
Philadelphia.
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THE NEW SYLLABUS.

Sacrae Romanae et Universalis Inquisitionis.

decretum.

LAMENTABILI sane exitu aetas nostra freni impatiens in
'

rerum summis rationibus indagandis ita nova non raro

sequitur ut, dimissa humani generis quasi haereditate, in

errores incidat gravissimos. Qui errores longe erunt pemiciosiores,

si de disciplinis agitur sacris, si de Sacra Scriptura interpretanda, si

de fidei praecipuis mysteriis. Dolendum autem vehementer inveniri

etiam inter catholicos non ita paucos scriptores qui, praetergressi

fines a patribus ac ab ipsa Sancta Ecclesia statutes, altioris intelli-

gentiae specie et historicae considerationis nomine, eum dogmatum
progressum quaerunt qui, reipsa, eorum corruptela est.

Ne vero huius generis errores, qui quotidie inter fideles sparguntur,

in eorum animis radices figant ac fidei sinceritatem corrumpant,

placuit SSmo D. N. Pio divina providentia PP. X. ut per hoc

Sacrae Romanae et Universalis Inquisitionis oflicium ii qui inter eos
,

praecipui essent, notarentur et reprobarentur.

Quare, institute diligentissimo examine, praehabitoque RR. DD.
Consultorum voto, Emi ac Rmi Dni Cardinales, in rebus fidei et

morum Inquisitores Generales, propositiones quae sequuntur repro-

bandas ac proscribendas esse indicarunt, prouti hoc generali Decreto

reprobantur ac proscribuntur

:

I. Ecclesiastica lex quae praescribit subiicere praeviae censurae

libros Divinas respicientes Scripturas, ad cultores entices aut

exegeseos scientificae librorum Veteris et Novi Testamenti non

extenditur.

n. Ecclesiae interpretatio Sacrorum Librorum non est quidem

spernenda, subiacet tamen accuratiori exegetarum iudicio et oor-

rectioni.

in. Ex iudiciis et censuris ecclesiasticis contra liberam et cul-

tiorem exegesim latis colligi potest fidem ab Ecclesia propositam

contradicere historiae, et dogmata catholica cum verioribus chris- «

tianae religionis originibus componi reipsa non posse.

IV. Magisterium Ecclesiae ne per dogmaticas quidem definitiones

genuinum Sacrarum Scripturarum sensum determinare potest.

V. Quum in deposito fidei veritates tantum revelatae contineantur,

nullo sub respectu ad Ecclesiam pertinet indicium ferre de asser-

tionibus disdplinarum humanarum.

VI. In definiendis veritatibus ita coUaborant discens et docens

Ecclesia, ut docenti Ecclesiae nihil supersit nisi communes discentis

opinationes sancire.
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VII. Ecclesia, cum proscribit errores, nequit a fidelibus exigere

uUum internum assensum, quo iudicia a se edita complectantur.

VIII. Ab omni culpa immunes existimandi sunt qui reprobationes

a Sacra Congregatione Indicis aliisve Sacris Romanis Congrega-

tionibus latas nihili pendunt.

IX. Nimiam simplicitatem aut ignorantiam prae se ferunt qui

Deum credunt vere esse Scripturae Sacrae auctorem.

X. Inspiratio librorum Veteris Testamenti in eo constitut quod

scriptores israelitae religiosas doctrinas sub peculiari quodam

aspectu, gentibus parum noto aut ignoto, tradiderunt.

XI. Inspiratio divina non ita ad totam Scripturam Sacram ex-

tenditur, ut omnes et singulas eius partes ab omni errore praemuniat.

XII. Exegeta, si velit utiliter studiis biblicis incumbere, in primis

quamlibet praeconceptam opinionem de supematurali origine Scrip-

turae Sacrae seponere debet, eamque non aliter interpretari quam

cetera documenta mere humana.

XIII. Parabolas evangelicas ipsimet Evangelistae ac christiani

secundae et tertiae generationis artificiose digesserunt, atque ita

rationem dederunt exig^i fructus praedicationis Christi apud iudaeos.

XIV. In pluribus narrationibus non tarn quae vera sunt Evange-

listae retulerunt, quam quae lectoribus, etsi falsa, censuerunt magis

proficua.

XV. Evangelia usque ad definitum constitutumque canonem con-

tinuis additionibus et correctionibus aucta fuerunt; in ipsis proinde

doctrinae Christi non remansit nisi tenue et incertum vestigium.

XVI. Narrationes loannis non sunt proprie historia, sed mystica

Evangelii contemplatio ; sermones, in eius evangelio contenti, sunt

meditationes theologicae circa mysterium salutis historica veritate

destitutae.

XVII. Quartum Evangelium miracula exaggeravit non tantum ut

extraordinaria magis apparerent, sed etiam ut aptiora fierent ad

signiiicandum opus et gloriam Verbit Incamati.

XVIII. loannes sibi vindicat quidem rationem testis de Christo;

re tamen vera non est nisi eximius testis vitae christianae, seu vitae

Christi in Ecclesia, exeunte primo saeculo.

XIX. Heterodoxi exegetae fidelius expresserunt sensum verum
Scripturarum quam exegetae catholici.

XX. Revelatio nihil aliud esse potuit quam acquisita ab homine

suae ad Deum relationis conscientia.

XXI. Revelatio, objectum fidei catholicae constituens, non fuit

cum Apostolis completa.

XXII. Dogmata quae Ecclesia perhibet tamquam revelata, non

sunt veritates e coelo delapsae, sed sunt interpretatio quaedam
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factorum religiosorum quatn humana mens laborioso oonatu sibi

comparavit.

XXIII. Existere potest et reipsa existit oppositio inter facta quae

in Sacra Scriptura narrantur eisque innixa Ecclesiae dogmata; ita

ut criticus tamquam falsa reiicere possit facta quae Ecclesia tamquam

certissima credit.

XXIV. Reprobandus non est exegeta qui praemissas adstruit, ex

quibus sequitur dogmata hitorice falsa aut dubia esse, dummodo
dogmata ipsa directe non neget

XXV. Assensus fidei ultimo innititur in congerie probabilitatum.

XXVI. Dogmata fidei retinenda sunt tantummodo iuxta sensum

practicum, idest tanquam norma praeceptiva agendi, non vero tan-

quam norma credendi.

XXVII. Divinitas lesu Christi ex Evangeliis non probatur; sed

est dogma quod consdentia Christiana e notione Messiae deduxit.

XXVIII. lesus, quum ministerium suum exercebat, non in eura

finem loquebatur ut doceret se esse Messiam, neque eius miracula eo

spectabant ut id demonstraret

XXIX. Concedere licet Qiristum quem exhibet historia, multo

inferiorem esse Christo qui est obiectum fidei.

XXX. In omnibus textibus evangelicis nomen Filius Dei aequivalet

tantum nomini Messias, minime vero significat Christum esse verum
et naturalem Dei Filium.

XXXI. Doctrina de Qiristo quam tradunt Paulus, loannes et

Concilia Nicaenum, Ephesinum, Chalcedonense, non est ea quam
lesus docuit, sed quam de lesu concepit conscientia Christiana.

XXXII. Conciliari nequit sensus naturalis textuum evangelicorum

cum eo quod nostri theolog^ docent de conscientia et sdentia infal-

libili lesu Christi.

XXXIII. Evidens est cuique qui praeconceptis non dudtur

opinionibus, lesum aut errorem de proximo messianico adventu

fuisse professum, aut maiorem partem ipsius doctrinae in Evangeliis

Synoptids contentae authenticitate carere.

XXXIV. Criticus nequit asserere Christo sdentiam nullo drcum-
scriptam limite nisi facta hypothesi, quae historice baud oondpi

potest quaeque sensui morali repugnat, nempe Christum uti hominem
habuisse scientiam Dei et nihilominus noluisse notitiam tot rerum

communicare cum disdpulis ac posteritate.

XXXV. Christus non semper habuit conscientiam suae dignitatis

messianicae.

XXXVI. Resurrectio Salvatoris non est proprie factum ordinis

historici, sed factum ordinis mere supematuralis, nee demonstratum

nec demonstrabile quod consdentia Christiana sensim ex aliis

derivavit.
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XXXVII. Fides in resurrectionem Christi ab initio fuit non tarn

de facto ipso resurrectionis, quam de vita Christi immortali apud

Deum.

XXXVIII. Doctrina de morte piaculari Christi non est evangelica

sed tantum paulina.

XXXIX. Opiniones de origine sacramentorum, quibus Patres

Tridentini imbuti erant quaeque in eorum canones dogmaticos procul

dubio influxum habuerunt, longe distant ab iis quae nunc penes

historicos rei christianae indigatores merito obtinent.

XL. Sacramenta ortum habuerunt ex eo quod Apostoli eorumque

successores ideam aliquam et intentionem Christi suadentibus et

moventibus circumstantiis et eventibus, interpretati sunt

XLI. Sacramenta eo tantum spectant ut in mentem hominis

revocent praesentiam Creatoris semper beneficam.

XLII. Communitas Christiana necessitatem baptismi induxit,

adoptans ilium tamquam ritum necessarium, eique professionis chris-

tianae obligationes adnectens.

XLIII. Usus conferendi baptismum infantibus evolutio fuit dis-

ciplinaris, quae una ex causis extitit ut sacramentum resolveretur in

duo, in baptismum scilicet et poenitentiam.

XLIV. Nihil probat ritum sacramenti confirmationis usurpatum

fuisse ab Apostolis: formalis autem distinctio duorum sacramen-

torum, baptismi scilicet et confirmationis, baud spectat ad historiam

christianismi primitivi.

XLV. Non omnia, quae narrat Paulus de institutione Eucharistiae

(I. Cor. xi., 23-25), historice sunt sumenda.

XLVI. Non adfuit in primitiva Ecdesia conceptus de christiano

peccatore auctoritate Ecdesiae reconciliatio, sed Ecdesia nonnisi

admodum lente huiusmodi conceptui assuevit. Imo etiam postquam

poenitentia tanquam Ecdesiae institutio agnita fuit, non appelabatur

sacramenti nomine, eo quod haberetur uti sacramentum probrosum.

XLVII. Verba Domini: Accipite Spiritum Sanctum; quorum
remiseritis peccata, remittuntur eis, et quorum retinueritis, retenta

sunt (lo. XX., 22 et 23) minime referuntur ad sacramentum poeni-

tentiae, quidquid Patribus Tridentinis asserere placuit.

XLVIII. lacobus in sua epistola (vers. 14 et 15) non intendit

promulgare aliquod sacramentum Christi, sed commendare pium
aliquod sacramentum Christi, sed commendare pium aliquem morem,

et si in hoc more forte cemit medium aliquod gfratiae, id non acdpit

eo rigore, quo acceperunt theologi qui notionem et numerum sacra-

mentorum statuerunt.

XLIX. Coena Christiana paullatim indolem actionis liturgicae

assumente, hi, qui Coenae praesse consueverant, characterem sacer-

dotalem acquisiverunt
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L. Seniores qui in christianormn coetibus invigilandi munere

fungebantur, instituti sunt ab Apostolis presbyteri aut episcopi ad

providendum necessariae crescentium communitatum ordinationi,

non proprie ad perpetuandam missionem et potestatem Apostolicam.

LI. Matrinionium non potuit evadere sacramentum novae legis

nisi serius in Ecclesia; siquidem ut matrimonium pro sacramento

haberetur necesse erat ut praecederet plena doctrinae de gratia et

sacramentis theologica explicatio.

LII. Alienum fuit a mente Christi Ecclesiam constituere veluti

sodetatem super terram per longam saeculorum seriem duraturam;

quin imo in mente Christi regnum coeli una cum fine mundi iamiam

adventurum erat.

LIII. Constitutio organica Ecclesiae non est immutabilis; sed

societas Christiana perpetuae evolutioni aeque ac societas humana
est obnoxia.

LIV. Dogmata, sacramenta, hierarchia, turn quod ad realitatem

attinet, non sunt nisi intelligentiae christianae interpretationes evolu-

tionesque quae exiguum germen in Evangelio latens extemis incre-

mentis auxerunt perfeceruntque.

LV. Simon Petrus ne suspicatus quidem unquam est sibi a Christo

demandatum esse primatum in Ecclesia.

LVI. Ecclesia Romana non ex divinae providentiae ordinatione,

sed ex mere politicis conditionibus caput omnium Ecdesiarum effecta

est.

LVII. Ecclesia sese praebet scientiarum naturalium et theologi-

carum progressibus infensam.

LVIII. Veritas non est immutabilis plusquam ipse homo, quippe

quae cum ipso, in ipso et per ipsum evolvitur.

LIX. Christus determinatum doctrinae corpus omnibus temporibus

cunctisque hominibus applicabile non docuit, sed potius inchoavit

motum quemdam religiosum diversis temporibus ac lods adaptatimi

vel adaptandum.

LXI. Did potest abseque paradoxo nullum Scripturae caput, a
primo Genesis ad postremum Apocalypsis, continere doctrinam

prorus identicam illi quam super eadem re tradit Ecdesia, et iddrco

nullum Scripturae caput habere eumdem sensum pro critico ac pro

theologo.

LXII. Praecipui articuli Symboli Apostolid non eamdem pro

christianis primorum temporum significationem habebant quam
habent pro christianis nostri temporis.

LXIII. Ecdesia sese praebet imparem ethicae evangelicae effica-

citer tuendae, quia obstinate adhaeret immutabilibus doctrinis quae
cum hodiernis progressibus componi nequeunt.
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LXIV. Progressus scientiarum postulat ut reformentur conceptus

doctrinae christianae de Deo, de Creatione, de Revelatione, de Per-

sona Verbi Incarnati, de Redemptione.

LXV. Catholicismus hodiernus cum vera scientia componi nequit

nisi transformetur in quemdam christianismum non dogmaticum, id

est in protestantismum latum et liberalem.

Sequenti vero feria V. die 4 eiusdem mensis et anni, facta de his

omnibus SSmo. D. N. Pio Pp. X. accurata relatione, Sanctitas Sua

Decretum Emorum Patrum adprobavit et confirmavit, ac omnes et

singulas supra recensitas propositiones ceu reprobatas ac proscriptas

ab omnibus liaberi mandavit.

Petrus Palombelli, S. R. U. I. Notarius.

DECREE OF THE HOLY ROMAN AND UNIVERSAL
INQUISITION.

WITH truly lamentable results our age, intolerant of all check

in its investigations of the ultimate causes of things, not

infrequently follows what is new in such a way as to

reject the legacy, as it were, of the human race and thus fall into

the most grievous errors. These errors will be all the more per-

nicious when they affect sacred disciplines, the interpretation of tho

Sacred Scripture, the principal mysteries of the faith. It is to be

greatly deplored that among Catholics also not a few writers are to

be found who, crossing the boundaries fixed by the Fathers and b--

the Church herself, seek eut, on the plea of higher intelligence and

in the name of historical considerations, that progress of dogmas

which is in reality the corruption of the same.

But lest errors of this kind, which are being daily spread among
the faithful, should strike root in their minds and corrupt the purity

of the faith, it has pleased His Holiness Pius X., by Divine Provi-

dence Pope, that the chief among them should be noted and con-

demned through the office of this Holy Roman and Universal In-

quisition.

Wherefore, after a most diligent investigation, and after having

taken the opinion of the reverend consultors, the Most Eminent and

Reverend Lords Cardinals, the General Inquisitors in matters of

faith and morals, decided that the following propositions are to be

condemned and proscribed, as they are, by this general decree, con-

demned and proscribed

:

I. The ecclesiastical law, which prescribes that books regarding

the Divine Scriptures are subject to previous censorship, does not
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extend to critical scholars or students of the scientific exegesis of the

Old and New Testament. ,

^ 2. The Church's interpretation of the Sacred Books \js not indeed

to be contemned, but i^is subject to the more accurate judgment and

to the correction of tne exegetes.

« 3. From the ecclesiastical judgments and censures passed against

free and more scientific (cultiorem) exegesis, it may be gathered

that the faith proposed by the Church contradicts history and that

the Catholic dogmas cannot really be reconciled with the true origins

of the Christian religion.

4. The magisterium of the Church cannot, even through dogmatic

definitions, determine the genuine sense of the Sacred Scriptures.

^ 5. Since in the deposit of the faith only revealed truths are con-

tained, under no respect does it appertain to the Church to pass judg-

ment concerning the assertions of human sciences.

6. In defining truths the Church learning (discens) and the Church

teaching (docens) collaborate in such a way that it only remains for

the Church docens to sanction the opinions of the Church discens.

7. The Church, when it prescribes errors, cannot exact from the

faithful any internal assent by which the judgments issued by it are

embraced.

8. Those who treat as of no weight the condemnations passed by

the Sacred Congregation of the Index or by the other Roman con-

gregations are free from all blame.

9. Those who believe that God is really the author of the Sacred

Scripture display excessive simplicity or ignorance.

ID. The inspiration of the books of the Old Testament consists

in the fact that the Israelite writers have handed down religious

doctrines under a peculiar aspect, either little or not at all known
to the Gentiles.

11. Divine inspiration is not to be so extended to the whole Sacred

Scriptures that it renders its parts, all and single, immune from all

error.

12. The exegete, if he wishes to apply himself usefully to Biblical

^
studies, must first of all put aside all preconceived opinions concem-

: ing the supernatural origin of the Sacred Scripture, and interpret it

I not otherwise than other merely human documents.

13. The Evangelists themselves and the Christians of the second

and third generation arranged (digesserunt) artificially the evangel-

ical parables, and in this way gave an explanation of the scanty fruit

of the preaching of Christ among the Jews.

14. In a great many narrations the Evangelists reported not so

much things that are true as things which even though false they

judged to be more profitable for their readers.
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^ 15. The Gospels until the time the canon was defined and con-

stituted were increased by additions and corrections ; hence in them

there remained of the doctrine of Christ only a faint and uncertain

trace.

16. The narrations of John are not properly history, but the mys-

tical contemplation of the Gospel; the discourses contained in his

Gospel are theological meditations, devoid of historical truth con-

cerning the mystery of salvation.

17. The Fourth Gospel exaggerated miracles not only that the

wonderful might stand out, but also that they might become more

suitable for signifying the work and the glory of the Word Incarnate.

18. John claims for himself the quality of a witness concerning

Christ; but in reality he is only a distinguished witness of the

Christian life, or of the life of Christ in the Church, at the close of

the first century.

19. Heterodox exegetes have expressed the true sense of the

Scriptures more faithfully than Catholic exegetes.

20. Revelation could be nothing but the consciousness acquired

by man of his relation with God.
^ 21. Revelation, constituting the object of Catholic faith, was not

completed with the Apostles.

22. The dogmas which the Church gives out as revealed are not

truths which have fallen down from heaven, but are an interpretation

of religious facts, which the human mind has acquired by laborious

efforts.

23. Opposition may and actually does exist between the facts

which are narrated in Scripture and the dogmas of the Church which

rest on them ; so that the critic may reject as false facts which the

Church holds as most certain.

24. The exegete is not to be blamed for constructing premises

from which it follows that the dogmas are historically false or doubt-

ful, provided he does not directly deny the dogmas themselves.

25. The assent of faith rests ultimately on a mass of probabilities.

26. The dogmas of faith are to be held only according to their

practical sense, that is, as preceptive norms of conduct, but not as

norms of believing.

27. The Divinity of Jesus Christ is not proved from the Gospels

;

but is a dogma which the Christian conscience has derived from the

notion of the Messias.

28l Jesus, while He was exercising His ministry, did not speak

with the object of teaching that He was the Messias, nor did His

miracles tend to prove this.

^ 29. It is lawful to believe that the Christ of history is far inferior

to the Christ who is the object of faith.
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30. In all the evangelical texts the name Son of God is equivalent

only to Messias, and does not at all signify that Christ is the true and

natural Son of God.

31. The doctrine concerning Christ taught by Paul, John, the

Councils of Nicea, Ephesus and Chalcedon, is not that which Jesus

taught, but that which the Christian conscience conceived concerning

Jesus.

32. It is not possible to reconcile the natural sense of the Gospel

texts with the sense taught by our theologians concerning the con-

science and the infallible knowledge of Jesus Christ.

33. It is evident to everybody who is not led by preconceived

opinions that either Jesus professed an error concerning the imme-

diate Messianic coming, or that the greater part of His doctrine as

contained in the Gospels is destitute of authenticity.

34. The critic cannot ascribe to Christ a knowledge circumscribed

by no limits except^ on a hypothesis which cannot be historically

conceived, and which is repugnant to the moral sense, viz., that

Christ as man had the knowledge of God and yet was unwilling to

communicate the knowledge of a great many things to His disciples

and to posterity.

35. Christ had not always the consciousness of His Messianic

dignity.

36. The Resurrection of the Saviour is not properly a fact of the

historical order, but a fact of merely supernatural order neither

demonstrated nor demonstrable, which the Christian conscience

gradually derived from other facts.

37. Faith in the Resurrection of Christ was in the beginning not

so much in the fact itself of the Resurrection as in the immortal life

of Christ with God.

38. The doctrine of the expiatory death of Christ is not Evangeli-

cal but Pauline.

\ 39. The opinions concerning the origin of the sacraments witli

hvhich the Fathers of Trent were imbued and which certainly influ-

jenced their dogmatic canons are very different from those which now
jrightly obtain among historians who examine into Christianity.

40. The sacraments had their origin in the fact that the Apostles

and their successors, swayed and moved by circumstances and events,

interpreted some idea and intention of Christ.

41. The sacraments are merely intended to bring before the mind

of man the ever-beneficent presence of the Creator.

42. The Christian community imposed (induxit) the necessity of

baptism, adopting it as a necessary rite, and adding to it the obliga-

tions of the Christian profession.

43. The practice of conferring baptism on infants was a discipli-
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nary evolution, which became one of the causes why the sacrament

was divided into two, viz., baptism and penance.

44. There is nothing to prove that the rite of the Sacrament of

Confirmation was employed by the Apostles ; but the formal distinc-

tion of the two sacraments, baptism and confirmation, does not

belong to the history of primitive Qiristianity.

45. Not everything which Paul narrates concerning the institution

of the Eucharist (I. Cor. xi., 23-25) is to be taken historically.

46. In the primitive Church the conception of the Christian sinner

reconciled by the authority of the Church did not exist, but it was

only very slowly that the Church accustomed itself to this conception.

Nay, even after penance was recognized as an institution of the

Church, it was not called a sacrament, for it would be held as an

ignominious sacrament.

47. The words of the Lord : "Receive ye the Holy Ghost ; whose

sins ye shall forgive they are forgiven them, and whose sins ye shall

retain they are retained" (John xx., 22, 23) do not at all refer to

the Sacrament of Penance, whatever the Fathers of Trent may have

been pleased to say.

48. James in his Epistle (v., 14 and 15) did not intend to promul-

gate a sacrament of Christ, but to commend a pious custom, and if

in this custom he happens to distinguish (cernit) a means of grace,

it is not in that rigorous manner in which it was received by the

theologians who laid down the notion and the number of the sacra-

ments.

49. The Christian supper gradually assuming the nature of a

liturgical action, those who were wont to preside at the supper

acquired the sacerdotal character.

50. The elders who filled the office of watching over the gather-

ings of the faithful, were instituted by the Apostles as priests or

Bishops to provide for the necessary ordering (ordtnationi) of the

increasing communities, not properly for perpetuating the Apostolic

mission and power.

51. It is not possible that matrimony could have become a sacra-

ment of the new law until later in the Church; for in order that

matrimony should be held as a sacrament it was necessary that a

full theological development (explicaiio) of the doctrine of grace

and the sacraments should first take place.

52. It was foreign to the mind of Christ to found a Church as a

society which was to last on the earth for a long course of centuries

;

nay, in the mind of Christ the kingdom of heaven together with the

end of the world was about to come immediately.

53. The organic constitution of the Church is not immutable ; but

Christian society like human societj- is subject to perpetual evolution.
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if 54. Dogmas, sacraments, hierarchy, both as regards the notion of

(them and the reality, are but interpretations and evolutions of the

1
Christian intelligence which by external increments have increased

'and perfected the little germ latent in the Gospel.

55. Simon Peter never even suspected that the primacy in the

Church was entrusted to him by Christ.

^1 56. The Roman Church became the head of all the churches not

through the ordinance of Divine Providence, but through merely

Apolitical conditions.

57. The Church has shown herself to be hostile to the progress of

natural and theological sciences.

58. Truth is not any more immutable than man himself, since it

is evolved with him, in him and through him.

59. Christ did not teach a determinate body of doctrine applicable

to all times and to all men, but rather inaugurated a religious move-

ment adapted or to be adapted for different times and places.

60. Christian doctrine in its origin was Judaic, but through suc-

cessive evolutions became first Pauline, then Joannine and finally

Hellenic and universal.

61. It may be said without paradox that there is no chapter of

Scripture, from the first of Genesis to the last of the Apocalypse,

which contains a doctrine absolutely identical with that which the

Church teaches on the same matter, and that, therefore, no chapter

in Scripture has the same sense for the critic and for the theologian.

62. The chief articles of the Apostolic Symbol had not for the

Christians of the first ages the same sense that they have for the

Christians of our time.

63. The Church shows itself unequal to the task of efficaciously

maintaining evangelical ethics, because it obstinately adheres to im-

• mutable doctrines which cannot be reconciled with modern progress.

64. The progress of science requires a remodeling (m/ refor-

mentur) of the conceptions of Christian doctrine concerning God,

Creation, Revelation, the Person of the Incarnate Word, Redemp-
tion.

65. Modern Catholicism cannot be reconciled with true science

unless it be transformed into a non-dogmatic Christianity, that is,

into a broad and liberal Protestantism.

And on the following Thursday, the fourth day of the same month
and year, an accurate report of all this having been made to our

Most Holy Lord Pope Pius X., His Holiness approved and confirmed

the decree of the Most Eminent Fathers, and ordered that the propo-

sitions above enumerated, all and several, be held by all as condemned
and proscribed.

Peter Palombelli, Notary of the H. R. U. I.
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IBEXAMD Under Bnolish Rvve, Or, A Plea for the Plaintiff. By Thomat
Addta Emmet, M. D., LL. D. Vol. I., xxv.+333 pp. Vol. II., lv.4^3B8 pp.
New York and London: a. P. Putnam's Sons. The Knickerbocker
Press, 190S.

The volumes were reviewed in these pages on their appearance,

but a supplementary notice will not be superfluous in view of the

recent failure of the Irish Council Bill to satisfy the legitimate hopes

and purposes of the people of Ireland. This failure merely accentu-

ates the prophetic words of Dr. Emmet: "England has never yet

undertaken to grant any apparent concession to Ireland without

interpolating somewhere a saving clause which in application les-

sened the full benefit expected" (Vol. I., p. 13). After many years

of struggle and of waiting, the Liberal party has once more regained

power in the House of Commons, swept thither on the full tide of an

enormous majority. At last, it was reasonably expected, the many
pledges, hopes, promises, enticements held out to the Irish party in

order to retain and increase their support of the Liberal ambitions

and the Liberal candidates, would now receive their adequate fulfill-

ment, or that at least such a decided measure of reform would be

introduced into Parliament as would indicate very substantially the

purpose of the English people to enter resolutely upon the path of

reconstruction and rehabilitation of Ireland and its national aspira-

tions. The Irish Council Bill was introduced by Mr. Birrell for this

purpose. On the surface it did not appear satisfactory
;
but, with a

seasoned patience which belies all the taunts of English tories and

Orange traitors, to the effect that Irish statesmen were creatures of

excitement and emotionalism, the bill was received by Mr. Redmond,

the leader of the Irish Parliamentary party, with a quiet statement

marked by reserves, indeed, but expressing the intention of taking its

provisions into the most serious consideration and with the most

favorable attitude of mind which the circumstances of the case would

permit. A vast meeting of representatives of the Irish people scat-

tered over the whole earth was held in Dublin, this present year, to

express a common judgment of the acceptability or the non-accepta-

bility of the measure. The closest consideration was bestowed upon

it by men representing the judicial temper acquired by successful

enterprise in all the lands of earth—men prominent in professional

and commercial life. With a wonderful unanimity the measure was

rejected. Why ? Was not even a half loaf better than none ? As-

suredly—unless the half loaf were stone, and not bread. But is it

conceivable that, at this late day, with the record (behind the bill) of

pledge and conciliatory oratory by Liberal statesmen; with the
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experience of the centuries, studied now as never before, of English

misrule in Ireland; with a fuller knowledge of Irish character and

its martyr-like tenacity of purpose, its supreme but practical ideal-

ism ; with the whole world—so long a disgusted but helpless witness

of English paltering, misapprehension, selfishness, obduracy—look-

ing on ; with the memories of Gladstone to cheer them on—is it pos-

sible that English statesmen would now offer once again a stone

when the people asked for bread? A "concession" was attempted by

the Council Bill. But a concession was never yet granted, says Dr.

Emmet, prophetically, without an interpolation somewhere of "a

saving clause which in application lessened the full benefit expected."

We must amend Dr. Emmet's phrase summing up his deep study of

Irish history, and make it plural
—

"saving clauses." A hasty glance,

even, at the splendid arraignment which Dr. Emmet makes (he

styles it merely a "Plea for the Plaintiff," but his earlier word, "In-

dictment," would have applied perfectly) of English misrule in

Ireland, would lead us to expect some such miserable subterfuge

as we find in the Irish Council Bill. This bill was intended as a

"concession" to the hopes of Ireland. It pretended to give a limited

measure of Home Rule. It therefore established an Irish Council

to consist of eighty-two members elected by the people (here is a

"concession") and twenty-four members appointed by the King for

the first term and thereofter by the Lord Lieutenant (here is a

"saving clause"), while the Under Secretary for Ireland was to be

a member ex-oKcio. Now, looked at a little closely, what does this

mean ? The Lord Lieutenant appoints the twenty-four ; if he were

himself elected by the people and answerable for his official actions

to the people, this would not mean much. But he is appointed by

the King! In addition to this, he has the absolute power of veto;

he appoints the chairmen of all committees; he is practically an

absolute monarch, or the representative in Ireland of an absolute

majority in the English Parliament. He can withdraw any measure

proposed by the Council, even though presented with a unanimous

concurrence of its members. Now, add to his twenty-four ap-

pointees the Orange members elected, and observe that a change of

merely eight votes in the Council from the eighty-two elected mem-
bers could blight the aspirations of a whole people. The Council

bill confers these prerogatives on the Lord Lieutenant. A worthy

concession, truly, to Ireland. But these are not the only saving

clauses. The pampered, useless, highly salaried officialdom under

which an already impoverished land has for so long been suffering

must be carefully provided for. However the Council think to

remove such an abuse, the official darlings of English patronage must
not come to grief. If the Council should dismiss any of them, the
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Lord Lieutenant may, at his option, pension them for life at any

fancy figure he may elect. In this way there would be saddled upon

the country the salaries both of those officials who would do satis-

factory work and of those who should be dismissed for unsatisfactory

work. But enough of this recent demonstration of the correctness

of Dr. Emmet's historical conclusion ; and now to his work itself.

It is a Plea for the Plaintiff, in the course of which the heart-

rending story of Ireland is reviewed for seven centuries and a half,

down, that is to say, to the Union with England in the last year of

the eighteenth century. While it was essential for such a plea that

its author should thus review the long history, the two volumes are

by no means a history, but rather, like Palma's "Praelectiones" or

Parson's "Studies in Qiurch History," a series of monographs em-

bodying a summary of the historical facts in certain epochs, together

with a well-reasoned philosophical and judicial conclusion from those

facts. Histories of Ireland, large and small, we have in sufficient

number. We also have the brief but admirably conceived "plea for

the plaintiflF" contained in Charles Gavan Duffy's "Bird's-Eye View
of Irish History," which is at once a history and a plea drawn from

or based upon that history. Monographs well-nigh inumerable, also,

we have on special epochs or special phases of that history. But

what Dr. Emmet has attempted so successfully to accomplish in his

extensive work is to present impartially the sigpiificant facts of Irish

history, with something like those documentary illustrations which

the French style mcmoires pour servir a I'histoire, with analyses of

the important controverted documents, and finally with inferences

drawn from both facts and documents in support of his main thesis,

which is a plea for the plaintiff, Ireland, or an indictment of the

accused, England. This plea or indictment is very briefly and suc-

cinctly stated in the preface to Volume I. (10 pages), together with

an account of tlie projected work as first conceived and executed by

Dr. Emmet, of the rejection thereof by every (non-Irish and non-

Catholic) publisher to whom he sent the work, of tlie amplification

made possible during the five years which elapsed from that first

rejection until the publication of the present work. The story thus

told in the preface is very interesting and enlightening. Dr. Emmet
wished to plead his cause, not before a Catholic or an Irish audience,

where its value and correctness are already properly appreciated, but

before the hostile, or indifferent, or ignorant public at large ; and he

therefore determined to seek a publisher representing such a public:

"The manuscript was submitted to several prominent American

publishers and, while the writer was courteously treated, it was

returned, with a single exception, without comment beyond the state-

ment that the subject was not a desirable one. The exceptional com-
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ment was to the effect that 'were the statements made in the work

as authentic as those in the Bible, no publisher, with any thought to

his future, would dare print such an array against England, when

at that time the disposition of the people throughout the country was

so friendly towards her.'
"

To pity or plead for "the under dog" may be an attractive task

;

but it depends upon one's auditory whether or not it is a promising

one. England is so well fortified by diplomacy, by literature, by

so-called history, by commercial interests, by geographical promi-

nence through her colonies in every part of the globe, and—^last but

not least—^by social prestige, that a defense of Ireland is not (how-

ever grateful and gracious a task) a promising brief to hold. But

it is vastly encouraging to find, in the course of the pleading of that

brief, that public sentiment the world over is gradually but surely

coming to the pleader's side, and that, even in England, its foremost

men are either listening with interest or have become, in many cases,

ardent champions of the plea. And works like that of Dr. Emmet
will advance such a plea in those places where it should most of all

be heard.

In the introduction Dr. Emmet notes the fact that "During the last

four centuries Ireland has been in a chronic state of unrest and,

previous to the late movement to gain by constitutional measures

Home Rule for the country, scarcely ten consecutive years passed

without a protest on the part of the people in the guise of some out-

break or disturbance." The reason for this is obvious—that "Ireland

has never prospered under English rule," and that it was the con-

sistent and determined purpose of England, throughout all the long

period embraced by the author's inquiry, "that Ireland should not

prosper, and that the labor of the people and the resources of the

country should be utilized only so far as both could be used to the

profit of the English people themselves." Not only was Ireland's

perpetual protest illustrated by the various rebellions and plottings

recorded in her history, but as well by the ominous fact that, as he

remarks, "hundreds of thousands of the best men of Ireland have,

in successive generations, either been driven into exile, fallen on the

battlefield, suffered imprisonment until both body and mind had

become shattered, or sacrificed their lives 'after due process of law'

—

and all this for the principle of self-government. In the struggle

to gain control of the land and its form of government no sacrifice

was considered too great, for Ireland is the only country in the

world where the people have been deprived of both these rights."

That England should have been able to carry on, for so many cen-

turies, so forbidding a plan of campaign, a course so ruthless at once

and so selfish, without encountering the united protest of humanity.
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was largely due to her systematic repression of the true expository

efforts of historians. She would not let the facts be properly stated.

She suppressed evidence against her as well as suborned testimony

in her favor. "It is a well-known fact that the circulation of works

in Ireland written in Irish interests has been suppressed by persecu-

tion of the author or seizure, and generally such works were burned

by the hangman. Moreover, the English Government has never

been backward in having a suitable version published from time to

time for the outside world, and has generally managed by some bribe,

of title or position, to have it done as though on the authority of

some individual. No writer has attempted to trace the persistent

efforts made by the English Government in the past to keep her own
people in ignorance of Irish affairs. That the Irish people should

be kept in ignorance as far as possible and that the children in the

national schools should not be taught the simplest fact in relation to

the history of their own country may be good policy from the Eng-

lish standpoint. But to falsify Irish history and suppress the truth

to the extent done through the influence of the English Government

can never be justified." Dr. Emmet next refers to the notable

absence of crime in Ireland and the splendid reverence a plaintiff

still will have for the orderly processes of any equitable system of

law, even when a judgment is passed against his claim.

The other interesting matter found in the introduction we shall

pass over in order to sketch briefly the contents of the work. Chapter

I. treats (30 pages) of the Irish language and the early civilization

and the traditions of the Irish people. Chapter II. (25 pages) deals

with "the alleged Bull to Henry II." The chapter is especially

valuable for bringing into one place the text of the alleged bull

(translated into English), together with the able comment of the

Abbe MacGeoghegan on it; the passage from Lingard's history

accepting it, by implication, as authentic; the alleged Bull of Alex-

ander III. (English translation), affirming that of Adrian, with the

comment thereupon of MacGeoghegan; the passage from Dr. Lani-

gan's "Ecclesiastical History of Ireland" accepting the authenticity

of Adrian's bull ; and, throughout all these quotations, the comment
of Dr. Emmet himself. Lingard and Lanigan are for its authen-

ticity; MacGoeghegan and Emmet against it. But, as the author

properly states, "the literature on this subject is voluminous and

cannot be condensed into reasonable limits, if an attempt be made to

show that this Papal bull was a forgery." Dr. Emmet does not meet

the question as to whether, even if the bull be a forgery, the donation

may not nevertheless have been actually made by Adrian to Henry,

as John of Salisbury (who does not mention the bull "Laudabiliter,"

but does refer to a "letter" of investiture, and also the "ring of gold"
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wherewith the investiture might be made, both of which he declares

he had received on his visit to Adrian)—and John is a highly credi-

ble witness when speaking of facts in which he played a part

—

declares. If the "Laudabiliter" be considered a forgery, it does not

follow thence that the passage referring to the receipt by John of a

"letter" (quite another thaing) and a ring is an interpolation by

some other hand, as MacGeoghegan, together with "the learned"

believes. A statement here of the opinions of historical authorities

pro and con in respect of the genuineness of the "Laudabiliter"

would have been additionally valuable in the chapter. Chapters

III.-XV. (inclusive) deal with the confused story of oppression and

resistance down to the passage of the Act of Union. The remaining

chapters (XVI.-XX.) of Volume I. are more general in their scope,

and give summarized views which historically include the century

following the Union of 1800. Thus (page 274) we have a list of

the various Coercion Acts passed in the interest of the landlord. It

is an instructive as well as a saddening list. Also, such general

questions are treated as "the government of Ireland for a century,"

"the true condition of Ulster, its morals and prosperity," "famines

in Ireland," with their concomitant loss of life and emigration ; and,

finally, the unjust discrimination which Catholics have had to suffer

even to the present day. In the second volume the twelve chapters

also deal with general considerations, including "the financial rela-

tion of Ireland to England," the land question, the poverty of the

Irish people, the Land League movement, the United Irish League

and "what is to be accomplished by union of the Irish people." One
of the great values of these treatments is found in the laborious and

happy selection and quotation from prominent writers whose views

are often merely stated in too summary a fashion. Dr. Emmet has

made his work not merely a splendid Plea for the Plaintiff, but a

plea well documented by worthy authorities, so that the two volumes

constitute a considerable armamentarium for the accuser of the mis-

rule of England in her sister island. For this reason the extensive

appendix to Volume IL (pages 183-257) will be highly appreciated

by the readers of the work. Following this (pages 259-328) is the

diary of Thomas Addis Emmet while acting in Paris as the secret

agent of the United Irishmen, May 30, 1803, to March 10, 1804.

This is a reprint from "The Emmet Family, with Some Incidents

Relating to Irish History," etc., which was privately printed in New
York in 1898, and is here reproduced in view of the very limited

circulation of the fuller work on "The Emmet Family," etc. More

than a word of commendation should be passed on the very full

bibliography (7 pages) and the scientifically elaborate index (31

pages).
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The purpose of the great labor undertaken by Dr. Emmet, and

too briefly indicated in this summary review notice, was not tlie

vulgar one of stirring up racial hatred or of prolonging any centuried

antipathies. The work has a less popular, a severer aim: "The

object of the author has been to trace certain causes and eflfects and

to show, what is self-evident in the abstract, that no result can be

produced without an adequate cause. As the chief proposition it

will be shown that Ireland has only prospered under English rule for

a brief interval—when at least Irishmen managed Irish affairs,

although these were conducted by a minority, with the added disad-

vantage that fully eight-tenths of the population of Ireland at that

time were disfranchised on a religious test. The logfical deduction

then presents itself that Ireland has never prospered because of mis-

rule on the part of the English Government." The indictment lies

not against the English people—for no individuals are censured as

such, and many Englishmen and English women are very amiable

and just, and the author has no quarrel with them—but against the

mistaken policies and points of view entertained by successive Eng-
lish Governments. Dr. Emmet's indictment appears even more
justified by the recent abortive effort of English statesmanship in

the puny offspring known as the Irish Council Bill, which alone,

almost, would seem to be a compendium of that long story which

so fully illustrates how impossible it is for the affairs of Ireland to

be administered at Westminster or from Westminster. In brief.

Dr. Emmet presents an unanswerable plea for Home Rule for

Ireland.

HIBTORT OP THE SOCIETY OP jESUS IN NORTH AMEBICA, COLONIAl AJTD
Federal. By Thomag Hughes, of the same society. Text Vol. I.^ "From
the First Colonization Till 1645." Royal 8vo., pp. xlv.+ 656. With
maps, facsimiles and exhaustive Index. Cleveland, Ohio: The Burrows
Brothers Company.

We find before us the beginning of a historic of great value. It

has a twofold interest—it contains the history of the great sons of

Ignatius in this country, and the history of this country in the great

sons of Ignatius. Only those who have studied carefully the history

of the society and the history of the country carefully and with the

proper facilities know the important part which the Society of Jesus

took in the work of colonization and civilization. The number of

such persons is small. To many the will was wanting; to others the

way. Many through prejudice, indolence or ignorance would not

or could not see; others had not the means. Even so-called histor-

ians closed their eyes, sometimes wilfully, to the full truth when
Catholic churchmen led the way, or else they passed over the most
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important events in which they were prominently concerned in a

manner out of all proportion to the occasion.

In recent years a healthy change has gradually been made, but

only by the publication of works dealing specifically with the part

which Catholic churchmen took in the formation of this country.

We have such a work in the "Jesuit Relations," which the Burrows

Brothers Company brought out so splendidly a few years ago, and

we have another example in the work before us from the same enter-

prising publishers. The book is intensely interesting as well as

highly informing. It is edited by a man who is enthusiastic, zealous

and scholarly, and who brings to his work an equipment which guar-

antees the best results.

The present volume describes the first era of North American

religious history, after the colonization of Newfoundland, Virginia,

New England and Maryland. The central subject is the work and

progress of the Jesuit missionaries who accompanied the Maryland

pilgrims to St. Mary's City in 1633. The history continues till 1645.

The voliune of documents, which is to follow, gives the text of

originals in Jesuit and other archives, whence the whole body of

this volume is derived. These originals comprise the correspondence

of the Jesuit General in Rome, drawn from his own autographic

register, letters of Papal envoys and others in the Vatican and Pro-

paganda, and other documents of the time in the Jesuit archives of

Europe and America.

The publishers expect to have the second volume ready in the

spring of 1908.

It was intended originally to complete the work in two volumes,

but that intention has already been changed, and now it is impossible

to say how many volumes the work will demand. The readiness of

the makers of the book to extend it to completeness speaks well for

its ultimate value. It will be of the highest value not only to students

and historians, but to all intelligent readers, and especially to those

who are particularly interested in the America of the seventeenth

century.

GeboHIOHTB deb Faxpstk Belt dem Ausgangr deg Mittelalters. Mlt Benut-
sung des p&pstUchen Qehelm-Archives und vieler anderer Archive,
bearbeltet von Ludwit Potior, k. k. Hofrat, v. o. Professor der Geschlchte
an der Unlversltftt zu Insbruck und Dlrektor des oesterrelchischen hls-
torlschen Instttuts zu Rom. Vlerter Band. Oeschlchte der PtLpste Im
Zeltalter der Renaissance und der Olaubensspaltung von der Wahl Leos
X. bis zum Tode Klemens' Vn. (1613-1684). Zwelte Abtellungr: Adrian
VI. und Klemens VII. Brste bis vlerte Auflage. (XLVIII. u. 800.)
Frelburgr, 1907, Herdersche Verlagshandlung. Price, net, $3.76.

With great pleasure we announce the appearance of Part II. of

Dr. Pastor's fourth volume of his "History of the Popes." In this
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volume he deals with the pontificates of Adrian VI. and Clement VII.

As the book came to hand at the last moment, we have had time to

read only the narrative of Adrian's reign; hence we shall reserve

the second Medicean Pope for treatment in our next issue.

Although the story of the last non-Italian Pope is one of singular

pathos, and though he was destined to fail in every one of his high

aims, yet we can imagine the satisfaction it afforded the historian

to come again upon a Pontiff of purely spiritual character, after

being obliged to deal with the worldly-minded Popes of the Renais-

sance period. Previous writers, notably Hoefler and Lepitre, had

already cleaned away the baseless charges with which the malignity

of contemporary Italians had loaded the memory of one of the saintli-

est of the Popes ; but Dr. Pastor, by a fresh ransacking of archives,

was so lucky as to find a great deal of valuable materials, and he

has written a history of Adrian worthy of the subject and of the

writer.

Was Adrian's career, after all, the downright failure it is usual

to pronounce it to have been? True, he cannot be said to have

actually succeeded in achieving any one of the three great objects

which he set before himself. These were: First, the conclusion

of peace among Christian Princes for the purpose of a concerted

defense of Christendom against the aggression of the Turks ; second,

the reform of the Roman court; third, the extinguishment of the

religious conflagration in Germany. During his short reign Rhodes

fell after a gallant defense ; Lutheranism advanced with giant steps,

while at Rome but little was accomplished in the way of extirpating

inveterate abuses. For all that, and though Adrian, like his Divine

Master, was fated to be "sorrowful even unto death," yet his untir-

ing efforts and, yet more, his saintly character, were of immense

advantage to the Catholic cause. He kept together and inspired

with his own rugged courage the ever growing band of earnest

Catholic reformers and blazed the path by which future successors

in the Papacy achieved ultimate success. Demosthenes, with infinite

scorn, derided those who make the success of the moment the

standard of human merit. "The brave man," he says, "wraps himself

round in his fortitude, as in a mantle, and leaves the issue of his

efforts to the immortal gods." These words apply with peculiar

force to the career of Adrian of Utrecht.

The Reuoiotts Pxbsbcution ts France, 1900-1906. By J. Napier BroShead,
author of "Slav and Moslem." B. Herder, St. Louis, and Kegan Paul,
Trench & Co., London. Price, net, $1.36.

The religious situation in France continues to engross the attention

of the civilized world; and the more men consider, the more their
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bewilderment grows at a condition of affairs which perplexes Cath-

olics and non-Catholics alike. We have received more light on the

subject from this little book of Brodhead's than from the immense

number of communications which have filled the religious and secular

journals. The writer is keen-sighted and wields a facile pen. He
has enjoyed exceptional opportunities of studying the French prob-

lem, as he has resided over thirty years in that country. He began

his appreciation of the struggle seven years ago, when the infidel

government began its first insidious assaults upon Christianity ; and

he may be said to have prophesied the whole course of the combat

till the end. No phase of it escapes his vigilant eye. His style is a

model of terseness and strength. As instances, take the following

short paragraphs, written in 1901

:

"It is a notorious fact, well established by Taine, that the French

Revolution, with all its saturnalia of carnage and nameless tyranny,

was the work of a handful, some ten thousand in all, and even many
of these were foreigners. They carried all before them, and I fear

that history will repeat itself.

"France's great misfortune is, I repeat, that respectable people

will not, as a rule, touch politics, or soon give them up in disgust,

while denaturalized Frenchmen and naturalized foreigners do noth-

ing else for a living."

No greater service could be rendered to the Catholic cause than the

circulation of this valuable book among the American people.
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THE FRENCH CLERGY DURING THE REIGN OF TERROR.

OUR American readers are aware that a few months ago, in

May, 1906, Pope Pius X. raised to the altars of the Church

a gfroup of Carmelite nuns who, on July 17, 179S, were

beheaded in Paris by order of the revolutionary government. A
brief account of these holy women, who met their fate with a simple

and cheerful courage that is inexpressibly touching, appeared a few

months ago in the pages of the Quarterly Review. The Car-

melites of Compiegne were condemned to death as "fanatics," a term

that, in the revolutionary language of the day, meant that they had

remained faithful to the religious practices to which in happier days

they had bound themselves by a solemn promise. Their beatifica-

tion, besides being of special interest on account of the dramatic

circumstances that accompanied their sacrifice, had a graver import,

inasmuch as it distinctly proclaimed the fact that the French Revolu-

tion was not merely a social upheaval, but a religious persecution,

when men and women perished for their faith.

Although hundreds of royalist prisoners suffered with a Christian

courage that we cannot but reverence, they are not, in a literal sense

of the word, martyrs, but simply victims of certain social conditions.

Fhe case is altogether different, both as regards the nuns who, like

the Carmelites, were executed because they were faithful to their

religious vows, and the priests who perished in consequence of their

uncompromising rejection of a schismatical oath. The "cause" of

these last, to use a technical expression, has lately been brought

forward before the Roman tribunals, and there seems every reason

Entered accordlngr to Act of Con^ss, in the year 1907, by P. J. Ryan, In

the Offlce of the librarian of CongresB, at Waahingrton, D. C.
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to believe that ere long a new group of beatified martyrs belonging

to the epoch of the Revolution will be publicly honored.

The French priests who suffered for the faith during the Reign

of Terror, as the years 1792, '93, '94, '95 have justly been called,

may be divided into several classes. There are those who, rather

than take the oath, left their country and accepted a life of exile,

poverty and peril in foreign lands; many of these venerable con-

fessors did good work for God in the countries where they found

a refuge, and more tlian one English mission now flourishing owes

its foundation to an "emigre" priest from Normandy or Brittany.

Then there are those who, having declined to take the oath, never-

theless remained in France, being unwilling to desert their flock.

Several hundreds of these devoted confessors were ruthlessly mur-

dered in the Paris prisons on September 2, 1792; others perished

on the scaffold during the bloody years that followed ; others, again,

were imprisoned on board ship off the little island of Aix and there

died by inches of hunger and misery.

As a rule, the French clergy came out of the ordeal nobly, a fact

that has its significance when we remember that during the ei^-
teenth century vocations to the priesthood were occasionally

prompted by policy or convenience. Fidelity to God's grace, com-

bined with the ennobling influence of adversity, did its work, and

even commonplace characters rose to a marvelous pitch of heroism

when called upon to choose between martyrdom and apostasy.

In the present sketch we purpose to tell the story of two groups

of these confessors of the faith—those who were brutally murdered

in the prisons of Paris in September, 1792, and those whose more
lingering agony was spent on floating prisons off L'ile d'Aix.

At the present moment the story of the martyrs of the French

Revolution has a peculiar significance. The French priests of the

twentieth century are going through a trial of unusual severity, and

the example of their, predecessors cannot but be beneficial to men
who have to face poverty and persecution in the present and possibly

trials even heavier in the future. Moreover, it seems probable that

ere long the martyred priests of 1792, whose "cause" is pendant at

the present moment before the ecclesiastical tribunals, will be raised

to the altars of the Qiurch, and if only for this reason, a brief account

of the future "beati" must appeal to the faithful children of the

Catholic Qiurch throughout the world.

Almost from the outset the policy of the government that in 1789
assumed the direction of affairs in France was distinctly irreligious

in its tendencies. The well-meaning, but weak-minded King, Louis

XVI., was unfit to cope with the advanced party, whose power soon

became overwhelming ; but who knows whether even the clear intel-
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lect and strong will of Louis XIV., his magnificent ancestor, could

have withstood a movement that was the logical result of many
complex and long standing causes ?

In 1790 the government passed a law that abolished monastic vows.

The following year it ordered the confiscation of the property belong-

ing to religious men and women throughout the kingdom. About

the same time it caused a scheme to be drawn up known as the

"Constitution civile du clerge," the ultimate object of which was

to create a schism between the French clergy and Rome. The

"Constitution civile'' denied the Pope's right to confer spiritual

jurisdiction upon the Bishops, and it obliged any priest holding an

official position to take an oath of fidelity to "the nation, the law,

the King and the Constitution."

The French Bishops, most of whom instinctively rejected the

oath, appealed to the Holy See for a decision that would enable them

to shape their course with unerring certainty, and in answer to their

appeal a brief was issued, dated March 10, 1791, where Pope Pius

VI. emphatically declared the "Constitution civile du clerge" to be

"sacrilegious and schismatical," and commanded the priests who,

through ignorance or through weakness, had consented to accept it,

to retract their adhesion without delay, under pain of excommunica-

tion.

Thus the question was once for all definitely solved, and the

Bishops and priests of France had but one course open to them if

they wished to remain in communion with Rome—an uncompromis-

ing rejection of the oath, whatever might be the costs.

The determined action of the Pope and the courageous attitude

taken up by the clergy seemed to exasperate the government, and

during the summer of 1792 it decreed that the priests who declined

to take the oath should not only, as they had been so far, deprived of

their posts, but immediately imprisoned.

In consequence the prisons of Paris were, during the month of

August of that fatal year 1792, filled with hundreds of priests,

among whom were several Bishops, many religious, superiors of

ecclesiastical seminaries, "cures" and "vicaires," young seminarists

and old men, whose life of active labor had long since been brought

to a close by age and infirmity.

In some prisons, for instance, at "La Force" and "I'Abbaye," the

company was not purely clerical; together with a large number of

ecclesiastics were officers of the King's Swiss Guard, magistrates,

lawyers, courtiers and even ladies who had belonged to the Queen's

household, but at "les Carmes," with one solitary exception, all the

prisoners were priests.

The government, after filling the prisons to overflowing, appeared
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somewhat at a loss how to dispose of its pensioners. The "guillo-

tine," which some months later was to be permanently erected on

the Paris "places," had not as yet made its appearance, and there

seems to have been a vague idea of condemning the captives to exile

;

but gradually the plan of a wholesale massacre grew up in the minds

of the men in power. The history of the Revolution has been of

late years thoroughly sifted, and it has been ascertained in conse-

quence that the massacres of the month of September, 1792, were

not the result of a popular outbreak, but the natural sequence of a

carefully prepared design. A writer, M. Lenotre, who has made
this fraction of history the object of his special study, seems to have

solved the problem. Although the written order is not forthcoming,

he has gathered sufficient evidence to prove that the massacres were

prepared and commanded by the "Commune," or Municipal Council

of Paris, and hypocritically countenanced by the government. The

minds of the people were gradually prepared and worked up to a

state of excitement bordering on frenzy. They were informed that

not only were the frontiers of the country threatened by the allied

armies which the "emigres" had joined, but also that a graver peril

menaced them from within.

The seizure of Long^y by the Prussians was made use of by

Danton, the chief promoter of the massacres of September, to serve

his purpose. He ably played upon the alarm created by the prospect

of a foreign invasion, and in a fiery proclamation he informed the

inhabitants of Paris that before marching against the Prussians

they must begin by destroying the enemies who, within their walls,

were working to enslave the country. All those who have had

occasion to realize how easily moved to terror are the ignorant and

uncultivated will understand that from its very vagueness Danton's

sensational proclamation was all the more calculated to impress the

mass of the people. The existence of a vast conspiracy, organized

by the "aristocrates" and by the "pietres refractaires," as the faithful

priests were called, was openly hinted at in the newspapers, and in

order to complete this impression of terror the gates of the city were

closed and extraordinary measures were taken, apparently to ensure

the safety of the citizens.

While the people were gradually working up to the required point,

the organizers of the massacres quietly recruited men who for six

francs were willing to undertake the bloody work. Large pits were

secretly dug in some of the outlying cemeteries to receive the bodies.

Maillard, the chief actor in the drama, was instructed to provide

his helpers with cudgels and to have plenty of vinegar at hand to

wash the blood-stained ground.
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At last all was ready. The inhabitants of the city were terrified

by hints of a deadly but ill-defined peril, and even the best among
them were sufficiently impressed to lose all sense of justice. Hence

the indifference with which peaceable "bourgeois" witnessed scenes

of blood which, had they been in their sober senses, would have

roused their disgust and indignation. Upon others extreme fear

acted as an incentive to crime ; it lead them to join in the murder of

prisoners who were, they had been told, the movers of a "vast con-

spiracy" that was to reduce France to slavery.

Secure, then, in the active cooperation of some citizens, in the

indifference of others, Danton and his colleagues deemed that the

time for carrying out their plan had come. On the 2d of September,

at midday, a cannon was fired from the Pont-Neuf, a large black

flag was hoisted on the Hotel de Ville, the alarm bells rang from

the church steeples and within the crowded prisons the priests pre-

pared for death.

One of these prisons still exists, almost unchanged since that fatal

day. In the rue de Vangirard, beyond the palace of the Luxem-
bourg, on the left bank of the Seine, stands a large gray building

with an Italian looking church. This, before the Revolution, was

a convent of Carmelite monks, who built the church in 1620 and

who occupied the adjoining monastery till 1792, when their property

was confiscated and their community broken up by order of the

government.

The empty monastery then became a prison, and early in August

that same year over a hundred priests were confined in the church,

where no preparation had been made to receive them. When their

pitiable condition became known the faithful Catholics who lived in

the neighborhood hastened to send them beds, mattresses, coverings

and to provide food for those whose means did not permit them to

buy provisions, for the revolutionary government declined to feed

its prisoners.

In spite of the discomfort of their surroundings, over one hundred

men being huddled together in an ordinary sized church during the

sultry August days, the confessors of the faith never failed in

patience and courage, and the story of their life in prison during

those weary weeks of waiting reads like an episode of the early

Church.

At first they were forbidden to leave the building, but in conse-

quence of the great heat the air within became almost unbearable,

and the doctors having remonstrated with the authorities, they were

allowed twice a day to walk in the adjoining garden.

From the outset they adopted a rule of life in common. Every

hour of the day had its occupation ; the office books passed from one
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group of priests to another; prayer, meditation and conversations,

of which the favorite theme was the glory and happiness of martyr-

dom, filled up their time. The very few priests who survived the

2d of September are unanimous in describing the peace and super-

human cheerfulness of these men who were living in the shadow of

death. Among them were representatives of almost every diocese

in France—eleven vicars general, twelve "cures," eleven ex-Jesuits,

eight other religious, thirteen Sulpicians, professors, chaplains, young

seminarists, sturdy parish priests from Normandy and the northern

provinces whose lives had been spent in the quiet sphere of their

country parishes ; others from the south, who brought into the motley

assembly the brightness of their sunny temperament. \i the head

of the chosen band were one Archbishop and two Bishops, men of

illustrious birth, who to the courtesy of the "old regime" united the

truly apostolic spirit of pastors of souls. The Archbishop, Jean

Marie du Lau, had been appointed in 1775 to the See of Aries. He
refused to seek safety in flight, and when his friends urged him to

leave France he replied : "We must die at our post." On account

of his superior rank and infirm health his fellow-prisoners were eager

to surround him with every attention in their power, but he declined

to accept even a mattress for his own use until every priest in the

church was provided for, and through long weeks of uncertainty

and suspense his calmness, quiet dignity and unruffled patience sup-

ported his companions. The Bishops of Saintes and Beauvais were

brothers, belonging to the noble house of La Rochefaucauld. The
elder, Francois Joseph, Bishop of Beauvais, seems to have been of a

gentle and lovable disposition, but sternly resolute when his principles

were at stake. He had from the outset opposed the "Constitution

civile du clerge" and done his best to infuse his own spirit into

his clergy. His brother, the Bishop of Saintes, was a man in the

prime of life, whose chief characteristics were his intense devotion

to his elder brother and his cordial kindness to his fellow-suflferers.

He was a voluntary prisoner, having refused to be parted from the

Bishop of Beauvais when the latter was arrested. "I have always

been intimately united to my brother," he said, "and cannot let him

go to prison without me."

As time went on, the reports that were brought to the prisoners

of the anarchy that reigned outside made them realize still more
clearly the fate that awaited them, but their cheerfulness was not

impaired. The Abbe Fronteau, one of those who finally escaped,

says that he does not remember a single instance of regret or discon-

tent. The same witness adds that as the danger became more
pressing, "each one begged for the grace of Gk)d, renewed the

sacrifice of his life and continued his usual exercises in peace."
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Their untroubled calmness came solely from their absolute resigna-

tion to the will of God, for they had by this time no doubt as to the

fate that awaited them. So convinced, indeed, were the three

Bishops that the end was drawing near that they commissioned their

servants, who called every day to receive their orders, to settle their

outstanding debts, so that none should suffer by their death.

On Sunday, September 2, Mgr. du Lau presided at meals, as usual,

with his accustomed gentle dignity, and towards 4 o'clock the

prisoners were turned into the garden for their daily walk ; but one

and all felt that momentous events were at hand. From the outside

came the sound of the "Marseillaise ;" men were hurrying to and fro,

the church bells were tolling and over the excited, throbbing, terror-

stricken city hung the awful menace of a mysterious peril.

Suddenly the quiet garden was invaded by the paid assassins. The
Archbishop of Aries was standing close to his vicar general, who
afterwards escaped. "I believe they are coming to kill us," the latter

exclaimed. "Well, mon cher," was the prelate's quiet answei", "if

our time has come, let us thank God for allowing us to die for so

good a cause." A few seconds later the Archbishop was literally

hacked to pieces under the eyes of his companion. The Bishop of

Beauvais, who was kneeling before a little shrine at the extremity

of the enclosure, was disabled from a gun wound. Other priests

fell here and there mortally wounded till the voice of Maillard, the

organizer of the massacres, interrupted the man-hunt, in which his

subordinates were taking a fiendish pleasure. "This is not the right

way to work," he said, and the surviving priests were ordered back

to the church, where they took up their station between the com-

munion rails and the altar, the Bishop of Beauvais lying on a mat-

tress on the ground, his devoted brother by his side.

In a tiny passage that still exists leading from the church into

the garden, Maillard instituted a kind of mock tribunal, and when
these preparations were completed, the priests were ordered to come
out two together as their names were called out. They then passed

befcM-e Maillard or his deputy, Violette, and were offered life and
liberty if they would take the schismatical oath. This they one and
all declined to do. In consequence they were hurried down a double

stone staircase that leads into the garden and made over to the blood-

thirsty rufHans, who, armed with swords and cudgels, stood waiting

for their prey

!

The savage shrieks of the assassins were distinctly heard by the

survivors, whose ranks were thinning rapidly. They knelt round
the altar ; not a murmur passed their lips, only the whispered sounds

of the prayers for the dying and dead were heard within the church.

When "Pierre Louis de la Rochefoucauld" was summoned the Bishop
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of Saintes promptly rose from his knees, affectionately embraced his

brother, who lay helpless, and, his lips moving in prayer, passed on

to his doom. Then came the turn of a "vicaire" of St. Roch, the

Abbe Guilleminet, by whose side knelt his intimate friend, an officer,

the only layman present. Like the Bishop of Saintes, Count Regis

de Valfouds was a voluntary victim. He had accompanied his friend

to prison and had steadily refused to escape when, a few days before

the massacre, he was secretly informed that not being a priest, he

might, if he choose, avoid the fate that awaited his companions.

Qosely united in life, the priest and the soldier went to meet death

side by side. The "abbe" was reciting his office and his friend held

a volume of the Holy Scriptures.

One of the last to be summoned was the Bishop of Beauvais.

Hearing his name called out, he said: "I am quite willing to die,

but, 'messieurs,' I cannot walk or stand. Will you therefore have

the kindness to carry me?" And, strangely enough, the soldiers in

answer to his courteous speech, lifted him almost tenderly in their

arms and handed him over to the bloody ruffians, who in the space

of two hours dispatched over one hundred victims.

After lying on the ground for a whole night many of the dead

bodies were carried to the cemetery of Vangirard, where they were

hastily buried in a large pit. Others were thrown into a well in the

garden itself, where they were discovered in 1867. After a minute

and careful examination, conducted by an eminent surgeon, it was

ascertained that the skulls and bones, so unexpectedly brought to

light, bore the marks of violent blows sufficient to cause death.

Another curious testimony confirmed the fact that these remains

belonged to the martyred priests. There was some difficulty in

finding the exact place of the well, in which, according to a long

established tradition, the bodies of many of the victims had been

thrown. After a long and fruitless search the disheartened work-

men were about to retire, when an old man made his way into the

garden. Taking one of the workmen by the arm, he led him to a

certain spot that had hitherto escaped notice. "They are there," he

whispered, and, having refused to gfive his name, he hurriedly left

the place. The search was immediately resumed, and this time was

successful.

What haunting memories of a guilty past the sight of the quiet

enclosure may have raised in the mind of one who perchance be-

longed to Maillard's band of "travailleurs," as they styled them-

selves I

Almost by miracle a few priests contrived to escape. Some scaled

the walls, others were, strangely enough, saved by the lookers on.

It is to these that we owe the accotmt of the faithfulness with which,
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one and all, the confessors declined to take the schismatical oath and

preferred death to apostasy. Among those who were saved almost

miraculously was M. de la Pannonie, the vicar g^eral of Aries,

who was standing by Mgr. du Lau when the latter fell mortally

wounded. He afterwards made his way to England, where he gave

Abb^ Barruel, the first historian of the martyred priests, much valu-

able information.

There are few spots in Paris more impressive than "les Cannes."

In spite of the changes wrought by time in other places, this remote

comer of old Paris is comparatively untouched. The church where

the prisoners prepared for death, the narrow passage where they

confessed their faith, the stone staircase down which they were

hurled, the garden that was drenched with their blood, all these are

unchanged and the twentieth century pilgrim finds himself face to

face with the memories of a tragic past among unaltered surround-

ings.

In a crypt beneath the church are kept the skulls and bones that

were fotmd in the well and also the blood-stained pavement of a

little oratory, now destroyed, but where several confessors, the

Bishop of Beauvais among others, were wounded during the first

scene in the drama.

Although the building and garden of "les Carmes" are more
especially connected with the martyrs of 1792, one hundred and

fourteen of whom reaped the palm of victory within its precincts,

the process of beatification that has been lately started likewise

includes the priests who on that same day were butchered in other

prisons of Paris.

Seventy-five of these confessors, among whom were many Lazar-

ists, ex-Jesuits and Gipuchins, were murdered at the Seminary St.

Firmin, that was used as a prison; twenty-six others perished at

"L'Abbaye" and a few at "La Force." Like their brethren at "les

Carmes," they proved themselves steadfast in their refusal to take

the oath, submissive and resigned in presence of a hideous death.

We are told that at "L'Abbaye" over sixty priests were confined

in a large room that was part of the great Abbey of St. Germain

des pres, of which only the church now remains. Suddenly the

voice of the jailer was heard through the closed door : "The abbey

is invaded by the people ; the priests are being murdered !"

Instinctively the captives threw themselves on their knees. The
"cur^" of St. Jean en Gr6ve, one of the parishes of Paris, alone

remained standing. He was a white-haired old man, bent under

the weight of years. With extended hands he gave his companions

a last absolution. Then, with a strong voice, he began the prayers

for the dying and the words, "Depart thou. Christian soul," echoed
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solemnly through the crowded room, where men full of life and

strength were waiting for the end!

However cruel, humanly speaking, was the fate of the priests who
on the 2d of September, 1792, were literally hacked to pieces in the

Paris prisons, their sufferings were comparatively short. After a

brief period of imprisonment came a sharp struggle, crowned by a

martyr's death. A more lingering agony awaited those who, having

declined to take the schismatical oath, were condemned to imprison-

ment on board the ships laying at anchor off Rochefort, close to the

little island of Aix, that, out of reverence for these holy confessors,

might fitly be called "the Isle of Saints." In a narrow space several

hundred priests were packed together during one year and more.

They were deprived of their books of devotion, forbidden to pray

aloud, separated from the outer world by the sea that surrounded

their floating prison. The ships on board which they were confined

had formerly been used for the slave trade. The cabins were nar-

row, and the foul air at night was even harder to bear than the cold

and wet of the open decks during the day. One of the survivors,

M. Labiche de Reignefort, belonging to the Diocese of Limoges,

has vividly described the life that he and his companions led on board

the vessel called "les deux Associes." They had already spent

several painful months in the prison of Rochefort, but their worst

sufferings began when in the spring of 1794 they were removed on

board ship.

On reaching the vessel they were robbed of their money, watches,

knives and extra clothing. A Capuchin monk who had concealed a

crucifix among his belongings afforded his jailers a subject of

hideous mirth. The crucifix was reviled and insulted, and finally the

head was cut off by one of the officers present.

At night four hundred prisoners were packed into a narrow space

under the deck, where barely forty persons might have been lodged

in comfort. The couches were so close together that the sleepers

disturbed each other at every turn, and though the ceiling was very

low, several rows of wooden boards were placed one above the other

to serve as beds.

The darkness, heat, stench, foulness and vermin of this horrible

place were such that a medical man from Rochefort who came to

inspect the ship exclaimed: "If four hundred dogs were shut up

here even for one night, they would either die or go mad."

At the end of a few weeks every species of disease broke out

among the prisoners, over a hundred of whom died in the space of

three months. Scurvy and erysipelas were of common occurrence.

It often happened that during the night more than one prisoner died

simply from want of air, and when once the cabin door was closed
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and locked no power on earth would induce the jailers to open it

before the following morning. A priest of good birth and great

holiness, M. de Montjourieal, was attacked by a malady named

"pediculaire," the result of his filthy surroundings. Vermin bred

under his skin, and in consequence he was separated from his fellow-

suflferers. He bore this cruel and humiliating torture with extra-

ordinary patience and died peacefully in the wretched hut where he

lived alone.

The sufferings that the priests endured during the day were

scarcely less painful than their misery at night. They were left on

deck from 7 in the morning till nightfall, exposed to the sun, rain

or wind, as the case might be, with no shelter and, worse still, no

occupation. Their office books had been taken from them, but some

of them succeeded in saving a few tattered pages of their Breviaries,

and these poor remnants they treasured as though they had been

"pearls and diamonds" of great price. Their jailers employed them

to sweep, wash and clean the decks and cabins. Even the old and

sick were forced to work, while their hard taskmasters continued

to insult and abuse them.

The food was not only bad, it was dealt out in such small quanti-

ties that some priests seem to have gone mad from hunger. Being

so closely packed together day and night, it became almost impossible

to undress, and as they had no change of clothes, the unfortunate

prisoners' wretched garments by degrees fell to pieces.

The slightest remark or criticism, or, worse still, any attempt to

procure extra food, was severely punished. Once seventeen priests

were put in irons because, with the captain's permission, they had

drawn up a petition to the civil authorities at Rochefort. Another

was condemned to the same punishment for a fortnight because he

begged some fruit from a sailor. A priest named Roulhac, having

jd<ingly remarked that a hundred resolute men might easily take

possession of the ship, was immediately shot. The captain, whose

fiendish cruelty towards his prisoners made him seize every oppor-

tunity of adding to their sufferings, often reminded them that those

who ventured to perform any external act of worship should have the

same fate.

In some respects these weary months of squalid misery, humilia-

tion and want were harder to bear than the short, sharp trial that

the martyrs at "des Carmes" had to face, but the confessors whose

story we are telling bore the ordeal bravely. Many were released

by death. When their condition became desperate they were re-

moved from the ship into small boats that were used as hospitals,

and where some of their brethern who volunteered to act as infirmar-

ians attended upon them as best they could. It was impossible to
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obtain the necessary remedies or even to screen the dying priests

from the sun or protect them from the rain, and the only service their

companions were able to render them was to speak to them of the

home to which they were hurrying and to speed them on their

heavenward journey. Some of the prisoners had concealed about

their persons a vial of holy oils and were thus able to gfive their

dying brethren the Sacrament of Extreme Unction ; but these cases

were extremely rare ; the sailors acted as spies, and in order to curry

favor with their chiefs, were ready on every occasion to denounce

the unfortunate captives.

The doctors who occasionally came from Rochefort to inspect the

sanitary condition of the ships performed their mission as hastily as

possible, their one thought being to escape from the foul atmos-

phere. We may imagine how gladly, under such conditions, the

confessors who were attacked by illness hailed the approach of their

deliverer—death. Altogether about six hundred priests perished

in the course of a year, some in the open boats, others in a so-called

hospital on "L'ile Madame," a tiny islet at the mouth of the river

Qiarente, where a few tents had been hastily erected.

The account g^ven by our author of the last moments of these

holy men is inexpressibly touching. Nothing, he says, could equal

the gentleness, resignation and sweet patience with which they en-

dured the neglect and discomfort of their surroundings. There were

among them priests of all rank and age—^venerable canons whose
lives had been spent in the dignified seclusion of some quiet cathe-

dral town, parish priests accustomed to the fresh air and active life

of their country villages, religious of different orders, men of gentle

birth and refined habits, to whom the loathsomeness of their prison

must have been trying beyond words. One and all faced their weary

martyrdom with unflinching heroism.

Among those who died in the boats was a Capuchin monk. Father

Sebastian, who was looked on as a saint by his companions. He
breathed his last on his knees with clasped hands. M. Pertinaud de

Jourgnac, vicar general of the Diocese of Limoges, continued,

although he was himself seriously ill, to assist and console his neigh-

bors. One of the priests had made a rough cross with two bits of

wood, and this M. de Jourgnac held before the dying confessors.

At last his own strength failed and he lay down by their side; but

even then he continued to exhort and encourage them, till at last he

was heard to murmur, "In pace in idipsum, dormiam et requiescam,"

and his happy soul winged its flight to heaven. A priest who was

present and who gave M. de Labiche de Reignefort an account of

this holy death, added: "Never can I thank God sufficiently for

having permitted me to witness the end of a saint."
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At first the dead bodies were thrown into the sea, but in maiiy

cases the current brought them back to land and the inhabitants of

the coasts having complained of the danger caused by the presence

of so many decomposed corpses, it was decided that they should be

buried on the island of Aix. This small islet lies near the larger

islands of Re and Oleron. It is now holy ground, and there is a

plan afloat of raising a church on its hallowed soil in memory of

the confessors of the faith who were there laid to rest.

Their burial was conducted with an utter lack of respea or even

decency. M. de Reignefort tells us that when a priest died in the

boats his remains were promtply removed and a certain number of

his companions were told off to carry them to the island. This was
no easy task. In many cases, horrible to relate, the bodies were

decc»nposed before death, and the surviViors had the utmost diffi-

culty in conveying them safely to their place of burial. Often they

had to wade knee deep through the water before reaching the sandy

beach that served as a cemetery. When, as frequently happened,

three or four priests died the same day, their companions went to

and fro, often without food, for hours together.

It was when engaged on this painful task that the prisoners first

heard of the fall of Robespierre, an event that promised better days.

It was at the end of July, and they were on their way to the ile d'Aix

to bury the dead when one of the soldiers who were appointed to

guard them whispered: "Keep up your courage; your fate may
change any day, Robespierre has been guillotined."

Some months passed by, however, before the surviving priests

were restored to freedom. At the end of October, 1794, out of nine

hundred prisoners only two hundred and seventy-four were still alive.

The others lay at rest in the "ile d'Aix" or in the "ile Madame!"
Want, hunger, foul air and ill use had done the work of extermina-

tion almost as rapidly as the guillotine.

During the winter of 1795 the sufferings of the survivors were

intense. The weather was extraordinarily severe and they were

left the whole day on the open decks, exposed to the wind and rain,

often drenched to the bone, with no possibility either of changing

their clothes or warming their benumbed limbs. Many of them fell into

a state of stupor from excess of suffering and, says M. de Reignefort,

it seemed as if isolation and misery had robbed them of their faculties.

As time went on, however, they realized that their rough jailers'

demeanor was becoming less inhuman, and from this they rightly

concluded that the change brought about by the fall of Robespierre

was at last producing some effect on the policy of the government.

One day they were, to their amazement and joy, given two office

books and permitted to pray in common. No material benefit could
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have afforded them greater consolation, and tlieir spirits, crushed by

suffering, revived when they resumed the pious habits of the past.

One or two priests were appointed to read the psalms aloud, the

others joined in, and towards evening the sound of the "Ave Maris

Stella" and other hymns was wafted across the sea from one prison

boat to another. Surely these hymns of praise and pleading that

rose from the little band of martyred priests must have ascended

straight to the throne of God!
At last, on February 2, 1795, the captives were informed that

orders had been received from Paris to convey them to the town of

Saintes, on the mainland; but some days elapsed before their

removal could be carried out. Several towns on the coast where

they were appointed to land refused to receive them. The state of

misery, sickness and filth to which they were reduced seems to have

inspired repugnance and alarm. In the end the little band of

prisoners, about two hundred in number, landed on a lonely spot 00

the banks of the Charente. Some rough country carts were pro-

vided for those who could not walk ; the others plodded as best they

could through the mud and rain to a large village, where they were

shut up for the night in a desecrated church.

One of the priests, M. Michel, tells us that although the sky was
dark and dismal, the rain falling heavily, in spite of fatigue and

hunger, these first hours of comparative liberty seemed exquisitely

delightful. The priests were still prisoners, but the sense of space,

after the horrible confinement of their floating prison, made them

feel almost free. The next day, February 8, they arrived at Saintes.

They presented a pitiable picture. Clad in rags, unkempt, dirty,

weakened by long suffering and in many cases, says M. de Labiche

de Reignefort, too much crushed by all they had undergone to be in

full possession of their faculties, the confessors made their entrance

into the little city, where their arrival was eagerly expected. The
conduct of its inhabitants affords a bright example of generosity.

They flocked to meet the prisoners, many burst into tears at the sight

of the miserable procession, but one and all were eager to help and

to relieve. By orders of the authwities the new arrivals were

lodged in an old convent and the citizens were "in the name of

humanity" permitted to assist them. "Hardly had we arrived,"

says our informant, "when crowds of men and women of all rank

invaded the house, bringing u^ linen, clothes, furniture, money and

eatables." The sick were put to bed and tended by a doctor, who
cared for them "as if they were his relations or his intimate friends."

"In fact," adds M. de Reigfnefort, "the reception" we met with at

Saintes would have made up for all we had previously suffered had

we not founded our hope and consolation on higher motives."
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Many of the released prisoners never recovered from the suffer-

ings they had undergone and died soon after their deliverance. The

others who, after an interval of rest, were able to resume their

priestly occupations, bore to their dying day the marks of their

severe trials on board ship. A letter that lies before us as we write

these lines tells us how these venerable confessors, on whose brow

suffering had set its seal, lived and died in odor of sanctity. They

were, as a rule, singularly guarded and reticent on the subject of

their past sufferings and adhered with scrupulous fidelity to the

resolutions that they had made when on board their prison house.

These resolutions, which were drawn up by the captive priests almost

immediately after their removal to the ship "les deux Associes," have

been handed down to us by one of their number, M. de Reignefort,

whose valuable testimony we have so often quoted.

The "Resolutions" are divided under several heads. They were

adopted by all the priests with earnest good will and kept with a

faithfulness that speaks volumes for their spiritual perfection. These

holy confessors thought that their priesthood obliged them to prac-

tice a renunciation more delicate and complete than the patience

demanded of ordinary Christians. Hence their scrupulous anxiety

to avoid the merest shadow of self-seeking. They bound themselves

during their imprisonment to relinquish the hope of being set free,

- and in order to avoid all occasions of spiritual unrest, to avoid asking

for news of what might be going on outside their prison. All their

thoughts and feelings were to be concentrated on the acceptance of

God's holy will. They were to live cordially and affectionately

united, eager to help one another and with the one object of serving

God by patience and mutual charity. In the event of their being one

day set free, -they promised to refrain from exaggerated demonstra-

tions of joy and also to avoid over-eagerness in the recovery of their

lawful belongings—books, property, money, etc. They also bound

themselves to avoid bitterness or vainglory if obliged to speak of

their past trials; never to discuss the faults or weaknesses of their

fellow-sufferers; in fact, to keep silence as far as possible on the

terrible ordeal of their lives on board the slave ships.

So faithfully, indeed, did they observe these resolutions, that the

. story we have just related is comparatively little known even in

France. This is owing in a great measure to the humble and scrupu-

lous reticence with which the surviving priests avoided the subject

of their sufferings. Happily, M. de Labiche de Reignefort deemed

it his duty to tell the harrowing tale ; but he did so with a charity

and a humility that prove him to have been a worthy member of the

heroic band.

Within the last few years the exertions of a devoted "cure," M.
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I'Abbe Mauseau, whose life is spent within sight of "L'ile d'Aix,"

have brought to light much unpublished information on the subject,

and the researches that have been lately set on foot with a view to

the beatification of the martyred confessors have revived the half-

forgotten memories of their passion and death. At a moment when

the French priests of the twentieth century have to face persecution,

the example of the martyrs of 1792 has a peculiar significance, for

although their methods are different, the politicians of 1907 are

inspired by the same spirit as those of 1792. Under present circum-

stances the memories that linger round the gfray walls of "des Cannes"

or the lonely islet of Aix are fraught with meaning; they bring

home to the harassed French clergy lessons of endurance, fidelity and

devotion that will surely help them to "fight the good fight" under

different and less painful conditions, but with the same brave cheer-

fulness as their glorious predecessors.

THE RELATIONS OF THE CATHOLIC CHURCH TO THE
ART OF MUSIC.

MONG modem writers on music the less learned, but more

pretentious, look with something akin to disdainful com-

passion at the efforts made by mediaeval church musicians

to discover the laws that governed music and to turn them to practi-

cal use. It is nearly always overlooked by such writers that time

—

time that covers the rise and decay of generations—is necessary for

the development of an art, and that one of the greatest means (if

not the only one) to attain success is by a painfully slow process

of experiment Were this experimenting, or groping as It is con-

temptuously called when applied to the work of the mediaevalists,

foimd to end in failure there would be sufiident reason to find

fault. Fortunately, success is so evident that one must admit that

our modem art of music is entirely based on their labor and toil.

Many seem to forget that there is just as much groping to-day in

the field of electricity—to take but one example—^as there was in

that of music during, say, the eleventh century.

It is an easy matter to criticize the early workers in music; to

see their faults and suggest how they could have improved their

methods. But were we placed in the same position, surrounded by

the same difficulties and handicapped to the same degree that they

BaRBAKA DE CbURSOK.
Paris, EVance.
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were, yet at the same time bringing into play the opinions and

standards of taste of the twentieth century, the results for art would

be a dreary blank.

Nowadays there is neither time, taste nor ability (apparently) to

produce a real work of art. Simplicity of conception is mocked at

;

nothing will pass muster that is not a conglomeration of all schools,

signalized by a strong admixture of ugliness. The composer, should

he seek for immediate success, must jumble together all possible

sounds, discordant as well as concordant ; must press into his service

every instrument he can think of. And we know what the result

is of all this vulgarity. Stupid paintings of mere mechanics are

exhibited and lauded to the skies by a coterie of personal friends

or by dealers who in one way or another possess influence. If a

canvas be made to sell at a "white sale" the name of the workman
who turned out the daub is made, and he is ranked (for the time

being) among artists. The musical monstrosities have even a larger

circle to inflict punishment on. Most of us recall with feelings of

awe the cacophony of which accident or necessity made us unwilling

listeners.

Mediaeval artists and musicians appeared to have been in touch

with the ideas and sentiments of the people. They were not search-

ing after transcendental effects (a modern catchcry meaning noth-

ing), but kept to simplicity and unity of idea, and thus produced works

of art. Still this simplicity of purpose was probably one of the

great causes why so many abuses crept into church music. The
principle was stretched so far that the popular specimens of peoples

and the correspondingly low order of verse to which they were

sometimes allied were pressed into the service of the Church, not

with any idea of contempt for religion, but through something like

a want of recollection or foresight of the abuses that could possibly

crop up from such introduction. It was merely going too far with

the practice the Catholic Church has ever had of turning to the use

of religion everything that could possibly be utilized of the peoples

and races among whom the faith has been planted. With most of

the mediaeval musicians true religious feelings guided them in their

work, and the compositions they left after them bear marks of an

earnest endeavor to make the most of the means at their disposal.

Exceptions may possibly leap up in the memory. But .it would be

unfair to apply like criteria of perfection to the works of all those

who devoted themselves to music. Some minds were warped by

the continual struggle against the canons of art then accepted ; others

were striving after effects previously unheard of ; others, again, had

not perhaps the touch of genius.

During all the centuries, from the fifth onwards, the monastic
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orders were devoting their energies to the spreading of knowledge

—

the classics, the arts and sciences. Music in particular occupied a

great part of their daily lives. The Divine Office, with Its psalmody

and hymnody, was chanted in choir at different portions ot the day,

and there were the various festivals with their proper chants for the

Mass when a veritable feast of church song was given. Such con-

tinual practice of singing could not but have a far-reaching effect

on the art of music. But the want of a clear, ready notation that

would make easy the task of learning the chants not only prevented

any material advance in the art, but caused the religious to fall back

on a merely traditional method of teaching, and was, moreover, I

believe, one of the great reasons why we find no clear references by

medisval writers to minute particulars about singing. It had, be-

sides, one great danger attached to it—the corruption of the chants

through a defective memorizing of them. For any one who has a

knowledge of folk-music (to which church song is in some ways

similar) is aware that where melodies of a people are transferred

from one to another by memory only, as most are, the varieties of

ways in which a melody can be played or sung is very g^eat and a

defective memorizing gives rise to many corrupt versions. It was

a similar case with the chants of the Church up to the Middle Ages.

A considerable store of chant had come down from time immemorial,

and from sources unknown. Living traditions of how it was to be

sung were in existence ; its melodies were treasured in the menriories

of those whose duty it was to teach their brethren the song of the

Breviary and the Missal. We can almost construct a programme of

their labors—the laws that governed the blending of one or more

voices had to be discovered; an easy and an accurate system of

notation had to be worked out; the best and purest version of the

chants had to be sought for and adopted.

But this meant work of a not at all easy kind, and it is the con-

stant application to it that we may attribute the preservation of

European music. Without the labors of the monks music could

scarcely have made the slightest advance, if we consider the con-

tinual disturbed state of the nations. The monastic orders were

like members of a great family with kindred in every corner of the

civilized world, all in touch with each other in one way or another

;

all haying the same end in view; all thirsting for knowledge; all

exchanging with each other what was known of the sciences and arts,

and handing on to succeeding generations the results of their labors,

the doctrines of their greatest teachers and the works of their most

learned and skilled men.

The first attempts at notation were nothing more than setting

down a series of mnemonics by choirmasters to enable them to
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remember the exact melodic figures, the rise and fall of the chant

on the different syllables of the text, just as Blessed Notker Balbulus

invented his Sequences to help in recalling the neumes of the Alleluia.

Whether this method of keeping the chants in mind was in imitation

of the ancient Greek method* or was an original idea on the part of

the monks may be questioned. It matters not ; for the figures used

in the mediaeval chant were by far more complex than those of the

Greeks. This may be seen by comparing the Greek fragments dis-

covered in recent times—the Hymn to Helios, the Hymn to Nemesis,

the Mymn of Delphi—and corresponding mediaeval chants.

It is not an easy thing to determine to whom credit is to be givtn

for first suggesting musical notation in Christian times. If we pass

over the claims (now recently denied) made for the antiquity of the

notation in the Codex Amiatinus that was brought by Cedfrid,

abbot of St. Peter and St. Paul's monastery at Jarrow, to Gregory

II., about 716, foremost among those who laid the foundations of

our modern notation come the monks of St. Gall, in Switzerland.

This monastery, founded by an Irishman, contains on its rolls more

than one honored name in music The notation that the monks

employed there is known as the Romanian, it being generally

acknowledged up to quite recently as the work of a Roman chanter

named Romanus. This person, so the story goes, was sent from

Rome by Pope Adrian in 789 at the request of Qiarlemagne. In

company with another chanter, one Petrus, they set out for Gaul,

where they were to teach the Roman traditions of chant. When they

arrived at St. Gall Romanus fell ill and remained at the monastery

while Petrus pursued his journey. The system that Romanus either

invented, or possibly brought with him from Rome, was a really

remarkable one. It embraced symbols to denote the raising and

lowering of the voice ; marks of rhythm and intensity, with certain

letters to modify the various symbols used. He moreover changed

the form of some of the neumes. The system, although having good

points in its favor, was rather complicated, and good results could

only be achieved when it was employed by choirmasters of excep-

tional ability. We cannot doubt that the monks of St. Gall must
have found it a great help, for they made use of it during a long

period.

In other places attempts were made to invent divers kinds of

notation. St. Odo (died 947) is credited with a system based on the

letters of the alphabet. It is thought that he was successful with it,

but how far so we know not, as his work is lost. The Antiphonary

of Montpellier, discovered by M. Danjou and dating from the

eleventh century, contains two kinds of notation—alphabetic (in

which the first fifteen letters of the alphabet are used) and neumes.
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Then came an attempt to make the neumes more useful by writing

them at different heights above the text in order to show the rise

and fail of the intervals. A modification of this, involving the use

of dots and points, was used in Southern France and the part of

Spain adjoining, and hence has been termed the Aquitanian nota-

tion. Another invention in the same field that revolutionized the

art of music was the introduction by some unknown genius of a

single line above the text set to neumes. In this innovation lay the

germ from which our perfected modern scale developed. The new
departure immediately commended itself to the monks, who saw the

possibilities that could arise from it, and no time elapsed before

another line was added. This step considerably simplified the chants

and made the more perfect rendering of them a comparatively easy

thing. In the process of time a further development took place.

This was the introduction of the Guidonian system, where to the

already existing two lines two more were added.

Meanwhile the development of the one line system was going on

in another direction. A staff notation was being tried. This con-

sisted of a number of lines and spaces, the latter alone being used

to represent certain notes. In front of the spaces, at the beginning

of the stave, the letters T and S were placed, signifying tone and

semitone. The syllables of the text were written in the spaces,

ascending or descending as the melody demanded, thus giving a

means of finding the pitch. To Hucbald, a monk of St. Amand,
who died in 932, according to Fetis, the honor of this invention was

given. But of late it has been denied him, and with the new school

of critics the inventor is nameless. Closely allied with this Huc-

baldian stave is one invented by Hermann Contractus (1013-1054),

a pupil of the monks of Reichenau. The System of Hermann is

much more elaborate than the Hucbaldian, for he used a series of

letters both singly and in combination. Like the Romanian it was

too complicated to be of any general use, and did not acquire popu-

larity.

While the monks were wrestling with this difficult problem of

notation and the means of facilitating the rendition of the chants,

they were also working out an elementary system of harmony that

finally developed (by slow degrees, it is true) into the system we
now have. If the history of the past were accurately known we
should most likely find that musicians owe much to many an unhon-

ored name among those who in the quiet of the cloister spent their

lives working to get at the secrets of music that lay hidden behind

an apparently impenetrable veil; facing and conquering what must

have then looked to be appalling difficulties, until they found a

method that would be simple, easy and useful. The probability is
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very strong that the work of men like Romanus, Hermann, Guide

d'Arezzo, Hucbald or St. Odo was but the reflex of equally great

ability and knowledge of many humble souls hidden away from the

world's gaze in the monasteries. To those g^eat unknown honor

should be freely paid by us who have profited by their silent, secret

labors.

Those who were endeavoring to formulate laws that governed

the combination of sounds were working on virgin soil, which caused

the progress to be necessarily slow. Any one who studies those

efforts of the monks must express admiration at the deliberate and

full, though somewhat tedious, manner in which they prepared their

treatises. But in order to avoid falling into a captious critical mood
when looking over these early works on harmony, we cannot keep

too clearly before us the enormous difficulties then besetting the sub-

ject. Who the first was to devote his abilities to Organum or

Diaphony we know not. The treatises Musica Enchiriadis and

Scholia Enchiriadis, for centuries attributed to Hucbald, but now by

Dom Morin to St. Odo, abbot of S. Pons de Tomieres, Provence,

contain the earliest scientific attempts at explaining and giving rules

for harmony in two, three and four parts. The Hucbaldian treatises

are remarkable for the ingenuity with which their author works out

the Organum, and for his display of erudition throughout. It seems

not at all improbable that the author was applying his scientific

knowledge and reducing to rule the methods of part-singing then in

vogue in many monasteries. And it is not unreasonable to assume

that the writer was urged on by the necessity of formulating rules

based on practices observed by his brethren in their magadizing. It

appears much nearer the truth to hold that some rough method of

harmony was known and practiced long before Musica Enchiriadis

was written. Of this, however, substantial evidence is wanting, but

a few words of Scotus Erigena in his work De Divisione Naturae

show in a vague way that in his time (circa 840 A. D.) some kind

of harmony or blending of the voices was in use. But I think it

just as possible to go farther back and interpret the words of Platina

concerning Pope Vitalian's supposed introduction of the organ into

the Church at Rome, and interpret the words to mean a blending of

voices, or what is technically known as Organum—^which most likely

amounted to nothing more at that time than the effect produced by

boys and men singing in unison.

The few references and treatises on music that we have are only

the salvage of those which existed, but disappeared in the burning

and pillaging of many monasteries. Most people have no idea what

treasures of learning were destroyed during those troublous times.

The greatest vandals and destroyers of all sources of knowledge
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were those who wanted to spread the light of the Gospel, as they

said, in the sixteenth century. To them it mattered not how great

a loss to humanity the destruction of literary and scientific works

would be; anything and everything found within the walls of a

monastery, the citadel of Poprey, were given to the flames. Con-

sidering to what an extent this vandalism went, no one can be

surprised at the limited evidences of learning that have come down

to us concerning music. But what we have, such as the materials

gathered by Gerbert in his De cantu et musica sacra and his still

more remarkable Scriptores ecclesiastici, etc., leaves with us the idea

that the labors of the mediaeval ecclesiastics in the cause of music

were unceasing.

After Hucbald and St. Odo came Guido d'Arezzo. He was a

Benedictine, was bom about 990, and early became famous as a

teacher of music We can scarcely estimate what Guido did for

the art. So far as can be gathered he was so humble and pious that

it was by great persuasion only that he could be dragged into pub-

licity to teach his theories. This desire of retirement is the principal

cause why his claims to a place of honor in the history of music are

so keenly debated. In recent years attempts have been made to strip

him of all the honor that writers have paid him for centuries. There

is a modicum of truth in the statements of some of his modern

adversaries, but the genius of the man is too evident to allow his

place in history to have been entirely false. The results of his oral

teaching at Pomposa and at Avellana are practically unknown. All

our certain knowledge of his work is obtained from his Micrologus;

from a letter to a Pomposian monk; from another short work en-

titled De artificio novi cantus, and an instruction De mensura mono-

chordi. But his abilities were thought so much of that throughout

Europe his fame spread far and near. When common gossip be-

comes the vehicle of knowledge it is a difficult thing to tell where

the truth begins and ends. It happened so with the musical reputa-

tion of Guido. The enthusiasm of his contemporaries for his talent

and virtues so carried them away that the stories they circulated

concerning his work caused exaggerated assertions of his abilities

to grow apace with the spread of his fame. The inevitable has hap-

pened. The tide has turned and endeavors are now being made to

strip Guido of every leaf of laurel and relegate him as a pretentious

charlatan to oblivion. This mode of treating him can never be

accepted by honest historians, for Guido stands apart, a giant born

out of time ; an exceptionally gifted man, and one who did incalcula-

ble good for music.

We shall not be far out if we say that to him we owe the origin

of the F and C clefs, the principles on which our stave is based, for
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if he did not actually invent the system (and his words seem to

show this) he perfected it and made it acceptable to his contempo-

raries, and, what is of greater value, capable of being used by every

one; the use of solmization, an ingenious method of teaching the

gamut by the joints of the thumb and fingers (hence called the

Guidonian hand)
;
very probably, also, the division of the scale into

hexachords, from which sprang the future glory of fugue under the

sixteenth century masters. For a pioneer in the field these are works

not to be despised.

Coming after him are some remarkable writers on music, all

helping to advance the art. However small may have been the

additions made to it by some of them, they each and all hold places

of honor in history. With the Ars cantus mensurabilis of Magister

Franco mensurable music may be said to have begun. Who this

Franco was has occasioned not a little difference of opinion among
historians. But the one now prevailing is that he was Franco of

Paris, a doctor of the Sorbonne, who flourished about the middle of

the eleventh century, writing his work on mensurable music some-

where about 1060. In history the author has been generally called

Franco of Cologne, but there seem to have been two writers of the

same name, the work of one being attributed by mistake to the other.

There were others, such as Hugh di Vercelli (121 2), the Benedictine

William of Odington, or of Evesham (circa 1300), John de Muris

(circa 1320), Tinctoris, born about 1434; Zarlino (1517-1590), who
did considerable good for music by gradually paving the way for

modem theorists and composers. But one cannot help comparing

their voices to an echo of the living voice of music that was heard

in private within the walls of innumerable monasteries.

Walter de Odington by his work De speculatione mustcae showed

himself to be a man of deep culture and a musician of no mean
parts. His work on music is of great value for a study of rhythm,

derived or based on poetic measures, and it shows the importance

attached to this branch of music by his contemporaries. Another

Englishman, Simon Tunsted, a Franciscan of Oxford, wrote a
treatise on music entitled De quatnor principalibus, about 1351, which

also is of considerable value for the manner in which It treats of

measured music. The Englishman, Hothby, Carmelite and doctor of

music, likewise did service for the art by his works, one termed

Ars tnusica, another Calliopea legalt, and two treatises on counter-

point, all of which he wrote at either Ferrara or Florence. Just a
century later than Tunsted Tinctoris was born in Brabant, in 1434.

He may be said to have covered the entire field of musical knowledge

by his many works, among which is the first Dictionary of Music
ever published. Zarlino's Institutioni armoniche, published in 1558,
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with two volumes that could be called appendices, Dimonstrationi

armoniche (1571) and Supplimenti tnusicali (1588), caused great

discussion on account of the author putting forward claims for the

Intense Diatonic system of scale demonstrated by Qaudius Ptolemy,

130 A. D. For this Zarlino was fiercely attacked, but not worsted

in the fight. It tells how clearly the man saw the truth of his theories

when now after four centuries nearly all that he advanced is followed

in practice. But in his own day his adversaries did not hesitate to

use the most violent and opprobrious terms towards him. Like all

men of great mind and foresight, he recognized the shortcomings

of his contemporaries and advocated a system which he believed

would be of greater benefit to music.

If we argue that these children of the Catholic Church were the

guardians of the art throughout the ages ; that only for their labors

of love music would indeed be in a bad state to-day, some one may
object that after all their work by no means shows what the attitude

of the Church itself was. But that attitude is very clear. From
the time of St. Paul's admonition to the Colossians (iii., 16) and

Ephesians (v., 19) to cultivate song, the Catholic Church has ever

shown a love for the art. She encouraged it in every possible way,

and under her fostering care it processed. Those who have read

history cannot but be struck with the many tokens of esteem and

honor that the Popes showered on men gifted in music. And it is

principally by reason of Papal patronage that the works of the great

composers have been kept from perishing. It is well worth remark-

ing how some of those who wholly and solely devoted their lives

to music were treated by the ecclesiastical authorities.

Hucbald, it is said, was persecuted by his uncle, the Abbot of St.

Amand, and driven from the monastery. Yet it is a strange thing

that the expelled monk was immediately received, and apparently

given the mastership of music at Nevers, going from thence to St.

Germain d'Auxerre, and later on returning to his own monastery of

St. Amand to take charge of the music there. The story of perse-

cution bears on its surface the appearance of a fabrication and of

being unworthy of credence. A precisely similar story is told in

connection with Guido d'Arezzo—^that he also was driven out of his

monastery. In those far-off times, though monks suffered occa-

sionally from overbearing superiors, there were easier and by far

more effective means of venting the spleen of jealousy than by driv-

ing a religious out of a monastery. But apart from this it is striking

that both men found remarkably good positions at once in other

monasteries. Guido wound up his career by becoming abbot of

Santa Croce, at Avellana, after being honored by a call to Rome by

Pope John XIX., who b^ged him to remain in the city and teadi
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music. Hugh di Vercelli was a Bishop of high repute; Simon

Tunsted became provincial of the Franciscans in England ; Tinctoris

was a priest and became a canon of Nivelle after he had served as

chaplain to the King of Naples ; Zarlino was thought so highly of

by the authorities of the Church that he was chosen Bishop of

Chioggia (his native town), but the Doge and Senate of Venice,

where Zarlino was organist of St. Mark's, not wishing to lose him,

made such strong opposition that he relinquished the see; Genet,

called II Carpentrasso, was consecrated Bishop and honored by

Leo X. in a very special way. Instead, then, of marking out those

who devoted themselves to music as the objects of persecution, the

Church gave them her patronage in a marked degree.

The history of composition in the fifteenth and sixteenth centuries

centres round the Pontifical Chapel and the basilicas of Rome.

Thither went those who were musically gifted, and so far as I can

ascertain no one with talent had ever to leave the Papal dominions

for want of regard or patronage. The modem history of music

since the old condition of things was overturned by the sixteenth

century revolt is very different. Formerly the patrons—^the Sov-

ereign Pontiffs—were men of learning, the illustrious of their age.

Their love of learning was so great that they gathered around their

court all the best minds of the Christian world. Nothing but the

highest aims of art were considered worthy of being followed, and

artists vied with each other in seeking the sublime and beautiful.

Modem patrons, on the other hand, are to a considerable extent very

different—men who help on music by setting the lowest standards

of taste and by creating names for composers who should never

have been heard of. If such men be not the patrons, then the com-

poser falls back on that will-o'-the-wisp guide known as public

opinion. To be a popular composer pays infinitely better than to

work for art's sake, which was the aim of the g^eat masters of the

fifteenth and sixteenth centuries.

The patronage of the Popes was imitated in the various centres

of learning and in the great episcopal sees throughout Europe.

Rome was naturally looked on as the centre of all leaming, as it was
of Christianity, and the approbation of the Pope was sought by all

who wished to succeed in a musical career. There was so much
intellectual activity in the Eternal City that it was almost impossible

for a gifted man to escape notice and, as a natural sequence, assist-

ance throughout his career from the Pope and Cardinals. Hence
it was that an unknown country youth like Palestrina wended his

way to the city and worked for recognition. For whole generations

a stream of musicians went from the Netherlands, from all parts of

Italy and Spain. Few names are more honored in the history of
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music than those of Dufay, Josquin des Pres, Orlando di Lassus,

Morales, Vittoria, who had come to Rome from afar. Some
musicians went there of their own accord to seek aid; others were

invited. Whenever the fame of a composer reached Rome it was

not long before he was called to the city by the Pope. This was

the case with Josquin des Pres, whom Sixtus IV. bade come to raise

the standard of music in the Pontifical Chapel. John XIX. had

previously done, as we have seen, the same with Guido d'Arezzo.

Bardi, one of the originators of opera, was summoned from Florence

by Qement VIII. Urban VIII. took AUegri from Fermo. Jomelli

was summoned from Naples and became the protege of the Cardinal

Duke of York (1740). And CorelH lived nearly all his life in the

palace of Cardinal Ottoboni, who was continually working for the

good of art and assisting artists in every possible way.

The well-worn calumny that the Church is the foe of all knowl-

edge ; a tyrant, curbing every attempt at advance in science and art,

has not even a shadow of foundation in the history of music. It

will be found, moreover, that not only in music and art—in its widest

application—^but in every pursuit of learning the Church has encour-

aged and rewarded legitimate research. Its very constitution as a

corporate body, however, brings painting, sculpture and music more

prominently in view. And it will be founr' that there is no nation,

no society, no collection of men, under whatever term you may wish

to class them, that has done so much for the arts as the Catholic

Church. Epitomizing our knowledge of the history of music, we
can say that, while it lay in the power of the Popes, whenever a

talented musician was discovered he became the recipient of the

highest honors and the most lucrative posts that the Pontiffs had

at their command. The positions of honor did not, perhaps, bring

with them the same ease and luxury that many of the present day

g^ve. But on this point there is a curious anomaly staring us in the

face. While the mediaeval musicians were for the most part content

with little more than the necessaries of life, so long as they felt that

as musicians they were held in esteem and honor, our moderns put

the position and honor of their calling in the secondary place and

look for the material advantages.

Looking back over the centuries, no student of music who is not

blinded by prejudice of the grossest kind can help feeling grateful

for the part the Catholic Church has always pljayed towards the art.

The Popes were not alone in showing their love for it. The Bishops

in their various sees, having before them the example of the PontiflFs

and of that great lover of music, St. Ambrose, their canonized fellow-

Bishop, freely gave their patronage and pointed out the use the art

could be turned to for the benefit of religion. In Gaul the Bishops
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did all they could to obtain the purest form of chant and had schools

of music erected in connection with their cathedrals. In England,

where a love of ecclesiastical music was very strong, the ecclesiastics

of the north vied with those of the south to acquire musical knowl-

edge. Across the sea was Ireland, traditionally the land of song,

with monasteries dotting it all over and the chants of the Church

heard from morning till night; where Bishops could be seen (as

Giraldus Cambrensis tells us) in the twelfth century going on their

journeys harp in hand ; where there was a proverb that "poor indeed

is the church that has not music." In all countries the Church was

helping on the cause of the art.

Then grew up gradually those schools of composition which had

their first inspiration in the pure strains of Church song and in the

Scholae Cantorum of early times. And that song in its turn owes

in no small degree its perfection to the work of the Hellenistic Popes

from St. Agatho (678) to Zachary (752) ; to the zeal of St. Gregory,

and to lovers of music like St. Isidor of Seville; Amalarius, the

Deacon of Metz, who flourished about 830; Aurelian of Reome
(circa 850), or Regino of Prum (915). We can never fully account

for what these and other workers did for music. Some were laying

the foundations of church chant by obtaining the purest versions of

what already existed
; by casting aside what was corrupt and record-

ing the true forms of it. Others, again, were devising systems of

notation, or endeavoring to unravel the mysterious laws that caused

one combination of sounds to be tabooed and another to be acceptable

and agreeable. Others were devoting themselves to composition in

its highest branches. In one way or another work was continually

going on. And the workers were encouraged by remembering that

they were following in the footsteps of those who not only had the

approval but the blessing of the Church on their work.

Sooner or later historians of music must see that the work done

by the mediaeval Church deserves close attention, and that the minut-

est investigation will yield rich results. Those who will make an

honest endeavor to pierce into the so-called Darkness of the Middle

Ages will lift their heads from the pages of history amazed at the

injustice done to those times by men who claim to be heard in the

interests of truth. And they shall become filled with admiration

and wonderment at the labors and successes of the children of the

Catholic Church during those times when the corner-stone and
foundations of our modern art of music were laid, truly and well.

Edward F. Curran.
Pouchcove, Newfoundland.
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FRENCH MISSIONERS IN INDIA.

WHILE an anti-Christian government in France is waging

war upcm the Church and striving, by a process of starva-

tion and spoliation, to extinguish Catholidsm in that

country, it is a singular instance of the irony of history that the very

religious orders which the intolerant faction who hold the reins of

power at the Elysee Palace are despoiling and dispersing enjoy the

fullest freedom of action in dominions under the sway of a pro-

fessedly Protestant power like England.

The work of the French Capuchins in India is a very timely

object lesson in civil and religious liberty, full of point and pertinence

at this moment. The territory ecclesiastically assigned to the mission

confided to the Capuchins of the Province of Paris belonged, ten

years ago, to the Archdiocese of Agra. In the second half of the

sixteenth century Agra, which in the reign of Akbar received almost

favorably the preaching of the Blessed Rodolph Acquaviva and his

companions, had, in the beginning of the nineteenth century, become

the see of an immense Vicariate Apostolic. Thibet-Hindostan com-

prised the whole valleys of the Ganges and the Indus and extended

from Sindli to Bengal and from Himalaya to Barbada, or the entire

of North India, with its population of 108,000,000 souls—a region

too vast, assuredly, for the handful of Capuchin missioners whose

labor was almost sterile. Agra, Patna and the Punjab had been

detached therefrom before the erection of the ecclesiastical hierarchy

in 1886 by Leo XIII., when Agra was made an archiepiscopal see,

with Allahabad and Lahore as suffragans. From these three

dioceses, still too large, were further detached three Prefectures

Apostolic—Allahabad and Bettiah, Lahore, Kashmere and Ag^a and

Rajpootana.

At the time when Propaganda was contemplating this last sub-

division the Parish Capuchins were already missioners abroad. As
chaplains of the French Embassy at Constantinople, they had made
the chapel of St. Louis a centre of religious attraction to the

European colony and founded the native seminary, now so flour-

ishing. In July, 1890, that portion of the Archdiocese of Agra
called Rajpootana was exclusively confided to the fathers of the

Paris Province, with the special objects of Christianizing the infidels

and preparing the way for the formation of a native clergjy. The
military occupation of India by the English was almost continually

bringing into these immense districts some priests, scattered over the

province of Agra, and whole regiments of Irish soldiers, to whom
they acted as chaplains. Missionary work, properly so called, was

Digitized by
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necessarily neglected. The number of missioners increasing, such a

state of things was no longer permissible, and Cardinal Simeoni,

Prefect of Propaganda, said so distinctly to the French Capuchins

chosen for the mission. Towards the close of 1890 three priests and

two lay Brothers left France, and, after receiving at Rome the

Pope's blessing, embarked for India, which they reached on Novem-
ber 21, applying themselves at once to the study of the native dialects,

customs of the country and methods of evangelization.

The mission of Rajpootana comprises three great natural divisions

—the tableland of Malwah to the south, perhaps the most fertile

land in India, producing two successive harvests, one in October

and another in March ; Oriental Rajpootana, to the east of Arawah,

with mountainous forests rich in pastures and fertile valleys, and

Western Rajpootana, with its immense sandy plains, extending from

the most arid zone of the globe, which they touch to the west, to the

foot of the Arawah, where they become arable. The population of

the mission then consisted of 14,000,000 inhabitants, including about

800,000 Mohammedans, 6,000 Protestants of different sects and 2,000

Catholics.

Of the seven great ethnographical families now recognized in

India, four occupy the mission field—the Dravidians, regarded as

descendants of the primitive inhabitants and who are found in the

oldest geological formation of the peninsula ; the Indo-Aryans, whose

physical features and social characteristics differentiate them from

the rest of the Indian people, and whose remote ancestors are as-

sumed to have immigrated en masse from the tablelands of Eastern

Persia and Beluchistan ; the mixed type of Aryo-Dravidians and the

Scytho-Dravidians.

In 1890 the mission only counted one native station, Jeypoor, in

charge of an old Italian priest. Father Conrad; not but that there

were other stations and other priests. Father Patrick,^ an Irishman,

looking after the Eurasian and Goanese population at Ajmere, while

the garrisons of Nassirabad, Nimach and Mhow absorbed the

activity of three military chaplains. The enterprising and energetic

Father Pius of Benevento obtained from the government a site and

grant for a church at Mhow dedicated to the Sacred Heart. The
mission also owes to him the residence of the missioners, the chapel

of St. Anthony and the Catholic cemetery ; and at Indoor, where a

1 Presumably the late Rev. P. J. Knaresboro, O. S. P. C, a native of Kil-

kenny, and formerly of the Irish Capuchin province.

» Pounded at Angers In 1871 by Father Chryaostom, O. S. P. C, under the

auspices of Mgr. Freppel. They now number forty-three In Rajpootana,
Including thirty-two choir Sisters, and have three residences—Mhow,
Ajmere and Marlapoor. The first superioress at Mariapoor, Mother Mary
Paul, died of cholera during the great famine of 1900.
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detachment of troops from Mhow necessitated the regular visit of

the chaplain of that station, a church and presbytery.

By a decree of Propaganda Rajpootana-Malwa was on March 17,

1892, erected into a Prefecture Apostolic, and by a further decree of

April 10 the Very Rev. Father Bertran de Dangeul, of the Province

of Paris, was nominated Prefect ApostoHc, thus officially establishing

the mission of the French Capuchins in India.

Father Bertran from the start secured the valuable assistance of

the nuns of St. Mary of Angels, Angers,* who, after their arrival

in November, 1892, opened boarding and day schools for English-

speaking girls and free schools for poor children, similar schools

for boys being established at the missioners' residence. This Chris-

tian population consisted of poor people from Goa and Madras,

often sunk in vice and ignorance.

As soon as the missioners had acquired a sufficient knowledge of

the native language they traversed the neighboring villages and

fraternized with tillers of the soil. The Bhiel race seemed to offer

the most promising field of missionary labor. They came in contact

with these primitive people on the uplands of Piplia and Manglia,

to the south of Mhow, and several times shared with them their

meagre allowance and slept in their mud hovels, celebrating on the

morrow the Holy Sacrifice for the first time in the rocky wilds of

the Vindhya. Provissionally established at Manpore, they sought to

find a firmer foothold at Garaghat, a few miles from thence, in a

picturesque place facing the mountains and on the edge of precipices,

below which foaming torrents pour down in resounding cascades.

But this had to be abandoned. It was very picturesque, but very

solitary—admirably adapted for a Carthusian monastery, but inad-

missible as a missionary centre. They had to push farther afield,

and met with resistance from the Bheel tribes; and when malaria

seized the missioner, after a year's prospecting, they gave it up.

In January, 1896, Father Bertran sent another missioner. Father

Charles, to attempt a new foundation in the Bheel country. After

scouring the country for a month, living under a tent, he finally

fixed his post at Thandla, a small native village a few miles from the

Bajrauggarh station, where he lived for two years with his com-

panion, Brother Meinrad, in a small house in the midst of the bazar

or marketplace, much frequented by the Bheels, scattered over a

radius of twenty miles around. They were years of great privations.

The father went from village to village catechising, while the Brother

dispensed medicines and acquired' a reputation as a great doctor

among the natives ; so that Thandla will long cherish the memory of

the "Dokra-Doctor," or Old Doctor, as they called him. He was a

favorite with the Brahmins as well as with the lower castes; went
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everywhere, and wherever he went visitors crowded to his dis-

pensary. His popularity, for he was very well liked, counted for

much in the establishment of the Thandla mission ; he was so good,

so gentle, so willing to please everybody. The natives had almost

as great a veneration for him as for the Divinity; for to them

patience and placidity are the acme of virtue, Europeans in general

being so ghussawala, so impetuous—their ideal of the profane man,

the sinner

!

After two years, through the intermediary of the political agent of

Sirdarpore, Father Qiarles obtained a piece of ground at the entrance

of the village, sufHciently out of reach of people's importunity and

yet in proximity to visitors, upon which he built at little cost a small

chapel and a maisonette with a veranda. Up to that time he had

not made any conversions. They left the missioners at peace, which

was something. Somewhat dreaded as Franghis, they found them

useful, as they cured diseases, but remained deaf to their preaching.

"It is very true what you say ! {Khari bat! Yah to salU)" they would

say ; and they stopped there. These formal expressions in the mouth

of a Hindoo are not even approvals, as one might think; they do

not even theoretically imply adhesion. It is the natural and unemo-

tional exclamation which spontaneously escapes the lips of an Indian

who hears a story. The word "true" has not absolutely the same

meaning to him as to us. One would think so, to see him docile and

attentive; he remains candidly indifferent, unconcerned; he is not

touched. One might say that he hides his thought under the words

he employs. Who could say if he has even a thought?

A year passed thus without any glimpse of hope. That made
three years. Still an enormous result had been reached. The
missioners had gained the sympathy and veneration of the poor.

The lower castes, less proud and consequently less removed from

God, willingly drew near the father, and a day came when the latter

felt himself repaid for all the privations endured and the weariness

of long waiting.

In 1896 the French nuns opened a day school at Ajmere, the

capital of Rajpootana, where, as teachers, they have acquired a well

merited reputation in North India. In four years seven of these

excellent religious, unrelaxing in their labors in the class room, the

orphanage and in the fields, sacrificed their lives for the salvation of

the Indians.

At some distance from Ajmere, on the road to Nasirabad, after

passing the vast railway works to which every morning throng

thousands of native workmen, is met the village of Singachauri. On
the outskirts of this village, on an eminence overlooking the valley.

Father Daniel, who then had charge of the Catholics of Ajmere,
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built, in 1894, a rather primitive construction, serving at once as

chapel and school, in which he gathered his catechumens—people

from the surrounding villages—shaving undertaken the evangeliza-

tion of all the environs of A jmere and chosen Singachauri, with

Madar and Ladpoora as points of concentration. His efforts at first

appeared crowned with success. The number of catechumens was

rapidly increasing, the neophytes displayed docility ; in a short time

he had nearly one hundred baptized. Then came trial—the usual

trial at the beginning of an Indian Christian settlement. The heads

of the caste, at first indifferent to a nascent movement, " become

watchful when it becomes marked, hostile if it threatens to become

general. Then it is a question of choosing between Christ and

caste, communion with foreigners or society with one's neighbors,

friends and tribe. Many dropped off, and this defection led the

prefect to think that the continual presence of the priest in the midst

of pagans was an indispensable condition to their conversion. Con-

sequently a new priest, just arrived in India, was sent to Ladpoora,

the second station on the railway from Ajmere to Jaypoor (1896).

He built himself an earthen hut, which he thatched, learnt the

language of the country and lived on the native dietary. He would

soon have died of it, for, undermined by fever, debilitated by an

absolutely rudimentary diet, he had to leave after about a year and

went to recruit his health at Mhow.
A native seminary was begun in the following year, 1897, at

Jeypoor and placed under the direction of Father Paul. Like every

other missionary work, it was a difficult undertaking, demanding

much patience and reliance upon God.

About th© same time Providence opened up another field of action

for their zeal. Famine had made its appearance in the eastern

portion of the mission. The prefect immediately sent priests to the

poverty-stricken districts to baptize the children and gather together

the orphans ; and then went to France to beg for them, returning in

December, 1897, to find a hundred orphaned boys and girls at Mhow,
Ajmere and Jeypoor.

The year 1898 saw the completion of the Churches of St. Ann at

Ratlam and of the Immaculate Conception at Ajmere, and 1897 tlie

establishment of the first colony of children ophaned by the famine

at Maupoor, the chief place of a small British reservation in the midst

of the native state of Indoor. The chapel, dedicated to St. Anthony

of Padua, was blessed on his feast, June 13, and the future village

which was to grow up around chapel, orphanage and their depend-

encies, received in advance the name of the Virgin's Village—Maria-

poor.

At this epoch the missionary labors of the French Capuchins beg^n
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to bear fruit in conversions. A lad of thirteen, belonging to the

caste of weavers, asked to be.baptized. Of an adventurous and met-

tlesome disposition, he seenled to fear nobody. He was instructed

and, with his parents' consent, received baptism and took the name

Paul. He became a sort of apostle in his way. His relatives and

others of his caste gradually followed his example, and soon Father

Charles counted twenty adult converts, ostensibly Christians and

frequently approaching the sacraments.

While these conversions raised the hopes of the missioners and

the outlook seemed encouraging, the horizon was darkened by the

great famine of 1899-1900, which blighted the land and deprived the

prefect of some of his most valuable auxiliaries. Brother Meinrad,

Father Charles' companion, died of exhaustion at Thandla in Sep-

tember, 1900; Mother Paul, superioress of the girls' orphanage at

Mariapoor, and Brother Francis, a tertiary at Mhow, succumbed to

cholera. Three other missioners and a nun stricken with the same

disease miraculously escaped death. The fathers baptized thousands

of dying and gathered together a large number of children; but

many of the latter did not survive the severe privations they had

endured.

During the great famine the Capuchins acquired a rather consider-

able site quite near Ladpoora, where they established an orphanage

for fifty boys, to which they gave the name of Josepoora, and where

they had suffered much from the summer heat in the midst of the

jungle without any habitation to shelter them by day or night.

A few months after this foundation Father Daniel, a pioneer of

the Capuchin mission in the country of the Rajas, who had labored

so zealously for the conversion of the native race in the environs of

Ajmere, died on March 25, 1902, from tuberculosis. He was like

a Franciscan of the primitive type come to life again, reproducing

in these modern times the simple habits and methods of working of

the Umbrian friars of the thirteenth century
;
going about on foot,

accompanied by a catechist, carrying over his shoulder a little brown
cloth sack containing his breviary, some of the simplest remedies,

an illustrated catechism and water for baptisms. He also took with

him an accordeon, would pause by the side of some well near a

village and sing something in Hindostany, accompanying himself.

He thus drew around him the peasants, who, resting on their heels

and passing the pipe from mouth to mouth, listened to the music.

When this was over the missioner, after reflecting for some moments,

explained the Catholic doctrine with the aid of the illustrated cate-

chism. He afterwards sent for the sick and needy, giving medicines

to the former and alms to the latter. The sun would meanwhile have

ascended the horizon and be shedding its scorching rays down into

Digitized by
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the jungle. It being impossible to return to Ajmere without expos-

ing himself to the risks of isolation or fever, he installed himself

under a tree and shared his modest meal with some peasant, just as

St. Francis did pf old with the wayside beggar. At evening he

wended his way back to Ajmere, thoughtful, with downcast eyes,

telling his beads, as was his usual wont. Some days before the

Qiristmas of 1897 he was seized with a spitting of blood, which

reyealed tuberculosis. He still labored for two years longer at

Mhow and two years at Indoor, always leading the same mortified,

zealous life, until, without any agony, he calmly expired. His death,

which deprived the mission of a venerated apostle, was followed by

the retirement of Father Bertran, worn out with care, weariness and

sickness, after laboring unrelaxingly for ten years, traversing twenty

times the large mission field from north to south during the terrible

famine year (1900), present everywhere where drouth, destitution

or disease made themselves felt, raising the courage of his missioners,

guiding them with his counsels, supporting them under trials and

inspiring them with his example, until the work proved too burden-

some for his enfeebled constitution. As soon as a temporary sojourn

in a healthier climate effected a slight improvement he hastened to

return to the field of battle, ready to still combat for the diffusion

of the faith and the extension of the kingdom of God ; but his malady,

assuaged, not healed, reappeared in a more dangerous form, and,

submitting to the Divine will, he resigned his charge into the hands

of the Vicar of Christ, declaring himself incapable any longer of

fulfilling its obligations.

His successor in the prefecture. Father Fortunatus, of Tours, in

an interesting work' on the origin and present condition of the

Capuchin mission in Rajpootana, gives us his impressions and experi-

ences of missionary work in India, which are very informing. He
says there is not much to be expected from baptized adults. "Intelli-

gence seems atrophied in those savage brains; even memory no
longer exists, no more does will ; slaves of custom, they are incapable

of acting from personal initiative; their minds cannot grasp things

which are outside the reach of the senses ; they are led by instinct,

and truly one hardly knows how to reach their souls. No doubt,

God must be easier with them, but still they must be sincere, and

it is never very clear that a pagan adult is so, although I have an
idea that they may go farther in duplicity without being very culpa-

ble, once tlieir mind is moulded in this fashion. In short, when
they have been baptized, one can hardly do more than await their

last illness; as they always die very resigned and the thought of

« "Au Pays des Rajas. Les Debuts d'une Mission Par le PSro Fortunat
de Tours, Pr«fet Apostolique de la Mission du Rajputana." Paris, 1906.
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God scarcely dismays them, there is room for hoping that their

salvation is possible. It is otherwise with the children. There is

the hope. The infant child certainly inherits from its parents, but

one may form or, reform it if you will, not completely, at least to a

very satisfactory degree. The experience of our orphanages demon-

strates it. Their chief solicitude, then, at Singachauri was to im-

prove the school. To reach that result Qiristian teachers were

necessarily needed. The catechist, a Rajpoot, who up to that time

taught the children, was no doubt baptized, intelligent, even fluent,

but as far from the Christian spirit as the adults of whom I have

spoken above. One could not count on him to direct pagan children

towards Christianity. They knew that; but what was to be done?

They had no one. Our nascent mission had not had time to also

form serious catechists, and we had to use the instruments within

our reach, such as they were. This explains a great number of the

difficulties and disappointments of the first year."*

The pupils are almost all of very low castes, as regarded in India,

such as gardeners, wood-sellers, weavers and tanners, contact with

whom is supposed to soil those of higher castes. The parents do

not object to their children receiving religion instruction. The
thirty-two children in the school at Parbatpoora, another village

formerly Christianized by Father Daniel, are of a better caste and

belong to an important clan in the country of Ajmere-Merwara, the

Mhers or Mhairs, of the group of Sudras, from whom the regen-

erated—that is, the Brahmins, Ksbeltryas and Vaisyac—cannot re-

ceive water, but whom they can approach and touch without con-

tracting any contamination. At the time of the taking of Ajmere
by the English in 1818, Merwara was a wild, unexplored country,

inhabited by tribes of marauders who lived by pillage. In 1820-21

a regular expedition was sent to Merwara, when the district was
conquered. In process of time a social transformation took place.

These plundering bands abandoned their former villages, invariably

perched on the tops of mountains, in inaccessible places—regular

eagles' nests, where they felt out of the reach of their fellows and

wild beasts. They now settled down in valleys, took to work and

applied themselves to agriculture. The Merwara clans claim to

descend from Rajpoot chiefs who married daughters of the Minas,

the primitive inhabitants of the country before the Aryan invasion.

The Mhairs number nearly 22,000 and the Rawats, an allied tribe

of the same origin, more than 32,000. These tribes were returned

in the census of igoi as of the Hindoo religion, but it is certain, as

the official report remarks, that they are hardly slaves of Brahmini-

cal rites and customs, a fact which is some gratification to the

« Op. eit., p. 44. !
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missioner. The Mhairs and Rawats appear to adore incarnations of

Shiva under the names of Bhaironji and Mataji; but their religion

is very undefined, and it is doubtful if it goes farther than the

observance of certain marriage and funeral rites. They say, in a

general way, tliat they adore Parmeshwar (the Supreme Being),

but their ideas on the subject of religion are very few and very crude.

If you persist in asking them what they precisely understand by

Parmeshwar, they cannot express any clear idea. "What do we
know of him?" replied a native thus questioned. "We have never

seen him and do not know where he lives;" then suddenly adding,

as if proud of his discovery or ready-wittedness : "The govern-

ment—that's Parmeshwar." And all the tribe present applauded:

"Khari bat! That's a fact!" Sometimes they will tell you that it is

evil to lie and to steal ; but they have only this notion of good and

evil, that to be satisfied is good and to suffer is evil. "Sahib," they

will say, "our stomach is empty, and that is ill ; if it was full, that

would be good. Beyond that we don't know anything." This is

agnosticism in its naked simplicity, stripped of tlie learned verbage

in which ignorance often hides itself among the cultured as well as

the uncultured. With such notions, what can they conceive of a

future of rewards and punishments ? A vague idea of transmigra-

tion is found in some, but among the majority there is a total absence

of any conception of moral responsibility and its consequences.

The Calai of Thandla after the first conversion in 1899 became

Christians one by one. There were soon up to twenty-five baptized,

faithful to their religious duties while continuing to belong socially

to the caste. As they were scattered among almost all the families

of weavers at Thandla, one might have said that the caste had

become Christianized. This success, which lasted for four years,

enraged the enemy of all good, and a terrible crisis came in 1903.

On Sunday evening, September 5, the missioner heard that several

Christians had gone to take part in a pagan ceremony organized by

a sadhu or native Hindoo monk, their former guru or spiritual father.

He at once proceeded to the place and found eight of his Christians

present at the pagan festival. In compliance with his order they

followed him to the mission residence, where they passed the night.

The next day they assisted at Mass with arms extended in the form

of a cross and voluntarily made an offering in expiation of their

fault. But the caste, assembled in the afternoon, declared themselves

offended by the priest's proceeding and forbade every one, under

penalty of excommunication, to go to church. Excommunication is

attended with terrible civil disabilities ; it is interdiction from the

home, from tobacco, water, food and marriage ! It is being put out-

side the pale of the law and of society, banished from the only social
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circle in which existence is possible. Loss of caste in this rigfid

sense of the word—as it is understood in the East, not in the West

—

you have no longer either relatives, brethren or friends; you are

less than a pariah; you are a stranger to all, whom nobody would

even think of helping in whatever necessitous position you were

placed. Paul alone, the first convert, ventured to set at defiance the

prohibition and continued to go to church. Through either weari-

ness in bearing the Christian yoke, regret for their former pagan

festivals or dread of expulsion from caste and being disowned by

their families, all the other neophytes gave in. On September 21

the missioner held a two-hours' conference in presence of the assem-

bled caste, but without any satisfactory result, as they all persisted

in their decision. That evening violent hands were laid upon Paul

by his old father and his kinsmen, who seized and struck him. Paul

during the struggle cast off his turban and his tunic, saying : "Take

what belongs to you," and took refuge with the missioner, pursued

in his flight by the others, shouting: "Kill him! Fetch a sword!

Go for the police!" The priest made his appearance on the scene

and succeeded in appeasing these madmen. Paul had stood reso-

lutely by the faith, like his name-saint, and made "a good confession

before many witnesses." Almost every day he went to Mass. As
to the others, it seemed to need a miracle to bring them back, and

the intercession of Our Lady and St. Fidelis was sought to obtain

their return. Their consciences were not at rest. Every night there

were interminable theological discussions. "The father would par-

don a homicide," they said, "but he won't allow the least supersti-

tion." At last a second neophyte, Michael, followed Paul's example,

despite menaces and remonstrances from all sides. At the Sunday

Mass, in presence of all the Bheel Christians, he publicly confessed

his fault kneeling before the altar. A few timid backsliders put

forward as an excuse for their moral cowardice that the missioner

was too severe and forbade certain customs which they thought

might be tolerated.

On November 7 the weavers outcasted the whole of Paul's family

because they had not broken off relations with him. Then, seeing

that rigorous methods were not successful, they tried a more insinu-

ating way. "The caste does not want to ditch you from your re-

ligion," protested an old Hindoo ascetic to Paul ; "all it asks of you

is to cease to frequent the church on one or two Sundays until the

prefect's arrival ; then ever}'thing will be settled and the caste will

proclaim religious liberty. Otherwise, note well, if you don't give

in, we shall definitely abandon you and you will be out of caste

forever. How long will you endure such a painful position ? Will

you, then, never need any one ? Come, I beg of you, come back to
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us with hands joined." That evening it required all the eloquence

and moving tenderness of the father to repair in the souls of his

dear neophytes the effects of sucli language. On the 20th the caste

reassembled and there was an animated discussion for two and a

half hours. Paul's eldest brother said : "My position is intolerable.

The assembly is my father and mother ; I beg of it, with head un-

covered, to come to a resolution regarding mine and my brother's

fate. Since he persists in going to church, if you don't wish to

remove the prohibition in his regard, well, declare that he is no longer

my brother ; that he is dead to my family and caste. Break the rod
!"

Paul, being called upon to speak, exclaimed: "What have I done

to be thus brought to trial ? In what way have I broken the laws

of our ancestors? Have I cut a cow's throat? Have I killed my
father and mother? Have I committed adultery, because I go to

church ? I declare to you, I shall continue to go there, and no one in

the world shall prevent me. It matters little breaking with you ; as

to leaving the church—never !" This bold declaration raised a storm.

With a calm there came unanimity. They agreed to remove the

prohibition to go to church, "For this stubborn fellow," they said,

"is, after all, only a child."

It was next Michael's turn. "If you've removed the ban for

Paul," he asked, "why not remove it for me?" Several cried out:

"No!" and there were renewed vociferations. But the wisest inter-

vened: "Why two measures?" they said. "If we allow it to one,

we must allow it to the other." Then insults and threats were inter-

changed, and they were near coming to blows, when the indignant

elders quitted the assembly without definitely deciding anything.

The next day there was another meeting and another attempt to

shake Paul. "Take off your cross," they first said to him. "I shall

never take off my cross," he replied. "Would the Rajah order it?"

"At least abandon the church." "Never!" "Be it so. Go to

church, but only on Sunday." "I shall go when I think fit, week-

day or Sunday." They did not press their point.

Michael was called up. "Are you willing not to return to the

church ?" "No, I shall go when it pleases me. I wish to return to

the caste, but I shall go to church." In presence of such resolute

Qiristians, the fatigfued assembly, wishful of having done with it,

gave in. It was decided that Paul and Michael, while continuing

to go to church, should be readmitted to the caste on paying a fine

of three rupees. One of the most furious pagans said to Paul as

he was going away : "You have conquered us ; the assembly no

longer amoimts to anything; you have nothing more to do but to

make us apologize."

The reason why the other native Qiristians did not display the
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same firmness is ascribed partly to their timidity and to tlie yoke of

the Gospel appearing too heavy to them, as if that of the caste was

light

!

The prefect, on his arrival a few days afterwards, effected a

reconciliation between pagans and Christians, with a general permis-

sion to the latter to frequent the church. On the Sunday following

a good portion were present at the service; towards Christmas all

had returned, but many did not display the same assiduity as before.

"In the public discussion," says Father Fortunatus," "we had to

speak in general terms and simply claim religious liberty in the

unity of caste. If we had to precisely indicate what the Christian

religion could not tolerate and the superstitious rites we had to sup-

press among Christians, I don't think the pagans would ever have

given in. It is when the occasion presents itself that the Christian

observance can be introduced by actual practice more than by a loud-

voiced declaration of principles."

One of the methods of propagandism employed by the Capuchins

was to marry young Christians to g^rls of the same caste brought up

in their orphanage. Their success in this direction was impeded by

new difficulties which it required all the tact of the missioners to

overcome, three newly married couples incurring formal excommuni-

cation and all Christian or pagan weavers being forbidden not only

to go to church, but even to the father's residence until the ban was

raised, and they were reinstated by payment of a ransom of eight

rupees for each family. To bring about a Christian marriage out-

side of and against caste and then to get the latter to accept the newly

married and validate the affair was an achievement; but to have a

Christian marriage take place under the eyes of the caste and with

its participation, although the bride was still an orphan stranger, was
better. Moreover, they consented to forego all the superstitious rites

condemned by the missioners. So, on November 12, 1904, a Chris-

tian marriage was openly celebrated at Thandla, and after the nuptial

benediction and Mass the civil ceremonies took place without the

Brahmin and offerings to idols.

After this there was a lull. The movement in the direction of

conversions, which began some years ago, seems to have stopped.

The baptized have come back to the church, a certain number, how-
ever, without heartiness or regularity; some even have not fulfilled

their Easter duty. A great difficulty to them is the cessation of

Sunday work; being extremely poor, the loss of a day's earning

means much to them. Despite all these obstacles, the Christian idea

is making headway among them, and Father Fortunatus would not

be surprised if one day all the weavers of Thandla were converted.

• Op. ett., p. 64.
'
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The first Christian marriage among the Bheels took place on Jan-

uary 7, 1904, and drew together hundreds of the tribe for thirty miles

round, curious to know what subsisted of the customs of their an-

cestors. Father Charles showed that the Church does not suppress

innocent customs ; he maintained some and transformed others, but

retained enough to satisfy everybody. This priest has erected at

Thandla a sanctuary to the Blessed Virgin in fulfillment of a promise

he made when laid low with cholera in 1900, having received a site

from the Rajah. It is hoped that this chapel, solemnly blessed on

February 25, 1905, will become a place of pilgrimage for the Bheels

of the surrounding country, dethroning the idols in which they now
confide.

The Bheels, among the most warlike and predatory of the

aboriginal tribes existing amid the mountain ranges of Central

India, are a strange race. Wild and intractable as they were until

reclaimed by Sir James Outram, after the Mahratta war, they have

redeeming qualities and are very sympathetic, particularly towards

children. "Our Lord ought to love them," writes Father Fortunatus,

and then what has the future in store for them ? There are more
than 500,000 of these Bheels in our mission. Wild nomads; yes,

but they are ignorant of the corruption and knavery of the cities.

They are still, as a body, far from being incorporated in the hideous

Brahminist army. Primitive they are, and it is that which at once

captures the missioner's heart ; living on nothing, almost naked, very

simple, very timid, readily startled, like the antelopes of their jungles,

whose nimbleness and fleetness they possess, freely imbibing the daru

to put them in humor for dancing or give them the courage to take

in hand some bad business
;
and, take them all in all, true, faithful,

ingenious and bold. To sum up, when you have gained their ap-

proach and tamed them, so to speak, very susceptible of instruction,

in which some display great quick-wittedness. Such they appeared

to us. So they appeared, too, to the English officer. 'The tribes,'

says the report on the census of 1901, 'who live in the wildest and

most inaccessible parts of the country never lie. But their fellows

who have come in contact with the civilization of the cities and small

towns soon lose their old virtues. They erect their huts apart from

the villages in order, they say, to protect their wives from too eager

attentions of their neighbors. They have the greatest confidence in

and the greatest respect for the Sankar (the British Government),

and the English officer is generally sure that they will obey his

orders and will not break their word.' "•

The building of the Church of the Rosary at Mariapoor, which is

at once the conventual chapel of the nuns of St. Mary of Angels and

• Op. Ht., p. C2.
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the parish church, was retarded by the appearance of the plague,

to which so many fell victims during the monsoons of 1903 and 1904.

But God visibly protected Mary's village; not a case occurred in it,

while the scourge ravaged the country round about.

Despite the disquietude caused by such a situation, the mission

work proceeded to develop. Every year new marriages were

solemnized, bringing the number of Christian families at Mariapoor

up to twenty-nine. The defection and departure of some of the

converts convinced the prefect that the devil, by attacking the spir-

itual edifice raised with so much labor was seeking to be revenged

for the public affront given him in his secular kingdom by the sudden

appearance of a temple to the true God. The fugitives, however,

with two or three exceptions, after frequenting the church and the

sacraments where they found themselves, returned to the fold. But

often in what a condition. "We had previously received their com-

ing from their families, simple and docile. When they have rambled

through the lanes of the bazars^ and outskirts of the camps, were it

only for a few weeks, what a change in their character, their ideas

and their conduct! And despite one is not easily resigned at their

loss. Prodigal sons, as soon as they come back, the father, who was

looking out for their return, opens his arms to them and receives

them affectionately. Then there are young married couples who
must be helped, encouraged and directed. It is a difficult work.

They must get through it as best they can by themselves ; they can

do so easily if they live soberly and do not make useless expendi-

tures. But they are still mere children and cannot do without the

father's assiduous supervision. Moreover, they have not before their

eyes, like the young people of the villages, the example of their

parents working laboriously for a meagre subsistence. They are

Christians, they are the father's children, and can hardly resign them-

selves to the condition of extreme poverty which had been their lot

if they had remained pagans. Orphans in other missions have been

seen to let their lands to Mohammedans rather than work themselves

content to lead an idle life. The crucial point is, then, that the

perseverance of the new Christians and the final success of the work
are intimately bound up with material well-being. They would

have made very bad Christians morally if they had only been made
materially indigent and mendicant, and they would only have been

made mendicants if they had not been inspired with the love of

labor and the spirit of thrift. Father Alexander has devoted him-

self wholly and solely to this phase of the work. Twenty-nine fami-

lies—it is already quite a whole village. Last year (1905) our

young farmers were not only able to pay back the advances that had

7 /. e., market places.
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been made to tbem, but have increased their stock. The one pro-

cured carts, others better bulls, cows, etc. Let us add that every

family at the marriage receives a couple of oxen, the necessary farm

implements, a house and some indispensable household utensils to

the value, in bulk, of nearly 300 francs (£12). They have to pay

rent to the government for three hectares of land (6 acres, 3 roods,

ICS perches) allotted to them."

In the establishment of new mission centres or stations among the

Bheels, a project conceived by Father Bertran in 1897 was realized a

plan which the penury of the workers had retarded for ten years.

Experience shows the necessity of increasing the missioner's sphere

of influence as much as possible. If he entrenches himself in too

restricted a corner or becomes a fixture, forming a kind of sacred

cenaculum, shut out from the exterior world, through dread of the

bad influence of the latter upon the privileged souls under his assidu-

ous care, he goes outside the evangelical tradition. As a matter of

fact, the influence of Father Charles already radiates for ten miles

around Thandla. To establish on the confines of this influence a

new centre of evangelization seemed opportune, and Jhabua was

chosen. To the south of Thandla and belonging to the same native

state, of which it is the capital, Jhabua is on the highway which

connects Thandla with Mariapoor. It is a small town with about

4,000 inhabitants, built at the base of the mountains, in a very rough

country, on the borders of artificial ponds. The missioners have

already gained the sympathy of the Bheels of the villages, and daily

draw crowds by the renown of their medical skill and their winning

ways. The first thing is to get the approach of these people, to

gain the good-will of these pagans, and enter into their confidence,

and then to bring them in contact with God ; to suggest to them in

their wants—and their needs are many—to have recourse to Divine

Providence, so powerful and so loving in Its compassionate solicitude

for humanit}- at large—in a word, to prayer—praying along with

them; to inspire them with confidence as well as with fear of dis-

pleasing God by sin, with the desire to keep His commandments and

to receive baptism. It ordinarily takes long to lead up to this, but

the missioners are not discouraged, for their hearts are in their

work.

And their work has prospered. At Ajmere, the chief place of

the Capuchin mission of Rajpootana, a city of 73,800 inhabitants,

where the population has more than doubled since the construction

of the railway in 1879 and the opening of the railway works, the

Catholics increased more than any other creed during the ten years

preceding the census of 1901, which returns them as numbering 776

in the English district of Ajmere—Merwara and totaling 889 in the
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whole ecclesiastical district of Ajmere, which comprehends, besides

A jmere, Joudpoor, Soojat, Beywar and Erinpoora. Mhow, a great

military camp provided with two chaplains salaried by the govern-

ment, counted in 1901 36,000 inhabitants, of whom 3,800 were Chris-

tians; the residence of Indoor, which comprehends Indoor and

Mhow, containing 2,578 Catholics, of whom 1,040 were natives.

The rather considerable number of European Catholics was then due

to the presence of an Irish regiment, which has since left. The
Catholics at present number 1,358. In two months—August and

September, 1903—the plague swept away a hundred Madrassians

and Goanese. It ravaged Mhow with particular violence, its victims

numbering 7,000.

Among all the Mhow Christians the Madras community attracts

special attention from the point of view of its numerical importance,

its social organization, analogous to that of the Indian castes, and

the preponderating part the priests play therein. They are immi-

grants from the south, from Madras, Pondicherry and Bangalore.

Socially they are pariahs whose contact sullies and whom every well-

reared Hindoo avoids more scrupulously than he would fly from the

vicinity of a person plague-stricken. Europeans are less exacting

and employ them as coachmen, cooks and even hotel managers;

faute de mietve, for castes not so low refuse to serve. They form,

in certain southern missions, the most numerous fraction of the

Catholic population, and, on the whole, give the priest w^ho knows
how to handle them firmly more consolation than many other Chris-

tians socially more honorable. The Capuchins at Mhow have about

380, most of them employed in the officers' and soldiers' kitchens.

They are mostly the scum of the southern populations. The number

varies very little despite the plague, cholera and small-pox, scourges

which regularly afflict the people; the gaps are filled by fresh ar-

rivals. It is noted that among these Madrasi are not found those

numerous families which generally swell the poor and working class

population. There are only, on an average, two, three and four

children to each family. "And yet," comments Father Fortunatus,

"we have not more than from thirty to forty Madrasi outcasted for

disorderly living; which will not appear enormous if one thinks of

the absolutely dependent condition of these poor people, the circum-

stances of their emigration, their immersion in a purely pagan milieu

and their proximity to a military camp. The Madras community

in Mhow is governed by customary usages which have the force of

law within the purview of English justice, always respectful of liber-

ties. The principal regulations of this code were set down on the

arrival of our fathers in the mission and bear their signatures. As
In every primitive social organization, the rule is theocratic, the
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priest charged with the spiritual interests of the community becom-

ing at the same time the almost chief, arbitrator and father. He is

God's representative, God Himself, as they often say by an abuse

of language which they borrow from paganism."" He is assisted

by a council elected by a general assembly, but is himself the judge,

tlie assembly when sitting as a court only filling a role analogous to

that of our juries. The priest alone has the right to a chair, the

others being seated on mats. The panchayat, over which he pre-

sides, is a regular court, whose decisions are recognized by the

English courts and, if necessary, enforced by the municipal police.

Crimes which affect one not belonging to the caste or the general

public order (murder, etc.) are withheld from its jurisdiction. "Dis-

cussion generally assumes an animated character of which it would

be difficult to form an idea; one would say rather a tumultuous

sitting of Parliament than the calm, reasoned study of a judicial cause

in the temple of Themis. When, however, the father thinks that

they have vociferated enough to be satisfied, whatever may be the

issue of the affair, he delivers judgment, and the record of the judg-

ment is drawn up and signed by all who know how to write. As a

token of peace and fraternity, the pipe and tobacco are handed round

and the court rises. The penalties inflicted vary from exclusion

from caste to a small fine, not to speak of different public penances,

such as hearing Mass on Sundays in the porch of the church, carry-

ing the cross around the church after functions, the bastonnade, etc.

The amount of the fines is divided into three parts, one for the

church, the other for the community and the third for the members

present at the panchayat.

Exclusion from caste is a very severe penalty, all the family of

the excommunicated participating in his disgrace. All social rela-

tions with other Catholics is forbidden. The delinquent dare not

enter the church to hear Mass, but stands humbly at the door, and

is not permitted to receive Holy Communion publicly. If he dies

before being readmitted to caste, he will not rest with his brethren.

Even if he has repented at the last hour and received the last bless-

ings of the Church, the social stain which he has incurred and which

has not been removed, will pursue him in death, and his tomb will

remain unhonored. If he dies without the sacraments, pagan

pariahs will carry his body into the jungle. It is a terrible maledic-

tion, which every one dreads like hell and the salutary fear of which

weighs with all its weight upon consciences in favor of duty.

"To act upon these rude, violent, passionate natures, fond of show

and of coarse if not guilty revels, but strongly attached to the faith

of their baptism, it will be understood," says Father Fortunatus,

» Op. oit., pp. 74, 76.
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"that the priest must arm himself aS much with energy as patience,

and oftener assume the tone of command than that of persuasion.

Gentle invitations and hyperbole, euphemisms and veiled reproaches

would make no way in their hearts, because they would not be

understood. It needs something plainer, more brutal. With them

it is desirable, above all, to speak frankly and call a spade a spade.

In reality, the fathers best remembered by tliem are those who strove

to restrain them by the ascendency of their vigor rather than win

them by the kindness of their procedure. They are far from being

insensible to care bestowed upon them, but this care, to be appre-

ciated, should assume a certain form ; and they recognize themselves

that, like undisciplined children, they need a master who corrects

and grasps them firmly."'

Father Fortunatus has high hopes of the future. The total popu-

lation of the mission is about 10,800,000, including 1 1 ,801 classified

as Christians in the census returns of 1901, the Catholics numbering

4,521. As soon as a religfion is provided with an agency of prose-

lytism strongly constituted the increase of the Christian population

is much more rapid than that of the total population. While the

total population of India only rose from 287,314,671 in 1891 to

294,361,056 in 1901, the Christian population during the same time

increased from 2,284,380 to 2,923,241. There has been, it is true,

an extraordinary diminution (nearly four millions) in Central India

and Rajpootana, but it is attributable to the dreadful mortality of

the famine years. The number of Christians, on the contrary, is

sensibly increasing. "The increase of the native Christians," says

the report on Central India, "clearly evidences the work of the

missions during the last famine. As to the Catholics, whose number

is superior to that of other Christians, either Europeans or natives,

their augmentation comes chiefly from the presence of the Royal

Irish at Mhow." "The increase in the number of Christians," says

the report on Ajmere-Merwara, "is attributed first to the share

contributed by the orphans gathered in the different Christian mis-

sions during the famine, then to the natural increase, and finally to

conversions. Among the various denominations, the Catholics are

the most numerous, which is due, in a certain measure, to the pres-

ence of the Connaught Rangers at Nasirabad." The report on

Rajpootana likewise assigns as a cause of the increase of the Chris-

tians the famine work. The disappearance of the two Irish regi-

ments, of course, at once lowered the number of Catholics in the

mission, which, nevertheless, increased from 2,370 in 1892 to 3,266

in 1905. The largest number of conversions (607) was made in

1899. The mission registers a total of 54,200 baptisms, including

» Op. eu., p. 77.
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1,539 adult converts, up to 1902. The baptisms average 6,000 and

the adult conversions 171 annually.

"It did not take twenty years (1885-1901) for our neighbors of

Chotanagpoor (Diocese of Calcutta) to make 90,000 conversions

in the midst of a race akin to our Bheels," says Father Fortunatus.

"When the first shake is given the whole edifice of paganism crum-

bles. India is beginning to lose its affection for its old sects. Faith

in the deota, it cannot be denied, is receding in proportion as

European education advances. Caste still holds out. The example

of a Rajpoot Prince very much in evidence outcasted he frequents

the society of Europeans and eats at their tables (admired, never-

theless, and envied by all his less daring compatriots) is not unheard

of. I do not speak of those petty King^ to whom the European

adaptation is a means of procuring them more pleasure and of living

more shamelessly. The former, already numerous, have no longer

prejudices
; they have only instincts. The Brahmins, in view of tiiis

undeniable fact that religious influence is slipping from them, having,

moreover, long lost faith—if they ever had it sincerely—^have realized

that they had to change their front. They, guardians of Aryan

orthodoxy, now, as students, cope with the English colleges, come
out first at the examinations and push themselves forward into

positions of honor, lucrative emplo}'ments and even public offices.

They do not trouble themselves about the people and the religious

role they formerly assumed in their regard; but they make it a

point to hold their positions in the new society which is being formed

and to remain the first order, if not the first caste. It is told that

during the Transvaal war one, persuaded that the end of British

dominion was near, and foreseeing the Russians masters of India,

went to the other side of the Himalayas to study the language of

the future conquerors in order to retain, under the Slav regime,

the important post he held from the English.

"The people, then, at some future time, perhaps rather near, will

find themselves freed from the tutelage of the Brahmins and the

pressure of the Princes ; there will then be neither the skepticism of

the first, nor the libertinism of the second. It is then they will turn

an attentive ear to the lessons of Christianity; then, if we were

masters of elementary education, it would be easy for us to engender

Christian faith in the hearts of the children of the people. All the

world, at some time, will demand education. What is called modem
civilization is progressing here by g^ant strides under English influ-

ence. Japan has been still more prodigious, but India is following

the example of Japan. If, then, education is demanded, it is for us

to be ready, for us to seize the unique opportunity which offers and

to present ourselves to the Indians as the teacliers they are seeking.
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What is lacking to us to enter on this path? Missioners, re-

sources.""

THE MAGNIFICAT, ITS AUTHOR AND MEANING.

I.

JUST three years before the nineteenth century closed, a French

writer startled many people by a suggestion that our Lady's

Song of Praise was really uttered by St. Elizabeth. As the

century was ending, the supposition was repeated by a German
Protestant of g^eat influence. Then it was accepted by an English

professor. And now, shielded by a few famous names, it has begun

to win its way among the opinions of the younger men.

About twenty years before the end of the nineteenth century, two

great English critics, Westcott and Hort, published an edition of

the Greek Testament, in which they drew attention to the substitu-

tion of St. Elizabeth's name for our Lady's in certain Latin manu-

scripts. They themselves, as we all know, did not hesitate to reject

the strange reading; but now it has found advocates able to reach

larger audiences than those formed by students of Bible dictionaries

and theological essays.

Therefore, I have ventured to write an account of the matter as

clearly and as frankly as I can, and as far as possible, without

technical signs and expressions. And relying on the evidence alone,

I would not overburden the question at issue by multiplying refer-

ences to modem books and opinions.

It is said that St. Elizabeth's authorship is proved by some copies,

known to Origen, by the Latin translation of St. Irenaeus, by three'

manuscripts of the Gospels in the Old Latin version, by a small

Latin tract on the Good of Psalmody, by St. Luke's context, and

by the suitability of the words to St. Elizabeth's condition. At all

events, the question is clearly stated, and we can examine the evi-

dence.

Origen's testimony in regard to the authorship is contained in

the Latin translation made by St. Jerome at Bethlehem in the year

of our Lord 389 and from the short homilies Origen had delivered

1* Op. eit., pp. 88, 84, 86.

R. F. O'Connor.
Cork, Ireland.

THE AUTHOR OF THE "MAGNIFICAT.'
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in Alexandria about a century and a half previously. In the eighth

of these the song is called the "Virginal Prophecy," and no less

than five times it is expressly referred to our Lady. "Elizabeth,"

it reads, "prophesies before John. Mary prophesies before the

birth of the Lord, the Saviour."

But the previous homily contains the sentences on which the

objection is based. "It came to pass," runs the passage, "when

Elizabeth had heard the salutation of Mary, the babe leaped in her

womb and she was filled with the Holy Spirit. So there is no

doubt that she, who was then filled with the Holy Spirit, was filled

on account of her son. For the mother was not the first to merit

the Holy Spirit; but when John, as yet enclosed in the womb, had

received the Holy Spirit, then she also, after the sanctification of

her son, was filled with the Holy Spirit. You will be able to believe

this if you consider something like it in the case of the Saviour.

As we discover in a considerable number of copies. Blessed Mary
is found to prophesy. For we are not ignorant that, according to

other copies, Elizabeth utters these words also. And so Mary was

then filled with the Holy Spirit when she began to have the Saviour

in her womb. For immediately upon her receiving the Holy Spirit,

the builder of the Lord's Body, and when the Son of God began

to be in her womb, she herself also was filled with the Holy Spirit.

Therefore, the babe exulted in Elizabeth's womb, and she was filled

with the Holy Spirit and cried with a loud voice and said : 'Blessed

art thou among women.' "

Origen's argument, no doubt, illustrates the fallacy of false

analogy, for the two cases differ greatly in regard to the nature of

the children, the condition of the mothers and the mode of their

miraculous conception. But his statement is immediately important

on account of its reference to words uttered by our Lady and

attributed by some copies to St. Elizabeth.

It has been suggested that when St. Elizabeth saluted the Mother

of God as "Blessed among women," Mary, according to a consider-

able number of copies, answered, "And blessed is she that believed
;"

but other copies attributed these words also to St. Elizabeth.

If we assume that Origen really found the Magnificat ascribed to

St. Elizabeth, it is difficult to tell why no other trace of such a

reading is to be found in the manuscripts, versions and comments

of Egypt and Syria among Catholics and heretics alike. And it is

abundantly evident from his succeeding homily that no supposition

of Elizabethan authorship was for one moment entertained by

Origen himself, who, whatever his defects as a theologian, was

certainly the greatest Biblical critic of his time and experienced in

dealing with the evidence of manuscripts.
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Regarding St. Irenaeus, the proof of St. Elizabeth's authorship

is of no greater value. Twice in his work Against Heresies he

speaks of the Magnificat, but the passages only exist in a Latin

translation made in the fourth century and apparently in North Italy.

The place of its production will be found a matter of considerable

moment as we review the evidence in favor of St. Elizabeth and

find it limited to a comparatively small region near Milan.

St. Irenaeus' first reference occurs in the tenth chapter of his third

book. And in it he distinctly asserts that our Lady delivered the

Magnificat, for he speaks of Gabriel's announcement to the Virgin,

and asks, "Who reigns in the house of Jacob without intermission

forever, except Christ Jesus our Lord, the Son of the Most High

Ciod, who promised by the Law and the Prophets He would make
Himself the visible Saviour for all flesh, so He might become the

Son of Man for this, that man also might become the Son of God?
And on that account, and exultant, Mary, prophesying on behalf of

the Church, was exclaiming, 'My soul magnifies the Lord.'
"

The second reference by St. Irenaeus to the Magnificat is in the

seventh chapter of his fourth book. And in the Latin translation

there is some manuscript authority for reading "Helisabeth" where

the ordinary printed editions read, "Mary also said, 'My soul mag-
nifies the Lord.'

"

The passage tells of Abraham's exultation in seeing Christ's Day
by the spirit of prophecy, and continues: "Simeon, of his seed,

was really fulfilling the Patriarch's joy, and saying:

Now Thou sendest Thy slave away, O Lord, In peace,
For my eyes have seen Thy salvation,
Which Thou hast prepared In face of all peoples,
A Ugrht for revelation of nations
And grlory of the people of Israel.

But the angels also announced great joy to the shepherds watch-

ing by night. But Mary also said

:

Considering, then, that the earlier passage refers the song to our

Lady and implies the identity of its author and the Virgin, addressed

by Gabriel, we are compelled to regard the occurrence of St. Eliza-

beth's name in the second passage as a mistake of the transcriber.

And such a blunder will occasion us less surprise when we note

how other fourth century copyists in North Italy altered their Latin

texts.

Of the Old Latin Gospels there are three manuscripts which sub-

stitute "Elisabet" or "Elisabel" for "Mary" as the author of the

Magnificat. They are among the representatives of a translation

made originally in the region of Lyons or Carthage, and afterwards

My soul magnifles the Lord,
And my spirit exulted In Ood my Saviour.
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carried to Italy. There is so much agreement among the copies

of the Old Latin version that they are regarded as derived from a

single work; and this must have been executed about the middle

of the second century, for there are traces of it in the letter sent

by the Church at Vienne and Lyons in the year 177 and preserved

by Eusebius in the fifth book of his Ecclesiastical History.

Three years later the twelve Scillitan martyrs at Carthage con-

fessed that they had not only the epistles of Paul, the just man, but

also books which are understood to have been the Gospels; and

having regard to the place and people, we naturally conclude that

those volumes were in Latin. At the same Carthage, but twenty-

eight years later, TertuUian was writing his work On the Soul, and

he, who knew Greek and Latin, witnessed for manuscripts of both

languages when he said in his twenty-sixth chapter: "Elizabeth

exults
; John within had impelled. Mary glorifies the Lord ; Christ

within had instigated."

St. Cyprian, who held TertuUian for his master, had been Bishop

of Carthage for thirteen years at his martyrdom in the year 258.

And his quotations from the New Testament enable us to form a

standard, with which we may compare existing manuscripts. All

the copies, which are described as Cyprianic and which contain the

Magnificat passage, attribute the song to our Lady, and among these

are such characteristic African copies as the Palatine and Colbertine

manuscripts.

The Old Latin became more and more disfigured by alterations;

and St. Augfustine, in the second book of his Christian Doctrine,

urged their correction by the Greek text. Yet still we find no

African authority for ascribing the Magnificat to St. Elizabeth.

From Southern Italy we have Beza's famous manuscript in Greek

and Latin. The Greek was evidently copied for church services,

and the Latin represents sometimes a literal translation of the

Greek and sometimes the Old Latin version as current in Italy. It

belongs to the period after the death of St. Augustine, the latter

half of the fifth century. In it the Magnificat is ascribed to our

Lady, and as yet there is no trace of Elizabethan authorship.

The tradition at Rome was constant in favor of our Lady. There

is no evidence whatever St. Elizabeth's name was substituted for

our Lady's in any Old Latin manuscript at Rome, though the Italian

copies became so corrupt that St. Jerome, when he made the Vulgate

edition, complained to Pope Damasus there were almost as many

forms of the text as there were copies.

As to the great editor and Biblical scholar himself, he had no

doubt regarding the Marian authorship of the Magnificat, for in his

first book. Against the Pelagians, he quoted the song as our Lady's,
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and said that Mary called herself blessed, not by her own merit and
virtue, but by the clemency of God, who was dwelling in her. And
he himself, in his Vulgate edition of the Latin translation, preserved

the reading, "And Mary says," as the introduction to the Magnificat.

Among those whom St. Jerome honored was Juvencus, the author

of a poem on the Gospel History. This work, the first Christian

epic, was composed in Vergilian measure and written probably at

Rome during the peace which followed Constantine's victory in the

year 323, for then, according to the author, the peace of Christ and
the world's peace, preserved by Constantine, enabled him to weave

an ornament of song for the glory of the Divine Law. He says

our Lady remained with St. Elizabeth three months, and not about

three months. In this and other statements he shows he is following

the Old Latin version ; and he witnesses to the reading of his own
copy when he asserts the Marian authorship of the Magnificat. He,

of a noble Spanish family, sang with fervor of the noble Jewish

maiden and paraphrased the song in which she told God's will, that

all nations and ages should account her blessed.

Following the track of the Old Latin version, we reach the north

of Italy, and at last find some mention of Elizabethan authorship.

St. Elizabeth's name is substituted for our Lady's in three Old Latin

manuscripts. One, the Rhedigerian, belongs to the seventh century

and would have little or no value in our present question were it not

for its agreement with the two manuscripts of the fourth century.

Of these the one is named from Vercelli and reads "Elisabet" instead

of "Mary." The other is named from Verona and reads "Elisabel."

Vercelli lies on the west and Verona on the east of Milan, where

St. Ambrose was Bishop when these two manuscripts were copied.

The Verona copy is noted for wilful alterations of the text, and

in its version of St. Mark's Gospel it represents the Gadarenes as

requesting our Lord not to depart from their regions. If the Vercelli

manuscript tells us His parents did not know of it when Jesus

remained in Jerusalem, the Verona copy says that Joseph and his

mother did not know of it. Then the Corbeien copyist, noting that

the Verona Latin would mean Joseph and Joseph's mother, altered

the text and made it say that Jesus remained in Jerusalem, and

Jesus and His Mother did not know of it.

offer. When St. Augustine was there it appears he met a more
But it will be well to consider what evidence Milan itself may

accurate form of the Latin New Testament than that in the ordinary

copies of the Old Latin version. And this Italian edition is well

represented in the Brixien and Monacen manuscripts, which name
Mary as the author of the Magnificat.

St. Augustine himself had no doubt in regard to the question,
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for in one of his sermons on St. John the Baptist he quotes the

And he adds : "See what is said by Mary herself, full of faith, full

of grace, about to become a Mother and remain a Virgin."

And St. Ambrose, the great Bishop of Milan, who baptized St.

Augustine in that city, was equally free from any difficulty in regard

to the Marian authorship, for he explained why it is not said that

Mary was filled with the Spirit, but that her own spirit exulted. "The

Incomprehensible," said he, "was incomprehensibly operating in His

Mother." So he not only witnesses to the belief of his time and to

the evidence of his own manuscripts regarding our Lady's author-

ship, but he provides us with a refutation of those who to-day insist

that the Magnificat must be included in St. Elizabeth's utterance,

on the ground that our Lady's name must be an interpolation,

because there is no mention of her being filled with the Holy Ghost.

Certainly a history mechanically constructed would have been careful

to append the phrase to every speaker. But the Gospel omits

it in our Lady's case, and with how good a reason St Ambrose

has shown.

St. Augustine had a friend in St. Paulinus of Nola, near Naples

;

and he, in turn, had a friend in Niceta, a Bishop in Dacia, on the

Danube. To this brave man, laboring among the Goths, is ascribed

a little tract on the Good of Psalmody, which is said to uphold the

Elizabethan authorship of the Magnificat. Twice he visited St.

Paulinus, once in the year 398 and again in 402. So his testimony

may be dated about the year 400, and it is the more interesting

because he is now regarded as the author of the Te Deum. In his

tract on psalmody there is a passage which runs : "And when the

son of promise had been bom, Elisabeth ceased not to magnify God
from her soul." It is not, however, quite plain from these words

that Niceta was intentionally referring to the Magnificat, for that

had been uttered three months before John was born, and Niceta's

reference is to the continual praise which followed the birth. A
few lines further he adds : "With Elisabeth, our soul magnifies the

Lord." Again, a difficulty arises, for the words may refer to the

praise he has just described as following St. John's birth, and the

sentence is omitted in five of the seven manuscripts containing the

tract.

But assuming that Niceta was referring to the Magnificat, it is

necessary to find the value of his testimony and to see whether it

belongs to the small group of North Italian witnesses represented

by the manuscripts of Vercelli and Verona, with the much later

words

:

Hungering: ones. He filled with grood tilings;
And rich ones. He sent away empty.
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Rhedigerian copy. For, if his evidence is not independent, then all

the definite testimony to Elizabethan authorship is limited te a small

district outside Milan and that at the close of the fourth century.

The question is not difficult to determine. At Constantinople, in

the year 341, nearly sixty years before Niceta visited Italy, Ulphilas

was consecrated Bishop for the Dacian Goths, among whom Niceta

was afterwards to live and work. Having labored for about ten

years in Dacia, Ulphilas was compelled to retreat into Moesia.

About that time he invented the Gothic alphabet and translated the

whole of the Bible, except the warlike Books of the Kings. And in

his Gothic version we find the Magnificat prefaced with the words,

"And quoth Mary."

As Ulphilas was the Apostle of the Goths in Dacia, it is evident

that Niceta, if he really held the Elizabethan authorship, must have

found that supposition elsewhere than in Dacia. And as the only

manuscripts in which we find the view represented belong to North

Italy, we are compelled to infer that Niceta learned it there on his

way to visit Rome or St. Paulinus.

The testimony of Ulphilas is the more valuable because he was

consecrated at Constantinople and returned to that city in the year

380, at the close of his career. The tradition he delivered to the

Goths was therefore that of Constantinople. And so he becomes

one of those who, on behalf of that city, witness to the Marian

authorship of the Magnificat.

It is unnecessary to repeat the evidence of Niceta's contempora-

ries—St. Ambrose, St. Augustine and St. Jerome. And were the

question to be settled by the voice of Europe and Northwest Africa,

there is overwhelming testimony of churches and manuscripts in

favor of our Lady's authorship. But the East also has a right to

speak, and it knows no hesitation in ascribing the song to her.

Then, as we have traveled from Carthage to Rome, from Rome to

Milan, from Milan to Dacia and from Dacia to Constantinople, we
may continue our pilgrimage and hear the voices of Asia Minor,

Syria and Egypt.

As the East recognizes no difficulty at all in regard to the matter,

little more is needed than a few references to representative men,

manuscripts and versions. Asia Minor would be well represented

by the Bishop of Caesarea. He, St. Basil the Great, understood

something of textual questions, for he had himself corrected a man-

uscript. And as to the Magnificat, there is a plain statement in

the commentary on Isaias ascribed to him, and with reason. The

volume was certainly written within a decade after the year 360,

during the Anomcean controversy, and more than thirty years before

Niceta visited St. Paulinus. According to the eighth chapter, no
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one could deny Mary to be the prophetess in the Isaian passage,

if he would only recall to memory the words she uttered propheti-

cally. "For what does she say?" it asks, and then continues : "My
soul magnifies the Lord."

Northern Syria is voiced by another of Niceta's contemporaries,

Severian of Gabala. This man was left in Constantinople as deputy

for St. John Chrysostom during the year 401. And though he was

accused of betraying his trust, he was described as learned in the

Divine Scriptures. In his sixth oration on the Creation of the World

he declares that Mary daily hears all pronounce her blessed, she

being indeed filled with the Holy Spirit. And he enjoins his audi-

ence to hear what the Virgin herself says in her prophesying. Then

he continues, illustrating both carelessness of quotation and belief

in the Marian authorship of the Magnificat:

Blessed la the Eternal, the God of Israel,
Because He looked upon the lowliness of His slave;
For, from now, all the generations shall call me blessed.

Edessa and the Syrian \''aUey of the Euphrates are represented

by Tatian, St. Ephraim and the Syriac versions, and these are

unanimous in witnessing to our Lady's authorship. There were

three great editions of the Syriac version. The Old Syriac Gospels,

in which the four histories are separate, was made in the first half

of the second century. About the year 173 a Diatessaron, or Har-

mony of the Four Gospels, was made by Tatian, a disciple of St.

Justin Martyr; and a commentary on this Harmony was written by

St. Ephraim just two centuries later. The Peshitta, or Simple Edi-

tion, now known as the Syriac Vulgate, was made about the year

400 by a contemporary of Niceta. All these confirm the Marian

authorship, her name being preserved in every Syriac manuscript,

which contains the Magnificat passage of St. Luke's Gospel. And
in the twelfth of his Hymns on Blessed Mary St. Ephraim writes

:

All generations shall call me blessed,
Says Mary, with exultation.

From Asia Minor and Syria we pass to Egypt, where our oldest

Greek manuscripts were copied, and they, as all the Greek manu-

scripts, read "Mary" and not "Elizabeth." The Greek Fathers also

have never a doubt on the subject. A few years before St. Augus-

tine's death St. Cyril of Alexandria was commenting on the prophet

Aggaeus, and towards the conclusion he wrote that the holy and

spotless Virgin, still bearing Christ in her womb, inasmuch as she

was also full of the Holy Spirit, cried forth such words as these,

saying: "He has put down the powerful from their seat."

Before the time of St. Cyril, and about the middle of the fourth

century, St. Athanasius, in his Commentary on St. Luke, having

Digitized by
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praised the glory of the Holy Virgin and Divine Mary, Mother of

the Word, declared that the bearer of the Lord and Ever Virgin,

when she knew what had taken place in herself, said : "From now
all generations shall call me blessed." And a century before St.

Athanasius, Origen, as his eighth homily on St. Luke abundantly

proves, had no doubt the song was our Blessed Lady's composition.

These writers are supported by the two Egyptian versions of the

New Testament. And whether these were made in the second, or

the third, or the fourth century, the disagreement of critics in regfard

to that question does not affect our conclusion that the Egyptian

tradition also witnesses to our Lady's authorship of the Magnificat.

Should the world run its present course for fifteen centuries more
it will not then be persuaded that Bacon composed HamleJ, though

it may find the authorship attributed to him in a pamphlet by a

German professor who taught at the end of the nineteenth century.

Nor will it avail, though the change of title be supported by three

German copies, two of them published in the nineteenth century

and the third to be published three centuries hence. No, not even

should the legal references and the player's recitation be declared

more natural in the case of the Chancellor than in that of the actor,

with little Latin and less Greek.

As yet we have not examined the difficulties arising from the

context and from the words of the Magnificat. But before entering

on these we may pause a moment to reflect upon the chorus of testi-

mony which acclaims the Magnificat as the Triumph Song of the

greater Miriam, and confesses our Blessed Lady as Poet Laureate

of God.

It is said that the context of the passage and the words of the song

itself do not allow us to acknowledge our Blessed Lady as author

of the Magnificat. When the objections are more fully stated they

are found to be three.

In the first place, Mary is not said to be filled with the Holy Ghost

;

and therefore, it is argued, her name has been interpolated and the

Magnificat is really part of St. Elizabeth's utterance. But St.

Ambrose explained that God was bodily present within our Lady.

And it is also morally certain that if the history had been compiled

mechanically or our Lady's name groundlessly inserted, the scribe

would have added that she was filled with the Holy Ghost, if only

to make the narrative symmetrical in its reference to the various

speakers. But the omission of these words in our Lady's case is

II.

THE MEANING OF THE "MAGNIFICAT.'
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evidently reasonable and designed. She alone bore the very Full-

ness of the Godhead bodily within her; and of her alone, the

evangelist does not add, that she was filled with the Holy Ghost.

The second objection is based on the expression, "And Mary
remained with her about three months." For it is suggested that

our Lady being the author of the Magnificat, it would be more

natural to add, "And she remained with Elizabeth."

The repetition of our Lady's name is nothing strange, as the narra-

tive has been interrupted. And according to all authorities, except

the Egyptian versions and three Greek manuscripts made in Egypt,

there is a similar instance in the middle of St. Luke's twenty-second

chapter. Our Lord has been warning and encouraging His disci-

ples, and the record of His words is followed immediately by the

sentence : "And the Lord said, 'Simon, Simon, behold, Satan effec-

tually asked for you, to sift you as wheat.'

"

It is also to be noted that the pronoun employed in the sentence,

"And Mary remained with her," is very freely used in Biblical

Greek. And if we read the whole passage, we can see how well

the expressions are balanced:

But Mary remained with her about three months.
And she returned to her house;
But for EHlzabeth was fulfilled the time, that she should bring forth.

And she bore a son.

But the full difficulty arises from the reference to the speaker by

name and to the other person by a pronoun. The style of St. Luke's

first and second chapters, except the preface, is not Greek, but

Aramaic, and therefore nearly related to Hebrew in form of expres-

sion. Then, naturally, we turn to the Old Testament in search of

similar instances. And in the third chapter of Genesis we find such

a case. We read that the Lord God said:

Behold, the man has become as one of us,
To know grood and evil;
And now, lest he put forth his hand.
And take of life's tree also.
And eat, and live forever.

Then immediately the speaker is indicated by name and Adam
by a pronoun. We might have expected the words, "And He sent

Adam forth from the Garden of Eden." But as a matter of fact,

we find, "And the Lord God sent him forth," just as St Luke's

Gospel reads : "And Mary remained with her."

There is another instance in the Hebrew Books of Samuel, in the

first book, known to the Greek and Latin translators as the First

Book of Kings. In the tenth chapter Samuel's words are reported

and followed by a sentence in which he is again named, while the

other person is merely indicated by a pronoun. We read that

Samuel said to Saul:
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Speak to the young man.
And he shall pass on before us.

And when the young man had passed on, Samuel added

:

And thou, stand now.
And I will cause thee to hear the word of Ood.

Then the passage continues : "And Samuel took the flask of oil

and poured it on his head."

If we need a third example, we can find one in the twentieth

chapter of the same book. There a speech of Jonathan is reported.

Immediately afterwards he is mentioned again by name and the other

person by a pronoun. We read that Jonathan again adjured David

in his love for him, for he loved him as his own soul. Then follows

the sentence : "And Jonathan said to him."

But it is well to have our attention drawn to the relation between

the song and its context. St. Elizabeth is seen to become suddenly

conscious that she is in the presence of her Lord's Mother. "Blessed

art thou among women," she cries. And again she raises her voice

:

"Blessed is she who believed." It would indeed be strange if St
Elizabeth then added in reference to herself : "All generations shall

call me blessed." Surely it was not for St. Elizabeth to sing of

herself in a scene of which her Lord's Mother formed the visible

glory.

The third objection assumes that the Magnificat is unsuitable to

our Blesed Lady and her circumstances. This question cannot be

solved except by examining the actual words and considering, not

isolated phrases, but the whole passage, which, it is necessary to

remember, is distinctly Aramaic in character, some of the expressions

being translations into Greek words without Greek idiom. And the

song itself is formed in couplets of parallel lines, after the manner

of Hebrew poetry.

The aged mother had exclaimed

:

No doubt this name of God is often rendered "Lord," but it has

no article, and therefore corresponds in Biblical Greek to the most

sacred Hebrew word, expressing Essential Being or Existence. So,

as David had sung:

and then glorified his Lord, who was also his Son; Mary turns to

her Lord and Son within her, saying

:

In the last phrase there seems to be such a reference to her Son's

Blessed is she, who believed.
Because there shall be fulflUment of the things
Spoken to her from the EKemal.

The Eternal said to my Lord;

My soul magnifies the Lord;
And my spirit exulted In Ood my Saviour.
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Name, Jesus, as that in Lia's naming of a child Asher, or happy,

and saying

:

In my happiness.
For daughters shall call tne happy,

or, as the Old Greek translation ran

:

I am blessed.
For the women shall call me blessed.

Much has been written to explain how Mary magnified the Lord.

St. Ambrose, adopting the suggestion of Origen, urged that the

soul is the image of Christ, and He of God, so that if a soul does

anything just or religious, it magnifies that image of God to which

it has been created. Yet it is hardly necessary to press so much
detail into an expression of simple and joyous reverence, for the

word iff used in the Acts of the Apostles, where is is said the people

magnified the Apostles on account of the signs and wonders wrought

by their hands.

But in the distinction between her soul's rapture and the fully

conscious exultation with which her spirit, in both intellect and will,

greeted her Personal and Divine Deliverer, our Lady not only

transcends the triumph of Anna's heart and mouth and Anna's joy

in the salvation God had given, but she expresses an even closer

communion with her Lord than that of which the thirty-fifth Hebrew
psalm prophesied, saying:

My soul shall exult in the Btemal:
It shall be glad In His salvation.

And the blessing of Mary shall be pronounced by others besides

Elizabeth. It shall surpass Lia's in leaping from multitudes beyond

the limits of Israelite women. Those, like Jahel and Judith, who
were the blessed among women on account of a national triumph

over temporal danger, yield their crowns to her whose triumph is

for all the world and over supernatural foes.

Looking in upon her own soul, she sees nothing but her lowly

condition and the favor of her Creator. Still she magnifies Him and

exults

:

Becatise He looked on the lowliness of His slave.
For, behold, from now all the generations shall call me blessed.

It was not for her to say that God had logked upon her humility,

for self-conscious humility is none. But she spoke in Aramaic, and

to translate her word the Greek text uses that by which the Old

Greek translation had rendered the Hebrew word for "afffiction."

Nor is the language too strong, for she is not thinking of Israel's

Royal House. But in the Presence of her Creator, she feels as all

must feel, and more, for she is more conscious of His glory.

Anna, the mother of Samuel, had promised her child to the

Eternal of Hosts if He on His part would surely look on the afflic-
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tion of His handmaid. And the Old Greek translation rendered

her words as the "lowliness of Thy slave." But our Lady makes
no condition, for, having all, she needs nothing except to tell that

God has looked on her lowliness and that all generations shall bless

her. And as she speaks her gladness is like that expressed in the

thirty-first of the Hebrew psalms:

Let me exult and be glad In Thy mercy,
Because Thou hast seen my affliction.

And the Old Greek translation mediates between the Hebrew
psalm and our Greek Gospel by translating the psalmist's expression

as "my lowliness."

The prophecy that our Lady's blessedness would be proclaimed

by all has not caused its own fulfillment. All generations have,

indeed, called her blessed; but the word was uttered as a natural

expression of devotion to Mary and her Child. But from age to

age there have arisen those who compelled loyal souls to adduce

the prophecy in vindication of the title given as the spontaneous

tribute of the heart. They who denied her glory ever went farther

from the faith till they questioned her Son's title to their allegiance.

But those who love her call her blessed, and her word confirms, but

it could not originally have produced, that expression of honor and

affection.

From her own soul she looked to God, the Creator of the universe,

for He had called her and all things from nothing. And naming

Him by one of His most sacred names, she says

:

Because the Mighty One haa done great things for me; ^

And His name la holy.

The title of the Mighty One had been given to God, her Saviour,

in the prophecy, characteristically Isaian, of the Child, on whose

shoulder would be the princedom and who would be named Marvel,

Counsellor, God, Mighty One, Father of Eternity, Prince of Peace.

And Mary is faithful to the tradition of her people, for, like Old

Testament writers, she links the announcement of God's holiness

with that of His power. So in the Eighteen Benedictions of the

Synagogue, if the second says, "Thou art the Mighty One forever,"

the third adds, "Thy Name is holy." In truth, the God of Israel

was not a blind force or the Mover of the starry heavens alone. As
little was He a philosophical abstraction or the unknown quantity

in Nature's equation, for His was the Moral Law, and He required

Israel to sanctify His Name. And as Mary proclaims the Essential

Holiness of the Name, which means God Himself, her Son will

teach His disciples to pray that all men may live in the light of that

truth. "Let Thy Name be sanctified," completes the confession.

"His Name is holy."
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There is more in Mary's utterance than in these words of Anna

:

There la none holy as the Eternal,
For there Is none beside Thee;
And there Is no rock like our God.

For a moment it would seem that our Lady says less than the

psalmist, who chanted:

Holy and feared is His name.

But she looks upon the field of human history, and there she sees

not only those who fear God, but also a gfreat principle at work and

revealing the Eternal as even more than Power and Sanctity. He
is the Mighty One and the Holy One,

And His mercy la unto generations and generatlona.
To those who fear Him.

Though Power and Holiness and continual Mercy sum up, yet

they do not transcend the revelation given to her people. The
hundred and third of the Hebrew psalms had already declared

:

The Eternal's mercy Is from eternity and unto eternity
Upon those who fear Him,
And His Justice to sons of sons.
For those who keep His covenant.

And the first of the Synagogue's Eightten Benedictions appeals to

God as to One who remembers the piety of the fathers.

Mary's eyes have looked through the Overworld, and she will

tell of a fuller revelation than that of Sinai and of a victory mightier

than that another Miriam sang once by the waters of the Red Sea.

It is a battle not with flesh and blood, but with evil spirits in heavenly

places. And the Divine Child within her has come to fulfill the

prophecy given in the fifty-first chapter of Isaias:

Awake, awake, clothe Thee with strength.
Arm of the Eternal.

Awake, like days of old.
Ancient generations.

Art Thou not He who hewed the Proud One,
Wounding the serpent?

Though that song spoke of Egypt as the Proud One and under

the figure of a Serpent, yet it contained that which could not be

satisfied by even the fall of an empire. And Mary answers it,

saying

:

He wrought strength with His arm:
He scattered proud ones by their heart's reasoning.

The hundred and eighteenth of the Hebrew psalms had chanted

:

The Eternal's right arm is being exalted:
The Eternal's right arm has wrought strength.

And in succeeding times Oiristian artists will carve a hand or arm
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above baptismal scenes to symbolize God's power in the sacrament.

But our Lady refers to that exercise of God's power described by

our Lord when He said that He had beheld Satan, fallen as lightning

out of the heaven. So St. Luke reports our Lord's words ; and the

event itself was made known to St. John also in his Patmos exile,

when he saw his Apocalyptic vision of Satan, the Serpent, cast witli

his angels from heaven to earth and hastening to persecute the

W(Mnan and her Son.

True, in language too full and deep for any local reference, the

«ighty-ninth Hebrew psalm had sung

:

As wounded. Thou hast broken the Proud One:
With the arm of Thy strengrth Thou has scattered Thy enemies.

But our Lady cannot be said to quote that passage, for the dis-

tinctive mark of her utterance is the reference to the reasoning of

the heart. There in the heart, which symbolizes the centre of moral

being, arise querulous objections betraying pride of intellect. We
do not speak of those difficulties and inquiries which our limits in

mind and experience entail, but of the will in revolt against the

evidence and requirements of Divine Authority. Man's flesh rebels

against man's reason, and man's reason often rebels against faith

in God. In the secrecy of the heart the fool, or, more accurately,

the insolent, said: "There is no God." There, too, the scribes

reasoned against our Lord's power to forgive sins.

So the great Isaian ode represents a monarch as saying in his

heart that he would be like the Most High ; and that song in the

fourteenth chapter of Isaias, though it referred immediately to the

King of Babylon, yet had its fuller meaning in the fall of Satan,

whose pride was imitated by the earthly enemy of God's people.

The evil spirits in heavenly places, by the very power of their will,

were fixed in enmity to God ; and as was said of Noe's generation,

the reasoning of their heart was evil only and always. But evil is

a source of disunion, and pride is a cause of schism. Therefore, by

the evil thought in the heart of His enemies God scattered them.

Even though they seemed to triumph in the fall of man, God over-

whelmed them by the Seed of the Woman, the Child in the bosom

of her, who celebrates God's victory in her Magnificat.

Then our Blessed Lady speaks of the glory destined for those who
shall receive the heavenly places from which angels fell in pride.

She says:

He put down powerful ones from thrones.
And exalted bumble ones.

And there is a fullness in the expression beyond the meaning of

Anna's simple words

:

Putting down
And exalting.
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A great passage in the tenth chapter of Ecclesiasticus draws nearer

our Lady's verse. But her words embrace the Overworld; and the

Son of Sirach is speaking of earth when he teaches that human
pride begins in apostacy from God. Then he describes the issue,

adding

:

The Lord has put down the thrones of rulers,
And seated meek ones in their stead.

The likeness between such expressions and those in the MagniUcat

is not shown quite plainly in the Latin version. But nothing should

obscure the great difference, which also exists. And it is well to

note the reference of our Lady's words to the supernatural order,

else the lines which follow may be misunderstood. For Anna, the

mother of Samuel, had sung:

Those filled with bread are hired;
And those hungering do so no longer.

While the barren has borne seven.
And she who has cuany sons la languishing.

Although such words were suitable to Anna, who had been long-

ing for a son, they could not, in the same sens€, refer to the Holy

Virgin.

A psalmist had, indeed, sung of captives and exiles wandering in

waterless deserts or dwelling in darkness and the shadow of death.

And in the hundred and seventh of the Hebrew psalms he had told

of God, how
He satisfied the eager soul.
And filled the hungering soul with good.

But when our Blessed Lady said

:

Hungering ones, He filled with good things;
And rich ones. He sent away empty,
•

her words had a fuller meaning because of the supernatural refer-

ence, for which the previous lines and our Lady's circumstances had

prepared our mind. The ancient phrases bear a more glorious

burden as the prophetic flood flows onward through her soul. Her
spirit, filled with God the Holy spirit, tells of those who have been

longing for God and who have felt their own need more than the

hunted stag standing over the underground channels and listening

to the murmur of the water beneath. Such was the singer of the

forty-second among the Hebrew psalms, when he sang:

As the stag desires the water brooks.
So longs my soul for Thee, O God.

But none had known such thirst for God as Mary's pure soul,

and none can know such communion with God as that enjoyed by

the Mother of God. As to the rich, there have been those who
rested in substitutes for the living God. Not always were the idols
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of wood and stone. Often they consisted in wonderful imaginings

and beautiful webs of thought. And their worshipers are unsatis-

fied, while God's love and glory fill those who have hungered for

Of course if we omit the fact that the very fullness of the Godhead

is dwelling in Mary's bosom, and if we deny that her desire for the

Living God has been satisfied by His taking flesh of her flesh and

forming His Most Sacred Heart from the blood of her sacred heart,

there is no ground for our interpretation. But then the song not

only loses all suitability to Mary's condition, but it becomes also

unmeaning and a mere chaos of phrases, old and new. It falls into

a worse confusion than a history which would trace the course of

the first French Empire and never mention Napoleon. Those who
assert that the MagniUcat cannot refer to our Lady have never been

able to suggest another to whom it can, for more than one moment,

be applied. And regarding the composition and meaning of the

great poem they offer suppositions mutually hostile and unable to

survive a serious examination of the text.

From the summit of her gladness, from the very realm of the

supernatural life. Blessed Mary looked down on the course of his-

tory, and there she saw traces of the way God's love had chosen

to tread that He might prepare men for the Revelation, hidden as

yet within her breast, but soon to dawn upon the world. It had

been a path of gentleness surpassing a mother's love. And now, in

spite of the waywardness which repaid Him, the song of His

Daughter, Bride and Mother will tell the fulfillment of this prophecy

which concludes the Book of Micheas:

But there is a psalm, the ninety-eighth in the Hebrew numbering,

which seems a fuller anticipation of Mary's triumph and Mary's

hymn. It reads

:

Singr a new song to the Eternal,
For He has done marvels.

There saved Him His right hand
And His holy arm.

The Eternal has made known His salvation
To the eyes of the nations.

He has revealed His justice:

He has remembered His mercy and His truth
To the house of Israel.

All the extremities of the earth have seen
The salvation of our Ood.

And in the forty-first chapter of Isaias there is a passage which

may, through the Old Greek translation, have influenced the Greek

Him.

Thou wilt give truth to Jacob,
Mercy to Abraham.

As Thou hast sworn to our fathers
From the days of old.
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translation of our Lady's Aramaic. Rendered into English the Old
Greek would run

:

And thou, Israel, my servant,
Jacob, whom also I chose.
Seed of Abraham, whom I loved.
Whom I took by the hand from the ends of the earth.

The evidence of a connection is not only in the description of

Israel as the servant of God, but also in the Greek verb, which is

translated as "I took by the hand."'

But Mary speaks of Israel's being helped, or taken by the hand,

in the more intimate sense of God's Incarnation. And she tells

as history what the psalmist had announced in prophecy. So she

declares that God has remembered mercy to Abraham and his seed

forever, just as He had promised the fathers. In her wondrous

blessedness within the perfect grace of God she stands at the moment
to which every succeeding age must look back. It is also the goal

of long eras, starlit by law and prophecy, type and symbol. But

now God has taken His people by the hand, for

Truly, our Lady uttered the Magnificat. But a larger question

is suggested, and we ask to whom did St. Luke owe that gracious

narrative which forms his first and second chapters, except their

preface, and which contains this glorious jewel of song? To our

Lady all the circumstances were known by her own experience or

by her conversation with her cousins and the Bethlehem shepherds.

This consideration, the indications of an eye-witness in various

scenes, and the tender and simple beauty of the style, only touched

with an old-world quaintness by the almost literal translation of the

original Aramaic into Greek, lead us to conclude that, directly or

indirectly, St. Luke derived the account from the Blessed Virgin

herself.

St. Mark begins his Gospel with the preaching of the Baptist. St.

John prefaces his own with the great Prologue of the Incarnate

Word. St. Matthew does not speak of the Baptist till he has un-

rolled St. Joseph's genealogy and related visions seen by St. Joseph

alone. But if the opening chapters of our First Gospel form St

Joseph's account, entrusted by him, it may be, to our Lady or to one

of his nephews among the Apostles, the opening chapters of the

Third form the Gospel according to Mary and tell of the events as

she kept and pondered them in her heart. And in her Magnificat

the expression of her triumph in God, her Son, she has given a song

to every soul in whom her Son is bom anew.

He has helped Israel, His servant.
In order to remember mercy,
Such as He promised our fathers
He would show to Abraham and his seed forever.

George S. Hitchcock, S. J.
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THE FRENCH ECCLESIASTICAL REVOLUTION.

>0 THE New Syllabus, printed at pages 556 et seq. of this

Review, there was accorded in France such a reception as

must have been generally expected, and appearance of the

encyclical dated September 8, feast of Our Lady's Nativity, was by

all parties hailed as a supremely important event. Universally was

it felt and allowed the Pope's condemnation of what is "commonly

and rightly called modernism," taught by "a large number of Cath-

olic laymen, and—still more deplorable—by priests, from the very

bosom and heart of the Church," is entitled to that attentive study

it will assuredly receive throughout the cultured world. In the

French Catholic press there is not one discordant note.

On the day the memorable, exhaustive, infallible document was

published in Rome the Echo de Paris newspaper received from its

correspondent there a telegfram running thus, translated

:

"The modernism condemned is that taught (and already pro-

scribed in the Index) by Abbe Loisy, the ex-Jesuit Father Tyrrel,

Messieurs Le Roy and de la Bertonniere. At the Vatican there is

a particular desire it should be pointed out that, though the Pope

condemns modernism, which he considers a compendium of all here-

sies, the Holy Father does not intend to condemn efforts for giving

Catholic action a form appropriate to actual needs of the time. The
Pope rebukes, not science nor critical spirit, but their abuse by

sundry learned Catholics."

"New apostolical methods are needed for the new century," writes

the Archbishop of Rheims.

In a letter to his Paris clergy on the occasion of their annual

August retreat Cardinal Richard told them their duty is to fight

modernism with the catechism. "One of the grandest Christians of

our day in youth, troubled by scientific and philosophic attack on
Church doctrines, thought of looking up a well-worn little work in

his library—his catechism. Once more reading pages expounding

fundamental verities with the simplicity necessary for children, yet

in a way adequate to the wants of developed intellects, he found

doubt and disquiet depart from his mind as clouds and mists dissolve

beneath the sun. What God requires from us is to teach the cate-

chism thoroughly in the circles surrounding each one of us. Ignor-

ance of religious truths to-day is intense, among toiling and upper

classes both.^ It will increase, owing to the programmes banishing

religious teaching from schools and college courses. But it is con-

1 Upon this read the final four lines of Mgr. Montagnlnl's report at pare
286.
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soling, encouraging, to reflect that the catechism, with its verities,

responds to the needs of human intelligence, never to be satisfied

until arriving at the knowledge of God. Let us then labor to make
Christians who know what they believe, and we shall remake Chris-

tian society. It is an excellent plan to cfioose that Mass which is

frequented by the largest number of men on Sunday for giving

systematic courses of instruction
; real, serious, catechistic teaching."

Good advice, no doubt, provided the men continue to frequent that

Mass and will listen to the catechist; but the crux of the situation

dearly is to reach absentees from Mass, the non-practicing Cath-

olics.'

Mgr. Pechenard says: "Anti-clericalism is a fruit of religious

ignorance. Our first business is to find voluntary catechists to aid

the cures."

This reminds one involuntarily of Mrs. Glasse's well-known recipe.

Mgr. Bonfils, Bishop of Mans, advises his clergy to encourage the

new work that is in operation satisfactorily in several towns and

villages of lady catechisers of children! "How many children do

not know, how many among those who do know their lessons dis-

believe them? These ladies can render us valuable service."

The committee of the interdiocesan fund, composed of H. E.

Cardinal Richard, the Archbishops of Rouen and Rheims, the Co-

adjutor Archbishop of Cambrai and the Bishop of Versailles, met at

the Paris Archbishopric on August 8 to consider the Denier du Culte,

or worship-penny question. It had been decided by the episcopate in

their general assembly to constitute an interdiocesan fund by a

contribution from each diocese of five per cent, on the proceeds of

its total particular Denier du Culte, from which fund the poorer

dioceses are to receive grants in supplementary aid, the Cardinal

Archbishop of Paris being empowered personally to manage the

fund and distribute the moneys "personally" (though not in propria

persona) with the least practicable delay after they are received,

thus guarding against risk of sequestration by bandittee. Organiza-

tions of the worship-penny collection vary considerably in different

dioceses under their respective Bishops' direction, while results most

widely differ. Thus the Bishop of Amiens fixed an impost (on

paper) of twenty cents annually per head, calculating the "generous"

yet "somewhat mistrustful" spirit of his flock and the poverty of a

proportion would render one-fourth unable, another fourth unwill-

ing to pay its quota, but the remaining half prepared to supply the

full sum requisite—an expectation found to be justified. "There are

neither poor nor indifferent among that half." says His Lordship;

"they have responded most nobly." The Archbishop of Cambrai's

2 gee M. de Bonneval's statements on page 278.
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Coadjutor, Mgr. Delamaire, who requires $200,000 yearly, says: "I

am one of the highly favored among my colleagues; if my field of

work is vast my priests' zeal, my flock's generosities know neither

bounds nor obstacles ; the worship-penny fund is in normal operation

and is ample."

Experience is similar in the adjoining Archdiocese of Rheims.

Mgr. Lugon says : "Voluntary subscriptions to this fund are largely

sufficient in my diocese, where it has not been necessary to have

recourse to any parochial 'taxation.' Last December a working^an
gave a dollar ; this year he has given twenty dollars from savings of

his halfpence. A young widow in mourning, carrying a baby,

waited upon me while I was staying, after expulsion, with Count
Werle, asked for my blessing and gave me a closed envelope 'for

the poor priests,' which, after some demur, I pocketed and opened

later in the day, supposing it might contain a note for $10, but found

$100. Nobody knows who she is." The Archbishop of Tours

appears satisfied with the working of his worship-penny fund. In

the Diocese of Beauvais, says its Bishop, "the faithful are most gen-

erous; their ofiFerings exceed original estimates and I am without

much anxiety as to the future."

The Bishop of Soissons finds "the generosities of his flock are

adequate," and is likewise "not anxious." In Agen Diocese the

worship-penny fund is in normal operation satisfactorily, though

modifications of its machinery are required, says the Bishop. In

Nantes Diocese a personal financial visitation of all his parishioners

by the cure of a parish of under 1,800 souls lasting four days, ending

on the Purification, enabled him to say: "Thanks to God and to

the profound faith of my parishioners, contributing sums from four

cents to ten dollars, I was enabled to exceed by $60 the amount fixed

by our Bishop, viz., $430."

As a set-off to these experiences, the Bishop of Tarbes tells quite

another story about the diocese made world-famous by Lourdes. His

Lordship says (interviewed at Lourdes by a representative of La
Croix) : "The consequences of the separation are especially cruel

in my diocese, where faith is still very lively in all places, but which

incontestably is one of the poorest in France. Notwithstanding

their good-will, our populations, particularly in the mountainous

districts, cannot possibly contrive to provide sufficient stipends for

their priests. The law inflicts a loss for last year on the diocese of

nearly $16,000, which will gradually increase until attaining the

formidable amount of $52,000 annually. Now, during this present

year the general subscription opened for providing expenses of wor-

ship in the diocese totals only $9,500. Yet in several regions we

have experienced both sincere sympathy and real acts of generosity."
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It is true no systematic efforts seem to have been made at Tarbes

to raise the necessary funds, and the Bishop now sees the urgent need

of proper organization such as exists elsewhere.

The Archbishop of Auch writes: "I am no pessimist; money
will be given us, but I am in an almost solitary situation in France,

with many priests for a scanty population, cruelly tried by the

agrarian and viticultural crises. While throughout the country

about twenty cents annually per head of population suffice for recon-

stituting the lost national budget of public worship in France, I am
obliged to ask from my dear flock thrice as much, say sixty cents per

head, if our diocesan budget is to be restored. Yet my priests are

self-denying and patient; they have received nothing at all during

the last six months!" In Viviers Diocese "the results of the wor-

ship-penny appeals are generally disappointing; $100,000 will be

needed next year, but only a third of that sum is wanted this year,

yet the deficit in the first six months was $3,000. Only six districts

supplied the quota asked for. Not a single rich parish in the diocese

furnished more than was asked."

These diverse experiences justify the warning expressed on August

8 by an episcopal member of the interdiocesan fund committee : "The

first year is relatively mild. It is only now the separation is about

to make its pecuniary burden felt." There can be little doubt the

aggregate national Denier will fall considerably short of the requisite

total in the second year. As time goes on that total will diminish.

There will be fewer priests. La Croix of August 28 gave a list of

about three-score in various departments who have supplemented

stipends by farm, trade or artistic work, concluding it with a hope

they may not find imitators, since "manual labor, if in no wise incom-

patible with the priest's spiritual ministry, absorbs time that would

be better spent in study at the present time, when religious instruc-

tion is assailed from every side. The parish priest should have only

the souls of his parishioners to think of."*

The Qermont diocesan Semaine Religieuse a fortnight previously

observed : "Throughout the nineteenth century the Catholic clergy

was chiefly recruited from the toiling population. To-day, dis-

couraged by incessant attacks on the Church, subdued by the calum-

nies wherewith impiety fills the newspapers and dreading for their

sons' humiliations and penury in a sublime vocation, parents now
no longer foster seed Divinely sown in predestined souls, but often

try to brutally stamp it down. The aristocracy and middle classes

do not sufficiently realize the duty that is now imposed on them.

For a century they have been the coldest, the most unsympathetic

to ecclesiastical vocations. . . . Their sons have preferred to

* Compare these remarks with page 287.
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become useless, unemployed creatures of luxury; their ideal now is

a racing automobile and chauffeur's cap."

In France the seventeenth century produced several saints from
those classes. The nineteenth had but one Cure d'Ars. Verbutn

sap.

For the moment the Bishops' experiences thus far on this import-

ant matter of seminary replenishing are almost as diverse as upon
the finance supply. A majority feel much misgfiving, admitting

fewer vocations. In Agen they have been "falling off for years."

In Cambrai they "have increased." M. Edouard Drumont deplores

not only upper class indifference, bift "detachment of all classes from

Christ. To-day indifference exists even among many who appar-

ently remain faithful to ancestral traditions, to the outward observ-

ances of religion. If it is shown in the desolation of numerous poor

village churches where only women are now to be seen, it is also

evidenced by the reckless amusements indulged in by patricians of

both sexes, quite regardless of the numberless unfortunates driven

from their homes, obliged to fly their country, whose books and
humble furniture are the prey of Jews and liquidating blocards. I

visited the other day that ruined Abbey of Larchant—wondrous

poem in stone, which has become a tourists' attraction—situated in

an entirely hostile anti-clerical village. In the solitude I found a
woman suckling her baby, who stolidly informed me: 'The cure

no longer lives here. It was settled not to let the presbytery to him,

and you understand nobody would give him lodging. He comes

once a fortnight to say Mass.' 'Who comes to the Mass?' 'A few

bourgeois in summer.' 'Then I suppose nobody brings children to

baptize now ?' 'Some do.' One felt as though in a Negro village

and a Hottentot was speaking. Incontestably the divine sense is

abolished in certain souls now; they do not need it; they suffer

nothing from the absence of any ideal. Such folks are worse pagans

than those in the far-off ages before St. Denis preached the Gospel

to Gauls. They feel none of our woes or hopes ; they are not curious

about the enigmas of the world; they live an exclusively material

existence. It may seem strange to ourselves there should be such

people, but so it is. Indeed, in France, even among the upper classes,

there are far too many Hottentots, charming ladies as well as dis-

tinguished gentlemen, who are not more troubled by the problem of

the infinite than are the peasants in the country round Paris. Under
courtesy of manner, grace of fascinating smiles, elegance of toilettes,

there is the like soul to the souls of beings seemingly coarser. The
dominant characteristic of our epoch seems to me to be indiffer-

* Compare with the same writer's criticisms on pp. 278, 279.
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M. Stanislas de Holland, after asserting Brittany is still, as ever,

"the privileged land of faith and courage," goes on to admit that

"th» Armorican region, more and more tends, invaded by new doc-

trines, bad journals and a sinister Masonic propaganda, to lose

originality and vigor. Here, above all districts, are visible the evil

effects of the accursed secularizing of education, the generation of

young laity leaving school and college contrasting conspicuously with

the preceding generation, remaining faithful to its pious beliefs, its

traditions, its love of Brittany. It is easy to see evil progresses,

irreligion spreads devastation, if one compares Brittany of to-day

with the same provinces thirty years ago. The costume goes, or has

already gone; the language is going, forbidden by the Masonic

republic. Everywhere Masonry has emissaries quietly working to

destroy old institutions, sap faith, ridicule Christian traditions.

Their mission is to upset methodically, noiselessly, with geniality,

slowly but surely. No corner of France is now free from the influ-

ence of the sect. The same phenomenon was remarked at the epoch

of the great Revolution. Yet the Masonic conquest of Brittany is

beset with difHculties. There are powers of resistance, thank God,

which are not exhausted—attachment to the native soil ; a faith still

lively, though the moral level is gradually tending lower; the re-

ligious festivals to which Brittany keeps faithful, its pardons. Calva-

ries, shrines of intense melancholy, suggesting thoughts of God and

maintaining in the soul those sentiments against which all the powers

of evil conspire. To preserve Bretons from manifold agents of dis-

solution a Breton Regional Union has been formed, proposing to

maintain and diffuse the language, to preserve the costumes and,

generally, usages, ceremonies, festivals, as well as labor at economical

development and social amelioration."

Cardinal Coullie says of Lyons Archdiocese, on the opposite side

of France: "Among the sons of our staunch Catholics there are

now scarcely found the firm principles, belief in pious traditions,

strict educational training, respect for pastoral authority past gen-

erations so well possessed or observed."

At the Wurzbourg Congress the Abbe Gasse, of Metz, insisted "to

the German clergy is attributable the prosperous and relatively happy

situation of German Catholics. The French clergy have kept too

close within the sacristy or presbytery
;
parochial works, in particular

for men, have not been organized. The republic is to blame cer-

tainly for the religious situation; but so was the monarchy which

centralized everjrthing; governments certainly, but likewise the

clergy, including certain congregations. Every one has hitherto

sought personal interest instead of the common interest, without

sufficiently preoccupying himself about welfare of souls and the
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honor of God." Such general criticisms are easily made. In

refutation of the abbe another Metz priest, Abbe Tilly, explained

that if Germans had a Volksverein, so had Frenchmen. Their "Pop-

ular Liberal Action" (see page 170) was a Volksverein, and had

held splendid congresses." Parochial and social works are more-

numerous than is usually supposed. The rural banks of M. Durand

(of Lyons) were in particular cited by the Abbe Tilly ; and another

priest, formerly associated with Mgr. Gibier, Bishop of Versailles,

supporting this abbe, cited several other works, in particular some

founded by that active, enterprising prelate. "A work of Catholic

renovation is progressing in France, though of course slowly," he

concluded.

Mgr. Gibier in his Semaine Religieuse of mid-September dwells

on his cherished project of erecting in Versailles Diocese "absolutely

indispensable, fresh, but inexpensive, places for worship;" foresee-

ing, no doubt, the sequestrated cathedrals and churches of France

will before very long have to be abandoned. He says : "These

constructions may be portable or of cement, to hold 200, 500 or

1,000 persons, and cost $2,000, $3,000 or $4,000; easily ornamented,

easily heated, easily kept in repair. Some might serve as church

and parish assembly hall both. Where the flocks are small they

would be better places for congregational prayer and song than the

solitudes of too big a church. They should be set in the centre of

the village or working class quarter. Every precaution must be

taken to prevent their being, whatever may happen, robbed, confis-

cated, alienated from their destined uses. We know justice is not

to be had for congregations, clergy or religion. Their priests should

be not owners, but lessees of these buildings ; owned either by legally

formed civil associations or, better still, by private individuals. Orna-

ments, sacred vessels, etc., should not lie pfts ; these should be lent

for church uses to the clergy."

Mgr. de Cabrieres, Bishop of Montpellier, and a few other Bishops

express decided opinions that from the spiritual point of view the

separation law* is advantageous, in spite of its causing so many
enormous difficulties for the Church and heavy material losses.

• Founded some three years ago, it has two thousand branches already.
* Voted for by a parliamentary majority returned by one-third of the

national electorate of men! It is instructive to consider how emphatically
bard facts give the lie to so much of modem oratorical and Joumalistio
clap-trap. An infallible popular dogma nobody dares deny is that, in our
age of light, majorities ought to settle everything. The man In the street

is firmly persuaded they really do. Tet a national minority of qualified

Frenchmen (all females being debarred from voting in the Masonic up-to-
date "Republic") wrecked the national Church. The idea and the moOu*
operandi proceeded from an infinitely smaller minority still, viz., the
Masonic international organization, which on Lady Day last declared in a
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In Montpellier unwonted activity, returns to religious duties, better

Sunday observance, larger male attendances in church have followed.

Of Agen the Bishop, Mgr. du Vauroux, says: "Separation has

improved the religious situation in my diocese." Mgr. Douais says

of his (Beauvais), which reputedly was far from being the most

pious in the country : "It is incontrovertible the separation has

inaugurated a revival. Popular sympathy, moral influence are re-

turning to the clergy. Among the indifferent laity respectful

surprise at our attitude has succeeded to former distrust. Never

before were my pastoral tours welcomed so courteously and cordially,

especially by the Mayors. There never used to be such crowds to

receive me. People who had believed the most dangerous of the

calumnies against us—that we were rich and avaricious—^now under-

stand the falsehood, seeing that for the sake of a principle we have

let ourselves be unjustly stripped of everything."

The Bishop of Quimper, admitting there are "real advantages,"

wisely adds: "The situation is eminently precarious." More
sanguine, the Bishop of Tarbes assures us "Lourdes is our hope

—

the hope of French Catholics, the hope of Pius X. and, likewise, of

Leo XIII., who repeatedly affirmed 'Lourdes and Montmartre, the

Immaculate Virgin and the Sacred Heart will save France.' Last

year about a million pilgrims visited Lourdes." It is claimed the

national French pilgrimage was unprecedentedly attractive of visitors

to the wonderful spectacle presented in the week ending August 24,

and there were certainly a few first-class cures, mostly instantaneous

in the baths. Mgr. Schoepfer hopes to celebrate next year the golden

Paris council: "If there be any deed for which Masonry can assume 'the

whole responsibility,' It Is the separation. If the orders of the day of our
lodgres are feferred to. It will be seen there Is not one without some Inscrip-

tion concerning that question. Prom one end of Prance to the ^ther It was
our perpetual watchword. If the thread of the agitation for separation is

followed up. Freemasonry will be found at the beginning. This council

accordingly decides to use its utmost influence in order to have erected in

some Paris square a monument glorifying the separation of the churches
from the State." (Masonic Compte rendu, 1907, pp. 62-65.) Now, Franca
counts only one Freemason among every 1,210 Individuals. There are 27,000

afBliated adherents to the Grand Orient, while the Orand Lodge only bbasts

of 6,100, making 32,100 Masons in the total population of 40,000,000 or so.

There are besides these two Masonic "powers" wherewith France is cursed,

twenty-four In the rest of Burope, fifty-eight in the United State* and
Canada, twenty-one In South and Central America^ seven in Australia, two
in Africa. William Burrltt, of Pembroke, Ontario, informed one thousand
delegates at the fifty-second annual session of the Canadian Orand Lodse,
held thi« summer in Ottawa, there were over three thousand additional

members gained in 1906, and that brethren in the Dominion totaled about
40,000. Mr. Aubrey White, of Toronto, reported a total of 288 lodges. The
initiations last year were 3,800, the affiliations 612, against 692 resignations

(withdrawals of membership) and 896 suspended for non-payment of sub-
•criptlons.
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jubilee of the apparitions with an extension by the Holy See to the

Universal Qiurch of the annual Office of the Apparition—^a petition

for which extension some hundreds of prelates (Cardinals, Arch-

bishops and Bishops) have already signed—and also by obtaining

acceptances of invitations, addressed at Pentecost with Papal ap-

proval to the world's Bishops, to organize, in correspondence with

a central body at Lourdes, pilgrimages thither under direction of

diocesan committees all their Lordships are begged to constitute.

That acceptance generally awaits these invitations is perhaps doubt-

ful. Our Lady's extraordinary mission seems to have been to

France specially, and if so, it was rudely repulsed within the half

century of miracles. Then, disturbed, dangerous, social conditions

will scarcely encourage a prosperous Japanese, Antipodean, Brazil-

ian, Mexican, Californian or Marylander to undertake such a jour-

ney, whatever Messrs. Cook may be able to do from reasonable

distance of the hallowed spot, where 'marvelous spectacles, a move-

ment in astonishing proportions," are to be expected naturally enough

if society holds together so long.

Resistance, active here, passive there, is manifested in many ways

now—even, as will appear farther oh, by the Magistrature. The
Council General of Maine et Loire, the Council of Segre, both with

unanimity, voted in identical phrase protests against the "very

serious events that, by mere administration injunctions, without

legislative interference, crucifixes having been removed from public

schools, and Mayors, in conformity with popular desire having

replaced them, such Mayors have everywhere been suspended or

even deprived, thereby again violating parental rights to have their

own sentiments respected by their children. Such proceedings are

at once illegal, there being no law forbidding religious images in

schools, and anti-democratic, for they attack popular liberties. They

are unjustifiable in law and in fact." Prefectoral opposition to this

protest was disregarded, while the Prefect of the Cantal has, after

repeated refusals, at last sanctioned the municipality's decision to

grant free his presbytery to their cure. At Leseun, in the Basque

district of Basses-Pyrenees, the municipality have restored his to

their cure, deprived of it (and they, consequently, of him) in April,

begging the Bishop of Bayonne to send them again its rightful

occupant.

In a small southern village the municipality decided to let the cure

his presbytery for a dollar quarterly. Twice did the Prefect refuse

ratification, and the Mayor, being unwilling to contest the matter

with him, took legal advice, receiving this ingenious tip : "Put up a

bill on the building, 'This House to Let,' and install the cure as care-

taker. Of course, he will be entitled to be paid a proper salary for
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looking after communal property!" The Prefect admired this

device, which, he says, ably solves the difficulty. Owing to firmness

of the Estables municipality (in Lozere department) and that of

Cre-sur-Loir (Sarthe) these questions of mayoral and municipal

rights and prefectoral powers of annulation will shortly be decided

by the Council of State.

A customary procession on the festival of the Assumption through

the city of Alen^on being forbidden by the Prefect, its Municipal

Council unanimously protested and congratulated the Mayor for

refusing to issue such an order. The clergy invited people to assist

at Benediction in the three churches, which were crowded. The
function over, the faithful left, singing hymns to our Lady, proceed-

ing to a large square fronting one of the churches, where 10,000

voices intoned "Credo." The assemblage dispersed after a bene-

diction given from the church porch. Corrispondenza Romano the

ensuing week highly applauded this Alen^onnais demonstration

against blocard power. The usual street processions on the same

festival and also on that of our Lady's Nativity in Valenciennes were

authorized by its radical Mayor, M. Devilliers, on the grounds that

"justice requires full freedom for citizens, whatever their political

or religious convictions, to manifest freely their opinions, while such

liberty, to which all are entitled, could only be refused to any who
would be thought likely to abuse it by disturbing public order, which

is not to be anticipated in these cases, both being absolutely peaceful

demonstrations, doing harm to nobody. Accordingly there is no

objection to authorizing either; on the contrary, their suppression

would inflict serious loss on a series of small traders, humble and

modest folk, by depriving them of the means to make both ends

meet." On the 15th of August, which for many years was a gen-

eral French holiday, this sensibly tolerant gentleman accorded a like

Jiberty to the city Socialists.

On the festival of the Nativity a bronze monument was inaugu-

rated by two Under-Secretaries of State at Chalons-sur-Saone,

erected by public subscription to commemorate the defense of that

city against the Austrians in 1814. At close of last year the Socialist

group in the blocard Municipal Council resigfned office, being de-

feated in a voting of the Council about this monument, which these

Socialist Councillors insisted was too heavy a burden for the city's

finances. There were consequently fresh municipal elections in

January, contested by three groups of candidates, one being nomi-

nated by the "Popular Liberal Action." At the first balloting the

radical list and at the second the Socialist list were defeated: The
thirteen candidates of the Catholic association entered the Hotel de

Ville triumphantly. The inauguration fetes were naturally un-
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paralleled for their enthusiasm and for popular decorations of the

city. The clergy, associated to the general movement, celebrated a

magnificent Mass for the slain soldiers at St. Vincent's Cathedral,

which was crowded. Three weeks previously, at Gueret, in the Creuse,

where for twenty years no liberal has succeeded in getting elected,

M. Antoine Rodier, the liberal director of the local newspaper, was
elected to the Municipal Council by 494 votes against 361 recorded

for his Masonic opponent.

The Montparnasse Workman's Club and Patronage, confiscation

of which is narrated on page 525, has been reconstituted 29 Rue de

Lourmel, in the Parisian Crenelle quarter, now a populous industrial

district. Thus restoration proceeds, where practicable, necessarily

slowly, arduously. Any madman can quickly destroy. To rebuild

an architect and capital are indispensable. So is time.

On page 284 it is recorded the Appeal Court pronounced illegal

the wearing at burials of their vestments by clergymen. Several

Mayors, in particular of Brest, Sens, Loupian, Villeneuve-les-

Maguelonne, having forbidden such "exterior manifestations of

worship," the Council of State has been applied to and has, on the

contrary, pronounced, in the cases of the two submitted to it, viz.,

the two last named, such mayoral interdictions to be illegal. The
Council of State and the Court of Cassation therefore "incoherently"

interpret the law differently, and the Parochial Echo, of Brest (where

several priests have recently been summoned for infraction of their.

Socialist Mayor's decree), warns the blocard municipality not to be

surprised if all the local clergy "resume exercise of a right pro-

nounced incontestable" by the highest State body as well as by the

Sens Court, which acquitted the sacerdotal culprit at that place when
charged.

The expulsed seminarists of Lyons have been removed to the

Catholic commune of Sainte Foy, where their votes will henceforth

ensure a Catholic Municipal Council. It is announced a blocard

Deputy, when the Chambers meet, shall submit a project of law to

prevent this unforeseen catastrophe by requiring seminarists to vote

at their original domicile—a fresh example, were one wanted, that

Masonic "liberty" means power for freethinkers to oppress Christian

thinkers. The hypocrites who used to be all for toleration of all

sects are now as unanimously for thoroughgoing persecution of

Catholic Christians.

So the work of methodical persecution and destruction steadily

proceeds, while for the most part Catholics look on, indignantly of

course, 'as spectators or passive resisters.

St. Nicholas' Church, in Aubusson, after three centuries' usage

for public worship, was arbitrarily closed by the municipality, who
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decided to have it pulled down and replaced by a covered garden

for an adjoining primary school. The blocard Mayor ordered an

auction sale of bells, altar, sacred images, holy water stoup and the

other furniture, and solicited tenders for demolishing the ancient

edifice and laying out the garden. Neither bidders nor contractors

responded to his overtures.

There have been urgent prefectoral appeals to "bureaux of benevo-

lence," to whom the law "attributes" sequestrated church properties,

to come forward and claim their own. These bureaux are gen-

erally very shy of doing what sooner or later must bring hornets'

nests round them. They have been episcopally warned to think

once, twice and thrice before claiming (which no "law" obliges

them to do) "stolen goods that in most cases would prove a source

of much annoyance, litigation and expenditure." The Gordian knot

has been cut by government in three cases. On September i decrees

"attributed" to the benevolent bureaux of Paris (Charente-

inferieure) and of Brive, respectively: i. The furnished episcopal

buildings and seminary, with gardens, lands and meadows thereto

annexed, of La Rochelle. 2. Similar properties and book debts of

$450, confiscated at Brive. Lastly, to Evreux Hospital rente yield-

ing $187 yearly, with the furnished buildingfs and dependencies of

Evreaux secondary ecclesiastical school—the acquirers of these ill-

gotten goods to liquidate charges on and debts of the three properties

"attributed" to them. Freemasonry is adding to the language.

New outlandish words are coming into use.

The Mayor of Penmarcin (Quimper Diocese) early in summer
obtained a judicial order to expel the local priests from their pres-

bytery, which was executed manu tntlitari at end of August, twenty-

five gendarmes assisting the special police commissary in presence

of a gloomy or indifferent populace, many seeming not to under-

stand what was being done. About the same time the sub-Prefect,

special police commissary and a score of gendarmes expelled the

Bishop's secretaries and other occupants from an episcopal building

in St. Claude, on the opposite side of France, while (returning to

Brittany) a force of 600 soldiers with no gendarmes enabled the

police commissary to burst open barred doors and (after energetic

protests by the religious) forcibly expel from their church stalls

and home the Ursuline community of Vannes, who educated 300

girls of the working class. These religious have found a home in

Italy and left Vannes, escorted by a sympathizing populace to the

railway.

Early in September the expulsed Sisters of St. Paul were accom-

panied to the Blois railway station by the clergy and 300 old pupils.

Next day in Quimper the municipality expelled from its presbytery
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the clergy of St. Corentin Church, and half an hour later the remain-

ing Ursulines in the neighboring convent quitted it to rejoin their

Sisters expulsed the previous day, when the Faithful Companions of

Jesus likewise quitted, under prefectoral orders, in presence of a

weeping crowd, their convent in Ste. Anne d'Auray.

In the same week the nursing Sisters at Bordeaux departmental

prison had to leave it for their mother house, to make way for lay

infirmarians. On September 18 several brigades of gendarmerie,

aided by a battalion of Thirteenth Infantry, burst the bars and

broke open twenty-five locked doors of the Ursuline Convent in

Blois to expel, one by one, the superior general. Mother Saint Julien,

and her eighty religious, who have long conducted an important

school with 300 pupils. The Blessed Sacrament was carried to

another convent in the city. The nuns were escorted by 500 friends

and former pupils to the Cathedral, where a ceremony of reparation

was celebrated. They all then availed of hospitalities oflFered by

numerous resident families. A few days before the Ursulines of

Carhaix, near Morlaix, were in identical fashion expulsed from the

convent which has been theirs for three centuries.

The destroyers' own attempts to construct have egfregiously

failed. M. Vilatte has left France. His alter ego, M. Roussin (see

page 181), has submitted and returned to the Church. Half a dozen

schismatic worship associations provided with excommunicated

priests are performing, scattered over the country; there are also a

certain number unable to find clerics, and therefore practically legally

non-existent. The French Protestant newspaper Le Signal fore-

saw this result ; a year ago, warning its readers then of the proposed

attempt, on which a good deal of money has been vainly squandered,

to organize a Galilean Church independent of Rome, "is bound to

fail. Genuine Catholics will obey their Pope. Catholic churches

independent of the Pope were once possible. To-day they are im-

possible. Whether one likes it or not, the infallible Pope is every-

thing in the Roman Church. All authority springs from that centre

;

to him is rendered obedience from the whole Church. You cannot

be half Catholic. You are Catholic or you are not. There is no

middle term."

Three or four of the schismatic groups have been declared illegal

by courts of law and have had to cease operations.

When the Paris chapel in Rue Legendre was closed (see page

269) M. Duhamel, one of Vilatte's vicars, betook himself to Saint

Martin du Puy, in Agen Diocese, where a schismatic worship asso-

ciation had been (illegally) formed, and was warmly welcomed by

the Mayor, who handed him the church keys. The cure, Abbe

Fonty, took proceedings forthwith to regain possession in the
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Qamecy Civil Tribunal, which the first week of August gave judg-

ment in his favor. The grounds set forth by its president are that

"the cure was exercising his functions before arrival of Duhamel,

who came in consequence of the Mayor's application to the central

committee in Rue Legendre; that it is unquestionable the abbe is

a qualified Catholic priest, while doubtful whether Duhamel, once

a priest, is still one, and that there has been no legal 'disaffection'

of the church requiring a change of its priest ; wherefore possession

must, at any rate provisionally, be left to the priest hitherto in

charge, all parties being free to take ulterior proceedings ; for such

would seem to be the intention of the legislature, judging from the

reply of the president of the commission to certain proposed amend-

ments when article 5 of the law of January 2, 1907, was being

discussed." M. Duhamel therefore lost no time in quitting the com-

mune, greatly to popular relief and satisfaction. The attempt made
at Besson (narrated on page 527) by the Prefect of the Meuse was

repudiated and blamed by the Minister of Worship, M. Briand, on
the ground that he was not entitled to insist upon the schismatic

cure of Culey worship association officiating outside Culey Com-
mune, where the antecedent (to December last) Fabrique had

(schismatically) acted conformably to the separation law in time

as well as deed.

On Sunday, August 11, an "ex-professor" (according to his own
account) at the Perig^eux Seminary, M. Constantin, was enabled

by M. Poterlot, the Freemason Mayor of Stenay (Meuse depart-

ment), to say a first schismatic Mass in the parish church, to the

surprise of unprepared parishioners, but was on its conclusion

obliged—by an uninvited escort of about 400 hostile parishioners,

including small boys snatching at his long beard, others whistling

and hissing, besides refusal of the travelers at the hotel to let the

same roof shelter him and them—to quit the village. On the

Assumption at 7 A. M. local gendarmes and others from Dun and

Montmedy surrounded the church. At 9.45 a company of chasseurs

was posted at the northern front. The district blocards, hurriedly

convoked, began to arrive, accompanied by deriding Catholics of

the various parishes, and before 10 Mgr. Maugin, dean of Stenay,

escorted by the parish and neighboring clergy, with the leading

Stenay Catholics, appeared in the densely thronged Place de TEglise.

With sonorous voice the dean demanded access to his church of the

Mayor, who refused it. The police prepared to clear the church

portal, a military piquet moved, the police commissary laid hand on

the dean, saying he had the armed force necessary to obtain respect

for law, and the schismatic presented himself, surrounded by a

triple row of gendarmes. He was hailed with cries, "Down with the
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apostate !" "Down with Vilatte !" "Vive liberty !" "Vive the Catholic

Church!" and the dean, at request of the crowd, repaired to his

private oratory, windows whereof being opened, they assisted at his

Mass, some 500 voices afterwards chanting "Credo," "Pater Noster"

and the hymn "A Christian Soul Am I." At the sacrilegious Mass

in church there assisted less than a score of men and eight females,

some of whom said they went in from curiosity and that smoking-

was allowed. M. Constantin was reconducted away by a piquet of

gendarmerie through back streets. Until noon disorder prevailed.

Hostile anti-clerical cries provoked a plucky young man, finding

himself alone in a group of rowdies, to draw a revolver, sight of

which instantly silenced them. Directed by a lieutenant to replace

it in his pocket, he did so, but held his ground several minutes, dis-

daintfully surveying the group. There were several like instances

of firm demeanor among the Stenay faithful. In the afternoon

Vespers and a procession to our Lady were improvised in Madame du
Verdier's park. During his triumphant return course of some 600

yards to his presbytery from that lady's chateau, Mgr. Mangin did

not hear the most trifling hostile cry. M. Constantin was at once

summoned by the Montmedy justices, and on the Saturday an-

nounced that he acknowledged "the Roman cure's right to say Mass
simultaneously with himself in church." Next day after the schis-

matic function a street uproar ensued on the appearance of M.
Betsch, local president of Popular Liberal Action. The succeeding

Saturday, August 24, a judgment was pronounced at the Montmedy
tribunal upholding Catholic rights, on the grounds that "Abbe
Mangin, Catholic priest, one of the pursuers, has for seventeen years

uninterruptedly until August 13, 1907, acted as cure of the Stenay

church, a communal building affected to exercise of Catholic worship

which has never been disaffected
; that, although a worship associa-

tion for conducting Catholic worship, formed at Stenay, deposited

at Montmedy prefecture July 30, 1907, the declaration required by

article 5 of the law of July i, 1904, and article 18 of the law of

December 9, 1905, receipt for which has been produced; and,

although on August 13, 1907, M. Poterlot, Mayor of Stenay, took

away from Abbe Mangin the church keys he had always kept and

placed them, together with objects used for public worship, at the

disposal of Abbe Constantin, the priest selected by the said associa^

tion for its exercise—still it is admitted no administrative act trans-

mitting possession of the church and the aforesaid objects to the

worship association has been performed, while Abbe Mangin clearly

preserved until August 13 to part de facto possession to which the

law of January 2, 1907, entitled him
;
wherefore, it is proper, under

all these circumstances, to maintain, at least provisionally, the priest
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of the ancient worship and the faithful of the commune in possession

of the said church and objects used for public worship, subject to

the priests' contesting the matter further." The Mayor was ordered

to return immediately to Mgr. Mangin the church keys ; the intruder

Constantin to give up instantly to the pursuers the free access to and

use of the edifice "for practicing their religion." The ordonnance

of judgment was to be executory, "without a minute's delay, before

registration."

Evidently the president of this Montmedy tribunal is no Free-

mason nor friend to the sect, unlike too many in the French and

English magistratures. The same evening about 7 the huissier from

the court arrived in Stenay, where enthusiasm overflowed ordinary

bounds, to take the keys from an ungracious Mayor and transfer

them to the dean, the five bells carolling in the belfry joyously.

The next morning was the patronal festival at Stenay. The church

could not hold all comers to High Mass, preceded by a ceremony of

reparation, altar draped in mourning, "Parce Domine" being thrice

chanted; then the black coverings fell, the celebrant intoned and

all present fervently chanted "Credo." Public rejoicings were most

animated that Sunday ; neither was there the slightest disorder.

Worship associates and their Abbe Constantin kept indoors, holding

their tongues. On the 29th the Mayor and municipality (unani-

mously minus only one vote) decided, disregarding the popular will,

to lease for six years to that, schismatic worship association the

parish church "communal property." This decision cannot be

executed to legal effect, for the law of 2 January, 1907, requires

non-disaffected churches to be left at disposal of the occupants at

that date. Monsieur Constantin announced by a circular No. i his

resolve to stay in Stenay. William Constantin, born forty-seven

years ago at Castillones (Lot et Garonne), the son of a policeman

there, was tonsured, receiving the two first minor orders in 1884-85

at Periqueux Seminary, where he never was, neither had he ability

to be, made a professor ; nor did he there or elsewhere duly proceed

to priesthood. He is apparently a layman in a cassock. Two
months before visiting Stenay he replaced for about a fortnight

another schismatic, one Travel (who was trying to extend his influ-

ence over neighboring communes) at Contreglise (Haute-Laone)

for its schismatic worship association ; and afterwards tried Polain-

court, where a band of women gave him a Grenoble reception, pre-

venting his access within the church on the first Sunday, while on

the second three-score men, armed with pitchforks and long whips,

awaited him. Gendarmes were there and he got out of the carriage,

but in spite of them in a- twinkling he was putting his best leg fore-

most, and a regular man-chase of half a mile over the fields followed
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up to the forest, into which he disappeared. A circular No. 2 fore-

shadows his replacement at Stenay by "another priest." Is this

due to orders from Vilatte, who possibly conferred on him sacerdotal

character? Perhaps so.

The M. Tavel referred to in the last paragraph received on the

Nativity an appropriate welcome at Cussey-sur-l'Ognon (Doubs),

in Besan^on Archdiocese, into the church of which commune the

Mayor had introduced him to say a Mass, despite the cure. From
the environs numerous Catholics came for Masses, celebrated (2) in

open air outside the parish church profaned by the prior schismatic

function. In his sermon the cure said : "Illegality and burglary must

be fought. Christ armed Himself with a scourge to drive out the

temple profaners. Their populations must combat pro arts et focis;

for their altars exposed to sacrilege ; for sacraments of which two,

penance and marriage, were stricken with nullity; for their homes;

for the dignity and honor of sons and daughters." This first Mass

was celebrated in peace, nor were the hymns sung interrupted. But

at the second Mass the Mayor, protected by gendarmes, after beat

of drums, proclaimed "gatherings of over three persons are forbid-

den."' A notice illegally forbidding them, and also songs and

hymns, besides "seditious cries," was placarded the day before.

However, the Catholic congregation remained, protecting from fresh

profanation the church in front of which it was assembled. Schis-

•natic Vespers were performed in the afternoon. During this office

a band of Besangon roughs was singing the "International" outside.

At 5 o'clock M. Tavel left Cussey, vowing he would not revisit it.

The cure of Beyssac (Correze), Abbe Faucon, expulsed from

church and presbytery, lives in a barn, where he says Mass, amid

poverty-stricken surroundings, two planks on trestles serving for

altar, a sheet for altar cloth, two phials that do not match for cruets.

Chalice and paten are lent by a neighboring parish. The thatch is

covered with chestnut branches. Notwithstanding such holy pov-

erty, the barn is an impressive and superb spectacle, overflowing

on Sundays and festivals with a population resisting with all its

might the tyranny of a handful of municipal councillors and doing

its utmost to preserve faith, for strengthening which a successful

mission was begun late in August. It concluded with a torchlight

procession in the surrounding woods of no less than four parishes.

At this unique spot, Beyssac, there have been four schismatic min-

istrants for the schismatic worship association during four months

or thereabouts of its existence. The first, Bellet, once Protestant,

next Dominican, then married, after that remarried, introduced

by the pastor Reveillaud, Deputy, presented himself arrayed

f Co-mpare this Interdiction witii pages 171 and 273.
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in red as "a Bishop," but speedily shut up and made for Britain.

The second was an aged priest who had been driven to this escapade

by misery. He soon retracted to Mgr. de Tulle, the Bishop, and is

actually doing penance in a monastery. The third, bringing dis-

aster on the schism, was one Goudchiker, a Dutchman. From the

outset he refused to say Mass, saying he was not a priest, though

after a hasty flight from Beyssac he said three Masses successively

at Beyssenae, whither he betook himself. His successor in Sep-

tember was one Fatome, formerly a pupil of Abbe Coquoin, director

of the Bivide Apostolic School in Manche department. Discharged

from Coustances Grand Seminary, he wandered about until conse-

crated priest by the schismatic Swiss Bishop of Berne, after which

he returned to entreat forgiveness from the Bishop of Coutances,

who sent him to the Bricquebec Trappist monastery ; but from Rome
the Bishop was advised to restore him to lay communion and did so,

a step so distasteful to himself that*he offered his services to des

Houx and Vilatte, who sent him to Beyssac.

On the first Sunday in September his congregation there con-

sisted of the wife and three daughters of the Mayor. The popula-

tion are, indeed, moving into the woods round the barn, putting up

stores, cafe, etcetera, there, creating a new quarter. Church is

deserted for barn.

In Agen Diocese, at St. Hilaire du Croix, last May there arrived,

in company of two gendarmes, one Thers, styling himself Catholic

priest, who with municipal authorization took possession of church,

broke open sacristy door, installed himself in presbytery and started

ecclesiastical functions, begging for funds right and left. Having

begun to read regularly in the pulpit condemnations of various

individuals among the clergy, he attracted notice from the local

newspaper, which informs its readers the Gazette des Tribunaux 25

June, 1890, reports the legal prosecution of Eugene Louis Thers

for illegally wearing clerical dress and swindling in the course of

an irregular life, with his sentence to three months' imprisonment.

The newspaper (Avenir du Puy-de-D6me) ,
inviting citizen Thers

in St. Hilaire to read their account, concludes: "After doing so,

citizen Thefs may tell his audience whether the namesake condemned

in 1890 and the schismatic cure of St. Hilaire are or not the same."

He might on that occasion also say something about the edifying

past of his colleague, Due, schismatic cure of Ancizes (likewise in

Agen Diocese). "He, certainly, is a priest; but, if adventures

ascribed to him are substantially true, he ought to bury himself for

life in the Trappist house he first entered and which he has twice

quitted," says La Croix. On Augfust 21 schismatic Abbe Cavalie,

with two other schismatic priests, went, accompanied by Mayor and
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gendarmes, to St. Hilaire parish church, the doors of which were

closed and locked, a rightful occupant, Abbe Cardonne, and his

faithful being inside. Calling for a locksmith, the Mayor had the

sacristy door forced, thus opening a breach through which the three

schismatics and their gendarmes got into the church. Abbe Car-

donne declining to obey the Mayor's orders to leave it, process was

drawn up and the intruders finally retired. The cure, Abbe
Desliard, had previously cited Thers and the Mayor before the

civil tribunal of Riom, which on the eve of the Nativity delivered

a judgment in the same sense, on the same grounds, as the courts

of Clamecy and Montmedy.

The administration all this time did nothing except favor the

lawbreakers. It is no doubt possible the Appeal Court may reverse

these judgments. Notwithstanding the last, this Mayor of St.

Hilaire (who some time ago made himself notorious by a decree

forbidding any minister of worship to set foot in a particular section

of the commune) during the Octave of the Nativity actually forbade

any exercise of public worship in the church that it required him to

place immediately at its lawful cure's disposal!

A very considerable number of judgments adverse to the perse-

cutors have been delivered in every district on the point raised in

the Lorient case recorded in the note 7, page 275. The civil tribunal

of Mans, in Normandy, alone has pronounced eight such judgments.

The plaintiffs everywhere claim to have refunded to themselves as

either the original donors or the legal representatives of the original

donors of moneys given or bequeathed on condition that Masses

should be said or educational or other trusts fulfilled for a time or

in perpetuity ; and those gifts or legacies were duly legalized at the

proper time. These plaintiffs all say the conditions are now no

longer fulfilled nor can they legally be. We are entitled, then, under

the laws of all civilized States to a reimbursement. The principle

involved would be admitted as sound by every court in the world.

No French court could, therefore, do otherwise than admit it and

find for plaintiffs. Seeing his confiscated treasures thus melting

away from official coffers, M. Briand deposited a project at end of

the session for arresting the flux, as mentioned at page 533. Its

purpose was to disallow through fresh legislation such lawsuits by

collateral heirs or universal legatees, allowing them only when
brought by donors or a direct heir of the donor. Now, very many
such donors were aged priests having no direct heirs, "thus the true

end of the project deposited is to despoil," says the Republique

Franqaise, "representatives of donors by suppressing their rights."

However, for reasons best known to himself and the author of mys-

teries in iniquity, the discussion was postponed, as stated in July,
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until November. So many judgments according justice to suitors

thereupon ensued that the Minister of Justice has tried to stem the

tide by taking an unprecedented step, one that might perhaps be

taken in Asiatic Turkey—the addressing a circular dated July i6,

but not published for three weeks, to the chief presidents of courts

and the Attorney Generals {Procurettrs Generaux), from which the

following are extracts :

"Since operation of the law of December 9, 1905. separating the

churches and the State, the tribunals have had to deal with a con-

siderable number of actions to recover, claim, revoke or annul dona-

tions or legacies made to ecclesiastical establishments subject to cer-

tain charges that can now no longer be executed. Some, brought

by authors of such generosities or by their representatives, have

already been decided, but the greater part are delayed by formalities

of procedure and by arrears in various courts, are still pending.

Now, on the 28th June last government deposited at the Bureau of

the Qiamber of Deputies a project of law to modify articles 6, 9, 10

and 14 of the law of December 9, 1905, introducing important sim-

plifications of procedure, . . . but discussion of the project

could not take place before close of the session. There is, however,

reason to think it will be examined when the Chamber reopens.

"It seems then there would be the highest advantages gained, par-

ticularly from the point of view of diminished leg^l expenses, were

decisions upon the cases pending before courts and tribunals post-

poned. I can therefore do no less than call your attention to the

advantages of delaying those suits until the time when the law

referred to can come into operation.

"The Guardian of the Seals, Minister of Justice,

[Signed] "Ed. Guvot-Dessaigne."

Thus government dare to ask the tribunals not to try certain suits

in their due order because a law is preparing to modify existing

legislation affecting them! The arguments alleged in this extra-

ordinary circular with such arrant hypocrisy were addressed to the

court by counsel for the sequestrator-defendant in a suit decided early

in August by the civil tribunal at Autun ; but judgment was at once

given against the sequestrator on the grounds that "tribunals are

strictly bound to apply laws in actual vigor ; and to accord the delay

asked for would constitute a denial of justice such as is foreseen by

Article IV. of the Civil Code."

This Article IV. of the Civil Code quoted in the important Autun
judgment runs: "A Judge who refuses to pass judgment under

pretext of the silence, the obscurity or the inadequacy of the law

can be prosecuted as guilty of denying justice."

Plaintiffs in this large class of cases are doing their best to hasten
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hearings. Very many suits since the circular was given to the world

have been decided—all necessarily against the confiscators, who will

have a heavy total to disgorge. But, mystery of Masonic iniquity

!

Is it not more than probable little of these moneys recovered will

be redevoted to the holy soiils ? And is it not possible M. Briand's

unaccountable postponement of a project hurriedly deposited may
have been due to pressure by parties interested personally (not for

those souls) in getting considerable sums out of government clutches

before fresh legislation rendered that impracticable? Is money,

perhaps, at the root of all evil?

Opportunely there is published (first week of October) a letter

from Mgr. Herscher, Bishop of Langres, wherein this weighty

question is properly dealt with in part:

"Spouse of the God-Man, penniless. Holy Church assuredly fears

not poverty. Principles have ever been more precious to her than

riches. And one must be a stranger to Catholic spirit not to approve

and admire the noble attitude of Pius X., repeating, to the govern-

ment offer of the Church's properties in exchange for sacrifice of

her constitution, her first Pope's reply to Simon Magus: 'Pecunia

tua sit tibi in perditionem.'

"Still, all the same, omnia pecunia obediunt, money is at least a

great social power. Without it no great things are done in this

world. Trustful as she was in Divine help. Saint Teresa herself

acknowledged that, to found a certain convent, she required 'three

ducats.' Who will insure to the French Church the 'three ducats'

of the grand Carmelite reformer? Pecuniary resources are neces-

sary for it. Necessary to provide daily bread—they ask no more

—

for its ministers. Necessary to reestablish and revivify its semi-

naries, stripped of everything. Necessary to maintain the pomp
and magnificence of public worship, which it would be a grievous

step to reduce, were it only because they are powerful means of

proselytizing. Necessary for maintaining teaching works; this is

a moment when. Catholic schools being more than ever needed, it

is out of the question to think of abandoning such work. Necessary

for continuing other works of charity ; service of the poor and the

sick always was, always will be an integral part of Holy Church's

mission. Necessary, lastly, in order to be able to maintain apostolic

works ; since it would be most regrettable such associations as those

of Propagation of the Faith and the Holy Childhood, for examples,

should, on account of what has happened in France, be deprived of

means to support our missionaries.

"Who will give Holy Church these moneys necessary for thus

vrorking at the maintenance and extension of Jesus Christ's king-

dom? Will French Catholics? They have already made in these
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directions most praiseworthy exertions
;
they are preparing to make

more still. But is it not to be feared their liberality, or their purse,

will in the end be exhausted? Another difficulty, greater than that

of indigence, is our precarious situation legally. How can we law-

fully acquire or retain anything? Our very temples are not our

own ; we are merely occupants without juridical title. Shall we be

allowed to exist thus for any length of time outside the law ? And
if a fresh law be made for us, what will it probably be ?"

This practically minded chief pastor of an important business

district avows himself "unable to join in a hymn of liberty loudly

chanted to-day by some, in exitu Israel de Egypto. Certainly a few

good results have followed separation—freedom for the Pope to

choose Bishops; for ourselves to choose canons and cures and to

communicate as we please with the Head of Catholicity. What other

advantages are there? Too many Catholics, inclined to form theo-

retical abstract judgments in practical matters, promised more.

Where is the popular indignation they said must be roused by

confiscation of the Church's patrimony?* Where that awakening

of Catholic religious initiative they foresaw must result from sup-

pressing what they called 'Concordat bands ?' The indignation, per-

haps, existed at the outset, but it did not last. I admit that by several

(or by many if you prefer) it was manifested by noble movements

of eloquence, sometimes even by chivalric conduct. But what about

the masses ? With the masses it was evanescent as a flame in burn-

ing straw. People soon get used in France to anything and every-

thing, injustice included. And government, seeing all this, skillfully

chloroformed public opinion, which fell asleep. Many Catholics,

even among those personally injured by the spoliation, have now
egotistically, I ought rather to say in cowardly fashion, found their

account lies in keeping quiet, and if you speak to them of claims

upon the brigand State,, they give you, in answer, names of sons,

nephews, cousins or remote kinsfolk, in State employment, reckoned

in ministerial budgets, while murmuring: 'Ah, don't get me into

hot water with the republic' So much for indignation.

"As to religious initiative—who will venture to say it is now what

it should be and what it was hoped it would be? How many men
among us understand the truth that religion is not merely for the

clergy, but is the business of all Catholics; that every one's duty

is to further and promote its interests? I know there are noble

exceptions to the general rule
; they are but exceptions,' and it must

be acknowledged the separation, iniquitous as that was and is, has

been far from producing such salutary movements of opinion as the

This reminds one of Ozanam's advice to the Archbishop of Paris, who.
taking It, was forthwith shot.

* Compare with M. de Bonneval's elite, on page 278.
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German Kulturkampff and* the union of Belgian Catholics after the

voting of their wicked laws (last century).

"The fact is, looking simply, frankly at things, our present situa-

tion is the reverse of magnificent. Without material resources,

without legal status—there, in half a dozen words, you have the

Church's condition."

A short letter from Mgr. Belmont, Bishop of Clermont, in Sep-

tember concluded : "Nothing is to be hoped for excepting from the

pure and simple evangelization of our populations, taking care withal

to avoid preoccupations strangers to the supernatural end. Nothing

could be more fatal to success than forgetfulness of the last condition."

With this Christian sentiment Mgr. Herscher unquestionably

agrees unreservedly. As to his clergy, "despite municipal annoy-

ances experienced by some and privations suffered and foreseen by

all, despite the uncertain future, there is not one defection ; none com-

plain, all with their Bishop are proud to suffer something for Christ."

As to his two reconstituted seminaries, students are sufficient so far

in number. As to "the distant day" when, "from rupture of the

Concordat, the Almighty, by the mysterious process Joseph de

Maistre calls 'the alchemy of Providence,' will finally extract good,

I feel strong hope the French Church shall emerge from its crisis

more lively, more influential than ever. I am persuaded, with my
venerated colleagues, a day shall come when the French clergy shall

reestablish the empire of our Lord Jesus Christ over souls. But that

is the Promised Land. Before reaching it we must cross, not a Red
Sea doubtless—for I am no believer in forecasts of a sanguinary

persecution—^but at least the desert; understanding thereby suffer-

ings of all kinds."

Returning to the weighty question concerning money, all that

remains to say here is the elite will, like Saint Teresa, always have

necessary ducats provided by Providence for accomplishing His

"supernatural end ;" with moneys so provided evil has nought to do.

A great deal more can be far better said about money by fully capa-

ble authorities, if so disposed, in the next volume.

The Journal Official on September 30 published a ministerial

decree applying from next New Year's Day the various separation

laws to Algeria, imposing on the colony all their injustice and spolia-

tions. This involves separation from Islam, the Mahometan sacred

properties having been, after conquest of Algeria, confiscated, and

an undertaking then given (executed until now) to defray expenses

of worship. If the decree be applied rigorously and impartially,

there will be trouble and fit material for a "holy war." In any case

the Catholic clergy will be in a worse situation than brethren on

their European side of the Mediterranean.
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There may or may not be connection between this decree of Sep-

tember 30 and the facts that ten days previously there had ended,

after lasting a week, the Paris annual general assembly of the Grand

Orient of France styled the Masonic Convent, while in that week the

Grand Lodge also held its annual congress in Paris, facts that may
also account for the forces employed since mid-September and the

brutalities exercised at expulsions, designed probably to overawe the

growing spirit of resistance which has been noted here At a Fran-

ciscan convent near Montpellier fifteen gendarmes, with the sub-

Prefect of St. Pons, unexpectedly appeared at daylight to turn out

ten Sisters, one bedridden for years. On the last day of the month

the cure of Nozeroy (Jura) was expulsed from his presbytery by

sub-Prefect and Police Commissary of St. Qaude, assisted by twenty

mounted gendarmes and forty on foot, with the gendarmerie captain

and six sappers and miners. The brutalities over (several peaceable

onlookers were struck down), the people proceeded to church for

Mass, sermon and to chant "Miserere," "Parce Domine," etcetera.

As the reopening of Parliament draws nearer, more and more

support is almost daily given to the hypothesis that in the September

Masonic congresses a resumption of war to the bitter end was

determined, and instructions were accordingly g^ven to the brethren

who ostensibly direct State policy. A special police commissary in

the first week of October notified the Little Sisters of the Poor (who
conduct 130 houses throughout France) that their home at Glaire

(Ardennes department)—opened only in the first year of the present

century—where sixteen religious care for 130 old people, must be

closed. This expulsion will, doubtless, be followed by a like pro-

cedure in respect of the craigregation's other French homes. Delay

to sever the hair suspending until now the Damocles' sword over

their inmates' heads is naturally accountable for by financial diffi-

culty, removed to a great extent through the operation since last

May of a recent law for providing municipal "assistance" to neces-

sitous old and infirm. Probably some three thousand (more or less)

Little Sisters will therefore have to look out for homes outside

French territory to shelter, not their old people, but themselves, a

good proportion being likewise "old and infirm." The outlook for

this modem congregation is therefore serious indeed, much more

so than that for expulsed teaching congregations, whether new or

old, or for ancient orders, whether contemplative or active.

A peril vastly more important menaces the French Church and

nation in a ministerial decree by M. Briand dated July 8 radically

reforming the programmes for what used to be known as the bacca-

laureate degree. The law of 1875 guarantees complete freedom for

following the faculties in the free universities, and though no fresh
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legislation to restrict it is yet announced, this decree practically

repeals that law by requiring henceforth, from the November term,

the frequenting one or two courses of State university instruction,

and consequently amounts to a most serious direct attack on the

autonomy of the Catholic faculties, hitherto legally free.

Since Michaelmas the French police and octroi officials have
—

"in

pursuance of orders given," they regret to say—exercised, more par-

ticularly at railway stations, a surveillance, a watching, an inquisi-

torial questioning of former and actual religious and of ecclesiastical

establishments with their personnel, which is inexplicable, but bodes

mischief to Catholics and republicans who love liberty.

Jean Limosin (a pseudonym) relates in the Croix de Limoges a

recent audience accorded him by Pius X. "The importance of the

religious press," said the Pope, "is not even yet understood either

by faithful or clergy. The elders say 'formerly' souls were saved

without newspaper and press work. But 'former' times are not our

times. We live to-day, when an evil press is widely diffused, when
Christians are deceived, poisoned, destroyed by impious journals.

In vain would' you build churches, preach missions, found schools;

all your efforts, all your good works would be defeated should you

not simultaneously wield the defensive and offensive arm of the

press, Catholic, loyal, sincere."'" Says the interviewer : "The Pope

became animated; he shrugged his shoulders con^passionately, his

eyes flashed and I called to mind what he did when Patriarch of

Venice to maintain his journal Difesa, of which he said: 'If other

resources fail I would sell my pectoral cross rather than let this

necessary work succumb.' Speaking of the actual situation, the

Holy Father said: 'The French clergy must prepare for enduring

worse things. The persecution is only beginning. Doubtless it will

become more violent. Priests will have to suffer absolute misery.

But I place confidence in them ; I know they are brave. In the

seminaries they received sound doctrine and a truly supernatural

formation of character. Let them be united, helping each other,

sharing available resources.'

"

10 Last Eaater Plus X. sent this autograph, printed In a special edition
of the Naples Croce: "In face of unrestrained license of the antl-CathoUo
press, which impugns or denies eternal laws of truth and Justice, which
stirs up hatred against the Church, which insinuates into people's hearts
most pernicious doctrines, corrupting minds, fostering evil appetites, flat-
tering the senses and perverting the will—all ought to recognize the great
importance of union between good people for turning to advantage of the
Church and society a weapon the enemy uses to Injure both. We have,
therefore, only the highest praise for Catholic writers who strive to oppose
the antidote of the good press to the poison of the bad press, and, that they
nmy not lose courage amid the labors, trials and difficulties Inseparable
from all good works, we bestow upon all of them our blessing, that the
Lord may support them in the good fight and pour out upon them abundant
heavenly assistance."

J. F. Boyd.
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LOSS AND GAIN IN FRANCE.

THE new developments of the religious question in France

since the fateful month of December, 1906, are important

enough to claim attentive consideration. The law by which

the divorce of State and Church was pronounced has been in opera-

tion—at least as far as the decision of the Pope has allowed it to

be in operation—for about one year. The momentous changes

effected by the law and the circumstances that attended its execution

are now felt. The crisis is on us, and although we are yet in its

commencement, we have receded far enough from the very begin-

ning to take a survey of our positions. It will not be without inter-

est to compute as exactly as possible the losses and gains of the

Church of France during the first year of the separation ; to ascertain

what belongs to the debit or the credit side in our account and draw

our balance-sheet before turning a new leaf of the ledger.

The separationists of fifty years ago compressed their doctrine

into these few words: a free Church in a free State. That the

politicians who framed the separation law had not this ideal in their

minds is well known to all American Catholics and needs no demon-

stration in this Review. To withdraw the money, not to grant

liberty, was their end; the priests would cease to be paid, but they

were not to be left untrammeled. Our republican statesmen are

too much afraid of the power of the Church to allow it a free hand

;

too much imbued with the old French doctrine of State ascendency

and State universal interference to give up meddling with religious

affairs.

Yet, if we look at the situation exclusively from this point of view

of liberty, owing partly to some provisions of the law itself, partly

to the action of the Pope which nullified a great part of the other

dispositions, we may say that nothing but gains, up to the present,

have to be registered.

The law has given us three important liberties

:

The nomination of the Bishops is no longer in the hands of the

State, and this is evidently a great gain. There was a time when
the State was represented by believers ; even then their influence did

not always tell for good, but they might be expected to have some

consideration for the welfare of the Church; and there was a time

when the Ministers were indeed unbelievers, but viewed the Church

in the light of a beneficial influence, whose advantage they studied

whilst trying at the same time to shorten what they might call its

political tentacles ; but now all the Ministries are composed of bitter

foes, who consider the Church as a nocive power, a stumbling-block
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on the way to intellectual and social progress, an antiquated institu-

tion which, being incapable of improvement, ought to be suppressed

as soon as public opinion will allow it.

Was it reasonable that such men should be entrusted with the

care of selecting the pastors of the Church ? The evil was circum-

scribed by the necessity of securing the Papal assent. Yet, in the

diplomatic battles that were fought over each episcopal election, the

French Minister had manifestly not the interest of religion in his

eye. This absurdity has been done away with. The system of pre-

sentation is not yet officially regulated as in America or England,

but at least we know that those selected are chosen for the best of

religious interests.

A second liberty granted by the law is the right for the Bishops

of assembling together and holding councils. It may seem strange

to American citizens, but this right did not exist in republican France

till two years ago. In the middle of the past century provincial

councils had been tolerated ; but when the anti-clerical party got into

power they forbade those assemblies altogether, and went so far

once as to lay an interdiction upon a pilgrimage in which several

Bishops were to take part as being a council in disguise. Those

obsolete regulations have disappeared, and Paris has witnessed twice

a sight that had not been seen in our country since the Revolution

—

a meeting of the whole French episcopate. In the fine historical

mansion of La Muette the seventy and odd prelates were allowed to

hold their sessions and to discuss undisturbed the questions arising

from the present crisis.

The third liberty is this: It is lawful to anybody to open as

many private chapels as he likes on his own premises, without asking

leave of the government. This was prohibited till now, even if

your private sanctuary was for your own use, although the inter-

diction was not enforced in all cases. We have still in our memory
the Chateauvillain affair, and the death of a young working girl shot

by a gendarme, when the public force broke into a factory to close

a private chapel situated on the grounds, which did not even open

on the public road.

Sometimes this prohibition was pushed to the last limits of ab-

surdity. The College Stanislas is the largest and most famous of

the Catholic secondary schools of Paris. Some years ago its two

chapels were closed by order of the government ; some thousand boys

that lived in a house with two chapels inside could not use them,

but had to go to the parish church, already crowded with worshipers

;

nevertheless, at the same time all the lycees of the State were pro-

vided with a chapel, a chaplain and offices which the boarders

attended, thus enjoying a religious privilege denied to a Catholic
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establishment. On the ist of January, 1906, when the separation

law went into force, without asking for any authorization, the seals

were broken, the doors opened and Mass said in the two chapels and
divine service has been celebrated there uninterruptedly since that

time. This new liberty may be of much use in the future if the

clergy are obliged to leave the churches.

By the side of these liberal provisions, many of a contrary nature

were to be found in the law. The priests were liable to be fined

and imprisoned for words pronounced in the pulpit. The associa-

Hons cultuelles, that were to be formed nobody knows exactly how,

by the voluntary aggregation of individuals, without any authority

to decide who was to be admitted and who to be excluded, so that

they might have been composed of anti-Catholics—the associations

cultuelles were to rule over ecclesiastical matters ; for the funds were

at their disposal, and they were not obliged, except by a very vague

and ambiguous clause that might be interpreted any way, to submit

to the Bishop. Although powerful in the Church, these same asso-

ciations were fettered on all the other sides
;
they did not enjoy the

rights of the non-religious associations as determined by the law

of 190 1 ; there was a special legislation for them ; in the same way
the religious orders had been excepted, on account of their character,

from the liberty granted to all kinds of societies, as if religion in

France could never be submitted to.common law, but was always

bound to experience the privilege of special favor or special rigor.

The owning capacity of the associations was strictly limited to pre-

vent them from accumulating treasures and keep them weak and

dependent.

All this fabric of the law fell to the ground when the Pope refused

to recognize the associations cultuelles. In the confusion that en-

sued it might have been a strong temptation for the government to

proceed with a high hand. But they were clear-sighted ;
they real-

ized that violence would rouse the feelings of the faithful and g^ve

new life to a religion they wanted to destroy. The President of

the Cabinet owned publicly that they were in the midst of confusion

;

but, instead of getting lost in it, they threaded the mazes of tliat

confusion with the utmost skill. They were not logical, but they

showed a practical ability to which the madmen of the Combes Min-

istry would certainly have been strangers. Their purpose was to

keep the churches open and the worship free, while the despoiling

was going on, so that the people might not notice any difference.

They discovered first that the law of public meetings might be applied

to religious services, which could be lawfully celebrated as such;

but a declaration to the police was necessary to make them legal

;

the priests gave passive resistance, did not make any declaration and
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waited for the result. On the first two days legal proceedings were
started for every Mass said ; but the absurdity of repeating tiiis fifty

thousand times every day soon became obvious. Then a law was
passed to suppress the necessity of the declaration for any gathering,

religious or not, and in this incidental way France was given the

absolute liberty of public meetings. The priest was left in his

church, although he had no legal title to it, and care was taken that

peace should be preserved there, on what legal grounds is not appar-

ent. This is something like juggling with the law, but it must be

confessed that the juggling was cleverly done.

To sum up, we have gained some liberties and we have lost none,

at least up to the present; for it should not be forgotten that this

€xtra-legal situation is extremely precarious. But till now, except

in a few cases, the churches have remained open, all seems to be

going on as formerly ; the services are celebrated and not interrupted

;

since the foolish prosecutions for saying Mass have been dropped,

no priest has been prosecuted for what he has done in a church,

except a Bishop who was condemned for celebrating a marriage

before the civil ceremony was performed. A casual observer might

conclude that nothing is changed. But this consideration of external

liberty is not the only side of the question.

It is impossible to enjoy liberty without having means to live.

Thus the property question springs up, being closely linked with the

other, and on this point we have nothing but losses to register.

Who was to be the owner of the churches after the separation?

They have been built for Catholic purposes with Catholic money,

aided by State contributions. It is easy to see how many considera-

tions might be brought into the discussion of this point: Is there

no distinction to be made between the old churches, already con-

fiscated at the time of the Revolution, and new ones built by donors

who generally did not mean to make a present to the State? In

what degree do the constributions of the State g^ve it a vote on the

subject or entitle it to claim its money back? Is it not an absurdity

that, after the separation, a theoretically and even practically atheistic

State should own all the edifices in which public worship is con-

ducted? But, in fact, there was no discussion, only a declaration

by the governrnent that they are ours; we cannot allow them, said

the government, not to be our property, renewing the reasoning of

a famous robber on the French stage, who, finding a trunk full of

valuables, says to his band : "This trunk ought to be ours
;
ergo, it

is ours ;" or of the lion in the fable, saying : "This portion is mine,

for if anybody touches it I will strangle him."

So it happened that churches that have been built in recent years

from the foundation to the roof with the money of pious Catholics,
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and to which the State has not contributed a farthing, are declared,

when completed, to be the propert)-, not of the builders, not of tlie

donors, not of the institution for whose benefit they were intended,

but of the State, which has done nothing but to look on. In the

other cases there may be discussion ; distinctions may be made, but

this is certainly downright confiscation.

It should be noticed that this happened independently of any action

of the Pope. Even if the Pope had accepted the law, all the churches

were declared to be the property of the State, or the commune, which

is nothing but a branch of the State. The case was this: If you
build a church on your own ground with your own money, you

could keep your property if, with an authorization, only private

worship was performed in it ; if you threw it open to the public, you

had to make it over to the fabrique—that is, to the parish considered

as legally entitled to ownership ; it became a parish church, and all

parish churches were, when the law was passed, considered by our

legislators as belonging to the commune or to the State. By this

roundabout way the confiscation was done without giving the trans-

action its true name.

These edifices were to have been let out to the associations for a

formal rent of one franc. This was made impossible by the decision

of the Pope, and yet the government would by no means dose the

churches ; so the most absurd of situations has developed. The priest

is still in the church, but as an occupant sans titre, a delightful

formula which means that he is there, but has no title to be there.

He has not been expelled, because it was not found convenient ; but

he may be expelled at will without any recourse at law. He has

no right to the vestments, the vases, the furniture, and yet he is left

the use of them ; it is out of his power to impose taxes on seats, on

the use of the organ, on special decorations at weddings and funerals,

but he may receive free offerings upon those occasions, and, of

course, say what the free offering should be if such extra service is

expected. All this is topsy-turvy, but seems likely to last still some

time, and may be said to go on without too much friction. Yet it

is not a lasting system, and will be wrecked on the question of

repairs. The occupant sans titre cannot be expected to undertake

the repairs of a big church, and has even no right to do so, and many
communes have no wish to see this burden laid on their shoulders.

The presbyteries have been considered for a long time as being

the property of the commune, except a few which were private prop-

erty and have remained so. The municipal councils, that are the

ruling authority In each commune, are allowed to let them out to the

priests, who occupied them free of rent before, or to appropriate

them to any usages they think fit. This has been used as a weapon
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against the priests who were unpopular in their parish. The council

could not expel them from the church, which is not to be used for

non-religious purposes ; but they could close the door of the presby-

tery in their face, and in small villages there was not always another

house to let. But, in fact, this has been exceptional. In the majority

of cases the councils allowed the priest to remain in the presbytery

on condition that he would pay a moderate rent, which was after-

wards thought too low and raised by the government.

After the church, the school is the ^eat asset of religious influ-

ence in a country. On this account our balance books show a most

lamentable deficit of late years. Our losses are considerable, not so

much as an effect of the separation as of the dispersion of the

religious orders and the furious war that has been raging against

religion all over the land for about ten years.

All members of congregations were forbidden to teach. As a

consequence, all the schools that were in their hands have been

closed, except a few which the same fate is awaiting. It does not

mean that they are all closed now. Many have been reopened with

secular of secularized teachers. But the situation is very different

from what it was before the storm broke out. A large number of

schools have simply disappeared. Where secular teachers were

employed to replace religious communities there was experienced a

great difHculty in finding able men and women, and during the

hesitating period of transition, yielding to official pressure, many
children slipped away to the government schools and never came

By means of secularization a large body of teachers was made
available, out of which the needs of many schools were supplied.

But this system is not without its disadvantages; persons brought

up to live in a community, and especially women accustomed to the

atmosphere of a convent, were not always found well prepared for

the new conditions. But the greatest difficulty is the recruiting

problem. A religious order is a self-sufficient body ; it attracts and

absorbs novices and, by a sort of digestive process, converts them

into its flesh and blood. But when its elements have been scattered

like dust, how are they to be renewed as they drop away through

disease, old age and death ? This problem is engaging the minds of

zealous Catholics, who think of establishing training schools. But

another difficulty faces them, and that is the want of money. It is

a grand project to form a large body of lay Catholic teachers, pro-

vided with their certificates, prepared by a thorough training to

compete with the best men of the State schools, learned, open-minded

and able ; it is a vast and bright prospect, but it would cost such an

amount of money, not only to get them, but still more to maintain

back.
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them ! Congregations are cheap ; the vows of ceUbacy and povertj'

and living in common reduce the expenses of their members to more
than half what they would be in the world.

To attempt to solve this problem all at once would be impossible

in the present state of France. But there are interesting attempts

made here and there, especially to provide female teachers for the

girls of the middle and higher classes, who were educated in the

convents when convents existed and have remained generally in the

Catholic schools opened in their places. Those efforts, as, for in-

stance, the preparation for the higher university degrees, will con-

tribute to raise the intellectual level of the teaching. Care must be

taken that the religious influence which should pervade education

does not diminish proportionately.

So much for the primary schools. As for secondary institutions,

they have suffered much and are threatened with hard regula-

tions and perhaps destruction. They have suffered much, not only

because those belonging to the religious orders have been dosed and

reopened with a personnel hastily formed, but also on account of

the prevalent state of opinion and the fears of Catholic parents.

The wind that blows in France now does not drive boys and young

men to the gates of our colleges. We shall speak further on of the

seminaries (clerical schools) and their dwindling numbers. The
parents who prepare their boys for a secular career know very well

that if they send them to a college under the management of priests

they saddle them with a burden for life. They will not be stopped

at the entrance, it is true; they will pass as easily as any through

that gate of State examinations which leads to every liberal occupa-

tion in France ; for it should be said to the honor of the State Uni-

versity that its professors are most fair-minded, and although the

greatest number of them are unbelievers, they make no exception of

persons and never—or hardly ever—inquire about your faith to test

your capacity in chemistry or the classical languages. But in after

life the young pupil of the priests will be handicapped in many ways,

especially if he has got one of the numerous berths of officialdom.

He shall be very lucky or very able if he contrives to rise to a high

position without disowning his masters. This explains how and

why some of the bitterest enemies of the Church are those that have

been brought up by the priests. They want to wipe out by vigorous

rubbing the story that sticks to them in the eyes of their companions.

It was not so—or not in the same degree—ten years ago. The

parents know the present state of things and see the clouds thicken-

ing more and more over the heads of their children, and some lose

heart. They send their boys to the lycees (State secondary schools),

and try to counterbalance by the influence of a Catholic home the

Digitized by
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bane of an agnostic teaching and the society of irreligious boys.

For that reason and some others the population of the Catholic col-

leges has been diminishing.

It is now a question whether they will still exist next year. A
law is in preparation upon or rather against free secondary educa-

tion. The project of the government is only to regulate it, by hard

rules, it is true, and which would open the way to much arbitrary

action ; yet if the law passed such as M. Briand, the Minister, framed

it, the Catholic colleges would not disappear, or not all at once. But

the committee of members of Parliament to which the preparation

of the law is entrusted go much further. They propose to forbid

any minister of any relig^ious persuasion to teach. As there are very

few Protestant ecclesiastics and still fewer Jewish rabbis engaged

in teaching, this sweeping interdiction would be, in fact, restricted

to the Catholic clergy.

The men of the committee are logical. The members of the

religious orders were forbidden to teach because their minds are

obnubilated by dogmas. Not less obnubilated is the mind of the

priest; a step further should be taken, for the believing layman is

obnubilated, too, and a teacher should be obliged to swear that he

does not believe in Christ before he ascends his chair. It may come
to this ; but it is not yet in sight. But there is certainly a tendency

everywhere in France to establish a kind of negative State orthodoxy,

that is, the State expects you or requires you not to be a believer.

You may believe what you like, but not the Christian religion. Any-

how, whether the Minister or the committee prevail, the law will

probably be a hard blow dealt to the Catholic colleges.

It is known to all the world that the material loss incurred by the

Church in December, 1906, was enormous. It has been a wholesale

confiscation of real property and money.

The suppression of the treatment allotted by the State to the parish

priests was a confiscation ; this treatment was an indemnification for

the property taken during the revolution. Of course, the property

has not been given back ; the indemnification has been taken away in

its turn, so that what formerly beloi^ed to ecclesiastical institutions

is all now on the side of the State and nothing on the side of the

Church. It has taken a century to pick the bone, but it is picked

very clean now, or at least will be in a few years; for the priests

still enjoy a few crumbs of the old budget des cultes in the way of

pensions and allowances.

This suppression was in the law, whatever the Pope might say or

do. It was different with the property of the Church acquired since

the great confiscation. This was to devolve on the famous associa-

tions cultuelles; it was the bait carefully concealed inside the law.
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which was presented to the Catholics with this argiunent: "If you
form associations, you keep all your church property, which is worth

so many millions; if you do not form them—well—you do not

keep it."

It is quite true that the government was not bent upon confisca-

tion ; it relied upon the strength of the dilemma. Imbued with this

idea, that no consideration is ever higher than money in the Catholic

Church, they felt sure such an amount of money could not be thrown

away for the sake of principles. But the decision came from Rome
that no associations ought to be formed, and the government could

not but confiscate. The fault was to have placed the Catholics in

such a dilemma, which was tantamount to saying: "You ought to

have my conception of the Church ; if you have not mine, 1 take away
your property from you."

What has been lost ? There were two kinds of ecclesiastical prop-

erty, because there were two institutions capable of ownership—the

parish and the diocese. To the diocese belonged the buildings of

many seminaries, foundations for their maintenance, pension f\mds»

asylums for aged priests and some estates ; to the parish, foundations

for Masses, sometimes investments, lands, etc.

All this has been swept away. All the seminaries have been

closed, first, because a seminary was an institution that could no

longer exist under the new law, and secondly, because their build-

ings were taken from them. Some of these edifices—it was the case

of many grands siminaires—^had always belonged to the State; of

course it was no confiscation to take them back. But a greater

number—it was the case of nearly all the petits siminaires—belonged

to the diocese ; the State had not contributed to their purchase, build-

ing or maintenance. These were not taken back, but taken away
from us.

In the middle of December the students had to be sent to their

families, the professors dispersed and guardians were established in

the empty premises, where the chapels remained vacant and the altars

stripped to the stone. Many movables were carried away by the

true owners, although this action was threatened with prosecution,

which never took effect. Sometimes resistance was organized; the

dispersion was then delayed for a time and afterwards effected by

force. At Beaupreau a severe collision took place between the

military and the Catholics and several persons were wounded Ott

each side. However, as a rule, the order of dispersion was mourn-

fully but peacefully submitted to and the work of reconstruction

began at once.

That seminaries were not allowed to exist under the new regime

was no formidable obstacle. It meant only that the legislation
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special to those houses was no longer in existence, and that they were
obliged to conform to common law. The grands seminaires were
transformed into higher schools of theology under the provisions

of the law of 1876, the petits seminaires into secondary colleges

according to the regulations of the law of 1890. This is not a mere
quibble, for the conditions are not the same ; yet they are tolerable

;

one may live under them pending the new education law, that may
destroy all our reconstructions.

The want of suitable buildings was a much gfreater trpuble.

Sometimes a seminary was separated into two or three sections. It

is not easy to find a college ready made. The convents vacated by
their inmates four or five years ago were a great resource. But it

required money to buy them or take them on lease.

The use of several buildings has been preserved by the means of

leases. For instance, the Catholic University of Paris rents an old

convent that belonged to the Bureau des Siminaires, in fact, to the

diocese. In December last that bureau ceased to exist and the build-

ing was put under sequestration ; but the lease had to be respected,

and the university remains there till it runs out. This was an old,

manifestly bona fide lease ; some were concluded a few months or a

few weeks before the law took effect. Till now there have been

threatenings, but no proceedings against them.

Most of the seminaries are reconstituted, but they show the scars

of the wounds they received in the battle. The number of students

has diminished, to a fearful extent in some dioceses. A mere hand-

ful remains in the less religious parts of the country. The Dioceses

of Troyes and Sens have joined their two handfuls and decided to

have only one grand seminaire at Troyes and one petit seminaire at

Sens, and these institutions will be far from crowded. In the present

uncertainty of things parents will oppose the vocations of their sons,

and the priests themselves dp not care to lead boys into this road till

they see a clearer way out. It seems as if the sources of recruiting

were to be dried up. But this is not to be feared ;
things will settle

in time, and, meanwhile, if there is a diminution in the number of

priests, it cannot be regarded as an unmixed evil; for it will be

difficult to maintain a great many, and in the active life that is open-

ing for them alertness will count for more than number.

All the foundations, investments of money, various sources of

income and pension funds have been confiscated, or, more exactly,

have ceased to be owned by anybody, which for the Church is prac-

tically the same thing. What will become of them? The present

situation seems to be an inextricable tangle. Many donations are

claimed back by the families of the donors and their suits are pend-

ing before the tribunals. Will the government procure the saying
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of Masses ? Yes and no have been alternately the answer. To take
the money without fulfilling the obligations would seem—I shall not
say unjust; that would be nothing—but contrary to the popular feel-

ing of respect for the dead. But to see the Government of France
distributing Masses among the priests would be an amusing spectacle.

All this property cannot remain indefinitely without an owner. To
solve this difficulty, which came unforeseen upon them, the Ministers

prepared a new law—they are building up quite a Babel tower of

laws. According to their project, this property will revert either

to the department, or to the commune, or to a public charitable insti-

tution, or to a public educational establishment, according to the

decision of the central government. In all this entanglement of

decress, laws and lawsuits one thing is clear—the money is lost.

If we remember the vast amount of real property that has been

taken from the religious orders in 1901 ; if we add all the edifices

and sums of money that the Church has lost in December, 1906, we
shall realize that no confiscation has been made in any country on
such a large scale for a long time. Perhaps not since the great

Revolution has so much property undergone that process of changing

hands without compensation and against the will of the owner, which
is called robbery when performed by private persons. This plunder

does not enrich the State ; it melts away somehow. It was promised

that the so-called milliard of the congregations would serve to estab-

lish old age pensions. Not a penny of it has been appropriated to

that purpose ; it has evaporated ; what has become or is becoming of

it is a riddle not easy to solve. Of course, all was not lost for every-

body ; but all was lost for the aged workers.

Now, what is being constructed on these ruins? We are as yet

feeling our way, making attempts in several directions, trying to

find out what is the best in the present circumstances.

The most pressing problem is how to procure a decent living for

the priests and defray the expense of the church, and it will become

still more and more pressing, as the younger priests, who are in

receipt of small allocations from the government, will cease to receive

them in three years, and the older ones, who are entitled to a pension

for life, will die out. The remnants of the budget des cultes will

flow in a thinner and thinner stream till they are reduced to mere

dribblings and then vanish altogether.

In the towns the clergy will be supported by the people. In the

villages the case may be different. Some, with the example of St.

Paul in their minds, have contended that it would be best for the

priest to live by the labor of his hands, and a not inconsiderable

number of village cures have acted on this principle. There are

workshops in some presbyteries. I know a priest who has a printing
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plant in his house ; another who is an organ and harmonium maker.

A large garden, when well cultivated, is a source of income. I have

heard of a priest living on the edge of a forest who owns a large

number of beehives and lives, so to say, on honey. These are only

individual ventures which are much discussed, and good reasons are

brought on both sides. The great advantages of the system would

be to secure independence to the priest and screen him from the

reproach of idleness in countries where the religious conditions are

such that he has nothing to do in the church; the drawbacks, that

sometimes it would bring him into commercial competition with his

parishioners, would foster the love of gain and tend to materialize

his life. Perhaps it would be possible to obviate this by instituting,

say in the market towns, self-supporting communities, where some
hours would be set apart every day and work performed in common
for distant employers, such as printing for the great Paris houses,

and from which the priests would sally forth when useful or neces-

sary, and minister to the spiritual needs of the neighboring villages.

But those groups as yet are only talked of, and this system is too

different from what exists now to be introduced at once.

The chief effort has been the tentative organization of what is

called the Denier du culte, i. e., the collecting of voluntary gifts that

are centralized into the hands of the Bishop and then distributed to

the priests. The idea is that not the parish, but the diocese should

be self-supporting, so that the rich parishes could make up for the

unsufficient yield of the poor ones. Collections have been made in

churches for that purpose and door-to-door collections have been

added.

These last have occasioned much trouble to the village priests in

some parts. In England and America the collectors go round the

Catholic houses and pass by the Protestant homes ; in France every-

body is supposed to be a Catholic, which often he is not. When the

priests were enjoined, as was done in many dioceses, by their Bishop

to go personally and visit all the houses in their parish to collect

money for the diocesan fund, it meant that they had to go even to

their most bitter opponents and ask them for money for the main-

tenance of an institution which they think it their duty to destroy.

I know that this has been a severe ordeal for many. The stubborn

silence preserved in some houses when the subject was broached, the

hints and taunts about idleness the priest had to put up with, the

answers, absurd to the limits of idiocy, he got sometimes—it was

not very uncommon for peasants to tell him this money was intended

to favor a German invasion of France—put a severe strain upon

the patience of the poor collector. But on the whole this strange

kind of parochial visitation has very likely done more good than
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harm. A disagreeable contact may be better than no contact at all.

The results have been surprising, deceiving all expectations one

way or the other. Regions where hardly anybody goes to church

on Sundays have given freely ; those people want to have their priest

to baptize their children, assist at their weddings and officiate at their

funerals, in a word, to perform their family rites ; for all that remains

of religion in those parts is a kind of family worship. Other

dioceses, where the churches are full and nearly everybody is a com-

municant, have made scanty offerings. It should be added that the

former regions are rich, the latter poor; but the strangeness of the

fact remains.

On the whole, the prospect is not encouraging. It is reckoned

that for the first year people have given more tlian they intend to

gfive in after times, and that their charity will slacken; yet there

will be more and more need of it. With years it would not be very

difficult to constitute again a kind of patrimony of the diocese or the

parish by means of bequests and gifts, if there was somebody to

possess them. What is badly wanted is a system of collective owner-

ship to secure continuance of possession and inspire the donors with

confidence. The associations cultuelles were endowed with the right

of owning small and quite unsufficient sums; they have been for-

bidden, and till now there is nothing in their place. The Archbishop

of Bordeaux and the Bishop of Oiartres have tried to form a

diocesan association that was not to be cultuelle, constituted accord-

ing to the law of 1901 and intended to be the legal owner of the

collected funds, but it was at the time when so much noise was made

about the refusal of the Pope; Rome feared there might be some

confusion in the public mind about the two kinds of associations, and

the Cardinal Secretary of State wired to the Bishops to suspend

everything pending further instructions.

At the present time the considerable sums centralized in the

episcopal towns are owned by nobody; and as a consequence are

legally the property of the man in whose house they are found; if

in a bank, of the man in whose name they have been deposited. If

he dies without having made his will, this money descends to his

heirs; if he has made his will, this may be canceled by a tribunal

if not made in due form. Recent examples of money collected for

the building of a church and now being squandered away by the

unscrupulous relatives of a dead priest may well perplex the mind

of the collectors and cool the generosity of the donors.

Would it be possible to form associations on a foreigfn soil, say in

England, according to the English law, which associations would

be the owners and managers of the patrimony of the Church in

France? There are many financial societies which have their assets
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in foreign countries. Only legal men can discuss this question. To
an outsider, if the thing is feasible, several advantages become

manifest. The owning capacity of those societies would not be

limited like that of the associations cultuelles; they would be out

of reach of the new laws which the French State would not fail to

make if the Church regained some property ;
people would g^ve more

willingly if they knew how their money is managed and that it is

not liable to a fresh confiscation. The Bishops and their legal

advisers will certainly consider this aspect of the question.

One way or the other, some means of guaranteeing the collective

property of the Church must be devised. As in the sacred edifices

the priest cannot remain eternally an occupant sans titre, so, concern-

ing the sums that are necessary to the maintenance of worship, he

cannot remain a long time a possedant sans titre.

But the most important question of all is not the material situation

of the priests ; they will manage somehow, although with difficulties,

to keep soul and body together. But what about the souls them-

selves ? What is the present state of religion ? Is there any change ?

Are there losses or gains since the separation has been effected?

We are here on disputable ground. It is pretty easy to determine

whether liberties have been acquired or lost, still easier to become

acquainted with material losses ; but when it comes to the state of

the souls, there is no instrument delicate enough to ascertain with

exactitude the pulse of religious life. We must fall back upon the

more or less reliable observations of individuals. The statements

I venture upon here must be taken as such and as subject to revision

in the future.

The readjusting of an old system to a new order of things cannot

proceed without much creaking, straining and breaking until all

things fall into their proper place. During that confusing process

it is very difficult to judge of the result. Some symptoms appear

very alarming, some raise great expectations and both ma^ be decep-

tive. The diminution of clerical students in seminaries, for instance,

seems to threaten the very existence of the clergy. But this may be

remedied in time, when the elements now disturbed and tossed about

by the present storm crystallize and settle into a permanent organiza-

tion.

Among the clergy, especially the younger priests, there seems to

be an outburst of fresh activities. In the industrial towns some

have chosen the poorest quarters and established there meeting halls

for boys, young men and old men. They attract, indeed, a small

number in comparison with the crowds that remain outside, but they

are intitpately connected with their people
;
they know them, love

them and are loved by them. Out of those popular groups have
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grown new parishes which may be expected to be a ferment of

religious life amongst the dense masses which no light from heaven

ever pierces. These new parishes are not founded on the old idea

of the superior station and dignity of the priest, directing his flock

from the height to which his priesthood elevated him, but on the

new idea of the priest mixing with the people, being one of them,

playing with them and making them acknowledge his superiority by
a devoted life, the only g^round admitted for it in an incredulous

world.

Even in the country there are priests who waken up and try new
forms of apostolate, such as agricultural syndicates, lectures out of

the church, lantern views, etc. These are only individual instances

;

nothing is systematized ; but, on the whole, it points in a right direc-

tion. Everybody that wants to be useful feels that something new
is wanted. The Bishop of Versailles, one of the pioneers of the

movement, anticipating the time when his priests will have to leave

the churches, sent to them the startling announcement that they

would do well to provide themselves with wooden sheds as portable

meeting halls, proportionate in dimensions to the number of those

who really come to Mass. The priest, he said, would be nearer his

congregation; he could talk to them, and not preach; the meeting

would not be so formal and so cold as in a large empty church, with

a few straggling persons scattered here and there in the pews. The
air is full of new ideas and suggestions. They may not be all the

product of common sense ; they may also be very good, but remain

suggestions. Yet they prove at least that the minds are astir, and

what is stirring is not dead.

As for the laity, I must say that no perceptible change is noticed.

Yes, we hear at every great feast that the churches have never been

so crowded; we hear every year that the number of communicants

has increased since last Easter. But I have heard it for years and

years, and if it was true, religion would have made wonderful

progress, which it has not. In fact, this is noticed only in big towns,

and is easily explained by the general increase of the population.

In many parts of the country the churches have become more and

more empty, the priest more and more solitary, and there has been

no change this year.

No reliance, I think, should be placed on the assertions of peasants

to casual visitors whom they want to please saying they did not

know their votes would have such consequences; they have been

deceived, but now their eyes are open and they are ready to raise

their voices against the enemies of their religion. I have seen the

letters of an English family spending the summer months in Auvergn

and persuaded that the peasantry of those mountains were ready
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to hurl their ballots at the head of the government. My own
opinion is that if there was a general election to-morrow the results

would be the same as in the last one.

The process of religious disintegration is going on in the best

parts of France, especially in Brittany, which is altering rapidly.

A great part of the maritime population of this province is lost.

One of the causes is the great length of time they remain in the fleet,

when they come under baneful influences. The agricultural popula-

tion makes a better stand; but among them also religion is losing

ground.

The sacrifice of so many millions for conscience' sake joyfully

undergone by the French clergy was indeed a great example. It

has been lost upon a materialized nation ; it has caused a momentary

stupor—was it possible ? Now it is forgotten.

The progress of indifference and anti-clericalism has not been

stopped. Those forces are still making headway among the masses.

A widely read press continues to be hostile to religion, although its

tone is more or less bitter according to the height of the passing

wave. The schoolmaster is still the powerful antagonist of the

priest and the chief factor in the politics of the village. He is often

more advanced than the government and has even begun to rebel on

some occasions. Socialism is gaining the ground which religion

loses, and its internal divisions do not seem to take from its strength.

All these symptoms would be disheartening were it not for the

renewed activity of some groups of young men, and the attitude of

the clergj', which the circumstances are stirring to more activity.

No speedy change is to be expected in the minds of the people;

possibly we are not yet at the lowest ebb. But there is no necessity

of despairing. We should remember that the night is darkest before

dawn.

Shall the situation created by the new law make for good or for

evil? Very likely for good in the long run. Of course, there has

' been a considerable falling off of late years, and the ruins heaped

up since 1900 are appalling. It seems that in a short period France

has turned from a Catholic to an infidel country. But it was not

ground really lost during that time ; it was the revealing of a loss

that, for a long period, had proceeded slowly and become greater

and greater every day. We begin to realize now that we are in the

same situation as the Catholic minority in a Protestant country, and

ought to secure the same position. To make ourselves respected

and spread the faith, little by little, in a country that is not to be

preserved, but converted anew, should be our ambition.

Now, the situation is such as to call forth the dormant energies

of the clergy, and a part of the population is bound to respond in
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time. The pressure of circumstances is acting as a kind of incentive

;

it will be felt still more when reinforced by the pressure of need.

On the other side, the religious question is always to the front. When
it appears on the scene all the others slip away behind the scenes;

so much so that when the government wants to postpone an ob-

noxious social measure that has been long clamored for it has only

to raise the religious question. In a moment everybody is up, for or

against, and the rest is forgotten. It is not easy to reconcile this

with the religious indifference that is so prevalent in France ; but it

is so. The religious problems are seldom the object of dispassionate

discussion
;
they are occasions of hatred and love much more than of

disquisition, because they are felt to be bound with the most intimate

fibres of the heart.

What a zealous and alert clergy may do in such circumstances, I

hope the future will show. At least it seems difficult to go to sle^

now, and this difficulty is the most hopeful sign of the times. Up
to the present there has been nothing definite; many thoughts have

been stirred and many attempts tried. The old conservative organ-

ization that was contrived for the preservation of the faithful is

felt'to be no longer sufficient. A conquering army should not always

remain camping in the trenches. But when it comes to what is to

be done, we find but chaos, experiments of all sorts, confusion,

bewilderment. All is still left suspended, undetermined; the legal

situation, the means of living and the means of conquering. But

a general commotion is felt throughout the great body of the Church,

and it is better than immobility, which is death. When the confused

elements are sifted, I hope the French Church will emerge as a

smaller, but more compact body, full of true religious life. But we

must not expect this to be done in a day; it will be a long and'

laborious struggle, not a sudden and easy triumph.

Abbe Hermglinb.
Paris, France.
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DE MODERNISTARUM DOCTRINIS.

AD PATRIARCHAS PRIMATES ARCHIEPISCOIOS EPISCOI'OS AI.IOSQUE

LOCORUM ORDINARIOS PACEM ET COMMUNIONEM CUM APOSTOLICA

SEDE HABENTES.

PIUS PAPA X.

Venerabiles Fratres, Saltitem et Apostolicam Benedictionem.

PASCBNDI domlnlcl gregls mandatum Nobis divinltus otllclum Id
munus In primls a Chrlsto asaigrnatum habet, ut tradltae sanctts
fldel deposltum vijrilantissime custodiat, repudlatis profanis vocum
novltatlbua atque opposltionlbus falsi nominls sclenttae. Quae
quldem supremi provldentia pastorls nullo plane non tempore

cathoUco asniinl necessaria fult: etenlm, auctore humanl generis hoste,
nunquam defuere "vlrl loquentes perversai, vaniloqul et seductorea',
errantes et In errorem mlttentes"." Verumtamen Inlmlcorum crucla
Chrlstl, postrema hac aetate, numerum crevisse admodum fatendum est;
qui, artlbus omnlno novls astuque plenis, vltalpm Eccleslae vim elidere,
Ipsumque, si queant, Christ! regnum evertere fundltus nltuntur. Quare
silere Nobis diutlua haud licet, ne munerl sanctlsslmo deesae vtdeamur, et
bentgnltas, qua, ape sanlorls consUil, hue usque usi sumus, officii obllvlo
reputetur.
Qua in re ut moram ne interponamus lUud In prlmis exlglt quod fautorea

errorum lam non inter apertos' hostes quaerendl sunt modo; verum. quod
dolendum mazime verendumque est. In ipso latent sinu gremloque Eccleslae,
eo sane nocentlorea, quo minus persplcul.—Loqulmur, Venerabiles FYatres,
de multis e cathollcorum lalcorum numero, quin, quod longe miaerabiUus,
ex ipso aacerdotum coetu, qui, fucoso quodam ESccleslae amore. nullo solldo
phliosophiae ac theologlae praesldlo, immo adeo venenatis Imbutl penltus
doctrlnls quae ab Ek:clesiae oaorlbua traduntur, Elccleslae elusdem renova-
tores, omnI poathablta modestla anlrai, ae lactltant: factoque audacius
a^lme, quldquld sanctius est in Chrlatl opere impetunt. Ipsa haud in-
columl divini Reparatoris persona, quam, ausu sacrilego, ad purum
putumque homlnem extenuant.
Homines huluamodl Ecclealae Noa hoatibua adscrlbere, etst mtrantur ipsl,

nemo tamen mlrabitur lure, qui, mente animl seposlta cuius penes Deum
arbltrlum est, lllorum doctrlnas et loquendl agendique ratlones cognorit.
Enimvero non la a veritate discedat, qui eos Eccleslae adversaries quovls
alio pemicloaiores habeat.—Nam non hi extra EX:clealam, aed Intra, ut
diximua, de iUiua pemicie consilla agitant sua: quamobrem In ipais fere
Eccleslae venls atque In viacerlbua periculum reaidet, eo aecuriore damno,
quo illi Intimlus Bcclealam norunt. Adde quod securlm non ad ramoa
surculosque ponunt; aed ad radlcem ipsam, fldem nlmlrum fldelque flbras

altissimas. Icta autem radlce hac immortalltatis, virus per omnem
arborera ale propagare pergunt, ut catholicae veritatis nulla sit pars unda
manus abstineant, nulla quam corrumpere non elaborent. FV>rro, mtlle
nocendi artes dum adhibent, nihil iUls callidlus nihil Inaldloslua: nam et

ratlonaliatam et cathollcum promlscue agunt, Idque adeo simulatlaslme, ut
Incautum quemque facile In errorem pertrahant; cumque temerltate
maxime valeant. nullum est consecutlonum genus quod horreant aut non
obflrmate secureque obtrudant. Acoedlt praeterea in lUls. aptisaime ad
fallendoa animos, genus vitae cummaxlme actuosum, aasldua ac vehemens
•ad omnem erudltionem occupatio, morlbus plerumque austeris quaeslta
laua. Demum, quod fere medlclnae flduclam tolltt. dlsclpllnls Ipsi suls sic

animo sunt comparatl, ut dominationem omnem spernant nullaque reclptant
frena; et freti mendaci quadam conaclentia animl. nltuntur veritatis studio
trlbuere quod uni reapse superblae ac pervicaclae trlbuendum est.—Ekiuldem
speravimus huluamodl quandoque homines ad mellora revocare: quo in

genere auavltate prlmum tamquan cum filils, tum vero severltate, demum,
quanquam Inviti, animadveralone publica usl sumus. Nostis tamen. Vene-
rabiles Fratres, quam haeo fecerimus Inanlter: cervlcem. ad horam deflexam,

1 Act. XX., 30.

2 Tit. 1., 10.

* U. Tim. ill.. 18.
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jnox extulerunt superblus. lam si lUorum solummodo res ageretur, dls-
almulare forsitan possemus: sed cathoHcl nomlnls e contra securltas asrltur.
Quapropter silentlum, quod habere diutlus placulum foret, Interclpere
necesse est; ut personates male homines, quales reapse sunt, unlversae
Bcoleriae demonstremus.
Quia vero modemlstarum (sic enlm lure In vulgus audlunt) callidlsslmunn

artlfldum est, ut doctrlnas suas non ordlne dlgrestas proponant atque In
unum collectas, sed sparsas velutl atque Invlcem seiunctas, ut nlmlrum
ancipltes et quasi vagi vldeantur, cum e contra firml slnt et constantes:
praestat, Venerabiles BVatrea, doctrlnas easdem uno helc conspectu exhlber*
prlmum, nezumque Indlcare quo Invlcem coalescunt, ut delnde errorun»
caussas scrutemur, ac remedla ad averruncandam pemlclem praescribamus.
Ut autem In abstruslore re ordlnatlm procedamus, illud ante omnia

notandum est, modemlstarum quemllbet plures agere personas ac velutl in
se commlscere; phllosophum nlmlrum, credentem, theologum, hlstorlcum.
crltlcum, apologetam, Instauratorem: quas slngulatlm omnes dlstlnguertt
oportet, qui eorum systema rite cognoscere et doctrinarum antecessiones
consequutlonesque pervidere vellt.

lam, ut a phllosopho exordlamur, philosophlae rellglosae fundamehtum
In doctrlna ilia modemistae ponunt, quam vulgo "agnosticlsmum" vocant.
Vi hulus humana ratio "phaenomenis" omnlno Includitur, rebus yldelioet
quae apparent eaque specie qua apparent: earumdem praetergredl termlnos
nec lus nec potestatem habet. Quare nec ad Deum se erigere potis est, nec
lllius ezistentlam, ut per ea quae videntur, agnoscere. Hinc Infertur.
Deum sclentiae oblectum directe nullatenus esse posse; ad hlstorlam vero
quod attinet, Deum sublectum hlstoricum minlme censendum esse.—His
autem posttls, quid de "naturali theologla," quid de "motlvis credlbllltatls,"
quid de "externa revelatlone" fiat, facile qutsque persplciet. Ea nemp»
modemistae penitus e medio tollunt, et ad "Intellectualismum" amandant;
ridendum, Inquiunt, systema ac lamdlu emortuum. Neque illos plane
retinet quod eiusmodl errorum portenta apertlsslme damnarit Ecclesia:
siquidem Vaticana Synodus sic sanclebat: "81 quls dlxerlt Deum unum et
verum, Creatorem et Domlnum nostrum, per ea quae facta sunt, naturalf
rationls humanae lumine certo cognosci non posse, anathema sit;"*
Itemque: "Si quls dlxerlt fieri non posse, aut non expedire, ut per revela-
tlonem dlvlnam homo de Beo cultuque el exhlbendo edoceatur, tmathema
sit;"" ac demum: "Si quls dlxerlt revelatlonem divinam extemls signis
credlbilem fieri non posse, Ideoque sola interna culusque experientla aut
Insplratione prlvata homines ad fldem moveri debere, anathema sit."*—Quit
vero ratione ex "agnosticlsmo," qui solum est In Ignoratione, ad "athelsmum"'
sclentlflcum atqne hlstoricum modemistae transeant, qui contra totus est
In inflciatione poaltus: quo Idcirco ratloclnatlonls lure, ex eo quod Ignoretur
utrum humanarum gentium hlstoriae Intervenerit Deus necne, flat gressus
ad eamdem historlam neglecto omnlno Deo expllcandam, ac si reapse non
intervenerit; novlt plane qui posslt. Id tamen ratum Ipsls flxumque est.
atheam debere esse scientiam itemque historlam; in quarum flnibus non
nisi "phaenomenis" posslt esse locus, exturbato penitus Deo et quidquld
divlnum est.—Qua ex doctrlna absurdlsslma quid de sanctissima Chrlstf
persona, quid de Ipslus vltae mortisque mysteriis, quid parlter de anistast
deque in caelum ascensu tenendum sit, mox plane vldeblmus.
Hie tamen "agnostlclsmus," In discipllna modemlstarum, non nisi ut

pars negans habenda est: posltlva. ut alunt. in "immanentla vltall" constl-
tultur. Harum nempe ad allam ex altera sic procedunt.—Rellglo, sive ea
naturalls est sive supra naturam, ceu quodlibet factum, expllcatlonem
aliquam admittat oportet. Kxpllcatlo autem, naturali theologla deleta
adltuque ad revelatlonem ob reiecta credlbllltatls argumenta intercluso.
Immo etlam revelatlone quallbet externa penitus sublata, extra hominem
Inqulrltur frustra. Est Igltur In Ipso homlne quaerenda: et quoniam rellifio

vltae quaedam est (orma, in vita omnlno hominis reperlenda est. Ex hoc
"Immanentiae rellglosae" prlnciplum asserltur. Vltalls porro cuiuscumque
phaenomenl, cuiusmodi religlonem esse lam dictum est, prima velutl motlo
exlndlgentla quapiam seu impulslone est repetenda: prlmordla vero, si de
vita pressius loquamur, ponenda sunt In motu quodam cordis, qui "sensus"
dlcltur. Eam ob rem, cum rellglonls oblectum sit Deus, ooncludendum
omnlno est, fldem, quae Initlum est ac fundamentum cuiusvis religtonls, in
sensu quodam intlmo coUocarl debere, qui ex Indlgentla dlvlnl oriatur.
Haec porro dlvlnl Indlgentla, quia nonnlsi certls aptisque In complexibus
sentltur, pertlnere ad consclentlae ambitum ex se non potest; latet autem
primo infra consclentiam, seu, ut mutuato vocabuto a modema phllosophia
loquuntur, in -"subconscientia," ubl etlam lllius radix occulta manet atque

"De Revel," can. 1.

c Ibid, can. 11.

« "De Fide," can. 111.
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Indeprehensa.—Petet quls foraan, haec dlvinl Indigentia, quam homo In se
Ipse perclplat, quo demum pacto In rellgrionem evadat. Ad haec moder-
nlstae: Sclentia atque historla, Inquiunt, duplicl includuntur termlno:
4tltero ezterno, aspectablll nimlrum mundo, altero Intemo, qui est con-
aclentia. Alterutrum ubl attigrerlnt, ultra quo procedant non habent: hos
enim praeter fines adest "incognosclbile." Coram hoc "incoi^nosclbill," slve
lllud sit extra homlnem ultraque aspectabllem naturam rerum, sfve Intua
In "subconsclentia" lateat, indi^entla dlvini In animo ad relisionem prono,
nuUo, secundum "fldeismi" sclta, praevertente mentis ludlcio, pecullarem
<iuemdam commovet "sensum:" hie vero dlvinam ipsam "realitatem," turn
tamquam obiectum turn tamquam sul caussam Intlmam, in se implicatara
habet atque hominem quodammodo cum Deo coniungit. Est porro hie
"sensus" quem modemistae fldei nomine appellant, estque lllls religrionis
Inltium.
Sed non hie philosophandi, seu rectius dellrandl, finis. In eiusmodi enim

"sensu" modemistae non fldem tantum reperiunt; sed, cum fide inque ipsa
flde, prout 111am intelligunt, "revelatloni" locum esse affirmant. Bnlmvero
«cquid ampllus ad revelatlonem quis postulet? An non revelationem
dlcemus, aut saltem revelationis exordium, "sensum" ilium rell^iosum in
conscientia apparentem; quin et Deum ipsum, etsi confusiua, sese, in
«odem religloso "sensu," animis manifestantem? Subdunt vero: cum fldei
Deus obiectum sit aeque et causaa, revelatio Ula et de Deo pariter ed a Deo
est; habet Deum videlicet revelantem slmul ac revelatum. Hlnc autem,
Venerabiles Fratres, afflrmatio ilia modemistarum perabsurda, qua religlo
quaellbet, pro dlverso adspectu, naturalla una ajc supematuralis dicenda
«st. Hlnc conscientlae ac reyalationis promiacua signiflcatto. Hlnc lez,
qua "oonsclentla rellgriosa" ut re^la universalis traditur, cum revelatlone
penltus aequanda, cul subesse omnes oporteat, supremam etiam in Ecclesia
potestatem, slve haec doceat slve de sacrls dlsciplinave statuat.
Attamen in toto hoc processu, unde, ex modemistarum sententia, fldea ac

revelatio prodeunt, unum est magnopere attendendum, non exigui quidem
momentl ob consequutiones hlstorico-crltlcas, quas inde llli eruunt.—Nam
"Incognosdblle," de quo loquuntur, non se fldei slstit ut nudum quid aut
aingrulare; sed contra in phaenomeno allquo arete Inhaerens, quod, quamvla
ad campum sclentiae aut historlae pertinet, ratlone tamen aliqua praeter-
gredltur; sive hoe phaenomenon sit factum aliquod naturae, arcanl quld-
plam In se continens, sive ait quivis unus ex hominibus, cuius Ingenium
acta verba cum ordlnarils historlae legibus componl haud posse videntur.
Turn vero fides, ab "Incognoscibili" allecta quod cum phaenomeno lungitur,
totum Ipsum phaenomenon complectitur ac sua vita quodammodo permeat.
Ex hoc autem duo consequuntur. Prlmum, quaedam phaenomenl "trans-
llsruratio," per elatlonem sUicet supra veras illius oondltiones, qua aptior
flat materia ad induendam dlvini formam, quam fldea est Induetura.
Secundum, phaenomenl eiusdem aliquaplam, sic vocare liceat, "defUruratlo"
Inde nata, quod fldes llli, loci temporlsque adlunctla exempto, tribult quae
reapse non habet: quod usuvenlt praeclpue, quum de phaenomenis atrltur

exaetl temporls, eoque ampllus quo sunt vetustiora. EjX gemlno hoc caplte
'binos iterum modemistae eruunt canones; qui, alterl addltl lam ex agrnos-
tlcismo hablto, critlces hlstorieae fundamenta eonstituunt. Exempio res
iUustrabltur; sitque lllud e Chrlstl persona petltum. In persona Christ!,
a^unt, sclentia atque historla nil praeter homlnem offendunt. Ergo, vl
priml canonls ex agnosticlsmo deductl, ex eius historla quldquid dlvinum
redolet delendum est. Porro, vl alterlus canonls, Chrlstl persona hlstorlca
"transflgurata" est a flde: ergo subducendum ab ea quidquld ipsam evehit
supra condltiones historicas. Demum, vl tertll canonls, eadem persona
Chrlstl a flde "deflgurata" est: ergo removenda sunt ab ilia sermones, acta;
quldquid, uno verbo, Ingenlo, statul, educatlonl eius, loco ac temporl quibus
vixit, minlme respondet—Mlra equidem ratloclnandt ratio: sed haec
modemistarum crltlee.

"R«liglosus" Igitur "sensus," qui per "vitalem Immanentlam" e latebris

"auboonsclentiae" eramplt, germen est totius rellglonls ac ratio pariter
omnium, quae in rellgione quavla fuere aut sunt futura, Rudia quidem
initio ac fere Informia, eiuamodl "sensus," paullatlm atque Influxu arcanl
llllus prlncipii unde ortum habuit, adolevit una cum progressu humanae
vltae, cuius, ut diximus, quaedam est foiroa. Habemus Igitur rellglonls

cuius libet, etsi supematuralis, orlglnem: sunt nempe lllae "rellglosl

sensus" merae expllcationes. Nec quls cathollcam exceptam putet; Immo
vero ceteris omnlno parem; nam ea In conscientia Chrlstl. electlsslmM
naturae vlrl, culusmodl nemo unug fuit nec erlt, "vltalis" processu
"Immanentiae," non allter, nata est.—Stupent profecto, qui haec audlant,
tantarn ad asserendum audaclam tantum sacrllegium! Attamen, Venerabiles
Pratres, non haec sunt solum ab incredulis effutita temere. Cathollcl

homines, immo vero e sacerdotibus plures. haec palam edlsserunt;
talibusque dellramentls Ecclesiam se instauraturos iactant! Non helc lam
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de veterl errore agltur, quo naturall humanae supematuralis ordlnis veluti
lu8 tribuebatur. Longius admodum processum est: ut nempe sanctissima
rellgrlo nostra, in homine Christo aeque ac In nobis, a natura, ex se suaque
sponte, edita afllnnetur. Hoc autem nil profecto aptius ad omnem super-
naturalem ordlnem abolendum. Quare a Vatioana Synodo lure summo
sandtum full: "Si quis dixerlt, homlnem ad cognltlonem et perfectlonem
quae naturalem superet, divlnltus evehl non posse, sed ex selpso ad otnnls
tandem veri et boni possessionem luKi profectu pertingere posse et debere,
anathema sit."?

Hue usque tamen, Venerabiles Fratres, nullum darl vidimus intellectui
locum. Habet autem et ipse, ex modemistarum doctrina, suas in actu fldel

partes. Quo dein pacto, advertlsse praestat.—In "sensu" lUo, inquiunt,
quern saepius nomlnavimus, quoniam "sensus" est non cogmitio, Deus
quidem se homini sistlt; verum confuse adeo ac permlxte, ut a subiecto
credente vix aut minime dlstlngruatur. Necesse igitur eat aliquo eumdem
sensum collustrari lumine, ut Deus inde omnino exiilat ac secernatur. Id
nempe ad Intellectum perallret cuius est cogrltare et analyslm Instltuere;
per quern homo vitalia phaenomena In se exsurgrentla in species primum
traducit, tum autem verbis signlflcat. Hinc vuigata modemistarum enun-
clatio: debere rellgiosum hominem fldem suam "cogitare."—Mens ergo, iUt

"sensui" advenlens, in eumdem se inflectit, inque eo elaborat pictoris instar,
qui obsoletam tabulae cuiusdam dlagraphen collustret ut nitidius efferat:
sic enim fere quidam modemistarum doctor rem explicat. In eiusmodi
autem negotio mens dupliclter operatur: primum, natural! actu et spon-
taneo, redditque rem sententia quadam simplici ac vulgari; secundo vero
reflexe ac penltius, vel, ut alunt, "cogitationem elaborando," eloquiturque
cogitata "secundariis" sententiis, derivatis quidem a prima ilia simplici,
limatioribus tamen ac distlnctloribus. Quae "secundariae" sententiae, si

demum a supremo Ecclesiae magisterio sancitae fuerint, constituent
"dogma."
Sic Igitur in modemistarum doctrina venture est ad caput quoddam

praecipuum, videlicet ad originem dogmatis atque ad ipsam dogmatis
naturam. Originem enim dogmatis ponunt quidem In priralgenils iilis

formulis simplicibus, quae, quodam sub respectu, necessarlae sunt fidei;

nam revelatio, ut reapse sit, manifestam Del notitiam in conscientla
requlrit. Ipaum tamen dogma "secundariis" proprie contineri formuUs
afflrmare vldentur.—Eius porro ut assequamur naturam, ante omnia in-
quirendum est, quaenam intercedat relatio Inter "formulas religiosas" et
"religiosum" animi "sensum." Id autem facile Intelliget, qui teneat
"formularum" eiusmodi non ailum esse finem, quam modum suppeditare
credenti, quo sibi suae fidei rationem reddat. Quamobrem mediae lllae

sunt inter credentem eiusque fldem: ad fldem autem quod attinet, sunt
inadaequatae eius obiecti notae, vulgo "symbola" vocltant; ad credentem
quod spectat, sunt mera "instrumenta."—Quoclrca nulla conflcl ratione
potest, eas veritatem absolute continere: nam, qua "symbola," imagines
sunt veritatis, atque Idclrco sensui rellgloso accommodandae, prout hie ad
hominem refertur; qua "instrcmenta," sunt veritatis vehicula, atque ideo
accommodanda vlcissim homini, prout refertur ad religiosum sensum.
Obiectum autem "sensus rellgiosi," utpote quod "absoluto" continetur.
Infinites habet adspectus, quorum mode hie modo alius apparere potest.
Similiter homo, qui credit, allls atque allls uti potest condltlonlbus. Ergo
et formulas, quas dogma appellamus, viclssitudini eidem subesse oportet, ac
propterea varletatl esse obnoxias. Ita vero ad intimam "evolutionem"
dogmatis expedltum est iter.—Sophlsmatum profecto coacervatio infintta,

quae rellgionem omnem pessumdat ac delet!

Evolvl tamen ac mutarl dogma non posse solum sed oportere, et
modemlstae Ipsi perfracte affirmant, et ex eorum sententiis aperte conse-
qultur.—Nam inter praeclpua doctrlnae capita hoc illi habent, quod ab
"Immanentiae vltalis" prlncipio deducunt: "formulas rellgloaas," ut
"religiosae" reapse sint nec solum Inteilectus commentationes, vltales esse
debere vltamque ipsam vlvere "sensus rellgiosi." Quod non Ita IntelU-
gendum est, quasi hae formulae, praesertlm si mere imaglnativae, sint pro
ipso rellgloso sensu Inventae; nihil enim refert admodum earum orlginis,

ut etiam numeri vel qualitatls: sed Ita, ut eas "rellgiosus sensus," mutatlone
,allqua, si opus est, adhlblta, "vltaliter" sibI adlungat. Scilicet, ut allls

dicamus, necesse est ut "formula primltlva" acceptetur a corde ab eoque
sanclatur; Itemque sub cordis ductu sit labor, quo "secundariae formulae"
proglgnuntur. HInc accldit quod debeant hae formulae, ut vltales sint, ad
fidem pariter et ad credentem accommodatae esse ac manere. Quamobrem,
si quavls ex causa hulusmodi accommodatio cesset, amittunt lllae priml-
genias notiones ac mutarl Indigent.—Haec porro formularum dogmatlcarum
cum sit vis ac fortuna Instabllls, mlrum non est illas modemistis tanto ease
ludibrlo ac despectui; qui nihil e contra loquuntur atque extoUunt nisi

' "De Revel," can. ill.
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rellglosum sensum vltamque religiosam. Ideo et Eccleslam audaclssime
carpunt tamquam devlo Itlnere Incedentem, quod ab externa formularum
signiflcatlone religiosam vim ac moralem minlme dlstlnguat, et formulls
notione carentlbus casso labore ac tenaclsslme inhaerens, religlonem Ipsam
dllabl permlttat.—"Caecl" eguidem "et duces caecorum," qui superbo
sclentiae nomine Inftati usque eo Insaniunt ut aetemam verltatls notlonem
et germanum rellgionls sensum pervertant: novo Invecto systemate, "quo,
ex prolecta et effrenata novltatum cupldltate, Veritas, ubl certo consistlt,
non quaerltur, sanctisque et apostolicls traditionibus posthabltls, doctrinae
aliae Inanes, futlles, Incertae nec ab Ecclesia probatae adsclscunt, quibus
veritatem ipsam (ulclri ac sustinerl vanlsslml homines arbltrantur.s
Atque haec, Venerablles Fratres, de modernlata ut philosopho.—lam si, ad

credentem progressus, nosse quia vellt unde hie in modemistis a philosopho
dlstinguatur, illud advertere necesse est, etsi philosophus "realltatem"
dlvlni ut fidel obiectum admittat, hanc tamen ab illo "realltatem" non aJIbi
reperiri nisi in credentis anlmo, ut obiectum sensus est et afflrmationis
atque ideo phaenomenorum ambitum non excedlt: utrum porro in se 111a

extra sensum exlstat atque afflrmatlonem hulusmodi, praeterlt philosophus
ac negllgit. E contra modemistae credentl ratum ac certum est,
"realltatem" dlvlni reapse In se ipsam exlstere nec prosus a credente
pendere. Quod si postules, in quo tandem haec credentis assertlo nltatur;
reponent: In prlvata cuiusque hominis "experientia."—In qua afflrmatlone,
dum equldem hi a ratlonallstis dissident, in protestantlum tamen ac pseudo-
mysticorum opinionem disccdunt. Rem enim sic edlsserunt: In "sensu
religloso" quendam esse agrnoscendum cordis intuitum; quo homo Ipsam,
Bine medio, Dei "realltatem" atting^t, tantamque de exlstentia Del baurlt
perauaslonem deque Dei turn Intra turn extra hominem actlone, ut persua-
slonem omnem, quae ex sclentla petl posslt, longe antecellat. Veram igitur
ponunt experientlam, eamque rationall quallbet experientia praestantlorem:
quam si quia, ut rationalistae, Inflciatur, inde fieri affirmant, quod nolit Is

in els se ipse constituere morallbus adlunctls, qua« ad experientlam gig-
nendam requlrantur. Haec porro "experientia," cum quis illam fuerlt
assequutus, proprte vereque credentem effldt.—Quam hie longe absumus a
cathollcis instltutis! Commenta elusmodi a Vatlcana Synodo improbata
lam vidimus.—^Hls semel admlssis una cum errorlbus ceteris lam memoratls,
quo pacto ad atheismum pateat via, Inferltis dicemus. Nunc statlm
advertisse luverit, ex hac "experientiae" doctrlna, conlouncta alteri de
"symbolismo," religlonem quamllbet, ethnlcorum minlme excepta, ut veram
esse habendam. Quidni etenim In rellgione quavis experientiae hulusmodi
occurrant? occurlsse vero non unus asserit. Quo lure, autem modemistae
veritatem experientiae abnuent, quam turca afflrmet; verasque experlentlaa
unia cathollcis clndicabunt? Neque id reapse modemistae denegant; quln
immo, subobscure alii, alii apertissime, religiones omnes contendunt esse
veras. Secus autem sentlre nec posse, manlfestum est. Nam religloni
cuipiam quo tandem ex caplte, secundum lllorum praecepta, foret falsitaa
tribuenda? Certe vel ex faJlacla "sensus rellglosl," vel quod falslloqua sit
formula ab intellectu prolata. Atqul "sensus religlosus" unus semper
Idemque est, etsi forte quandoque Imperfectior: formula autem inteliectus,
ut vera sit, sufflcit ut "religloso sensul" homlnique crecJcnti respondeat,
quidquld de hulus persplcultate Ingenil esse queat. Unum, ad summum, in
religionum diversarum conflictu, modemistae contendere forte possint,
cathoUcam, utpote vlvidlorem, plus habere verltatls; Itemque christiano
nomine dlgnlorem eam esse, ut quae chrlstlanlsmi exordils respondeat
plenius.—Has consecutiones omnes ex datis antecedentlbus fluere, neminl
erlt absonum. Illud stupendum cummaxlme, cathollcos darl vlros ac
sacerdotes, qui, etsi, ut autumarl malumus, elusmodi portenta horrent,
agunt tamen ac si plene probent. E^as etenim errorum tallum magrlstrls
tribuunt laudes, eos publlce habent honores, ut slbl quisque suadeat facile,
illos non homines honorare, allquo forsan numero non expertes, sed errores
potius, suoa hi aperte asserunt Inque vulgus spargere omnl ope nltuntiur.

Elst aliud praeterea in hoc doctrinae caplte, quod catholicae veritati est
omnino Infestum.—Nam istud de "experientia" praeceptum ad "traditionem"
etlam transfertur, quam Ecclesia hue usque asserult, eamque proraus
adimit. Enimvero modemistae sic traditionem Intelligunt, ut sit "orlglnalls
experientiae" quaedam cum allls communlcatlo per praedlcationem, ope
formulae intellectlvae. Cui formulae propterea, praeter vim, ut aiunt,
"repraesentatlvam, suggestivam" quandam adscrlbunt vlrtutem, tum In eo
qui credit, ad "sensum rellglosum" forte torpentem excitandum, 'Instauran-
damque "experientlam" aliquando habltam, tum in eis qui nondum credunt,
ad "sensum rellglosum" primo gignendum et "experientlam" producendam.
Sic autem experientia rellglosa: late in populos propagatur; nec tantummodo
In eos qui nunc sunt per praedlcationem, sed In posteros etlam, tam per
llbros quam per verborum de allls in alios repllcatlonem.—Haec vero

» Gregor. XVI. Ep. Encycl., "Singularl Nos," 7 kal. lul. 1834.
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«xperientiae communlcatlo radices quandoque aglt vlcretque; senescit quan-
doque statim ac morltur. Vlgere autem, modernlstls argumentum verltatls
est: verltatem enim ac vltam promiscue habent. Ex quo Inferre denuo
llcebit: rellgriones omnes quotquot extant veras esse, nam secus nec
vlverent.
Re porro hue adducta, Venerablles Fratres, satis superque habemus ad

recte cognoscendum, quern ordinein modernlstae statuant Inter fldem et
sclentiam; quo etiam sclentlae nomine hlstorla apud Ulos notatur.—Ac
prime quldem tenendum est, materiam unl oblectam materiae oblectae
alterl extemam omnlno esse ab eaque seiuncttun. Fides enlm Id unlce
spectat, quod sclentla "incognosciblle" sibl esse profitetur. Hinc diversum
utrlque pensum: sclentla versatur In phaenomenls, ubi nullus fldel locus;
fldes e contra versatur In dlvlnls, quae sclentla penltus Ignorat. Unde
demum conficltur. Inter fldem et sclentiam nunquam esse posse dlsddium:
si enlm suum quaeque locum teneat, occurrere sibl Invicem nunquam
poterunt, atque Ideo nec contradlcere.—Qulbus si qui forte obildant,
quaedam In aspectablU occurrere natura rerum quae ad fldem etiam perti-
neant, uti humanam Chrlstl vltam; negabunt. Nam, etsi haec phaenomenis
accensentur, tamen, quatenus vita fldel Imbuuntur, et a flde, quo supra
dictum est modo, "transflgiirata" ac "deflgurata" fuerunt, a senslbili mundo
sunt abrepta et In dlvlnl materiam translata. Quamobrem poscentl ulterlus,
ah Chrlstus vera patrarit miracula vereque futura praesenserit, an vere
revlxerlt atque in caelum conscenderlt; sclentla agnostica abnuet, fldes
afllrmablt; ex hoc tamen nulla erit Inter utramque pugna. Nam abnuet
alter ut philosophus phllosophos alloquens, Christum scilicet unlce contem-
platus secundum "realltatem hlstoricam;" afflrmablt alter ut credens cum
credentibus loquutus, Chrlstl vltam spectans prout "iterum vlvltur" a flde
et in fide.

ESx his tamen fallitur vehementer qui reputet posse, opinarl, fldem et
sclentiam alteram sub altera nulla penltus ratlone esse sublectam. Nam
de sclentla quldem recte verequQ exlstlmabit; secus autem de flde, quae,
n<» uno tantum sed triplicl ex caplte, sclentlae subllcl dicenda est.
Prlmum namque advertere oportet. In facto quovls rellgloso, detracta
"dlvlna realltate" quamque de ilia habet "experlentiam" qui credit, cetera
omnia, praessertim vero "religlosas formulas," phaenomenotum ambitum
minlme transgredi, atque ideo cadere sub sclentiam. Llceat utlque credentl,
al volet, de mundo excedere; quamdlu tamen In mundo deget, leges,
obtutum, Indicia sclentlae atque hlstorlae numquam, vellt nolit, effuglet.
^~Praeterea, quamvls dictum est Deum solius fldel esse oblectum, id de
dlvlna quldem "realltate" concedendum est, non tamen de "idea" Del. Haec
qulppe sclentlae subest; quae, dum in ordlne, ut alunt, logico philosophatur,
quldquld etiam absolutum est attlnglt atque Ideale. Quodrca philosophia
seu sclentla cognoscendl de idea Dei lus habet, eamque in sul evolutlone
moderandi et, si quid extrarlum Invaserlt, oorrigendl. Hinc modemlstarum
eflatum: evolutionem religiosam cum morall et Intellectuall componl
debere; videlicet, ut quldam tradlt quern maglstrum sequuntur, elsdem
Bubdl.—^Accedlt demum quod homo dualltatem in se ipse non patltur,
quamobrem credentem quaedam intima urget necessitas fldem cum sclentla
sic componendl, ut a generall ne decrepet idea, quam sclentla exhlbet de
hoc mundo univerao. Sic ergo conficltur, sclentiam a fide omnlno solutam
esse, fldem contra, ut ut sclentlae extranea praedlcetur, eidem subesse.

—

Quae omnia, Venerablles Fratres, contrarla prorsus sunt lis quae Pius IX.
decessor Noster tradebat docens:> "Philosophiae esse. In Us quae ad re-
Ilglonem pertinent, non domlnari sed anclUarl, non praescrlbere quid
credradum sit, sed rationabill obsequio amplectl, neque altitudlnem scrutart
mysterlorum Del, sed lllam pie humlllterque revereri." Modernlstae nego-
tlum plane Invertunt: qulbus idcirco appUcarl queunt quae Oregorius DC.
Item decessor Noster de qulbuadam suae aetatls tneologls scrlbebat;!*
"Quldam apud vos, splrtu vanltatis ut uter distentl, positos a Patrlbus
terminos profana transferre satagunt novitate; coelestls paglnae Intellectum
. . . ad doctrlnam phllosophlcam ratlonallum Incllnando, ad ostenta-
tlonem sclentlae, non profectum allquem audttorum . . . Ipsi, doctrlnls
varlls et j>eregrlnls abductl, redlgunt caput In caudam, et anclllae cogunt
famulari reglnam."
Quod profecto apertius patebit Intuentl quo pacto modernlstae agant,

accommodate omnlno ad ea quae docent. Multa enlm ab els contrarle
Mdentur scrlpta vel dicta, ut quls facile Ulos aestlmet ancipites atque
Incertos. Verumtamen consulte Id et considerate accldit; ex oplnlone
scilicet quam habent de fldel atque sclentlae seiunctione mutua. Hinc In
eorum Ubrls quaedam offendlmus quae cathollcus omnlno probet; quaedam,
aversa pagtna, quae rationallstam dictasse autumes. Hinc, hlstoriam
scrlbentes, nullam de divlnltate Chrlstl mentlonem iniiciunt; ^d concionem

Brev. ad Bp. Wratlslav. 16 iun. 1867.

10 Bp. ad Maglstros theol. paris, non. tul. 1223.
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vero In templis earn flrmissime profltentur. Item, enarrantes historlam,
Concilia et Fatres nullo loco habent; catecheslm autem si tradunt, ilia

atque lUos cum honore aflerunt. Hinc etlam exegeslm theologlcam et pas-
toralem a sclentlflca et hlstorica secernunt. Similiter ex prlncipio quod
sclentia a fide nullo pacto pendeat, quutn de philosophia, de historia, de
crltice disserunt, Liutheri sequi vestigia non exhorrentes.it despicientiam
praeceptorum cathoiicorum, sanctorum Patrum, oecumenicarum synodorum,
ma^aterli ecclesiastici omnlmodis ostentant; de qua si carpantur, llber-
tatem sibl adlml conqueruntur. Frofessi demum fldem esse sclentiae
Bubilclendam, Ecclesiam passim aperteque reprebendunt quod sua dogmata
philosophlae opinionibus subdere et accommodare obstlnatlssime renuat:
ipsl vero, veteri ad hunc flnem theologia sublata, novam invehere con-
tendunt, quae pliilosophorum dellrationlbus obsecundet.
Hie iam, Venerabiles Fratres, nobis fit aditus ad modemlstas In theo-

logico agone spectandos. Salebrosum quidem opue: sed paucis absolvendum.
—Agitur nlmirum de concllianda fide cum scientia, idque non allter quam
una alteri subiecta. Eo in genere modernlsta theologus eisdera utitur prin-
clpiis, quae usul phllosopho esse vidimus, illeque ad credentem aptat:
principta inquimus "immanentiae" et "symbolismi." Sic autem rem expe-
dltissime perflcit. Traditur a phllosopho "principium fidei esse immanens:"
a credente additur "hoc principium Deum esse:" concludlt ipse "0eus" ergo
"est immanens in homine." Hinc "Immanentla theologica." Iterum:
phllosopho certum est "repraesentationes oblectl fldei esse tantum sym-
bolicas;" credent! pariter certum est "fldei obiectum esse Deum in se:"
theologus Igltur colllglt: "repraestatlones divinae realitatls esse symbolioas."'
Hinc "symbolismus theologicus."—Errores profeoto maximl: quorum,
uterque quam sit pemiciosus, consequentlis inspectis patebit.—^Nam, ut de
"symbolismo" statim dicamus, cum symbola taila sint respectu oblectl,
reapectu autem credentis sint Instrumenta; cavendum primum, inquiunt,
-credent!, ne ipsi formulae ut formula est plus nimlo inhaereat, sed ilia

utendum unlce ut absolutae adhaerescat veritati, quam formula retegit
simul ac tegit nititurque exprimere quin unquam assequatur. Addunt
praeterea, formulas eiusmodi esse a credente adhibendas quatenus Ipsum
luverint: ad commodum enim datae sunt non ad Impedlmentum: Incoluml
utlque honore qui, ex sociali respectu, debetur formulis, quas publicum
magisterium aptaa ad communem conscientiam exprlmendam iudlcarlt,

quamdiu scilicet idem maglsterium secus quidpiam non edixerit.—De
"immanentla" autem quid reapse modernistae sentiant, difficile est indlcare:
non enim eadem omnium opinio. Sunt qui in eo collocant, quod Deus agens
intime adsit in homine, magis quam ipse sibl homo; quod plane, si recte
intelllgitur, reprehensionem non habet. Alii in eo ponunt, quod actio Dei
una sit cum acUone naturae ut causae prlmae cum causae secundae; quod
ordinem supematuralem reapse delet. Aiil demum sic explicant, ut sus-
piclonem efficiant panthelsticae signlficationls; id autem cum ceteris eorum
doctrinis cohaeret aptius.
Hulc vero "Immanentiae" pronunclato allud adilcitur, quod a "perma-

nentia divlna" vocare possumus: quae duo Inter se eo fere modo dilTerunt,

quo "experientla" privata ab "experlentla" per tradltionem transmlssa.
Exemplum rem coUustrabit: sitque ab E^cclesla, et Sacramentis deductum.
Bcclesia, inquiunt,, et Sacramenta a Christo ipso Instituta minime
credenda sunt. Cavet id agnosticismus, qui In Christo nil praeter
homlnem novit, cuius conscientia religlosa, ut ceterorum homlnum,
sensim efformata est: cavet lex immanentiae, quae extemas, ut aiunt.
"applicationes" respult: cavet item lex evolutionls, quae ut germina
evolvantur tempus postulat et quandam adiunctorum sibl succedentium
serlem: cavet demum historia, quae talem reapse rei cursum futsse
ostendit Attamen Ecclesiam et Sacramenta "mediate" a Christo fulsse
Instituta retlnendum est. Qui vero? Consclentias Christianas omnea
in Christ! conscientia vlrtute quodammodo ln«lusas affirmant, ut In semine
planta. Quoniam autem germina vitam seminis vivunt; christian! omnes
vitam Christ! vivere dicendl sunt. Sed Christ! vita, secundum fldem divlna
est: ergo et chrlstianorum vita. Si igitur haec vita, decursu aetatum,
Scclesiae et Sacramentis tnitlum dedit: iure omnino dicetur inltium huius.
modi esse a Christo ac dlvinum esse. Sic omnino conflciunt divinas esse
etlam Scripturas sacras, divlna dogmata.—^His porro modemistarum
theologia ferme absolvltur. Brevis profecto supellex: aed e! perabundana,
qui profiteatur, scientiae, quidquid praeceperit, semper esse obtemperandum.
—Horum ad cetera quae dicemus applicationem quisque facile per se

vlderlt.

» Prop. 29 damn, a Leone X., Bull. "Exsurge Domlne" 16 mail 1520. "Via
nobis facta est enervandi auctoritatem Conciliorum, et libere contradicendi

corum gestis et iudlcand! eorum decreta, et confidenter confltendi quidquid

verum vldetur, sive probatum fuerlt. slve reprobatum a quocumque Conclllo."
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De origlne fidel deque elus natura attigltnus hue usque. Fidel autem cum
<hiulta sint germina, praecipua vero Ecclesia, dogma sacra et religiones,
llbrl quos sanctos nominamus; de his quoque quid modemlstae doceant,
Inquh'enduni.—Atque ut dogma initium ponamus, huius quae sit origo et
natura iam supra Indicatum est. Oritur illud ex impulsione quadam seu
necessitate, vi cuius qui credit in suls cogltatls elaborat, ut consclentla tain
sua quam allorum illustretur magis. Est hie labor in rimando totus
expoliendoque primlgenlara mentis "formulam," non quidem in se iUam
secundum logicam explicatlonera, sed secundum clrcumstantla, seu, ut
minus apte ad intelligendum inquiunt, "vitaliter." Inde fit ut, circa IUam,
"secundarlae" quaedam, ut iam innuimus, sensim enascantur formulae;
quae poatea in unum corpus coagmentatae vel in unum doctrlnae aedlficlum
cum a maglsterio publico sancltae fuerlnt utpote communi con-
scientiae respondentes, dlcuntur dogma. Ab hoc secemendae sunt probe
theologorum commentationes: quae ceteroqui, quamvis vitam dogmatis non
vlvunt, non omnlno tamen sunt inutlles, turn ad rellgionem cum scientia
componendam et oppositiones inter lUas tollendas, turn ad rellgionem ipsam
extrinsecus lllustrandam protuendamque; forte etiam utiUtati fuerlnt novo
cuidam future dogmati materiam praeparando.—De cultu sacrorum baud
foret multis dicendum, nisi 100 quoque nomine Sacramenta venirent; de
quibus mazlml modemistarum errores. Cultum ex duplici impulsione seu
necessitate oriri perhibent; omnia etenim, ut vidimus, in eorum systemate
Impulsionibus intimis seu necessitatibus gigni asseruntur. Altera est ad
eensiblle quiddam rellglonl trlbuendum, altera ad earn proferendam, quod
fieri utique nequaquam possit sine forma quadam sensibili et consecrantibug
actibus; quae Sacramenta dlclmus. Sacramenta autem modemistis nuda
sunt symbola seu slgna; quamvis non vi carentia. Quam vim ut Indicent.
exemplo ipsi utuntur verborum quorundam; quae vulgo fortunam dlcuntur
Bortita, eo quod vlrtutem conceperint ad notlones quasdam propagandas,
robustas maximeque percellentes animos. Bicut ea verba ad notlones, sic
Sacramenta ad sensum religiosum ordinata sunt: nihil praeterea. Glarlus
profecto dicerent, si Sacramenta unice ad nutrlendam fldem Instituta
afBrmarent. Hoc tamen Tridentina Synodus damnavit:" "Si quis dlzerlt
haec sacramenta propter solam fldem nutrlendam Instituta fuisse, anathema
Bit."

De librorum etiam sacrorum natura et orlgine aliquld lam dellbavlmus.
Eos, ad modemistarum scita, deflnire probe quis possit syllogen "experlen-
tlarum," non cuique passim advenlentium, sed extraordinariarum atque
Insignlum, quae In quapiam religione sunt habltae.—Sic prorsus
modemlstae decent de llbrls nostris tum veteris tum novi testamentl. Ad
Buas tamen opinlones callidisslme notant: quamvis experlentia sit praesentis
temporis, posse tamen illam de praeterltls aeque ac de futurts materiam
Bumere, prout videlicet qui credit vel exacta rursus per recordationem in
jnodum "praesentium vlvlt," vel futura per praeoccupatlonem. Id autem
expltcat quomodo historlci quoque et apocalyptic! in libris sacris censeri
queant.—Sic Igitur in hlsce llbrls Deus quidem loquitur per credentem; sed,
uti fert theologla modemistarum, per "Immanentlam" solummodo et
"permanentlam vitalem."—Quaeremus, quid tum de inspiratione? Haec
respondent, ab impulsione lUa, nisi forte vehementlft,, nequaquam secemltur,
qua credens ad fldem suam verbo serlptove aperlendam adigitur. Simile
quid habemus in poStica inspiratione; quare quidam alebat: Est Deus In
nobis, agltante calesclmus illo. Hoc modo Deus Inltium dici debet Insplra-
tionis sacrorum librorum.—De qua praeterea Inspiratione modemlstae ad-
dunt, nihil omnlno esse in sacris llbrls quod ilia careat. Quod quum
affirmant, magls eos crederes orthodoxos quam recentiores alios, qui in-
splratlonem altquantum coangustant, ut, exempli causa, quum "tacltas" sic
dictas "cltatlones" Invehunt. Sed haec 1111 verbo tenus ac simulate. Nam
si Biblia ex agnosticismi praeceptis iudicamus, humanum scilicet opus, ab
hominlbus pro homlnlbus exaratum, licet lus theologo detur ea per
"Immaentlam" divina praedicandl; qui demum Inspiratio coarctarl possit?
Qeneralem utique modemlstae sacrorum librorum Inspirationem asseverant:
cathoUco tamen sensu nullam admlttunt.
Larglorem dlcendl segetem offerunt, quae modemistarum schola de

Ecclesia imaginatur.—Ponunt initio eam ex duplici necessitate orlri, una in
credente quovls, in eo preesertim qui primigenlam ac singularem allquam
sit nactus experlentlam, ut fldem suam cum allls communlcet: altera, post-
quam fides commnls inter plures evaserlt, in "collectlvltate," ad coalescendum
In socletatem et ad commune benum tuendum, augendum, propagandum.
Quid Igitur Ecclesia partus est "consclentiae collectivae" seu consodatlonis
conscientlarum singularlum, quae vi "permanentlae vitalis," a primo aliquo
credente pendeant, videlicet, pro catholicls, a Christo.—Porro socletas quae-
plam moderatrice auctoritate indlget, cuius sit ofllclum consociatos omnes
In communem flnem dlrigere, et compagis elementa tuerl pmdenter, quae,

'2 S^ss. vil., "de Sacramentis in genere," can. v.
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In religloso coetu, docarina et cultu obsolvuntur. Hinc in Ek:clesia catholtca
auctoritas ter^einlna; "disclpllnaris, dogmatlca, cultiialis."—lam auctoritatis
htUus natura ex orlgine colligenda est; ex natura vero iura atque oflicia
repetenda. Praeteritls aetatlbus vulgaris fuit error quod auctoritas In
Eccleslam extrinsecus accesserit, nimlrum Immediate a Deo; quare
"autocratlca" merito habebatur. Sed haec nunc temporis obsolevere. Quo
mode Ekiclesia e conscientiarum collectlvitate emanasse dicltur, eo pariter
auctoritas ab Ipsa Ecclesia vitaliter emanat. Auctoritas Igitur, slcut
Eicclesia, ex conscientia rellglosa oritur, atque Ideo eldem subest; quam
subiectionem si spreverit, in tyrannldem vertitur. Ea porro tempestate
nunc vlvlmus, quum libertatia sensus in fastigium summum excrevlt. In
civili statu cons>cientia publica populare regimen invezit. Sed conscientia
in homlne, aeque atque vita, una est. Nisi ergo in homlnum conscientils
Intestlnum velit excltare bellum ac fovere, auctoritati Eccleslae offlcium
inest democraticis utendl formls; eo vel magls quod, nl faxit, exltlum
imminet. Nam amens profecto fuerlt, qui in sensu libertatis, quails nunc
viget, regressum posse fieri aliquando autumet. Constrictus vl atque
inclusus, fortior se profundet, Eoclesla pariter ac rellgione deleta.—Haec
omnia modemistae ratiocinantur; qui propterea toti sunt in Indagandis vlls
ad auctoritatem Ecclesiae cum credentium libertate oomponendam.
Sed enlm non intra domesticos tantum parietes liabet Ecclesia, quibuscum

amice cohaerere illam oporteat; habet et extra. Non una namque ipsa
occupat mundum; occupant aeque consociationes aliae, quibuscum com-
mercium et usus necessario Intercedat. Quae iura igitur quae sint E>;cle8lae
offlcia cum civillbus consociatlonlbus determlnandum est etiam, nec aliter
determinandum nisi ex ipsius Ecclesiae natura, qualem nimirum modemistae
nobis descrlpsere.—In hoc autem eisdem plane regulis utuntur, quae supra
pro scientla, atque flde stmt allatae. Ibi "oblectls" sermo erat, heic de
"flnibus." Slcut igitur "ratione oblecti" fldem ac sclentlam extraneas ab
Invicem vidimus: sic Status et Ecclesia alter ab altera extranea stmt ob
fines quos persequuntur, temporalem ille, haec aplritualem. Llcuit profecto
alias temporale spirituall subild; licult de "mlxtls" quaestionibus sermonem
interseri, in qulbus Ekx;lesia ut domina ac reglna intererat, quia nempe
Ecclesia a Deo, sine medio, ut ordinis supernaturalis est auctor, Instituta
ferebatur. Sed lam haec a phllosophis atque hlstorlcls respuuntur. Status
ergo ab Ecclesia dlssocl^Lndus, slcut etlam catholicus a clve. Quamobrem
catholicus quilibet, quia etlam civls, lus atque offlcium habet E^Mslesiae
auctorltate neglecta, elus optatis, consiliis praeceptisque posthabltis, spretis
immo reprehensionlbus, ea persequendl quae civitatis utilltatl conducere
arbltretur. Vlam ad agendum civi praescrlbere praetextu quolibet, abusus
ecclesiasticae potestatis est, toto nlsu rellclendus.—Ea nimirum, Venerablles
FVatres, unde haec omnia dlmanant, eadem profecto sunt, quae Pius VI.
decessor Noster, in Constitutione apostoUca "Auctorem fldel," solemnlter
damnavit.i*

Sed modemistarum scholae satis non est debere Statum ab Ecclesia
seiungi. Slcut fidem, quoad elementa, ut inquiunt, phaenomenlca scientiae
subdi oportet, sic in temporalibus negotlis Eccleslam subesse Statui. Hoc
quidem 1111 aperte nondum forte asserunt; ratioclnationis tamen vl coguntur
admittere. Posito etenim quod in temporalibus rebus Status possit unus, si

accldat credentem, intlmis religlonls actlhus baud contentum, In extemos
exilire, ut puta administratlonem susceptionemve Sacramentorum; necesse
erit haec sub Status dominium cadere. Ecquld tum de ecclesistlca aucto-
ritate? Cum haec nisi per extemos actus non explicetur; Statui, tota
quanta est, erlt obnoxia. Hac nempe consecutlone coactl, multl e pro-
testantlbus "liberalibus" cultum omnem sacrum externum, quln etiam
extemam quamlibet rellglosam consoclatlonem e medio tollunt, religionem-
que, ut aiunt, "indlvidualem" invehere adnltuntur.—Quod si modemistae
nondum ad haec palam progrediuntur, petunt interea ut Ecclesia quo ipsl

impellunt sua se sponte inclinet seseque ad civlles formas aptet. Atque
haec de auctorltate "disciplinari."—Nam de "doctrlnall" et "dogmatica"
potestate longe peiora sunt ac pemiciosiora quae sentiunt. De maglsterio
Ecclesiae sic scilicet commentantur. Consoclatio rellglosa In unum vere
coalescere nequaquam potest, nisi una sit consociatorum conscientia.

13 Prop. 2. "Proposltio, quae statult, potestatem a Deo datam Ecclesiae

ut communlcare tur Pastoribus, qui sunt elus mlnistrl pro salute anlmarum;
sic Intellecta, ut a communltate fldelium In Pastores derlvetur ecclesiasttcl

ministerii ac reglminis potestas: haeretlca."—Prop. 8. "Insuper, quae

statult Romanum Pontlflcem esse caput mlnisterlale; sic explicata ut

Boimanus Pontifex non a Christo in persona beatl Petri, sed ab Ecclesia

potestatem ministerii acclplat, qua velut Petri successor, verus Christ!

vlcarlus ac totius Ecclesiae caput pollet in universa Ecclesia: haeretlca."
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unaque, qua utantur, formula. Utraque autem haec unitas mentem
quandam quasi communem expostulat, cuius sit reperlre ac determinare
formulam, quae communi conscientiae rectlus respondeat; cul quidem menti
satis auctoritatis inesse oportet ad formuiam quam statuerit communitatl
imponendam. In liac porro coniunctione ac veiuti fusione turn mentis
formulam ellgentis turn potestatis eamdem peracribentis, magisterii eccle-
slastici notlonem modernistae collocant. Cum Igltur magisterium ex con-
Ecientlis singularlbus tandem aliquando nascatur, et publicum offlclum In
earumdem conscientiarum commodum mandatum habeat, consequitur
necessaiio, iUud ab elsdem conscientiis pendere, ac proinde ad populares
formas esse inflectendum. Quapropter singularium tiominum conscientias
prohlbere quomtnus impuislones quas sentiunt paiam aperteque proflteantur,
et crlticae viam praepedire qua dogma ad necessarlas evolutlones impellat.
potestatis ad utilitatem penmissae non usus est sed abusus.—Similiter In

usu ipso potestatis modus temperatioque sunt adhibenda. Librum quem-
libet, auctore Inscio, notare ac proscrlbere, nulla explicatlone admissa. nulla
disceptatione, tyrannldi profecto est proximum.—Hjuare heic etiam medium
est quoddam iter reperlendum, ut auctoritatl simul ac iibertatl Integra sint
lura. Interea temporis catholico sic est agendum, ut auctoritatis quidem
obserA-antissimum se publice proflteatur, suo tamen obsequl ingenlo non
intermittat.—Generatlm vero sic de Ecclesia praescribunt: quonlam eede-
slasticae potestatis finis ad sptritualia unice pertinet; externum apparatum
omnem esse tenendum, quo Ilia ad intuentium oculos magnificentius
omatur. In quo Ulud sane negligitur, religionem, etsi ad animos pertlneat,
npn tomen unice anlmls concludl; et honorem potestati Impensum In Chris-
tum Instltutorem recldere.
Porro ut totam banc de fide deque vario elus germine materlam absolva-

mus, restat, Venerablles Pratres, ut de utrorumque explicatlone postremo
loco modernistarum praecepta audlamus.—Principlum hlc generale est: In
rellglone, quae vlvat, nihil varlablle non esse, atque Idcirco varlandum.
Hinc gressum faclunt ad illud, quod in eorum doctrlnls fere caput est.

videlicet ad "evolutlonem." Dogma Igltur, ecclesia, sacrorum cultus, llbrl,

quos ut sanctos veremur, quln etiam fldes ipsa, nisi intermortua haec omnia
velimus, evolutionis tenerl leglbus debent. Neque hoc minim viderl queat,
si ea prae oculis habeantur, quae sunt de horum singulis a modernlstls
tradlta. Poslta igltur evolutionis lege, evolutionis ratlonem a modemlatls
ipsls descriptam habemus. Et primo quoad fldem. Primlgenia, Inquiunt.
fidel forma rudls et unlversis homlnlbus communis fuit, ut quae ex Ipsa
hominum natura atque vita oriebatur. Evolutlo vltalls progressum dedit;
nimlrum non novltate formarum extrlnsecus accedentlum, sed ex perver-
slone In dies auctlore sensus rellglosl in consclentiam. DupUclter autem
progresslo Ipsa est facta: "negative" prlmum, elementum quodvls
extraneum, ut puta ex familia vel gente adveniena, ellminando; dehinc
"positive," intellectiva ac morall homlnls expolitlone, unde notio dlvinl
ampllor ac lucldlor "sensusque religlosus" exqulsltlor evaslt. Progredlentls
vero fldel eaedom sunt causae afferendae, quam quae superius sunt allatae
ad eius orlglnem explicandam. Qulbus tamen extraordinarlos quosdam
homines addi oportet (quos nos prophetas appellamus, quorumque omnium
praestantlsslmus est Chrlstus) ; turn quia 1111 In vita ac sermononlbus arcani
quldpiam praesetulerunt, quod fides divinltati trlbuebat; tum quia novas
nec ante habltas "experientias" sunt nactl, religriosae culusque temporis
Indlgentiae respondentes.—Dogmatls autem progressus Inde potlsalmum
enaacltur, quod fidel Impedimenta sint superanda, vlncendl hostes, contra-
dlctiones refellendae. Adde his nlsum quemdam perpetuum ad melius
penetranda quae in arcanis fidel contlnentur. Sic, ut exempla cetera prae-
tereamus, de Christo factum est: In quo, divinum Illud qualecumque, quod
fides admittebat, ita pedetentlm et gradatim ampUflcatum est, ut demum
proDeo haberetur.—^Ad evolutlonem cultus facit praeclpue necessltas ad
mores traditlonesque populorum sese accommodandi; item quorundam
vlrtute actuum fruendi, quam sunt ex usu mutuatl.—Tandem pro Bcclesla
evolutionis causa Inde oritur, quod componl egeat cum adlunctls hlstoricls
cumque dvUls regimlnls publice invectls formls.—Sic 1111 de singulis. Hlc
autem, antequam procedamus, doctrlna haec de "necessitatlbus" seu
"Indlgentiis" (vulgo "del bisognl" slgnlficantius appellant) probe ut notetur
velimus; etenim, praeterquam omnium quae vidimus, est velutl basis ac
fundamentum famosae illlus methodi, quam historicam dlcunt.

In evolutionis doctrlna ut adhuc slstamus, illud praeterea est advertendum
quod, etsi Indlgentiae seu necessitates ad evolutlonem Impellunt; his tamen
unls acta, evolutlo, transgressa facile traditlonis fines atque ideo a primi-
genlo vltali prlncipio avulsa, ad rulnam potius quam ad progressionem
traheret. Hinc, modernistarum mentem plenius sequuti, evolutlonem ex
confiictione duarum vlrlum evenlre dlcemus, quarum altera ad progres-
sionem agit, altera ad conservationem retrahlt.—^VIs conservatrlx vlget In
Bcclesia, contlneturque tradltlone. Eam vero exerlt religiosa auotoritas;
idque tam lure ipso, est enim in auctoritatis natura traditlonem tueri; tam
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re, auctoiitas namque, a commutatlonlbus vltae reducta, stimulls ad pro-
Kresslonem pellentibus nihil aut vlx urgetur. E contra vis ad progredlen-
dum raplens atque Intlmls Indlgentils respondens latet ac moUtur in

privatorum conscientlls, illorum praecipue qui vltaim, ut Inquiunt, propius
atque Intimlus attingunt.—En hlc. Venerablles Fratres, doctrlnam lUam
ozltlosisstniani efferre caput lam cemimus, quae laicos homines In Eccle-
slam sublnfert ut progressionis elementa.—Ex convento quodam et pacto
Inter binas hasce vires, conservatrlcem et progresslonls fautricem, Inter

auctoritatem videlicet et conscientias privatorum, progressus ac mutatlones
oriuntur. Nam privatorum consclentiae, vel harum quaedam, in cosclentiam
collectivam agunt; haec vero in habentes auctoritatem, cogltque lllos

pactlones conflare atque in pacto manere.—Ex his autem pronum est

intelligere, cur raodemlstae mirentur adeo, quum reprehendl se vel punlrl
Bciunt. Quod els culpae vertitur, Ipsi pro officio habent religiose explendo.
Necessitates conscientiarum nemo melius novit quam Ipsl, eo quod propius
lllas attingunt, quam eccleslastlca auctorltas. Eaa igltur necessitates
omnes quasi in se colllgunt; unde loquendl publico ac scribendt officio

devlnciuntur. Carpat eos, si volet, auctorltas; Ipsl consclentia officii

fulciuntur, Intim&que experientia norunt non slbi reprensiones deberi sed
laudes. Utique non Ipsos latet progresslones sine certamlnibus haud fieri,

nec sine vlctimls certamlna: sint ergo ipsl pro victlmis, sicut prophetae et
Christus. Nec Ideo quod male habentur, auctoritatl Invident: suum lUam
exsequl munus ultro concedunt. Queruntur tantum quod mlnime exaudiun-
tur; sic enim cursus aniimorum tardatur: hora tamen rumpendi moras
certissime veniet, nam leges evolutlonis coerceri possunt, infringt omnlno
non i>ossunt. Instituto ergo Itinere pergunt: pergunt, quamvis redargutl
et damnati: Incredlbilem audaciam fucatae demlssionis velamine obdu-
centes. Cervices quidem simulate Inflectunt; manu tamen atque animo
quod susceperunt persequuntur audacius. Sic autem volentes omnlno
prudentesque agunt: turn quia tenent, auctoritatem stimulandam esse non
evertendam; turn quia necesse iUls est intra Ecclesiae septa manere, ut
collectivam consclentlam sensim Immutent: quod tamen quum alunt, faterl
se non advertunt conscientiam collectivam ab ipsls dissidere, atque ideo
nuUo eos lure llllus se interpretes vendltare.
Sic igitur, Venerablles Fratres, modemistis auctorlbus atque actoribus,

nihil stabile nihil Immutablle In Eccleala esse oportet. Qua equldem in
sententia praecursoribus non caruere, nils nlmirum, de quibus Plus IX.
decessor Noster lam scribebat: "Istl dlvinae revelatlonis Inlmici humanum
progressum summls laudibus efferentes, in catholicam religionem temerario
plane ac sacrilego ausu ilium inducere vellent, perinde ac si ipsa rellglo
non Dei, sed homlnum opus essei aut philosophlcum allquod Inventum, quod
humanis modls ptrfici queat."i«—De revelatlone praesertim ac dogmate
nulla doetrlnae modernistarum novitas; sed eadem ilia est, quam in PU IX.
syllabo reprobatam reperimus. sic enunclatam: "Dlvina revelatlo est im-
perfecta et Idcirco sublecta continuo et indeflnlto progressui, qui humanae
rationls progressloni respondeat:"!' solemnius vero in Vaticana Synodo per
haec verba: "Neque enim fldel doctrina. quam Deus revelavlt, velut phi-
losophlcum Inventum proposlta est humanis ingenils perflcienda, sed tam-
quam divinum depositum Chrlstl sponsae tradlta, fldellter custodineda et
infalllblliter declaranda. Hlnc sacrorum quoque dogmatum in sensu
perpetuo est retinendus, quern semel declaravit Sancta Mater Ecclesia, nec
unquam ab eo sensu altloris Intelllgentiae specie et nomine recedendum:"!*
quo profecto explicatio nostrarum notlonum, etlam circa fldem, tantum abest
ut impedlatur, ut imo adluvetur ac provehatur. Quamobrem eadem Vati-
cana Synodus sequltur: "Crescat igitur et multum vehementerque proflclat
tarn singulorum quam omnium, tarn unius homlnis quam totlus Ecclesiae,
aetatum et saeculorum gradlbus, intelllgentla, scientia, saplentla; sed in
suo dumtaxat genere, in eodem scilicet dogmate, eodem sensu eademque
sententia."!'
Sed postquam In modemlsml assectatorlbus philosophum, credentem,

theologum observavlmus, lam nunc restat ut parlter hlstorlcum, crlticum,
apologetam. reformatorem spectemus.
Modernistarum quidam, qui componendls hlstorlls se dedunt, soUiclti

magnopere Nidentur ne credantur phllosophi; profltentur quin Immo phi-
losophlae se penltus expertes esse. Astute Id quam quod maxime: ne
scilicet cuipiam sit opinio, eos praeludicatls Imbul philosophiae oplnationl-
bus, nec esse propterea, ut aiunt, omnlno "oblectlvos." Verum tamen est,

historlam Illorum aut critlcen meram loqui phllosophlam; quaeque ab ils

Inferuntur, ex philosophlcis eorum princlplis iusta ratlocinatione concludi.

"Encycl. "Qui plurlbus," 9 Nov. 1846.

"Syll. Prop. 5.

i« Const. "Dei Filiu.«," cap. iv.

1' Loc. clt.
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Quod equtdem facile conslderanti patet.—Priml tres huiusmodl hlstoricoram
aut crltlcorum canones, ut dlxlmus, eadem II!a sunt prlnclpia, quae supra
ex phllosophis attullmus: nlmlrum "agnosticismus," theorema de "trans-
flguratlone" rerum per fldem, itemque allud quod de "deflguratione" dlcl
P''ssj vlsun est. lam co .^e^MMones ex ?ln?u!is nolemu§.—Ex "agnos-
tlcismo" historia, non allter ac sclentia. unlce de phaenomenls est. Ergo
tarn Deus quam qullibet in humanls dlvlnus Interventus ad fldem reilclendus
est, utpote ad iUam pertinena unam. Quapropter si quid occurrat duplicl
constans elemento, dtvino atque humano, culusmodl sunt Christus, Ecclesia,
Sacramenta allaque id genus multa: sic partiendum erit ac secernendum,
ut quod humanum fuerit hlstoriae, quod dlvlnum trlbuatur fldel. Ideo vul-
gata apud modemlstas dlscretlo Inter Clirlstum hlstorlcura et Christum
fldei, Ekscleslam hlstoriae et Ecclesiam fldel, Sacramenta liistorlae et Sacra-
menta fldei, aliaque Bimllia passim.—^Delnde hoc ipsum elementum
humanum, quod sibi hlstoricum sumere videmus, quale illud in monumentls
apparet, a flde per "transfigurationem" ultra conditiones historlcaa elatum
dicendum est. Adiectlones igltur a flde factas rursus secernere oportet,
easque ad fldem ipsam amandare atque ad historiam fldei: sic, quum de
Chrlsto agitur, quidquld condltionem hominis superat, sive naturalem, prout
a psychologia exhibetur, sIve ex loco atque aetate, qulbus llle vlxlt, con-
flatam.—Praeterea, ex tertio phllosophlae principle, res etiam. quae
hlstoriae ambltum non excedunt, crlbo velutl cemunt, eliminantque omnia
ac pariter ad fldem amandant quae tpsorum iudlcio, in factorum "losl'':a,"

ut Inquiunt, non sunt vel personis apta non fuerlnt. Sic volunt Christum
ea non dixlsse, quae audientis vulgi captum excedere videntur. Hinc de
"reall" elus historia delent et fldei permittunt allegorlas omnes quae In
sermonlbus elus occurrunt. Quaeremus forsltan qua lege haec segregen-
tur? Ex ingenio hominis. ex condltione qua sit in civitate usus, ex educa-
tlone, ex adlunctorum factl cuiusquam complezu: uno verbo, si bene
novimus, ex norma quae tandem aliquando In mere "sublectivam" recldit.
NItuntur scilicet Christl personam Ips! capere et quasi gerere: quldquid
vero paribus in adiunctls ipsi fulssent acturl, id omne In Christum trans-
ferunt.—Sic agitur, ut concludamus, "a priori" et ex quibusdam phllosophlae
principils, quam tenent quidem sed Ignorare asserunt, in "reali," quam
vocant, historia Christum Deum non esse affirmant nec qutdquam divini
egisse; ut homlnem vero ea tantum patraase aut dixlsse, quae IpsI, ad
llllus se tempora referentes, patrandt aut dicendl ius tribuunt.
Ut autem historia ab philoaophia, sic critice ab historia suas acclpit con-

clusiones. Crlticus namque. Indicia sequutus ab historico praebita, monu-
menta partttur bifariam. Quidquld post dictam triplicem obtruncatlonem
superat, "reali" hlstoriae asslgnat; cetera ad fldel historiam seu "Intemam"
ablegat. Has enlm binas historlas accurate distinguunt; et historiam fldel,

quod bene notatum volumus, historlas "reall" ut realis est opponunt. Hinc,
ut lam dlxlmus, geminus Christus; realis alter, alter qui nunquam reapse
fuit sed ad fldem pertlnet: alter qui certo loco certaque vlxlt aetate, alter
qui solummodo in piis commentatlonibus fldei reperitur: ieusmodi, exempli
causa, est Christus, quern loanni.^ evangellum exhibet; quod utique, aiunt,
totum quantum est commentatio eat.

Verum non his phllosophlae in historiam dominatus absolvitur. Monu-
mentls, ut dlxlmus, bifariam distributis, adest Iterum philosophus cum suo
dogmate "vitalls immanentiae;" atque omnia edicit, quae sunt in eccleaiae
historia, per "vltalem emanatlonem" e.sse expllcanda. AtquI vitalls
cuiuscumque emanationls aut caussa aut conditio est In necessitate seu
indlgentla quaplam ponenda: ergo et factum post necessltatem condpi
oportet, et illud historlce huic esse poateriua.—Quid tum historicus?
Monumenta Iterum, sive quae in librls sacris contlnentur slve aliunde
adducta, scrutatus, indlcem ex lis conflcit slngularum necessltatum. tum ad
dogma tum ad cultum sacrorum tum ad alia spectantium, quae in Ecclesia,
altera ex altera, locum habuere. Confectum indlcem critleo tradit. HIc
vero ad monumenta, quae fldel hlstoriae destlnantur. manum admovet:
lllaque per aetates slngulas sic dlsponit, ut dato Indici respondeant singula:
elus semper praeceptl memor. factum necessitate, narrationem facto ante-
vertl. Equidem fieri aliquando possit, quasdam Bibliorum partes, ut puta
eplstolas, ipsum esse factum a necessitate creatum. Quidquld tamen sit,

lex est, monument! cuiusllbet aetatem non allter determlnandam esse, quam
ex aetate exortae In Ecclesia uniusculusque necessitatis.—Dlstlnguendum
praeterea est Inter facti culusplam exordium elusdemque explicatlonem:
quod enlm uno die nascl potest, non nisi decursu temporis incrementa
susclplt. Hanc ob causam debet crlticus monumenta, per aetates. ut
dlxlmus, lam distrlbuta blpartiri Iterum, altera quae ad orlginem rel altera
quae ad explicatlonem pertlneant secemens; eaque rursus ordlnare per
tempora.
Tum denuo phlloaopho locus est: qui Iniungit historico sua studia sic

exercere. utl evolutlonls praecepta legesque praescrlbunt. Ad haec his-
toricus monumenta Iterum scrutari; Inquirere curlose in adluncta condi-
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tlonesque, quibus Ecclesla per singulas aetates sit usa, in eius vim
conaervatricem, in necessitates tarn internas quam externas quae ad
progredlendum impellerent, in impedimenta quae obfuerunt, uno verbo, in

ea quaecumque quae ad determinandum faxlnt quo pacto evolutionls leges
fuerint servatae. Post haec tandem expiicationis liistorlam, per extreraa
veluti llneamenta, describlt. Succurrlt criticus aptatque monumenta
reliqua. Ad scrlptionem adhibetur manus: historia confeota est.—Cui lam,
petimus, haec historia inscribenda? Hlstorleo ne an critico? Neutri pro-
fecto; sed phllosopho. Tola Ibl per "aprlorismum" res agitur: et quidem
per apriorismum haeresibus scatentem. Mlseret sane hominum eiusmodl
de quibus Apostolus dlceret: "Evanuerunt In cogitatlonlbus suis . . .

dlcentes enlm se esse sapientes, stulti facti sunt:"!^ at bilem tamen
commovent quum Eccleslam crimlnantur monumenta sic permiscere ac
temperare ut suae utilitatl loquantur. Nlmirum afSngunt Ecoleslae, quod
sua slbl conscientla apertisslme Improbari sentlunt.
Ex 111a porro monumentonim per aetates partitlone ac dispositions

sequltur sua sponte non posse Ilbros sacros Us auctorlbua tribul, quibus
reapse Inscribuntur. Quam ob causam modemistae passim non dubitant
asserere, illos eosdem libros, Pentateuchum praesertlm ac prima trla

l?vangella, ex brevl quadam prlmigenla narratione, crevisse gradatlm
accessionibus, Interpositionibus nempe in modum Interpretationis sive

theologicae sive allegoricae, vel etlam Iniectis ad diversa solummodo inter
se iungenda.—Nlmirum, ut paucls clariusque dicamus, admittenda est
"vitalis evolutio" librorum sacrorum, nata, ex evolutlone fldel eldemque
resfpondens.—Addunt vero, hulus evolutionls vestigia adeo esse manifesta,
ut illius fere historia describi possit. Quin immo et reapse describunt, tarn

non dubltanter, ut suls ipsos oculis vidisse crederes scriptores singulos, qui
singulis aetatibus ad ilbros sacros ampliflcandos admorlnt manum.—Haec
autem ut conflrment, criticen, quam "textualem" nomlnant. adiutrloera
appellant; nltunturque persuadere hoc vel lUud factum aut dictum non suo
esse loco, allasque eiusmodl ratlones proferunt. Diceres profecto eos
narrationum aut sermonum quosdam quasi typos praestitulsse slbl unde
certlsslme ludicent quid suo quid alleno stet loco.—Hac via qui apti esse
queant ad decemendum, aestimet qui volet. Verumtamen qui eos audiat de
suis exercitatlonlbus circa sacros libros afBrmantes, unde tot ibl inoongue
notata datum est deprehendere, credet fere nullum ante ipsos hominum
eosdem Ilbros volutasse, neque hosinflnitam propemodum Doctorum multl-
tudinem quaquaversus rlmatam esse, ingenlo plane et eruditione et sancti-

tudlne vltae longe lllls praestantiorem. Qui equidem Doctores sapientissimi
tantum abfult ut Scripturas sacras uUa ex parte reprehenderent, ut immo,
quo illas scrutabantur penltius, eo malores dlvlno Numinl agerent gratias,

quod Ita cum homlnlbus loqui dignatum esset. Sed heu! non lis adiumenti.i
Doctores nostri In sacros Ilbros incubuerunt, quibus modemistae! scilicet

magistram et ducem non habuere philosophiam, quae Initla duceret a nega-
tlone Del, nec se IpsI ludicandl normam slbl delegerunt.—lam igltur patere
arbitramur, culusmodi in re historlca modemistarum sit methodus. Praelt
philosophus; ilium historlcus excipit; pone ex ordlne legunt crltice tum
Interna tum textualis. Et quia primae causae hoc competit ut virtutem
suam cum sequentibua comraunicet, evidens fit, criticen eiusmodl non
quampiam esse criticen, sed vocari iure "agnosticam, Immanentlstam,
evolutiontstam:" atque Ideo, qui earn profltetur eaque utitur, errores eldem
Impllcltos proflterl et catholicae doctrlnae adversari.—Quam ob rem mirum
magnopere vlderi possit, apud cathollcos homines id genus crltices adeo
hodle valere. Id nempe gemlnam habet causam: foedus in primls, quo
hiatoricl crltlclque hulus generis arctlssime Inter se lunguntur, varietate
gentium ac religlonum dissenaione posthabita: tum vero audacla maxima,
qua, quae qulsque eftutiat, ceterl uno ore extoUunt et sclentiae progression!
trlbuunt; qua, qui novum portentum aestlmare per se volet, facto agmlne
adorluntur; qui neget, Ignorantiae accusent; qui amplectitur ac tuetur,

laudlbua exoment. Inde baud pauci deceptl; qui, si rem attentius con-
siderarent, horrerent.—Ehc hoc autem praepotenti errantium dominlo, ex
hac levtum anlmorum Incauta assenaione quaedam circumstantiis aSria

quasi corruptio glgnltur, quae per omnia permeat luemque diffundit.—Sed
ad apologetam transeamus.
Hie apud modemistas dupllciter a philoaopho et ipse pendet. "Non

dlrecte" prlmum, materlam slbl sumens hiatoriam, phllosopho, ut vidimus,
praeclpiente conscrlptam: "dlrecte" deln, mutuatus ab illo dogmata ac
iudicia. Inde illud vulgatum in schola modemistarum praeceptum, debere
novam apologesim controverslas de rellglone dlrlmere historlcls Inquisl-

tionlbus et psychologicis. Quamobrem apologetae modemistae suum opus
aggrediuntur ratlonallatas monendo, se religlonem vindicare non sacrta
librls neve ex historils vulgo in Ecclesia adhlbitis, quae veterl methodo
descrlptae alnt; aed ex historia "reall," modemis praeceptlonibus

18 Ad Rom, 1.. 21 e 22.
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modemaque methodo conflata. Idque non quasi "ad homlnem" artrumentati
aaserunt, sed quia reapse hanc tantum historiam vera tradere arbitrantur.
De adserenda vero sua in scribendo sinceritate securi sunt: lam apud
rationalistaa noti sunt, lam. ut sub eodem vexlllo stlpendia merentes,
laudatl: de qua laudatione, quam verus cathoUcua respueret, ipsi sibl gratu-
lantur, eamque reprehensionlbus Ecclesiae opponunt.—Sed iam quo pacto
apolosesim unus aliquis istonun perflciat videamus. Finis, quem sibl
assequendum praestltult, hie est: homlnem fldei adhuc expertem eo
adducere, ut eam de catholica reliKlone "ezperientlam" assequatnr, quae ex
modemistarum scltis unicum fldei est fundamentum. Gemlnum ad hoc
petet Iter: "obiectivum" alteram, alterum "subiectlvum." Primum ex
agnostlcismo procedit; eoque spectat, ut eam in religlone, praeserttm
catholica, vltalem virtutem Inesse monstret, quae psychologrum quemque
itemque histoiicum bonae mentis suadeat, oportere in illius historia
"incognitl" aliquid celari. Ad hoc, ostendere necessum est. catholicam
rellgionem, quae jnodo est, eam omnino esse quam Chiistus fundavlt, seu
non allud prater progredientem eius germlnls expllcationem, quod Christus
Invexit. P^tmo igltur germen lUud quale sit, determinandum. Idipsum
porro hac formula exhlberi volunt; Christum adventum regni Del nunclasse.
quod brevi foret constltuendum, elusque ipsum fore Messlam, actorem
nempe divinitus datura atque ordinatorem. Post haec demonstrandum, qua
ratlone id germen, semper "immanens" In catholica rellgione ac
"permanens," senslm ac secundum historiam sese evolverlt aptaritque
succedentlbus adiunctis, ex lis ad se "vitallter" trahens quldquid doc-
trlnalium, cultuallum, ecclesiasticarum formarum sibi esset utile; Interea
vero impedimenta si quae occurrerent superans, adversarlos profligans.
insectatlonlbus qulbusvis pugnisque superstes. Postquam autem haec
omnia. Impedimenta nlmirum, adversarlos, insectatlones, pugnas, Itemque
vitam foecundltatemque Bccleslae id genus fuisse monstratum fuerlt, ut.

quamvis evolutionls leges In elusdem Ecclesiae historia Incolumes appareant.
non tamen eidem historiae plene explicandae sint pares; "incognltum" coram
stablt, suaque sponte se offeret.—Sic illi. In qua tota ratiocinatione unum
tamen non advertunt. determinatlonem iUam germlnls prlmigenii debert
unice "apriorismo" phllosophi agnostici et evolutlonistae, et germen ipsum
sic gratis ab els deflniri ut eorum causae congruat.
Dum tamen catholicam religlonem recltatis argumentationibus asserere

ac suadere elaborant apologetae novl, dant ultro et concedunt, plura in ea
esse quae animos ofFendant. Quln etlam, non obscura quadkm voluptate,
in re quoque dogmatica errores contradlctlonesque reperire se palem dic-
titant: subdunt tamen, haec non solum admlttere excusationem, sed, quod
minim esse oportet, luste ac legitime esse prolata. Sic etlam, secundum
ipsos, In sacris Ubris, plurlma In re sclentiflca vel hlstorlca errore afflcluntur.
Bed, inquiunt, non ibl de sclentiis agi aut historia, verum de rellgione
tantum ac re morum. Scientiae 1111c et historia integumenta sunt quaedam,
quibus experientlae rellglosae et morales obteguntur ut facllius in vulgus
propagarentur; quod quldem vulgus cum non allter Intelllgeret, perfectlor
1111 sclentla aut historia non ultllltati sed nocumento fulsset. Ceterum,
addunt, llbrl sacrl, quia naturft sunt rellglosl, vitam necessarlo vlvunt: lam
vltae sua quoque est Veritas et logica, alia profecto a verltate et loglca
rationali, quln Immo alterlus omnino ordlnls, verltas scilicet comparationis
ac proportlonis tum ad "medium" (sic Ipsl dicunt) in quo vlvltur, tum ad
flnem ob queVn vlvltur Demum eo usque progredluntur ut, nulla adhlbita
temperatione, asserant, quldquid per vitam expllcatur. Id omne verum esse
ac legltimum.—Nos equidem. Venerablles Fratres, quibus una atque unica
est Veritas, quique sacros llbros sic aestimamus "quod Splritu Sancto
Insplrante conscrlpti Deum habent auctorem,"!" hoc idem esse afflrmamus
ac mendaclum utllitatls seu offlciosum Ipsl Deo trlbuere; verblsque Augus-
tinl asserimus: "Admisso semel In tantum auctorltatls fastlglum offlcloso

aliquo mendacio. nulla lllorum llbrorum particula remaneblt, quae non ut
culque videbltur vel ad mores difflcllis vel ad fldem IncredibiUs, eftdem per-
niciosissima regula ad mentlentis auctorls consilium offlclumque referatur.'o

TJnde flet quod idem sanctus Doctor adlunglt: "In els," scilicet Scrlpturis,

"quod vult qulsque credet, quod non vult non credet."—Sed modemlsta^
apnlogetae progredluntur alacres. Concedunt praeterea, in sacris llbrls eas
Bublnde ratioclnatlones occurrere ad doctrlnam quampiam probandam, quae
nullo rational! fundamento regantur; culusmodl sunt quae in prophettls

nituntur. Verum has quoque defendunt quasi artiflcla quaedam praedioa-

tionls, quae a vita legltima flunt. Quid ampllus? Permittunt, Immo vero
asserunt Christum Ipsum in indlcando tempore adventus regnl Del mani-
feste errasse: neque id mirum, inquiunt, viderl debet; nam et ipse vltaa

legibus tenbatur!—Quid post haec de Ek:clesiae dogmatibus? Scatent haec
etlam apertis opposltlonlbus: sed, praeterquamquod a logica vitali admlt-

i» Cone. Vat "De Rev.," c. 11.

20 iBpist. 28.
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tuntur, veritati symboUcae non adversantur; In lis qulppe de Inflnito agltur
cuius inflnitl sunt respectus. Demum, adeo haec omnia probant tuenturque,
ut proflteii non dubitent, nullum Inflnito honorem haberi ezcellentlorem
quam contradlcentla de Ipso aiBrmando!—Probata vero contradlctlone,
quid non probabitur?
Attamen qui nondum credat non "oblectivis" solum argumentis ad fldem

disponl potest, verum etiam "sublectlvis." Ad quern flnera modemlstae
apologetae ad "Immanentlae" doctrlnam revertuntur. Klaborant nempe ut
hominl persuadeant, in ipso atque in intimis eius naturae ac vltae recessibus
celari cuiusplam reli^ionls desiderium et exlgentlam, nec rellgionis
cuiuscumque sed talis omnino quails cathoUca est; banc enim "postulari"
prorsus inqulunt ab ezplicatione vltae perfecta.—Hie autem querl vehemen-
ter. Nos iterum oportet, non desiderari e catholicis hominlbus, qui, quamvis
"immanentlae" doctrlnam ut doctrlnam rellclunt, ea tamen pro apolosesi
utuntur; idque adeo incauti fadunt, ut in natura humana non capacitatem
solum et convenlentlam videantur admlttere ad ordlnem supematuralem,
quod quldem apologetae catholici opportunis adhlbitls temperationlbus
demonstr&runt semper, aed germanam verlque nomlnls exigentlam.—^Ut

tamen verlus dlcamus, haec cathollcae rellKlonis ezlgentla a modemistis
Invehltur, qui volunt moderatlores audlri. Nam qui "Integralistae" appel-
lari queunt, 11 homlnl nondum credentl Ipsum germen, in ipso latens,
demonstrari volunt, quod in Chrlsti conscientia fult atque ab eo hominlbus
tr&nsmissum est.—Sic Igltur, Venerablles Fratres, apologeticam modemls-
tarum methodum, summatim descriptam, doctrlnls eorum plane congruentem
agnosdmus: methodum profecto, uti etlam doctrinas, errorum plenas, non
ad aedlflcandum aptas sed ad destruendum, non ad cathollcos efflclendos

sed ad cathollcos ipsos ad haereslm trahendos, Immo etlam ad religionls
cuiuscumque omnlmodam everslonem!
Bauca demum superant addenda de modemista ut reformator est. lam

ea, quae hue usque loquuti sumus, abunde manifestant quanto et quam
aeri innovandi studio hi homines ferantur. Pertinet autem hoc studlum ad
res omnino omnes, quae apud cathollcos sunt.—^Innovari volunt philosophlam
In sacris praesertlm Seminariis: ita ut, araandata phllosophia scholastl-
corum ad historiam phllosophlae Inter cetera quae iam obsoleverunt
systemata, adoleseentibus modema tradatur phllosophia, quae una vera
nostraeque aetati respondens.—Ad theologiam Innovandam, volunt, quam
nos rationalem dicimus, habere fundamentum modemam philosophlam.
Poaltivam vero theologiam, nitl mazlme postulant In historia dogmatum.

—

Historiam quoque scribl et tradl expetunt ad suam methodum praescrip-
taque modema.—Dogmata eorumdemque evolutlonem cum sclentia et

historia componenda edlcunt.—Ad catecheslm quod spectat, ea tantum in
catcheticis librls notarl postulant dogmata, quae innovata fuerint slntque
ad vulgl captum.—Circa sacrorum cultum, mlniiendas Inqulunt extemaa
rellgiones prohlbendumve ne crescant. Quamvis equldem alii, qui sym-
bolismo magls favent, in hac re indulgentlores se praebeant.—^Regimen
eccleslae omnl sub respectu reformandum elamitant, praeclpue tamen sub
dlsclplinari ac dogmatlco, Ideo Intus torlsque cum modema, ut aiunt, con-
scientia componendum, quae tota ad democratlam verglt: ideo Inferlorl
clero Ipslsque lalcls suae in reglmlne partes trlbuendae, et collecta nimium
contractaque in centrum auctorltas dlspertlenda.—Romana consllla sacris
negotlls gerendis Immutari parlter volunt; in primls autem turn quod a
"sancto officio" turn quod ab "indice" appellatur.—Item ecclesiastlci reglml-
nls actionem in re polltlca et socall varlandam contendunt, ut slmul a
civllibus ordlnatlonlbus exulet, eisdem tamen se aptet ut suo illas spirltu
imbuat.—In re morum, lllud asclscunt americanlstarum scitum, actlvaa
vlrtutes passlvis anteponi ODortere, atque illas prae Istla exercitatione
promoverl.—Clerum sic comparatum petunt ut veterem referat demlsslonem
anlml et paupertatem; cogitatione Insuper et facto cum modemlsml
praeceptis consentlat.—Sunt demum qui, maglstris protestantibus dlcto
lubentlsslme audlentes, sacrum ipsum in sacerdotlo coelibatum sublatuni
depi<1erent.—Quid igltur In Ecclesla Intactum rellnquunt, quod non ab Ipsis
nec secundum Ipsorum pronunciata sit reformandum?

In tota hac modemlstarum doctrlna ezponenda, Venerablles Fratres,
vldeblmur forte alicui diutius immoratl. Id tamen omnino oportult, turn ne,
ut assolet, de ignoratione rerum suamm ab illis reprehendamur; tum ut
pateat, quum de modemismo est quaestlo, non de vagis doctrlnls agl
nulloque inter se nezu coniunctls, verum de uno compactoque velutl corpore,
in quo si unum admlttas, cetera necessarlo sequantur. Ideo dldactlca fere
ratlone usl sumus, nec barbara allquando respuimus verba, quae modemlstae
UBurpant.—lam systema unlversum uno quasi obtutu respiclentes, nemo
mlrabitur si sic lllud deflnlmus, ut omnium haereseon eonlectum esse
afflrmemus. Certe si quls hoc sibl proposulsset, omnium quotquot fuerunt
circa fldem errorea succum velutl ac sangulnem in unum conferre; rem
nunquam plenius perfecisset, quam modemlstae perfecerunt. Immo vero
tanto hi ulteriuB progress! aunt, ut, non modo cathollcam religionem, aed
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omnen penitus, quod lam innuimus, religionem deleverint. Htnc enlm
rationallstarum plausus: hlnc qui llberius apertlusque inter rationallst<»s
loquuntur, nullos se efflcaolores quam modernlstas auxiliatores invenlsse
arratulantur.—Redeamus enimvero tantlsper, Venerabiles Fratres, ad
exitosisstmam Illara "agnostlclsmi" doctrlpam. Ea scilicet, ex parte Intel-
lectus, omnia ad Deum via praecluditur homlnl, dum aptlor stem! putatur
ex parte cuiusdam anlml sensus et actlonis. Sed hoc quam perp«ram, quia
non vldeat? Sensus enlm anlml actlonl rel respondet, quam Intellectus vel
extemi sensus proposuerint. Demlto Intellectum; homo externos sensus,
ad quos lam fertur, procUvlus sequetur. Perperam Iterum; nam phantaslae
quaevls de sensu religloso communem sensum non expugnabunt: communl
autem sensu docemur, perturbatlonem aut occupationem anlml quamplam,
non adiumento sed Impedimento esse potlus ad Investlgatlonem veri, verl
inqulmus ut In se est; nam verum lllud alterum "sublectlvum," fructus
Inteml sensus et actlonis, si quldem ludendo est aptum, nihil admodum
homlnl confert, cuius scire maxlme Interest sit necne extra Ipsum Deua,
cuius In manus allquando Incldet.

—"Experlentlam" enimvero tanto operl
adiutricem Inferunt. Sed quid haec ad sensum ilium anlml adlidat? Nil
plane, praeterquam quod vehementlorem faclat; ex qua vehementia flat

proportlone flrmlor persuaslo de veritate obiectl. lam haec duo profecto
non efflclunt ut senaus llle anlml deslnat esse sensus, neque elus immutant
naturam, semper deceptionl obnoxlam, nisi regratur Itellectu; Immo vero
illam conflrmant et luvant, nam sensus quo intensior, eo potiore lure est
sensus.—Cum vero de religioso sensu hie agamus deque experlentla in eo
contenta. nostis probe, Venerabiles Fratres, quanta in hac re.prudentia sit

opus, quanta Item doctrina quae Ipsam regat prudentlam. Nostis ex
animorum usu, quorumdam praecipue in qulbus emtnet sensus; nostis ex
librorum consuetudlne, qui de ascesl tractant: qui quamvls modernlstis in

nuUo sunt pretio, doctrinam tamen longe solldlorem, subtllioremque ad
obervandum sagacitatem praeseferunt, quam ipsi sibl arrogant. Equidem
Nobis amentls esse videtur aut saltern imprudentls summopere pro verls,
nulla facta Investigatlone, experlentias Intlmas habere, euiusmodl modem-
Istae vendltant. Cur vero, ut per transcursum dicamus, si harum experlen-
tiarum tAnta vis est ac flrmltas, non eadem trlbuatur 1111, quam plura
catholicorum mlllla se habere asserunt de devio itinere, quo modernlstae
Incedunt? Haec ne tantum falsa atque faliax? Hominum autem para
maxima hoc flrmiter tenet tenebitque semper, sensu solum et experlentla,
nuUo mentis ductu atque lumlne, ad Del notitlam pertingl nunquam posse.
Restat ergo iterum athelsmus ac rellgio nulla.—Nec modernlstae meliora
sibl promittant ex asserta "symbollaml" doctrina. Nam si quaevls Intel-

lectualia, ut inqulunt, elementa nihil nisi Del symbola sunt; ecquld sym-
bolum non sit ipsum Dei nomen aut personalltatls dlvlnae? quod si Ita. lam
de divlna personalitate amblgl poterit, patetque ad panthelsmum via.

—

Bodem autem, videlicet ad purum putumque panthelsmum, ducit doctrina
alia de "immanentia dlvina." Etenlm hoc quaerlmus: an elusmodl "Imma-
nentla" Deum ab homlne distinguat necne. Si dlstlngult, quid turn a
cathollca doctrina differt, aut doctrinam de externa revelatlone cur rellcit?

Si non dlstin^lt, panthelsmum habemus. Atqul "immanentia" haec
modemlstarum vult atque admlttit omne conscientlae phaenomenon ab
homlne ut homo est proflclscl. Legitlma ergo ratlocinatio Inde Infert
unum Idemque esse Deum cum homlne: exe quo panthelsmus.—Distinctio
demum, quam praedlcant, inter aclentlam et fldem. non aliam admlttit
consecutionem. Obiectum enlm scientiae in cognosclbilis realttate ponunt;
fldei e contra In incogrnosclbllls. lam vero Incognlsclblle inde omnino con-
stltultur, quod inter oblectam materlam et intellectum nulla adsit proportlo.
Atqul hlc proportionis defectus nunquam, nec in modemlstarum doctrina,
auferri potest. Ergo incognosclblle credentl aeque ac philosopho Incog-
noaclbile semper maneblt. Ergo si qua habebitur rellgio, haec erit realltatls
incognosclbilis; quae cur etlam mundi animus esse nequeat, quern ration-
alistae quldam admittunt, non vldemus profecto.—Sed haec modo sufBclant
ut abunde pateat quam multipHci itinere doctrina modemlstarum ad
atheismum trahat et ad religionem omnem abolendam. Ekiuidem protes-
tantium error primus hac via gradum iecit; sequltur modemlstarum error;
proxime athelsmus Ingrredletur.

Ad penitlorem modernlsmi notitlam, et ad tantl vulnerls remedia aptius
quaerenda, luvat nunc, Venerabiles Fratres, causas allquantum scrutarl
unde sit ortum aut, nutritum malum.—Proxlmam contlnentemque causam
in errore mentis esse ponendam, dubitationem non habet. Remotas vero
*lnas agnosclmus, curiositatem et superbiam.—Curiositas, ni sapienter
cohlbeatur, .sufficit per se una ad quoscumque explicandos errores. Unde
Gregorlus XVI. decessor Noster lure scribebat:2i "Lugendum valde est

quonam crolabantur humanae rationis dellramenta, ubi quia novls rebus
studeat, atque contra Apostoll monltum nitatur plus sapere quam operteat

21 Ep. Encylc, "SIngularl Nos," 7 kal. lul. 1834.
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sapere, siblque nimlum praefldens, verltatpm quaerendam autumet extra
fcathoHoam Elceleslam, in qua absque vel levlssimo erroris coeno ipsa
Invenltur."—Sed longe malorem ad obcaecandum anlmum et in errorem
Inducendum cohibet efllclentlam superbla: quae in modernlgrai doctrlna
quasi in domlcUlo collocata: ex ea undequaque alimenta conciplt, omnesque
Induit aspectus. Superbift enltft sibl audacius praefldunt, ut tamquam
universorum normam se ipsi habeant ac proponant. Superbla vanlssime
gloriantur quasi uni sapientlam possldeant, dicuntque elatl atque inflatl:

"Non sumus slcut ceterl homines;" et ne cum ceteris comparentur, nova
quaeque etsl absurdlsslma amplectuntur et somnlant. Superbift subiectlonem
omnem abiiciunt contenduntque auctorltatem cum llbertate componendam.
Superbla sul ipsorum oblltl, de allorum reformatlone unlce cogitant,
nuUaque est apud ipsos gradQs, nulla vel supremae potestatls reverentla.
Nulla profecto brevlor et expeditior ad modernlsmum est via. quam
superbla. Si qui cathollcus e lalcorum coetu, si quls etlam sacerdos
christianae vttae praecepti sit Immemor, quo iubemur abnegare nos IpsI si

Christum sequl vellmus, nec auferat superbiam de corde suo; nae is ad
modernistarum errores amplectendos aptisslmus est quam qui maxlme!—
Quare, Venerabiles Fratres, hoc prlmum vobls offlclum esse oportet superbla
elusmodi hominibus obsistere, eos tenulorlbus atque obscurlorlbus munerl-
bus occupare. ut eo amplius deprlmantur quo se tollunt altlus et ut,

humlliore loco posltl, minus habeant ad nocendum potestatls. Praeterea
turn Ipsl per vos turn per semlnariorum moderatores, alumnos saorl clerl

scruteminl dlUgentlsslme; et si quos superbo ingenlo repererltls, eos ror-
tlssime a sacerdotlo repellatis. Quod utlnam peractum semper fuisset ea
qua opus erat vigllantia et constantla!
Quod si a moralibus causls ad eas quae ab intellectu sunt veniamus,

prima ac potisslma occurret Ignorantla.—Enlmvero modernlstae, quotquot
aunt, qui doctores In Ecclesia esse ac vlderl volunt, modernam philosophlam
plenis buccis extollentes aspernatique scholasttcam, non allter illam, eius

fuco et fallacils deceptl, sunt amplexl, quam quod alteram Ignorantes
prorsus, omni argumento caruerunt ad notlonum confuslonem toUendam et
ad sophlsmata refellenda. Ex connublo autem falsae philosophlae cum flde

lllorum systema. tot tantlsque errorlbus abundans, ortum habult.
Cui propagando utinam minus studli et curarum impenderent! Sed

eorum tanta est alacritas, adeo Indefessus labor, ut plane plgeat tantas
in.suml vires ad Eccleslae pemiciem. quae, si recte adhlbltae, summo forent
adlumento.—Gemlna vero ad fallendos anlmos utuntur arte; prlmum enlm
complanare quae obstant nltuntur, turn autem quae proslnt studloslsslme
perquirunt atque Implgre patlentlsslmeque adhtbent.—Trla sunt potlsslmum
quae suls illi conatibus adversarl sentiunt: scholastica phllosophandt
methodus, Patrum auctorltas et traditio, maglsterlum eccleslasticum.
Contra haec acerrlma lllorum pugna. Idclrco philosophlam ac theologlam
scholastlcam derident passim atque contemnunt. Sive Id ex Ignoratlone
faciant slve ex metu, sive potlus ex utraque causa, certum est studium
novarum rerum cumodio scholasticae method! coniungl semper; nuUumque
est indicium manifestlus quod quls modernlsml doctrlnls favere inclplat,

quam quum Inclpit scholasticam horrere methodum. Meminerint modern-
lstae ac modernistarum studiosl damnationem. qua Pius IX. censult
reprobandam proposltlonem quae dlceret:^: "Methodus et princlpia, qulbus
antlqui doctores schola.stici theologlam excoluerunt, temporum nostrorum
necessltatlbus scientiarumque progressui minime congruunt."—Tradltlonla
vero vim et naturam callldissime pervertere elaborant, ut llilus monumen-
tum ac pondus elldant. Stablt tamen semper cathoUcis auctorltas Nlcaenae
Synodl II., quae damnavlt "eos, qui audent . . . secundum scelestoi

haeretlcos eccleslastlcas tradltiones spemere et novltatem quamllbet
Fxcogltare . . . aut excogitare prave aut astute ad subvertendum
quldquam ex legltimis tradltionibus Bcclesl?ie catholicae." Stablt Synodi
Constantlnopolitanae IV. professlo: "Igltur regulas, quae sanctae catholicae
et apostollcae Eccleslae tarn a Sanctis famoslsslmis Apostolis, quam ab
orthodoxorum unlvcrsallbus necnon et locallbus Concillls vel etlam a
quollbet delloquo Patre ac magistro Eccleslae tradltae sunt, servare ac
custodire profltemur." Unde Romanl Pontlflces Plus IV. itemque hulua
nomlnis IX. in professione fldei haec quoque addl voluerunt: "Apostollcas
et eccleslastlcas tradltiones, rellquasque eiusdem Eccleslae observatlonps et

constltutlones flrmlssime admltto et amplector."—Nec secus quam de
Tradltione, ludlcant modernlstae de sanctlsslmls Eccleslae Patrlbus. Eos
temerltate summa traducunt vulgo ut omnl quldem cultu dlgnlsslmos, ast
In re critlca et historlca ignorantlae summae. quae, nisi ab aetate qua
vixerunt, excusatlonem non habeat.—Denlque Ipsius eccleslastlcl maglsterti
auctorltatem toto studio minuere atque Inflrmare conantur. turn elus
orlginem, naturam, iura sacrilege pervertendo, turn contra lllam adver-

se Syll. prop. 13.

2» Motu pr. "Ut mystlcam," 14 martii 1891.
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sarionitn calumnlas Ubere inKeminando. Valent enim de modernlstarum
grege, quae moerore summo Decessor Noster scrlbebat: "Ut mysticam
Sponsam Chrlsti, qui lux vera est, in contemptum et invidiam vocarent
tenebrarutn fllii consuevere in vulgus earn vecordi calumnia impetere, et,
conversa rerum nominumque ratione et vi, compeliare obscuritatls amlcam,
altricem ignorantiae. seientlarum lumini et progressul infensani."2>—Quae
cum Bint Ita, Venerabiles Fratres, mlrum non est, si catliollcos homines,
qui strenue pro Ecclesia decertant, summa malevolentla et llvore modem-
istae impetunt. Nullum est inlurlarum genus, quo lUos non lacerent: sed
ignorantiae passim pervicaclaeque accusant. Quod si refellentium eruditio-
nem et vim pertimescant: eflflcaclam derogant coniurato sllentio. Quae
quidem agendi ratio cum cathollcis eo plus habet invldlae, quod, eodem
tempore nulloque modo adhlblto, perpetuis laudibus evehunt quotquot cum
ipsis consentiunt; horum Ilbros nova undique splrantes grrandi plausu
exciplunt ac suspiclunt; quo quia audentlus vetera evertit, traditlonem et
magrinerium eccleslasticum respuit, eo saplentlorem praedicant; denique,
quod quisque bonus horreat, si quem Ecclesia damnatione perculerlt, hunc,
facto agmine, non solum palam et coplosissime laudant, sed ut veritatls
martyrem pene venerantur.—Toto hoc, turn laudationum turn improperiorum
Btrepitu, percussae ac turbatae iuniorum mentes, hinc ne ignorantea audiant
Inde ut aapientes videantur, cogente intus curiositate ac superbla, dant
vlctas saepe manus ac modernismo se dedunt.
Sed iam ad artiflcia haec pertinent, quibus modemistae merces auas

vendunt. Quid enim non molluntur ut asseclarura numerum augeant? In
sacrls Seminarils, in Universitatibus studlorum magisteria aucupantur,
quae sensim in pestilentiae cathedras vertunt. Doctrlnas suas, etsi forte
Implicite, in templls ad conclonem dlcentes inculcant; apertlus In congres-
slbus enunclant; in sociallbus Institutls Intrudunt atque extollunt. Llbros,
ephemerldas, commentarla sue vel alieno nomine edunt. Unus allquando
idemque scrlptor multlplici nomine utitur, ut simulata auctorum multi-
tudine Incauti deciplantur. BrevI, actlone, verbis, proelo nihil non tentant.
ut eos febri quadam phreneticos diceres.—Haec autem omnia quo fructu?
luvenea magno numero deflemus, egregiae quidem illos apei, quique
Ecclesiae utilitatibus optlmam navarent operam, a recto tramite deflexisse.
Plurlmos etlam dolemus, qui, quamvis non eo processerint. tamen corrupt*
quasi aSre hausto, laxius ad modum cogltare, eloqui, scribere consuescunt
quam cathollcos decet. Sunt hi de laicorum coetu, sunt etiam de sacer-
dotum numero: nec, quod minus fuisset expectandum, in ipsis religiosorunt
familiis desiderantur. Rem blblicam ad modernlstarum leges tractant. In
conscrlbendls hlstorlls, specie adserendae verltatla, quldquld Ecelesiae
maculam vldetur aspergere, id, manlfesta quadam voluptate, in lucem
dlligentissime ponunt. Sacras populares traditiones, apriorismo quodant
ductl, delere omni ope conantur. Sacras Rellquias vetustate commendatas
despectui habent. Vano scilicet desiderio feruntur ut mundus de ipsis
loquatur; quod futurum non autumant si ea tantum dicant, quae semper
quaeve ab omnibus sunt dicta. Interea suadent forte slbl obsequlum se
praestare Deo et Ekiclesiae: reftpse tamen oftendunt gravissime, non suo
tantum Ipsi opere, quantum ex mente qua ducuntur, et quia perutilent
operam modernlstarum ausibus conferunt.
•Huic tantorum errorum agminl clam aperteque invadentl Leo XIII.

decessor Noster fel. rec. prae.sertlm In re bibllca, occurrere fortlter dloto
Jactuque conatus est. Sed modemistae, ut iam vidimus, non his facile

terrentur armis: observantiam demi.ssionemque anlml afCectantes summam,
verba Pontlflcis Maximi in suas partes detorserunt, actus in alios quoslibet
transtulere. Sic malum robustlus in dies factum. Quamobrem, Venerabiles
Fratres, moras diutlus non Interponere decretum est, atque efflcaclora
molirl.—^Vos tamen oramus et obseeramus. ne in re tarn gravi vlgllantiam,
dlligentiam, fortltudlnem vestram desiderari vel minimum patlamini. Quod
vero a vobls petlmus et expectamus. idlpsum et petlmus aeque et expec-
tamus, a ceteris animarum pastorlbus, ab educatoribus et magistris sacrae
iuventutls. imprlml.? autem a summls rellgiosarum famillarum magistris.

I. Primo igltur ad sudia quod attinet. volumus probeque mandamus ut
philo.sophla scholastica studlorum sacrorum fundamentum ponatur.

—

Utique. "si quid a doctoribus scholasticis vel nlmia subtllltate quaesitum,
vel parum considerate tradltum; si quid cum exploratis posteriorls aevi
doctrlnls minus cohaerens vel denlque quoquo modo non probabile; Id nullo
pacto In anlmo est aetati nostrae ad Imltandum proponi."2< Quod rel caput
est. phllosophiam scholasticam quum sequendam praescrlbimus. earn
praecipue intelligimus, quae a sancto Thoma Aquinate est tradita: de qua
quldquld a Decessore Nostro sancitum est, id omne vigere volumus, et qua
Fit opus instauramus et conflrmamus, stricteque ab universis ?ervart

iubemus. Episcoporum erit, sicubi in Seminarils neglecta haec fuerint, ea
ut in posterum custodiantur urgere atque exigere. Eadem rellgiosorun*

««Leo Xni., Enc. "Aeteml Patria."
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Ordinum moderatoribus praeclpimus. Magistros autem monemus ut rite

hoc teneant, Aqulnatem deserere, praeserttm In re metaphysica, non sine
magno detrlraento esse.
Hoc ita postto philoaophlae fundamento, theolofrlcum aediflclum extruatur

dillKentisslme.—Theologlae studium, Venerablles Fratres, quanta potestls
ope provebite, ut clerlci e seminariis egredlentes praeclara illius ezlsUma-
tione magnoque amore imbuantur, lUudque semper pro delicils habeant.
Nam "in magna et m'ultiplici dlsciplinarum copia quae menti veritatis
«upidae obiicltur, nemlnem latet sacram Theologlam ita prlncipem sibi

locum vlndlcare, ut vetus saplentium effatum sit, ceteris scientlls et artlbus
offlclum Incumbere, ut el Inservlant ao velut ancUIarum mote famulentur."**—Addlmus helc, eos etiam Nobis laude dignos vldert, qui, Incoluml
reverentla erga Tradltionem et Patres et eccleslasticum magisterlum,
aapientl iudlcio catholicisque usi normls (quod non aeque omnibus accldit)
theologlam poaltlvam, mutuato a verl nominis historla lumine, coUuatrare
studeant. Malor profecto quam ajitehac positlvae theologlae ratio est
habenda; id tamen sic flat, ut nihil scholastica detrimentl capiat, llque
reprehendantur, utpote qui modemlstarum rem gerunt, qulcumque positivam
ale extollunt ut scholastlcam theologlam despicere vldeantur.
De profanis vero dlsciplinls satis sit revooare quae Decessor Noster

saplentisslme dixit:> "In rerum naturallum conaideratione strenue adla-
boretis: quo in genere nostrorum temporum Ingeniosa Inventa et utlUter
4iUBa, slcut lure admirantur aequales, sic posteri perpetua commendatlone
et laude celebrabunt" Id tamen nullo sacrorum studlorum damno; quod
idem Decessor Noster gravlsslmis hlsce verbis prosequutus monuit::^
"Quorum causam errorum, si quia dlligentlus Investigaverlt, in eo potls-
slmum sltam esse Intelliget, quod nostrla hlsce temporibus, quanto rerum
naturallum studla vehementlus fervent, tanto magis severlores altloresque
diacipllnae defloruerint: quaedam enlm fere In oblivione hamlnum contlce-
scimt; quaedam remlsse levlterque tractantur, et quod Indignum est,

splendore pristinae dignitatis deleto, pravltate sententiarum et immanibus
opinionum portentls Inficiuntur." Ad hanc igltur legem naturallum dlsci-
plinarum studia in sacrls seminariis temperarl praeclpimus.

11. His omnibus praeceptionlbua tum Nostrls turn Decessorls Nostrl
oculos adilcl oportet, quum de Semlnarlorum vel Unlversitatum catho-
licarum moderatoribus et maglstrls ellgendis agendum erit.—Qulcumque
modo quopiam modemlsmo Imbuti fuerint, 11, nullo hablto rei cuiusvis
respectu, tum a regrundl tum a docendl munere arceantur; eo si lam
funguntur, removeantur: Item qui modemlsmo clam aperteve favent, aut
modemlstas laudando eorumque culpam excusando, aut Scholastlcam et
Patres et Magisterlum eccleslasticum carpendo, aut eccleciastlcae potestati,
in quocumque ea demum sit, obedlentlam detrectando: Item qui In hlstorica
re, vel archeologica, vel biblica nova student: Item qui sacras negligunt
disciplinas, aut profanas anteponere videntur.—Hoc In negotio, Venerablles
Fratres, praesertlm In magrlstrorum delectu, nlmla nunquam erit animad-
versio et constantia; ad doctorum enlm exemplum plerumque componuntur
dlsclpuli. Quare, ofllcli consclentla freti, prudenter hac in re at tortlter
agltote.

Pari vlgllantia et severltate 11 sunt cognoscendi ac dlllgendl. qui sacrls
Inltiarl postulant. Procul eato a sacro ordlne novltatum amor: superbos et
contumaces animos odlt Deus!—Theologlae ac luris canonlci laurea nullus
in posteriun donetur, qui statum curriculum in scholastica phllosophia
antea non elaboraverlt. Quod si donetur, Inanlter donatus esto.—Quae de
celebrandls Universltatibus Sacrum Consilium Bplscoporum et Rellgiosorum
negotlls praepositum clerlcts Itallae tum saecularlbus tum regrularlbus
praecepit anno MDCOCXCVI.; ea ad natlones omnes posthac pertlnere
decemlmus.—Clerlci et sacerdotes qui oatholicae culplam Unlversltati vel
Institute Item catholico nomen dederint, disciplinas, de quibus maglsteria
in his fuerint, in clvill Universitate ne ediscant. Sicubi id permlssum, in
posterum ut ne flat ediclmus.—Eplscopi, qui hulusmodl Universltatibus vel
Institutls moderandls praesunt, curent dillgentlsslme ut quae hactenus
imperavlmus, ea oonstanter serventur.

ni. Eplscoporum pariter offloium est modemlstarum scrlpta quaeve
modemismum olent provehuntqulb, si In lucem edlta ne legantur cavere, si

non-dum edlta prohlbere ne edantur.—^Item librl omnes, ephemerldes, com-
mentaria quaevis hulus generis neve adolescentlbus in Seminariis neve
auditoribus in Unlversatibus permlttantur: non enlm minus haec nocltura,
quam quae contra mores conscrlpta; Immo etiam magls, quod chrlstlanae
vltae inltla vltiant.—Nec secus ludicandum de quorumdam catholicorum
scriptionlbus, homlnum ceteroqui non malae mentis, sed qui theologlcae
dlsclpllnae expertes ac recentlori philosophia Imbuti, hanc cum flde com-

s» Leo Xra., Lltt. ap. "In magna," 10 dec. 1889.

2« Alloc. 7 martll 1880.
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ponere nituntur et ad fidel, ut inquiunt, utilitates transferre. Hae, quia
nullo metu versantur ob auctorum nomen bonamque exlstlmatlonem, plus
p«rlcull afterunt ut senslm ad modernlsmum quls vergat.
Generatim vero, Venerabiles Fratres, ut In re tam gravi praecipiamui),

quicumque in vestra uniuscuiusque dioecesi prostant librl ad legendum
perniciosi, ii ut exulent, fortiter contendite, solemni etiam Interdictione usi.
Etsi enim Apostoiica Sedes ad huiusmodi scripta e medio tollenda omnera
operam Impendat; adeo tamen iam numero crevere, ut vlx notandis omnibus
pares slut vires. Ex quo fit, ut serior quandoque paretur medlcina, quum
per longiores moras malum Invaluit. Volumus igitur ut sacrorum Antls-
tites, omni metu 'abiecto, prudentia carnis deposlta, malorum clamorlbus
posthabitis, suaviter quidem sed constanter suas quisque partes susci-
plant; memores quae Leo XIII. In Constitutlone apostoiica "Offlciorum"
praescrlbebat: "Ordinarii, etiam tamquam Delegati Sedis Apostolicae,
libros aliaque scripta noxla in sua diocesl edlta vel diffusa proscrlbere et e
manibus fldellum auferre studeant." lus quidem his verbis tribultur sed
etiam offlcium mandatur. Nec quispiam hoc munus oflflcll implevisse
autumet, si unum alterumve Ubrum ad Nos detulerit, dum alii bene multi
dividi passim ac pervulgari slnuntur.—Nihil autem vos teneat, Venerabiles
Fratres, quod forte librl allculus auctor ea sit alibi facultate donatus, quam
vulgo "Imprimatur" appellant: tum quia slmulata esse posslt, turn quia vel
negllgentius^ data vel benignitate nimla nlmlave fiducia de auctore concepta,.
quod postremum In Rellgiosorum forte ordlnlbus allquando evenlt. Accedlt
quod, sicut non idem omnibus convenlt clbus, Ita librl qui altero in loco
slnt adlaphori, nocentes in altero ob rerum complexus esse queunt. Si igitur
Eplscopus, audita prudentum sententla, horum etiam Ubrorum aliquem in
sua dioecesi notandum censuerit, potestatem ultro faclmus Immo et
offlcium mandamus. Res utique decenter flat, prohibltlonem, si sufflciat,

ad clerum unum coSrcendo; integro tamen blblloi>olarum cathoUcorum
officio libros ab E^lscopo notatos minime venales habendi.—Et quonlam de
his sermo incidlt, vlgllent Eplscopl ne, lucrl cupidltate, malaoi Ubrarli
mercentur mercem: certe In aliquorum Indicibus modernlstanim librl

abunde nec parva cum laude proponuntur. Hos, si obedlentlam detrectent.
Episcopi, monltione praemissa, bibliopolarum cathollcorum tltulo prlvare
ne dubltent; Item potloreque lure si episcopales audlant: qui vero pontlflclo
tltulo omantur, eos ad Sedem ApostoUcam deferant.—Universls demum In

memoriam revocamus, quae memorata apostoiica ConstKutlo "Offlciorum"
habet, articulo XXVI.: "Omnes, qui facultatem apostoUcam consecuti sunt
legendl et retlnendi libros prohibltos, nequeunt Ideo legere et retinere libros
quosllbet aut ephemerldes ab Ordinarils locorum proscrlptas, nisi eis in
apostollco Indulto expressa facta fuerlt potestas legendl ac retlnendi libros
a qulbuscumque damnatos."

TV. Nec tamen pravorum Ubrorum satis est lectlonem Impedlre ac ven-
ditionem; edltlonem etiam prohlberl oportet. Ideo edendl facultatem
Episcopl severltate summa Impertiant.—Quomam vero magno numero ea
sunt ex Constitutlone "Offlciorum," quae Ordinarii permlssionem ut edantur
postulent, nec Ipse per se Eplscopus praecdgnoscere universa potest; in

qulbusdam dloecesibus ad cognitionem faclendam censores ex officio suffi-

cient! numero destinantur. Huiusmodi censorum institutum laudamus
quam maxime: lUudque ut ad omnes dioeceses propagetur non hortamur
modo sed omnino praescrlbimus. In universls Igritur curiis eplscopallbus
censores ax officio adslnt. qui edenda cognoscant: hi autem e gemlno clero
eligantur, aetate, erudltlone, prudentia commendatl, qulque in doctrinis
probandls improbandisque medio tutoque Itlnere eant. Ad lllos scrlptorum
cognitlo deferatur, quae ex artlculls XLI. et XLII. memoratae Constltu-
tlonis venla ut edantur indigent. Censor sententlam scrlpto dablt. Ea si

faverit. Eplscopus potestatem edendl fadet per verbum "Imprimatur," oui
tamen praeponetur formula "Nihil obstat," adscrlpto censorls nomine.—In
Curia, romana, non secus ac In ceteris omnibus, censores ex officio Instl-

tuantur. Eos, audlto prius Cardlnall In Urbe Pontlflcis Vicarlo, tum vero
annuente ac probante Ipso Pontiflce Maximo Magister sacri Palatli
apostollcl deslgnabit. Hulus erit ad scripta singula cognoscenda censorem
destlnare. Edltionls facultas ab eodem Maglstro dabltur nec non a Cardinali
Vicarlo Pontlflcis vel Antistite elus vices gerente, praemissa a censore,
prout supra diximus, approbationls formula, adiectoque ipsius censorls
nomine.—Bxtraordlnarils tantum In adlunctls ac per quam raro, prudent!
Episcopl arbltrlo, censorls mentio Intermittl poterlt.—Auctorlbus censorls
nomen pateblt nunquam, antequam hlc faventem sententlam edlderlt; ne
quid molestlae censorl exhlbeatur vel dum scripta cognosclt, vel si edltlonem
non probarlt.—Censores e rellgiosorum famlllls nunquam eligantur, nisi

prius moderatoris provlnclae vel, si de Urbe agatur, moderatorls generalls
secreto sententla audiatur: Is autem de eligendl moribus, scientia de doc-
trlnae integrltate pro officii consclentla testabltur.—^Rellgiosorum modera-
tores de gravissimo officio monemus numquam sinendl allquid a suius
subdltis typls edi, nisi prius Ipsorum et Ordinarii facultas intercesserlt.

—
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Postremum edlcimus et declaramus, censoris titulum, quo quis ornatur,
nihil valere prorsus nec unquam posse afterrl ad privatas eiusdem opiniones
flrmandas.

His universe dlctls, nomlnatim servari dlligentius praeciplmus, quae
articulo XLII. Constitutlonis "Offlciorum" in haec verba edicuntur: "Virl e
clero secular! prohlbentur quominus, absque praevia Ordlnarlorum venla,
diarla vel folia periodica moderanda suscipiant." Qua si qui venla per-
nlciose utantur, ea, monitl prlmum, prlventur.—Ad sacerdotes quod attlnet,
qui "correspondentlum" vel "coUaboratorum" nomine vulgo venlunt,
quonlam frequentlus evenlt eos in ephemeridlbus vel commentarlis scrlpta
edere modemisrai labe Infecta; videant Eplscopl ne quid hi peccent, si

peccarlnt moneant atque a scribendo prohibeant. Idlpsum rellglosorum
moderatores ut praestent gravissime admonemus: qui si neKllgentlus agant,
Ordlnaril auctoritate Pontiflcls Maxlml provldeant.—^Bphetnerldes et com-
mentarla, quae a catholicis scribuntur, quoad fieri posslt, censorem deslg-
natum habeant. Huius offlclum erit folia singula vel Ubellos, postquam slnt
edita, opportune perlegere: si quid dictum periculose fuerlt. Id quamprlmum
'Corrigendum Inlungat. Eadem porro Bpiscopis facultas esto, etsl censor
forte faverlt.

V. Congressus publlcosque coetus iam supra memoravimus, utpote In
quibus SUES modernistae opiniones tuerl palam ac propagare student.

—

Sacerdotum conventus Eplscopl in posterum haberl ne slverlnt, nisi
rarissime. Quod si elverlnt, ea tantum lege slnent, ut nulla flat rerum
tractatlo, quae ad Episcopos Sedemve Apostolicam pertinent; ut nihil
proponatur vel postuletur, quod sacrae potestatis oocupatlonem Inferat; ut
quidquld modemlsmum sapit. quldquid presbyterianismum vel laiclsmum,
de eo penltus senno contlcescat.—Coetlbus elusmodl, quos singulatlm,
scripto, aptaque tempestate permltti oportet, nuUus ex alia dioecesi sacerdos
interslt, nisi litterls sul Eplscopl commendatus.—Omnibus autem sacer-
dotlbus animo ne ezcldant, quae Leo XIII. gravissime comniendavit:3s
"Sancta sit apud sacerdotes Antlstltum suonim auctorltas: pro certo
habeant sacerdotale munus, nisi sub maglsterlo Bpiscoporum ezerceatur,
neque sanctum, nec satis utile, neque onestum futurum."

VI. Sed enim, Venerabiles Fratres, .quid luverit iussa a Nobis praecep-
tlonesque darl, si non haec rite firmlterque serventur? Id ut fellclter pro
votls cedat, visum est ad universas dloeceses proferre, quod Umbrorum
Bplscopl,2s ante annos plures, pro suis prudentlssime decreverunt. "Ad
errores," sic 1111, "lam diffusos ezpellendos atque ad Impedlendum quominus
ulterluB divulgentur, aut adhuc extent Impietatls maglstrl per quos per-
niclosl perpetuentur eftectus, qui ex ilia divulgatione manarunt, sacer
Conventus, sanctl Caroll Borromael vestigiis inhaerens, instltui In
unaquaque dioecesi decemlt probatorum utriusque clerl consilium, cuius sit
pervigilare an et qulbus artlbus novl errores serpant aut dlsseminentur
,atque Episcopum de hlsce docere, ut coUatis consillls remedla capiat,
quibus id mall Ipso suo initio extingul posslt, ne ad anlmarum pernlclem
magls magisque diffundatur, vel quod pelus est in dies confirmetur et
crescat."—Talc Igltur Consilium, quod "a vigllantla" diet placet. In singulis
.dioecesibus instltui quamprlmum decernimus. Vlrl, qui in iUud adsclscan-
tur, eo fere modo cooptabuntur, quo supra de censoribus statuimus. Altero
quoque mense statoque die cum Eplscopo convenient: quae tractarint
decreverlnt, ea arcanl lege custodiunto.—Offlcii munere haec slbl demandata
liabeant. Modemlsml indicia ac vestigia tarn In libris quam In magisterils
pervestlgent vlgUanter; pro clerl luventaeque incolumitate, prudenter sed
prompte et efflcaclter praescrlbant.—Vocum novltatem caveant mem-
Inerintque Leonis XIII. monlta.'o "Probari non posse In cathollcorum
scriptis earn dicendi ratlonem quae, pravae novitati studens pietatem
fldellum ridere videatur loquaturque novum christianae vltae ordtnem, novas
Ecclesiae praeceptiones, nova modemi animl deslderia, novam socialem
clerl vocatlonem, novam christlanam humanitatem, aliaque Id genus multa."
Haec In libris praelectlonibusque ne patlantur.—LIbros ne negligant, in
quibus plae cuiusque loci traditiones aut sacrae Reliquiae tractantur. Neu
sinant elusmodl questlones agitari in ephemeridlbus vel In commentarlis
fovendae pletatl destlnatls, nec verbis ludibrium aut despectum saplentibus,
nec stablllbus sententlis, praesertlm, ut fere accidit, si quae afflrmantur
probabllitatls fines non excedunt vel praeiudicatis nituntur opinionlbus.
De sacris Rellqulis haec teneantur, Si Episcopi, qui unl fci hac re

possunt, certo norint Reilqulam esse subditiciam, fldellum cultu removeant.
Si Reliquiae cuiuspiam auctoritates, ob civiles forte perturbatlones vel alio
quovis casu, interlerint; ne publice ea proponatur nisi rite ab Eplscopo
recognita. Praescrlptionls argumentum vel fundatae praesumptionls tunc

»8 Litt. Enc. "Nobllsslma Gallorum," 10 febr. 1884.

2» Act. Consess. Epp. Umbriae. Novembri 1849, Tit. 11., art. 6.

30 Instruct. S. C. NN. EE. BE. 27 ian. 1902.
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tantum valebit, si cultus antiqultate commendetur; nlmlrum pro decreto
anno MDCCCXCVI. a sacro Consilio IndulgentUs sacrlsque Reliqulls
cogrnoscendls edlto, quo edicltur: "Rellqulas antiquas conservandaa esse in
ea veneratlone in qua hactenus fuerunt, nisi iu casu particulari ctrta. adslnt
ar^umenta eas falsas vel sopposltltlas ease."—Quutn autem de pUs tradi-
tlonibus iudicium fuerit, iUud ineminlsse oportet: Eccles^am te.nta in hace
re uti prudentia, ut traditlones eiusmodi ne scripto narnirl permlttat nisi
cautlone multa adhiblta praemissaque declaratione ab Urbane VIII. sancita;
quod etsl rite fiat, non tamen facti veritatem adserit; sed, nisi humana ad
credendum argrumenta desint, credl mode non prolilbet. Sic plane sacrum
Consilium legitimls ritibus tuendls, abhlnc annis XXX., edicebat:''
"Eiusmodi apparltiones seu revelatlones neque approbatas neque dananatas
ab Apostolica Sede fulsse, sed tantum permissas tamquam pie credendas
flde solum humana, luxta tradltlonem quam ferunt, Idoneis etiara testimonils
ac monumentis conflrmatain." Hoc qui teneat, metu omni vacablt. Nam
Apparltionls cuiusvis reUgrio, prout factum ipaum spectat et "relativa"
dicitur, conditionem semper habet implicltam de veritate factl: prout vero
"absoluta" est, semper In veritate nititur, fertur enlm in personas ipsas
Sanctorum qui honorantur. Similiter de Reliqulls afflrmandum.—^Illud

demum Con^Iio "vigrilantiae" demandamus, ut ad socialla Instituta itemque
ad scrlpta quaevls de re sociali assidue ac diligenter adiiciant oculos, ne.
quid In illis modemlsml lateat, sed Romanorum Pontlflcum praeceptlonibus
respondeant
VIL Haec quae praeceplmus ne forte obllvlonl dentur, volumus et man-

damus ut singularum dloecesum Bplscopl, anno exacto ab editlone
praesentlum literarum, postea vero tertio quoque anno, diilgentl ac lurata
enarratlone referant ad Sedem Apostollcam de hia quae hac Nostra Eplstola
decemuntur, Itemque de doctrinls quae in clero vlgent, praesertlm autem In
Semlnarlls ceterlsque catholicls Institutis, lis non ezceptls quae Ordlnrali
auctorltati non subsunt. Idipsum Moderatorlbus generalibus ordinum
religlosorum pro suls alumnis Iniun^mus.
Haec vobls, Venerablles Fratres, scrlbenda duximus ad salutem omnl

credenti. Adversarit vero E}cclesiae Ills certe abutentur ut veterem
oalumnlam refrlcent, qua saplentlae atque huraanitatls progression! Infestl
traduclmur. His accusationlbus, quas christianae religlonis historla per-
petuls argrumentls refellit, ut novl aliquid opponamus, mens est pecuUare
InstUutum omnl ope provehere, in quo, Invantlbus quotquot sunt Inter
cathollcos saplentlae fama inslgnes, quldquid est sclentiarum, quldquld
omne genus erudltlonis, catholica veritate duce et magristro, promoveatur.
Faxit Deus ut proposita feliciter impleamus, suppetitias ferentibus quicum-
que EJccleslam Chrlstl sincere amore amplectuntur. Sed de his alias.

—

Interea vobls, Venerabiles Fratres, de quorum opera et studio vehementer
confidlmus, supemi iuminis copiam toto animo exoramus ut, in tanto
anlmorum dlscrlmine ex gliscentibus undequaque erroribus, quae vobls
agenda slnt videatls, et ad implenda quae vlderltis omnl vl ac fortltudlne
incumbatis. Adsit vobls virtute sua lesus Chrlstus, auctor et oonsummator
fldel nostrae; adsit prece atque auxlllo Virgo Immaculata, cunctarum
haeresum Interemptrlx.—Nos vero, plgnus caritatls Nostrae dlvlnique In
adversis solatli, Apostollcam Benedlctlonem vobls, cleris populisque vestrls
amantissime Impertlmus.
Datum Romae, apud Sanctimi Petrum, die Vin. Septembrls MCMVn.,

Pbntificatus Nostri anno qulnto.
PIVS PP. X.

<i Deer. 2 mall 1877.
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THE DOCTRINES OF THE MODERNISTS.

TO THE PATRIARCHS, PRIMATES, ARCHBISHOPS, BISHOPS AND OTHER

LOCAL ORDINARIES IN PEACE AND COMMUNION WITH THE

APOSTOLIC SEE.

PIUS X. POPE.

Venerable Brethren, Health and Apostolic Benediction.

THE ofUce divinely committed to us of feeding the Lord's flock has
especially this duty assigrned to it by Christ, namely, to guard with
the greatest vigilance the deposit of the faith delivered to the
saints, rejecting the profaine novelties of words and oppositions of
knowledge falsely so called. There has never been a time when

this watchfulness of the supreme pastor was not necessary to the Catholic
body; for, owing to the efforts of the enemy of the human race, there have
never been lacking "men speaking perverse things" (Acts xx., 30), "vain
talkers and seducers" (Tit. i., 10), "erring and driving into error" (H. Tim.
111., 13). Still, it must be confessed that the number of the enemies of the
cross of Christ has in these last days Increased exceedingly, who are striv-
ing, by arts entirely new and full of subtlety, to destroy the vital energy of
the Church, and, if they can, to overthrow utterly Christ's kingdom Itself.

Wherefore we may no longer be silent, lest we should seem to fail in our
Riost sacred duty, and lest the kindness that, in the hope of wiser counsels,
we have hitherto shown them should be attributed to forgetfulness of our
ofHce.

GRAVITY OF THE SITU.IlTION.

That we may make no delay in this matter is rendered necessary espe-
cially by the fact that the partisans of error are to be sought not only
among the Church's open enemies; they lie hid, a thing to be deeply de-
plored and feared, in her very bosom and heart, and are the more mischiev-
ous the less conspicuously they appear. We allude, venerable brethren, to
many who belong to the Catholic lalty, nay, and this is far more lamentable,
to the ranks of the priesthood itself, who, feigning a love for the Church,
lacking the firm protection of philosophy and theology, nay, more,
thoroughly imbued with the poisonous doctrines taught by the enemies of
the church, and lost to all sense of modesty, vaunt themselves as reformers
fflie Church, and lost to all sense of modesty, vaunt themselves as reformer?)
Is most sacred in the work of Christ, not sparing even the person of the
Divine Redeemer, whom, with sacrilegious daring, they reduce to a simple,
mere man.
Though they express astonishment themselves, no one can Justly be sur-

prised that we number such men among the enemies of the Church, if,

leaving out of consideration the internal disposition of soul, of which God
alone is the Judge, he is acquainted with their tenets, their manner of
speech, their conduct. Nor, Indeed, will He err in accounting them the mostU
pernicious of all the adversaries of the Church. For, as we have said, they
put their designs for her ruin into operation not from without, but from
within; hence the danger is present almost in the very veins and heart of
the Church, whose injury Is the more certain, the more intimate is theirl"
knowledge of her. Moreover, they lay the axe not to the branches €md
shoots, but to the very root; that Is, to the faith and its deepest fibres. And
having struck at this root of immortality, they proceed to disseminate
poison through the whole tree, so that there is no part of Catholic truth,
from which they hold their hand, none that they do not strive to corrupt.
Further, none Is more skillful, none more astute than they in the employ-
ment of a thousand nOxIous arts; for they double the parts of rationalist
and Catholic, and this so craftily that they easily lead the unwary into
error; and since audacity is their chief characteristic, there is no conclusion
of any kind from which they shrink or which they do not thrust forward
with pertinacity and assurance. To this must be added the fact, which
Indeed is well calculated to deceive souls, that they lead a life of thei\
greatest activity of assiduous and ardent application to every branch ofl]

learning, and that they possess, as a rule, a reputation for the strictest!
morality. Finally, and this almost destroys all hope of cure, their very
doctrines have given such a bent to their minds that they disdain all

Digitized by
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Luthority and brook no restraint; and, relying upon a false conscience, they
ittempt to ascribe to a love of truth that which Is In reality the result of
irlde and obstinacy.
Once, Indeed, we had hopes of recalling: them to a better sense, and to this

end we first of all showed them kindness as our children, then we treated
them with severity, and at last we have had recourse, though with great
reluctance, to public reproof. But you know, venerable brethren, how
fruitless has been our action. They bowed their head for a moment, but
It was soon uplifted more arrogantly than ever. If It were a matter which
concerned them alone, we might perhaps have overlooked it; but the
security of the Catholic name is at stake. Wherefore, as to maintain it

longer would be a crime, we must now break silence. In order to expose
before the whole Church in their true colors those men who have assumed
this bad disguise.

But since the modernists (as they are commonly and rightly called)
employ a very clever artifice, namely, to present their doctrines without
order and systematic arrangement into one whole, scattered and disjointed
one from another, so as to appear to be in doubt and uncertainty, while
they are In reality firm and steadfast, it will be of advantage, venerable
brethren, to bring their teachings together here Into one group, and to point
out the connection between them, and thus to pass to an examination of
the sources of the errors and to prescribe remedies for averting the evil.

To proceed in an orderly manner in this recondite subject, it must first

of all be noted that every modernist sustains and comprises within himself
many personalities; he is a philosopher, a believer, a theologian, an his-
torlan, a critic, an apologist, a reformer. These roles must be clearly dis-
tinguished from one another by all who would accurately know their system
and thoroughly comprehend the principles and the consequences of their
doctrines.

We begin, then, with the philosopher. Modernists place the foundation of
religious philosophy in that doctrine which is usually called agnosticism.
According to this teaching, human reason is confined entirely within the
field of phenomena; that is to say, to things that are perceptible to the
senses, and in the manner in which they are perceptible. It has no right
and no power to transgress these limits. Hence it is incapable of lifting
itself up to God and of recognizing His existence, even by means of visible
things. From this it is inferred that Ood can never be the direct object of
science, and that, as regards history. He must not be considered as an
historical subject. Given these premises, all will readily perceive what
becomes of natural theology, of the motives of credibility, of external reve-
lation. The modernists simply make away with them altogether; they
include them In Intellectuallsm, which they call a ridiculous and long ago
defunct system. Nor does the fact that the Church has formally con-
demned these portentous errors exercise the slightest restraint upon them.
Tet the Vatican Council has defined: "If any one says that the one true
God, our Creator and Lord, cannot be known with certainty by the natural
light of human reason by means of the things that are made, let him be
anathema" (De Revel., can. 1); and also: "If any one says that it is not
possible or not expedient that man be taught, through the medium of
divine revelation, about God and the worship to be paid Him, let him be
anathema" UtHd., car. 2) ; and, finally: "If any one says that divine reve-
lation cannot be made credible by external signs, and that therefore men
should be drawn to the faith only by their personal Internal experience or
by private Inspiration, let him be anathema" (De Fide, can. 3). But how
the modernists make the transition from agnosticism, which is a state of
pure nescience, to scientific and historic atheism, which is a doctrine of
positive denial; and, consequently, by what legitimate process of reasoning,
starting from ignorance as to whether Ood has In fact intervened in the
history of the human race or not, they proceed. In their explanation of this
history, to ignore God altogether, as if He really had not intervened, let
him answer who can. Tet it Is a fixed and established principle among
them that both science and 'history must be atheistic: and wiUiin their
boundaries there Is room for nothing but phenomena; God and all that Is
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divine are utterly excluded. We shall soon see clearly what, according to
this most absurd teaching, must be held touching the most sacred person of
Christ, what concerning the mysteries of His life and death, and of His
resurrection and ascension Into heaven.

However, this agnosticism is only the negative part of the system of the
modernist: the positive side of it consists In what they call vital imma-
nence. This is how they advance from one to the other. Religion, whether
natural or supernatural, must, like every other fact, admit of some explana-
tion. But when natural theology has been destroyed, the road to revelation
closed through the rejection of the arguments of credibility, and all external
revelation absolutely denied. It is clear that this explanation will be sought
In vain outside man himself. It must, therefore, be looked for in man; and
since religion is a form of life, the explanation must certainly be found in
the life of man. Hence the principle of religious Immanence is formulated.
Moreover, the first actuation, so to say, of every vital phenomenon, and
religion, as has been said, belongs to this category, is due to a certain
necessity or impulsion; but it has its origin, speaking more particularly of
life, in a movement of the heart, which movement is called a sentiment.
Therefore, since God Is the object of religion, we must conclude that faith,

which is the basis and the foundation of all religion, consists In a sentiment
which originates from a need of the divine. This need of the divine, which
is experienced only in special and favorable circumstances, cannot of itself

appertain to the dOmaln of consciousness; it is at first latent within the
consciousness, or, to borrow a term from modem philosophy, in the sub-
consciousness, where also its roots lie hidden and undetected.
Should any one ask how it is that this need of the divine which man

experiences within himself grows up into a religion, the modernists reply
thus: Science and history, they say, are confined within two limits, the
one external, namely, the visible world, the other internal, which is con-
sciousness. When one or other of these boundaries has been reached, there
can be no further progress, for beyond is the unknowable. In presence of
this unknowable, whether it is outside man and beyond the visible world of
nature or lies hidden within the subconsciousness, the need of the divine,
according to the principles of fldeism, excites in a soul with a propensity
towards religion a certain special sentiment, without any previous advert-
ence of the mind: and this sentiment possesses, implied within itself both
as its own object and as its intrinsic cause, the reality of the divine, and in
a way unites man with Ood. It is this sentiment to which modernists give
the name of faith, and this it Is ^wblch they consider the beginning of
religion.
But we have not yet come to the end of their philosophy, or, to speak

more accurately, their folly. For modernism finds in this sentiment not
faith only, but with and in faith, as they understand it, revelation, they
say, abides. For what more can one require for revelation? Is not that
religious sentiment which is perceptible in the consciousness revelation, or
at least the beginning of revelation? Nay, is not God Himself, as He manU
fests Himself to the soul, Indistinctly It is true. In this same religious
sense, revelation? And they add: Since God is both the object and the
cause of faith, this revelation Is at the same time of God and from God;
that is, God is both the revealer and the revealed.
Hence, venerable brethren, springs that ridiculous proposition of the

modernists, that every religion, according to the different aspect under
which it is viewed, must be considered as both natural and 8Ui>ematural.
Hence it Is that they make consciousness and revelation synonymous.
Hence the law, according to which religious consciousness is given as the
universal rule, to be put on an equal footing with revelation, and to which
all must submit, even the supreme authority of the Caiurch, whether in its

teaching capacity or In that of legislator in the province of sacred liturgy
or discipline.

DEFORMATION OF RELIGIOUS HISTORY THE CONSEQUENCE.

However, in all this process, from which, according to the modernists,
faith and revelation spring, one point is to be particularly noted, for it is

of Capital Importance on account of the historico-critical corollaries which
are deduced from it.—For the unknowable they talk of does not present
Itself to faith as something solitary and isolated, but rather in close con-
junction with some phenomenon, which, though it belongs to the realm of
science and history, yet to some extent oversteps their bounds. Such a
phenomenon may be a fact of nature containing within itself something
mysterious; or it may be a man, whose character, actions and words can-

VITAL IMMANENCE.
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not, apparently, be reconciled with tlie ordinary laws of history. Then
faith, attracted by the unknowable, which la united with the phenomenon,
possesses itself of the whole phenomenon, and, as it were, permeates it

with its own life. From this two things follow. The first Is a sort of
transfiguration of the phenomenon, by Its elevation above Its own true
conditions, by which it becomes more adapted to that form of the divine
which faith will Infuse Into It. The second is a kind of disfigurement,
which springs from the fact that faith, which has made the phenomenon
Independent of the circumstances of place and time, attributes to it quali-
ties which It has not; and this is true particularly of the phenomena of the
past, and the older they are, the truer it Is. From these two princllples
the modernists deduce two laws, which, when united with a third which
they have already got from agnosticism, constitute the foundation of his-
torical criticism. We will take an illustration from the person of Christ.
In the person of Christ, they say, science and history encounter nothing
that is not human. Therefore, in virtue of the first canon deduced from
agnosticism, whatever there is In His history suggestive of the divine must
1>e rejected. Then, according to the second canon, the historical person of
Christ was transfigured by faith: therefore, everything that raises it above
historical conditions must be removed. Lastly, the third canon, which lays
down that the person of Christ has been disfigured by faith, requires that
everything should be excluded, deeds and words and all else that is not In

keeping with His character, circumstances and education, and with the
place and time in which He lived. A strange style of reasoning, truly; but
it is modernist clrtlclsm.

Therefore, the religious sentiment, which through the agency of vital
Immanence emerges from the lurking-places of the subconsciousness, is the
germ of all religion, and the explanation of everything that has been or
ever will be in any religion. This sentiment, which was at first only rudi-
mentary and almost formless, gradually matured, under the infiuence of
that mysterious principle from which it originated, with the progress of
ihuman life, of which, as has been said, it is a form. Tills, then. Is the
origin of all religion, even supernatural religion; it is only a development
of this religious sentiment. Nor is the Catholic religion an exception; It

is quite on a level with the rest, for it was engendered, by the process of
Vital Immanence, In the consciousness of Christ, who was a man of the
choicest nature, whose like has never been, nor will be.—Those who hear
these audacious, these sacrilegious assertions are simply shocked. And yet,
venerable brethren, these are not merely the foolish babblings of Infidels.

There are many Catholics, yea, and priests, too, who say these things
openly; and they boast that they are going to reform the Church by these
ravings! Th?re is no question now of the old error, by which a sort of right
to the supernatural order was claimed* for the human nature. We have
gone far beyond that: we have reached the point when it is affirmed that
our most holy religion, in the man Christ as in us, emanated from nature
spontaneously and entirely. Than this there is surely nothing more de-
structive of the whole supernatural order. Wherefore the Vatican Council
moat Justly decreed: "If any one says that man cannot be raised by Ood to
a knowledge and perfection which surpasses nature, but that he can and
should, by his own efforts and by a constant development, attain finally to
the possession of all truth and good, let him be anathema" <De Revel.,
«an. 8).

So far, venerable brethren, there has been no mention of the Intellect.
Still it also, according to the teaching of the modernists, has its part In the
act of faith. And it is of Importance to see how.—In the sentiment of which
we have frequently spoken, since sentiment is not knowledge, Gk>d indeed
presents Himself to man, but in a manner so confused and indistinct that
He can hardly be perceived by the believer. It Is therefore necessary that
a ray of light should be cast upon this sentiment, so that God may be
clearly distinguished and set apart from it. This Is the task of the Intellect,
whose office it Is to refiect and to analyze, and by means of which man first

transforms into mental pictures the vital phenomena which arise within
him, and then expresses them In words. Hence the common saying of
modernists: that the religious man must ponder his faith.—The intellect,
then, encountering this sentiment, directs itself upon it, and produces In it

a work resembling that of a painter who restores and gives new life to a
picture that has perished with age. The simile is that of one of the leaders
of modernism. The operation of the intellect in this work Is a double one:
First, by a natural and spontaneous act it expresses its concept in a simple,
ordinary statement; then, on refiectlon and deeper consideration, or, as they
say, by elaborating Its thought. It expresses the idea In secondary proposi-
tions, which are derived from the first, but are more perfect and distinct.

THE ORIGIN OF DOGMAS.
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These secondary propositions, it they finally receive the approval of the
supreme magisterium of the Church, constitute dogma.
Thus we have reached one of the principal points In the modernists'

system, namely, the origin and the nature of dogma. For they place the
origin of dogma in those primitive and simple formulas, which, under a
certain aspect, are necessar.v to faith: for revelation, to be truly such,
requires the clear manifestation of God in the consciousness. But dogma
Itself, they apparently hold, is contained in the secondary formulas.
To ascertain the nature of dogma we must flrst find the relation which

exists between the religious formulas and the religious sentiment. This
win be readily perceived by him who realizes that these formulas have no
other purpose than to furnish the believer with a means of giving aa
account of his fsJth to himself. These formulas therefore stand midway
between the believer and his faith; in their relation to the faith they are
the inadequate expression of its object, and are usually called symbols:
in their relation to the believer they are mere instruments.

Hence it is quite impossible to maintain that they express absolute truth,
for, in so far as they are symbols, they are the Images of truth, and so
must be adapted to the religious sentiment in its relation to man; and bM
instruments they are the vehicles of truth, and must therefore in their turn
be adapted to man in his relation -to the religious sentiment But the object
of the religious sentiment, since it embraces the absolute, possesses an
infinite variety of aspects, of which now one, now another, may present
Itself. In like manner, he who believes may pass through different pha8es.|
Consequently the formulas, top, which we call dogmas, must be subject tol
these vicissitudes, and are therefore liable to change. Thus the way Isj
open to the intrinsic evolution of dogma. An Immense collection ofl
sophisms this, that ruins and destroys all religion. Dogma is not only'
able, but ought to evolve and to be changed. This is strongly aflSrmed by
the modernists, and as clearly flows from their principles. For amongst
the chief points of their teaching Is this which they deduce from the prin-
ciple of vital Immanence: that religious formulas, to be really religious and
not merely theological speculation.s, ought to be living and to live the life

of the religious sentiment. This is not to be understood In the sense that
these formulas, especially if merely Imaginative, were to be made for the
religious sentiment; it has no more to do with their origin than with num-
ber or quality; what Is nece.s.sary is that the religious sentiment, when
needful. Introduced some modification, should vitally assimilate them. In
other words, it is necessary that the primitive formula be accepted and
sanctioned by the heart; and, similarly, the sub.sequent work from which
spring the secondary formulas must proceed under the guidance of the
heart. Hence it comes that these formulas, to be living, should be. and
should remain, adapted to the faith and to him who believes. Wherefore,
if for any reason this adaptation should cease to exist, they lose their flrst
meaning, and accordingly must be changed. And since the character and
lot of dogmatic formulas is so precarious, there is not room for surprise
that modernists regard them so lightly and in such open disrespect. And
so they audaciously charge the Church both with taking the wrong road
from inability to distinguish the religious and moral sense of formulas from
their surfa;ce meaning and with clinging tenaciously and vainly to mean-
ingless formulas whilst religion is allowed to go to ruin. Blind that they
are, and leaders of the blind, Inflated with a boastful science, they have
reached that pitch of folly where they pervert the eternal concept of truth
and the true nature of the religious sentiment; with that new system of
theirs they are seen to be under the sway of a blind and unchecked passion
for novelty, thinking not at all of finding some solid foundation of truth,
but despising the holy and apostolic traditions, they embrace other vain,
JTutile, uncertain doctrines condemned by the Church, on which. In the
height of their vanity, they think they can rest and maintain truth itself.
(Gregory XVI., Encyl. "Singulari Nos," 7 Kal., Jul., 1834.)

THE MODERNIST AS BELIEVER: INDIVIDUAL EXPERIENCE AND RELIGIOUS

Thus far, venerable brethren, of the modernist considered as philosopher.
Now if we proceed to consider him as believer, seeking to know how the
believer, according to modernism, is differentiated from the philosopher, it
must be nbserved that although the philosopher recognizes as the object of
faith the divine reality, still this reality ip not to be found but in the heart
of the believer, as being an object of sentiment and affirmation; and there-
fore confined within the sphere of phenomena. But as to whether it exists

ITS EVOLUTION.

CERTITUDE.
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outside that setnlment and affirmation is a matter which in no way con-
cerns the philosopher. For the modernist believer, on the contrary. It Is an
established and certain fact that the divine reality does really exist in Itself
and quite Independently of the person who believes in it. If you ask on
what foundation this assertion of the believer rests, they answer: In the
experience of the individual. On this head the modernists differ from the
rationalists only to fall into the opinion of the Protestants and pseudo-
mystics. This is their manner of putting the question: In the religious
sentiment one must recognize a kind of intuition of the heart which puts
man In immediate contact with the very reality of God. and infuses such a
persuasion of God's existence and His action both within and without man
as to excel greatly any scientific conviction. They assert, therefore, the
existence of a real experience, and one of a kind that surpasses all rational
experience. If this experience is denied by some, like the rationalists, it

arises from the fact that such persons are unwilling to put themselves in
the moral state which Is necessary to produce it. It is this experience which,
when a person acquires It, makes him properly and truly a believer.
How far off we are here from Catholic teaching we have already seen In

the decree of the Vatican Council. We shall see later how. with such
theories, added to the other errors already mentioned, the way Is opened
wide for atheism. Here it is well to note at once that, given this doctrine
of experience, united with the other doctrine of symbolism, every religion,
even that of paganism, must be held to be true. What U to prevent such
experiences from being met with in every religion? In fact, that they are
to be found is asserted by not a few. And with what right will modernists
deny the truth of an experience affirmed by a follower of Islam? With what
right can they claim true experiences for Catholics alone? Indeed, modern-
ists do not deny, but actually admit, some confusedly, others In the most
open manner, that all religions are true. That they cannot feel otherwise
is clear. For on what ground, according to their theories, could falsity be
predicated of any religion whatsoever? It must be certainly on one of
these two: either on account of the falsity of the religious sentiment or on
account of the falsity of the formula pronounced by the mind. Now, the
religious sentiment, although it may be more perfect or is less perfect, is

always one and the same; and the Intellectual formula, in order to be true,
has but to respond to the religious sentiment and to the believer, whatever
be the intellectual capacity of the latter. In the conflict between different
religions, the most that modernists can maint'iln is that the Catholic ha.s

more truth because it is more living, and that It deserves with more reason
the name of Christian because it corresponds more fully with the origins of
Christianity. That these consequences flow from the premises will not
seem unnatural to anybody. But what 1.^ amazing Is that there are Catho-
lics and priests who, we would fain believe, abhor such enormities, yet act
as if they fully approved of them. For they heap such praise and bestow
4uch public honor on the teachers of the.se errors as to give rise to the
belief that their admiration is not meant merely for the persons, wlio are
perhaps not devoid of a certain merit, but rather for the errors wiilch these
persons openly profess, and which they do all in their power to propagate.

But this doctrine of experience is also under another aspect entirely con-
trary to Catholic truth. It is extended and applied to tradition, as hitherto
understood by the Church, and destroys it. By the modernists tradition la

understood as a communication to others, through preaching, by means of
the intellectual formula, of an original experience. To this formula. In
addition to its representative value, they attribute a species of suggestive
efficacy which acts both in the person who believes to stimulate the relig-
ious sentiment should it happen to have grown sluggish and to renew tha
experience once acquired, and in those who do not yet believe to awake foi
the flrst time the religious sentiment In them and to produce the
experience. In this way is religious experience propagated among the
peoples; amd not merely among contemporaries by preaching, but among
future generations both by books and by oral transmission from one to
another. Sometires this communication of religious experience takes root
and thrives, at other times it withers at once and dies. For the modernists
to live is a proof of truth, since for them life and truth are one and the
same thing. Hence again it is given to us to infer that all existing religions
are equally true, for otherwise they would not live.

Having reached this point, venerable brethren, we have sufficient material
in hand to enable us to see the relations which modernists establish between

RELIGIOUS EXPERIENCE AXD TR.\DITION'.

FAITH .AND SCIENCE.
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faith and science, Including history and also under the name of science.

And in the first place It Is to be held that the object of the one is quite
extraneous to and separate from the object of the other. For faith occupies
Itself solely with something which science declares to be unlinowable for It.

Hence each has a separate field assigned to It: science is entirely con-
cerned with the reality of phenomena, into 'which faith does not enter at
all; faith, on the contrary, concerns Itself with the divine reality, which
is entirely unknown to science. Thus the conclusion is reached that there
can never be any dissension between faith and science, for If each Iteeps
on Its own grround they can never meet, and therefore never be In contra-
diction. And If It be objected that in the visible world there are some
things which appertain to faith, such as the human life of Christ, the
modernists reply by denying this. For though such things come within the
category of phenomena, still in as far as they are lived by faith and in the
way already described have been by faith transfigured, and disfigured,
they have been removed from the world of sense and translated to
become material for the divine. Hence should It be further asked whether
Christ has wrought real miracles, and made real prophecies, whether He
rose truly from the dead and ascended Into heaven, the answer of agnostic
science will be In the negative and the answer of faith In the affirmative

—

yet there will not be on that account any conflict between them. For it will

be denied by the philosopher as philosopher, speaking to philosophers and
considering Christ only in His historical reality: and it will be affirmed by
the believer, speaking to believers and considering the life of Christ aa lived
again by the faith and in the faith.

Tet It would be a great mistake to suppose that, given these theories, one
Is authorised to believe that faith and science are dependent of one another.
On the side of science the independence is indeed complete, but it Is quite
different with regard to faith, which is subject to science not on one, but on
three grrounds. For in the first place it must be observed that in every
religious fact, when you take away the divine reality and the experience of
It which the believer possesses, everything else, and especially the religious
iformulas of it, belongs to the sphere of phenomena, and therefore falls

under the control of science. Let the believer leave the world If he will, but
so long as he remains in it he must continue, whether he like it or not, to
be subject to the laws, the observation, the judgments of science and of
history. Farther, when it is said that Ood is the object of faith alone, the
statement refers only to the divine reality, not to the idea of Ood. The
latter also is subject to science, which while it philosophizes in what is

called the logical order, soars also to the absolute and the ideal. It is

therefore the right of philosophy and of science to form conclusions con-
cerning the idea of God, to direct it in its evolution and to purify it of any
extraneous elements which may become confused with It. Finally, man
does not suffer a dualism to exist in him, and the believer therefore feels
within him an impelling need so to harmonize faith with science that It may
never oppose the general conception which science sets forth concerning
the universe.
Thus It is evident that science is to be entirely Independent of faith,

while, on the other hand, and notwithstanding that they are supposed to be
strangers to each other, faith is made subject to science. All this, venerable
brothers, is In formal opposition with the teachings of our predecessor. Plus
IX., where he lays it down that: In matters of religion It Is the duty of
philosophy not to command, but to serve: not to prescribe what is to be
believed, but to embrace what is to be believed with reasonable obedience;
not to scutinize the depths of the mysteries of God. but to venerate them
devoutly and humbly. (Brev. ad Ep. Wratlslaw, 15 Jun., 1857.)
The modernists completely invert the parts, and to them may be applied

the words of another predecessor of ours. Gregory IX. addressed to some
thelogians of his time: "Some among you. infiated like bladders with the
spirit of vanity, strive by profane novelties to cross the boundaries fixed
by the fathers, twisting the sense of the heavenly pages ... to the
philosophical teaching of the rationals, not for the profit of their hearers, but
to make a show of science . . . these, seduced by strange and eccentrlo
doctrines, make the head of the tail and force the queen to serve the ser-
vant." (Ep. ad Magistros theol. Paris non, Jul., 1224.) ,

This becomes still clearer to anybody who studies the conduct of modern-
ists, which Is in perfect harmony with their teachings. In their wrltlnga
and addresses they seem not unfrequently to advocate now one doctrine.

FAITH SUBJECT TO SCIENCE.

THE METHODS OF MODERNISTS.
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now another, so that one would be disposed to regard them as vajpue and
doubtful. But there Is a reason for this, and It Is to be found In their ideas
as to the mutual separation of science and faith. Hence in their books you
find some things which might well be expressed by a Catholic, but In the
next page you find other things which might have l>een dictated by a
rationalist. When they write history, they make no mention of th» divinity
of Christ, but when they are in the pulpit they profess it clearly. Again,
when they write history they pay no heed to the fathers and the councils,
but when they catechize the people, they cite them respectfully. In the
same way they draw tlieir distinctions between theological and pastoral
exegesis and scientific and historical exegesis. So, too, acting on the prin-
ciple that science in no way depends upon faith, when they treat of
philosophy, history, crltloism, feeling no horror at treading in the footsteps
of Luther." (Prop. 29 damn, a Leone X. Bull, "Exsurge Domine," 16 mail
1520. "Via nobis facta est enervandi auctorltatem ConcIIiorum, et Ubere
contradlcendi eorum gestls, et ludicantl corum decreta, et confidenter oon-
fletendi quidquid verum videtur, slve probatum fuerit, slve reprobatum a
quocumque Concillo.") They are wont to display a certain contempt for
Catholic doctrines, for the Holy Fathers, for the Ecumenical Councils, for
the ecclesiastical maglsterlum; and should they be rebuked for this, they
complain that they are being deprived of their liberty. Lastly, guided by
the theory that faith must be subject to science, they continuously and
openly criticize the Church because of her sheer obstinacy In refusing to
submit and accommodate her dogmas to the opinions of philosophy; while
they, on their side, after having blotted out the old theology, endeavor to
introduce a new theology which shall follow the vagaries of their phi-
losophers.

THE MODERNIST AS THEOLOGIAN: HIS PRINCIPLES, IMMANENCE AND

And thus, venerable brethren, the road is open for us to study the
modernists in the theological arena—a dlfflcult task, yet one that may be
disposed of briefly. The end to be attained is the conciliation of faith with
science, always, however, saving the primacy of science over faith. In this
branch the modernist theologian avails himself of exactly the same princi-
ples which we have seen employed by the modernist philosopher, and
applies them to the believer: the principles of immanence and symbolism.
ITie process Is an extremely simple one. The philosopher has declared:
The principle of faith Is Immanent; the believer has added: This principle
is God; and the theologian draws the conclusion: God is Immanent in
man. Thus we have theological Immanence. So, too, the philosopher regards
as certain that the representations of the object of faith are merely sym-
bolical; the believer has affirmed that the object of faith is God in Himself;
and the theologian proceeds to affirm that the representations of the divine
reality are symbolical. And thus we have theological symbolism. Truly
enormous errors both, the pernicious character of which will be seen clearly
from an examination of their consequences. For, to begin with symbolism,
since symbols are but symbols in regard to their objects, and only Instru-
ments in regard to the believer. It Is necessary, first of all, according to the
teachings of the modernists, that the believer do not lay too much stress on
the formula, but avail himself of It only with the scope of uniting himself
to the absolute truth which the formula at once reveals and conceals; that
Is to say, endeavors to expres.s, but without succeeding in doing so. They
would also have the believer avail himself of the formulas only in as far as
they are useful to him, for they are given to be a help and not a hindrance:
with proper regard, however, for the social respect due to formulas which
the public maglsterium has deemed suitable for expressing the common
consciousness until such time as the same maglsterium provide otherwise.
Concerning Immanence, It is not easy to determine what modernists mean
by it, for their own opinions on the subject vary. Some understand it In
the sense tliat God working in man Is more Intimately present In him than
man Is in even himself, and this conception, if properly understood. Is free
from reproach. Others hold that the divine action Is one with the action
of nature, as the action of the first cause is one with the action of the
secondary cause, and this would destroy the supernatural order. Others,
finally, explain it in a way which savors of pantheism, and this, in truth, is

the sense which tallies best with the rest of their doctrines.
With this principle of immanence Is connected another, which may be

called the principle of divine permanence. It differs from the first in much
the same way as the private experience differs from the experience trans-
mitted by tradition. An example will Illustrate what Is meant, and this
example Is offered by the Church and the sacraments. The Church and the
sacraments, they say, are not to be regarde,d as having been Instituted by

SYMBOLISM.
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Christ Himself. This Is forbidden by agnosticism, which sees In Christ
nothing more than a man whose religious consciousness has been like that
of all men, formed by degrees; it Is also forbidden by the law of Immanence,
which rejects what they call external application: It Is further forbidden by
the law of evolution, which requires for the development of the germs a
certain time and a certain series of circumstances; it Is, finally, forbidden
by history, which shows that such, in fact, has been the course of things.
Still, it is to be held that both Church and sacraments have been founded
mediately by Christ. But how? In this way: All Christian consciences
were, they afilrm, in a manner virtually Included In the conscience of Christ
as the plant is included in the seed. But as the shoots live the life of the
seed, 80, too, all Christians are to be said to live the life of Christ. But the
life of Christ Is according to faith, and so, too, is the life of Christians.
And since this life produced, In the course of ages, both the Church and the
sacraments, it is quite right to say that their origin Is from Christ and is

aivlne. In Uie same way they prove that the Scriptures and the dogmas are
divine. And thus the modernistic theology may be said to be complete. No
great thing. In truth, but more than enough for the theologian who pro-
fesses that the conclusions of science must always, and in all things, be
respected.' The application of these theories to the other points we shall
proceed to expound anybody may easily make for himself.

Thus far we have spoken of the origin and nature of faith. But as faith
has many shoots, and chief among them the Church, dogma, worship, the
books which we call "sacred," of these also we must know what Is taught
by the modernists. To bfegln with dogma, we have already indicated its

origin and nature. Dogma is bom of the species of impulse or necessity,
by virtue of which the believer is constrained to elaborate his religious
thought so as to render it clearer for himself and others. This elaboration
consists entirely in the process of penetrating and refining the primitive
formula, not indeed in itself and according to logical development, but aa
required by circumstances, or vitally, as the modernists more abstrusely
put it. Hence It happens that around the primitive formula secondary
formulas gradually continue to be formed, and these subsequently grouped
Into bodies of doctrine; or Into doctrinal constructions, as they prefer to
call them, and further sanctioned by the public maglsterlum as responding
to the common consciousness, are called dogma. Dogma Is to be carefully
distinguished from the speculations of theologians, which, although not
alive with the life of dogma, are not without their utility as serving to har-
monize religion with science and remove opposition between the two in such
a way as to throw light from without on religion, and It may be even to
preipare the matter for future dogma. Concerning worship there would not
be much to be said were it not that under this head are comprised the
sacraments, concerning which the modernists fall into the gravest errors.
For them the sacraments are the resultant of a double need—for, as we
have seen, everything In their system is explained by inner Impulses or
necessities. In the present case the first need is that of giving some sensi-
ble manifestation to religion; the second Is that of propagating It, which
could not be done without some sensible form and consecrating acts, and
these are called sacraments. But for the modernists the sacraments are
mere symbols or signs, though not devoid of a certain efllcacy—an efilcacy,
they tell us, like that of certain phrases vulgarly described as having
"caught on," Inasmuch as they have become the vehicle for the diffusion of
certain great ideas which strike the public ml«d. What the phrases are to
the ideas, that the sacraments are to the religious sentiment—that and
nothing more. The modernists would be speaking more clearly were they
to afilrm that the sacraments are instituted solely to foster the faith—but
this is condemned by the Council of Trent: "If any one say that these
sacraments are instituted solely to foster the faith, let him be anathema."
(Sess. VII. de Sacramentls in genere, can 5.)

We have already touched upon the nature and origin of the sacred books.
According to the principles of the- modernists, they may be rightly described
SB a collection of experiences; not Indeed of the kind that may come to
anybody, but those extraordinary and striking ones which have happened
In any religion. And this is precisely what they teach about our books of
the Old and New Testament. But to suit their own theories they note with
remarkable Ingenuity that, although experience Is something belonging to
the present, still It may derive Its material from the past and the future
alike. Inasmuch as the believer by memory lives the past over again after
the manner of the present, and lives the future already by anticipation.

DOGMA AND THE SACRAMENTS.

THE HOLY SCRIPTURES.
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This explains how It Is that the historical and apocalyptical books are in-
cluded among the sacred writings. God does Indeed speak in these books

—

through the medium of the believer, but only, according to modernistic
theology, by vital immanence and permanence. Do we Inquire concerning
inspiration? Inspiration, they reply, is distinguished only by Its vehemence
from that impulse which stimulates the believer to reveal the faith that is

in him by words or writing. It is something like what happens in poetical
inspiration, of which it has been said: "There Is a God in us, and when He
Btirreth He sets us afire." And it is precisely in this sense that God Is said
to be the origin of the Inspiration of the sacred books. The modernists
afflnn, too, that there is nothing In these books which is not inspired. In
this respect some might be disposed to consider them as more orthodox than
certain other modems, who somewhat restrict Inspiration, as, for Instance,
in what have been put forward as tacit citations. But it Is aJI mere Jug-
gling of words. For if we take the Bible, according to the tenets of agnos-
ticism, to be a human work, made by men for men, but allowing the
theologian to proclaim that it is divine by Immanence, what room is there
left In it for Inspiration? General Inspiration In the modernist sense it is

easy to find, but of inspiration in the Catholic sense there is not a trace.

A wider field for comment is opened when you come to treat of the
vagaries devised by the modernist school concerning the Church. You must
start with the supposition that the Church has its birth In a double need,
the need of the individual believer, especially If he has had some original
and special experience, to communicate his faith to others, and the need of
the Mass when the faith has become common to many, to form itself Into a
society and to guard, increase and propagate the common good. What,
then, is the Church? It is the product of the collective conscience; that is

to say, of the society of Individual consciences which, by virtue of the
principle of vital permanence, all depend on one ilrst believer, who for
Catholics is Christ. Now, every society needs a directing authority to
guide its members towards the common end, to conserve prudently the ele-
ments of cohesion, which in a religious society are doctrine and worship.
Hence the triple authority in the Catholic Church—disciplinary, dogmatic,
liturgical. The nature of this authority is to be gathered from its origin,
and its rights and duties from its nature. In past times it was a common
error that authority came to the Church from without; that is to say,
directly from God; and it was then rightly held to be autocratic. But this
conception has now grown obsolete. For In the same way as the Church
is a vital emanation of the collectivity of consciences, so, too, authority
emanates vitally from the Church Itself. Authority, therefore, like the
/Church, has its origin in the religious conscience, and, that being so, is

subject to It. Should it disown this dependence, it becomes a tyranny. For
we are living in an age when the sense of liberty has reached its fullest
development, and when the public conscience has in the civil order intro-
duced popular government. Now, there are not two consciences In man,
any more than there are two lives. It is for the ecclesiastical authority,
therefore, to shape Itself to democratic forms, unless It wishes to provoke
and foment an Intestine conflict in the consciences of mankind. The
penalty of refusal is disaster. For it Is madness to think that the sentiment
of liberty, as it Is now spread abroad, can surrender. Were it forcibly con-
fined and held in bonds, terrible would be its outburst, sweeping away at
onoe both Church and religion. Such Is the situation for the modernists,
and their one great anxiety is. In consequence, to And a way of conciliation
between the authority of the Church and the liberty of believers.

But it is not with Us own members alone that the Church must come to
an amicable arrangement—besides its relations with those within, it has
others outside. The Church does not occupy the world all by itself; there
are other societies In the world, with which It must necessarily have con-
tact and relations. The rights and duties of the Church towards civil

societies must, therefore, be determined, and determined, of course, by its

own nature, as It has been already described. The rules to be applied in
this matter are those whiqh have been laid down for science and faith,

though In the latter case the question is one of objects, while here we have
one of ends. In the same way, then, as faith and science are strangers to
each other, by reason of the diversity of their objects. Church and State
are strangers by reason of the diversity of their ends, that of the Church
being spiritual, while that of the State is temporal. Formerly it was possi-
ble to subordinate the temporal to the spiritual, and to speak of some

THE CHURCH.
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questions as mixed, allowing to the Church the position of queen and
mistress in all such, because the Church was then regarded as having been
instituted Immediately by God as the author of the supernatural order. But
this doctrine is to-day repudiated alike by philosophy and history. The
State must, therefore, be separated from the Church, and the Catholic from
the citizen. Every Catholic, from the fact that he Is also a citizen, has the
right and the duty to work for the common good in the way he thinks best,

without troubling himself about the authority of the Church, without paying
any heed to its wishes, its counsels. Its orders—nay, even In spite of its

reprimands. To trace out and prescribe for the citizen any line of conduct,
on any pretext whatsoever, is to be guilty of an abuse of ecclesiastical
authority, against which one is bound to act with all one's might. The
principles from which these doctrines spring have been solemnly condemned
by our predecessor, Pius VI., in his Constitution "Austorem Hdei." (Prop.
2. "Propositio, quae statuit, potestatem a Deo datam Kcclesiae ut com-
municaretur Pastoribus, qui sunt eius ministrl pro salute animarum; sio

intellecta, ut a communltate fldelium In Pastores derivetur eccleslastici
ministerll ac regimminls potestas; haeretlca."—Prop 3. "Insuper, quae
statuit Romanum Pontlflcem esse caput minlsteriale; sic explicata ut
Romanus Fontifex non a Christo in persona beati Petri, sed ab Ecclesia
potestatem ministerll acciplat, qua velut Petri successor, verus Chrlsti
vicarius ac totius Ekicleslae caput pollet in universa Bcclesla; haeretica.")

But it is not enough for the modernist school that the State should be
separated from the Church. For as faith Is to be subordinated to science,

as far as phenomenal elements are concerned, so, too. In temporal matters
the Church must be subject to the State. They do not say this openly as
yet, but they will say it when they wish to be logical on this head. For,
given the principle that in temporal matters the State possesses absolute
mastery. It will follow that when the believer, not fully satisfied with his
merely internal acts of religion, proceeds to external acts, such, for Instance,
as the administration or reception of the sacraments, tliese will fall under
the control of the State. What will then become of ecclesiastical authority,
which can only be exercised by external acts? Obviously, it will be com-
pletely under the dominion of the State. It is this Inevitable consequence
which Impels many among liberal Protestants to reject a" external worship,
nay, all external religious community, and makes them advocate what they
call individual religion. If the modernists have not yet reached this point,
they do ask the Church in the meanwhile to be good enough to follow spon-
taneously where they lead her and adapt herself to the civil forms In vogue.
Such are their ideas about disciplinary authority. But far more advanced
and far more pernicious are their teachings on doctrinal and dogmatic
authority. This Is their conception of the magisterlum of the Church: No
religious society, they say, can be a real unit unless the religious conscience
of its members be one, and one also the formula which they adopt. But
this double unity requires a kind of common mind, whose office is to find
and determine the formula that corresponds best with the common con-
science, and it must have, moreover, an authority sufficient to enable it to
impose on the community the formula which has been decided upon. From
the combination and, as it were, fusion of these two elements the common
mind which draws up the formula and the authority which imposes it

arises, according to the modernists, the notion of the ecclesiastical magis-
terlum. And as this magisterlum springs, in its last analysis, from the
individual consciences and possesses its mandate of public utility for their
benefit, it follows that the ecclesiastical magisterlum must be subordinate
to them, and should therefore take democratic forms. To prevent Individual
consciences from revealing freely and openly the impulses they feel, to
hinder criticism from impelling dogmas towards their necessary evolutions—this is not a legitimate use, but an abuse of a power given for the public
utility. So, too, a due method and measure must be observed in the exercise
of authority. To condemn and prescribe a work without the knowledge of
the author, without hearing his explanations, without discussion, assuredly
savors of tyranny. And thus here again a way must be found to save the
full rights of authority on the one hand and of liberty on the other. In the
meanwhile the proper course for the Catholic will be to proclaim publicly
his profound respect for authority—and continue to follow his own bent.
Their general directions for the Church may be put in this way: Since the
«nd of the Church is entirely spiritual, the religious authority should strip
itself of all that external pomp which adorns it in the eyes of the public.
And here they forget that while religion is essentially for the soul, it is not
«xclusively for the soul, and that the honor paid to authority is reflected
back on Jesus Christ, who instituted it.

THE MAGISTERIUM OF THE CHURCH.
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THE EVOLUTION OF DOCTRINE.

To finish with this whole question of faith and Its shoots. It remains to be
seen, venerable brethren, what the modernists have to say about their
development. First of all, they lay down the general prlncUple that In a
living religion everything Is subject to change, and must. In fact, change:
and in this way they pass to what may be said to be among the chief of
their doctrines, that of evolution. To the laws of evolution everything Is

subject—dogma. Church, worship, the books we revere as sacred, even faith
Itself—and the penalty of disobedience Is death. The enunciation of this
principle will not astonish anybody who bears in mind what the modernists
have had to say about each of these subjects. Having laid down this law
of evolution, the modernists themselves teach us how it works out. And
first with regard to faith. The primitive form of faith, they tell us, was
rudimentary and common to all men alike, for it had Its origin In human
nature and human life. Vital evolution brought with It progress, not by
the accretion of new and purely adventitious forms from without, but by an
increasing penetration of the religious sentiment in the conscience. This
progress was of two kinds: negative, by the elimination of all foreign ele-
ments, such, for example, as the sentiment of family or nationality; and
positive by that intellectual and moral refining of man, by means of which
the Idea was enlarged and enlightened, while the religious sentiment be-
came more elevated and more intense. For the progress of faith no other
causes are to be assigned than those which are adduced to explain its

origin. But to them must be added those religious geniuses whom we call
prophets, and of whom Christ was the greatest; both because in their lives
and their words there was something mysterious which faith attributed to
the divinity, and because It fell to their lot to have new and original experi-
ences fully in harmony with the needs of their time. The progress of dogma
is due chiefly to the obstacles which faith has to surmount, to the enemies
it has to vanquish, to the contradictions it has to repel. Add to this a per-
petual striving to penetrate ever more profoundly its own mysteries. Thus,
to omit other examples, has It happened In the case of Christ: in Him that
divine something which faith admitted In Him expanded in such a way that
He was at last held to be God. The chief stimulus of evolution in the
domain of worship consists In the need of adapting Itself to the uses and
customs of peoples, as well as the need of availing itself of the value which
certain acta have acquired by long usage. Finally, evolution in the Church
Itself Is fed by the need of accommodating itself to historical conditions
and of harmonizing Itself with existing forms of society. Such Is religious
evolution In detail. And here, before proceeding further, we would have
you note well this whole theory of necessities and needs, for it is at the root
of the entire system of the modernists, and it Is upon It that they will erect
that famous method of theirs called the historical.

Still continuing the consideration of the evolution of doctrine, It Is to be
noted that evolution Is due no doubt to those stimulants styled needs, but
if left to their action alone It would run a great risk of bursting the bounds
of tradition, and thus, turned aside from Its primitive vital principle, would
lead to ruin instead of progress. Hence, studying more closely the Ideas of
the modernist.'!, evolution is described as resulting from the conflict of tw5\
forces, one of them tending towards progress, the other towards conserva- *

tion. The conserving force in the Church is tradition, and tradition Is

represented by religious authority, and this both by right and in fact: for
by right It Is the very nature of authority to protect tradition, and, in fact,
for authority, raised as it is above the contingencies of life, feels hardly or
not at all the spurs of progress. The progressive force, on the contrary,
which responds to the inner needs, lies in the Individual conscience and
ferments there—especially In such of them as are in most Intimate contact
with life. Note here, venerable brethren, the appearance already of that
most pernicious doctrine which would make of the laity a factor of progress
in the Church. Now, it is by a species of compromise between the forces
of conservation and of progress—that Is to say, between authority and
individual consciences—that changes and advances take place. The Indi-
vidual consciences of some of them act on the collective conscience, which

j
brings pressure to bear on the depositaries of authority until the latter I

consent to a compromise, and, the pact being made, authority sees to its
maintfnance.
With all this In mind, one understands how It is that the modernists

express astonishment when they are reprimanded or punished. What is

imput'^d to them as a fault they regard as a sacred duty. Being in intimate
contact with consciences, they know better than anybody else, and certainly
better than the ecclesiastical authority, what needs exist—nay, they embody
them, so to sp^-ak, in themselves. Having a voice and a pen, they use both
publicly, for this is their duty. Let authority rebuke them as much as it
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pleases, they have their own conscience on their side and an intimate
experience which tells them with certainty that what they deserve is not
blame, but praise. Then they reflect that, after all, there Is no progress
without a battle, and no battle without Its victim; and victims they are
willing to be, Jike the prophets and Christ Himself. They have no bitter-

ness in their hearts against the authority which uses them roughly, for,

after all. It is only doing Its duty as authority. Their sole grief is that it

remains deaf to their warnings, because delay multiplies the obstacles
wliich impede the progress of souls, but the hour will most surely come
when there will be no further chance for tergiversation, for if the laws of
evolution may be checked for awhile, they cannot be ultimately destroyed.
And so they go their way, reprimands and condemnations notwithstanding,
masking an incredible audacity under a mock semblance of humility.
While they make a show of bowing their heads, their hands and minds are
more Intent than ever on carrying out their purposes. And this policy they
follow willingly and wittingly, both because it is part of their system that
authority is to be stimulated, but not dethroned, and because It Is neces-
sary for them to remain within the ranks of the Church tn order that they
may grradually transform the collective conscience—thus unconsciously
avowing that the common conscience Is not with them, and that they have
no right to claim to be its interpreters.
Thus, then, venerable brethren, for the modernists, both as authors and

propagandists, there Is to be nothing stable, nothing Immutable in the
Church. Nor, indeed, are they without precursors in their doctrines, for it

was of these that our predecessor. Plus IX., wrote: "These enemies of
divine revelation extol human progress to the skies, and with rash and
sacrilegious daring would have It Introduced Into the Catholic religion, as
if this religion were not the work of Qod, but of man. or some kind of philo-
sophlca] discovery susceptible of perfection by human efforts." (E}ncycl.
'"Qui pluribus," 9 Nov., 1846.) On the subject of revelation and dogma In
particular, the doctrine of the modernists offers nothing new. We find It

condemned in the syllabus of Pius IX., where It Is enunciated In these
terms: "Divine revelation is Imperfect, and therefore subject to continual
and indefinite progress, corresponding with the progress of human reason."
(Syll. Prop. 6.) And condemned still more solemnly In the Vatican Council:
"The doctrine of the faith which God has revealed has not bem proposed to
human Intelligences to be perfected by them as If It were a philosophical
system, but as a divine deposit entrusted to the Spouse of Christ to be
faithfully guarded and infallibly Interpreted. Hence the sense, too, of the
sacred dogmas is that which our Holy Mother the Church has once declared,
nor is this sense ever to be abandoned on plea or pretext of a more profound
comprehension of the truth." (Const. "Del FIllus," cap. Iv.) Nor is the
development of our knowledge, even concerning the faith. Impeded by this
pronouncement; on the contrary, it is aided and promoted. For the same
council continues: "Let intelligence and science and wisdom, therefore,
increase and progress abundantly and vigorously in individuals and in the
mass, in the believer and In the whole Church, throughout the ages and the
centuries—but only In Its own kind; that is, according to the same dogma,
the same sense, the same acceptation." (Loc. cit.)

After having studied the modernist as philosopher, believer and theo-
logian, it now remains for us to consider him as historian, critic, apologist,
reformer.
Some modernists, devoted to historical studies, seem to be greatly afraid

of being taken for philosophers. About philosophy, they tell you, they know
nothing whatever—and In this they display remarkable astuteness, for they
are particularly anxious not to be suspected of being prejudiced In favor of
philosophical theories, which would lay them open to the charge of not
being objective, to use the word in vogue. And yet the truth Is that their
history and their criticism are saturated with their philosophy, and that
their hlstorlco-crltlcal conclusions are the natural fruit of their philosophi-
cal principles. This will be patent to anybody who reiieots. Their three
first laws are contained In those three principles of their philosophy already
dealt with: the principle of agnosticism, the principle of the transfigura-
tion of things by faith, and the principle which we have called disfigura-
tion. Let us see what consequences flow from each of them. Agnosticism
tells us that history, like every other science, deals entirely with phenomena,
and the consequence Is that God, and every intervention of God in human
affairs, is to be relegated to the domain of faith as belonging to It alone. In
things where a double element, the divine and the human, mingles—in
Christ, for example, or the Church, or the sacraments, or the many other
objects of the same kind, a division must be made and the human element
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assigned to history, while the divine will go to faith. Hence we have that
distinction, so current among the modernists, between the Christ of history
and the Christ of faith, between the Church of history and the Church of
faith, between the sacraments of history and the sacraments of faith, and
so on. Next we find that the human element itself, which the historian
has to work on as It appears in the documents, has been by faith trans-
figured; that Is to say, raised above its historical conditions. It becomes
necessary, therefore, to eliminate also the accretions -which faith has added,
to assign them to faith itself and to the history of faith. Thus, when treat-
ing of Christ the historian must set aside all that surpasses man in his
natural condition, either according to the psychological conception of him
or according to the place and period of his existence. Finally, by virtue of
the third principle even those things which are not outside the sphere of
history they pass through the crucible, excluding from history and relegat-
ing to faith everything which, in their Judgment, is not In harmony with
what they call the logic of facts and in character with the persons of whom
they are predicted. Thus, they will not allow that Christ ever uttered those
things which do not seem to be within the capacity of the multitudes that
listened to Him. Hence they delete from His real history and transfer to
faith all the allegories found In His discourses. Do you Inquire as to the
criterion they adopt to enable them to make these divisions? The reply Is

that they argue from the character of the man, from his condition of life,

from his education, from the circumstances under which the facta took
place—in fact, from criteria which, when one considers them all, ,ai|LP.ureIjr

subjective. Their method Is to put themselves Into the position and person
'6f OhfTst, and then to attribute to Him what they would have done under
like circumstances. In this way, absolutely a priori and acting on philo-
sophical principles, which they admit they hold, but which they affect to
Ignore, they proclaim that Christ, according to what they call His real his-
tory, was not Qod and never did anything divine, and that as man He did
and said only what they. Judging from the time in which He lived, can
admit Him to have said or done.

And as history receives its conclusions ready-made from philosophy, so,

too, criticism takes its own from history. The critic, on the data furnished
him by the historian, makes two parts of all his documents. Those that
remain after the triple elimination above described go to form the real
history; the rest is attributed to the history of the faith, or, as it is styled,
to internal history. For the modernists distinguish very carefully between
these two kinds of history, and it is to be noted that they oppose the his-
tory of the faith to real history precisely as real. Thus we have a double
Christ: a real Christ and a Christ, the one of faith, who never really
existed; a Christ who has lived at a given time and in a given place and
a Christ who has never lived outside the pious meditations of the believer
—the Christ, for instance, whom we find in the Gospel of St. John, which is

pure contemplation from beginning to end.
But the dominion of philosophy over history does not end here. Given

that division, of which we have spoken, of the documents Into two parts,
the philosopher steps In again with his principle of vital immanence, and
shows how everything in the history of the Church Is to be explained by
vital emanation. And since the cause or condition of every vital emanation
whatsoever is to be foimd in some need, it follows that no fact can antedate
the need which produced It—historically, the fact must be posterior to the
need. See how the historian works on this principle. He goes over his
documents again, whether they be Xound in the sacred books or elsewhere,
draws up from them his list of the successive needs of the Church, whether
relating to dogma or liturgy or other matters, and then he hands his list

over to the critic. The critic takes in hand the documents dealing with the
history of faith and distributes them, period by period, so that they corre-
spond with the lists of needs, always guided by the principle Uiat the
narration must follow the facts, as the facts follow the needs. It may at
times happen that some part of the Sacred Scriptures, such as the Bplstles,
themselves constitute the fact created by the need. Even so, the rule holds
that the age of any document can only be determined by the age In whrch
each need has manifested itself in the Church. Further, a distinction must
be made between the beginning of a fact and its development, for what ia

bom one day requires time fqr growth. Hence the critic must once more
go over his documents, ranged as they are through the different ages, and
divide them again into two jiarts, and divide them Into two lots, separating
those tliat regard the first stage of the facts from those that deal with their
development, and these he must again range according to their periods.
Then the philosopher must come in again to Impose on the historian the

obligation of following In all his studies the precepts and laws of evolution.

CRITICISM AND ITS PRINCIPLES.
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It IB next for the historian to scrutinize hla documents and conditions
affecting the Church during the different periods, the conserving force she
has put forth, the needs, both internal and external, that have stimulated
her to progress, the obstacles she has had to encounter; in a word, every-
thing that helps to determine the manner in which the laws of evolution
have been fulfilled In her. This done, he finishes his work by drawing up in
its broad lines a history of the development of the facts. The critic follows
and fits in the rest of the documents with this sketch; he takes up his pen
and soon the history is made pomplete. Now we ask here: Who is the
author of this history? The historian? The critic? Assuredly, neither of
these, but the philosopher. From beginning to end everything In it is "a
priori," and "a priori" In a way that reeks of heresy. These men are cer-
tainly to be pitied, and of them the apostle might well say: "They became
vain in their thoughts . . . professing themselves to be wise, they
became fools." (Rom. 1., 21, 22.) But at the same time they excite just
indignation when they accuse the Church of torturing the texts, arranging
and confusing them after Its own fashion, and for the needs of its cause.
In this they are accusing the Church of something for which their own
conscience plainly reproaches them.

The result of this dismembering of the sacred books and thia partition
of them throughout the centuries is naturally that the Scriptures can no
longer be attributed to the authors whose names they bear. The modernists
have no hesitation in afHrmlng commonly that these books, and especially
the Pentateuch and the first three Oospels, have been gradually formed by
additions to a primitive brief narration—by InterpolaUons of theological or
allegorical interpretation, by transitions, by joining different passages
together. This means, briefly, that in the sacred books we must admit a
vital evolution, springing from and corresponding with the evolution of
faith. The traces of this evolution, they tell us, are so visible in the books
that one might almost write a history of them. Indeed, this history they
do actually write, and with such an easy security that one might believe
them to have with their own eyes seen the writers at work through the
ages amplifying the sacred books. To aid them In this they call to their
assistance that branch of criticism which they call textual, and labor to
show that such a fact or such a phrase Is not in Its right place, and
adducing other arguments of the same kind. They seem, In fact, to have
constructed for themselves certain types of narration and discourses, upon
which they base their decision as to whether a thing is out of place or not.
Judge if you can how men with such a system are fitted for practicing this
kind of criticism. To hear them talk about their works on the sacred
books, in which they have been able to discover so much that is defective,
one would imagine that before them nobody ever even glanced through the
pages of Scripture, whereas the truth Is that a whole multitude of doctors,
infinitely superior to them in gHilus, In erudition, in sanctity, have sifted
the sacred books In every way, and so far from finding imperfections In
them, have thanked God more and more the deeper they have gone into
them for His divine bounty in having vouchsafed to speak thus to men.
Unfortunately, these great doctors did not enjoy the same aids to study that
are possessed by the modernists for their guide and rule—a philosophy
borrowed from the negation of God, and a criterion which consists of them-
selves.
We believe, then, that we have set forth with sufQcient clearness the his-

torical method of the 'modernists. The philosopher leads the way, the
historian follows, and then in due order come internal and textual criticism.
And since it is characteristic of the first cause to communicate its virtue
to secondary causes, It is quite clear that the criticism we are concerned
with is an agnostic, immanentist and evolutionist criticism. Hence anybody
who embraces it and employs it makes profession thereby of the errors con-
tained in it, and places himself in opposition to Catholic faith. This being
so, one cannot but be greatly surprised by the consideration which is
attached to it by certain Catholics. Two causes may be assigned for this:
First, the close alliance. Independent of all differences of nationality and
religion, which the historians and critics of this school have formed among
themselves; second, the boundless effrontery of these men. Let one of them
but open his mouth and the others applaud him In chorus, proclaiming that
science has made another step forward. Let an outsider but hint at a desire
to Inspect the new discovery with his own eyes, and they are on him In a
body. Deny it, and you are an ignoramus; embrace It and defend it, and
there Is no praise too warm for you. In this way they win over many who,
did they but realize what they are doing, would shrink back with horror.
The impudence and the domineering of some, and the thoughtlessness and
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imprudence of others have combined to generate a pestilence In the air
which penetrates everywhere and spreads the contagion. But let us pass to
the apaloglst.

The modernist apologist depends In two ways on the philosopher. First,

Indirectly, inasmuch as his theme Is history—^history dictated, as we have
seen, by the philosopher; and, secondly, directly, inasmuch as he takes
both his laws and his principles from the philosopher. Hence that com-
mon precept of the modernist school that the new apologetics must be fed
from psychological and historical sources. The modernist apologists, then,
enter the arena by proclaiming to the rationalists that though they are
defending religion, they have no intention of employing the data of the
sacred books or the histories in current use in the Church, and composed
according to old methods, but real history, written on modem principles
and according to rigorously modem methods. In all this they are not
using an "argumentum ad hominem," but are stating the simple fact that
they hold that the truth is to be found only in this kind of history. They
feel that it Is not necessary for them to dwell on their own sincerity In

their writings—they are already known to and praised by the rationalists
as fighting under the same banner, and they not only plume themselves on
these encomiums, which are a kind of salary to them, but would only pro-
voke nausea in a real Catholic, but use them as an offset to the reprimands
of the Church.
But let us see how the modernist conducts his apologetics. The aim he

sets before himself Is to make the non-believer attain that experience of
the Catholic religion which, according to the system, is the basis of faith.

There are two ways open to him, the objective and the subjective. The
first of them proceeds from agnosticism. It tends to show that religion, and
especially the Catholic religion, is endowed with such vitality as to compel
every psychologist and historian of good faith to recognize that its history
hides some unknown element. To this end it is necessary to prove that this
religion, as It exists to-day, is that which was founded by Jesus Christ;
that is to say, that it Is the product of the progressive development of the
germ which He brought into the world. Hence it is imperative first of all

to establish what this germ was, and this the modernist claims to be able
to do by the following formula: Christ announced the coming of the
kingdom of God, which was to be realized within a brief lapse of time, and
of which He was to become the Messiah, the divlnely-glven agent and
ordalner. Then it must be shown how this germ, always Immanent and
permanent in the bosom of the Church, has gone on slowly developing In
the course of history, adapting Itself successively to the different mediums
through which it has passed, borrowing from them by vital assimilation all ^
the dogmatic, cultual, ecclesiastical forms that served its purpose; whilst, >
on the other hand, it surmounted all obstacles, vanquished all enemies and
survived all assaults and all combats. Anybody who well and duly con-
siders this mass of obstacles, adversaries, attacks, combats suid the vitality
and fecundity which the Church has shown throughout them all must admit
that if the laws of evolution are visible in her life, they fall to explain the
whole of her history—the unknown rises forth from it and presents itself
before us. Thus do they argue, never suspecting that their determination
of the primitive germ Is an "a priori" of agnostic and evolutionist phi-
losophy, and that the formula of it has been gratuitously Invented for the
sake of buttressing their position.

But while they endeavor by this line of reasoning to secure access for the
Catholic religion Into souls, these new apologists are quite ready to admit
that there are many distasteful things in it. Nay, they lulmit openly, and
with ill-concealed satisfaction, that they have found that even its dogma is

not exempt from errors and contradictions. They add also that this is not
only excusable, but, curiously enough, even right and proper. In the sacred
books there are many passages referring to science or history where mani-
fest errors are to be found. But the subject of these books is not science
or history, but religion and morals. In them history and science serve only
as a species of covering to enable the religious and moral experiences
wrapped up in them to penetrate more readily among the masses. The
masses understood science and history as they are expressed In these
books, and It Is clear that had science and history been expressed in a more
perfect form this would have proved rather a hindrance than a help. Then,
again, the sacred books being essentially religious, are consequently neces-
sarily living. Now, life has Its own truth and its own logic—quite different
from rational truth and rational logic, belonging as they do to a different
order, viz., truth of adaptation and of proportion both with the medium In
which It exists and with the end towards which it tends. Finally the
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modernists, losing all sense of control, go so far as to proclaim as true and
legritlmate everythlngr that Is explained by life.

We, venerable brethren, for whom there is but one and only truth, and
who hold that the sacred books, written under the inspiration of the Holy
Ghost, have God for their author (Cone. Vat., De Revel., c. 2), declare that
this is equivalent to attributing to Ood Himself the lie of utility or ofBcious
lie, and we say with St. Augustine: "In an authority so high, admit but
one officious He, and there will not remain a single passage of those appar-
ently difficult to practice or to believe, which on the same most pemtcious
rule may not be explained as a He uttered by the author willfully and to
serve a purpose." (Epist. 28.) And thus it will come about, the holy doctor
continues, that everybody will believe and refuse to believe what he likes or
dislikes. But the modernists pursue their way gaily. They grant also that
certain arguments adduced in the sacred books, like those, for example,
which are based on the prophecies, have no rational foundation to rest on.
But they will defend even these as artifices of preaching, which are Justified

by life. Do they stop here? No, Indeed; for they are ready to admit, nay,
to proclaim, that Christ Himself manifestly erred In determining the time
when the coming of the kingdom of God was to take place, and they tell us
that we must not be surprised at this, since even Christ was subject to the
laws of life! After this, what is to become of the dogmas of the Church?
The dogmas brim over with flagrant contradictions, but what matter that,
since, apart from the fact that vital logic accepts thom, they are not repug-
nant to symbolical truth. Are We not dealing with the infinite, and has not
the infinite an infinite variety of aspects? In short, to maintain and defend
these theories they do not hesitate to declare that the noblest homage that
can be paid to the Infinite is to make It the object of contradictory proiMsl-
tions! But when they Justify even contradictions, what is It that they will
refuse to justify?

But It is not solely by objective arguments that the non-believer may be
disposed to faith. There are also subjective ones at the disposal of the
modernists, and for those they return to their doctrine of Immanence. They
endeavor, in fact, to persuade their non-believer that down In the very
deeps of his nature and his life Ue the need and the desire for religion, and
this not a religion of any kind, but the specific religion known as Catholi-
cism, which, they say, is absolutely postulated by the perfect development
of life. And here we cannot but deplore once more, and grievously, that
there are Catholics who, while rejecting immanence as a doctrine, employ
it as a method of apologetics, and who do this so Imprudently that they
seem to admtt that there Is in human nature a tnik and rigorous necessity
with regard to the supernatural order—and not merely a capacity and a
suitability for the supernatural, such as has at all times been emphasized
by Catholic apologists. Truth to tell, it is only the moderate modernists
who make this appeal to an exigency for the Catholic religion. As for the
others, who might be called integrallsts, they would show to the non-
believer, hidden away In the very depths of his being, the very germ which
Christ Himself bore in His conscience, and which He 'bequeathed to the
world. Such, venerable brethren, is a summary description of the apolo-
getic method of the modernists, in perfect harmony, as you may see, with
their doctrines—^methods and doctrines brimming over with errors, made
not for edification, but for destruction; not for the formation of Catholics,
but for the plunging of Catholics into heresy; methods and doctrines that
would be fatal to any religion.

It remains for us now to say a few words about the modernist as
reformer. FVom all that has preceded, some idea may be gained of the
reforming mania which possesses them: in all Catholicism there Is abso-
lutely nothing on which It does not fasten. Reform of philosophy, especially
in the seminaries: the scholastic philosophy Is to be relegrated to the his-
tory of philosophy among obsolete systems, and the young men are to be
taught modem philosophy, which alone Is true and suited to the times in
which we Mve. Reform of theology: rational theology is to have modem
philosophy for its foundation, and positive theology Is to be founded on
the history of dogma. As for history. It must be for the future written and
taught only according to their modem methods and principles. Dogrmas
and their evolution are to be harmonized with science and history. In the
catechism no dogmas are to be inserted except those that have been duly
reformed and are within the capacity of the people. Regarding worship,
the number of external devotions is to be reduced, or at least steps must
be taken to prevent their further Increase, though, indeed, some of the
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admirers of symbolism are disposed to be more Indulgent on this head.
Ecclesiastical government requires to be reformed In all Its branches, but
especially In its disciplinary and dogmatic parts. Its spirit and Its external
manifestations must be put In harmony with the public conscience, which
Is now wholly for democracy; a share In ecclesiastical government should
therefore be given to the lower ranks of the clergy, and even to the laity,
and authority should be decentralized. The Roman congregations, and
especially the Index and the Holy Office, are to be reformed. The ecclesi-
astical authority must change its line of conduct In the social and political
world; while keeping outside political and social organization. It must
adapt Ifself to those which exist In order to penetrate them with its spirit.
With regard to morals, they adopt the principle of the Americanists, that
the active virtues are more important than the passive, both In the estima-
tion in which they must be held and In the exercise of them. The clergy
are asked to return to their ancient lowliness and poverty, and in their
ideas and action to be guided by the principles of modernism; and there
are some who, echoing the teaching of their Protestant masters, woiild Ilka
the suppression of ecclesiastical celibacy. What Is there left in the Church
which is not to be reformed according to their principles?

It may be, venerable brethren, that some may think we have dwelt too
long on this exposition of the doctrines of the modernists. But it was
necessary, both in order to refute their customary charge that we do not
understand their ideas and to show that their system does not consist In

scattered and unconnected theories, but In a perfectly organized body, all

the parts of which are solidly joined, so that It is not possible to admit one
without admitting all. For this reason, too, we have had to give this expo-
sition a somewhat didactic form and not to shrink from employing certain
uncouth terms in use among the modernists. And now can anybody who
takes a survey of the whole system be surprised that we should define It as
the synthesis of all heresies? Were one to attempt the task of collecting
together all the errors that have been broached against the faith and to
concentrate the sap and substance of them all Into one, he could not better
succeed than the modernists have done. Nay, they have done more than
this, for, as we have already intimated, their system means the destruction
not of the Catholic religion alone, but of all religion. With good reason do
the rationalists applaud them, for the most sincere and the frankest among
the rationalists warmly welcome the modernists as their most valuable
allies.

For let us return for a moment, venerable brethren, to that most disast-
rous doctrine of agnosticism. By it every avenue that leads the intellect to
God Is barred, but the modernists would seek to open others available for
sentiment and action. Vain efforts! For, after all, what is sentiment but
the reaction of the soul on the action of the Intelligence or the senses?
Take away the Intelligence, and man, already inclined to follow the senses,
becomes their slave. Vain, too, from another point of view, for all these
fantasias on the religious sentiment will never be able to destroy common
sense, and common sense tells us that emotion and everything that leads
the heart captive proves a hindrance instead of a help to the discovery of
truth. We apeak, of course, of truth in Itself—as for that other purely sub-
jective truth, the fruit of sentiment and action, if it serves its purpose for
the Jugglery of words, it Is of no use to the man who wants to know above
all things whether outside himself there is a God into whose hands he is
one day to fall. True, the modernists do call in experience to eke out their
system, but what does this experience add to sentiment? Absolutely noth-
ing beyond a certain Inten.slty and a proportionate deepening of the con-
viction of the reality of the object. But these two will never make
eentiment into anything but sentiment, nor deprive it of its characteristic,
which is to cause deception when the Intelligence Is not there to guide it;

on the contrary, they but confirm and aggravate this characteristic, for the
more Intense sentiment Is, the more It Is sentimental. In matters of
religious sentiment and religious experience, you know, venerable brethren,
how necessary is prudence, and how necessary, too, the science which
directs prudence. Tou know it from your own dealings with souls, and
especially with souls In whom sentiment predominates; you know it also
from your reading- of ascetlcal books—books for which the modeml-sts have
but little esteem, but which testify to a science and a solidity very different
from theirs, and to a refinement and subtlety of observation of which the
modernists give no evidence. Is It not really folly, or at least soverelgrn
Imprudence, to trust one's self without control to modernists' experiences?
Let us for a moment put the question : If experiences have so much value
in their eyes, why do they not attach equal weight to the experience that
thousands upon thousands of Catholics have that the modernists are on the
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wrong: road ? Is it, perchance, that all experiences except those felt by the
modernists are false and deceptive? The vast majority of mankind holds,
and always will hold firmly, that sentiment and experience alone, when not
enlightened and gruided by reason, do not lead to the knowledge of Ood.
What remains, then, but the annihilation of all religion—atheism? Cer-
tainly it Is not the doctrine of symbolism that will save us from this. For
if all the intellectual elements, as they call them, of religion are pure sym-
bols, will not the very name of God or of divine personality be also a
symbol? And if this be admitted, will not the personality of God become a
matter of doubt and the way opened to pantheism? And to pantheism
that other doctrine of the divine immanence leads directly. For does It, we
ask, leave God distinct from man or not? If yes. In what does it differ
from Catholic doctrine, and why reject external revelation? If no, we are
at once in pantheism. Now, the doctrine of immanence in the modernist
acceptation holds and professes that every phenomenon of conscience pro-
ceeds from man as man. The rigorous conclusion of this is the identity of
man with God, which means pantheism. The same conclusion follows from
the distinction modernists make between science and faith. The object of
science, they say, is the reality of the knowable. Now, what makes the
unknowable unknowable is its disproportion with the Intelligible—a dispro-
portion which nothing whatever, even in the doctrine of the modernist, can
suppress. Hence the unknowable remains, and will eternally remain,
unknowable to the believer as well as to the man of science. Therefore, it

any religion at all is possiible, it can only be the religion of an unknowable
reality. And why this religion might not be that universal soul of the
universe, of which a rationalist speaks. Is something we do not see. Cer-
tainly, this suffices to show superabundantly by how many roads modernism
leads to the annihilation of all religion. The first step in this direction was
ti^en by Protestantism; the second is made by modernism; the next will
plunge headlong into atheism.

To penetrate still deeper into modemism, and to find a suitable remedy
for such a deep sore, it behooves us, venerable brethren, to investigate the
causes which have engendered it and which foster its growth. That the
proximate and Immediate cause consists in a perversion of the mind cannot
be open to doubt. The remote causes seem to us to be reduced to two:
curiosity and pride. Curiosity by itself, if not prudently regulated, suffices
to explain all errors. Such is the opinion of our predecessor, Gregory XVI.,
who wrote: "A lamentable spectacle is that presented by the aberrations
of human reason when it yields to the spirit of novelty, when, against the
warnings of the apostle, it seeks to know beyond what it is meant to know;
and when relying too much on itself it thinks It can find the truth outside
the Church, wherein truth is found without the slightest shadow of error,"
(Ep. Encycl. SIngrularl nos, 7 Kal., July, 1834.)
But it is pride which exercises an incomparably greater sway over the

soul to blind it and plunge into error; and pride sits in modemism as In its
own house, finding sustenance everywhere In its doctrines and an occasion
to flaunt Itself In all Its aspects. It is pride which fills modernists with
that confidence in themselves and leads them to hold themselves up as the
rule for all, pride which puffs them up with that vainglory which allows
them to regard themselves as the sole possessors of knowledge and makes
them say, Infiated with presumption, "We are not as the rest of men." and
which, to make them really not as other men, leads them to embrace all
kinds of the most absurd novelties. It is pride which rouses in them the
spirit of disobedience, and causes them to demand a compromise between
authority and liberty; it is pride that makes of them the reformers of
others, while they forget to reform themselves, and which begets their
absolute want of respect for authority, not excepting the supreme authority.
No, truly, there Is no road which leads so directly and so quickly to
modemism as pride. When a Catholic layman or a priest forgets that
precept of the Christian life which obliges us to renounce ourselves If we
would follow Jesus Christ, and neglects to tear pride from his heart, ah!
but he is a fully ripe subject for the errors of modemism. Hence, vener-
able brethren, it will be your first duty to thwart such proud men, to
employ them only in the lowest and obscurest offices; the higher they try
to rise, the lower let them be placed, so that their lowly position may
deprive them of the power of causing damage. Sound your young clerics,
too, most carefully, by yourselves and by the directors of your seminaries,
and when you find the spirit of pride among any of them, reject them with-
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out compunction from the priesthood. Would to God that this had always
been done with the proper vigilance and constancy.

If we pass from the moral to the Intellectual causes of modernism, the
first which presents itself, and the chief one, Is ignorance. Yes, these very
modernists who pose as doctors of the Church, who puff out their cheeks
when they speak of modem philosophy, and show such contempt for
scholasticism, have embraced the one with all Its false glamor because their
ignorance of the other has left them without the means of being able to
recognize confusion of thought, and to refute sophistry. Their whole sys-
tem, with all Its errors, has been bom of the alliance between faith and
false philosophy.

If only they had displayed less zeal and energy In propagating It! But
such is their activity and such their unwearying capacity for work on be-
half of their cause that one cannot but be pained to see them waste such
labor in endeavoring to ruin the Church when they might have been of
such service to her had their efforts been better employed. Their artifices
to delude men's minds are of two kinds, the first to remove obstacles from
their path, the second to devise and apply actively and patiently every
instrument that can serve their punMse. They recognize that the three
chief difficulties for them are scholastic philosophy, the authority of the
fathers and tradition, and the maglsterium of the Church, and on these they
wage unrelenting war. For scholastic philosophy and theology they have
only ridicule and contempt. Whether it is ignorance or fear, or both, that
inspires this conduct in them, certain It is that the passion Jor novelty la

always united in them with liatred of scholasticism, and there is no surer
sign that a man Is on the way to modernism than when he begins to show
his dislike for this system. Modernists and their admirers should remember
the proposition condemned by Pius IX.: "The method and principles which
have served the doctors of scholasticism when treating of theology no
longer correspond with the exigencies of our time or the progress of
science."- (Syll. Prop. 13.) They exercise all their ingenuity In diminishing
the force and falsifying the character of tradition, so as to rob It of all Its

weight. But for Catholics the second Council of Nicea will always have the
force of law, where it condemns those "who dare, after the Impious fasMon
of heretics, to deride the ecclesiastical traditions, to Invent novelties of
some kind ... or endeavor by malice or craft to overthrow any of the
legitimate traditions of the Catholic Church." And Catholics will hold for
law also the profession of the fourth Council of Constantinople: "We
therefore profess to conserve and guard the rules bequeathed to the Holy
Catholic and Apostolic Church by the holy and most Illustrious apostles,
by the orthodox councils, both general and local, and by every one of those
divine Interpreters, the fathers and doctors of the Church." Wherefore, the
Roman Pontiffs, Fllus IV. and Plus IX., ordered the insertion In the pro-
fession of faith of the following declaration: "I most firmly admit and
embrace the apostolic and ecclesiastical traditions and other observations
and constitutions of the Church." The modernists pass the same Judgment
on the most holy fathers of the Church as they pass on tradition, decreeing,
with amazing effrontery, that, while personally most worthy of all venera-
tion, they were entirely ignorant of history and criticism, for which they
are only excusable on account of the time In which they lived. Finally,
the modernists try In every way to diminish and weaken the authority of
the ecclesiastical maglsterium itself by sacrilegiously falsifying its origin,
character and rights, and by freely repeating the calumnies of its adver-
saries. To all the band of modernists may be applied those words which
our predecessor wrote with such pain: "To bring contempt and odium on
the mystic Spouse of Christ, who is the true light, the children of darkness
have been wont to cast in her face before the world a stupid calumny, and
perverting the meaning and force of things and words, to depict her as the
friend of darkness and ignorance and the enemy of light, science and
progress" (Motu-proprlo, Ut mystlcum, 14 March, 1891). This being so,

venerable brethren, no wonder the modernists vent all their gall and
hatred on Catholics who sturdily fight the battles of the Church. But of
all the Insults they heap on them, those of Ignorance and obstinacy are the
favorites. When an adversary rises up against them vrith an erudition and
force that render him redoubtable, they try to make a conspiracy of silence
around him to nullify the effects of his attack, while. In fiagrant contrast
with this policy towards Catholics, they load with constant praise the
writers who range themselves on their side, hailing their works, exuding
novelty In every page, with choruses of applause; for them the scholarship
of a writer Is In direct proportion to the recklessness of his attaoks on
antiquity, and of his efforts to undermine tradition and the ecclesiastical
maglsterium. When one of their number falls under the condemnations of

METHODS OF PROPAGANDISM.
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the Church, the rest of them, to the horror of good Catholics, gather around
him, heap public praise upon him, venerate him almost as a martyr of
truth. The young, excited and confused by all this clamor of praise and
abuse, some of them afraid of being branded as Ignorant, others ambitious
to be considered learned, and both classes, goaded Internally by curiosity
and pride, often surrender and give themselves up to modernism.
And here we have already some of the artlflces employed by modernists

to exploit their wares. What efforts they make to win new recruits! They
seize upon chairs In the seminaries and universities, and gradually malce
of them chairs of pestilence. From these sacred chairs they scatter, though
not always openly, the seeds of their doctrines; they proclaim their teach-
ings without disguise in congresses; they introduce them and make them
the vogue in social institutions. Under their own names and under
pseudonyms they publish numbers of books, newspapers, reviews, and
sometimes one and the same writer adopts a variety of pseudonyms to trap
the incautious reader into believing in a whole multitude of modernist
writers—in short, they leave nothing untried, in action, discourses, writ-
ings, as though there was a frenzy of propaganda upon them. And the
results of all this? We have to lament at the sight of many young men,
once full of promise and capable of rendering great services to the Church,
now gone astray. And there Is another sight that saddens us, too—that of
so many other Catholics who, while they certainly do not go so far as the
former, have yet grown Into the habit, as though they had been breathing
a poisoned atmosphere, of thinking and speaking and writing with a liberty
that 111 becomes Catholics. They are to be found among the laity and in
the ranks of the clergy, and they are not wanting even in the last place
where one might expect to meet them—in religious institutes. If they treat
of Biblical questions. It is upon modernist principles; it they write history,
it Is to search out with curiosity and to publish openly, on the pretext of
telling the whole truth and with a species of ill-concealed satisfaction,
everything that looks to them like a stain In the history of the Church.
Under the sway of certain a priori rules, they destroy as far as they can
the pious traditions of the people, and bring ridicule on certain relics highly
venerable from their antiquity. They are possessed by the empty desire of
being talked about, and they know they would never succeed in this were
they to say only what has been always said. It may be that they have per-
suaded themselves that in all this they are really serving God and the
Church—In reality they only offend both, less perhaps by their works them-
selves than by the spirit In which they write and by the encouragement
they are giving to the extravagances of the modernists.

Against this host of grave errors, and Its secret and open advance, our
predecessor, Leo XIII., of happy memory, worked strenuously, especially as
regards the Bible, both In his words and his acts. But, as we have seen,
the modernists are not easily deterred by such weapons; with an affecta-
tion of submission and respect they proceeded to twist the words of the
Pontiff to their own sense, and his acts they described as directed against
others than themselves. And the evil has gone on Increasing from day to
day. We therefore, venerable brethren, have determined to adopt at once
the most efflcacious measure in our power, and we beg and conjure you to
see to It that in this most grave matter nobody will ever be able to say that
you have been In the slightest degrree wanting In vigilance, zeal or firm-
ness. And what we ask of you and expect of you we ask and expect also
of all other pastors of souls, of all educators and professors of clerics, and
in a very special way of the superiors of rellg^lous institutions.

I. In the first place, with regard to studies, we will and ordain that
scholastic philosophy be made the basis of the sacred sciences. It goes
without saying that If anything Is met with among the scholastic doctors
which may be regarded as an excels of subtlety, or which is altogether
destitute of probability, we have no desire whatever to propose It for the
imitation of present generations. (Leo XIII. Enc. "Aetemi Patris.") And
let It be clearly understood above all things that the scholastic philosophy
we prescribe is that which the Angelic Doctor has bequeathed to us, and
we, therefore, declare that all the ordinances of our predecessor on this
subject continue fully in fore?, and, as far as may be necessary, we do
decree anew and confirm and ordain that they be by all strictly observed.
In seminaries where they may have been neglected let the Bishops Impose
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them and require their observance, and let this apply also to the superiors
of religious Institutions. Further, let professors remember that they can-
not set St. Thomas aside, especially In metaphysical questions, without
grave detriment.
On this philosophical foundation the theological edifice is to be solidly

raised. Promote the study of theology, venerable brethren, by all means In

your power, so that your clerics on leaving the seminaries may admire and
love It, and always find their delight in it. For in the vast and varied
abundance of studies opening before the mind desirous of truth everybody
knows how the old maxim describes theology as so far In front of all

others that every science and art should serve it and be to it as hand-
maidens. (Leo Xm., Lett. ap. "In Magna," Dec. 10, 1889.) We will add
that we deem worthy of praise those who, with full respect for tradition,

the Holy Fathers and the ecclesiastical magisterium, undertalce, with well-
balanced judgment, and guided by Catholic principles (which Is not always
the case), seek to illustrate positive theology by throwing the light of true
history upon It. Certainly, more attention must be paid to positive tlieology
than In the past, but this must be done without detriment to schola-stio

theology, and those are to be disapproved as of modernist tendencies who
exalt positive theology In such a way as to seem to despise the scholastic.
With regard to profane studies, suffice it to recall here what our prede-

cessor has admirably said: "Apply yourselves energetically to the study of
natural sciences: the brilliant discoveries and the bold and useful applica-
tions of them made in our times, which have won such applause by our
contemporaries, will be an object of perpetual praise for those that come
after us." (Leo XIII. Alloc, March 7, 1880.) But this do without Interfer-
ing with sacred studies, as our predecessor In these most grave words
prescribed: "If you carefully search for the cause of those errors, you will
find Uiat it lies In the fact that in these days, when the natural sciences
absorb so much study, the more severe and lofty studies have been propor-
tionately neglected: some of them have almost passed into oblivion, some
of them are pursued in a half-hearted or superficial way. and, sad to say,
now that they are fallen from their old estate, they have been disfigured
by perverse doctrines and monstrous errors (loco oit). We ordain, there-
fore, that the study of natural science in the seminaries be carried on under
this law."

II. All these prescriptions and those of our predecessor are to be borne
In mind whenever there is question of choosing directors and professor.^
for seminaries and Catholic universities . Anybody who In any way Is

found to be Imbued with modernism is to be excluded without compunction
from these offices, and those who already occupy them are to be withdrawn.
The same policy Is to be adopted towards those who favor modernism
either by extolling the modernists or excusing their culpable conduct, by
criticizing scholasticism, the Holy Father, or by refusing obedience to
ecclesiastical authority in any of its depositories: and towards those who
show a love of novelty in history, archaeology. Biblical exegesis, and finally
towards those who neglect the sacred sciences or appear to prefer them to
the profane. In all this question of studies, venerable brethren, you can-
not be too watchful or too constant, but most of all in the choice of profes-
sors, for as a rule the students are modeled after the pattern of their
masters. Strong in the consciousness of your duty, act always prudently,
but vigorously.
Equal diligence and severity are to be used in examining and selecting

candidates for holy orders. Far, far from the clergy be the love of novelty!
(Jod hates the proud smd the obstinate. For the future the doctorate of
theology and canon law must never be conferred on anybody who- has not
made the regular course of scholastic philosophy; if conferred. It shall be
held as null and void. The rules laid down in 1896 by the Sacred Congre-
gation of Bishops and Regulars for the clerics, both secular and regular, of
Italy, concerning the frequenting of the universities, we now decree to be
extended to all nations. Clerics and priests inscribed in a Catholic institute
or university must not in the future follow in civil universities those
courses for which there are chairs in the Catholic institutes to which they
belong. If this has been permitted anywhere in the past, we ordain that it

be not allowed for the future. Let the Bishops who form the governing
board of such Catholic Institutes or universities watch with all care that
these our commands' be constantly observed.

III. It is also the duty of the Bishops to prevent writings infected with
modernism or favorable to It from being read when they have been pub-
lisied, and to hinder their publication when they have not. No book or
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paper or periodical of this kind must ever be permitted to seminarists or
university students. The Injury to them would be equal to that caused by
immoral reading—nay, It would be greater, for such writings poison Chris-
tian life at Ita very fount. The same decision Is to be taken concerning the
writings of some Catholics, who, though not badly disposed themselves, but
lU Instructed In theological studies and Imbued with modem philosophy,
strive to make this harmonize with the faith, and, as they say, to turn it to
the account of the faith. The name and reputation of these authors cause
them to be read without suspicion, and they are, therefore, all the more
dangerous in preparing the way for modernism.
To give you some more general directions, venerable brethren. In a mat-

ter of such moment, we bid you do everything in your power to drive out
of your dioceses, even by solemn interdict, any pernicious books that may
be In circulation there. The Holy See neglects no means to put down writ-
ings of this kind, but the number of them has now grown to such an
extent that It is impossible to censure them all. Hence it happens that the
medicine sometimes arrives too late, for the disease has taken root during
the delay. We will, therefore, that the Bishops, putting aside all fear and
the prudence of the flesh, despising the outcries of the wicked, gently, by
all means, but constantly, do each his own share of this work, remembering
the injunctions of Leo Xin. in the Apostolic Constitution "OfBclorum:"
"Liet the ordinaries, acting in this also as delegates of the Apostolic See,
exert themselves to proscribe and to put out of reach of the faithful
injurious books or other writings printed or circulated in their dioceses."
In this passage the Bishops, it Is true, receive a right, but they have also
a duty imposed on them. Let no Bishop think that he fulfills this duty by
denouncing to us one or two books while a great many others of the same
kind are being published and circulated. Nor are you to be deterred by the
fact that a book has obtained the "imprimatur" elsewhere, both because
this may be merely simulated and because It may have been grranted
through carelessness or easiness or excessive confidence in the author, as
may sometimes happen In religious orders. Besides, just as the same food
does not agree equally with everybody, it may happen that a book harmless
in one may, on account of the different circumstances, be hurtful In an-
other. Should a Bishop, therefore, after having taken the advice t>f prudent
persons, deem It right to condemn any of such books In his diocese, we not
only give him ample faculty to do so, but we Impose It upon him as a duty
to do so. Of course, it is our wish that in such action proper regard be
used, and sometimes it will suffice to restrict the prohlbtlon to the clergy;
but even in such cases it will be obligatory on Catholic booksellers not to
put on sale books condemned by the Bishop. And while we are on this
subject of booksellers we wish the Bishops to see to It that they do not,
through desire for gain, put on sale unsound books. It is certain that In
the catologues of some of them the books of the modernists are not infre-
quently announced with no small praise. If they refuse obedience, let the
Bishops have no hesitation in depriving them of the title of Catholic book-
sellers; so, too, and with more reason. If they have the title of episcopal
bookseller-s, and If they have that of pontifical let them be denounced to
the Apostolic See. Finally, we remind all of the twenty-sixth article of the
above-mentioned Constitution "Offlciorum:" "All those who have obtained
an apostolic faculty to read and keep forbidden books axe not thereby
authorized to read books and periodicals forbidden by the local ordinaries,
unless the apostolic faculty expressly concedes permission to read and
keep books condemned by anybody."

IV. But it is not enough to hinder the reading and the sale of bad books:
it is also necessary to prevent them from being printed. Hence, let the
Bishops use the utmost severity in granting permission to print. Under
the rules of the Constitution "OfBclorum," many publications require the
authorization of the ordinary, and In some dioceses It has been made the
custom to have a suitable number of official censors for the examination of
writings. We have the highest praise for this Institution, and we not only
exhort, but we order that It be extended to all dioceses. In all episcopal
curias, therefore, let censors be appointed for the revision of works In-
tended for publication, and let the censors be chosen from both ranks of
the clergy, secular and regular, men of age, knowledge and prudence, who
will know how to follow the golden mean In their Judgments. It shall be
their ofllce to examine everything which requires permission for publica-
tion according to Articles XLI. and XLII. of the above-mentioned consti-
tution. The censor shall give his verdict in writing. If it be favorable,
the Bishop will give the permission for publication by the word "Imprima-
tur," which must always be preceded by the "Nihil obstat" and the name
of the censor. In the Curia of Rome official censors shall be appointed Just
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as elsewhere, and the appointment of them shall appertain to the master
of the sacred palaces, after they have been proposed to the Cardinal Vicar
and accepted by the Sovereign Pontiff. It will also be the office of the
master of the sacred palaces to select the censor for each writing. Per-
mission for publication will be granted by him as well as by the Cardinal
Vicar or his vlcegrerent; and this permission, as above prescribed, must
always be preceded by the "Nihil obstat" and the name of the censor. Only
on very rare and exceptional occasions, and on the prudent decision of the
Bishop, shall It be possible to omit mention of the censor. The name of the
censor shall never be made known to the authors until he shall have given
a favorable decision, so that he may not have to suffer annoyance either
while he is engaged In the examination of a writing: or in case he should
deny his approval. Censors shall never be chosen from the religious orders
until the opinion of the provincial, or, in Rome, of the general, has been
privately obtained; and the provincial or the general must give a conscien-
tious account of the character, knowledge and orthodoxy of the candidate.
We admonish religious superiors of their solemn duty never to allow any-
thing to be published by any of their subjects without permission from
themselves and from the ordinary. Finally, we affirm and declare that the
title of censor has no value, and can never be adduced to give credit to the
private opinions of the person who holds it.

Having said this much in general, we now ordain in particular a more
careful observance of Article XUI. of the above-mentioned Constitution
"Offlciorum." It is forbidden to secular priests, without the previous con-
sent of the ordinary, to undertake the direction of papers or periodicals.
This permission shall be withdrawn from any priest who makes a wrong
use of it after having beeen admonished. With regard to priests who are
correspondents or collaborators of periodicals, as it hapi>ens not unfre-
quently that they write matter infected with modernism for their papers
or periodicals, let the Bishops see to It that this is not permitted to happen,
and should it happen, let them warn the writers or prevent them from
writing. The superiors of religious orders, too, we admonish with all

authority to do the same; and should they faJl in this duty, let the Bishops
make due provision with authority delegated by the Supreme Pontiff. Liet

there be, as far as this is possible, a special censor for newspapers and
periodicals written by Catholics. It shall be his office to read in due time
each number after it has been published, and if he And anything dangerous
in it, let him order that it be corrected. The Bishop shall have the same
right even when the censor has seen nothing objectionable In a publication.

V. We have already mentioned congresses and public gatherings as
among the means used by the modernists to propagate and defend their
opinions. In the future Bishops shall not permit congresses of priests
except on very rare occasions. When they do permit them, it shall only be
on condition that matters appertaining to the Bishops or the Apostolic See
be not treated In them, and that no motions or postulates be allowed that
would imply a usurpation of sacred authority; and that no mention be made
in them of modernism, presbyterlamlism or lalclsm. At congresses of this
kind, which can only be held after permission in writing has been obtained
in due time and for each case, it shall not be lawful for priests of other
dioceses to take part without the written permission of their ordinary.
Further, no priest must lose sight of the solemn recommendation of Leo
XIII.: "Let priests hold as sacred the authority of their pastors; let them
take it for certain that the sacerdotal ministry. If not exercised under the
guidance of the Bishops, can never be either holy or very fruitful or
respectable." (Lett. Encyo. "Noblllssima Oallonim," 10 Feb., 1884.)

VI. But of what avail, venerable brethren, will be all our commands and
prescriptions If they be not dutifully and firmly carried out? And in order
that this may be done it has seemed expedient to us to extend to all dioceses
the regulations laid down with great w-isdom many years ago by the
Bishops of Umbria for theirs.

"In order," they say, "to extirpate the errors already propagated, and to
prevent their further diffusion, and to remove those teachers of impiety
through whom the pernicious effects of such diffusion are being perpetu-
ated, this sacred assembly, following the example of St. Charles Borromeo,
has decided to establish in each of the dioceses a council consisting of
approved members of both branches of the clergy, which shall be charged

PRIESTS AS EDITORS.

V. CONGRESSES.

VI. DIOCESAN WATCH COMMITTEES.
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with the task of noting the existence of errors and the devices by -which
new ones are Introduced and propagated, and to Inform the Bishop of the
whole, so that he may take counsel with them as to the best means for
nipping the evil In the bud and preventing It spreading for the ruin of souls,

or, worse still, gaining strength and growth." (Acts of the Congress of the
Bishops of Umbrla, Nov., 1849, tit. 2, art. 6.) We decree, therefore, that In

every diocese a council of this kind, which we are pleased to name "the
Council of Vigilance." be instituted without delay. The priests called to
form part in It shall be chosen somewhat after the manner al>ove prescribed
for the censors, and they shall meet every two months on an appointed
day under the presidency of the Bishop. They shall be bound to secrecy aa
to their deliberations and decisions, and their function shall be as follows:
They shall watcb most carefully for every trace and sign of modernism,
both in publications and In teaching, and, to preserve from it the clergy
and the young, they shcJl take all prudent, prompt and efficacious measures,
liet them combat novelties of words, remembering the admonitions of Leo
XnL (Instruct. S. C. NN. E3B. EE., 27 Jan., 1902): "It is Impossible to
approve in Catholic publications of a style inspired by unsound novelty,
which seems to deride the piety of the faithful and dwells on the introduc-
tion of a new order of Christian life, on new directions of the Church, on
new aspirations of the modem soul, on a new vocation of the clergy, on a
new Christian civilization." Lianguage of this kind is not to be tolerated
either In books or from chairs of learning. The councils must not neglect
the books treating of the ploiis traditions of different places or of sacred
relics. Let them not i>ermlt such questions to be discussed In periodicals
destined to stimulate piety, neither with expressions savoring of mockery
or contempt, nor by dogmatic pronouncements, especially when, as Is often
the case, what is stated as a certainty either does not pass the limits of
probability or is merely based on prejudiced opinion. Concerning sacren
relics, let this be the rule: When Bishops, who alone are Judges In such
matters, know for certain that a relic Is not genuine, let them remove It at
once from the veneration of the faithful: If the authentications of a relic
happen to have been lost through dvU disturbances, or In any other way,
let it not be exposed for public veneration until the Bishop has verified It.

The argument of prescription or well-founded presumption is to have
weight only when devotion to a relic Is commendable by reason of Its

antiquity, according to the sense of the decree Issued In 1896 by the Con-
gregation of Indulgences and Sacred Relics: "Ancient relics are to retain
the veneration they have always enjoyed, except when In Indlvduol
instances there are clear arguments that they are false or supposititious."
In passing Judgrment on pious traditions, be it always borne in mind that
in this matter the Church uses the greatest prudence, and that she does not
allow traditions of this kind to be narrated In books except with the utmost
caution and With the Insertion of the declaration Imposed by Urban VIII..
and even then she does not guarantee the truth of the fact narrated; she
simply does not forbid belief in things for which human arguments are not
wanting. On this matter the Sacred Congregation of Rites, thirty years
ago, decreed as follows: "These apparitions and revelations have neither
been approved nor condemned by the Holy See, which has simply allowed
that they be believed on purely human faith, on the tradition which they
relate, corroborated by testimonies and documents worthy of credence."
(Decree, May 2, 1877.) Anybody who follows this rule has no cause for
fear. For the devotion based on any apparition, In as far as It regards the
fact Itself—that is to say, in as far as It Is relative—always Implies the
hypothesis of the truth of the fact: while In as far as It Is absolute. It must
always be based on the truth, seeing that Its object is the persons of the
saints who are honored. The same Is true of relics. Flinally, we entrust
to the Councils of Vigilance the duty of overseeing assiduously and dili-
gently social Institutions, as well as writings on social questions, so that
they may harbor no trace of modernism, but obey the prescriptions of the
Roman Pontiffs.

VII. Lest what we have laid down thus far should fall Into oblivion, we
will and ordain that the Bishops of all dioceses, a year after the publication
of these letters, and every three years thenceforward, furnish the Holy See
with a diligent and sworn report on all the prescriptions contained in them,
and on the doctrines that find currency among the clergy, and especially in
the seminaries and other Catholic institutions, and we impose the like
obligation on the generals of religious orders with regard to those under
them.

This, venerable brethren. Is what we have thought It our duty to write
to you for the salvation of all who believe. The adversaries of the Church
will dout>tless abuse what we have said to refurbish the old calumny by
which we are traduced as the enemy of science and of the progress of

VII. TRIENNIAL RETURNS.
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humanity. In order to oppose a new answer to such accusations, which the
history ot the Christian religrion refutes by never-falling arguments, it is
our intention to establish and develop by every means in our power a
special Institute In which, through the codperation of those Catholics who
are most eminent for their learning, the progress of science and other realms
of knowledge may be promoted under the guidance and teaching of CathoUo
truth. God grant that we may happily realize our design with the ready
assistance of all those who bear a sincere love for the Church of Christ.
But ot this we will speak on another occasion.
Meanwhile, venerable brethren, fully confident in your zeal and work, we

beseech for you with our whole heart and soul the abundance of heavenly
light, so that in ithe midst of this great perturbation of men's minds from
the insidious Invasions of error from every side, you may see clearly what
you ought to do and may perform the task with all your strength and cour-
age. May Jesus Christ, the author and finisher of our faith, be with yon
by His power; and may the Immaculate Virgin, the destroyer of all heresies,
be with you by her prayers and aid. And we, as a pledge of our afCeotlon
and of divine assistance in adversity, grant moat affectionately and with
all our heart to you, your clergy and people the apostolic benediction.
Oiven at St. Peter's, Rome, on the 8th day of September, 1907, the fifth

year of our pontificate.
PIUS X., POPa
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THE REFORMATION IN IRELAND UP TO THE DEATH
OF HENRY VIII.

THE great "conquests" of the English in Ireland had dwindled

down to a small area round Dublin—^smaller than Desmond's

property in the south—when Henry VIII. came to the

throne of England. All English law was practically limited to the

Pale; Kildare was a greater force in Ireland than the English King.

Viceroy after viceroy had written home to their Parliaments that

there was peace—but there was no peace, and the Irish had never

as a race been wholly under English sway. O'Neill and the chiefs

obeyed when it suited them and broke off allegiance when they

pleased. The governing power was weak; the officials, like vam-

pires, preyed on the poor, and no party suffered so keenly as the

English-speaking colonists of the Pale. The latter were doubly

taxed—^by the Irish chiefs and the ruling English nobles. Brehon

law and the clan system were as strong outside the Pale as when
Henry II. first came to Dublin. Any one who compares the records

of the first Parliam«its held in Ireland^ and the records of Henry
VIII.'s reign must see how little was the progress made by English

"civilization" during the intervening centuries. The enactments

on the statute books, passed for the improvement of Ireland and for

its better behavior, were simply futile and puerile. The policy of

the Statute of Kilkenny and Poyning's Act were the last efforts of

a "superior" race to maintain its individuality. The old law of

conquest was reversed; the conquerors were assimilated into the

conquered. The English had become "more Irish than the Irish

themselves." There was a spirit of rebellion abroad amongst the,

chieftains, whilst they had no unifying bond of country—each simply

fought for the extension or protection of his clan. The chieftain

was all ; the unit was nothing in this system. Such were the broad

conditions in which Ireland was situated in the beg^inning of Henry's

reign.

The Church, too, was in an evil plight ; the root principles of its

government were evil. There were two sharp divisions in the Irish

Church—the one the native Irish element, the other the English

priests. The Church was also made subservient to the State, at

least that part of it which was English in tone. Though there were

many well-meaning men and zealous among the English ecclesiastics,

such as Hedian of Cashel, Talbot of Dublin and others, still one

would naturally expect that the Irish people would not take kindly

to the foreign priests, for they were the kinsmen of those who had

1 'Irish ArchffiOlog:lcal Miscellany," VoL I., p. 15.
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brought evil on their land. And such was the case. They were

sent over by England and very often filled State positions; they

were crown officials—justices, chancellors, executors, etc.—a fact

which told in their disfavor. These English ecclesiastics were

worldly, shrewd men who watched the political compass in the home

country and got decrees passed in the Irish Parliament (such as the

non-obtaining of provisions from Rome in Edward III.'s reign (25

Ed. III., Stat. I., 1351), the refusal to pay Peter's pence, etc.), when

they knew that such enactments would win favor at home. They

were better courtiers than churchmen; they were the open enemies

of the Irish.

With disunion amongst the chiefs in Ireland, without one spark

of national sentiment in their public actions, the thing called "the

Irish nation" did not exist. The Irish Qiurch also stood in need

of reform. There was discord among the Irish and English religfious

orders; there was the need of a stronger central government, of a

closer bond of union among its rulers and a general reformation all

around. A "Reformation" came which was a Revolution. It pro-

duced results which its apostles never dreamt of ; it taught the Irish

people that they had one common country and one national foe. The

Church was freed from the influence of Canterbury and Windsor

and was flung on its own native strength. It was no longer a mere

State dependent, and though it has passed through a bitter baptism

of blood, it has come out from the struggle of the centuries strong

and looking bravely towards the future days.

To understand the reformation in Ireland it is necessary to know
something of the constitution of the Irish Parliament of the day.

There were two houses, the Upper and the Lower. In the Upper

House were the spiritual lords and the peers ; the Lower House con-

sisted of members from towns, shires, boroughs and the lower clergy

were represented by "proctors." Davies writes "Before the 33rd

year of Henry VIII. we do not find any to have place in Parliament

but the English blood or English of birth onlie—for, the mere Irish in

those days were never admitted, as well because their countries lying

out of limites of countrye, could send no knights nor burgess to

Parliament; and besides that the State did not hold them fit to be

trusted with the council of the realm." The Irish were thus ex-

cluded. The country in the beginning was divided into fifteen

counties, but in Henry VIII. 's time there were only twelve.' The

Upper House, or House of Lords, consisted of peers of the realm,

* Leiand, Vol. n., appendix.
» Ware's "Antlq.," ch. xxvl.

THE PARLIAMENT IN HENRY VIII.'s REIGN.
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bishops and the superiors of twenty-four reHgious houses—English,

of course. Davies continues, speaking of the "knights in the Lower

House :" "Before the 34th year of Henry VIII. the number of knights

must have been small, since the ancient cities were but four in

number, and the borroughs which sent burgess not above twenty;

the entire body cannot have been more than one hundred persons."

Davies does not state that abbots or priors or the proctors represent-

ing the lower clergy had any seats in the Lower House ; but this fact

is indisputable.* Ware gives the names of fourteen abbots and ten

priors who "before the suppression had place and voice among the

lords in Parliament. But as to their certain number it is far short

of what appears in the records."' The Parliament was wholly a

one-sided affair, for Davies in the same document writes : "As for

the Archbishops and Bishops, though their number was greater than

at present, yet such as were resident in the mere Irish counties and

did not acknowledge the King to be their patron were never sum-

moned to any Parliament." Thus by its very constitution the Upper

House could not and did not represent the higher Irish classes, lay

or clerical. The Lower House was equally exclusive of the Celt.-

In 1417 it had been made law that "all Archbishops, Bishops, abbots,

priors of the Irish nation that shall make any collation or present-

ment to benefices in Ireland or bring with them any Irish rebels to

the Parliament, councils or assemblies within same land (Ireland)

to know the privities or state of Englishmen, their temporalities shall

be seized."*

The question is disputed whether the proctors who represented

the lower clergy possessed the right of voting or whether their

duties were simply to give advice. Protestant writers would hold

that they possessed no such right and were merely clerks to the

assembly; but evidence seems to be against this view. The Parlia-

mentary summons ran thus : "To the Archbishops, Bishops, abbots

and priors and clerks who hold an earldom." All these were ex-

pected to attend. "To these and to other privileged persons who
had jurisdiction, that by the assent of the clergy there may be elected

for every deanery and archdeaconry and for themselves, the arch-

deacons and deacons, two wise and competent men who were to come

and to remain in Parliament to answer and support and consent to

do whatever each of the said deaneries would have done if present."^

From other references it can be shown that the proctors possessed

a voting right in Parliament.' The King was of the first degree ; the

* Mason, "Parliaments In Ireland," pp. 61-63.

8 Ware's "Antiquities," ch. xxvi., p. 116; and "Annals ad an, 1639," p. 100.

• "Cox Hlbemlca," p. 161; "Monaatlcon Hibemica," p. 3; "War© Annals,"
ch. zxzl.

' Malone, Vol. n., appendix MM; Ware, "Antiq.," p. 80.
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Archbishops, Bishops, abbots and peers were of the "second degree;"

the proctors of the lower clergy were of the third ; earls, barons and

their peers were of the fourth, and knights of liberties and counties

were of the fifth.* Now, if the proctors held only a nominal position

in Parliament, they would not get such prominence. As the Bishops,

etc., preceded the lay lords in the Upper House, so also the proctors

of the clergy took equal prominence among the Commons.

A clerk was appointed to attend to the special business of the

proctors, and when a doubtful case came up for discussion members

were elected from the proctors as well as from the other degrees to

discuss and settle the question. The proctors signed the acts of

Parliament as well as the other members of the Parliament.*' Their

voting power is also evident from the statutes of Edward IV.** In

one of these statutes it is stated that "the clergy came at great

expense and danger from the Irish enemies," so that the habit grew

up of sending bogus representatives for the clergy and borroughs

in the remote districts ; and it was made law that unless "proctors and

knights in Parliament should produce their warrants all acts would

be declared void."*' An enactment which shows that proctors held

more than a mere nominal position. "The proctors had same priv-

ileges as lords."*' In fact, the business of Parliament could be con-

ducted by the clergy alone in the absence of the earls,** and in 1377
the chapter of Cashel was fined for not sending proctors to the

English Parliament. The English King wanted to tax the clergy;

the proctors pleaded clerical immunities from such a tax, and that

they could not tax themselves in such a case, and that their position

then was merely to give advice about such clerical taxation. But

the King insisted that they could tax themselves, that it was their

right to do so ; and accordingly i2,ooo, a large sum for those days,

was voted to him by the proctors. Those representatives of the

lower clergy were not present in the early Parliament ;*' but towards

the end of the thirteenth century the second order of clergy were

summoned and mixed freely, unlike their brethren in the English

house, among the members of the council.** From all these facts

it can be seen that the clergy had an influential voice and a vote in

8 "Rothe Analecta," p. 267.

• Ware, ibid.

10 Ma«on'8 "Parliament," p. 21.

" Statutes, 19 Edw. IV., c. xx; also 18 Edw. IV.; Irish Statutes (Vesey),
p. 26.

>2Robbln8' Abridgement, p. 487.

13 Liber Munerum (seventh part of Edw. IV.) ; Bobbins, ibid, cap. 8. third

year of Edward IV.. p. 487; Irish Statutes (Vesey), p. 26.
i« Malone, p. 71—Selden Prymes.
JO "Irish Archaeological Miscellany," Vol. I., p. 15. Earliest record of Par-

liament in Ireland.
IS Malone, Vol. IL, pp. 58-69 (notes and references).
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the parliamentary debates up to the time of Henry VIII. ; and those

who hold the contrary are actuated more by a desire to uphold the

justice-loving character of that monarch than by the truth of histor-

ical facts. But more of this anon.

THE INTRODUCTION OF REFORMATION INTO IRELAND.

"Like as the King's Majesty justly and righteously is and ought

to be the supreme Head of the Qiurch in England ; so in like manner

the land of Ireland inasmuch as it is depending and belonging justly

to the imperial crown of England."" Such were the first words of

the act of Parliament which proclaimed Henry VIII. of England

Head of the Irish Church. The first intimation that the Irish Par-

liament received of this new doctrine was in 1534, when Henry sud-

denly discovered "that the abominable abuses and usurpations of

the Bishop of Rome's jurisdiction by his provisions and otherwise

hath not onlie destroyed the Qiurch in Ireland, but hath been the

occasion of dissensions among the people."" The deputy was
ordered to "resist said Bishops provisions, the lyke to be passed there

next Parliament." And thus the Reformation was ushered in.

The country was too disturbed in 1535 by the Rebellion of Silken

Thomas for Parliament to devote its time to the King's religious

intentions. Henry was growing impatient of the law's delay, and

sharply reminded the Irish Parliament that whereas "he hath now
made a new conquest of Ireland (forsooth, by the conquest of the

Kildare family), to his great charge and cost, he wished an act of

Parliament to be devised there whereby he may have the lands of

all persons, both spiritual and temporal."** There was, after all,

some little worldliness in Henry's zeal for the destruction of the

Popish monasteries. In May, 1536, the Parliament sat to pass those

measures dear to the heart of the King. From the outset the proc-

tors of the clergy "were obstinate and did somewhat stick in diverz

of these acts; and lothe they are that the King's Grace shuld be the

supreme Head of the Church."**

In 1535 an ex-Augustinian friar named Browne—one of Henry's

right-hand men in England—"a man of cheerful countenance; in

his acts and deeds plain down right," had been appointed by Henry
to the vacant Archbishopric of Dublin. The people, high* and low,

did not take kindly to the new doctrines which he proclaimed. His

mission to these people, he tells us, was "fraught with danger to his

life." The Archbishop of Armagh did not want Browne's reforma-

tion nor Henry to be Head of the Church. "The Archbishop of

17 Quotation from Acts 28 Henry VIII., cap. 6.

18 Irish State Papers, Vol. 11., p. 216.

"Carew Hss. (1618 ), p. 68.
»o Irish State Papers, Vol. 11., p. 816.
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Armagh hath been the chief oppug^er," so wrote Browne. This

Archbishop united his clergy to oppose the new doctrines and

despatched messengers at once to Rome. "As for the common
people, they were more zealous in their blunders than were the saints

and martyrs in the truth at the beginning of the Gospel." Browne's

first efforts in introducing the "reformed" religion were not a suc-

cess. At the opening of Parliament in 1536 Browne's speech

"startled /he other Bishops and peers," and created such a sensation

in the house that it was with g^eat difficulty allowed "to go through."

Brabazon, another creature of the King, seconded him. Evidently

the members were not yet prepared for such novel doctrines as the

following: That Henry was spiritual Head of the Church. "Be-

hold," he began, "your obedience to your King is the observing of

your God and of Christ, for He paid tribute to Caesar." Then, by

specious arguments, how the early Popes obeyed the Emperors.

Browne declared that it was a shame for the Pope not to obey Henry,

and that he (Browne) himself "without scruple voted Henry his

superior in ecclesiastical affairs, and that no one was a true subject

tmless this decree of supremacy be approved."'^ The spiritualitie

in the Upper House "were willing to grant Henry at first the twen-

tieth part of every man's revenues and rent for ten years," but there

was no mention of supremacy.*' "All the sticking was in the Gxn-
mon house by seducion of certain proscribed." These were the fol-

lowers of the Kildare family in the Lower House who urged on the

others to resist the King's demands. The Commons were opposed

tq the King's supremacy; and we find even a crown c^cial and

another follower of Kildare being sent to England because they held

"froward opinions." "One Patrick Bamewell, who was the King's

sergeant, said openly in the Common House that he would not grant

that the King as Head of the Church had so large power as the

Bishop df Rome—^his power extending only to reform abuses but

not to execute manes laws, ne to dissolve abbeys, or to alterate the

function of them to any temporal abuse."" These words show

that Henry's position and actions were clearly understood in the

Lower House at least. The Parliament continued into 1537, and

still no acts of the King's supremacy were passed. There were

rumors of Fitzgerald's return abroad in the February of this year,

"which astonished the Commons; and the spiritualitie hath taken

such an audacity as they litel agree to pass anything." The Viceroy

Grey's reports were gloomy reading for his King." The "spiritual-

itie" were the great obstacle to the passing of the act of supremacy.

SI Ware's "Antiquities." "Life of Browne," pp. 148, 149.

it State Papers, Vol. 11, p. 371.

«» State Papers, Vol. n., p. 370.

»* State Papers, VoL U., p. 404.
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The proctors were thereupon deprived of their right of voting in

the assembly. When the Bishops in the Upper House saw this

"move" of the viceroy they absolutely refused to debate till the ques-

tion was decided about the proctors' right of voting; and accord-

ingly they now opposed the bill of the twentieth part and other bills

which were passed in the Common House. "Whereupon," writes

Grey to Cromwell, "considering their obstinacy. Parliament was

prorogfued and a remedy provided against them in next session. It

is a crafty cast between themselves and the Bishops."*' The King's

party in the Parliament—for there were now two camps—seem to

have felt the illegality of depriving the proctors of their votes ; but

they had recourse to strategem to carry their measure." Even the

wording of the act depriving the clergy of their rights shows that

their action was unconstitutional and contrary to tradition. "For

as much as at every Parliament begun and holden in this land, two

proctors of every diocese in Ireland were accustomed to be sum-

moned to Parliament, it was decreed that proctors have no right

to vote."*^ After the removal of the proctors there was no further

difficulty in the passing of the act of supremacy. The Bishops were

outvoted in the Upper House and the government had so arranged

matters that there was "no opposition." There was a Privy Council

which managed things somewhat like the Star Chamber in England.'*

The Cc«nmons who were summoned were only from the neighbor-

hood of the Pale.*» After a year and a half the act of supremacy

was passed in Ireland; the Reformation was declared "open." All

the acts similar to those in England were "rushed through," for

there was "no opposition" now. Acts declaring Henry's marriage

with Anne Boleyn valid, acts of first fruits, acts forbidding "pro-

visions" and "bulls" from Rome, acts against Papal taxes, etc. It

was declared high treason to refuse to take the oath of supremacy."

Mostly all, however, were aimed against the power of the Pope.

Acts had been passed in Ireland previous to Henry's time against

Peter's pence.*' The only new enactments were the King's suprem-

acy and the suppression of the monasteries. The latter increased

Henry's revenue by many thousands, but such an item would not

appeal to such a religious reformer. He kept a good side out, but

he knew his own mind. But it is necessary to go back to the year

*» state Papers, Vol. II., p. 434.

2« State Papers, VoL II, p. 534; "Rothe Analecta," p. 267; also on power
of proctors—"qui representant corpus totlus clerl."

" Irish Statutes (Vesey), p. 103.
«» Mason's "Irish Parliament," p. 34.
»» im, p. 28.

»« Irish Statutes (Vesey), p. 90.

»iRobblns' Abridgement, p. 487; Carew Bk. of Howth, p. 453; 40 Kdw. IV.
<28-32 Henry VI.) ; 16 Edw. IV.

1534-
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THE REFORMATION—ITS RECEPTION BY NOBLES AND PEOPLE.

The Earl of Kildare, the father of Silken Thomas, had been called

over to England to answer some charges made against him by the

Butlers and his enemies in the Irish Parliament. Kildare was not

long abroad when the enemies of his house spread reports of his

death. His son Thomas—called Silken Thomas on account of his

dress—vain, hot-headed and enthusiastic, swallowed the lie, rushed

to the council chamber, resigned his sword of state and declared

himself an enemy of the King's, and in a speech said among other

hard things that "Henry should be a byword for his heresy, lechery

and tyranny."'* Archbishop Cromer, of Armagh, used all his influ-

ence in vain against his hasty rebellion. Letters were sent to the

Pope and Charles V. of Germany, asking for their assistance "in

wresting this island from a schismatic King."" Unfortunately for

Silken Thomas' cause, Archbishop Alen, of Dublin, was murdered

by a few of his soldiers, and he himself, among others, was excom-

municated. He laid waste the country around Dublin and marched

into Ossory, Butler's country; but, fearing a fight with the latter's

forces, he suggested a compromise—namely, that they should divide

Ireland between them. Butler sent back a contemptuous reply

which nettled Silken Thomas, who proceeded at once to O'Neill for

aid.'* Kildare held out till the end of 1535, when he was deserted by

O'Neill and the other northern chiefs, who grew afraid of the newly-

appointed commander of the army. Lord Grey." The unfortunate

Silken Thomas ended his life on Tyburn in 1537, and his five uncles

were treacherously arrested and put to death. The rebellion spread

to the south and was kept in flame by James, Earl of Desmond, who
was finally defeated by Grey. The latter, however, was connected

with the Kildare family by marriage and consequently did not wish

to push his victories too far in crushing those who had befriended

Silken Thomas. Butler—the old enemy of the Kildares—obtained

a large portion of their confiscated property by grant ; so Grey sent

his troops to waste Ossory's territory, for which he was charged

afterwards. Butler was a loyalist in his day. The Irish chiefs

—

Con O'Neill, O'Brien and O'Connor—seeing the turn of events,

made peace in July, 1535. Ireland became of great political import-

ance by this rebellion, for it could be used as a strong ally against

the English. There were reports of help from France and Scotland,

so that Henry grew afraid for his Irish estate. One effect of this

rebellion on the Reformation was that it brought into prominence

>2 Campion Hist., p. 176.

""Rothe Analecta," p. 267; Carew, p. 6S; State Papers, p. 24S.

»* Carte Ormond, Introduction xc, etc.

»» State Papers, Vol. n., p. 243.
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before the Irish people, who loved the Kildare family, Henry's new
position as a tyrant and a heretic. It was the followers of Silken

Thomas who led the opposition to his supremacy in the Common
House.

The Earl of Ossory was the first of the Irish—^Anglo-Irish

—

nobles to renounce the supremacy of the Pope. This Butler was

looked upon as "a black sheep" by the other chieftains, for he proved

himself a mere sycophant of the King; his interests were identified

with those of England.'* As early as May, 1534, even before the

Irish Parliament had been notified of the King's intention of making

himself Pope, Butler had written to Henry his full belief in his

supremacy. In his indentures to Henry he wrote: "The Bishop

of Rome's jurisdiction and provisions have been the chief cause of

the desolation of this land;" that it was "on account of the Pope

that churches, monasteries have been in utter ruin and destroyed

—

appointing murderers, thieves and others of detestable disposition."

Butler knew the kind of letter that would please his royal master.

The Irish chiefs were not long at peace. Henry wanted the sur-

render of young Gerald Fitzgerald, a boy of twelve years, but the

Irish refused to give him up. O'Neill and O'Donel in the north,

the chiefs of Connaught, O'Brien and Desmond in the south—^all

joined in a leagfue to defend the young lad." "The inhabitants of

the county of Kildare were the principal offenders in this rebellion,"

according to the state papers.'* The young Fitzgerald escaped to

Rome; peace was again made; the usual promises were handed in

by some of the chieftains. Manus O'Donnell professed friendship

to Grey, but in his letter stated that "he did not wish to act against

God's law and Holy Qiurch," which shows that he understood the

turn things were taking. This was in 1537. There was no progress

made yet in the "reforming" direction. In the same year Alen the

Commissioner, writing on the state of Ireland, said: "Irishmen

hath supposed the legal estate of this land to consist in the Bishop

of Rome for the time being, and the lordship of the Kings of Eng-

land to be but a governance under same, which causeth them to have

more respect to the Bishop of Rome than Henry."** He suggested

that the oath of supremacy be put into execution, "for as yet the

said oath is not put into execution." Henry was growing impatient

for the revenues of the abbeys, and Grey set about "reforming" at

once. In 1537 he robbed the abbey of Kyllagh, in Offaly (belonging

to the Observant Friars), "of two organs and other necessary things

for the King's College of Maynooth, and as much glass as glazed

«« JMd, p. 440.

»7 IWd, p. 467.

ts Carew, p. 115.

•* State Papers, p. 4S0.
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part of windows of said college and part of windows of the King's

castle at Maynooth."*' This abbey was situated among "the wilde

Irish," and religion does not seem to be in decay there.*' One Mac
GilliPatrick, who lived near the Pale, was the first native Irish chief

to renounce the Papacy. Soon after James of Desmond, when hard

pressed by the King's forces, promised to "clerely relinquish the

false and usurped power and authority of the Bishop of Rome."*'

The Reformation had made no progress since Browne preached

his first sermon in 1536, "setting forth the word of God." There

was nothing gained for his cause ; on the contrary, he met with open

opposition from priests and people, and the Irish chieftains had given

a religious coloring to their actions in helping the Fitzgeralds.

Browne himself was a reformer in the continental sense. Henry

only claimed in the beginning supremacy of the Church while main-

taining its doctrines. Browne himself received a sharp reproof from

Henry "for his lightness in behavior and the elation of his mind in

pride," and advised him "to reforme himself and to do his duty in

preaching and in the advancement of the King's state."*' This letter

"made him trymble in body." It was dangerous to be near the

throne.

In January, 1538, Browne wrote: "Neither by gentill exhorta-

tion, evangelical instruction nor by oathes of them taken solemnly

can I persuade any, either religious or secular, since my coming over

to preache the worde of God or the just title of our prince. They

preach in corners and such company as they can trust and so motche

as in them lyeth, hindereth and ploketh back among the people the

labour that I do. They little regard myn auctoritie and the ob-

servaunts be the worste of all others."** Grey he considered as his

enemy also in this matter, for the Deputy, though he robbed mon-
asteries, was not prepared for Browne's Reformation doctrines.

Browne, in despair, asked for "a straite commandment over all

ecclesiastical parsons," as there was "never an Archbishop ne Bishop

but myself made by the King but he is repelled even now by provision

from Rome." He suggested that a Master of Faculties be set up

(sic) and "dispensacions" be granted by the new Pope—Henry ; for

"many of the Irish availed themselves of the Pope's indulgence lately

sent to Ireland, and in all things these men were always ready to

admit the Bishop of Rome's letters and were sturdy against Henry's

power."**

«o state Papers, pp. 612 and 634.

41 McFlrbis Annals ad an 1461.

J State Papers, p. 637.
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** State Papers, p. 466.
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The Pope sent a reply to Archbishop Cromer's letter encouraging

the Irish to resist the new doctrines, and a letter was also sent to

O'Neill to stir him up in the cause of religion. The war, which was

begun in aid of young Gerald Fitzgerald, now took on the aspect of

a religious uprising. The clergy, of the north urged on the Irish

princes to unite.*' In Dublin several incumbents resigned rather

than yield. Even amongst the government party there were only

a few anxious for the Reformation as Browne preached it. They

were prepared to swear that Henry was spiritual Head of the Church,

but they did not understand nor want the continental change in

religion. Henry was always a Catholic at heart. We find Staples,

who was appointed to Meath by Henry, charging Browne with

having "an abhorence of the Mass" and introducing new tenets in

his "Form of the Beads." He called Browne "a heretic and a

beggar" and other things "that every honest ear glowed to hear.""

This "Form of the Beads" was a prayer drawn up by Browne to

be recited in the churches. It was the thin end of the wedge, and

what with Staples, who called him a heretic, and Grey, who was a

Catholic, he had to be careful in his preaching. The prayer was

cleverly worded. It began with a petition for the Universal Catholic

Church and for Henry, its supreme Head. The person reciting the

prayer was to understand that "the Bishop of Rome's authority was

lawfully by act of Parliament and by the consent of the Oxford

bishops extinct," and that the Pope's name should be erased from

their books, and they were to say a Pater Noster and Ave for the

various intentions. (Note the Ave!) There were disturbances in

the churches—especially in St. Patrick's, Dublin—over this form.

Priest refused to read it.** Browne imprisoned the prebend of St.

Patrick's, but Grey set him at liberty.*' In the spring of 1538 public

feeling was growing stronger day by day against the King's

supremacy. "The Papystical sect spreading; general recourse daily

to Rome by religious men of the Irish nacion and papysticalls never

so much as at present; the Observauntes worse than all others in

stirring up the people ; the common voice is that the King's supremacy

is maintained by power and not reasoned by learning"—such were

the despatches to England."*

There was continual dissension between Grey and the Council.

He was accused of "favoring the Irish and his friends the Kildare

secte ; that he did not press his opportunities against them ; that no

man durst speak against the Bishop of Rome's authority of whose

•Leland, Vol. II., pp. 170-172: "Hibemla Dominlcana."
State Papers, Vol. n., p. 569; and Vol. III., p. 1.

*8Carew, p. 141; and State Papers, Vol. II., p. 663; Vol. m., p. 6.

*» State Papers, Vol. in., p. 8.

•0 nut, p. 9.
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secte he is the chief principal in this land."** He was not advanced

enough in his religioiis opinions for Butler and Browne, but cer-

tainly in public he maintained the supremacy of Henry. In July of

1538 he went on an expedition through the south of Ireland, and

in clear terms O'Carrol, Qanricarde, James of Desmond, Uleck

Burke, O'Brien "renounced the usurped authority of the Bishop of

Rome."'* How far such a renunciation, wrung from the chiefs by

the presence of a large army, was sincere must be left to the reader.

The Deputy passed on to Limerick with a large retinue, intending

thereby to impress the natives with a sense of England's strength.

The chiefs around Limerick also "renounced"—whatever that may
mean in the official documents—the Papal supremacy ; and, further-

more, adds Grey : "I called before me the Bishop of Limerick and

had him sworn in lykwyse." Thence he marched for Galway and

"there the Mayor and Bishop of Galway swore as at Limerick."

(Was there a Bishop of Galway at that time?)" O'Conor of Con-

naught earned doubtful praise "for his faithfulness and for renounc-

ing the Bishop of Rome." On this march of the Deputy they sacked

monasteries as they went, and so ruthless were the English soldiers

in their destruction "of idols and images that the King commanded
that images bet set up again and worshipped as much as ever."'*

This incident shows that Henry did not intend to be a reformer

in the
.
sense in which Protestants claim. Browne had only a small

following in the Council. A bishop and a friar were arrested and

Browne wanted to have them imprisoned, yet he adds complainingly

:

"Yet our masters of the law and all others (except very few beside)

are such papistes, ypocrites and worshippers of idols that they

(Bishop and friar) were not indited;" and the reforming party were

"afraid to go into the chapel lest they might occasion the people.

Nothwithstanding My Lord Deputy very devoutly kneeling before

the statue of our Lady of Trim heard 3 or 4 masses.""" The
Reformation had not progressed beyond Browne's circle of friends.

In December of 1538 he went on an expedition with the army, "not

onlie for the publishing of the King's injunctions, setting forth the

word of God and plucking down the Bishop of Rome's authority,

but also as well for levieng of the first fruits and twentieth part with

other revenues." They went to Lord Butler, who entertained them

for the Christmas." This "army of the Lord," as some would call

it, next proceeded to Kilkenny, where they published the Articles of

01 state Papers, Vol. HI., p. 84.

»s State Papers, Vol. HI., p. 67.
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Faith and the Kingf's translation of the "Pater Noster." Then on

the evangelizing army went towards Ross and Waterford. At Wex-
ford "some malefactors were executed ;" at Waterford "four felons

with another thief were hanged—the latter in his habit and so to

remain upon the gallows for a mirror to all other his bredem to

live trulie." Gerald MacShane, a chief of Waterford, refused to

pay taxes or deny the Pope's supremacy. There was a "sessions"

called in the city by the Deputy, but there were only a few people

present. The next halting place was at Qonmel, where, according

to the Council, who seemed to have been "drawing the long bow,"

for the facts, as will be shown, cannot fit in with their statement,

two Archbishops and eight Bishops took the oath of supremacy.

Several Irish bishops did take the oath of the King's supremacy,

but it cannot have been at Qonmel; and only four "southern"

bishops can be proved to have taken the oath. But the Council

wanted to report good news to the King, and what matter a few

bishops more or less

!

The year 1539 did not open very favorably for the government,

notwithstanding Browne's triumphal march. The northern chiefs,

under O'Neill and O'Donel, had joined forces and intended to go

south to join James FitzMaurice, Earl of Desmond, the leader of

the southern clans. They marched into Meath and ravaged the

country. The Annals write : "They seized an immense booty, and

on return of their forces there was exultation, boasting, vain glory."

Grey fell upon the disorganized troops at Belahoa, inflicted a crush-

ing defeat on the Irish, and so destroyed all chance of their union

with the southern forces. This confederacy of the Irish chieftains

struck terror into the English Council, as it had the approval of the

Pope and there were rumors of help from Scotland. Even the

government were not certain of having the dwellers in the Pale on

their side, for the Geraldines had a strong following there. "Whate
for the favour many of them bore to the Geraldines and the favour

many of them bore the Church of Rome," no wonder there was

uneasiness in the English Council. O'Neill had notions of the

Kingship of Ireland; the Irish nobles were rallying round his

standard. James of Desmond "began the daunce" and attacked the

English allies, Ormond and Butler; the other southern chiefs were

up in arms. But the Deputy—Grey—who at all events was a good

soldier, soon outwitted the Irish forces ; he repulsed with great loss

Desmond and O'Brien. The remaining chieftains g^ew afraid, and

on this expedition he made no less than twenty treaties with those

petty lords. A yearly tax was imposed, but there was no mention

made of the King's supremacy. It would not have been wise, for,

as the state papers say, "the cause of this treacherous conspiracy.
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as they openly declare, is that the King's Highness is a heretic against

the Faith."*' "Their followers called all Inglishmen heretics."

The war was carried on in a desultory manner in the north after

the submission of the southern chieftains. The "rebels" were still

troublesome, notwith'standing the treaties, and they still persisted in

their purpose against the King's supremacy and in helping the

Geraldines.'* In March of 1540 young Gerald escaped to the Con-

tinent. O'Neill, after much hesitation, sent in his resignation in

June, made a very humble apology and acknowledged Henry as

supreme Head of the Church." This action of O'Neill induced the

minor chiefs to do likewise, and soon after "resignations" and renun-

ciations of the Pope's authority came in from these princes of the

people—O'More and O'Conor of Connaught, the Kavanaghs, the

O'Tooles, the Byrnes. Grey, who had been summoned to England

to answer charges put forward by his enemies in the Council, was

accused of high treason to his King on the following grounds:

"That he left all the King's artillery in Ireland in Galway, which

was and is more redie there for the Bishop of Rome or Spaniards

than the King; that he delivered out of Dublin Castle the Dean of

Derry and Bishop of Enactuensis taken on high treason; that he

favoured the Geraldines and Papists."'* And the last charge brought

against him seems strange—namely, that "he burned the church of

Down Patrick and was guilty of many other sacrilegous actions."

His accusers, who plundered monasteries for Henry, saw no incon-

sistency in charging Grey with "sacrilege." He was executed in

1541 ; and thus he was rewarded for his services to the new Pope

of England.

Brereton replaced Grey, who was in turn succeeded by Sir

Anthony St. Leger. This Deputy intended to govern Ireland rather

by quiet intrigue than by the threat of arms. His policy was to

keep the Irish at variance among themselves, and that the weaker

party should be under the protection of the government. A- spirit

of distrust of themselves had crept up among the Irish chiefs. Each

one made war on his own account, for they had no common bond

of country; each sought only the glory of his clan. Thus we find

in the Annals of the Four Masters—who wrote under correction of

the O'Donnells, in whose territory their monastery was situated

—

this significant statement in praise of Hugh O'Donnell, who died in

1537- "^3" who did not suffer the power of England to come

into the country, for he formed a league of friendship with the King

of England when the Irish would not yield superiority to any among
»'/6<<f, pp. 143, 169; Carew MSS., p. 155.

88 Vol. III., pp. 175, 182.

»» Vol. ni., pp. 207, 217.

•oi6{<t, p. 249; Carew MSS., p. 166; and Annals ad an 1538.
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themselves." Surely the Annalists went "in a round about way" to

praise their patron ; but the essential fact was that mutual jealousy

prevented anything like united action against their common foe.

They had grown tired of petty wars, and there was a rush of

"resignations," and with the resignations also the denial of Papal

supremacy. All the great chiefs took the oath. Desmond, Mc-
William of Connaught, O'Donnell had sent in their peace indentures

early in 1541." In June, 1541, Parliament was called by St. Leger

and the title "King of Ireland" was bestowed on Henry VIII.

Previous to this the English sovereigns were only "lords of Ireland."

There were present at the passing of this act Desmond and many
lords—not chieftains, for they adopted the English titles—of

Munster; McWilliam from Connaught, now Earl of Clanrickarde,

and O'Brien of Thomond. "It was joyfully and three times read;

and it passed the Lower House with no less joy"—so say the state

papers. This was the first public act of the Irish chieftains which

marked the downward way. Instead of defending their country

against an encroaching enemy, there was a scramble for government

titles and for government favor. There was feasting and rejoicing

in Dublin ; "Te Deums" were sung, and Henry was pleased with his

Irish subjects. True, O'Neill was "in rebellion" at this time; but

towards the end of 1541 he, too, sent in his submission. This chapter

in Irish history does not add to the glory of the grand names of old.

But there was murmuring and discontent among the people at the

action of their leaders, and the enthusiasm was not felt beyond

Dublin."

This Parliament was prorogued at intervals, but lasted for two
years and five months. The government did not press the question

of the King's supremacy and were content with passing acts which

would better secure the peace of the country, the spread of British

rule in the island and the increase in the King's revenue. Acts were

passed against Papal authority, and all monasteries were declared

to be the property of the King. For the Irish in Munster and Con-

naught, who practically ignored the fact that there was an English

Parliament in Dublin, a modified code of laws were drawn up ; and

it was prudently decided that the otjly fact to be put forward in

those districts was that Henry was King of Ireland ; the supremacy

was not to be mentioned. At this Parliament there were several

bishops who, of course, subscribed ipso facto to the King's spiritual

supremacy, for the wording of the acts was clear. It was decided

that all Archbishops and Bishops be permitted to use their jurisdic-

tion in every diocese through the land. They were appointed to

«i Annala ad 1637.
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be the judges in all cases of dispute—the cases to be decided accord-

ing to English, not Irish, law. Some of them were appointed crown

arbitrators to lay down the law "according to the English method"

—

this was the essential point."

By the end of 1541 all the Irish chiefs had submitted to the new
code. They promised to lay aside their language and customs and

to adopt the English ways. "It grew fashionable to affect a zeal

for the government."'* O'Neill went to the English court with his

chaplain and was created Earl. Henry knew how to play the patron,

and with the title he often made gifts of the abbeys and lands to

these degenerate lords.*'

It was a strange thing to see Manus O'Donnell of Tyrone, the

founder of the monastery of Donegfal, sending his son to be "trained"

in the English court, craving a title from an apostate King and

swearing that he, as far as in him lay, would destroy the power of

Rome among his people.** Later on, in 1543, this same Manus
asked Henry to appoint his chaplain to the vacant See of Elphin.*^

O'Reilly, "chief captain of his nation" as he loved to call himself,

was a suppliant to Henry for "a lytell fer3TO." Murough O'Brien

was created Earl of Thomond ; Burke, Earl of Qanrickarde. There

is not much more to relate about the Irish chiefs. They had mutual

squabbles, and they went to the English Deputy to settle the differ-

ences between them. During the remaining years there were reports

of a French invasion of Ireland, as Henry and Francis I. of France

were at war. But the Irish chiefs were too dispirited to respond

and preferred to remain at peace under the protecting shadow of

England. So low had they sunk in national spirit that they came
together to send "a testimonial" to Henry on Sentleger's great capa-

bilities to rule Ireland. The opening of the address was as follows

:

"We who were formerly styled Irishmen, testify that we acknowl-

edge no other King or Master on earth save Your Highness." And
all this from the princes of the people! A few minor chieftains

broke through their agreements—O'Conor of OflFaly and O'More

—

but the Deputy marched against them, ravaged their country and

sacked all the monasteries in their territories. There were frequent

rumors of a French and Scotch invasion. Strange vessels were

seen off the Irish coast, and the government was disturbed. Its

policy was to hold the Irish chiefs in touch with the King, and con-

sequently it did not urge very strongly in the latter years of his

•» Cox, p. 270.
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reign the principle of his supremacy, as it would prove obnoxious

to the people.

Many seek to excuse the action of the Irish chiefs in this matter

;

but they must stand condemned by the facts of history of having

shamelessly abandoned their country and religious principles, at a

time, too, when their united action could have easily driven the Saxon

from their shores. Some put their action down to ignorance of

the real issues at stake, but this view cannot hold. The people

knew what was wanted of them, for were not "all Englishmen

heretics in their eyes." At the first introduction of the measure into

Parliament there was open opposition in both houses, and the Ob-

servaunt Friars openly preached against the King's supremacy.

The rebellion of 1539 was partly religfious, partly political. Were
there not letters sent to Rome by the Irish people and priests ? And
was not Con O'Neill styled "a champion for the honour of God and

the Church of Rome" by Pope Paul III. in the very year in which he

openly renounced Papal infallibility and all Popish tendencies?*"

Did not some of the chieftains explain to Henry that it was through

ignorance they had not embraced his doctrines sooner? And yet,

despite these facts, there are some who say that they confused the

temporal and spiritual power of the Pope, and while yielding on the

former, they did not renounce the latter. True, there was some

confusion of the two notions, and we find that even Henry urged

among his titles to the Kingship of Ireland the fact that "his an-

cestors got a g^ant of it from the Pope's predecessors." But the

struggle had been made clear to the chieftains, and it does not

require much theology to see that a man like Henry claiming

supreme authority under Christ thereby destroyed the fundamental

principle of the Church. It was neither ignorance nor loyalty that

urged them on; but when circumstances looked black against them

they did not hesitate to sacrifice great principle for a tyrant's favor.

How far their actions were the result of fear cannot be known, and

surely fear—there was no great reason for it then—could not justify

their conduct. They gave the lie direct to their past by proclaiming

Henry King of Ireland and Head of the Church. We see them

barter all they were professedly fighting for, which would make one

agree with Cox, who describes them thus: "The Irish potentates

began generally to own themselves champions of the Papacy and

Liberty in order to clothe their designs of robbery and plunder."**

The majority of these petty lords were reduced to a state of poverty.

Even the great Desmond, who corresponded with the Emperor
Charles V., was reduced to hard straits. He was "surprised" at

•s state Papers, p. 471.

«o"Hlbemla Domtnicana," p. 106.
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home one day by some visitors, who found him "very rude in gesture

and apparel, having for want of nurture as much good manners as

his kerns and followers could teach him."'* The spoliation of the

monasteries must have been a veritable God-send to those broken-

down lords ; for "their occupation was gone," and they would prob-

ably have sworn that Henry was an angel without wings if he had

asked them. Religion seems never to have troubled them during

life, but when the hey-day of the blood was tame they entered a

monastery and the Annalists love to tell how the chief died in a

Franciscan habit. Even on the supposition that the submissions of

the Irish chieftains were insincere, as after events would go to show,

still great national or Catholic principles should always be upheld

before the face of the world. The chain of gold which O'Neill

received from the King was a symbol of the slavery in which the

Irish chiefs were held; for a petty favor, a title, from Henry they

sold their birthright of faith and country.

But the people showed opposition to the action of their chiefs;

for, when they went after having signed all that Henry wanted them

to sign, they found their clansmen in rebellion. There were open

hostilities among the Burkes of Connaught over the election of a

chief, for a strong party was in arms against the son of the lately

created Earl.'' O'Donnell's people were also in revolt, and in order

to quell the revolt one of the O'Donnells "brought English captains

with them into Tyrconnell." It was the same story of discontent at

the action of their leaders among the O'Rorkes, the Mag^ires and

O'Briens. The Annals are suspiciously silent over the conduct of

the chieftains
; they give us, moreover, no insight into the workings

of Irish life, and there is not a word of the chieftains yielding to

Henry on the question of his Kingship or supremacy. The people

were firm against the Reformation doctrines, or, rather, against

Henry's spiritual supremacy; for the Reformation as we know it

now was not preached in Henry's time. And, somehow or other,

heresy never seemed to have the power of catching on in Ireland.

Previous to Henry's time some heresies were started, but they made
no progress ; they were isolated efforts and mostly always came from

the English clergy.'* One Henry Crump taught the novel doctrine

that "Christ's body in the sacrament of the altar was only a glass

through which the body of Christ in heaven was seen."'* Others

put forward occasionally theories against the divinity of Christ and

the chastity of the Blessed Virgin, but the failure of these cases only

serves to show more clearly the tenacity of the Irish to the old faith.

'0 Cox, p. 261.

II Hooker, "Chronicles of Ireland," p. 106.

'2 Annals ad 1543-1544; Donovan, p. 1,479.

^i Ibid, p. 1,495.
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The Irish people were "cribbed, cabined, confined" within the cast-

iron laws of the clan system

—

a system which, if it deprived the

individual of all initiative, was also a protection against innovations

from without. It was the clan which resolved and acted. Con-

servative of old rights and customs—with their bards to sing of the

glories of days gone by, with their ollaves to weave the achievements

of the clan into heroic tales, and their monks who were identified

with all their sorrows and triumphs—the people were too much
bound up with their past to break up all traditions at once at the

command of an English King. In temporals, they acknowledged

only their chief; in spirituals, the Pope was their spiritual ruler.

Beyond these two facts the mass of the people could not see. And
it must have been the greatest joke imaginable to the Irish to hear

that Henry of England—the man of many wives—actually claimed

to be the supreme ruler of the Church.

The Irish people were not "educated" up to that point that they

could understand what the Reformation meant or the other questions

that were troubling men's minds on the Continent. Ireland at this

time was an anachronism among the peoples in the sixteenth century.

She was cut off from the movements abroad by her insular position,

her political state, her internal constitutions, her conservatism, her

language. While the continental or English tradesman was dis-

cussing in his tap-room the relations between Church and State, the

Irish Celt was following his lord to battle or eking out a miserable

existence in the wilds and fastnesses. There was none of the rest-

lessness or kicking against the goad which was felt amongst the

lower classes in England. Browne of Dublin had to confess that his

efforts at reforming the Irish were a failure. The people, were

urged on by the Franciscan friars to resist all changes in religion;

and, furthermore, their racial feelings prompted them to resist the

foreigners in whatever measures they imposed. Even amongst the

English settlers of the Pale sympathy was for the Catholic religion

against Browne and his new tenets.^* From the Dublin clergy

—

especially the chapter of St. Patrick's—Browne received determined

opposition, and several clergymen, Englishmen, resigned rather than

conform to the King's supremacy." Irish was the language of the

country which was spoken even within the Pale. We have seen that

there was dissension among the Council even on the question of

supremacy; and so Browne had to fight against fearful odds, and

he dared not be too open in pushing forward the continental theories

which he believed himself. Henry did not want these extreme

changes, for he knew—good easy man—that these doctrines were

Dalton's "History of Ireland," p. 424.

78 Ware's Writers, Bk. I., p. 86.
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opposed to the true religion. He was a keen theologian; but he

wanted money, he wanted to revenge himself on the Pope, and under

the cloak of a religious reformer he had himself elected Pope, and

under his zeal for monastic reform he plundered the monasteries.

Thus far did he go, and no farther. Even he was not overanxious

to press his supremacy on the Irish people, if we are to judge from

his policy after 1541.^' The only persons who would be in favor

of a change in religion were the usual place-hunters and hangers-on

of the government. Those of the clergy of England who came

over to preach "the true worde of God" were the offscourings of

the English Church—men who had got into difficulties in their own
country and whose morals would not attract many followers into

the new Gospel.'^ Killeen, the Protestant historian, writes that in

Henry's time "there was no intelUgent professor of the reformed

faith in Ulster, Connaught, Munster"—probably Browne would con-

stitute the intelligence of Leinster." "There was only one sermon

made in the country for three years, and that by the Bishop of

Meath (Staples)," writes a contemporary.^* "Preaching we have

none, without which the ignorant cannot have knowledge," writes

another.'* The change in ritual was not recogfnized.'^ There was

plenty of blowing of trumpets on paper; acts of Parliament were

passed; copies of the "Form of the Beads" and translatiois of the

Lord's prayer were made in English for people who spoke only Irish

;

but let it be clearly understood that there was no "reformation" in

Ireland in Henry's time, and the mass of the people were no more
affected by these measures than the inhabitants of Timbuctoo.

Browne wrote in 1545 his last letter to Henry: "Assuring your

Majesty I think they be weary of us all that be Englishmen here.""

And a Protestant historian has summed up the case when he wrote

regarding the Reformation: "It may scarcely be said to have taken

place at all beyond the limits of the parchment on which it was
enacted."'*

Maynooth, Ireland.

State Papers, Vol. in., pp. Ill, 117, 187.

" Mant; L«land, Vol. H., p. 170.

TsOox, p. 275; Marrln Rolls, pp. 87, 103.

TtBreirer Carew MSS., pp. xvli., xzlv.

80 Killeen Hist, Vol. I., p. 368.

81 Lieland, Vol. H, p. 198.

82 Ibid.

88 Killeen, p. 868.

84 State Papers, Vol. III., p. 657.

85 "Liber Munerum," Vol. I., p. 84.

John Heneghan.
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DECRETUM DE SPONSALIBUS ET MATRIMONIO.

lUSSU ET AUCTORITATE SS. D. N. PlI PaPAE X. A S. CoNGREGATIONE

CONCILII EdITUM.

NE TEMERE inirentur clandestina coniug^a, quae Dei Ecclesia

iustissimis de causis semper detestata est atque prohibuit,

provide cavit Tridentinum Concilium, Cap. I., Sess. XXIV.
de reform. ' matrim. edicens: "Qui aliter quam praesente parocho

vel alio sacerdote de ipsius parochi seu Ordinarii licentia et duobus

vel tribus testibus matrimonium contrahere attentabunt, eos Sancta

Synodus ad sic contrahendum omnino inhabiles reddit, et huiusmodi

contractus irritos et nullos esse decernit"

Sed cum idem Sacrum Concilium praecepisset, ut tale decretum

publicaretur in singulis paroeciis, nec vim haberet nisi iis in locis

ubi esset promulgatum; accidit ut plura loca, in quibus publicatio

ilia facta non fuit, beneficio tridentinae legis caruerint, hodieque

careant, et haesitationibus atque incommodis veteris disciplinae adhuc

obnoxia maneant.

Verum nec ubi vig^it nova lex, sublata est omnis difficultas. Saepe

namque gravis exstitit dubitatio in decernenda persona parochi, quo

praesente matrimonium sit contrahendum. Statuit quidem canonica

disciplina, proprium parochum eum intelligi debere, cuius in paroecia

domicilium sit, aut quasi domicilium alterutrius contrahentis.

Verum quia nonnunquam difficile est iudicare, certo ne constet de

quasi-domicilio, baud pauca matrimonia fuerunt obiecta periculo ne

nulla essent: multa quoque, sive inscitia hominum sive fraude,

illegitima prorsus atque irrita deprehensa sunt.

Haec dudum deplorata, eo crebrius accidere nostra aetate videmus,

quo facilius ac celerius commeatus cum gentibus, etiam disiunctis-

simis, perficiuntur. Quamobrem sapientibus viris ac doctissimis

visum est expedire ut mutatio aliqua induceretur in iure circa

formam celebrandi connubii. Complures etiam sacrorum Antistites

omni ex parte terrarum, praesertim e celebrioribus civitatibus, ubi

gravior appareret necessitas, supplices ad id preces Apostolicae Sedi

admoverunt

Flagitatum simul est ab Episcopis, turn Europae plerisque, tum
aliarum regionum, ut incommodis occurreretur, quae ex sponsalibus,

idest mutuis promissionibus futuri matrimonii privatlm initis,

derivantur. Docuit enim experientia satis, quae secum pericula

ferant eiusmodi sponsalia: primum quidem incitamenta peccandi

causamque cur inexpertae puellae decipiantur; postea dissidia ac

lites inextricabiles.
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His rerum adiunctis permotus SSmus D. N. Pius PP. X. pro ea

quam gerit omnium Ecclesiarum sollicitudine, cupiens ad memorata

damna et pericula removenda temperatione aliqua uti, commisit S.

Congregationi Concilii ut de hac re videret, et quae opportuna

aestimaret, Sibi proponeret.

Voluit etiam votum audire Consilii ad ius canonicum in unum
redigendum constituti, nec non Eminentiorum Cardinalium qui pro

eodem codice parando speciali commissione delecti sunt: a quibus,

quemadmodum et a S. Cong^egatione Concilii, conventus in eum
finem saepius habiti sunt. Omnium autem sententiis obtentis SSmus
Dominus S. Congregationi .Concilii mandavit, ut decretum ederet

quo leges a Se, ex carta scientia et matura deliberatione probatae,

'Oontinerentur, quibus sponsalium et matrimonii disciplina in

posterum regeretur, eorumque celebratio expedita, certa atque

ordinata fieret.

In executionem itaque Apostolici mandati S. Concilii Congregatio

praesentibus litteris constituit atque decemit ea quae sequuntur.

I. Ea tantum sponsalia habentur valida et canonicos sortiuntur

effectus, quae contracta fuerint per scripturam subsignatam a parti-

bus et vel a parodio, aut a loci Ordinario, vel saltern a duobus

testibus.

Quod si utraque vel alterutra pars scribere nesciat, id in ipsa

scriptura adnotetur; et alius testis addatur, qui cum parocho, aut

loci Ordinario, vel duobus testibus, de quibus supra, scripturam

subsignet.

II. Nomine parochi hie et in sequentibus articulis venit non

solum qui legitime praeest paroedae canonice erectae; sed in

regionibus, ubi paroecia canonice erectae non sunt, etiam sacerdos

cui in aliquo definito territorio cura animarum legitime commissa

€St, et parocho aequiparatur ; et in missionibus, ubi territoria necdum

perfecte divisa sunt, omnis sacerdos a missionis Moderatore ad

animarum curam in aliqua statione universaliter deputatus.

III. Ea tantum matrimonia valida sunt, quae contrahuntur coram

parocho vel loci Ordinario vel sacerdote ab alterutro delegato, et

duobus saltem testibus, iuxta tamen regulas in sequentibus articulis

expressas, et salvis exceptionibus quae infra n. VII. et VIII.

ponuntur.

IV. Parochus et loci Ordinarius valide matrimonio adsistunt:

I. Die tantummodo adeptae possessionis beneficii vel initi officii.

DE SPONSALIBUS.

DE MATRIMONIO.
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nisi publico decreto nominatim fuerint excommunicati vel ab officio

suspensi.

2. Intra limites dumtaxat sui territorii: in quo matrimoniis

nedum suorum subditorum, sed etiam non subditorum valide ad-

sistunt.

3. Dummodo invitati ac rogati, et neque vi neque metu gravi

constricti requirant excipiantque contrahentium consensum.

V. Licite autem adsistunt:

1. Constito sibi legitime de libero statu contrahentium, servatis

de iure servandis.

2. Constito insuper de domicilio, vel saltern de menstrua com-

moratione alterutrius contraentis in loco matrimonii.

3. Quod si deiidat, ut parochus et loci Ordinarius licite matri-

monio adsint, indigent licentia parochi vel Ordinarii proprii

alterutrius contrahentis, nisi gravis intercedat necessitas, quae ab ea

excuset

4. Quoad vagos, extra casum necessitatis parocho ne liceat eorum

matrimoniis adsistere, nisi re ad Ordinarium vel ad sacerdotem ab

eo delegatum delata, licentiaxn adsistendi impetraverit.

5. In quolibet autem casu pro regula habeatur, ut matrimonium

coram sponsae parocho celebretur, nisi aliqua iusta causa excuset.

VI. Parochus et loci Ordinarius licentiam concedere possunt alio

sacerdoti determinato ac certo, ut matrimoniis intra limites sui ter-

ritorii adsistat.

Delegatus autem, ut valide et licite adsistat, servare tenetur

limites mandati, et regulas pro parocho et loci Ordinario n. IV. et V.

superius statutas.

VII. Imminente mortis periculo, ubi parochus, vel loci Ordi-

narius, vel sacerdos ab alterutro del^tus, haberi nequeat, ad con-

sulendum conscientiae et (si casus ferat) legitimationi prolis,

matrimonium contrahi valide ac licite potest coram quolibet sacerdote

et duobus testibus.

VIII. Si contingat ut in aliqua regione parochus locive Ordi-

narius, aut sacerdos ab eis delegatus, coram quo matrimonium

celebrari queat, haberi non possit, eaque rerum conditio a mense iam

perseveret, matrimonium valide ac licite iniri potest emisso a sponsis

formali consensu coram duobus testibus.

IX. I. Celebrato matrimonio, parochus, vel qui eius vices gerit,

statim describat in libro matrimoniorum nomina coniugum ac

testium, locum et diem celebrati matrimonii, atque alia, iuxta modum
in libris ritualibus vel a proprio Ordinario praescriptum

; idque licet

alius sacerdos vel a se vel ab Ordinario delegatus matrimonio

adstiterit.

2. Praeterea parochus in libro quoque baptizatorum adnotet.
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coniugem tali die in sua parochia matrimonium contraxisse. Quod
si coniux alibi baptizatus fuerit, matrimonii parochus notitiam initt

contractus ad parochum baptismi sive per se, sive per curiam episco-

palem transmittat, ut matrimonium in baptismi libri referatur.

3. Quoties matrimonium ad normam n. VII. aut VIII. contra-

hitur, sacerdos in priori casu, testes in altero, tenentur in solidum

cum contrahentibus curare, ut initum coniugium in praescriptis libris

quam primum adnotetur.

X. Parochi qui haec hactenus praescripta violaverint, ab Ordi-

nariis pro modo et gravitate culpae puniantur. Et insuper si

alicuius matrimonio adstiterint contra praescripttmi 2 et 3 n. V.,

emolumenta stolae sua ne faciant, sed proprio contrahentium parocho

remittant.

XI. I. Statutis superius logibus tenentur omnes in catholica

Ecclesia baptizati et ad earn ex haeresi aut schismate conversi (licet

sive hi, sive illi ab eadem postea defecerint), quoties inter se sponsalia

vel matrimoniiun ineant.

2. Vigent quoque pro iisdem de quibus supra catholicis, si cum
acatholicis sive baptizatis, sive non baptizatis, etiam post obtentam

dispensationem ab impedimento mixtae religionis vel disparitatis

cultus, sponsalia vel matrimonium contrahunt ; nisi pro aliquo parti-

culari loco aut regione aliter a S. Sede sit statutum.

3. Acatholici sive baptizati sive non baptizati, si inter se contra-

hunt, nullibi ligantur ad catholicam sponsalium vel matrimonii

formam servandam.

Praesens decretum legitime publicatum et promulgatum habeatur

per eius transmissionem ad locorum Ordinaries: et quae in eo dis-

posita sunt ubique vim legis habere incipiant a die solemni Paschae

Resurrectionis D. N. I. C. proximi anni 1908.

Interim vero omnes locorum Ordinarii curent hoc decretum

quamprimum in vulgus edi, et in singulis suarum dioecesimi

parochialibus ecclesiis explicari, ut ab omnibus rite cognoscatur.

Praesentibus valittiris de mandate speciali SSmi D. N. Pii PP. X.,

contrariis quibuslibet etiam peculiari mentione dig^is minime ob-

stantibus.

Datum Romae die 2a mensus Augusti anni 1907.

+ ViNCENTius Card. Ep. Praenest, Praefectus.

C. De Lai, Secretarius.
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DECREE CONCERNING SPONSALIA AND MATRIMONY.

Issued by the Sacred Congregation of the Council by the
Order and with the Authority of Our Holy

Father Pope Pius X.

KT~\ he Council of Trent, Cap. I., Sess. XXIV. de reform, matrim..

made prudent provision against the rash celebration of

clandestine marriages, which the Church of God for most

just reasons has always detested and forbidden, by decreeing:

"Those who otherwise than in the presence of the parish priest him-

self or of another priest acting with the license of the parish priest

or of the Ordinary, and in the presence of two or three witnesses,

shall attempt to contract matrimony, the Holy Synod renders them

altogether incapable of contracting marriage thus, and decrees that

contracts of this kind are null and void."

But as the same Sacred Council prescribed that said decree should

be published in all the parishes and was not to have force except

in those places in which it had been promulgated, it has happened

that many places in which the publication has not been made have

been deprived of the benefit of the Tridentine law, and are still

without it, and continue to be subject to the doubts and inconveni-

ences of the old discipline.

Nor has all difficulty been removed in those places where the

new law has been in force. For often there has been grave doubt

in deciding as to the person of the parish priest before whom a

marriage is to be celebrated. The canonical discipline did indeed

decide that he is to be regarded as the parish priest in whose parish

one or other of the contracting parties has his or her domicile or

quasi-domicile. But as it is sometimes difficult to judge whether a

quasi-domicile really exists in a specified case, not a few marriages

were exposed to the danger of nullity
;
many, too, either owing to

ignorance or fraud, have been found to be quite illegitimate and

void.

These deplorable results have been seen to happen more frequently

in our own time on account of the increased facility and celerity of

intercommunication between the different countries, even those most

widely separated. It has therefore seemed expedient to wise and

learned men to introduce some change into the law regulating the

form of the celebration of marriage, and a great many Bishops in

all parts of the world, but especially in the more populous States

where the necessity appears more urgent, have petitioned the Holy

See to this end.
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It has been asked also by very many Bishops in Europe, as well

by others in various regions, that provision should be made to pre-

vent the inconveniences arising from sponsalia, that is, mutual

promises of marriage privately entered upon. For experience has

sufficiently shown the many dangers of such sponsalia, first as being

an incitement to sin and causing the deception of inexperienced g^rls,

and afterwards giving rise to inextricable dissensions and disputes.

Influenced by these circumstances, our Holy Father Pope Pius X.,

desiring, in the solicitude he bears for all the churches, to introduce

some modifications with the object of removing these drawbacks

and dangers, committed to the S. Congfregation of the Council the

task of examining into the matter and of proposing to himself the

measures it should deem opportune.

He was pleased also to have the opinion of the commission ap-

pointed for the codification of canon law, as well as of the eminent

Cardinals chosen on this special commission for the preparation of

the new code, by whom, as well as by the S. Congregation of the

Council, frequent meetings have been held for this purpose. The
opinions of all having been taken. His Holiness ordered the Sacred

Congfregation of the Council to issue a decree containing the laws,

approved by himself on sure knowledge and after mature delibera-

tion, by which the discipline regarding sponsalia and marriage is

to be regulated for the future and the celebration of them carried

out in a sure and orderly manner.

In execution, therefore, of the Apostolic mandate the S. Congre-

gation of the Council by these letters lays down and decrees what

follows

:

I. Only those are considered valid and produce canonical effects

which have been contracted in writing, signed by both the parties and

by either the parish priest or the Ordinary of the place, or at least

by two witnesses.

In case one or both the parties be unable to write, this fact is to

be noted in the document and another witness is to be added who

will sign the writing as above, with the parish priest or the Ordinary

of the place or the two witnesses.

II. Here and in the following articles by parish priest is to be

understood not only a priest legitimately presiding over a parish

canonically erected, but in regions where parishes are not canonically

erected the priest to whom the care of souls has been legitimately

entrusted in any specified district and who is equivalent to a parish

priest ; and in missions where the territory has not yet been perfectly

divided, every priest generally deputed by the superior of the mission

for the care of souls in any station.

CONCERNING SPONSALIA.
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CONCERNING MARRIAGE.

III. Only those marriages are valid which are contracted before

the parish priest or the Ordinary of the place or a priest delegated

by either of these, and at least two witnesses, accordii^ to the rules

laid down in the following articles, and saving the exceptions men-
tioned under VII. and VIII.

IV. The parish priest and the Ordinary of the place validly assist

at a"marriage

:

1. Only from the day they have taken possession of the benefice

or entered upon their office, unless they have been by a public decree

excommunicated by name or suspended from the office.

2. Only within the limits of their territory; within which they

assist validly at marriages not only of their own subjects, but also of

those not subject to them.

3. Provided when invited and asked, and not compelled by

violence or by grave fear, they demand and receive the consent of

the contracting parties.

V. They assist licitly:

1. When they have legitimately ascertained the free state of the

contracting parties, having duly complied with the conditions laid

down by the law.

2. When they have ascertained that one of the contracting parties

has a domicile or at least has lived for a month in the place where

the marriage takes place.

3. If this condition be lacking the parish priest and the Ordinary

of the place, to assist licitly at a marriage, require the permission of

the parish priest or the Ordinary of one of the contracting parties,

unless it be a case of g^ave necessity, which excuses from this per-

mission.

4. Concerning persons without fixed abode (vagos), except in

case of necessity it is not lawful for a parish priest to assist at their

marriage until they report the matter to the Ordinary or to a priest

delegated by him and obtain permission to assist.

5. In every case let it be held as the rule that the marriage is to

be celebrated before the parish priest of the bride, unless some just

cause excuses from this.

VI. The parish priest and the Ordinary of the place may grant

permission to another priest, specified and certain, to assist at mar-

riages within the limits of their district.

The delegated priest, in order to assist validly and licitly, is bound

to observe the limits of his mandate and the rules laid down above,

in IV. and V., for the parish priest and the Ordinary of the place.

VII. When danger of death is imminent and where the parish
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priest or the Ordinary of the place or a priest delegated by either of

these cannot be had, in order to provide for the relief of conscience

and (should the case require it) for the legitimation of offspring,

marriage may be contracted validly and licitly before any priest and

two witnesses.

VIII. Should it happen that in any district the parish priest or

the Ordinary of the place or a priest delegated by either of them,

before whom marriage can be celebrated, is not to be had, and that

this condition of things has lasted for a month, marriage may be

validly and licitly entered upon by the formal declaration of consent

made by the spouses in the presence of two witnesses.

IX. I. After the celebration of a marriage the parish priest or

he who takes his place is to write at once in the book of marriages

the names of the couple and of the witnesses, the place and day of

the celebration of the marriage and the other details, according to

the method prescribed in the ritual books or by the ordinary; and

this even when another priest delegated either by the parish priest

himself or by the Ordinary has assisted at the marriage.

2. Moreover, the parish priest is to note also in the book of

baptisms that the married person contracted marriage on such a

day in his parish. If the married person has been baptized else-

where the parish priest who has assisted at the marriage is to trans-

mit, either directly or through the episcopal curia, the announcement

of the marriage that has taken place, to the parish priest of the place

where the person was baptized, in order that the marriage may be

inscribed in the book of baptisms.

3. Whenever a marriage is contracted in the manner described in

VII. and VIII., the priest in the former case, the witnesses in the

latter are bound conjointly with the contracting parties to provide

that the marriage be inscribed as soon as possible in the prescribed

books.

X. Parish priests who violate the rules thus far laid down are

to be punished by their Ordinaries according to the nature and

gravity of their transgression. Moreover, if they assist at the mar-

riage of anybody in violation of the rules laid down in 2 and 3 of

No. v., they are not to appropriate the stole-fees, but must remit

them to the parish priest of the contracting parties.

XI. I. The above laws are binding on all persons baptized in

the Catholic Church and on those who have been converted to it from

heresy or schism (even when either the latter or the former have

fallen away afterwards from the Church) whenever they contract

sponsalia or marriage with one another.

2. The same laws are binding also on the same Catholics as

above, if they contract sponsalia or marriage with non-Catholics,
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baptized or unbaptized, even after a dispensation has been obtained

from the impediment mixta religionis or disparitatis cultus; unless

the Holy See decree otherwise for some particular place or region.

3. Non-Catholics, whether baptized or unbaptized, who contract

among themselves are nowhere bound to observe the Catholic form

of sponsalia or marriage.

The present decree is to be held as legitimately published and

promulgated by its transmission to the Ordinaries, and its provisions

begin to have the force of law from the solemn feast of the Resurrec-

tion of Our Lord Jesus Christ, next year, 1908.

Meanwhile, let all the Ordinaries of places see that this decree

be made public as soon as possible, and explained in the different

parochial churches of their dioceses in order that it may be known
by all.

These presents are to have force by the special order of our Most
Holy Father Pope Pius X., all things to the contrary, even those

worthy of special mention, to the contrary notwithstanding.

Given at Rome on the 2d day of August in the year 1907.

* Vincent, Card. Bishp. of Palestrina, Prefect.

C. De Lai, Secretary.
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The intsbnatiokai. Cathouc Ljbrabt. Sdited by the Rev. J. W. WUhelm.

HiSTOBT OF THE BOOKB OF THE NEW TSSTAUXST. ByL'At1>e JOOVtim. VoL
1, SpUtles of St. Paul. Translated from the fYench edition by the
Bev. James DugKan. 8vo., cloth, gilt top. Price, net, $2.00. Nefw York:
Benzlger Brothers.

This is the first volume of a series of books which under the

editorship of Rev. J. Wilhelm, Ph. D., is to be published by Messrs.

Kegan, Paul & Co. The purpose of the International Library is

to make English Catholics acquainted with what is being done by

Catholic thinkers on the Continent It makes a common possession

of what might have remained ptu-ely local.

In Dr. Wilhelm 's introduction to the series he says: "A great

number of Catholic scholars of every country are laboring at this

task (of making clear to all the real harmony between faith and

science). The proximate object of the International Library is to

offer to English students and writers the best results of their labors,

and a further object is to facilitate between workers in the various

fields of ecclesiastical science through the comparison of ideas and

ideals a better understanding, an entente cordiale, making peace and

union."

The book before us is already well known and appreciated in the

original. It is familiar to many English students of the Holy

Scripture because it has been for some time in use as the text-book

of the Southwark Diocesan Seminary. The author thus explains

his purpose and plan:

"The book is an attempt to narrate the various circumstances that

contributed to the writing of the books of the New Testament with

a view to showing in what environment they stand historically and

dogmatically. For this purpose we have had to state the events

that gave rise to them, we have had to study the philosophical and

religious ideas of the authors, and we have had to describe the

intellectual and social conditions of those for whom these books

were originally intended. We have also had to deal with the ques-

tion of authenticity, since with regard to most of these books it

has been for one reason or another disputed; this discussion will,

we hope, be found of practical value in leading the reader towards

a thorough knowledge of each book. We have also given an analysis

of each book explaining the leading ideas and showing how they are

connected one with the other. We have not laid much stress on

matters that properly belong to criticism ; we have confined ourselves

rather to history and dogma."

Ph. I>.
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The author explains his reason for beginning with the history of

St. Paul in this paragraph : "We deal with the books in chronologi-

cal order as far as it can be ascertained. We begin with the Epistles

of St. Paul, since their dates are fairly well known to us. In the

next place, we take the books according to their probable dates

—

the Synoptic Gospels, the Acts of the Apostles, the Catholic Epistles

and the Johannine writings."

The author's characteristics are excellency of arrangement, keen-

ness of analytical power, liberality in quoting and clearness of style.

He presents a very interesting subject in a very attractive manner.

Ten Lectures on the Mabttbs. By Paul Allard. With a preface by Mgr.
Pechenard. rector of the Catholic University of Paris. Authorized
translation by Lulgl Cappadelta. 8vo., cloth; gilt top. Price, )2.00.

New York: Benzlger Brothers.

The translator of this book has had the unusual advantage of

having had his translation read and approved by the author, who
made several valuable suggestions. The book contains ten lectures,

which were delivered by M. Paul Allard at the Catholic University

of Paris. They attracted large audiences, who followed them with

rapt attention. Their excellence was at once recognized, and the

demand for their publication soon became general. The author

was already well known by his previous works as one who stood

in the first rank of our contemporary apologists. His work on the

persecutions attracted the attention not only of Catholics, but even

of the opponents of the true faith. They have acknowledged his

high qualities, breadth of his scholarship, the sureness of his crit-

icism, the strength of his methods, the moderation of his conclusions

and the courtesy which has never failed him in dealing with an

adversary.

The purpose of the lectures may be stated in a few words : They

show forth under its many aspects a great fact of history—the violent

death of an innumerable multitude of Christians of every age and

sex, and country, and condition, who have willingly given testimony

to Christ, to His life and death and resurrection and to the truth of

His doctrine, and who preferred to lose their lives rather than be

false to their religious convictions.

This task has been admirably performed. The writer has shown

with all the amplitude which such a subject demands, the motives

which occasioned the testimon*^ the situation in which it was given,

the number of those who gave it, the proceedings taken against

them, the tortures and sufferings which they endured, the impression

made by their testimony on the minds of contemporaries, the honors

bestowed on their relics and the inferences which we are entitled

to draw from all this. It is a beautiful subject and one which appeals
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to every man in whom the higher qualities are developed even in

an imperfect degree. As one reads these lectures he finds his heart

glowing within him, as the hearts of the disciples on the way to

Emaus glowed, while the Saviour explained to them the prophesies

of the Old Testament which proved His Divinity. To the old law

have been added these witnesses of the new, and combining they

make Christianity irresistible.

The Bund Sisters of St. Paci,. By UaurUx De La Sitermne. Authorised
translation by L. M. Leggatt. New York, Cincinnati, Chicagro: Ben-
zlger Brothers, printers to the Holy A[>ostollc See. 1907.

The reputation of the author, himself totally blind since 1866,

and his constant and successful labors for the amelioration and

elevation of his afflicted brethren, entitle him to a hearing irrespective

of his merits in the present undertaking. But a hearing will beget

interest, admiration, approbation.

"The hitherto practically unknown community of the Blind Sisters

of St Paul deserves wider fame. It is sufficiently attractive to

study the religious congregations of our time from a pyschological

and social point of view, since we can thus analyze and classify

many needs of the present day, the spirit of self-sacrifice and those

forms of physical or moral indigence differing so widely from those

which a gift can relieve. But is not a still keener interest aroused

when it is a question of nuns whose blindness places them under such

special conditions? In this community all the Sisters are not blind

or threatened with blindness ; there are many nuns with perfect eye-

sight ; still the name of "Blind Sisters of St. Paul" was given to the

congregation to emphasize the fact that it was founded for the blind

and is their true home. Before penetrating into the convent or

describing the origin, the charitable aims or the future of the congre-

gation, it seems indispensable—though we must not overlook the

problem of the blind girl's vocation or the type of abnegation which

leads a woman with eyesight to live in the midst of the blind—to

speak even at g^eat length of blindness in woman. It is necessary

to analyze the impressions she receives from things and from people,

and to discuss what her place in a home can be. Can she be useful

or active? Can she love and be loved? Finally, what is to be her

physical or mental share of life? These questions, though pre-

liminary, nevertheless demand wide development, given the fact of

how little we realize the real physical and moral condition of the

blind. In the first part of this book, therefore, I have endeavored to

portray the sensations of blind women, how they feel, live and act

;

I have quoted as much as possible from their own words, to give a

sincere test of their impressions. I have also quoted largely from

writers who appear unconsciously to have recorded purely tactile
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and oral impressions, so as to show that 'contact of the blind with

nature' is not chimerical, since these perceptions and sensations

which I claim for them have been felt and expressed by certain well-

known and appreciated writers. It is, therefore, quite intentionally

that I have multiplied quotations in this book, in spite of the disad-

vantages of such a method. I would add that it is always a pleasure

to come across pages of charming writings, and if these extracts

induce the reader to finish the book, he cannot blame me. Such is

this modest work, and in spite of its want of cohesion, not to men-

tion other defects, it seemed to me that this subject might interest

philanthropists and students of pyscholog}'."

Uadaiib LoxnsE db France. By Leon De La Briere. Authorized translation
by Meta and Mary Brown. With illustirations. New York, Cincinnati,
Chicago: Benzlger Brothers, printers to the Holy Apostolic See.

This is an intensely interesting book. Any one who reads it, and

follows the King's daughter from the glare of the palace into the

shadow of the cell of the Carmelite nun, there to offer her prayers

and mortifications for the conversion of her worldly, sinful father,

will be deeply touched and edified. In the visits of the father to his

child we catch a glimpse of his better side and the beginning of the

working of the gfrace of God. Do we not see the value of the sacri-

fice of the Princess in the dismissal of the mistress and the penitent

death of the sovereign, a victim of small-pox? It is a strong side-

light on history.

"We have many books which paint for us the dark side of the

reign of Louis XV. ; and indeed the dark side is only too painfully

apparent The splendors of the reign of Louis XIV. had hidden

the canker that was eating into the heart of French society. When,
however, the 'grand monarque' had passed away and the regency

fell into the hands of the profligate Due d'Orleans, all veils of

exterior decency were cast aside and the court of France became a

scandal to the world. For a short time after reaching his majority

the young King endeavored to fulfill the duties of his high office.

L'nfortunately the effort did not last long, and soon Louis sank even

deeper than his predecessor into the depths of vice and ignominy.

France and her people were forgotten, whilst her King drowned all

sense of duty in the whirl of his vile pleasures.

"Such is the picture history has handed down to us of the court

of Louis XV.
"Yet in the midst of this heartless. Godless frivolity, in the very

Palace of Versailles, was a little group who lived untainted by a

single breath of the corruption around them. This group consisted

of the neglected Queen, Marie Leczinska, and her daughters.

"This little book, which we have translated for English readers,
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tells the life story of one of these daughters, and gives a glimpse of

this tiny court within a court, where history had not time to linger.

It throws a curious light on the private life of Louis XV., and per-

haps some will be surprised to see flashes of virtue which might

have made Louis a great and good man.

"We may remark as a characteristic of French life, and no doubt

the life of other Southern Catholic countries, that even where the

practice of faith is altogether neglected, and faith itself seems hardly

existent, there is yet an undercurrent which at supreme moments
will come to the surface. Centuries have rooted the faith so deeply

that it is in their very blood."

The Ooddess of reason, a Drama In Five Acts. By Jfory Jolm$tm.
Boston and New Tork: Houghton, Mifflin & Co., 1907. Pp. 2S4. Price.
12.00, net; postage, 15 cents.

The drama is a tragedy and deals with the period of the French

Revolution. The plot, whose main characteristics can be surmised

fairly well from the incidents of the First Act, is interesting never-

theless, and affords opportunity for a number of striking scenes and

incidents which occasionally produce complications attaining to

dramatic climaxes. The hero is De Vardes, newly succeeded to the

baronage of Morbec, in Brittany. The time is the summer of 1791

;

and Act L presents us with the capture of some neighboring peasants

who had unsuccessfully attacked the chateau of Morbec. In repel-

ling the feeble attack De Vardes recalled in Yvette, the peasant girl

who led it, the memory of a certain beautiful Diana whom he had

come across in the dreamy wood of Paimpont—a vision which had

fled his approach all too hastily for his happiness. At her inter-

cession he now pardons the peasants, and soon discovers himself

deeply in love with Yvette. But Yvette, in the progress of the story,

is also loved by the Deputy Lalain, in boyhood as closely knit in

bonds of affection to De Vardes as David had been to Jonathan,

but now a most active anti-aristocrat. Yvette, although a hot Repub-

lican in her sympathies, in secret loves De Vardes, but thinks him

in love with the Marquise de Blancheforet. The Revolution pro-

gresses to the Terror, in which Yvette becomes "the Goddess of

Reason" worshiped by the mob in Nantes. Thither happens De
Vardes, now proscribed by the Revolution. The love plot becomes

tangled through the jealous misapprehensions of Yvette and the

revulsion of feeling experienced by De Vardes at seeing her wor-

shiped as "the Goddess." Finally De Vardes is captured and con-

demned to death, whereupon Yvette cries out from the gallery of the

judgment hall: "I denounce the Republic!" is herself condemned

Digitized by
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and, thus finally united with De Vardes in a mutual love freed from

all misunderstanding, is cast with him into the watery g^ave of the

Loire.

Our first criticism has to deal with the plot, in which we find, on

two occasions, the hero performing feats of valor so far beyond the

probabilities of the case as to remind us forcibly that Mary Johnston

is the author of the successful novel "To Have and to Hold." In

that novel, if our memory plays us not false, the hero, after an

exhausting experience of toil and wreck, and after a fast of two

days' duration, encounters in succession several pirates, who, although

expert swordsmen, are defeated by him in single combat in one-two-

three order. It is only a woman's hero who could achieve such feats,

which deserve to rank beside those of the gallant Falstaff. In the

present drama De Vardes repulses the peasants' attack almost single-

handed and with only a sword for a weapon:

We naturally wonder what the twenty or thirty peasants were

doing during this display of swordsmanship. Again, hard pressed

at Nantes by "seven or eight red-capped men armed with pikes,"

he and his friend De Buc, with naught but swords, deal wondrous

blows of death. What were the men with the pikes a-doing mean-

while ?

An extremely unpleasant feature of the plot is the fact that Yvette,

knowing herself and known as the illegitimate child of De Vardes'

father, is nevertheless loved by De Vardes—a more repulsive situa-

tion than that which has given to "Tristan and Isolde" an unpleasant

notoriety. Also, while it may add something to the vividness of

the atmosphere of the play, every reader must regret that a woman
should place on the page the song assigned to "A Woman's Voice"

(pp. 222-3), or should repeat so often the phrase applied to Yvette,

"the Right of the Seigneur," or should also repeat that other, "Baiser

des mariees" (as a privilege of the seigneur) , or place on Seraphine's

Hps the taunt addressed to Yvette, "kept by an aristocrat ;" or, even

as referred to the Du Barry, the words of "The Woman" (p. 109) :

"Ho! ho! The courtesan, she'll kiss no more!" Doubtless it is

quite old-fashioned, in this day of female daring in current literature,

to object to such expressions in a play written by a woman, or to

the song we have referred to. But we shall have many sympathizers,

we doubt not, in our protest.

The characterization in the drama is, in some respects, unfor-

tunate. The object of the author is to portray types, not exceptions.

But the conduct of the noblesse in the prison at Nantes, which is

The maenad with a sickle he puts by;
Runs througrh the arm a clamourer of corvie.
Brings howling to his knees a sans-culotte.
And strikes a flail from out a daw-Uke hand!
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doubtless intended to illustrate the high spirit and courage of the

noblesse, does in fact suggest rather bravado than bravery ; and the

portraiture of the abbe in the First Act is not that of a prevalent

type. Many abbes were doubtless courtiers, and some, perhaps,

gallants ; but our abbe is the only one introduced into the drama, and

he should have been either omitted (his presence does not in the

slightest way affect the course of the action, and he is introduced

merely as part of the atmosphere of the drama) or he should repre-

sent the prevalent type of abbe.

Finally, the blank verse might, we fancy, receive much att^tion

from the file, at least in the first half of the drama. As an illustra-

tion both of uncertain metre and of the poetic character of the

author's muse, the following may serve (p- 31) :

I rode from Morbec here to ChantlUon,
And through the wood of Paimpont fared alone.
It Is a forest where enchantments thrive,
And a fair dream doth drop from every tree!
The old, old world of bitterness and strife
Is remote as winter, remote as death.
It was high noon In the turbulent town;
But clocks never strike in the elfln wood,
And the sun's ruddy gold is elsewhere spent.
The light was dim in the depths of Palmt>ont.
Green, reverend, and dim as the light may be
In a sea king's palace luder the secu
The wind did not blow; the flowering bough
Was still as the rose on a dead man's breast.
On velvet hoof the doe and fawn went by;
In other woods the lark and linnet sang;
A stealthy way was taken by the fox;
The badger trod upon the softest moss;
And like a shadow flitted past the hare.
Withdut a sound the haunted fountain played.
The oak boughs dreamed; the pine was motionless;
Its silver arms the beech in silence spread;
The poplar had forgot its lullaby.

The occasional lyrics are happily conceived and expressed (bar-

ring, always, the one to which objection has been already taken).

De Sacbahento Extbeuae Ukctiokis Tractatus Doomaticus auctore
Joteph Kern, 8. J. Ratisbonse et Neo-Eboracl (New York): Pustet &
Co., 1907. Pp. 412, price 4 marks.

It may seem an exaggeration to say that the present dogmatic

treatise on the Sacrament of Extreme Unction—from the hand it

may be mentioned, by the way, of a professor of theology at the

University of Innsbruck—contains some opinions which are likely

to appear new, even at this late time, to the average student of

divinity. The author anticipates as much when he says that not only

laymen but priests as well wonder when they hear it defended that

Christ instituted the Sacrament of Extreme Unction as a preserva-

tion from the pains of Purgatory and a means of immediate entrance
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to heaven. Indeed, the author admits that he himself was aston-

ished (se quoque obstupuisse) when studying the great doctors of

the thirteenth century he found that they place the proximate pur-

pose of that sacrament to be the disposal of the soul for the attain-

ment of bliss immediately after death

—

ad continuam consecutionem

beatitudinis. There can be no doubt, as the author likewise suggests,

that if this doctrine is proven to be true, it must have great efficacy

towards increasing reverence for the sacrament, in preventing that

foolish dread which causes so many when seriously ill to neglect the

divine medicine, and in arousing serious effort on the part of recipi-

ents in order to obtain the full fruit of the sacred annealing. If,

then, the present treatise did nothing else but establish, or rather

bring out into stronger light, so salutary a teaching—and we think

the author's arguments certainly do all this—it would have made
good its claim on the attention of theological students. It does

much more than this, however. It not only develops more thor-

oughly the arguments vindicating the sacramental essence of Ex-
treme Unction than is usually done in similar treatises—it does this,

by the way, by a fuller treatment of the Oriental traditions—^but it

puts forward a plea for the repetition of the sacrament in eodetn

mortis pinculo. This plea the author recognizes is unlikely to be

easily admitted by his fellow-theologians

—

sententiae quae videntur

esse novae, suspicioni dant locum. Nevertheless, he claims that no
speculative grounds can be made good against the opinion defending

said reiteration. Since, then, the Church has made no pronounce-

ment thereon, and since abstract argumentation does not confute

the opinion, the only refutation available would have to be drawn
from history. On the other hand, Father Kern expresses his confi-

dence that tantum abesse ut accuratior inquisitio in fontes historicos

earn evertat, ut earn sit magis magisque conHrmatura. The verdict

of justification of this assertion we leave to the consideration of

expert theologians, confident that whatever be their decision on this

point, their judgment will pronounce for the solidity, thoroughness

and lucidity of the work as a whole. Surely the intelligent student

cannot come from the perusal of the book without a deeper persua-

sion of the copious redemption conveyed by Qirist to sick souls

and bodies through the sacred anointments.

ICBOiTATiONS OR Chbibtian Dooua. By Right Rev. James Bellora, D. D.
With an Introductory letter from the Cardinal Archbishop of West-
minster. Third edition. Two vols., IZmo., pp. 369 and 363. Convent of
Mercy, Callan, County Kilkenny.

Since Dr. Bellord's book first appeared it has grown in favor as

it has become better known, until now it has reached a third edition.
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It has been accepted strictly on its merits, and it needs no other

commendation. It is founded on "La Theologie Aflfective," by Louis

Bail, of Abbeville. The original first appeared in 1638, and was

republished several times, but always in folio until 1845, when, after

revision and amendment, it was brought out in five octavo volimies

of about five hundred pages each.

The value of the work was never questioned, but it was too diflfuse

to be of practical service, and it was inaccessible to English readers

generally because it was published in the French tongue only. Dr.

Bellord's first thought was to condense the original book, but he

soon found that it would be necessary to write a practically new
book. He took the framework or skeleton of the present work from

"Theologie Affective," keeping in the main to the order of the

treatises and the division into meditations, but beyond that he

allowed himself the widest latitude.

The characteristics of the book are that it takes in regular order

every one of the treatises contained in the "Summa Theolopca" of

St. Thomas Aquinas ; that it divides them conveniently into portions,

each complete in itself; that it presents these as meditations, with

fitting applications and affections, and that by these means it changes

an abstract and technical study into a devotional and practical exer-

cise.
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